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For Antelope Folder. 

; Extract from Mr. Wallihan's letter to Mr. Talbot. 

"In reply to your letter of the 19th. will say that I do 
not recall the exact words used as to the numbers in the small 
herd of antelope that would not fight off coyotes. That would 
be a guess only. I was basing my statement on what frontiersmen 
had told me they had seen. 

I would think that a smaller bunch - say 10 or 15 - would 
be nearer the right size. : 

I am of the opinion also that some epidemic disease 
kills off a lot of them. I saw two die within 24 hours on 
one photo trip and a cowboy who rode among themat that time 
told me that he saw dozens of carcasses and his conclusion was 
some epidemic. 

Kindly have Mr. Leopold correct the statement that I 
hunted with Roosevelt, as I never did. He might credit me 
as photographing game as that requires far more intimacy with 
it than hunting. But I do not want to claim that I hunted with 
Teddy when I did not. 

I should have liked to accompany him on his lion hunt near 
here, and the Chicago Tribune and New York Herald wired me to 
go with him, but I had no "invite" and I would not attemot to 
force my way with him. I had breakfast with him the morning he 
started out. 

There are a very few antelope left here, and on Northwest 
into Western or Southwestern Wyoming I am told they are quite 
plentiful yet."
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2agl2s Predatory on Prescott: According to the Prescott Bulletin, eagles are 
doing damage to game and livestock on that Forest. Jim weaves, a cattleman on ; 
the Cherry Ranger District, reports having ssen an eagle catch a young antelope. 
The eagle carried his prey up about thirty fost and dropped it, then picked it 
up again and flew away with it. It is said that in Copper Canyon eagles have 

~-Carried off a number of young goats and pigs. 

DISTAICT 5 = GALL ARIA DISD IT oe : 

A_Madera County Brunhild: No, it wasn't a thousand-acre firs, but that wasn't 
his fault. ‘hose? way, a chap by the naue of Chass, who worked for the San 
Joaquin Light & Power Sompany until Judge Short of U'Neals bastiled him for six 
months. &n the way back to his job near the Gran: Valley Dam from a. vacation in 
Fresno, Chase and his friend drove off the road a hundred yards or so to eat 
lunch, He kicked dway the dry grass.anc built a aice firs and then ducked into 
the machine to retrievs his coffeepot. Upon smerging he found himself ia the 
fix of the Skandihooviaa goddess who was ringed about with flame, Unlike that 
lady, however, he and his companion made a double quick get-away, but not quick 
snough to escape retribution at the hands of Jorest Ranger Yofford of the Sierra 
Natiopal Forest, who on behalf of his Uncle Samiarrested the Chase person and . 
conductsd him befors the J. P., who did the rest. : 

Mr. J. C. Dort,has returned’ to Ingineering after spending the last six months 
in Jashington on the preparation of an office report covering the water power in... 
vestigations in southeastsrn.Alaska in 1922, as well as a manuscript on “Water 
Powsrs of Southeastern Alaske," covaring all ths invdstigations made by the 
writer and other engineers of the better known water power sites in the Tongass 
National Forest. A summary of these resources shows that avproximately 352,000 5 
primary horse power-can bs developed, at ths better-known sitgs, and the average Be 
Power capacity of these sites is @Qoroximetaly 462,011 horse power. ‘These power- 
capacities have bsan computed on the basis of mechanical horse power at turbiae 
shafts where the prime movers would b3 direct-coanected to the grinders of a ; 
bossibls palp and papar plant, or 2lsctrical hors power at motor shafts where : 
the power sites would be develoojed slactrically and the power transmitted to 
Soma contral point. Many of these sites can ba davelopes around $5u or S6U per 
installed horse power. This is 2 very low unit cost for power and a very favor- 
able factor for the devslopmeut of ths oulp and paver industry in this region, 
this bulletin is to be published by ths federal Power Commission. - 
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Antelope Herd In Good Shape: About three years age the American Bison 

iy Society passed around the hat to male possiole the establishment of a 

band of antelope on the Wichita National Forest and Gene Preserve. The 
total amount of the funds was $3,616, which hes <1. toen expended on 

this project by the American Bison Society.. The herd kas had a varied 
career. In the fall of 1921 ‘ten antelope were received and six died 
from an unknown cause. In the fall of 1922 additioral antelope were ‘ 

shipped and five were lost from some cause which has not been deter~ 

mined. This brought the herd down five head in the spring of 1923. 
Of the first five head two were bucks and three were docs. Fortunately 

each dos gave birth to twins so that the herd was immediately increased 

to 11 head. Again this spring the three.dges had ‘asin and our $3,600 
herd now totals 17 head of thrifty antelope. It is hoped that the onimals 

have become acclimated and that the douors.will have the satisfaction 
of knowing that they have restored to its natural haunt one of the most 
beautiful and interesting forms of animal life on the American continent. 
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Mr.Yarrisarri,says that ofteimes in the "eighties"that the sheep 

of that time being much wilder than now,would often take in after any 

. passing herd of Antelope,following them until headed off by men on 

horseback;says he has frequently ren three or four Miles before he 

- could turn theoentire herd back omgo the feeding areas,when once they 

started to follow ant@lope.;also says that antelope were very 

plentiful at that time,ranging all over the plains,in bunches from forty 

to sixty. £ 
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ANTELOPE 

Lots of Antelope MMNMMHMMHY MMMNNHM on the mesa 

around the old Kirkpatrick Ranch in 1860 and thereabouts 

according to Amado Chaves. 

Navajos killed 700 antelope in a day,after rounding 

them into the Rinconado del lobo( Mt Taylor sountry) 

in 1874(A.Chaves ) 

Lots of antelope during Chaves time in that country, 

and up until about 1897,when he saw the last ones at 

Rancho La Punto.



Account of Antelope 
eee 

P.264. "Have seen them on the western side of the mountains | 

7 and in the mountain valleys, in herds of several 

: thousands" ~ "they are seldom seen now on the grande 

ae prairies." 

* "Certainly the best I had eaten in the mountains, being 
fat and juicy, and in flavor somewhat partaking of the 
domestic sheep and buffalo." 

«Gx
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: Buffalo 

Caribou 
. Turkey ; 

Elk 

HISTORY OF WAUKESHA CO., WESTERN HISTORICAL COMPANY, 1880, pp. 138-139 

| LARGE ANIMALS - TIME OF THEIR DISEAPPEARANCE 

Fifty years ago, the territory now included in the state of Wisconsin, was : 

nearly in a state of nature, all the large wild animals were then abundant. 

Now all has changed. ‘he ax and plow, gun and dog, railway and telegraph, have 

metamorphosed the face of nature. Most of the large quadrupeds have either 

been exterminated, or have hid themselves away in the wilderness, In a short 

time all of these will have disappeared from the state. The date and order in 

which animals become extinct within the boundaries of the state is a subject of 

great interest. ‘There was a time when the antelope, the woodland caribou, the 

buffalo and the wild turkey were abundant, but are now no longer to be found. 

The Antelope, Antilocarpa Americana, now confined to the western plains, 

did, two hundred years ago, inhabit Wisconsin as far east as Michigan, In 

October, 1679, Father Neaseta; LaSalle and party, in four canoes, coasted 

along the western shore of lake Michigan. In Hennepin's narrative, he says? 

"The oldest of them (the Indians) came to us the next morning with their euieast 

of peace, and brought some wild goats," This was somewhere north of Milwaukee. 

"Being in sore distress, we saw upon the coast a great many ravens and eagles 

é (turkey vultures) from whence we conjectured there was some prey, and having 

landed upon that place, we found above the half of a fat wild goat, which the 

wolves had strangled. ‘This provision was very acceptable to us, and the rudest 

of our men could not but praise the Divine Providence which took so particular 

care of us." ‘This must have been somewhere near Racine. “On the 16th (October, 

1679) we met with an ebundance of geme. A savage we had with us killed several 

stags (deer) and wild goats, and our men had a great many turkeys, very fat and big." 

This must have heen south of Racine, ‘These goats were undoubtedly antelopes. 

Schoolcraft mentions antelopes as occupying the Northwest Territory.
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When the last buffalo crossed the Mississippi is at precisely known. It 

is certain they lingered in Wisconsin in 1825. It is said there was a buffalo 

shot on the St. Croix river as late as 1832, so Wisconsin claims the last mffalo. 

The woodland caribou, Rangifer caribou, were never numerous within the limits of 

the state, A few were seen not far from La Pointe in 1845. ‘The last wild turkey 

in the eastern portion of the state was in 1846. On the Mississippi, one was 

killed in 1856. I am told by Dr. Walcott that turkeys were abundant in Wisconsin 

previous to the hard winter of 182-3, when snow was yet two feet deep in March, 

with a stout crust, so that the turkeys could not get to the ground. ‘They became i 

* so poor and weak that they could not fly, and thus became an easy prey to the 

wolves, foxes, wild cats, minks, etc., which Sens almost the entire race, 

The Doctor says he saw but one single individual the next winter. Elk were on 

Hay River in 1863, and I have little doubt a few yet remain. Moose are a 

numerous, a few yet remain in the northwestern part of the state. I saw moose 

tracks on the Montreal river, near Lake Superior, in the summer of 1845. A few 

panthers may still inhabit the wilderness of Wisconsin. Benjamin Bones, of Racine, 

shot one on the headwaters of Black River, December, 1863. Badgers are now nearly 

gone, and in a few years more the only badgers found within the state will be two- 

legged ones. Beavers are yet numerous in the small lakes in the northern regions. 

Wolverines are occasionally met with in the northern forests. Bears, wolves, 

and deer will continue to flourish in the northern and central counties, where : 

underbrush, timber, and small lakes abound, 

All large animals will soon be driven by civilization out of Wisconsin. The 

railroad and improved firearms will do the work, and thus we lose the primitive 

denizens of the forest and prairies. 

> *By Dr. P. R. Hoy 

@



ANTELOPE CENSUS OF N. M. Rigs 

Ute Mountain ? 7 Adobe— ? 195 IEP. 
Polsom— fae ge -&A-Ranch 5S. 15- 
SW..of Clayton ? ? Noga Deb 
Santa Rosa (Hjclto?¢ 12°) Ogearo——_?-—_?-— 

#t._ Sumer _ 8.25 Faywood——-?- 29 
Gran Quivera Ss. 5— ,Guadalupe ? 25 
—_Jack's Peak. 8.15 /( Elephant 
Bell Ranch——-_—D .200— Butte bs 7 
Negrito §.50-N.F. ~-Jornado —__?—_#5}/0— 
Rainy Mesa (lw? 10 N.F. San Simon, 

Datil (idipent}D 26— | Playas, & . 
“Monica D.20— Animas D.. 75 
-§,n ieee ?-30- ce bqee = 

ESTIMATED NO. OF HEAD IN N.M.- - - -837 
/ 

"Tepen Hake" Jetmoen coage FO



No. of Herds ec ee ee eee 
Decreasing- -“- ---- 5 
Stationary=.-—- -.- -.6 
fnereasing-=-=—9— = -— -*-0 
Approximate % on Decrease50% 

Total Herds, Forest land 3 
Total No. National Forests 255 

Total area N. M. acres 78,500,000 
Probable total Area suit- 
able for antelope- - - -50,000,000 
Acres of antelope range — 
per head at present- - - - -60,000 

Probable orig, No. 160,000 
Present “Stimated no. 837 

Percentage decreased so far 99-1/2%
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Lincoln Inspection - 1921 

Gran Quivira 

7 antelope east of it according to Woods, 

/
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Sitgreaves Inspection - 1922 

Hall and I jumped an antelope in woods 

on road between De Lolo and Potato Fiela 

Canyons. ‘There was a deer track with : 

his +
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‘ Prescott Inspection - 1922 

Antelope on Tank Gr. Mcesa neste of Skull 

Valley according to Grant Carter.
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Prescott Inspection - 1922 

40 Antelope New Water Herd, 10 Walnut Cr. 

Herd, as counted by Oldham, 

|



Prescott Inspection -— 1922 

Antelope. Were 4 near Walnut Grove in 1919 

but now gone. (Taliaferro).
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Manzano Inspection - 1923 

3 Antelope in Tinaja country as per map. 
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Tonto Inspection - 1923 

Antelope . 

Verde Rim 50 Springerville 25 
Cedar Glaie 10  # anderson Mesa 200 

: DK = 10 Seligman (@ar- 100 
S. Winslow 10 row) ; 

: Heber 50 N. Flagstaff 50 
: Bac Grant 100 S.W. Tucson E65 

' N.E. Camp Verie 50 San Pernando )
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Tonto Inspection - 1923 - 

Census of antelope. 655 head 

Animals Rodents 

Funds L923 1924 1923 1924 

State 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 
Federal 10,000 10,000 
Salaries 5,000 5, 000
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: Mey 4, 1923. 

Dr. Vernon Baily, 
c/o U. 3. Biological survey, 

Washington, Dd, o. 

' Dear Dr. Bailey: ! 

I remember about © year ago reading & very 
interesting article of yours in the Journal of Mammalogy | 
relating to the shedding of antelope horns. 

: Supervisor A. H. Douglas of the Datil Forest 
has just sent me a pair of horns teken from the head of 
an antelope found near the V Cross 7 ranch, which he 
states have been attached to the careass for nesriy a 
year without being touched by rodentse The horns con- 
sist of the outside case lined with coarse hair, and 
were evidently just ready to shed at the time of death, 
If I correetiy remember the gist of your article, these 
horns raise an interesting question ug to why they heve 
not been consumed by rodents, since I understand you ed- 
venee rodents as the principal oause for the rapid dis- 
appearance of shed horns. 

If it would be of interest to you, I would 
be glad to send you the horns for extimination. ; 

I still regret thet I missed seeing you and Mrs. 
Bailey when you lust passed through Albuquerque, and 
trust thet you will be ebie to come out this way again, 
in which event I hope you will stop over as = guests, 
since I would greatly appreciate the opportunity of 
seeing yous ; 

: Very sincerely yours, 

23 Atte Ofte 
ase,
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e UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ee 

FOREST SERVICE i eeS ae 
DATIL NATIONAL FOREST i MAY 2 1808 

DISTRICT FORESTER | 
roneer SUPERVISOR : Ce eee 

AND REFER TO MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO 

G : April 30, 1923 
Fish & Game StS 

Datil 5 Ee 

VY : 

Mr Aldo Leopold, 

Albuquerque,N.M. 

Dear Mr Leopold; 

Under separate cover, I.am sending you a set of 
antelope horns found north of the V Cross 7 ranch, and I 
am informed that this antelope had been dead about one year. 
Of course, this is only a cowpuncher's story, but from the 
looks of the bones, I am satisfied that he is nearly correct. 
The horns were not on the head but had Slipped off sometime 
before, and since I remember your telling me that antelopes 
shed their horns and that rodents ate them, it would seem 
to me that these horns would disprove that theory. 

Very truly yours, 

G as ae 
Forest Supervisor :
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(Mite 

Mr. 0. M. Butler, Secretary of the American Forestry Association, 

_ has asked me to write an illustrated article on the Relation of Forest Fires _ 
F tg Game Comservation, for publication in "American Forestry", August 19236 

This is a big subject, and I would like to ask whether you oan help 
me out with any information or photos? 

: ' ‘Jf not, can you refer me to any other promising sources of material? 

: Aldo Leopold, 
: Gas & Electric Bldg., . 

: : : Albuquerque, N. Mex. 

: : : :
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al Survey September 21, 1925 

Mire My 2, Musgrave, 

Box 765, : 

Photnix, Arizona. 4 

Deer Sirs- 

Reference is mada to Ms Leopold's letter of September 14; 

There is a band of “pang ty of apes 8 head. which run on 
the north end of Lone som oD a from Grmite Creek to the Toreste 
Meoage Gray reports owas oe ut 15 head which rum between Glenega 
and trey Goaes, on the rry Distriet. There is also ao band of 

‘otha tant of sost 96 Senbttin in the Wobsaty ot Seve) anes tai hs a he v 
lies yak meth at date Creek, 

: I returned lest week from the Crown me} District md while 
there a number of stockuen inform d m that the lions were getting 
ee pad in the Horsethief comtry as well as on Horse Momtalne 

y are very enxious that a route be assigned to assist them in 
weenie aie the A20te A. -yB A the seen Se —= "eens - 
practically broke probably mt be a eoope 
ate to tha extent of paying part of the trappers salary bat each man 
will assist any trapper who may be assigned every way possible. 

The following steckwen have permits in that locality: 

Cordes Sroth orseceseslurkey 
Lester PeWesessececeselturkay 
Ae Douglasesssecvcseselurkey 

: Al Promois..eseesecees0x0 mM ed : 
John CrosbYeseseseessOrown By 
Mrs. Laura ape ang | 

The Diamond Two Gattle Co. and Sronk W are interested 
. in the range in the vicinity of Horse Mountains



MoE .M./2. 

This morn Renger Melelty re @ a lion in the Lynx 
sountry md we hee ran from Unsite tcanin soith a 
divide. If possible a trapper should also be assigned in % 
Gount rye 

July the Preseott Fish, Gome and Forest Protective As- 
sociation was es with a clause in their platform favoring 
seapseesien in the extermination of ner enimals. ‘The dAs~ 
sociation is particularly interested in the lion near Preseott 
and I understand they plan to diseuss measures of “gy 

: with you at the Flegsteff Gams Meeting on September 24 and 
We are assuming of course that you will be present at the meetings 

Very truly yours, a 

H. Basil Wales, Forest Suvervisors 

’ ih 2 i . | 

~ one : area ee 9 a oe : ae



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICT 

ss ADDRESS REPLY TO Crates GAS AND ELECTRIC BUILDING 

DISTRICT FORESTER ALBuauerRa@ue, New Mexico 

November 10, 1923. 

Hon. Nelson Field, 

: Puerticito, New Mexico. 

Dear Mr. Field; 

Mr. R. H. Wylie tells me that you are the 
best posted man on former game conditions in 
the country extending from Magdalena to Grants. 
I am trying to collect data which will show 
the former ranges of mountain sheep and ante- 
lope. Would you be so kind as to mark on the 
attached map the approximate locations where 
you have seen sheep or antelope or have known 
them to exist in past years. if you could 
put circles for sheep and crosses for antelope, 
it would enable me to interpret the map. 

I would be very grateful to you for your 
cooperation in this matter. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Hnelosure= 
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December 22, 1923. 

Hon, Nelson A. Field, 

Puerticito, New Mexico. 

Dear Mr. Pield; 

fhank you very much for the map and the 

data you have entered on it. I greatly 

appreciate your help. 

Very sincerely yours, : 

Cy connly
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“Our harvest being gotten in, our Governour sent foure 
men on fowling, so that we might after a more special manner 
rejoyce together after we had gathered the fruits of our labours. 
They foure in one day killed as much fowle as, with a little 
help beside, served the company almost a weeke.”’ 

| Thus in the quaint language of 1621 the Pilgrim Fathers, 
| with Indians as guests of honor ‘gathered about tables spread 

with fish, game, wild fruits of the forest, cornbread and vege- 
i tables from their new gardens, gave thanks to God. Roast 
i turkey found an important place in the three-day feast, for 
| that now famous bird was plentiful in the neighborhood of 
| Plymouth. 
| —PRESSTIGE. 

| | ae 
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@ localities where antelope are ranging. eee aes in State 

{7 Colorado Antelope Refuge 

By Joun H. Hatron 

During the summer we endeavored, through the Association, where they range. There is, of course, a certain overlapping of 

to get up-to-date information on the status of antelope in Colo- range as between some counties. 

rado. Letters were addressed to county assessors and other per- The picture to us looks rather more encouraging than dis- 

sons who were perhaps as fully in touch with the conditions in couraging. While there seems to have been a rather indifferent 
their counties as anyone, or were in a position to give the names local sentiment toward the preservation of antelope, and there is 
of parties who would be, with the result that we believe we now a good deal of law violation in respect to them because of this 

have as thorough information as any state on this species. Use indifference, the opportunities to us appear to be exceptional in 
was also made of the data gathered by the Biological Survey, the bringing about a better public sentiment for them. Herein, we 
Game Department, and the United States Forest Service. Dr. think, lies the secret of their future protection and preservation. — 
Nelson, Chief of the U. S. Biological Survey, who has been fur- If local sentiment can be aroused, and we believe it can be with 
nished a copy of the information in connection with the study he the proper publicity and propaganda, more than half the battle 
is making of antelope from the standpoint of the nation, has been is won. It is now a question of everybody’s business being 
kind enough to state that it was among the very best data that nobody’s business—a situation which ought not to be an impos- 
he has received from the sixteen states reporting the presence of sible one. 

antelope. Recommendations were received for the establishment of ante- 
Twenty-one ofsthe sixty-three counties in Colorado are known lope refuges in certain sand-hill sections of the state, and we 

to have gg#ffe”antelope,\and the total number for the state is ap- believe these to be good. We already. have one state antelope 
proximafely 1,000 head. The cut above shows the general locality refuge north of Fort Collins, adjoining the Wyoming line, where
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antelope have ranged for years and are now present in consider- notice their depreciation in numbers as much as he does other 
able numbers. . animals, he takes it for granted that they are existing as nature 

The following history reported by Mr. William H. Winscom, intended. At the game time they are subject to all the laws of 
county assessor of Jackson County, will be of interest as bearing nature and precisely the same treatment as other animals. It is 
upon one of the big factors in reducing antelope to their present well to talk about the surplus of fishes, but in nature there is no 

status: surplus. All species\under natural conditions maintain their own 
“Yours of the 25th instant enclosing antelope census received kind to the extent which nature provided, and when this number 

today. I am sorry to say there are not any antelope in North is drawn upon to any \extent the balance is upset somewhere, and 

Park (Jackson County). The last bunch was slaughtered twenty unless remedial oh are taken serious results must follow. 

years ago by some Fort Col'ins sportsmen (?). I landed in Jack- Many years ago some states set aside refuges for fish. Usually 
son County or North Park forty years ago next January, and most the waters set aside hee favorite spawning grounds for the 
of the old-timers protected the game. About thirty-five years ago species which it was hoped to preserve. Such action was never 
one of our ranchmen used to use a telescope rifle hunting antelope. so popular as in the case of warm-blooded animals, and due to 
He did the shooting and wagons from Denver picked up the game. the demand for the privilege to fish such places were usually 
He was paid one dollar per head for those he killed.” opened up after a few years. 

The following letter on the status of local sentiment is more Due to the great increase in the number of people fishing, it 
encouraging than we find from the average locality. This is from becomes more and more necessary to add to the protection of the 
Mr. C. F. Parker of Julesburg: fishes. This can best be done by adding to the protection afforded. 

“Last winter my men counted 105 antelope, some of them spawning fish, and there is no method of accomplishing this better 
ranging in Logan County during the summer. About fifty-five are than by the permanent cldsing of some of the best spawning 
found in Sedgwick County. They are located in the northwest grounds. It would in many\ cases be well to close lakes entirely 
corner of Sedgwick County and northeast corner of Logan County. to fishing, but as nearly evéry good lake is surrounded more or 
I often see the kids with their mothers in the summer. The laws less by cottages or furnishes |fishing-to residents, the objection to 
are not violated a great deal, but some violations occur. It is this is very great and the enforcing of an order to that effect 
hard to give instances, however. We have heard shots and found would be very difficult. Nearly every good lake, however, has 
fences cut. The neighbors north of my ranch have told me they some large bay or other portion which is well defined and in 
have seen cars chasing them. All the settlers near the range of which fish go for spawning purposes and which could be closed 
the antelope wish them protected. without depriving the people of the pleasure of angling. 

“There were two does and one buck about twenty years ago In some instances portions of a lake or stream can be closed 
when I fenced in an 8,000-acre pasture at my Cottonwood ranch. to good advantage for a portion of the year covering the spawning 
They have steadily increased, and it is generally understood around period of the fish which it is| proposed to protect. The laws of 
here that anyone caught molesting them will get the limit of the Minnesota now provide for such action, and in a number of cases 
law.- They come down and feed on the alfalfa fields in winter.” it has been taken advantage of. The spawning grounds of the 

The following from Mr. H. R. Rice, county assessor of Wash- pike-perch where spawning stations of the department are carried 
ington County, it is believed expresses more nearly the present on are closed for a period extending to June 1, and had this 
average sentiment. Mr. Rice reports having seen in the winter action been taken at an earlier date some of the best spawning 
about forty antelope in north of Akron a couple of years ago. grounds would have been in much better condition than at present. 
He states that they seem to be breeding and producing all right, There are places in the state where black bass spawn in large 
but opinions vary as to whether they are increasing, decreasing, numbers and where so-called sportsmen gather at the opening of 
or holding their own. He goes on to say: the general fishing season and cast for croppies and sunfish. The 

“I think it lucky if the last is true, and I would put the period bass are hooked, played and landed, and, in accordance with the 
at five or six years that they have done so, as they were killed off law, are released. Why could not the best bass spawning grounds 
badly by earlier settlers. About two months ago two dead ones be closed to fishing of any kind until July 1 and give them a 
were found in north of Platner, the first station east of Akron, chance to reproduce? We cannot produce these fish in numbers 
which had been shot and left. A year or so ago three were killed in hatcheries, but they will multiply if allowed to spawn and 
in the same neighborhood, and they tried hard to place the blame, guard their young unmolested. 
but failed. If each lake could have a spawning ground set aside, or in 

“One of the worst things for the safety of the antelope seems case several lakes are connected one of them could be set aside, 
to be the semi-protection. Antelope tame quite easily, and a little we could be sure of at least having some fish for all time, and 
protection soon gets them so they are easy to kill.” the results of these areas would produce fishing as the fish passed 

Mr. Rice goes on to recommend the establishment of preserves to other lakes or portions of the lake. 
by the selection of certain school sections in the sand-hills. In the instances where this has been tried out in Minnesota 

The Secretary would appreciate from the readers of the Bulle- it meets with the approval of the| sportsmen, and it is probably 
tin any further information and suggestions on the antelope situa- true that the sentiment of many more localities would be in favor 
tion in Colorado. Such information can be made excellent use of it if the benefits were only called to the attention of the people. 
of in working out a plan or campaign of education and publicity. It should be borne in mind by those who study nature that the 

Oo fish is much the same as all other animals. They must have 
opportunity to raise their young unmolested; must go through the 

PRACTICABILITY OF FISH REFUGES 2 processes of making a living and avoiding their enemies; = to 
By E. W. Cops, former Superintendeytt of Fisheries, Minnesota maintain their numbers they must be given the same chance as 

There is nothing new in the idea Af a refuge for fishes, though any other species of animal. What jis good for the bird and the 
it is not so commonly talked of /as refuges for warm-blooded beast is good for the fish. Give them one spot where they will 
animals, Man is apt to think that fish will in some miraculous be safe and see that it is kept for their benefit alone. 
manner be preserved to him, ayid as he does not see them and —Fins, Feathers and Fur, Minnesota.
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For antelope file 
January 2, 1924, 

Jornada Antelope Herd: Nelson tells me that his latest 

estimate of the number of animals in this herd is 13, They are 

running mostly on the Jornada Reserve.



ISSUED MONTHLY FOR THE PERSONNEL OF THE BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Jol. 5 Vashington, D. C., January 17, 1924 No. 1 

‘ GENERAL NOTES 

A conference called by Doctor Nelson, on the present status of 
the antelope in the United States, which met on December 14 in the U. S. 
National Museum, was attended by conservationists interested in the sub- 
ject from all parts of the country. ‘The heads of the State game commis- 
sions of California, Massachusetts, and other States, were present, and 
the Canedian Government was represented by 0. S. Finnie, Director of the 
Northwest Territories, Among the principal conservation organizations 
represented were the Boone and Crockett Club, the National Association of 
Audubon Societies, the American Game Protective Association, the Izaak 
Walton League, the Permanent Wild Life Protection Fund, the American 
Bison Society, and the National Parks Association. Governmental bureaus 
interested in wild-life protection were, respectively, represented by the 
Director of the National Parks Service, the Director of the Coast and : 

Geodetic Survey, and by various officials of the Forest Service and the 
Biological Survey. The results of a census of the antelope, which has 
been made by the Biological Survey through the cooperation of Federal and 

State officials and individuals throughout the West, were presented to 
the meeting. In the discussions which followed on the most practical 
methods for conserving the decreasing numbers of the antelope, it was 
decided that instead of organizing a new society for the purpose, all 
existing organizations should join in and assist in securing the objects 
sought whenever any one of them should take up any phase of antelope con- 
servation, The results of the antelope census referred to indicated that 
there are approximately 22,000 lof these game animals left in sixteen of 

; : the Western States, 

The following publication of the Bureau was received in December:
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. Report on Antelepe in Southern Grent County. ~ ES 
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Number and Location of Twenty-two head on the 0=0 ranch near She 
Mimals actual seen. Spaulding. I think there are four fame ae 

n this band. Mr Lee Upton, in whose pastures this band runs, 3. 
keeps a close watch upon thems xo 

Ten head near Cow Springs. This band runs towards Gage on ene 
the Southern Pacific RR. a3 

Seven head at Cedar Grove, thirty-one miles south-vest of = 
Deminge ir WeBeStevens reports fifteen head in this band but z. 
I saw only seven. = 
Total animals actually soon ------ss-<=-=-~ 59, == 
Humber and Location of County Surveyor ——- reports fifteen - re 
MNnimals roportede head near Wilna on Southern Pacific ey 
ieliiePUrming ale vicinity of the Chiricahua Windmills. I eee fe 
did not see any of these and my opinion is that if is part pga 
of the same_band on the 0=0, a 
_Sntenah Turner reports indirect information at a Bs : Se ae 

between Cow Springs and Lordsburg. Hoe thinks 68 might be i 
_ the band reported by County Surveyor i ; . & eB 

Mr Robert Royall, of Tyrone, vepeeée Waki Oolonel Turner 2 
that there are two or three head on his ranch between Cow gee 2 
Springs and White Signal. : see 

ix Hugh Lynch reports a <ood many antelope south=west of Siar 
Hachita but they range mostly in Mexico. = ae 

There are a number of antelope ranging between the Datil 1g 
and Gila Forest near the Diamond Creek country. I will make 2S 
a report in detail on this band as soon as opportunity offers. P58: 

Character of Range and The antelope in southern Grant County 4 
renge over an open,troeless tract of = 

SCbLON Ole several hundreds of square miles in a 
extent. ‘The animals are wild and difficult to approach close 
enough for detailed observation. To properly cover the dice 3 
trict probably used by the various bands both horse and motor 
transportation are necessary. Owing to the lack of proper 
transportation and the great expense involved in the hire | 
thpreof I was umable to cover all the country said to contain 
antelope. However, I have more or less definitely placed the 
probable range and can, if transportation is arranged #6r, d 
make quite a complete check in 2 reasonable time. The late 
summer or carly fali would be the best time to obtain infor~ j 
mation regarding any increase. This country could be covered ; 
on YJorseback but it would take a month or six weeks. If the Z 

- Game Association in Silver City cab arrange for motor trense j 
portation we cen prebably arrange to borrow horses from the 
renchers living in the district. 

it is reported that a great many doves and quail were killed 
in this general district during the December snow storm. == —— 
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(Antelope file) 

c May 28, 1924, 

J. f. Mc}4ughlin of Albuquerque recalls that an old buffalo 
hunter named 5/ C. White of San Pedro told him that he has seen as 
high as 10,000 antelope in one bunch at a watering place called 
Stinking Lake or Stinking Spring in the Estancia Valley. He asked 
White how he estimated the ntmbers and White replied that he was 
used to estimating sheep and used the seme method. 

4 
A j ci.
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DAILY BULIETIN 
Noe 25=20 Ue. Se Forest Service July 25, 1924. 

Southwestern District 

Antelope on the Prescott: The Prescott Bulletin states that 29 adult ante-- 
dope and the sae uamber of young ones have been cornted on the Blooly Basin 
district this spring. One bunch of six 01d ones now has eleven young, it 
is said. : 

How Fast Do Men Go Who Travel the Swift Trail: Is it speedier then zipping 
the toboggan or skiing? And why do they do it at night? The Crook Bulletin says that District Engineer Long "will arrive in Safford tomorrow evening 
to go over the Swift Trail in company with Logging Engineer Lang and Super- visor King." g : = 

Hincoln Elimination: On July 17, the President signed a new proclamation for the Lincoln National Forest eliminating 19,962 acres. Of this, 1,121 acres is comparatively open land on the Lincoln Division and is eliminated for ad~ ministrative: reasonse The largest area eliminated is kmovm as MeDonald Mesa ~ on the Sacramente Division and includes an Open grass mesa extending to: the Gld forest boundary but forming an indentation on the east side of the Div- ision. Most of this mesa was listed in connection with classification and it has now been determined for administrative reasons to eliminate the entire 
projecte A proposed addition on the Guadalupe Division is held up pending in~ vestigation by the Interior Derartment. The elimination which was under con~- sideration on the Gallinmis Division has been disapproved, because of the small 
percentare af lande thane —---- — -8%
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CHECK LIST OF LIFE HISTORY oF 

* ANTELOPE 
AL )s L dec iqay 

* Look up also proceedings of National Antelope Conference 
held in winter 1923-24.



DBD. Phenology 

Rut? (Ligon says Sept.) Gestation? Fawns drop? 

Nlo.fawns (always 27). 

; Horn-Shed@ding: (See Vernon Bailey article in Journal 

Mammology about 1922). When are the cases shed in 3. W.? What 

rodents or other animals eat the cases in 5. We? lo they 

shed simultaneously or one at a time? Are they rubbed off or 

fall off? : 

E. Distribution 

Where and to what extent are they now running in 

timber or brush country? Is this a change from original 

habits? If so, what caused it? Is it likely to prove yome~ 

ficial? Is it true that predatory animals are more likely 

to get the fawns in such country? Has such country caused 

any change in habits? Is it tuue that they tend to split 

into smaller benches, and do they run with deer in such country. 

(I have seen them twice with deer, Ligon once.) 

Did deer or antelope ever get to be sufficiently 

numerous in any locality tn seriously overgraze it, such as 

buffalo did on the plains? 

Were there any large areas of suitable altitude origi- 

nally devoid of antelope? 

Possible origin of present brush and timber habitat 

from old habit of wintering in such places. 

“Be



F. Food Habits 

Ligon's aromatic "lake-bed Weed" as a determinant 

of antelope distribution (He is to get a specimen and have it 

identified by Dist. For. office). Do they ever enter fences 

for water or salt? (Ligon has seen them licking at salt 

grounds) . Do they eat any domesticated plants like alfalfa? 

(They like the hay). ‘To what extent to they browze? In 

' blizzard of 1888 antelope at Spur lake basin yarded and browzed 

each others tails - has this ever happened since or elsewhere? 

(Range horses have been known to do this in White Mountains). 

G. Water Relations 

How long and under what circumstances do they go 

without water? (Ligon has seen them in waterless country for 

long periods.) Any evidence of metabolic water? (Consult 

Dr. Vorhees at Tucson.) Do they drink foul water freely? 

(Ligon thinks so.) Uo they swim freely or at all? 

H. Breeding Habits 

Herd bucks actually collect and guard does. (How 

many? Ligon saw up to 12). ; 

Lo buck antelope, like billy-goats, put winein jaws? 

At all times or only during rut? 

Do bucks have serious fights? (ligon thinks no.) 

What kind of places are fawns cached? (Ligon has 

found them.) 
. 

i 
Bee 
\ "i 4



I. Natural Enentes : 

Extent, season, age, sex, and methods of killing 

by wolves, coyotes, lions and golden eagles. 

Get Ab Steelels story about wolves running ante- 

lope near adobes in about 1912. 

3 Poverty losses (Warner of <> A's says 1/3 died on 

Jomado in 1922-23). 

' Ke Miscellaneous 

Voice (Ligon's observations in whistling), 

Effect of fencing on feeding habits, natural enemies, 

etc. 

Do they Yump fences or crawl under? (Ligon says 

they crawl. Never saw them jump over). 

Speed: Max. speed when running. 

ohne 

A : :



CHECK LIST OF LIFE HISTORY OF 

ANTELOPE* 

A. L. & d. S. Le, December, 1924. 

* Look up also proceedings of National Antelope Conference 

held in winter 1923-24.



D. Fhenology 

Rut? (Ligon says Sept.) Gestation? Fawns drop? 

No. fawns (always 27). 

Horn-Shedding: (See Vernon Bailey article in 

Journal Mammology about 1922). When are the cases shed in 

3. #.? What rodents or other animals eat the cases in 5S. W.? 

Do they shed simultaneously or one at a time? Are they rubbed 

off or fail off? 

E. Distribution 

Where and to what extent are they now running in 

timber or brush country? Is this a change from original 

habits? If so, what caused it? Is it likely to prove bene- 

ficial? Is it true that predatory animals sre more likely 

to get the fawns in such country? Has such country caused 

any change in habits? ts it true that they tend to split 

into smaller benches, and do they run with deer in such 

country? (I have seen them twice with deer, Ligon once). 

Did deer or antelope ever get to be sufficiently 

numerous in any locality to seriously overgraze it, such as 

buffalo did on the plains? 

Were there any large areas of suitable altitude 

originally devoid of antelope? 

Possible origin of present brush and timber hahitat 

from old habit of wintering in such places. 

~e 

.



FP. Food Habits 3 

Ligon's aromatic “Lake-bed feed" as a determinant 

of antelope distribution (he is to get a speeimen and have it 

identified by Dist. For. office}. Do they ever enter fences 

for water or salt? (Ligon has seen them licking at salt 

grounds). Do they eat any domesticated plants like alfalfa? 

(They like the hay). ‘To what extent do they browze? In 

blizzard of 1888 antelope at Spur Lake basin yarded and 

browzed each others tails - has this ever happeried since or 

elsewhere? (Range horses have been known to do this in White 

Mountains). 

G. Water Relations 

How long and under what circumstances do they go 

without water? (Ligon hae seen them in waterless country 

for long periods). Any evidence of metabolic water? (Consult 

Dr. Vorhees at Tucson). Do they drink foul water freely? 

(Ligon thinks so). Do they swim freely or at all? 

H. Breeding Habits 

Herd bucks actually collect and guard does. (How 

many? Ligon saw up to 12). 

Do buek antelope, like billy-goats, put wine in 

jaws? At all times or only during rut? 

Do bucks have serious fights? (Ligon thinks no). 

What kind of places are fawns cached? (Ligon has 

found them). 

-B



I, Natural Enemies 

Extent, season, age, sex, and methods of killing 

by Wolves, coyotes, lions and golden eagles. 

Get Ab Steele's story about wolves running ante- 

lope near adobes in about 1912. 

Poverty losses (Warner of © A's says 1/3 die@ in 

Jomado in 1922-23). 

K, Miscellaneous 

Voice (Ligon's observations in whistling). 

Effect of fencing on feeding habits, natural en- 

emies, ete. : 

Do they jump fences or crawl under? (Ligon says 

they crawl. Hever saw them jump over). 

Speed: Maximum speed when running. 

-4-



Wichita Trip - November, 1925, : 

Notes on Antelope 
By Leopold 

Feed The small antelope pasture is 
notable for the total absence of 
weeds, which they seem to keep 

cleaned out. 

Jumping Shanklin has seen antelope 
make a standing jump of 84 inches. 

Rut in September, fawns in April, 
shed horns in October. 

Fawns Bucks kill fawns in pasture, 
Shanklin and McCam say. Evidently 
fawns are supposed to be tied 
out.
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: . ECONOMIC INVESTIGATIONS. — . 

_ .. While riding a poison line northwest. of Del. Norte, Colo., in. the 
: Rio Grande Forest on December 18 Eunter William Krepps discovered the car- 

cass of a freshly killed buck and noted lion tracks. As the snow gave won- 
derful tracking conditions he started horse-back and within a short dis- 

4 tance jumped four lions and killed the whole outfit-with his rifle. Stanley 
P. Young, leader in.predatory animal control in Colorado, states that this 
is the best single-handed kill of mountain lions in such a short time ever 
made in that district. ae 

Mr. Young also reports that Hunter Robert B. Dillon, on January 24 
succeeded, with the aid of his two Airedale dogs, in killing a male moun- 
tain lion weighing approxius tely (290) pounds. In reporting the killing of 
this lion, his second one for January, Mr. Dillon makes the following in- 

2 teresting comments on the method used by this lion in killing deer: “ees 
"This particular lion had jumped quite a number of deer which, evi- 

y dently, were feeding in one herd.. Deer, as you know, are curious, and after 
6 jumping them the lion had gone down the trail, and the deer followed. On 

2 zi getting down the trail some distance, the lion jumped clear of it and back- 
> tracked, and from the tracks I was able to ascertain that he had concealed 

Ss himself under a cedar thicket, where. ‘he was waiting for his prey to come. 
S You can readily see by His doing this that any of the deer that he might 
é i pick out would have very. little chance. of passing him without being caught 
des and killed.'' © : : 

ys 
John W. Crook, assistant in predatory animal control in the Colorado- 

Kansas district, in Jenuery ran a mountain lion seven and a half hours with 
his dogs before treeing it. He reports that he finally shot it in one of 
the highest trees on the San Isabel National Forest. 

.The catnip oil recently supplied to some of the hunters in Colorado 
; is “bringing fine résults, perticularly in bobcat work. | 

ey Considerable destruction of sheep by coyotes has been reported by 
the citizens of Andrew County, Missouri, the heaviest loser reporting the 
killing of 56 head in the past six months. : : 

R. E. Bateman, leeder in predatory animal control in Montana, vis- 
ited a former employee of this bureau at Monida, and learned of his captur- 
ing five wolves by decoying them close to his house with three tame ones 
kept in captivity. . One.of these wolves was shot from the door of the cabin 

| while lingering around the wolf kennel. : 
; . 

| Hu. B. Warren, a hunter in Montana, placed 633 poisoned baits. in Jan- 
| vary and destroyed 38 coyotes. He picked up 10 coyotes that had been killed 
| by poison in one day. J. &. Burley, another hunter in Montana, killed 42 

coyotes with 400 poisoned baits. : Bere : 

In checking up the poison work done in Utah since July 1, 1924, Geo. 
E. Holman, leader in predatory animal control in that State, reports that
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hunters have distributed over 290,000 baits, and have extended their work 

into every county. In addition, he has furnished 95,000 strychnine cap- 

sules with instructions for their use to stockmen whose ranges he could not | 
reach, and will use 356,000 additional capsules in the poison campaign now | 

on. The hunters have also been issued 1,230 ounces of processed poison. | 

Mr. Holman believes that this is the best piece of poison work ever done | 

in ‘the State of Utah, and it has been accomplished with less than 20 regu- 

lar employees. : : 

In Utah 18 hunters and 2 field assistants devoted the month of Jan- 
uary to continuing poison work in spite of the extremely cold weather and 
considerable snow in most of the mountain districts which made work diffi- 
cult and disagreeable. They distributed approximately 50,000 baits, using , 

155 horses, 30 sheep, and 15 head of cattle. ° : 

The Idaho Division has placed about 725,000 poison baits since 
July 1. ihe : 

Leo K. Couch, leader of rodent control in Washington, has called 
attention in his district to the possibility of severe mouse damage to 

orchards this winter, particulerly in localities where snow lies on the 
ground for any length of time. Over most parts of the State the meadow 

mouse, the species usually responsible for damage to trees, has not been 
abundant for a couple of years, but experience has shown that efter e year | 

or two of comparative scarcity these mice breed with astonishing rapidity. | 

| Conditions during the past summer have been ideal for most rodent life, and 
| increases have been noted in all districts where strenuous poisoning cam- 
| paigns were not resorted to. County agents and orchardists are theréfore 
| being advised to keep close check on the meadow-mouse situetion. 

Numerous reports of injury to root crops and flower bulbs by smail 7 
rodents in western Washington have been received. On one farm south of 

Olympia, pocket gophers and mice were working on the same row of carrots : 

and there were shallow mole burrows zig-zagging through the garden. The | 
pocket gophers ete the carrots from below, while the. field mice hollowed : 
them out from the top or side, leaving a shell of the former tuber. fresh 
tooth-marks helped to. identify the animal in both cases. In areas where 
pocket gophers, mice, and moles are found there seems to be common use of 

the burrow system. : 

Mr. Couch also writes that following the October work in Yakima, 
Wash., where 154 rats were killed with calcium cyanide, a demonstration was 
arranged in January by the county agent, with city officials in attendence. 

The city dump probably has the heaviest infestation of any place in the : 
. state of Washington, and has been a rat problem for years. Calcium cyanide | 

dust was pumped into the burrows and about 300 rats were killed on the sur- 
face. About 1,000 rats were accounted: for in two hours. The city officials 

will purchase a duster and material énd thoroughly cover the dump once or 

twice a month. In this way the rat population can be kept down. 

A. M. Day, leader in rodent control in Wwyoming, spent some time 
: recently excavating a white-tailed prairie-dog. burrow. .It was found to
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} 25-210 U. Se. Forest Service March 13, 1925. 
Southwestern District 

Removing Static Revort Out: The Adems D-1 report on renoving static 

from grounded phone lines has been sent to each Forest Supervisor in 

éuplicate copies including illustrations, were made up here for the 
district. 

Square Boards from Round Trees: The Forest Products Laboratory Bul~ 
letin states tiat Assistant Director Leopold delivered a radio ad~- 
dress from the University of Wisconsin Broadcasting Station WdA the 
evening of March 6. His subject was "Square Boards from Rownd 

Trees - What the United Stetes Forest Products Laboratory is Doing 
About It.” 

Canteens Replace Water Bags: Experience hes shown thet the high re~ 
placement cost and numzer of canvas water bags lost does not warrant 

investing further in them for fire fighting purposes. ‘he Forester 

has therefore decided to discontinue theiz purchase for fire use end 
to substitute a 4 qt» galvanized iron canteen. Ff it can be dons 
without prohibitive cost it is ynronosed to have these canteens cov~ 
ered with canvas. 

Antelones Increasing in Southern New Mexico: According to Deputy 

Game Warden U.S. Soule ot Silver City, New Mexico, who has just made 
a report to the State Game Department, the antelope herds of southern 
New Mexico are increasing in size. Scarcity of watering places, the 

game warden says, hes broken up the main herds into small groups that 
are ranging in widely separated regions vut fawns are observed in the 
various herds at the average ratio of one fam to avout three old ones. ‘ 

This is said to be a decided increase”over the past few years. 

Missing Circular Letters Several forests have called for a copy 
of circular letter of 7-0-5 of 8/1/24 whicn was listed in Circular 
Letter Index, July to Desember 1924. Thore is no copy of this cir- 
cular in D.0. files, the only clue being a une page sheet sent out 
under date of 9/8 fea which has the same title as the missing letter. 
This is a list of minor Guide Amendments to be entered in lonehand 
in individual Guides. In some manner the above circular ietter nun— 
ver was issued for this sheet but as finelly mimeographed the mamber 
was omitted. Please sdd this number if the sheet is retained fov 
file purposes. : 

Reward Paid for Information: The New Mexico State Game Protective 

Association has just paid a reward of $50 for information which Jed 

to the arrest and conviction of a gane law violator. One Mike Torres 

of Fierro, N.M!-. killed an antelope on the Gila Forest last November. 
Zeb Hardin of Santa Rita who was hunting in the Black Canyon region 

at the time discovered the violation end advised Ranger Wood. Ranger 

Wood phoned the sheriff with the result that the violator was arrested, 

the antelope seized and conviction secured in Justice of the Peace 
Court at Santa Rita. The venalty was 3100 fine and costs. Mr. Hardin, 
it is understood, made no claim to the reward butthe Association has 

an arrangement by which rewsrds are paid for information leading to 

arrest anc conviction for killing antelope, mountain sheen or ptarmi- 

~ an upon which there is no open season. 

Field: Herms (Apache) Scott (Datil) j 
Acting: Jones
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1. Coronado does not mention antelope, unless his "goat" 

seen near Zuni was an antelope. Probably not, since 

this val dees range. : 

Re Nishingten Irving's description of "flagging" and also 

a "Surround". (No brush fences mentioned in connection 

: with latter method of hunting.) é 

: 2. Irving says Indians made shirts out of antelope skins. 

3. Caton says antelope had poor eyesight. 

4. Census. Skinner estimates they were as numerous as 

buffalo but now (1924) only 10,000 left. | 

4. Weazie; Rare in 1907, but in 1884 abundant along rail-~ 

road between Ash Fork & Whipple (Gallup). "Thousands 

were killed annually around San Francisco and Bill 

Williams Mountains, but none remained in the immediate 

vicinity of Fort Verde". The great decrease occurred 1884-88, ; 

Bi Altitude. In yellowstone rarely occur as high as 8500°. 

7% ‘Timber. "Often when surprised in restricted areas they 

show no hesitancy in entering timber to escape." j 

8. Migration. 30 miles from summer to winter range in Park. } 

-l-
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Travel this in 3 days. "On the plains, in the old days, 

migration was the regular thing and was well known to 

hunters, who frequented the spring and fall routes." 

(Note: does any migration occur in the S.W.?) ; 

10. Wingate, Geo. W. “A hunter must never assume that any 

: antelope he sees, even with a glass, is not watching 

his movements<" 

10. Speed. Seton credits the antelope with a speed of 32 

i miles per hour, as against the best speed of a thorough- ; 

bred race-horse at 34 miles per hour." Greyhounds and i 

good horses can sometimes run them down. 

ll. Glands give out musky odor when rump hair raised or 

; lowered. Caton suggests this is to keep off insects but 

; Seton thinks purpose is intercommunication, 

Ts Seineings Can swim strongly but do not stand in water 

; by choice. Says they always leave water on the run and — 

do not stop to shake until well away from (usually steep) | ; 

stream banks. ; f 

12. Food. Hat tridentata sage but no other browse. Do not 

paw snow, but seek windswept ridges. Hat snow in winter. : 

12. less Nocturnal than deer and elk. 

f 14. Rut in September and October. Skinner thinks not very 

polygamous but Heller thinks very much so. Gather in 

large bands in winter and break up in spring (February). | 

15. Gestation. "A little over eight months or slightly 

longer than with deer." Fawns come in May or early June, 

-2- 
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usually two at a time. 

15. Survival of fawns larger than with other large animals. 

' In August 40 per cent of all antelope seen were kids, 

in spring 1921 "19 per cent of our herd were young 

antelope approaching one year old". Fawns born more 

active than deer and elk. : 

16. Association. "Occasionally they are with deer, elk, 

mountain sheep, and even buffaloes, but the association 

is due to limited forage and not at all to sociability". 

(Note: I have twice seen antelope with blacktail deer : y 

[sitereaves & Gila). In latter case it was at a water 

hole but in former there was ho lack of forage or other 

Treason to associate. In neither case did they run away 

with the deer herd. ) 

Ets Voice. uN Small male antelope came up to within a hundred 

feet to watch me ride past. As I did so, he Squealed 

and stamped first one fore foot and then the other, and 

then trotted up and crossed the road in front of my 

horse." 

“17. Crossing Habit. See above. Like Stewart Edward White's 

African experiences. 

17. Woice. "They have an alarm note which might be described 

‘ as either a squal be a@ bark, and they use it when curious 

aS well -as when alarmed." 

2g2
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20. Loco. Stockmen think they eat and are affected by loco 

but Dr. C.D. Marsh thinks probably not. j 

20. Diseases. "Practically all of their troubles of this 

kind being due to infection from domestic sheep, cattle, 

and horses." 

20. Parasites. "There is also a tape worm found in foxes, 

wolves, and coyotes, which in the embryo Stage is found 

in our antelope." 

20. Packs. large bands form during November, December and 

January, which is also the growing season of buck's horns. 

Does lead the bands during this period. 

21. Predators. Coyotes, especially in packs, are worst enemy , 

i but thinks they catch only young and weak. Wolves kill 

a few, and lions a few in rough country. "Buffalo oc- 

casionally kill very small kids." 

21. Life. Mature at five years. (Note: does this mean they 

do not breed until then?) 

22. Fence Surrounds described by Burke (Hopi country) and 

Lewis and Clarke (Mandans),. 

_ 85, Hides not highly valued either as fur or leather. 

27. Weights. Mearns. Adult male 112 pounds as killed, after 

bleeding; female otherwise same 109 pounds. Three 

males after removing head, feet, skin, and viscera 

weighed 64, 56, and 67 pounds. 
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. 87% Melanism. Shufeldt saw a buck with jet black head and 

shoulders near Ft. Fetterman, Wyo. (Note: does this 

correspond to the black backed deer in the Delta of 

the Colorado, and the black vane of the San Pedro marter?) 

28. Horns. Shed in November or December, mostly November. 

After December all bucks growing new horns, completing 

: growth in January. Are not mbbed off but are pushed 

and fall off account of the new growth beneath. Almost 

é never shed both simultaneously. Coyotes, badgers, por- 

cupines eat the shea sheaths "and even the antelopes 

themselves have been seen nibbling at them". If not : 

eaten, sheaths completely destroyed by weathering in 

t 3 years. 

30. Horn measurements. ; 

$1. Bibliography of antelope. 

Digest by Leopold - 11/17/25 ’ 
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FOREST AND OUT: 

Sav 1 O A t | Saving Our Antelopes 
(\ Steps which are Being Taken B 

by Individuals and Others to yi é 
Preserve this Native Species EE: Ss Chicanot 

NE of the happiest features gerne en Civilization and the ceaseless 
of Western Canada in the ec a eres a Sey penetration of agricultural settle- 

early days of settlement, one CW PEM Ga Ns ment have played havoe with the 
of the most gladsome and cheering re’ of ? i a S| «antelope and resulted in a contin- Deh eenene ionoloneG of atte 6 ct 4 Ye By uous diminution of the herds. The 
prairie travel, was the countless |e ry A I ay last of the big herds of Western 
herds of antelope. Thousands upon | Beis, ‘ tall ' Canada, which used to be encoun- 
thousands of these shy, pretty, rte Vai \ ; TW A A tered in that area as late as in the 
graceful creatures ranged in wild bad Vat qe SGD st early years of the present century, 
freedom over the sweeping plains = a 8 EE ee went south in the winter of 1906- 

which have now become the richly a = Mel Se 2) ieee 07, starting with a fiercely raging 
productive provinces of Manitoba, - = Re nce hg ee os blizzard behind them and keeping 
Saskatchewan, and Alberta. They ae Pees) §=«00n going. Numbers died in the 
were everywhere, usually to be flight, and few returned across the 
found in company with the roving 7), , ANTICIPATION! _ border. Only some scattered little 
bands of buffalo, which animal they B Bees oe anurans on Charlie herds in Alberta were left with ’ ) azier’s Antelope Ranch. 

I largely outnumbered. Even today a chance to perpetuate the species 
| many old timers can recollect pronghorn, is not allowed by natu- which had once ranged in countless 

springtimes when thousands upon  ralists to be an antelope at all. As thousands. Though these have been 
thousands of them swept down up- a matter of fact, the little animal afforded the protection of a close 

f on river fords, the densely packed indigenous to the Canadian West is . season they are scarcely holding 
|| animate mass requiring hours to a much more comely, more grace- their own and in the opinion of au- 
|| negotiate the transfer over the wa- ful, and finer proportioned beast thorities are in danger of extermi- 

tercourse. It seemed impossible than the various branches of the nation. The last of Western Can- 
then to imagine a time when this antelope family found in other ada’s antelope, consisting of about 
prolific little animal should have parts of the world. It is the sole ex- one thousand animals, is ranging 

practically disappeared, but today isting representative in North on a triangular tract of non-irrig- 
he is almost as unfamiliar a sight America of a family of hollow- able land south of Brooks in South- 

in the western provinces as the lord- horned ruminants in which the ern Alberta, which section has nev- 

ly, shaggy bison, an inmate with horn sheaths are forked and an- er been settled. 
him of the National Park as exem- nually shed and renewed. Standing In the early days, the greatest 
plifying fauna of the territory’s about three feet high at the shoul- enemy of the antelope was the tim- 
past. Civilization has been hard on der and slightly more at the croup, ber wolf; today, it is the prairie | 
the antelope of Western Canada its general color is a bright sandy wolf or coyote. The coyote has not 
and perhaps it must be taken as a fawn with much white on the face, a chance to catch a lightning-like my 
sign of material progress that cer- three white bars on the throat, and antelope on the run, and only ani- 
tain animal-lovers are alarmed at white on the parts and buttocks. mals taken completely by surprise 
the danger of his total extinction. Altogether it is a dainty, exquisite- become his prey in spring or sum- 

The Western Canadian antelope, ly proportioned little animal, most mer, but in the fall and winter the 
or properly called prongbuck or pleasing to observe. erafty coyote chases the  fleet- 

| \ ds 
| \) yy 

{ 
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Some Remnants of the Countless Bison Herds now being preserved in Government Game Sanctuaries. 
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ee Oe 
footed little animal on to the crest miliar to the great West on both ing them, and his summer retreat 
of a rise where it inevitably be- sides of the line in the old days, was invaded and his solitary medi- 
comes bogged in the deeper snow in but rapidly passing, as ranches tation disturbed to get him to un- 

re the gully and is easily overtaken have become farms and the more dertake a task which had never be- 
“and despatched. This is the main intensive agriculturalist has super- fore been undertaken. 

source of serious depletion as the seded the cattleman. He is essen- Ranchers an thet countrysiticuaid 

does in the spring are very success- tially a son of nature and as com- it could never “he accomplished 

ful in protecting their young, lead- fortable in a city as a cowboy at 4),4 maelopes couldeneaeeahe ee | 

ing the coyote away, much after grand opera. His home is the en- walled Gisclio Bitnee Ree 

the manner of a partridge, and _ tire out 0’ doors and he has never plished it Nowaver andthe ten A 

then, by reason of their greater left it for the centres of civiliza jal, were safely deli d 
: conte E § y elivere to 

speed, leaving him in the lurch to tion, except under the absolute Raiite candeathéra to Waueent 

return to the fawns which do not urge of necessity and then only for But it wae no cas & a 
i ; , : + : y task. Dogs, ac. 

re othe siotiens. ay the bestest apelis | a ee cidentally loosened took after the 
sence. eight years of the fullest living he antelo ee thay ‘had “bean Gor 

Happily there seems every proba- has been a cowboy, hunter, pros- ealeae Re Cee died oF 

bility at the present time that, as pector, guide, and _ professional FHBEE “Due < older sania lees 

- a result of co-operation between wolfer, his prowess in the latter “eh s ia ibe excestively) salient tp 

the Federal Government and the pursuit in the Northwestern States <4.) pabat a Ke Fhe eta 

Canadian Pacifie Railway, the sur- earning for him the soubriquet of Perna outright 5 ieoke aiet: 

viving antelope in Alberta may be ‘‘Charley the Wolfer.’? His pres- jegeteerhithe auicunteds (on etemanmne 

extended complete and permanent ent engrossing occupation is the ie Following: the dasiatch Gk 

protection through the establish- very antithesis of this somewhat ‘1. animals to the two Canadian 

ment of their ranging ground in the dangerous and entirely destructive eens mone Tequesta were 

vicinity of Lake Newell as a sane- galling, an owner, manager and ead Sor Entonlsemenniiann 

ee eS ee the United States, and, acting un- 

ore dier aoe Pete, prcnete der Government permit, Blazier 

oe ee ae : fe caught them and shipped them to 
to make some 20,000 acres ee Te pone 

rounding the lake a sanctuary fOr |i sini i ss : 

ghiclove, This would require some es ) Ca ooo then that ne ee oui 

thirty-five miles of fencing. Ani- a 3 a" eae eee eee (nee a = c oe 

mal lovers all over the continent | i e Boe ee es a. ayes 

Ce ee ae \ ak ee a cided oe apres nets to catch 

oe of the -most- ardent and : me 7 de ne eile and try to tame the older animals 

ceaseless advocates of this estab- Bed Te So and he planned to Lary only the 
lishment, yee he ie a ee : ee a eee ee ‘ ie ne ee, 

ing love for the antelope an as |i ee Ei Sas | i 

Haiwestonably a greater and more ; ; ie, ; : - - post doing ae : ae 

ee Weta Omnia ten So. re ee eine” animal in Western Canada han E eae aa : ' t = s 2 

an, is . Bla- year, with the most complete suc- 

ae Boe ar iment ocnood AC Buck Anisloperen charlie Blazier’s he and has. ee re Samra 

ewell and who, speakin d to the attention of biologists, nat- 

sgret knowledge of a iifetime, hired man of the only antelope _uralists, and scientists all over the 

expresses the fear that, unless this farm in existence. : world, to whom he is known. Any- 

complete protection is afforded, in Curiously the one occupation one who may be eee. ques- 

twenty years’ time all traces of this sprang indirectly from the other. tion the feasibility of such an en- 

little animal will have disappeared Twenty years ago, Charley was  terprise should visit this novel 

from Western Canada. He is fight- spending his spring, fall and win- ranch in Southern Alberta and see 

ing vigorously to secure this har- ter in reducing the wolf pest in Mr. Blazier in the midst of his 

borage and meanwhile is working Southern Alberta. His arduous and friends who follow him all over 

in his own quiet and unique man- successful labors in this connection, the place in supreme confidence 

ner to spread the antelope of West- he considered, entitled him toa and security and have even no hes- 

ern Canada all over the continent respite and rest in the hot summer _ itation, if permitted, to enter the 

and secure for some of them a se- months and he was wont to pick house and take other unwarrant- 

curity elsewhere that has not yet out some favorable camping spot in able liberties. : 

been given them in their native this season and there pitch his tent, The fawns of the antelope in, 

haunts. Charles Blazier is the sole and generally loaf until fall called Western Canada generally arrive daw 

follower in Canada of an unique him out to further activity. His in April or May, the doe usually | ae 

profession. As far as is known he reputation as a successful wolfer giving birth to two but oceasional- » ‘ 

has the only antelope farm in the had extended widely and when the ly to three. The hunting sey 

world. ; Canadian Parks’ Commission de- for these fawns lasts only rom 

Charles Blazier, with his rugged cided to confine some antelopes in three weeks to a month, as after 

and furrowed face, from which the National Park at Banff and they are a few weeks old, not even 

kindly yet acutely penetrating eyes also at Wainwright, Charlie Bla- the swiftest dog can overtake as 

gleam from beneath shaggy eye- zier, as intimately knowing the speedy little animal. About the 

brows, is a most interesting and en- wild life of Southern Alberta, was twentieth of May each year, Mr. 

tertaining character, of a type fa- selected to tackle the job of catch- Blazier starts out with his outfit, 
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cows, dog, saddle horses, and prai- to thirty-five animals have been in as the coyotes out. The little an- 
rie schooner — not a little resem- secured, a return is made to the imals never evince the slightest de- 
bling the round-up camp of the cow ranch. sire to leave the ranch, which is 
days of the prairie West. It is not This has been going on for years perhaps not unnatural, since they 
always an easy matter to locate and hundreds of antelope have have scarcely known any other ex- 
the antelope as they cover a very been brought from the wilderness istence. Strangely enough, howev- 
wide range and are not always eas- to the ranch and successfully raised er, fawns, unless raised by hand, 
ily discovered. Frequently days, there. Only the first year’s opera- never become entirely tamed and 
and even weeks, will be spent in the tions were a failure due to the use gentle, no matter how long they 
open without coming across a trace of condensed milk. Now only cow’s remain on the ranch. Domesticated 
of the little animal. Then suddenly milk is exclusively used and the mothers, so_tame that they would. 
they appear out of nowhere. The mortality is infinitesimal. Some follow Mr. Blazier into the house, 
hunter awakes in the morning and years all fawns survive; sometimes have raised offspring which -were~ 
they are all around the camp ex- one, sometimes two, animals die; as wild as if raised on the range 
hibiting a profound curiosity in the never more. The principal indis- and never known any other life. 
cahite tent: pensable has been found to be the The animals raised with the bottle, 

This quaint form of gunless provision of serupulously clean no matter how mature they have 

hunting is a most interesting and conditions. Feeding continues for become, will follow Mr. Blazier all 
enthralling one. The use of the dog from four to five months. When around the ranch and he can do 
is very peculiar and not in the least the fawning season is over the ani- anything he likes with them. 
cruel, as his mere presence in the mals are taken back to a two hun- Antelope mature in from two to 

a hunt would suggest. There is no dred acre field loaned for the pur- three years, though it is not’ known I| 
yar seent_of the newborn fawns so that pose from the Canadian Pacifie how long they live. Most of the 

na éven the mothers cannot trace them Railway. The little animals are ex- animals raised by Mr. Blazier are 
; in this manner and dogs are per- cellent rustlers, and little addition- disposed of at the age of about six 

fectly useless in tracing them. The months or so, though he always 
fawn must be actually sighted by yO earries a number of animals over 
the hunter before it runs to hide in the winter. There is a wide and 
the sagebrush, behind tufts of ih pronounced demand for the little 
grass, or in depressions of the : Nees animals and he has shipped them 
ground. A fawn less than two coos a LN to game preserves and zoological 
weeks old will not “try to escape, Ey persian gardens in many States of the 
but if more than this age, on being Rue k 2 re Union as well as to different Cana- 
scared up and realizing its danger, P ee ce piecing dian provinces. Just recently he 
will frequently run from a half to _- , ro 3 a returned from personally eonduet- 

three-quarters of a mile. If not a p 4 3 " ing a shipment of sixteen head to 
followed, however, it will invaria- Pe | " the California country estate of 

gu bly return to within ten or twelve ha ‘| ee | William Randolph Hearst. 

how ‘rods_of the place where disturbed, ma 4A ieee i After domestication, they travel 
Mr .| as otherwise the mother might nev- ‘ oe " exceedingly well, and no loss has 

(“Wer find it and the two be perma- been sustained in this way. One or 
nently separated. Charlie Blazier among his Antelope herd. sometimes two are placed in a crate 

The dog which accompanies Mr. and shipped to their destination by 
Blazier is muzzled. When he sights al feeding is necessary though an- express. They are fed on alfalfa 

a fawn, Mr. Blazier sneaks quietly telope are inordinately fond of al- during the journey and seem but: 
and endeavours to secure it. If the falfa and oats, especially the for- little perturbed. Invariably they 
animal is not above two weeks old, mer, through the promise of which arrive in excellent condition and 

this is an easy matter; but if older they can be induced to do almost animals which have been confined 
it will rise and bound away. This anything. They are very hardy for ten days in a crate have been 
is where the well trained dog plays and though, as a provision, a shed known to commence playing imme- 
his part, taking after it, and, in has been built on the place for win- diately after being released. 
his endeavour to grab it, knocking ter shelter, they scarcely make use Charlie Blazier’s little farm is 
it down, when it is easily secured of it at all. Regarded materially proving a really effective factor in 
by the hunter following up. The antelope are not expensive to raise affording the antelope a measure of 

little captured fawn is placed in a domestically. protection in various parts of the 
bag and taken back to camp where Mr. Blazier’s farm is situated continent and ensuring the perpet- 

it is released in a temporary corral. about eight miles south of Brooks uation of the little animal in Amer- 
Then feeding starts, for which pur- on Lake Newell, the land being ican life, as well as stimulating in- 
pose the cows have been brought bald prairie but supplied with ex- terest in the matter of making the 
along, and the wild little thing cellent water from the lake nearby. range grounds in Alberta of West- 
learns readily to absorb sustenance The two hundred acres is fenced ern Canada’s surviving herd a per- 
from a bottle fitted with a nipple. with Lepage fence ten feet high, manent sanctuary with the most 

When anywhere from twenty-five not so much to keep the antelope rigorous safeguards. 
eo 
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B END your friends The Ilustrated Canadian Forest and Outdoors as a reminder each month of your thoughtfulness and a 
+ S good judgment. Let us have the name and address with a two dollar bill and we will be glad to write to the new member # 
+ and inform him of your kindness. 

2 

= Canadian Forestry Association, 51 Sparks Street, Ottawa, Canada. 2 
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| Pronghorn antelope (Antelocapra americanus), photographed during the summer of 1923 inside the Gardiner entrance of the Yellow- I 
| stone National Park, (Copyrighted, 1928, by E. J. Sawyer.) i 

| i 
— | | Wanted—An Antelope Refuge 

Charles Christen [ 
les 

I E you will open your map of Oregon and look in the south- considered too far for a cow to go to water I have seen antelope i 
| east corner you will find Malheur County, then cross the twenty miles from the nearest watering place. I have seen ff = 

state line, going directly east, and this will take you into several bands of from three to a large (?) band of 217 head ! 
| Owyhee County, Idaho, then south and cross the state line and _ scattered over this section. In the summer months the large — [ 
| you will be in Elko County, Nevada, then turn and go due — bands divide up and you will find them from one to a dozen i 
+ west and after crossing Elko County you will find yourself in in a band. This is the “dryest wet” territory in the United | 
| -Humboldt County, Nevada. States and would be particularly adapted as a refuge for the | 
| Now, start in at about ten miles west and about ten miles pronghorn. i 

south of the Duck Valley Indian Reservation, or Owyhee P. O., There is no travel here except occasionally by alone stock- = 
then go due west about sixty miles, then north about seventy- man looking for stray horses during the summer months. How | 
five miles, then east about seventy-five or eighty miles in Mal- about the winter months for the antelope? That’s another [ 

i heur and Owyhee Counties in Oregon and Idaho, then due south question. Now, as I said before, it is an ideal place for the i 
i to the starting point in Nevada, and in this section you will antelope to rear their young, as they are not molested by man! 
{find the only natural antelope refuge, in my opinion, that there in summer. It is also an ideal place for other animals, such as r 
| is in the United States today. If you will look over your maps muskrat, otter (beaver quite numerous), lynx (bob-cats quite i 

you will find this is the most isolated from transportation numerous) and the coyote to rear their young. But by Octo- = 
facilities of any territory in the United States. ber 1-15 here come the trappers and things are changed, as | 

This part of the country is watered by the Owyhee River many of them use deer and antelope for baiting traps. i: 
and its tributaries, most of which go dry during the summer Now let us consider what this means. While studying the = 

' months. The water on the main stream cannot be reached by condition of the pronghorn as it exists there I met one man I 
{man or beast for miles owing to the perpendicular walls, in a who had already five antelope to his credit (or discredit) and | 

good many places 500 feet high and over, consequently it will had still two months of trapping ahead of him. Now, there i 
never become a great stock country unless there are other were five trappers located on this stream and its tributaries, £ 
means to furnish water for the stock. There are, however, a and if they killed in proportion to this trapper with whom I 
few cattle companies who drive their stock “down on the stayed all night that would mean twenty-five antelope, and i 
desert” for spring grazing, and this takes place from February still at least two months more of trapping. And it must also = 
10 to 20, depending on the “breakup” in the spring. The be remembered that if antelope are shot at they then occasion- I 

| stock is left there until the “waterholes” dry up, which usually ally drift to the surrounding or outside ranches, where they are 1 
| takes place about May 10 to 31, depending on the amount of peppered by cowboys, ranchers and their boys. j 

snowfall in the winter. Then the cattle are driven to their sum- You may ask what I would suggest as a remedy. First, 
mer range, have stringent laws enacted, making it a penitentiary offense 

This small section usually “breaks up” thirty days earlier to kill antelope. Second, have this range set aside as a refuge. 
than the surrounding country, thereby making it an ideal range Third, prohibit the carrying of firearms larger than a .22-caliber 
for antelope. It will never be adapted to the raising of do- rifle, with a severe penalty for anyone carrying any larger than I 
mestic cattle on account of the scarcity of water. There are, this. i 
however, a few springs scattered here and there, mostly hot. The states of Oregon, Idaho and Nevada could co-operate 
which are used by the antelope, but would be too™ rp by employing a fearless warden and have him patrol this sec- 

| for the raising of stock. While five or six miles would be tion, thereby not placing all of the burden upon one state. 
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cont ' Status of Pronghorned Antelope 

1922-24 : 

E. W. Nelson 

aie Weft Bullrten he 134 b 
3 C1445) 

is First Records published in 1723 in Torquemada
's 

— 

Monarquia
 

Indiana in which is described
 

a great 

hunt in honor of Antonio Mendoza in 1540 in S. W. : 

Hidalgo, now called "Llano del Cazadero".
 

This 

drive netted 600 deer "and those which they call 

Verrendos"
,. 

: * 

Se Abundance
. 

"Where the pronghorn
 

occurred with the 

buffalo people best qualified to judge consider that 

it exceeded that animal in numbers. I+t has been 

: estimated that the buffalo herds at one time nun- 

bered 30 to 60 million animals. In view of the 

greater territory occupied by the pronghorn
"--



: probably 30 to 40 million, possibly more. Recent 

census shows 30,000 survivors. ? 

Ge Crossing Habit Nelson says was very noticeable in 

Arizona and gives several forcible illustrations 

including where a change in direction resulted in 

the antelopes changing BK Says it is “racing*. 7 

Te Habitat. Sought pinyon forests in winter but some 

Stayed yearlong. Were hunted near base of Sandias 

in winter by trailing and hanging animals as killed | 

in pinyon trees. Ten to 12 could be killed in a 

morning in this ways 

8. Timber. Followed the cattle to top of White Noun- 

tains of Arizona in eighties and came out in fall | 

With the cattle. (Notes Nelson evidently thinks they 

did not originally range on the White Mountain 

prairie. As far as I know he is right in this.) 

; -a2- ;
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"During this period antelope became frequenters 

of the open, grass-grown, yellow pine forests of 

the mountain areas, not only in various parts of 

the United States but also in the Sierra Madre of 

Chihuahua." E 

10. ei by American Bison Society in 1922-23 showed : 

11,749 antelope but was incomplete. 

i evs Predators. Full-grown buck followed and killed by 

yaaa in Wind Cave refuge. This was during a 

snowstorm. Had leaped upon its back. : 

20. Fawns artificially raised, weighed 35 to 50 pounds | 

at 3-1/2 months old, average 42 pounds. 

23. Census. “Almost throughout its range the pronghorn 

is Seietekoi : 
q \ 

‘ 24. Arizona Census. In 1923 Musgrave estimated per cent 

of young at 10 to 25 per cent. Greatest decrease on 

f on ‘ |



; 1 

sey Anderson Mesa and along i Rime "Antelope : 

appear to be ee on cattle ranges and de- 

: creasing on sheep pateensi Total, 1923: 18 areas, 

3 650 antelope. : | 

40. New Mexico Census. 1923: 31 areas, 1682 antelope. 

40-0 Custodian Plan recommended to the antelope confer- 

ence by mee “Contains some very practical sugges- 3 

tions, some of which might be utilized as the pro- 

gram for antelope conservation develops." 

AL— 
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ee 1=1-26, 

Running Down Antelope 

ee C fam EM (lire) 

Iuis Huming, about 189, ran down a big buck antelope 

on a single-footing horse. This was near Antelope Springs in 

the Estancia Valley.. Roped and killed the buck and pr ought 

him in, where he was examined by E. M. Otero who says he was in 

good condition. Ran him at least several hours and maybe 

longer. Was in a herd of about 60 antelope. Ren the main 

herd till this buck branched off - then ran the buek till 

“he could rope him. 

| .
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Gouden Felden 
: 

1-1-26. 

Em Wlne ; icles yo" 

Antelope at T-bar were very numerous there in 1881 

(Negrito). Apparently this always was antelope range.



Antelope folly 1-1-26. 

(um, frow Em Lino ) = 

Winter 1888-9 was the blizzard that killed off the 

antelope. Near Las Limas were killed with chubs, as the 

antelope were weak and snow blind. Ed says he has heard of 

cattle going snow blind. 

Ae |
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Type of plains country which was the chosen habitat of the pronghorn antelope; it was up and down this broad avenue of migration that the vast herds 
formerly roamed (Photo by J. S. Ligon) 

° 

Antelope Sanctuary Needed in the Southwest 
J. Stokley Ligon 

O OTHER large game animal [* RECENT years, in addition to continued persecution by 

has been so persecuted and neg- man, drouth and severe winter storms, coupled with denuded 

lected in the southwestern Unit- | ranges beeause of over-grazing by livestock, have not only threat- 

ee ON ed States as has the antelope. ened the existence of antelopes thruout the Southwest, but have 
La Antelopes are less tolerant of resulted in actually reducing some of the largest and best estab- 

= | change in their environment and lished herds to half their former numbers. Cattle and other do- 
Ri en as os of confinement than are most  mestic animals mav be fed or removed to better range when the 
ie a 0 other species of American big natural range food is exhausted; but the antelope is left to sub- 

= SE} game. Furthermore, their origi- sist 2s best it ean or submit to starvation. Until recently, ranch- 
oe. oo | nal favored range, the open men here and there have given limited protection to remnants of 

Pe AS NT a Ce @ | plains country of the West and bands in pastures or on land controlled by them; but with the 
ber re S| Southwest, was easy of access, coming of reverses in the cattle business as a result of drouth and 

: Se #| and therefore soon underwent unsatisfactory markets, ranching is undergoing a radical change. 
: . eke eas drastic changes as a result of the Many of the ranches are practically abandoned or are given little 

pee tg ea white man’s occupation. Every- attention, consequently the antelope is confronted with new and 
a et ae where in the Southwest the most more serious menaces. Neither game laws nor education is suffi- 

f° IMSS San Pan suitable range of the antelope cient to restrain many people in killing antelopes—opportunity 
a : Y; - ae Y is has been appropriated for agri- alone is needed; and roads everywhere in the habitat of ante- 

. ro iG etn : or for ao raising, Basis 
2 Saga ay #| thereby entirely eliminating pent ee ee 

: ee See Gees! these animals, or crowding them 5 EI 5 wt pete EAD 
id be i i ge| into the clevated or desert areas, inn og SE a nie Nai SFR. 

re fe B| or reducing them to small bands ae ahr Sic Maes KE St SU ca Peek ea 
i hi here and there in inclosed graz- or aes [er ae Pe ae Br Pe aed so Ry 

ing areas, where they have been NBC RIP HRS eco ey am iene: Syria Sone eee, 
accorded limited protection or have managed to exist in spite of cc ae gee” pls ate a A\ ape be (ee eS 
persecution. The time has come when some of the animals must {gaan are ie eae EN Sa cuban pegant 
be provided for and properly protected if the species is to be safe- oi ace pei ee ae : ae oe G ie 
guarded against extermination. A se enol Re ee wt PONS 203: gas, ee 

In his recent excellent contribution on the antelope.* Dr. E. ctr ne ter cd gre Sap Ai eae a} a aay 
W. Nelson has furnished us with the most complete data yet com- Beatie eR Mater ak Ros Aa eager 
piled on these dwellers of our great open spaces. The results of EAI ia at mo ng a 
Doetor Nelson’s census of the remaining pronghorned antelope EEE STA HUE SP Tu dy RR a a ea $ 
of North America—which are all the more serious because this en Ca COR OE ce a A 
species of antelope is found in no other parts of the world—are ROR GPR aN ever teers 
not encouraging to those who are desirous of seeing these animals a RN pce lec MO 

saved from extermination. Neither do the opinions of those Who Result of drouth and over-grazing by domestic animals—remains of buck 
have been in position to observe the gradual disappearance of the antelope that died of starvation (Photo by J. S. Ligon) 
antelope, locally, over a period of years, 
hold much hope. 4 fe ees, 

Of the millions of antelopes that former- ‘igh; i MMe ie S 
ly swarmed over the arid regions of North * Las os “a Se te 
America, there was at the time of the cen- OE SY « oe CBN aes Fah 
sus, as given by Doctor Nelson (1922-1924), ue be i ee iy ee ce 
a total of approximately 30,346 remaining Ces . Yak aa 
in 286 areas in Canada, the United States Sata a Re Se ee - A 
and Mexico. Of this number 26,604 were in . e oo ee a : . % “ 
the United States, 2,315 in Mexico, and eae Zz ee Shh ra 
1,327 in Canada. The animals still occur in ‘i a a ae ete. Bs Bea 
sixteen states of the Union; but in only |. h iio Samet aes 
three of these — Montana, Wyoming and a Re tpi a “i ‘ i 
Nevada — did the total number in a state ce ho ee ee ne Z 
exceed 3,000. About one-fourth, or approx- gf ~ ee ‘s i ye :. s cabs : 
imately 7,000, of the total number in exist- a A as Rete ee bee B. 5: ae - a 
ence, are in Wyoming. Only 4,740 animals ~ & fake 0 aa) ae s be 
were given for the three great states of Ari- 
zona, New Mexico and Texas (see map), . — ; 
Texas being credited with more than half a SE os ee ee als ‘ aaron 
of these. For a more detailed account of | eB pecmerneimeeuecomimennnemenrieis rane inecerentte 
the status of the antelope, the reader is re- | gages ages one ies eee ie | 
ferred to Doctor Nelson’s bulletin: Be ee epee re, ee 

*Status of the Pronghorned Antelope, 1922- 
1924—U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin Elevated pine park lands, altho sometimes occupied by antelope in the Southwest, are not well adapt- 
No. 1346. ed to the nature of these animals (Photo by J, S. Ligon)
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We should not be deceived into believ- 
ing that the antelopes are secure because a @ i ie 

A @ @ few bands of considerable numbers remain 
Ses in isolated places; no section can now be Zi 

7 considered inaccessible. Furthermore, the @® 
Gy) majority of the largest bands are not fa- 2 

ak Ey vorably situated; they are either in waste EYE 

M6 so desert places or else in high altitudes. In ©@ raat @ % 
a oO either case they are menaced by periodic @g © 

X l @ adverse climatic conditions, as drouth, 
ei? @) @— heavy snow and cold weather, that may at 63 

1 SBakg any time wipe them out entirely. They can ee 

Og no longer drift about or migrate, thus seek- 

(0) g (:) GD ing out the most suitable range, nor can 

\( yy ae they shift locations with seasonal condi- 
cD 2 tions, as they formerly did, since fences we 

ae | Ls C2) everywhere obstruct their movements, and za) @ @ 
6 al 2 NE MENS, the animals are so timorous that they usu- 6 

ra i ete ally remain on their accustomed range re- (0) 
. : gardless of existing conditions, even tho Anau | 

Distribution of antelopes in New Mexico; esti- routes of escape are open to them. ERS. 
mated at 1rd, in Slaten One of the largest, best established and 7. ot a itelopes in Arizona; estimated 

ie avsier ones Dee piles and best protected herds of antelopes of the ee ete Balin [aapeaa kc eaeae et 
rifles’ phe ae see ae mt Be Southwest is in the Datil National Forest 
rifles, afford opportunity and AMIS, VESPO= ne Seen Miah co ‘ aa : : sa, 
cially where new industries, as oil develop- of western Ney Mexico, oF elev ated mesa would survive here or in any other similar 

e = and pine park lands at altitudes ranging locatioris. asartifieial barriers and timidity 
ments, are pushing forward. Unfortunate- {, = = 7 ocations, as artificial barriers and timidity from 6,500 feet to more than 8,000 feet. GF the ; alatwould made {rift 
ly, the scarcer-antelopes become the more eat a Darn Gans a we pias of the animals would hinder them in drift- 

? : Drouth, snow and severe winters in recent «4. any far btain benefits of lower alt 
determined the average person seems to be au .< ; Siena es aden inain ETA SEE TERNS Nd he i 3 ‘ : years in this region resulted in decimating ios” Anitelooee singe they are Hon Draws 
to kill the survivors, assuming the attitude 4) ¢;, aes sae ale: om ,q tudes. Antelopes, since they are not brows- 

Ps their numbers, and seriously threatened |. % Te so : hat if he does someone else will 5 - ae : ers to the extent that are other game ani- that if he does not, someone else will. re such ¢ s few : : the entire band. Under such conditions few ala’ are Greatly ie ad jer winitemon Unlike many species when reduced to a. ~ pau ee ge ms’ mals, are greatly hampered under winter o1 
8 a ree ; young can be raised. During some winters, Gq, outhy conditions and by the overgrazin: 
few individuals, antelopes fail to respond jecause of their emaciated conditi Fee ee Rees Bracing z 2 ecause of their emaciated condition, the of panges by domestic animals to protection and nursing, and altho a few animals have been practically helpless. BOBS Bee ere 

may hang on for a considerable length of Control of predatory animals by govern- ANOTHER example of insecurity of the 
time, they eventually disappear; therefore, ment-state organized forces has greatly aie ad i tg ieee é : 2 larger bands may be cited in the case 
it is only when considerable numbers re- aided these antelopes; but golden eagles c ser ti 4 ean a i i 4 : ¥ of a herd in the Diamond A pasture neat 
main that there seems to be any chance of continue to take toll of the young animals. Basics NM Abe cland on thin wen he 
conserving them. Even on their natural In the winter of 1888-89, as a result of the ae fs iS ce cd 1 fee iL oe a 
range, in many cases, protection from the extremely heavy snows, practically all an- Ha Gob eos 1 Bt NEN PEO Ne 
hunter has not served to;sustain remnants telopes that remained in this elevated area '!T0M trespassers, anc the managers have 
of bands. The fact that there are two or died of starvation or were killed by ma- always endeavored to protect the antelope. 

three thousand remaining in a hundred or rauding animals. The snow at that time During the last four years, however, this 

more widely scattered bands thruout the remained on the ground from late Novem- region has undergone distressing drouths ; 

states of the Southwest holds little conso- ber until the following March. During this many cattle have died on this as well as on 
lation for conservationists when the press memorable winter great numbers of the all other ranches of the region, while others 
ent status of the animal is considered. If antelopes drifted off into low or protected were shipped out to avoid total loss. Pre- 
this number were represented in a few fa- country and survived. Should there be a vious to this extended drouth, it was con- 
yorably located herds, there would be less repetition of the winter of 1888-89, it is servatively estimated that there were 400 
cause for alarm. Rather than try to con- doubtful whether many of the animals antelopes in the Diamond A pastures; in 
serve so many small 1924 the manager of the 

bands and nN , — anaes that starva- 
losing fight, as has al- tion had reduced the 
ready proved to be the PS elo | number to no more than 
case, is it not better to (G50 enco eae | 200 head. The drouth-of 
coneentrate efforts | and ISIE the past year, 1925, is no 
expense in protecting a C28 Qe) § = doubt resulting in a fur- 
few herds? 10] ee Uney oeseuicn in their 

ie | numbers. 

"THE only reason that e Sarr rr en a The most suitable range 

the antelope has not Sse os a a i for antelopes in the 
suffered the fate of the ry oneal” | ft | eee — Southwest comprises the 

buffalo in the wild state, Perera he en f Staked Plains, cast of 
which to them would vir- ao OHee el ees f §6the Rocky Mountains, 
tually have meant exter- eT eer be le oul and in this favorable 

inati is, as already GS) aghl®> A_ year-ar 1 habitat ar mination, 1s, N i — rico Boia es ‘ y ‘ound habitat are 

stated, because of the LESS (75) EE coos!" |" a oe es aa found ony a few sadly 
limited protection on the Gia) SET sae FI eS vee sali depleted bands’ that, un- 
part of sympathetic Ks Oe ilies PAs = ¢ der present conditions, 
ranchmen who were in a CK ep pee CO E\ have little chance of sur- poston to give them Ea SCO pat ee Ree ay | eas, I mane at new lease on life; but ; Gis) ey Tay y ng down this broad avenue 
this lease has now about 36 Pee eu yl of migration that the vast 
expired. Moreover, it is eg & ESE OY herds formerly roamed. 
now not unusual to hear : CBE? QE 7 Existence of the ante- 
ranchmen state that it s f oral <3 go lope is entirely at the 
will be a relief to them miphiee’ A merey of man; they seck 
when the antelopes they TEXAS Lay) ie no cover and unwitting- 
have endeavored to safe- scate-siorare mus ray ly present themselves as 

guard are gone, as they Ca Ee ) [apf attractive targets. If they 
require constant guard- Gar { are to be perpetuated, 
ing with little hope of 40 Gs) is WW they must be given pro- 
permanent good resulting Ch Ler \ tection on suitable range 

. from their efforts, while \) where poachers, drouth 
their stock is molested : and the rigors of winter 
and sometimes killed by will not continually men- 
poachers. Distribution of antelopes in Texas; estimated at 2,407, in 42 areas ace them. The Federal
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Government is now attempting to build up that much of the arid West and Southwest petuation of other native plains wild life, 
herds of antelopes in several widely sepa- can be put to uses which will benefit all of which at present has no suitable and safe ) T . ee 
rated localities; but the region herein con- the people, and what could be more desir- abode. If properly administered, such a 
sidered has so far been neglected in this able in utilizing some of this low-valued sanctuary probably could be made largely 
offort. Yet.-a anti pn ~ land than for the Federal Government and self-sustaining, first by conservative utili- effort. Yet, as already intimated, it seems : : 3 s 

that the Southwest is one of the most logi- Te tet ee sa ite ammctuaries and male, and later by deposition of surplus ei Nels < oo 3 areas to tive Ww sanctuaries ai als, later by disposition s 
gal:sections for an extensive federal refuge. wilderness areas, on which could be per- game. But the prime object of at least one 4 : 1 
MAS sseasenahiet ee oe ith petuated some of our wild species that con- such sanctuary should be to conserve one 

I eae Ee pees at with SO tributed so much to early conquest and de- of America’s most interesting and beautiful 
much abuse and practically idle land velopment? The antelope deserves first game animals, the pronghorned antelope, 

available, there never will be a more Op- consideration on such a program. now threatened with extermination thruout 
portune time for establishing sanctuaries An antelope sanctuary, judiciously se- most of the great. empire to which it is 
for wild life than at present. It is certain lected, could alse be utilized in the per- endemical. 
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Notes from 

"Northwestern Iowa - Its History and Traditions" 

Arthur F. Allen. 8. J. Clarke Publ. Co., 
Chicago, 1927. 

Vol. I. 

p. 81. Swan seen on Medium Lake by Capt. Allen Aug. 23, 1844. Evidently bred. 

p. 82. Buffalo & Antelope killed by Allen in Iyon Co., 1844, but nomein 

Sioux or Plymouth (p. 83). 

p. 165. Elk killed by Franklin Prentice in 1849 at Dunham's Grove on E. 
Boyer River, Crawford Co. 

p. 181. Elk killed in Calhoun Co. in 1854 by Allen MeCoy on Coon River at 

“Oxenford Mill" (Ss. W. part?) 

p. 212. Wild turkeys in Calhoun Co., 1850s. Location? 

p. 227. Grasshoppers in N. and Cent. Iowa, 1873 and 1874, 1878. Palo Alto, 1876. 

p. 245. ae oa ee adopted by Board of Supervisors of Cherokee 

Co. in “late ." Exemption on planted property up to $500. 

Vol. II. 

p. 643. Deer shot at Correctionville May 10, 1856. 

File Buffalo 
Elk 
Antelope» 

Turkey 
Iowa report 
Parker
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ceived approximately 5,000,000 acres steaks and have never yet found one that 

of public land which it has not earned did not taste like "woolly mutton." For this 9 

and is not entitled to, besides addi- reason, very few of these animals were ever 

tional values." killed for meat. Occasionally some one would : 

The opinion concludes that the United get a pot-shot at one and bring in the hind- 

States may revest in itself any of the grani~ quarters to camp; but if there were any beef 

ed lands remaining in the ownership of the to be had a meal or two of antelope was all 

‘ company, and that Congress may declare the we cared for. 

grants forfeited. This little animal ~ the Antilocapra 

«t. D. F. McGowan who prepared and ° Americana, or pronghorn ~ is found nowhere 

‘ presented the case of the Forest Service else than in North America. The very first 

states that on the basis of the Attorney Europeans to reach our shores in 1519 -— the 

General's opinion, the United States may save Spanish Conquistadores ~ hunted and killed 

all of the National Forest lands that were them in vast numbers. Their range is from 

in jeopardy at the commencement of the in- central Mexico clear across the United States, 

quiry, as well as several million acres of along the slopes of the Continental Divide, 

other lands that have passed into the owner- into western Canada. Their numbers as late 

ship of the Northern Pacific by reason of the as 1875 were estimated at between 30,000,000 \| 

land grant. ; and 40,000,000. Yet by 1926 a careful census 

showed not more than 50,000 living specimens, 

located in nearly 300 separated bands - 80 

THE ANTELOPE ~ OUR OWN PARTICULAR GAME ANIMAL 7 per cent of them in our far-western States. 

é The notable thing about the antelopo 

By Will C. Barnes is its horns. With a horn structure similar 

to that of cattle ~ i. e., a soft, bony corse 

(From an article in the January issue of covered with a hard, horny sheath ~ it 

"The Producer") Stands alone among all hollow-horned animals 

: in that it sheds the outside covering every 

It was @ very common incident in the year, as do deer and elk. The latter ani- 

early days from 1890 to 1895, when making a mals, however, shed the entire horn struc- 

cattle-round-up, to find a number of antelopes ture right down to the skull, and a new one 

mixed with the cattle, picked up on the range. grows out. The antelope merely sheds the 

Once entangled with the cattle moving toward outside cover of the horn, and a new one at 

the round-up ground, they seemed bewildered oncd begins to grow over the core. Singular~ 

and unable to find their way out of the mill- ly enough, instead of growing from the base 

ing, bawling mass of animals. Sometimes the of the core upward, this beny covering starts 

= boys would rope one, just for the fun of the at the extreme tip of the core and grows 

“ thing; but they never tried it a second tine; downward, until it completely covers the 

for a livelier, more agile object at the end core, clear to the skull. Another odd charac~ 

of a.forty-foot rope was never seen. They teristic is that, unlike deer and elk, both 

appeared to go crazy with fright, and romped sexes of antelopes have horns. 

around like will-o'-the wisps. . It was almost 

impossible to throw one, no matter how quick The Navajo Indians of the Scuthwest 

ly you moved your pony. They would make a used to hunt antelopes by tying to their 

Tun at the roper, and jump clear over him and heads an old pair of horns and hanging over 

his horse. The air was full of antelopes. their shoulders either a bit of white cloth 

The fracas generally ended by the horse get- oran old antelope hide. Sometimes the Navajos 

ting tangled up with the rope and staging a would smear white oarth over their faces, 

bucking contest. Antelopes are very delicate arms, and shoulders. Thus disguised (7?) 

and easily injured. they had little trouble in working their way 

up to a band and securing all the meat they 

2 I have eaten a good many antelope ~needed. Covered with a white bed-sheet,
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and moving in a stooping position, E. W. for loss of young growth, computed on the 
Nelson, the well-known naturalist, was able basis of cost of reforestation. The defend- 
to make his way close up to the antelope ant company had objected to the inclusion 
bands on the grassy plains in old Mexico. of the latter item of damages. The court's 
At first they showed some curiosity as to the decision on this point reads: 

: white object, but finally paid it no more "The first objection, to the sum of 
attention. He tells of one old antelope buck, $12,674.14 claimed as damages for loss 
that, after grazing at him for a few moments, of young growth computed on the basis ’ 
closed his eyes and apparently went to sleep, of reforestation cost, is not tenable. 
while Mr. Nelson crawled as close to him as The Government is entitled to recover { 
he cared to get. for the damage arising out of the de- 

struction of young growth. The differ-— 
Raising antelopes in captivity seems ence in the market value of the land 

to be a most discouraging process. Over and before and after the fire is not avail- 
over again have small bunches been raised able aS a measure since the National 
until about six or eight months old, seeming- Forest is not marketable. Reforestation 
ly all in perfect health and condition. cost is the proper basis for computing 
Then some sad day they begin to die, and in the loss." 
a few days 90 per cent will be dead. Why The importance of this decision can 
they die, and of what disease, is as yet an hardly be over~estimated. Its effect will be 
unanswered question, although competent vet- to establish much more firmly the legal right 
erinarians have studied the cases very closely. of the Government to recover in the courts 

Our herd on the Wichita National For- not only suppression costs and the value of 
est in Oklahoma has been built up to twenty- merchantable timber destroyed but also the 

_ five head three seperate times, only to fade amount needed to provide for the reforestation 
away like a "snowball in Hades" just when we of devastated areas. While this rule has 
were congratulating ourselves that they were previously been recognized in one or two 
over the dangerous period. Right now we have cases in the courts the claim has not in any 
about twenty husky little fellows down there, case been for so substantial an amount and 
apparently as strong and vigorous as animals none of the decisions have been published in 
could well be; but we are holding our breath the official reports. 
for fear they will all "waste" on us some ‘ 
fine day. 

' THE CIGARETTE AS A FIRE HAZARD 
FEATHER RIVER LUMBER COMPANY FIRE TRESPASS 

CASE There has been a certain amount of 
skepticism as to whether cigarettes cause 

An important victory was gained by forest fires, based on certain experimental 
the Forest Service in a fire trespass case evidence that seemed to show that they do not 
prosecuted by the Government in the United unless given extremely favorable conditions 
States District Court for the Northern Dis- of combustion. A very interesting report has 
trict of California against the Feather River recently been obtained from the Bureau of 
Lumber Company to recover damages resulting Standards, which indicates that the cigarette 
from a fire on the Plumas National Forest as a cause of fires is an arch-criminal of 
which started on August 6, 1924. In a deci- first magnitude. In ignition tests with 
sion rendered on February 1 the court awarded burning cigarette butts on pads of dry grass 
actual damages in the amount of $41,575.80, and with a wind velocity of 3 to 4 miles an 
which includes $12,674,14 claimed as damages hour, about 90 per cent ignition occurred. 
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| chose the latter, elk to be introduced later. It 
A \ CW Antelope Refuge is also intended to introduce deer of some kind. 

As a culmination of the efforts of wild life game in the west, all the reservations and sanc- The Alaska Native Brotherhood held a con- 
conservationists extending over a period of sev- tuaries we have thus far acquired have been vention of a week’s duration at Angoon last 
eral years a definite step has recently been taken for the preservation of ducks, geese and other November. In the deliberations much atten- 
to preserve the remnant of the Prong-horned forms of bird life.” tion was devoted to eae and fish. Tt was 
Antelope of the Nevada—Oregon region. Some Dr. Pearson gave much praise to Mr. Sans voted to ask for a law imposing. a prohibitory 
time ago at a National conference called in of Reno, whose deep interest in the saving of license fee On non-resident commercial fisher- 
Washington to consider means of saving these these rare animals, he said, made possible the ™men, protection on brown bear ey other 
beautiful and hard-pressed animals in the semi- acquisition of this territory. bear was opposed, and no discrimination 

against the native Alaska races in employment 
as guards at fish canneries, or in any govern- 

i 3 ment or other employment. 

. . SINKBOX REGULATION ELIMINATED 
Amendments to the Federal Migratory Bird 

Treaty Act Regulations, changing the classi- 
= 

fication of gallinules, the open seasons in a 
number of States, and the sinkbox regulation, 

ak: on EAs ie as, icc a eit - adopted by Secretary of Agriculture Jardine Pitan sapieepaesire a ee Cee sere raceme poorer ee and approved by the President, were announced 
IF amg jac iwgl aH a ee 5 aa March 19, Gallinules are no longer classified ~~ ee Le il oe - TO ae kame) ok under the open season for wild ducks and 

eh A ‘> ( te % 3 ee i 9 vf ¥ efit. a ee : we x geese, being now included in ‘the open season 
a ty ty pie” “aly : s tie a Yen ee | for rails. In Illinois the season on waterfoul 

ees aay : { at aw Md will open next fall on September 16 and close 
t December 31, this being in lieu of the former F : period from October 1 to January 15. In 

ete viata a Massachusetts the season on rails and galli- 
i if : nules (except coot) is changed from the period 

September 1 to November 30 to the period 
Antelope on the Last Chance Ranch, Northern Nevada, protected by the new September 16 to December 15. 

Audubon Society refuge. In South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala- 
desert regions of the West, the National As- GAME NOTES FROM ALASKA bama, : and Mississippi the open pees On On 
sociation of Audubon Societies was appointed Feeding of deer was found necessary again eee a posh es poe the to. take the lead in securing by congressional —the—past-winter-nearPetersburg. When the  °°"'°¢ a ss f eve Se aa 
action the establishment of an Antelope and deer were observed coming down to the beaches cee ee epretAver and) 1tom 
Sage Hen reservation in Southeastern Oregon. to feed on the seaweed in December, arrange- November oy to year Sl. 
Political interference at the behest of the no- ments were made to feed them on baled alfalfa The (provision prohibiting the use of sink- 
madic sheep herding interests caused the pro- hay, a quantity of which had been kept in stor- boxes in strictly inland waters in the hunting 
ject to fail. Since that time the State of Ore- age for emergencies by the Alaska Game Com- of migratory waterfowl was not changed, but gon has declared the killing of Antelope in this mission. the restriction having application to the dis- region to be illegal, but as no wardens are tance between sinkboxes, and between sinkboxes 
available to inforce the regulation conditions Opening of beaver trapping by the Alaska and shore lines or islands, has been eliminated. 
so far as the antelope are concerned remain Game Commission in 1927 proved to be a boon Under the regulations of last season it was re- 
virtually unchanged. Reports are current that to trappers on the Yukon. Many trappers are ‘Iuired that sinkboxes (batteries) used in the 
wandering sheep herders and other travelers said to have been able to pay off their old taking of waterfowl in coastal sounds and bays 
of the deserts continue to wipe out the small scores with the traders, which had been running’ nd other coastal waters be placed not less than bands of antelope that still remain. Across the for years, with the returns from their catch of 700 yards from the shore line of the mainland 
line in Nevada an exactly analogous situation peayer pelts. at ordinary high tide and es less than 700 
exists, but it is here that a real reservation has per yards from any island at ordinary high tide and 
at last been created. The Petersburg ‘Chamber of Commerce has %t less than 700 yards irom any other sink- While Dr. T. Gilbert Pearson, President of formally recomniended a resident hunting box. 
the Audubon Association was engaged in field license fee of $1 for all residents of Alaska. 
work in the west last summer he learned from = PAYS TEN YEARS IN ADVANCE 
E. R. Sans of Reno, of the peculiar conditions The predatory animal control work under- Mrs, E. M. Robinson of Grossmont, Cal., that surround the Last Chance Ranch in north- taken by the Game Commission and the Bu- sends a check covering membership in the 
ern Nevada. This range of 380 acres owned by reau of Biological Survey has aroused much eae Gane — nn Hapgood Brothers contains open water, and interest, The work is in charge of R. K. Stew- ee at a time. This ey them he annoy- water in this desert means many things, one of art, chief predatory animal hunter, who has ance of annual statements and remittances and which is that from great distances antelopes varied his work in the game fields with illus- saves the Association expense of bookkeeping come in spring to drop their fawns on the trated lectures in the settlements in which he ane Peers a a habit the management is slopes surrounding the water hole. has given detailed instructions in methods of : eS 
“We have taken over the Last Chance Ranch catching coyotes, which have become alarming- 

tS of the Hapgood Brothers for an antelope sanc- ly prevalent in Alaska during the last decade. EXTRA BULLETINS WANTED tuary”, Dr. Pearson announces, “and it is aes Members of the Association who may have 
hoped that for all time we will thus be able In connection with its co-operative territorial fe Bue Of aot te polguine pare 3 to preserve much of the herd of antelope that stocking program the Alaska Game Commis- favor by sending Pe this Giice ‘any they do not still remain in Northern Nevada. sion has made arrangements to import 15 bison wish to keep: “While the National Association of Audubon from South Dakota for liberation near Fair- Noy. 1913, April 1914, Oct. 1915, June and Societies has for many years been working banks _this summer. The Commission was co ed oe ae pe with others to. preserve the remnant of big given its choice between elk and bison, and Game, 233 Broadway, New York.
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Extract from June report dealing with conditions on the South Dakota Antelope Preserve 

by-Louis Knowles, Leader, Rodent and Predatory Animal Control, Bureau of Biological 

Survey, Rapid City, So. Dakota. 

"We received a call the first of June from the keeper of the State Antelope 

Preserve to send a hunter there, as he was having trouble with a pair of coyotes 

inside the preserve. Ben Kroll was hired for the work and spent the first two days 

Fe on the top of a high butte in the center of the preserve, called Antelope Butte, 

watching the maneuvers of the pair of coyotes that he soon located. By the use of 

field glasses he could get a good view of everything they did. I will try and give 

what he saw as nearly as I can. Toward evening two coyotes came out of a brushy draw 

and started working up wind to where a small bunch of antelope were lying down. When 

the coyotes were within about a hundred yards, they began to separate and work back 

and forth hunting . The old antelope began to get very nervous and occasionally one 

would whistle. Several bucks at once came to the bunch and began to chase the coyotes 

and strike them with their forefeet. The coyotes would dodge the attack and then 

make a run at the antelope, but the latter would outrun them. As soon as the antelope 

let up their attack, the coyotes would go hunting again and this would start the 

antelope to fighting once more. The antelope finally drove the coyotes away. The 

fight was too fast to venture a shot for fear of hitting an antelope. 

"Along the latter part of the evening of the second day one coyote came out 

to a spot where three female antelope had been for the past two days, with young 

hidden close by. This coyote tried to hunt out one of the young. There were only 

these old ones this time to do the fighting. When the old coyote got too close, first 

>t one and then another of the antelope would make a mad rush. Several times in dodg- 

ing, the coyote had to roll over to keep from being cut to pieces by the sharp feet 

of the antelope. The fight lasted for about half an hour before the coyote was driven 

away, and while it lasted it was not safe to risk a shot at the coyote. 

"The next day I was with Mr. Kroll, and after a short time we located the den 

not over sixty rods from where he had witnessed the two fights. We got one of the 

keepers to help dig out the den, and in it were found the remains of three young 

antelope and the wings and feathers of a number of sage hens and grouse, scattered 

about near the part where the pups were. We got out six pups and upon examining their 

stomachs found them to be full of the flesh of young antelope. Traps were placed 

for the old ones. The next day Mr. Kroll shot the male coyote, and when we examined 

his stomach we found it full of sage-hen eggs -- over a quart of them. The old female 

got out of the preserve and had not returned when I left. 

"While I was at the preserve I saw about 75 little antelope. There were a 

number of twins and one bunch of triplets. I watched the old one hide them, and when 

she had gone I tried for an hour to find them but had to give it up. Then both the 

keeper and I made another hunt, but failed. The little ones are concealed in the 

cactus patches, where it is very difficult to get to them. The old mother antelope 

feeds the little fellows about every three hours, staying with them not over ten 

minutes at a time. As soon as they are through feeding they are hidden and the old 

one leaves them."
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EAGLES! PREY y 

(From the Journal of Mammalogy, February, 1929, Vol. 10, No. 1, page 83) 

(General Notes) 

On the plains and in the mountains of the western country the eagle most 
often observed is the golden eagle, Once in a while, on the Missouri and - 
possibly on other large rivers, the white-headed eagle may be seen and some— 
times breeds, ; 

Among the mammals that the golden eagles kill for food are jack-rabbits, 
some smaller rodents, and the young of deer, antelope, wild sheep and white 
goats. In the old days of antelope abundance, plainsmen frequently told of 
attacks by eagles on well grown antelope. I myself once saw an eagle stoop at 
two yearling antelope that were running side by side. When threatened, the 
antelope reared on their hind legs, struck with their feet at the eagle and 
drove it off. I quoted, years agok a similar observation by my friend, W. H. 
Reed, _ In old times, eagles killed many antelope, 

A hungry eagle may well enough attack any living thing it thinks it can 
kill, It requires flesh and is not critical as to what this is. Two or three ; 

. observations on this point, reported from Montana, seem worthy of record, The 
first comes from G. Monroe, son of J. B. Monroe of Blackfoot. In the spring éf 
1926 young Monroe was riding from his father's house on the St. Mary's Lakes, 
Montana, toward the home of William Gird, tho lives further dom the St, Mary's 
River. When he ha@ passed just below the movth of Hausman Creek, he saw a full- 

d grown coyote trotting along on an open hillside about four hundred yards from 
him, apparently hunting ground squirrels, Young Monroe had no gun with him and 
rode on. As he watched the coyote he heard a rush through the air and saw a 
large eagle descend and strike the coyote over the kidneys with its tabons, and 

seem to try to rise with it. At all events, it vigorously fanned the air with 
its wings. The eagle continued to hold the prey which presently ceased to : 
struggle. The young Monroe rode over the place and drove the eagle away from the 
dead coyote and later he and Gird examined the animal, Its throat was torn. 

On an occasion when the wife of J. B. Monroe was returning from Two Medi- 
cine River she saw an eagle attacking a large badger. Apparently the eagle 
would soon have killed it, but the woman drove off the bird and the badger got 
into a hole. 

4 coyote and a badger are fighting animals and might be expected to try to — 
defend themselves, but ne resistance to an eagle could be made by a young deer, 

i a@ mountain lamb, or the kid of = white goat. - —- George Bird Grinnell, 233 
East 15th St., New York, N. Y. ; :
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ISTORY NOTES 

PRONG-HORNED ANTELOPE IN ainter Flat, Smoke Creek, Skeedaddle 
{ CALIFORNIA reek and other portions of the 1Q refuge, 
' In pursuit of bird and animal films for|aud it is my opinion that the big bands 

the State Fish and Game Commission [| formerly ranging in Lassen County now 
have had very close contact with the ante-|tange in Nevada, and that the Lassen 
lope situation in northern California at | County resident herds do not total over 
various seasons during the last two years. | 200 animals at this time.—E. S. Cheney, 

I find conditions in Siskiyou County are | Oakland, California. 

the most promising, and the bands rang-| specimEN OF MILK FISH, CHANOS ing in the Mt. Dome section at this time CHANOS, DELIVERED AT SAN 
are in better condition than those in any PEDRO 

other place I have visited. There are but is 
few, if any, sheep grazed in this section,| A specimen of Chanos chanos was 
and the feed and cover is excellent. While|found in a San Pedro wholesale fish 
water is scarce during the diy season, it | market on February 26, 1929. This fish, 
is still obtainable in sufficient quantities | three and a half feet in length, was taken 
to maintain the herds. off the western coast of Lower California. 

In 1923 to 1925 there were reported a} As far as can be ascertained, this is the 
total of 118 antelope on this range. These | first record of the delivery of the species 
have now increased to 400 or more, and|in San Pedro. 
represent the largest resident band now in| ‘The fish belongs to the family Chani- 
California. In a single day’s travel on | dae, a group related to the herrings, and 
foot in this region I encountered as many|is known variously as milk fish, sabalo 
as four or five bands, some containing|oz awa. It bears a superficial resem- 
eighty-five or more animals. ‘There is | blance to a mullet and was called a Mexi- 
very little open range in this country, and | can mullet by the dealer in the wholesale 
as the antelope frequent the juniper for- | market. 
ested table lands and plateaus, they are These fishes, excellent for food, inhabit . 
hard to locate. It was necessary in many|the warmer parts of the Pacific and 
cases to climb to the tops of the juniper | Indian oceans, and are reported as rela- 
trees to locate the animals, and it is quite | tively abundant in the Gulf of California. 
possible that many bands in the neighbor-|—Frances N. Clark, California State 
hood escaped my observation. The increase | Fisheries Laboratory. 
of young in the past season shows a very 
promising condition, as in some of the] SOME NOTES ON THE BASKING 
smaller bands the young considerably out- SHARK 
number the older animals. (Cetorhinus Maximus) 

Comparing this section with Lassen} From time to time at San Francisco, 
County and game refuge 1Q, where the] and, more rarely at Monterey, fishermen 
land is overgrazed and sheep camps|pring in basking sharks (Cetorhinus monopolize most of the water holes, I mavimus). As these sharks are generally 
found conditions quite the reverse. The of large size and are now comparatively 
bands are small and scattering, and the | rare, they attract much attention and, 
animals comprising them, very wild.|in some cases, are given space in the 
There is a small band or two ranging in newspapers. Quite recently a large 
Modoc County in the neighborhood of| specimen was brought to San Francisco 
Hagleville, but the big bands formerly | and on November 3, two large specimens 
ranging in Lassen County have migrated | were caught in Monterey Bay by fisher- 
into northwestern Nevada, where they|men. These were landed at a reduction 
winter in the Black Rock Desert, and in| plant and converted into fertilizer. 
summer range northward into eastern The basking shark was first described 
Oregon. In November, 1927, I found | ty Bishop Gunner of Norway. He pub- 
herds up to 500 or more in Washoe | lished a learned dissertation attempting to 
County, Nevada, watering at Swan Lake. | prove that this was the species of fish 

In 1928, I made five trips into the Las-| which swallowed Jonah. The fishermen 
sen County antelope country and at no|of the North Atlantic have known the 
time did I see over thirty-five antelope in| basking shark for a long time under 
one day, and that was in February before | various names. In New England it is 
the bands had broken up. During these | known as basking shark and sometimes 
various trips, I covered Grasshopper Val-|as “bone shark”; in Ireland and Wales 
ley, Madeline Plains, Spanish Springs,! the name “sunfish” is applied to it; while
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PRONGHORN ANTELOPE 

By Grorcz Birp GRINNELL 

The former eastern limits of the antelope’s range are uncertain. 

Herrick in his “(Mammals of Minnesota” gives the species as formerly 

occurring within the limits of that state, but mentions no details. 
Alexander Henry, the younger, in his journal (New Light on the History 

of the Greater Northwest) speaks of a “cabri” brought into the fort at 

the mouth of the Pembina River which had four inches of fat on its 

haunch. Cabri is the old name for antelope, but the detail of its fat- 

ness makes it seem probable that this animal was a mule deer. Henry’s 

‘1 mentions of small game animals are too vague to be depended on. 

The records of the Biological Survey, shown me by Dr. T. 8. Palmer, 

are more satisfactory. These make it appear that the antelope for- 

merly occurred in southwestern Minnesota, in western Iowa, and possibly 
even in western Missouri, though the statements are general and there 

is some uncertainty as to the western boundaries of Missouri at the 

time the record was made. 

A recent issue of the Minnesota Game Commission’s Bulletin states 

that in 1885 L. M. Eriksrude saw an antelope near Tracy, in south- 

western Minnesota, which he and other boys chased away. Mr. 

Eriksrude has confirmed this statement by a personal letter tome. This 

is the only definite record by an eye witness of antelope in Minnesota of 

which I have knowledge. 
Antelope obviously can not exist in a thickly settled country and have 

disappeared from most of their eastern range. They existed long in , 

eastern Nebraska, and on one occasion not very many years ago I saw 

a wild antelope a very few miles west of the town of Fremont, not more 

than forty miles west of Omaha. An Omaha newspaper item, Decem- 

ber 28, 1921, tells of an antelope being seen southwest of Omaha, near 

Louisville, Nebraska. 
The range of the species included the northern plains of the Saskatche- 

wan, but as winter came on, most of the northern antelope moved south 

seeking a winter range where shelter could be found. I recall an occa- 

sion just after a terrific blizzard of cold and snow in northern Montana, 
when the bottom of Milk River east of the present town of Havre was 

full of antelope, which were slaughtered in great numbers by whites 

and Cree Indians. To the south, the antelope extended well into 

Mexico, and to the west, to the Pacific coast. 

I have more than once spoken of the very great numbers of antelope
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found on the plains in early days, and have expressed the belief that they 

were more abundant than the buffalo. With this statement most old- 
time prairie men agree. Yet, except in winter when they gathered 

in herds of thousands, the antelope were not conspicuous, since usually 
they were found in small groups from three or four to fifty or sixty, and 
when alarmed ran away in these small groups. The antelope were 

small, protectively colored, and scarcely noticeable a mile or two away 

except by their white rump patches, while the buffalo, large and black, 

were visible at a great distance and when alarmed fled in companies, 

gathering to themselves as they ran other herds, which at last formed 
a great black mass uncountable and sometimes astounding. The ante- 
lope when they fled did not gather up in herds and soon disappeared, j 
but the buffalo were seen for a long distance. 

In old times in summer one traveled day after day over the prairie 

with antelope constantly about him, not in great herds but in the little j 

groups just spoken of. Except where they had been hunted, they were 
by no means shy, and their curiosity often led them to approach travel- 

ing parties. I have more than once seen half a dozen antelope gallop 
slowly by a dismounted troop of cavalry at a distance of seventy-five 

yards, and seen, as it seemed to me, every man of the troop fire five or 

ten shots at the antelope as they passed, and then the whole group 

apparently untouched gallop off out of sight. 

It was in winter, when the antelope collected in immense herds, that 

their numbers became impressive to the casual observer, and of these 

great herds, seen for the most part only by the winter meat hunter, not 

» much has been written. 
An obvious cause for the extermination of the antelope as soon as 

white hunters entered its country was the fact that it inhabited the 
open plains where the hunter could see it from a long distance, and by 
care and patience could approach near enough to kill it. Yet by the 

early hunters the antelope was little hunted, for so long as there were 

buffalo, which were easily killed and furnished abundant meat and : 
robes, people scarcely troubled themselves to shoot the smaller animals. 

The Indians, however, captured them wholesale by various methods 

that have not been described in detail. : 
Habits of the antelope which greatly contributed to its destruction 

were its seasonal migration from a summer to a winter range, and its 
gathering on its winter range in great herds from which large numbers 

were slaughtered by meat hunters. 

The Indians, at the proper time of the year, stationed themselves j
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along the migration routes and killed the antelope as they passed. 
White hunters also took advantage of the habit, and I have no doubt 

that during these migrations the skin hunters destroyed vast numbers 

of antelope just as they destroyed vast numbers of buffalo, when the 

animals were striving to get to water. 

The migration movement took place at the approach of cold weather, 

just about the close of the rutting season, beginning during the month 

of October. It was briefly mentioned under date of October 16, 1804, 

by Lewis and Clark, who always spoke of pronghorn antelopes as 

“goats.’’ In the Original Journals under this entry of October 16, the 

writer says: ‘Saw great number of Goats on the Shore SS.” “Soon 

after I discovered great numbers of Goats in the river and Indians on 
the shore on each side, as I approached or got nearer I discovered boys 
in the water Killing the goats with Sticks and halling them to shore, 

. those on the banks shot them with arrows and as they approached the 

shore would turn them back. Of this Gangue of Goats I counted 58 

of which they had killed on the shore. One of our hunters out with 

Cap. Lewis killed three Goats.” 

Again on October 17, it is said: “saw Buffalow, Elk, and Great num- 

bers of Goats in large gangues.”’ Later on that same day comes a 

paragraph saying, “Great numbers of Goats are flocking down to the 

8 side of the river on their way to the Black Mountains where they 
winter. Those animals return in the Spring in the Same way & scatter 
in different directions.’ §S is the abbreviation for starboard. 

I have witnessed these migrations at different points on the Missouri 

River, south of Fort Berthold, North Dakota, where they crossed on 

the way to the Little Missouri River and the Black Hills, and again at 

different points in the bend of the North Platte River, north of the 

Laramie Plains. The migration routes over which the antelope shifted 

from summer to winter range, were as well determined as were the mi- 
gration routes of the elk, or of the mule deer, and were well known to 

local hunters. One of the very earliest photographers of game animals, 

A. G. Wallihan, took advantage of his knowledge of a certain migration 
path of the mule deer, set up his camera at a convenient spot, and 

photographed the animals as they came along. 

When the antelope reached their wintering grounds, where there was 

some shelter from the cold, little snow, and abundant food, they gathered 

in herds often numbering many thousands; on the Laramie Plains and 

elsewhere, I have seen, I believe, more antelope together than I ever 

saw domestic sheep in one band. The winter meat hunter of forty 

years ago did not try to kill single antelope, but approached one of these
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large herds until within range, and then from his heavy rifle dropped a 
succession of balls into the thick of the herd, continuing to shoot until 

the animals had passed out of range. Then the hunter went over the 

ground and collected the dead animals, of which there might be from 
six to a dozen. To those wounded by his random shots, he gave no 

thought. 

In the early days of spring, while the weather was still cold and rainy, 

the antelope, which for six months had been absent from their summer 

range, began to appear again, and soon after this the young were born. 

From that time on, antelope were abundant through the summer. 

One summer in North Park, Colorado, where antelope were perhaps 

as abundant as I have ever seen them, I found their trails, crossing the } 

flats from one point to another, worn eight or ten inches deep in the 
hard soil—trails which reminded one of the buffalo trails worn in the 
soil of the plains by the buffalo going to and returning from water. ¥ 

The rapid disappearance of the antelope is hardly appreciated by 

most people. It has vanished from a vast area of country where once 

it existed in astonishing numbers. 
Most of the country is too thickly settled for them, but, in some places, 

sanguine people speak of them as “thousands.” Efforts have been made 

recently in the state of Wyoming to authorize the issue of licenses to 

kill buck antelope, but this has not yet been done—thanks to the 

governor. 
A year or two ago in western Nebraska, not very far from Scotts- 

bluff, there were two small bands estimated as about forty in all. 

Recent reports indicate that these are growing fewer. There may be 

a very few in eastern Colorado. 

On the border line between Oregon and Nevada, and generally in 
eastern Oregon and eastern Nevada, there are still a considerable 

number of antelope. Individuals who have traveled through the coun- 

try declare that they are numbered by hundreds. These are reported 

as being frequently killed for bait by trappers and for meat by sheep . 
herders. They must disappear, unless the people of Oregon insist on 

their protection. 

A few years ago, on the Bell Ranch in New Mexico, there were thought ‘ 

to be perhaps two hundred antelope; but it is reported that this great 

piece of property is being divided and sold to homesteaders; and if this 
takes place, the antelope there must disappear. 

In southern Arizona, southeastern California, and Mexico there are 

some antelope—in Mexico a good many. The form living there is 
slightly different from the one in the north.
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All the states except Nevada and Washington protect the antelope 

by law; but in many places this law is lightly regarded. 

There are still some scattered antelope on the wide plains of Alberta 

and Saskatchewan, Canada, and near Foremost, Alberta, the Dominion 

Branch of Public Parks has erected a long fence enclosing more than 

5,000 acres of land, within which a few antelope live. 
It has long been recognized that the pronghorn antelope is rapidly 

disappearing, but this danger to a unique species has recently been 

discovered and announced as new by people who have not been in 

touch with efforts already made to reduce the destruction. Men 

familiar with the western country and with the constant increase of its 

population have long known of the danger to the antelope. More than 

forty years ago—soon after the great movement westward began along 

the railroads—I pointed out that ‘with the advance of the settlements 

comes, in one district after another, the extinction of the antelope.” 

Although none of us then recognized how swift this advance was to be, 

nor how completely it would sweep away the larger forms of wild life, 

it became increasingly evident year by year that the antelope must soon 
make room for the farmer. 

The most obvious plan to postpone the threatened extermination 

seemed to be to establish herds of antelope in different fenced reserva- 

tions, where the animals might be protected from attacks by man, and 
where their feeding range should not be turned into crop fields. A 
dozen or fifteen years ago the Boone and Crockett Club captured a 

number of antelope in the Yellowstone Park and sent eleven to the 

Wichita Game Preserve in Oklahoma, and eleven to the Bison Range 

near Ravalli, Montana. Somewhat later, with the permission of the 

Canadian authorities, the Boone and Crockett Club had thirteen young 

antelope captured in Canada, reared, kept there until they were able 

to look out for themselves, and then sent to the Wind Cave National 

Park. Still later it caused thirteen more to be sent there. Thus in the 

5; course of a few years it distributed antelope on three large fenced 
reservations. 

The antelope sent to the Wichita Game Preserve died from various 

causes in the course of a short time. Some of those sent to the Bison 

Range died, supposedly from injuries in capture, but others lived and 

after a few years began to breed, with the result that a few years ago 

there were more than sixty antelope, all in good condition, on the Bison 

Range in Montana. Not very long after they were planted in the Wind 
Cave National Park the first lot sent there was reduced in number by
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the attacks of coyotes, but the second lot did better and a few years 

ago there were, as I recall it, thirty-four antelope there. Now there are 

twenty-eight. 

Some years ago, a series of severe storms drifted the snow so high 

about the Bison Range that coyotes and Indian dogs were able to walk 

over the fence, and it is understood that practically all the antelope on 

that range were thus destroyed. The same year, or the next one, 

coyotes and bobcats killed a number of those in the Wind Cave National 

Park. 
The experience of the Boone and Crockett Club, which has planted 

about fifty antelope in three fenced reserves where conditions seemed 

very favorable, appears to indicate that it is doubtful if the antelope : 

can be saved by stocking fenced areas. Quite recently the American 

Bison Society sent ten antelope to Wichita Game Preserve and the 

reports seem to show that this last planting has been no more successful # 

than those made thirteen or fourteen years ago. 
' The state of Nevada has set aside a number of game refuges some of 

which have been formally called antelope refuges. The very arid 

country where Nevada and Oregon come together is a natural range for 

the antelope where, with protection, they will long exist. In northern 
California there is a considerable group. There are not a few in south- 
ern Montana, and their condition, so far as we can gather, seems to show 

that if they are left free and are protected against hunting, they will 

do well, though it may be doubted if they will greatly increase in num- 

bers. It ought to be possible, I think, to create among persons who 
occupy natural stock range for antelope a sentiment which would result 

in their protection. Fortunately we have an example of what may be 
done in this direction by one who is interested and who possesses enough 
force of character to impress his neighbors. 

In southern Montana in the country between Tongue and Powder 
Rivers lives a ranchman who for more than twenty-five years has himself 
been protecting the antelope, and by his precept and example has : 

induced his neighbors to do the same thing. At one time some years 

ago he was obliged to speak very sharply to some of the neighboring 
Indians before he could persuade them to let the antelope alone, but ‘ 

within the past dozen years he has not known of the killing of a single 

one, though, perhaps ten years ago, he heard a rumor that a crippled 

antelope had been seen. 
This man, Baxter Pierce, is a lover of wild things. Every winter he 

has about his house a flock of sharp-tailed grouse, which are about as
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tame as chickens. Not long ago, when kind-hearted but ill-informed 

people objected to the distribution of poisoned grain for the purpose of 

killing gophers and prairie dogs, because they supposed that eating 

this grain would kill the grouse and other birds, Mr. Pierce captured 

: four sharp-tailed grouse and sent them to the Montana game warden 

for experimentation. He told me that the game warden fed these birds 

for a week on poisoned grain and that none of them showed any effects 

of the poison. Similar experiments have been tried in New York state 

with pheasants. 

Mr. Pierce’s antelope are seen close about his house and in the nearby 

fields.. They spend much of their time in his alfalfa fields, and he de- 

clares somewhat ruefully that he might as well keep a flock of sheep in 

the alfalfa, so far as cutting crops of hay goes. His neighbors make 

fun of him because he not only protects the antelope but also pays 

i their board by supplying them with his own crops. He states his ; 

belief that within a radius of six miles from his ranch there are from 

150 to 200 antelope. 

I went out to see Mr. Pierce not long ago and on the way to the house 

drove up within thirty or forty yards of an old doe and some young 

antelope, which then rose from where they had been lying in the alfalfa 

and walked away. After we had left the house we drove within fifty 

or sixty yards of another group of females and young in charge of an 

old buck, and a little bit later saw a lot with a buck, only a little farther 

off. None of the antelope seemed shy, and only walked or slowly 

trotted away when we had come quite close to them. 

If the people of this and similar neighborhoods where antelope now 

exist could be persuaded to let them alone, so that they might live their 

lives undisturbed, we might hope again to find regions where antelope 

could be seen at any time. The recent legislation in Nevada and, per- 

haps, in other states, seems to suggest that action of this kind may be 

hoped for after a while, but there is great danger in delay, and much 

r educational work must be done before we can hope to accomplish any- 

thing toward perpetuating the antelope. The stocking of fenced areas 

appears to have proved unsatisfactory. Whether the stocking of a 

> plateau in the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, as has already been done, 

will accomplish anything seems uncertain. We know that deer, elk 

and bison greatly increase under fence, but the antelope is built on 

different lines, and it is a question whether we can do anything to preserve 

that species except to leave it alone to work out its own salvation. 

238 East Fifteenth Street, New York City.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of the 15th was duly forwarded 

from Syracuse to me here. 

So far as I know antelope first have fawns 

when three years old, but I have no records that would 

show they never have them a year sooner. My statement 

in my "The American Antelope" refers to antelope reach- 

ing full size and development, and full bearing capacity, 

at five years. Like the deer, American antelope are 

apt to have only one kid at first,and then twins at 

five years of age and thereafter for about five years. | 

I shall be interested in seeing your 

articles on "Game Management" and "Game Survey of the 

North Central States," and hope you can send me copies 

when ready. 

Let me know if I can be of any further | 

assistance, 

Yours truly 

Ss 
M.P.Skinner. 
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not judge how seriously to take this statement. In the text on 

game management which I am now writing I had given the yearly 
cruising radius of antelope as in the neighborhood of ten miles, 
whereas this statement would indicate that even the weekly radius 

is sometimes five or ten times that distance. 
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Could you advise me confidentially whether this 50- 
100 mile radius is to be taken as a serious biological observatim 
or whether it should be taken as simply popular writing? Just 
seribble below any advice you have for me and return, together 

with the paper. 
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Swift as the Wind, Elusive as the Will-o’the- Wisp, Only pe), 

3 ; PY) 
the Flashing Lens Catches These Fleet Little Nomads Onde 

F ALL the subjects the motion-picture photographer a locality familiar to them; and it is not an unusual thing for 

is called upon to film, there is none more difficult of _ a band, reported by incoming sheep-herders, perhaps, as rang- 

approach than the pronghorn, or American antelope. ing in a given region, to be fifty or even one hundred miles | 

For three years I have been working on an antelope film for away by the time the place is reached. The only safe proce- ‘ 

the Division of Fish and Game of the California Depart- dure is to sight before being sighted. With this advantage, 

ment of Natural Resources. I have made regular trips, both the chances are even that one may get within camera range. 

fall and spring, to known antelope country, devoting weeks But the vision of antelope is uncannily keen. ‘Their pro- 

to the search, traveling hundreds of miles, but my film is far truding eyeballs are almost as large as those of an ox, and‘) 

from completion. Some trips yield several hundred feet of the slightest movement within a radius of several miles is ‘ 

film—others are almost a blank. easily detected. Whether feeding or resting, the animals 

The larger antelope bands of California are widely scat- select, if possible, a position that commands a sweep of the 

tered over the bleak and semiarid region in the extreme north- surrounding country. ‘Turn your binoculars on a band 

eastern part of the state. It is a land of sagebrush and sand, within three miles, and if you have crossed their vision, you 

of desert broken by rimrock and lava slides, a rough and will find them watching you. And in that case, the matter of 

broken country, difficult to travel, most of it beyond roads, a stalk becomes very complicated, for the animals will never 

a great deal beyond trails. But even after reaching what allow you out of their sight. As you maneuver for a new 

may be designated as antelope country, it may be days, per- position, you will find that the band has quietly moved off; 

haps weeks, before a band can be definitely located. as often as you shift, they will shift, also, keeping their dis- 

Fleet-footed little nomads, wary and elusive, swift as the tance and not allowing you to approach closer. Or perhaps 

wind, like veritable will-o’-the-wisps, they can almost dis- they use entirely different tactics, taking to their heels and 

solve into the distance like mist before the sun, their white running quite out of sight and beyond the hope of pursuit. 

rumps disappearing over the horizon as wind-driven clouds. You never can tell. They are high-strung little creatures. 

So, in trying to locate a band, one may follow many false After successfully locating a band without being discovered, 

leads. The animals are easily disturbed and rendered rest- I take plenty of time for observation and study and map out 

less by the introduction of any new or unusual element into a campaign before making a single move in their direction. 

487
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I spend several days, if necessary, in a es which I expected the antelope to 

a temporary blind built to screen my a ma work their way. But as I drew near 

movements, watching the actions of eS = I discovered a small band of range 

the animals and studying the topog- a i oa cattle, wild as the antelope them- Ba ae Mine 
raphy of the land. I memorize every Lol pepe: Se Co selves, right in my path. To startle 

. . ; re Pe aS : 

break in the rimrock, every possi- a aa the cattle would necessarily alarm 

bility of cover between my position a -_ the antelope, so I changed my plans. 

and the feeding grounds of the band. bo z a) = I dropped south a quarter of a mile, 
Sed a : 

I note the prevailing direction of the ae ane and approached the rim from an- 

wind, the position of water, if any, = af “ie =a other angle. This required another 
d th ible considera- mY ee o fag eB h but at last I arrived at the and every other possible co mes ape a a) = our, but at las ri t 

tion that might make for, or mar, Oe ae . TS > ee et point of attack. Nearing the rim, 

success. The stalk itself, when be) ih ES aS aime Tl I found a large clump of sage on 

finally undertaken, may require half i r ay a as bes rat the very edge, and crawled under it, 

a day, for one must travel laden with a ‘i ee > ee bs age | = with the camera on a dwarf tripod. 

cameras, tripods, temporary blinds, = ao = os a a ‘There were forty-six animals feed- 

field glasses, provisions, and the in- - i eit eee ee ee ing less than 150 yards from me. 
evitable water bottle. z Shi panies et ct og, ty a At last the camera sang a merry SG Pre Nee 6 ee ee pe 

In the fall of 1928 I stalked a mm | * Joga NN age tb J tune, and the deed was done. I 

band bedded down on a plain two em va Cog ye ae we = watched them for an hour as they 
. - Ll es a A ate Lal 

miles to the northeast of my blind. Te cs ae sae) aE fed out of range and bedded down 

The wind was fair and from the all °F asl - eed , rail ed again about half a mile to the south. 

south. Shouldering cameras and all si z t p = And so the game was on again, 

vices ee Pi ae a MOVIE FLASHES = I must mole back ” io ee 

7 it tt 
a 1 cou : ie a e Se : Swift is their flight, in V formation, like a BNE 4 Tee route : a . y 

the lower plain. ie rim was wedge of white-winged birds. brought me at the rim again, about 

broken to the east by an old water- Feeding among the junipers. seventy-five yards from the band, 

way and it was there I must cross and close to their wind. Here I was 

their wind. The cover was short, aoand a ue fhe ponbdently, able to secure about fifty more feet 

and I was forced to cross over a mile Fao ee Wes utes rete of film of the animals bedded down, 

of open country before reaching the but as I attempted to retreat to get 

waterway, so I veered off to the westward, keeping nearly another angle I heard the clatter of hoofs and saw the entire 
two miles between me and the antelopes on the plains. In band making out across the plain so swiftly they seemed to 
about two hours I reached the break, and took a last look at _ be sailing in V formation, like a flock of white-winged birds. 
the band then feeding. I worked up through the break in They ran north to the higher plain and were gone. I never 
the lava, keeping well back from the rim and at the end of saw them again. 

about four hours reached a point opposite the break through And so it was back to the camp again. From my observa- 

tion blind there I saw other small bands on the 
eee § plain, and had hopes of good camera shooting the 
Feit Se. i eet ee ee iste ‘ fi oe 2 oe Se 4 i next day. After supper I rolled up in my blankets 

cose Re Pee nee i 7 ae iS before a small brush fire built on the dirt floor of 
ee kN MeN nh se 

re A ee Va 4 oe ey. Ga a” is 
SHAS AS Se Ae yews 

Me a PS 1 i = 4k cn oe : i Bee PRS ae es 
ia ee a. a ; 
yey ie » 4 sé ee : aus 

ms ee er eee on ey, eS : cones 
ee” ee ‘ be Bee a : 

ci ly Oe ee ee ee aes hoe Soe fe ote SAR a ee Foe ok ate ee -% Ls ek os Ta / . Ps iain i vs ee i 4 o \ A % 

Sa ee ee a a ay 
If you have crossed their vision within two Feta i Yrt ~ie@len... 7“ f i Le exh, wh) 4 
or three miles, you will find them always “wh Miele eA. Lr Cys an ba Ut ao 

watching your every move. i BF AS ay hey bs: ah ie t ia p ar 
i Ba Pree eae i St TENA tae aN bd 

They always select, if possible, a position ie = a ( a " . a A “4 44 i oe 

commanding a sweep of the whole surround- 4. et Spratt 4 P . ¢ fy o™ + al : 
ing country. WB te Fh ed PEG oC se a 

4 ns A |e Soo ee PT ee 
|S ee ae eee oe . m & atte ait og cf 

‘CRS ee bs pa ast ee ie Yee oe
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an old, abandoned cabin where I had taken refuge, and was confronted with an intruder, sometimes curiosity will act like 

soon asleep. ‘The night was unearthly still—so still, that a loadstone to keep them in the vicinity. Like the day, for 

stirring restlessly, I was conscious of a sense of uneasiness. instance, that a band had me treed. I was scouting along 

From afar the howl of a coyote floated down through the a table-land that was thickly timbered with junipers when I 

emptiness. I looked about me. It was snowing, silently, saw about fifty antelopes feeding on a lower plain. Keeping 

steadily. In the morning I looked out on a world shrouded behind trees and rocks I worked down from the rim to a 

in white. In my observation tower where I spent most of lower level and to within 125 yards of the animals. I found, 

the day, getting what meager comfort I could from a small however, that I was too low to get a camera location, and 

fire of sagebrush, I raked the plains with the glasses, but decided to climb a juniper tree. With my camera on my 

there was neither sight nor sound of antelope or any other back, I went up and up, branch over branch, until I reached 

living creature in all that wilderness. Nor again that season the very top. The branches were thick and I was well 

was I to sight screened from view, but by the time I was in posi- 

them. Elfin , an " tion the animals knew that something was in the 

creatures, here > Y i ie 9 tree, and they wanted to know what. They faced 
today — to- t Pe ee me, alert and quivering, before they advanced like 
morrow who me ey - gid (j acolumn of soldiers. At fifty yards they stopped 

knows what ra m' Ve » By , and waited. Nothing happened, so they raced away, 
far bourn has oy /. aie - only to halt 
claimed them? he fF i hi * ; ee ee andbtaceahont 

But here I was ag Pate _ oe age Wee ace again. Then 
marooned in a a ie mee , cei Oe a . ay - eS ‘ : 

3 > ee ee eg hs oe ; again the ad- 
sea of snow. net (fe ae ae ; Me Rake 8 : Lee eta L¢ eo vance, this 
My pack (iRise Sie Atte en eo ee Mi tie oY a. ee time from an- 

eee Se ark ce ty pte I aa Ya, oi: © Fae By" 
horses had AagSt pies Ves OP Seas at. ee a: “sl other angle. 
beenreleased 1 Lay eae sah ie ad ad ee Phy Again they 
and an ie When I first saw her the % et ‘ ~ ‘ halted and re- 
re a a doe stood motionless in . sf B) at Vi treated. This 
acktothe the center of a burned-over ae mj teed < ne was repeat 

sheep ranch area of several acres. BE Dili we y ye yee several tae, 

where they be- , 5 : to. but the ap- 

longed, as I i ies anode ote rs an ‘ 5. A " proach was al- 

had neither old, awkward and wary. 2) kg ae , ways from a 
feed nor water os . ; different side. 

to keep them. Sometimes I 

So there was nothing to do but to keep the home fires burn- had an unobstructed view of the action, but in others the 

_ ing and wait for the horses to be sent back to me. branches of the tree were in my way and I could not change 

But other seasons and different localities require a modi- ™Y position. But with the camera braced against the trunk 

a technic. Originally antelopes were plain rangers only, of the tree I got some good pictures. 

always turning back at timberline. But the plains no longer In the hope of securing pictures of the young I made in 

are theirs and they have learned to take their wilderness as the SPHINg, of 1929 an extensive trp that was a succession of 
If ley Andie icon Caltiaenit em lence evetancirhemtirt tiie disappointments and exasperations. While I found the does, 

i and while I stalked them day after day and watched them 
timbered regions. 2 e z 

Z ae ‘ from treetops and blinds, and while I used every strategy 
On one scouting expedition I was forced to climb at least . 

ceo a: 3 i and device to track them down, at the end of three weeks I 
twelve juniper trees from twenty to thirty feet high to keep had failed to findsalcinele fawn. here were old-loperre 

track of the band I was stalking. In this way I finally aP- roads, that made it possible to do some scouting by machine, 
proached the band, made my picture, and retreated without and I found that the hum of my motor would often lure my 

being discovered. quarry into sight. A sudden turn of the road many times re- 
Successful approach and retreat, however, is not always vealed an animal standing motionless within thirty yards. But 

possible. A misstep or the click of a dislodged rock may undo jot for long. A second or two, and she would show her heels. 

the work of several days searching; and to come on a band gut jf I stopped the motor and waited, she might make an- 

suddenly, unexpectedly, as I did one day, is disaster upon other approach, and dart back and forth. I came upon a doe 
disaster. I wonder which was the more astonished that day? early one morning standing motionless in the center of a 

I know that I was shocked into rigidity, while they were burned-over area of several acres. She flirted around, dis- 
galvanized into such a catapultic flight that before I caught appearing in the brush, only to appear again, first on one side 

my breath they were gone. They are capable of terrific bursts of the clearing and then on the other. As she hung around 

of speed when alarmed or startled, but when not actually so persistently and seemed to make her exit by one trail, I
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decided she must have young in the neighborhood and settled _ the car and slid to the dened. I had hardly gone twenty-five 

down for a siege. I had at the first shut off my motor, dark- feet when I heard a gnort from the brush, and I raised my 

ened the window of the car on three sides to screen my own head to see the doe cfashing down on me across the clearing. 

movements, and waited, hoping to get a nearer view, and I made back towards the car for my camera but she beat me 

watching her every movement through my glasses. Consumed to it. Before I copld reach the door we were face to face 

with curiosity about that strange shiny black animal that was _ within ten or fifteen feet. She halted a second and we glared 

so quiet, she was a wary lady. She would saunter into view, at each other, I on my hands and knees, and she above me, her 

nibbling idly here and there but with her eyes always in eyes blazing. She apparently thought I was a coyote. After 

my direction. This kept up for an hour or more, and still 1 she was on her way I took my time in searching for the fawn 

sat and waited. Finally I realized that I had not seen my but with no result. Day after day, working in this wise, 

lady for half an hour or more. I took the glasses and searched from early dawn to dark, I was eluded and evaded. Forms 

the entire neighborhood, every clump and bush in range, but flitting through the brush in the distance, forms hurtling by 

could see no sign of her, and so I decided to go forth and look _me at close range, but never the young to be tracked down. 

for the fawn. Very quietly and slowly I opened the door of So, another season, I will be on the trail again. 

Wey “Che Victorious P f th wal we e Victorious lassage o e 
ae . 

aes Shipstead- Nolan Bill 
ae 

( Meeee ame 
ae 

fee (ss is the fight to preserve the lake levels and the wilderness shorelines of the thousands of lakes 

within and adjacent to the Superior National Forest in northern Minnesota. The Shipstead- 

Nolan bill, passed by the Senate on May 7 and by the House just before adjournment on July 3, became a law on July 

10, when it was signed by the President. In this brief record is written one of the outstanding conservation victories 

of the second session of the 71st Congress. 

Conservation groups and organizations throughout the country presented a solid front in support of the legislation. 

Opposition came primarily from a local water-power interest whose development plans contemplated raising the water 

levels of numerous lakes within the region with consequent destruction of the primitive beauty of the shorelines. The 

broad purpose of the act is to preserve and protect the scenic and recreational assets of the region while at the same time 

permitting its economic use. The act provides: 

1. That all public lands of the United States north of township 60 north in Cooke and Lake counties and of a spe- 

cifically described portion of St. Louis County, Minnesota, are withdrawn from all forms of entry or appropriation 

and become subject to laws and regulations generally applicable to National Forests and that the principle of conserving 

the natural beauty of shorelines for recreational use apply to the waters within the area specified. 

2. That it becomes obligatory upon the Forest Service of the Department of Agriculture to conserve for recreational 

use the natural beauty of lake shores of all lakes and streams within the area which are now or eventually will be in 

general use for boat or canoe travel. In carrying out this principle, logging of shorelines is prohibited within two hun- 

dred to four hundred feet of lake shores except as may te necessary to provide banking grounds and to remove diseased, 

insect-infested, dying, or dead timker. 

3. That in order to preserve the shorelines, rapids, waterfalls, beaches, and other natural features of the region in 

an unmodified state of nature, no further alterations of the natural water level of any lake or stream within or border- 

ing upon the designated area shall be authorized except by specific act of Congress. 

In carrying out the principle of preserving the natural primitive beauty and the recreational values of the region, 

which is probably the greatest water wilderness remaining in the country, the act amply provides for the economic use 

of natural resources and the homestead entry of lands chiefly valuable for agriculture. Passage of the act makes the 

first accomplished step in the larger conservation program of an international park and forest to include the boundary 

waters between the United States and Canada known as the Lakes of Verendrye. Both the American Legion and the 

Canadian Legion have endorsed this project as a fitting tribute to a century of peace between the two countries and as a 

memorial to the service men of both countries who served as comrades in the late war. 

j
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‘ Missing: An inquiry has been reecived 1s to the wherenbouts of Thoms 

John O'Donnell who is reported to be secking employment as Forest Ranger 

in Arizona. He is an ex-Navy man, twenty, or twenty-one years of ge, 
5 ft. 10 inches in height, and weighs approximately 160 pounds; hrs 
blue eyes and dark hair. Should you have information regarding this 

man, please communicate with Miss Laura Allen, efo Mrs. Anna Kober, 

3355 North Rand Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

Antelope Bill Of Fare: 4n examination of an antelope's stomach, 

killed in the vicinity of Anderson Mesa, revenled that the herd eats 
| but little grass ond are living largely on weeds and juniper folicge, 

| aecording to the Soconino Forest News. Further investigntion by State 

| Game Warden RBryless ond M. E. Musgrave is to be carried on to learn + 

what browse ond weeds are enten by antelope in order that the animls 

| may be transplanted to spots producing these types of forage. 

\ Spray Pumps Being Used Bnck East: On the Devil's Run fire on the 
' €dge of the Monongahela Forest July 5 to 13, on 8000 acre fire, it is 

reported that the Pacific pumper really saved the day. On two occas— 

ions it aided very materially in holding the fire line at a time when the 

chances were at least 50-50 that the line might hold, and at other 

times it served very well for pumping water from the run to locations 

nlong the rond where water wes loaded into spray pumps for use on the 

fire line. (Eastern District Digest)
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ANTELOPE ON THE SHASTA NATIONAL 
FOREST 

By Frep W. JoHNson, Junior Range Examiner of the Shasta National Forest 

N Merriam’s report on a biological survey of the Mount Shasta 
l region in 1896 he stated that there had been 2000 prong-horn ante- 

lope in Little Shasta Valley and that only a few head remained. 
What happened to 2000 antelope from 1873 to 1896 I learned from an 
old-timer. 

In the hard winter of 1873, 800 antelope, weak from starvation, were 
playfully knocked in the head by two white men. Today there are no 
antelope in Little Shasta Valley, but east of this valley, between Macdoel 
and Mount Dome on the Modoe 
Forest, we counted 354 head in one nn 2. A. Se aes 
day last week (January 20th). ze ‘ : aa ce 2 

These are the nucleus of a rap- |% a Wie 2 Gee ar : 
idly increasing herd that in a few a ee Dat Ss or : 
years will cause us to ask, ‘What |< MMe. (799 tee 
are we going to do with them?” |h © re aoe i ek o Pi 
In 1924 a very hard winter reduced | HR siiiiyl (eee 7 
this herd to 65 head. Since then, | § at ce, a 
this herd has in eight years in- | “(ier MW) We Tih a: 
creased to what we believe is about ||) amwa4 ee . “2 Pon oof 
500 head. This is an increase of 33 |» 7A gi 
per cent in a year. From this 500 oe PS oe) | eR og bh 
head, if the annual increase of 33 |@RMRaa? > (~ 7 Tiel «| 
per cent is constant, we will have |\ppeanmiiagieas 4) e 
2000 head of antelope in 1936. ie OS aap Oe 

We have ample summer and win- 4007s) ARGS oe 
ter range for 2000 antelope, but penne ate ene 
above this, migration, natural or *"“ponand in Mount Pporie tentan ia 

controlled, must take care of the  northem past of the ste, ‘Although 
inerease. That they can be easily the open plains, civilization is fore- 
trapped is proved by an incident Wee eke cay Se aren Te 
that occurred during our counting E. S. Cheney, 1930. 
trip. 

We visited Poverty Flat on the Modoc and found 14 antelope trapped 
in a woven wire corral. (Antelope go under fences, not over them.) 
The gate had blown shut and as we approached to open the gate they 
bucked the fence and did not try to get over. We opened the gate and 
all galloped out except one ‘‘old molly’? who had tried to jump the 
fence and had caught her hind feet in the wire as she came down. We 
soon got her out. She was unhurt and quite docile, but complained in 
deep-throated goat-like bleats. 

In the winter they gather in herds of 75 to 100. You find them in 
the juniper cover rather than the sage flats. This seems natural as 
better browse is found in the juniper. Oceasionally they visit culti- 
vated fields and feed on winter wheat and rye. The ranchers claim
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that this ‘‘feeding down’”’ in winter causes the spring growth to ‘‘stool 
out’’ better and are glad to have them use this feed. 

The last few years of mild winters have been a big factor in the - 
increase of this herd, as well as the help and protection of the ranchers 
and Fred Starr, the game warden at Macdoel. If this good work keeps 
up some one will get the job of wranglin’ antelope in a few years. 

HOW TURKEY POINT, ON WINGO SLOUGH, 
GOT ITS NAME 

By Josep SPRINGER 

OME twenty years ago, in a spirit of fun and fellowship, the 
famous fishing point on Wingo Slough, still known as Turkey 
Point, got its name—and this name still holds good. 

By prearrangement on a Saturday before Thanksgiving, the year of 
which I have forgotten, some eighteen or more members of the Cali- 
fornia Anglers Association went to Sonoma with the intention of fishing 
for striped bass at Wingo, which is a few miles away, on Sunday. We 
all met, as agreed in a hotel in Sonoma. After eating a hearty dinner, 
we went out for a little stroll and exercise and then it started to rain, 
in good old Sonoma style, and when it rains in Sonoma, it rains. In 
order not to get wet on the outside, we walked into one of those places 
where, in the good old days, you put your foot on the rail and said, 
““Boys, let’s have another.’’ Of course, that was before we had an open 
season on Volstead violators. 

The gentleman who ran the refreshment emporium had, for the 
amusement of this San Francisco delegation, a turkey and goose raffle, 
on which he sold a paddle for the sum of a quarter, twenty-five cents. 
After selling all the chances he rolled a polygon shaped ball down 
a long chute and if your number came up on top you would get a live 
turkey, or a goose, to your choosing. It being just before Thanksgiving, 
nearly all of us that won took turkeys. All of the boys had one or 
more turkeys; some, three or four. I do not know what we paid for 
them, but whatever the price, they were worth it—when you consider 
the history and fond remembrances it leaves. 

The problem before us was, how were we going to get these birds 
home safe and sound and still go fishing. Well, a happy idea appeared 
and someone suggested that we tie the feet and wings, put them in a 
sack with their heads sticking out; forthwith the necessary sacks were 
gathered to complete the job. About midnight we had the turkeys all 
sacked, we gathered them under our arms and proceeded to our rooms, 

put them on the floor and went to bed. To make a long story short, 
we didn’t need any alarm clocks to wake us up in time for our train 
or breakfast. 

After a good plate of ham and, the train on time, a short ride, we 
were at Wingo; turkeys, fishing tackle and all. It was some little walk 
from the railroad to the point we intended to fish, and to see approxi- 
mately twenty men walking down that slippery levee (some with sacks 

a
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Antelope Safe in Sheldon Refuge 
Pronghorn Finds Permanent Sanctuary in Nevada Volcanic Hills 

By A. H. Hadley 

National Association of Audubon Societies 

LEET and graceful prong-horned expense of purchasing the ranch and other in this highly picturesque and interesting 

antelope, formerly ranging the west- privately owned lands in the neighbor- region of lava-strewn table-lands, which 

ern plains in countless thousands but hood, which was gradually accomplished. is rimmed with endless ledges of yolcanic 

today vastly reduced in numbers, is des- [ater he went to Washington and, with rock, not only do the pronghorns find a 

tined to have one spot, at least, where it Mr. Sans, was able to have withdrawn safe retreat, but also the fast-vanishing 

will find permanent sanctuary. from public entry about 28,000 acres of sage hen enjoys a refuge. To add to the 
The recent action of the National Asso- water supply, which at times is scanty, a 

ciation of Audubon Societies in deeding deep well was drilled last year. 

the Charles Sheldon Wild Life Refuge, in ~ i . i The antelope on this refuge seem to 
Nevada, to the United States Department mee < aA. + shee vary from 500 to possibly 2,000 individ- 

of Agriculture to be administered by it cis Bes . uals, depending on the season the observa- 
in perpetuity as a sanctuary for these ani- SS : = tions are made. Careful studies by Ernest 
mals, is deserving of the highest commen- as " ; is J. Greenwalt, the warden in charge, show 

dation. ty sit he. yf that the greatest natural enemy of the 
The idea of this refuge took shape in mee r Ld / antelope is the coyote; and the western 

the minds of E. R. Sans, Nevada superin- 74a 4 é, red-tailed hawks take their toll of sage 
tendent in predatory animal control of the ™ 2 hens. 

TENS “Biniovical Survey vend De ee * fae 
bert Pearson, president of the National ag Interesting Region 
Association of Audubon Societies, when, $ : s az 

: Ss The region was formerly the hunting 
during the summer of 1927, Dr. Pearson . r ? ee 

5 és : p » ground of aborigines, and many of the was engaged in field work in that part of : fae x : 
F *s \ 4 lava walls and ledges show interesting ex- 

the West. It was at that time Mr. Sans es es _ \ et ae 
5 - - 7 : i . hibits of petroglyphs or rock writings. It 

acquainted Dr. Pearson with the peculiarly fa .. ad as ‘ : 5 
ais tt ed — was through this region that General John 

favorable conditions for an antelope sanc- a B ro | e raat 
: z we ¥ C. Fremont led his famous expedition in 

tuary in the Last Chance Ranch region of 1 : ° ‘ i 
% : a ew 1846, at which time he discovered Pyra- 

northwestern Nevada. i . at : 
- se , SP iat} y mid Lake. 

As a result of investigations and sub- 4 eal ¥) a : 
cate . a ; atl The changes in the fortunes of our wild 

sequent negotiations the Audubon Associa- as { yy | cd life that hk a needa EH 4 
tion, on December 24, 1927, took a five- bt rv mr m, / - en eye ease en orate Quinte to yeer 

a s th} rane tg ) intervening since that early date are so year option to purchase the ranch, in the Wee 4 te 1 
Z 5 oe : WA Us a great as to be almost unbelievable. Yet, meantime assuming the responsibility of ‘ - 

: : é d the creation of this refuge, named for the 
careful guardianship which has since been i 

continued. The cost of land purchase, jand di hi hh aadihesarh late Charles Sheldon, big-game hunter and 
Es pe Sue estamen anoune sae: conservationist, will bring an abiding satis- developments, and warden service to-date private holdings. A = 

tas Saiointed: to AbGuk 427,000, : : _ faction to those who are responsible for 
oa An executive order was issued by Presi-  jts establishment; for it is serving a use- 

dent Hoover, on January 26, 1931, con- ful purpose in staying the destructive 
Others Aid Sanctuary stituting a specified area, consisting of ap- forces that during this century have been 

Dr. Pearson interested the Boone and proximately 47 square miles, as the so heavily laid upon the graceful and in- 

Crockett Club of New York in sharing the Charles Sheldon Wild Life Refuge. Here teresting American pronghorn. 

eT gre 5 apc er a Sy “ oe Slee TES ei 

am ee ay teed ca PAROS Cow Sete a : 
ee or + Pe re ae) yt Os Sey da 

A Me Min eee my ‘ a Mert ‘ oe oer © F yi 
F a eae mY ye 8) 43 Oe te yee 26 2 e ea afar ee Td) Rg ¥ = 
OT ee h, mcf eh ae. *: Sg A \ - Hy, Sale oaks ’ L ‘i 2 ' 

ON Plat eee Loe “aye SR bt shat f 
eae, mas St | gee hE gel : eT Bs : ty Ja Te ey 3 PT hiss ; ME te NTS at a ie oe ee 
tees! iiioes ae A eee ee Seen RE te . 

Antelope at Water Hole in Famous Refuge, and Orphan Fawn “Hitting the Bottle” of a Kind-Hearted Keeper
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Antelope Kills Rattlesnakes: Recently,while on a visit to the Sulliven Ante- 
lope Preserve in Choteau County Mr. Sullivan gave a detailed account of watch 

ing an antelope doc’ killing a rattlesnake. The doe wes jumping up and down Def 
~ in stiff-legged jumps when ‘Mr. Sulliven first observed it. He watched her (\w OLer 

for two or three minutes, then approached the scene, finding a large rattle- fe 
snake pretty well cut to pieces by the antelope's hoofs, but still alive. Two 

antelope kids were nearby, lying down under some sagebrush, The doe apparent— 

ly wes not bitten by the snake as Mr. Sullivan saw her for several days there- : 

efter and shé exhibited no signs of snakebite. Anyone familiar with rattlers wy 

knows how quickly they strike, and it is puzzling how an antelope cam jump (eu 
on them a number of times without being bitten. (Northern Region News) Osu) 

; 4 
Antelope: Doe Covers Fawns To Conceal Them: "..Lough, an old-time cattleman, ' 
informed mey tle he was walking along the inside of one of his pasture fences 

this summer he came upon @ low pile of sage and bitterbrush that he could not 

remember placing there, and which he could see no reason for anyone else hav- 

ing’: done. As he stood over this little brush heap, he wes surprised to see 

that it réised and lowered slightly but rhythmically. After ascertaining that 

this was no delusion on his pert, he gently lifted the brush and: found two 

very: young antelope fawns under it that had presumbly bem cached there by 

the mother who hed gone off to water. This is the omly instance I havé heard 

of where entelope have covered up their very young fewns in en effort to con- 

eceel them. Perhaps this action is to protect them from’ the sight of golden’ 

eagles, which are fairly numerous in this vicinity, and-are said to prey on 

young entelope fawns." “Game Werden Sterr, Macdoel, Celiformia.” © : 

Animas Antelope Herd: On a recent trip in the Animas country, Mr. Leo Mc- 

Kenney and I were returning to the Gray Rench from Sen Louis Pass via lord. 

A herd of antelopes were sighted:approximately one half milé to our left. As 

- they saw us they started to pass in front of the ear which wes done, but it 
wes necessary for'us to ‘slow down to avoid running through thé‘middle of the 

herd. After passing they ran up the valley @ short distance, turning back 

toward the care As the country was very level, we decided ‘to give them 6 race. 

We were running at a speed of 50 miles per hour until ‘they were overtaken. 

We then ran side by side for a few hundred yerds and making 47 miles per hour. 

At this time the antelope had run possibly three miles. No doubt the first 

half mile’ they are able to run around 55 miles per hour. This herd comtained 
16 does end 8 bucks, As far as I know, this is the only herd in the south- 
ern part of Mew Mexico or & rizone and every effort should be made for their 

protection, Two years ago, this herd mumbered 41 heed, but some of the 

renchers near the: Mexican border heve been shooting them. I will meke every 

éffort possible for the protection of these beautiful end almost extinct ani- 

mels and heartily ask the cooperation of every citizen of Arizona and New 
| Mexico to do likewise, Ranger S. A. Sowell, in the Coronado Bulletin) 

“T=
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GAME POPULATION DENSITIES 

Acres 

Species Place Size of wait Per Head Remarks 

Quail Calif. 22,000 acres 11 MacLean,1930. Foothill range 
Wis. 600 acres 5 Univ.Arboretum, winter 1933-3 
Mo. 6 sqemi. 5 Leonold, unpubl. 
S. Iowa Inhabited farms on) Host frequent density, 1931-2 

Wis. 1,360 acres 6 Riley Cooperative, 1933-34 
Mo. 260 acres » 1.3 Phil MN. Smith fam, 1923 
" " "t Sel " " n 1 A 19295 

Pheasant Mich, 600 acres 2 Wight, 1931, fall 

A ieee 12 " . winter 
Datzota 640 acres 2.6 Johnson, soring 
N.W. Iova Inhabited range ent Most frequent density,1931-32 

Be et rence See Pane SSIS Se RT CAR DC eT rl See) SS SNE Ee RS te 
Grouse Britain(Red) 5,000 acres 4 Leopold & Ball, spring 

1 n " " 1.5 " " w fall 

Minn. (Ruffed) 640 acres 5 King, spring 

Hungarian England 6,500 acres y Maxvell, spring 

Partridge H. Iowa Inhabited rance §~12 Most frequent density, 1931-32 

Rabbit Pa, 35 acres 0.2 Barbadoes Island 

England ? 0.15 Spring density (Haddon) 
Idaho (Jaclz) 5,000 acres 1 Rabbit drive, winter 

" " 640 4 0.5 Hirsh of cycle 
Ariz. (Jaci) 5,100 " 1.8 April, 1925, drive 

' 1,280 * 420 Max, 1923, drive 

" 2,560 " 2.1 WNov., 1920, drive 
W, Mex. blo 8 4.0 June, 1927, drive 

Duels Ohio 1,500 acres 0,1 Fall density,locals (Day) 
Minn, 8 lakes 1.0 Fall density,locals (Leopold) 

Deer TY. 750 acres 7-5 Enclosure 
Minn, 390 sq. mi. Je Itasca Park, 1920 
Mich, 22 sqemi. 30 Grand Island, 1923 

Tad. 16 Morgan County, 1820 
Pa. 12,5 Present density of deer range 

# 25 Est,capacity of deer range 
France(Roe) ? 25 Common density,roe deer 
Bohemia( Red) ? 100 Common " sree" 
Calif. 1,142 sq.mi. 30 Stanislaus U.F., 1921-23 
Ne Ye 16 sq.mi. 91 Adirondact:s, 1929 3 

(Tormsend & Smith) 
a a ee 

VY Antelope N.Mex. 4,650 sqemi. 1200 Ligon, 1926 
a ae ee ee 

Elk Yellowstone 3,400 sq.mi. 100 Yearlong range, 1927 
Park
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Conservation of Wild Life 
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Consulting Landscape Architect 

Chairman of Institute’s Committee, Rockford, Ill. 

US eS RNS Wace ah eh SPE ie Nese ee Sei tee eee eee 

It sure brings happiness and peaceful thoughts to watch those delicate 
wild creatures, the deer, with their little tricksy hoofs. Like a lady's 

wrist ...’Twould be the greatest victory of man to make ’em trust us. 
And easy, too, where man and buck have a common enemy like the lion 

and leopard. They'd easy look to you for sanctuary. If only we let ’em. 

Traver Horn, in “The Waters of Africa.” 

CANADA’S PRONG-HORNED ANTELOPE 

Canada’s success in bringing back the on this continent in thousands, and only 
buffalo has been acclaimed by wild life con- scattered herds exist outside the National 
servationists in many parts of the world, Parks which have been created as sanctuaries 
but little has been said of her successful for them. 

efforts in saving the prong-horned antelope In 1914 the pitiful condition of the ante- 
in its native habitat in Western Canada. lope in Canada was brought to the attention 

Of all the mammals native to North Amer- of the Dominion Government, who through 

ica, the prong-horned antelope or “Antili- the Department of the Interior, took the 

capra americana” is perhaps the only one necessary action to establish reserves for 
which is exclusively a native of that con- their protection and propagation. During 
tinent and has never been found elsewhere. that year the first sanctuary to be established 
It also differs so much from other hoofed was that to be known later as Wawaskesy 
animals that it has been assigned by zoolo- Park, an area of fifty-four square miles in 

gists to a special family all by itself, the Southern Alberta about twenty-five miles 
“antilocapridae.” north of Medicine Hat. Early in 1915 an 

The antelope or prong-horn once ranged area later to be known as Nemiskam Na- 
the North American continent from the tional Park, about thirty miles southwest of 

provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Medicine Hat and ten miles east of Fore- 

Alberta south to Mexico in numbers esti- most, was set aside for the protection of 
mated in the millions. In Canada it was antelope in that district and since that time 

found as far north as the fifty-second degree the success attending the Department’s ef- 
north latitude, and as far west as the Rocky forts has been most remarkable. 
Mountains, throughout regions in which it The main work in the conservation of 

was almost as numerous as the buffalo. In the antelope is taking place at Nemiskam 
common with the buffalo, however, the an- National Park, where the area of eight and 
telope was crowded off its natural range by a half square miles is fenced and a definite 
the overwhelming waves of settlement which record of the progress of the work can be 
swept over the western plains, with the result kept. Previous to 1915 efforts at raising 

that its numbers can now only be reckoned antelope in captivity had proved unsuccess- 

386
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Photo Courtesy National Parks of Canada 
PRONG-HORNED ANTELOPE 

These fleet and shy habitants of the Great Plains seemingly will trust their man friends 
with the utmost abandon with the provision of food, and a sanctuary free from killing guns. 

ful owing to the effects of the shock of fifty. Strict measures are taken for their 
capture. Consequently officers of the Na- protection against the depredations of coy- 
tional Parks of the Department of the In-  otes, and in severe weather, they are fed by 
terior hit upon the scheme of coralling a the park warden. 

herd of antelope on a suitable grazing area. At Wawaskesy National Park, which is 
Early that year a herd of forty-two animals an unfenced area, observations by those in 

was observed feeding near what is now Ne- charge of the park show that the antelope 
miskam, Alberta, and after considerable ef- which frequent this reserve are increasing. 

fort the work of fencing in the animals Concentrations of these animals are notice- 
without disturbing them was successfully ably greater throughout the area than they 
carried out. were previous to the establishment of the 

Since then they have thriven, evidently park, and their future in this part of the 
unconscious of their captivity. By 1918 the province seems assured. 

original herd had grown to seventy-five, and The antelope’s chief claim to scientific 
in 1920 the number was estimated at one distinction lies in the fact that like the cattle 
hundred. Five years later the herd had in- tribe it has hollow horns, but unlike them 
creased to two hundred and thirty-five, while sheds the outside sheath every year, in the 
by 1934 the number of antelope in Memiskam same way that a deer sheds its antlers. With 
Park was estimated at three hundred and the deer, however, the whole antler is shed,
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__ while in the case of the antelope only the second only to the racehorse, with the grey- 
outer sheath of the horn is shed. The inner hound the third. The antelope has also 
core, which is situated directly over the eye, developed great jumping ability, and has been 
remains and gives rise to the new horn known to clear fences five feet high. 

which is pronged hence the name “prong- The antelope is a ruminant that chews 

horn.” its cud. The animal’s color is a rich tan 
‘The antelope also possesses characteristics varied with pure white patches. The eye 

of other animals such as the goat, deer and is of marvelous beauty and magnitude, and 

giraffe. Thus like the goat it possesses a as keen as it is beautiful. It has the faculty 

system of small glands and a gallbladder, of weeping when in distress. More than any 
while like the deer it has a coat of tubular other animal it is credited with uncontrol- 

hair, with an under woolly coat. Like the able curiosity. Any unusual object is sufh- 

giraffe it has but two hoofs on each foot, cient to attract its attention, but it has been 

lacking the “dew claws” common to many _ so hunted and chased that now it has grown 
other ruminants. too wary to be taken in, even by the most 

One of its striking peculiarities is the ¢xPert hunter, who comes within the range 

possession of a white patch of hair on the Of its vision. It is a creature of the dry 
rump. The hair is erectile at will, and plains, the land of grass, cactus and sage, 

serves as an excellent signalling apparatus and its food by long habit is confined to these 
to other members of the herd. All observers Species of plants, but when these are not 
have testified to the value of this natural available it is not too fastidious, and eats 

heliograph. This white patch seems to be anything edible. It is fond of common salt, 

specialized for an important service. It is 24 drinks copiously. 
composed of hair graded from short in the During the winter the antelope congre- 

center of the patch to long at the edges. gate into mixed bands of all ages and sizes. 
Under the skin of these parts is a circular In spring they scatter themselves. The sep- 
muscle by means of which the hair can, in aration of the sexes at this time seems to be 
a moment, be raised and spread radially into due to an instinctive dislike of each other 
two great blooming chrysanthemums. When as the time approaches for the young to be 
this is done in the bright sunshine the hair born. Then each female wants to be alone. 
shines like sheets of bright tin, giving flashes She even leaves the companions of her own 
of light that can be seen a considerable dis- sex and goes to some secluded spot. Parturi- 
tance away. tion takes place late in May or early in 

As soon as the antelope sees a strange June. The kids are usually two in number. 

object the rump patch is at once changed The mother hides them close together for 
into a double disk of white that shines like some days and visits them at frequent inter- 
a patch of snow. Besides the visual signal vals. A doe will fight to death for her 
of danger afforded by the disk, the antelope fawns, and is a match for the coyote but 
is furnished also with scent glands, the cannot match a wolf, and in a district fre- 
strong odor of which also conveys intima- quented by wolves she seeks with her young 
tion of danger. a safe pasturage or some inaccessible rocky 

‘The antelope is one of the fleetest of North hillside. As soon as the young can follow, 

American animals. Otherwise defenseless the mothers form little bands and two or 
against its enemies, it has developed extra- three of the old ones with their kids may 
ordinary speed, and can get under way and _ be seen together in July. They thus unite 

out of sight with a fleetness of foot that is apparently for the sake of company and 

amazing. Comparing its speed with that mutual protection. 
of other commonly known mammals, Ernest In September the bucks drift in and the 
Thompson Seton has placed the antelope antelope bands show all ages, sizes and sexes
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mingled together in a large happy family. In captivity the antelope is delicate and 

Although separated during the summer they — short-lived, and as an exhibition animal it 

do not wander far from the locality where 1s a failure, for it always looks jaded, spirit- 

they were bred. They never range more ess and almost dead. Several attempts have 
than a few miles in different directions from b d 1 a 1; h 

: : en made to transplant and acclimate the 
that locality. When hunted they run in a : : 

circle which is always around the locality antelope, but ue doing so a large percentage 
in which they grew up. From this it may of them have died on the way. It cannot be 

be concluded that the antelope is a perma- saved except in preserves like national parks 

nent resident where climate and food supply 80 large that the sensitive little creature will 

are such as to enable it to subsist. not suspect that it is confined. 

ye 

RAPTORES AND HERONS COMBAT A” 
5 

MOUSE PLAGUE / we 

By Pau B. Rus a 

aos : He 
The February number, 1932, of “Die the region in question, wéll remembers the 

Vogel der Heimat,” organ of the Swiss Bird _ fish hawks and their oe to catch sizeable 
Protection Association and Cantonal Socie- salmon from the oe waters of the Rhein, 
ties, carries additional information of interest while heron are le vivid in his mind. Also, 
on the mouse plague in the Rhein Valley there were no efits or the least descriptive 

above Basel, Switzerland, during the autumn line to aid in/ identification. Inadvertently 
and winter of 1931-32. Because of the im- another pete came to hand, with pic- 
portance of this outstanding example—dem- tures of 2’rookery, tracks in the shore sand 
onstrating the economic worth of these little of a riyér and pictures of pellets, that dis- 

understood birds, we are pleased to substan- _ pelled’ further doubt as to the identity of 
tiate the former article “Farm Aid—With- thebirds in question. 

out Federal Relief,” which appeared over /In this manner the mouse-eating osprey 
my signature in the February, 1935, number / proves to be the so-called Fishreiher, appar- 
of Parks & RECREATION. This also dealt ently none other than Ardea cinerea, Linn. 

on the same subject, a translation from Ger- which enjoys protection in Switzerland, 
man, as written by Ernest Aellen. / though reasonable objections usually serve to 

Before proceeding with the subject mat- obtain a permit to kill it. It, too, has been 
ter, however, a correction is in order. Due much maligned and especially fishermen are 
to the fact that Mr. Aellen gaye no scien- too ready to condemn it as a menace to fish- 
tific names of his birds in the former article, eries and the sport of fishing. Its common 
also that it appeared in German employing name Fischreiher is enough to earmark it as 
local names, the osprey instead of the heron an apparent competitor of the angler. For- 

was given credit as a mouser. The confusion tunately, however, its diet is easily analyzed 
was further aggravated in the similarity of in the disgorged pellets, containing the in- 
the local names as given, names which are digestible parts of its foods. Dr. Kurt 

somewhat employed loosely to various spe- Fléricke considers the heron an inveterate 
cies. Thus the names of Reiher, Weihen and mouser, having found as high as twenty mice 
Geir are used plurally for heron, hawk and in one stomach of that species. 

vulture respectively. But to get back to Mr. Aellen’s present 
The writer, thoroughly acquainted with article, under. the title of these lines, we are
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The Antelope Situation telop tuati1o 
Pronghorns Have Increased During Recent Years, But Need Better Range 

By IRA N. GABRIELSON 

U. 8. Biological Survey 

LL too few of the eastern conserva- despite stories to the contrary, have observation of the estimators. My own 

tionists realize the real need of often extended protection to sorely belief, and that of several others who 

the antelope herds now existing pressed wildlife on their range. have given it more careful attention 

in the Western States. Many people Wyoming has a great herd of ante- than I, is that the lower estimate is the 
who are not familiar with conditions in lope—probably the largest of any state more nearly correct. 
the West and who are sincerely inter- —which ranges in scattered groups over 
ested in wildlife conservation and pres- much of the plains and desert region of ee eer 
ervation, still think of this sagebrush the state. Authorities estimate there are Several times I have been able to 

speedster as a vanishing race. The “last at least 15,000 of those graceful denizens count from 40 to 600 animals from a 
of the pronghorns” is the call to which of the open places in their state. car in a part of a day spent casually 
some conservationists are still rallying Next in size to the Wyoming herd is riving through the antelope country. 

and one which they expect will send con- the aggregation of animals found in Others have made even larger counts 
servation cohorts into battle against a after carefully eliminating all possible 

concentration of all of the enemies of & - duplications. Similar reports from other 

wildlife which are supposed to be legion \ antelope areas by people in close contact 
in the West. ‘ with individual herds tell the same story 

G@he teuth. ofathe mattanecethan mitre be 4 of antelope increase. For the time being 
antelope herds are far from being the Boe a at least the spectre of extermination is 

pitiful remnants of fifteen to twenty Sa ae LG: a straw man which, however sincere the 
years ago. From that low point these ee. purposes of those putting it forward, 
animals have increased until many WE NSH diverts attention from the real antelope 

states, notably Wyoming, Idaho, Oregon, “aN aS Pe eee feed 
California, Nevada, and Arizona, have Be ee ees: To go back to the tri-state herd with 
good herds of these unique American Us v as ome oa e which I am most familiar. In Nevada, 

big game animals. The problem here is NTT due to the activity of the National As- 
no longer that of too few animals but of we an ¢ _ sociation of Audubon Societies, and the 
finding sufficient feed and range for \ 3 % Boone and Crockett Club, who financed 
those present. : x = the purchase of the private holdings, we 

This gratifying change in the status SS s have in northern part of the state the 

of the antelope is the result of the work Ne Grates Sheldon Antelope “Refuge of 
of numerous organizations. Notable : Apony 32,000 aes under fence. Admin- 

among these are the State Game Com- south ‘central Oregon, northeastern Cali- isiraon’ buildings, the fence ed ate 
missions of the various states which fornia, and northwestern Nevada where, water development on various parts of 

adopted very necessary laws to give much to the astonishment of many east- the Refuge, patrol roads and fire breaks 

desperately needed protection to the ern sportsmen, antelope are actually a have been or are all being built yawn 

fawning grounds at a critical period in common sight over a wide expanse of TEP. fonds ane labor. This 

the life of the species. Credit is also country. Each state claims the greatest Refuge 1s ideals ase eo eee ae 
due local sportsmen and groups of con- number and perhaps there are times furnishes a summer home and fawning 

servationists, other citizens’ organiza- when any one of them may actually be Boro 120 i 2000 antelope, 
tions who have fought for the prong- entitled to that honor because of the sea- but does not have suitable winter range. 

horns out of pure sentiment for a typi- sonal movement of the animals. Esti- In Oregon, Hart Mountain, summer 

cally western animal, and to the coop- mates vary from a conservative 10,000 | headquarters for perhaps 3,500 of these 
erative predatory control work of the / animals in this general area upward to fleet-footed fliers, }, a state gar » refv 
U. 8. Bureau of Biological Survey. the more optimistic figure of 25,000. The Which blankets Hie an‘! prix 3 

Not the least of our debt of gratitude variation is due to the difference in the alike, but the s does" & . 
is due many individual stockmen who, personal experience and opportunity for (Cont) m pa Hays 

ae Oe
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conservation measures is welcome. The the educational institutions with tech- The Antelope Situation 
: Institute is entering\new fields in help-  nically trained supervisors who will ‘ 

ing to pay for courses in game con- make available to | students, farmers, (Continued from page 54) 

servation. If, in addition, the Institute landowners, and sportsmen the results acre of land which can be reserved for 
can unite and coordinate the efforts of of investigational and experimental work the use of the antelope. 
various conservation groups it will more conducted by the a aa agencies of The California stock is largely in 
than justify its existence.” state and federal governments, and by eastern Modoc and Lassen Counties al- 

conservation organizations. though farther west about Mount Derne, 

Immediate Program Outlined This work will assure more technically just south of Tule Lake, an isolated 

Two lines of immefliate action have trained men to direet wildlife restora- herd of about 900 animals has been built 

been laid out. ‘The \first will be an tion work in the future. It means an UP 2 the last few years. These animals 

earnest and sincere effort to aid local opportunity for thosé who take special 2° protec de Baga He gud asa 

sportsmen’s groups and other econserva- training to become county agricultural 89° refuges but here again the pro- 

tion organizations to develop strong state agents, to obtain a knowledge of wild- fecting. agency has no eouL aaa 
and provincial federations for the better life needs. over thé land needed for the animals, 

advancement of restoration effort with It is hoped ; Bates oe one Fem oe 
the states and provinces, The second is il fs se ; fo make these conrics condition of affairs. : 
to be the sponsorship,| in cooperation ee a a pee ~~ on pa pence roee eae Dae a et 6 Bina ce ce . by adding fish technicians to antelope have been built up by_protec- 

series of selenrah aa ae ne EOE the staffs the effectiveness of each proj- tion from hunting and destruction by 

to be established at selected land an See aereeunes: Preiatory srimel. Ove 

colleges in various sections of the coun- The American Wildlife Institute will nd bobeats - ae ee mec oe stand for “The —— Dollar for these herds since the first protection o: 
: ae i the Sportsman’s Benefit,” and hopes to this kind was given the Nevada band in 

The American Wildlife Institute hopes bring into the picture effective business 1915. At that time (eee ere neta ovy 
to bring together, in gne cooperative methods in the administration of wildlife 150-200 antelope left in the areas. The 

activity, the thousands f groups now affairs. Its success will mean more and Mount Derne herd numbered about 80 

in existence and dedicated to game and etter opportunities for the enjoyment animals in 1921, aug ng on eae _ 
fish restoration. of clean, wholesome outdoor pleasures by had approximately 200 in 1923, when 

Tt will work toward the federation of the present and coming generations. predator control was instituted on their 

all sportsmen into state nd provincial Further details concerning the plans ae . predator problem has not been 

Eroups a a Ea oe 5 ve fae ine of the Institute, and especially the man- entirely solved even yet but the coyotes 
Bae A Waaaeee Throng! ue affilia- ner in which the organized forces in and bobcats no longer constitute a ma- 

ion with these groups, and the various- every state and province as well as jor menace to the existence of the spe- 
national organizations in the United national organizations are to be tied ies, The various states have furnished 
States, Gansday) aod me to, sentiment in with the Institute’s (program, will be protection from human predators until 

am favor of wildlife Ingense may be announced in the next issue, which will fine herds of antelope are scattered over 
erystallized and _mobiliz d through - &@ come to you as AMERICAN WILDLIFE, the West. 

eentral channel in the most effective published under the new management The big problem now is that of find- 
ene? os Be Sethe ent and ges as successor to AMERICAN GAME. ing feed for them. If this can be pro- 

enance of continuing, progressive, an vided, another purely American bi; 
productive wildlife poli¢ies and pro- cowie) prvi She eh the way to oe 

grams: A storation on some of its native ranges. 

= ae . If it is not accomplished now, it may 
The Cooperative Training Courses W. G. Strong 1eS Suddenly be forever too late, as the Taylor Graz- 

Ten land grant colleges have already AE ae Ge ‘tied Strong, State ™g Bill foreshadows the last of the 

been selected and a program ols =e) Game Warden of Ka sas, was stricken public lands. Once legal or semi-legal 
search and training work will be super- «with 9 heart attack and died at Great rights to the use of this land are as- 
vised in these institutions by the U. S. Bend, Kansas, on July 9th, at the age signed to individual stockmen, the 

Biological Survey. Ead) land grant of fifty. F chance to establish big game ranges may 

college will contribute $6,000 in funds, ae : never come again while yet the prong- 
equipment or service to match a similar Doc” Strong was appointed state horns remain to occupy them. 

. donation from the Ametican Wildlife @™e warden by Goyernor Landon in noes 
Institute, and the Biological Survey, and 1933. For almost a decade he has been 

the state game department as a third especially active in attempting to estab- Sa Den Trees” 
party to the three-way cooperative agree- lish as a federal game refuge the fa- : ae : sie 
ment will also contribute $6,000 in cash ™OUS Cheyenne Bottoms, formerly one The Ohio DNision of Coy PervpuOnes 
or its equivalent. Thus}each state in of the most importa: waterfowl areas making an 2BPe to oe and land- 
which one of these ga management of the Middle West. In this endeavor owners to are ci tregs. A dead tree 

stations is established will have an an- }@ appeared before the Senate Wildlife ™ay be a “den ‘tree\aya valuable es the 
nual budget of $18,000 With which to Committe in 1933 and has labored hard home of some wild creature, squirrel, 

promote an increased wildlife population. and long to this end. nee sae > apd ncceey eae 
ia ree : ithe relnavely, Fevcamien tae sportsmen’s organy ations\are planning to 

his program will allow the college . i arrange with farmers the\lease or even 

staffs to do research work in wildlife tional conservation ork, Mr. Strong purchase of den trees to beNeft standing 

management subjects, and also to teach ee admired by all rho Sea BCC nS ean Sen part of the wildlife mservation 

the application of modern game manage- tact with him for his ae and deep plan. f : 
ment methods to assure maximum annual terest in wildlife restoration problems. This is an excellent idea and is recom- 
wildlife crops. Under this new policy The loss of such men as “Doe” mended to all states and sportsmen’s 

the U. S. Biological Survey will supply Strong is a hard blow to the movement. groups.
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Tue Pronc-Hornep ANTELOPE IN THE SOUTHWEST 

By Water P, Taytor, Bureau of Biological Survey, United States Department of 
Agriculture 

Let me recall to the minds of those of you familiar with the West 
a vast expanse of open rolling plains and mesa country, often with 
blue ranges of mountains on the horizon, vaulted skies, clear atmos- 
phere, vivid morning and evening colors, and through the day an 
abundance of sunshine. 

This is the country of the prong-horned antelope, one of the most 
graceful and interesting of our big-game animals. In its horn char- 
acteristics, at least, something of a cross between the bovid and the 
deer, the pronghorn is unique. While the bear, elk, deer, moose, 
and bighorn, we share with the Old World, the antelope is peculiarly 
our own, for as is well known, the pronghorn and its ancestors are 
solely North American. Furthermore, it is the only living species 
of its genus, and its genus is the only one in its family. It is one 
of the oldest families of American mammals. If it becomes extinct, 
there will be no similar creature left on earth. 

Particularly since Dr. E. W. Nelson’s review of its numbers and 
distribution in 1925, the species has attracted a good deal of atten- 
tion. Fortunately, measures taken for its conservation, including 
State-wide protection, and in some instances special preserves, have 
brought about an encouraging increase in its numbers in several 
places. So marked has been this increase that open seasons on 
antelope recently have been allowed in at least two Western States. 

The events of the last few years have afforded clear demonstra- 
tion not only of the entire practicability of saving the antelope in 
certain localities in the West and Southwest but also of making it 
abundant enough to permit a carefully regulated open season, if 
desired. It has been shown also that the restocking of many of its 
former ranges is as possible as it is highly desirable. 

There is little question that antelope numbers can be substantially 
increased in many localities in the West. At present the distribution 
of the animal is rather spotty. In some instances in southern Ari- 
zona, New Mexico, and western Texas the antelope has been com- 
pletely crowded off its original range. In other cases it is most en- 
couraging that the numbers of antelope are increasing, but some of 
the animals are short of winter range. I have in mind one series of 
herds on a high mesa in Arizona. Some 2,300 antelope were counted 
in this area by a group of Forest Service men and their cooperators 
in February 1935. In extremely bad weather, when deep snow falls 
on the high mesa where they spend most of the time, these antelope 
are accustomed to drop down to lower country where there is little 
or no snow. Unfortunately, the lower country is controlled by live- 
stock interests, which graze domestic sheep on the winter range of the 
antelope, and the land is being rapidly denuded of forage through 
overheavy use by these animals. If present conditions continue, 
seemingly the forage will be depleted in a few years, the soil eroded, 
and the livestock company itself automatically eliminated from the 
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picture. The antelope on this mesa, undoubtedly the most notable 
a of herds still remaining in Arizona, may suffer most severely 
of all. 

. There is another instance of the dependence of an important big- 
game species upon winter range. Apparently necessary to give se- 
curity to the antelope in this instance are State or Federal interven- 
tion and acquisition of adequate winter range for these antelope on a 
condemnation basis, if necessary. 

A few days ago I saw some 90 antelope in the pasture of a certain 
wildlife-minded cow outfit in western Texas. This outfit has 200 or 
more antelope on a relatively small range, perhaps 2 or 3 sections in 
extent. The antelope are in excellent Rois. and the herd is an 
outstanding asset in that part of the country. It is more than that— 
for it constitutes a living demonstration of the practicability of main- 
taining antelope and cattle on the same range, and both in excellent 
condition. What this outfit has done can be carried out, if desired, 
probably on millions of acres of cattle ranches in western Texas. The 
antelope do not do well on sheep ranges, but they seem to thrive on the 
eattle ranches. If desired, it is believed that the numbers of antelope 
in western Texas can be increased a hundredfold. It is worth noting 
that in many places alert and conservation-minded stockmen are re- 
sponsible for saving the antelope and other wildlife on their ranges, 
often at some cost to themselves. We may sometimes criticize the 
stockmen, but we should remember to give credit where credit is due. 
Down along the southern boundary of Arizona, in what is one of the 

most arid sections of the United States, lies a desert country of rare 
beauty. It is a land that puts one in mind of the Palm Springs coun- 
try near Los Angeles, sliengh it lacks the movie stars. While it is 
inaccessible except to hunters and prospectors, and lacks human 
inhabitants, except for a few Sand Papagoes (a race of Indians so 
well adapted to the desert that they are reported by Prof. Kirk Bryan, 
now of Harvard University, to have been able to run down jack rabbits 
on the drifting sand so common in the region), it is a country of 
enormous interest for its wildlife, present and potential. In the 
bleached desert ranges of this area, seemingly innocent of vegetation, 
and resembling nothing so much as the papier maché mountains one 
sometimes sees at the theater, dwells the Gaillard bighorn, a species of 
mountain sheep peculiar to this part of the United States and adjoin- 
ing portions of Mexico. In some of the broad desert valleys, partly in 
the United States, partly in Mexico, there still persist also a remnant 
of the antelope that formerly were relatively much more common 
through the region. 

It is hoped that the authorities of the United States and of Mexico 
can reach an agreement to set aside a considerable area of country 
along the border as a wildlife refuge. There is but one small cow 
outfit in the entire region, at least on the American side. A few pros- 
pectors work the territory. Aside from a handful of Indians and an 
occasional smuggler or United States customs agent, there are no other 
inhabitants of the area, and no permanent residents at all. Both ante- 
lope and bighorns are at present subject to poaching on both sides of 
the international boundary line through lack of adequate warden 
service. 

(2) 2 
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The Cabeza Prieta Wildlife Refuge, embracing the American por- 
tion of this area, has been under consideration by the Departments of 
Agriculture and Interior for some time. The latest proposal is that a 
part of the area be set aside by the Department of the Interior as a 
national monument under the National Park Service for the preser- 
vation of the unique and interesting forms of desert flora and fauna 
to be found there, and that the remainder be placed under the juris- 
diction of the Biological Survey, United States Department of Agri- 
culture, as a wildlife refuge. The Mexican Government sent a repre- 
sentative with the Government and State party that recently explored 
this area, and it is understood that Mexico will consider the setting 
aside of a similar wildlife refuge between the international boundary 
and the head of the Gulf of Lower California. 

Seemingly there is much to gain and nothing to lose in the setting 
aside of this land in behalf of the desert flora and fauna in general, 
the bighorn sheep, and the antelope. The move should help to provide 
adequate warden service. It should tend to forestall a few greedy and 
unscrupulous Americans who are reported by border officials to cross 
the line into Mexico, sneak back into the United States, kill their 
game, take it back into Mexico, and clear it into the United States as 
if it had been killed in Mexico. I understand that Mexico now has a 
law prohibiting hunting in a broad strip south of the international 
border, which also may help put a stop to the destruction that has been 
going on. 
~ Attention should be drawn to one feature that has not, so far as 
I know, been discussed in any of these meetings; namely, the need 
for provision of conservation funds and devices in addition to those 
derived from hunting licenses based on sport. It is too much to 
expect the State commissions, which are scarcely ever sufficiently 
financed, to afford adequate protection to rare species, sometimes 
scattered over a wide area, from which species they derive no revenue. 

To sum up the prong-horned antelope situation in the Southwest: 
(1) It has been shown to be entirely practicable to maintain the 

prong-horned antelope under conditions now prevailing in the south- 
western United States. 

(2) In many cases the cowman is the key to the situation. It is 
possible and doubtless highly desirable to maintain reasonable num- 
bers of antelope on the holdings of cow outfits over much of the 
western country. 

(3) In some instances the question of winter range for the antelope 
is of a critical character, and can apparently be solved only through 
decisive action by some duly constituted Government authority. 

(4) There is need for the setting aside of the proposed Cabeza 
Prieta Wildlife Refuge in southwestern Arizona and northwestern 
Sonora, Old Mexico, to protect the remaining Gaillard bighorn 
sheep on the isolated desert ranges of the region and to conserve 
and increase the remnant of prong-horned antelope in the valleys. 

(5) The present population of antelope in the southwestern United 
States (Arizona, New Mexico, and western Texas), can be greatly 
increased if desired, and another big-game species of extraordinary 
beauty, interest, and value, built up. 

(3) U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 195
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The antelope, according’ to Ernest Thompson Seton, "is essentially 
a creature of the open country, a product of the widé and arid or semi-arid 
plains or adjacent foot hills.” Yet on the Shoshone, we have a specific 
contradiction to this statement, On the Greybull District there is an an» 

. telope population of 00, of which 250 migrate from the plains below the 
“ech Forest boundary through a belt of heavy timber and spend the summer in the 

SS grassland types above timberline, on the Jack Creek and Pickett S&G allot- 
Ro ments} s- d 

a B The reasons and causes for this migration date back several yearse 

aa To begin with, the native range of these animals was originally below the 
oa Forest boundary on lands belonging to and leased by the Pitchfork ranche 

Fa Pa In the late eighties and nineties the Greybull valley in which the Pitchfork 
an ranch is located’was considered one of the best antelope territories in 
eit northern Wyoming, and thousands upon thousands were to be found’there, This 
oe became the favorite antelope hunting grounds of local residents, and unre= 
_s stricted hunting reduced the thousands in the Greybull valley to less than 

a 100 head by 1900. The season was closed shortly after this stage had been 
Ae reached, and by 1928, it was estimated that there were at least 5,000 an~ 
Ze telope to be found on the Pitchfork ranch property, leases and adjacent 

= lands, “‘hen the herd had reached this point, it was recognized that a re- 
Bee duction mst be effected to prevent deterioration of the range, and to re- 
tio serve sufficient forage for danestic stock, cattle, sheep and horses with 
a 8 which the antelope were rrazing in common, Permits were issued in 1928 and | 

. 1929 and the slaughter waw very heavy. The season was then closed until 
3 ie 1935, at which time it was estimated the herd had again built up to about 
ba l,,000 head, Demands of domestic stock and range protection again made it 
aS imperative to open the season in that year, and Park county has enjoyed an 
ae open season every year since. 

In addition to opening the seasons, the State Game and Fish commission, 
also saw fit to issue permits for trapping and taking of fawns for restocke 
ing purposes, The first trapping operations on an extensive scale began in 
1933 and have been continued ever since, In that year does were harrassed 

constantly throughout the fawning season which lasts about 30 days, The 
first mass movement to the timberline country inside the Forest occurred in 
193, and is attributed to the hazing the animals received during the pre- s 
vious year's fawn trapping operations, In addition, open séasons since 1935 

fee have, no doubt, been partially responsible for the movement, 

i 1 the number of antelope using the timberline range : = stonin bd kaa increased, and those which chose this for their - 

summer home appear to be definitely established, and doing very well, 
This is the first mass migration and adoption of a new and entirely 

different habitat by antelope in all of the Rocky lountain region at | 

least in recent years, and certainly the first authentic report of an- 
2 telope actually establishing themselves in the domain of the Rocky 

Mountain Bighorn, Is it the first instance in the nation? 

3 - A, A. MCCUTCHEN - SHOSHONE |
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SHED ANTELOPE HORN above illustrates in part why some people 
refuse to believe the pronghorn sheds horn-sheaths annually. Shed horns 
deteriorate so rapidly through weathering that they are rarely found, as 
are elk and deer antlers. The sheath above was shed on November 25 
(1941), picked up December 15, when it was photographed. Its structure 
seems to be massed hairs, held together by gluey material. Note how far 
decomposition had advanced in slightly more than 20 days of weathering. 
By spring, deterioration would likely have been complete, and no shed 

horn would have been found. 

nesota was second with 299 RESERVATION FISHING— 
mink farms, of which 288 re- ‘ 
ported 16,805 females, and 211 De Eee AR 
had pelted 28,952 minks. New Wilson Creek Lakes, and Ray 
York, with 274 mink farms and Lake. 
26,069 pelts taken, and Oregon, A 
with 239 mink farms and 24,450 Te hie coe oe a Dee 

pelts taken, ranked third and uring December (1942) and 
soe pon a ea January and February (1943). 

farms, 991 females, and 1,314 eee Role oes ee 
pelts taken in 1939. No mink Een pee pe ee ranseres 
farms were reported in Ala- BA ‘de eats See aa 
bama, Arkansas, Delaware, z eee es ay Fate ae L 
Florida, Louisiana, or Okla- eC UE O00 Yuen OCCaany 

Lake, Mary’s Lake or Ray Lake. homa. 
: Reservation fishing licenses 

Figures are based on the 1940 and detailed copies of fishing 
Census, the first ever taken of regulations are available from 
the fur-farming industry in the the Agency Office at Fort 
United States. Washakie.
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Peit from brown bear in Gallians country,takm by 
Scott Teague weighed 96 l1bs.(1906)—Haynes.
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Bizest of “The Founding of Nevonstie" (now Webster City, Ta.) 
; Sarah Brever-Ronebricht 

Historical Department of Iowa, Des Moines, 1921. 

pe GT. Seer ¥irst settler in Hamilton Go. Minter Brassfield, 
+ at Hooks Point (en route te Res Motmes). anthor 

located 6 mi. S. Webster City in ishs, 

Pp. 24 Crop Daaage by pigeons, geese, santhill crane, turkey, 

Pp. 57 Hk. Brassfield killed a total ef 150 elk in Tors. 

Pp. 72 Bear. Notrmmerme, “Our boys disnovered bear eign only a few 
times." One killed at Brassfiel4 place? 

p- 139 Seen. Captured several young swans in 1950, 

pe Lh = "Our hunters supplied us with eses . . from the nests 
wild turkeys and ceese.* 

p. 187 Prvivie Fires. Severe] settlers caught an? turned to death, 

P. 215 Deer end Elk Mieration. Very hard winter in 1852-2, "The 
severe winds ani storms from the N.¥. forced the big game 
southward. At frement intervels during the winter creat 
droves of elk and deer were seen making their way through 
the mountains of snow along the river enst of town. . . 
Hazel brush, bramble-thickets ani saplings along the path 
of the moving animele were browsed to the eroun? . . end 
good-sized trees were limbed and barked . . Big Game herds 
were never so muserous after 1253." 

Pp. 220. Elk milled around in a acli¢ mags of 180 te keep warm 
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THE BLACK BEAR IN RELATION TO STOCK. 

By Jay Brucs, State Lion Hunter. 

An effort is being made by the stockmen of California to repeal the 
law protecting the black bear (Ursus americanus). The complaint 
against the bear is based on the allegation that he is destructive to stock. 

I have no doubt that most of these men sincerely believe that the 
bear does kill stock, but I am convinced by my own experience that 
these men are being misled by appearance and misinformation. 

I myself have hunted since I was 10 years old and have traveled on 
foot more than 30,000 miles over the mountains of California, hunting 
and trailing different kinds of game. About 1500 miles of the distance 
has been covered while hunting mountain lions. For several years 
before I was employed to hunt lions for the California Fish and Game 
Commission, I made a business of conducting deer hunting and fishing 
parties during the open season, and hunting bear, lion and bobeats 
during the fall and winter. At that time I found the average bear 
to be worth about $50, including meat, hide and the lard, which was 
used by my family. The same bear, if killed during the summez, 
would not be worth anything for any purpose. 

During my many years of sportsmanship I have bagged 42 bear, 155 
mountain lion, and 200 bobeats. When I entered the employ of the 
Fish and Game Commission on January 1, 1919, I immediately began 
breaking my dog from running bear, and specialized on hunting lions. 
Nearly all of my hunting was done when bear were from five to ten 
times as numerous as lions and on account of using thoroughly trained 
lion dogs I have had many unusually favorable opportunities to cor-  — 
rectly check up on reports where bear were accused of killing stock. 

| Every such report I have investigated I have found the bear to be 
| innocent of the killing. However, I can easily realize why the average 
| stock man gains the impression that the bear kills his stock, for while 

hunting bear and lion I have found hundreds of carcasses of deer and 
domestic stock that were killed by mountain lion and eaten by bears. 
The lion seeks out the bedding grounds of sheep during the night and 
slays several sheep in a few minutes, or he lies in the brush on the range 
and kills sheep during the day, in cither case eating only the liver and 
part of the hams, leaving the balance to decay. The bear, which is a 
natural scavenger, is attracted to the range by the odor of the decaying 
eareasses and stays there, living on the kills left by the lion. The 
sheep destroy the lion tracks on the range, so when, on aczount of the | 
odor, the herder finds the sheep carcass, the bear has already been there 
and trampled the ground around the kills. Then the bear is accused 
of making the kills. 

One example of the kind was last October, while on my way into 
Big Squaw Creek in Shasta County, when I met a sheep man from 
Dunsmuir, who was driving his sheep out of the mountains for the 
winter. When I asked this man if his sheep had been bothered by 
lion during the summer, he answered that they had not, but that he 
had lost about a hundred sheep by bears. When I suggested that the 
sheep had probably deen killed by lions, he very emphatically stated 
that they had not, as there had not been any lion or lion signs on his 
range at any time during the summer, but that bear signs were numer-
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Santa Fe Inspection - 1923 

How Bear Kills Cow (Barker) Generally 

catches face (nose to eyes) with teeth 

after which death is accomplished by an 

awkward process of general mauling with 

both claws and teeth, mostly latter. ‘This 

is as to black bear particularly.
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In this state the value of the black bear as a game animal is fully recognized Viner J 

By LEO A. LUTTRINGER, JR. 

F all that has been written about taking of bears through the use of any Board’s power to change season and bag 
Pennsylvania’s game, compara- vehicle or artificial light, violation of limits, it was again changed from No- 
tively little has been said con- which is punishable by a fine of $500. vember Ist to December 15th. The law 
cerning the black bear. Possibly One bad feature permitted under the of 1925 also provided that only cubs over 

this is because so few persons can intel- law of 1905 was the use of the steel trap a year old could legally be taken. This 
ligently associate such a creature with so and deadfall, but in 1911 an act of legis- regulation is still in force. 
thickly a populated and industrial com- lation abolished the use of both of these Proof of the increase in bears and their 
monwealth, Or perhaps Pennsylvania’s dangerous agencies. Not only were they desirability as game animals can best be 
white-tailed deer have been talked of deemed unnecessarily cruel devices for had by reviewing the annual bag of these 
so much that they are considered the only catching the bears, but on more than one creatures over a period of years. In 1920, 
worth-while large game animals, occasion hunters were badly injured when 420 were killed; in 1921, 510; 1922, 563; 

When it is learned that in a single year they unknowingly stepped into a large 1923, 500; 1924, 929; 1925, 470; 1926, 
more black bears were killed in Pennsyl-  steel-jawed trap or deadfall. The law of 660; 1927, 331; 1928, 427, and in 1929, 
vania than in all the rest of the states 1909 reduced the length of the open sea- 447, It can readily be seen from the fore- 
combined, people begin to wonder. This son to three months: namely; October Ist going figures that the creatures have held 
amazing record was established in 1924. to January Ist. their own. Of course, the kill varies con- 
Some persons may even deel inclined to By 1912 bears had increased consider- siderably during certain seasons. Some- 
discredit such a statement until they have ably and were beginning to be regarded times bad weather confronts the hunter 
obtained some substantiating facts. If they by the hunter as a creature well worth for a week or so, sometimes bruin is 
do seek facts, they are still more surprised pitting his skill against. The sportsman forced to hole up earlier than usual, or 
to learn that the record of 1924 has more accordingly demanded additional protec- the creatures are widely scattered on ac- 
than once been almost equaled. tion for bruin and his tribe, with the re- count of the lack of natural food. 

It is not remarkable that Pennsylvania sult that the Legislature of 1915 reduced The black bear, contrary to popular 
should harbor such a splendid population the open season to two months, October opinion, attains quite a large size. Adult 
of bears. Of the twelve million or more 15th to December 15th, prohibited the animals may weigh anywhere from 200 
acres of forest land in the state, much is use of log pens in taking bears, and estab- fo 500 pounds, although few exceed 400 
the finest bear country that can be found. lished a bag limit of one bear to each pounds. Authentic records cite the killing 
Vast ridges, marvelous in their wild beauty hunter. In 1917 a law was created estab- of a number which have weighed over 500 
and ruggedness, offer many a haven for lishing a limit of three bears for each pounds, but these of course are in the 
bruin, camp or hunting party. minority. The largest bear on record in 

The coming of the white man spelled Pennsylvania weighed 533 pounds dressed. 
disaster not only for the bear but for other B’ 1919 bears had increased _to such It was eight feet in length measuring 

_ wild life as well. Man needed game for an extent in some counties that Hi-—TrOnP tip Of TOse=to- tip -Ot= ivan 
food, but at first he killed only what he merous complaints of the destruction of Bears were perhaps more of a nuisance 
had actual use for. As communities de- sheep and beehives were heard. This re- in Pennsylvania during 1929 than in any 
veloped, however, he sensed more profit- sulted in the Legislature’s giving the other year. From the time the creatures 
able outlets for the creatures that he Game Commission authority to provide emerged from hibernation until they holed 
killed. Accordingly, his greed grew and special rules and regulations applying to up the following winter, the Game Com- 
grew until he even had the Indian kill the taking of bears, upon petition of mission received over two hundred claims 
for him by offering desirable articles in two hundred citizens, in counties where for bear damage, which included the kill- 
exchange for game. The ing of 243 sheep and the 
gun took the place of 2; 2 Te ¢ y destruction of 379 bee- 
the bow and = arrow. AS 4 : j hives and hundreds of 
The towns grew, mar- PAN, jy » j _ pounds of honey. Under 
kets were established, \ vy wan the law in Pennsylvania 
and game came to be “3 x | Fe, ty 4 today, farmers can be 
regarded as a staple J al 7m A A _@, reimbursed for such 
product to be bought 4 Ne as Ne Py een |) \P oe eL damage. An appropri- 
and sold along with «Ray Ee i, a at POR Ae Me esl dp? ation of $3,000 is set 
grain and vegetables. f ee ee a ee he Ne eae ee eg = aside for the payment of 

As the white man ey at of | ie 55 meee a Ge ike. “ar ul ry ® such claims every year. 
pushed westward the i Re 7 mh 4 peu ee 1a 

Indians disappeared and a £1 .2 ae a at no ae dae # i Sa: ape sheep-killing 
with them much of the $9 ate tA i; he, CtiCéd Pe ws if oe nabit of bears can- 
game. In 1895, when the # Sa a Ai Ne eS ee ee not be blamed on the 
Board of Game Com- ig te Gee x) pee AS yo Py CR ee oe  stribe generally. It is 
missioners was estab- (i grea oe er . 4 as Bs tay ' Fi P94 purely an individual one 
lished, black bears were = Ew Cy Aah es S —- ery <3 S pe Ne z and in some cases may 
very rare in Pennsyl- (eegeaeamgteee Giese cot —— = Ie sox 5/4 ae 3 have been brought about 
vania. Nevertheless they #5 J sama 2 a Lean Bg aN i [2 Lt - through lack*of natural 
were accorded no pro- FR CsGea WG) Qaicceas 75) aie.” Gh Wala) a A SG food. When a bear has 
tection until 1905, when sea eo r Sear =o “~~ acquired the sheep-kill- 
a closed season was es- Pennsylvania traps bears for stocking purposes. The trap set ing habit, however, it 
tablished and shooting must be killed. 
permitted only from October Ist to March conditions would warrant such action. During food shortages bears wander 
1st. Thus Pennsylvania was the first state The Legislature of 1921 enacted a law much in the open and often come down 
to enact legislation protecting bears. Be- prohibiting the use of any ammunition into some of the larger towns, where they 
sides including them on the protected except single bullets in killing bears, and cause much consternation for the moment. 
list of game animals, the same act also reduced the season to 114 months, Novem- They have hever been known to attack 
provided for the killing of the creatures ber Ist to December 15th. or harm any one, however. 
when destroying personal property, or As the years passed by bears increased Recently one of the game protectors 
when coming near the residence of any still more, and in 1923 the bag limit for in the bear country wrote me the fol- 
inhabitant. The penalty for killing a bear camps and hunting parties was increased lowing: 
contrary to said act was $50, from three to four. In 1925 the open sea- “While at my desk one afternoon, tak- 

The same law is in force at the present son was changed to November 10th to ing care of some much neglected paper 
time. There is also a law prohibiting the December 15th; but in 1929, under the work, I answered the telephone to hear 
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Penn’s Black Bears t 
an excited woman's voice say, ‘Is this you, Pp 2 ¢ 
Mr. Marsh? Well, two bears have my two = 
sons up an apple tree in the orchard. My ” 
God! What can I do? I’m here all alone!’ . 

“I knew this woman's sons were in no | t 
danger as long as they stayed in the tree. - . i I 
So I said, ‘Ii you have a gun and can Zs , C= ( i o “ - shoot it, just fire a couple of shots, which " 7 ‘ ee " = 
will scare the bears away. I will come é cys E ited — a. over as quickly as possible. =... = | x . 

“To get to this particular farm I had Ss i ane anal Q ‘ eo - 
to cover about five miles of rough road, ee a. US Pe very crooked and a 10 per cent grade. I S Pe oe | ica | a 
reached the home in about fifteen minutes oo 4 i =P | << . — and found the boys in the house. They [iq —— 4 Pe ORM hee tog told me the following story. In picking oe 4 a * a Bs. 
apples they had climbed a tree to shake ee | eS down the remaining fruit. While thus 4 ; pee ON a a employed, they were much surprised to see aaa : ' oe oy a Toe CS ee ee a small cub waddle up under the tree and ae Pe Sa ee We oe geal 5. 1 ; eel e—=‘ECsC et” start eating the apples. They had quite a | es he ice OO eee time throwing more apples to the cub, omneetie cuca we OM NE Mee eee 
and were still further amazed to see an A trapped bear ready to leave the crate aie old bear join the cub in the free lunch. tg ’ 7 ae ti oF ‘ Then the boys’ mother discovered the CC eee Je a ats jp s _ situation, and you know the rest.” Pr lve bg) 4 . L Pe eel : 

Pee ee ai 8. oe a od he Wee three blocks of the cen- 4 ce hes | Ju ££ dee ha D> ef 
tral part of Williamsport, one of Py et th 2a Ty an La Let we ae : Ph the largest cities in the north-central [793 ) 71) =). 4 Bi Mee ae Lipnt” a fe part of the state, as many as six bears ANSEAEE a yA aes # er. ~ Ya ; 3 have been seen at one time. They come eee): aa ts foe! 6 OO io —— down out of the mountains into town, pew” ie ag i -= og 4 eS where they ruin many fruit trees and up- | = Tet me it ee a. ‘saa set many a garbage can. Bee an j i aU et am In another county a farmer who stored | | ae iii at his honey in the kitchen for the night was : ee. aU awakened. by a great racket. Upon inves- @9 sg : a —_ tle ' tigating he found that three large bears ef ee oo 2 om had pushed the door open and were eating oe oe x ee . a the honey. To get it, they had wrecked Coe Wes bore Pe Sey Fae | a lot of furniture and broken many dishes. oo eee a ee A school-teacher living on the outskirts 25 oe a ae | of a large town was horrified when she (fe ORR looked from her_bedroom window one On his way out to find a new home night and saw a large bear sharpening its a arene. al claws on a tree near the window. 7 : e : poner <3 

At a farm in a neighboring county a a : EO ae ‘ 
farmer and his wife went to the fields , Ci oe ye e 
to husk corn, but to their amazement a a stag 
discovered a large black bear calmly en- i cal wes 
gaged in eating corn from one of the ‘titties ne i a , 
shocks. The bear scampered of when the eee, * eee es ye | farmer and his wife appeared. Later in the 3 he Lv ose —— waren day a woman of the same vicinity, while 77 =z eh toe oO, se Si Ai, os » 7 returning from the store, was suddenly Py sa ha OS a hae SER, pros confronted by his bearship. She turned A & EN a tee | 1 To wi Ae and ran, So did the bear, but in the op- 993 AN gg eae {4m ‘Bas | oe iy posite direction. You could not tell which | = LG, ee, Oe ee |) S was frightened more or which ran faster. pi slg ss 2 as ey 4 i Again, only a few miles from another Mangumapamege ee — Bar. ” large town a school-teacher looked out of Ny bi i aaa aaa aN Lew ee tiny noe the window and discovered two large Bee Cie Bene eg ee 25 ee ee bears playing on the school lawn. When || ae. ae gost | he Be 8 a ig Ci ee Ds the pupils arrived, the creatures ambled @& Ga Tears Vice olen eee ey ies, Sa ineceleagey: eee ae eee a ME age, eee ae 
Many other interesting and amusing #<S#edke aah ale oe ee Se ee ee Se tee incidents have occurred, too numerous to Sometimes they leave in a great hurry mention. Vesey ATI ; j ie Fe] j < Meek 4 | As bears became too plentiful in certain ages) a Do ee dae i \ Aid f J ®t ENG sections they were trapped and removed “9 pe Bole A a4 oY i] isk F Pl 1) Lee ok i i ft ce A OA ie i MUAH dtke 9 to more desirable locations. Through such cAS . 4 aT Pee IIS ee, SESE, ae restocking activities as these they have Pia! be ee ne a / Avi + ya ey . become common in sections where they = 5)- 1 fr of owt Pe fi) | 4 d 4 . § were exterminated thirty years ago. irs i‘ y q There is perhaps no other factor that * yoga if ie He Cte é yp played a more important part in bring- #4. ue ee Co Ai eG - 4 ing back the bear in Pennsylvania than ,¢eae tae BE: Bae \ ie LaF , ap } the system of game refuges, for which : oe a ae el ee ee a the Keystone State has become famous. ee VAG oy BP Nae ooo, dL!lCUCU eg These protected areas, scattered through- * Ce ae ie ee oT pee I an , a ep out the state, furnish excellent sanctuaries Ao 9) 9 OU 

where the bears can live and propagate ~ es |: ae il es a unmolested for all time. _. se ie oS fe fo oe ae _ The present refuge system in Pennsyl- ee eT eS a ee SR vania includes 34 primary game refuges 4) ~ Sy Oe ge ee 
with regular keepers in charge and 67 Bp eS ee ee auxiliary game refuges. The entire refuge 478 vy = 7 Oe ee 2. area comprises somewhat over 100,000 — © = 6h... 
acres where (Continued on page 68) Others are more deliberate and take their time 
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OO RE LLL ee LE 
‘ie R, H. Davis 

BE. Holt 

Sear Filer 

Coon Valley Erosion Project - Vernon County 
Aldo Leopold 11-14-33 

Bear. G. A. Neprad says he never saw a bear since he was born here in 1859. 

There may have been some left, however, ag late as the sixties. 

Carl Neprad says a bear was Icilled near Westby sometime in the fifties 

or sixties. 

Albert Spellman says he saw 2 bears which crossed his father's fam: 3 

miles north of Viroqua. He was plowing at the time and saw them clearly. ‘this 

was in 1862 or 1883. ‘They were probably the last.



Pa. Game News Bear folder 

January, 1934 

Sain 
/BEAR KILLS AND STARTS TO 

EAT DEER 
When Tony Skopack, a hunter from 

Pittsburgh, left the road a mile and a half 

up Trout Run, he came within ten yards 

of an over 500-pound bear which had killed 
a 9point buck, The bear was scared away 

and Mr. Skopack went back to his car to 

get his hunting axe to cut the horns off the 

r deer. When he came back he found that 
the bear had returned and was eating the 

deer. There were no bullet marks on the 
buck. One hind quarter and the entrails of 

the buck were eaten by the bear,



Pa. Game News Black Bear 
May,1934 

BIG BEAR TAKES TERRIFIC 
FALL IN GIGANTIC TREE 

Elliott and Yeager, who operate a saw- 

mill at Norwich, near Smethport, and are’ 

cutting timber from the Heinemann Estate 

forest tract, solved the mystery where Mc- 

Kean County’s bear population, which was 

extremely scarce during the recent hunting 

season, has been hiding. 

Woodsmen, employed by the Norwich firm, 

recently felled a huge tree, a gnarled mon- 

arch of the forest which towered sixty feet 3 

in the air, and were amazed when the tree 

crashed to earth to see a large black bear 

emerge from the debris of the top and limp 

away at a rapid pace. 

. Examination disclosed the fact that the 
bear had dug a hole in the tree high in the 

upper branches and had hollowed jout the 

trunk sufficiently to snugly shelter its body, 

and there had hibernated for the winter, be- 

lieving that in its lofty perch it would be 

secure from disturbance by mankind. The 

bear gained entrance to its nest by backing 

into the hole from a large branch. 

The sleeping bear was rudely awakened 
by its terrific crash to earth when the woods- 

men cut down the giant tree. 

The tree splintered where the trunk was 

hollowed and the animal was able to quickly 

extricate itself from the wreckage and make 

a hurried getaway before the startled lumber- 

jacks realized what it was all about. 
The woodsmen believe that one of the 

bear’s legs was broken in the fall, judging 
from the way it dragged as the animal ran 

for cover. 

Otherwise the bear was not seriously in- 

jured. While the beast will be permanently 

crippled, wild life experts say that the 
broken leg will heal as the animal stays in 

hiding to nurse its wounds.



Lion 
‘ Bear 

From mimeographed news letter put out from Regional Forester's office, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 8/34 

Mountain Lion Goes in for Bear Diet: It may be the depression, but 
mountain lions have started eating bear meat. ‘So reports Fred Winn, 
Supervisor of the Coronado Forest. Yesterday, upon returning from a trip 
in the Chiricahua Mountains, Winn reported that an eight foot mountain 
lion, killed by the Lee Brothers of Paradise, government hunters, had yielded 
a foot from a bear cub, ‘The contents of the big cat's stomach were examined, 
Winn said, and there was the foot. ‘he hunters and others in the commnity 
reported that it was an unheard-of thing for a lion to attack a bear or a 
bear cub.



= Black Bear 

Gestation period - About 7 months and 1 week. 

(C. Emerson Brown, Jour. Mammalogy, 1936)



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY wo 

Pg 

College Station, Texas j l@ wv 

July 6, 1936 \ : we 

Q yew ao Professor Aldo Leopold Ms 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I read and appreciated your excellent review 
of the porcupine paper in the last number of the Journal of 
Forestry. You hit a number of weak spots in the bulletin - I 
could point out a few more} One thing that I believe is in my 
favor, nemely, that I have taken the ecological point of view 
rather than the all too limited view of some of the ultra- 
specialists. 

You are familiar of course with Baker's two 
papers on black bears breeding in captivity. Seton refers to 
this frequently in his work on black bears. A pair of black 
bears bred for almost 18 years producing litters every year but 
two. In the years succeeding the barren one the female had 4 
cubs. Of course there is a possibility that bears in captivity 
are more fecund than in the wild. 

I have read your recent papers with much interest, 
including your review of Connery's "Governmental Problems in 
Wildlife Conservation" and your paper, " Deer and Dauerwald 
in Germany" alse your article in Bird Lore on Vietinghoff's 
experiences. Kee ° 2 ‘Pe: P up the good work 

I visited a wooded tract,where the CCC 
crew is religiously girdling the oeks, elms, sweet gums, 
and black gums in the supposed interest of the loblolly 
and shortleaf pines. The idea here, as elsewhere, seems to be 
@ pure stand of pine with nearly all game feed eliminatéd. 

Very sincerely, 

setts TF. \asen 

Senior Biologist, In Charge 
Texas Cooperative Wildlife 

wptigb Service
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PENNSYLVANIA GAME COMMISSION bers of the Legislature, in preparing amendments and supervising 
OFFICIAL 1937 OPEN SEASONS AND BAG LIMITS the frequent re-prints of the Bill. 

FOR GAME AND FUR-BEARING ANIMALS I feel certain, however, that such a highly controversial bill 

Below is a summary of the open seasons and bag limits established by resolu. would nee have been passed without the staunch and unfailing 
tion of the Pennsylvania Game Commission, under date of July 7, 1937, in ac- support of Governor Earle. I believe thi i i 
cordance with the provisions of Sections 501 and 601 of the Act of Assembly, pe P lea = ‘ ieve this bill will do much to 
approved June 3, 1937. Open season includes both dates given, Sundays ex- continue Fennsylvan ader in game and conservation poli- 

cepted for eames Tne shooting Bours Gauy ae a.m, 8 P. ae eee cies. 
‘owl and Coots 7 a. m. to 4 p. m. On November 1 no hunting before 9 a. m., ‘ 7 . 
which also is the opening hour on the first day of the seasons for male deer and ICHOLAS BIDDLE, President 
for trapping raccoons and fur-bearing animals. Raccoons may be hunted at night. 
The daily raccoon limit covers animals taken noon to noon. a" I 

UPLAND GAME Bag Limits 
(Small game possession limit 2 days’ bag) Day Season Open Seasons 

Rated nGrouse: oes ee 6 Nov. 1-Nov. 13 
Bobwhite Quail, Gambel Quail, Valley Quail , 

(combined kinds) <2 ee 12 Nov. 1-Nov. 13 
Hares (Snowshoe Or Varying) occcwewere 2 8 Nov. 1-Nov. 13 
Wild Turkey (see counties closed listed be- ae ode 2 
LOW) Oe ed 1 Nov. 1-Nov. 25 4 oe ee 

Ringneck Pheasants, males only... 2 8 Nov. 1-Nov. 25 et Nae 
Blackbirds pees Unlimited Nov. 1-Nov. 25 ' Ba ee ne? 4 
Rabbits, Cottontal-— = 20 Nov. 1-Nov. 25 ey ee er a if 
Squirrels, Gray, Black and Fox eae 2 fe a: pe | 

(combined) kinds)! oe 20 Nov. 1-Nov. 25 Fe . bli fies aa ae 

Squirrels, Red ————— Unlimited Nov. 1-Aug. 15, 1938 2 es gs Dy eee _ ee tee? 
Woodchucks (commonly calied Groundhogs)** Unlimited Nov. 1-Sept. 15, 1938 ’ BR OLDEN oR) FS GOT os cae 
Raccoons, all counties by individual or ee EE eRe os Ps 
fadtngcpetty — 8 10 Nov. 1-Dec. 31 ‘ ~. MEE Rasen Lm rs 

Raccoons, by trapping, in counties _ A apm Oe a S see 
listed shelows<*80 ee 10 Dec. 1-Dec. 31 EtG aed RS cl a, ee 

Bear, over one year old by individual... 1 1 Nov. 15-Nov. 20 \ er: - Re SO pee 
Bear, over one year old by hunting party of j ST ody re Sieg eee 
fimnoeeiire ee ee ee ee sg 2. Nov. 15-Nov. 20 i FBS hs ES oe Raia Ae 

Deer, antlerless, in certain counties****_.. 1 1 Nov. 25-Nov. 27 LEE in ers oe 
Deer, male with 2 or more points to 1 antler 1 1 Nov. 29-Dec. 11 LE Bee ty * 
Deer, male as above, by hunting party Be Aiea eS AE, ae 

of six Gr none ee 6 Nov. 29-Dec. 11 « Eee ae oe ee 
No open season—Reeves Pheasants, Hungarian and Chukar Partridges, Doves, 2 a Bi att 

Elk and cub Bears. oe Se ae Be GEL Ae A 
MIGRATORY GAME Sh teas se pea Fae ARNE ag 

(Possession limit one day’s bag) eS Ss es RU A, 
Rails, except Sora—____ SSAA SS f 
Soret soe ee eae te eg e 

Gallinules-.——-----—-~-—~-~-~-~~ | Seasons and bag limits on waterfowl and = Bae ee ae Pe. 

Snipe, Wilson or Jack... | other mnleracony Durer Sena oy Senerel tee ae ae rs 
Wald’ Dacke = | Government, eth: De anmonncedyetet: wie ee a 
Wild) Geese on, ESSE ATS ge Bed A EE Ns 
Coots or Mudhems esse : yar Pee 

FUR-BEARERS (Traps not to be set before 9 A. M. the first day of the open oe 4 
trapping season for any fur-bearing animal or for Raccoons in open counties) 3 > 

Minis, Opossums, ne Unlimited Nov. 15-Feb. 28, 1938 if 
Muskrats (by trapping only) cucu Unlimite ec. 1-Feb. 28, 1938 Anyone caught dumpi Teves (br ee onigy i conutiea a a aug! ; mping an unwanted house cat along the road- 

Piste el oav: <eteec esl oe ee 3. Feb. 15-Feb. 28, 1938 side where it is | orced to live on game and song birds or starve
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COOPERATIVE QUAIL STUDY ASSOCIATION 

SHERWOOD PLANTATION 

THOMASVILLE, GEORGIA 

January 26,1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Prof. Leopold;3- 

In reference of yours of Jan. 21 
relative to hibernation of bears which Stoddard referred 
to me. 

In the mountain section of east Tenn. biack bears appear 
to go into hibernation for short periods through very inclement 
weather. My brother Roy and I trapped three in the Smokies 
very late in the year and signs of their activity were found 
throughout the winter. The mountaineers stated that bear 

if hibernated for short periods only, and I have ea lot of faith 
in their knowledge of Such things in the Smokies. 

Here in the Coastal Plain the bear hunting season is 
through the winter and if they hibernate it must be but rarely. 
Frankly there is not much dependable information known about 
the bear in the south but if you wish I can contact some of 
he sportsman that hunt them. What information I have gathered 

from some of them is that bear may den up a few days at a time 
in severe weather, like many other animals. 

Are you familiar with the hibernation studies made on 
ground squirrels (Citellus tridecemlineatus) at University of 
Chicago, by Simpson. I do not know wéther the material was 
published byt Dr. Allee would have a copy of his report. 
Apparently very little has been done on hibernation of the 
larger mammals though considerable has been done on some of 
the rodents. It has been sometime since I read these rodent 
hibernation papers so that my ideas are somewhat hazy but 
I believe that temperature played a big part, but_not all 

in hibernation, particularly as to the "waking up" period. 
I know in my work around Illinois and Southern Wis. Citellus 
hdd a rather regular “waking up" time, during the period I 

\ worked there, 1927 -55. From my notes the last week in March 
seems to have been the time. This regularity may well be 
the samm in bear which may account for your observations about 
them in Mexico. 

Hoping to see you at Baltimore, 

oy de 

: bbe : 
pS. 4 fet CHAE Peel soll sede te Medea Monn Whee 
Rea ty DAG for a fanr lage ota Hiinrs — gh f *



Reprinted from the March 1938 Planning and Civic Comment. 

National Park Service Bear Problem 
By VICTOR H. CAHALANE, National Park Service 

NTIL the late 1920’s bears in causes the bear to lose the fear that 
l | the national parks were sel- _ is the basis of respect. It is a logical 

dom seen except at the few consequence that he will attack 
points where garbage dumps pro- people and tear open locked auto- 
vided the lure of food. These mobiles and cabins to satisfy his 
glimpses of the animals were so new appetites. 
popular with tourists that feeding at The National Park Service is now 
designated platforms was made a_ taking various steps to remedy this 
feature in several parks. Bears in- situation. The most important is 
creased in numbers and, as a result the new Service-wide regulation for- 
of the growing familiarity between bidding all feeding of park bears by 
animals and humans, the highlight tourists. This has been tested in 
of the average tourist’s visit to a Sequoia National Park for several 
national park was to feed a bear by years with the result that there has 
the roadside. Thus developed the been a minimum of bear damage. 
hold-up bear who, no longer being The Service is furnishing, as rapidly 
satisfied with gifts, went after food as possible, bear-proof food contain- 
concealed in cars, tents, and cabins, ers and garbage receptacles in all the 
or even seized it from the hands of camp grounds. Individual bears 
reluctant donors. The hundreds of that become too dangerous and per- 
cases of resulting human injuriesand sist in vandalism are trapped and 
of property damage, causing fear of deported from areas frequented by 
more serious future consequences, people. If such animals return, they 
have forced the National Park are regretfully shot. Electrically 
Service to make a careful study of _ charged wire fences are used to repel 
the situation. bears from sources of food where the 

The primary consideration public will not be endangered. These 
throughout most of a bear’s waking are inexpensive and entirely satis- 
moments is food. The supply de- factory in frightening away the 
termines the animal’s whereabouts, bears, but unfortunately this method 
his daily schedule and many of his is not safe for general application. 
habits. Carefully accumulated sta- The success of these steps de- 
tistics on “bear problem” cases m pends finally and almost entirely 
Yellowstone National Park during upon the concerted action of the 
the past seven years clearly demon- visiting public. When the public 
strate that “bear trouble” is “human observes the Service regulation: 
trouble.” Feeding an animal along “Feeding of Bears is Prohibited,” 
the roadside induces him to abandon the normal relationship between 
the natural mode of living to take up bears and humans will be restored. 
instead a life of racketeering. Con- Then bears will be bears and not 
stant close association with people  racketeers. 

32
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Reports of over one dozen hibernating ¢ 

bears, most of them with cubs, were received Photo scour tesy \Willlamepord Grit 

from field officers during January. In two Hibernating bear found sleeping in open. Ray Persun, of Allenwood, came across the animal 
instances the animals were sleeping out in while epee ae trap line. eee, cc Presence of a Daatoreanhey aoe tye ean are 

the open with no shelter whatever. the animal which up and ambled of on * cavern pecrlirras a mother and several cubs whic
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Wisconsin Conservation Department |e el 

Madison, Wisconsin ) 

All Paners 

Madison, Wis.---Farmers in 23 Wisconsin counties collected 

$9,680.95 in compensation for damage done by bears during 1946, 

the conservation department reported today, The payments were in 

settlement for claims exceeding $11,000. 

Bear damage claims were paid in the various counties as follows: 

Oconto, 1; Sawyer, 24; Langlade, 5; Barron, 8; Forest, 6; Ashland, 10; 

Burnett, 1; Shawano, 2; Chippewa, 3; Douglas, 17; Clark, 6; 

Washburn, 9; Bayfield, 18; Marinette, 5; Taylor, 2; Lincoln, 23 

Tron, 3; Oneida, -3; Green Lake 13) husk, 5; Price, 3; Plorenee 595 

Waupaca, 1. 

Most of the damage was paid for the killing of cattle, sheep 

and hogs and the destruction of bee hives end honey, In Clark county : 

a registered cow was killed valued at $300. Two damage claims 

exceeded £500, Robert Knutson, Rusk county, received $533 for the 

destruction of 17 bee hives, 360 combs and 1,700 pounds of honey. 

Frank Sack, Douglas county, received $585 for the destruction of nine 

ewes and nine lambs, 

ab | 
5-24-47



Aecount of Grizzly a) 

P. 258. Prequented the wild cherry thickets (which must have 

been at rather low elevations). One instance stampeded 

a bunch of squaws and cleaned up cherries they were 

Rpi™ gathering. In-these tickets also dug up "Yampa-roots" 

or "pignuts" (evidently root of an herb). 
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Lincoln Inspection - 1921 

Wingo says trout in Scott Abel Cn, 

are much caught by bear. Small stream 

with smooth caliche bottom.
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Prescott Inspection - 1922 

Bear killing habits. Mutz says big bear on 

Carson bit cow in nose, clawing out entrails. 

In one instance an old she bear killed a cub 

in trying to pull it out of a trap.
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After taking out half a dozen within a short time,’ big game 
hunter thinks there are still plenty on that forest. .The Carson Pine 
Cone tells about a hunter by the name of Steve Elkins who has been acting 
as a guide for a man and his wife this spring. They have bagged six bears : 

and a mountain lion. one of the bears taken had lately gorged himself on 

calf meat and another had many turkey egg shells im his stomach. 

a



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

August 16, 1922 _ 

; Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Gas & Blectric Bldg., 
Albuquerque, Ne Me 

Dear sir; 

I was up to the Forest Service office the other day to 
call on you, but was informed that you were in Ariz. Owing to 
a field trip which will take most of my time for the coming 
three months, I may not be able to see you personally. I am 
enclosing a copy of our Animal Census taken from obeervations 
in the field during the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 1922. . 

In reference to the recommendations for our numerous 
game preserves in this state, I wish to inform you that I have 
sent to Thomas Gable, State Game Warden, Santa Fe, New Mexico 
a set of maps, and ail other details that may be of help to him 
in establishing these preserves before the coming hunting 
season. 

I ha € not received very much information on these 

preserves srblAbericials of the Forest Service, however I 

fully realize that it takes time to decide on boundaryf make 

maps and write letters. My action in writing to Gable was not to 

disregard any action that may have been taken by others interested 

in the move, but merely to speed up the work before the coming 

hunting season. 

Very truly yours, 
CHARLES F. BLISS, 

: Biological 20 in Charge. 
v 

By "oo te a 

Predatory Animal Inspector 

ELP: EBD :
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| Where They All Live; 

| Black Bear Is Still Plenti- 
| ful in Mountains. 
Hi Big’ game of the extremely pred- 

| atery type is fast becoming a thing | 
lof the past in New Mexico, due to 

the constant efforts of the federal | 

| biological survey which has con- 

ducted a number of drives against | 

these animals during the past few 
years. 

A recent census taken by the 

survey reveals the startling fact 
that there are now but 50 wolves 
remaining in the state and an 

equal number of mountain lions. 
There are only six or seven grizzly 

bears remaining in the state. 
| The survey is keeping such a 
close tab on these animals that 

| the general location of their homes 
is well known and most of them 

have been “named” by the federal 

hunters. 
| “Tf any one desires to hunt big 

predatory game in New Mexico, we 

can tell him the exact locality in 

which to go and just how many 
of the animals are in that section,” 
one of the biological survey offi- 
cers explained yesterday. 

The brown or black bear is still 
plentiful in the state and estimates 
made by a compilation of the re- 
ports of all federal hunters oper- 
ating in the state indicate that 
there are between 600 and 700 of 
these animals living in New Mex- 
ico. As the, black bear is not a 
predatory animal, he is not mo- 

lested by the hunters. 
Coyotes still flourish in the} 

state and the census puts their] 
number at between 25,000 and | 

30,000. Constant campaigns are || 
being carried on against the coyote 

jand it is expected that they will 
renee dwindle down to isolated sin- 
gles or pairs. 

Cc. F. Bliss and H. L. Pineau, of 
the survey, report that they have 
received the full co-operation of 
the ranchers on the Mexican side 
ae the international border and 
that the ranchers have’ employed 
a scientific wolf hunter to operate 
on the Mexican side to prevent the 
wolves bred in Old Mexico from 
swarming over into New Mexico 
where they are now almost eradi- 
cated. Old Mexico is a heavy 

\|} breeder of wolves but little has 
been done in the past to extermi- 

.|nate them or stop them before 
,| they cross into the United States. 
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= Bears are frequently blamed for the depredations of now that his exit from our mountains is but a question of = 
s mountain lions, Canada lynxes, bobcats and even wolves. years—there shall have disappeared from our mountains one = 

= The latter animals—all of which are strictly carnivorous— of the sublimest specimens of animal life that exalts the ss 
SS often kill stock and game and, having done so, leave it Western wilderness. As a sporting trophy, his hide stands = 

= covered or partly so, and along comes a hungry bear and at the top of the list of American wild animals—one which z 
Ry eats it up. Next comes the sportsman or the stockman and, sportsmen from all over the world have come here to secure. S 
= failing to detect the soft imprint of the carnivorous culprit, Nowhere else in the world can the grizzly bear be found BS 

=. but seeing the plain tracks of the bear, wrongfully places except in Western North America, and we as sportsmen and = 
Be the blame on his head. naturalists should see to it that his demise is not hastened = 
= As I have before stated, when the grizzly bear shall have and that his life shall be preserved to posterity. = 

: = passed—and he is found in such lamentably small numbers J. A. McGuire. & 

a 

= AN ACT = 
Se TO PROTECT BEARS, AND FORBIDDING THE USE OF STEEL TRAPS, ETC., IN THEIR ed 
= PURSUIT $3 | sg BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF occ ccccccccscsssesssseensiee = 
= No person shall at any time of the year take any kind of bear with a steel trap, or set, for the pur- = 
2s pose of trapping any animal whatsoever, any steel trap larger than what is generally known and designated Ss 

So as a No. 4 Newhouse, and no person shall at any time of the year set a deadfall, snare or pen for the ms 
= purpose of trapping or capturing any kind of species of bears whatsoever. Anyone found in possession of = 
Bod such a trap, deadfall, snare or ‘pen outside the corporate limits of any city or town of this state at any time Bg 
= of year, or who shall have set or assisted in the setting of such a trap, deadfall, snare or pen for the purpose = 
Ro of trapping or capturing bears, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined in accordance with the provisions ns 
= of this act; with the exception that the State Game Warden or any of his authorized deputies may, at any a 
s time of year, trap or kill with firearms bears known to have killed stock, using any kind of a trap whatso- se 

| SS ever; the same authority to trap and kill stock-killing bears is also extended to the Chief of the U. S. st 
| ee Biological Survey or any of his authorized deputies. Bo 

—— No person shall, during the months of teed and August of any year, take, pursue, wound or kill any Bd 
oo Say peliageteriG any tastes whateaeyer wile thee and above named exceptions: That for the purpose of = 
Bs “propagating and holding in any public park or zoological enclosure, or for the purpose of killing for the use 2 = “Sof any public museum, the State Game Commissioner may, at his discretion, issue permits for the taking of ce 
ss stth animals at any time of the year. . ee x erson shall take or kill during the open season on bears more than two of the kind commonly os 
RE known as black, brown or cinnamon bears, nor more than one grizzly bear, with the following exception: a 
Ss In addition to“the above number, cubs under one year old, which have been following a mother that has SS 
Se been killed, may be taken, but they must be captured alive and their lives preserved if possible. The killing gS 
SE of cubs of any speciesvunder one year old is forbidden, Possession during the closed season of any part of = 
BH such animal shall be prima. facie evidence-ofepruilt— _ = 
a ~ ___ Any person who vidlateSjany of the proyisions of this act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be ns ss liable to a fine of not more. than $200 nor less than $50 for each offense, or to imprisonment for not more eg 3S than sixty days, or both, at the discretion of the court. = 

! = This bill has been prepared after the exchange of much correspondence with America’s leading sports- = Bs men and naturalists. In its present text it is not meant to entirely conform to the needs of all states, but BY Biseg is intended to include the most vital general provisions necessary for bear protection in the United States, bo Bs with the idea of changing the seasons, bag, etc., to conform to the requirements of any of the several states. 3 & We consider the bill an ideal one for the states ofCole-<4p or Wyoming, for example, Volunteers are Bs Sd needed who are willing to assume, the work of introducing ths =: into-the assemblies of the states which s = meet this winter. Game tons and prominent sportememy (her parucusat work in this campaign. = a Write John A. Mc! pwetitor “Outdoor bites D enver. Col" “sca set forth are Bag 
s required. pes = 
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Distributi i in U.S istribution of Grizzly Bears in U. 8S. 
The founder of the Biological Survey—also the collector of America’s 
greatest repository on bear geneology—tells us some interesting things 

about a fast-disappearing animal 

OF the wild animals inhabiting the west- Present Distribution 
ern half of North America in the days C. Hart Merriam The present range of grizzly bears withia 

of our forefathers, three were of surpassing the United States is confined to what is com- 
interest. These were the beaver, the buffalo eccrine aes alread inet adc or monly called the Rocky Mountain region, 

and the grizzly. The beaver, because of the those still livin als aaoniae fenieied there pane sullen ue zocud a 
value of its pelt, was the chief incentive to toca few areas eae aclead Pigorbusly ‘pro! either the Great Plains or the Pacific Coast. 

f the hardy trappers and adventurers % Sage In the Rocky Mountains grizzlies still most 0: 'y trapp tected, they will soon disappear altogether. hi dh f the Canadian 
who sought their fortunes in our Western For a number of years I have been col- bound eve or Noe Washinata 
wilds; the buffalo, because of its size, the lecting information on this subject, and thru CARY iar , 4 oe ate * . : i . Northern Idaho and Northwestern Montana, 
guperiority of its flesh and the ease with the kindly co-operation of the U. S. Bio- hi 1 North N Mexico: irae , . A southeasterly to Northern New Mexico; 
which its hides were converted into robes, logical Survey and Forest Service I have while west and south of the Rocky Moun- 
was the most prized of the game animals; been able to map with considerable accuracy tains proper a few inhabit local areas in the 
the grizzly, because of its boldness and the few areas still inhabited by grizzlies. Gecert lava beds of Idaho and Oregon, and 
prodigious strength, was universally re- This is shown graphically on the accompany- isolated mountains in Utah, Arizona’ and 
epected, for of all American animals it was ing map, in connection with which the fol- Southern NeweNleion: But the only parts 
most to be feared and therefore most worthy lowing details seem worth recording: of the United States in which they are still 

of the hunter's rifle. Its place uy America present in any considerable numbers are the 
corresponds to that of the lion in Africa, ecient 
the tiger in India. No animal left a deeper YX) . 

« impress on the annals of exploration in the 
West. From the days of Lewis and Clark 
to those of Palliser and Colonel Pickett it a 
was the ambition of every red-blooded \ 
American to try his mettle, and even at the L 
present day the mention of its name is \ = 
enough to cause a thrill. \ exo) 

The territory claimed by the grizzly when 
first challenged by the white man covered 
nearly two-thirds of the United States, ex- = 
tending from the shores of the Pacific to Oreg on to 7 
the eastern edge of the Great Plains, along @ 
the Minnesota-Dakota boundary, and from e 
far north in the Canadian provinces south- 
ward not only to Texas and Arizona, but x 
even into Mexico as far as the mountains of a Yer ; 
the state of Durango. {] 5 

Speaking in general terms, the grizzly was 
_a forest-loving animal. Nevertheless there 
were species on the plains, making their 
homes in the brushy arroyos and sallying out 0 & 
on the open grass-lands to attack the buffalo. fe q b~ i) 

Because of their size, strength and uneven q 4 
temper they were justly feared by the native Q Nevada ¢. 
Indian se their numbers did not 4 
suffer material reduction until long after t 
the advent of the white man. But altho 2 X e Golorado 
they were conspicuous targets, and few 
frontiersmen allowed one to pass without a e Se 
challenge, nevertheless the old-time muzzzle- Z—— 
loading. rifles, small of caliber and tedious S RLY 
of action, were little more effective than the : AO 
arrows of the Indians. So it was not until col fos® 
the arrival of breech-loading and higher NN 
power guns that the grizzly found himself 
facing an enemy he was not qualified to ss 
meet. The inevitable result was decrease— 
a decrease that became more and more pro- = - 
nounced as the country became settled, until s 
the survivors were forced to retreat to the A| 
mountain fastnesses; and as time went on 
these were more and more invaded by 
hunters, until at present most of the species 
of grizzly that inhabited the United States 

pistrivution of Grizzly Bears—i4ai > 

.
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northwestern corner of Montana and extreme the Wasatch and Uintas and in the moun- Biological Survey and Forest Service from 
Northern Idaho, the Yellowstone National tains east of the southern part of San Pete three localities along the southern edge of 
Park with adjacent territory on the north, Valley, and also on Pine Valley Mountain the plateau, namely: (1) Upper Verde and 
east and south, and certain mountainous in the Southwestern corner of the state. Sycamore canyons; (2) the Mogollons north- 
parts of Colorado. In Colorado they still occur in many of east of Payson; and (3) the Blue Moun- 

In the staté of Washington a few still the mountain ranges, and have been reported tains, Baldy, Rose Peak, Middle Mountain 
exist in the Wenatchee-Chelan forests of the during the past two years from the follow- and Eagle Creek in the Apache National 
eastern slope of the Cascades, a few in the ing national forests: Arapahoe, Battlemount, Forest. Farther south one was reported 
rough country in the northern part of Col- Gunnison, Holy Cross, Montezuma, Rio from the Rincon Mountains northeast of 
ville Indian Reservation just south of the Grande, Routt, Santa Isabel, San Juan and Tucson. In the fall of 1918 one was killed 
Canadian boundary, and more in the White River. in the Bradshaw Mountains southeast of 
Kaniksu Forest adjoining the Priest Lake In New Mexico grizzlies still inhabit two Prescott. 
Forest of Northern Idaho. widely-separated parts of the state, species Nevada.—No grizzlies are known from any 

In Idaho, which was one of their great from the Rocky Mountains coming south part of Nevada. 
strongholds, they are still fairly plentiful in from Colorado in the Sangre de Crist» California—It is possible that one or two 
the Priest Lake and Kootenai grizzlies may still be in hiding 
forests of the extreme northern SS ES In some of the rugged mountains 
end of the state, but elsewhere of California, altho long-con- 

appear to a ae to the i E tinued seek be failed to dis- 
itterroot, Lolo, Clearwater and cover them. In Northwestern 

Salmon pes Moles a nar- Good Things or uture cantons ead HHenous the length 
row strip bordering Yellowstone the Sierra-Nevada, where for- 
Park on the west, and the Snake Numbers merly they were notoriously 
River lava beds between Mini- ‘ abundant and justly dreaded by 
doka and Arco, where a “dwarf” ee tiger of the hunting game, Charles Cottar, has Indians and miners, not one is 
species is said to live. The Idaho written a three-serial story on African big game known to be left. The last posi- 
National forests from which they hunting, which will begin in our January number. tive record is that of a female 
are reported are the Clearwater, Everyone who knows Cottar believes he will die with killed in October, 1916, in the 
Kaniksu, Pend Oreille and Sil- his boots on while hunting the dangerous game of San Gabriel Mountains near 
way. Fifty years ago I saw sev- Africa. This hunter has been mauled by maddened Pasadena. 
eral grizzlies on the eastern beasts of the jungle more often than any man alive, Oregon—The last Oregon 
border of Idaho, in what was and yet he is able—altho partially paralyzed as the re- grizzly of which I have personal 
then known as Pierres Hole or sult of a leopard attack—to continue to hunt and write knowledge was shot with a set 
Teton Basin, where two years about it. gun at the east base of the Cas- 
later (September 20, 1874) the cade Range near old Fort Kla- 
type specimen of Ursus idaho- ae R. HUBBACK, one of Europe’s greatest math, a few miles north of Upper 
ensis was killed by Richard hunters of big game, author of books on the sub- Klamath Lake, in 1894 or 1895; 
Leigh, an old trapper, better ject, and twice a visitor to Alaska on hunting expe- and Sherman Powell records the 
known as “Beaver Dick.” ditions, has written a serial on his last trip to Alaska, killing of one in the Cascades 

In Montana they appear to be which will be in our hands very soon. In this paper on or near McKenzie River in 
restricted mainly to the moun- Mr. Hubback will relate the incidents of his exciting September, 1894. 
tains of the western part, where expedition to the Hartman River country, on which But in addition to the big 
they occur in three areas of con- some of his trophies and half his outfit were lost in grizzly, we héar every now and 
siderable size: (1) The north- dangerous water, when he and his guides barely escaped then of a “dwarf grizzly” in the 
western corner, from the eastern with their lives. Mr. Hubback was the first sportsman lava beds of Eastern Oregon—of 
edge. of Glacier National. Park o}}out0enter.the. Hartman. River district ona hunting trip, which as yet no specimens have 

- westerly over the Kootenai and securing beautiful specimens of moose, sheep and other come to hand. Thus during the 
Priest Lake region of Northern trophies. We expect his story will begin with either the past year (1921) the Forest Ser- « 
Idaho to the northeastern corner February or March number. vice reports fifteen “dwarf: 
of Washington; (2) the Bitter- poe grizzlies” from the lava beds of 
root Range on the Idaho-Montana A DOLEEE sportsman whose copy is most welcome to the Fort Crook region in the 
boundary and adjacent mountains Outdoor Life readers—a top-notcher among sports- Deschutes National Forest and 
on both sides of Missoula River; men—is C. E. Sykes of Oklahoma. He has prepared a others (very scarce) in the vicin- 
(3) the mountainous region im- most authentic and vivid serial on what we consider ity of Silver Lake in the Fre- 
mediately north and west of Yel- the most wonderful bear hunt ever taken. The expe- mont Forest. Here is an oppor- 
lowstone National Park. The dition for this trip was fathered by Mr. Sykes, the tunity for some enterprising 
most easterly locality still in- scene being the Alaska Peninsula, the home of the big hunter to enjoy a fine outing and 
habited is the Snowy Range— brown bears. Mr. Sykes’ story will begin soon. at the same time make a much- 
unless a few still exist in the needed contribution to the knowl- 
Pryor Mountains. The Montana edge of American game animals. 
National Forests from which they 9 'S2=> === Total Number Left—It is im- 
are reported by the Forest Ser- possible to ascertain just how 
vice are the Absaroka, Beartooth, Beaver- Range as far as the mountain country be- many grizzlies still remain in the United 
head, Bitterroot, Blackfeet, Cabinet, Flat- tween Las Vegas and Santa Fe, while in the States, but the estimates of the Forest Ser- 
head, Gallatin, Jefferson, Kootenai, Lewis southwestern part other species occupy three vice and Biological Survey indicate the total 
and Clark and Missoula. disconnected ranges—the Mogollon, Black to be not far from 800, of which the most 

In Wyoming they are well known in and and San Mateo Mountains of the Datil and are in Wyoming, Montana and Colorado. 
immediately adjoining Yellowstone Park, Gila national forests. Only a few years ago _Appeal for Aid.—There are a number of 
and a few still remain in the Absaroka, still other ranges were inhabited, including kinds of grizzlies—some large, some small, 

‘ ‘ : the voleanic Mt. Taylor, where the type some with domed skulls, some with flat Shoshone, Teton, Wind River and Salt River : Bylo Dee YP Cait iehig tees comer witheliile. 
Mountains, while farther east expiring rem. SPecimen of the big cattle-killing Ursus S<ut’s, Some with big teeth, so a 

9 ‘piring rel . teeth—but the specimens in our museums 
nants are still reported from the Bighoro CHAT OGT SSNPS ee led io July, oot ; are far too few to furnish the data needed 
Mountains on the north and the Medicine _ 1 Texas the last grizzly was killed in the 5,, mapping the areas inhabited by the dif- 
Bow Mountains on the south. Only two Davis Mountains November 2, 1890, by C.O. ferent species. Persons possessing or know- 
years ago specimens were secured in the Finley and John Z. Means. ing the whereabouts of grizzly skulls, no 
Salt River Mountains south of Grand In Arizona, during my field work on the matter how old or imperfect, will confer a 
Canyon of Snake River and west of the northern plateau in 1889, they were still to favor by notifying the author. 
upper part of Green River Basin. be found on San Francisco, Sitgreaves and For the information on which the present 

In Utah one or two are said to have thus Bill Williams Mountains, but now are be- article is based I am indebted mainly to 
far escaped destruction in the upper Weber lieved to be extinct except in isolated spots officers and rangers of the U. S. Forest Ser- 
River region of the Wasatch Range, a few along the plateau rim from the canyons of vice and to officers and predatory animal 
in the eastern part of the Uinta Mountains the Upper Verde, southeasterly to the Ari- inspectors of the U. S. Biological Survey. 
and in the Fishlake and Manti forests. A zona-New Mexico boundary. During the Limitation of space forbids detailed ac- 
few years ago they were fairly common in past year grizzlies were reported by the knowledgment to individuals. 
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No, 59S DAILY BULIETIN May 28, 1923. 
™ Action Item U. S. Forest Service : 

Southwestern District 

New Use for Turpentine: At intervals, according to 2 London contributor to 
the Naval Stores Review, the becutiful wax figures in the shoy windows are 
new removed one by one and given a turpentine bath. 

Qpen Season on Besr Stories! The Gila has me and no doubt other forests 
have some that will "bear" telling. Actording to the Gila Bulletin, a bear 
track measuring 11-3/4 inches from toe to heel was scen within 100 yards of 

the guard camp on the top of Diamond Peak on the moming of May 20. 

Ovtlow Bookmark: Our studk of this tire prevention novelty has just come 
in. In view of the foct thet ¢ongdddrable time hes elp-sed binte reavisié 
tions were received from supervisors; it 4s thought thot possibly chages 
in quentities may be desirable. One mmdred are being sent to each forest 
with the suggestion that additimal supplies be requested as they can be 

used. The bookmark was designed for use in public schools, school and 
public libraries, reading rooms and, in fact, vherever books are read. 

Surplus Army Eqttpment for Boy Scout Use: A forest officer who is a bey 
scout leader recently asked if he could obtain surplus war equipment for his 
scout troops We got information from the Wor Department that surplus mterial 
gould not be given free of charge for this purpose but that the Department 
would sell surplus for this purpose at 20% of its cost. Inquiries sk:ould be 
sent direct to the Quartermaster General, Attention of Surplus Property 
Division. Wecshinotm. P a.



| ee 
Ponto Inspection - ]1923 

A. J. Hall says there is a real grizzly 

on the Indian Reservation on the head of 

Cibeque. None left in Sierra Anchas.



e @ 

Santa Pe Inspection - 1923 

Bear killed June 1 5' x 5°. Weight est. 

130#. Fairly fat. Claws max. straight 

across front 19" back 2". Sair on back 

3", tight, brown color. Caught in No. 5 

Newhouse wt. 174#, climbed an aspen way 

up into top with it. Stomach full of 

Osha.



Santa Fe Inspection - 1923 

Wt. of Grizzlies 

James Newton says tame grizzly of 

Tom O'Brien on Gila given to Bl Paso Zoo. 

When he died there he weighed 800#.



Manzano Inspection - 1923 

1 Baldface Grizzly in malpais, 14" behind 

~- Brennan



DAILY BULLETIN 
No. 24=72 é U. 5S. Forest Service September 26, 1923. 

Southwestern District 

Mr. H. F. Fagan, for many years a clerk in the District Office of Accomts 
lat been compelled to leave Albuquerque on account of ill health. He is 
now at his hono at Springéiehd, Illinois to recuperate and await assignment 
to another district. 

Status of Revised Grazing Manual: Word has been received that the Solicitor 
of the Department has approved the revised grazing manual with only minor 
changes. It now goes to the Secretary of Agriculture for his approval 

after which it will be issued. It is expected that the revised manual will 
be available by the beginning of the next field season. 

More Trails: Information has just been received that the ten per cent fimd 
from the fiscal year 1923 is now available for expenditure on roads and 
trails. This fund consists of ten per cent of the net receipts. Under 
the law this ten per cent is returned to the Forest Service for construc~ 
tion and maintenance of roads and trails within the National Foresis, 
This year it amoumted to $4,693.99 for Arizona and {17,894.75 for New Mexico. 
Allotment to forests will probably not be made wmtil next spring. For the 
fiscal year 1922 these amomts were, Arizoa $13,819.50 and New Mexico 
$17,990.25. : 

Ursus Horribilis ~ His Unequalled Tree-climbing Stwmt: Ask Larsen ~ he 
knows, Ranger Larsen (Cabinet National Forest) was blazing trail last spring 

through a very heavy stand of young growth od Cataract Creek. He was work- 
ing along probably a half mile from the crew. He heard a noise in the 

wderbrush but went on working, paying no attention to it; but presently 
the noise became louder and nearer. Larsen looked around and dissovered, 

about thirty feet from him and coming toward him m a dead ru, a grizzly 
bear. Jarsen was standing near a tree, which was the oly tree within ’ 
three or four kundred yards, and he lost no time in starting to the top. 
Bat the bear lost no time either, and when Larsen was about eighteen feet 

from the ground, the bear caught him, grabbed his foot, and tried to pull 
{ him from the tree. The bear let loose of the tree and himg with his mouth 

to Larsen's foot. Finally Larsen's shoe broke wmder the strain, pulled in 

bwo, the heel came off from it, and the bear and part of the shoe dropped 

to the ground. Larsen stayed in the tree long enough to give the bear 
plenty of chance to get out of sight and went back to the crew. 

The next day he went back with a rifle and discovered that the grizzly 
had been feeding off another bear, which Larsen had shot the week before. 

At the tine BE ENOT NE TIO HTT Ts ow that he had hit the bear, but the 
grizzly had it about half consumed. Aside from a scratched foot, a lost 

3 shoe, and a bad scare, Larsen suffered no damages. (Northern District Bulletin) 

: Bield: Leopold, Talbot (Cocmino); Lang (Tusayan); Cook (Carson); Randles 
: (Apacke); Long (Datil) 
8 Misitor: Hachford, Washington (DO) 
é Acting; Kircher,



DAILY BULLETIN 
Noe 24-105 U. S. Forest Service November 5, 1923. 

Southwestern TListrict 

Laboratory Saves Time for Golfers: Golf Club hickiry has normally taken two 

years to season. The Forest Products Laboratory at Madison has cut this 
down to ten days with no harm to the club shaft. Big manufacturers are adopt- 
ing the method. 

hlamks from Magtalena: According to the Patil Bulletin, 255 cars have been 
ordered through the local Santa Fe Agent at Magdalena for shipment of the 
lambs from that section cf the comtry this year. Most of the lambs brought 

10¢ flo.be cars and ranged im weight from 65 to 72 pounds. Meny cf them were 
marketed from national forest range. Magdalena is always a heavy shipping 
point for lambs et this time cf the year. A year ago there was a solid 

| train load belonging to cne outfit shipped from that point. it consisted 

of &7 cars containing 13,314 head. 

Natvral History Society and Kaibab Deer: Program of the November meeting 
eof tas Tucson, 4rizoa, Natural History Society at the University of Arizona 

Agricultural Halli evening of November 5 announces an illustrated address on 
"The Geclogical Sstting of the Grand Canyon Game Preserve! by Dr. F. De 
Ransome which is to be followed by a discussion of the Kaibab deer sitnation. 
The ammouncement characterizes the Kaibab deer propositim as one of the 

most important problems in game conservation comfronting Arizona and the 
federal government at the present. d 

Rench of Gila Permittee Sold by Bank: One of the largest ranch and cattle 
dsats in several yoacs, was concluded recently according to the Silver Gity, 
New Mexico Independent when the extensive properties of the N.AN. cattle 
company were sold by an Hl Paso bank. The N.AwN. ranch oubraces over 3,000 

; acres of patented and om the Mimbres River and a large acreage of leased 
state lend. The outfit is said to handle more than 3000 hesd of cattle. 
The, former owmer, W. D. Connell has permit for 700 head of catiile on the 
Gila forest. The buyer is Jom T. McElray, cattleman and banker of westem 
Tezase The new proprietor expects to continue the operatio of the ranch 
without interruption. 

Suvervisor Miller Kilis a Bear: While Supervisor Miller of the Cooonino 
and a companion hunter were out for turkey recently they saw an old heat 
and two big cubs. Each hmter took home a cub ad le ft the old one for 
sced. "We ran om to them including the mama or papa bear whichever it 
was", Says Mr. Miller, "in a rough canym in the Barney Pasture country. 
They were 300 yards away across the canyom feeding on acoms". After mak 

: ing the kill, according to Mr. Miller, they cleaned the bears, each of which 
weighed about 125 pouids,eand packed them on their backs for three miles. ii 
took them three hours and a half and the himters think packing bears i3 uord 
labor, They ceclare, however, that the cubs were as fat as pigs ever vet 
and the meat excellent, which nrobably compensates somewhat for being a pack 
mule. 

Field: Kircher (Coronado); Marsh (Grook); Talbot (Gila). 
Acting: xeopold.
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iy LO! THE UYSTERIOUS GuTZZLy 

eee eae 

fm item ty Wiencke, "The Extinct Silvertip," enc one by 
; Gregory, "Do Grizzlies Climb?", appeared i= the BULLETIN about 

a year end-a helz ezo. These items interestec me so much that 
I cut them out with the intontion of writing Something on these 
subjects, but like so many other good intentions, it was de- 

-. ferreds Possibly Something elong this line will get by the 
editor for use in the grazing and geme issue of the BUILSTIN. 

In reference to the extinct silvertip: There are plenty 
of men who know that he is not extinct. Why some of them have 
not answered Wiencke, I do not know, The silvertip seems to 
have been Ciscovered by Lewis and Clark. In their diary for 
April 29, 1805, they report encountering near the junction of 
the Yellowstone anc ‘lissouri Rivers "two white bears." Further 
in their officiel Ciaxices, they mention encountering these 
monster bears, anc in one place they say that they are "black, 
grizzly, brown or red." ¢. Hart Merriam is probably the best 
authority on grizzly bears. In nig earlier classification he 
geve four varieties of sritzly, one of which he calls the "true 
grizzly,” and gives its hazitat as the northern Socky Mountains. 

’ In a recent classification he gives thirteen variet&es. Hnos 
Mills, in a book on the grizzly, says the culor runs through 
many shades of brown, and remarkssthet they may be black or al- 
most white, and also that the coat sometimes is of more than 
one color. It is pretty clear, therefore, that the classifica- 
tion of the grizzly cannot be made on the besis of color. 

The silvertip exfect comes from the fect that there are 
rather stiff black hairs which are longer than the body of the 
fur and which are tisved wit» white. The fect tret woue bears 
are whiter than others is nrobably due to the greater number 
of the silvertipped hairs. ‘There is a photosraxh teken by 
Ranger Bell on the Lolo Forest which illustrates clearly the 
fact that some oi them are of more than one color. This one 
shows the white or silvertipped color from the head beck to 
the shoulders, back of which he is very much Gerker. It has 
been my good fortune to see at fairly close rénge nine griz- 
zlies in the pest two years, five of which weveecults. Three 
of them could be accurately described as Lewis and Clark first 
aescribed them -- "white bears." The other two were almost 
white from the shoulders forward, but very much darker over the 
rest of their bodies. They were, in fact, like the one Bell 
photographed. I was fairly close to three of the cubs, sane é 
their color appeared to be gray to whitish. I G@elinitely de- 
termineéc thet two of the white ones were females, since they 
had cubs with them, end I feel vretty certein that woth of the 
two-color bears were males. ‘The nine were seen on two Ciffer- 
ent occasions, enc all within the same square mile of country 
at an altituce of some ©,000 feet, of avout 1,000 feet above 

' timber line. “cvai of the nine were seen within an hour, end 

/ -16- 

errr iti: ae — cl ll



dest there be doubters, I will acd thet ten other people saw 
them with me. 

4 

There is a book by Wright Cealing with the hunting of 
8rizzlies avzine the early days, from California to’ Alaska. It 
is illustrated with several actual photogreshs tzeken in 
Yellowstone Park, which are worth anyone's while to look at. 
He says that a grizzly will not etteck a man unless wounded or 
comered, at least thet it is extremely unusual for oreto co so. 
Certainly those which I have seen run true to that form, al- 
‘though one female wit! three cubs charged © few yerds in our 
direction when we were. about 100 yards away... It was clearly 
only a blurt, for she. whirled about immediately, and apparently 
put a lot more enthusiasm into running the opposite cirection. 
I saw many other grizzly tracks in other parts of this same 
generel refion, which is in the Mission Range, so that in that 
locality, et least, the silvertip is not extinct. 

: In Gregory's article, he dwells with milé sarcasm on the 
incident when the grizzly treec Ranger Lersen anc: tore: the 

- bottom of his boot loose.. I happened to be at Ranger Larsen's 
1“ stetion next Cey, end saw-the boot. (I also shook-hanés with 

Tarsen.) ‘There is no covbt in my ming as to ex; of the facts 
‘which Gregory questions. In the first olace, I feel sure that 
Larsen knows @ erizzly, en@ I feel sure that this particular 
grizzly cid climb, Under the etreumstcices, of course, some- 
thing had té “give way.. It. might have been the boot, or the 

: tree top might have been broken out, -- even the grizzly's hold 
micht, in time, have slackened, but Iarsen's hold on the tree -- 
never? eas coe 

: Gregory disregards one important point, nemely, thet this 
was a tree with many branches. I remeinbor as a boy reacing in 
the accounts of Kit Carson where he was treo¢ >y two grizzlies. 
The only trec available was one with branches, anc the grizzlies 
proceeded to climb efter him.. He whipoed ont'*his lmife and cut 
& stout club, by mcans of which-hc wags able to stand them off, 
bringing the club to play on their tender spots, their noses. 
I presume this account is authentic. Anywey, after seeing one 
climb an almost perpendicular .clfff for 500 feet, there is no 
doubt in my miné that they can climb where there is anything 
they ean get hold of. This idea may bc of value in selecting 
the kind of tree to climb. The griaziy hes long, blunt claws, 
and naturally cannot climb by sticking them into the berk or 

wood of a tree as & black bear can, but with a limb here enc 
there for him to get hold of, I would not »ersonally feel en- 
tirely safe. : : 

As I said before, T do not think that many members of 
the Services doubt the existence of grizgzlics in numbers in 
practically all of the Forcsts of the District. The color deter- 
mines littic. I helicve thet a grizzly can climb the. rocks 
practicall; any place thet a mountein goat cen climb, and thet 
he can elim troos with branches, for the case of Lersen is 
Proof. Gite setisractory, a8 for as I an-comw e¢rned. 

: : Theo. Shoemaker. 
See
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Owe to many ‘unwarranted tales which The final installment of this story cov- Biologist, Biological Survey Associate, Smith- 

have been circulated, generally by peo- ering the life and characteristics of the coe Se : me 

ple who have never even seen an Alaskan Alaskan brown bear, which started in __, €Classification provisional.) $y 
ca : Horribilis group — Ursus horribilis horribilis 

brown bear in his native element, a fear our December, 1924, number Ord, Missouri River, Northeastern Montana; hor- 
born of prejudice has developed against this pis barat Grae) Eve River, Sri coon: 

most interesting and absolutely harmless ani- APPENDIX. (ease nee Pate Wysciig heldonids 
mal. nobis, Jervis Inlet, British Columbia; atnarko és O ATTEMPT to enumerate and segre- ae a ‘i aa i The adea) that Alaskan cbrown bears swill T : S s nobis, Atnarko River, British Columbia; kwakiutl 
RL ReEatRIy WatiaGle one aeihade oro uneaOR gate the numerous species of Alaskan ee jeve! ea ee Colneap ner 

. toni Merriam, Southeastern side Yakutat Bay, 
is absolutely without foundation. On the ky as = aca by ace © He Alaska; warburtoni Merriam, Atnarko River, 

4 ans erriam, the distinguished authority on the British Columbia; neglectus Merriam, Near Hawk 
other shgnd,;, they ‘ate’ so. timid dud : alert : : Inlet, Admiralty Island, Southeastern Alaska; 
against the approach of man that many hunt- S°"US Ursus, would require a volume. californicus Merriam, Monterey, California; tul- 
ers come to Alaska each year to hunt them The brown bears referred to in this volume gee pecaaty Fort eck Shee Cae 

: a 3 iva Z flerriam, Sacramento Valley, California; dusor- 
and ee ate se of the hardest kind are mostly included in the dalli kidderi, ke- Gis Hoult Jack: Pine River Alberta Bede Co: 

of work without ever having seen one. lumbia bounary. 
Tt is true that occasionally a man is hurt : Planiceps group—Ursus nelsoni Merriam, Co- > 

or killed by a bear, but this is the exception, | Tt Sa Sree ne Deore gaa meal haley 
and generally the man was hunting and had = a . ; navaho Merriam, Navajo country near Fort De- 3am 
injured the bear before the attack. Or in 8 i at fiance, Arizona. (Probably Chuska Mountains) ; 
some cases the man had suddenly run onto . H ' Le BoD, Colorado, (ezacte locality, wanes, 

. ’ ain); macrodon nobis, 2 
one in a close place and the bear had mirus nobis, Yellowstone National Park, Wyo- 
knocked him down, and perhaps bitten him ie oe , ming; eltonclarki Merriam, Near Freshwater Bay, 
badly. But I know of no case where a brown oe alll . ij 4 cael leat Ae feilteniae, Merieey 

e z lappan Creek (=Third South Fork Stikine Riv- 
beat baa vente: theses of mapyanes any = |e ¢ P ; er), British Columbia; insularis Merriam, Ad- 
circumstances. io Pa miralty Island, Alaska; orgilos Merriam, Bartlett 

2 ae ape Bay, east side Glacier Bay, Southeastern Alaska ; 
[HE big Alaskan brown bear merits a more le nual orgiloides nobis, Italio River, Alaska; pallasi Mer- 

generous consideration than is generally =! iam, Donjek BN en reren Pun me 
‘i s giusi rungiusi nobis, Rocky ; : 

conceded to him. He is a most wonderful profile of a beautiful male Alaskan brown bear, trs Athabaska River, Alberta; rungiusi sagittalis 
animal and not only deserves, but should killed by Robert Rockwell on the Alaskan Penin- robis, Champagne Landing, Southwestern Yukon; 
have, the protection extended to many less sula, with the Sykes expedition macfarlani nobis, Anderson River, 50 lee baby 

s i i Fort Anderson, Mackenzie; canadensis Merriam 
valuable furbeatiag: AaMan ou eeae ; Moose Pass, near Mount Robson, British Colum- those of you who haye given this animal lit-_naiensis and_gyas groups, as classified by Dr.4:>- eee —— 

- tle if any thought, to visit the nearest zoo Merriam. Arizonae group—Ursus arizonae Merriam, Es- gg 
where they may have specimens and spend I . « . eudilla Mountains, Apache County, Arizona; ida- z S 5 : n Bulletin No. 41—“North American eee e trey 
an hour watching the interesting things the eaters ree hoensis nobis, North Fork Teton River, Eastern 

Bi ill d doth ie If, “Is hi Fauna”—issued by the Bureau of Biological Idaho; pulchellus pulchellus nobis, Ross River, 
ed Gly Eu A oS a Es) ; : a Yukon; pulchellus ereunetes nobis, Beaverfoot 

not worth preserving?” Survey, will be found a review of the grizzly Range, Kootenay District, British Columbia; 
Innumerable cases are on record proving @nd big brown bears of North America, by oribasus nobis, Upper Liard River, aka che- 

. . e . . +. Jan Merriam, East slope Cascade Mountains, tat domestic animals have attacked, bitten Dr. Merriam. On pages 12 and 13, in his Clean County, Washinntone shoshond Mettiant 
and mauled people; but I can not possibly introduction, Dr. Merriam has this to say, Iistes Park, Colorado; kennerlyi Merriam, Moun- 
conceive why the species should be con- yelative to the close similarity of many ‘#8 of Northeastern Sonora, near Los Nogales, @ump 

compet a extermination because of the act species: *Nearly 180 years ago Prof. Zauschner pro: 
of an outlaw. posed the name Ursus saribur for an anima’ 

3 The differences formerly supposed to exist be- “from the region of Canada” (Bestimmung der 
Even humans eae al f TAUIDERS tween the grizzlies. and big brown hears appear, (Hundeart Krokute, und der Barenart’Saribur! p: 

and commit overt acts which call for censor. jn the light of the material now available, to dis. 8, 1788) but the species appears to be impossi- 
Let us all, as Americans, get together and tinguish certain groups or species from certain ble of identification. 

preserve enough of our fast-disappearing wild other groups, rather than the grizzlies collective- Reference to group provisional. 
lif th zi ly. In other words, the difference between the 
ite to at least perpetuate the species. grizzlies on the one hand and the big brown bears 

on the other are neither so great nor so constant 
- oe as at one time believed. And there are species 

which in the present state of knowledge can not : siantte 
ee be positively referred to either group. In fact, : . 

e it seems at least possible that certain species shi 
which appear to belong with the grizzlies are mn 
closely related to certain other species which es “4 | ra 
clearly belong with the big brown bears. The |Ji—o—s™ — 
typical brown bears differ from the typical griz- |f 
zlies in peculiarities of color, claws, skull and |] Ps 
teeth. The color of the former is more uniform, Pe 
with less of the surface grizzling due to the ad- i . 

sg mixture of pale-tipped hairs; the claws are eee as 
3 shorter, more curved, darker, and scurfy instead || ; _ 
ee of smooth, the skull is more massive, the fourth om 

Re lower premolar is conical, lacking the sulcate 
a b heel of the true grizzlies. But these are average |f 2 

fo differences, not one of which holds true thruout 
the group. Most of the specimens in museums 
consist. of skulls only, unaccompanied by skins : 

»| or claws, leaving a doubt as to the external pate 
; | characters; and in old bears the important lower Pees Eh 

premolar is likely to be so worn that the original | Be. 
re — | form can not be made out. And, worst of all, a. 

i Mi | some of the grizzlies lack the distinctive type ina ones 
- e | affinities. The present classification, therefore, fo , iia 

i. [| must be regarded as tentative and subject to re- f = 
is : oe vision. 
- — : ; Y Z Slim, the engineer off the “Rolfe II,” takes a 

: | List of species and subspecies of grizzly look at the bear that drove Pete Larson to the 
| - ey tae hills and then took after Slim, who outran him. 

: and big brown bears, with pee localities ae si heay kad bee Kit casnystedee previnus te 
A front view given in Bulletin No, 41, “North American this. (Photo by Dr. Chase.)
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Alascensis group—Ursus alascensis Merriam, a pd 

_ Unalaklik River, Alaska; toklat Merriam, Head ‘A See 
‘aacsines of Toklat River, North base Alaska Range, near rhe, ee 

© Gee Mount McKinley, Alaska; Jatifrons Merriam, Jas- a ii 
_ edt seek 4 per House, Alberta. Le CUE *E. 

ee Richardsoni_ group—Ursus richardsoni_ Swain- oo Fe 0 
ly 2 en gas “cig son, Shore of Arctic Ocean, west side Bathurst ee, ‘ 
ein " - Inlet, near mouth of Hood River; russelli Mer- Ce ge mays 

Pail 5 - riam, West of Mackenzie River delta, Canada; yk am = Ef 
7 ce fhaeonyx Merriam, Glacier Mountain, Tanana [PA gee OM gees | ere er y Merri Glacier _M in, T; “hile ib, : " 

Lae es ; Mountains, Alaska (about 2 miles below source || | iiMsunees f° 
be cus oe of Comet Creek, near Fortymile Creek, between [2% ee eee 

a Yukon and ‘Tanana Rivers) ; internationalis Mer- [mee | a 
riam, Alaska-Yukon boundary, about 50 miles a ue i 

Skull of Ursus stikeenensis (North American South of Arctic coast; ophrus Merriam, Eastern ii hone 

satis No tat Ufo eae islets ere 2) yah Mids NG wore Ghosugnet Waves. SPU St irae’ mrddenart es (Nore Ane 
Absaroka Mountains, Western Wyoming. Fauna No. 41, U. S. D. A. Biological Survey) 

Kidderi group—Ursus kidderi kidderi Merriam, 
Chinitna Bay, Cook Inlet, Alaska; kidderi tun- 

ioe drensis Merriam, Shaktolik River, Norton Sound, SLD 
PE “8 ie. 7 Alaska; eximius Merriam, Head of Knik Arm, ae 

ae re ee em CCook Inlet, Alaska. _. ve 
ye Ss eee sa ‘ Be : 5 ee Pe Ng Innuitus group—Ursus innuitus Merriam, Go- Pe % race tn 

yal. Se GO eS loinin Bay, south side Seward Peninsula, North- RB Mi a Ot 
ee. 2, bz. (ae . dare, * western Alaska; cressonus Merriam, Lakina Riv- [Py Mot a Gs a A 

, i ge aaa er, south slope Wrangell Range, Alaska; aleran- [Rdg a oJ 
oe (xe ey cars| drae Merriam}, Kusilof Lake, Kenai Peninsula, [amg Palais 

er «eno ee Alaska. Pf e 
be Seana” a P j oe ee 

me oceans Townsendi group—Ursus townsendi Merriam, =| ead 
ae Mainland of Southeastern Alaska (exact locality 
@mmme Skull of Ursus kidderi kidderi (North American “™eettain). 5 i 

Fauna No. 41, U. S. D. A. Biological Survey)  Dalli group—Ursus dalli Merriam, Yakutat Bay sian of Ursus kenaiensis (North American Fauna (northwest side), Alaska; hoots Merriam, Clear- No. 41, U. S. D. A, Biological Survey) 
water Creek, a north branch of Stikine River, PRE re Dieser ark 
British Columbia; sitkensis Merriam, Sitka Is- 

 — lands, Alaska; shirasi Merriam, Pybus Bay Ad- ‘ 
x ot i. oo mitalty Island, Alaska; nuchek Merriamt, Head Buca 

oor ae . of Nuchek Bay, Hinchinbrook Island, Prince ar 
yg ee William Sound, Alaska. y & CC 
a es J Gyas group—Ursus gyas Merriam, Paviot Bay, Ta a: | 

yu sie re Alaska Peninsula; middendorffi Merriam, Kodiak Pie ae Or 
pL an ay When: | Island, Alaska. ee 
bd oo — : Kenaiensis group—Ursus kenaiensis Merriam, ee ml d h 

f ge en Cape Elizabeth, extreme west end Kenai Penin- i — 55 Se 7 
aie a iy 4 sula, Alaska; sheldoni Merriam, Montague Is- [iM ‘ — G 

sei lend, Prince William Sound, Alaska. eee nl wr - Bhrataene SES Pe 

Skull of Ursus gyas (North American Fauna No. i fae TAOS a 
4 3 Vetularctos genus nobis—V etularctos inopinatus 
oo apes oiogical Survey) nobis, Rendezvous Lake, northeast of Fort An- : ee ee sadeleciriciatclenauaiis els es sacs ae Fauna 

MM Mexico; utahensis Merriam, Salina, Creek, fear —— ENCES eg Selle Surremy 
er@ Mayfield, Utah; perturbans nobis, Mount Taylor, 

Northern New Mexico; rogersi rogersi nobis, Up- Notes. Many measure 10 inches across the front 
Greybull River, Ab: ka Mountains, Wyo- 

ti ere boonophege nobis, Black Hills SOME of the males of the Alaskan brown foot and some as much as 12. Probably the 
(Bear Lodge), Northeastern Wyoming; pervagor bears grow to gigantic size. These unus- extreme length of a hind foot is 18 inches 

Bea ceemaber tate, (omy Loe! Late), ally lange specimens may be found in any with an extreme width of 12 
Bay, east side Lynn Canal, Southeastern Alaska; locality, along the Alaskan Coast and adja- The claws are very powerful and often at- 
eulophus Merriam, Admiralty Island, Southeast- cent islands, westward from Mount St. Elias. tain 5 inches in length—the toe nails on the 
ie an prea Meets, Bae Skulls are on record which measure more hind feet being much shorter. 

ern California; mendocinensis Merriamt Long than 20 inches from back to front—basal Probably thirty-five years would be about 
Valley, Mendocino County, California; magister length—and as much as 12 inches across the the extreme age in captivity and twenty-five 
Meraarat ee Biacitos, Santa Ana Mountains, zygomatic arches. Eleven-foot brown bear in the wilderness. 
jouthern. California. : 
Hylodromus group—Ursus hylodromus Eliot, Skins are not at all unusual—many are 12 The males are much larger than the fe- 

Rocky Mountains, Western Alberta; zluane feet and occasionally one more than 13 feet males, 
kluane Merriam, McConnell River, Yukon; is taken. As a rule the females bear young every 
sae Aiport er oe Bee cepae These bears often stand more than 4 feet third year. 

Mountains, Yukon; andersoni nobist, Dease Riv- 6 inches at the shoulder. The pelage varies greatly, ranging all the 
er, near Great Bear Lake, Mackenzie. ¥ Animals have been killed which actually way from a very dark rich brown to a very 
ete ath cine Wane’ Metuemm weighed 1,650 pounds and the author is sat- light cream in color. 

Eastern Arizona (a few miles west of Blue); isfied beyond any question of doubt that Their food consists of practically any and 
coum /107riaeus Baird, Coppermines, Southwestern New some of them would weight as much as 2,000 everything which may be found within their 

Mexico; henshawi Merriam, Southern Sierra Ne- evi: * f . 
vada, near Havilah, Kern County, California, guns es These nears represent’ range. They will browse like a horse, dig 
Stikeenensis group—Ursus stikeenensis Merriam, actual measurement and are not exaggerated. like the hog, catch and eat fish and mice, 

Tatletuey Lake, tributary to Finlay River, near To one who has not seen a fully developed open tin cans, and pick berries as handily 
head Skeena River, British Columbia; crassodon Alaskan brown bear in its native wilderness, as man, and there seems no limit to the 
See etn eenit eee ene the animal’s immense size, great strength, quantity they can consume. 

Upper Macmillan River, Yukon; mirabilis Mer- agility and recuperative power is inconceiv- _ Again, I desire to state positively, the Alas- 
riam?, Admiralty Island, Alaska; absarokus Mer- able. kan brown bear is naturally extremely shy of 
riam}. Little Bighorn River, Northern Bighorn ———— qian 
Mountains, Montana. 7Reference to group provisional. J 

In Conctusion. 
= ; = 
ee Rie BR nar > id . : pare cctiast [HE writer desires to acknowledge, with 
* ie ae Se a ge i “ : appreciation, the encouragement extend- 

a ormiae 7 en ceed aa) A "4 ham ed by Dr. William T. Hornaday, of the New 
_ r. ena ries aoe ae . York Zoological Park, John A. McGuire, Edi- 

tan el Rae A 4 By } a P ae wey) tor of Outdoor Life; Dr. E. W. Nelson, Chief 
* Te sca ey) 4 i “ of the United States Biological Survey, also 

oe Edward P. Harwood of Cordova, Alaska, for 
" Pa allan Oo a assistance rendered in compiling the material 

: 7 for this story. Wut Cuase, Author. y. 

Alaska brown bear skulls, showing variation in size THE END. 
|
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M ixe d Q a ine chain one day ee He broke 
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m who wanted the job of ae 
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up again, as h jon chaining him wh a 
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humor, so th e wasn’t in a very good GS 
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Some say they are eacial we grouse here? thou pared raised in the Seeeetey Gar ea ag 

bird of th lescrip
tion pane ey ney know abock ors ae BIL bere was 0 a reedi 
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: e game species is th , What was 500 s. The lowest estimat: 
epar 

oe ene grouse are fast ere a fly- thought Lo,
 oe eon them Cond) 

- = 

aoe tue the fastest. They are sone rewile we ciyotiente Ie 
closer to 600. To cted by |George Hebden Corsan, 

Sr. 

inst pene scinty as so many died oF ‘o a butcher shop and ney ean the bear 
- . 

fant) there wonld-bi fe years ago (three or ones the scales at exactl: im, and he NOTE the period of i I. 

200 and a e flocks of about 100 ou can imagine how ly 365 pounds. ferent e incubation for dif- 

ReneS oho see quite a paanber pee said this bear ee 
es pull a wrong mee ee you will not make 

last year, so ers got none at all thi it out in the woods e had killed not have | in one nest |should 

in two days {cel well pleased to get this weighing it-—A. R. eae oat hs ee eh) eae of one] variety’ for 

during the season) ly two that I hunted };. Answer—We don’t b li : fo makes aukiei eggs of another kind 

te beg heen 6a de 
ve lived a bear of any kind ieve there ever Pheasants, th bl nt number. Among the | 

@uicks stonved, But ty veround here that few 2000 pounds in weigh that approached swinhoes , the black-back kaleege and th 

on a small pond HL Sho} Bye Tate tnt Ac}, 2,000-pound bears a Wee ot mee ee tweny-four| days; line 

ee Th Lente Shatior, legitimate 18-inch bear reno ea ee
 twenty-eight 
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lent of ¢; grounds, posgagd 1 nst o- truck which would enable us to transport the 

: tig, hotels, and ion of fbus scraper and horse to fires, we were unable to 

Tvice become nationa. famous. ding use the scraper this season until the big 

complete cgystr, , a toll of $1 per per- fire in Mill Creek Canyon occurred. 

sonywill Be Teed to\Fremont Saddle. - D.3. Ranger Williams states that the grader 

«< \ -n- Ye proved a great success in building backfire 

line. This line was built during the night 

CONSERVATION and required a 3-man crew, ~ one man to hold 

(Extract from the report of the Board of the scraper, one to lead the horse, and one 

Director's Meeting of the California De- to light the way with a lantern. Three miles 3 

velopment Association held at Del Monte, of line were built with this crew in an hour 

Calif., August 9, 1926) and a half, and the line needed but very | 

little mopping up to make it a first-class 

The report submitted for Chairman backfire line; in fact, the trail was built | 

Paul Shoup of the Conservation Committee in fully as good shape as would be done by 

‘showed that the Conservation Department of the average fire fighting crew. --W.G.D. - 

the Association has been responsible for the Lassen. 

organization of sixty-two volunteer suppres— ote 

sion organizations this year. Daily fire 

bulletins have been sent out to the various FIRE HITS SOUTHERN SUBDIVIDERS 

Regional Advisory Councilmen and chambers of 

commerce. Complete cooperation has been The most costly fire in the Santa 

received from the American Legion in the Barbara National Forest this season does not 

forest fire suppression work, which has been appear in the records. The fire was started 

of great assistance. Due to the prospective by a smoker on a private subdivision in the 

fire condition that may occur during the Frazier Mountain recreational area of. the 

balance of this year, it is thought wise that Tejon District and although it burned only 

the Conservation Department conduct an educa— 13 acres the loss was around $8,500. 

tional campaign of fire prevention again this It appears that the area had been 

year. To this end it is recommended that subdivided into 25 lots which sold at high 

this organizatios sponsor the circulation of figures to Los Angeles families because they 

a petition to the State Motor Vehicle Depart— were within a little pine forest. The fire | 

ment, asking that the words "Prevent Fires" burned the trees, and every lot.owner threw 

be incorporated in all 1928 automobile li- up his contract to purchase a lot and there- 

censes as part of a Prevent Forest Fires' fore the subdividers stood to lose the amount 7 

: campaign. stated as a result of the fire, 2 

Many interesting and important matters Later another smoker fire occurred 

covering the state wide activities relating with the result that the 2,700 lot owners on 

to industrial, aeronautical publicity and the entire 800-acre subdivision have now 

kindred problems, were also taken up and formed a local chamber of commerce which, in 

disposed of at this meeting. turn, has organized fire fighting crews and 

Se has purchased equipment with which. to fight 

fires. The careless smoker is quickly spot- 

FIRE LINE MACHINERY ted and ordered to leave.-—-Santa Barbara. | 

Much has been said about using dif- 

ferent kinds of machinery for building fire WHAT PRICE COUGARS 

line. The Lassen has strongly advocated the G. E, Mitghell, Chelan 

use of the Quillen trail grader for this work. 

However, owing to delays in getting our fire Mention was made in the Service Bul
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letin of August 16 that Forest officers only one on record in the United States, the 

should record authentic facts about the memories are too fresh to be. easily for- 

mountain lion. On one of the many fires on gotten; I refer to the killing of a 14 year 

the Chelan Forest this season, evidence was old boy by a cougar near Malott, Wash., two 

found which adds a new chapter to the de- years ago. No one in this County would agree 

predations of this wily cat. with Mr, Seton that cougars should be pre- 

é In a lone canyon on the side of a served. 

steep mountain, we found where a cougar ——— 

had killed and partly eaten what appeared 

to be a year-old bear, The back of the neck PRODUCTION OF FORESTERS 

and bowels had been eaten and the rest of E. N. Munns, Washington 

the carcass left. 

It was quite evident from the tracks In a recent survey of forestry edu- 

that mother bear had disturbed the cougar's cation in the United States, it was learned 

meal because leading away from the dead that the present enrollment of forestry 

bear were cougar tracks which indicated rapid students in the Forest Schools was about 

flight. A much larger track than could have 1,800, not including a very much larger 

been made by the dead bear, followed the cou~ group who are taking forestry courses of one 

gar tracks and were spaced as to indicate kind or another. Most of the latter are 

rapid travel. those who are desirous of obtaining some 

At a distance of approximately 200 knowledge of forestry through general 

yards from the dead bear was a place where courses. Many are freshmen, among whom it is 

the grass had been trampled down over a reasonable to expect are future foresters. 

space of 100 feet across, indicating that a In the senior or graduating classes, which 

battle had followed between the cougar and include in some schools only the post—grad- 

older bear; which one ‘was victorious was not uate students, are some 250 men. According 

disclosed by the evidence. to the school reports, there have been some 

This is the first time that the writer 10,000 forestry graduates and special for+ 

ever knew of a cougar and bear "locking estry students in the 28 years since the 

horns" so to speak. But that night around first Forest School was established at Cor- 

the camp fire many tales were told of bear nell, the 10,000 including those taking short 

and cougar fighting, and the odds always courses, as at ranger schools, those enrolled 

went to the bear. in ranger schools, and in summer schools. 

I am inclined to take issue with Undoubtedly in this number are many dupli- 

Mr. Seton in regard to preserving the cougar cations. In 1912 it was estimated there 

from total destruction. While I doubt very were about 500 foresters in the United States 

much if the animals will be completely ex- with a technical training. Various estimates 

terminated for some time to come, I can see place the number of technical foresters 

no reason why they should be preserved. between 3,000 and 4,000. 

As an attraction to any particular locality oar 

they score zero, and are about as popular as 

rattlesnakes. They are seldom seen or heard Trail Markers 

and they live principally on deer and game- Robert Munro, Prescott. 

birds and rabbits, which afford real pleasure 

to tourists as well as local residents. In line with the several articles 

It has been estimated by men in Oka- concerning the use of trail markers, instead 

nogan County who have given the matter con- of blazes, it is suggested that copper nails 

siderable thought that a mature cougar will be used for attaching the markers to the 

kill from 30 to 50 deer in a season. If we trees. Many of us have seen logs discarded 

start in with a campaign to preserve cougar. at the mill after saws had been damaged by 

We might as well say "goodbye" to the deer. common nails in the log. Copper nails will 

While the incident is cited as the eliminate this trouble.
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DAILY BULLDTIN 
No. 27-107 U.S. Forest: Service November 30, 1926 

Southvesterm District 

Qne Bear Less: C. C. Wood, Biological Survey Hunter, reports the Datil 

Bulletin, recently Icilled a silver tip bear in Sim Yaten Eanyon of the 

San Mateo division, that was estimated to weigh 800 pounds. fThis is the 

largest bear killed in the patil in several yearse 

By These Signs: Show us the man who blows out the match, breaks it in 

two and drops the remains in a safe place, or who looks dowm for a moment 
for a place to throw his cigarette butt where he can crush it with his 

foot; the person who, when he is through with the camp, spends the last few 

minutes carefully digging a hole for the tin cams, and in extinguishing the 

fire, and we Imow we have met one who is considerate, courtecus and a Good 

Sport, a mn worth while to meet and to Imow. We have met the other kind, 

and you Imow them too. They are the noisy, self-satisfied, law-he-damed 
type, inconsiderate of others, discourteous to all, and poor sports gener-— 
ally (Sanbusco for November. ) 

fore _ bout German Forcstry Methods: In the Daily Bulletin of November 40 

vu.% was given concerning forest managemont of the estate of Felix von 

Bethnann-Hollweg. In that item it was intended to state that 1,500 acres 

is the maximam acreage of a ranger district and frequently arcas as smi11 

as 500 acres are divided into ranger districts. A recent Santa Fe Bulletin 
contains a more detailod statement of the management of the estate: "The 
schome of management of his forest is controlled from a profit yielding 
vierpoint. The salable value of his land is about $60.00 per acre and its 

annual crop yiclds about 2/- to 3% on the investmonts. His wood utilization 
is closcr than ours, but: the lumber utiliztion is less, The silvicultural 

practice is clear cutting and planting with scotch pine. Katural reproduc- 

tion is not profitable as it is too slow to secure full stocking. S¢loctive 

cutting is not profitable as it would spread out the cut too mch. Timber 

purchasers demand that the cut be as concentrated as possible. In the be- 

ginning a 60 year rotation was practical to produce mine timbers, but which 

did not turn out sufficiently profitable. An 80 year rotation was used and 

at present it is plamed to put a 100 year into effect which mtches the 
highest financial returns along with the peak of wood increment. Yield is 

falling off to some extent by the continuous production of pure Scotch pine. 

The needles are small and do not supply sufficient mums. He.is plaming 
to plant beech in mixture to build up the soil. All planting is spaccd suf- 

ficiently close to produce clear lengths. All tillable areas are cultivated 

for dry years. The cut is regulated on an area basis. Tach of thé 30 acres 

yields about 26,000 bd. ft. for the cut. An additional anmal cut of minar 

products, covering the forest for thinnings, discased trees, etc.,’ yields 

about 1,200 M. convertcd.into bd. ft.” 

Field: Hussey (Crook) . 

Detail: Scott (Gila) DO 
acting: Randles ‘
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LISTEN TO 
Radio talk on Grizzly Bears of Alaska at Home—W. J. Z. 

and Blue network Dec, 11th, 1931 at 2:30 P.M. Eastern Stand-



The Grizzly and Brown Bears 

of Alaska at Home 
In a series of Radio Talks over WEAF and red network of stations, 

August, 1930, under the auspices of the 

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MAMMALOGISTS 

; By 

JoHN M. Hotzwortu, Chairman 

THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE PROTECTION AND PRESERVATION 
OF THE ALASKAN BROWN AND GRIZZLY BEARS 

Author of 

“Tre Witp Grizziies or ALASKA” 

NUMBER ONE 

a. the Pioneer days—days of the or perhaps the amiability, when 
Covered Wagon, the elk, ante- unmolested, of these great bears. 

lope and the lordly bison browsed They comport themselves with 
and grazed over the wide open majestic dignity, possess an insat- 
ranges, in vast herds of uncount-  jiable curiosity, and exercise a cun- 
able thousands. Too late we awoke ning intelligence that often outwits 
to find them slaughtered almost to the seasoned great game hunter. 
complete extinction. You will, of course, want to see 

And now—the wild grizzlies, the big bears in action. And so, to 
and the big brown bears of Alaska get the proper background for the 
are the last of our characteristic, picture, I shall sketch in rapidly 
American Great Game Animals. the awe-inspiring grandeur of the 

To the lovers of fair play, in snow clad peaks and jungle-choked 
whose blood flows the heritage of foothills where the greatest fight- 
our pioneer fore-fathers, our mes- ing animal of America has his last 
sage today has a special appeal. Por fighting chance. This is the area— 
the wild grizzlies are akin to our the grizzly’s natural habitat— 
intrepid pioneers, with a similar which the American Society of 
spirit of dauntless courage and ab- Mammalogists hope to have the 
solute fearlessness in the face of national Government set aside as 
overwhelming odds. a permanent sanctuary for the 

That this is so we shall try to wild grizzlies of Alaska. Admi- 
prove by transmitting a true de- ralty Island and Chicagof Island 
scription of what the sensitive film lie off the southeastern coast. Ad- 
has recorded in the movie camera, miralty approximates ninety miles 
leaving you to judge the ferocity, in length and forty miles in width. 

J



| Fifty miles of its length form a During part of the year the sun 
| peninsula separated from the main- shines for almost 20 hours a day, 

| land by a water-channel, two to developing in the low-lands a 
| five miles wide, knownas Seymour dense and almost impenetrable 

| Canal. On an indented cove off the jungle. The worst of this growth 
| Island coast, one hundred miles is the thorny Devil-club, whose 

from the nearest habitation, stands cactus-like spikes tear the clothes 
| the solitary cabin of Mr. Allen and spear the flesh with wounds 

Hasselborg, self-educated scientist that fester, unless the thorns are_ 
i and intrepid hunter, who was my quickly removed. To impede one’s 

companion on the expeditions into progress further, century-old trees 
those islands. ~ lie prostrate, like giant jack-straws. 

This hermit of Admiralty isan At times it is necessary to hew the 
interesting and genuine Trader way through the timber and jungle 
Horn, and his life story, his mode with a hatchet, consuming hours to 
of living and his attitude toward advance a few yards. Once out of 
bears, civilization, bureaucrats, and this tropic-like jungle growth, we 

| women, will form part of future come to the powerful, swift-flow- 
| talks. ing mountain torrents, whose wat- 

| The Indian name for Admiralty ers are fed from ancient glaciers, 
Island was Kutzn’hu, which means choking the vast gorges where 
bears’ fort. Up the creeks of the towering mountains have been split 
Island the Indians clandestinely asunder. Seven to ten thousand feet 

| made distilled liquor, safe from the in height, these majestic mountains 
eyes of revenue officers in the early form the background of the islands, 

| mining days. They sold the prod- their snow-crowned peaks rise like 
| uct of the stills to the prospectors enormous teeth against the sky 
| and miners, who called it ‘““Hoochi- line. The rumble of thunder 

noo likker.”” Jack London, Robert among those peaks expresses for 
| W. Service, and other writers of physical nature the same aloofness 
| Alaskan life, made the word hooch toward humanity as the lordly 

famous, and in Volsteadian Amer- grizzly’s throated growl—an ut- 
ica the term has come to have a_ terance of disdain at the sight or 
wider meaning. It has traveled far scent of a mere man. The grizzly 

| from its birth place, Admiralty has been endowed with a fabled 
Island, the fort of the grizzlies. ferocity. But while he is, indeed, 

The Island is unfrequented, ex- the Heavy Weight Champion of 
cept for occasional renegade In- the Animal World, like a human 
dians and naturalist-hunters, like champion, he fights only whenchal- 
myself. My first trip there was  lenged. In his actions, as revealed 
made during the season of the sal- on the sensitive movie-film, he ac- 
mon runs; the bears were wont to cords the hunter as much consid- 
catch a few salmon, and then re- eration as Gene Tunney would 
tire to the mountain slopes to feast give to the challenge of a Bantam 
on the luscious berries from heavily Weight. He has a man-made tra- 
laden bushes. dition to live up to. He seems to 
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know it, and he is often amusing hundred feet of speedy action | 
in his actions to preserve his dig- against a picturesque background, 
nity, sustain his reputation for photographed in natural colors, 
being a “‘tough guy,” and at the revealing the flashing white spray | 
same time leave the presence which from the blue-green water, as the 
seems to bore him, but can never frightened fish dart in rushing 
scare nor daunt him. masses right and left; the varying | 

So now for our first of several tones of dense jungle, the tawny, 
episodes, taking only what the  silver-tipped grizzlies leaping in 
camera reveals, and leaving you to happy pursuit of their breakfast, 
judge for yourselves of the ferocity, then retiring in dignity on their 
indifference or amiability of what own private trail back into the se- 
has been so often called ‘‘the most clusion of the dense jungle. An- 
ferocious of American big-game other day and another episode with 
animals.’’ Here we haveatumbling miles of thorny Devil-club at the 
mountain torrent, sliding over a  stream-side on our left, boulders to. 
sand and gravel bar at twelve miles clamber over at the right, and your 
an hour. The water over the bar choice of a scratching and stabbing 
is eight to ten inches deep. Salmon on the left side or an icy bath to 
coming up the river to spawn, dampen your ardor on the right. 
slither over that sand bar by the We had a sufficient taste of both. 
hundreds each minute, their back At length we came to a broad 
fins out of water, their lashing tails and shallow pool where we could 
showering a continuous, sun-lit see moving ribbons of water indi- 
spray to the matted growth that cating that the salmon were work- 

shadows the river banks. Suddenly ing their way up stream. Arrang- 

bounding out of the jungle, not ing the cameras so they were 

fifty feet from where we lie con- screened by the overhanging 
cealed behind a fallen tree, two big branches at the side of the pool. 
grizzlies prance over the gravel bar, we awaited the appearance of His 
like a pair of chummy school boys Royal Highness. Our patience was 
on their first day of vacation, bub- not put to a severe test, as within 
bling over with enthusiasm. Down a minute or two we sighted a griz- 
into the mass of moving salmon ly on the opposite bank some dis- 
plunge the great paws in an effort tance off in the fast running water 
to pin down a big fish. Wiser than of the upper stream. In leisurely 
human fisherman, a bear’s failure fashion he sauntered toward us in 
to make a catch is never followed the direction of the pool, which 
by disappointment. Another frol- undoubtedly was a favorite fish- 
icsome leap to one side, and an- ing spot. Upon reaching the bank 
other lunge among the fish; down almost opposite our location he 

goes the head and snout into the hesitated and sniffed the air sus- 
water, and up it comes with a huge piciously. As the wind was 
wriggling salmon firmly clutched blowing in our direction we be- 
in the mighty teeth. lieved that he had not caught our 

So the reel continues: Two scent, yet he felt the presence of 
3



something unusual. Rising to his Our message to you is primarily 

full height of nearly nine feet, he of the great bears. Yet perhaps you 

peered across the pool, and then will agree that the majestic gran- 
dropping upon all fours, slowly deur of these Alaskan mountains, 

started to diminish the fifty feet the awesome vastness of the wild 

| between himself and the sound of country, the great fallen cedars, the 

the camera motor in operation. In powerful force of rushing torrents, 
the middle of the stream he again the mighty surge and ceaseless rest- 

rose up, certain of our location but lessness of the angry seas, century- 

| undecided what to do. The cam- old glaciers, mountainous icebergs 
era film records as fine a look of —all these make a fitting habitat 

disdain as a gifted actor could reg- for the last of the big American 

ister, as he slowly dropped to all great-game animals. 

i fours in the pool, leisurely walked The Japanese have cleverly 
| back over the route he had come, learned to stunt the growth of trees 

and, with a last bored look at the while preserving their physical 
brink of the pool, made his way characteristics. In a forest of these 

into the deep jungle. stunted trees, a small mouse ap- 
Delighted with the register of pears as a giant wholly out of 

human characteristics which we keeping with his environment. So 
had just recorded on the film, we with these wild grizzlies of Alaska. 

| were startled by the sound of a Here, in the woods of our country- . 
heavy body crashing through the side, these majestic giants would be 

{ jungle on our side. Scarcely five out of proportion. Nature has cre- 
| yards from us a big brown bear ated in the Islands of the North 
| broke out of the massed tangle and Pacific Ocean a refuge and sanc- 
{ started fishing in the pool. His first tuary—big, wide, wild, and mag- 
| effort to pin down a fish met with nificent—a fitting habitat for the 
| failure. Then he dropped his body biggest, strongest, gamest, fighting 

down in an effort to hold a fish champion of the animal kingdom, 
| against the bed of the stream while of which he is the lordly monarch. 

| we enjoyed his fruitless efforts to In his behalf, I ask your co-opera- 
| feel underneath his body with his tion in saving these great game ani- 

right paw, and to locate a tooth- mals from ruthless slaughter and 
| some salmon— which was not certain extinction, unless protective 
{ there. With a look of chagrin, he laws are restored and a sanctuary 
j arose and again made a leap amid provided where they may be pro- 
| the moving horde of salmon. A_ tected and preserved. The mighty 

i quick turn of his head brought out grizzly asks odds of no one. We 
a big Sey which eee plead to give him a fighting chance. 

} to carry back into the jungle. 
\ Three hundred feet more of char- NUMBER TWO 

acteristic action revealed his intelli- Last week I sketched for you the 
| gence. skill, persistency and a re- Alaskan home of the grizzly— 
| sourceful ability to obtain what he that wild and characteristic coun- 
| wanted. try which the Society of American 
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Mammalogists wish to have set about two months old. She does 
aside as a sanctuary for these bears. not leave them even to secure food 
In future talks we shall give you and water. There she lives all win- 
the life story of the grizzly, and ter on the layers of fat she has ac- 
some thrilling episodes in the pho- cumulated by many dinners of fish 
tography of bears with the moving and berries. On this fat she has 
picture camera. It seems fitting to nourished both herself and her 
begin this biography of the grizzly cubs. Perhaps it is mother love 
bear with his baby days. that keeps her with them seques- 

Along in January or February, _ tered fully a month after male griz- 
within the den where Mrs. Grizzly zlies have emerged from their hi- 
Bear has slept during the cold of bernating quarters. Perhaps she 
early winter, the baby bears are knows intuitively that food is 
born. Sometimes there is but one scarce—the babies would be a suc- | 
baby, oftener there are twins or culent mouthful for a hungry vis- 
triplets. Occasionally four baby itor. The male bear, whether fath- | 
bears may make up the litter. er or stranger, is cannibalistic. He 

Bear cubs are very tiny at birth. would probably kill the cubs and 
The average human baby weighs eat them. 
from 7 to 10 pounds; the average Permit me to introduce Mrs. 
grizzly weighs at birth but one to Grizzly Bear and her interesting 
two pounds. Yet the full grown family. This little black cub, full 
animal weighs up to 1,200 pounds, of mischief as a kitten and as clever 
some even 1,600. The contrast be- as a terrier, is Johnny Bear. This 
tween the infant and adult grizzly brown-haired youngster is little 
is almost unbelievable. The ten- Miss Susie. As with humans, there 
inch baby grows into the 8 to 9 may be a family resemblance, but 
foot giant whose size and strength they are not necessarily of the same 
have helped to give him the repu- complexion. I have often seen in 
tation of a killer and a man-eater. the same litter cubs totally unlike 

When born they are blind as each other or their mother. They | 
kittens, toothless, almost hairless may be black, brown or gray, black 
for about two weeks, and extreme- tipped with silver, cream, tan, 
ly helpless. The mother coils her- mousecolor, cinnamon, golden yel- 
self around the cubs and keepsthem low. Yet they are all members of 
almost as much enfolded in her the Grizzly family. | 
deep, soft fur as though they were Susie and Johnny grow rapidly 
marsupials, like the opossum ba- after emerging from their den. By 
bies or the infant kangaroo in the the end of August they will weigh | 
mother’s abdominal pouch. It is 200 to 400 pounds apiece. | 
not easy to study wild grizzly ba- Mrs. Bear is solicitous about her | 
bies, but the families born in our offspring. Not only does she defend | 
Zoos have aided greatly in our them from other bears but she also | 
knowledge. rears them with due regard for ra- 

The mother bear keeps close cial dignity and decorum. Bear eti- | 
within the den until her cubs are quette is a serious question. I shall 
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have more to say ina future talk on of danger she will call them a 
bears about their circumspection warning “Woof.” And the cub 
and observance of form and con- who does not obey instantly re- 
vention. ceives a swift, decisive and effective 

The mother bear starts early box on the ear. Her sense of smell 
with the education of Johnny and warns her that man is approaching. 
Susie. She is not at all modern in She takes no chances. Urged on by 
her methods. She has never studied spanks and prodding, the young- 
child psychology. She brings up _ sters are rushed into safety. 
her children strictly in accord with Cubs are so full of life, curiosity 
the old Puritan adage—‘‘spare the and mischief that the mother bear 
spank and spoil the cub.”’ Like the is continually trying to slap some 
human mother her earliest interest sense into them. Baby bears are 
is in their physical welfare—they especially inclined to be curious, a 
must be kept safe and be well nour- quality they share with their elders 
ished. It is a touching sight to see as well as with us humans. But 
the big bear—as I have on count- when they have attained size and 
less occasions—catch fish, tear them wisdom, a bear adds wariness to 
apart with her claws and give the curiosity. Not so with the cubs. 
youngsters the choice portions. She When any new or interesting ob- 
feeds the cubs from her paws as you ject appears on their mental hori- 
have seen many a mother give her zon. they want to investigate— 
baby orange juice from a spoon. they want to see what and why 

Just as human is her impatience, and how it is. Such an object I was 
later on, when the cubs grow older to many cubs when they first saw 
and begin to be naughty, as do me with my moving picture cam- 
their little boy and girl prototypes. era. During my second visit to Ad- 
Her children are often troublesome, miralty Island, Hasselborg and I 
but she does not hesitate to cuff started out one day toward Wind- 
them and spank them when they fall Harbor. Within half a mile 
don’t behave. It’s laughable to we saw a large brown bear with 
watch. Many times, standing on her two young cubs. As we 
slippery rocks in or near the stream, caught sight of them they had just 
where the slightest change of bal- secured a fish which they were tak- 
ance would mean an icy bath or— _ ing into the brush. I heard them 
what would have been worse, the fight and growl over it. Table 
immersion or damage to the cam- manners were evidently not taught 
era, I have almost yielded to the by this mother. We crouched 
impulse to throw back my head down behind a log, the wind 
and laugh aloud at the antics of blowing our scent away from them 
mischievous Brother and Sister so they would not take alarm. 
Bear, and at their mother’s deter- Soon they came out of the brush 
mined punishing at the first intima- about fifty yards away. Walking 
tion of disobedience. on another big log they started up 

Fear for her babies is her strong- the creek. So we left our cover and 
est quality at this time. At a hint sneaked after them. There they 
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were about 25 yards off. I was Golden Gate Zoo in San Francisco. 
ahead with the camera, ready to Mr. Hasselborg sent them there as 
start photographing when they cubs. Once the male escaped, to the 
discovered me. What was that great delight of the newspapers, 
creature with the queer contraption which headlined the news, and to 
making steady noises? They were the terror of the inhabitants—A 
three very curious and interested wild bear at large in the city! A 
bears. They took their time look- mounted policeman was sent out to 
ing me over, studying me. Then shoot-him on sight. Fortunately 
they finally, and with several back- for the bear, his keeper found him % 
ward looks, slowly went into the first and coaxed him back. The | 
brush. If young bears are not bribe for this wild creature was - 
frightened they will always inves- bread and milk. peaiteacs | 
tigate anything new or strange. Recently papers published a 

I have always wished that I photograph of Bird Island in 
could send these youngsters a copy Great Salt Lake near Ogden, Utah, 
of their picture, and could thank which President Hoover has just 
them for helping me to record for set aside as a sanctuary in perpetu- 
mankind so striking an instance of ity for.birds. Conservation is a 
the grizzly’s curiosity. national necessity. It is becoming 

According to Kipling, “The fe- more and more widely considered 
muale of the species is more deadly as it becomes more vitally neces- 
than the male.’”’ This is certainly sary. If we have aroused your in- 
true of grizzly mothers, alarmed _ terest in these colossal creatures in 
for their cubs. It does not hold the Alaskan wilds and have created 
good, however, with the cubs a desire to save them from ruthless 
themselves. Little Susie is far more slaughter, we are gaining in our ef- 
tractable and gentle than is Master forts to influence Congress to lay 
Johnny Bear. Here is an incident aside these islands as an inviolate 
in proof of this statement: sanctuary for the protection and 

Several years ago, Mr. Hassel- preservation of the Alaskan bears. 
borg told me, he killed a large fe- Permit me to leave with you, in 
male with two cubs. He captured conclusion, a word picture of this 
the female cub but the male ran region, taken from the moving 
away. He carried the little one picture film as recorded in our cam- 
back to his boat where she was very _ eras. ‘ 
docile and drank without hesita- “A vast island country of wild | 
tion, the milk he offered her. Later areas, surrounded by awesome seas. | 
he went back and with difficulty Everywhere irresistible strength of 
captured the other cub. This male tidal power, dashing against lofty 
was partially tamed after much ef- cliffs. Waterfalls, cascading from 
fort. The first cub was a pet from peaks of perpetual snow—roaring 
the beginning, and fed from his rapids, plunging through mighty 
hand. If you want to see these gorges between stupendous cliffs. 
two grizzlies, you will find them Huge rocks arising from these rush- 
as adult 1,200 pound bears in the ing torrents, jutting like menacing 
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teeth to grind the venturesome Last week I spoke of baby bears, 

traveler. Always in the back- and we left the cubs, Susie and 

ground, tower the lofty mountains. Johnnie bear, as they emerged 

There, tier on tier for unnumbered from their winter quarters with 
centuries, they have witnessed the their mother to spend their summer 

bawling fury of the elements, and splashing in the salmon streams, 
yet remain silent with the wisdom eating berries by the pawful from 
of the ages. the luxuriant berry patches of 

“Tn the lowlands we find boul- Alaska, romping as babies of all 
ders of great magnitude. Mighty kinds seem to frolic. 
trees of venerable age lie prostrate, As growing boys and girls, the 

tossed in a tangled mass like giant grizzly bears are full of life, mis- 

jack-straws by the fury of the ele- chief and interest in the world 

| ments—surely a fitting habitat for around them. They romp, they 

the wild grizzlies and brown bears wrestle and fight, they steal each 

of Alaska.” other’s breakfast, just as human 
youngsters might do. I have taken 

NUMBER THREE hundreds of feet of movies showing 
young grizzlies, but many of the 

The protective laws for the most interesting experiences hap- 
Grizzly and Brown Bears of Alas- pened at night, when I was unable 
ka have been almost completely re- to photograph them. 

pealed. One night I was asleep in a cave 
A prominent Alaskan summed on the shore of an Alaskan Island. 

up the situation in a sentence: A steady splashing thump, thump 
“The entire matter is a case of woke me, there was no questioning 

Sheepmen trying to get free graz- that heavy sound, it was a bear. 
ing lands, and the beat isdoomed.”” There had been tracks up and 
Like the Villain in the old melo- down the shore at the very edge of 
drama, the Sheepman’s trail is the cave. I reached for the gun and 
found, wherever there are lurid and __ felt to see if there were cartridges in 
unverified stories aimed to break it, next I heard a great growling 
down bear protection. The laws and splashing that made a formid- 
for the protection of these bears able din in the night. There must 
should be restored. The twoislands be more than one bear. Looking 

* of Admiralty and Chicagof should forth, I could make out their 
| be set aside as Sanctuaries. The shapes, three ghost-like figures in a 

land is not good for grazing, but it twilght setting like Northern ice 
| is the natural habitat of these mag- floes. I saw a mother bear and two 

'  nificent animals, the last of our yearling cubs, about two-thirds her 
great game. To secure your inter- size. There was a splashing as they 
est in this matter is the purpose of dived for salmon in the foot-deep 
these talks as well as to portray the water. Apparently one of the cubs 
grizzly truly and to instil in the caught a fish for the other dashed 
hearts of young America the love over to him.: 
of wild life. Then the growling and bawling 
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reached a crescendo as the two went boss. They made a dive for the 
at each other in a regular rough creek. Evidently Mother hadn’t 
and tumble fight; splashing in the taught them how to fish for they 
water, rolling in the sand, they couldn’t catch one. They tried 
fought it out in earnest. One felt again and again, splashing noisily 
that he was defending his rights, and growling with disappoint- 
hadn’t he caught that fish? But ment. By this time I had started 
the other would not back down. one movie camera, my old friend 
The mother bear took no part in Allen Hasselborg, companion of 
the fight; finally one got a trim- many of my adventures, started 
ming for he ran off to Mother, ap- the other camera. It didn’t take 
parently to tell how brother John- those bears more than a minute 
ny had stolen his fish. After an to discover whence the noise of 
interim they went peacefully back the two motors came, but aside 
to fishing again; human boys act from standing up once or twice to 
in the same way every day. get a better look and giving me a 

But the most thrilling and inter- saucy stare or two and a growl 
esting experience I have ever had thrown in, they paid no more at- 
was with a young bear I called tention than if we were the mud 
Peck’s Bad Boy. He and his broth- beneath their feet. But they con- 
er were Pals, for when they leave tinued to miss fish, and perhaps. 
their mother the young bears of a like all fishermen it made them 
family often stay together for a peevish to have on-lookers see their 
season, sharing experiences as a_ lack of skill. 
band of boys might do. They have Finally the Peck’s Bad Boy of 
a leader, and they stick together the family, the one with the collar, 
with a fine sense of comradeship. came thrashing up the stream to- 
These two youngsters had perhaps ward us. He stopped at about 20 
been kicked out by their mother, yards, stood up on his hind feet in 
for two year olds usually travel the stream and looked us over care- | 
with the old lady. However they fully. Then with a huff he joined 
had escaped from Mother’s apron Little Brother on the opposite bank 
string, they looked and acted the and went into a huddle with him, | 
part of two rough guys who didn’t with much groaning and moaning. 
care “nothing for nobody.’ They Then they went into the jungle. 
walked as if they had chips on their Usually that would have been the 
shoulders, and they showed a lack last of them, had they been nor- 
of careful bringing up, unusual in mally well behaved and well edu- 
cubs, for the mother as a rule has cated bears. But these apparently 
cuffed them into obedience and had had no bringing up. They 
manners long before they are this were just toughs off the street. Ob- 
size. The leader of the gang hada viously, they had gone into the | 
distinctive and distinguished collar bush for a final conference. There | 
of whitish hair around his neck. was more growling and huffing, 
Perhaps it was the only collar in then the lad with the collar came __ 
the family and he kept it as the right out ina little open space, well ; 
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| up from the shore. He didn’t let I turned around. There was the 
. on that he was out there to give us Old Man with the double barreled 

the once over again. Perhaps he rifle at his shoulder. His long 
| was seeing how big our gang was _ whiskers were sticking straight out 
| and sizing up our strength. He and there was a grim look on his 

manoeuvered around in an aimless face. No wonder Bad Boy had te- 
way, then back he went to his treated from that face and those 
brother in the bushes. Evidently epithets! I simply lay down and 
brother told him he would have to had a good laugh. 
start, and finish, everything for “Laugh, laugh,” said the Old 

r himself, for when they came out, Man. ‘Next time I’ll keep hold of 
Brother strolled leisurely down the the camera and take a picture of 
creek while the white collar lad you wrestling with one.” 

; started the 30 yard journey toward “What was wrong with him 
t us in a straight line, gathering that he acted as he did?” I asked. 
{ steam as he came. It looked very “Oh, he was just bull-headed 
. ‘well through the finder of the cam- and didn’t know any better. I kept 
| era and of course he didn’t look so _ the color camera going until he was 

close nor so big as he would have within 15 feet. Then something 
had I taken a moment to see what had to be done ina hurry.” 
really was going on. The pair of rowdies strolled 

The next thing I heard was the away as if nothing had happened. 
rattle of my other fine camera as “They didn’t never have a prop- 
the old man tossed it on the gravel er bringing up,” said the Old Man. 
shore edge. ‘‘Go back there, you and his explanation probably ac- 
fool,” he said sternly. ‘“‘Go back counts for it, for the grizzly nor- 
or I'll shoot.” mally does not charge unless pro- 

He was talking not to me, but to voked. He feels both fear and 
the bear. It was a theory he had, indifference toward man. 
which I had seen work on other On another occasion the Old 
occasions. Man and I were taking a trip to 

Peck’s Bad Boy did not know Baranof Island in his little skiff 
the King’s English, but preceding with an outboard motor. Our pro- 
and following the old Man’sCom- visions for the trip, which might 
mand was a de luxe edition of epi- last several days, were a few slices 
thets expressed with such feeling of bacon, a couple of tins of vege- 
and emphasis that even the bear tables, hard tack and some tea. 

} could understand them. The Old Man believed in a simple 
The blur on my camera finder diet. On one night I came back to 

stopped suddenly. I looked up, the the boat after a chase taking pic- 
bear was almost touching me. tures ashore. Supper was upper- 
Then Mr. Bad Boy with the white most in my mind. The Old Man 
collar retraced his steps with an at- had a can of corn warming on a 
tempt at a swagger, down the creek little fire at the edge of the water. 
to join his brother who had been When I suggested a slice or two of 
an interested onlooker. bacon, he replied that we could not 
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have too many courses. So the corn the salmon are running upstream . 3 Pp 
it was, with some hard tack and to spawn. At such times I have 
tea. seen the fish so thick they almost 

As darkness came on, the Old knock one down, crossing the 
Man slept on the boat which ac- stream. Master Bear goes to the 
commodated but one. I took a berry patches and sweeps his paw 
blanket to sleep on shore. I was across them for a handful, licking 
dozing when I heard a pounding them off when they are soft and 
of feet like race horses on the home ‘ipe. He uses his paws like hands. 
stretch. It was bears, evidently He works hard for his dinner, dig- 
faghicaed od on as co : ee = le Se. pulled m ead under the blanket , 

and lay gees The pounding grew heavy rocks for a oar ae = 
nearer. I realized I was in a bear 4 mouse or a taste of slugs ani 
trail, grabbed the double-barreled ore He ee es roots of the oe 
rifle and yelled “What's all this tooth violet and anemone. e 
noise fica piques his appetite with the bitter 

“Sounds like a flock of bears,’ Sharpness of skunk cabbage. He is 

came the reply from the safety of 2 hearty eater and not too fastid- 
the boat. Our voices told the bears pe oo pe ee 
that they were running into and 2° ‘ S 

not away from something. so chy Milt Of Bg game and cate” Se 
Cie ia Te Castes a one sige ou suspect him of having killed it 
Se oe of relief, I'rolled up in The bee is, except in Ne rarest 
eS ae eee instances, enjoying the carcas that 

ut in the night some geese some one else has killed. Many 
honked continuously and kept me things conspire to give him a black 
awake until late. Clouds of mur- oye. “But as Theodore Roosevelt 
derous mosquitoes droned around, said’ in his Hunting Trips of a 
buzzing, biting and burrowing Ranchman, “A grizzly will fight 

through the threadbare blanket only if wounded or cornered, or, 
which I had pulled over me. at least, if he thinks himself cor- 

Like any human boy, the boy  nered.”’ 
grizzlies, and girls, too, love to And Dr. Hornaday says, ‘“The 
paddle in the water, they romp, Grizzly temper is defensive, not of- 
and sport; they fish, chase gulls fensive.’’ It is to give these fine 
and tease beavers, they fight and animals a fair show that the Amer- 
squabble, they are loyal to their ican Society of Mammalogists has 
comrades, protecting each other petitioned Congress to set aside 
while they spend their boyhood _ these Alaskan Islands of Admiralty 
and girlhood days together. and Chicagof as a Sanctuary. If 

In no way is the grizzly lad you are interested write to your 
nearer to the human than in his Congressman and the United States 
big appetite, he gorges on fish, and Senate Committee on Wild Life 
there are plenty to be had when Resources, Washington, D. C. 
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What Scientists, Writers and Reviewers Think of 

The Wild Grizzlies of Alaska 
Published by G. P. Putnam’s Sons, New York 

By JoHN M. HoizwortH 

DR. C. HART MERRIAM STEWART EDWARD 

Research Associate Smithsonian Institu- WHITE 
tion. Former Lirecten of U. S. Author and Conservationist 

74 Pe See “You have produced a most ex- 
I want to congratulate you on traordinary and interesting book. 

your bear book—both text and Your pictures are beyond all praise 
illustrations. You realize of course __perfectly astounding — and | 
that you are the only man in the congratulate you on the collection. 
world who could write such a lebave read thettex tw ithe thie 
book, besides being the only one keenest interest throughout and 
in possession of such a splendid ust say that 1 am delighted to 

BeTTeS, of actual photographs. find that your extensive experience 
_ After having read your manu- yas corroborated my own and the 

script, I have read the book with views that I have gathered from 
renewed interest and pleasure. The 4” 
array of facts from actual field ob- 
servation that you have brought 
together must stand eternally as a Lpeese eA PUBLIC 
unique contribution to the life his- 
tory of these animals and also as a “The Holzworth book amounts 
monument to your perseverance.’’ to an almost startling record of a 

cameraman who has faced both 
grizzlies and brown bears at from 

DR. WM. T. HORNADAY fifteen to a hundred feet and never 
Eisinent Neo Oe Oe has been hurt. He tells of ‘shoot- 
Eminen. aturalist an riter. ormer 1 z ae . 
Director New York Zoological Park ne literally dozens of bears with 

is cameras under the most hair- 
“Mr. Holzworth has had amaz- raising conditions. He photo- 

ingly interesting contacts with the graphed them fishing for salmon. 
Alaskan Brown Bear and the Griz- wandering in the brush, running 
zly. He has given us the most won- from man and playing. Eighty- 
derful bear lore and bear pictures, four remarkable illustrations tell 
that ever came out of Alaska—so the story even more vividly than 
far as we are aware. His book is the words of the narrative, which 
delightfully written, and it is as are largely in the form of field 
fresh as a mountain breeze. Read notes and diaries, complete and de- 
it! and study its pictures. It is all tailed. They are the most start- 
worth while.” ling bear pictures we've ever seen, 
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and the movies Mr. Holzwortn _ borg is well portrayed, and his con- 
took must be even more breath- tribution of a ‘consternation of re- 
taking. In that field alone Holz- sources’ to describe a tangled mass 
worth, in our opinion, outranks of fallen timber deserves a place in 
even Martin Johnson, of African the vocabulary of every conserva- 
fame, for Holzworth got his pic-  tionist. 
tures in the open, with no other “Mr. Holzworth’s defense of the 
protection than down trees and grizzly is a greatly needed and 
brush, and no other safety than most timely work and should ac- 
Old Al Hasselborg, the philoso- complish much to convince a na- 
pher of Admiralty Island, and his  ture-loving public that the Alaska 
rifle... . grizzlies do not deserve unrestricted 

“The Holzworth book amounts _ slaughter.” 
to an epic, with the text really sup- Dr. N. E. ANTHoNny, 
plementing the pictures, but in it- American Museum of 
self telling a corking good yarn of Natural History. 
daily adventure in the heart of one 
of the most ‘beary’ regions of the CHARLOTTE, N. C., NEWS 
world.” HAL BORLAND. # z 

How would you like to face a 
THE NEW YORK quartette of huge Alaskan bears, 
HERALD TRIBUNE gnashing their jaws, within two 

“Mr. Holzworth has an un- beat jumps’ distance, with no pro- 
usual capacity for sympathy with tection but a movie camera and two 
his subjects, and the bears appar- cartridges in your rifle? Or to dan- 
ently never take undue advantage gle on the face of a precipice 2,000 
of the confidence he reposes in feet above floating icebergs with Scare nothing but a slipping left toe to 

“But do not allow the modesty Support you? : 
of Mr. Holzworth to persuade you Or to trek through the snow 
that his work with the grizzlies has Of an Alaskan blizzard, your trail 
been common-place or dull. His lost for days and eight out of 
book is replete with thrilling close- ¢leven of your pores dead of star- 
ups of big bears, with intimate per- vation and cold? 
sonal contacts when bear and man These, and a score of other 
are literally face to face. He is tales are to be found in “The Wild 
above all else a friend of the bear Grizzlies of Alaska,’ a book which 
and no onecan read his book with- thrillingly portrays the high ad- out being impressed by this fact. Venture of a hunter-naturalist in 
Add to this quality a love and ap- the wilderness regions of the sub- 
preciation for the natural beauties Arctic Alaska. of Alaska, and an_ ever-present The mantle of Charles Sheldon 
sense of humor, and we find that and other great hunter-naturalists 
this champion of a threatened spe- Of the past has fallen upon John 
cies is well equipped to plead his Holzworth’s shoulders. 
case. The character of old Hassel- Dr. W. P. CUMMING, 
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From The Saturday Review of Literature, May 2, 1931 Z 

Tue WiLp Grizziies or ALASKA 

. By Joun M. HorzwortH 

Reviewed by Doctor WituiAM T. Hornapay, Eminent Naturalist and Writer. 
Former Director of New York Zoological Park 

G. P. Putnam’s Sons, New York. 

OR twenty-five years and more we virtual extermination of those big brown 

have been awaiting the arrival of and grizzly bears. 
a worth-while book on the big ies EK 

brown and grizzly bears of Alaska. At : ‘ 
last it has arrived, by the strong right Now, into ais Ont Ne a the 
arm and battery of cameras of Mr. John zoologists of the States flatly decline to 
M. Holzworth. It portrays the high ad- accede any bear extermination proposals 

ventures of a big he-man in a big and ae oe Holewor es be Satay 
rough country, in quest of sociability a os Alncka.”” with S The eh ont 
with the biggest carnivorous animals of Zes- 9. a ‘Al deat this eieenieeetak ee there ponndistor om cure Ams, made a close ranges. 
pound and those Alaskan bears com- Some of those pictures were made at a 

+ : open-air and level-ground distance o 

b Pletal) ou the lions and tigers of from ten to thirty feet—usually with 

‘We rejoice in the fact that an Ameri- {Be (bear in, the case, standing up ama 
can has thus explored for, and exploited bears made any demonstration that even 
known bear monsters of Alaska. We re- resembled hostility, or a charge’! po 
joice exceedingly * that Mr. Holzworth SE ae Ga aulun mat believe al) Ge these 
went <outbonleneceny tfaeavaventaiag snot hair-raising stories of close-ups-without- 

to shoot up a lot of bears, but to photo- BO etc uOr Or Dea pictuteS: 
graph them, at all sorts of hair-raising The overland trip through ‘Chichiloon foe CRUE ee olden hat thd Pass, after cariboo, sheep, and incidental 
ne tee noe back ay etm dod. of bears was a savage and desperate under- 

; taking. It shows the seamy side of 
ocular proofs, which nobody can deny, z 
of the mentality, temperaments. and et Ae ae ae 

pee 150 big griz- awful experiences as those? Out of the 
Z Foe ee ie eee eect ev eNe Back horses taken along, eight 

down to the bour of the appearance of Ee eS es ceeen ae : 
this book, many persons in Alaska had Z 
portrayed the colossal Alaskan brown , We heartily commend this book and 
bear as a very savage and dangerous citi- its Pictures, and Mr. Holzworth to the 
zen, ready to attack unprovoked and ‘eader and his allies. After a long run 
maim or kill innocent travelers. The Of nauseating news of the doings of 
stories told were backed up by actual peoples in India, China, and Russia, this 

records of men attacked, and either terri- breezy book about the clean, wholesome, 
bly mauled, or killed. and well behaved big bears of Alaska 

is good to take the bad taste of that 
eye ee foreign news out of one’s mouth. As a 

first-hand contribution to the psychology 
On the strength of the evil reputation of the ‘most wonderful bears of the 

thus created, strong demands have quite world, this is a volume of permanent 
recently been made in Alaska for the value.
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One of the largest Alaska brown bears ever killed. Killed on Unimak Island by Dr. J. Wylie Anderson of Denver in 1910 

ki O taking \Jut the Sportsman’s 
: Claims in Alask Harry McGuire aims 1n aSKa 

SB Gyqt IS time that the Alaska bear situation was The old regulations set a season limit of September 1 to 
ia removed from the field of controversy and special June 20. The new law provides absolutely no closed season 
bea ted pleading, and put on a basis of fact. Then we can for a resident, except in certain areas where the season is 
Ls Sa) decide what we’re going to do about it. The regu- September 1 to June 20. And both the old and new regu- 
lations put into effect July 1, 1930, have at least served the lations allow a resident to kill any number of bears when- 
purpose of bringing home to sportsmen all over the world ever he judges them to be dangerous “to persons or prop- 
the true status of the bear in Alaska; and now from all the — erty.” 
evidence that has been brought in we ought to be able to build Plainly, the new regulations have taken all legal bars away 
a policy that will be fair to all— from the resident who wants to 
including the bear. But, first, we kill bears. So much for the ca- 
must glance over some recent de- mouflage about the new law giv- 
velopments in the situation. ing more protection than the 

Certain writers who resent Sham Protection for the Alaska old. We may as well face the 
any criticism of the Biological Brown Bear fact that as long as a resident | 
Survey have made an endeavor : can kill as many bears as he 
to prove that the brown bear has The immense Wao de bears of Alaska, wants to—the only provision be- 
adequate protection under the eee are not only the largest bears but ing that he convince himself the 

- also the largest carnivorous quadrupeds 
new regulations. And one mag- laf the worlds found onlyan limited repions bears are dangerous before he 
azine has the following to say in Alaska (reaching their largest size on shoots them!—there is no gen- 
regarding a prominent writer the Alaska penteedls, and adjacent islands uine protection except such as 
and sportsman: “After study- especially Kodiak Island) are likely to be is afforded by the bear’s habits 
ing the law, Harold McCracken, one of the next North American animals to and habitat, and his remoteness 
one of the most rabid of the ob- join the list of extinct species. from human beings. 
jectors, switched to the other The subject was admirably covered by 
side, and says the new law gives Harry McGuire in two articles in the ‘THE U. S. Biological Sur- 
the brown bear more protection Bebenety and March issues of Ourpoor vey, which approves game thanshersde IFE entitled Staking, Out the Sprite cenulaions for teviitonies be 

eon man’s Claim in Alaska” and “The Status $' ORS 1 OF ES ELOEISS! DeLOre 
An examination of the new of the Bear.” Through the kindness of the the Secretary of Agriculture 

compared with the old regula- publishers these articles, which give a clear signs them, has come in for con- 
tions shows that the old regu- idea of the serious situation of the Alaska siderable criticism, the charge 
lations allowed a. bag limit of bears, the ineffectiveness of the present laws being that in approving the new 
three bears, except in certain and the need of the immediate establish- regulations it has given way to 

- areas, where the limit was two. neh of several oe to presets pressure from a few loud ranch- 
But the new law places no limit ‘distri Oe CU even een uc DRC aescy ers and sheepmen, a pressure istribution by the Baas aes 
whatsoever upon the number of which it is asserted the Survey 
bears a resident may kill, except Emergency Conservation Committee should have withstood. On the 
in certain areas where he can Mrs. C. N. Edge, Secretary, other hand, form letters from 
kill only two. The new law cuts 113 East 72nd St., New York City the Survey replying to such 
the nonresident’s legal kill from criticism are suavely confident 
three to two. that the game will not suffer.
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Map of the brown bear country which shows sites of proposed sanctuaries as well as National Parks, National Monuments, and reserva- tions which are areas closed to hunting, and where therefore the brown bear already has nominal protection. The new proposed sites are: I—Chichagof and Admiralty Islands, favored by the American Society of Mammalogists; II—A strip of the Alaska Peninsula near Unimak Island, proposed by Captain Kleinschmidt, Arctic explorer; Il/—Kodiak Island, natural habitat of the brown bear, most of which island could be set aside as a sanctuary without interfering with the very minor grazing and agricultural activities now being carried on near the town of Kodiak; IV—Good brown bear country on the northwest side of Cook Inlet 

“I am assured,” says H. P. Sheldon, acting chief of the cass of a dead animal. He kills from necessity, to eat, in 
Survey, “that the Alaska Game Commission is watching self-protection, or to preserve his property, or to get a pelt 
the situation closely with regard to these magnificent ani- he needs.....I want to say that from all accounts camp 
mals, and has no intention of allowing their numbers to be robbing and cache destroying is one of the chief counts 
reduced to the point where their existence will be preju- against the Alaska brown bear. Prospectors simply can’t 
diced in any of the areas where they are now found.” allow a brown bear near a camp, upon which their lives 

And a writer for a sporting magazine assures us that, as may depend, if he is going to raid it at the first opportunity.” 
long as the Survey is intrusted with administration of Alaska All that is intelligent and helpful in understanding the 
game, all will be well. “The Biological Survey,” he says, “is problem. Mr. Martin also doubts that the brown bear could 
largely an expert and scientific Federal organization em- easily be exterminated. He says, “I am convinced that 
ployed to advise the national and state governments on mat- Stewart Edward White and other writers are wrong in 
ters pertaining to game and fur-bearing animals and birds saying that all the bears in the country could be killed by 
of all kinds. The Survey wrote for Alaska just the kind of following up a salmon stream when the fish are running. 
law which it believed was It looks that way now be- 
workable and would be an cause the bears have long 
efficient instrument in pre- — — Cc been taught that they are 

life in the territory.”  rrr—“—OOOC—CO—COCO*OCON a  # # #3&3&§—- the summer. Start shoot- 
—rrrr—™—“———r—™—r”r—~—“ *Frsts™OsOCSsCS< |srtstststsssrsia SY Binns Ss rti“<Cis—SCs—~—~rt~—.”.—..__ | tg at them and they would 

GOME of the most perti- 7 CI  s00n be a8 wild and as hard 
nent comment reaching |. (ok ~ to see as they are in the 

our office has been similar to | =e oF i | spring and fall high up in 

Martin, U. S. Marshal, of oe é 
Hyder, Alaska, who points ~< at he . a VEE Mr. Martin sums 
out that “The average Alas- ee a i OI = ire ea up his views by saying, 
kan takes a different view ee Seta occ, = Oa a All _bears in Alaska are 
of game than the average i aoe eons lca ap ae lh practically without protec- . 
person in the States does. ne 4 tion....1I do not want any- 

The Alaskan, especially out- Meer st—‘“‘is RH C#nee:‘ too’ think that I approve 
side of the towns, is not a i of this condition. Emphat- le : ‘ 
sportsman. He doesn’t kill Teancteki Poak oni Unioiak Inland wheretne benea bear ically I do not. I think the 
for the fun of it, or to get is protected, and where, reports indicate, he has increased black bear should be pro- 
cheap glory, or to have a seomrcigeelie ene ented Basins Stas Sees tected except when his hide 
picture taken with the car- Photo courtesy Dr. J. Wylie Anderson is prime, and that the brown



bear should have a sanctuary established; when the Farm Board is pointing out that for creating one or more brown bear sanc- 
and though I am certainly at a loss to there are already too many farmers and tuaries; (2) the location of those sanc- 
understand the acts of the Alaska Game too much production. tuaries. 
Commission, I do not think the situation is Intiuential societies like the Western As- 
as serious as painted in the States.” ie SHORT, I think that any oily assur- sociation of State Game and Hish Com- 

One of the most interesting documents ances that the Government will never al- missioners, the American Society of Mam- 
on what is to be done about the brown bear low game to suffer in Alaska are just so  malogists, etc, have already joined Out- 
is included in the annual report of the ™uch apple sauce. Maybe it won’t. But poor Lire in officially advocating such 
Commissioner for the Department of Ag- SPortsmen who had to force the fifteen sanctuaries. At the moment it is not nec- 
riculture for Alaska, to the Secretary of duck bag limit on the Government, who essary that sportsmen concern themselves 
Agriculture. It is written by Jay P. Wil- "Ow have a desperate battle on their hands about the details of such preseryes—but 
liams, -U. S. Forest examiner. After giv- © keep the Government from making it is vitally necessary that you get your 
ing some sound advice about brown bear ‘ttychnne the habitual diet of animals in game and fish associations to pass resolu- 
habits and about how those who have to the West—these sportsmen had better take tions favoring the idea, and it is necessary 
work in bear country should prepare them- ™atters into their own hands if they want that you let your Senators and Congress- 
selves for an emergency meeting with a @0Y brown bears in Alaska ten years from men know that you want the brown bear 

brownie, he points out the dangers of "°W- ‘ - of Alaska given protection. f 
antibear agitation: “The Forest Service, Newspaper propaganda against bears _ A map is printed with this article, show- 
as an organization, can not consistently 8S On merrily, with Government men ing the locations of the proposed sanc- 
espouse a policy of extermination against Often responsible for it. Robert Froth- tuaries which have been advocated by dif- 
the brown bear. Neither should we make ingham sends the following interesting dis- ferent agencies. The American Society 
commercial expediency the all-embracing Patch from the Portland Oregonian, relat- of _Mammalogists has officially advocated 
criterion which determines our attitude. %™% ne more incident calculated to preju- Chichagof and Admiralty Islands (the lat- 
Many things are quickly done but slowly dice the average reader against the brown ter the island from which Mr. Williams 
undone. Before anything be done, the Pear: of the Department of Agriculture would 
bear question should be weighed carefully, “BEAR Injures ALAsKAN—ArtTAcK sy have the bears exterminated). Some have 
constructively, and broad-mindedly. The Invurratep Bruix May Propuce proposed that the Government buy out the 
largest carnivorous animal in the world, Fata, Resutt few ranchers on Kodiak Island itself and 
he helps give distinction and fascination “Seward, Alaska, September 23—(AP) turn most of the island into a_ sanctuary. 
to our territory.” —Mike Kalmakoff, of Kanatak, today was A Washington sportsman writes, “You 

suffering from possibly fatal wounds re- can’t make a sanctuary out of Kodiak, so 
yet Mr. Williams proceeds immediately ceived in an attack by a brown bear.” why not pick a really better place, where 

to recommend startling measures against And then a news article clipped from there are not and probably never will be 
the very animal he has been eulogizing: the Seward (Alaska) Gateway of October @ny farmers—the north or west side of 
“His numbers can be greatly reduced by 18: % i Cook Inlet? 
experienced hunters. In early spring “Porsuinc Moruer Brear zt : 2 
many can be easily killed above timber “After investigation by Dr. W. H. Ae Capt. F. E. Kleinschmidt, well- 
line on the snow. Often seen at long dis- Chase, chairman of the Alaska Game SHOW Arctic sportsman and explorer, 
tance, he can be easily approached for Commission, into the circumstances of the Proposes “A strip of territory across the 
shooting. Poison could be successfully mauling of Mike Kalmakoff at Kanatak Alaska Peninsula between longitude 160 
used at this time of year.” (Italics mine.) by a brown bear, the report is that Kalma- ‘egrees 30, minutes west and the 163d de- 

That lets the cat out of the bag. Mr. koff and Nicolai Ruth were pursing a Sane re would be nea 
Williams recommends further, “I heartily mother bear and her cubs, trying to catch 1 ve ve ee Sb FER SAL Oor 
agree with the attitude that we can not @ cub. The old bear turned and knocked the XC. ctain Kile Stee: i pono 
maintain the brown or grizzly bear for Kalmakoff down, clawing and biting him dela coe cae ilo oe a a 
big-game hunting purposes and at the same severely. _He_is_said_to_be-in satisfactory _Susgestions with the following _explana- 
time expect to bring about a general de- Condition at Kodiak, where he went under oe SiRnGke an 5 
velopment of that locality. The two are the care of Dr. Pryer.” b s oe we we PI Bae f ut ee 
incompatible. Experienced hunters should I think Mr. Frothingham’s comment on saci ie Fie taciie he a Se. ae x I 
be employed to greatly reduce and, if pos- those two articles is pertinent and to the eae ic side to fed ering Sea side. 
sible, exterminate them on such areas as point: “The fact that Kalmakoff was at- have been over this territory many. times 

. . b during the last twenty-five years. It is a Admiralty Island, where extensive com- tacked by a bear was deemed worthy of : 3 ea 
mercial development seems likely to oc- an Associated Press dispatch covering ey- Volcanic region, and the ground consists al- 
cur in the near future.” (Italics mine.) €fy, newspaper in the United States sub- Soe eee of porane aoe and oe 

Remember that the Biological Survey scribing to that service. It is quite ap- nae eke ore it ie eee a Sante 
and the Forest Service (to which Mr. Wii- Parent that no efforts were made to as- aie a Spier ae ff. ae Reh ie liams belongs) are both branches of the C¢ttain whether the report of the attack eae i Oe io SO Sees y 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, and that 2S true or false, or whether it was pro- he ee ie On, the ee bit ie fe 
they work hand in hand. Then I ask you voked or not. Why bother about such non- Sheep. It has never been inhabited by 

b . essentials where a mere Kodiak bear is White men or natives. ‘Lhe nearest settle- 
to look ten years into the future and con- il Lee d th ment of natives is Belkofsky, a small fish- 
template the great Alaska brown bear. Concerned! Let's spread the news of a # ill th é(On' the Bert Alreidy Government men are advacating Vicious and unprovoked attack of a brown Seq wade? ie Sener ¢ thi c sae 

that he be totally exterminated in certain bear on a defenseless man. The fact that %€@ side, just outside of this eS 
ieee it turns out to be a lie is beside the Sanctuary, are a few seams of coal too areas—and they advocate the use of that question. The fact that it happened to ‘nprofitable to work. 

sang weapon wine she biologie) uh ape mother bear defending her cubs from “My viewpoint is that such a large i fas pcaey madedthe scourge of wild eo takofi’s attempt to capture them is C@tfivora as the brown bear can not be 
— : purely a minor detail—tet’s soft-pedal that fully protected by law or any other means 

Now we ought to get one fact straight. feature. But the real tragedy, as all news- from the encroachments _ of civilization, 
That is, that the primary object of the paper men know, lies in the fact that the but only by a refuge which is devoid of 
U.S. Department of Agriculture is not original story, which proved to be utterly all commercial value and which is not in- 
protecting game, it is not creating wilder- misleading endian ate hel hear was /habited, and by all human reasoning never 
hess areas for the perpetual enjoyment of proadcast over the whole country, while will be inhabited. 
the people. The first object of that de- the subsequent story, which proved Kalma- , “This has been the greatest bear country 
partment is to turn as much U.S. terri- Koff to be the aggressor and the mother in Alaska and on account of its easy ac- 

i i : i Sie ibili it has been depleted to the tory as possible into farm lands. It is bear to be acting in defense of her young, cessibility — it 
rather ironical that the department still ji, hushed up in Seward as a purely local danger point. , 
blindly pursues the idealistic sophistry pit of news,” Government agencies could be of inval- 
that no ground is good ground unless it uable help in establishing such sanctuaries, 
can be turned to the commercial use of WELL what are we going to do about both in giving sanction to the plan and in 
farming or grazing, at the same time that it? If we leave the question of the advising with regard to the most suitable 
the chairman of the Farm Board stumps Alaska brown bear up to the Biological location of the sanctuaries. Congress will 
the farming regions of the West decry- Survey, it is doubtful if adequate protec- do the rest if the sportsmen want it to. 
ing overproduction and warning the farm- tion will be afforded in time to preserve But whether or not the Biological Sur- 
ers that they can’t be prosperous unless them—and it is just as likely that Mr. Red- vey lives up to its duty by coming out in 
they cut down on the size of their crops. ington will decide that the brown bears the open and advocating this real protec- 
That is a paradox which can only be ex- need poison instead of protection. tion for the Alaska bear, it will be neces- 
plained by a politician or a bureaucrat. The immediate need is for sportsmen sary for the sportsmen to make their 
To the ordinary man it looks like non- and conservation societies to hold confer- wishes known. 5 
sense to poison off the bears of Alaska in ences, forget personalities, and agree upon Do YOU want poison or protection for 
order to make way for some more farmers, (1) the passage of a bill through Congress the great brown bear of Alaska?
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S teagsOR over twenty years Ourpoor Lire has been month-old cubs and slaughtering them in cold blood—and 
SI ane fighting for bear protection, led by its founder and afterwards having the colossal nerve to boast about the feat 

re FAs publisher, J. A. McGuire. Much has been accom- to a newspaper reporter. And the worst of it is not the 
eos plished, and, when one considers that twenty states actual deed, but the publicity attending it, the stupid boast- 
have finally given the bear some measure of protection, the ing of the hunter, the hero-atmosphere with which news- 
prospect for saving this fine sporting animal from near-ex- papers surround him—in short, the example, which, in effect, 
tinction would seem to be very favorable. But a closer ex- is a challenge to other poor sports to go and do likewise. 
amination of the facts shows the situation of the bear to be Yet the gentleman above is within the law—and mean- 
none too hopeful. while we delude ourselves with the belief that there is prac- 

In the first place, the twenty states which give nominal tical bear protection in New York state! : 
protection to the bear often provide so many exceptions that Unfortunately, too, those western states most renowned 
actual protection is about nil. New York, for example, al- for bear hunting are the very ones which still officially look 
lows a licensed sportsman only one bear a season, and that on the bear as a predatory animal, and offer him not even 
must be taken between October 15 and November 15. But nominal protection. Colorado, Wyoming, Montana, Utah— 
this law does not apply to the counties of Clinton, Delaware, in such states you can kill any number of bears, at any time 
Essex, Franklin, Greene, or Ulster; and there’s the rub. of the year, even in the summer when the hide is worthless. 
For the game hog does his work in those very counties. The do-nothing attitude of the officials of such states encour- 
Consider the following story, taken from the Catskill Daily ages the indiscriminate slaughter of bears of all ages. The 
Mail, about a disgraceful slaughter which recently took place greatest crime against reasonable conservation is the killing 
in Greene, one of the counties where there is no protection: of the young. Yet the shooting of bear cubs is not against 
THREE BEARS BAGGED BY ATHENS MARKSMAN the law ; and as a result there are plenty of rotten sports who 

2 will gratify their blood lust by killing cubs. Would you make 
Three Shots Bring Down Mother Bear and Two Cubs it legal to kill antelope fawns, or deer fawns? Do you pin 

ae cael dals on th ho takes a basketful of trout fingerlings ? Ze z 2 aes di medals on the gent who takes a basketful of trout fingerlings ? 
The Story of the Three Bears,” with an unhappy ending, Then, in the name of all that is decent, if you grant that the 

was enacted on Sunday in a setting of scenic splendor and I : : il 3 aul weed m 
with a cast of four characters, three of whom had no idea bear is primarily a sporting animal, why do you allow morons 
that the roles in which they were cast were to be tragic to go out with a gun in their hands and come back grinning 
ones. The locale of the play was a spot in the woods around triumphantly with the hide of a cub bear about the size of 
Winter Clove, back of Round Top Mountain in the Cats- your pet cocker spaniel? 
kills, and the cast was composed of Herman Veelie, an Witness the following newspaper story from Utah; it is 

Athens hunter of eeeeoranal: Sy eines eee, large and typical: 
very black, and two small and ver. ack bears, her progeny. 
The tale runs like this. Mr. ee at about 9 o'clock MOTHER BEAR AND CUB SHOT 

in the morning, was going through the woods in search of Deer Hunters Send Back Bag and 
game, when suddenly he came upon the mother bear in Continue Chase 

search of her truant offspring and calling to them. With a Mother bear was just a wee bit late going into hiberna- 
well-directed shot, Mr. Veelie brought down ‘the old lady, tion with her two fat cubs in the Monte Cristo region, 
getting her, as the slang has it, “in the neck.” Going a little according to A. M. Miller, Jr., who returned Wednesday 
farther, Mr. Veelie discovered the two youngsters and im- evening with the 400-pound animal and one cub. The other 
mediately dealt them the same fate, two shots getting them young one got away. A whole party of deer hunters fired 

: in the neck and toppling Shen ee aus the help of ne at the bears, so that it was not certain who hit them. 
father-in-law, Herbert Decker, of Catskill, who was on the 3 = é 
trip with him, Mr. Veelie carried the bears to his car and And the following disgusting story from the Spokane 
tied them to it, the spathee bee on the runnine pears and (Wash.) Daily Chronicle: 
the two cubs, one on each side of the front fender. e 
hunting party and their spoils attracted no little attention as THREE MEN HUNT; THREE BEARS DIE 
they drove through the villages of Cairo, Leeds, and Catskill. Goldilocks ran away from the three bears—but George 

Upon arrival in Athens, the mother bear and the cubs Harlow, Earl Murick, and H. Ferguson didn’t. As a result 
were examined and weighed, the mother being ascertained they have three bruins hanging in the woodshed at N2519 
to be about three years old and tipping the scale at 200 Market. 
pounds, and the babies being nine months old and weighing The trio were hunting deer near Sacheen Lake in 
60 and 70 pounds each. All three had fine, thick pelts, the Stevens County yesterday when Harlow walked square into 
coats of the cubs being especially thick and long and glossy. a mother brown bear standing in her hole peering out at 
All three were jet black. Mr. Veelie expects to have his him. He shot the animal squarely between the eyes. 
trophies stuffed and mounted. It was a great day for him, An effort was made to take the cubs alive; but one of 
but an unhappy one for the bears. the little fellows put up a fight. They were killed and added 

I think most real sportsmen will experience shivers at to the bag. 
reading that story. Imagine a hunter, after having the good ‘You may well ask, who is responsible for these conditions ? 
fortune to kil’ a mother bear, turning on her two nine- No single, simple answer would be adequate. First of all,



; : 

one must look back over a hundred years and visualize the — << ; 
days when lone trappers and slow ox carts penetrated the aS Bo 
western wilderness. The Rockies constituted a fearsome, i tm oe 
merciless barrier. Trappers and pioneers occasionally met ae a i y | 
grizzlies; and as their firearms were not always adequate _* io a Pr 
the encounter occasionally proved dangerous, and in some — og é a 
cases even fatal, to the human. The grizzly became a sort of a ti oe - 
symbol of the terror instilled into the pioneer’s soul by all fe he ies, | 
the hardships of the Rocky Mountain region—the cold, the * : . a | _ 
hunger, the interminable ravines and canyons, the wolves om | ‘ 
and coyotes. Only around the Indian did a more awe-inspir- * Cal = _. 
ing and distorted legend grow up. The Indian and the a : : : . ustise 
grizzly bear became twin symbols of the fearsomeness of the oe , Re cree 
West. Magazines published lurid drawings, showing hunt- rg ee a 
ers standing toe to toe with grizzlies, and fighting for their . 4 be “a 
lives, as if the grizzly and the man were boxers in a ring. P a e ’ 
This conception of the ferocious grizzly became common . : P Apes . I 
property. It grew in the imaginations of the young. And ar a si pe 
so even today millions of people who have never been closer r the. or hoe dl 
to grizzly country than Forty-second and Broadway retain : = ay Seca Fe ed 
exaggerated notions about man-stalking, man-killing, man- Ra pe Lo i a bi 
eating grizzlies. It is sometimes harder to destroy a lie than } Ys a a a ] 
it is to destroy the truth. : ‘ es Ps ee 

Then the public is further misled by owners of sheep herds P 1 Pa, at Pad 
in the West. Many of them care absolutely nothing for baeea  & poe 4 ee 
wild life—except such of it as will feed their sheep. It is Pe, Oy eo, ae ee I 
common knowledge that their sheep herders are usually sup- bc ee ee ee a ee 
plied with rifles (“for protection”), and that numberless Oe ae ee x ot 
sheep herders live largely on the game (deer, antelope, etc.) a es ae Le . ye 
of the isolated regions they frequent. It is also part of their ce ST . , - i iti. | 
duty to kill bears. The theory is that all the bears they kill i ee Te = ” a, iow 
have been preying on their sheep. The public prints in the LeU A Se ote j 
West are deluged with undocumented reports ve _ 2 * r # 
of the number of sheep the bears have been ee & oe e & 3 etl 
eating in specific regions. Newspapers have Bhai — ~ . — 
featured various stories like the following: Se Mop Se nee Che amen tet ceeei ane eae 

RAIDING BEARS KILL 114 SHEEP GOP ita vial Bien for hand ening daily Photo 
Coeur D’Alene, Idaho, Oct. 28.—One hun- we a 7 ih ei Eee Grp as Nort heen atv ey, 

dred and fourteen sheep have been killed by ee o Fal SO 
| bears in the vicinity of Belmont, 20 miles ae — . - ; 

northeast of here, since June. Owners of yn mm game pint cans scarcely ibe enjoyed by a 
sheep have killed twenty-two bears, wounded Le me dude” for less than that sum. That is money 
one, and taken many extra shots at them. Pe a Ye put into the community by the attraction of 

Now no one denies that occasional bears kill [tsi \ bears; and the incidental benefits of that sport, 
cheepaebut oneua hohd ¢o ere oat the He oS { aes in health and recreation, are not calculable in 
even fram the economic viewpoint, a bee ae es em dollars and cents. But you must have bears to 

who kills an occasional sheep is worth more Be ee pee sts pPanttiiat iti . 
to the community than the mutton he is apt Py | : es: ecuea eaneae A Sieur ae ne ae 
to put into his stomach. We don’t think that  - Waygage \ ese ee Reece eee Beatie 
bear protection depends primarily upon the She \ pee te ned ee ee ae ie sous 
financial argument; but, for those to whom it a ee oo on ieee oe Sian eee en erubient 
is all-important, it should be pointed out that s Ree: Seas, armpunt, a ne: oe om aes es 
there are thousands of sportsmen willing to Ye ag ee oo HG Sy es 2 ee ae 
spend an average of not less than $500 for the Vee ea pean area tee < oe 
chance to bag a bear. At least those figures Sf Na NOAY phone ate Soar to Tal only excep aon 
hold for the western country, where a big ee” ally phedacions bears; (very Otten) make 16 a 

? 5 BT en aiaes policy to kill bears whenever they can find 
modern mode them, particularly if some sheep herder within 

a hundred miles has told them, in Mexican- 
. American, “See oso (bear). Sheep kill, may- 

: be.” I have had an ex-Government hunter in my office who 
_ produced a photo of himself feeding a cub bear out of a bot- 

Co tle, and told me that while in Government employ he had 
a killed the mother bear. Returning to the carcass next day, 

oe  . he found the cub near by. He took the cub to the ranch 
. where he made his headquarters, and related the incident to 
eo his chief, a field man of the Biological Survey. That man 
v replied in effect that “the Survey has no use for live bears,” 

and ordered my informant to kill the cub. This was done 
according to instructions; and this harmless cub was num- 

i bered among “stock-killing bears” in the report of the 
i month’s kills issued by the Predatory Animal Control Di- 

vision of the Biological Survey. 
a I am not here concerned with the alibis which gentlemen 

of the Survey will offer for such a case as this. I know that 
ae often, when an ex-employe of the Survey talks pretty frankly 

about some of the abuses inside the organization, they try 
to impeach the man’s testimony by calling him a “sorehead,” 

: - by leveling all kinds of unproved charges against him, and in 
- —————— general creating an indignant hullabaloo to keep the public 

A black bear photographed at Hood River, Ore. from letting the fact sink in that there are these abuses. But



we in the West have seen too much smoke stolen? If it is—and this last sae ne statement is unparalleled (italics mine) : 
not to know that there is fire; and part of the noble Government killers in Colorado see 
the fire which we insist must be quenched would lead us to believe it is—then con- hei ene eee 
is the careless and unjustified killing of servationists might as well toss in the age by bears 144 Leenetaelen Dae we 
bears by Biological Survey hunters. sponge until such time as the Government, ins ae tog aometa ee permits 

Consider the following report from The having by poisoning, shooting, and trapping promptly to ee stockman making 
Denver Post of Oct. 31, 1930: yaped put all sie que eens ee ant such a complaint, to remove the guilty 

ee er tee oe individual. So lon, his policy 1 * + - long as this policy 1s 

FEDERAL HUNTERS KILL of a job and has to give up. adhered to, I believe that there will be 
THIRTY-TWO BEARS 1X SHORT, the last and most important but little friction betueen stockmen 

i , 
Government hunters slew thirty-two reason why bear protection is so often pia eens on the score of bear 

stock-killing bears in Colorado dur- a cruel farce is that Federal and state of- The grisly baer te practically, if 
ing July, August and September, ac- ficials, holding offices primarily dedicated Hot aide eee ino New Mexico at 
cording to a report issued by the to the service of sportsmen, have often this ae One speeneees ee 
Predatory Animal Bureau here. Ac- given that service to sheep interests and a ark inis parental Be ae Sorin A 
tivity of predatory bears last summer few powerful stockmen. They discourage the Block Ponce Be ? is ea Bat 
resulted in the killing of 300 sheep, laws designed to perpetuate the bear. They aorneeenil exis there ie is Ga 

! it was said. spread propaganda about his alleged de- reecet that we write the obituar: of 
. structiveness. They ignore the protests of tie reat ceeatuee bare ee a 

In that report the number of sheep sportsmen, except to shed a few stage ne Foev ie bias Sioae hence 
killed by bears is estimated—and estimated _ tears. ‘ a ies iillers he bas eel eYEE 
by the sheepmen. The number of bears As a last specimen of the attitude which Srovlanan’s hand to be saeed 2 Sree 
slaughtered is not. “Saul hath slain his will lead to bear extermination if the bigs Si 
thousands, but David his tens of thou- sheep interests have their way, I quote os 5 
sands.” May I ask how soon bears will from the last annual report of the New The irony in that! 
be exterminated if Government killers Mexico game commissioner, printed in the | There is one grizzly left in New Mex- 
shoot one for every ten sheep that die on New Mexico Conservationist. As an ex- ico!. And “So long as this policy is ad- 
the range? Is it Biological Survey policy ample of the extent to which some western _hered to, I believe that there will be but 
to kill thirty-two bears for every 300 sheep game commissioners take their orders little friction between stockmen and sports- 
that sheepmen have had lost, strayed, or from the enemies of wild life, I think this men on the score of bear protection.” 
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A bear makes a tourist welcome to 
Yellowstone Park



Fite Bear. — Library of : 
) a Falbet’ Bldo Leopold 
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T IS popular : The journals of 
| nowadays to - : : - the Lewis and 

refer to early a _ oo i, : — eee Clark Expedition 
America as a —rers—eEB = Sy oe _ | : dwell at some 
“hunters’ para- — 7 : > og et : ee — length upon asim- 
dise.”” Also, con- — fo G ce - : oo. « ilar if less numer- 
tradictory as it oe | i : : eo ee eee oO ous gathering of 
may seem, there ae i | | | : | le ae eg S36 
is a widespread eee Stites 4 sl . read of the Mis- 
tendency, even See en ds mj a ; = — Gen em souri to feed upon 
among those who Oe Te, ee ee Ce on ee ka the carcasses of 
so refer to it, to Se oe wd | ee po ae drowned buffaloes. es poe ge Ee ne if tes ik he i ee a OE ‘ * brand as exagger- eee ee ee ee Syme rot | thete ations the chroni- we eM Par | aN ce | i : a te ee party had narrow 
cles left behind by Ve GO Gu ga Mt ON at escapes from the earlier generations isle , ae. 3 an Nal ‘ ee a bears. Pattie’s 
describing the vast ff Foo “ ° he os Ne i! “= we party was not so 
hordes of game. a. Ce rk a oe r t eee oo ee fortunate. One 
Yet the weighing = | =n iyi gl i te member was of the evidence ae ee -] lh ae b Pg charged and killed 
points to the in- ie ‘ ~e a = ys yee by a grizzly. 
evitable conclu- eS ; e F ee ¥ hs 
sion that, far from = iat x : aa. Bear Facts 
being greatly ex- a <7 “i : i 
aggerated, those Law Se v2 ; es 7] bY , QIMILARLY, a 
early accounts of ni. Fes a ae ‘ ‘ es e * catastrophe 
eyewitnesses pre- I se. ; er oF : i % Pe . occurred within 
sent accurate pic- IO eae. 1 M4 if A ee a s a Z the ranks of an- 
tures of America a 2 § Loe yo ® 7] se a oi <2 pe | other party that 
as the greatest See = it Cio 5 oe SS ie ice: invaded the gen- 
huntinggroundon ee ee OS po 4 ee 4 i ‘ o eral region of Pat- 

. earth when first | See en eS 4 . oe a= oN e . as tie’s flock of bears 
the white man set Sa ee PS es weal Piette. mm, i$ wy from a different 
foot upon it: ic pia sn en ee Lae ; po Ee eae RSC i direction at-about 

To declare to- FROM FRANK LESLIE'S ILLUSTRATED NEWSPAPER, JUNE 3, 1871 a ee ae aaa the same time. 
day to a Kansas The Far West. Shooting Buffalo on the Line of the Kansas:Pacific Railroad One of the party, 
hunter that his Jacob Fowler, 
state was once the habitat of the grizzly would be to invite in a life of such incredible adventure as that led by kept a journal, later edited by Coues. The party came up 
incredulity. To assert that an early adventurer oncecounted Pattie, grizzlies were of minor importance. He accounted the Arkansas River, and when just beyond the western 
220 grizzlies in one day in Western Kansas would assure for their amazing numbers in that vicinity by the fact that boundary of the present state of Kansas, near the present 

one’s being placed under observation as an eligiblecandidate they were feeding on the carcasses of dead buffaloes; also site of Las Animas, Colorado, one of its members was 
for the incurable ward. that they were killing such animals as ventured within charged and killed by a grizzly bear. 

It does seem somewhat incredible to us of today. Yetin rushing distance. Many other early travelers commented That region was the known habitat of large numbers of 
Pattie’s Personal Narrative, an account of Pattie, his upon this trait of the grizzly. grizzlies. Considering scores of early accounts of grizzlies 
father and other members of the fur congregating to feed upon buffalo car- 
brigade that crossed through North- casses, coupled with the scrupulous ac- 
western Kansas in 1822, Pattie cites such curacy of the checkable portions of the 
an occurrence during a day’s march near ¥ SS narrative, the similar occurrence in the 
the head of the Smoky Hill River. ‘ A Re ranks of Fowler’s party, there seems no 

- A =< = : fe reason to doubt that Pattie at least saw 

Trapper and Historian : | f ES . = a sizable swarm of bears on that occa- 
LE sion. 

AOE numerous adventures in New Ce ; | : oe For many years it has been a hobby 
Mexico and other parts of the South- : i 2 2. ee of mine to collect the chronicles left be- 

west, Pattie trapped down the Gila River : : Hi =—__O__ bat hind by American adventurers and ex- 
in Arizona to its confluence with the oy : HN Lt) plorers on our frontiers of a hundred 
Colorado; then down that stream to its : =  ) | : ae yo fae Ky A years and more ago. It is a fascinating 
mouth. It was his second or third at- é oo _ _. Pl a. a= Le pursuit to wander back over early trails 
tempt. On each former occasion he had o£ oe. 1 le oe Pye a Ol < Lek through those pages to rediscover an 
been one of the few survivors that had cme oor LT be see oy i tga America that remains forgotten or un- 
turned back. ee ERE Ee ea Seer Ls a i, heard of by present generations. Among 

On this final trip, with six surviving = 4 15 a V4 ye 2 yy ee it : ae) 4 sl ie other points of interest, all early chroni- 
: MS eo I eT mR i Rae my . ye rk + . companions, he crossed from the mouth Cae Se DY] Sty | a Fs Fi ae a clers of the frontiers picture an abun- 

of the Colorado to the Pacific Coast, Layee eG - oy Ait A cS soft | “Vet dance of game that seems beyond the 
eventually to be imprisoned by the Zaki) \ if an’, Je | SRY WAL \e & OAy cite, realm of comprehension when compared 
Spaniards in San Diego. agen oe Ie i sie dl aS 4) 4 \\ 1 3 : e3 2 ALY t cae a with our present conception of plenty. 

The historian Thwaites later edited ae oe > Tea ae A Bee a Strangely enough, observers of more than 
and checked Pattie’s original book. The ee S66 hl ey ee i pe SAN, Jay ee a hundred years ago, while writing of r a forme lc (tt*stia CT OS. ee ae . . characters, Spanish, English and Amer- a ll Oe A eee game conditions which seem to us in- ; ‘ 1 Ld EDS Ve Si pe i i ican, of whom Pattie made mention, the eae ee ET ey ae NB ly ee credible exaggerations, nevertheless 
incidents which he related, all were fee | Sow ¥ S\N at saint commented scathingly or sorrowfully 
checked by Thwaites from official docu- = I sa a ee a the fact that bes peer had 
ments relating to Pattie’s imprisonment, — ee ch es ee eft but a remnant of former abundance; 
Spanish army and official archives, the > ee Ot see ae e a a trait, incidentally, that has persisted 
accounts left behind by others who met ee ee oe Sa Oe ise through all such writings down to the 
Pattie, and so on. All checkable portions lO ee ee ee present day. 
of the work are amazingly accurate. —<— —~. ee re _ . The most popular gauges by which 

Why, then, should we doubt him in ot i MB te past abundance is contrasted to present 
the one particular of the apparently too a ae a ae — scarcity, of course, are the triple classics 
numerous grizzlies? On no other points a oe of destruction—the extermination of 
does Pattie seem to exaggerate in the Tio a the beaver by the trappers throughout 
slightest, Also, it must be recalled that The Lewis and Clark Expedition (Continued on Page 48)
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(Continued from Page 46) <ieebibeiibaaimsl acacia they had roamed in untold mil- 
almost the entire continent, the eK — lions. Only the bleaching bones, 
slaughter of the last buffalo ee - C 4 as Pee 4 the pockmarks of buffalo wal- 
herds by the hide hunters al- a rl lows and the.deep-rutted trails 
most half a century later, and _ eG ee rrrrr—<“‘“‘_OSOSOCisS a gave evidence of their former 
the subsequent extermination lr ee - i existence. He declared that the 
of the passenger-pigeon hordes ee Cc 2} a #&#  # buffaloes were being extermi- 
by market gunners and squab CCE  @#737C€&CC - nated with incredible rapidity, 
hunters. All have been so widely -_ Sf = oo , o a oS 2 . a : : and predicted that the Sweet- 
heralded as to call for no com- - 7 S LC Ss oF  . hl -  « ~~ water country would know them 
ment here save by way of abril || A eR es Oe mo more, ng even avihe ene 
reference to illustrate our point. a ‘a -/ ce Zz ee yy ep : of Gregg’s first trip across: the 

brand as exaggeration all early =< “* . i ee > 22 ‘. 4 ec) “ ay Es : were bewailing the fact that the 
accounts of game abundance is Me ee i a ey .. & - 1 Ws So a : ae oe ee 

estimates of eyewitness ost | il — ro SageP i Fs oi Meuibat but. 
the numbers of buffaloes and a es : : ca ~ . ao a ; V2 k falo herds of the Kentucky 
pigeons remaining in the 70’s, [— ae 1s. : ae i region had disappeared. A dec- 

fring the height of the hide it a oe a. 4 7 — de 
campaigns. All that occurred at ie ae ea a ee Vs the Northwest Company, jotted 
a relatively late date, yet ob- ae ee ee eS ogg gag” OR ee : down in his journal daily ac- 
servers of that day, writing the ee = N ee Bs Os a — re = ce i counts of tremendous slaughter 
accounts now deemed exaggera- “a Lee ao Roe Ae, “ a ve . among the buffaloherds in North 
tions, were unanimous in declar- /'_— =o a a ee \ eh Dakota and Southern Canada 
ing that the buffalo and pigeons Lee Soe. .o er oe — aa on =. by members of his fur brigade; 
that remained were but pitiful ee -— = co ee the tongues being taken from 
remnants of former vast hosts. 5 ee ee te some, others being left to rot 

Pe Se ie ee without even the formality of 
—— a = — oe —___— — = = — (see ns — —— os removing the tongues. 
ee oe —rrr—“—e—sO—_OOCSCO ae initive Californians Whatever the actual number 
—“—i eC C“€=g=r—— ws see Lassoing a Bear of buffaloes killed in that last 

= — 23 ee — decade of slaughter, the over- 
= = FF - 4 * Oe whelming mass of testimony of still earlier days leaves no 

= ee = es a. SS eee room for doubt that the hide hunting accounted merely for 
oo ee a8 Se Se the last remnants of a once vast throng. 

— —  # = 0 ee = — Organized Slaughter in the Old Days 

=. SS = — Fe — g & SS ££ Ss — one the final hectic spasm of pigeon slaughter 
“gS EE Tie jie a accounted merely for the last remaining flocks, the num- 

es SoS Vana mee peer ofl = bers of which, in a still earlier day, had staggered the 
“Ce Pe a ie 22 |. = | __ imagination of observers. 
ORO Be ee nah a oe Le Ra The wild trappers returning from the wilderness with 
or Mie Beh ie se a a ct i a9 = bea yo a oe " ee fortunes in furs stowed in flotillas of boats or transported 

Ie Oe ee Me 1a 4 ‘a Ors re P pee by pack train, the herds of buffaloes that “blackened the 
a ee - ete co Se i od Buena Ay: ae a rg wn prairies” as the pigeon migrations ‘“‘darkened the sun,” all 
= iy ee! ll ee ‘a on al Pa Page were spectacular and gripped the imagination of the be- 
aa i a ee RUN EN b be | Bi Res, holder. 
BORE. ce 4 pe ne as z . aT aa Beaver trapping, hide hunting and pigeon gunning 
= ee peed Seis = A ee Ohare el “gee each in its way was an organized industry that provided a 
2 : = eS Boas a = Je oo Ste ety Gel = livelihood for hosts of individuals. For those and other 

ul RE eee — \ 4 Gaskied Rey, reasons, more eyewitness accounts, more data and more 
‘ i ie: Bone Ly 2 ee ae Re PS ars aa = ws oe ee statistical records were left behind relating to the beaver, 

4 i. > 2 ee ey Yer cigs jt ow vy Bs ie Ly, the buffalo and the pigeon than those pertaining to all 
fo P oe > Ee, eo CA! GI, Me Se ee other species of wild life combined. 

A Lively Scene on an American Prairie. 
A Buffalo Hunt by Steam cS 

The number of buffaloes slain during the last : : } \ F ge : 
decade of hide hunting is variously estimated at : Mw ‘el ans. 2 — from 5,000,000 to 12,000,000. No doubt the actual ~ 1. As —e 
figures are somewhere between those two extremes. he xen. 8 Oi ae SY 
Yet competent observers of that day believed that, : aes Ay G ce Wiah a me : .. 
when the widely heralded era of hide hunting be- \ Scone Seong wt By | te 
gan, there was but one buffalo remaining for every aes ros A ee Ny oe : 
eight or ten that had graced the original American 4 oy ee i iS a £ a ee he) SS. . 

herds. a a eee, ae nee oe 

The Disappearance of the Buffaloes on Py f y i | 2 «Hebe AN a 

K EARLY as 1819-20 members of the Long Ex- ee de eal aN ESS . | y, Pole! Sid A a ae Bs 
pedition to the Rockies observed the fact that Re a ch a PB ? ; a WS oe By fC 4 Ne eee eS 

the buffaloes were far more afraid of whites than ahi Wa. ea ty - OY f NU Re) ‘ kK ee ee 
of Indians, and ascribed it to the fact that whites Bede ee P,. BE | ‘ . Se i are fit hg arte CRN 
always killed ruthlessly and wantonly. There was BS tip» ne, Aa aN a a Cit OO li gis oe eens CAN 
an implied prophecy that the teeming game of the Ee IO Be me 4 lene. ® ee eS 
West would be exterminated as that of the East al- oe I ULE Cow ie | ern Ne Vix fof Se a 
ready had been slaughtered almost to the vanish- REA Re Pee ES. x Doi Wee 2 SO PN 
ing point. Ag ag ab! EZ ee Je \\e un ey fh BY, See ae Gregg, in his Commerce of the Prairies, the (es AG MAIS A + " de TS Pe h oe : 
classic of the early Santa Fé trade, wherein Gregg i. sas anil e~ 48 ara 5 ah, aa pe ee 

; if ahi Og ie ee Oe er ati PR Sa RS cS made his first trip over the Santa Fé Trail in 1831, BND Seger FoR Fe er Tm oe) ote scm ‘ Es 
wrote that at a somewhat later date the buffalo was NTT 4h DAN ire 2b De CE en i He dite LYON xa S Be ae 
less numerous than formerly along the trail. In he Nikof cso Vile OR 4 Moat GOD Al BO pe ae rasta a - Hag 
1860 another observer bewailed the fact that the WH EY iA Boe Ale a” eo OD fie YAY: 

* EE PE Fake | ee is EOF o Nigh gee faite 1 EAE VORA NGE cpa « SOLS A : buffalo had been exterminated throughout great TEA RISC) Aig CA thin, BF at IEA 
areas along the Sweetwater and its tributaries; ga Se Fe eae eae eet eee 
“formerly a veritable hunters’ paradise” where Trading on the Plains. A Seductive Offer. The Indian in Doubt
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BACK-TRACKING ON EARLY GAME TRAILS 
(Continued from Page 48) 

If nowadays we are inclined to brand as Townsend commented casually upon the other writers of round 1890. It seemseven great turkey roost in a timbered creek bot- 
exaggerations those triple classics of slaugh- great numbers of deer, turkey, prairie hens more preposterous to us that while game tom. In one night, using double-barreled, 
ter at relatively late dates, and upon which and other game on all sides as the walk was so abundant that a kill of “200 plovers muzzle-loading guns, they killed 114 tur- 
so much evidence is available, how are we progressed. Black-bellied plovers he found a day, 1000 in a week” could still be made keys and hauled the meat home. 
to view still earlier accounts of the over- in such numbers that frequently several by market gunners, both Hough and Lef- In his manuscript in the Kansas State 
whelming abundance of less spectacular acres of prairie would be covered and one __fingwell should consider the country almost Historical Society, George Brown tells of a 
species of American game birds and ani- or two shots fired into them provided food gameless as compared with past abundance. turkey hunt of far greater magnitude in 
mals? for all hands. Yet it is evident that they and many of that general locality in the spring of 1869. 

For example, if the average sportsman Near the little village of Columbia, Mis- their contemporaries did so consider it. When returning with Custer’s and Sheri- 
of today has so much as heard of the Caro-  souri, thirty men engaged in asquirrel hunt, Also it is certain that their views were justi- dan’s forces after the campaign against the 
lina parrakeet, he thinks of it vaguely as and between sunrise and sunset 1200 squir- fied. hostiles on the Washita, great droves of 
a shy, rare bird of dense Southeastern for- rels were brought to bag. Townsend wrote Leffingwell wrote of a pigeon-nesting turkeys were encountered on the North 
ests, hunted down to extinction for its that despite the persistent, year-long ground in 1878 that was from three to ten Fork of the Canadian. Sheridan permitted 
gaudy plumage. Far from it. Though slaughter, the squirrels did not seem to di- miles wide and forty miles long, with from the men of the command to engage in a 
never so numerous as the pigeon, it did minish in numbers; that, as the two nat- five to fifty nests in every tree, where hun- general turkey hunt. Brown estimated 
exist in vast numbers. It was the opposite uralists moved on, it seemed that “there dreds of gunners and squab hunters were that at least 5000 turkeys were slaughtered 
of shy—so tame that parrakeets could be was a squirrel for every tree.” getting in their deadly work. Yet, at the in the course of the hunt, most of them left 
killed with stones and clubs. From the day time of his writing in 1890, the pigeon was __to rot where they fell; and that at a date 
of the earliest settlers in America it was Huge Bags of the 90's no more and the parrakeet was extinct. He when the turkey had largely disappeared in 
hunted ruthlessly as a game bird and for : wrote that the swan was so nearly gonethat the East. 
feathers. In view of its habits, it is a mys- For those who consider such casual fig- it was only by a fortunate chance that a To revert again to our larger game ani- 
tery how the parrakeet escaped extinction ures so incredible as to be stamped as exag- hunter could expect to secure a shot at one. mals, one is apt to think of the buffalo as 
during the first century of white settle- geration, it might be well to peruse the Goss, the famous Kansas naturalist, already outnumbering all other species combined. 
ment in America. literature of a still earlier day, wherein the was railing against unrestricted slaughter. The herds “‘blackened the prairies” as the 

An idea of its original abundance may be vast squirrel migrations are described. If In 1891 he wrote that the majestic white pigeon hordes ‘‘darkened the sun.” But it 
gathered from a few observations made by those, too, are believed to be still greater whooping crane was a very rare visitor in is highly probable that both the pronghorn 
the naturalist Townsend in 1834. Recall departures from the truth, one may fall Kansas, the heart of its former habitat. antelope and the deer actually outnum- 
that long prior to that date the buffalo had back upon yet earlier statistics. Yet Audubon had described whoopers in  bered the bison. 
become extinct east of the Mississippi and Dr. E. W. Nelson ferreted out and pub- clanging hosts of many thousands in the 
that a deer was becoming cause for com- lished the fact that in 1749 a bounty was South, and Alexander Henry had written Deer Steaks for the Miners 
ment in the great hunting grounds of Ken- placed on gray squirrels in Pennsylvania casually of lakes and marshes in Canada 
tucky and Tennessee. Missouri was well and that 640,000 scalps were brought in. and the Dakotas literally covered with Many early observers on the plains testi- 
settled and the beaver had been trapped al- Also, that in 1808 alaw wasinforcein Ohio swans and white cranes. The buffalo had fied that while the antelope was not so 
most to the point of extermination clear to which required that every free white male been extinct east of the Mississippifor sixty spectacular, it existed in numbers equal to 
the Pacific Coast. So, in game matters, deliver 100 squirrel scalps annually. years, exterminated in the West a decade those of its heavier plains mate. From the 
1834 was relatively a late date in Missouri. Evidently, then, Townsend’s squirrel before; deer had become extinct in Ver- days of Lewis and Clark on down, traders, 
Townsend walked through that state with hunt was not out of line with fact. As to mont fifteen years before and were very trappers and travelers wrote of the vast 

his fellow naturalist, Nuttal, in that year. Townsend’s acres of plovers, more than a_ scarce throughout the entire East at the throngs of antelopes. In this connection it 
Vast swarms of game were such common- half century later, in 1890, despite two cen- time Hough, Goss and Leffingwell were must be recalled that in the deserts and 
place matters to him that he mentioned _ turies of unrestricted market hunting, plov- writing. Bears, elk, deer and turkeys were semi-arid regions of Washington, Oregon, 
them but casually. Even the beautiful ers still were incredibly abundant. In that extinctin Kansas. There werenomorekills California and parts of Idaho, Utah, Ne- 
Carolina parrakeet, fourteen inches in year Emerson Hough wrote that in Illinois of 1200 squirrels in a day’s hunt in Missouri, vada, Arizona and Mexico, where the buf- 
length and with lovely, shining plumage in a bag of 100 to 150 golden or upland plovers as in Townsend’s time. falo was unknown, antelopes ranged in 
brilliant colors, seemed to him to call forno per gun a day for a party of sportsmen was When one considers the shooting thathad _ millions. 
special comment. The flocks gathered not unusual; that 200 a day, 1000 a week resulted in such tremendous decreases in The case of the deer presents a similar 
round in great numbers, he related, hud- could be killed “even now” by market those species, it is apparent in the very na- picture. While nowhere so plentiful as the 
dling together in packed ranks on every hunters, if one had the heart for such ture of things that a dreadful toll must also buffalo in its great prairie range, the habi- 
limb. As the charges of shot tore through slaughter. Hough, even then beginning to have been exacted from among the swarm- tat of the deer was far larger. Some faint 
them they seemed merely curious, peering realize that American game seemed des- ing ranks of the shore birds and waterfowl. idea of the original number of deer may be 
down at their fellows flopping ontheground, tined for extermination, wrote that the It isnot surprising, therefore—even though gained by a recent estimate that around 
as if wondering what it was all about. In- sportsmen should be guided by conscience. they did not marvel that “200 plovers a 500,000 deer exist today in Pennsylvania. 
stead of scattering, it was their habit to in the matter of limiting their spring kills day, 1000 in a week” could be killed by California boasts almost as many; possibly 
close up their ranks after each shot, as if by when the hen plovers were heavy with eggs. market gunners in Illinois—that Leffing- more. The great mule-deer herds of the 
pressing closer together they would find He stated that he could kill three or four well, Goss, Hough and their contemporaries Kaibab Forest in the Arizona Strip, and the 
safety. He wrote that, in view of their dozen upland plovers any day in July considered the remaining game only a piti- teeming herds of Columbia blacktails in 
tameness and habits, the slaughter of par- within twenty miles of Chicago, but didnot ful remnant as compared to a glorious past. British Columbia and Southeastern Alaska, 
rakeets was the most murderous and least care to shoot at that time of year. allaid in visualizing the past when deer were 
sportsmanlike of hunting. If, after almost It is difficult to imagine such an abun- Too Much Canvasback! similarly abundant throughout their vast 

two centuries of ruthless parrakeet hunting, dance of game in the vicinity of Chicagoin range from Southeastern Alaska to South- 

they still were as numerous as naturalists the late 80’s and early 90’s, in view of the Leffingwell intimated a future with still ern Mexico, from the wilds of Quebec to the 

and observers of 1830-50 report, what must fact that thousands of gunners were hunt- lesser abundance of game, Goss predicted Everglades of Florida. A friend told me of 

have been the number of the original parra- ing plovers for the city markets. Market it, while Hough was even more explicit. He having seen forty-odd big freight wagons 

keet hordes? hunting for all varieties of game birds still cited the teeming abundance of the recent loaded to capacity with deer saddles des- 
held sway throughout the greater part of past, the unrestricted hunting of the pres- tined for the mining camps of Colorado. 

Days of Plenty in Missouri the United States and game was displayed ent, and flatly predicted an absolutely Another told me of having killed thirty-two 
in all the markets and served regularly in gameless future, and that almost immedi- mule deer in one morning in Wyoming for 

A number of years ago I read an account every restaurant and hotel. ately, unless the tendency toward wanton the market. There is a record of one na- 

of wagoners—waiting at Independence, Nevertheless, there still remained stu- slaughter was checked forthwith. He de- tive’s having killed eighty-odd blacktails 

Missouri, as they prepared to set forth pendous numbers of wild fowl in addition manded if Americans wished their sons to for their hides in one day in Southeastern 

upon the Santa Fe Trail—shooting “par- to the shore birds. Leffingwell, a Chicago grow up in town without the possibility of Alaska. 

rots,” of which there were thousands in the sportsman, wrote of killing eighty redheads _ going afield with rod and gun. Right up to the end of the last century 

region. I knew, of course, that the refer- in the first hour of shooting in the morning, As one progresses backward, so to speak, such kills were being made wherever in the 

ence was to parrakeets. Curiosity impelled stating that he could have killed 200 as through earlier chronicles, one finds that West any game was left. It is fairly cer- 

me to delve into matters until I learned easily. the accounts depicting the abundance of _ tain, I believe, that originally the deer out- 

that the beautiful parrakeet, instead of be- Within my own days a market-shooting game from 1850 to 1890 pale into relative numbered the buffalo. 

ing a resident only of obscure swampy friend killed 375 canvasbacks, redheads and __ insignificance beside the tales of still ear- Dropping back a bit, in 1755 James Smith 

Southeastern forests, had been abundant Dbluebills in one morning’s shoot. Still an- lier observers. There are even records of was captured by the Indians and adopted 

summer residents of my native state of other friend on the same marsh at a later workmen in the Chesapeake region having by them, living among them for a number 

Kansas, nesting in colonies until well into date killed eighty-seven mallards with six threatened to rebel unless they were given of years. His subsequent narrative, among 

the 70’s along the wooded streams that shots of a pump gun as they rose in thou- relief from a straight diet of canvasback other items of interest, reveals the incred- 

threaded the prairies. The parrakeet has sands from a hole in the ice. A market ducks, the cheapest and most easily procur- ible abundance of game in Western Penn- 

long been extinct. gunner on the Cheyenne bottoms killed 136 able food. So much for the lordly “can.” sylvania and the country between the Ohio 

It is not surprising that Townsend and ducks with six shots from a pump. It was While on the subject of feathered game, and the Great Lakes. Deer swarmed on 

Nuttal failed to be greatly impressed by the this last affair, widely advertised, that it must be pointed out that the turkey, far every hand, as did turkeys. Buffalo, elk, 

vast flocks of parrakeets in Missouri, be- roused public sentiment to the point where from being a rare bird of isolated forests, wolves and panthers were numerous. Bears 

cause then those brilliant birds still per- market hunting was prohibited in Kansas, actually existed in great gangs throughout were so plentiful that it was not unusual for 
sisted in huge flocks throughout most of though it flourished almost unchecked for the greater part of the Western prairie an Indian hunter to bag several in a day’s 

their native range; though sadly depleted several years thereafter. states, frequenting every water course, un- hunt even in midwinter, by locating the 

from their original numbers. And it is not In view of: the intensive market hunting. til a relatively late date. Mr. Smythe of denning trees and killing the animals in 

human custom to marvel at sights that are that had been conducted from the first ad- Wichita, Kansas, told me of a turkey hunt their dens. The Indian youths hunted rac- 

of commonplace occurrence in our daily vent of the white man, it now seems almost in which he and a friend engaged in the coons by day and trapped them by the 
lives so much as it is to marvel at those of incredible that plovers and other game 70’s. Desirous of securing a supply of meat hundreds with deadfalls round all the 
the past who could consider such vanished _ birds persisted in Illinois in such numbers for the winter, the two men drove south of Indian villages. 
sights as commonplace. as described by Hough, Leffingwell and Wichita for several days and located a (Continued on Page 182)
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(Continued from Page 179) facts in his journal. He found the plum Columbia to the Pacific. And before Mac- 
° as Despite the picture of teeming wild life brush literally torn to pieces by the bears, kenzie’s time his partners in the Northwest 

aul L the aay! depicted by Smith, it seems that game had as were many of the shrubs and trees in the Company had explored much of the North- 
1 been even more plentiful in that region ata scattered patches of timber along the west. Before their time, the French had 

DA TINIRE T. still earlier date. Already the French had streams. Having selected his site, he in- traded with the savages of the region for 
he “i E® settlements extending to the Mississippi. structed his men to kill bears and render many years. The two Verendryes, father 
[ 1 AK Ee ee) The Ohio and Great Lakes region was over- their fat into lard. Between stretches of andson, had traveled totheMandan villages 
e Se Ps run with fur traders. Increasing settlement work on thestockade the men hunted bears in North Dakota as early as 1738. Long S Wx / wee had crowded the Indians farther into the in the immediate vicinity. He jotted down before their time, however, other French 

/ / N KOSS Za ne ( | West, thus creating something of a con- a complaint that his men were too lazy, too traders had penetrated Minnesota, among 
CSC fl eae gestion west of the Ohio and along the drunken and too fearful of the Sioux to them a trader explorer named Le Sueur. As 
¥ et southerly shores of the Great Lakes. This work efficiently or to hunt far from camp. _ early as 1683 he penetrated the eastern edge 
ee congestion caused added hunting for meat; They were in a constant state of panic. of South Dakota. Collecting a fortune in 

Wo 0 (>) WU and the increasing demand for furs on the Nevertheless, they seemed to do fairly well furs, he rafted them down Big Sioux River, 
= 0 =e part of the traders must have exerted a_ in the matter of bears. the Missouri and the Mississippi, and thence 

ees double strain upon the game and fur re- to Europe. Prior to 1700 he had established 
aE pases and p leasure | sources of the region. Still earlier French Seventy-four Bears in Ten Days a permanent post near the present site of 
routes. . .are the D&C lines explorers, prior to 1700, reported that the Mankato, Minnesota. He made a map of 

spanning Great Lakes waters. prairies of Michigan swarmed with incred- On September eleventh a hunter and his the Western country, including the Repub- 
é : ible hordes of deer, elk, bears and turkeys. squaw came in, having killed four bears. lican and the Platte in Western Kansas and 

Whether on a business trip, OF Perrot, in 1671, wrote that 2400 moose had Three Indians came in, having killed twelve Nebraska, that checks out very creditably 
a vacation tour, your travel time | heen snared during one winter on Grand bears, being credited with same on the with modern maps; though no doubt much 
will be more enjoyable on aluxu-| Manitoulon Island. So the game, evi- books, though demanding their pay in of it was drawn from information derived 
tious steamer of the DXC fleet.) dently, even before Smith’s time, had been liquor at once. Another killed two bears from the Indians instead of from personal 

é more abundant than he found it. Some- and was given due credit—eighteen bears exploration. The French carried on an in- 
You’ll find large, airy state- thing more than a century after Perrot’s for the day. The next day two Indians, tensive fur trade in the Northwest for 
rooms; spacious lounge rooms; time, pioneers in Kentucky were unanimous sent four miles upstream to spy out the almost a century before the famous North- 
and anexcellent cuisine. Dances, | in proclaiming that fair land the greatest land, killed four bears. A day was skipped, west Company was formed. When Canada 
afternoon teas, deck sports and bunene ground = fhe yond. nt ou Ras aCe Ae ie ae ae sie weeded ‘ane Buh B y SF nangreds 

; aia is certain, therefore, that originally the brought in on the fifteenth. Several Indian of French adventurers elected to remain 
ee a ee region east of the Mississippi was as abun- hunters had been absent for several days. among the Indians of the Northwestern 

. ill b e ent dantly supplied with game as later explor- They returned on the twentieth, having prairies. The “Northmen’”’ found them 
mote mt € one of comfort... discovered to be the case west of it. By killed forty bears. An Indian lad killed two there, together with swarms of French half- 
and enjoyment. 1800 much of the game of the former region _ bears. breeds, when Mackenzie, Peter Pond, Alex- 

DAILY SERVICE 1 WAY  R.T. | had disappeared and early adventurers in Thus, in the ten days from the eleventh ander Henry and their contemporaries 
eS paiala A = 7) = the West were giving accounts comparable to the twentieth inclusive, we have a re- penetrated the region from 1775 to 1800. 
oe FONG SIE “| to those rendered by early explorers in the corded total of seventy-four bears slain in It is not so surprising, therefore, that 

Fares include meals and berth East. the vicinity of the prairie post that Henry Henry, in 1799, wrote of localities once 
Detroit-Chicago $31 $52.50 In 1799 Alexander Henry pressed on with was constructing. That still more were famed for beaver, where they had disap- 
Cee nets: aie ee a fur brigade into the prairie region that we _ killed is evident from an entry made on the _ peared because of intensive hunting. Also, 

Tickets, reservations from any authorized | now know as the Dakotas and Southern twenty-first. Henry had sent a party some _ these records make clear the fact that there 
: riteaitees Ges URES arcin delat | Alberta and Saskatchewan. In his journal, miles upstream. One of the men returned had been something more than a century of 

today for iliseresed “Vacation Daya.” | Henry set Boye te = - mate a ee n a se ppaded = ae and rae qether intens've Wrabbing ang Hane prior 
ness record, unembellishe y flights of ears’ oil. e reportet at the upper to the 60’s an e 70’s which we now con- 

DETROIT & CLEVELAND | fancy or attempted literary flourishes, ac- party had killed many bears, but that the _ sider the days of the Old West—the days of 
NAVIGATION COMPANY | counts of the game and fur bearers in the squaws of the hunters were too lazy to dress boom mining camps, lurid cow towns, trail 

@ B,-H. McCracken, P.T.M.| region he visited during the next fifteen them and that the hides and fat were spoil- herds, hide hunting and the later Indian 
3 Wayne St., Detroit, Mich. years, He pretty well rambled over the ing near the camp. How many were killed _ wars. 

voyvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvYY" | whole Northwest. Fur and game were his by this upper party during the same period _- Far from being a rare denizen of the lofti- 
a SS ee ee | business; the former for profit, the latter as. we have no way of knowing. Also, with the est peaks, early observers recorded the big- 

>) meV @ the only means of provisioning his men. antiquated weapons of that day, all early horn sheep in great numbers in the foothills 
1 } cy ay) oe | As early French explorers had depicted accounts indicate that more wounded game __ of practically all the mountain ranges of the 

Ng Aer the prairies of Michigan swarming with animals escaped to die than were killed on West and even in broken and bad-land 
aT LG | game, so Henry left behind a similar por- the spot and salvaged by the hunters. stretches in prairie regions. Since the Dall 

= LEFEEIN trayal of conditions on these more westerly Without attempting to estimate these latter and Fannin sheep still range in thousands 
X Cat prairies. items, nevertheless it is safe to conclude at various points over a vast area from the 

{ art pli Even at that early date, with the buffalo that bears were not rare on the prairies in Cassiars of British Columbia to Clark Lake 
4 I) if practically gone from all of its former range Henry’s day. at the base of the Alaska Peninsula, from 

east of the Mississippi, numerous entries That the ten-day bear hunt had not de- the head of the Pelly in the Yukon to the 
| made by Henry reveal the fact that already pleted their numbers to any great extent is Endicott Range in the Arctic, there is small 
| the whites and their hired Indians were evident from the fact that Henry, superin- reason to doubt that similar numbers of 
slaying with wanton abandon inthe North- tending the work of erecting the stockade, bighorns ranged in the milder climes as re- 

Ow to | west. Literally thousands of buffaloes were saw many bears daily, none of which he ported by scores of early eyewitnesses. 
| shot down and only the tongues removed. killed. One of his hunters encountered a 

HOLD A WIFE | Elk, deer and moose were slain in great large albino bear, but failed to kill the white The Lost Art of Exaggeration 
| numbers; in many instances only sufficient animal. 
| meat for a single meal being cut from an It must be recalled that the entries were It is unnecessary to go into any estimate 

A Short Short Story animal, the rest being left to rot. ““Such is all by way of being business records; for of the original numbers of the elk. Vast 
" the improvidence of men in this land of Henry, of course, was obliged to account to herds are described by many early explor- 

Beene was lazy. Car was dirty. Brown abundance,” Henry wrote. his partners in the Northwest Company for ers and adventurers in the Eastern prairies 
payin van tS nae Abrontened to the liquor, trade goods, andso on, which he and semiwooded districts. Lewis and Clark 

eae Cle rown bought KozaK (the Dry Killing Bears for Lard paid out to his hunters. found them in great numbers on the Colum- ash Cloth). Gave it to wife. Showed her g % . A ei 
how to wipe car clean. Result: Brown 3 3 Certain fur bearers, now denizens of bia. Thousands were killed for the markets 

still lazy. Still has wife. Car always spotless. What is not generally known is the fact mountain fastnesses and isolated northern in Colorado, and the California stampeders 
Any woman can keep her car clean with that during the early days of the fur trade, forests, are popularly supposed never to described them as ranging in bands of 
KozaK. It’s sold with a money-back guar- much of the work was done by hunting in have been inhabitants of the prairies, even thousands in the broad valleys of that state. 
antee . .“If you don’t like KozaK for any the broad light of day instead of exclusively of prairies threaded by wooded streams. There still remain somewhere between 
reason, dealer will refund your money.” | by trapping of nights. Smith’s account of Henry’s tabulated records for the winter of 25,000 and 50,000 head ranging the Yellow- 
For sale at almost any garage, gas station, | hunting raccoon by day, as one now hunts 1802-03 on lower Red River show, in addi- stone region, and many smaller herds in va- 
car dealer, accessory, hardware, or drug | rabbits, is amply verified by scores of other tion to great numbers of the usual prairie rious parts of the nation, so some idea of 
store, at any gas station of Colonial (New | chronicles. Henry’s men hunted with great fur bearers, 496 fishers, 722 martens, 127 their original numbers may be grasped. 
York and New EneEnee Indian Refining —__ success for otter, beaver, mink, raccoon, raccoons, 190 foxes, 194 lynxes, 10 wolver- Therefore, if we are to wax skeptical con- 
(Indiana), VanF eet Durh ee. (netic | marten, fisher and wolverine along the ines. Though his men, apparently, made cerning the accounts of writers of the 70’s, 
eas) or Gill SNCs: Roe Woe sparsely wooded creeks that threaded the no particular effort to shoot wolves, which we must at least confess that exaggeration 
eee pe eh K di See Minnesota, Dakota and Canadian prairies. were extremely numerous on all sides at all _ was becoming a lost art among them. Be- 

i tar a aechee peg oa. a ee er, ® | His almost daily entries of such kills were times, Henry listed 801 wolf pelts among ginning with the accounts of the earliest 
= P 2; | matters of business record. Henry was the _ his returns for that year. French explorers, one may cruise ahead 

trader always. For those who are inclined Yet even in Henry’s time the Northwest through the pages left behind by later ad- 
Ko 9 & AK | to hoot with derision at Pattie’s account of was poeperucnlery new. Oddly epee venturers and find that, almost generation 

the swarm of grizzlies encountered during a _ one of the first entries in his journal deals by generation, the penned portrayals of 
The Dry Wash Cloth day’s march on the Kansas prairies, Henry’s with the fact that some localities, once game abundance, though seeming to us in- 

ie eee “ae a entries concerning bears on these more abounding in beavers, now were entirely credible, nevertheless paint word pictures 
WOZAKe Inc), & Paes. Batavia one VY. | northerly prairies might prove of interest. devoid of them because of excessivehunting. that deal with progressively fewer and 
set omea agp hice ae al While marching in search of an advan- Ten years before Henry’s advent upon fewer numbers of each species in every dis- 
pene - - a ha my money will be refunded tageous point at which to construct head- the scene, Mackenzie had reached the Arc- trict in turn as the years rolled on. We 

Pe ere quarters for the operations of the winter of tic Ocean by way of Great Slave Lake and must either confess, then, that the game 
Se 1800-01, he found bears extremely numer- the Mackenzie River, a few years later hav- was there and grew fewer and fewer in 
a ae ele ous, as he did other game, jotting down the ing crossed the mountain ranges of British (Continued on Page 185)
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(Continued from Page 182) in the Canadian provinees has been settled northern ranges from Newfoundland to 
numbers with each succeeding generation, and the caribou killed off. It must be con- Unimak Island off the tip of the Alaskan 
or ascribe such progressive moderation to ceded, therefore, that the caribou herds Peninsula there are still some 8,000,000 
the fact that the art of exaggeration was on _ have been greatly depleted from their origi- head of caribou ranging. It is a most con- 2 AP 
the wane. nal numbers. servative estimate, surely. 

We need not touch here upon the original Nevertheless, the caribou still ranges in What, then, must have been the original HI 
numbers of the moose, the mountain goat millions in British Columbia, the Yukon, numbers of the caribou herds? And what 
and the musk ox. Alaska and the country between the Mac- must have been the original numbers of ’ 

For purposes of present and past com- kenzie River and the Yukon. buffalo, elk, deer and antelope when the 
parison, we have one outstanding example Yukon River steamers are delayed by more southerly ranges were stocked to err 
that may serve as somewhat of a gauge. swimming hordes of migrating caribou as capacity with those animals, as early ex- = —e re 
The caribou has disappeared from much of once engineers were forced to halt their plorers described them? z | Z 
its original range; practically extinct in trains because of traveling herds of buffaloes In the light of the remaining caribou KZ a 
Minnesota and with but few remaining in on the prairies. herds, early accounts of similarly huge pull Z A 
Maine and Nova Scotia, the former vast The caribou herds that stillrangethe Bar- numbers of other game animals in a more r eed | Z j 
caribou herds of Labrador and Newfound- ren-Grounds from Northern Saskatchewan _ friendly climate do not seem to lack plausi- to im.¢ Hi fA, } 
land also are sadly depleted. Once ranging to Victoria Land are variously estimated _ bility. i pros (Pa 
the Alaskan Peninsula in great herds, but a to contain from 7,000,000 to 20,000,000. The game fields of Africa and Asia afford hrin AL = | (ea 
few caribou now remain there. It is gone The temperate zone in North America a greater variety of species than do those of Y Neer Sa 
from the Kenai Peninsula. More than afforded the finest body of rangelandinthe America. All evidence, however, points to h he 
1,000,000 reindeer now usurp parts of the world. The Arctic and sub-Arctic regions, the fact that in regard to sheer numbers, ACI 
former exclusive caribou range in Alaska. naturally, are much less hospitable. Sup- the North American continent, when the 
Hunting for the market for several decades pose that we concede—even after being white men first set foot upon it, was not a the Lo st Youth 
has depleted the caribou herds of Alaska exterminated over great areas and de- mere “hunters’ paradise” but preéminently 
andthe Yukon. Much of their former range pleted everywhere in numbers—that in the the greatest hunting ground in the world. of ANY F LO OR
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‘ OF THE ALASKAN BROWN AND GRIZZLY BEARS 
; 
; Author of 

“Tur Witp Grizzuirs oF ALASKA” 

This is the last of a series of Friday but most important of all, to show that 
afternoon talks on the grizzly and brown they are in great danger of being dis- 
bears of Alaska. The next will be on possessed by paper pulp mills, which it 
December 22nd at 6:45 p.m. over this is proposed to erect on the two or three 

‘station, at which time Mr. Lowell forest clad, mountainous islands which 
Thomas in his Literary Digest period is are their main habitats off the Southeast- 
allowing me a few minutes on his pro- ern coast of Alaska. And finally, to ask 
gram to tell you a few new bear stories your aid, as lovers of the outdoors and 
illustrative of their kindly nature and its wild folk, to help save these magnifi- 
disposition. Also, on New Year’s Day cent animals, the last to survive of our 
12:30 to 1 p.m. over WEAF and red _ great charactertistic wild animals of the 
net-work of stations, there will be a American continent. 
broadcast from Count Felix von Luck- , 
ner’s fourmasted windjammer on the In my previous talks I told of the 
Hudson River, at which time there four years I spent among them, photo- 
will be heard also Sir Hubert Wilkins §taphing them, studying their minds and 
representing the Arctic and Antarctic, ™anners and in intimate contact with 
Carveth Wells, the Jungles of Malaya them from day to day. I have been 
and Africa, Lowell Thomas on the South 8atified by the ready response to the 
Sea Islands, Patricia Kendall, author of @Ppeal which I have made to the Ameri- 
that late and marvellous book on India, Ca” public in behalf of these fine animals, 
and my humble self on Alaska. re es scores of letters from animal lovers, containing messages of The purpose of these talks has been é BES (0! 
to make friends for the great Alaska aoe Let me read from a typi- 
brown and grizzly bears, by showing them Fs 

: to be courageous, intelligent, lordly and “I know the country you talk of, and 
:| dignified monarchs of the great wild that along the Inner Passage, I have 
*, Spaces of the Far North, and not mean, watched the Bears at play and when be- 

dangerous or ferocious, as they are gen- ing hunted by ruthless, stupid men, and erally pictured; to show that they are I agree with you that they think and 
threatened with extermination, by hunters, know. 
fox farmers who kill them to supply 
meat to their domestically raised foxes, “Do you know what charming pets the and sheep herders who would dispossess young bears make? A friend of mine, them from the hills and dales that have Mrs. Evelyn Cameron, who was a mighty heen theirs since time immemorial. Also, hunter before the Lord, once came riding



home to her house on the Nine Springs ' far below in a little grassy valley a beau- 

Ranch in Montana, with two small tiful silver tipped grizzly, busy in his 

fellows whose mother had fallen to the quest for dinner, digging gophers from 

gun of a ‘kill °em on sight’ gentleman. the hillside. I went out of his sight as 

They became the most delightful pets, I reached the plateau-like top of the 

and they played about the ranch until she ridge, which contained two or three tiny 

took them back to England and left them lakelets, lying between the rolling ter- 

in the London Zoo. You will find it hard rain of the plateau. I found a likely 

te believe that five years afterwards, camping spot a few hundreds beyond 

when she visited them, they remembered and after relieving myself of the heavy 

her voice and almost tore the place down pack I was carrying I got out my mo- 

to get to her. tion picture camera and went back in 

“opps : the direction from which I came. As 
‘This note is to thank you for what eeame in eiehtao? féne vend ott one tof 

you are doing for the Bears and to re- . : : (ck ich oc wast nok 

mind you that there are other creatures Bae nare eS 1) ee 
needing consecyationalec’ over a hundred feet in diameter, I saw 

that the water was disturbed. I thought 

“With my daughters I had a wonder- at first that it might be a family of 
ful experience in an Idaho forest with ducks that was causing the disturbance, 

a charming brown bear. We were walk- but as I peered round the little hill 
ing from Seattle to New York, and which hid some of the water from my 
here we found a pool that invited to a view, I was amazed to find the cause of 

swim. We stripped and plunged, and the ripples. It was a grizzly at his bath. 

immediately a Cocker Spaniel we had Just his head showed above the water at 

with us became agitated and barked as first. I crept up closer, screened by some 

Cockers will. She kept it up so deter- tiny hemlock trees and as he rose his 

~ minedly that I got out to see what I full height and shook himself I started 
could see. Well, Sir, it was a big brown the motion picture camera going. He 

bear, and he was sticking his nose around was not more than thirty yards away. 

the side of a great cedar and he was In the stillness of the evening he soon 

watching us with a puzzled but friendly heard the whir of the little motor in the 
interest. He seemed to be saying to him- camera and he instantly became alert. 

self, ‘What kind of females are these He looked this way and. that. I stopped 

who take baths any old place;’ No, Sir, the camera. He must have dismissed 
we were not afraid, and we did not try it from his mind. He dipped down 
to kill—Live and let live is something again, and as I looked more closely I 

you learn when you rough it out of saw floating by his side some objects 

doors.” almost about the size of a cub’s head, 
b but I soon saw they were not cubs, for 

Several times I was the witness of a as he arose the second time he swooped 
grizzly in his private bath, and one I re- one of these objects and splashed it 
member particularly, As I climbed to against his face, the water flying in all 

the top of a mountain range in Admiralty  directions—whatever it: was it was his 
Island. late one afternoon, I observed substitute for a bath sponge. He was



_ performing his evening abolutions. I predatory animals. Then to. keep the 
looked down in amazement, and then army employed they will turn to the 

turned the camera going again and this lesser species.” It is this Department 
time he became more alarmed, approached which has jurisidiction over these habi- 
toward me a little way, located the noise tats of the Alaska brown and _ grizzly 

and then retreated to the bank on the bear, and it. is this Department which 
other side; a few sniffs and a startled has very inavisedly sold to two paper 
look and off he went in a grizzly bear pulp companies practically all of the 
lope over his wellworn trail which he timber on the Alaska panhandle which 
probably used every day. It was then contains the inside passage to Alaska and 

almost dark and I had no further time which covers many large islands in an 

to investigate and I made my way back area four hundred miles long and one 

to camp. The next day bright and early hundred miles wide, for the purpose 

I returned and there, floating at the of wood pulp manufacture. We con- 
edge of the tiny lake, were two or three  servationists do not quarrel with the 

large pieces of mossy sod which had been laudable idea of industrial development 

pulled from the edge of the shore, and in Alaska. We do feel, however, that 

which had taken the place of sponges. these magnificent animals are entitled 

Several others which had been used _ to live peaceably on at least one or two 
recently lay on the bank, badly moulded, of these islands which make up not 

showing that they had been used several more than five per cent of the area 
days before. I appreciate that this may of the wood pulp development. I have 
sound like a story of a nature fakir, but before me a letter from a friend in : 

I give you my word that I relate exactly California who quotes the owner of one 
what I saw and nothing more. In the Of these wood pulp companies as saying, 

few minutes left in this talk I shall at- “Very categorically that he consid- 

tempt to picture graphically the danger ered the bears a menace to all com- 
of extermination of these magnificent mercial activity in Alaska and that he 
animals. Two days ago I had a letter intended to hire hunters to exterminate 
from the director of one of the largest them in his wood pulp holdings as 

museums of natural history in our coun- soon as operations started.” eas : as 
tan Be Deas personaly a The holding of this particular man 
gard the action of the Agricultural De- . : _ 

s : includes Admiralty Island which con- 
partment in relation to the brown and x a 

i tains over half the grizzly and brown 
grizzly bears as outrageous. It took me S 

* : bear population of Alaska, a mag- 
three years to obtain the specimens for iGeeat cisland: almioet ‘one siundved 
a group in the museum, and then they Sn ose ets . : 

5 ae miles long and forty miles wide, lying 
permitted the wholesale killing of these at ihe cep baleen cre Alec oppace 
animals for the so-called protection of ate capital, Juneau, a gem of scenic 

few miserable domestic. sheep. Their beauty and grandeur, of colassal forests, 
whole activities are based upon the de- roagaifcent snow capped mouniail 

sire of the sheep men to avoid employ- ranges, studded with beautiful glaciers 
ing herders and it is obviously their pur- and emerald colored lakes. 

pose to exterminate all of the so-called Two years ago, when I gave a similar



series of talks, Dr. William T. Horna- A year ago the Alaska representative 
day, former head of the New York of the Department of Agriculture in . 
Zoological Park and for forty years his report to Washington advised that 
a militant fighter for wild life conserva- the bears be killed by experienced 
tion gave me the following message to hunters and even suggested the use 
read to the radio audience: of poison for this purpose. I quote his 

“In the destruction of wild life gen- cae cee ores: 
erally the rule of the world is to destroy “Experienced hunters should be em- 
first the largest and most conspicuous ployed to greatly reduce and if pos- 
animals. Naturalists generally regard sible exterminate them on such areas 
the big game of Alaska as being par- as Admiralty Island where extensive 
ticularly easy of extermination because commercial development seems likely 
of the terrible extent to which it is to occur in the near future. Poison 
exposed to the view of the men who could be successfully used.” 
pursue it. Because of this fact, a num- 
ber of United States conservationists Fortunately, however, we have an 
and game defenders have striven hard ¢x¢ellent force in the governmental 
throughout the last twenty-eight years S¢vice working for protection of these 
to secure means by which the big game _ Dears. It is the special Senate Com- 
including the big brown bears of Muittee on Wild Life Resources, the 
Alaska might be protected against ac- Chairman of which is that eminent life- 
tual extermination. As matters stand !0ng conservationist, Senator Frederic 
Oda ct eb b © Alas Walcott of Connecticut. He visited 
Oday tae Steak Drown: bears: 0! aska Alaska personally this summer to see 
must immediately have better protec- what could be done for the bears. His 
tion or perish. If any man in Alaska committee is soon to make its report 
has proposed any course even ap- [© Congress. The enemies of the bear 

proaching the extermination of the hae: Dioueat all poms pie Desens 
L g : this Committee it may be assumed. 
colossal brown bear of our Arctic ter- [This Committee greatly needs the sup- 

ritory, then that man has made a mis- port of all lovers of wild life to sus- 

take, and if necessary, his mistake SUE eee pad eerane ncliding the 
a _ establishment of permanent sanctuaries ppeulibe corrected by law. The Amer- Gbca nadonal bare Which. would dake 

ican People sometimes are quick to forever inviolate the natural home of 
respond when they are properly awak- the grizzly, free from hunters and wood 

ened to the perils of important: wild poe manufacturers. vou ney it 
ee aay single voice means nothing, but col- life species. Tell them for me that the leclively they aniouat wae eadipablic 

great brown bear is in peril, that he opinion will be the determining feature 
needs the protection of better laws, in this fight to save the grizzly and 
and he needs it now. If for any reason brown bear. Won’t you do your part. 
the big brown bears of Alaska are I have done my best to portray faith- 
destroyed off the face of the earth, it fully the true nature of these magni- 4 
will be a permanent shame and dis-  ficent animals, which are symbolic of the 
grace to the People of the United majesty and grandeur of their mountain 
States.” homes. 

Since the above letter was written Write to the Senate Committee on 
by Dr. Hornaday the menace from the Wild Life Resources, U. S. Biological 
wood pulp development has arisen, Survey, and your Senators and Con- 
and made the danger of extermination gressman. All may be addressed, 
of these bears all the more imminent. Washington, D. C. 

Listen in—W. J. Z. December 22, 6.45 P. M. 

WEAF and red network—Jan. 1 12:30-1P. M. E. S. T.
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Word was received from Division Game Supervisor John B. Ross, of 

Lock Haven, Pa., that one of the largest bears taken in his section for some 

— time was killed near Emporium on November 21. It weighed 475 lbs. without en- 

trails removed.
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28 3 bi Se onl have the federal government set aside and dedicate Admiralty 

= rt ae Island in southeastern Alaska as a bear preserve. This large 
. beta Avge Ae island, free of all forms of commercial enterprise, and with 

Ss es ME ie ne he, hunting, trapping and fishing prohibited, Mr. White would 
h i! 3 ae peye hold in its wild state for all time exclusively as a home for 

ae eZ i Pe = £ “eyes 
tae 7 ar en the Alaska brown bear—a truly regal domain for the “King 

4 y eee. ss of the Woods,” with only such humans tolerated as came to 
: dh aa admire. 

f a ‘ es ae Mr. White’s deep interest in this animal can be appreciated 
ea Os ee by one who has lived and worked in the brown bear country 

~ Me S42 ice yy of Alaska for thirteen years. This bear is a magnificent speci- 
oo 4 at : .. men of wild life. All classes of bears have always had an ex- 

— —— , ceptionally strong appeal to men and here we have the larg- 
ee a BS est, the most majestic in mien, most courageous and intelli- 
<a i: gent and in all the most impressive of the entire bear family 

Brui *fshi of the world. No one who has seen him going about the daily 
eS See task of getting a living for himself, who has watched his 

highly amusing antics in his hours of play, or who has mar- 
HE May issue of this magazine carried an earnest ap- _ veled at his courage, strength and vitality in a fight with other 
peal from Stewart Edward White, the eminent outdoor _ bears or with men, can help but carry away a great and last- 
sportsman and writer, for assistance in an effort to ing interest in the Alaska brown bear. 
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This is an aerial shot of Lituya Bay, from a point over the. Gulf of Alaska. The Great Fairweather Range crowns 

the head of the bay, with Mount Fairweather—15,300 feet high, just off to the left. Alaska brown, glacier and black 

bears are abundant here and this locality is part of the proposed additional bear sanctuary in Southeastern Alaska. 
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A strong sentimental interest in this form of wild life the bear must be held in close check or even eliminated, but 
should be tempered, however, with a suitable regard for other this class will always be too small to affect materially the 
features when bear protective measures are under considera- bear population of the Territory. 
tion. Action designed solely to protect the bear for observa- The Alaska Game Commission, the Biological Survey, and 
tion and study meets the wishes of one group only and does _ the Forest Service, having studied the local situation, be- 
not satisfy those who follow certain other forms of recrea- lieve the logical place for Admiralty Island in the above 
tion, such as bear hunting. It also may be diametrically op- scheme is with those areas on which game management, the 
posite to that desired by the great number of persons who growing of timber crops, and the utilization of other re- 
wish to see the commercially valuable resources of the pro- sources should be correlated. The withdrawal of the island 
posed preserve lands put to use to further the general devel- as a bear preserve, with hunting and all other forms of land 
opment of the Territory and to provide a source of livelihood _ use prohibited, is considered unnecessary for the purpose of 
for the local people. The relative value or importance of perpetuating the brown bear on the range as a whole, or even 
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‘ This map clearly shows the range of the coastal Alaskan Brown bear, its present sanctuary limitations and the pro- 

| posed extension of this territory. These lands, the author says, constitute one of the most interesting areas in Alaska. 

‘each of these activities and resources in a given locality on this island alone, and highly undesirable in that it would 
must be carefully weighed. make a permanent wilderness of a section of Alaska that 

The federal officials who deal with game and other re- holds out the most promise for industrial development. 
sources of the Territory believe it possible to harmonize all The Alaska brown bear is found along 1,500 miles of the 
of the interests involved through a proper coordination in the southern coast of the Territory. Its range extends from south- 
use of the lands in the various sections of the bear range. eastern Alaska north and west of Unimak Island in the Aleu- 
Thus some particular localities can be devoted to best advan- _ tian Archipelago and covers 96,000 square miles, an area 
tage to preserves or “wilderness areas,” where the bear is _ twice the size of the State of Pennsylvania. The total popula- 
afforded full protection. Other localities are best suited to tion of whites and Indians within and adjacent to the range 
regulated hunting as the sole or primary use of the lands. is not in excess of 32,000, and the great majority of these 
On a third class of areas, and this will include the greater people live in towns, mining camps, and fishing centers, and 
part of the bear range, the conservative use or management are not engaged in occupations that take them into the wild 
of bear and other game will be carried on with other impor- areas where the bears occur, while the rugged topography, 
tant activities, such as the growing and harvesting of timber dense underbrush, and excessive rainfall of this region dis- 
crops. In still other sections, such as agricultural localities, courage casual trips to the woods. The number of local men
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coming in unpremeditated con- : : a= 
tact with the bear is exceedingly a = 
small over the range as a whole, ihc. ee 
and there are sections of coast- hs tas ie ja esl Aa eas hcislenaanig to ey eee 
line hundreds of miles in length INE aS SERRE ARE RR rite ANE el: wiatenote Fs 
that have practically no human res Sale “ a te” dani Whee NE ge «is laa 
inhabitants. a gd ee as bi alec Ge ee 

Few Alaskans are bear hunt- Pie ‘ - ioe ei ak ' 
ers, as they prefer to hunt ani- a ae ied ed F 
mals valuable for food or hides, ad Bi, i ‘ * 
and the sale of brown bear pelts grt Pe 5 
is prohibited by the game laws. : ” : 
There is some killing by out- = P sp 
door men, such as prospectors, eke ; 
that can be termed wanton, but : ? * lll oe 
the percentage of bear killers Seen ie 
among Alaskans is not high. A . s ae a eer 
recent check-up of the charge pet ts (ee ie 
that Forest Service field men - ‘ ae om : 
make a practice of killing bears es ae “ 
uselessly showed that a force of , P af gg oe ie ee 
twenty-two men who spend the as = eae ee ; ae) ms Ora 5 q 
greater part of each year in the 4 ceo Baie pa Set EI pot iniee Ze Reg 
woods killed a total of only 7 . 
twenty-eight brown and grizzly Looking for a good fishing field—and he will find it, too, for 
bears in the past eleven years, the Alaskan Brown bear is the canniest of salmon fishermen. 
and some of this killing was 
done in self defense. The num- 
ber of bear hunters from outside the Territory has been too all classes of hunters and for all possible reasons from pure 
small to account for much killing considering that the bag butchery to the taking of museum specimens is well below 
limit is but two animals a season. the yearly crop of cubs. Some old-time residents of Alaska 

All non-resident hunters are required to report their kills claim that the bear population has been increasing for the 
to the Alaska Game Commission and in addition the Com- _ past ten or fifteen years, and certain circumstances make this 

mission seeks information of the same kind from resident seem reasonable. The rigid enforcement of the law prohibit- 
hunters. Reports from both sources for the entire Territory ing the sale of bear pelts is the most important factor. An- 
show an average yearly kill in the past three years of 131 _ other is that the white population of outdoor men has materi- 
brown and grizzly bears. The records do not show what pro- _ ally decreased over the greater part of the bear range in this 
portion of these were brown bear. period, with the subsidence of the great mining excitements 

It is believed that the total yearly kill of brown bears by and the completion of construction work on the two rail- 
roads. The game of Alaska is 

i ee under the supervision of the : Bee Sat ee federal government. The game 
Doe - oe eS a oe laws be enacted by C oe 

ee ee eee and enforced by the Secretary 
- oe a ee ee ee oe ne of Agriculture acting through 

. NO ee the Alaska Game Commission. 
Cited Se i ea pipe a ae : This body consists of four Alas- eo WS <' es Re oe a. ee kans serving without pay, and a 

3 x =S SEY ak BRN. oe eee oe, a6 ps federally appointed permanent 
SS Se = sen a «hes, Fikes executive officer who is a spe- 

Se - one gee ag) ee fei: cialist in game administration. 
a, 3 Eye oe nee ce a Ae . is The Commission directs the 

: . a ee a eee ee work of the game wardens and 
i ’ St enim “ ‘i makes recommendations to the 

¥ Ss " P| aes % Secretary for changes in the 
oe i se apa Oe z =. laws and regulations. The Bi- 

Pee ae ee pe es ological Survey conducts stud- 
Baa Gung ls ies Se ee ies of game problems, and acts 

: : ae : — oe as technical adviser to the Sec- 
= : Sees So eS retary and the Commission. 

Se Pepa eee ey oe 5 a The basic game laws leave 
a caine bide ase a “ae cote a hfs ample leeway to make such 

en bo : Da ee changes in the protective mea- 
ae a4 Se. Se sures as are found to be neces- 

‘ no : ee ee oe < on sary to keep pace with chang- 
et Revco“ Be i ing conditions. New measures 

to strengthen protection are be- 
This is Reid Glacier. Designated as a bear sanctuary, this is one of the ing put into effect almost every 
many tidewater glaciers of the Glacier Bay National Monument. It has year and it is believed that they 
good salmon spawning streams and a dense cover of brush and young trees. have been adequate to date.
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Within the past few months two additions to bear sanctuaries has resources that are highly important to the growth and 
have been made and another is now being considered and prosperity of that region, including very extensive forests of 
is almost sure to be established before June 30 of this year. pulp timber, gold-bearing rock formations, coal beds, water 
The Secretary has also approved a recent recommendation power sites, bear and deer country, and trout fishing. Some 
of the Commission which adds the whole of southeastern salmon canneries, gold mines, logging camps, an Indian vil- 
Alaska to the area wherein a resident of the Territory is lage, and a few scattered settlers are located on it. 
limited to a kill of two brown or grizzly bears yearly. The timber is a particularly outsanding resource. The for- 

The present restrictions on brown bear hunting can be _ est areas of this region, including Admiralty Island, are to 
summarized as follows: Within the natural range of the ani- be retained permanently in government ownership and man- 
mal, 96,000 square miles, complete sanctuary is provided on aged by the Forest Service for the continuous production of 
four large and a number of small units totaling 8,500 square forest crops with the yearly cut over each large unit re- 
miles, an area almost as large as the State of New Jersey. stricted to an amount equalling the annual growth on the 
Throughout the entire Territory non-resident hunters are unit. Southeastern Alaska has virtually no agricultural re- 
limited to a season extending from September 1 to June 20 sources and thus needs a renewable resource, such as timber, 
(over 5 months of which the bear is in hibernation), and to to provide stability to its economic life. This island has ex- 
a yearly kill of two brown or grizzly bears. On one-half of cellent timber-growing lands and can produce a sustained 
the brown bear range, resident Alaskans are subject to the supply of timber sufficient for 440 tons of newsprint paper 
same hunting season and bag limits as non-residents, and on daily. The industrial enterprise thus provided for will mean 
one-quarter more of the range to the same bag limit. The re- a huge plant investment at Juneau, give yearlong employ- 
maining quarter carries no prohibition against killing by ment to 1,100 men, and supply a product to the United States 

residents. which is now largely imported from foreign countries. 
The tract now proposed to be added to the sanctuary areas The harvesting of timber from the Island will not materi- 

covers 1,800 square miles in southeastern Alaska. It is ad- ally affect the bear. Vast sections of the land have no com- 
jacent to Glacier Bay National Monument and extends past mercial timber and will not be touched by logging opera- 
Cape Spencer to Cape Fairweather, about fifteen miles north tions and under the conservative system of timber cutting 
of Lituya Bay. Certain parts of this tract, notably the sec- that is to be followed only a very small portion of the Island 
tions on the east side of Glacier Bay and those around Lituya will be under operation at any one time. Once a given tract 
Bay, have a good concentration of bears, perhaps as many, is cut over it will not be logged again for at least 75 years, 
area for area, as Admiralty Island. Lituya Bay has both _ the time necessary to grow a second crop of sizable pulp tim- 
Alaska brown and black bears and perhaps some specimens ber here. Logging companies and their employees will be 
of the rare glacier bear as well. bound by the same laws as other residents of the Territory 

This proposed addition, together with the adjacent Na- and will not be permitted to slaughter bear or other game. 
tional Monument, provides_a sanctuary of 3,600 square Small logging operations have been conducted on this Island 
miles. This is a larger unit than is advisable for a game sanc- for many years without any serious conflict with the bear re- 

tuary alone, but in this case other recreational features are sources and the same should prove true of large operations. 
of primary consideration. The Monument and surrounding While it will be at least five years before any major log- 
proposed sanctuary lands constitute one of the most interest- ging is done on this Island, the Forest Service, with the coop- 
ing areas in Alaska. It has many large tidewater glaciers dis- eration of the Alaska Game Commission and Biological Sur- 
charging icebergs into the sea. Exposed rock formations, vey, plans to formulate at once a bear management plan for 
remains of interglacier forests and advancing vegetative the entire Island. A bear census is to be made this summer 
cover in the vicinity of the receding ice, are attractions for when the salmon run has concentrated the bear population 
the geologist and botanist. The imposing Fairweather range along the spawning streams. With this as a basis the number 
of mountains, topped by Mt. Fairweather with an elevation of bears that should constitute the productive capacity or a 
of 15,300 feet and having at least five other peaks over 10,- reasonable stocking of various sections of the Island will be 
000 feet, is located here. There are also interesting seabird _ tentatively fixed and such special rules and regulations will 
rookeries. An excellent example of the Sitka spruce-western be put into effect to maintain this stocking. If certain sec- 
hemlock type of forest at Lituya Bay is admirably suited for tions appear to be insufficiently stocked these can be closed 
a “wilderness area.” Most of the enlarged sanctuary is al- to hunting for a number of years, or until the bear popula- 
most as accessible as the greater part of Admiralty Island, tion has satisfactorily increased. If ever found necessary 
but to reach Lituya Bay by launch it is necessary to cross the entire Island can be closed to hunting for a period. This 
forty-five miles of open water on the Gulf of Alaska. Since simple practice of temporarily closing an area to hunting 
the use of hydroplanes has become common on the coast of _ has been applied successfully to other game. 
Alaska, this bay can now be best reached in this way. The The game management plan and the regulations estab- 
time from Juneau is one hour. lished in connection with it can be readily changed from 

In addition to serving as an extra safeguard against deple- _ time to time as better data on the game situation are acquired 
tion of the bear on the surrounding hunting lands all of the and as changing conditions in hunting dictate. 
game sanctuaries, existing and proposed, provide an excel- The writer believes the federal government can maintain 
lent field for students of wild life and some of them for gen- the Alaska brown bear indefinitely and at least in its present 
eral recreationists as well. It will be seen from the above numbers by means of game conservation laws, and that such 
that the Federal Government is administering the brown bear drastic action as withdrawing thousands of square miles of 
chiefly as a game resource but that the other classes of inter- highly valuable lands and holding them indefinitely as wild 
est surrounding this animal are not neglected. Also the pol- areas solely to perpetuate the bear is wholy unnecessary and 
icy is to be followed of coordinating the administration of unjustified. There is no apparent insurmountable or even 
all the valuable resources of the region, including the bear, material obstacle to correlating the management of the game 
to see that each is given the recognition warranted. resources, including the bear, with that of the other re- 

Admiralty Island, where the argument for and against sources of the Territory, giving emphasis in each locality 
widespread bear sanctuaries now centers, has an area of to the particular resource locally the most valuable, but not 
about 1,064,000 acres, or 1,660 square miles, and is located necessarily disregarding the others. Only a policy of this 
in the most accessible section of Alaska, approaching with- kind can properly safeguard all of the economic, recreational 
in twelve miles of Juneau, the capital of the Territory. It and scientific interests involved.
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Goodbye, Old Grizzly 
(Editorial) 

By Harry McGuire 

OR Old Silvertip the end of the trail is in bear to an ambush. Sheepmen, mavericks any- 
Fax He was once the greatest prize that way, hated bears as they hated most wild game; 

could fall before the rifle of the American big only their hatred of bears was intense, for other 

game hunter. He was to our continent what the game only stole their forage from the public land, 
lion is to Africa, the tiger to Asia—a beast that while the grizzly sometimes went so far as to treat 
feared man alone, and would even fight him when a flock of sheep like a ten-pin set-up. 

cornered; a killer whose deeds our pioneer fore- There were no laws for protecting the grizzly 
fathers magnified and turned into legend to because stockmen were powerful in the legislatures 
frighten and thrill little children. His ways were and they wouldn't stand for his being protected— 
secretive, his path lonely and bloody. Roaring, to them he was a predator and any way of taking 

| teeth bared, if molested he would charge one man _ him was fair, from steel traps to dogs. The sports- 

or a thousand. man thought the grizzly was a gentleman—a 

i Such was the myth, the half-truth, from pioneer sporting gentleman like himself—and he was 
days. willing to spend a lot of money on a hunting trip if 

But if your father happened to be a sportsman there was reasonable chance of a shot at Old Sil- 

forty years ago, as mine was, and trailed the vertip. But he didn’t worry much about his pro- 

: grizzly in the Teton country or the Cascades, he tection. Ranchers were his good friends and he 
probably gave you a picture of Old Silvertip some- didn’t see any horns or cloven hoofs on them. 
what at variance with popular notions. The sportsman should have begun to worry 

Uncertain as Tophet in his ways, the bear was about Old Silvertip when the predator-control 
best hunted when he came out of hibernation in craze began to sweep the country some years back. 
the spring. You could spot him then grubbing The U. S. Biological Survey, willing tools of the 
for ants on the hillside not far below timberline, sheepmen as long as the sheepmen would get 
you could trail him on horseback if there was snow Congress to give the Survey lots of money for kill- 

still on the ground, or you could put dogs on his ing predators—sent paid hunters with dogs to kill 

trail and try to bring him to bay in some steep off any grizzly the sheepmen heard about. In 
canyon. Already at the turn of the century he such cases the bear simply had to be reported as 
was scarce. “a confirmed killer.” 

As for his reputed ferocity, that was mostly The first the sportsman really knew about the 
bunk. Cornered, wounded, or in defense of his gradual disappearance of the grizzly was his dis- 

young, the grizzly would fight to kill—but so, oc- covery that grizzly hunting trips were very seldom 

casionally will any game animal worthy of the successful any more. A generation grew up which 
name. Grizzly hunting was not a sport for radio hardly ever thought of taking expensive hunts for 
crooners, bless their sweet androgynous hearts. the bear, as their fathers had done. A grizzly 

He was blamed for a lot of things he didn’t do. hunt? Nonsense, there aren't any left, are there? 

Occasional bears killed sheep and calves, but most 

were content to feed on a carcass left by a moun- Se now at least, when it is just about too late, 

tain lion, and live largely on berries, nuts, ants. we know the truth. 

Cattlemen had a grudging admiration for him, Latest figures from the U. S. Forest Service 
though if a dude hunter was coming out they break the news gently. On U. S. forests grizzlies 

didn’t hesitate to put out a dead horse to lure the declined from 1930 to 1932 from an estimated 870



to an estimated 664—about a 25% decline in two policies which they knew would spell his doom? 
years. 

In Colorado, where the Forest Service reported prec LIFE has campaigned for decent 
17 grizzlies in 1930, it reports 3 in 1932. In Idaho, bear protection for twenty-five years. No 
110 in 1930 and 50 in 1932. In New Mexico, 18 reference to our work in that regard is needed. 
in 1930 and 7 in 1932. In Washington, a decrease But what of the other outdoor magazines? What 
from 17 to 7. Most left are in Montana, where of the U. S. Biological Survey, talking “‘coopera- 

the sheepmen are out to exterminate them. In tion” at sportsmen’s meetings and then selling 
other Western states out to the stockmen ~ 
the sheepmen have oS at the first mention 
long since succeeded = | » = of appropriations? 
in their -dastardly ee jie is it conceivable 
work. In Arizona, = gg that any bureau sup- 

in Oregon, 1; and in —~—~—~—~—~—S—Cterrvaation would 
California, none. ee C“‘“tiéwtcnilyhavealllowed, 

It is indeed the gu it actually encour- 
end of the trail for |) 8 8 | =—=— aged, the progressive 
thisnoble, persecuted == 7 72 @3 ~~ Slaughter of grizzlies 

species. ;.... [4am 2=CS~*é‘<té;w™~*éCTWhen «thats great 
And what doesour | = a . a species was nearing 

hallowed Forest Serv» 5 extinction? 
icehavetosayinpre- | = | _.__._ Whatofthenational 

the fact that griz~ | @@M | ga ™ —_ enough about cooper- 
zlies in Alaska alone a” ; es dais ation. Have they co- 

showed an_ increase : j operated in saving the 
from 1930 to 1932, CO grizzly? What of the | 

whereas in the United ee American Game Asso- 
States proper they : oe a . oe oe ciation? They have 
decreased 25% in [ame <f ee oe drawn the lesson of 
those two years— o | the last heath hen 
down to the pitiful = | [EES ——( aststi‘CSO - often enough. Have 

a rr er a 
total of 664 animals — Ce __ they told the country 

—the Pollyanna JM MME vet the Lesson of the 
who wrote the For. MMM | last grizzly bear? 

1 est Service report || 7 ae oo. ee co They're all afraid 
says, “The increase oe ee of the political and 
in grizzlies of 40 pr eee, §6financial power of 

cent since 1930 ap- : , ae stockmen in the 

pears to be quite “The Grizzly s Last Stand West. I say so re- 

large, particularly in _—_-Bronse statue standing in City Park, Denver. 16 depicts tuctantly, and with a 
Alaska where the re- looking back toward the West in the direction of her pur- bitterness even I de- 

: suers. John A. McGuire, founder of OUTDOOR LIFE and 
portednumber jumped the grizzly’s champion for many years, stands beside the plore. But I for one 

” . Mr. i di 2 ci from 2,800 to 4,500. "Tous P. Jonas of Now York designed andiexecuted ir” cannot. see the finest 
But of course even species of American 
in Alaska the reported increase, we discover, isdue game animal persecuted out of existence in this 

to “more reliable estimates” as a result of more country without carrying a violent protest to the 
intensive investigations rather than to any real sportsmen of America. In them alone—resolu- 
increase. tions passed and pushed by their organizations— 

And in the sacred name of fair play, what are lies the last shred of hope for the salvation of the 
we to say of the so-called “conservationists” of the species. . . . 
country who have watched the grizzly bear on the What a slender hope! Old Silvertip, your | 
down trail to oblivion and have uttered no word friends are scattered and your enemies close in iy 
of protest, but instead have seemed by their around you. 

| politic silence to approve of state and federal Ave atque vale! |



Bear 
2 : Accidents 

7/35 

Heinzleman of the U. &, Forest Service, formerly stationed in 

Alaska, told me he kmew an instance of a bear being killed by mosquitos, 

e
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Silver Tip Bears 
Found to be Aboyt 

Extinct in_ State 
OGDEN, March wilde report 

ldrafted by Orange A. Olson of the 
regional forest office, shows that 
antelope are quite numerous in the s 
national forests of Wyoming; Idaho 
has a good supply of moose; moun- | 
tain sheep are plentiful and silver 
tip bears are becoming extremely 
searce, 

The count in Utah shows: elk, 
‘ 3,186; mountuin sheep, 159; mule 

deer, 80,660; soe A pee ‘ 
and brown bears, $91, and silver 

+ > ite pears, 4 ee 
alio, ‘elk, 4,912; moose, 202; 

Peaeu etal sheep, 1,791; mountain 
goats, 1,750; mule deer, 42,750; 

: white tail deer, 617; antelope, 
4,116; brown and black bear, 2,586; 
silver tip bear, 11. 

Nevada, elk, 60; mountain sheep, 
170; mule deer, 11,233; antelope, 
220; black and brown bear, 2. 
Wyoming, elk, 29,085; moose, 

2,072; mountain sheep, 2,555; mule 
deer, 5,075; black and brown bear, 
179 and silver tip bears, 43. :



Grizzly Bear 

Gestation period - 236 days 

(C. Emerson Brown, Jour. Mammalogy, 1936)



UNITED STATES i) 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

February 24, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

New Soils Building 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

There is enclosed herewith a copy of the 
paper on grizzly bear which I gave at the 3 
North American Wildlife Conference, also attached 

are copies of the map used with the paper. 

I enjoyed seeing you again at the North 

American Wildlife Conference. I do hope to get 
our and see your arboretum work before so very 

long. With all good wishes, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

Conrad L. Wirth 
; Assistant Director 

By: O hy 

seorce Baggley a 
Wildl Supervisor
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When Coronade marched from the City of Mexiee through Arisona to the 

Seven Cities of Cibola and en te the Buffale Plains of Texas and Kansas 

in the year 1540 hia party certainly saw the grizsly, the king of sarnivores, 

although they failed to wake a definite resord of the speoies at that tine. 

The firet authentic record of the presence of griztly bear in the Vaited 

States wws probably mde by Rdward Umfreville, whe spent the winter of 

177h in the Servies of the Hudson Bay Company in the Zorthern Rosky Sountain 

section. Authorities, however, are net inclined te give \mfrevilie the 

firet eredit but consider Hearne’ as the first man to agtually reeord the 

grtesty bear in Berth snevien. fie observation, although not published 

until 1795, was wade in July 1772 and is recorded in his famous *Journey 

to the Northern Osean’ during the year 1769 to 1772. 

lewis and Clark? on their exploration of the Louisiana Purchase in 

1905 end 1506 report in their diary of having observed the griusly bear 

("The White Bear’, "The Gray Bear", "Grisely Bear*) along their route of 

travel to the Wout Coast and return. Indian Setuts, Aruy detachments, and 

plencer twappers threughent the Beat hove regerted the peosmee ond aotivity 

of the grisaly bear from the first days of Western explorstion. Among the 

most authentic reports are those of George Ord, Alexander Henary, Or. Biliott 

Coves3, and in later years John Wuirt, W. H. Wright? as well as many others | 

who froquented the West during the latter part of the 19th eentury. 

It was not until 1625 thet the grizely bear in the United States were 
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aotaally doseribed and given « seientifiec name. At that tine Ord® desoribed 

Cap epeston ond guve the name new in eens His determination wae made from 

& speoiman killed by the Lewis and Clark party. for the purpose of this 

disouseion the term grizzly bear is semnt to include both the type species 

and any sub-spevies whieh may exist in the United tates at this time, there 

are of course quite a number of sub-spesies. The selentific name was based 

largely on the coloration of the bear and his genera] formidible appeorance. 

The term "Silver-Tip",*Ronoh Baokg *Thite Bear,* "Gray Bear*, Bald Face", 

and*Big Bear of the Meuntain* wae variously applied by pioncers whe vieited 

the West during the 1000's and the early part of the present century. 

Little is known or recorded regarding the probable number of thie 

species of bear in the early days of the exploitation of the West and it 

was not until 1915 that any defigite recorded ostimtes of probable numbers 

were made. ilewever, a few seatterad reeerds going back more thah 100 yeare 

indiente that the grizsly bear was relatively abundant throughout ite 

hereditary range. An early reeerd from California in 1799 by Hitteli’. 

the bisterien, indicates that they were very plentiful over the country 

and id great damage to the eattle and gardens of the first settlers. 

One hieterien reserds that in one eounty in California 30 te 40 grisely 

bears were seen in one day and not considered as an uncommon sight. r+ 

verry writing in 1857 said that the "Griaslies were unpleasantly abundant 

im oany parts of the Coast Range and Sierra Nevades in California where 

large aumbers were amnenlly killed by the hunters and where a few hunters 

were annually killed by the bears.* Dr. John G. Merrill says "in 167° 

bears were plentiful in the Big Yorn Mounteines of Wyoming and Montana and 

that in one day he has seen as many as 9 *Silver-Tip* in the mountains,
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Sr. ¥. B. Wright records in 1953? that in the vicinity of Spokane, Washington 

he and his companions saw 11 grigely bear in one day in spite of the fact 

that they were new te the woods and were awkward in traveling through the 

cover, consequently frightening away a great many animle whieh they did not 

see. These and other seattered reports are practically all of the reoords 

available as to the early numbers ef grissly bear in the United States. 

When the organized settlement ef the West began regular functions of devern- 

ment were extended, mere systemtically and regular information was recorded. 

We are, however, oonoerned only with the past history of the grissiy bear 

ae it relates to the present distribution and number of thia species, 

In 1915 a few records were kept by the United States Forest Sorviee and 

the 0. 3. Bielogiesl Survey. They were all, however, recorded simply ae 

bear with no distinetion between the grissly and black eo far as abundense 

was conwerned. In 192], however, reeords were broken down and kept separately 

fer gricaly and black bear. 

The difficulties involved in securing anything like an aecurate census 

of grigely bear aust be realized and taken into eecount in the analysis of 

any data regarding their number or distribution, for, of ell wildlife 

species, the grissly bear undoubtedly is one of the most difficult te 

qncnevate end I should Like you te cénsiéer the figures ent date given in 

this paper as being the best available estiaates and sounts of the field 

officers of the National Park Service and other Federal agensies which 

have kindly supplied what inforwation they had available. 

for eomparative purposes I have taken 1924 a8 representing the best 

available estimates of grizzly bear which can be compared with resent eounte
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and estimates made in 1994-5. These records show that in 192) two 

national parks, Yellowstone and Glacier, in which grizely bear ooourred 

there was cotimated te be a total of 195. In the seven States within the 

hereditary range of the grissly bear in whieh they were known to exict 

in 1924, Montana and Idaho had the largest number with Montana reporting 

458 and Idahe 116. The totel number of grisely bear estineted to be in 

these seven States at that tine was 72h, that together with the estimated 

total in the two national parks gives a grand total of 859. Of the 

: estiantes for the various States it is interesting to note that the State 

ef Washington estimated 22, Wyoming 62, Utah 12, Colorado 27, and Arésona 

27. Comparing the 1924 resords with these of 1954-5 we find that in the 

national parks there are now estimated to be 942 grizzly bear an increase 

in the national park number of 207. During thie tike Grand Teton was 

added to the national park system and ten grizslies were estimated te be 

in that area. In the same seven States reported in the 1924 reeord Yyoming 

is the only State showing an inorease of grizsly bear. There it was 

estimated that they had inereased by 77. All of the other States show a 

deorense, meking a tote] for these seven States of 671 or a lese in the 

total cutside of the national parks compared with 192) of 53. The inorease 

in the national parks of 207 bear over the 1924 figure together with the 

671 or « loss in the total outside of the national parks compared with 

192 of 53. The inerease in the national parks of 207 bear over the 1924 

figure together with the 671 reported te be present within the limits of 

the hereditary range of the species. This figure is an inerease of 154 

over the 192) data. Losses, however, in numbers coour in Sashington, Utah, 

Colerade, Arizona and New Wexieo and in these States the presence of
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gricaly bear today is ecnsidered extremely doubtful by officials of the 

U.S. Bielogieal Survey and other interested sesintists. The tendeney 

ae indieated by these figures, estiuates though they are, is « dangerous 

one for the future ef the species. In five States where there were ami) 

mugeli in 192) thelr presence is doubtful ton years later, indieating 

what always happens when a spesies whieh gets so lew in numeries] strength. 

82h National Parks 

Glesler 60 
Yellowstone 73. 435 

1224 National Forests 

Washiagten 22 
Tdehe 126 

— © Syouing 
Utah lz 

oente 7 
zona 27. 3 

TP 00s, cant tons 

3234 Hetionsl Forks 

Glaoier li2 Z $2 

ae 
342 

A234 Hetional Forests 

ashingten 6 - % 
: idahe SS ~ 61 

Yentana 55 - 3 
tyoming 439 * TT 
tah 4 - 6 
Solorade 3 - & 

a 
~~ wn 

~ 1994 Grand Total
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The wountain eeotion of Idaho, Honteana and “yoming ean be considered 

the eritioal range for the grizzly bear and the area in which they must be 

protected if the species is te be preserved. Of the three national parke 

lying im thie general regicn, Gleeier, Yellowstone and Grand Teton, the 

two former enly are large enough unite in themselves te offer a eeasider~ 

able geasure of permanent pretestion for the species. They are, bewever, 

relatively emall eompared to the requirewents of a naturel habitet in 

whieh any number of the grissly bear could be preserved. Yellowstone 

with ite estimated population of 220 grizslies end Glacier with 112 are 

probably approaching their maximum carrying capseity, or practically se os 

far as griasiy bear population is eenesrned. Teton National Park, siitated 

as it is in the midst of a domestic stoek range and being very narrow in 

width, effers little perzanent protection beeause of its limited area for 

species whieh has as wide « natural eruieing range habit as de the gris- 

alies. It, therefore, seens paramount that if the grizsly bear are to be 

preserved, they mst have additional territery aside from the seourity of 

the three national parke in which they now eoour. The most suitable 

territory is andoubtedly that seetion of the Roeky Mounts in Northwestern 

Wyoming and along the border between Idahe and tentena and Herth to the 

Canadien border. In this region there still exists many large wilderness 

treets within the national forests, and if these beara were given a reason~ 

able measure of protestion, their perpetuation would be aaoured. 

: When the presarious conditien of the buffale was rasegnized about 1960 

and steps taken which culminated in an Aet of Congress in 1902 providiag for 

@h appropriation te preserve « small herd in the Yellowstone Weational Park,
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their numbers were undoubtedly in exeess of the present estimated nuaber 

of griczly bear in the United States. Does it not, therefore, seem advis- 

able that appropriate aetion should be taken in regard te affording some 

permanent pretestion for the few grisaly bears now known te rewain in our 

Worthern Reeky Mountain seetion of the United States. 

That their precarious status has not been recognized until resently 

within the limits ef their hereditary range is indicated ty the fact that 

until twe years ago the grizsly bear was considered a predatory animal and 

was pursued end Hiiled almost et will without even a license in cous eases. 

Whe ie responsible for the present status of the grissiy « well + the 

pioneer, hunters, traders, trappers and later the settler, steckwen and 

Sportemen may all aecept some measure of reeponsilility, yet te blame thea 

will avail nothing. 

Although owalverous in habit, the grisely undoubtedly began bis re- 

treat te a restricted range simultaneously with the shrinkage of the num- 

bers and range of the large herbiverous waamale which cooarred during the 

early daye of Western development and settlement, Unlike the bison, elk 

and ether plaine-grasing species, the grissly, fewer in relative nuabers 

and lese compatible with eivilieation, continued his retirment further and 

more rapidly inte the wilderness where the few remin teday. 

in considering the problea of perpetuation of the *Silver-tip* we may 

reneaber what nearly happened te the bison, the trumpeter swam, the tule 

elk and what has aetually happened to the whopping erane, the heath hen 

and the passenger pigeon and ethor exterminated wildlife species. The 

numbers are now at the danger point and eetion is neeessary.
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Tho future status of the grissly seems te depend on tro principles, 

one « resogaition of the bear ae a fine American animal, as worthy of pro- 

, teotion as any other species, and secondly, providing protestion for it within 

the critical rangs. 

In the three national parks, Grand Teton, Yellowstone and Glacier, 

which are within the hereditary range, they will always have full proteo* 

tion for about their present aumbers. Outside of tae parks, however, 

additional protestion is needed as soon as it ean be given and it is the 

only measare that will preserve the old *Silver-Tip*. 

i ~ Journey, 1795, pp. 371-72 

2 + Exped. I, ppe 2hh-15 
3. Welso, Lower Cal., Nat. Aend. Sei. xvi, Piret Memeir 1921, phlO 

\ + Wabhd's Work, Auge 1905, p. 6540 
5. + World's Work, Aug 1905, p. 6540 
& = Ord, 1815, Guth Geog., 2nd. Ame Ode, L1, ppe271-300 
7 + Histery of Cal., II 1893, BP. 560-61 

$ + Trails & Comp Pires, A Silver-Tip Family, 1697, pe 227 
9 - Griagly Bear, p. 3
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
WASHINGTON 

February 2h, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
A Yew Soils Building 

University of Yiseonsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Ur. Leopold: 

There is enclosed herewith a copy of the 
paper on grizzly bear which I gave at the 
orth American Zildlife Conference, also attached 
are copies of the map used with the paper. 

I enjoyed seeing you again at the North 
Amerioan Yildlife Conference. I do hope to get 
our and see your arboretum work before so very : 
long. With all good wishes, I em, 

Sineerely yours, 

Conrad L. Wirth 
Aseistant Direetor 

By: 

¥ . (ga) 6. #. Bagelev 

George F. Baggley 
Wildlife Supervisor 

ee: Baggley
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Big Game Census ( (Ae 

Partial returns on big game for the year 1938 for the states of 

Texas, New Mexico and Arizona, are as follows: =~ 

Texas Arizona New Mexico 

Antelope 9,075 4,000 15,000 

Bear: Black 207 800 3,000 
- - = -\ 

Grizzly ) 

Deer: 
White-tail, Virginia 239,316 35,000 1,200 

Black-tail 14,323 65,000 94,000 

Flag-tail or Arizona 

white-tail . 23,325 - 8,200 

Elk 358 4,000 4,000 

Mountain Sheep 280 450 230 

Peccary 32,469 6,000 450 

Bison 505 194 30 

* KK KK OK OK OK OK 

Soil Conservation and Wildlife 

Taylor spent from April 17 to 22 inspecting three area headquarters, 

Soil Conservation Service, namely, those at Vernon, Wilbarger County; San 

Angelo, Tom Green County; and Dublin, Erath County. For the first part of 

the trip P. H. Walser, state coordinator, was able to accompany him; then 

Homer G. Towns, regional biologist, and at the last Ben Osborn, assistant 

regional biologist. Particular attention was paid to wildlife aspects of 

the various projects visited. The area conservationists and their associates 

in each instance (E. H. Varnell, Vernon, with F. EB, Tutt and R. C, Madeley; 

R. M. Milhollin, San Angelo, with E. J. Hughes; and E. C. Johnson, Dublin, 

with Messrs. Heiser and Turney) extended every courtesy. 

Some informal and unofficial comments: 

L. There are many wildlife problems in the Soil Conservation Service 

areas visited. Considering game range, fur and pest problems there 

is outstanding need for a biologist in each. 

2. The region about Dublin is naturally most favorable to wildlife, 

and full advantage is being taken of the promising condition of the 

vegetative cover. Shrubs and trees along streamways are being left 

at present in the interest of erosion prevention.
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4a University Farm Place 
April 1, 1942 

Mr. Kenneth Reid 
Executive Secretary, I.W.L.A. 
1167 Merchandise ,Mart 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Ken: 

Do you care to use my grizzly article in Outdoor 
America? If so, here it is somewhat revised in 
forn. 

Mr. Catlett did not ask me for the resalution about : 
making the grizzly a special project of the League, 
although I hear that he was trying to find me. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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THR GRIZZLY--A PROBLIM IN LAND-PLANNING fe aecay Ge 
Gut al JW, A, 

Alde Leopold 
f Rew, copy in Atle wy] 

In 1909, when I first saw ‘the west, there were grizzlies in every major y 

mountain mass, but you could travel for months without meeting a salaried 

conservation officer. : 

To@ey there is some kind of a conservation officer “behind every bush". 

We have half a dogen tureaus interested in wildlife; many of them own wild 

lands. Some receive appropriations for wildlife. Most have discretionary 

authority to buy and exchange land for consolidation of public holdings. 

Yet as wildlife bureaus grow, the most mgnificent mammal still at large 

A on their lands shrinke steadily toward the Censdian border, ; 

The table shows the official statistics since 1924. While the total 

mnber of U. S. grizslies hovers around 1000 head, an alarming shrinkage in 

distribution has tee place. ‘Two states heve just lost their griazlics: 

Oregon and Utah. Four have so few that it's "last gall": Arizona, 

New Mexiee, Colorado, ant fasbingten, Only three have scbstantial’ reunetes 

Montana, Wyomiag, Idaho. Only two National Parks have any, and it is common 

E knowledge that the park remmants are not doing well, Gabrielson, in his ; 

now book, ""ildlife Conservation", speaks of "the near extinction within the 

United States of the eriszly bear", but offers no comments or plans. : 

The status of the official mind in respect of the griazly is even more 

alarming than the grizzly census. There seems to be a tacit assumption that 

if grizzlies survive in Canada and Alaska, that is good enough. It is not > 

good enough for me. ‘The big Alaskan dears are specifically distinct. More- 

3 over, relegating grizzlies to Alaska is about like relegating happiness to : 

heaven; one may never get there.
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Saving the grizzly depends almost wholly on landoplauning,’ What is 

needed is a series of large areas, preferably seattered over half a dozen 

states, from which roads and livestock are excluded, or in which livestock 

damage is compensated for so as to doaway with the need for eliminating f 

bears. Remission of grazing fecs might be one simple way to compensate for 

bear-losses. Buying out scattered ranches is likely the ment way in most 

cases, 

Grizzly protection is admittedly a subject poisonous to stockmen, but 

only because there has never been any segregation of stock range from 

dear range. This is the job lend-planners have failed to notice. 1! an 

asking why. Why can't land-use planning make room for at least a few grianly 

ranges within the United States? 

I have heard recently of one erizely range set aside in Montana by the 

Forest Service. I salute the Missoula office of the Bureau. On the other 

hand, I know of one state where the Forest Service has recently promoted 

sheep-graging in its only remainins grizzly range. In its last two reports 

this state reported its grizzlies as gone. It required no prophet to foresee 

this outcome, s 

The difficulties of segregating stock-range from bear-rangé vary from 

zero to insuperable, and the longer the delay the fewer the easy chances 

for permanent grizzly ranges. With the extension of roads and erasing 

equitics easy changes become hard, and hard ones become impossible. Thus 

does time work to "justify" official apathy. 

That an official apathy exists is a conclusion forced on us by history. 

Why does it exist? I don't mow. It is easy, of course, for us to sit ina 

hetel and pass, indignant resolutions about subjects like this. It is less 

4 easy to live out in the sticks and retain a national point of view on ; 

questions of this sort. Administrators, I fear, tend to do their wildlifing
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in the interest of deer and elk, of which we have a glut in most regions, 

but which furnish the gunfodder on which public sentiment feeds. The | 

grizzly as gunfodder is negligible. But I insist that posterity will not 

smile on the loss of the grizzly. The buffalo and the pigeon canl good is 

land and competed with important economic activities. The grigzly uses the 

poorest land we own; the cieahtun of a dozen grizzly ranges would make no : 

perceptible dent in the economic output of the west. 

Permanent grizzly ranges and peimkeen wilderness areas are of course 

two aspects of one problem. To enthuse about either requires a long view 

of conservation, and an historical perspective. Only those able to see the 

pageant of evolution can be expected to value its theatre, the wilderness, | 

or its outstanding achievement: the grizzly. But if education really 

educates, there will, in time, be more and more citizens who understand that | 

relics of the old West add meaning and value to the new. Youth yet unborn 

will pole up the Missouri with Lewis and Clarke, or climb the Sierras / 

with James Capen Adams, and each generation in vat will ask: where is 

the big white bear? It will be a sorry answer to say he went under while 

conservationists weren't looking. :
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STATUS OF GRIZZLY BEAR, 1924-1940 

Year yeh = sagey,'——s—s«g30,ssSC (iS QO 
; (A) Netional arent of U. 8. 

Arizona 20 95 : 1 1 

Colorado | 27 19 17 9 26 10 5 

Idaho 7% ihe 110 58 55 Wh 38 

Montana 458 433 526 435 ae) 470 480 

New Mexico al 18 4 3 2 8 

Oregon 1 

Utah 13 1 2 

Washington 22 98 17 5 9 9 6 

— £ 2 BR BR 
: 5 (B) National Parks 

Montana : is 126 100 122 

ws # 8 8 B 
(C) Indian Reservations 

Montana . 61 

Wyoming a 3 3 3 
Arigona 6 

New Mexico 5 = - 

(D) Other Lands 

New Mexico 1 

Idaho 20 20 

Montana Se au ier e 

: 20 21 I 

Total in United States — 109s saks—(itsiéian—SC—i«éiSV
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424 University Farm Place 
May 22, 1942 

Mr. Victor H. Cahalane 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Vic: 

T am glad to discuss with you the points about the 

griaely paper. 

Yes, I had counted all of the Yellowstone group as 
one park. 

My main reason for alleging that "it is common 
knowledge that the park remnants are not doing well" 
is the pessimistic tone of the correspondence with 
Mr. Baggley while he was at Yellowstone, and also the 
tone of the comments in the various National Park Fauna 
bulletins. I got the distinct impression from both that 
the Park men best qualified to judge critically are not 
pleased with the prospects. Of course, I my have & 
misconstrued their attitude, and I am pleased that you 
think the limitation in Yellowstone and Glacier is 
carrying capacity rather than something else. Do you 
think that more cooperation from surrounding national 
forests would help mch? 

. With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



IN REPLY REFER TO 
ADDRESS ONLY THE 

DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

May 16, 1942. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 

- University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: : 

Your statement on "The Grizzly--A Problem in Land Planning" on 
pages 11 and 12 of the April Outdoor America has been read with much 
interest. You have stated the case very well. I hope you will not 
construe the following comments as disagreement with your thesis that 
the grizzly in the United States may well disappear unless more adequate 

attention is given to its preservation. 

Y ou stated that "only two national parks have any" grizzlies. 

Criticism of this statement is really technical since Grand Teton 
National Park is too small to serve as an adequate sanctuary. By 
checking up on the census figures, it is clear that in the table following 
your talk you have included the Grand Teton population with that of 

Yellowstone and Glacier. 

I wonder, however, about the basis of the "common knowledge that ~ 
the park remnants are not doing well". In the main, the individual 
grizzlies in Yellowstone and Glacier appear to be in good health and the 
various age classes are fairly well represented. It is true that the 
estimated populations in the respective parks are practically stationary 

but we think this is because these areas have limited carrying capacities 
for grizzlies. Personally, I agree with Bill Finley that the feeding s 
of grizzlies at the Canyon in Yellowstone may eventually prove harmful, 

but at present we have nothing very concrete to bolster our contention 

that this feeding should be abolished. 

Sometime, when it is convenient, I would appreciate your comments. 

Sincerely yours, 

Me 
Victor H. Cahalane, 

In Charge, 
Section on National Park Wildlife.
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: 424 University Farm Place 
June 3, 1942 

Mr. Victor H. CGahalane 
Pish and Wildlife Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Vic: 

I heartily agree with everything you say in your 
second letter, and I particularly agree that 
somebody with realy sympathy and insight should 

size up the situation. 

There is something wrong when people a thousand 
miles away like yourself and myself have to do 
the thinking on grizzly bears. I would like to 
see one of the Murie boys or someone like Joe Dixon 
analyze the whole situation, including the 
possibilities of land planning. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avotd delay)



IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 

DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

May 28, 1942. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

‘ 42h University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Apparently George Baggley did not furnish the Washington office 
with copies of his correspondence with you concerning the grizzly 
bear and its preservation. I have tried to analyze his paper delivered 
at the 1936 North American Wildlife Conference and fail to find in it 

intimations that in Yellowstone and Glacier the grizzlies are not doing 
well. On the other hand, he thought that these two parks "are large 
enough units in themselves to offer a considerable measure of permanent 
protection for the species", Fauna No. 2 (p. 70) stated that "the na- 
tional parks hold out the last hope for the grizzly bear in the United 
States proper. . . . Unless present conditions radically change, grizzly 
bears will survive indefinitely in these two parks". 

(Baggley also thought that "Yellowstone, with its estimated popu- 
lation of 220 grizzly and Glacier with 112 are probably approaching 
their maximum carrying capacity".) 

Despite this reiteration of belief that the Yellowstone and Glacier 
grizzlies are getting along well at present, I agree with the conclusion 

of your Chicago paper. The best of protection would not assure that the 

last 400 eggs in two baskets could not be smashed by disease or addled 

by slow semi-domestication. 

Your suggestion for better protection in the national forests 

surrounding Yellowstone and on the west and south of Glacier National 

Park is undoubtedly a good one. I would add that we need more nuclei 

of protection to reduce the chances of unpreventable accidents such as 

epidemics. Here again the large national forests of the northern Rockies 

and Northwest are logical refuges. Establishment of grizzly sanctuaries 

would not be easy for the Forest Service. Officers of the Service, as 

well as the local people, must be convinced of the necessity. 

I wonder also if more exact knowledge of the status of the grizzly 

is not one of the most pressing needs regarding the species. 

I believe you will be pleased to learn that, as a result of shortages



of funds and personnel to care for visitors, the grizzly bear feeding 

grounds in Yellowstone will not be opened this summer. This, permanent, 

closure means the end of the old-time bear "shows" in the National Park 

System. It was not an easy decision to reach and the Yellowstone staff 

deserves all credit for making it. 

Sincerely yours, 

Zt haa 
Victor H. Cahalane, 

In Charge, 
Section on National Park Wildlife.
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SUPERVISION October 20, 1942 
General 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have just read your article on grizzly bear in the April issue of 
Outdoor America with a great deal of interest. It is heartening to 
see a man of your standing in the wildlife profession take a firm 
stand for the preservation of this animl. 

There are, of course, a great many different opinions in regard to 
grizzlies in this part of the country, but I believe the people of 
Montena are coming to the realization that the grizzly bear must be 
preserved. The fact that Montane established a number of large game 
preserves about thirty years ago undoubtedly has helped in saving the 
grizzly in this state. These preserves, many of which have now out- 
lived the purpose for which they were created, were established prima- 
rily in the interest of deer and elk, but they have given incidental 
protection to other forms of wildlife. Also, the mere fact that much 
of the country along the Continental Divide is so rugged that it is of 
little value for anything except watershed protection, recreation, and 
wildlife has helped the grizzly. 

Several encouraging moves to restore the grizzly have been made in 
Montana during the past several years. An extensive area along the 
Continental Divide south of Glacier Park, comprising about 350,000 
acres, was closed to bear hunting in 1938. During 1941 and 1942, a 
Pittman-Robertson study project on grizzly bear was carried on by the 
Montana Fish and Game Department. The whole state was closed to grizzly 
bear hunting this year. All of these things, although far from being 
the last word in game management, are signs of encouragement. 

Certainly the point in lend use planning you mention has not been 
reached in regard to grizzly or any other game animal. There are signs: 
pointing in that direction, however. Much effort has been made in this 
region to adjust livestock grazing to take care of game needs. Live- 
stock numbers have been greatly reduced and land use planning is moving 
out of the elementary stage. The reduction of livestock numbers to safe
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grazing capacity, adequate land use adjustment and the execution of 
comprehensive game management plans are matters requiring en infinite 
amount of time and perseverance. The continued support of leaders in 
conservation, however, will do much to make such adjustments possible. 

Very sincerely yours, 

EVAN "Ot td Forester 

By co : 
Acting
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GRIZZLY’S HIGH-POWER NOSE 

BY ENOS A. MILLS 

A Urau grizzly rushed from behind a they advanced to meet him, or waited 
cluster of pines, stampeded a herd of for him, filled with wonder and aston- 
cattle, and killed one in the presence of ishment. Of course, this clever per- 
anastonished cowboy. Withaleap, the formance was pulled off with the breeze 
bear threw his right arm over the neck blowing from the cattle to him — to 
of a stampeding cow, and caught her leeward of his audience. The herds 
nose with his left-hand claws. The cow, were large, and many of the cattle 
going at highest speed, was thrown, never saw a grizzly; but all knew and 
landing violently on her back. feared him, from his scent. Hence he 

Away wildly went the cattle. The worked from leeward, as the faintest 
rough country split the herd into several scent from him wafted to the spell- 
parts, but they ran with record speed bound cattle would have stampeded the 
and came to a stop nearly two miles audience — and the picked victim. 
away. Few of the herd had seen the This picked victim was almost invari- 
grizzly, but many, possibly all, had ably a two-year-old heifer. As soon as 
scented him. he was thrown, the bear broke back her fi 

Within the next two weeks a number |j/left foreshoulder and tore out her 
of cattle on this range were killed, and |}heart. The heart and the blood al 
evidently by this same big bear. The |jeaten, but rarely anything else. j 
measurements of the tracks correspond- Big Bear never returned to his kill.! 
ed, and the end of the second toe of the This probably was wisdom on his part. 
right fore-foot was missing. Then, too, He may, of course, have preferred a 
the tracks revealed the same method of _ warm drink or a particular cut for each 
killing that the cowboy had seen. meal, and then he probably enjoyed the 

The bear usually approached the funof the killing. In any case, he easily 
herd and his intended victim by stealth. made a kill every other day for several 
He slipped up, with the wind in his face, years. 
so that the cattle could not scent him. A large reward was offered for his 
By using ravines, advancing from cover _ head, but his killings went regularly on. 
to cover, he picked his victim and, when His kills were poisoned and surrounded. 
close enough, made a dash for her. with concealed traps, and approaching 

Sometimes Big Bear varied his clever _ trails covered with batteries of set rifles, 
and successful method of stalking. He in the hope that he would return to 
introduced clowning, mingled humor them. Hunters lurked about inambush. 
with murder. With a somersault he But Big Bear did not return to his kill. 
burst into view of a herd, andadvanced The next kill commonly was made ten 
closer with cart-wheeling, varied with or twenty miles away. 
the chasing of his tail. The only thing certain about his 

This novel exhibition appealed to the movements was that there was nothing 
curiosity of the cattle, and commonly certain about them. One time, from a 

36
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kill, he crossed over a mountain; the His first kill was during the summer 
next time he went up stream. Some- of 1898. He was then perhaps five years 
times he followed a given route between of age, possibly twice that. Through 
two places; then again he did not. Oc- several years, during five months of 
casionally he went out of his way fora each year, he made a kill every other 
close look at those who were hunting day. But during the fourteenth and 
for him. ‘fifteenth seasons of his big-animal 

Attempts were made to entrap the slaughter, he made a kill every day, or ‘ 
bear by using live heifers for bait. oftener. His total killings of cattle 
These were placed near trails which he were more than twelve hundred head 
frequently used in going from one part — possibly a few hundred more. 
of his territory to another. They were He does not appear to have killed 
picketed, corralled in the end ofa cafion, sheep or horses, or to have paid any at- 
or hobbled, surrounded with concealed tention to deer or other wild life. Nor 
traps, and all approaches guarded. Ap- was Big Bear ferocious. He never both- 
parently i Bear never came close to ered people. Not a single report or 
these, and he did not enter an ambush. _ letter which I received concerning him 

The reward was increased to three mentions an attack on a human being. 
thousand dollars. Hunters were hired He attended strictly to business: he was 
by the month, and trappers by the sea- a cattle-killer. He made his kill, went 
son. Frequently an independent hunter his way — and from day to day killed 
and trapper came in, hoping for glory again. 
and three thousand dollars. But Big Rarely was he seen. It is doubtful 
Bear continued the evil, even, and effi- if, during his entire life, he was seen a 
cient tenor of his way; and continued dozen times. During the fifteen years of 
it in the same old territory. his active, deadly hunting; numerous 

His nose, his amazingly developed hunters were constantly seeking him 
sense of smell, appears to have been the but saw him not. When he was seen, it 
foremost factor in his success. Ofcourse, was by people who were not looking for 
he also had brains. He showed strategy, him. 
planned two or more moves ahead, had A homesteader, taking a load of lum- 
patience, strength, eyes, ears, endur- ber up a mountain road, saw him com- 
ance, daring, caution, and sustained ing down. His fur was dark brown, 
alertness. But his nose, its extraor- with a trimming of cream-yellow; his 
dinary keenness, and its long range, weight about twelve hundred pounds 
enabled him to locate nervous cattle —a third larger than the average 
and make frequent kills, and—far more grizzly. The bear, with unchanged 
important —to outwit triumphantly speed, came on down the road. As he 
innumerable skillful hunters through showed no inclination to give the right 
fifteen consecutive years. of way, the homesteader’s excited team 

- Just what started Big Bear on this did so. The bear went by without a 
remarkable career of killing, no one stop, and with just a look at the busy, 
knows. Not one grizzly in a hundred agitated driver and the demonstrative 
ever kills a big animal. Big Bear may, _ horses. 
while hungry, have come upon a. car- One night he called upon two hunt- 
cass, or a crippled cow bogged or dying ers who were trying to ambush him on 
alone from some injury. But once hav- one of his much-used trails. They were 
ing tasted, he speedily became addicted two of many who were in his territory, 
to the habit of blood-drunkenness. trying to get a shot at him. They had
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concealed their tent in a thicket. He caught the scent of surrounding, ad- 
circled the tent at midnight, pushed in vancing foes, and have escaped through 
the door, entered, and calmly ate a their closing ranks without their scent- 
number of trout that were to have been _ ing or seeing him. 
served for breakfast. Then he paused, It is assumed, but is not certain, that 
to look quietly at the two hunters in Big Bear was born in this locality. In 
bed. The one at the back was trying to home territory he lived a solitary life. 
get. under the one in front, and the one Other grizzlies appear to have kept out 
in front gave up trying to get back, in of Big Bear’s domain. Otherwise, it 
order to avoid being pushed over the _ is likely that they, as has happened else- 
rail. After observing the deep, emo- where, would have feasted along the 
tional nature of the peaceful hunters, _ killer’s trail. 
the bear drank from a basin and backed Nor did anyone ever discover where 
out. He heard no comments; there was he hibernated, where for four or five 
no pursuit. months each year he fasted and slept, 

True to his grizzly nature, he was to come forth again with renewed 
eternally vigilant. His trail showed strength and untiring energy and alert- 
that he always assumed that he was ness. He is thought to have hibernated 
followed. He was never surprised in the in home territory; this is common, and 
rear. His cautious or bold advances perhaps he did. But grizzlies have been 
showed that he knew that the enemy known to hibernate miles from summer 
was trying to meet him at every step. territory. Big Bear may have had a 
But there never was a meeting, though winter den one hundred miles away 
there were numerous times when one from the scenes where in summer he 
was thrillingly close. lived tensely, almost intoxicated with 

Once, just once, when young, Big — blood. 
Bear appears to have got into a trap, — There has never been a closed season 
and out again, — leaving in it the end_ on the grizzly bear. Since Lewis and 
of the second right-hand finger. He Clark opened fire on him more than one 

ij seems to have been right-handed. hundred years ago, he has been pursued 
There have been other outlaw griz- day and night through all the seasons. 

zlies. After skillfully remaining inhome Dogs, poison, guns, midwinter raids 
territory for a few years, they were on mother grizzly and her cubs — all 
either driven off or killed. But Big these have been survived by the spe- 
Bear stayed on. cies. He, the greatest animal on the 

In the struggle for existence, evolu- continent, has been misunderstood; vol- 
tion selected home-territory-loving ani- _ umes of misinformation have been pub- 
mals to be the ancestors of the ages. lished concerning him. 
Big Bear’s intimate knowledge of his The grizzly is not ferocious. He en- 
territory was valuable beyond thought. joys life, and avoids fighting man except 
He knew every gulch, forest, retreat, in self-defense. He makes a. terrific 
cave, ridge, and pass, every vantage- fight, and shows brains, skill, endurance, 
point where he could stand to look, lis- and courage. 
ten, and use his unfailing nose. Then, The pursuit for Big Bear never 
too, he knew every line of possible ad- ceased. For a time one hunter would 
vance, and all lines of retreat. He must try his skill, then another. Then a com- 
have become acquainted with the eddy- bination of trappers, cowboys, and 
ing and upcast wind-currents of the hunters tried, some of them following 
heights, otherwise he could hardly have the trail day and night. At one time
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there were seven outfits trying to inter- cattle. These kills were in thirty-four 
cept Big Bear. separated places in his territory. All 
When trappers succeed, it is largely this time, too, hunters were in pursuit 

by appealing to an animal’s sense of of him. 
' smell with a savory or alluring scent. Could any human outlaw, alone and 

‘Trapper after trapper tried a variety of unaided, have continued such depreda- 
creations. One trapper tried his cele- tions in the very midst of active, skill- 
brated wolf-scent, a scent that had ful pursuit? Could any human outlaw 
lured an outlaw wolf into a trap. Mar- have endured one tenth as long as Big 
row-bones were burned, honey heated, Bear? Human outlaws prolong their 
and combined stuffs that smelled to careers by remaining inactive for long 
heaven; many of these reached the far- _ periods, by lying low, and also by chang- 
off nose of Big Bear. But they did not _ ing to a new territory. 
appeal — he did not investigate. But Big Bear did not go to a new ter- 

New hunters were brought in, who ritory. His numerous pursuers knew 
| had been successful against other out- where he was. Nor did he discourage 
| law grizzlies. One of these collected all pursuit by, ceasing operations for a 

the cattle of the territory into herds, time. Instead of slowing down, or oc- 
and had these held out of the rougher casionally ceasing to kill, he speeded 
part of the region. The natural lines of up and occasionally multiplied killings. 
approach to them were guarded. But He did these things in the presence of 

- Big Bear made a kill every day. numbers of hunters, who were trying 
One hunter picketed with scarecrow with the most effective known means to 

men three of the leading passes by which stop him. But man has a poor nose. 
the bear crossed from one side of the Big Bear won by his nose. 
mountain to the other. The bear ap- Big Bear’s highly evolved nose tells 
pears to have accepted scarecrow _ the story of his prolonged and amazing 
guards, and for two days or longer to triumphs. He detected the odor, the 
have hidden close to a pair of these scents, of enemies— men and dogs— 
dummy men with real rifles. while they were still far away, and 

Was Big Bear a reasoning animal? promptly hurried to another scene be- 
Frequently he upset the carefully made fore either dogs or men detected him. 
plans of men, and often outwitted elab- Of course, this constant activity in 
orate strategy. Again and again he was _ the midst of dangers called for a capa- 
called upon to outwit overwhelming _ ble and ever-vigilant brain, a stomach 
numbers of men and dogs, day after that furnished extraordinary energy and 
day. Could he reason? Often it seemed physical endurance. His high-power 
as if a number of the hunters must bein nose was perhaps more useful to him 
league with Big Bear, to prevent his thana dozen humanscoutsand as many 
destruction. But all these hunters and _ wireless operators would have been to a 
trappers were sensitive over their re- human outlaw. 
peated defeats. Driven almost to desperation by Big 

To me the most astounding thing of _ Bear’s prolonged and increasing slaugh- 
all is that no one during the fifteen ter, the cattlemen organized and launch- 
hunted years — during his entire life— ed a stupendous drive. Bear-dogs and 
ever had a shot at him. trailing dogs were brought in by the 

The fourteenth year of slaughter he dozen; numbers of hunters and trappers 
made one or more kills each day. In assembled; camp bases were established 
one ten-day period he killed thirty-four and pack outfits put in motion.
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When all was ready, the large force of a single individual in the drive as much 
men, dogs, and horses was divided into as saw him. 
three detachments, and each of these N. T. Galloway, the famous beaver- 
moved through a different part of Big trapper, hunter, and Grand Cafion 
Bear’s territory. All worked under or- explorer, came on the scene. During 
ders and in concert. 1912 he studied Big Bear’s habits and 

Scouts — real scouts — were sent in became familiar with the territory. He 
advance; cowboys dashed here and was out for weeks alone; and whether, 
there, with rush orders. Trails were _ during this time, he attempted to hunt 
guarded day and night; dogs trailed or to trap the bear is not known. But 
day and night; every bit of the territory the season came to an end; the cattle 
was combed and stormed. were taken from the mountains, and 

The first day of the drive the bear the bear went somewhere to hibernate 
made a kill within rifle-shot of the rear for the winter. 
of one of the divisions. The following Early the following summer, 1913, 
morning he made another kill, and this Galloway took the field. He carried 
immediately in front of, but concealed with him a bottle of scent of a secret 
from, another division. These daring character. This probably was of sea- 

5 raids stimulated the aggressive interest sonal odor, and he had concocted it 
of everyone to the highest point. himself. During preceding years he had 

Again and again the bear broke successfully trapped beaver where oth- 
through the lines of men, horses, and ers had said there were no beaver, and 
dogs and flanked them; then, while a he had succeeded simply by means of 
scouting party was trying to locate and concoctéd scents, which reached the 
corner him, he suddenly appeared miles noses and appealed to the curiosity or 
away, in front of one of the other divi- the interest of the beaver. 
sions. Repeatedly he passed within a In the end of a small box-cafion he 
stone’s throw of the sentinels and placed a quantity of this scent. Fifty 

pickets. or sixty feet down the trail, in the cafion, 
The grizzly is a born adventurer. he concealed a number of bear-traps. 

Perhaps this extraordinary campaign The odor of this strange scent floated 
was enjoyed by him. In the midst of afar. It reached the nose of Big Bear. 
this terrific drive for his death, his busi- It was promising — bewitching. He 
ness — making a living, killing — went advanced cautiously toward it. As he 
on as usual; every day, as usual, he approached, he became intoxicated by 
surprised a herd and made a kill. For it, and forgot all caution. It told him 
seven days and nights the campaign that She had just passed that way, in 
was waged with incessant activity, with maiden meditation, fancy free. He 
Big Bear everywhere present; but not rushed after — and into a masked trap.



the Permanent Wild Life Protection fund, California Fish and Game Commission, 

United States Forest Service and the California Academy of Sciences. - Hall 
McAllister, who has sst forth the purposes and plans of the interested organiza- 

tions in the July OUR ANIMALS, says that the monsy will “be handled by a regular 

committce of the Acadsmy and will be expended for winter feed for the herds, 
salaries of game keepers, axpensss of forming refuges, and general supervision. 

and observation..’* - aon 3 ‘eh i 
From 1860. to 1870,.it is estimated, the herds of bison in the West mm- 

bered 5,000,600. By 1885 they were all gone except the few in Yellowstone. Park 
and in Custer County, Montana. The hundred or more bison in the Yellowstone | : 

were not safe from poachers, and it was not long befors the number was. reduced} 

to less than a score. The Academy and assisting organizations will seek to. - 
preserve the olk, antelope, bear and all of the other large game animals. It 
hopes to increase the numbers so that.postority may see the beautiful species 

which havo been driven into remote fastnesses for safety. f



me P. 208. Buffalo went from Red River north over the Ute wu, = 

gv used by the Indians "in passing from the Del Nore to 

4 the Bapou Salado, on their annual buffalo hunts in 

\ that elevated valley." : 

Cie wele- )



P. 218. Game near Pueblo (Colo.) "In the immediate vicinity 

of the fort, game is very scarce, and the buffalo have 

pa. thin a few years deserted the neighboring prairies, 

% wh 4 } they are always found in the mountain valleys, 

Qwt ae ticularly in one called Bayou Salado, which abounds 

_- in every species of game, including elk, bears, deer, 

big-horn, buffalo, antelope, etc."



P. 254. Account of the Buffalo cy 
— 

-  Qleaned ot of the upper reaches of the Arkansas 

"within the last two years" except at the head in 

Bayou Salado. (9000'), ‘The trail from the settle- 

ments of New Mexico (Santa Fe, Taos, ete.) is called 

- "former range", with many skulls. Meat cows preferred. 

CR lim dos best during winter when they were in the mountains 

From June - September, bull meat "tough and rank", 

while cows were at their best. 

Hides - Cow hides only were used. 100,000 marketed 

yearly. ;



P.2843 Buffalo "I could scarcely form an estimate of the 
Ss 
numbers within the range of sight at the same instant, 

put Some idea may be formed of them by mentioning 

that one day, passing along a ridge of upland prairie 

at least 30 miles in length, and from which a view 

{ extended about eight miles on each side of a slight- 

{ut ly rolling plain, not a patch of grass ten yards 

\ square could be seen, so dense was the living mass 

that covered the country in every direction". (On 

the Arkansas, just West of the Coon Creeks) 

P.291. Buffalo Bulls encountered both on entering and leav- 

ing main herd, cows forming the main masses. : 

-706



P.248, Buffeho - 5 solitary bulls found in little mountain ae 

: valley at the boiling springs at extreme head of 

C@ wi) Fontame-qui-bouille under Pikes Peak. (This jibes 

with the bull skW11 found in the Sacramentos)
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» Bob Lewis,Deputy Sheriff of Socorro Co.,says he 
found one horn of Buffalo where the Negrite Ranger 

o§ Sbation now stands,also that there were lots of 
SS Buffalo bones there at that time,I885. :



Calif. Fish & Game 
Date ? 

donee ONCE NATIVE OF aN 

FORNIA. 

In 1922, Dr. C. Hart Merriam called 
attention to the fact that prior to 1850 
the buffalo ranged as far west as the 
area termed “Eastern California,” which 
usually meant eastern Utah or western 
Wyoming, and that there was no definite 4 
record for any locality west of eastern 

Oregon. In the Journal of Mammalogy, 
Vol. 7, pp. 211-214, he discusses further 
the western range of the buffalo and 
points out that inquiry has shown that 
the Pit River and northern Piute Indians 
knew the animal well and have much to 
say of its former range in their country. 
Dr. Merriam sums up the matter as fol- 
lows: (1) The buffalo did not push west- 
erly around the south end of Great Salt 
Lake; (2) there is no record of its 
occurrence on the west side of Salt Lake, 
or in the valley of Humboldt River, or 
anywhere in the vast desert region 
between Great Salt Lake and California ; 
(3) it entered California—and probably 

also a narrow strip along the extreme ‘ 

western border of northern Nevada—not 
x ee ~ 

from the east but from the nu.th, coming 

south from Oregon. 
“With these facts in mind, the exten- 

| sion of the buffalo into the open valleys 

‘of northeastern California, carrying its 

range at least 250 miles southwest of 
Peter Ogden’s- record, marks another step 

jn the knowledge of the distribution of 

this great animal—an animal that stands 

4 alone, whether viewed from the standpoint 
of food, clothing and shelter it afforded 

the original inhabitants, or from its influ- 

ence in developing the traits of courage,| 

alertness and skill for which our plains | 

tribes were famous.” | 
As a consequence, California must add. 

this well known big game mammal to her, 

list of extinct species. |
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SERVICE BULLETIN 

s e: #ng account by Ranger Broken- BUFFALO IN OREGON 

shife gf ono anent the fossil remains 

of," 1fBunyon's Son?" By John D. Guthrie, D-6. 

Dr. Walter Hough, Acting Head Curator 

of anthropology of the U. S. National Museum It is believed that it is not geney 

writes as follows, under date of September ally known that the buffalo or American bisgn 

1926: were once found in Oregon. According to¥an 

"There is no foundation in fact for article by Dr. C. Hart Merriam in the August 

the finding of a human tibia three 1926, issue of the American Journal of Mam- 

feet long. The bone was likely mology, they were. 

that of an elephant, one of the It is a matter of historical record 

animals which made the Carson foot- that Peter Skene Ogden in 1826 found buffalo 

prints, I do not know whether the at Harney Lake. Dr. J. A. Allen, the noted 

proportion of the tibia to height scientist-explorer records buffalo as being 

by races has been studied. < found in the Blue Mountains. Prof. 0. C. 

suppose that the tibia in a six Marsh found buffalo skulls and remains on 

foot man (Indian) would be 15 in., Willow Creek on the southeastern foothills 

making 1 to 4.8." of the Blue Mountains in 1873. 

If the three-feet Pine Grove tibia A few years ago, Vernon Bailey, U. S. 

was human then, according to Dr, Hough's Biological Survey, found buffalo skulls in 

ratio, the original possessor was about 14 the Malheur Lake Valley, and Stanley Jewett, 

feet, 4 inches high. However, Dr, Hough of the Survey, has found skulls in that 

disappoints us by stating that the bone region. 

belonged to the genus Elephas (or near) In view of this, and other researches 

rather than Homo. of his, Dr, Merriam states that buffalo : 

: must have been fairly abundant in eastern 

Qregon, that they annually drifted down 

SWEDISH FORESTERS GRATEFUL into the upper Sacramento Valley of Cali- 

fornia and back in the spring. 

The following telegram has been re- 

ceived from Dr, Tor Jonson, President of the 

Swedish National Forest School, and Dr. KAIBAB DEER : 

Folke Johansson, Secretary to Dr. Jonson and 

Professor of Forest Mensuration in the Swe~ Unless something unforeseen arises, 

dish Forest School, who have recently visited the Grand Canyon National Game Preserve will 

National Forests, Forest Experiment Stations, be opened to hunting during October, under 

and a number of the Forest Schools: the State laws and the same conditions as 

"Leaving United States we are anxicus existed last year. The State law limits the 

to express our deepest gratitude for the splen- season to the month of October and a bag 

did hospitality and the extreme courtesy we limit of one buck deer and requires a payment 

have met from Forest Service men in all of $1.25 by tesidents and $20 by non-resi- 

parts of your wonderful country and we will dents. The Secretary of Agriculture re- 

ever remember the friends we thus have made." quires the payment of $2.50 whether resident 

or non-resident of the State. — District 4. 

NN :



Digest of 

Inlay, George. The Western Territory of North America. Debrett, 
London, 1793 

Pp. 4%. "The cane,..is an evergreen, and is, perhaps, the most nourishing 
food for cattle upon earth, No other milk or butter has such 
flavor or richness as that which is produced from cows which feed 

7 upon cane, Horses which feed upon it work nearly as well as if 
they were fed upon corn," 

p. 100, "The buffalo are mostly driven out of Kentucky, Some are still found 
upon the headwaters of Licking Creek, Great Sundy, and the headwaters 
of Green River, Deer abound in the extensive forests, but the elk 
confines itself mostly to the hilly and uninhabited places, 

"The rapidity of settlement has driven the wild turkey quite out of the 
middle countries, but they are found in lerge flocks in all our 
extensive woods, 

"Amidst the mountains and broken countries are great numbers of the 
grouse I have described, and since the settlement has been estab- 
lished, the quail, following the trail of grain which is necessarily 
scattered in the wilderness, has migrated from the old settlements 
on the other side of the mountains, and has become a constant resident 
with us, The bird was unknown here on the first peopling of the country." 

p. 120. Blk, (Quoting Carver) “The Mississippi below leke Pepin flows with a 
gentle current .., the land between the mountains on either side is 
generally covered with grass, with a few groves of trees interspersed, 
near which large droves of deer and elk are frequently seen feeding," 

Pp. 128. Conservation. (Quoting 7) “Born to destroy the inferior race of 
animals, he would exhaust all nature, if, by a fecundity superior 
to his depredations, they did not repair the perpetual havoc he makes, 
But death is only the minister of life,. and destruction is the parent 
of reproduction," ; 

p. 132. Longevity. "...the existence of life is in proportion te the period 
of time required to produce maturity, ‘There are exceptions to this 
principle to be sure; as the crane and the hawk, for instance, which 

i seem to acquire maturity as early as most other birds, and are known 
to live a century and upwards," 

pp. 129-134. Sugar maples and sugar making. 

p. 141. Climatic Change, "It is well known that the climate upon the Atlantic 
Goast of America is in the extreme of heat and cold, and that it is 
more variable than when it was first settled by Baropeans; but the winters 

are milder," 

.2 if Rabbit. "Where common: Every part of this country, but nowhere so 
ae numerous as on the other side of the mountains, (3. There is not 

a wild hare in all America.)" (Though hares were unknown to Imlay, 
he lists most of the Arctic mammals in his list. A,L.) : 

File: Buttelo, Sagehen, Quail, Crane, Cottontail, Digests



= : File: Antelope 

Buffalo / 
Caribou 

Turkey 
: Elk 

LARGE ANIMALS - TIME OF THEIR DISHAPPEARANCE 

Fifty years ago, the territory now included in the state of Wisconsin, was 

nearly in a state of nature, all the large wild animals were then abundant. : 

Now all has changed, ‘The ax and plow, gun and dog, railway and telegraph, have 

metamorphosed the face of nature. Most of the large quadrupeds have either 

been exterminated, or have hid themselves away in the wilderness, In a short 

time all of these will have disappeared from the state. ‘The date and order in 

which animals become extinct within the boundaries of the state is a subject of 

great interest. ‘there was a time when the antelope, the woodland caribou, the 

buffalo and the wild turkey were abundant, but are now no longer to be found, 

The Antelope, Antilocarpa Americana, now confined to the western plains, 

did, two hundred years ago, inhabit Wisconsin as far east as Michigan. In 

October, 1679, Father Hennepin, with LaSalle and party, in four canoes, coasted 

along the western shore of Lake Michigan. In Hennepin's narrative, he says? 

"The oldest of them (the Indians) came to us the next morning with their calumet 

of peace, and brought some wild goats." This was somewhere north of Milwaukee. 

"Being in sore distress, we saw upon the coast a great many ravens and eagles 

(turkey vultures) from whence we conjectured there was some prey, and having 

landed upon that place, we found above the half of a fat wild goat, which the 

wolves had strangled. ‘This provision was very acceptable to us, and the radest 

of our men could not but praise the Divine Providence which took so particular 

care of us." ‘This mst have been somewhere near Racine. “On the 16th (October, 

1679) we met with an abundance of game. A savage we had with us killed several 

stags (deer) and wild goats, and our men had a great many turkeys, very fat and big." 

This must have heen south of Racine, ‘hese goats were undoubtedly antelopes. 

Schoolcraft mentions antelopes as occupying the Northwest Territory.
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When the last buffalo crossed the Mississippi is not precisely known. It 

is certain they lingered in Wisconsin in 1825, It is said there was a buffalo ; 

shot on the St. Croix river as late as 1832, so Wisconsin claims the last buffalo. 

The woodland caribou, Rangifer caribou, were never numerous within the limits of 

the state. A few were seen not far from La Pointe in 1845, ‘the last wild turkey 

in the eastern portion of the state was in 1846. On the Mississippi, one was 

killed in 1856. I am told by Dr. Walcott that turkeys were abundant in Wisconsin 

previous to the hard winter of 1842-3, when snow-was yet two feet deep in March, 

with a stout crust, so that the turkeys could not get to the ground. They becane 

so poor and weak that they could not fly, and thus became an easy prey to the 

wolves, foxes, wild cats, minks, etc., which exterminated almost the entire race, 

The Doctor says he saw but one single individual the next winter, Elk were on 

Hay River in 1863, and I have little doubt a few yet remain, Moose are not 

numerous, a few yet remain in the northwestern part of the state. I saw moose f 

tracks on the Montreal river, near Lake Superior, in the summer of 1845. A few 

panthers may still inhabit the wilderness of Wisconsin. Benjamin Bones, of Racine, 

shot one on the headwaters of Black River, December, 1863. Badgers are now nearly 

gone, and in a few years more the only badgers found within the state will be two- 

legged ones. Beavers are yet numerous in the small lakes in the northern regions. 

Wolverines are occasionally met with in the northern forests. Bears, wolves, 

and deer will contime to flourish in the northern and central counties, where 

underbrush, timber, and small lakes abound, 

All large animals will soon be driven by civilization out of Wisconsin. ‘The 

railroad and improved firearms will do the work, and thus we lose the primitive 

denizens of the forest and prairies, 

; "By Dr. P. R. Hoy
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Lincoln Inspection - 1921 

Buffalo Range, In 1912 Messer says he 

found a buffalo skull (big bull) but no bones 

on head of Saeramento in an open draw. Not 

near any permanent water or in a placé likely 

to have been used as a camp site. In 1911 

found skull at an 01d lake 15 miles from 

Sargent Seep on Hope Road. In about 1905 

found old horns halfway between Hondo and 

Roswell. Dick Pogue and Capt. Posey told 

Messer they hunted bu8falo at the head of 

Spring River, at the head of what is now 

Roswell. Might locate Pogue by writing 

Chas. Devis, mayor of #1 Paso, 

$$



j = The American Bison : 
Se By Clinton G. Smith, D-7 Aawtce ee 

3/2027, 14 
Some wag has said that the city of Buffalo, New York, was so named be- 

cause there were no buffalo there. ‘The published records by Dr. Hornaday, 
however, show that buffalo probably ranged as far east in New York State as 

the site of the present city of Buffalo, and the records show that they were 

exterminated in this region in about 1795. ‘The lino defining the eastern ex-~ 
tension of buffalo swings southeastward near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, to a 
point near District of Golumbia and follows roughly the line between the Coast- 
al Plain and the Piedmont. Plateau, drawing closer’ to the ocean to, a point near 
Brunswick, Georgia. There is no recoré of buffalo ever having been in the 
State of Alabama, Buffalo did range almost as far south.as the Gulf of Mexico 

in Mississippi, in Louisiana, the line passed a point near New Orleans, along 
the coast in Texas, amd south to the twenty-fifth parallel north, in Mexico. 

Te line defining the westward extension of buffalo was just west of the Rio 

Grande in New Mexico, northwaré to the southeastern corner of Utah, the north- 
eastern corner of Nevada and thence along the Idaho, Oregon and Washington 
line, leaving owt the Idaho Pan Handle, to Canada. the northward extension 

of the buffalo was near Great Slave Lake. 

: _ Buffalo were exterminated, according to the best records available, in 

1730 in Virginia, 1810 in Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana, and Illinois,.1825 in 
Iowa and Missouri. he extermination of buffalo was most rapid after the con- 
struction of the Union Pacific Railroad, which cut the vast western range in 

tyo. Wo one has hazarded a guess at the original number of buffalo which 

ranced the North American continent. It is said that they were as numerous 

as the leaves of the forest and were increasing rapidly. East of the Missis- 

sippi River buffalo were not so mmerous and their extermination was carried 

on in-a rather desultory manner by the carly settlers. In the Great Plains 
region, however, after the Civil, War when. rifles became numérovs there was 2 

systematic killing of buffalo for their hides ané fur. Countless thousands of 
buffalo were 21s0 killed each year by so-called sportsmen. 

to 
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The American Bison (Cont.) ; 

In 1900, according to the census of the American Bison Society, there 

were only about 1,000 buffalo in the country. Now there are over 5,000 buf- 

falo in 33 different States. There are over 100 different bunches of buffa- 

lo in the United States at present and they are increasing at a fairly rap- 

id' rate. 

The Forest Service has two buffalo herds: one on the Pisgah Game Pre- 

serve of five animals, and one on the Wichita of 150 head. ‘he Wichita herd 
was donated by the New York Zoological Park in 1907, and this herd has in- 

creased tanSol@ in the past 14 years. Distribution of thirteen surplus males 

was made last year and 16 head this year. In the distribution of these ani- 

_mals it has beon the practice to restrict donations to municipalities where .- 

' there are no buffalo. It was necessary to deny buffalo to four applicants 

who were within a region known to be infested with the Texas fever tick. 

Another applicant who desired a buffalo was an army officer at Fort Huchucha, 

who stated that a buffalo was needed for a mascot for the colored troops who 

are known as "buffalo soldiers." ‘ 
The successful establishment of the buffalo on the Wichita and the 

rapid increase of the herd points to the desirability of looking beyond the 
goal of mere numbers. ‘The objective should be the breeding of a strain that . 
will breed true to the typo of the American bison. This should be possible 

- under the ideal range conditions on the Wichita, which permits the animals 
to graze the year round on the native grasses. This will be accomplished by 
culling the undesirable specimens. Eventually the Forest Service can hope to 

have the best buffalo herd in the country. 

We can look forward to a time when buffalo will be a source of consid- 

erable revenue on the Wichita Game Preserve, since with their present rate of — 

increase and the fact that this animal has been saved from extinction will 
make it possible to dispose of the surplus to individuals under a system of 

competitive bidding. 

MATHER FIELD IDEAS :
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TAOS, NEW MEXICO 

May 29, 1922 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Sec'y, 
New Mexico Protective Ass'n, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Sir: . 

The information you desire was taken up at a 
meeting of the Indian Council, and thé older Indians ; | 
stated that it was not infrequent to see buffalo in 

: the southern end of the San Imis Valley and occasionaly 
in the Taos Valley; also that elk were not at all un- 
common in this locality in the earlier days. 

The Taos Association spoke to Mr. Gable about — 
small mouthed bass for the Rio Grande and will take 
the matter up again by letter. ‘They have not received 
any reply to their letter to lr. Gable relative to a 
field deputy for Taos county, ema copy of which was 
sent you a short time ago. 

In case there is any other information you may 
desire, I will be very glad to do all possible to 
obtain it for you. 

, ; Very truly yours, 

faos Game and Fish Protective Ass'n . 

7 

By Emu, , Vv. Pres. 

4
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PERMANENT WILD LIFE PROTECTION FUND 
FOR NATION-WIDE CAMPAIGN WORK DURING THE NEXT HUNDRED YEARS. 

INCOME FOR USE ON THE FIRING LINE. NO “OVERHEAD CHARGES.” 

uns Bone Se Ne Se (or wrongs commer O* O™*) sas 1,5 Rogie Sg Yuk 
Mins. FTwoaesons Canadaigus, pes Sern ee, 
EUS NG a G80) DEMO TU Mai eee The wild life of to-day is not wholly ours, to dispose of as Samvet Tuorne, New York, — 
Ryan Ora ecko Neve Ones ; Antuony R. Kuser, Bernardsville, 
Joun D. Axcrsoip, New York City, we please. It has been given to us IN TRUST. We must Joun Dryvex Kuser, Bernardsville, 

Dewan Nicetie Now vork, account for it to those who come after us and audit our records. Freveaic C. Watcort, New York, 

ANonew Cagneoit, New York City, ere 
Gene Bare Nee oe Cie NEW YORK ZOOLOGICAL PARK Mrs. R.'T. Aveuivry, New York, 
Grorcz Hewrtr Myers, Wash. D.C., Hows Ay ee 
iss aoe ee ee Eruey R. Tuaver, Boston, 
aman McMinn New Coe Cy New Yorr,.. September. 20.1992 Wwameon 5. Dicenes sas Mafaaionedl 
Max C. Fierscymann, Santa Barbara, Joan: J.“ Preneeronny Becokiyc 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Secretary 
New Mexico Game Protective Association 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

My dear Mir. Leopold: 

I am indeed gled to have enother letter from you. It hes 
been a long time since the last one, snd much water has run under the bridges 
since then. I am glad that the New Mexico Game Protective Association is not 
only alive but is going strong. It is one of the finest orgenizations in the 
United States and es you know has often been held up as « model. 

I am extremely gled to know that you are writing ® booh on ~ 
the game emimals of the Southwest, - they deserve it! It is « fruitful subject, 
Do try snd count up the number of mountain sheep and sntelope. 

Concerning the line of demarkation of the Americsan bison in 
: New “exico, 1 am st this late date unable to locate the correspondence end the 

records from which I established my line. My map of the distribution of the 
bison wes first published in 1888, and that is now thirty-four years ago. In 
the intervel I have been obliged to destroy great masses of old papers, end it ~ 

eh would be utterly impossible to locste the records on which my boundsry was based. 

I think thet my boundery in New ilexico does not differ materi- 
ally of thet arrived at by Dr. J. A. Allen, on whose work I relied for many 

portions of my line. 

My beet edvice to you is to disregard Dr. Allen's line snd 
mine because you are on the ground and you are in a much better position to dig 

up historic facts then either either of us ever were. 

Your mention of the Pecos River reminds me that Professor L. 
L. Dike of the Kansas University hunted on the Feces River for two seasons for 
the Kensas museums, but never was a bison there. I think he was on the Pecos 
somewhere near 1884 and 1885. Clarence Edwards published a book entitled 
"Campfires of the Naturalist", which was mace up from Proffessor Kike's journels 
and is really an account of what he did in the collecting field as written by 

another party.



Mr. Leopold -2- Sept. 20, 1922 : 

I am glsd thet you have been favorebly impressed with what you : 
have heard of my new book, "The Minds and Mannere of Wild Animels", end I will ~ 
enclose a copy of the publisher's circular to show you what some of the reviewers 

: have said. ; 

Always hoping thet you will keep in touch with me about South- 

western wild life in general and yourself in particular, I remain 

Very sincerely yours, . : 

Cat 
encl 
ms 

Gian’ ee: a sais 5 SS



“One of the most interesting books ever written’’—Chicago Tribune 

Ihe Minds and Manners 

of Wild Animals 
eA Book of Personal Observations 

By Witt1am T. Hornapay, Sc.D., A.M. 

Director New Yorx Zootocicat Park 

Author of THE AMERICAN NATURAL HISTORY, CAMP FIRES IN THE CANADIAN ROCKIES, 

TWO YEARS IN THE JUNGLE, OUR VANISHING WILD LIFE, etc. 

ca 

T is difficult to think of any man or woman to whom this 

] book will not strongly appeal. If you will read one page 
of this fascinating collection of stories of the extraordinary 
intelligence of wild animals, you will need no urging to com- 
plete all of the book’s 325 pages with the keenest interest. 
The author, Dr. Hornaday, is a naturalist of international 

rank, and presents in this book the results of a lifetime of 
association with wild animals. 

Children find these stories absorbing, and it is safe to 

say that no book published for some time lends itself more 
ideally to reading aloud. Its appeal is universal. In the 
following pages are excerpts from reviews chosen at random 
to give you an idea of the fascination of its pages. 

The illustrations chosen by the author are as authoritative 

as the text. 

’ 

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS 
PUBLISHERS BOOKSELLERS 

NEW YORK and LONDON 
$2.50 10 Shillings
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Press Opinions 

New York Heratp: “So far as we know, Dr. Hornaday’s 

book is the only one that deals adequately with the mental life of 
beasts. When you have finished it we predict that you will be 

thinking of wild animals in a new way.” 

PuILaDELPHIA Nort American: “‘Exceedingly interesting.” 

Unusual Wild Animal Book. 

Hartrrorp Courant: “This is a most fascinating and un- 
usual book. The genuine lover of animals will find in Mr. Horna- 

day’s pages a satisfaction and pleasure which can scarcely be ex- 

pressed without using terms which will seem exaggerated and ex- 

travagant. Even the most indifferent reader is likely to find his 

attention sharply arrested and his interest aroused and held by 
the originality of Mr. Hornaday’s viewpoint, his amazing insight, 

and his power to reveal the animal mind.” 

CLEVELAND PLAINDEALER: “Dr. Hornaday not only writes 

for the man on the street but writes so interestingly that the man 
on the street may read his book for pleasure as well as for in- 

formation. 

“No Jack London could make animal fiction more engrossing 
than these true stories which are told by Dr. Hornaday.” 

Lonpon Morninc Posr: “His authority is unique while the 
opportunity he has had of discussing these problems of animal in- 

telligence with travellers in every quarter of the globe has pro- 

i vided him with that intimate information which is so seldom to 
be found in printed books.” 

Kansas Ciry Srar: “It is safe to say that never before has 

there been brought together such a vast quantity of information 

and so many evidential ‘cases’ in support of animal intelligence 
and reason as Dr. Hornaday has produced in his latest book.”
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Tue Scorsman: “It may fairly be accounted the most inter- 

esting book on animal life of recent years.” 

The Truth about Wild Animals 

Tuomas L. Mason in the New York Times: “It does seem 

to the present writer that Dr. Hornaday in this book comes closer 

to settling more disputed questions than any other writer to be 
named.” 

Tue Open Roap: “You gain new respect for their mental 
processes, their standards of social relationships, and their moral 

conduct when you read ‘The Minds and Manners of Wild Ani- 
mals.’ .. . In the personal observations that fill this engrossing 

volume, he brings together a mass of information in a system- 

atic and logical relation such as no naturalist of rank has ever 
before attempted to assemble.” 

AMERICAN JouURNAL oF CiinicaL Mepicine: “It is one of 

those books that tempt one to read on and on into the wee small 
hours—just one chapter more—and then just one more.... To 

my mind there are few more fascinating studies than that of the 
mentality of animals, and the immense sale of this book proves 

that an increasing number of people feel the same way.” 

Dr. Witi1am RirrenHouse. 

Tue Narionat Humane Review: “Dr. Hornaday is the best 
known naturalist in the United States. He has long been Di- 

rector of the New York Zoological Park and has written many 
books. Every person who knows much of anything about wild 

animals in this country realizes that Director Hornaday is the best 
informed person and the greatest authority on the subject of 

animal life which we have. In this book he has brought together 

an immense amount of data in regard to animal character, animal 
habits, and animal intelligence.” 

Dr. WiiiiaM O. STILLMAN.
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‘The Minds and Manners 
. . 

of Wild Animals 

The wild animal must think, or die. 

As the alleged lord of creation, it is man’s duty to know the wild animals 
truly as they are, in order to enjoy them to the utmost, to utilize them sensibl, 

and fairly, and to give them a square deal. ‘Tue AutHor. 

CONTENTS 

I. THE LAY OF THE LAND 

II, WILD ANIMAL TEMPERAMENT AND INDIVIDUALITY 

Ill. THE LANGUAGE OF ANIMALS 

IV. THE MOST INTELLIGENT ANIMALS 

V. THE RIGHTS OF WILD ANIMALS 

VI. THE BRIGHTEST MINDS AMONG ANIMALS 

VII. KEEN BIRDS AND DULL MEN 

VIII. THE MENTAL STATUS OF THE ORANG-UTAN 

IX. THE MAN-LIKENESS OF THE CHIMPANZEE 

X. THE TRUE MENTAL STATUS OF THE GORILLA 

XI. THE MIND OF THE ELEPHANT 

XII. THE MENTAL AND MORAL TRAITS OF BEARS 

XIII. MENTAL TRAITS OF A FEW RUMINANTS 

XIV. MENTAL TRAITS OF A FEW RODENTS 

XV. THE MENTAL TRAITS OF BIRDS 

XVI. THE WISDOM OF THE SERPENT 

XVII. THE TRAINING OF WILD ANIMALS 

XVIII. THE MORALS OF WILD ANIMALS 

XIX. THE LAWS OF THE FLOCKS AND HERDS 

XX. PLAYS AND PASTIMES OF WILD ANIMALS 

XXI. COURAGE OF WILD ANIMALS 

XXII. FEAR AS A RULING PASSION 

XXIII. FIGHTING AMONG WILD ANIMALS 

- XXIV. WILD ANIMAL CRIMINALS AND CRIME 

XXV. FIGHTING WITH WILD ANIMALS 

THE CURTAIN
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[lMustrations 

OVERPOWERING CURIOSITY OF A MOUNTAIN SHEEP 
CHRISTMAS AT THE PRIMATE’S HOUSE 
THE TRAP-DOOR SPIDER’S DOOR AND BURROW 
HANGING NEST OF THE BALTIMORE ORIOLE 

GREAT HANGING NESTS OF THE CRESTED CACIQUE 
“RAJAH,” THE ACTOR ORANG-UTAN 
THUMB-PRINT OF AN ORANG-UTAN 
THE LEVER THAT OUR ORANG-UTAN INVENTED 
PORTRAIT OF A HIGH-CASTE CHIMPANZEE 
THE GORILLA WITH THE WONDERFUL MIND 
TAME ELEPHANTS ASSISTING IN TYING A WILD CAPTIVE 
WILD BEARS QUICKLY RECOGNIZE PROTECTION 
ALASKAN BROWN BEAR, “IVAN,” BEGGING FOR FOOD 
THE MYSTERY OF DEATH 
THE STEADY-NERVED AND COURAGEOUS MOUNTAIN GOAT 
FORTRESS OF AN ARIZONA PACK-RAT 
WILD CHIPMUNKS RESPOND TO MAN’S PROTECTION 
AN OPOSSUM FEIGNING DEATH 
MIGRATION OF THE GOLDEN PLOVER (MAP) 
REMARKABLE VILLAGE NESTS OF THE SOCIABLE WEAVER BIRD 
SPOTTED BOWER-BIRD, AT WORK ON ITS UNFINISHED BOWER 
HAWK-PROOF NEST OF A CACTUS WREN 
A PEACE CONFERENCE WITH AN ARIZONA RATTLESNAKE 
WORK ELEPHANT DRAGGING A HEWN TIMBER 
THE WRESTLING BEAR, “CHRISTIAN,” AND HIS PARTNER 
ADULT BEARS AT PLAY 
PRIMITIVE PENGUINS ON THE ANTARCTIC CONTINENT, 

UNAFRAID OF MAN 
RICHARD W. ROCK AND HIS BUFFALO MURDERER 
“BLACK BEAUTY, MURDERING “APACHE” 

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS 

FIFTH AVENUE AT 48TH STREET, NEW YORK 

Please $end ...0.0.00.0000-+- COP-.:..---.. “THE MINDS AND MANNERS OF WILD 

‘ANEMIA, for which I enclose Boo. oe cen neen cc seesconpeentte veseneeee 

Address ree Sct Soe eat Beene ee 

Dale Reames eh oc etnet ein ee ats fy er
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OVERPOWERING CURIOSITY OF A MOUNTAIN RAM 

As seen by the author in the Pinacute lava mountains, where the ram 
stood gazing for twenty minutes at a pack-mule with the fresh head of 
a’mountaia cheep on its /back
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1. WE STAND FOR VIGOROUS AND IMPARTIAL EN- eeative 5. WE STAND FOR SUCH AN INCREASE IN GAME AND 
FORCEMENT OF THE GAME AND FISH LAWS. Ry ral, i. FISH AS WILL FURNISH LEGITIMATE SPORT MF eS FOR EVERY CITIZEN. ae 

® WE Gr BINDS AND PAssaoE OF 258 PUBLIC Br See A 6 Wn eeeene 1500 cee ea 
Suoomme Gxouxps Bmx. iS ea gs ss SPOUT OF GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP. 

3. We STAND FOR CO-OPERATION WITH STOCKMEN x \ iY [st 7. We STAND BEHIND EVERY WARDEN WHO DOES 
IN A VIGOROUS CAMPAIGN AGAINST PREDA- ee ys} mis Durr. 
a aoe ates “ef \\ QP 8. Wer orrer $50.00 REWARD FOR INFORMATION 

GQ oh” LEADING TO THE ARREST AND CONVICTION 
4. WE STAND FOR AN ADEQUATE SYSTEM OF GAME SAIN, IS OF ANY PERSON KILLING ANTELOPE, MOUN- 

REFUGES. TAIN SHEEP OR PTARMIGAN, 

OFFICERS REPRESENTING ADDRESS 

T. E. Kevixy, Present S. W. Fisu, GAME anp FOREST PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION Carrizozo, N. M. 

G. S. Turner, Frrsr Vice-Pres. SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHWESTERN NEW MEXICO Srvver Crry, N. M. 

E. S. Lewrs, SEconD VICE-PRES. San Micurn Counry GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION Las Vrecas, N. M. 

C. G. Marporr, TREASURER Santa Fe GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION Sanra Fe, N. M. 
Avo Leororp, SECRETARY ALBUQUERQUE GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. 

C. A. Wuirep, VicE-PRES, Cotrax County GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION Raton, N. M. 

DeLBert JAcKSON, VICE-PRES. CARLSBAD GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION CarusBap, N. M. 
Dr. M. McCreary, Vice-PREs. MAGDALENA GAME PROTECTIVE AND SPORTSMEN'’S ASSOCIATION MAGDALENA, N. M. 

H. P. SaunpERS, VICE-PRES. RoswEtL GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION Roswetu, N. M. 

T. F. SManiiG, VicE-PREs. McKintey County GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION Gaur, N. M. 

W. A. SUTHERLAND, VICE-Pres. Las Cruces GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION Las Crucers, N. M. 

H. R, LEATHERMAN, VICE-PRES. Taos GAME AND FiIsH PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION Taos, N. M. 

Frep SHERMAN, VICE-PRES. Borper GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION Demine, N. M. 
Ws. BauGu, VicE-Pres. MOGOLLON GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION MocoLtion, N. M. 

P. C. THEDE, VICE-PRES. Ex Paso GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION (AFFILIATED) Ex Paso, Texas 

Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

November 17, 1922. 

Mr. John M. Gunn, 

Laguna, New Mexico. 

* Dear Mr. Gunn; 

A recent inquiry addressed to Mr. George H. Pradt 
coneerning any information in his possession about the original 
range of the buffalo in New Mexico led to his suggesting your 
name as one possibly possessing information on the subject. 

. What I am trying to find out is to what extent and 
to what places did the buffalo range west of the Pecos River. 
Mr. Pradt suggests that your familiarity with the traditions 
of the Acoma and Laguna Indians might throw some light on this 
subject. 

I would very greatly appreciate hearing from you 
if you can shed any light upon it. 

Very truly yours, 
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Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

November 17, 1922.4 

Mr. John Ms Gunn, : 

Laguna, New Mexicos 

Dear Mre Gunn; 

A recent inquiry addressed to Mr. George He Pradt 
concerning ee ee in his possession about the original 
range of the buffalo in New Mexico led to his suggesting your 
name as one possibly possessing information on the subject. 

What I am trying to find out is to what extent end 
to what vlages did the buffalo range west of the Pecos Rivers 
Mr. Pradt suggests that your familiarity with the traditions 
of the Acoma and Laguna Indians might throw some light on this 

, Subject. : 

I would very greatly appreciate hearing from you 
if you can shed any light upon it. 

: . Very truly yours, 

; Aldo Leopold. 
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Gila Inspection - 1922 

Buffalo Hide ore sacks used by Indian slave 

labor when Spaniards first worked Santa Rita 

copper mines. Winn says in working over old 

Spanish diggings Company engineers uncovered 

these sacks, which still had hair on, Suppo- 

sition is hides obtained by barter with plains 

tribes,



e@ °® 

Santa Fe Inspection - 1923 

Buffalo Dope(Rutledge) His father saw a 

small bunch near Los Taquos west of Santa 

Fe near Cienegia. Knew they were in Es- 

tancia Valley. Cienegia record would have 

been about 1883. Bally Lynch, now an In- 

dian trader in Ariz. - would ‘mow exact date. 

Santiago Quintana of Cochiti is buffalo 

hunter and would have information, 

Mentioned habit of old bulls going to mts.



Outdoor Life—February, 1923 

“Mountain Bison” 
Editor Outdoor Life:—On page 342 of 

your November (1922) issue I note J. F. 
Jones of Denver, Colo., is requesting in- 
formation as to the difference between buf- 
falo and bison as mentioned in the book 
entitled “Thirty-one Years on the Plains 
and in the Mountains.” 

It has been more than ten years since I 
read the above-mentioned book, but if my 
memory has not failed me, Mr. Jones will 
find where Capt. Drannan mentions the 
mountain buffalo. He does not describe the 
animal in any way, but rather takes it for 
granted that all knew what the mountain 
buffalo was. 

For Mr. Jones’ information permit me to 
say the mountain buffalo did exist in the 
Wind River Range of mountains of Wyo- 
ming and in the mountains of Montana, and 
possibly in other localities. These buffalo 
were considerably smaller, more active, more 
vicious and of a wilder nature than the bison 
of the plains. They were never found in 
the valleys, but on the contrary always at 
timber-line. Their meat as a food was con- 
sidered more to be desired than that of the 
bison. 

It might be said by some that the moun- 
tain bison, as I think they should have been 
named, were the same as the bison of the 
plains. That smallness of stature, difference 
in the flavor of the meat and whatever other 
difference there was would have been caused 
by the difference of climate and the differ- 
ence in food eaten. Personally, I do not 
believe it could have any bearing upon their 
nature, which was, no doubt, not that of the 
bison of the plains. 

I realize that I may stir up quite a differ- 
ence of opinion upon this subject; that the 
natural history writers may say, “No such 
animal ever lived.” But I take consolation 
in the fact that natural history writers are 
not always correct—that a_ considerable 
amount of their information has been ob- 
tained by studying mounted specimens and 
by visiting the zoo. 

I have before me four volumes of natural 
history written by one of the foremost 
writers, who states emphatically that no 
species of snake lives which swallows its 
young in times of danger. This I can posi- 
tively refute, having seen them run into the 
mother snake’s mouth when she made a 
peculiar sound and after having shaken them 
out after killing the mother snake. 

In conclusion, permit me to say, I prefer 
to take the attitude of old Jasper in Jack 
Maxwell’s “My Bear Crick Bass” article, 
found on page 347 of your November issue, 
wherein he says, “It weighed, so he said, jist 
a good three pounds; and he called it big- 
mouthed bass; but I know dog-goned well 
it was a trout. But I let him have his way, 
fer I didn’t give a tinker’s cuss whether he 
called it a bass or a jay-bird.” I, too, know 
there existed just such an animal as the 
mountain bison, tho I don’t give a tinker’s 
cuss if they do call it a jay-bird. 
Wyo. W. A. Jounson.
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with the rather startling, but by no = - i r = a 4 

means unpleasing, prospect of pos- 4 pyGNACIOUS LOOKING ANIMAL BUT ENTIRELY HARMLESS—ONE OF THE HYBRIDS PRO- 
sessing soon the amazing total of three DUCED BY MATING THE BUFFALO WITH DOMESTICATED CATTLE 
million buffalo as a result of the great- 
est wild game conservation experiment northwestern Canada, where are countless sults have as yet been observed, the experi- 
in the history of the world, which Can- millions of acres of land otherwise useless, menters have great hopes, for the yak is 
ada began in 1907 at a cost of some two yet which offer good grazing ground to the zoologically connecting link between the 
million dollars. In 1907 Canada bought buffalo and the new types. With the pres- domestic cattle and the buffalo. That it 
up the last herd of buffalo on the North ent rapid increase of the buffalo, their pres- will mate with cattle has been demon- 
American continent, which, delivered dur-. ent range, immense as it is, will soon be’ strated; and as cattle and buffalo mate, 
ing the next two years, finally numbered utterly inadequate. there seems no reason to doubt that hybrid 
716. These animals in 1910 numbered 750. The main purpose of the Dominion offi- animals will result from the mating of 
The buffalo were secured in an endeavor  cials in carrying on over a lengthy period the yak and buffalo, or buffalo hybrids and 
to preserve North America’s noblest ani- of time experiments in raising a new type the yak. The main purpose is to overcome 
mal—the bison—to give it its proper name, of animal by crossing the buffalo and do- certain difficulties experienced in crossing 
for the type is peculiar to North America. mestic cattle has not been to replace or buffalo and cattle in securing fertile males. 
But it has for so long been known as the even use this type where domestic cattle It is hoped from the yak-cattle cross will 
buffalo that this name will herein be ad- thrive profitably, but to produce a race of be produced a hybrid that will mate more 
hered to. So rapidly did these animals in- animals of a good beef type which at the readily and safely with the bison, produc- 
crease once they got settled on the range same time are capable of living on the ing a stronger stock than the first crosses 
made for them that a census just taken range in the northern part of the prairie of cattle and bison have so far done. The 
shows the herd to now number no less than Provinces of Canada and the still more yak is about the size of Angus cattle, has 
6,000 head. With this fairly accurate basis northerly northwest territories, a land long hair, and a horse-like tail. It is usu- 
of increase now to work upon, the following where cattle breeding will never exist, ally black in color, but sometimes white and 
startling but unquestionable figures can be owing to the need of winter shelters and brown. Its meat is of finer grain than 
estimated. Thus on the present scale of the storing up of immense quantities of beef; it is the equal if not the superior 

——~» increase Canada will have in 1934, 48,000 food which are necessary for domestic to the buffalo in foraging in a cold region 
buffalo; in 1946, 384,000; and in 1958, cattle. unassisted through the severest of win- 
3,072,000. The new type, an animal which can for- ters. And it is not subject to disease. 

. Fifty years is nothing in the life of a age all the year around without any as- The buffalo herd, and the new types of 
nation. Yet in fourteen years less than sistance from man in these regions, the animals. produced from crossing buffalo and 
that time Canada’s herd will run into the officials now have accomplished. But they cattle are situated on the plains of Alberta 
millions. But this is perhaps the least have not halted there; but are now begin- near the town of Wainwright, on the main 
startling and interesting fact in connection ning to further extend the varieties of line of Canada’s national railway. The 
with the buffalo. For the officials of the types possible by bringing from far away park where they roam is the largest fenced 
Experimental Farms Branch, Department Asia to the plains of Alberta another beef- enclosure of its kind in the entire world, 
of Agriculture, and the officials of the prodncing animal of sturdy type—the yak. containing no less than 15,875 square miles, mw 
Parks Branch, Department of the Interior, The first bull of this species concluded its entirely fenced by galvanized wire 75 miles * 
have succeeded in bringing a new type of six thousand mile journey shortly before long and 9 feet high, the construction of 
beef-producing animal by crossing the buf- this article was written and experiments which required 25,000 posts and 1,700 miles 
falo and various breeds of domestic cattle have now been started to cross it with cat- of wire. It is also protected by a forty foot 
that can withstand the fierce winter of tle, and buffalo. While, of course, no re- ploughed strip, 20 feet on either side of the
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fence. This vast region contains rolling There seems no essential difference between took on a new turn; that of whether the 

plains, plentifully dotted with lakes and them and the buffalo of the plains, though animals could winter unassisted in the ex- 

well wooded; in fact the exact range which some observers claim the animals are small- tremely cold region. They stood the test 

the buffalo have always been accustomed to. er. At any rate, here this herd is today, ina satisfactorily. They do not drift before a 
region far from the borders of that to which storm as range cattle; they are not subject 

A Romantic Story the buffalo, in the olden days before the to infectious diseases, and they give good 
white man’s slaughter, did not go beyond. beef results on range on which ordinary 

The story surrounding this wonderful How came these here? It is generally ac- cattle grow thin. The buffalo carries a 
come back of an animal brought nearly to cepted now that they are the descendants very high percentage of meat upon the 
extinction is romantic in the extreme. The of a small remnant of the plains herds back, the most valuable part of the carcass. 
present great herd owes its origin solely to which probably drifted this far north in The inheritance of this quality is notice- 
four calves that were saved in 1875 from escaping from the general slaughter back ably present in the buffalo hybrid and the 
slaughter by a Pend d’Oreille Indian anc in 1860. At any rate the fact that they cattalo. (A hybrid is a half buffalo, haif 
which a few years later, then numbering have survived this cold region, the Indians, cow. A cattalo is the product of two hy- 
about a dozen head, were bought by a_ and the wolves, is splendid proof that more brids.) As a test of meat quality, the offi- 
shrewd Mexican halfbreed, Michel Pablo by buffalo could range in adjoining regions, cials recently sent out samples of meat from 
name. The herd was left by its owner to and also the hybrid produced by crossing a fully matured cattalo bull to twenty-five 
roam the wooded region along the Pend domestic cattle and buffalo. householders accompanied by ordinary beef. 
d’Oreille River in a state of freedom, and With the rapid increase of the great herd Sixteen of the householders declared in 
little attention was paid to the animals. at Wainwright Park, some of the ani- favor of the cattalo. 
In 1907 the United States government de- mals will shortly have to be moved. 

cided to throw open for settlement the re- The transfer of these to the new range in May Revive Hunting 
serve on the Pend d’Oreille River where the the far north, fortunately, does not today 
animals had roamed so long in a wild state. present much difficulty, for a railway now With the beginning made of great herds 
Pablo was forced to look for a buyer for the pierces to Fort McMurray, latitude 55.5° by establishing buffalo in the far northern 

animals. He offered them to the United north. At this point transportation is con- reaches, American sportsmen are now faced 

States government. Roosevelt and several tinued by a wonderful system of waterways with another interesting possibility: the re- 

others interested in preservation of wild extending to the Arctic. An alternative, turn of buffalo hunts. By setting a high 

life strongly backed the suggested purchase, and better river route, lies by way of the game license fee, and rigidly restricting 
but Congress finally refused. The Cana- Peace River, to the banks of which a rail- each hunter to no more than one bull, and 

dian government, however, accepted the of- way also extends. placing the herds under the supervision of 
fer. For two years the buffalo were hunted With the buffalo will probably go a cer- the Royal Mounted Police, the Dominion of 

by expert crews of riders before the last tain percentage of the new species. While Canada will reap financial benefit. But 

ones were finally rounded up and loaded the experiments which have made this new what is far more important, there will be 
on special trains which carried them at ex-’ type of animals possible have necessarily established a great meat supply that can be 

press speed to their new home. This, in been slow, and difficult,.the success of the drawn upon indefinitely and at no great 
brief, is the romantic tale of the come-back new species now seems assured. As far cost, due to the splendid system of water- 
of the buffalo. Those four little calves, two back as 1880 the possibilities of crossing way transportation for large boats through 
males and two females, saved by the whim _ buffalo and cattle to produce a type of beef the country of the north where exists the 
of an Indian in 1875, it now seems, will animal having the good qualities of both buffalo range. As has been pointed out, 

prove the ancestors of fresh millions of species was thought about by a number of _ fifty years is nothing in the life of a nation; 
noble creature. men, but not until Mossom Boyd of Bob- in less than that time by 14 years at the 

Another strange fact about the buffalo, caygeon, Ontario, began experiments in present rate of increase, Canada will have 

and one which has never been satisfactorily 1894 was any marked progress made. When several million head. The facts are breath- 

explained, is that away in the extreme he died in 1915, he had succeeded in build- taking, yet undisputable. 
north of Canada, between Lake Athabasca ing up a herd numbering 20 animals. These The buffalo has come back to the North 

and Slave, a small herd of wild buffalo have the government took over and moved to the American continent; and this time has come 

been roaming for no one knows how long. plains of Alberta. The experiment now back to stay. 
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A PORTION OF THE GROWING HERD ROAMING IN ITS GREAT ARTIFICIAL PARK
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March 17, 1924, s 

Buffalo. 

H. R. Leatherman of Taos says that according to his 
recollection, there were buffalo on the head of Beaver River 
as late as 1884. This is in northeastern New Mexico. 
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“Boffitko | s “ "Out af the Desert” F < 

; a by Owen White. — fo yo a3 : 

Zz x 

eos In egreeing with Maj.Burges in his assertion that he is 

reasonably certain that De Vaca came thru Fl Pase,we find it 

necessary to make a concession in favor eof the wandering habits 

of the buffalo, and have hai to allow this animal the freedom of 

WHM a range from whieh heretofere he has been barred.All modern : 

writers on th habits of the Buffalosssay that they never came 

into the eg Bend country of Texas,west off/nthe Pecos River.For 

the last few years of the bison range in Texas this is undoubtedly eS 

true-the great herds never crossed the Pecos River-but in EM ; 

De Vaeas time they either did come into the Big Bend or else 

De Vaca himself never came thru El Pase. 

Here sre the facts as thy appear.The historians have: = 

followed De Vavas erratic footsteps with serurulous care until . 
they have trailed him into a settlement of "permanent houses",built 
on the banks of a big river,where the people live omsquash, : 
beans and maize,and raise crops by sementeras.Practi@ally all 

the authorities who have investigated the subject agree that 
these’ permanent houses" were located where the town o Pnesidio 

,in the Big Bend ,now stands,but there has been quite a discussion 

as to just where Cabeza de Vaca went from that point. ef



Page 4,"0ut of the Desert",(B3uffalo) - by Owen White. 

residio beyond which point hister s 
have peat Roh? aETARRE. ha Mhek was aenfrented by ee = 
in theme days avery pressing alternative it was a matter of food 
and he was forced to decide whether he wanted to proceed a carnivérou S$ 
course to the northeast where the Indians had nething but meat to 

eat er fallow a vef@tarian path to the northwest{.In his own stery 

de Vavwa says that the people who dwelt in the settlements of 
"permanent houses" had plenty ef cow skins beacuse the cows died 
near there and in speaking ef his journey up the river he again 
said that the natives were well supplied with hides. 

This would indieate that at that time the buffales 
were in the habit of comin into the Big Bend country,and de Vacag 
statements have been verified in reeent years by the finding of 
buffalo remains in regions where modern writers have sea id that +h 
they did not penetrate .
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” OWEN P. WHITE 

nL PASO, TEXAS 

May 13 1924. : 

Dr R Fred Pettit. 
Albuaueraue, N.M. 

My dear Doctor:- 

I have your letter of the 12th and I thaak you 
for your very complimentary opinion of my book. However I will 

say that with such a field to work in it was not hard to produce 

an interesting work. 

In regard to your question in regard to the buffalo 
that came into the gxmmk Big Bend section. As I state in Out of 
the Desert, it was impossible for me to accept the conclusion that 
de Vaca came all the way up the Rio Grande to £1 Paso unless I 
could find that there were buffalo at that time in this part of the 
country. On page 25 of Raht's "Romane of the Davis Mountains" I 

: found just what Il-was looking for. The author does not state that 
puffalo were down in that section in great numbers but he indicates 
clearly that straggling hegrds were in the habit of crossing the 
pecos and bears it out by the statement that occasional remains are 
found even to this day. 

Upon investigating further I found--by making per- : 
sonal inquiries--that this latter statement is true. Also, and 
this may interest you, the creek which runs down from the Chinaati 
Mountains to Presidio--where the village of the "permanent houses", 
spoken of by de Vaca was located-- is still called "Cibolo Creek”, 
Cibblo being the Indian word for buffalo. 

In Raht's book he also mentions the fact that Mendoza 
records having killed three buffalo bulls at Comanche Springs-- 
Fort Stockton--in 1684. 

Altogether the evidence points conclusively to the 
fact that there were some few buffalo west of the Pecos. 

If I can be of any further service to you please call 
upon me. 

Yours very i
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE : 

a WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Santa Fe, N.M., May 24, 1924. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Albuquerque, N. iM. 

My Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I heve your esteemed favor of May 22nd. 

The Pueblo of Acoma in ancient times, accord- 
ing to documentary chronicles, also had the name of 
"Acuco." See Hodges, Hand Book of ‘the American Indian, 
Vol. I; also Ayre's translation of Benavides’ report, 
copy of which must be in the University Library at 
Albuquerque. 

The second question is easy. The word 
"buffalo" to the Spaniard was "cibolo", not"cibola” 
as you have it. There was no connection with the 
word “cebolia," i 

If you are looking up anything in connection 
with the western habitat of the American bison, there 
is a great field for authoritative research. It may 

&} be of interest to you to know that from my own inspec- 
tion and translation of ancient documents since the 

* earliest Spanish times, since Columbus at least, the 
deo “~buffalo did not range west of the Pueblo of Pecos. 

Ryrwer® Some came in off the great plains as far west as the 
main range of the Rocky Mountains in Colfax, Mora 

end San Miguel counties, but all of the cibolleros . 

(buffalo hunters) took the same route from the Rio 
Grende dreainege areas to the buffalo plains in their 
annual journeys for supplies of meat, hides, etc., 
which route was principally from the Pueblo of Pecos, 
down the Pecos river, and thence onto the plains 

over the same route traversed by Coronado in 1540. 

Others proceeding from points further south went 
through the Abo Pass and the Salt Lakes country, and 
still others across the San Andreas, Oscuros and 
Organ mountains, onto the great plains in the Pecos 
river drainage, down which the buffalo ranged to 
points far into Mexico, crossing the Rio Grande in 
their annual migrftténs. aE, 

cca sere tlle a TRNAS eye, 

With best regards, Ks 
Sincerely yours, Lica mite 

R&T-S -



(Buffalo file) 
May 28, 1924. 

J. £. McLaughlin of Albuquerque recalls that an old buffalo 
hunter by the name of S. C. White (now dead but formerly living at 
San Pedro) told him that he regularly hunted buffalo in the Estancia 
Valley below Estancia. McLaughlin thinks that the general locality 
was in the neighborhood of what is now Progresso. McLaughlin thinks 
he recalls that White mentioned bunches of as high as 5,000 buffalo 
in that locality.



FOR BUFFALO FILE 

EGE. 

Basa doler : 
{Extract tegn, "the Delight Makers", pp. 466-468) 

"Apout thirty miles south of Santa Fe, the southern rim 
of the so-called Basin of Galisteo is bounded by a low and shaggy 
ridge running from east to west, whose crest is formed of trap- 
dyke sharply though irregularly dentated. In Spanish this ridge 
and another similar one which traverses the plain several miles 
north of it, running parallel to the former, is called very 
appropriately Hl Creston, for if seen from a distance and edge- 
wise it strikingly resembles the crest of an antique helmet, 
The plain of Galisteo expands between crestones, and on the 
edges of it stand several villeges cf the Tanos, Of the Gal- 
isteo Basin a Spanish report from the sixteenth century says: 
"There they have no stream; neither are there any running 
brocks nor any springs which the people could use.” 

The mountain clusters of the Real de Dolores and Sierra 
de San Francisco, and beyond these the high Sandia chain, diwide 
the Galisteo country from the valley of the Rio Grande in the. 
west, To the south there extends a dreary plain as far as the 
galt marshes of the Manzano; eastward spread the wooded slopes 
of the Flateau; above the Pecos border upon the basin. To the 
north the plain rises gradually, traversed only by the northern 
creston, until it merges into the plain of Santa Fe. 

On the scuthwestern corner of the Galisteo Basin a broad 
channel discharges its waters into it, passing between the San 
Francisco range and the mountains of Dolores. The channel is 
arid, Mountain torrents rush through it only in the season of 
thunder-storms, and they have burrowed and ploughed through its 
surface, scarring it with deep furrows and shifting waterfalls, 
Near the mouth of the pass and at no great distance from the | 
plein, one of these arroyos has cut through an ancient village, 
exposing on both banks the lower walls and rooms of its build- 
ings, visible on the surface only as irregular lines and quad- 
rangles of rubbish. The village must have been quite large 
for an Indian settlement, since seven rectangles with wing-like 
additions can still be traced. This village in ruins is called ~ 
today the Pueblo Largo, and the name is not inappropriate. 

i At the time of which we speak, the Pueblo Largo was in- 
habited, and in’as high a state of prosperity as Indian pueblos 
ever attain unto, It contained, as the ruins attest, nearly 
fifteen hundred people of the Tanos tribe. Itsi name was Hishi. 
The name is well known today to the remnants of the Tanos, for 
they have piously preserved the recollections of their former 
abodes. 

Hishi is not on a beautiful site. It lies in a wide,



ditch rather than in a valley. No view opens from it, and 
sombre mountains loom up in close proximity both to the north 
and west. In the rear of the village, the soil rises grad- 
ually to a low series of ridges, from the top of which, at 
some distance from Hishi, the eye ranges far off toward the 
plains and the basin of the salt lakes. These ridges are 
convenient posts of observation. Scouts placed there can 
descry the approach of hostile Apaches. The latter roam 
up and down the plains, following the immense herds of buffalo, 
and prey upon the village Indians whenever the latter present 
any opportunity for a successful surprise. 

The buffalo himself not infrequently comes to graze 
Within a short distance of Hishi, South of the present 
ruins lies the buffalo spring. When the dark masses of this 
greatest of American quadrupeds are descried from the heights 
above the village, the Tanos go out with bow and arrow; and 
woe to the straggling steer or calf that lags behind. Like 
the wolf, the Indian rarely attacked any but isolated animals, 
Only when a communal hunt was organized, and a whole village 
sallied forth to make war upon the mighty king of the praries, 
- only then, previous to the introduction of fire-arms, could the 
redman venture to assault even a small herd or the rear-guard of 
a@ numerous column.” ; 

eeu



CUTTING A MELON 
G. M. Willard, State Game ‘Warden 

Have you heard the joyful tidings 
Coming from the distant East, 

Of a melon cut by Mellon 
At a three hundred million feast? 

I have read the pleasing story 
and it really sounds quite nice, 

Yet I’m just a little fearful 
That I may not get my slice. 

For there’s something in the cutting, 
As we heretofore have found 

That the cutter cuts the melon 
So it will not go around. 

In the cutting of this melon 
We are very apt to find 

That the red meat goes to Wall Street 
To the rest of us the rind. 

Do you hear the hallelujahs 
Welling up from sea to sea? 

’Tis the soldier boys expressing 
Their deep gratitude and glee.
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Composite picture of Cleopatra's Tomb; six miles below 

dee's Perry in Grand Canon of the Colorado, and part of 

Buffalo herd ranging further down the river. 

Height of reek from base to crown, 150 feet; 

Wilth, «2 De aececes sos WH * 

Vermillion Cliffs or upper rim of Grand Canon in 

the distance. 

$



iF YOU ARE A FRIEND OF ARIZONA, YOU ARE NOT A FRIEND OF THE COLORADO PACT. IF YOU WOULD HOLD FOR THE 

BENEFIT OF ARIZONA THE TREMENDOUS WEALTH IN WATER AND POWER FLOWING DOWN THE COLORADO, 

DON'T TOSS THEM INTO THE LAP OF THE WATER AND POWER GRABBERS OF OTHER STATES. 

fo &% STATE OF ARIZONA See 
(Ss) ©. F. HICKS, TUCSON 

RZ FISH AND GAME DEPARTMENT Dx REETIB, CGR 

ee stATE HOUSE area me 
STATE ‘GAME WARDEN 

W,. MOODY, THATCHER 

LUELLA M. ROBERTS PHOENIX, ARIZONA 

OFFICE DEPUTY June 9, 1924. 

Aldo Leopold, 
c/O Forest Supervisor, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

My dear Leopold: 

Your questionier just at hand. 

I am mighty glad that you have undertaken this ; 

wt job and am full confident that you are going to 

tw accomplish something of some account. Forty 
Ge years in Arizona, I believe, will enable me to 

qu supply at least some data that I think will be 
we of use to you. 

3 You have not asked for data on the native ibex, 

we | wnion, according to many personal accounts that 

po. x I have heard, formerly existed in the southwest 

by wor corner of our state, six head of which, accord- 

4h wr ing to a seemingly credible observer, were seen 

cok about two years ago in the desert mountains south- 

o west of Maricopa, on the S. P. R R 

Success to your undertaking. 

Very truly yours, 

GMN-GB
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Cum Status of Pronghorned Antelope 

"1922-24 * 

E. We Nelson 

Page pt Rethrtin. he t3Ul6 
(1425) 

1. First Records published in 1723 in Torquemada's 

Monarquia Indiana in which is described a great 

hunt in honor of Antonio Mendoza in 1540 in S. W. Z 

Hidalgo, now called "Llano del Cazadero". This 

. avive netted 600 deer “and those which they call 

Verrendos". 

3. Abundance. "Where the pronghorn occurred with the 

puffalo people best qualified to judge consider that 

it exceeded that animal in numbers. It has been 

; estimated that the buffalo herds at one time num- 
eR a ee 

bered 30 to 60 million animals. In view of the 

greater territory occupied by the pronghorn"=- |



ie | 

probably 30 to 40 million, possibly more, Recent 

census shows 30,000 survivors, 

6. crossing Habit Nelson says was very noticeable in 

Arizona and gives several forcible illustrations 

Cenbultun where a change in direction resulted in 

the antelopes changing also. Says it is "racing". 

-%. Habitat. Sought pinyon forests in winter but lies 

stayed yearlong. Were hunted near base of Sandias : 

in winter by trailing and hanging ities as killed 

in pinyon trees. des to 12 could be killed ina ; 

morning in this way. 

8. Timber. Followed the cattle to top of White Moun- 

tains of Arizona in eighties and came out in fall 

with the cattle. (Notes Nelson evidently thinks they 

did not originally range on the White Mountain 

“pradvies As far as I know he is right in this.) 

-~2= 3
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"During this period antelope became frequenters 

of the open, cninnaiiniis yellow pine forests of 

the mountain areas, not only in various parts of 

the United States but also in the Sierra Madre of 

Chihuahua." © : 

10. census by American Bison Rentaty in 1922-23 showed 

11,749 antelope but was incomplete. 

17. Predators. Full-grown buck followed and killed by 

pobeat in Wind Cave refuge. This was during a 

snowstorm. Had leaped upon its back. 

20. Fawns artificially raised, weighed 35 to 50 pounds 

at. 3-1/2 months old, average 42 pounds. 

236 Census. "Almost throughout its range the pronghorn 

is decreasing." 

24. Arizona Census. In 1923 Imsgrave estimated per cent 

of young at 10 to 25 per cent. Greatest decrease on 

-3-



Anderson Mesa and along Mogolion Rim. "Antelope 

| appear to be increasing on cattle ranges and de- 

ereasing on ci ranges." Total, 1923: 18 areas, 

| 650 antelepe, 

40. New Mexico Census. 1923: 31 areas, 1682 antelope. 

40. custodian Plan recommended to the antelope confer- 

ence by mée "Contains some very practical sugges- 

tions, some of which might be utilized as the pro# 

gran for antelope cinberention develops." 

| | 5 a Oe 
“ 2/2 ¢ ie 
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Wichita Trip = November, 1925. 
Notes on Buffalo 

By Leopold 

® 
Age Two have apparently died of old 

age - one cow 29 yrs., one cow 30 
yrs. 

® Stock N. Y. Zoological Park. Mixed 
origin but pure. 

Calves Come in April, May, June; 

@ artificial. 

Gestation 9 months, same as cow. 

Old bulls are removed before they 

are fought off, and placed in separ- 
ate pasture. Figure one bull to 10 
cows OK. 

Have 200 head, of which 88 are 
cows, and these had 36 calves this 

year. Very few cows have calf ev- 
@ ery year. Have calves at 3 years 

old, occasionally at 2 years. 
Never have twins. 

@ Coyotes do not get the calves. 

Jumping Barnes says that on Kaibab he 

saw @ buffalo bull jump a 6-foot 
fence at a bound without a run. Was 

@ = cedar rail fence. 
in handling and shipping does 

not hurt them, Shanklin says. Never 
any deaths. 

(over)



Suckle Calves suckle from 12-18 

months according to Rush. 
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G-Pish & Game Wichita 
Working Plan 

Gheok List for Life Histoty of Buttle. 

Ae Size & Weight. What is the average weight of a grown sow. 
What is the average weight of a grown bull. 
What is the aor ae of & newborn calf. 
Average height at nose to root of tail, 
lougth of teil. vaxieun and mirdgoms by sex. 
Meximum weight stteined by o ° 
ltsiown weight sttained by O BOs ; 
Proportion of headand horns, hide and feet, . 

‘ : entrails ani dressed weights of ond hind quarters. 
+ Heads. & Horns. 

Gurvatere of horns. : 
Length of horns. 
Relaticn of the ckrvature to age. 
Relation, if any, of sige and shape of horns to sex. 
Age when horns appear. 
Age of maturity. 
Relstion of head ani horns Ww sige. 

DePhenolory j 

When do sows leave the herd. 
) Vhen ave calves weanede 

Be Food Habits. 
List of 2oed and season in which takemes 
Do they browse. 
Do feod habits very with age, and if so, to what extent. 
Neod of salt. 
Kind of shrubs, herbs, grasses and weeds eaten and the 
Seen eek ae year thay ere outens 
Mos @ grasses. 
liost palateble weeds. 

Be Water Relationses \ 
often dc thoy drink unier different conditions. 

Do — foul. or stagnant water when fresh water 
is @ aDLes 
Time of day they go to water. \ 

GeBregding Habitse Mimimum of bulis necessary for reproduction under 
various conditions. : 
Ceuse of barren cows. \ 
Proportion of barren cows. 
Period of goetution. 5 
Minimum breeding age of hoifergs. 
Length of breeding season. : 
De Wikis have serbous Lights. 
Do bulls collect and guard cows. 
How often do cows breed.



- Gelish & Game Wichita * 
Working Plan. 

Misel. 2oints. 
Action ef bulls before combat. 
4etion of cows before combat. 
Piferent attitude of sows ae ee 
Different attitude of bulls ng Gecttas seagone 
Maximun speed of grwon animals. 
Maximum speci of half animal oe 
Results of artificial Spesding in regard te shape of 
horns, Size of hump, weight snd disposition. 
Result of calf erop'in relation to mumber of bolls. 
Do different strains have different tompomment. 
Maximum age of animals. : 
Uaximun bresding age of cows. 

. Results of sombats.



ol 

E. M. Otero As to buffalo: alo ) 

There is @ ranch called Bl Cibolo near La Pintado 

roughly 30 or 40 miles east of Galisteo. :



2222 Van Hise Ave. 
Madison, Wis. 
April 6, 1926. ase 

Mr. J. Stokley ome 
Dept, of Game & Fish, State of N.M. 
Sante Fe, Ns Me 

Dear Stokley: 

I was much interested in your letter of March 26. 

: The buffel lls that you found on the Bartlett ranch 
are & very valuable record. If you ean possibly do so, find out 
whether they were bulls. All of the other records indloate that 
the animals in the high mountains were old bulls which had been 
driven out of the plains herds. 

As to the size of refuges, I am not sure that I ae 
that they heave been made too large in New Mexico in the u . 
Prom e purely theoretical standpoint, they probably should be 
smeller and more numerous, but we elso must keep in mind economy 
of petrol and the fact that eventually there ought to be a warden 
on each one, at least during the hunting season. 

If Talbot's grouse pleture is acceptable, you had better 
accept it, since there might be no chance to get a better one. 

I have neglected to tell you my satisfaction at your 
acceptance of the pot with the Game Commission. I hope that 
you will get the richt kind cf support to make your efforts fruit- 
ful and that you will stsy with the job for e long time. ‘The 
more I see of on conservation, the surer I em that skilled per- 
sonnel is the biggest issue of alle 

I hope you are keeping the distribution maps for the 
book up to date. 

With kindest regards, . 

Yours sincerely, 

AIDO LEOPOLD 

& 
<~@,



Tomas P, DELGADO KE T. C. HILL, CHAIRMAN 
a STATE GAME AND FISH WARDEN Gy z A atee eRRReeEL 

ue eee eles STATE GAME COMMISSION 
CHIEF CLERK Key 

State of New Mexico 

Department of Game and Fish 
Santa Fe = March 26,1986. 

‘Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2222 Van Hise Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Deer Leo: : 

As you probably know, I am now on the job with the 
State Game Commission of New Mexico. Am now at Carlsbad, having 
arrived here on the 24th, just ahead of the big rains and to cap 
the climax a snowstorm has been in progress all day; so you can 
rest assured that this neglected land is once more wet. 

I came by way of the Rio Grande Valley expecting to 
get some Gamble Quail to release in the Carlsbad and Roswell 
sections but I was a little late as the birds had already paired 
out and scattered all over the hills. I secured two pair which I 
brought over and released just below Carlsbad. The sprtsmen and 
farmers have petitioned the Game Commission to designate the 
lands under the Carlsbed reclamation project as a quail refuge 
and to look over and make recommendations regarding this proposed 
refuge whiek is one of the reasons for my visit here at this time. 

It is gratifying to note the keen interest being mani- 
fested by sportsmen and the people in general in wild life con- 
servation; but to observe the devastated conditions under which 
game has had to exist during the last few years almost makes one 
sick. Of course, with the present scarcity of cattle and the 
coming of good seasons there is a probability that former con- 
ditions so far as ranges are concerned, will be largely restored; 
but with the carrying capacity of the ranges being reached by the 
increase in livestock and the repétiion of dry years the wild 
life will again be confronted with the same serious condition 
with which it has just gone through unless precautionary methods 
are taken to avert it. This over-grazing of ranges and conse- 
quent lack of natural cover and incidentally food, for wild life 
is our greatest southwestern conservation problem and the one to 
which I expect to devote considerable attention . 

Just before coming down into this section I was on ; 
the Bartlett ranch, west of Raton, and to my surprise obtained 
some reliable information regarding the former occurrence of 
buffelo in that high mountainous area. I took a picture of 
two large buffalo skulls that had been picked up by the renge 
riders north of Costilla Peek at elevations of about 9,000 feet. 
One of these skulls was teken from the canyoh bed where it had
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long ago been covered by sediment and subsequently exposed again 
by erosion. It appears to me that this is good information. 

I plan to leave here tomorrow and go to the Guadalupe 
Mountains to investigate mountain sheep conditions. It is my 
intention to work the southern part of the State first, moving 
north as the season advances. 

One of the most difficult problems that I have to solve 
is that of the size and locetion of the game refuges. My idea of 
a refuge for this region is that it should be favorably located 
as regards water, food and shelter, fairly accessible and not too 
large, say on an average of from ten to twenty thousand acres. 
Most of the refuges in the state will renge from thirty to ninety 
thousand acres and those who recommended them are insistent in their 
demands that they be retained without any reduction in area. Where 
so much territory is included in a refuge it seems to me that the 
refuge purpose is largely defeated. Furthermore, practically all 
refuges in the higher mountainous sections extend into the highest, 
roughest and most inaccessible areas; and, as you know, the topography 
of such places largely precludes hunting whether or not the area 
is in a refuge. I shall be glad to have your opinion regarding 
the size and location of refuges. Of course, I appreciate the fact 
that local conditions must more or less govern. There is another 
matter involving refuges thet I think requires careful consideration, 
which is to avoid establishing too many of them. If we listen to 
the general public the biggest part of the geme country would be 
converted into refuges and little of the game would be available 
for the hunters. The fact is that the average citizen does not 
always know what he wants in this respect or what would be best for 
the public interest in the long run. While I fully appreciate 
the great value of refuges at the same time the more game cover that 
is included in game refuges the greater the concentration of hunting 
on available hunting ground. Any suggestions that you may have 
to offer along specific lines regarding the survey will be appre- 
ciated. 

I have received the Dusky Grouse picture from Mr- Talbot 
and I consider it good. I may have an opportunity to get a better 
one but this is not probable. 

Trusting that all is going well with you, I am 

oy Atek ;



G-Pish & Geye Wichite — 
Buffalo 

_ _jenorenium for files. 

: é \ 

One o14 buffalo bull butchered last fall weighed 899 lbs. \ 

Dressed with hide ani head off. Sold to G. A. Smith, Pt. ee 

Gibson, Okle. 

Cacho, Olas Se Me Shnklin 
Forest Supervisor 

Gene 12, 1926



Notes from 

"Northwestern Iowa - Its History and Traditions" 

Arthur fF. Allen. S. J. Clarke Publ. Co., 

Chicago, 1927. 

Vol. I. 

p. $1. Swan seen on Medium Lake by Capt. Allen Aug. 23, 1844, Evidently bred. 

p. 82. Buffalo & Antelope killed by Allen in Lyon Co., 1844, but nomein 
Sioux or Plymouth (p. 83). 

p. 165. Elk killed by Franklin Prentice in 1849 at Dunham's Grove on E. 

Boyer River, Crawford Co. 

p. 181. Elk killed in Calhoun Co. in 1854 by Allen McCoy on Coon River at 

"Oxenford Mill" (Ss. W. part?) 

p. 212. Wild turkeys in Calhoun Co., 1850s. Location? 

p. 227. Grasshoppers in N. and Cent. Iowa, 1873 and 1874, 1878. Palo Alto, 1876. 

p. 245. Plantation Tax exemption adopted by Board of Supervisors of Cherokee 

Go. in “late 60s." Exemption on planted property up to $500. 

Vol. II. ~ 

p. 643. Deer shot at Correctionville May 10, 1856. 

File Buffalo 

Elk 
Antelope 

Turkey 
Iowa report 

Parker



DAILY BULLETIN 

No, 29=111 U. S. Forest Service Novenber 13, 1928 
Southrestern District 

The Armistice Day Poem: liany inquiries have come to the office of FR 
regerding the verses used in our Armistice Day Bulletin, The author is 
unknown- and the poem was clipped from one of the many weekly newspapers 
that come to this office. It is believed this was in the Magdalena News, 
No note of it was made at the time as it was not clipped with the idea of 

using it in the Bulletin, 

Supervisor Yarnall Promoted: Officers in District 3 will be interested 
in the transfer of Supervisor Ira T. Yarnall from the White Mountein Na~ 
tional Forest in District 7, New Hampshire, to the position of Assistant 

District Forester in charge of Lends in that District. Yarnall was for- 
merly Supervisor of the Tusayan and before that, Assistant Supervisor of 
the Senta Fe and transferred to District 7. 

Indian Detours Conducts Training Class: The Fred Harvey Indian Detour 
system is conducting at Sante Fe its annual training class for the position 
of courier. A weeks intensive training is required and is given by 

classroom lectures, as well as practical field demonstrations. liessrs. 
Wales and Shoemaker, pinch-hitting for FPR, lectured before the class Nov— 
ember 8, on "The National Forests and Their fconomic Importance with Par— 
ticular Reference to the Southwests Forest Types and Tree Species in the 
Southwest"; and "Range Management on the National Forests". A field trip 
was made up Santa Fe Canyon. 
keen 

/ The Zuropess Bison Herd In The Caucasus: The wisent, Europe's representa— 
| vive of the son family a close cousin to the American bison, appears 
| to be certainly doomed to extinction. The herd of the Caucasus region, 

| (Russia) which numbered 1,000 head in 1911, has now totally vanished. So 
| states Professor J. Pujanow, of Semferopol in Science, who has just com— 

| pleted a survey of the status of this vanishing species. In 1924 the 
| Soviet government set aside on area of 1,100 square miles in the Caucasus 

as a perminent wisent reserve, At that time there were known to be 25 
head of the animals still in existence and it was hoped that under protec— 
tion they might stage a comeback like that of the American bi*on in the 
National Parks of the United States and Canada, Last year a large group 

of zoologists who had had special experience with the wisent took the 
field and explored the region thoroughly, combing every valley. They did 

not find a single living animal, They came upon plenty of bones, some of 
them besring bullet mrks, indicative of the inability of the government 
to stop illegal shooting. The bones seemed to be from animls not long 
dead— two or three years at most—- so that it seems probable that the herd 
was there when the reserve was created for it, but has been wiped out since, 
The wisent was formerly an important game animal in Europe and until the 
17th century was actively hunted. There are still a few specimens scattered 
about in zoological parks in England and northern Continental Europe and an 
association ws been formed which is endeavoring to prolong the life of 
the species, 

Field: Pooler (Washington); Calkins (Tonto); Lang (Sitgreaves); Jones 
(Arizona State Fair); Wales (Prescott); Randles (Coronado) 

Visitor: Loveridge (Nashington) Tonto 
Leave: Shoemaker 
Acting: Cheney



Buffalo folder 

‘From the Journal of Mammalogy, May 1929, page 170. 
Generel Notes. 

Bison in Colorado. ™ 

The following notes are supplemental to those of Warren (Journ. Mam. 
vol. 8, p. 60, Feb., 1927) relating to the occurrence of buffalos on the 

western slope of Colorado. 

I hunted in 1994 in California Park (at the headwaters of Blk Creek, 
a tributary of the Yampa River) with an “old timer," Melvin by name, who had 
killed buffalos on the plains for meat and pelts; he moved over the wilder 

western slope of Colorado when his game on the eastern side was gone. He 

told me repeatedly thet bison were not uncommon in all the "parks" and along 
the river bottoms from Meeker to the Wyoming line, and east to the Continental 

Divide. The correctness of this statement is borne out by a recent comaunica- 

tion of Chauncy Thomas (Colorado Magazine, Denver, April 1928, p. 54), who 
says in the course of a sketch on buffalo hunting that "There were a few 
(buffalos) in Middle Park, at the head of the Troublesome, when I hunted in 

there from 1336 to 1891, but we left them alone. It meant almost a lynching 
to molest them." 

. My own experiences also bear’our Melvin's accounts, for I myself have 
found buffalo skulls or horns in the following localities: _Mud Springs (about 
25 miles north of Rifle), on the top of Book Cliffs, on the Bivide between 
Piecance and Rifle Creeks, in California Park, in Lost Park (near Marvine Lake), 
and on the high hills north of, and above, Glenwood Springs. It is patent, 
judging by Warren's and my own notes, that buffalos were widely distributed 
over the western slope of Colorado, and probably fairly abundent. 

----. H. Bergtold, Denver, Colorado. 
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YAN The Last Wild Buffalo 
ANADA is bendingNevery effort towards River, on the south by the Peace, and on the year. In addition to the necessary forage there 

C the preservation of her wild species. west by the Jackfish, from a point a few miles are within the range ample salt licks contain- 
Within the past year alone, the Canadian south of the 60th parallel of latitude to its ing saline earths sufficient for years to come. 

Federal Government has set aside as sanctuaries outlet into the Peace River. This heavily At one point in the northern portion of the 

in its North West Territory, areas comprising forested area is interspersed with open park- southern range an area of about one hundred 

250,000 square miles. like meadows and many muskegs, sloughs, and acres had been scuffed up by the buffalo as 

Canada has in these North West Territories lakes. Poplar and jack pine ridges alternate, if it had been ploughed. Salt crystals were 

and Alberta the very last of the wild buffalo the former carrying native grasses and other seen everywhere and there were patches of 

on this continent, perhaps in the world. It herbage such as peavine, which is greatly vegetation resembling the tops of small onion 

was with a full realization of the responsibility relished by the buffalo. plants and tasting somewhat like parsley. 

= —— os In Reality a Bison 

Pe. ii : ‘ pete iJ & Premising what follows it should be noted 
a te Xe aa ee, Sy 7 ‘ee sf : that a true buffalo is an animal with no hump 

_ ' a ot poy ) as # ae on its shoulders. It is found only in Africa 

Mee Ba al ess aud ‘Sa and Asia. Our animal, having a high hump, 

i is really a bison, but inasmuch as it is known 
3 eT a j to over one hundred million people on this 

i ee mi 4 continent as the buffalo, it would be quite use- 

F , : ? Oe: % | . less to attempt to bring about a universal 

ahs aa ae ee eS change in its popular name. 

mi \ at ba ae oy f aaah ie os The now almost extinct European buffalo 
af ae page ge <7 3 re MSPs “S & lacsaaeties was a forest species, while the so-called Amer- 

; » me ot Ng cee ie i ican buffalo, which today is only to be found 
‘ : ss n Se we mat a ae in our parks and zoological collections, is 

i ee ait} ae i “iage ao Mins e, ‘= Page eel descended from a race that lived on the plains 

f i Beg hn NA ete ey od + and differed from the true bison of Europe 
: — - - in having more abundant hair, relatively weaker 

-.» Canada Has the Last Herds of Wild Buffalo, and She Is Using Every Possible hindquarters and shorter and more curved 

Means to Protect Them horns. The last remnants of true bison in 
- = Europe-have-supposedly_heen exterminated by 

which ‘rested on them that the Canadian au- There are many muskegs in the valleys in the Bolshevists. Canada, however, in the north- 

thorities, by the above document, took steps which grow the coarse grasses that form the ern wood buffalo possesses not only finer speci- 

to procure the perpetuation of the last animals staple food of the buffalo in winter. They mens than those which ranged in the Caucasus 

of:this species, shovel the snow away with their muzzles and but also larger, darker and handsomer animals 

When the question of setting aside as a eat the still-green grass near the roots. They 

sanctuary this habitat of the last wild buffalo also browse to some extent, as did the Euro- SE aa 

was first agitated, it was discovered that no pean wood buffalo. It is stated on good au- Len Se i of yy 

sufficiently elastic provision existed in the thority that, in the spring, when patches of WS oe 4 2 ‘ Re 

Canadian North West Game Act by which the caribou moss appear through the melting snow a oe , Nd Pr Fi .. 

ends sought could be obtained. It was deemed the buffalo eat this moss which contains high as: 3 “ a : 

expedient, therefore, to make use of the food values. 4 . “9 ne re Pe ‘ % 

Dominion Forest Reserves and Parks Act. An enormous amount of gypsum underlies Sear. = ee ee yy 

Thus the area in question has been designated the greater part of the range. Most of the ee) bs ue bP ~ aa 

The Wood Buffalo Park. drainage is underground and the water carries ~e ~ F ar i ee Ae se 

off gypsum in solution. This causes subsidence eT he hd eee ie 8 

Prosecution of Violators of ie ground with the result that the range oes : Be a! ry * 
For administrative purposes, violations of is covered with pot holes which vary in > . . * 

game regulations can be prosecuted under the depth from a few feet to over sixty feet, and 

Dominion Forest Reserves and Parks Act just in width from three to three hundred. Some | 

mentioned, and since the area lies partly in of these pot holes were formed while the 1 : 5 

Alberta and partly in the North West Ter- writer was present on the range and pictures 4 ; % 

ritory, violations of the game code can also of them were taken. On one occasion the Peg ‘ 

be prosecuted, we understand, under the game fresh wallow of a large buffalo was noted bo deal 

acts of either province in which the violations and the imprint of the hump was broken by s 

are committed. the lip of a new pot hole, the earth beside : 

The following description is made up from the buffalo having apparently subsided while Fs § a ea 

reports on this wild buffalo habitat submitted the animal was in the act of wallowing. The 5 

to the Canadian authorities by Mr. Maxwell footprints showed that, when the animal rose, Ke 

Graham, Chief of the Wild Life Division of its foreleg had punched holes on the edge of os. F = 

the North West Territories and Yukon Branch, the new crater. It must have come within as digumates ‘en ees 7s is” 

Canadian Department of the Interior and by an ace of falling into a pit some thirty feet 0tt meeere Kath 2 ET 
Dr. F. V. Seibert: deep with almost perpendicular sides. The a oe mat ame 

For the purposes of this article it may be skeletons of buffalo are occasionally found in ns Z 

stated that the last wild buffalo inhabit a such holes. The range is one selected from a 5 
district lying south and west of the settlement time immemorial by the buffalo themselves and ee 

of Fort Smith in the North West Territories. Contains ideal ‘natural shelter and forage suited Bark Scored by Buffalo Off a Jack-pine 6-1/2 
The range is bounded on the east by the Slave to their requirements at every season of the Ft. from the Ground
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than those which were formerly found in such of limestone have fallen in. This happened is located along the Peace River in the vicinity 
numbers on the plains far to the south. so long ago that the strata are seldom evident. of Peace Point, but its extent is very limited, 

In most places the surface is covered with a being only a few miles in width. 

Classification dense growth of vegetation. The northern portion of the range contains 
Owing to this difference in appearance our The southern range comprises the country very little muskeg and is mostly very dry. In 

wood buffalo has been classified as a sub- enclosed by the upper reaches of the Little this part of the range, sink-holes are more 
species of the American bison and is referred Buffalo River, the Salt, Slave, Peace and numerous and cover a much larger area than 

~ toas Bos (Bison) Bison Aihabascae, but what-  Jackfish Rivers, and lies wholly in the province they do in the south. In the southern range 
ever differences there are between it and the of Alberta. This district is a flat or gently un- during the summer, most of the buffalo roam 
buffalo of the plains are largely owing to dulating plain, having an elevation of from in the area between the Salt River and the 
environment. 750 to 900 feet above the sea. Starting at the Little Buffalo River as far north as the 

From time immemorial until the middle of Peace River, at an elevation of from 20 to escarpment at the Salt Springs. This area 
the last century buffalo ranged areas covering 70 feet above the level of that river, it main- is well timbered with poplar, jack pine, and 

fully one-third of the entire continent of North tains a fairly uniform elevation, dropping at spruce, interspersed at intervals with irregular 
America in numbers far exceeding those of the north sharply away in an escarpment of patches of prairie, usually not greater than 
any other large mammal of recent times. To- 150 to 200 feet down to the broad level plain twenty or thirty acres in extent. Grass grows 
day, outside of those in parks, no wild buffalo of the lower Slave River. There exist numer- very abundantly not only in the openings but 
exist in the world excepting those whose range US ridges of sand, boulders and limestone throughout the bush as well. There is very 
was inspected in the summer of 1922. with abundant sink-holes due to the solution little muskeg. Most of the area is high and 

The ranges of the buffalo are two in num- 

ber and known as the “northern” and the i Sa ae ee ae SINE ae Neer 

“southern.” Both lie west of the Slave River a ! ! | | f | 

and are separated by the upper reaches of the | | | I é | 

Little Buffalo and Salt Rivers: The northern 1 | | | pk | 5 t 
range is bounded on the north by the Nyarling | | | L | \ 

River and its north branch; on the east by | ‘ | E I | \ 

the Little Buffalo River; on the south by ce Providence pv 2! | es | FAS | Pease eet @ dl | | the upper reaches of this river and the Caribou Z Big no "0: | S { £ 1S | 
Mountains, and on the west by Buffalo lake. iF q SS SOF pert Resqunly | S | | 

The range is further subdivided into summer a A RB en le Sal eae Ms Spal 
and winter feeding grounds, which is also the oy Si | 1 ut ah Ys \ | 

case with the southern range, except that the | Veter = 2, & PEEanbyeuss } | | 

winter and summer grounds of the latter are Ww Toshi | HSy, er ge | | S ts ! Teth fine | | AG LENS e | more closely associated. ye Loke| of \2 | OS oN | V\e 

j lias Mlerdnor af TNGHESHE RAS => aeons 
Aspects of Northern Range aaah Me Pane if eoaearrt \pawet > 1 eg 

Th ly varyin, cderielanell i R} Dar Ridge with o] i /RRREER Grand Detour lg e northern range presents greatly varying Cuthnife..’: eas nufnérous sink holes 2’. NBO \S | 
physical aspects; immense grassy marshes with Hills “= f jAortHern RANGE. \ YR S$ ot 
narrow strips of spruce and muskeg; rolling So nak noire __edifsl Na niet 2” SOSA Yas? Fi Smith/” 12 

country; ridges covered with scrub poplar, Thee | ser Ree Al ear oy SORE NCe 

spruce, and jack pine, a good deal of it fire- ql -) - l; N 2) ory Ridge witthneneinL Ze Aiegereis 
scorched; plateau of limestone overlying beds 2 vy = Ia [tor ~S ches ZA)-“Summer “Ay Na | 
of gypsum and the surface of the plateau cov- & | s I; 7 | : ey Rs roese ene J AN | 
ered largely with sand and broken up by ! " |: QUNDARY DP VOORLEDFANU PARIS OUTHERN 3 offre us x | 
numerous pot holes varying in depth from six | z poate ? BOoU, 8 Nor oop urracs'™ eUMe hh | 
to one hundred feet, extending in some cases | : mM I | i’ Winter Ranges’ WY » | 
over two or three acres of ground. The | g eu NA AVS RSs. | Silene \8 
plateau surface is further covered almost en- Atay River Post 3 ie | | > eS vee ed : 13 

tirely with jack pine, scrub, white poplar and eee | i alk esi oo eS ELD ak 

a very sparse growth of grass. In the valley x i Ns ste. Ste ots “ ¢ Prod) BR 

below are willow trees, white and black pop- aN A ei mS A A chy 

lar and a luxuriant growth of grass, peavine 9) ‘Lahe| bo 

and vetch. The water is largely brackish. lope Ss ee" lain ZL 

‘The valley oe the Nyarling” River, with its I OR eva ot | dO 

abundant growth of vegetation is the main z Woe Res iitel Gt Dep clean 

summer range of the wood buffalo in this The Boundaries of the Wood Buffalo Park Are Shown Here 
region. 

The ,Nyarling River (the name signifies of the beds of gypsum which underlie the sur- dry and a large part of it pitted with sink- 
“underground”) is one of the curious geo- face. In the south there are a number of holes showing sub-surface drainage. Water 
graphic features of this region. It drains lakes all of which are of fresh water, while though not abundant can be found in sufficient 
through the plateau referred to above by an in the north there are very few, most of these quantities in the form of pools and springs. 
underground channel. The upper end of this being very small and many containing water The physical characteristic which attracts the 

channel is marked by a small lake and a num- too alkaline to drink. There.are a few streams puffalo is the large number of grassy sloughs. 
ber of ponds in which the water sinks into throughout the range but not nearly as much 4 number of springs carry salt in solution, 

the ground. At its lower end the water finds surface drainage as the extent of the area thus ensuring a supply of this material for 

the surface again in the form of small muskeg would lead one to expect. A great part of the summien censon=-therss cy Hitt - 
lakes. This watercourse beneath the surface the drainage must be underground, possibly eae AS ayer y Ee eee 

can be distinctly traced all the way across through the gypsum strata. The southern cultural land in either of the buffalo ranges. 

the ridge for a distance of about ten miles, portion contains much muskeg, and many large, oe pre sloughs and low-lying ground have 
in the form of a well-defined dry valley vary- grassy sloughs with low sandy jack pine and ittle opportunity for drainage and the high 
ing in depth from fifty to one hundred feet. spruce ridges. These sloughs are the main [and is mostly sandy and so broken up by 
The underground channel has evidently so winter feeding grounds for the buffalo in this sink-holes as to be useless for agricultural 
worn out its course that the overlying strata range. A particularly choice piece of country purposes.
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t a : tLz » 3 :e Sy a on } is the hardest clay in which the animals 

« @3 ett 4 ait! si we os 4 elect to roll. 

1? ee Es i as as if i ae 4 : : 
es ES Tr a eee oe 4 <3 s & Highways Follow Trails 

a Just as on the plains, where highways and 

railways have followed old buffalo trails as 

Si the best route from point to point, so in the 

y wood buffalo habitat, the trails made by the 

a buffalo are the most direct and best located 

5 routes to follow when travelling through the 

range. They are the easiest and shortest way 

A through forest and muskeg and between the 

ie =e . be heads of rivers. The buffalo trails are used 

rs een ee t ee — by the Indians. At small expense they can 

a ee pean Ste ei ol be made into first-class pack trails and some 

¢ Oe Oe ee ll of them have already been converted to that 

4 = a - nf use. It was principally on buffalo trails that 

4 Riess Se ma —— : the journeys of the party were made last 

cs “e hee 3 Si Bs Beas a — ee eae — summer, 

aioe eo eepeiies ae an aa ee a . From the number of young stock seen, from 

Mari A GAREY a Fae the fact that old trails and old wallows are 

Pee ee la being reopened and new ones made and from 

Salt Springs West of Fort Smith, North West Territories eos cy ceee ans Heates as Seen we 
the wood buffalo are increasing in numbers 

During numerous journeys on horseback and to stand unconcealed within fifty feet, or less, sree ay ea) ae 5 cater mes = 

on foot, the writer (Graham) saw a total by of the buffalo. As long as he does not move nite those Saint CenGcel eetnaniay be ein 

actual count of 114 buffalo. He succeeded in they will not see him. When once they smell aecave hunted i 

getting within fifty feet of several of them or see a man these huge animals move with A Snadecanle part of the work fast sum- 

and was able to take many photographs. This remarkable rapidity. mer consisted of a thorough reorganization of 

success in approaching the animals permitted Next to the trail, the wallow, in which the the buffalo patrol service. This warden or 

a close study of them to be made. buffalo delights to roll and occasionally rest, ranger force consisted et year of only three 

Many animals were seen near Salt River jis the most noteworthy feature of the range. men. Investigation showed that these wardens 

crossing. Before reaching this spot one huge The areas containing these wallows vary from were doing excellent work, but, to cover the 

bull was located lying down in a wallow but one to six acres in size and are made by the territory in which the brtfale rane it was 

he winded the party and got away before a removal of all surface material, including necessary to increase their numbers. Great 

—picture-could-be-takenA—littlelater-on—the—-sticks,-reots; leaves, -and=sod.-—Alf the trees — care was taken in the selection = suitable 

same day a herd of sixteen buffalo were seen except the large ones have been obliterated. men. A good ranger must possess knowledge 

in an open muskeg and pictures of them were Those that remain show rubbing on the bark of the Athabaska district, be thoroughly woods- 

secured. Half an hour later another herd by the buffalo, frequently as high as 614 feet. wise, and able to take cate Be ticelia ak 

of about the same size came out of the forest Jack pine and spruce are the species most emergency. A knowledge of dogs nee ditien 

and photographs were again obtained. A posi- commonly peeled in this way. These trees are purposes in winter, and of heres for pack 

tion was then taken up close to the place generally near the larger wallows and along and saddle Pines in summer is called for. 

where these herds had emerged from the the main trails. The soil in the wallows is All these requisites have been met, and all the 

wood and in a short time more buffalo came usually sand or sandy loam but occasionally (Continued on page 19) 

through the bush and stood close at hand 

gazing out at the muskeg from the fringe of = - - 

the forest. There appeared to be nine in this ig ee et ee pee eS Ta FASE yi Pipe) 

i Ree i Cae ee fs ae BE TEES 

herd, one immense bull, two cows, two two- n ew “ “ 4 x ae b . ‘ ms at bo 

year-olds, three yearlings and one very small  F A a e ad #1 py. a 2 a OS ee Red ‘ 

calf whose coat was a faint yellowish color. fi i Ei oo M wa A ard » 4 HI oe ba Hi 

Two pictures were taken of these and, the ! 4 eA pity 4 eee Oy , 4 Bok ee 

wind being favorable, an attempt was made { t 2A Sa ¥ 0] ¥ : : at 

to follow them into a dense growth of willows. a my ae % 4 4 ¢ 

Piglike grunting noises were heard but noth- Hi 3 rn H i ; ; ‘ 

ing could be seen owing to the thick under- ‘ bh eee | f ee pager 

brush. On the return trip to camp the same i n i - ee Bh wo 

day two big bulls were seen and a herd of { i e ‘ t ® i a s -_ 

sixteen buffalo were found at a wallow. This > pe ; kre . eos we mi aia ¥) ' 8 

herd, consisting of two dark colored calves, ; Lads Ms ae. ee. P| a] Fe i | ie i Ps ine! ha 

several cows and some two-year-olds, besides eae here ces tpt Sg a es bed j | Sie ae 

the usual large bull, formed in two ranks a ij OMe pres ee eis nae SOLE aot ae 

facing the cameras, bulls in front, cows and re 1 on aed ge } Ps en ee 

young stock behind, but soon the leader moved ae ose rr j 4 Ste a cate i, 

off to the right, the others following him. The wy rie Ce nag neat oe ee, 

last one, however, took a, final roll before “ Fa 4 tee al Pg os oF a Ce ere ee 

joining the rest. . pee as Fe pital sae aR Py st rig wag nk eee 

a a Seep ae ge ins eri Ua on bys ua 
A Keen Sense of Smell oe Saget he: ere Se eee, ee Teg Ura 

The wild wood buffalo has a very keen sense Fete Pe: PPA Wet eee lakes et Se As YS eet 

of smell. If the wind is favorable they can pai pe SES jee of PD OBES. et eg ss 
si re ool . 4 os eae i 

instantly scent a man, and, providing no rain ‘ : ee te wero ee ae ee Nes, page tae 

has fallen, they can smell a human trail two oe : feta me ee OF ome at Bo ee me “eA: 

days old. Their eyesight is not good. When = a RS sili Pha Pe NF Re 

the wind is favorable it is possible for a man In the Background Can Be Seen a Buffalo Lying Down in a Wallow
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The Last Wild Buffalo in a time of drought, and fanned by high fused but only for a few miles and then 
(Continued from page 6) winds would have a disasterous effect on the appear as prominent as ever on the other side. 

; % range and seriously deplete the grazing areas. The whole world owes Canada a debt of 
men selected, with one exception, are returned . : gratitude for her splendid efforts to save from 
soldiers. The one exception was rejected for Wolves Also annihilation these last herds of buffalo. 
military service on account of some minor Mbesutiedi menace aul thie’ wolf. The tracks 

= ity. This i SS 5 : ——— deformity. This does ace affect Ee userlnes of four wolves were seen by the writer during 
aS 8 OS his skill as a warden in tne Jatter portion of his stay in the buffalo Field Days 
the patrol service. ; : - range. In one case wolf signs, where wool (Continued from page 9) 

Each ranger, or warden, lives in a cabin, was present, showed that their victim was a f aT at aa 
which the rangers themselves build. Some of  puffalo, and in another case the presence of Store fronts. : . I ae the necessary 

the cabins erected in the past at unsuitable hairs showed that the victim was a moose. ae eo Bens oe $ ae es A 
. . . . - a aoe s A great dea st may be a he points or being as cabins unsuitable, have been The wolf is the hardest of animals to trap fe on = = ae pepe ¥ 

condemned. New ones have been, and are and the only wolves shot are those which are ee i ey) a Se 5 ae ie a HG 2 S - : S ; shootin; casting by exp who can be being, erected by warden labor at selected occasionally encountered on the trail. The ae fe 1 - i Seperie= WO ‘ 
points. Each ranger has his own patrol area question of wolves and their destruction is  S°°UTE ee Hie pod eee 
clearly «defined and his duties definitely laid a large subject and one that requires very ae oe ee 3. aie eae 
down. Al chief xanper of many yesrseex- eeu cancderaton, ocal dealers will also exhibit bee a 

perience visits every cabin once each month, The limits of this paper will not permit eee as ee ee aaree S aa 
: . : Sntce : ji uns, tackle, and other articles. An interesting which means a trip by dog team in winter wore than a passing reference to wild life ae aero ee ye ane 1 

: =, an als r y ca ) of about three hundred miles. Now that a Conditions in the great buffalo reserve, but ie ae also be given by iC: OL 
ee = Secs i ri 5 1é 2 i 35 wt oO oy Scouts. larger force of rangers, supplied with sufficient it may be stated that with the exception of 
equipment, has been secured, the protection 5. and beaver all fur-bearers in that area The Clam-Bake 

f the a ill | ch improved. i 7 Arce = han - 5 2 e of the buffalo will be much imy are growing scarcer. Steps have now been The final event of the day is the Clam-Bake. 
Tnereased) Protection siNeceasnty taken to protect the buffalo and other valuable This js prepared either by a caterer or by one 

THGFeAsedMnRLCEHOA Lins Become eneeecce forms of wild life on the buffalo range. of the members experienced in the art. Tickets creas c 3 become Ssary 7 anw 16 hy 5 ae sone f eae Beant ae ee mere There are many reasons why the wood for the bake are distributed about three weeks rom a va ety Ci ses. erly s J, : Indi Polested dee MaRAIO Ue OE Tate years buffalo in northern Alberta and the North ahead for sale by sporting goods dealers, other ndians S a . ‘ars T, . : 7 = . I "ie, Indi an 1 Rom Smith West Territories should be preserved. They merchants, active members, and the several 
a fae peas 20) an bee 1 A are the last of their species living to-day under committee heads. 
lave become more amenable and have not, : F ten . : ; 

iP Aaxeed this RNeasy ceteut Ca absolutely free and wild conditions. They Concessions on the grounds may be sold and 
as Ata ae fe a dettict if are the finest specimens of their species, allotted by the Association. 
oreeds and Indians from other districts, how- ae ey & ee 2 i. : 
a till menace. a6 snioe arena superior in pelage, size, and vigor to those Parking of automobiles and policing is ever, are si a mena s also are some ene 4 : fe ; of the plains. taken care of by State Troopers and Special of the white trappers, raany of whom are Dit ee gee fs OPe Gee Rcs at 

‘“ : . . olice e uests © e ZAASSO! ion a foreigners with no respect for law. Fresh Blood for Herds in Parks shevelanichak & 
he m= ee 

mn instructions from Ottawa an inquiryswas Phe time is approaching when an infusion of It has been found an advantage to open a 
prosecuted into the unlawful killing of two new unrelated blood will be needed by our general office on the grounds at which may be 
buffalo last winter. One of the men impli- herds in the National parks, and it is only conducted an information bureau, headquar- 
cated, a white man, escaped to the United from the northern herds that such infusion ters and a membership booth. It will also 
States ther, a Chipewyan half-breed, n be obtained. kinz to the f suc- a aye : . s, but the of REL ee PEND can b iS Looki fe POLE mare c greatly facilitate the handling of events and 
was brought to trial at Fitzgerald and a con- cess of the experimental cross-breeding be- records to have all contestants report at the 
viction, carrying three hundred dollars and tween buffalo and domestic bovines, it is im- office and make their entries. From the office 
costs, was secured against him. The publicity perative that a reserve stock of pure blood they are supplied with an approved entry 
given to this trial, through the number of bison of the highest potency should be kept blank which is turned into the Event Cap- 
Indians and others in attendance, should act in reserve so that the ultimate fixed type of tain, no person being allowed to compete in 
as an excellent deterrent to future would-be new range animal may continue to pass on any event without such a slip. This will avoid 
violators of the game laws. Owing to the to successive generations the prepotent quali- the necessity of extra clerks, allow the Cap- 
growing scarcity in the Fort Smith district ties of the true bison, hardiness, thriftiness, a tains uninterrupted service to their events 
of such large game animals as moose and valuable robe and first-class beef qualities. and keep the money all in one central place. 
caribou the buffalo are in greater danger than One of the characteristic features of the “ z z : A és Another method is to have each Captain as- in the past. Many of the animals weigh over ranges is the net-work of buffalo trails that . 3 : . F 2 : sisted by a clerk to take care of his entries a ton and some weigh at least two thousand extend in every direction throughout the coun- me : 3 : i ‘i and scoring, but the former method is to be five hundred pounds. In seasons of scarcity try. These are usually about one foot in 

. 5 * : recommended. they would be a great temptation to anyone depth and unlike the trails made by domestic e tick ‘ 
needing meat and, when approached up the cattle and horses, take the most direct route Each Captain Gs supplied with a so-called 
wind, buffalo can be easily shot. along high, dry land and have few of the | Winner's Certificate. This certificate he mis 

r, End. Buffal local bends common to other trails. They ™ with the aS of the NHEDEE and the Puee rappers Endanger Buffalo always start at something definite, such as a awarded. It is then turned in to the Prize 

lhere are other dangers that menace the drinking place or feeding ground, and end at Committee, Prizes are all awarded at a speci- 
buffalo. The first of these is the Presence 1 something definite. Swampy areas and streams fed time following the clam-bake. 
the range of inexperienced outsiders looking are crossed at the+narrowest points or the Each year we learn more about the proper 
for easy money by trapping muskrats. Apart — pest places for fording. The buffalo will way in which to run our Field Day. The dif- 
from ruthless trapping, shooting, and even follow one general direction and miaintain that ficulties iron out more easily each time, And 
poisoning of fur-bearers in the reserve, the for miles unless diverted because of some We heartily recommend the whole idea to 
kind of trappers referred to would soon drive serious obstacle. For example, one trail run- Other sportsmen’s organizations. A Field Day 
away the buffalo from the winter haunts ning east and west in a summer feeding ground ™eans hard work for the officers in charge— 
selected by them and such molestation would of the southern range runs for a distance but it gets results. 
probably end by driving the buffalo completely — of thirty miles across the range. At some It has been impossible in the course of a 
out of the range, where at present special pro- places this route is marked by nine to twelve — single article to enter into any great detail with 
tection is afforded them. trails covering a distatice of not more than regard to the running of the several events, Lut 

A bad forest fire is the second danger 75 feet in width. At one of the larger semi- we will gladly answer further questions ad- 
menacing the buffalo. There were no fires open areas, where animals scatter more or -dressed to us in care of the American Game 
in the reserve last season, but fires coming less to feed, these trails hecome somewhat dif- Protective Association.
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T IS popular ; The journals of 
nowadays to S the Lewis and 
refer to early : a . ; - : / : Clark Expedition 

America as a : ee ee Se Nh So - dwell at some 

“hunters’ para- 2... : et : — . length uponasim- 
dise.” Also, con- oo. ; : | oe ' rie ee oT ilar if less numer- 
tradictory as it a oe ; F | ee a ous gathering of 
may seem, there a i | P| : i | - — ee grizzlies near the 

tendency, even a = ivi Sahn Gee ee i ae i = nes es eS ee souri to feed upon 
among those who RO : Me ee 8) Oe re a the carcasses of 

so refer to it, to ae ah nee — : A wld g Tn terme Fi | Lo aa ne drowned buffaloes. 

ations the chroni- a ee B: oo ee ee party had narrow 
cles left behind by x Oe So a Rargt oe fi ; ‘oe Ss lee ee t escapes from the : z eee é ee = i & . fi Ee — - earlier generations je hes| 26 3 lL re ts, oe oo bears. _ Pattie’s 

describing the vast Si f ye J ° i Ne 2 : r . K es J f pe | Ke il ea ae a we party was not so 
hordes of game. _-* — ga 8 bce g ne 3 4 Nee a : en. aa fortunate. One 
Yet the weighing ee es : ry of > ee a member was 
of the evidence oe ae J oj le i eS Se charged and killed 
oe > the .. : ee pee ) oe A = : y ee e by a grizzly. 
evitable conclu- eS 4 a 8 “ 
sion that, far from ee > aS Po . . Bear Facts 
being greatly ex- =e 4 bee 2 

aggerated, those ug: : Pe : ee ; a eae % ; QIMILARLY, a 
early accounts of = ee 4 ‘ee f es . bs : catastrophe 
eyewitnesses pre- ERE ce eT yw Cae ae > Pm occurred within 
sent accurate pic- eae Sa. | ‘ aC F ne & Ae the ranks of an- 
tures of America ss pe ~ & Le i 7 - er a = ee ee | other party that 
as the greatest pe ee ita Pe he E aa f ne yeas Ds eo ne Bee 
huntinggroundon SPREE s Se ee oa ee a ee eral region of Pat- 

earth aa first <a ee i” 3 ; EN mad = $x 2 ¥ ae aes tie’s flock of bears 
ee white man set See ae ee ae _ eres. Ne a mes cies 
oot upon it. ie Oe AR direction at abou 

To declare to- FROM FRANK LESLIE'S ILLUSTRATED NEWSPAPER, JUNE 8 1871 the same time. 
day to a Kansas The Far West. Shooting Buffalo on the Line of the Kansas:Pacific Railroad One of the party, 

hunter that his ‘ j Jacob Fowler, 
state was once the habitat of the grizzly would be to invite in a life of such incredible adventure as that led by kept a journal, later edited by Coues. The party came up 
incredulity. To assert that an early adventurer oncecounted Pattie, grizzlies were of minor importance. He accounted the Arkansas River, and when just beyond the western 
220 grizzlies in one day in Western Kansas would assure for their amazing numbers in that vicinity by the fact that boundary of the present state of Kansas, near the present 
one’s being placed under observation as an eligible candidate they were feeding on the carcasses of dead buffaloes; also site of Las Animas, Colorado, one of its members was 
for the incurable ward. that they were killing such animals as ventured within charged and killed by a grizzly bear. 

It does seem somewhat incredible to us of today. Yetin rushing distance. Many other early travelers commented That region was the known habitat of large numbers of 
Pattie’s Personal Narrative, an account of Pattie, his upon this trait of the grizzly. grizzlies. Considering scores of early accounts of grizzlies 
father and other members of the fur congregating to feed upon buffalo car- 
brigade that crossed through North- ‘ casses, coupled with the scrupulous ac- 
western Kansas in 1822, Pattie cites such curacy of the checkable portions of the 

an occurrence during a day’s march near is ee narrative, the similar occurrence in the 
the head of the Smoky Hill River. j S ranks of Fowler’s party, there seems no 

“ i = NN - reason to doubt that Pattie at least saw 

Trapper and Historian Ji oS _ ‘ a sizable swarm of bears on that occa- 
: i LC sion. 

FTER numerous adventures in New : a} a :  . : For many years it has been a hobby 
A Mexico and other parts of the South- ‘ i ao Sa of mine to collect the chronicles left be- 
west, Pattie trapped down the Gila River : : I _ egie hind by American adventurers and ex- 
in Arizona to its confluence with the ¢ re aay — j ee a plorers on our frontiers of a hundred 

Colorado; then down that stream to its = _ ff lo ge 3g £, 4 years and more ago. It is a fascinating 
mouth. It was his second or third at- he 4 , i Oe hs pursuit to wander back over early trails 
tempt. On each former occasion he had _. * os, : fs _ | |) wage Gi: ry ee Se through those pages to rediscover an 
been one of the few survivors that had ian ss ; - les a ices Ss _ ay ie ee 5 s Eee: “th ee America that remains forgotten or un- 
turned back. fe ke Sneek iy os =F aK: oo ef s 33, heard of by present generations. Among 

On this final trip, with six surviving i 4 733 4 Se ee gfe A a ‘a Ge “ae Se other points of interest, all early chroni- 

companions, he crossed from the mouth MAS ERS ET al Sal | ae a Re clers of the frontiers picture an abun- 
of the Colorado to the Pacific Coast, 2 Ne ey Bais _ Lh WY Ue ee ee oe dance of game that seems beyond the 
eventually to be imprisoned by the x Nf et Jo /| Sea A VO Pas cat, realm of comprehension when compared 
Spaniards in San Diego. ao, cake ins rie ) i f} ve Adie. | ee with our present conception of plenty. 

The historian Thwaites later edited . ee © NGA Dp ME ate acc OF Strangely enough, observers of more than 
and checked Pattie’s original book. The Min es 4 Laas igs ae Mi Ney) ee a hundred years ago, while writing of 
characters, Spanish, English and Amer- a 2 | \ 0) iia u ele | A ‘ ce se - i game conditions which seem to us in- 

an, of wham Pattiemade mention te MI = eae SN eam) he crarreratons, nevertheless incidents whic! e relate all were eae pes , = 3 ie 

checked by Thwaites fram ofmmalidoen: = I a oe upon the fact that wanton slaughter had 
ments relating to Pattie’s imprisonment, = Nate = eg left but a remnant of former abundance; 
Spanish army and official archives, the ——— ” eels ee ae a trait, incidentally, that has persisted 
accounts left behind by others who met oe ee “ne ee ee ee kde through all such writings down to the 
Pattie, and so on. All checkable portions ee oe — ve =e Ngee ome — — ae ; present day. 
of the work are amazingly accurate. ne eo SS ee a ae = . The most popular gauges by which 

Why, then, should we doubt him in ee re eee t- ad past abundance is contrasted to present 
the one particular of the apparently too oo ggg it ee. 4 A searcity, of course, are the triple classies 
numerous grizzlies? On no other points 2 : : — ee of destruction—the extermination of 
does Pattie seem to exaggerate in the paiva. eval whoa WAG. the beaver by the trappers throughout 
slightest. Also, it must be recalled that The Lewis and Clark Expedition (Continued on Page 48)
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(Continued from Page 46) SS ; = they had roamed in untold mil- 
almost the entire continent, the a lions. Only the bleaching bones, 
slaughter of the last buffalo ee Se ye fF oe Oe the pockmarks of buffalo wal- 
herds by the hide hunters al- S ee 4 ”)hLhLU :—t~—‘“‘i—SSCCSCtsis lows and the.deep-rutted trails 
most half a century later, and = = ——r—SOSGOessG ae ee Cee ee gave evidence of their former 
the subsequent extermination a Ce rrr——‘“= _ existence. Hedeclared that the . 
of the passenger-pigeon hordes — > a ee _ Le : ’ buffaloes were being extermi- 
by market gunners and squab ee ae | mia’ — LE ye hl 3 nated with incredible rapidity, 
hunters. All have been so widely a oe a | ee - we and predicted that the Sweet- 
heralded as to call for no com- ee lr dl ee water country would know them 
ment here save by way of a brief = i A ee Ss , oe 2 - no more. And even at the time 
reference to illustrate our point. a. a 4 ee > | : 4. S — 2 of Gregg’s first trip across the 

That widespread tendency to ay i - 6h h-hrmrté<C~—S “al et POR Fe xt plains in 1831, other writers 
brand as exaggeration all early we va oe o,f - iy ae aes were bewailing the fact that the 
accounts of game abundance is 2 e . a inal © 6 oe ea we — : buffalo was extinct east of the 
leveled largely upon the written esate et 2 i > Po Me Mississippi River. By 1790 it 
estimates of eyewitnesses as to ies ax Sie } P Pe rie Ue y was observed that the great buf- 
the numbers of buffaloes and i aemapmae = S, P i ee ps a A falo herds of the Kentucky 
pigeons remaining in the 70’s, ! , : oe Y | : “ Le ps A a Z region had disappeared. A dec- curing the eight of the mite: (ES A i i 7 a ade ater, In 180, Alexander hunting and pigeon-gunning ko Se oe. hUC CPD a i Henry, one of the partners in 
campaigns. All that occurred at iS 6 AN ce Oe ic 3 cs : the Northwest Company, jotted 
a relatively late date, yet ob- Oe oe gaan Nags 7 ae down in his journal daily ac- 
servers of that day, writing the Se ea Gast es oe : counts of tremendous slaughter 
accounts now deemed exaggera- “er. Re a among the buffalo herds in North 

tions, were unanimous in declar- = a Se e See % ee a wal ee Dakota and Southern Canada inwthatthe Butale and niseone =) me. — —_ - ee by members of his fur brigade; ee ial ee —eeeeee i RRS Ghiken trons 
remnants of former vast hosts. a ee a fm Se oes some, others being left to rot be ee without even the formality of oe ee ee * ———— ee aaa removing the tongues. 

2 = eee a Se ——“—— 2 Lassoing a Bear of buffaloes killed in that last 

= ——————_J —"y aching mar of testimony Oe 
=r 8 ae “— ee 2 SS room for doubt that the hide hunting accounted merely for 

ee -- eee the last remnants of a once vast throng. SS ae SS a OS Se 

eee Se Organized Slaughter in the Old Days Ss SS —esS 2 Se 

eK eS Ue — ere aceite. nectic spasm of pigcon slaughter 
oe 4656 i 2 accounted merely for the last remaining flocks, the num- 
SS ee ng foray | yt” [eee Oe gear eae bers of which, in a still earlier day, had staggered the 

Ras € LOT <a hae hl a. =— ae Ec The wild trappers returning from the wilderness with 
ee ee bat | oe ae Mee Si) ye 2 oe \ A ation a e. fortunes in furs stowed in flotillas of boats or transported 
I ST ae) ee = ee oe . £6 a we A ae by pack train, the herds of buffaloes that “blackened the Po co) te | a ee ey Le pa ‘ oe 2 aa pe co 3 ete oncet dil | : inns ly a ee BS ati prairies” as the pigeon migrations “darkened the sun,” all 
ae 2 a, a 9 > 4 iN pe a Pens | es 2 were spectacular and gripped the imagination of the be- 

eae =. ed a SG SF \ pe a - fe i Me mm, holder. : : : : 2 
Ee A | oe s ene | ieee eS Bok — Beaver trapping, hide hunting and pigeon gunning NEL Ee, Se We (ee) ae ou <a : oe | : eek o Bee tr oy VE AN me Nn Seis “any each in its way was an organized industry that provided a 
“a ae OS gg i GA . SZ OI oy, livelihood for hosts of individuals. For those and other 

P . “a Dh i pilin TT coe 207 Ae OR hier, reasons, more eyewitness accounts, more data and more 
“ ri z a _ : ae a \ on ae ees statistical records were left behind relating to the beaver, 

By gy.) eee Pe Nye xing j ca a a su the buffalo and the pigeon than those pertaining to all 
se be Oe A Ly AGN NEN ye ee other species of wild life combined. _ SSA yy MA RW Ye i, 4 Beh NS pp (Continued on Page 179) 
So eS ‘ ee ee Lay Ne ee, Ba 

A Lively Scene on an American Prairie. : 
A Buffato Hunt by Steam _ : 

The number of buffaloes slain during the last ‘ : : \ \ seem / 
decade of hide hunting is variously estimated at af \d, ae pete, | 4 ae from 5,000,000 to 12,000,000. No doubt the actual Ow | ome, te o 
figures are somewhere between those two extremes. : Nhe (eg a rue RY 
Yet competent observers of that day believed that, Gs e fa aed vais eae t : . when the widely heralded era of hide hunting be- No eae ‘Sergei oy my Cia 7 : gan, there was but one buffalo remaining for every : Res ae A be roe i, re 
eight or ten that had graced the original American woe A tg F oa VER a hae EN A ager ae Ge tO 

The Disappearance of the Buffaloes Ee | E Yj y ‘ad 2» «mee aS — 

Loh a 4 be AC im A IO AS EARLY as 1819-20 members of the Long Ex- Pa ARPT OO. NS GX Aopen: M2 NIG SE a : pedition to the Rockies observed the fact that ea we. n 40 a UP a i SS CO Aa 44 hy Vere eS - the buffaloes were far more afraid of whites than whl Bo Re ee ee oe ws Bal fa De j UN ee COG of Indians, and ascribed it to the fact that whites Beste Ds eS ey | 3 a el ie 
always killed ruthlessly and wantonly. There was Sy as ees eS! i, es Ai OS A a ae aE Pao 
an implied prophecy that the teeming game of the ees Eee AIA a ay es Sg bo i) rn oe i <i i Set 
‘West would be exterminated as that of the East al- et Be ed We Sy Sep IW eS. | 4 1S ha EN Air Fe bs a 
ready had been slaughtered almost to the vanish- eae eg papas Oe (ms so) H ih \\ ig Panes Se Oy 

ingipoint: i a SLI es 7 ANN it) ae aie Gregg, in his Commerce of the Prairies, the LE GN ep HAN EA vs eee es ae ae A Vo ga a ‘classic of the early Santa Fé trade, wherein Gregg To See ee ahi, oo seers Dy 5) hy, a |e a made his first trip over the Senta Fé Trail in 1831, 1s ae Se eo wn. Ve et a ae oe wrote that at a somewhat later date the buffalo was MTT) ION i tes ET =, Lesniiy i aa Hin i ee 
less numerous than formerly along the trail. In Re Nid hese oe VON ee as ‘ Wee! ye i en a ie soo - og aa? Hea wy 
1860 another observer bewailed the fact that the Wet AKG eae OME SP ARN Me” GE aig ie Co OO mye lS, YAY! 
buffalo had been exterminated throughout great eaPA Wap LAIN ARP wy Wie ne BP” Hii R areas along the Sweetwater and its. tributaries; ae ee “formerly a veritable hunters’ paradise” where Trading on the Plains. A Seductive Offer. The Indian in Doubt
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BACK-TRACKING ON EARLY GAME TRAILS 
(Continued from Page 48) 

If nowadays we are inclined to brand as Townsend commented casually upon the _ other writers of round 1890. It seems even great turkey roost in a timbered creek bot- 
exaggerations those triple classics of slaugh- great numbers of deer, turkey, prairie hens more preposterous to us that while game tom. In one night, using double-barreled, 
ter at relatively late dates, and upon which and other game on all sides as the walk was so abundant that a kill of ‘200 plovers muzzle-loading guns, they killed 114 tur- 
so much evidence is available, how are we progressed. Black-bellied plovers he found a day, 1000 in a week” could still be made keys and hauled the meat home. 
to view still earlier accounts of the over- in such numbers that frequently several by market gunners, both Hough and Lef- In his manuscript in the Kansas State 
whelming abundance of less spectacular acres of prairie would be covered and one __fingwell should consider the country almost Historical Society, George Brown tells of a 
species of American game birds and ani- or two shots fired into them provided food gameless as compared with past abundance. turkey hunt of far greater magnitude in 

mals? for all hands. Yet it is evident that they and many of that general locality in the spring of 1869. 
For example, if the average sportsman Near the little village of Columbia, Mis- their contemporaries did so consider it. When returning with Custer’s and Sheri- 

of today has so much as heard of the Caro- _ souri, thirty men engaged in a squirrel hunt, Also it is certain that their views were justi- dan’s forces after the campaign against the 
lina parrakeet, he thinks of it vaguely as and between sunrise and sunset 1200 squir- _ fied. hostiles on the Washita, great droves of 
ashy, rare bird of dense Southeastern for- rels were brought to bag. Townsend wrote Leffingwell wrote of a pigeon-nesting turkeys were encountered on the North 
ests, hunted down to extinction for its that despite the persistent, year-long ground in 1878 that was from three to ten Fork of the Canadian. Sheridan permitted 
gaudy plumage. Far from it. Though slaughter, the squirrels did not seem to di- miles wide and forty miles long, with from the men of the command to engage in a 
never so numerous as the pigeon, it did minish in numbers; that, as the two nat- _ five to fifty nests in every tree, where hun- general turkey hunt. Brown estimated 
exist in vast numbers. It was the opposite uralists moved on, it seemed that “there dreds of gunners and squab hunters were that at least 5000 turkeys were slaughtered 
of shy—so tame that parrakeets could be was a squirrel for every tree.” getting in their deadly work. Yet, at the in the course of the hunt, most of them left 
killed with stones and clubs. From the day time of his writing in 1890, the pigeon was to rot where they fell; and that at a date 
of the earliest settlers in America it was Huge Bags of the 90’s no more and the parrakeet was extinct. He when the turkey had largely disappeared in 
hunted ruthlessly as a game bird and for wrote that the swan was so nearly gone that the East. 
feathers. In view of its habits, it is a mys- For those who consider such casual fig- it was only by a fortunate chance that a To revert again to our larger game ani- 
tery how the parrakeet escaped extinction ures so incredible as to be stamped as exag- hunter could expect to secure ashot at one. mals, one is apt to think of the buffalo as 
during the first century of white settle- eration, it might be well to peruse the Goss, the famous Kansas naturalist, already outnumbering all other species combined. 
ment in America. literature of a still earlier day, wherein the was railing against unrestricted slaughter. The herds “blackened the prairies” as the 

An idea of its original abundance may be vast squirrel migrations are described. If In 1891 he wrote that the majestic white pigeon hordes “darkened the sun.” But it 
gathered from a few observations made by those, too, are believed to be still greater whooping crane was a very rare visitor in is highly probable that both the pronghorn 
the naturalist Townsend in 1834. Recall departures from the truth, one may fall Kansas, the heart of its former habitat. antelope and the deer actually outnum- 
that long prior to that date the buffalo had back upon yet earlier statistics. Yet Audubon had described whoopers in  bered the bison. 
become extinct east of the Mississippi and Dr. E. W. Nelson ferreted out and pub- clanging hosts of many thousands in the 
that a deer was becoming cause for com- lished the fact that in 1749 a bounty was South, and Alexander Henry had written Deer Steaks for the Miners 
ment in the great hunting grounds of Ken- placed on gray squirrels in Pennsylvania casually of lakes and marshes in Canada 
tucky and Tennessee. Missouri was well and that 640,000 scalps were brought in. and the Dakotas literally covered with Many early observers on the plains testi- 
settled and the beaver had been trapped al- Also, that in 1808 alaw wasinforcein Ohio swans and white cranes. The buffalo had fied that while the antelope was not so 
most to the point of extermination clear to which required that every free white male been extinct east of the Mississippifor sixty spectacular, it existed in numbers equal to 
the Pacific Coast. So, in game matters, deliver 100 squirrel scalps annually. years, exterminated in the West a decade those of its heavier plains mate. From the 
1834 was relatively a late date in Missouri. Evidently, then, Townsend’s squirrel before; deer had become extinct in Ver- days of Lewis and Clark on down, traders, 

Townsend walked through that state with hunt was not out of line with fact. As to mont fifteen years before and were very trappers and travelers wrote of the vast 
his fellow naturalist, Nuttal, in that year. Townsend’s acres of plovers, more than a_ scarce throughout the entire East at the throngs of antelopes. In this connection it 
Vast swarms of game were such common- half century later, in 1890, despite two cen- time Hough, Goss and Leffingwell were must be recalled that in the deserts and 
place matters to him that he mentioned _ turies of unrestricted market hunting, plov- writing. Bears, elk, deer and turkeys were semi-arid regions of Washington, Oregon, 
them but casually. Even the beautiful ers still were incredibly abundant. In that extinctin Kansas. Therewerenomorekills California and parts of Idaho, Utah, Ne- 
Carolina parrakeet, fourteen inches in year Emerson Hough wrote that in Illinois of 1200 squirrels in a day’s hunt in Missouri, vada, Arizona and Mexico, where the buf- 
length and with lovely, shining plumage in a bag of 100 to 150 golden or upland plovers as in Townsend’s time. falo was unknown, antelopes ranged in 
brilliant colors, seemed to him to call for no — per gun a day for a party of sportsmen was When one considers the shooting thathad millions. 
special comment. The flocks gathered not unusual; that 200 a day, 1000 a week resulted in such tremendous decreases in The case of the deer presents a similar 

round in great numbers, he related, hud- could be killed “even now” by market those species, it is apparent in the very na- picture. While nowhere so plentiful as the 
dling together in packed ranks on every hunters, if one had the heart for such ture of things that a dreadful toll must also buffalo in its great prairie range, the habi- 

limb. As the charges of shot tore through slaughter. Hough, even then beginning to have been exacted from among the swarm- tat of the deer was far larger. Some faint 
them they seemed merely curious, peering realize that American game seemed des- ing ranks of the shore birds and waterfowl. idea of the original number of deer may be 
down at their fellows flopping ontheground, tined for extermination, wrote that the Itis not surprising, therefore—even though gained by a recent estimate that around 
as if wondering what it was all about. In- sportsmen should be guided by conscience they did not marvel that “200 plovers a 500,000 deer exist today in Pennsylvania. 
stead of scattering, it was their habit to in the matter of limiting their spring kills day, 1000 in a week” could be killed by California boasts almost as many; possibly 
close up their ranks after each shot, as if by when the hen plovers were heavy with eggs. market gunners in Illinois—that Leffing- more. The great mule-deer herds of the 
pressing closer together they would find He stated that he could kill three or four well, Goss, Hough and their contemporaries Kaibab Forest in the Arizona Strip, and the 
safety. He wrote that, in view of their dozen upland plovers any day in July considered'the remaining game only a piti- teeming herds of Columbia blacktails in 
tameness and habits, the slaughter of par- within twenty miles of Chicago, but didnot ful remnant.as compared to a glorious past. British Columbia and Southeastern Alaska, 
rakeets was the most murderous and least care to shoot at that time of year. all aid in visualizing the past when deer were 

sportsmanlike of hunting. If, after almost It is difficult to imagine such an abun- Too Much Canvasback! similarly abundant throughout their vast 
two centuries of ruthless parrakeet hunting, dance of game in the vicinity of Chicago in range from Southeastern Alaska to South- 
they still were as numerous as naturalists the late 80’s and early 90’s, in view of the Leffingwell intimated a future with still ern Mexico, from the wilds of Quebec to the 
and observers of 1830-50 report, what must fact that thousands of gunners were hunt- lesser abundance of game, Goss predicted Everglades of Florida. A friend told me of 
have been the number of the original parra- ing plovers for the city markets. Market it, while Hough was even more explicit. He having seen forty-odd big freight wagons 
keet hordes? hunting for all varieties of game birds still cited the teeming abundance of the recent loaded to capacity with deer saddles des- 

held sway throughout the greater part of past, the unrestricted hunting of the pres- tined for the mining camps of Colorado. 
Days of Plenty in Missouri the United States and game was displayed ent, and flatly predicted an absolutely Another told me of having killed thirty-two 

in all the markets and served regularly in gameless future, and that almost immedi- mule deer in one morning in Wyoming for 
A number of years ago I read an account every restaurant and hotel. ately, unless the tendency toward wanton the market. There is a record of one na- 

of wagoners—waiting at Independence, Nevertheless, there still remained stu- slaughter was checked forthwith. He de-  tive’s having killed eighty-odd blacktails 
Missouri, as they prepared to set forth pendous numbers of wild fowl in addition manded if Americans wished their sons to for their hides in one day in Southeastern 
upon the Santa Fe Trail—shooting ‘“‘par- to the shore birds. Leffingwell, a Chicago grow up in town without the possibility of Alaska. 
rots,” of which there were thousands in the sportsman, wrote of killing eighty redheads _ going afield with rod and gun. Right up to the end of the last century 
region. I knew, of course, that the refer- in the first hour of shooting in the morning, As one progresses backward, so to speak, such kills were being made wherever in the 
ence was to parrakeets. Curiosity impelled stating that he could have killed 200 as through earlier chronicles, one finds that West any game was left. It is fairly cer- 
me to delve into matters until I learned easily. the accounts depicting the abundance of _ tain, I believe, that originally the deer out- 

that the beautiful parrakeet, instead of be- Within my own days a market-shooting game from 1850 to 1890 pale into relative numbered the buffalo. 
ing a resident only of obscure swampy friend killed 375 canvasbacks, redheads and __ insignificance beside the tales of still ear- Dropping back a bit, in 1755 James Smith 
Southeastern forests, had been abundant  bluebills in one morning’s shoot. Still an- lier observers. There are even records of was captured by the Indians and adopted 
summer residents of my native state of other friend on the same marsh at a later workmen in the Chesapeake region having by them, living among them for a number 
Kansas, nesting in colonies until well into date killed eighty-seven mallards with six threatened to rebel unless they were given of years. His subsequent narrative, among 
the 70’s along the wooded streams that shots of a pump gun as they rose in thou- relief from a straight diet of canvasback other items of interest, reveals the incred- 

threaded the prairies. The parrakeet has sands from a hole in the ice. A market ducks, the cheapest and most easily procur- ible abundance of game in Western Penn- 
long been extinct. gunner on the Cheyenne bottoms killed 186 able food. So much for the lordly “can.” sylvania and the country between the Ohio 

It is not surprising that Townsend and _ ducks with six shots from a pump. It was While on the subject of feathered game, and the Great Lakes. Deer swarmed on 
Nuttal failed to be greatly impressed by the this last affair, widely advertised, that it must be pointed out that the turkey, far every hand, as did turkeys. Buffalo, elk, 
vast flocks of parrakeets in Missouri, be- roused public sentiment to the point where from being a rare bird of isolated forests, wolves and panthers were numerous. Bears 
cause then those brilliant birds still per- market hunting was prohibited in Kansas, actually existed in great gangs throughout were so plentiful that it was not unusual for 

sisted in huge flocks throughout most of though it flourished almost unchecked for the greater part of the Western prairie an Indian hunter to bag several in a day’s 
their native range; though sadly depleted several years thereafter. states, frequenting every water course, un- hunt even in midwinter, by locating the 
from their original numbers. And it is not In view of the intensive market hunting til a relatively late date. Mr. Smythe of denning trees and killing the animals in 
human custom to marvel at sights that are that had been conducted from the first ad- Wichita, Kansas, told me of a turkey hunt their dens. The Indian youths hunted rac- 
of commonplace occurrence in our daily vent of the white man, it now seems almost in which he and a friend engaged in the coons by day and trapped them by the 
lives so much as it is to marvel at those of incredible that plovers and other game 70’s. Desirous of securing a supply of meat hundreds with deadfalls round all the 
the past who could consider such vanished _ birds persisted in Illinois in such numbers for the winter, the two men drove south of Indian villages. 
sights as commonplace. as described by Hough, Leffingwell and Wichita for several days and located a (Continued on Page 182)
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(Continued from Page 179) facts in his journal. He found the plum Columbia to the Pacific. And before Mac- 
. ee Despite the picture of teeming wild life brush literally torn to pieces by the bears, kenzie’s time his partners in the Northwest 

aul L ‘he aa depicted by Smith, it seems that game had as were many of the shrubs and trees in the Company had explored much of the North- 
been even more plentiful in that region ata scattered patches of timber along the west. Before their time, the French had 

fl FQ i 8 T g still earlier date. Already the French had streams. Having selected his site, he in- traded with the savages of the region for 
f 7 oy ee settlements extending to the Mississippi. structed his men to kill bears and render many years. The two Verendryes, father 
[" L RKEA eee The Ohio and Great Lakes region was over- their fat into lard. Between stretches of andson, had traveled to theMandan villages 
e eS mt run with fur traders. Increasing settlement work on the stockade the men hunted bears in North Dakota as early as 1738. Long 

i No 7 Wer had crowded the Indians farther into the in the immediate vicinity. He jotted down before their time, however, other French 
} i N ne \ SF nae X ( West, thus creating something of a con- a complaint that his men were too lazy, too traders had penetrated Minnesota, among 

CONS i 7 gestion west of the Ohio and along the drunken and too fearful of the Sioux to them a trader explorer named Le Sueur. As 
Vy ZA so southerly shores of the Great Lakes. This work efficiently or to hunt far from camp. _ early as 1683 he penetrated the eastern edge 

ae congestion caused added hunting for meat; They were in a constant state of panic. of South Dakota. Collecting a fortune in 
o eae and the increasing demand for furs on the Nevertheless, they seemed to do fairly well furs, he rafted them down Big Sioux River, 

==(MNe ) a | part of the traders must have exerted a_ in the matter of bears. the Missouri and the Mississippi, and thence 
=a . bal | double strain upon the game and fur re- to Europe. Prior to 1700 he had established 
oe ea, ane p Bie sources of the region. Still earlier French Seventy-four Bears in Ten Days a permanent post near the present site of 
routes. . .are the D&C lines explorers, prior to 1700, reported that the Mankato, Minnesota. He made a map of 

spanning Great Lakes waters. | prairies of Michigan swarmed with incred- On September eleventh a hunter and his the Western country, including the Repub- 
* < | ible hordes of deer, elk, bears and turkeys. squaw came in, having killed four bears. lican and the Platte in Western Kansas and 

Whether on a business trip, OF | Perrot, in 1671, wrote that 2400 moose had Three Indians came in, having killed twelve Nebraska, that checks out very creditably 
a vacation tour, your travel time | heen snared during one winter on Grand bears, being credited with same on the with modern maps; though no doubt much 

will be more enjoyable a Manitoulon Island. So the game, evi- books, though demanding their pay in of it was drawn from information derived 
rious steamer of the D&C fleet. | dently, even before Smith’s time, had been liquor at once. Another killed two bears from the Indians instead of from personal 

" more abundant than he found it. Some- and was given due credit—eighteen bears exploration. The French carried on an in- 
You'll find large, airy state-| thing more than a century after Perrot’s for the day. The next day two Indians, tensive fur trade in the Northwest for 
rooms; spacious lounge rooms; | time, pioneers in Kentucky were unanimous sent four miles upstream to spy out the almost a century before the famous North- 
and anexcellent cuisine. Dances, | in proclaiming that fair land the greatest land, killed four bears. A day was skipped, west Company was formed. When Canada 
afternoon teas, deck sports and hunting ground in the world. four ‘bears were killed the next, and six was ceded to the British in 1763, hundreds 

Senet | It is certain, therefore, that originally the brought in on the fifteenth. Several Indian of French adventurers elected to remain other social activities for your | A Ore hab : 
L Every mile and every | Tegion east of the Mississippi was as abun- hunters had been absent for several days. among the Indians of the Northwestern 
Die ear, Y | dantly supplied with gam: lat lor- They returned on the twentieth, havin; rairies. The “Northmen” found th eZ ail Revone of contort | ly suppli ith game as later explor ‘hey 0 ¥ , g Pi 5 e “‘Northmen”’ foun: em 
US dt | ers discovered to be the case west of it. By killed forty bears. An Indian lad killed two _ there, together with swarms of French half- 

and enjoyment. 1800 much of the game of the former region _ bears. breeds, when Mackenzie, Peter Pond, Alex- 
DAILY SERVICE 1 WAY R.T. | had disappeared and early adventurers in Thus, in the ten days from the eleventh ander Henry and their contemporaries 
Rete bara eZ a 50 | the West were giving accounts comparable to the twentieth inclusive, we have a re- penetrated the region from 1775 to 1800. 
Dette) Beane artes ~~ | to those rendered by early explorers in the corded total of seventy-four bears slain in It is not so surprising, therefore, that 

Fares include meals and berth East. the vicinity of the prairie post that Henry Henry, in 1799, wrote of localities once 
Detroit-Chicago $31 $52.50 In 1799 Alexander Henry pressed on with was constructing. That still more were - famed for beaver, where they had disap- 
Deel ae ae gie70 a fur brigade into the prairie region that we _ killed is evident from an entry made on the _ peared because of intensive hunting. Also, 

Tickets, reservations from any authorized | now know as the Dakotas and Southern twenty-first. Henry had sent'a party some these records make clear the fact that there 
c topristazency, Alberta and Saskatchewan. In his journal, miles upstream. One of the men returned had been something more than a century of 
ee nat Nice Da | Henry set down briefly, as a matter of busi-_ in a canoe loaded with hides and rendered _ rather intensive trapping and hunting prior 

ness record, unembellished by flights of bears’ oil. He reported that the upper to the 60’s and the 70’s which we now con- 
DETROIT & CLEVELAND | fancy or attempted literary flourishes, ac- party had killed many bears, but that the sider the days of the Old West—the days of 
NAVIGATION COMPANY counts of the game and fur bearers in the squaws of the hunters were too lazy to dress boom mining camps, lurid cow towns, trail 

® E. H. McCracken, P. TM. region he visited during the next fifteen them and that the hides and fat were spoil- herds, hide hunting and the later Indian 
3 Wayde Stiy Deteoit Mich: years. He pretty well rambled over the ing near the camp. How many were killed wars. 

vyvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvyvYYYY | whole Northwest. Fur and game were his by this upper party during the same period Far from being a rare denizen of the lofti- 
oO | pusiness; the former for profit, the latter as we have no way of knowing. Also, withthe est peaks, early observers recorded the big- 

>) meV © \ the only means of provisioning his men. antiquated weapons of that day, all early horn sheep in great numbers in the foothills 
I y CR ray) a | _ As early French explorers had depicted accounts indicate that more wounded game _ of practically all the mountain ranges of the 

NG Aa the prairies of Michigan swarming with animals escaped to die than were killed on West and even in broken and bad-land 
oT AT | game, so Henry left behind’a similar por- the spot and salvaged by the hunters. stretches in prairie regions. Since the Dall 

Bs APETELTN | trayal of conditions on these more westerly Without attempting to estimate theselatter and Fannin sheep still range in thousands 
j \ Lia TAY prairies. items, nevertheless it is safe to conclude at various points over a vast area from the 

f 1 pli] Even at that early date, with the buffalo that bears were not rare on the prairies in Cassiars of British Columbia to Clark Lake 
i ©) y if practically gone from all of its former range Henry’s day. at the base of the Alaska Peninsula, from 

| east of the Mississippi, numerous entries That the ten-day bear hunt had not de- the head of the Pelly in the Yukon to the 
| made by Henry reveal the fact that already pleted their numbers to any great extent is Endicott Range in the Arctic, there is small 
| the whites and their hired Indians were evident from the fact that Henry, superin- reason to doubt that similar numbers of 
slaying with wanton abandon in the North- tending the work of erecting the stockade, _ bighorns ranged in the milder climes as re- 

Ow to west. Literally thousands of buffaloes were saw many bears daily, none of which he ported by scores of early eyewitnesses. 
shot down and only the tongues removed. killed. One of his hunters encountered a 

HOLD A WIFE Elk, deer and moose were slain in great large albino bear, but failed to kill the white The Lost Art of Exaggeration 
numbers; in many instances only sufficient animal. 
meat for a single meal being cut from an It must be recalled that the entries were It is unnecessary to go into any estimate 

A Short Short Story animal, the rest being left to rot. “Such is all by way of being business records; for of the original numbers of the elk. Vast 
3 the improvidence of men in this land of Henry, of course, was obliged to account to herds are described by many early explor- 

Bests. was lazy. Car was dirty. Brown abundance,” Henry wrote. his partners in the Northwest Company for ers and adventurers in the Eastern prairies 
wouldn’t qa it. me pres ened te | the liquor, trade goods, and so on, which he and semiwooded districts. Lewis and Clark 

a So Brown bought Koza (the ny: Killing Bears for Lard paid out to his hunters. found them in great numbers on the Colum- ash Cloth). Gave it to wife. Showed her Sg Certai ; a how to wipe car clean. Result: Brown | 4 : ertain fur bearers, now denizens of bia. Thousands were killed for the markets 
still lazy. Still has wife. Car always spotless. What is not generally known is the fact mountain fastnesses and isolated northern in Colorado, and the California stampeders 
Any woman can keep her car clean with that during the early days of the fur trade, forests, are popularly supposed never to described them as ranging in bands of 
KozaK. It’s sold with a money-back guar- much of the work was done by hunting in have been inhabitants of the prairies, even thousands in the broad valleys of that state. 
antee . .“If you don’t like KozaK for any the broad light of day instead of exclusively of prairies threaded by wooded streams. There still remain somewhere between 
reason, dealer will refund your money.” | by trapping of nights. Smith’s account of Henry’s tabulated records for the winter of 25,000 and 50,000 head ranging the Yellow- 
For sale at almost any garage, gas station, | hunting raccoon by day, as one now hunts 1802-03 on lower Red River show, in addi- stone region, and many smaller herds in va- 
car dealer, accessory, hardware, or drug rabbits, is amply verified by scores of other tion to great numbers of the usual prairie rious parts of the nation, so some idea of 
store, at any gas station of Colonial (New chronicles. Henry’s men hunted with great fur bearers, 496 fishers, 722 martens, 127 their original numbers may be grasped. 
York and New Eogland Indian Refining | success for otter, beaver, mink, raccoon, raccoons, 190 foxes, 194 lynxes, 10 wolver- Therefore, if we are to wax skeptical con- 
(Indiana), VanF cepa ree ee | marten, fisher and wolverine along the ines. Though his men, apparently, made cerning the accounts of writers of the 70’s, 
Coes) e ots parece ns Se and | sparsely wooded creeks that threaded the no particular effort to shoot wolves, which we must at least confess that exaggeration 

188°! es eee er K di ee Minnesota, Dakota and Canadian prairies. were extremely numerous on all sides at all was becoming a lost art among them. Be- 
foe od eathen piyekogk a ae ea a His almost daily entries of such kills were times, Henry listed 801 wolf pelts among ginning with the accounts of the earliest 

P 2 matters of business record. Henry was the _ his returns for that year. French explorers, one may cruise ahead 
trader always. For those who are inclined Yet even in Henry’s time the Northwest through the pages left behind by later ad- 

Ko Z AK eo hoot with derision at Pattie’s account of was poppe ea new. Oddly eae venturers and find that, almost generation 
the swarm of grizzlies encountered during a__ one of the first entries in his journal deals by generation, the penned portrayals of 

The Dry Wash Cloth day’s march on the Kansas prairies, Henry’s with the fact that some localities, once game abundance, though seeming to us in- 
ee ae entries concerning bears on these more abounding in beavers, now were entirely credible, nevertheless paint word pictures 

KozaK, Inc., 8 Park St., Batavia, N. Y. northerly prairies might prove of interest. devoid of them because of excessivehunting. that deal with progressively fewer and 
Enclosed is my check for & for. While marching in search of an advan- Ten years before Henry’s advent upon fewer numbers of each species in every dis- 

Hosa satel a If i peta one eee tageous point at which to construct head- the scene, Mackenzie had reached the Arc- trict in turn as the years rolled on. We 
a pa ase quarters for the operations of the winter of tie Ocean by way of Great Slave Lake and must either confess, then, that the game 
Naame 1800-01, he found bears extremely numer- the Mackenzie River, a few years later hav- was there and grew fewer and fewer in 

ee ee Se ee | ous, as he did other game, jotting down the _ ing crossed the mountain ranges of British (Continued on Page 185)
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(Continued from Page 182) in the Canadian provinces has been settled northern ranges’ from Newfoundland to 
numbers with each succeeding generation, and the caribou killed off. It must be con- Unimak Island off the tip of the Alaskan 
or ascribe such progressive moderation to ceded, therefore,. that the caribou herds Peninsula there are still some 8,000,000 2 
the fact that the art of exaggeration was on have been greatly depleted from their origi- head of caribou ranging. It is a most con- LL 
the wane. nal numbers. servative estimate, surely. 

We need not touch here upon the original Nevertheless, the caribou still ranges in What, then, must have been the original 
numbers of the moose, the mountain goat millions in British Columbia, the Yukon, numbers of the caribou herds? And what 
and the musk ox. Alaska and the country between the Mac- must have been the original numbers of 

For purposes of present and past com- kenzie River and the Yukon. buffalo, elk, deer and antelope when the , 
parison, we have one outstanding example Yukon River steamers are delayed by more southerly ranges were stocked to oA 
that may serve as somewhat of a gauge. swimming hordes of migrating caribou as capacity with those animals, as early ex- F SH a 
The caribou has disappeared from much of once engineers were forced to halt their plorers described them? i Z 
its original range; practically extinct in trains because of traveling herds of buffaloes In the light of the remaining caribou KD Z V 
Minnesota and with but few remaining in on the prairies. herds, early accounts of similarly huge iL Dal Z Cy 
Maine and Nova Scotia, the former vast The caribou herds thatstillrangethe Bar- numbers of other game animals in a more aut i4 2 ih 
caribou herds of Labrador and Newfound- ren Grounds from Northern Saskatchewan _ friendly climate do not seem to lack plausi- to i) >.< I Ei ) 
land also are sadly depleted. Once ranging to Victoria Land are variously estimated bility. i iced Ih M(7/aZ 
the Alaskan Peninsula in great herds, but.a to contain from 7,000,000 to 20,000,000. The game fields of Africa and Asia afford hrin ee Ki Mg 
few caribou now remain there. It is gone The temperate zone in North America a greater variety of species than do those of Y UE irl (CS Ze i 
from the Kenai Peninsula. More than afforded the finest body of rangelandin the America. All evidence, however, points to h he 
1,000,000 reindeer now usurp parts of the world. The Arctic and sub-Arctic regions, the fact that in regard to sheer numbers, AC, 
former exclusive caribou range in Alaska. naturally, are much less hospitable. Sup- the North American continent, when the 
Hunting for the market for several decades pose that we concede—even after being white men first set foot upon it, was not a the Lo 6 Youth 
has depleted the caribou herds of Alaska exterminated over great areas and de- mere “hunters’ paradise” but preéminently 
and the Yukon. Much of their former range pleted everywhere in numbers—that inthe the greatest hunting ground in the world. of ANY FE LO OR.



File: Buffalo.~— 
Oregon 

Extract from Journal of Mammalogy, August 1930, General Notes, p. 320. 

ANOTHER RECORD OF THE BUFFALO IN OREGON 

During June, 1929, Judge Robert Sawyer, of Bend, Oregon, accompanied 
me on an expedition into south-central Oregon, primarily for the purpose of 

seeing the herds of antelope ranging in that district. On June 14, while I 
was otherwise engaged, Judge Sawyer investigated the site of Old Fort Warner, which 
was established as a military station on July 15, 1866, and abandoned Sept. 1, 
1867, thus being occupied about fourteen months by soldiers operating against 
hostile Indians in that region. 

The location is about twenty miles east of Warner Valley, Lake County, 

Oregon, and at an altitude of approximately 6,500 feet. 

During Judge Sawyer's investigations, he found, among other material, 
a four-inch fragment of the upper end of a rib bone, which upon being submitted 
to the Biological Survey, was identified as "a four-inch section of the upper 
end of the sixth rib from the back or eighth rib from the front on the left-hand 
side of a medium-sized bull buffalo" (Bison bison bison). The specimen is now 
deposited in the National Museum collection to substantiate the record. 

The following statement from Judge Sawyer describes the finding of this 
interesting record: ; 

"The bone about which you ask me was found in one of the fire places 
which I excavated. As I remember it was about two feet below the surface. 
Apparently, when this camp was abandoned, its occupants threw into the fireplaces 
all sorts of waste material. I found an ink bottle, a perfumery bottle, broken 

wine bottles, and many pairs of heavy boots with the leather badly rotted. 
It was in one of these collections of material that I came upon the bone fragment." 
--STANLEY G. JEWETT; Portland, Oregon.
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i ee a purposes and Pablo was forced to sell 709 animals to the 
ee oh Canadian government. There were spectacular round-ups 
ee ae and hair-raising escapes, but the creatures were eventually 

es ._.._—s—s—+je._.___£| placed in 106,000 acres of pasture at Wainwright, Alberta. 
Another sixteen years passed. The herd had now grown 

to 12,000 animals and the government was faced with the 
iS GYqF, A few years from now, a friend tells you that vexed problem of overcrowded pasture. In 1923 an old- 
ie he is going on a buffalo hunt, don’t rush for a fashioned buffalo hunt was staged, 1,600 surplus animals 
aed strait-jacket. He may be telling the truth! Right falling before the guns of the hunters. Although widely 
GEES at this moment there’s a thundering herd of 18,000 deplored, this slaughter was the only solution which offered 
wild buffalo in Canada’s northern hinterland and it may itself at the moment. 
well happen that the late monarch of the plains will be 
again classed as a game animal. 4 pes came interesting news from the northern hinter- 

And if, in future generations, these barren lands of the land. Just south of Great Slave Lake there was dis- 
frozen north become a far-flung ranch shipping train-loads covered a small herd of wild wood buffalo. 
of juicy steaks to distant cities, there need be no surprise. The government acted with commendable promptitude. 
There’s lush pasture in the Arctic—hundreds of thousands The grazing grounds were declared a sanctuary, 10,500 
of square miles, golden with flowers and green with grass. square miles in extent, and it was decided to transport the 
And from the sturdy loins of the buffalo there have been surplus animals at Wainwright to Wood Buffalo Park. 
created new animals as In the spring of 1925, 
hardy as their sires, yet as one of the strangest caval- 
docile as any self-respect- | } cades in history pushed its 
ing Hereford: new range- @ ae, . ¢ ( way down the rain-swollen 
cattle that are destined, o an!| Gana Srad F - ie waters of the Athabaska 
say the experts, to trans- & gemie y ee ‘ PoP amma ade 4 4 yd a * and Clearwater rivers. No 
form the green grass of | a a? a matt ree gaia less than 210 yearlings 
the great northland into i Pky oi ee Ee bn ak and two-year-olds were 
large, handsome dividends. be + fa ohn oe ben nh © P= being transported, aboard 

eer oS a ee S it F 
- There was a time, of ‘ oc eh - t L! : : a great decked scow, to 
course, when the rolling go oe a ee ee ts = the~new range in the 
plains were blackened, as Pe 27 ie 2 Pe | northland. 
far as the pioneer could y & : 2 — aS o ae | Four times that summer 
see, with these shaggy, = ‘ry 2. Bey ” pte the good ship Northland 
hump-backed _creatures. 7 ey emi Echo pushed that scow 
They bellowed, they | = Fs. ae ey | from Waterways to Fort 
fought, they pawed the  — | | SEATS 2 ae Fitzgerald, each time with 
ground till it trembled, in . i  =sisiisittiti‘éau_“_urWClUM a contingent of plains 
numbers so great they A a. ..UDUDUlUlw™”~O~OU CDG SC buffalo. And in the four 
seemed as inevitable as the . — lmlmlrmrmrwrtwt~—C—C—CCiCUia‘C iaOCONr_OisCUCCt following years there were 

Westward lay the course bares) i until more than 7,000 of 
of civilization. The blaz- Running buffalo into branding corrals in Buffalo National the animals had _ been 
ing guns of hunter and Park moved to the northern 
trapper turned the western range. 
plains into a shamble so that, in 1885, Seton could mourn- Truly was Chief Great Running Horse some prophet! 
fully write: “As a wild animal, the buffalo is gone.” The experiment has been an unqualified success. The 

There were, however, strange and prophetic murmurings wood buffalo has mixed freely with his cousin from the 
in the smoky lodges of the Indians. Prominent among south. The sub-Arctic plains have proven anything but 
these dark-skinned prophets was Chief Great Running the barren, frozen wilderness of popular conception, since 
Horse who told his braves and squaws that “The buffalo the herd, running wild under the protection of a mere hand- 
shall return to the northern pastures, and they shall return ful of game wardens, now numbers 18,000 animals. 
when the skies weep much and when the Athabaska shall 
fill her banks with spring waters.” je MAY well happen that buffalo hunts will be staged in 

A few animals escaped the red-hot guns of the hunters. the not-distant future, and that the meat of the early 
Four of them fell into the hands of an Indian rejoicing in pioneers will again find its way to our tables! Indeed, there 
the name of Walker Coyote and were promptly purchased are not wanting those who insist that this experiment, 
by a shrewd half-breed, Michael Pablo, residing on the Flat- prompted by sentiment, may end in big business—pointing 
head Reserve in Montana. to the romantic story of reindeer ranching in Alaska by way 

For twenty years the half-breed and his animals pros- of example. This vision is not wholly imaginative, either. 
pered. Then Uncle Sam decided to use the range for other The Canadian government, too, (Continued on page 71)
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is making a most determined effort to sl ow gen Ss ae all ae ca, SY) 

stock the far-flung pastures of the North- Ss cc 
west territories with meat-producing ani- i : 
mals, and with that end in view, has em- gs ae 
barked on audacious breeding experiments GRIPE vow mace 
at Cattalo Farm, Wainwright. cae YW no e 

These experiments are daring in con- 
ception: they seek to combine the juicy The IGHT xX 7° 
tenderloins and well-known docility of the 
Hereford cow with the wonderful hide and e 
marvelous hardiness of the buffalo. In Get Your Right 2 ESs 
short, to clothe a Hereford cow with the Sleep and 
hide of the late “monarch of the plains.” | 
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Despite these tremendous difculisstt=( |\_ [22s 

work-has proceeded with: considerable: suc=_|"5 ca a SS ee SSS 
cess. The hybrid is known as a cattalo. e 
It combines gentle characteristics of its 
domestic ancestors with the undoubted EASIER THAN Ke 
hardiness of the buffalo. Like the monarch 
of the plains, the cattalo hide is impervious | wi 
to the most frigid temperatures. Unlike | FISH TO HANDLE ae 
domestic cattle, it travels in the teeth of | 
the most bitter of blizzards and is highly You immediately get the “feel” of an Old aus A VALUABLE 
resistant to the diseases infecting feedlot Town Boat, and it’s hard to believe you're 

Te ore LV VESTMEVT 
all, it is a splendid grazer, keeping fat oe has a reputation for boats that don’t need a 
pasturage which reduces a domestic cow heavy hand at the helm, And Old Town has 7 
to mere skin and bone. : a reputation for durable boats, too. Ame Canoe at a Lower A 
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aR ( “BUFFALO KILLED BY ARROW 

Recently workmen on a new California railroad extension unearthed 
the skull of a huge buffalo in which was lodged an Indian arrow. The 
arrow had penetrated the animal’s eye socket and the death-dealing 
implement had remained in its place through, no one knows how many 
years. 

This is the first definite evidence to prove that buffalo roamed the 
plains of Lassen County once so famous for its vast herds of antelope. 

This skull and arrow were sent to Westwood and it is to be hoped 
that it may find a final resting place in the California Academy of 

s Sciences on account of its unusual nature and its biological importance. 
—Pacific Sportsman, March, 1931. 
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Digest of 

"Kearney in Iowa" 

W. J. Petersen, The Palimpsest. State Hist. Soc. Aug. 1931 

1820 Expedition 

pe 300 Elk mmnted at Odebolt, 1820. 

p. 301. Buffalo bull killed onhead of Soldier R. between Sac and 
Ida counties, July 8, 1920. 

p. 302. 5,000 Buffalo seen July 11 south of Lost Island Lake. 

p- 303. 100 Buffalo seen near Emmetsburg. 

pe 305. Erosion “the handsomest stream of water we have seen, since 
we left the Bowyer" (Cedar near Austin, Minn.) 

p- 307. Ruffed Grouse. "They reached Redwings Village (Minn. ) 

up the Mississippi by sundom. During the day Kearny noted 

many pheasants, the first he had encountered since crossi 
the Allegeheny Mountainrs. (Fires probably reduced coverts 
in W. Iowa till settlements began.) 

1834 edition 

p. 329. Buffalo on head of skunk in June, 1834. 

Buffalo V 
Ruffed Grouse 
Iowa report 
Elk 

Parker



New Subspecies of Bison Found in Oregon.—-When, in 1930, owing to the pro- 

¢ de longed drought, the water in Lake Malheur, Oreg., had evaporated leaving much of 

aah the lake bed dry, hundreds of buffalo bones were exposed. No living buffalo have ase 

\ ever been recorded from Oregon by white men, although evidence indicated that these wer 

animals once occupied the Malheur, Owyhee, and Warner Valleys in that State. ae 

George M. Benson, United States reservation protector at Lake Malheur Bird Refuge, 

collected and forwarded to the bureau two almost complete skeletons with good skulls. 

These, together with several skulls collected by other persons, were examined by 

Vernon Bailey and other members of the Division of Biological Investigations, who com— 

pared them with specimens of buffalo from other localities, and found them to represent 

a new subspecies. This has been named Bison bison oregonus. The type specimen—— 

the skull and skeleton of an adult male--which was collected by Mr. Benson, is now 

in the Biological Survey collection at the U. S. National Museum.
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One of the last of the old hunters throws a new light on the slaughter of jee 

By FRANK H. MAYER cs? yt 
6 

As told to CHARLES B, ROTH wo 

NTIL a few weeks ago I was sure tions in the form of a rebuttal to what way. Part of this encouragement was of 
that my days as a buffalo hunter benighted writers have foisted on the a very practical nature. We appreciated 
were things of the past. I did not public. I’m too old for that—83 last it, we hunters. It consisted of free am- 
think that I would ever recall, May. I haven’t time for debates. I am munition—all you could use, all you 

publicly at least, those nine years of my going to tell the story of the buffalo days wanted, more than you needed. A buffalo 
life. But I was mistaken, and I am re- as I lived them, and let it go at that. hunter simply had to apply at a frontier 
calling them now because I feel that I Many times I have been asked if I Army post and say he was short of am- 
must. I do this as much in defense of the am proud of my participation in the munition, and it would be given bounti- 
buffalo as of the buffalo hunter. Both slaughter of the buffalo. I am neither fully to him. I received thousands of 
have been misunderstood and maligned. proud nor ashamed. As we look back rounds in this way, and killed thousands 

Do I mean by this that the story has and see it from a distance the slaughter of buffalo with these cartridges. 
not been told correctly? Something like of the buffalo was a shameless, a need- 
that. Recently I picked up a famous less thing. But it was also as inevitable ae theory behind all this? It was 
magazine. In it was a long story about as the spring floods of the Big Muddy. better explained by a very high 
buffalo hunting. I read this story eagerly It had to come. 5 ranking officer in plains service than I 
and expectantly. But I was disappointed The buffalo served his mission, ful- can explain it now. I was visiting this 
and distressed, for there were only two filled his destiny in the history of the man in his office one day. The object of 
facts in the whole article: namely, that Indian by furnishing everything he my visit was free ammunition. I got it. 
at one time in its history the American needed—food, clothing, a home, tradi- Afterward we smoked and talked. He 
continent sheltered an animal known as_ tions, even a theology. But the buffalo said to me: 
the buffalo, and that he was hunted for didn’t fit in so well with the white man’s “Mayer, either the buffalo or the 
his hide by the white man. The rest was encroaching civilization—didn’t fit at all, Indian must go. There is no other way. 
plain falsity. This same falsity I have in fact. He could not be controlled or Only when the Indian becomes abso- 
found in other articles and in books upon domesticated, and he couldn’t be cor- lutely dependent upon us for his every 
the subject. Can it be possible that his- ralled behind wire fences. He just didn’t need will we be able to handle him. It 
tory so near to us as this, only fifty or fit. So he had to go. seems easier and more humane to kill 
sixty years removed, is so misunderstood the buffalo to extinction than the Indian. 
and distorted? Bes you may say that this reason is The buffalo must go.” 

I followed buffalo hunting as a career not enough to justify slaughter. Wait. With that attitude on the part of the 
longer than most men did—I was at it There is another. And you will under- authorities, plus the belief that in buffalo 
for nearly ten years. Except for the far stand it better when I tell you that the hunting there were thousands of dollars 
northern range, I was on every buffalo buffalo was hunted and killed with the of easy money, plus the mistaken con- 
ground in America, knew practically connivance and the cooperation of the clusion that buffalo hunting was a ro- 
every hunter of note on the plains, and Government itself. This will be denied. mantic, a glamorous, an adventuresome, 
had about every experience in hunting But I weigh my words as I set them a delightful life, do you wonder that 
buffalo that could come to a man. So down. young men went into it? 
when I recount what happened to me, Do not understand by this that any I realized that the end of the buffalo 
you can get a picture of what happened official action was taken in Washington was imminent. So I resolved to get my 
to others and thus what buffalo hunting ordering the destruction of the buffalo. share while the getting was good. I went 
really was like—not what someone ima- Nothing like that happened. What did into the business right, investing every 
gines it was like. Only a few of us hunt- happen was that Army officers in charge last cent I owned in an outfit. I have no 
ers are left, probably not a hundred. of plains operations encouraged the apologies to make now for my part in 

I am not going to tell these recollec- slaughter of the buffalo in every possible this phase of Western history. I liked 

¥ 29 :
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Running Buff 

the old days better than the new. But the ture in killing buffalo than I found that Bob McRae, Brazos Bob as we called 
old couldn’t last. It was evolution, which first morning on the Red River, in what him, was a buffalo runner, one of the 
is usually cruel but sure. is now Oklahoma. first in the game. In my opinion he was 

It has been sixty-one years almost to Part of my guide’s business was to the greatest of all buffalo runners. Bob 
the day since I set my first trigger ona skin the kill. I told him to get busy. had just come in from a successful trip - 
buffalo, I remember the day so exactly But he was more adept with excuses than when I met him. He laughed at my ex- 
because it was my birthday. I was just with a skinning-knife, and it took him perience. “You come along with me next 
twenty-two. half a day to pelt the old bull. How trip, kid. I'll show you how it’s done.” 

Having left Mexico in a hurry for ecstatic I was in those days! I drove I went. 
reasons that have nothing to do with right back to Waco, the nearest town, On that trip we skinned out 198 hides 
buffalo hunting, I became restive and and had the head mounted and the hide and sold them for $3 each. Bob gener- 
started looking for a new vocation. tanned and sent them to my father. The ously insisted that I take my share of 
Around San Antonio, Texas, were men mounting, tanning and shipping cost $30, the boodle, one-fifth of the total. It 
fresh from the range. I talked with them. more money than I had. To meet the looked like easy money. We had a brush 
The stories they told of the profit, of the deficit my watch went into pawn. And with the Comanches on that trip, a hair- 
fun, of the adventure in buffalo hunting for three long weeks I lived on the meat raising Indian adventure in which I won 
were enough to arouse envy in any man, of that tough old buff. Do you wonder my spurs as a plainsman, and I came 
I fell. I determined to become a buffalo that I never again touched a piece of back to town surging with enthusiasm 
hunter—only we never called ourselves buffalo meat, unless forced by starva- for buffalo running. In a Philadelphia 
or one another hunters. We were always tion to do so? bank I had $2,600. I sent for it. And a 
runners, “So and so is running on the Where were the fun, the adventure, few months later I was on the plains with 
Brazos,” “What are you doing now?” the profits in that life? I hadn’t found my own outfit. 
‘T’m running buff.” “Pat Garret is a them, and it is likely that I never would This was in the winter of 1872. Dur- 
buffalo runner this season.” The reason have hunted buffalo again if Bob McRae _ ing the next three years I followed run- 
for this appellation I cannot explain. hadn’t accidentally come into my life. ning and nothing else for my livelihood. 

I was very young, very green, in those 
days, and I listened believingly to a long- 75 ma ry 
haired old fellow in one of the saloons, ey he bas fa, eS in Ni 
He wanted to become my guide, I hired Bd ie (3 a | e LA tg * 
him. My other preparations were simple, ng RS oe Ps 2 aff 
I borrowed a .50-70 Sharps carbine, a cee hs oi ria’. 
Army issue, and hired a wagon outfit. ea ae 
And my days as a buffalo runner had : # f : >a 
formally begun. This was in May, 1872. oa eee 2 oe! : eG aut 

7 “ ari, qin Seman on rS 

Bee running as a business had Lee Gee a 4 *f La RS " _ 
just got its start. All over the plains, ee Pts pe mee b> ge oS 

from Texas to Canada, buffalo were plen- ge te ea oe ae ee 3 spe ee 
tiful. There were millions upon millions y bias} ad mre i I 4 <‘ 
of them. We hadn’t gone very far until Pe — hie vp ee Fe iy ; ae 
we saw our first victim—an old bull just ashe pA oT X LMS ee 
crawling out of a wallow where he had sg ee eatiek: 

been taking his mud bath. I stalked to | . anh 
within 200 yards, aimed at the butt of f be 
his neck as he stood broadside, fired. a * 
Down he went. It was as easy as that. a » 3 
Adventurous? No more than shooting a — \ 
tame beef critter in the barnyard. And + 
in nine years of hunting on every range 4 { | — 
I never found a particle more of adven- a be ot oad ¢ ‘£ 

be ee a $ 98 

oS LLU —O . 

.rti“‘“Oiwi—OsOsOsOCO—O—OCStisrs—s—sS Above—Frank Mayer shows how the buf- 
7 eee _ 2 2 Se: falo rest sticks were used 

| oe gt er Left—Explaining the original poison tube 
PS Po Ce ee Ss; ei q made in 1872 and carried by Mr. Mayer 

; se  -- i # » 2, throughout his buffalo days 

: \ es sci A li vo When the cream of the buffalo business 
lage a go ee ’ @ was skimmed, I had to resort to other 

- J 7 : {| ~, we,, forms of hunting; but it was not until 
aca on 9 ~» s PO } NS 1881 that I got out of running for good. 

> ee =< eS oe Cer LX 1872 the whole Western country 
. = N h iit, | was buffalo-wild. It was like a gold 

“1 ) ‘ _ rush. Men left jobs, homes and future 
i i% prospects to go into running. They in- 

ar Fo | , vested lifetime savings in wagons, camp 
o eS ‘Sm | . equipment, rifles and cartridges. I needn’t 

ye, 2 iL. talk. I did it. And why not? There were 
yy |. fer * uncounted millions of the beasts—hun- 

Be Se dreds of millions, it was said. Their hides 
Pati OD. 4 » were worth $2 to $3. And they were 
A a ( y yours for the taking. 

Ki mee | (fU ~~ Most of the runners were Western 
. : ay 7/464. ‘men, young in years but old in plains ex- 
: oe : a perience. Among (Continued on page 48)
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= U S S zi iE ee RUNNING BUFF serps with plain cross-hairs, and with this 

‘ outfit he was the greatest rifle shot at 
i — (Continued from page 29) game I have ever seen. The Remington 

v2 i them were a few older men, In the be- came in two popular buffalo calibers— 
ea 6 | ginning these men made the better show-  .44-77-390 and .44-90-400. They were de- 

Wagan) Be i ing; they knew how. But in time we pendable, powerful, accurate, those old 
4] \ I i youngsters learned the ropes. And when Rems, and to this day in some of our 

E wT he i the vast army of runners learned the kill- Western mountains you can find them 
i 9 y CHIEF i ing trade, the buffalo was doomed. In still in use, still giving good service. 

\ “A a y three short years they were practically But I never owned one. I was partial to 
anu see eee if. wiped from the earth. > the Sharps because it used the straight 
es bomen lane can ale eee: Re 2 Runners worked alone or in partner- shell, which was better than the bottle- 
Solel coe cin ee Beh. aN ship. An outfit cost from $1,000 to $10,000. necked Remington cartridges. These bottle- 
taking care. Only the finest close- he § I wanted no partner, but hired three men necked cases were sure to swell and stick 
foe eat es ee a ls * to work for me—two skinners and a cook: and give you trouble, while straight shells 
wears like iron—and keeps 36M } Later I occasionally had an extra skinner, never did. So for my first buffalo rifle I 

eee ) so that my outfit numbered five men. It bought a Sharps, and used a Sharps right 
« \ | was never larger. on through the buffalo days. 
(aA eons | In most outfits the spoils were divided I bought my first Sharps from Col. 
As & ZR A i! oe two ways—the killer taking one-half as Richard Irving Dodge. There was a man! 
A \ ey Se § his share, the other half going among Fine sportsman, military leader, expert 
Bie rf ra a skinners, drivers, cooks and roustabouts, rifleman, skilled hunter, gentleman—to me 
wth ef ce 6 no matter how many they were. It didn’t Colonel Dodge typified everything that is 
As iy 2 seem fair. I told my boys at the start that best in the soldiery of the United States. 

0 we would split our profits more equally. The Colonel had several Sharps, and I 

é raed This was good business. My men stayed had none; so I set out to convince him 
ke ft with me through thick and thin. In all that he should sell one of his to me. The 

ria re: my running years I had the same crew— rifle I selected was a .40-90-320, straight 
re tee -'., | Baptiste and Jean and Antoine, French- shell. It was a beautiful piece, with its 

ee ales eects Canadian voyageurs, as skinners, and imported walnut stock and shiny 32-inch 
es ire couilore aieahe on Oe vca Augustin, a negro, as cook and driver. barrel. At $125 I considered it a bargain. 
I} foe an te eek ee ae. All were good men—brave, dependable, This Sharps weighed 12 pounds. On the 

| give—until you wear Russells. willing. We worked together in harmony. barrel I mounted a full-length 1-inch tube 

\ Rese oe ee What there was in the way of profit or- telescope, made by A. Vollmer of Jena, 1ussell’s—ni gear i. 5 ee 4 
\ that gives you so much satis- hardship or excitement or danger we Germany. Originally the scope, which 
\ an ees shared fairly. On account of my invest- was a 20-power, came with plain cross- 

\ many times, There are Ruse ment I kept one-fourth of the profits, turn- hairs. These I supplemented with upper 
\ See acento sl is ing the rest over to the boys for equal and lower stadia hairs, so set that they 
\ Ce ies division among them. _ would cover a vertical space of 30 inches 

\ The Flt line of Boole, Ligh Pacs, A buffalo outfit was simple. Horses or at 200 yards. 
\ IKE eats Shoes on S mules, wagons, camp equipment and fire- With my .40-90 I could kill the tough- 

WALTON fords for mon and women, arms—these were all a man needed to est buffalo bull that ever followed a 
i go into the business. trail—kill him with the first shot if I hit 

as My two wagons I ordered from St. him in neck or heart. I did it many times, 
=e a G7 Kore Joseph. The big one, drawn by twelve and never had one get to his feet, no mat- 

ee contnaetinn mules, we used in hauling hides to market; ter how great the range, if properly hit. 
— REA the small one, drawn by six mules, was 

W. C. Russell Moccasin Co nS our camp wagon. Both were equipped A soon as I found that the 320-grain 
929 Wisconsin St Decl, We " —— with nine-inch-tread flat iron wheels and A bullet was not so effective as one 

ete er : steel boxes of %-inch steel, For the big weighing 420 grains, I discarded the light- 
one I recall I paid $650; for the small, er missile for good. I sacrificed nothing in 

MOCCASI NS $400. making this change, for I began using fine 
A good buffalo horse was worth what English powder, which was then from 10 

you could get for him—anywhere from to 30 per cent more efficient than best 
GRAY $250 to $500. We used American horses American makes. Whenever I could get 

because they were larger and could out- it, my choice in powders was either Curtis 
“Sea-S t” run Indian ponies. I took much pains with & Harvey, or Pigou, Laurence and Wilkes 

ea-Ocoul my buffalo horses, teaching them to lie FG. For velocity, energy and accuracy 
S$ flat while I was shooting my game, so as_ they had no equal. They burned moister 
198 to avoid detection by roving Indians. than American powders, which facilitated 

I will not take the time to describe the cleaning the barrel. 
World’s Smallest Inboard 4-Cylinder || camp equipment. We bought the best in After a year or so, having plenty of 
Marine Motor—World’s Lowest Price || beds, tents, appurtenances of all kinds. buffalo dollars in my jeans, I decided I 
Quatity, bullt. Looks, like, 2,000 pan, Ss They cost a lot of money. ae needed an esta cine in cee Mi 
Be NE Sie | Craig ae eee ee ae But when I come to guns I will linger, bought two, bot! arps. One was a 
Giant in strength, Only Magneto; ly saulbped, because I know that you will be more in-  .40-70-320, and the other was a .40-90-420 ; 
ing (cinch aa reverse the thing to power small || terested in this detail than in any other. both shot bottle-necked cartridges. I paid 

ite. ke ce et eee ser. $100, £0" , the 40-70, and $115 for the 
can pick it up. 7 H.P. at more fun and less expense HOOTING buffalo presented a differ- heavier rifle. These were current prices 
800 1-p.m.. 16 HP. ,at from boating. Write ent problem from any other shooting for Sharps at the height of the running 
Gray Marine Motor Co., 648 Canton Ave., Detroit || of that day. It was all long-range work. years, although later they declined in 

——— The animals were vital, tough, hard to kill. price, and I saw them in John Lower’s 
‘ Since the hunting was for profit, the shoot- gun shop in Denver at $35, $40 and $50— 
New -of Bargains in Army, er had to have one-shot kills and no the same guns we runners had paid $100 

Gps ee wounded game. = . for. Both my new rifles were good guns, 
ta i) ets, Tents, Firearms, Boy Scout All kinds and calibers of rifles were but I soon discarded them when the bottle- 

d Supplies, etc. Send 10c for copy used, from flint-lock muskets to army necked cartridges started giving me 
So be sodestnct on fits Orders fusils. But the man who made running trouble. 

=A DMV wo f° H a business needed something better than And then, believing that I needed more 

es ° ee , nondescript rifles. He needed an arm killing power, I decided that I simply had 
x 4716 Lester St., Richmond, Va. Ne made expressly for his business. He de- to have one of the new  .45-120-550 
________________—_ | manded it. And soon it appeared. Sharps, the “Sharps Buffalo.” This was 

ONLY The two best buffalo rifles, which were the most powerful of all the Sharps. On 
ACME the choice of practically all the good run- the barrel it was stamped “Special Old 

15 ners, were the Remington and the Sharps. Reliable,” but on the range we knew it as 
All Wood I think the Sharps was the better of the the “Sharps Buffalo” or the “Buffalo 

5 4 === || two, but many preferred the Remington. Sharps.” . 
Fol bb eK) Write NOW For Catal Og _McRae was a Remington man, and in The Sharps Buffalo was never in com- 

and easy pay plan his hands the old _Remingtons were bad mon use. I have been told that only 2,000 
BOAT THE ACME FOLDING BoAT co,| | Medicine for buffalo. His rifles were were ever made. Since they came in at 

ELM st. MiamissurG.onio] | mounted with Malcolm ten-power tele- (Continued on page 60)
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RUNNING BUFF Wass suxiecn parts of lead to one of tin. During 1872 and 1873, my first two 

. r ere was one more item of personal years, I grossed $6,000. Not bad. But out 
(Continued from page 48) equipment before we were ready to go out of that must come all expenses, interest 

the heel of the running years, the market after game. We did not dare to leave camp on investment and depreciation. What 
was limited, and there was also a price without it—it was as important to us as was left was not much. My big year was 
barrier that kept all but the more opulent a rifle. This was the poison tube. 1874. That year my earnings totaled 
runners from buying them. I paid $237.60 I still have the one I carried all through $5,435—gross, you understand. When I 
for mine, a specially made rifle equipped my buffalo years, and the other day I had deducted expenses, I had only $3,124 
with a 20-power scope. But it was a rifle! showed it to a man who is supposed to be left for a whole year’s work. That isn’t 

Many riflemen of the present make away up in Western lore. He had never so much when you have to starve, freeze 
light of our old large-bore rifles and call seen anything like it before. That's queer. and be always fighting for your life to 
them unkindly names. Let them talk. With We all carried them and made no secret get it. My records show that I earned the 
our old Sharps or Remingtons we killed of it. $5,435 gross by selling $3,020 worth of 
game as easily, at as great ranges and as The purpose of the poison tube was to hides, $1,260 of buffalo meat, $905 of 
surely as it is being killed now. How protect us against capture by Indians. We tongues and $250 of specimen heads. 
those old guns did shoot! I own, or have knew what Indian capture meant. And Since the buffalo days I’ve talked with 

; owned, every type of American rifle made every man of us resolved that he would dozens of runners about how much they 
. from 1872 to 1932; and if my life de- die by his own hand before he would be made. We have talked frankly, since we 
pended upon just one shot and I had a_ taken prisoner. The poison tube was for were no longer in competition and ex- 
choice of the rifle from which to fire that our self-destruction should escape become _ pected to lie. Without exception they have 
shot, I know what my choice would be: impossible. In Western literature there’s told me that I did better than they. And 
the Buffalo Sharps. It is the deadliest a lot of twaddle about saving the last I earned $100 a month! 
weapon at any range up to 1,000 yards cartridge for oneself. How could a man, Why didn’t we earn more, with all those 
ever made in America. in the heat of battle, know when he came buffalo to shoot? You figure it out for 
When I changed from the .40 to the to his last cartridge? And how did he yourself. We got from $2.25 to $3.50 for 

45, I wanted more range, more power, know that the last cartridge or the last hides, averaging say $2.75. But this had 
more shock. I got what I was looking for load in his cap-and-ball revolver was go-to be cut several ways, and all expenses 
and was satisfied. In accuracy the two ing to fire? No, the poison tube was better. had to be taken out—expenses were high. 
rifles were about the same, but velocity It never failed. Then about half the hides spoiled be- 
was naturally in favor of the lighter Although the use of the tube became fore we could sell them. Sometimes only 
bullet. Ballistically there was less differ- almost universal on the range, it was my one hide in four would go to market. 
ence—on paper—than you might think. own invention. I took two empty Sharps Careless handling, theft, wet weather 
Here are some figures: shells, one a .45, the other a .40. The which mildewed the hides and other forms 

smaller shell fitted nicely inside the larger. of spoilage all took toll. Even with the 
Caliber Weight Velocity Muzsle I had a thin glass tube made, just the care I gave my business, I lost from 20 

of Bullet Energy inside diameter of the .40 case, filled it to 30 per cent of my hides. 
-40-90-420 420-gr. 1,500 ft. 2,097 Ibs. with deadly hydrocyanic acid and her- (To be concluded) 
.45-120-550  550-gr. 1,400 ft. 2,394 Ibs. metically sealed it in. The idea was that 

when cornered you could withdraw the A MOONLIGHT CANNONADE 
You can see from these figures that in tube from its protecting shell, place it be- ‘Contes 2B 

going to the larger Sharps I didn’t gain tween your teeth and bite. That would be (Continued from page 13) 
much—that is, on paper. In the field it the end. Death would be instantaneous is surer about our game laws than the 
seemed to me as if the .45 hit them nearly and _ painless. wardens. They git all balled up because 
half again as hard. Explain it, can you? I never had to “bite the bite,” as we they know so many laws, I guess. 
I never could. But it seemed so, at any used to say. Others were not so fortunate. “When I called up, our warden said he 
rate. The animals went down faster, the Two of their unmutilated bodies I myself didn’t know whether it was legal to hunt 
range was greater, and in the face of di- discovered. An Indian, you know, won’t rabbits by moonlight or not, but that he 
rectly opposing winds the .45 was notice- touch the body of a suicide; it’s against thought it was a crazy notion and bad 
ably more accurate and effective. There his religious beliefs. . enough in daylight. Ben Osgood was 
are more queer things in ballistics of | Most of us runners had no romantic fistenin’ in, an’ he butted in with: ‘Thar’s 
actual practice than mathematical theorists ideas about our calling. Frankly, we were a full moon tonight, Dud’ 
ever dream of. in it for what we could get out of it, And “Did you think I was talkin’ about the 

In accuracy, either of these old rifles any man could sit down with pencil and tide?’ I asked him. 
was the equal of any other rifles I have paper and show you how he was going to ““Well,’ he says, ‘I was jest wonderin’ 
ever fired—and I have fired them all. earn thousands of dollars in just a few if ye realized that somebody might see ye.’ 

_ Their accuracy was positively uncanny. months, But the thousands had a mirac- “Of course, what Ben had to say didn’t 
Stories I might tell would bring this out. affect me any, but jest the same I did hate 
But you might not believe the stories; so to go, and made some talk about it bein’ 
I shall not tell them, elmuighty cold. And then Nancy up and 

Most of our shooting at buffalo, as I’ve tried to git me to take a hot soapstone. 
said, was at 300 yards or beyond. Yet at ere eee So I decided we better start afore the 
300 yards we could shoot all day long «“ ” local reporter called up to know if it was HELPING OURSELVES,” by a S ves 
and score 100 per cent results. Accurate? i really true that I was goin’ rabbit huntin’. Aldo Leopold and Reuben Paul e wee 
I should say so. Deadly? Well, we fig- * F . “ I had an idea that the Humane Society : son, which will be in the April ‘ Gy ured one buffalo to one cartridge. I once : * might be buttin’ in next. v : c : issue. They will tell you how to @ 3 . 
took 269 hides with 300 cartridges. This Gabe coed) hocting where no ‘When we started, the moon was as big 
was business with us, not sport. We had shocuie eeiated eetere as a hogshead and as yeller as a buttercup. 
no time to experiment or theorize. s a I took my little 16 double. Dunnivan had 

Since my Sharps Buffalo weighed over a 12-gauge pump. His friend had a nice 
16 pounds, I had to shoot from rest sticks. little 20. It was a daisy, but I wondered 
I devised a set that was a part of the how a man was goin’ to hit a white rabbit 
rifle—_two steel rods fastened underneath ulous way of dwindling, then disappearing in the moonlight with a gun like that. 
the barrel. Most runners used plain altogether; and if the runner finished the “Dunnivan’s fat friend got behind goin’ 
crossed sticks. season without a lot of debts, he was lucky. up the pasture. While we were waitin’ for 

There’s a mistaken idea that all our I’ve read some amusing accounts about him Dunnivan told me that his friend was 
shooting was from prone. Very little of it all the money we made—$5,000, $10,000, about the slickest wing-shot in their gun 
was. Mostly we shot from a kneeling or $20,000 a year. Let me tell you some- club. 
a sitting position, because the report of a thing: all those large incomes were earned “They had that hound on a string, but 
heavy rifle fired close to the ground car- on paper after the buffalo had been extinct the precaution warn’t necessary to all ap- 
ries much farther than when fired two for forty years. I know. Though I was pearances. He was jest trailin’ along and 
feet above it. counted to be one of the five most suc- actin’ like he wished he was back in New 

The Sharps used paper-patched bullets, cessful runners, my own income was so Jersey. When we got to the edge of the 
but paper on the buffalo range was rare. small that I am almost ashamed to ad- cedars in that lot we was headin’ fer, 
We had to devise a substitute, and we mit it. Dunnivan turned the dog loose. I recollect 
did—patches of antelope kidskin. I loaded Actually, I averaged just a little over that he called him Singer—after a sewin’ 
my own cartridges, not because I liked $100 a month for the years I was a run- machine, I guess. The blasted critter 
to but because loaded ammunition cost us ner. Think of that—a hundred a month didn’t act no good to me. Jest set down 
25 cents apiece. Even hand loads repre- for the work we did, for the hardships we and looked at us like he thought it was 
sented 12% cents each. We didn’t waste endured, for the risks we took. But here a Sunday-School picnic. And when Dun- 
many. The best bullet combination was are figures which I have just copied from nivan told him to git busy, he looked up 
what we called the “sixteen-to-one”, which my original diaries: at the moon; looked at it kinder long and



File: Buffalo ° 
: Disease 

Extract from Annual Game Report, Yellowstone National Park, June 21, 1934, p. 2. : 

"During the roundup, 88 buffalo were blood tested for Bang's disease, 
Sixty-five per cent of the $4 cows reacted positively and all of the bulls, 
These animals will be retested again next year to follow the spread of the disease." 

(Report filed in National Parl box.)



Buffalo 

Gestation period - 9 months 

(C, Emerson Brown, Jour. Manmal., 19344)
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Buffalo 

Extract from paper on "Thre Indwig Theodor Iumlien" by Mrs. H. J. Taylor (Wilson 

Bulletin, June, 1936, p. 87: : 

"Komlien's son, T. V. Iumlien, says: 'The region abounded in game of all 

kinds common to this section, Even buffale horns were found by the early settlers.'"
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ST Dakota B OH South Dakota Bison 
By A. H. PANKOW 

In Custer State Park, South Dakota river bluffs supplied unfailing sources for hides had gone up and since the 

| maintains the largest herd of buffaloes of water, making it an ideal territory hides of cows and calves were more 

in the United States, and practically for ruminants. valuable, these were picked off re- 

/ any visitor may see all or a part of this The Indian, up to the time when the’ gardless of what it did to the supply 

herd as he drives along the Park pelts and hides commanded a fair of the future. Still later came a mar- 

{ highways. Under the natural condi- price, killed only for his immediate ket for the bones. In the climate of 

7 tions provided in the big pasture, con- needs. The early trappers and hunt- the plains the flesh soon fell off the 

; taining thousands of acres of lush ers did the same. Up to the time of denuded carcasses, and batteries of 

grazing, this herd continues to thrive the Civil War and after, buffalo hides wagons went out to gather up the 

and multiply. sold for as low as 65 cents each and bones which were shipped to Eastern 

How Many Buffaloes Were There therefore it hardly paid to go after markets for fertilizer and to make 

Few are now living who saw the them for that purpose. Later, prices carbon for use in refining sugar. 

great herds that once thundered over for hides went up and the “still” Bones brought as high as $12.00 to 

the plains and prairies of our state hunter got in his devastating work. $18.00 per ton and single railroads 

and the records left by those who His method was to seek out a high reported shipping over 6,000,000 

have tried making estimates are not ledge or protected place and pick out pounds in a season. 

very conclusive. During certain seas- the leaders one by one. A _ single Within recent years a cache of 

ons of the year there were probably hunter would kill as high as a thous- puffalo bones was found in Western 

more buffaloes in the state than the and head in a season of six weeks dur- gouth Dakota along one of the streams. 

entire livestock population at present. ing which hides were prime. And ‘The conclusion is that a large herd 

Boats and steamers plying on the there were thousands of “still” hunt- of buffaloes was stampeded over the 

$ Missouri River were often held up ers operating in the buffalo country. river bank and killed and im the cave- 

« for hours to allow herds to cross. The Indian used the buffalo for meat, in of the bank remained buried until 
4 This occurred as late as toward the jothing, to make his tents and to the river sufficiently changed its 
! end of the 60’s when the slaughter had yanufacture the crude instruments of course to expose them. 

been going on tor several aoeades warfare and agriculture. When the The “Scotty” Philip Herd 
One oa estimates that in 4 buffalo was gone, and not until then, Besides the herds in Custer State 
day’s ride he went through a herd of qiq the red man submit to the white park and Wind Cave National Park 
over 1,000,000 eal had to pice) 26 man’s rule. The last battle between there are a few private herds kept 
bulls to peoiee himself and his horse yy, g Soldiers and Indians was due by individuaiseineSoutn Daketa «Mose 

au being attacked. But by the to an Indian prophet’s promise that of these are insignificant in size. The 

Ouse South Dakota reached statehood jf the red man went to war against largest herd ever kept in the state 
in 1889 ue Miers cos en than one the white men the buffalo would come by a private individual was that of 

pudted left in the United States out- hack. The Messiah craze was the re- James (Scotty) Philip near Fort 
side of zoos and parks. Twenty years’ sult, Sitting Bull was Killed while Pierre. At its heleht it contained over 
hefore the number seemed inexhausi:—olanning to join the movement and 4,000 head. Goneress’ det aside a 
ae ¥ ‘ the massacre called the Battle of township of land along the Missouri 
Ft. Pierre Center of Buffalo Territory Wounded Knee took place. River to provide feed and pasture for 

Goptes iy mE prague oye The demand for buffalo tongues in this herd. It is said that Buffalo Bill 

a ey cnne eee HORELOEY, palnuing the Eastern markets brought about Cody helped drive the first buffalo 

\ india nBe and atholr “activities “wr0ts the first heedless slaughter. When cow into this pasture, although news- 5s : : oe 8 ; 
§ oe at pore D ee ate piace the market for tongues waned, prices papers of the time report that the 

a from which I am now writing may be 

said to be the very heart or nucleus So ee ae = - ae 

of the buffalo country about equi- ol :  . 
distant between two extremes and of oo 
course the most congenial temperature i / . _ 
for them to flourish in. The finest ani- . ; ] | es _ 

mals that graze on the prairies are to > | th, Mail dg kw Re 
be found in this latitude.’ ' Dl — ———— _- 

The wild grasses of the area pro- ; :  . : 
vided excellent forage and because | : _ UU oo. 
they cured standing, these grasses : — a a — : 
supplied feed throughout the year. ; _ 2. i. —sr— 
The Missouri River and its tributaries — = a see a 

and the springs that flow out of the The Monarch of The Plains
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nucleus of the herd was bought from this fiscal year would be adequate to lynx perched on a cliff. Suddenly 

Dupree by Philip. Each year, after construct the Lake Traverse-Bois de the animal made a lunge for him, but 
the herd had increased sufficiently, a Sioux flood control and water conser- he was ready for the kill, having prev- 

buffalo hunt was staged, and many vation project. iously been warned to take implements 
famous sportsmen from all parts of Included are construction of a to protect himself when he went into 

the United States gathered to shoot reservoir in Lake Traverse and ap- the Bad Lands, since it is known that 
in the hunt that was advertised as the proximately 24 miles of improvement species of wild animals den there. 

“last Buffalo hunt.” In 1925, fourteen of the Bois de Sioux river downstream. During this trip Mr. Gascoigne had 

years after “Scotty” Philip’s death. The lake is in South Dakota and a club with him, and as the lynx made 

F the herd was finally dispersed. The Minnesota, about five miles south of the lunge he brought the club down 
hunt that preceded the final disposi- the North Dakota line. on it’s head killing it. 

s tion of the animals was truly the big- Work at the lake site comprises aera 

* gest buffalo hunt of recent times. construction of an earth dam with PRIZE FISH! 
Moving picture firms sent their best control gates and spillway near White 

photographers to make a record of it Rock, S. D., a suitable structure at | oF " ne ee et 

and provide some stirring scenes of Reservation Highway to control the |. . oe . 
buffalo stampedes. upper portion of the reservation and = gp 

Size of the Buffalo levees and embankments at the south- .. i =. 4 

Chroniclers of the buffalo estimate ern end. =, S |. 

that the buffalo in its wild state weigh-  Wingineers said the expenditures 9 6 
ed more than the records taken after would be approximately as follows: » # rN aloe 
all that remained were in zoos and Design, $25,000; land acquisition, $160,- oe) | lO 
parks. They contend that the records 000; alterations and reconstruction of aa \ UF 
taken after the slaughter had gone bridges (December, 1939 to August, ek. oo | 
on for decades cannot be called re- 1940), $84,000; alterations to highway GS a 
liable. These last remnants had been (March to December, 1940), $110,000; i > oe | . 

1 hounded to areas where feed was construction of Browns Valley dike _ | - : | - 
4 scarce and therefore they lost in (February to December, 1940), $121,- _ - Ve 

' frame and weight. One scientist 000; construction of White Rock dam ts oo . 

: states that those shot in the 80's (August, 1939 to December, 1940), | 9 8 | ~~ 
were less in size than those which $430,000; construction of reservation Sl | 

had grazed on the plains twenty years control structure (August, 1939, to == a . 
before. Measurements made in the January, 1940), $14,000; construction | . a 
80’s of a mature bull—four years or of Bois de Sioux channel (August, = 0 | | 

more old—state that he weighed 1939, to December, 1941), $530,000. = | . 
2,000 pounds. Cows weighed in the The engineers reported work on the rr o - 

neighborhood of 1,200. At the should- Belle Fourche flood control project, et 3 
er, a buffalo bull would measure six at the confluence of the Belle Fourche = 4 
feet high. The length of head and and Redwater rivers, was practically | = | : 

body to the root of the tail was over completed during the last fiscal year. | 

ten feet. The work consisted mainly of a levee | 

Could the buffalo have survived in and retaining way, costing approxi- 

its wild state if protective laws had mately $38,000.—Sisseton Courier, - 

4 been enforced similar to those for January 25. : 

Wea pees aug sopon eet Pie as Takes 4th Prize in National Contest! 
writers on the subject douby that it PHILIP MAN KILLS Folks, mect“Ueroy Nelsen of Day 

vould. Haves been: Dracticals ys LYNX WITH A CLUB County, who is shown holding a mons- 
Eure pore eee cernlzouy eand Scar ter Northern Pike taken from Enemy 

pa Ber IO r a i sh oo could ©. C. Gascoigne, Philip, is the proud Swim lake last June. 

mer tke Naretaiag ; toe BOERNE, of a lynx Dele having poled This beauty was entered in the 

LA or ihe Cireutiatancoaiihal Cuaten the animal recently while pao e ne im Field and Stream magazine contest 

ss the Bad Lands near Interior, looking nq according to results just published State Park herd may continue to be ee ed wionad for ae 4 2 - ara 

the largest buffalo herd on the con- A ce * A in the March issue, Leroy's. 33% nent fee or he had ered since going into pounder was awarded fourth place. 

i business at Interior. Considering that the second and 

FUNDS AMPLE FOR Circumstances leading up to the kill third prize winners were caught in 

TRAVERSE PROJECT provide an experience that Mr. Gas- Canadian waters, only one other 

——— coigne will not soon forget. While ‘northerner’ in the United States nos- 

Army engineers told congress Mon- looking for “nuggets” in the deep ed out the Dakota entry—a New Yorker 

day the $1,474,000 allotment made _ reaches of the Bad Lands he saw the _ that tipped the scales at 35 lbs. 6 oz.
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i File: Antelope mszeie’ / 
Caribou 

= 

LARGE ANIMALS - TIME OF THEIR DISHAPPEARANCE 

Fifty years ago, the territory now included in the state of Wisconsin, was 

nearly in a state of nature, all the large wild animals were then abundant. 

‘ Now all has changed. ‘he ax and plow, gun and dog, railway and telegraph, have 

metamorphosed the face of nature. Most of the large quadrupeds have either 

been exterminated, or have hid themselves away in the wilderness. In a short 

time all of these will have disappeared from the state. ‘The date and order in 

which animals become extinct within the boundaries of the state is a subject of 

great interest, ‘there was a time when the antelope, the woodland caribou, the 

buffalo and the wild turkey were abundant, but are now no longer to be found, 

The Antelope, Antilocarpa Americana, now confined to the western plains, 

did, two hundred years ago, inhabit Wisconsin as far east as Michigan. In 

October, 1679, Father Hennepin, with LaSalle and party, in four canoes, coasted 

slong the western shore of lake Michigan. In Hennepin's narrative, he says: 

"The oldest of them (the Indians) came to us the next morning with their calumet — 

of peace, and brought some wild goats." This was somewhere north of Milwaukee. 

“Seing in sere distress, we sur upon the coast 0 great many ravens ant eagles s 

(turkey vultures) from whence we conjectured there was some prey, and having 

landed upon that place, we found above the half of a fat wild goat, which the 

wolves had strangled, ‘his provision was very acceptable to us, and the rudest 

of cur men could not but praise the Divine Providence which took so particular 

care of us," ‘This must have been somewhere near Racine. "On the 16th (October, 

1679) we met with an sbundence of game. A savage we had with us killed several 

stags (deer) and wild goats, and our men had « great many turkeys, very fat and big," 

This must have heen south of Racine, ‘These goats were undoubtedly antelopes. 

Schoolcraft mentions antelopes as occupying the Northwest Territory.
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When the last buffalo crossed the Mississippi is not precisely known. It 

is certain they lingered in Wisconsin in 1825, It is said there was a buffalo 

shot on the St. Croix river as late as 1832, so Wisconsin claims the last buffalo. 

The woodland caribou, Rangifer caribou, were never numerous within the limits of 

the state. A few were seen not far from La Pointe in 18%. ‘The last wild turkey 

in the eastern portion of the state was in 146, On the Mississippi, one was 

killed in 1856, I am told by Dr. Walcott that turkeys were abundant in Wisconsin 

previous to the hard winter of 1842-3, when snow was yet two feet deep in March, 

with a stout crust, so that the turkeys could not get to the ground. ‘They became 

80 poor and weak that they could not fly, and thus became an easy prey to the 

wolves, foxes, wild cats, minks, etc., which exterminated almost the entire race, 

The Doctor says he saw but one single individual the next winter. Elk were on 

Hay River in 1863, and I have little doubt o few yet remain. Moose are not 

mumerous, a few yet remain in the northwestern part of the state. I saw moose ; 

tracks on the Montreal river, near leke Superior, in the summer of 1545, A few 

panthers may still inhabit the wilderness of Wisconsin. Benjamin Bones, of Racine, 

shot one on the headwaters of Black River, December, 1863. Badgers are now nearly 

gone, and in a few years more the only badgers found within the state will be two- . 

legged ones. Beavers are yet munerous in the smal] lakes in the northern regions. 

Welverines are occasionally met with in the northern forests. Bears, wolves, 

and deer will contime to flourish in the northern and central counties, where 

uniertress, timber, and small lakes abound, 

; All large animals will soon be driven by civilization out of Wisconsin. ‘The 

railroad and improved firearms will do the work, and thus we lose the primitive 

. denizens of the forest and prairies. 

"By Dr. P. R. Hoy



Digest of 

“forestry vs. Game Cover" 

Otto Schierbeck - Canadian Field-Naturalist, Vol. XLV, No. 2 
; (Feb. 1911) pp. 28-30 

Reindeer Moss. After destroyed by fire does not come back for 30-0 

years. Wires in Nova Scotia 30-40 years ago. “Those forest fires des- 

troyed the reindeer-moss and today, as a consequence, the caribou have 

disappeared. The reindeer-moss is now coming back but I doubt if the 

caribou will follow it." 

Moss killed out by forest reproduction--evidently second stage 

after fire; forest the third. 

Ground Hemlock. (Taxus canadensis). In Nova Scotia found only under 

hemlock. "The cutting of the hemlock stands will cause the ground hem 

lock to disappear as it can only exist under the shade of older trees. 

I have noted the disappearance or diminution of the deer stand--where old 

hemlock stands have been cut." 

File: Whitetail deer 
Caribou 
Digests 
Chapter on Food and Cover Control (Text)



Caribou 

Minnesota Caribou. Forest Ranger saw bull, 2 cows, 

and calf in road in 1930. Several (others?) bunches were seen by ranger. 

Larger bunch (35) seen 10 miles S. Little Falls several years ago. 

Written up in Fish Feathers and Fur.



DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR cb to ree 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESS o {boy 

IMMEDIATE RELEASE Fale 

March 9, 1931. 

The entire caribou population of continental United States, 400 in all, 

will come under the protection of the Federal Government when the Department of 

the Interior makes a new National Park of Isle Royale, in Lake Superior. Along 

with these caribou will come a herd of 2,000 moose, and other wild animals, to 

range perpetually through forests primeval, beneath precipitous cliffs and among 

crystal lakes. 

Authority for the establishing of this additional national park in the 

East was granted by legislation passed and approved in the closing hours of the 

71st Congress. The act provides for the establishment of the park upon the vest- 

ing in the United States of title to all the private lands within the area. 

Isle Royale, roughly 45 miles long and five miles wide, with an area of 

o- 205 square miles, is the largest island in Lake Superior, located just inside the 

International Boundary. During the summer it can be reached by many of the 

Lake steamers. 

At presentthere are 9,121 acres of public land on the island and 2,240 

acres in State ownership. The remainder of its 123,520 acres is privately owned. 

Altogether about 56,000 acres, or nearly half its area, are available for park 

purposes, as some of the owers have indicated their willingness to donate their 

lands for this purpose, 

The small islands immediately surrounding Isle Royale, with an area of 

approximately 2,000 acres, may also be included in the proposed park at the dis- 

cretion of the Secretary of the Interior. 

The island is a moss and forest covered mass of gigantic rocks, the result 

of a volcanic upheaval. Because of its rugged formation, the forests have not 

been accessible to the lumberman and thus have retained much of their primeval 

beauty, although the island is said to have burned over in the remote past. Its 

scenery is unlike any now contained in the national park and monument system.



From a scientific standpoint the chief feature of Isly Royale is its 

wild life. With its combination of inland lakes and forested terrain, the island 

has afforded ideal animal shelter and has become the home of moose, woodland 

caribou, sbeaver, deer, and other wild life. The caribou and the moose of the 

island wdnatttate an especial wild life treasure, 

Botanists also report a wealth of plant life equalling in season the 

finest flower displays of any of the other national parks. Both the animal and 

plant life of the island, Said to be entirely foreign to the neighboring shores 

of the lake and to be sub-Arctic in character, have long been the object of 

scientific curiosity. Isly Royale also contains interesting archeological 

remains. 

(P. N. 51763) 2
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State of Minnesota 

Depariment of Conservation 
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Game and Fish Department ‘ > 
W. D. STEWART, COMMISSIONER Q ol? 

OLD CAPITOL 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA 

eS @ 

September 30, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Ave. 
National Bank Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have for acknowledgment your letter of 
September 28. 

There is being mailed you, under separate 
cover, one of the last remaining copies of the Catalogue 
of Fishes of Minnesota, together with the issue of "Fins, 
Feathers and Fur" of December 1921 in which will be 
found a brief article of mine on the status of the 
Woodland Caribou,in Minnesota. 

As I told you at Hot Springs, small groups 
of caribou were reported at various times during the 
spring and summer of 1930 by perfectly reliable observers 
in the identical region named in the publication of 1921. 
The latest authentic report on the occurrence of caribou 
in this same region has-been given us by Leonard Erickson 
of Thief River Falls, who reports that he saw six and 
possibly more Woodland Cariboud on the 17th of March, /73/, 
about twenty miles east of Thorhult. At that time he 
reported that the females still carried their horns but 
the bucks were hornless. 

During the latter part of March, 1928, what 
we believe to have been the old original herd bull was 
found a few miles north of Upper Red Lake and the skull 
and antlers of this bull are now in the collection of the 
University Museum, Minneapolis. 

Forest fires have occurred in that region, 
as I explained to you, and may have caused them to 
temporarily transfer their quarters eastward nearer the 
M. & I. railroad. It has been our experience that they 
scatter over a pretty wide area in groups of four to six, 
or seven individuals during the summer months, but merge
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into one or two herds late in November or early in December. 
Such a herd was observed early in December 1924 along the 
highway between Big Fork and Little Fork Rivers in 
Koochiching County and was estimated to number somewhere 
between thirty-five and fifty animals of various ages 
and sexes. This was in township 156, Range 25. 

Very truly yours, 

T. SURBER 
TS.AK Supt. Fish Propagation
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Some Observations in Big-Game Studies 
By O. J. Muri, Biologist, U. S. Biological Survey 

Intensive research as applied to large game animals is a com- 
. paratively recent development. Detailed studies of life histories 

of birds and smaller mammals have been carried on for many 
years, but only in the last few years has an organized, intensive 
study been made of the larger mammals, with the idea of carrying 
each project over a period of years. 

Reports oF Hunters. During the Alaska caribou investigation 

from 1920 to 1926, the writer’s field of operation included prac- 
tically all of interior Alaska and the western portion of Yukon 

Territory. Individual journeys by 
Ce dogteam of upwards of a thousand 
_ ai miles were necessary. When it is 

a4. considered that in a single migra- 
6p een Fe ead (9% 4| tion caribou travel from the cen- 

te al 2 a . ee tral part of Alaska far into the 
iin (idan interior of Yukon Territory, the 

ee ee ae - S|} magnitude of the task of trac- 
eo x ing such migrations is apparent. 

an Clearly, it is impossible for one 
a ne man to personally observe all 

; & phases of such great movements 
of animals. 

A research worker faced with 
such a problem must depend to a 

Mule deer fighting near Hot Sulphur great extent on observations of 
Springs, Colo. others. To what extent shall one 

in charge of a given project accept 
» miscellaneous statements bearing on the life histories of animals, 

reports of hunters, trappers, prospectors, or other wilderness 

travelers? Much of this so-called “information” is bound to be 
exaggerated and often much of it reveals a lack of understanding 
on the part of the observer. On the other hand, much information 
is received which often proves to be authentic. All possible effort 
should be used to verify reports by checking one report against 
another; and, finally, but a minor portion of information gathered 
in this way can be recorded. 

Precaution should be taken in evaluating reports of hunters 
and trappers. It is often necessary to rely upon such information 
for certain phases of study. Not all hunters and trappers are 
naturalists. Personal experiences and observations often are in-
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teresting and one often meets an especially clever, thoughtful woods- 
man who has accurate and valuable information. However, ordinary 
observations are often warped. The research worker must be the 
judge and must use all his skill and knowledge of psychology to 
evaluate miscellaneous information on natural history. 

Foop Hasirs. In any study of the life history of an animal 

one is at once confronted with the important item of food habits. ‘ 
Before the writer began the study of elk in the Jackson Hole region, 
a month was spent at the Great Basin Experiment Station, near 
Ephraim (Utah), conducted by the U. S. Forest Service. It seemed ~* 
desirable to become familiar with methods employed by the Forest 

Service in their range studies so that insofar as possible such 
methods might be adapted to the study of the elk. Although 
methods used with domestic stock could not be followed in detail, 
they could at least be approximated and they furnished a valuable 
basis for experimentation. 

Much of the work on food habits with caribou in the Alaska- 
Yukon region was based on direct field observation. 

A sample procedure might briefly be described as follows: A 
herd of elk is found feeding. They are closely watched for some 
time, the spots where they concentrate, their actions, traits, etc., 
being of especial interest and value. When they move off or are 
frightened away, the observer goes to this particular area and 

marks off roughly a convenient unit—a rod square, an acre, or any 
other determined size. In this area note is made of the composition 
of the vegetation by species. Unknown species are collected and 
later identified. The percentage of each species in the plot is roughly 
calculated. Observation is made and records taken as to what 
plants have been utilized by these elk as well as individual per- 
centage or degree of utilization. Such observations are repeated at 
each opportunity, in a variety of vegetative types and in many lo- 
cations. By this means the field notes readily reveal those plants 
which are utilized by the elk, those which are highly palatable, as * 
well as those plants which are consistently avoided. Such studies 
must be continued throughout the entire season. Elk have been 
found which consistently refuse to touch certain poisonous species ~ 
in the spring; these same plant species, however, are eaten with 
relish in the fall when they are much less dangerous. 

The long-established method of stomach analysis is highly de- 
sirable. In investigations both with caribou and elk, stomach con- 
tents were collected at all seasons of the year and were analyzed 
by the Food Habits Research Division of the U. S. Biological Survey. 
In carrying on stomach-analysis work, some dangers appear. For 
instance, upon examining reports of caribou stomach contents, it
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was found that fungi were not included, whereas field observations 
had clearly shown that at certain times caribou eagerly seek mush- 
rooms. So important is this item, insignificant as it may seem, that 
domestic reindeer herders sometimes find it extremely difficult to 

keep the animals from scattering and straying as they search for 
mushrooms. Yet, because of localities and time of collection of 
stomachs for analysis, this food item is often absent. 

On the other hand, another situation which occurred might 

also be cited from personal observations at the time of the elk study 
in the Jackson Hole region. My impression had been that elk did 
not eat grass to any great extent but preferred herbaceous plants. 
From reports received on the first few samples of stomach contents 
submitted, in a few cases from 75 to nearly 100 per cent grass was 
shown. This caused more careful observations, which brought 
out that it was extremely difficult to observe utilization of grass in 
areas of luxuriant growth, while it was comparatively easy to ob- 
serve use of herbaceous plants. This fact was entirely overlooked 
in the first tentative conclusions made as to feeding habits of these 

animals. 

In a study of this kind one should be alert to take advantage of 
any unusual situation. On one occasion a caribou fed for some 

time on a certain bush. After the animal had gone, an examination 
of the feeding area was made, and a willow and an alder were 
found growing side by side, with their limbs interwined. The 
caribou had fed extensively on the buds and catkins of the willow 
but had carefully avoided touching the alder buds. This clearly 
demonstrated his preference. 

Another time a young caribou was found which was totally 
blind. I followed and watched him for some time. Whenever he 

heard my approach he rushed off awkwardly but soon had to stop 
because of the difficulty of travel over the uneven terrain. During 

one such flight he stopped rather suddenly, put his muzzle to the 
» ground, and began feeding. He had found a patch of heather and 

bearberry and was eating the leaves with relish. Later this animal 
became a specimen and his stomach contents were found to be 
perfectly normal. Such chance observation clearly shows the power 
of scent and indicates further that the nose is a most important 

organ in feeding. 

Disease. Any game study must necessarily take into account 
the disease question. At one time it was assumed that wild animals 
were comparatively free from disease, but it has become more and 
more apparent that animal life as a whole is preyed upon by many 
kinds of bacteria and parasites and that its living conditions are 

by no means ideal. Three or four definite diseases and variety of
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parasites have been found among elk; fortunately, all of them have 
not been serious. Postmortem examinations of dead animals where 

found had been the chief means of attacking the disease problem. 
Field methods under such circumstances necessarily must be some- 
what crude. A diagnosis should always be verified by sending 
diseased tissues to Washington where they may be studied under 

ideal laboratory conditions. 

By such means it has been determined that the principal disease 
affecting elk is Nacrotic stomatitis and that the chief causative agent 

is foxtail hay. As a result of such knowledge, emphasis in elk-herd ~ 
management has been shifted. It had been assumed that elk losses 
in winter were due chiefly to starvation; to insure sufficient feed in 
winter for elk calves in competition with the other animals on the 
feed grounds, a system of corrals was employed with creeps suf- 
ficiently large to admit the calves where they could feed unmo- 
lested. On discovering the true cause of winter losses such feed 
corrals were found to be unnecessary, and every effort has since 

been made to eliminate foxtail from the haylands. This is a dif- 
ficult task, but it is hoped that this hazard can be reduced to a 

minimum. 

On a number of occasions abortion was observed among the 
elk with as many as ten or twelve cases in one winter. At the 

present time, there is no known remedy for abortive trouble among 
elk; however, it does mean that at least one more determining factor 
is known in regard to the reproductive powers of the elk herd and 
that it bears a definite relation to elk management. 

On another occasion bacteriological study of diseased tissues 
demonstrated the presence of Hemorrhagic septicemia. Up to this 
time, however, this disease has not appeared extensively among the 

elk, with only a few cases on record. 

During the last two years young elk calves, from a few days 
to over a week old, have been found which have died from some 
unknown cause, but as yet it has been impossible in these cases to 
determine the cause of their death. : 

This is cited merely as an example of some of the difficulties 
involved in the study of free-roaming, wild animals. Where animals 
are roaming over an extensive forested mountain region, a dead 
elk calf is extremely difficult to find; for diagnosis as to cause of 
its death, the animal should be found shortly after death has 

occurred. 

One often hears the remark: “Of what good is such a study? 

What can be done about it?”
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I admit readily that in many cases there is nothing that can 
be done, directly, with free-roaming wild animals. On the other 
hand, we can at least know the truth and the cause of our troubles 
and thus avoid the expense of applying fancied remedies in the 
wrong direction. 

Natura Enemies. In the Jackson Hole (Wyoming) elk herd, 

, at the present time, the coyote and bear are the only species of 
concern. An exhaustive study of this problem has been made, and 

since bear are not sufficiently plentiful outside the limits of Yellow- 
stone Park for effective, quantitative study, attention has been 
centered on the coyote. For over four years feces, picked up at 
random anywhere in the territory and at all times of year, have 
been collected. For representative sampling all feces were collected, 
although a few which could not be accurately identified were dis- 
carded without examination. Approximately 800 samples were thus 

collected and analyzed. The food items of the coyote were found 
to be varied and to include a certain moderate percentage of elk 
calves. This information was not taken as final, however. De- 
terminations were made as to the presence of carrion. Furthermore, 
knowing that a certain percentage of the food consumed by the 
coyotes was made up of elk calves, an effort was made to correlate 
this percentage with the decrease in the elk herd. Rough estimates 
were available, indicating losses of elk from various diseases as 
well as number killed by hunters. During the summer counts of 
elk calves had been made in elk herds when the calves were large 
enough to run with their parents. These data furnished a basis 
for computing the optimum number of calves to be expected and 

losses due to causes other than natural enemies; the remaining loss, 
calculated after several winter counts of elk, could be attributed 

to depredations by natural enemies. After all calculations had been 
made, it was decided that apparently the coyote (in this particular 
case at least) was not an important factor in elk economy, It 
should be remembered that this study was made in what essentially 

- is wilderness area and where there are no domestic sheep. 

An attempt has been made to indicate briefly some of the 
principal activities involved in elk and caribou studies, especially 
with reference to the Alaska and Jackson Hole areas. At one time 
a naturalist might undertake the writing of the life story of an 
animal from his own personal observations. Today much greater 
precision is required; in elk studies now conducted by the Biological 
Survey botanists, chemists, pathologists, and entomologists are all 

called upon to obtain the necessary facts in the life story of big- 
game animals. 

(Taken from Utah Agricultural Experiment Station Miscellaneous Publi- 
cation No. 10—‘Game-Management Developments and Needs” (1933), pages 
34-38. Courtesy, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station.)
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Roosevelt Field Trip 
By Joun R. ALLEN, ’35 

On the cool and rather windy morning of March 16, 25 embry- 
onic foresters and graziers assembled in front of the Post Office | 

building. The sheepskins so characteristic of Aggies were much in ~ 
evidence. Kodaks, lunches and notebooks bulged from many 

pockets. The fellows were well prepared for an all-day inspection 
trip through the Roosevelt National Forest under the able super- 
vision of Supervisor W. R. Kreutzer. Mr. Kreutzer was assisted by 
two other Forest Service officials: Assistant Supervisor Hill and 

Ranger Smith. 

After much last-minute-gas-buying by 
ape Gaudet and Zumwalt, the auto train 

tae / "ewe «slipped out of Fort Collins about 8:30 
a ae 5 a. m. headed for the hills. The string of 
ae ee 4 over-loaded autos gradually swung up the 

Sg A #4 Poudre River canyon and into our great 
a outdoor laboratory—The Roosevelt Na- 
fe oe — tional Forest. 

en ear The first stop at Boyd Gulch gave the 
ai) fellows a chance to exercise their powers 

of observation while trying to locate insect 
infested trees among the ponderosa pines. 
The Forest Service officials pointed out 
many “bug trees” that were the victims 
of the destructive Black Hills Beetle. 
Other trees were suffering from winter- 

P| killing and porcupine attacks. The nature 
Pit and remedy of the timber damages was 

yy Bs discussed and thus classroom training 
Beet) § was correlated with prevalent field prac- 

ye ve os // tices. The officials emphasized the fact 
Bens Woe =that a bad insect infestation is as de- 

in structive as a forest fire. Meanwhile, a ~ 
Be couple of graziers, down on their hands 

peat aes! § and knees, were vigorously arguing over 
BO ae ee the name of a certain grass. 

gk ig Up the canyon and around a couple 
of curves the party stopped to inspect 

a mine. During the discussion somebody risks snapping his 
camera in front of the bunch. Inspecting mining claims is one of 
the numerous duties of the Forest Ranger. Everybody could hardly
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State Director of Game and Fish; State [fl T heh yt bile i Le i A a Rey Ramo ict 
Wardens Charles Masoner, William Carl- (A Ta Neth a ieee bona ad 3 ERY ESI Ra Boy 
son, and Fred Petroske, and the writer Vg ’ Fe seine as al | \ * ie 
spent the veriod from February 28 to sae aR | fd Ve | V i} 
March 4, 1935, inclusive investigating the mSakey ie £N i i ‘ 4 eo ¥ 
status of the Red Lake herd of caribou. ie ‘i ‘ 7 f “ f Al eta ey 

The events of the following story are [ae , a : | ~ eS \ a 
essentially those) which took place during ) i} Ae aR ee , eI ea | 
this varty’s visit to that region. In all, Big eee ea ee MO. ob 
five adult caribou and tracks of a yearling Peta stiacas Laoag Ps ‘ re ee "teens cok, 
calf were seen. Undoubtedly all the ani- P ne | ; Dy ees slowly 
mals in the region were not encountered ese poe... Sign ses Is : , : — ” ee we - ieee 

we oe nee en re ae sie ee Ee ay 
the area. With such a scant remnant of Uk) mgm 0 gg ee 
this herd surviving, any well grounded [QQ sea @eemy fe a ae Lo ee 
moves to aid these animals in their fight || |) Caqwmyep = 9 9 ee 

against extinction merit the support of all || + / So _ & ee a 
true conervationists, and such ‘moves | smcue ea 8 Ll AO. all ae atoll : 
MUST be made SOON.—Author’s note. a 

RUNCH oa erunch — crunch, mile after mile of The fast-vanishing Americans, the caribou, 
the seemingly limitless silence of the winter the fisher, the raven, the golden eagle, find 
muskeg resounds to the crunch of snowshoes. the Red Lake country compatible 

Hour after hour passes and no signs appear of the 
caribou the wearers of these pti have - to Groat hoce aren athe Trees ari ies covers (ene 
find. It may be that these caribou survive only in £ 

myths. The trapper guide of many winters inthe OF mor rarely the enormous pad-marks of Uber Red Lake region has heard much of the terrible car- [eee anes y tiaetae ry ae 

cajou or wolverene on the month one ee, weary The less we begin ae a atoia hae 
eens Bee ee ie fe Bae git for new and more interesting tracks both for their 
haps these Red Lake caribou are merely myths, too. story and for the rest afforded during their scrutiny. 

But a determined lot they are, these searchers, and The crunching resumes with nothing to break the 
encouraged by reports they push on and on with monotony till a black speck in the sky enlarges into 

eager hopes of seeing, and if lucky enough of photo- 4 crow, a welcome stir of life in the bleakness,— or 
graphing, this last rumored herd of a dozen or so iS it a crow? It finally veres over to inspect the 
caribou which, if really found, will constitute the Party and a glutteral croak coupled with its rounded 
final survivors of their race in the United States. tail tells that still a few ravens find this place wild 

Crunch — crunch — crunch, continues from the enough to invite their visits, at least in winter. 

bed of the old drainage ditch, the thoroughfare for More wearisome plodding, and still no signs of the 
winter travel in the muskeg. The ditches —yes, an Jong sought caribou. Leaving the ditch bank for a 
aid to travel, but in reality the monster of the region creek course, the snowshoers find the crust softening 
which has gulped up hundreds of thousands of dol- _ 4ng the snowshoes breaking through. The dogs wallow 
lars, has dried up the muskeg into tinder for brush helplessly withthe heavy tohocoantarded tonne 

fires, has produced little or no fertile ee = a ae adds a human member to the team. Progress is slow age, and now lies like a giant octopus with its ten- Z ee 

icles grasping the land und slowly but surely ren. and Tabored, Sometimes aber find ts reward how, neither man nor animal. Yes, an SP 4 
ead travel bar a costly trail! points to some strange tracks in the snow, larger 

Rabbits — white puffs of snow — float across the than those of a mink, yet smaller than those of a 
trail and slip away into the willows, bog birches, and fox, grouped a little like the two and two prints of a 
dogwoods. Fox trails mingle with rabbit tracks along mink but showing at times all four foot marks while 
the ditches and now and then the crunching of the here and there the surface is broken where the tail
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had brushed the snow. “Fisher,” is the Suddenly the leading set of crunches Up go the heads of the two feeding bulls, 

word from the trapper. All fatigue and stops. Immediately the others pull up, and up, too, jumps a third animal which 

trail-sores are forgotten for a time as_ too. has been lying down. The men are a 

the tracks are studied, and followed, and “There’s our caribou,” comes from the full five hundred yards distant and the 

appreciated by those who thought the trapper, as crouching in the snow-filled animals, not greatly alarmed, mill about 

fisher extinct in Minnesota. Yes, it must ditch, he points through a sparse scat- uneasily for a minute undecided on a 

be that here in the wildest and most im- tering of now leafless tamaracks. course of flight. Suspense reigns supreme 

penetrable of the state’s wild places this “Youre right. By golly, we’re in in the spruce clump. Would they choose 

animal still roves. A hard struggle it is luck,” echo the others as there three hun- to set off across the open in the face of 

to reach its range but an ample reward dred yards away stands a grizzled bull the sun, or would they obligingly cut 

just to know of its presence. 7 caribou unsuspectingly pawing at the over to the ditch as planned? They start 

Time is short and the caribou must be snow and feeding. A hurried conference off, and straight for the spruces, but only 

found, if possible, and again the dogs in subdued voices ensues as a plan of for a few yards, then they stop, still 

lunge into their fur-padded collars. The approach is discussed whereby a close midway between the two courses. The 

toboggan moves haltingly forward as shot may be had—not with a gun here, circlers plod on with the scant hope that 

still the thin-crusted snow refuses to sup- of course, but with a movie camera, All after all they might get around and force 

port their willing feet. Again and again agree that in spite of a noisy, crusted them to take to the ditch. But, no—the 

the snowshoes are tripped up by the snow, the camerman could stalk his lone taut nerves in the spruce clump relax in 

breaking crust. An hour passes and still animal with fair chance of success. disappointment as the caribou swing off 

the caribou remain in the realm of myth. “Get right in line with those two little in their long, rangy trot straight into the 

Tired muscles and empty stomachs fin- spruces and crawl when his head’s down,” open and directly in the face of the sun. 

ally turn the struggling party toward a advises the trapper. Gaining speed they break into a gallop. 

clump of spruce and cedar where coffee “Say, what’s the matter with you Do The crust repeatedly gives away under 

soon steams and sleeping bags roll out that and you’d be in plain sight of him, the force of their driving jumps. Their 

on matted spruce boughs. The dogs, not you fool,” retorts the second. Another hind fect sink as they gain the better 

huskies of the real north, creep onto the exchange of critical remarks and it is footing of the frozen ground through the 

bough beds and curl up near the warm, discovered that the two are looking at two feet of snow, while the crust con- 

brown, rolls that blanket their masters. two different caribou about forty yards tinues to support their front feet. In 

Morning—, and thoughts of the cari- apart. spite of this awkward running. position, 

bou bring the rested searchers from their “Well, that puts a different face on they rapidly dwindle in the distance and 

frost-coated bags. A lusty fire softens this stalking business,” they both agree. soon disappear between the spruces a 

the frozen, armor-like shoepacks. More And anyone who has tried stalking two half mile to the west. 2 

steaming coffee beneath their belts and animals well knows how the trees are The plan was well laid but the unfore- 

once more the seekers take up the trail ever properly placed to conceal the seen opening in the timber proved to be 

now crusted hard by the chill of the stalker from both at the right times. the “slip” which so often comes “twixt 

night. A plan is soon worked out, and the two cup and lip,” and the long-hoped-for 

Suddenly from over the dark spruce with cameras push slowly ahead into a chance for pictures of the last dwindling 

spires swoops an enormous expanse of tiny clump of spruces near the drainage caribou herd within our borders passed. 

wings,—black with a light patch on each ditch and prepare for action. The others Crunch — crunch — crunch, the weary 

wing and a light base to the tail—, none turn back into the scrubby timber and miles back to camp in disappointment 

other than the golden eagle. This eagle, circle the feeding animals in order to stretch out into leagues. The let-down 

the real king of American birds, is but alarm them from the farther side. The of nerves after the excitement add more 

rarely seen today even by the most ard- plan hinges on the caribou’s known lik- leagues till every fiber in the searchers’ 

ent field man. Too often its search for food ing to travel the ditch banks where the bodies trembles with fatigue as the cabin 

lures it to baited wolf traps which bring S20W is not so deep and the footing bet- ever so slowly draws nearer and nearer 

it to a lingering death in the woods or in ter. Alarm from that point is to send over the open muskeg. 

a prison of wire netting at some roadside them to the ditch where they will pass a No, the Red Lake country cannot be 

stand for tourists. The bird of our story, few yards from the cameras and in per- termed “accessible for family outings,” 

however, wheels off unharmed leaving the fect light for photographing. but those fast-vanishing Americans, the 

men convinced that Red Lake’s most in- However, in circling, the men en- caribou, the fisher, the raven, the golden 

accessible fastnesses do reward the nat- Counter an obstacle to their plan, an un- eagle, and others find it compatible, and 

uralist even if the caribou herd is only a foreseen opening which has to be crossed. for the sake of posterity, let’s keep it to 

myth. The alarm comes sooner than planned. their liking! 

Mile after mile drags by. Hopes begin Tce ie at 

to wane as the afternoon advances. A a 

chain of tracks appear ahead as many F 

chains of moose and deer tracks have ap- | : 

peared before. But these seem different. | i : 
Here, partly filled hoof-prints lead to | = 

trampled places where the animals have 

pawed away the snow and fed. Yes, be- d ee 

yond a doubt, these are at last the tracks | QO foe 

of the woodland caribou. At least they A Red Lake! NS e yet 

have been here, but these trails are a eee if A SY 

week old. No use following such anti- ope 4\ x 
quated signs. Weary though the search- whitefish | oe ANY 

ers are, they quicken their crunching season. | Gy Aaa bs ; 

snowshoes, feeling that the caribou, al- Ta a 7 z Y fe | 

though surely miles away, must really Sake FY a Melisa ? ey f= a yo 
. = . 2S a i e c i ial ot he ae ay 

exist somewhere in this vast muskeg. 3s Bd WM : : Nae i 
Ne \t oD i Wel as tay me 

Te ad ~ bien dalle a ae
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Thompson Seton segregates the cari- : af 5 % Oe er : ‘ oe 

bou found in North America into three native caribou remain in eo | ‘7 ie 
groups, namely, woodland, mountain, and the United States? The © <a oa Res iP a i oo 

batrenlend: ; aj ta: Yemnantsofthisonceabun- fie. a ee as 
The woodland caribou, still existing in < ad 4 age 

Minnesota, are the only remaining native dant species are now con- Prot a 
caribou known within the bounds of the fined to one refuge area > .~ - 
United States. In former times these ani- which a few years ago was a nines 
mals lived and thrived in the swampy wil- a a 
derness of several of the northern boundary the scene of drainage oper- A st ae 

states, from coast to coast, but they disap- ations that failed, fortu- - > 
peared gradually, until today there exists nately for these creatures. ee ~ se 
but a single small herd in the swamps of 4 - - ‘agile 
northcentral Minnesota. The author is one of the ~ Sy ah, a oA 

Thaddeus Surber, in his bulletin on “The naturalists studying ways ae a oe hindi, eee 
Mammals of Minnesota,” says, “Sixty or and means of safeguarding Ss i: ak aa Cees 
seventy years ago caribou were compara- y ie Sd baie oe yy nt 

tively abundant in the northern border this last stand of the wood- a oo at at & 
counties of the state, from Pigeon River on land caribou. a = SS Pon tok 

the east almost to the Red River Valley on - aa = a 
west.” Herrick in his “Mammals of Minne- eee ada 
sota”, (1892, pp. 277), has this to say, Bull- Woodland Garibou in all his ’Solend 
“The writer has encountered the caribou in and black spruce, with an occasional small A Bul soien Se eU TRE aise Reno er: 

Minnesota only about the headwaters of the island of aspen. Interspersed with this 
White-Face River and along the St. Louis timber are scattered clumps of scrub or have horns. In their winter coat these 
River near Knife Falls. There it was in dwarf birch, willow, and small alder. A animals are generally of a dull grayish 
1884 not rare, though so shy as fo be se- large part of this swampy bog was drained brown, darker on face and legs, with white 
cured with difficulty.” a few years ago in the hope of producing on the neck, forehead, belly, patch behind 

This once abundant species has decreased more agricultural land, but the enterprise the shoulder, the underside of the tail, the 
rapidly in numbers until today there is but failed utterly in accomplishing its aims. The region about the rump, and a band around 
a mere handful left, estimated at about a land within this area has little if any agri- each foot just above the hoof. In summer 
dozen individuals at most. They range in cultural or timber possibilities, so that its the color is a shade darker. The antlers 
the vast boggy swamp immediately north chief value lies in the wildlife that it can are flattened, usually with from five to six 

of the Upper Red Lake. This area is support. It is far too inaccessible for a palmations. The bulls shed them in mid- 
largely a quaking bog, one-fourth of which good hunting site, which fact only adds to winter, while the cows carry theirs until 
is open muskeg with a cover of sphagnum its real value as a breeding ground for the the approach of summer, when they too 
moss, leather-leaf, Labrador-tea, cotton animal species now found there. shed them. These animals are more or less 

grass, and lowbush cranberry, while the The caribou is larger than the white- solitary during the summer, but with the 
remainder is made up largely or rather tailed deer and smaller than the elk; it is advent of winter tend to congregate in 
scattered clumps of scrub tamarack, cedar, one deerlike species in which both sexes herds and migrate as such. The mature 

males weigh about 200 to 300 pounds, and 

the females from 150 to 225 pounds. When 
in water they swim very high owing largely 
to the dense coat of hollow, oily hair that 

covers their bodies. Mating takes place 

early in October and is usually completed 

before the end of that month. During this 
time rival males engage in great combats, 

and it is said that caribou bulls probably 
: fight harder than any other bulls of the 

Z u deer family. The gestation period is ap- 
aaa eee ‘encase Be teehee Reecesearal proximately seven months and seven days, 

gas ee > co ee - ~ eee the young, usually one but occasionally two, 

r s Be ee se a : are born late in May or early in June. The 

‘ 4 a fawns are reddish brown but do not have 
aR a ar the white spots covering the entire body as 

4 ‘ ele is the case with the fawn of the white- 
Mt eae Ae . tailed deer. 

, s 4 Little is actually known about the feeding 
j Us ‘ habits of the particular animals in this bog, 
7 A but it is presumed that they feed on the 

ee, various lichens, mosses, such as Cladonia, 
Photograph courtesy U. S, Biological Survey Cetraria, and Usnea, the various kinds of 

A Typical View of the Vast Open Teetery Bog Where the Minnesota Caribou Find tatic vegetation found in the drainage 
Solitude ditches that traverse the swamp, and else-
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where, as well as on browse, such as aldef, placed, or placed at more frequent intervals. turbing a bird’s nest. Coming back to his 
willow, aspen and dwarf birch. 3. Two large signs setting forth the home in the foreign quarter of a New 

Concerted public interest was focused on historic facts relative to the establishing of Jersey city, an enrollee reported to his 
this herd soon after two members of the the refuge should be placed along the east family at supper following the afternoon of 
Biological Survey and a state game warden boundary paralleling the highway. his return that “these fellows around here 
visited this vast wilderness swamp in the 4. The few settlers now eking out a liv- kill starlings and sparrows. They ought 
summer of 1932. According to the most ing inside the refuge should be removed to have a licking.” 
reliable information that could be gathered and suitably located elsewhere. When these boys come out of this unique 

in the swamp and from the natives who live 5. A detailed study should be made by Corps they will not only have actually done 
nearby, and from officials of the conserva- a competent biologist of all the animal life with their hands much toward the salva- 
tion department, it is safe to estimate the within the refuge and his findings used as tion of American wildlife, but their experi- 
number of caribou on the area at not more a basis for further management plans for ences will have burned into them a deep 
than twelve. The two biologists made the area. understanding of this life and a strong 
specific recommendations to the Conserva- —$— will to protect it from all marauders. It 

tion Commissioner, urging the establish- is entirely possible that the Civilian Con- 
ment of a refuge and the provision of a A New Sort of Wildlife Project servation Corps will produce the first gen- 
warden force adequate to protect the ani- (Continued from page 7) eration that had rather protect than kill, 
mals within its borders against further New Voile esUnder tis cuncnicismeare that the world has jever known. 
poaching, predators, and forest fires. The Penne Avania Neal Jersey ey Newivere 
Commissioner was sympathetic toward the Fron Ricienordl Otis B ieee ponte 

suggestions, and the following November instructor at North\ Carolina State College, Dread Disease Advancing on 
had the refuge, Om PES Ine SOme twelve directs the wildlife }in West Virginia, Vir- American Elms 
townships, established. The decree that ehiale: NontuliCacdiinae Sant Carclica. 
set this area aside reads, “The purpose of ee fey which mite ap the third nese, (Continued from page 5) 
the refuge is to furnish protection for and The Tourih eprone Sune ieoraies not 201 dead or dying elms have been re- 
encourage propagation of the caribou, been armed moved as possible sdurces of new infec- 
moose, deer, grouse, migratory waterfowl, A graduate of thd University of Michi- tion, and 231,312 more have been marked 
beaver, otter, muskrat, and other kind and anna Teilowardl be chict wildlire tecture for destruction. 
species of wildlife existing therein.” So ony an meson Eve which inclades (Mue- All of the information that has been 

far so good, but this was all that was ac- souri, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, 2¢cumulated during the last few years 
complished the first year. It was not until Michi aa aad: Wisc i His head wae is being used as a ba§is for the eradica- 
the following year that the area was posted ters aa Hin listens (he q tion campaign. Yet |several very vital 
and two wardens assigned to the refuge as Harry E. Hart, ér ne Un ce ot questions concerning the disease remain 
custodians of the game. A line separating ilincis ‘andl Webrastal Former ficldiacsisant unanswered. For example, it is not known 
the refuge from the Red Lake Indian Res- fein ores Del Hib eealcai werd in how many ways or by how many 
ervation was also cut, thus specifically ee eee ah n yenon sie which agents the disease organism may be 
designating the northern limits of the In- comprises Monae ee North Dee spread, although entomologists have 

dian Reservation, beyond which no hunting oe South Date pees Minnesota proved that the small European elm bark 
is permitted. and Tone Headquear retire a Omate ’ beetle, present in large: numbers in New 

Last fall the writer and the Director of Re eres inated ofaceran @llaierne York, New Jersey and) Connecticut, can 
Fish and Game for Minnesota went into the Ge pea ieaeey abet reverent transmit the infection rom one tree to 
refuge to study further development possi- Western elcrve ant the TUnwerin: of another. This species ¢ beetle, however, 

bilities in the interest of the game now California. States under his supervision are as et now to Cee Winellie 
resident there. It was our good fortune to Utah anwas Texads Ollahoma Coles land, Indiana or Ohio. 
see one splendid bull caribou as well as made Aneena UNeiecd Rance Mexico, 
several deer. Since that time the resident ions Be ‘West Gece uetcicn eat 

warden at Waskish saw two caribou near 4 chiey Brown, formerjassociate entomolo- OUR CONTRIBUTORS 
the Red Lake shore and took occasion = gist for the State of) California, directs J. N. Darling (Mr. Sportsman! , Can 
drive them back into the deeper recesses of the State Park Divisidn's wildlife efforts. You Take It?), dynamic ghief of the U. S. 
the swamp to the north. At this writing His states are Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Biological Survey, formerly famed for his 
a bit of correspondence from the trapper- California and Nevada. cartoons, laid aside drawing board and 

warden recently attached to the refuge came Besides the actual accomplishments of crayons to head up a wildlife restoration 

to any) desk. Tn part the warden says, “I this wildlife project there has been an in- program at the request of his Des Moines 

WaScUP ad the caribou country. There are evitable by-product: There has been cre- neighbor, Secretary of Agriculture Wal- 
about six old caribou and two last spring ated in the hearts and minds of the boys lace. 

calves and one half grown. I saw two an appreciation of ie beauties and L. H. Worthley (Dread Disease Advanc- 
caribou the first day out. I eee 130 values of wild creatures very probably ing on American Elms) is\in charge of the 
to 200 feet miguaiiii, (Une Gl teal os never matched in any country at any time. Dutch elm disease eradication work in the 
horns 08: Such TEROLS Sas these are These youngsters, lifted @ff the streets and Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quaran- 
Brauiying aoe eee pevicence oe out of the bewilderment )\of enforced idle- tine. 
animals are at least holding their own even ness, outfitted with that peculiarly human Fanning Hearon (A New Sort of Wild- 
though they may not be increasing materi- trait which urges all boysiand men to shoot life Project), in charge of public relations 

ally. i : 2 and kill, and suspicious everything that for the State Parks Division, hails from 
: The State of Minnesota is doing all that walked in the woods, be it man or beast, Spartanburg, S.C. He captained his high 

it can with its present ae Ore and soon came to love these wild creatures and school football team, as well as the boxing 
assist these animals to re-establish them- ¢1| them friend. team at Washington ai Lee. Before 
selves in numbers sufficient to prevent their Rare is the camp without its native pet— joining the Park Service/in 1934, he did 
total extinction. More funds could be used fawns, bear cubs, mountain lion cubs, foxes, newspaper work in South Carolina and 
here to good advantage and would go a eagles, rabbits and even fish. At a camp West Virginia. 
long way toward developing this area as one in New York the wildlife technician started C. M. Aldous (The Last of the Caribou) 
of the Nation’s best refuges for some of 4 wildlife school for a group of neighboring is a game technician connected with the 
the rarer native American species of big CCC companies. Attendance was optional Wildlife Research Division of the Biologi- 

game. i and the school was held after work hours, cal Survey and is stationed at University 
The following is a partial outline of some 9 the man expected few \students. Im- Farm, St. Paul, Minnesota. 

of the major improvements needed: mediately so many came one room would Karl E. Mundt (How Big Is a Dollar?) 
1. A game fence at least 10 feet high not hold them. \ is now engrossed with his| duties at East- 

should be placed along the southern bound- A work foreman in a Benny yanie camp ern State Teachers’ College, Madison 
ary separating the refuge from the Indian —once a lawyer in Kentucky—takes the S.D., after having spent the past month 
Reservation. company on nature tours after supper. An at National Headquarters. He is hitting 

2. The area should be more permanently enrollee in a Midwestern park camp gave the ball with other South Dakota officers 
posted and the signs more conspicuously a comrade “one hell of a beating” for dis- lining up new chapters. -
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The Ainne ota 

Caribou Herd* 
By GUSTAV SWANSO! 

Division Game and Fish, Minne. ar aear nae Se 
_ As far as is known, the only remain- Wit a seal Joubtful that there are more ng wild woodland caribou in the United | than six'or eight survivors Weomon States is a small herd in the enormous | 164 areful protection will allow thi area of bog north of Upper Red Lake small herd to increase in- numbers is The fey ribou which remain there are something which we can not say at pres the survivors of the enormous numbers | ont but the State Conservation Depart- 

large. pert of novtheastern "Gaitea Ment, with the aid of as as 
z caribou in parts of Canada but the only trict protection will allow this small ierd in the United States is this Red herd to repopulate the 200,000 odd acres 

Siu-otl the Wele of Gatuees a ones eects ene The territory in which the hi d as | some th > animals from herds in n= 

range of the herd is now included with- | which lies north of ¢ he 45th parallel 
and efforts are being made to provide | gio, r see these animals almost every the best possible protecti n tor the re- |winter but usually they remain for only
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: By W. T. COX 

F aa be 
‘4 : Mid en 4 @ The Woodland Caribou, closely resembling the 
ie aa 3 reindeer of fact and fancy, is on the way out 
q ® ‘i “sy. - —so few of them remain in this country that 
Pa E e F it is a question if action to rehabilitate them 

iaew E . ’ can be speedy enough to be effective. W. T. 
q F oe F Cox, who tells of the present status of the 

{ ‘ caribou, is forester-biologist for the 
i a al : Resettlement Administration in the Lake 

ae . States. He is particularly well known among 
YS FS Waltonians as the first superintendent of the 

| ; C a ( Upper Mississippi Wildlife and Fish Refuge. 

| a os — 

b E . ‘ _ Canadian Woodland Caribou. 
& i _ =, Photo Courtesy Tom MacDonald. 

Last Stand of Woodland Caribou 
HE Woodland Caribou (Rangifer caribou) originally As to the Minnesota caribou, I first saw the Red Lake 
common in Canada was found in only two states of band in March 1912 when I was on a snowshoe trip from 
the Union—Maine and Minnesota. The last caribou Red Lake to the Rainy River. There were then only thirty- 

in Maine was killed some years ago. Those remaining three of the animals and my companion and I passed right 
in Minnesota can be counted on the fingers of one hand. through the herd which was in open formation and feeding 

This member of the deer family which so closely resem- on an open swamp area with here and there a few clumps of 
bles the reindeer of Lapland is one of our finest big game stunted black spruce and tamarack. There had been a great 
animals but it is threatened with early extinction in the reduction in this band during the few yeats preceding if 
United States. Not only has the caribou completely dis- one may judge from reports, seemingly authentic, telling 
appeared from Maine where it was formerly plentiful, it of the number taken out from this locality by the Red Lake 
is no longer found in New Brunswick. Within the past Indians and by professional hunters who sold the meat in 
twenty years, it has become rare in Quebec and very rare in the Red River Valley. 
Ontario. In Manitoba where, until recently it was abun- 5 ree : 
dant, only a few animals remain, cate to Provincial aoe bands in Aitkin, Cass, Itasca, St. Louis, Lake and 
Sane s counties had already disappeared except for an occa- 

In the days when lumbering was getting under way in ae ne oud se we and in Cook 
Minnesota many thousands of caribou wandered over the i eR MSS EAL 
swamp areas from Mille Lacs, only a hundred miles north I made up my mind to do what I could to save the Red 
of the Twin Cities ,clear to the Rainy River and Lake of Lake band from extinction. As State Forester, I had the 
the Woods. They were more abundant than any other rangers in that district aid the wardens as best they could 
kind of big game in that region. Old time timber cruisers but it was not until 1932 when I was State Commissioner 
and loggers still recall the days when caribou meat con- of Conservation, that an opportunity occurred to do some- 
tributed to the fare in logging camps. There appears to be thing more effective. I then issued an order establishing 
good foundation for the stories of extensive migration of the Red Lake Wildlife Refuge of 450,000 acres with the 
caribou northward from their old ranges. In all proba- definite objective of preserving the caribou and other big 
bility some bands did cross into Canada just as the last of game of that district. The animals by that time had become 
the Minnesota elk or wapati drifted northward ahead of _ still fewer in number, the best count showing only ten re- 
settlement and moved into Manitoba, leaving only a few in maining. About that time Dr. Vernon Bailey and C. M. 
the wild country between Red Lake and Lake of the Woods. Aldous of the Biological Survey made a trip into the refuge. 
Undoubtdly, the greater number, by far, of both caribou 
and elk were killed by the loggers, trappers, early settlers of fame caribou continued to decline and in 1934 and 1935 
and Indians. apparently only six remained. It is of interest to consider 

some of the factors tending to reduce the numbers of these 
ape gtegarious habit of the caribou, which impels it to animals. I have mentioned the inroads made by hunters 

go in bands, and the further unfortunate habit it has of _ which may or may not have been the chief cause of the 
keeping to the open swamps or muskegs much of the time, herd’s decline. The great swamp region was the scene of 
renders the animal easy prey to the meat hunter. Another extensive and ill-advised drainage projects from 1909 to 
weakness is that when a band is sighted and an animal is 1915. Hundreds of miles of ditches were dug and the wet 
shot, its companions are likely to stand in astonishment for swamps converted into vast areas of highly inflammable peat 
a minute or so before attempting to escape. Such delay lands covered with grass and brush interspersed with cedar 
gives the hunter a chance to kill several before they are and spruce forest. Extensive and devastating fires swept 
out of sight or range. through portions of the area year after year despite strong
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3 4 | yd .. fo wei: i Dog team and driver bound for caribou 
f wa | a ee x country to make scientific observations. 

z . 
sft y as 43 Be U 5 H Beltrami Island Resettlement Project, 

; ay af bb eS tae = ® Minnesota. 

eo 6 ooh S| aS dee Photo Courtesy Jack Manweiler. 
.Y 3 ad 

e 

a be possible to save this splendid ani- 

5 ¥ . . i ce ee ee mal from extermination. Sanctuaries 

a a eet oe a Bae 3 <a must be established in places naturally 
. me “ay Se oe | favorable for them; thorough protec- 

ee & a ae oe er Sas tion will need to be provided and in- 
a \ — ee Ms i i lPaahe ON ae ‘ g ; : a telligent environmental contro. [ 
a > ee me caribou is “choosy” in its food habits; 

: a it needs a variety of browse not found 

. E 5 “od Gt aaa everywhere in the forest country. 

— a : } 
Tee Province of Quebec is attempt- 

ing, through a closed season, to 
protect the caribou that remain on the 

efforts to control them. Many moose and deer and proba- Gaspe Peninsula. In Prince Albert National Park, Sas- 

bly some of the caribou perished in these fires. katchewan, and in Wood Buffalo Park, the Woodland 
The ditches, where they crossed actual muskeg areas, caribou are protected but at no place between the mouth of 

were veritable traps for big game; they were bottomless the St, Lawrence and the far Northwestern Canadian Prov- 
and their banks were steep and high. Rangers often inces with the single exception of the Red Lake Wildlife 

found dead animals in them. Moreover, the drainage of Refuge, Minnesota, has any serious effort been made to 
the country made conditions difficult for the young caribou. S#V€ the caribou. " a 
Before the drainage era, the cows could find little islands With the initiation of the Beltrami Resettlement Project 
far out in the wet swamp where they could drop their embracing 800,000 acres, and which includes the Red Lake 

calves comparatively free from molestation by wolves. After Wildlife Refuge of 450,000 acres, it seemed to me that an 
the swamps had been drained, the wolves could pick up peusual Opportinity was pr scatd ta ee somethin’ Worl 
the calves readily. while for the caribou. The removal of the scattered settlers in 

; Y f this territory and their relocation on better lands would reduce 
Disease and parasites may have been factors also in les- the losses to big game caused by poaching or illegal killing. 
ae the numbers of the caribou. At any rate, Moose in The development of the area as part of the relief work 

ss same territory have suffered considerable losses from program could include as a major objective the damming of 

SS hundreds of miles of useless ditches and thus restore the 
‘ Tic te area to its original wet swamp condition. In this way, fires 

W/ oo io the = cane a - ey of could be controlled and a favorable environment created for 
aribou in Canada it 1s of interest to note hig game, beavers and enormous numbers of wild fowl. 

that Indian reservations in that country are small and nu- ne ae: of fact. the development plan that vee ate 
merous. Every five or ten miles through the forest country ated and adopted for this ated” is. about 75% dam con- 

pas finds a few Indian families occupying a tiny “Reserva- struction, and the results hoped for are rapidly coming 
tion”. This system of scattering the Indians works out well about. 
in the matter of harvesting the fur crop but is anything but The factors believed to have been responsible for the de- 

favorable to the pe ‘ae bere oe ra cline of the caribou already have been largely controlled 
in so many cases are within short sledding distance of the (Continued on page 16) 
Indian habitations. Being easier to _ ie 
get than moose and just as palatable, : ] 
the caribou is preferred as a source of 
winter meat. een : _ . as = = 

The Indians, however, are by no i 

means the only threat to the Canadian “ peal if sities 2 ad 

Woodland Caribou. Recent years have Pag ‘ : ede ac.) 
seen wide-spread prospecting and min- ea A ‘ Si, a 
ing activity in the wild portions of [ReRRAPERRE NN. Sunte Siton Weenie 

é Z a RB Re Te Oo ee eee 
Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec. As ‘te ws Ne ab ge bei ot web 
might be expected large numbers of p Oe dove PETRA RD ae ei A d oe, ae 
caribou have furnished food for the 4 Be we of Re a ee at os nen a, a ccc yarn) Bg 
Prospectors’ camps. For two thou- /2@¥, %> Sey eek OS) ARE ee Pe au 5 eT 
sand miles across the continent, from if 2 eal ci 3h g) ete BS pe ‘ Shee, io ee Sp, ey 
New Brunswick to Saskatchewan, the js» +- 4 ¥, fe pa iP RAS ba hh Re ae 3 ee 
future looks gloomy indeed for the £ + %q:- Bre apy Ree otis fea ty ROO gt aig whites it Be tte Hh). Sb AA Skt age caliente 
Woodland Caribou. Only through me ied aie ©. ay 5 A ~~ ¥ ae. 2 ss ‘ Soe . 
intelligent and persistent effort will it Cea 4 fae ci ce Loree a. fe =] Sia ee et eed tthe ag: OI at , | 

f og WY Sa ee * _ teed Be 
Air view of area where caribou win- r ‘ ee ee Rete 3. Ss i 
tered, 1936, Beltrami Island Project, fit; 1 by x ft SS ee | 

Minnesota. Pas. <A = $4 ees “a ie rte ~ # 
Photo Courtesy Jack Manweiler. ig Hoag ate TS . cei
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Last Stand of Woodland an easy one. Two sovereign govern- 
. ments were concerned also a province . 

: é 1 
Caribou and a state not to mention the various Special Announcement! 

(Continued from page 5) departments and bureaus each of which The May and June issues 
and with completion of the develop- had some particular part to play in or- i 
ment program conditions again should der to make the project a success. of Outdoor America have 

be favorable for the increase of all big It now appears reasonably certain that been combined, making it 
game including the caribou. the caribou will be obtained and placed double size, soles torendble 

It occurred to me that the restoration in a large enclosure constructed by the : : 
of favorable environment in itself would Resettlement Administration on that inclusion of detailed reports 

not be sufficient to assure the preserva- ae its Beltrami Project fe where of the fifteenth national con- 
tion of the little band of caribou now the last remaining native caribou in the : - : 

reduced to only four or five animals. United States are found. If the In- vention. Of sp Sci coe 
I took up with several Canadian Prov- dians and trappers up in the eastern are the proceedings of the 

inces the matter of obtaining additional part of Saskatchewan succeed in cap- chapter open forum of Thurs- 
animals of the same species and was turing the ten animals desired, the i 
surprised to learn how rapidly and com- transfer of these Woodland Caribou day afternoon, April 29, ap- i 
pletely the Woodland Caribou has dis- next fall or winter will constitute one pearing in full in the back of 

appeared from most of its old range of the most notable achievements in the ferieas 
even in the unsettled portions of Canada. history of wildlife conservation in North i 

Letters similar to the following were America, With the July number we 
sent to five Canadian provinces: Fish By The Million eallenemene ee clennon bie 

Subject: Carib: . e A 
The Honourable wane ae (Continued from page 7) issues, having combined May 

zoe Minister of Mineaionds Naniral are given from time to time when din- and June only to make it pos- 
Province of Manitoba ners and lunches are served and boxing sible to get more convention 
Winnipeg, Manitoba bouts and wrestling matches are enjoyed. : s 

Dear Sir: This request is being writ. Such affairs usually net from $100 to | formation to all of our Wal- 
ten in the hope that you and the $200 each. tonian members. 
Province of Manitoba may be able to oT if neue ih i 3 
render assistance in preserving the last wo of the officers have been suc- 
remaining band of Woodland Caribou cessful in leasing 40,000 acres of land 

in ho eaueHistate, Saar adjacent to Monument Lake park on 
the wil country north o! er . * ~ ~ ae 

Lake, Minnesota, and not far from the hae oa oo miles . vee : A aia INAH t | 7, i) / 
Manitoba boundary a little group of i Paes A ge fear a Aa \ Gil A 
caribou is now being given careful Closed to the public for forty years unti Sern Te 
protecen: The five cue constitut- it was leased by the officers of the chap- CAMPERS-HUNTERS 
ing this group are too few to give Heck iprouine of austiving vandan: Se! for the use of Walton members. FISHERMEN 
creasing. When a species in any dis- Non-members are charged $2.50 per LLM 
trict has declined to such small num- year for fishing and hunting privileges Campers -Clean up gro uinds. buryall — 
bers, the probability of its complete on the area, the money being applied unis uf Out our RO 
disappearance is very great. : é mutilate trees, destroy flowers, fey Wor cre desirous, therefore, of pur- i payment for the lease and for the lI] foncos or other property: fi ie 
chasing additional Woodland Caribou general fund of the chapter. ce Ae 
up to ten or twelve animals and pref- _— The first officers of the chapter were |/ Hunters Bee hes ht 'y | 

erably would like to obtain them in =e ident, W. H. D: and property age \ 

Manitoba. It has occurred to our Re- el G Uae ree oc ay | Save the game. Obseruéiihe | a 
gional Forester-Biologist, Mr. W. T. Y!©C-Presicent, an: John onnor, scc- |fl /egal limit. See your gameyy ; en 
Cox, who has long been endeavoring ‘etary-treasurer. In 1931, B. C. Bulson before shooting: others mauibetne cia 
to preserve the Red Lake Caribou and was elected secretary-treasurer, and F. C. e ermen Handle vey 
who is ieee eae ued a ,Your Miller, vice-president, and together with |] vith wedhandéa RD ti | 

, tha e de: = : 1 AB resistin ae gale: P aniteeesibly be cblained in the ter. MLC Kendall have served continously Obser vance ofthelausill Me Ni 

ritory east of Lake Winnipeg or else €VEf SINce. | PETpel juatethe spor inl a ee 
west of the Nelson River and south of DONT, BEVAGFISH-| OG) — — 
the Hudson Bay Railway. Heer AS EVERY member of the Las Ani- Mi, OP He Took No MoreThan He Needed | * 

It would be greatly appreciated 3 mas County Chapter, national head- HI Re NaS 
Bey eee oe ayede awe quarters extends hearty congratulations NN CEU ale lat ai 

of our obtaining wild caribou in Mani- for making possible not only a notable aN uate a) 
toba and if so from what district and achievement in producing fish but in 
under het eon Hone ae maintaining other activities as well. It 

incerely x 1 NOWELL, was not enough that Trinidad walked Education is the key to conservation 
Regional Director. off with a sizeable check in the fish accomplishment. Here is a chance to 

; rearing contest, but in addition claimed advance education in sportsmanship 
fo the replies received, we find attention of the recent annual conven- and appeal for League support. Can 

that the only place where Woodland tion by winning a membership banner you place a few “Fair Play” signs in 
Caribou suitable for adding to the Min- for high place in sending in the largest your locality? We are making a spe- 
nesota band are available is in the coun- number of members during 1936. cial price of 15¢ each in orders of not 
try tributary to The Pas, Manitoba, but And still further recognition comes less than ten. Your chapter name can 
on the Saskatchewan side of the line, to Trinidad in the appointment of Pres- be imprinted on the bottom for a 

and the Province of Saskatchewan has ident Kendall as a member of Colo- charge of 75¢ per order. These signs 
agreed to permit the export of not more rado’s new Fish and Game Commission, are approximately 12” x 18”, made of 

than ten head to Minnesota. along with Otis McIntyre of Colorado metal and enameled in four colors. 
The task of arranging for the intro- Springs, another active member of the Signs may be ordered through National 

duction of the animals has not been League. Headquarters.
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Errington. My opinion is that there should be no spring ~~ 

trapping unless some survival can be guaranteed. Fall and early 

winter trapping seems best. 

Pulling (Biological Survey) Do you have information as to 

the number of rats per house? . 

Errington. Three rats per house may be taken as a base average. 

(It was not made clear whether this was spring or fall population but 

was assumed to be spring population). 

: Cox (F.S.A.) Over one-half of the rats in Minnesota may die 

off during the winter under severe weather conditionse 

; PRESENT DISTRIBUTION AND YIELD 
OF ILLINOIS! FUR-BEARERS By Carl 0. Mohr , Illinois 

Mr. Mohr found that license returns were not entirely satis- 

factory as a basis for compiling data on fur-bearer population and 

he found that distribution of opossum and recqon in the state seemed 

to follow the woodlands and streams. His data was based on information 

received from 6,000 reports of trappers and hunters in five recent years. 

He distinguished between economic density and area density; that is, 

between the number of animels per habitable area and the number of 

animals per total area, thus taking into account the differences occa~ 

sioned by a wild life desert in the habitat. An average of more than 
ten opossums per trapper were taken in the southern river bottoms 
as compared to only two opossums per trapper in northwestern Illinois. 

The mink population, as would be expected, was found most abundant in 

¢ the marshy counties and along the Mississippi and Illinois Rivers. He 
§ found that the flooding resulting from the Keokuk Dam had given rise 
& to an abundant mink population in that area. About 85 per cent of 

pte Illinois trappers do not turn in reports. Therefore, the d is based 
o>) ona il15 per cent sample. 
or 

4 { THE WOODLAND CARIBOU IN MINNESOTA By Jack Manweiler, 

42 Farm Security Administration 
4 8 
ES Mr. Manweiler was introduced by Mr. Cox, who stated that F.S.A. 

io ee sae the Lake States had placed considerable emphasis on the wildlife 
on work. Mr. Manweiler described the activities of F.S.A. on two projects 

oa in northwestern Minnesota - The Beltrami project and the Pine Island 
Si g 8 project, totaling more than 14 million acres. The present home of 

; 4 the woodland caribou is the Big Bog north of Red Lake, which is about 
Ss sixty-six by one hundred six miles in extent. It is almost as big as 
 . the Everglades and considerably larger than the Dismal Swamp. An attempt 
<8 was once made to drain it. The attempt failed but the water table was 

24% lowered almost six feet in the process. The game species of the area 
29 were listed as follows: Sharp tailed grouse, pinnated grouse, ruffed 
1 prouse, spruce grouse, Hungarian partridge, pheasant, willow ptarmigan, 

all of the usual fur-bearers, plus.a few otter, marten and fisher, 
moose, elk, woodland caribou, deer and black bear. He said that the 
present caribou herd is the last in the United States, since the other 
known herd in Maine was last heard of in 1928. The present Red Lake 
herd numbers four animals. In 1912 it numbered 33, in 1928, 13, and in 
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1936, five animals. In 1936, 200 square miles were type mapped by 
running four lines through each section and the five animals wer« 
found in the course of this work. An aerial survey was also mde 
and only five caribou were seen. At that time there were three adult 

females, one adult male and one calf. The calf has now disappeared. 

In winter the cruising radius was found to be one-half mile 
and the wandering radius three-fourths of a mile at times. The winter 
yards were in spruce swamps especially those with a large number of 
lichens. Food preferences were found to be 1. lichen, 2. leatherleaf, 
3. bag rosemary y 4. bog birch, 5. sphagnum, 6. reindeer moss, : 
7. willow, 8. red osier, 9. grasses. Although present in all cases, 
it was found that no labrador tea was taken. It was found that from 
five to fifteen pawings per day were needed to keep an animal alive. é 

In late February and early March when the snows are very deep, this 
requires a great deal of energy and becomes a critical period for the 
caribous. They broke away their winter yard at this time and traveled 
for ten miles. There was little evidence of predation. It was found 
that the female and young seemed gregarious but that the male wandered 
off by himself. Mr. Manweiler listed seven reasons for the decrease 
of caribou. 1. limited range, 2 lack of winter food, 3. drowning in 
drainage ditches, 4. poaching, (the present herd is now within three 
miles of the Indian Reservation) 5. parasitism and disease, 6. inbreeding 
and sterility, 7. lack of partuition grounds. He said that formerly 
there were more protected islands where the female could retire to 2 
give birth to young. He said that there was no hope for the future 
along present lines, and animals must be obtained from Canada if the 
herd is to survive. This importation has already been arranged for, 
and the animals received are to be placed in a four mile square enclosure 
when they are received. 

In his moose studies he found aspen, balm of Gilead, red osier, 
and willow to be important food species for moose. He found the cruis- 
ing radius to be about two miles per day and the maximum was eight 
miles. One animal was found dead and autopsied, and there were indica- 
tions that Bang disease, or contagious abortion, was present. This 
is the first time this disease has been reported for moose. Since they 
are not gregarious, he believes that Bangs disease will be eliminated 
in time. The only management practices inaugurated to date have been 
to provide a good interspersion of moose wallows where the animals can 
escape insects in summer without having to travel long distances or 
expose themselves near civilizations Holes 15 x 15@ feet dynamited 
in the bog, provided satisfactory wallowing areas. ‘s 

In 1935, 27 elk were imported. This importation consisted of 
twelve cows, six bulls and nine calves. There are now 44 animals. An 
autopsy on one dead animal revealed the presence of filarial worm and 
botfly larvae (Cephenomyia). These botflies were reared to maturity, 
the first time they have been reared to maturity from elk in Minnesota. 

Approximately half of the area under consideration now produces 
beaver. In cooperation with the University of Minnesota an ingenious 
method of detecting poaching by an analysis of the dried blood on 
trapper's coats and equipment was worked out. An experimental fowl in 
the laboratory was hyperimmunized to beaver blood. Then when any doubt- ful blood was secured by means of an injection the reaction of the 

Be



experimental animal iniicated whether or not it was beaver bloode G 

The method has not been used extensively because of the expense : 

involved. 

The snow-shoe rabbit studies are the biggest projects now 

being carried on in the wildlife field by the F.S.A. The tagging and 

population studies have been carried out on a large scale and to date 

: travel by pairs up to 9,000 feet has been found to be the maximum. 
Mr, Manweiler also reported that ten miles of stream improvement had 

' been completed and 150 miles of refuge lines cleared. One hundred 
. fifty dams have been constructed to create some 200,000 acres of 

marsh and open water. 

. Discussion. 

Errington (Iowa) What are the possibilities for fishers and 
martens in the area? 

Manweiler. These two species are now very rare, as is the 

timber wolf and Canadian lynx. 

Cox (FeS.A-) It is believed that the beaver population is now 
only 10 per cent of the maximum which can be supported. This popula- 

’ tion can be brought way up and then the beaver should come close to 

paying for the management of other species on the entire area. 

FISH AND AQUATIC SECTION 

The session on fish and aquatics was held on the evening of 
November 11 with Dr. John Van Oosten of the Bureau of Fisheries as 
Chairman. 

DIFFICULTIES IN THE USE OF THE 
SCALE METHOD AS APPLIED TO CARP By David G. Frey, Wisconsin 

The scale method of age determination was first applied to 
carp by a German, but since then the method has been used with almost 
every species but carpe There are a number of complicating factors in 
attempting to use this method on carp. Amnuli and accessory annuli 

© are both present on the scalese The scales also had lateral erosion 

in many oases, It was therefore impossible to tell the age from any 
one fish anda series was required. In 1936, 1,800 specimens of carp 

. were secured. Due to the complications peculiar to carp scale the 
successful use of this method on carp has not yet been accomplished. 

Thompson (Ille) The change of seasons is also reflected in the 
scales of the centrarchids (sunfish and bass)e 

Hubbs (Miche) Sometimes slight physiological changes will form 
a mark on the fish scale. One investigator tried an experiment in 
which he took fish from the pond in late summer and put them in the 
warm laboratory where they were fed heavily to simulate summer condi- 
tions in all ways and prevent the formation of a winter annulus. Each 
two weeks the fish were taken from the tank and measured. At the end 
of the season it was found that they had as many annuli on the scales 
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as the timés they were méasuted and handled. This shock was suffi- 

cient to throw them off their feed and be reflected as a physiological 

change in the bodys 

Carbine (Miche) If the body scale relationship does not agree, 

it may still be a constant with an intercept. 

Frey (Wis.) Rates of growth of the carp were as follows: 

First year, 100 to 150 mm; Second year, 270 to 300 mm; Third year, 

340 to 460 mm. It was found that the carp did not grow so fast in 

polluted water as in clear water, eventhough more food was present 

in the polluted area. ’ 

SCALE STUDIES IN RELATION 

TO PRODUCTIVITY By Semuel Eddy (iiinnesota) : 

Dr. Eddy showed a slide of a table comparing lakes on the 

basis of various indicators that differentiated them into types. 

Important indicators used were plankton, bottom fauna, chemical factors, 

fish in pounds. On the basis of these indicators he was able to 

definitely classify the lakes as non-productive or productive typese 

The comparison was especially striking when productive lakes such as 

Winnibigoshish and Cass were considered alongside certain non-productive 

Superior Forest lakes such as Winchell and Pine. It was found, however, 

that although there were fewer fish by far in non-productive lakes, 

fish in these lakes grew faster than the fish in the productive waters. 

Certain key species of fish were used in this comparison and each fish 

was followed through for all lekes. Species used were great northern 

pike, wall-eyed pike and the common sucker. Even though more food 

was present in the productive lakes the growth rate was not so fast. 

Doctor Eddy said that this might possibly be attributed to some type 

of crowding or competition other than food competition. 

Discussion. 

Van Oosten. Were the gill nets set at the same time in differ- 

ent lakes? 

Eddy. Yes, during the same season. 

Hazzard (Mich.) Were the creel censuses used on these lakes? : 

Eddy. In some cases the Forest Service did the creel census ‘ 

work. In the inaccessible lakes catch per 100 feet of gill net was 
more valuable since there were not enough fishermen for a creel censuse 

Elkins (Forest Service) Gill nets measure the population of 
fish in the lake while creel census measures the catch by anglers. 
To convert from one to the other, it would be necessary to know something 

- of the catchability factor in each lake and at various times. 

Hubbs (Mich.) What is the possibility of using the data secured 

for management purposes? 

Eddy. The first application will be in relation to a stocking 

policy for the waters concerned. 
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RESETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATION : , 

Baudette, Minnesota 

March 1, 1937 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
Old Entomology Building, 
1532 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

In an effort to avoid extripation of the Woodland Caribou from the Con- 
tinental United States, the Resettlement Administration has been contem- 
plating the purchase of approximately ten animals from the Canadian 
Government to be transported to and liberated in the vicinity of Hillman 
Lake, in the heart cf the present range. There can be no doubt that the 
need for this introduction exists, The animals have gradually decreased 
in numbers until now only a very few remain, 

The writer inaugurated a caribou survey during the winter of 1935-'36 
and again during this winter, to determine the exact status of the herd 
and to work out their ecology, if possible. All information indicates : 

that the caribou are in a serious plight. Only six animals have been 
found despite intensive coverage of their range, The two winters of ob=- 
servation have led the writer to believe that the chief hope of recovery 
lies in the introduction of new blood, Should animals be introduced, 
there is little danger of migration back to former haunts and oftaking 
the native caribou with them, as suggested by some persons. Even though 
the animals were inclined to do so, it would be virtually impossible be- 
cause of the wide strip of intensive settlement along the Nerthern border, 

Too, the suggestion that it might be undesirable to bring in members of a 
different "race" does not seem valid since the only possible difference 
would be one of a sub-variety, It would, of course, be more desirable 
to have only native stock, However, after careful consideration, it ap- 
pears to the writer that it is either a matter of bringing in new blood, 
or of letting this valuable animal disappear from the United States, 

In order to carry out the above the sanction of the Biological Survey is 
necessary, Your support, in a memorandum to Dr. Bell, would be sincerely 
appreciated, 

May I thank you in advance for your time and consideration in this matter. 

Yours truly, 

H. E, Fladstol, 

Project Manager (Development) 
Beltrami~Pine Island Projects, 

b. J. 
J. Manweiler 
Project Game Manager, 

IM/rn



Copy to Manweiler 

1532 University Aveme 
March 8, 1937 

Dr. W. B. Bell 
U. &. Biological Survey 
Washington, D.C, 

Dear Dr, Beli: 

The Resettlement Administration hap asked me to 
express my opinion of the proposal to introduce some Can- 
adian woodlend caribou on the Minnesota area, 

I think this introduction is justified, especially 
if the stock can be obtained from a nearby Canadian source, 

s I am not sure that I would favor introduction from = distance. 
The Resettlement Administration @i4 uot specify where the 
Ganadian stock vould come from, but I have been told thet 
there is a caribou range somewhere north of the Red lake 
country. If this is o fact, the stock should be virtually 
identical with that of Red lake, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh 3 Professor of Game Management



1532 University Aveme 
March 15, 1937 

Mr. B, 4. Goldman 
Division of Wildlife Research 
Bureau of Biological Survey 

: Washington, D. C. 

Dear Goldman: 

I certainly agree that wolf control is fully 

justified until caribou get back on their feet. I under- 

atand Resettlement is controlling wolves this winter and 

I take no exception to it in that kind of a case. 

Yours sincerely, 

2 Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. c. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

. AND REESE TO March 10, 1937. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of March 8 to Dr. Bell in regard to the 
proposed introduction of Canadian woodland caribou in the 

northern Minnesota area has been received and I have been 
taking care of much of his mail in his absence attending 
the Wildlife Conference in St. Louis. 

I am sure that Dr. Bell would agree with an opinion, 

in which you and I evidently concur, that such an introduc- 
tion would be justified, especially if stock can be 

obtained from the adjoining region in Canada so that there 

would be no question of the mixing of subspecies. 

It occurs to me, however, that as according to reports 
the caribou left in that area are reduced to six animals, it 
might be well to consider carefully the question of protection 

against wolves for any new stock that might be introduced, 
especially until they have had time to establish themselves. 

I was sorry not to have been able to join the gang at 

the conference on wildlife in St. Louis but we could not all 
be there. I am much pleased to learn from those who have 
returned thet in their opinion the conference was very success- 

ful and your contribution has been very favorably commented 
upon. 

With kindest personal regards, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

E. A. Goldman, Acting Chief, 
Division of Wildlive Research.
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Baudette, Minnesota Qo 
: September 28, 1942 : 

Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldp:= 

Thanks muchly for your letter of recent date and for the int- 
erest in my behalf regarding the possibility of lining up with an 
institution of learning for my doctorate. To date, contacts have 
been rather discouraging, probably because of the service possibility. 

Although classified as 5A, with no children, it is altogether likely 
that I shall be drafted within two or three months, provided I do 
not enter the service voluntarily, which I have offered to do if it 
is possible to enter the Specialist Corps. Should you hear of any- 
thing that I may be qualified for, please drop me a line. 

Now, with regard to the caribou. I do not know how to analyze 
the attitude of the State Conservation Department, for it has been 
one of complete disregard for their well-being. Although the present 

commissioner is a man of science, he has failed to become impressed 
with the importance of our remnant of animals, probably because of 
the difficulties encountered in administering to state needs. Since 
June 15, the animals have had no attention and only one or two visits 
by state refuge patrolmen, who put in an appearance and littie more. 
This is not maliciously stated, because these patrolmen are hard work- 
ers, but they simply cannot see the needs and apply needed measures. 
At a recent meeting of the NW Minn. Assoc. of Cons. Clubs (1700 members) 
where I delivered a speech, I touched on the need for more interest in 
the caribou purposely because Gane and Fish Director was present. When 
asked from the floor whether the conservation department could not hel; 

along, I referred the question on to Director Joslin for answer, but 
he simply stated that he knew nothing about it and could not make a state 
ment. Needless to say, Aldo, I have become extremely unpopular in this 
state because I have continually fought for the cause of the caribou and 
the project, to the discomfort of state administrators, and I fear that 
further pressure will avail little. 

As matters now stand, there is little that anyone can do, for the 
men in charge of the Red Lake WL Refuge took itdon hiuself to liberate 

the animals from the pasture, on the argument that they were thin. This 
was true, but all the while, I had approximately 20 large truck loads of 
moss within three miles of the pasture, cured and stacked, to be fed then 
if necessary. Of course, I know there is no argument against keeping 
them in a pasture, if they require too much attention, and there is no 
denying that they do need assistance, but one must view the other side 
of the picture also. These animals are domesticated, and will approach 
from distences of over a mile to within a few feet of any human being



entering the pasture. The boundary line of the Indian Reservation 

is but 32 miles from the pasture where they were released, end along 

the Red Lake shore, some of the toughest poachers in the country still 

reside, Add to this, that through the recommendation of the refuge 
supervisor, the whole north shore of Red Lake has been thrown open . 

to Public Shooting Grounds during the coming deer season, for a distance 

of 8 wiles along the shore west into the caribou range, This puts the 

shooting territory within 5 miles of the point of release. We all know 
what will happen, for how many people can or will stop to distinguish 
a caribou from a deer. I was opposed to this movement of opening that 
particular section to shooting and acutally opened thmge other large 

sections of the refuge to deer shooting, but I have nothing further to 

say about the project. By all means, there should not be an open 
season for deer in the Redlake section where the caribou will OR agnt he heh 
since the law does not compel opening this section this seasons 0 -. 
such could be forestalled, then the only other time when the question 
will again arise is two years hence end by that time, conditions may 
permit opening the section to shooting without damage cr danger to 
the caribou. It is too lete to do anything about keeping the animals 
within the enclosure until after deer season, even though only 45 
deys remsined, but now, if we can do anything about giving them pro- 
tection during this falls season, we should certainly do it. I 
have recommended posting signs stating that caribou are in that 
district, but would prefer keeping it completely closed 

I fear, Aldo, that little can be done to make the Conservation 
Department see the light. It requires the full time effort of one 
men with some backing to get anywhere at all, and I can no longer 

afford to do it. I have taken several trips to the cities, have met 2 
with many: organizations, etc. in an effort to keep some semblance of 
management on our 5 million dollar investment, but have received noth- 
ing but promises. It has been suggested to them that one man teke 
over the menagement of the entire territory and the state refuge 
patrolmen work under or with him, but neither the stete of the Fish 

and Wildlife Service have followed this up. I tried to gt a P-R set- 
up for it, but it also never developed. Instead of placing a quali- 
fied game man in charge of the territory, Dr. Strunk appointed a 
warehouse clerk to remain incustody of the property and take charge 
of the management phases. Both the &tate and the F & WL Service 

should be thoroughly ashamed of their lack of activity in this be- 

half. 

Fersonally, I am going to have to leave the state and have often 
wondered, lately, whether the cause for which we are striving is worth 
the effort. When a stete will not take care of a heritage so priceless 
as this Beltrami has become and will let it ali go to pot, and when the 

Fish end WL Service, who are custodians for the project, sit idly by 
and let it happen, then there is no future. I know these are strong 

words, but I care not. I have worked hard for many months, laying a 
foundetion of management, notes, etc., that has few, if any equals 
in the nation, end for what. No, I am going to take one last trip 
to the cities, and from then on, it will be some one elses responsibility. 
I only hope that I can remain a gentleman about it all.. 

The above information need not be kept confidential. 
Let me hear fom you soon. Best of luck. 7 ee
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Mr. Ira N. Gabrielson 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Gabe: 

I have learned recently that the remnant of caribou in the 
Red Ieke district is in a bad way. 

Briefly stated, the men connected with the old Resettlement 
Administration project are being withdrawn, and the State 
Department seems to take no interest. In fact, I learn 
that they have opened up a deer hunting area within five 
miles of the center of the caribou range so that the slender 
remnant might get shot up during the coming deer season, 

I also learn that the animals imported from (nada have been 
let out of the pasture and are at large so that they, too, 
might get shot this fall. 

I can't understand this because Strunk is scientifically 
trained, and presumably should be interested in the preserva- 
tion of rare species. 

Is there anything that you or your organization can do to 
stimulate his interest? If not, is there anything which the 
Fish and Wildlife Service could do directly toward applying some 
kind of conservation program to this herd? 

I realize perfectly well that this is a remote chance and a 
late date for starting anything, but the information about 
the crisis only reached me a few days ago. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

Coy Mewes Den
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424 University Farm Place 
October 5, ighe 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Hammy: 

I know your conservation column is more interested 
in birds than mammals, but this caribou thing is a 
crisis, and you might help make a noise about it. 
If you run anything, will you see that a copy of it 
gets to Strunk? It wouldn't hurt for you to let him 
know what you are going to run. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

enclosures (2)
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kok University Farm Place 
October 5, ige 

Mr. Jack Manweller 
Baudette, Minnesota 

Dear Jack: 

Here are carbons of three letters on the caribou. They 
may not do any good, but it is the best I can do. 

The student situation is still as reported in my last 
letter, but we, too, have a number of 3~A men in this 
Department and in the University Arboretum organization 
who may be taken away shortly. If by any chance you 
should still be available after we lose them, I could 
take care of you some way provided the prospect for 
continuity were sufficient to warrant the change. Just 
keep me posted every month or so, and I will keep you 
posted. 

How mech fish training have you? Would you care to go 
further.in fish? If so, I happen to know of vacancies 
in our Zoology Department. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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Senator F. ©. Walcott 
The Yale Club 
With and Vanderbilt 
Yew York City 

Dear Senator: 

I am writing you as President of the Boone and Crockett Club 
in behalf of the woodland caribou of the Red Iake District 
of Minnesota. 

As you imow, several federal agencies, during the CCC period, 
wailt up a refuge for this remnant, and imported additional 
animals from Canada to revive the herd. ‘These federal agencies 
are now withdrawn, and the State Conservation Department refuses 
to take over. In fact, the State has opened up an area to 
deer hunting within five miles of the point where the imported 
caribou were released. The whole herd is likely to get shot 
up either during the hunting season, or at any time by poachers. 

I have been very inactive in Boone and Crockett, but I think 
this is the kind of a ease where the influence of the Club 
might be felt. At the very least the Club might ask ¥. L. 
Strunk, Commissioner at St. Paul, what he is doing, implying 
at least that he will be held responsible by outside opinion 
if any mishap befalls this herd. I, of course, will leave it 
to your good judgment as to what, if anything, the Club ean do. 

You might, in addition wish to act through the Institute. 

fo put it baldly, Strunk needs to be told that he is going to 
have a black oye nationally if this herd passes out. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold
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October 5, 1942 

Mr. W. E. Sanderson 
American Humane Society 
Albany, New York 

Dear Mr. Sanderson: 

I have just learned that the remnant of woodland caribou of the 
Red Lake Distfict of Minnesota is in a crisis. The federal 
agencies, which during the CCC period built up a refuge in 
thet region, are now withdrawn, and the State so far refuses 
to take over or to take any interest in the herd. In fact, 
the State has opened an area to deer hunting within five miles 
of the center of the caribou range, and has let he animals 
recently imported from Canada out of their pasture; hence they, 

‘ too, run the danger of being shot. 

Can you, speaking for the Mammals Committee and the Society 
: of Mammalogists, build a fire under W. L. Strunk, Commissioner 

at St. Paul? 

' Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold
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Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place s 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo:- 

Acknowledgement is made of your recent letters and carbons 
of letters regarding the ms snd the plight of the caribou. It 
is regrettable that the ms still does not stand up to expectations, 
but perhaps, after Fred and Bill look it over, it msy finally be 
yut in shepe. Bill has never seen the paper until recently end may 
wish to make meny chenges. I shell be glad to rewrite the paper 
although the interpretetions given will probably cerry through 
in more understandable language. 

Regarding the amount of fish work that has come my way, I 
regret to state that little work of this nature hss been done, 
although I feel thet e working knowledge could soon be developed. 
I am not overly interested in doing fish work, excepting es it 

may afford ea means of completing my doctorate. I should like 
to hear more sbout the possibility, elthough ermy matters mey 
interfere in the near future. 

Your interest in the caribou situstion is very stimulating, 

and although the allegation will undoubtedly be denied, it is 
high time that the commissioner realize the desperate need for 
assistance. He will undoubtedly state that the refuge ;atrol 
personnel have been instructed to look sfter the herd and that 

they carried out their duties to the best of their sbility. This 
does not alleviate the hopeless sppointuent of 2 stock clerk to 

look after a five million dollar investment, the opening of 4 
deer season within » short distance of the range even though such 
has been a refuge for years, nor the lack of sppointing » man 
through P-R funds (endorsed by both Gordon #nd Gus) thet minomha 

keaw circumstances. I shall be gled to give further informetion 

on the subject, if needed. 

You will doubtless wonder ebout the sbove address, but it is 
only »® temporsry proposition until rccepteance of 2 job or induction. 

All of Mrs. Menweiler's relatives live in sunny (?) California and 
a visit appesred to be in order. My meil cen be sent to Baudette 

or here. Best of luck, Aldo. Yours, 7 
§ 0 li Ue ¢



IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 

DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

x UNITED STATES 
Beltrami 
Red +ake DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
Animals 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

Chicago 

October 26, 1942. 

Dre Aldo Leopold, ; 

424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Further reference is made to your letter of October 5 and our acknowledgement 

of October 9 concerning the caribouedeer hunting proposition in the Red Lake 

District of Minnesota. Our Regional Office has communicated with the State Conser- 
vation Department in this matter and there is enclosed for your information copy of 
a letter from the Supervisor of Game, Frank D. Blair, under date of October 20 

in which the situation is fully outlined. 

- As conditions had developed in the pasture in which the animals were con- 

fined it would appear that the release of the animals was inevitable. In fact, 

under such deplorable conditions they should have been released long since. fhe 
matter of most concern was the opening of an area in the vicinity of the range that 
would be used by the caribou to deer hunting and since the area finally opened is 
only a quarter of a mile wide and one and one-quarter mile long adjacent to the 

shore of Upper Red Lake, it is hardly conceivable that it would afford any material 

relief to hunting pressure in this section. However, since the hunting is to be 

guarded by a special protector to be stationed on this small open area and five 

more patrolmen on the refuge, together with the expected tendency of the animals to 

move away from the hunting area, the hunting project may not prove a menace to the 

caribou. 

We are requesting thet hunting operations be carefully observed during the 

season and that we be furnished with a full and complete report thereon. Upon 

receipt of this report we shall be glad to advise you further. 

Your interest in the project is deeply appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

ipa 
Enclosure



COPY 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 

October 20, 1942. 

Mr. De He Janzen. 

Acting Regional Director 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
UeS-e Dept. of Interior 

828 Plymouth Building 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Janzen: 

i Your letter of October 16th to Commissioner Strunk relative to caribou 

in the Red Lake Game Refuge has been turned over to this office for reply. 

It is our undertanding that your Central Office has made inquiry about 
these animals after having recéived a report from Mr. Jack Manweiler that the state 

had not properly handled the matter. 

It is the opinion of most sportsmen who know about the caribou venture and 
the results up to the present time, that it cost too much, was not practical, and 

that the animals in question had but little chance or reproducing and increasing 
under the methods employed by the Federal agencies. They were brought in from 
Canada and placed under control. They were artifically fed and domesticated. Two 

of the animals that we know of should have been shot to end their sufferinge One 
bull hed at least two operations on one leg that was amputated.e A cow that was 
paralyzed was sent to the Carlos Avery Game Refuge where it could be studied by a 
veterinarian in an effort to save its life. : 

We feel that the caribou would have had a much better chance to perpetuate 

if they had been released when brought in from Canada. Since this was not dme and 

the animals were finally transferred to a yard south of Hillman Lake, the patrolmen 

on the Red Lake Game Refuge were instructed to give them every possible attention. 

A report was received from the Acting Supervisor of the Refuge in August 

stating that because of the large amount of rainfall this year almost all of the 

area inside the fence was covered with water, resulting in the animals continually 
fighting the fence in an effort to get out of the water and obtain better food. 

I made two trips to the Refuge and on both occasions the mtter of 

properly handling the caribou was discussed. It was finally decided that the only 

humane thing to do, so that they would have a chance, was to release them, therefore, 

the Acting Supervisor was instructed to open the fence in several places. 

The following is a copy of letter received from the Acting Supervisor 

which is self-explanatory:



"On my return to Baudette from Norris Camp on Monday, September 21, I contacted 
Mr. Jack Manweiler in regard to going into the caribou pasture on Tuesday morn- 
ing and requested him to accompany me into that area. Mr. Manweiler wes busy at the 
time and apparently wasn't interested enough in the caribou to drive his own car to 
meet me at Ditch 14 to go ine As Mre Manweiler couldn't accompany me, I took a 
few rolls of film along. 

Accompanied by NsDeFairbanks, I went to Neibrs Corner and we waded north to the 
fence. Saw 3 caribou - 1 calf and 2 cows. Cows are in very poor physical con- 
dition due to lack of suitable food. Cow with calf was very thin and wabbled when 
she tried to get away from us. Second cow in slightly better physical condition 
but backbone was very prominent and hip bones and ribs stuck out very noticably. 
Pasture is very wet - the only dry place being around cabin itself and grade outside 
of pasture. Cow #2 had been fighting the fence so much that her neck was scar 
tissue ridges. Several pictures were taken of animals and of conditions there. 
These pictures will be forwarded when developed. 

These are the three caribou still in the fence that I referred to at Norris. They 
were using the SeEe side of pasture and hadn't hit the NeWe openings 

I contacted Mr. Manweiler this AeMe and informed him that, in view of his statement 
that he had been requested to make a report to St. Paul regarding the caribou that 
he could report the fence down in several places, that the wires had been tucked back 
to insure safety to animals leaving fence area and that I was taking responsibility 
of releasing animals but thet I wouldn't take responsibility of letting them starve 
to death in pasture. 

Fence is open enough to insure release of animals in area." 

As per your request, two maps are enclosed showing the small area open to 
deer hutning this year, the approximate location of the caribou yard, end where we 
feel they will range. 

Our last report in August stated that seven caribou were seen. 

We are sorry that your officials are disturbed about the caribou and can 
only state that we are just as much interested as they are about their welfare. We 
believe that we have handled the matter in the only proper and humane way it could 

‘ be donee 

When the deer season opens, we will. have one man on patrol in the open 

area marked in green on enclosed maps and five more patrolmen on the balance of the 
Refugee Special placards will be placed aroung the new open area asking hunters to 
use care in helping to preserve the caribou. 

We doubt that any hunter will see one of the caribou because of the large 
area of more than 400,000 acres thet is closed to hunting. 

In closing we can only assure you that every means at our command will be 
used to save the cariboue 

Very truly yours 

72/ Frank D. Blair 
Frank De Blair 

Supervisor of Game 

Division Game and Fish.
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Senator F. C. Walcott ting ba Sida Be 
The Yale Club - soko oT Ibis tie: eh? 

Wlth and Vanderbilt ota Se thnadpien 

Hew York City aionzi it <epest 0 

Dear Senator: <edao toned 

Since writing you about .the.caribou, matter, bayer 
learned. that part of the difficulty may consist, of.0 
personal dispyte. Repeven. she. ttase and Fotesal eral officers 
on the.ground....1 did not, now. 9f, this when I rere 
FOU, ant 188 existence tends to.becloud the reliability 
of the facts alleged. by ehther aide, umes oe 
detter let you kmow. The upshot.is that itis much less os 
feasible for us outaiders ta, do anything. Saad wo ; é 

, ake BORE ONE TRS ; 

Mteteouta: Seat Yours sincerely, 

Ab toot “obes Aldo Leopold 

ce Hanerstrom 
Sanderson
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Mr. Ira N. Gabrielson SAYRE OR LB 9 ROAR 
Fish and Wildlife Service GS RRM RRP Oe 
Merchandise Mart RECREATE ae 
Chicago, Illinois apne hi 

Dear Gabe: PONE mae: GTS 

I gather from the correspondence that the caribou 
situation resolves itself partly into a’ mtter ~ 

“of & quarrel between Jack Manweiler and’ the =" ~ 
State people. I hate to s¢e this and didnot ~*~ 

know 4¢ was thé case when I'wroté. However, the’ 
~ faquiry*from your ‘office will certainly do no © ©” 

“© fern and’may do a good deal of good. Thanks foere* 
your pains “in looking up the case. © cus 

“With personal regards, 

Se hata ene baie Yours sincerely, 

; i ma ER Aldo Leopold
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IN REPLY REFER TO E “bom ae apie ‘ 

R ne ee | git ae 
Red Lake oe aa UNITED STATES oe Ae a 

Animals ‘ DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR gry Vr 
: FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE ZAK yr 

Chicago we Q/ 
March 16, 1943. 4 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
2h University Farm Place, bee 

' Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Reference is made to our letter of October 26 concerning the’ open season on 
deer on certain areas of the Red Lake District of Minnesota in which the caribou 
had been liberated. , 

At our earnest request the deer hwmting was carefully supervised by the State 
and there is enclosed for your information a report from our regional office on ; 

, the matter. We are quite pleased that no accidental or other killings of caribou 
- took place, and feel greatly reassured in the matter. 

Very truly yours, 

Enclosure 395, . Acting Ales



March 26, 1943 

Mr. Albert M. Day 
Aeting Director 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Merchandise Mart 
Chieago, Illinois 

Dear Albert: 

I very mich appreciate your taking the pains 
to send me a report of the Minnesota caribou 
matter. Your action was quiet and effective 
as usual, and I feel very much better about the 

- whole thing. Thanks very meh for your 
cooperation. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 

; y 
x ; ae pm
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UNITED STATES 

i es - aastethigass QE PHE INTERIOR arch 16, 19h3. 
‘essor Opo. 

h2h University oa place AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Madison, Wisconsin. WASHINGTON 

Dear Aldo: : 

Reference is made to our letter of October 26 concerning the open season on 
éeer on certain areas of the Red Lake District of Minnesota in which the caribou 
had been liberated. 

At our earnest request the deer hunting was carefully supervised by the State 
and there is enclosed for your information a report from our regional office on 
the matter. We are quite pleased that no accidental or other killings of caribou 
took place, and feel greatly reassured in the matter, 

Very truly yours, 

Aik Day 

Enelosure 395. Acting Director.
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ADDRESS ONLY THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR REGION 3 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE = 

AND REFER TO NORTH DAKOTA 

UNITED STATES ee 

Beltrant DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Miner 

Caribou FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE i. 
MICHIGAN 4 

OFFICE OF REGIONAL DIRECTOR INDIANA 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 
December 24, 1942. 

The Director, 
Fish and Wildlife Service, 

Chicago, Illinois. 

Dear Sir: 

Reference is made to your letter of October 26 to this office : 
and another letter of the same date directed to Dr. Leopold of the 
University of Wisconsin relative to the deer hunting proposition in 
the Red Lake district of Minnesota which you feared might endanger the 
welfare of the caribou on the Beltrami Islend Wildlife Management 
unit. 

The state of Minnesota has kept a close watch on the results of 
opening this hunting area and we have now been advised by Mr. Frank 
D. Blair, Supervisor of Game, Division of Game and Fish, that “no 
caribou were shot during the epen deer season and, as far as we were 
able to learn, none were seen by any of the hunters on the Public 
Hunting Grounds on the south border of the Red Lake Game Refuge." 
We were further assured by the state that they would give the caribou 
on this area every possible protection. We are enclosing a copy of 
the notice which they posted in all new hunting areas adjacent to the 

caribou range. 

It is noted in the second paragraph of your letter to Aldo Leopold 

that you state ". . . since the area finally opened is only a quarter 
of a mile wide and one and one-quarter mile long adjacent to the shore 
of Upper Red Lake, it is hardly conceivable that it would afford any 
material relief to hunting pressure in this section." As a matter of 
fact, the area actually opened was two miles wide and six miles long. 
This error as to the size of the area to be opened is probably due to 
the fact that your office checked the map of the Red Lake Public 
Hunting Grounds and thought the squares. rep. ed square miles, while 
actually they represent one township or "Square miles. A review of 
this map will probably straighten matter eat ant give you a clear 

FOR,DEFENSE picture of the situation. 2 HEC seis 4 
ae x j 

iS BUY I am quite certain that Weeder oer of the 
we staves project are quite interested i - and will do every- 

Uf ip fiers thing possible to perpetuate their welfare. We have attempted 

so) ‘
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to make the state department as conscious of the importance of this 

project as possible and expect a reasonable amount of cooperation from 

them in this matter. 

Very truly yours, 

Burnie Maurek, 
Regional Director. 

Enc. 

Se 
4
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Gila Inspection - 1922 

Altitude & Deer Black and white do not seem 

to go by altitude in the Mogollons, Warner 

says blacks are low down in Baseline and 

Burros.
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Lincoln Inzpection - 1921 

Deer in Malpais. In 1909 Messer found 

blacktail in south end of malpais 15 miles 

west of Salinaso.



Apache Inspection - 1921 

Southern Limit of blacktail Bullard, 

4 bar Mesa.
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le Coronsdo does not mention antelope, tations his "goat" 

geen near Zuni was sn antelope. Probably not, since 

this was sheep range. 

2 Washington Irving's deseription of “flagging” ané also 

a "Surround", (No brush fences mentioned in connection 

with latter method of hunting.) 

2 Irving says Indians made shirts out of antelope skins, 

3. Caton says antelope had poor oyasight. 

4. Census. Skinner estimates they were as numerous as 

buffalo but now (1924) only 10,000 left. ‘ 

_ 4 Mearns, Rare in 1907, but in 1884 abundant slong rail- 

road between Ash Fork & Whipple (Gallup). "Thousands 

were killed annually around San Prancisco and Bill 

Williams Mountains, but none remained in the immediate 

vicinity of Fort Verde". The great decrease occurred 1884-86, 

5. Altitude. In yellowstone rarely occur as high as 8500", 

% ‘Timber. “Often when surprised in restricted areas they 

show no hesitancy in entering timber to escape." 

, 8 Migration. 50 miles from summer to winter range in Park. 

s wis ;
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Travel this in 3 days. “On the plains, in the old days, 5 

migration was the regular thing and was well known to 

hunters, who frequented the spring and fall routes." 

(Note: does any migration occur in the SeWe?) 

10, Wingate, Geo. W. “A hunter must never assume that any 

antelope he sees, even with a glass, is not watehing 

his movements." a 

10. Speed. Seton credits the antelope with a speed of 32 

miles per hour, a8 against the best speed of a thorough- 

bred race-horse at 34 miles per hour." Greyhounds and 

gooa horses can senetines run them down. 

11. Giands.give out musky odor when rump hair raised or 

lowered. Caton suggests this is to keep off insects but 

Seton thinks purpose is intercommunication. f 

11. Swimming. Can swim strongly but do not stand in water 

by choice. Says they always leave water on the run and j 

do not stop to shake until well away from (usually steep) 

stream banks. ; 

12. Food. Hat tridentata sage but no other browse. Do not 

paw snow, but seek windswept ridges. Rat snow in winter. 

: 12. Less Nocturnal than deer and elk, 

‘14, Rut in September and October, Skinner thinks not very 

polygamous but Heller thinks very much so. Gather in ‘ 

large bands in winter and break up in spring (February). 

15. Gestation. "A little over eight months or slightly 

longer than with acer" Fawns come in May or early June, 

=-Be
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usually two at a time. 

15. Survival of fawns larger than with other large animals. 

In August 40 per cent of all antelope seen were kids, 

in apr ing 1921 "19 per cent of our herd were young 

antelope approaching one year old". Fawns born more 

active than deer and elk. . 

16. Association. “Occasionally they are with deer, elk, 

: mountain sheep, and even buffaloes, but the avees iation 

is due to limited forage and not at all to sociability”. — 

(Note: I have twice seen antelope with blacktail deer 

| [Sitereaves & Gila). In latter case it was at a water 

hole but in former there was no lack of forage or other 

reason to associate. in neither ¢ase did they run away 

- with the deer herd.) 

17. Yoice. A smali male antelope came up to within a hundred 

feet to watch me ride past. As I did so, he squealed 

and stamped first one fore foot and then the other, ana 

then trotted up and crossed the read in front of my 

horse,“ : : 

1%, Grossing Habit. See above. Like Stewart Bdward White's 

African experiences. 

1%, Yoise, ‘They have an alarm note whieh might be dpseribea 

as either a squal or a bark, and they use it when curious 

as well as when alarmed.” 

~3~
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20. Loco. Stockmen think they eat and are affected by loco 

but Dr. C.D. Marsh thinks probably nis 

2. Diseases. “Practically all of their troubles of this 

kind being due to infection from domestic sheep, cattle, 

and horses." 

20. Parasites. “There is also a tape worm found in foxes, 

: wolves, and coyotes, which in the embryo stage is found 

in our antelope." 

20. Packs. Large bands form during November, December and 

Jamuary, which is also the growing season of buck's horns, 5 

i Does lead the bands during this period. 

21. Predators. Coyotes, especially in packs, are worst enemy, 

but thinks they cateh only young and weak, Wolves kill 

a few, and lions a few in rough country, “Buffalo oc- 

casionally kill very small kids.” 

21. Life. Mature at five years, (Note: does this mean they 

do not breed until then?) 

22. pemee Surrounds described by Burke (Hopi country) and 

Lewis and Clarke (Mandans). 

25. Hides not highly valued either as fur or leather. , 

27, Weights. Mearns, Adult male 112 pounds as killed, after 

bleeding; female otherwise same 109 pounds. Three : 

males after removing head, feet, skin, and visesra 

weighed 64, 56, and 67 pounds, 

: ; ~~ ee :



2% Molanism. Shufeldt saw a buck with jet black head and 

| shoulders near Ft. Tetterman, Wyo. (Note: does this | 

correspond to the black backed deer in the Delta of 

the Colorado, and the black rams of the San Pedro marter?) 

‘ 2. Horns, Shed in November or December, mostly November. 

After December all bucks growing new horns, completing 

erowth in January. Are not mobbed off but are pushea 

and fell off account of the new growth beneath, Almost . 

never shed both simeltaneously. Coyotes, badzers, por- 

cupines eat the shed sheaths “and even the antelopes é 

themselves have been seen nibbling at them". Tf not 

eaten, sheaths completely destroyed by weathering in 

& years. at ees , : 

: 390. Horn measurements. 

_ Ble Bibliography of antelope. 

Digest by Leopold - 11/17/25 { 

-5e :
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CHECK LIST FOR LIFE HISTORY 

BLACKIAIL DEER 

As Size. (Comparison with California and Colorada) Ht. at 

shoulder, nose to root tail, tail length, girth chest, 
Length front hoof pad. Max. and min. size. 

3B. Neignt. Max. attained. Proportion of head and horns, 

hide and feet, entrails, and dressed wts. to total. De. 

weights vary regionally? ‘hat region grows heaviest 
bucks? Comparison with Whitetail weights and blacktail — 

: weights other states? 

fs Heads. Max. spreads, no. points, length along main beam, 

girth at base beam. Freak heads. Doe horns. Locked 

horns. Cactus horns. Shrinkage of horns with age. 

Photos of extraordinary heads. Does character of horns 

vary with feed and season. Regions? Why? Are modern 

heads as big as once occurred? (Watch Kaibab for extra- 

ordinary heads) Relation of heads to weight, size, and 

age of bucks. 

Ds Fhenology. Best obtained bycwmilative records (see files) 

When dos 1, Bucks join does. 2. Necks swell, 3. Rut 

begins and ends. 4. Leave does. 5. Horns shed. 6. Fawms 

drop. 7%. Horns reach full size. 8. Velvet shed. Rela- 

tion ef dates to spring drouth.



BE, Distribution. Yormer range, especially in virgin 3.¥. 

Present range, possibly differentiating very thin areas 

'  £vom areas of moderate abundance. ‘Seasonal distribution: 

Have we anything resembling the altitudinal migration of 

Routt Co., Colo? Do they ever yard in winter? Has water 

development created any deer range formerly not used? 

Buck and dee areas - what determines them? : 

EZ. Food Yebits. Lists of food and season in which taken. 

Regional differences in food habits. What parts of 

various plants are eaten? Extent ef food competition 

with cattle or stock. Do food habits vary with age or 

| $@x? Freak foods (such as garden truck, domestic fruits, 

alfalfa blossoms, fungi, etc.) Any losses from straight 

poverty? Effects of overgrazing on food supply. Need 

of salt? : | 

' Gy Meter Relations. How often must they drink under given 

conditions? Drink alkali, foul, muddy, stagnant, or 

mineralized water? Where and under what conditions de 

they go without water? Any evidence of metabollic water? 

Z "De they swim freely or well? De they use water to cover 

seent? Time of day they go to water under various condi- 

tions? Is snow (yes) eaten freely in place of water? 

Zs Breeding Habits, Min. proportion bucks to does necessary 

for production under various conditions. Cause of barren 

- P=



does aside from buck shortage. Period of gestation. 

Adaptation of rut and fawning period to Southwestern 

climatic conditions and gradation of periods into Colo- 

rado and California. Min. age of breeding animals. 

Actual no. does per herd buck. Hybrids with whitetail 

(Alamogordo record). How long after bucks join does is 

beginning of rut? How long does rut last? (ligon says 

the does scatter when prime and bucks hunt them up one 

by one--never do gather them up.) How leng after rut do 

pucks stay with dees? How soon after rut do her bucks 
allow young bucks to join bunch again? Proportion of 

twins to single fawns and comparison with whitetail in 

this respect? Methods and period of “caching" fawns and 

their behavior. Seentless character of fawns? 

is Pathology. Any actual observation on “Black Tongue", 

vot fly, (Ligon has sent specimens from Fox Mt.) ticks, 

foot and mouth disease, parasites, etc. Dees screw-worm 

attack wounds same as in calves? lxtent of recovery 

from bullet wounds. Are the “Greases* on back of buck- 

skins sears from fights? Have *“enctus® bucks a patho- 

logical cause? 3 

3s Hatural Enemies. Extent, season, age, sex, ant mithed of 

killings by lion, wolf, coyote, bobeat, eagle, jaguar. 

Behavior when attacked and manner of escape or defense. 

.



Relative importance of enemies now and formerly. Was 

coyote always a deer-killer? Under what condi tions? 

What do enemies prefer to deer? Not prefer? Are male 

lions worse on deer than females? How many and what age 

and sex of deer per lion per year under various condi- . 

tions? Do bears ever attack deer, or fawns? “Caching” 

and returning to kills. Sffect of snow, poverty, ete.) 

on killing habits. Kethods of killing, deseribe and 

compares lion, wolf, etc., and how methods differ if any 

in other states and countries. To what extent is it 

desirable toe reduce natural enemies. 

K. Misc. Points. Do deer use their voices? “histle? When, 

why, how? Extraordinary instances of sight, scent, speed, 

ete. Is it true that bucks jump fences which does. and 

fawns crawl under? Instences of deer getting feet caught 

in wire fences. Gaits and speed under various conditions. 

Probable age attained. Market hunting, no. killed, methods, 

prices, etc. Unethical practices new fellowed or pro- 

; hibited, such as licks, dogs, ete. Sign, telling sex and — 

. size by. Effect of fences on deer, Albinos? 

ie Sporting Qualities. Differences from whitetail as to 

hiding, skulking, locking back, stce Do single bucks 

: Tun faster or longer than if with dees? Than if with 

©. ether bucks? Vension and buckskin comparisen whitetail. 

~4-=



Bs Memagement. Kill factor under various conditions (per 

cent of killable bucks per year to total number on range). 

Actual data on soundness of killing bucks only. Crippling 

; loses; its proportion to bucks brought in (see Leopold 

questionnaire). Mortality tables showing propertion due 

various natural enemies, disease, cripples, kills, Kill 

per section compared with other states. Proportion of 

hunters who get bucks. Proper open season. Sffective- 

ness of past, present and possible law enforcement. 

Ns Refuges. Theory and actual data ons : 

Proportionate area of range — 
Location 
Boundaries : 
Posting See Turner's data 
Patrol )} Perm. bulletin 
Size ) 
intervals between ) 
Seasonal ranges ; 
Snforcenent and publicity 
Adjustment of boundaries 
Effectiveness in attracting bucks 
Vermin-econtrol on =. 
Relation to turkey 
Relation to livestock 

&. Census. Actual data on nwubers on any unit of area at a 

given time, and comparisons to show increase, decrease, 

‘ete. Mo. head per section in what we now call good, 

medima, and poor deer country, and comparison with other 

states and with what country should carry. Compile U.5. 3 

¥.5- census figures and keep gathering data on census of 

outside ranges. 

se 5 -



Be Developing production. Increasing productive area. Regu- 
lated kill - when, where and how to apply ite What should 

annual kill be wider good management? Limiting factors 

(weak places) in present management and moves to correct 

ther. 

—
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\| The End of the Deer Drive | 
SS 

It is with no personal satisfaction and in no “I- 

told-you-so” spirit that we chronicle the failure of 

“the ‘Kaibab deer drive which was confeessed on 

. Tuesday by the return of the first contingent of the 

drivers. ‘The deer, it appears, did not act as the 

drivers expected them to act, hut, on the contrary, 

very much as we surmised they would, in a rather 

disorderly fashion. . 

That is, they refused to be thrown ‘into a con- 

certed body; to “move in any general direction,” but 

“dashed wildly in every direction, at no time even. 

approaching a herd formation.” In short, they con- 

ducted themselves very much as deer have always 

done since Noah, on reaching dry land again, turned 

their two progenitors out of the atk, Between that 

time and the time. when Mr. McCormick entered into 

a contract with the state of Arizona for the removal 

of the Kaibab deer, the deer nature appears to have 

been but little changed. 

The deer, like the wind goeth where it listeth, 

and the Kaibab deer did not list to go where Mr. 

McCormick and his assistants listed to go. They 

went, on the contrary, in every other direction. 

The camera men of the Famous-Lasky Corpora- 

tion were likewise disappointed. Though at times 

from eminences they occupied they could see as 

many as a thousand deer, no two deer could be 

brought at any time within the eye of a camera, 

What the camera disclosed was therefore probably | 

only a tangled maze of brown or gray streaks which 

by the slowing down process may be shown to have 

been deer moving leisurely here and there, to. say 

nothing of hither and yon. But even imaginative 

title and sub-title writers would hesitate to desig- 

nate such a picture as “A Deer Drive.” 

We are sorry the deer acted that way. It was 

not in their own best interest. If they could only 

- have been brought to realize that what Mr. McCor- 

mick was: contemplating was for their own good; 

that they were to be brought into a safe haven and 

into real refuges with plenty of range and feed on 

this side of the canyon, their conduct would have 

been quite different. They would have moved se- 

dately in “herd formation,” stopping now and then to 

to lick Mr. McCormick’s hand, and at night would 

have suffered themselves to be “bedded down” with 

a sense of security under the loving care of the goy- 

—ernor and aye game warden of Arizona. But deer 

E are> deer.
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Animals Become Wild and Stampede Riders’ Lines pede INiders es: 
eae i WRITTEN FOR THE ARIZONA REPUBLICAN é 

PS ic here ee BY ZANE GREY a a coe Ae a / 
& gg Oar - - 
MRT ia "Stay § Dec. 18.—The control of the drive, might have, vised the government not to kill off 

failure Say ee * a Canyon deer| shown better results, but I, person-| the cougars, It is a fact that man 
drive might Psy lo three causes—| ally, with some of my old cowmen | cannot destroy the balance of Nature | 
inadequate pyrép.-ation, lack of | and, riders, am conyinced that these| without dire results. . 
enough drivers and the totally un-|deer cannot be herded and driven. P = bs 
expected refusal of the deer to herd.| Ranger Locke shares this opinion. eorae aon 98 Pee oes ees 
We Had over 100 Navajos and.| The forest service, from Mr. Rut-| moving upwards of 1,000. mountain 

Piutes and 30 or 40 cowboys and | ledge down to the rangers, were pres-|jions from. Buckskin Mountain has 
rangers, besides a dozen Lasky men|ent at South Canyon and offered destroyed the balance of Nature, 
and my own outfit, : every courtesy and help in their hence a tremendous overmultiplica- 
We drove three days, each drive| power to the. drivers. tion of deer and a destruction of the 

along es lower cedar slopes of Buck- ‘We found many dead deer, some of paneue tt iaea tragic situation for 
skin Mountain, stowards the Saddle| which had no doubt starved. Prob- aa : 2 the great herd. 
Gap where we intended to drive the| ably 10,000° deer are wintering on 
deer down into the canyon. How-| these cedar slopes on the east side} Careful shooting, of course, could 
ever; when the deer found out we| if Buckskin. As far as I am able to| remove the present danger of com- 
were trying to move them in a con-| observe they are browsing solely on|Plete annihilation, but to my mind 
sistent Arectior they *stampeded | juniper and buckbrush. The junipers | this can never be more than a tem- 
and ran ba@k through the lines as| are eaten bare as high. as tall deer| porary relief. Personally I disap- 

much as in any other direction. They | can-reach. prove of hunting, because it must in- 

jbecame as wild as deer that had been Taunderstand from Mr. Locke, the | evitably lead to the crippling of hun 
hunted, ranger, that. food conditions up on| dreds of deer. Some of the forest 

I saw thousands of deer, most of| top of the Buckskin Mountains are| Service men consider this no worse 
whom ran in small bands. The ring-| infinitely worse. The range, on which | than the mangling of deer by coug- 
ing of bells’ and. yelling of Indians| there are now anywhere from 3,000) ars, but that is a mistake, for coug- 
did- not seem to frighten them, but] to“5,000 deer, has been destroyed. 1] ars always kill. a 
the approach of riders on horseback, | did not see one fat buck, . This whole matter of the deer sit- 
trying to head them) right, brought It is an interesting note: in this | uation on Buckskin Mountain proves 
swift flight . connection to recall that Buffalo | how futile it is for men to interfere 

Five hundred Indians on foot, with' Jones and I, some i5 years ago, ad-! with the laws of, Nature.
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To Ge U. &. Forest Service January 9, 1925. 

yy © Southwestern District 

Peeuo) Investigative Committee Meeting Closed: The Investigative Com= 

mittes finished its Giscussions lste Taursday after three days of tong, 

busy sessions and its members are returning to their regular places of 

a@utyo Investigative work for the coming year will be limited almost 

entirely to continuing projects. Lack of fumds prevents the entering of 

new fields of study to any considerable degree. A condition that has been 

developing from year to year in these meetings was particularly notice- 

able in the one just closed, nenely, the recognition of the vital rela- 

tionshiv between the resvits of Research and their application through 

forest administration. Never before have the men who actueliy handle 

i the forest property and the’ men who discover the secrets that science 

: has to disclose been so nearly of one mind in eagerness to make the find- 

ings of Research practically effective. 

"The Lané of Journey's Ending": A new book which may well be read, and 

if possible, owned for reference, by every D-3 forest officer , observes 

the Senta Fe News Bulletin, is Mery Austin's "The Land of Journey's End- 

ine". it is suyerior to most other books on the Southwest in its signif- 

icence, its accuracy of deteil and its entertaining style. The author is 

an indefatigable investigator, gathering her data skillfully on the ground 

from the person who knows it best and presenting it vividly. She is a 

naturalist, anthropologist and romanticist par excellensee She has lmown 

and lived anong the trees, plents, animals and aborigines of New Mexico 

and Arizona and she understands their deepest relationse She gives one 

a better realization of the mysticism and beauty of Indian lore and Span- 

ish customs than is ofttimes gained from actual observance. After read= 

ing her fascinating chapters one is willing to grant that he may have 

been aroudd the country quite some himself, but that he certainly never 

saw anything wmtil Mary Austin woke him up to it. 

Ae an Interesting Failure: The deer drive on the Kaibab, District 

Forester Rutledge reports in the Inter-Mountain Daily News, was an inter= 

esting failure, 2 failure so cmplete that it is improbable that the 
proposition of driving the deer will ever be brought uy again. As an ex~ 

ample of what tock place, Mr. Rutledge cites @ cease in which 150 cowboys 

and Indians equipped with bells moved across a flat about five miles long, 

upon which it wss estimated that there were 2 thousand deer. The flat — 
broke. off Steeply into a cenyon, down which it was proposed te drive the 
animals. Watchers stationed at the edge of the flat where they could see 

the animals which were driven into the canyon, reported that as nearly ‘as 

they could tell two animals..were.dzivoniins:-B-couple oftiundyed- yards in 
the-rear 6? the drivers, the dcer were obviously as plentiful es they were : 
before.e Possibly the very tameness of the deer le:d to this mexpected 

condition, for while the young animals got rather excited and tended to 
gather in front of the drivers and to rum before them, the older deer showed 

no signs of fright and deliberately played hidewaydeseck with the drivers 

around the jmiper trees and masses of shrubberye Many instanoes were re~ 
ported of Indians with bells coming around ‘one side of a tree, while the 
deer qhietly slipped around in their rear on the opposite side. 

Field: Scott (Apache ) ; 
Visitors: Andrews (Santa Fe) Miller (Coconino) Pearson (SW Exp. sta.) 

: Culley (Senta Rita RR.) Schoeller (Jornado R.R.) Perry (S.Fe) 
Acting: Jonese
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{ er Ghz Screen, according ‘to persons | most recent introduction is of eighteen 
; aS i ty eae pe en detouaie Rocky Mountain bighorns secured in 

ofthe ditches thaW! examined haa| “ene Park, Canada.) Mn) Hearst) now 
een. A heavy toll trout is taken | OWNS the largest collection of big game 

; en the fry wander ougsinto the smaller | animals in the state, and the results of 
/_7 ditches and into ds. The Derby | his experiments will doubtless determine 

“~~ ‘Dam, the largest fof Wie several dams in|to what extent the Pacific Coast Sports- 
he tiver as. ogadequate fish ladder by | men’s Club and similar clubs will pursue 

wi t e shgnay ascend to their former | their intention of establishing large game 
5 Pemeponnds. ae preserves. 

Sewagef from the several cities and 
reflge"f"fom sawmills and paper mills are 

empaea directly into the river, and are FISHING AT CATALINA. 
unquestionably detrimental to the fish Angling near the “hannel Islands con- 

life, especially at periods of low water. |tinues to attract anglers from far and 
Some of this:irefuse is said to accumulate near. hat large fish are available and 
in pools and ‘kill the spawn of the trout. i thad ee sortliawisiod rid d 

The critical factor in the welfare of the |M@Xe the journey worth wie is evidence 
trout of Pyramid and Winnemucca lakes | by the annual awards of the Tuna Club. 
is the condition of the Truckee River, |For the season 1924 the largest fish were 
which, for the reasons stated above, no|as follows: tuna, heavy tackle, 1493 
longer permjts of the fish ascending to} pounds; tuna, light tackle, 117} pounds: 
their spawning grounds. Furthermore,| marlin swordfish, heavy tackle, 345 
the river is no longer supplying the nor-| ounds; marlin swordfish, light tackle, 191 
mal amount of water to the two lakes. das EEGNanit oPEedeeee ‘tackl 
Indeed, the ‘level. of these lakés goes | POUNGS; Droadbill swordush, heavy tackle, 
down several feet each year. The develop- | 528 pounds. 
ment of other irrigation projects along| J. W. Jump secured the Brewster 
the Truckee River now under considera-| medal for the largest tuna. It weighed 
tion, including the construction of reser-|191 pounds. 
voirs, will no doubt further decrease the 
amount of water reaching Pyramid and FUR CONSERVATION ESSENTIAL. 
Winnemucca lakes. 

The white pelican, then, is probably in| The perpetuation of fur-bearing ani- 
no way responsible for the decrease | mals in the wild is as much a matter for 
which is so apparent in the number of | public concern as the conservation of any 
trout. The causes of this decrease are | other natural resource. Although admin- 
man-made, and those which are believed istration of forests, fish and game may 

ope ae most salient have just been | vost with either individual states or the 
i federal government, the maintenance of 

CALIFORNIA LEADS IN FISHERIES. | the fur supply is primarily the business 
we & of the states. The United States Depart- 

The statistics for 1922, compared with | ment of Agriculture is charged with the 
those available for former years, strik-| enforcement of the Federal Lacey Act, 
ingly reveal the changes taking place in|, jaw which regulates interstate commerce 
the Pacific coast fisheries. With the|in wild animals and supplements state 
development during the last decade of the | Jegislation in efforts for the conservation 
tuna and sardine fisheries, California has | of fur animals. In administering the law 
forged ahead to the leading place among / the attitude of the department is one of 
the Pacific coast states. The number of cooperation and coordination and not 
persons engaged in fisheries increased | federal control—U. S. D, A. Farmers 
from 4129 in 1908 to 8452 in 1915 and| Bull, 1469. 
9173 in 1922. The investment increased . 
from $1,659,000 in 1908 to $5,824,263 in BLACK-TAILED DEER SUCCESS- 
1915 and to $13,047,414 in 1922. The FULLY REARED. 

value of her products increased fro On Decoration Day, four years ago. 
$1,970,000 in 1908 to $2,506,702 in 1919] guy neishb ichic tourna 
and to $6,773,981 in 1922— Annual Rj SE rant aca 
port of the Commissioner of Fisherii peneley Dlack: tailed) fara ust bora ang van ending Jane 30, 1925 *!not even able to stand up. Believing 
, g etal a2 ~ |it deserted, they brought her back to us 

that evening and we fed her warmed 
MOUNTAIN, SHEEP INTRODUCED”) cows milk from a’ bottle and nipple. 
W. R. Hearst is making some interest-| As this food made the fawn sick, we 

ing experiments with big game animals | tried boiled milk and water in equal parts. 
on his ranch at San Simeon, California.| Under this diet she quickly recovered 
Sizeable herds of buffalo, elk, antelope, |and soon became a wonderful pet, fol- 
deer, reindeer and wild goats are to be|lowing us everywhere like a dog and 
found on 450 acres of fenced land, The|crying “ma-ma” like a baby to let us
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know she was hungry. We fed her about |at the same places, asking for her milk 
every two hours during the day and twice | the same way, 

during the night. We named her Yvonne. Two years ago in August, Yvonne had 
The following November, a young man | her first baby, Maggie, and a week after, 

who was leaving town and who was the; we were very much surprised when 

owner of a five-year-old buck asked the | Pierrette, only fifteen wnonths old, become , 
Fish and Game Commission permission | mother of a béegt?fal little buck, Jiggs. | 
to transfer him to us. Dick was a nice | Very few people know that it takes two 
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Fic. 10. Complete series of antlers from a nine year old 
black-tailed deer. Here is evidence that the number of 
points does not accurately indicate age. Photograph by 
R. O. Rampont, Ukiah, California. 

three pointer, of ordinary size, quite | hundred days for a doe to have a fawn, fill 

gentle. é Last year in July both had twins and 
The next year after in May, another] this last June, Yvonne, Pierrette and 

female fawn was found on the Orrs Spring | Maggie (the first deer born in our place) 
road by the body of her dead mother and | gave us six more fawns. 

nearly starved. We raised Pierrette by In less than four years, starting with | 

the same method that we did Yvonne.|two female fawns and a buck we found 
She had exactly the same habits, sleeping | ourselves possessing a herd of fifteen deer.
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Although we have just a block of ground ,OPEN SEASONS FOR FUR BEARERS. 

in the center of the city of Ukiah, yet it Tll-adyised open seasons are a natural 
is an ideal place for them, just like 4] result of lack of sufficient information 

forest. regarding the life habits of fur animals 
All the deer are in fine shape all year|on the part of farmers, trappers, mem- 

long. Every morning each one gets|pers of the fur trade, legislative com- 
about a quart of rolled barley. During | mittees and even of conservationists. The 
the spring and summer we feed them | seasons established by a number of states 
srass, alfilaria, kale, any kind of vege-|do little to prevent the decrease of fur 
tables, especially potato peelings, brush | bearers in certain sections, A defect 
(poison oak, chamiso, madrone, oak | frequently noted in present fur laws is 
limbs, fruit tree leaves.) Later we give | that the open season provided is so long 
them grape suckers and ripe fruits, and | that it permits trapping before pelts are 
in the winter, dry alfalfa and acorns.| prime in fall and after breeding is in 
They have rock salt all the time. They | progress in spring. 
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Fic. 11. A black-tailed deer reared by R. O. Rampont, Ukiah, California. 
Photograph by R. O. Rampont. 

are very fond of bread, candies, peanuts, Fur is in prime condition for harves?- 
cigarettes and chewing tobacco. ing at one brief season only, An open 

Our bucks lose their horns about Wash-|season of more than three months dura- 
ington’s birthday. The accompanying|tion is not justifiable anywhere in the 

§ picture shows Dick’s entire set of horns| United States if the prime condition of 
when nine years old. (See Fig. 10.) You] peltries and the economic status of fur 

} will note that for five years he was a|animals were taken into consideration. 
® three pointer, the last two years a four|'That the seasons are not wisely deter- 
= pointer, Jiggs, only two years old, is a] mined is emphasized by the fact that far 

three pointer. We are convinced that|too many unprofitable pelts are coming 
horns do not always indicate the age of|to the raw-fur markets every year. A 
a deer, keener appreciation of conditions revealed 

We have demonstrated what can be | by studies of the habits, breeding seasons 
done in deer farming when proper care|and periods of prime fur on the part of 
and protection is given. Judging from | those concerned with the framing of laws # 
our experience, it should be possible to] and regulations governing trapping would 
increase the game in any part of the| result in increased pelts of superior qual- 
United States.—R. O. Rampont, Ukiah, | ity reaching the markets, thus allowing 
Cal; greater financial rewards to trappers and
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at the same time augmenting the num-|tion to the trapper to begin operations 
bers of breeders in the covers. at once. By such action not only does 

A few generations ago furs of many | the receiving house accept unprime pelts 
kinds were commonly taken in all sec-| but the trapper gets a smaller return 
tions of the country, but now, with the|than he would have received by starting 
depletion or extinction over great areas | operations during the season of prime fur. 
of certain of the more prized species, the} All fur bearers increase rapidly under 
most valuable fur bearers, from the view- | reasonable protection, and if the unprime 
point of financial returns from the annual | animals now killed every year were left 
catch, are muskrats, skunks, raccoons and | for breeding stock this probably would not 
opossums.—U. S. D. A, Farmers Bull.| decrease the annual catch more than 5 
1469, per cent, and within five years the supply 

of wild fur animals would without doubt 
| AN ANTI-POLLUTION PLATFORM. |be increased 50 per cent.—U. S. D. A. 

Congressman Clarence MacGregor in| Farmers Bull. 1469. 
an address before the New York Water-| That many trappers have been per- 
ways Association quoted and endorsed The | mitted to ply their trade out of season 
Outlook’s-anti-pollution platform : and to gather pelts to the point of ex- 

The nation has an inalienable right | termination of the fur bearers over large 
to clean waters. areas is only one cause for our present | 

Disposition of the waste of industry |Shortage, Serious responsibility rests 
is a proper charge against industry, and | also on fur buyers and their agents, who, 
against industry alone. by accepting at a price all skins offered, 

No corporations and no communities | thus marketing illegal pelts, tempt trap- 
have any more right to pollute the waters | pers to make a thorough clean-up all 
with their waste than have citizens to| along their trap lines. Another factor in 
dump refuse on their neighbors’ property. | the scarcity of fur animals is found in the 

He is not an alarmist when he says: | greatly reduced fur-producing areas, The 
Civilization must not be allowed to|emcroachment of civilization naturally 7 

destroy itself. We must not be blind to | teduces the extent of such areas, but more 
the fact that the destruction of natural| thought and attention can well be given 
resources is suicide. Our civilization is|to the indiscriminate drainage of swamps . 
too ruthless. We dry up our streams by|and to the unnecessary cutting and 

Eee Geet ete ant cae aerate | RtOTinE of forests and cover. 
places and leave oe fields open for the | _ aking an unprime pelt is a deliberate 
pests that destroy our agriculture. We| Waste of one of nature’s most valuable 
kill off our fish by destroying their home. | and beautiful gifts, and not until trappers 

We create cesspools from which to extract | and raw-fur men learn to look upon it 
our drinking water. We fill our grave-|as such will the best use of our valuable 
yards with the victims of our barbarity. resources in fur be realized —U. 8S. D. A. 
We are more than foolish. We are abso- Pr. Bull. 1469, s pau 
lutely stupid—The Outlook, Oct. 28, 1925, | “2tmers Bull. : 

. 
CAUSES OF FUR DEPLETION. ARIZONA ESCAPES GAME LAW 

The value of the annual catch of fur- MUDDLE. 
bearing mammals in the United States} Last fall Arizona attempted to recodify 
25 years ago it was roughly estimated at|its game laws by means of referendum. 
$25,000,000. Today it is estimated at |The move was sponsored by the State 
$70,000,000. If the supply of fur ani-|Game Protective Association and the 
mals had been maintained in suitable | state game warden. It was intended to 
areas the income to trappers would have |submit the matter to the voters at the 
greatly exceeded present-day values. | general election in 1926, but the legisla- 
Much of the actual loss on furs taken | ture at the last meeting ordered it sub- 
could be eliminated by confining trapping | mitted this year. As a consequence 
to periods of prime fur, exercising care | passage of the measure would have closed 

to remoye pelts properly and to cure them | all legal hunting and fishing in the state, 
thoroughly before shipment to raw-fur | abolished the state game department, fish 
receiving houses. propagation work and all other activities 

Trapping too early or too late and fail- | until the legislature met and new laws 
ing to care for furs properly have resulted | were enacted. As a consequence it was 
in a loss of approximately 20 per cent | necessary to first put on a campaign 

: of the annual catch. Receiving houses | asking sportsmen to kill the bill, and 
are responsible for much of this waste | later by means of an injunction to order 
by sending out early price lists con-| the Game Law Repeal Bill off the refer- 
taining quotations on prime furs not|endum ballot. Through the last method 
obtainable at the time—a formal invita-| the situation was saved, 

f
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z “7 and Boundary Lakes, but Sullivan is the 
, ° Id largest and prettiest, being about four miles 

a long. y 
lle alin HS eC am Ss 1¢ Ss T have a little cabin here on the shore of 

f vs &) | ( CZ, 3 P Lik i the apeeiee neon TnDE bere oll win- 
iit TN ein vic phew ntens cA NA Ro lt Sea IVD Ch Mhahs * ter, so that ave had a good chance to 
el pa diyeamnsnaniiisGiicainitonaar, ey Leh ip Ps fa ie yatta watch the doings of one of the most de- 

Ri Mi \S 3 Zz ‘| i) a) i aM Ai) Wh structive animals in the woods—the coyote. 
1; j LN) y . a iy MY ae Sway / i ek iN Vy dy Wash. F. M. Dracarr. 

Fy, Wah MONTY INN HSN“ leseecr AMIN VARTA NANA V/ Lt seamen ae ae : 
ee Aas ei Se OM a ‘7 Game Protection in Pennsylvania 
SSeS NS as EAC WY Editor Outdoor Life: —I have finished 
nm SRSA ‘CS SNS a reading Captain Askins’ article in the 

U rh March number of Outdoor Life concerning 

Loss of Deer by Coyotes back and forth across the ice, while the nee ee ane 
; fie : coyotes were eating out of the hi = See 3 Hover Guidoor He ie = sending yeu ti ae 8 Podge state—poor laws, no enforcement—or else 

cover edsce i “ie Agseearciind Sullivan This sort of killing is simply awful, and they have a bad type of sportsmen. He 

Lake, Pend Oreille County, Washington. 1 there is only a bounty of $4 in this county “8S there ste 100,000:licenses granted each found twenty-two deer, fifteen on the ice When it should be at least $10 or $15, as the Year and a farmer is not required to have 
of the lake and seven in the timber, killed C0YOte is the smartest animal in the woods fre, So I think it is safe to say we have 
by coyotes during February and March of #24 the hardest to catch. Just to show ee re many men in the field each 
1925." It is almost impossible to catch how smart they are, I have taken small ee se ot as it may seem big game 
them in traps, as they appear to be too well Pieces of meat from an old kill, put poison I eae eae eae h ‘ 
fed. capsules in each piece, and dropped it - “a i" ae an that Pennsylvania 

I have accounted for ten of them this around a fresh kill. The coyotes would Hone. aoe one of all oe without 
winter by poison and rifle. They are very come back that night and just sit around spa eae aCe eee ” Xi te a ee 
hard to hit, as you never get a shot closer and look at it. Four or five days later one thee, 2 op 2 : poe ae at ae eer 
than 500 yards. I shot one at 475 long steps would come back again, drag the kill 15 or Taw La sd 2 oe ti a a s and 
(on the ice) with my Springfield and was 20 feet away from where the poison was ee Seen O00 hee ast Bea 
much pleased over the shot. The first and feed on the deer again. 7 oe ae ees ae eer killed 
shot went under him and he jumped about Sometimes after making a kill there ere a 2 ot oP Spe relied to shoot 
four feet in the air, then started to run, but would not be anything left but a leg and a SRA" Ducks. it 1s & eC an pune ieee 
the second ended his deer killing days. few pieces of hide, and again there would fan ee oa we She ei a a Mebee ured 

These coyotes do most of their killing in be the whole front half of the deer, as they ;OT#ovlen Tae ee ae made 
the early hours of the morning and I could always eat the hind quarters first. spleens AG ies ae pate He case he 
tell every time they made a fresh kill by all | The country around Sullivan Lake and ‘8 5 $100 f os a fe ‘dif he lec end 

i the fighting and howling they would do. _—_ Sullivan Creek is the winter range for black- re 1 a a i ae and if he is inclined 
A cougar is merciful in his killing, as he, tail deer and I have seen as high as sixty- pee aly o a ba 8 comp Ot come pte 

kills instantly, but the coyote is different, asigf6ur deer in one herd. There are plenty of If ce ES FERS ance d ) £5 
» four or five of them will run a deer down, ®white-tail decr but I have never found one “4 “oii peel 20 ee to steal 

break him down in the hind quarters tndof these killed by coyotes—always black- #8°™2° Oe le tees of this state (and 
while the poor thing is trying to get away @tail and mostly bucks. a Ge me id z Wh cen re BS a tet) he 
will start their feast. I have seen trails of | The fishing here is very good. In the MUSt avoid al pee or as far as big 
blood covering two acres on the ice where lake we have cut-throat trout and in Sulli- eee Seas Ain every man will 
a poor deer, after it had been broken down, van Creek we have rainbow and brook hie ae oe: Tego natbee setae come to 
still tried to get away by dragging itself trout. There are other lakes like Crescent hears you shoot, he investigates, finds said 

S does and looks som evidente-e Di shells, 
Lee ee ae oot prints, etc. ere are wardens scat- 
re a eae m8 pa 7 ae oe tered all over the mountains and he im- 

ee Sore 5 a Os um 5. |) Mediately notifies the nearest and an ar- 
oe ie i ie = _ rest is almost certain to follow. It is noth- 
oo: — Tes ae es ee oo ing worth commenting on to see 150 deer 

ee 4 _— in a two weeks’ hunt. While there were 
ey Dome me i ee tei a 7,000 buck deer killed last. season there will 
baie iy ie ge be from 8,000 to 9,000 killed this year, as 

3 “ew el ew coe eet this has been about the rate of the increase 
ae ee ee ae in kill each year. I think that when all of 
og ee Oe our suitable mountain lands are stocked 

bone ON OE ae ME aac eon a a a with deer the annual kill will be between 
Ft aE Ee ee TB ec game one 12,000 and 15,000, as all of the deer coun- 

ae try will then be stocked to the limit. 
ea : We have a few bears in this state. There 
ee es, a ee were between 900 and 1,000 black bears 
Pee ee m ee ct killed last season. A friend and I were out 
pone es = oe a VAP RN ary ES a ea for three days. He secured a nice specimen, 
haiti anager at aA ie ei eee while I was lucky enough to get mine on 
Basa Ce | : ag Me another trip later in the season. Another 
oe So ‘ ES hunter from this section had shooting at 
- . ll y sty a HL five bears. He failed to score but had long 
Bee eS ; a range shooting. We have bears because we 
pa Ene bate nee oi take care of them. The season is open for 

ee ae ~~ 2. i se Pee six weeks in the fall and all traps and pens 
cee ps oo ye Pe Ee a are forbidden. In spite of the fact that we 
eee Se : oe /. | have more bears to kill each season the 
Se : Re sportsmen want still more, so I presume 
Neg ee he . ny that we will eventually have a law protect Ee ee are ——_— say ing a female bear accompanied by cubs, as 
rae eee A ae ao OR s ye a lot of the boys are in favor of it. 
ere agg eh eer eee ee a el eg These laws may seem like a lot of need- 
Spee Fe ee we a iy less restriction, but they are giving us more 
Be Wee: ee ie big game to kill each season. It is like 

: a putting money out on interest; if you 
4 save the principal and spend the interest 

you still have the principal; however, if 
Top—Clean picked bones. Left—Showing tracks of coyotes and a night’s work. Right—A very you save the principal and part of the in- 

large dog coyote shot on Sullivan Lake at 477 steps. terest your principal and that part of the
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MORE ABOUT DEER 

We have but four species of deer in 

The "Chuck Wagon Scientist" is Fore the United States although the elk really 

to do Research work belongs to the deer family, These four are 

: (1) the mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) 

By Will C. Barnes, Washington. which ranges "from northern Alberta and 

western Iowa clear down into Mexico and on 

The Service Bulletin of August 30 was the California coast, and is especially nu-— 

hardly off the press before I found myself merous in the Rocky Mountain region." These 

interrogated as to mule deer, black—tailed have white tails and the white patch on the 

deer, white-tailed deer, "or what have you", Trump as explained before, 

"Surely there were black-tailed deer in Ari- 

zona", said one. "How about the little so-— (2) The black-tailed deer (Odocoi- 

called Sonora deer found in Arizona? What leus columbianus) and sub-species. These 

is he?" asked another. "How many kinds of are the only American deer with black tails 

deer are there, anyhow?" My, how the ques— and without any white on the rump. They 

tions did pour in! It kept the chuck wagon have the same large ears as the mule deer, 

scientist busy trying to answer them. and have a very limited range, being found 

Right in the beginning, if every For- ONLY "in the dense humid forests along the 

est officer interested in game and fur- North Pacific coast from Juneau, Alaska, 

bearing animals will dig up three dollars down as far as central California." Unlike 

and send to the National Geographic So- other deer, the black-tails commonly have 

ciety, 16th Street N. W., Washington, D. C., twins and triplets -- a feature which has 

for a bound copy of Dr. E. W. Nelson's enabled them to withstand tremendous drafts 

wonderful work on the Larger North American on their numbers by unrestricted hunting in 

Mammals", he will make a worth while invest-— the far north. There are no black-tails in 

ment and have the most complete and beauti- Arizona or anywhere else except in the re- 

fully illustrated work on these animals gions indicated. 

that has ever been published. In it every- : 

one. of our American game animals and fur (3) The Virginia or white-tailed deer 

bearers is illustrated in colors so care— (Odocoileus Virginianus) and sub-species. 

fully done, so true to life, that identifi- This is the common deer of all our eastern 

cation is easily made. It was published as states. It ranges from Northern Ontario 

the issue of the Geographic Magazine for No- to Florida, from the Atlantic coast to the 

vember, 1916. If you are a subscriber you Great plains, and in the Rocky Mountains 

may have it hid away on some shelf. south to New Mexico and in the Cascades and 

. alll
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Sierra Nevada to Northern California", is So there you have the meaning and origin of 

the statement made in Dr. Nelson's book a- the two words. 

bove referred to and from which I have de- The word "COUESI" as applied to the 

liberately and brazenly cribbed most of little Arizona white-tailed deer was easy 

this material. "The upright, flashing, vi- enough. The animal was first described by 

vid white-tail", Dr, Nelson says, "is a Dr. Elliot Coues, a well known army surgeon, 

mark which should instantly classify this who in addition to his duties of ministering 

animal wherever seen." to the medical needs of the soldiers, myself 

(4) The Arizona white-tailed deer included, at various early-day army posts 

(ODOCOILEUS COUEST). In Arizona these are in the Far West found time to study and 

often called "Sonora deer", According to describe with great detail and accuracy a 

Dr. Nelson "they are like pigmy Virginia large number of the animals, birds, and 

deer. They range from middle Arizona, so- flowers in the regions in which he was 

uthern New Mexico, western Texas and down stationed, His writings on these subjects 

into the yellow pine forests in Sonora and are standard and authentic. 

Chihuahua, Mexico." They were once very "COLUMBIANUS" -and "VIRGINIANUS" are 

common all over the region included in our words that of course tell their own meaning. 

Sitgreaves and Apache National Forests. Constantine Samuel Rafinesque, the man 

Cursed with a strong desire to know who hung this odd name -- ODOCOQILEUS HEMIO-— 

about strange words I endeavored to find NUS -- onto our inoffensive mule deer, was 

out the meaning of "ODOCOILEUS" as applied such an interesting character as to merit 

to all these four deer. Friend "Daytonius", a few words himself. Born in Constantinople 

who knows more Greek and Latin than all the in 1784 of French-American parentage, he 

rest of us put together, said it was a died in Philadelphia in September, 1842. 

Greek word and meant "hollow toothed." That He was named Constantine because of the city 

didn't sound right to me for deer don't of his birth. He came to America very early 

have hollow teeth. Several high authori- in his active life and aside from his 

ties linguists, biologists et al were ap-— principal work, which was botany, wrote on 

pealed to but none of them could give any a wide variety of subjects. The list of 

explanation of its real meaning or say just his published writings covers more than 

why it was applied to deer until I came to sixty headings, including the flora and 

Dr. Miller of the National Museum, who knew fauna of several widely separated States, 

all about it and had it at his finger ends, especially Florida, Kentucky, Oregon, the 

as it were. "That name", Dr, Miller ex- White Mountain region of New Hampshire, 

plained, "was given to the deer family by Vermont, and other eastern and western 

a famous botanist named Rafenesque who States. 

over a hundred years ago found in a cave 

some bones and teeth which ‘he fondly be- 

lieved belonged to some prehistoric deer NATIONAL FOREST HISTORY 

then unknown to science. The teeth had 

distinct grooves on their sides -- as do By &. A, Barrett, D. 5. 

all deer teeth -- and he used the word 

‘QDOCOILEUS', meaning 'well grooved tooth’, The Klamath Forest has collected con— 

to identify the, to him, new species." So siderable information relative to the early 

that was cleared up very nicely. history of the Kamath Rivey region, and is 

As for the word "HEMIONUS" as appli- adding to this record constantly. In the 

sd to the mule deer, Dayton solved that at open files is carried a guide labeled "His- 

ance. "It means 'half ass' which undoubt— tory and Place Names." Back of this guide 

adly refers to the huge ears, Lemi (half) and filed behind the proper alphabetical 

and onus (ass)" just like that he said it. index are magazine and newspaper clippings
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DaILY BULLETIN Ay 
No. 29-115 U. S. Forest Servite Vey 27,4. £929 . 

Southwestern District © or 

Ten Years Ago—(Yesterday): Harrison D. Burrall has returned from Over— pd 

seas service in the A. §. F. and has resumed his former position in the sa 

; District Office as Forest Examiner. Ve are glad to welcome him back safe % 

and sound from the front trenches, where he took part in many famous 

battles, : 

Weather On The Datil: The Datil reports May 24: "To date 2.45 inches of 
rain has fallen in Magdalena the past 10 days. The rains have been general 
over the forest and there is very little fire danger at the presont. Prac— 

tically all lookouts and guards are now doing trail wrk." 

European Forestry—Portugal: Portugal is very alert, has @ good Forest Ser- 

vice and a general plo for reforestation of all landstinsuited for agricul= 

ture regardless of the owmership. Private owners can be dispossessed if 

they refuse to accede to the Government plan, They plant a good deal of 

plack wood acacia for tanbark and use blue gum eucalyptus lergely for fuel 

and also for paper, this being the only paper mill in the world that uses 

eucalyptus. 

Albino Deer: ‘While going to work from the Oak Knoll Ranger Station the 

road crew building the Osk Knoll rend saw a white deer on April 19. They 

stopped the car and got 2 good look nt it. The deer is 4 light cream 

color rather then pure white as one would think at first glance. The deer 

have no horns at this time of year so they do not know whether it was e 

buck or not. This deer was elso seen by Junior Forester Edwards and 

Ranger R. P. Box on a recent ficld trip, As the Oak Knoll Ranger Station 

and road are situnted in the Game Refuge, the deer are very tame and it is 

§ possible to get close enough to them to get a good view. (D-5 News Letter ) 

i Per Giem Guard Bulletins: The Sitgreaves is the first of the forests to 

send in copies of their Per Diem Guard Bullotin,eiso a new publication 

ealled the,"Lookout and Firemn Bulletin," both exceedingly interesting 

numbers, The present dangerous fire season is noted in these bulletins 

and news of some of the fires that have already occurred commented on. : 

The Lookowt and Fireman Bulletin covers nearly two pages, one page being 

devoted to the listing of the lookout and fireman personnel and remarks 

concerning their period of service, their loention this sexson and some 

of their records. This morning's mail brings a copy of the first issuc 

of the Coromdo's Per Diem Guard Bulletin, of equal interest, and very much 

on the same ordor as the above Bulletins, with a word of thanks and praise, 

at the bottom of the bulletin, for assistanée rendered in the past by the 

Per Diem Guards. A very diplomtic gesture. 

We feel sure that these bulletins will engender 

a spirit of cooperation and interest amongst our temporary personnel that 

would’ be difficult to duplicate in any other manner outside of, perhaps, 

personal letters which would require a grent deal more time and effort. 

These bulletins, we are advised, will be published throughovt the fire season 

Field: Pooler, Calkins (Datil); Rebdles (D-5); Wilson (Coronado); Long 

(Coconino); Mullen (Santa Fe) Kerr (Manzano) 

Detail: Jones (‘nshington) 
Visitor: Loveridge (Washington)Datil 
Keting: Wales
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DOE HAS avreens OK oN) 
One of the most puzzling probl that 

scientists and naturalists have neglected 
to solve to a degree of exactness is to 
ascertain the cause of the antlered doe in 
the California deer family. Every season | 
brings its small quota of confirmed reports 

ri on the bagging of such animals by 
hunters. * 

It is a well known fact that the fe- 
males of the caribou and reindeer families 
possess antlers. The does of the two 

i main types of California deer—mule deer 
and black-tail animals—habitually do not 
grow such protective protuberances. Why 
a very few of our native animals should 
thus bolt their natural family instincts is, 
perhaps, a condition well worth deeper 

‘ study and greater enlightenment. 
Several ideas and theories have been 

: offered which have to do with the primary 
sex characteristics of the mammals, but 
nothing absolutely definite has been dis- 
covered yet at this office. 

On August 2, this year, a four-point, 
plack-tail, antlered doe was bagged on 
Mason Ridge, northeast of Mt. Hamilton, ¢ 
by Leslie L. McClay of Route 3, Box 692, 
Norwood avenue, San Jose. The animal 

s was secured at 7 o’clock in the morning. 
The antlers were in the velvet, 15 inches 

7 in length, and had a 15-inch spread. The 
hunter noticed that the ears were unusu- 
ally large and upon examination he dis- 
covered that he had bagged a doe. 

McClay immediately reported the inci- 
}dent to I. L. Koppel, deputy fish and © 
| game commissioner, who also conducted 
| a personal examination and confirmed the 
|report. The hair coat was colored in the : ° 
| usual reddish brown of the species at this 
time of year and the animal was esti- 
mated to possess the unusual weight of 
160 pounds.—Harl Soto, 510 Russ Build- 
ing, San Francisco, California, October 
1, 1930. 
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MOTHER DOES KNOW BEST ch 

At the lower end of Belden Bar, on the 
North Fork of Feather River, only a 
stone’s throw from the Western Pacific 
Railroad on the east side, and the same 
from the Utah Construction Company’s 

| old wagon road on the west side, there is 
|located in the river a small island of | 
| approximately two or three acres. This 
island has for a number of years been 

own to miners, stockmen, forest officers 
d railroad section men to be a fawning 

ground for a number of black-tail deer. 
Practically speaking, it is only an ‘ 

: island in the low-water season of the 
z year. It is partially covered with a 

: growth of alder, willow, river-grass, weeds 
and tule, which affords a hiding place as 
well as some feed for the deer. 

* During the first week of July, 1930, I 
saw three does of the black-tail species 
on this island, and, after seeing them 

S several times, I noticed that one was 
: only a yearling. A few days later, I saw 

three young fawns with the two older 
does. The fawns looked to be only three 
or four days old. After seeing the new- 
born fawns appear with their mothers, I 

- knew that the old does had come to this 
island for the purpose of fawning and 

= rearing their young in safety from the 
coyotes, cats and other wild animals that 
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466 CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME Wa ue 

i A : a 
may cross over the ice some winter and disappear into dads’ ‘ord- 
ing to an oral statement recently made by Vernon Bailey, [abieot 
biologist of the Biological Survey, Department of Agriculture. 

Caribou until recent years were found in small numbers in Maine, 
the ‘‘panhandle’’ of Idaho, Isle Royal, and the region of Minnesota 
opposite Isle Royal. Hunting has pushed them northward until most 
recent reports show that there probably are not more than two or 
three, if any, carbiou in the Idaho region, the last herd of 25 known 
in Minnesota,.has~disappeared;"androne-are-known..in Maine. 
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Fig. 138. Deer occasionally misjudge their footing. This animal lost its life 
through accident_on the R. R. Rush ranch in Lake County. Photo sub- 
mitted by R. A. Russ, July, 1931. 

TRAGEDY 

Deer are not always as sure footed as one would imagine. Acci- 
dents often happen to these big game animals and many times the 
results prove fatal. 

The accompanying photograph best explains what happened to the 
deer found on the R. R. Russ ranch in Lake County on April 10. As 

the picture shows, the animal had been dead for a considerable number 
of days before being found. 
_ Asa means for explanation it is believed that the deer was stand- 
ing on its hind legs in an endeavor to browse on the leaves, moss or 
mistletoe on the lower limbs of the tree. In some unknown manner 
the animal’s front foot must have slipped into the narrow crotch of 
the tree and became tightly impaled during the proceeding struggles.— 

\ R.A. Russ, Lake County, July, 1931. 2



DOES HAVE ANTLERS Rup Packlath Ree, 

Two does who had the misfortune to grow antlers are listed 
among the missing from the Devil’s Garden District of the Modoc 
National Forest. These were killed by Eugene Patton of Lakeport 
and Calvin Simms of Cedarville, during the 1931 season. Both car- 
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Fic. 13. Desert mountain sheep at a waterhole in Inyo County. These mam- 
mals are extremely wary and constitute a most interesting species for scientific 
study. Photo by E. S. Cheney, October, 1929. 

vied fine antlers, being 26 and 28 inches in spread, respectively. 
While all the bucks had rubbed and polished their antlers at the time 
these were killed, both does were in the velvet, which was, however, 
thoroughly dry, indicating perhaps that does when bearing antlers do 
not rub them. ¢ 

Other male characteristics were evident on one animal and both 
were evidently without fawns.—F. P. Cronemiller, Forest Supervisor, 
November 13, 1931. Z _\ecikcadelsatnentga a «we : 

Cate. Foch + Gomme, [anit92 :
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Blacktail Deer Ch 
Feeding Habits 

ANNOTATED LIST OF PLANTS EATEN BY COLUMBIAN BLACKTAIL DEER IN 
WESTERN OREGON AND WASHINGTON 

Compiled from field notes of Edward P. Cliff, 
Range Examiner in charge of Wildlife Studies. 

Trees and Shrubs 

Acer circinatum = Buds and leaves browsed in summere ‘Twigs moderately palatable 
in winter.e 

Acer macrophyllum = Moderately palatable» Dry leaves eaten occasionallys Not a 
fayorites 

Alnus rubra = Young plants very palatable. Shrubs also browsed late in summers 
Fallen leaves often eatene 

Menziesia ferruginea = Low to moderate use. Cropped occasionally. 

Odostemon nervosus ~ Slightly palatable. Tender shoots most readily eatene 

Ribes inermis = Not very abundante Usually eaten when founde 

Ribes spe - Low in preferencee 

Rosa spe = Highly palatable. Flowers and leaves eatene 

Rubus leucodermis - Buds, early sprouts, and small leaves readily catene 
Large leaves to less extente 

Rubus macropetalus = Moderately palatablee Berries eagerly soughte 

Rubus parviflorus - One of the favorite browse plants. Not quite equal to 

salmonberr ye 

Rubus pedatus - Moderately palatable in spring and summer. 

Rubus spectabilis - Favorite browse. Buds and leaves eaten. 

Salix sp. - One of the favorites. Buds and twigs eaten in winter» Leaves in 
sUMMEeY » 

Sambucus racemosa - Buds in early spring very good; leaves to less extent 
later in season. 

Tsuga heterophylla - browsed moderately in winter.
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Vaccinium ovalifolium - Buds and small leaves eaten early in spring, twigs in 

winter, foliage in summer. Grazed less than fireweed 

in summer. High palatability in spring» 

Vaccinium parvifolium - ditto. 

Weeds 
Actaea arguta - Moderately palatable. 

Anaphalis margaritacea - Slight use but nipped occasionally. 

Aquilegia formosa = Relished highly in summer. 

Bikukulla formosa - Moderately palatable. 

Chamaenerion angustifolium - One of the favorite food plants. Eaten some when 

drye 

Circaea pacifica - Seems to like it. Not very palatable. 

Cornus canadensis - Very palatable throughout entire seasons Old holdover 

leaves grazed. 

Crepis sp. - Eagerly taken especially when in flowering stage. 

Disporum trachycarpum - Moderately grazed in spring and summer. 

Galium sp. - One of the favorite foods early in spring. 

Grey moss on Douglas fir - prime favorite in winter. Deer not so fond of moss 

on hemlock. 

Green lichen - Relished greatly in winter. Slight use in summer. 

Hieracium albiflorum - Slightly palateble. A leaf is eaten now and then. 

Leptaxis menziesii - consistently eaten from spring to early summer. 

Leucanthemum sp. - Low palatability. Flowers eaten to some extent. 

Linnaea borealis - Grazed in winter when pawing snow. Also eaten some in summer. 

Leontodon taraxacum - Flowers relished when first out. Leaves eaten to some 

extent, : 

Oenanthe sarmentosa - Relished when first out in springe Not so much later on. 

Plantago major - A favorite food plant. 

Polypodium sp. - Grazed very rarely. 

Prunella vulgaris - Moderately palatable. 

\
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Weeds (continued) 

’ Pteridium aquilinum - Eaten occasionally, sometimes when dry. Young shoots 

sometimes relished. 

Rumex acetosella - Highly palatable. Readily eaten when it first sprouts. 

Mature plants and seeds also grazed. 

Tiarella unifoliata - Deer eat old holdover foliage ravenously when snow leaves. 

Also favor it in midsummer. 

Trifolium repens - Flowers and leaves very palatable. 

Trifolium sp. - ditto. 

Trillium ovatum - Blossoms eaten when first in bloom. Leaves grazed later. 

Unifolium bifolium - Eaten heartily when it sprouts; little in summer. 

Grasses and Grasslike Plants 

Following grasses and grasslike plants observed to have been grazed sparingly. 

Grasses most palatable early in spring. 

Agrostis sp. 

Bromus sp. 

Holcus lanatus 

Juncoides parvifoliun 

Phieum pratensis 
Poa sp. 

“~S



Blacktail Deer folder 

Extract from letter from Capt. Cassius Hayward Styles, 
28 Vicente Place, Berkeley, California, Feb. 7, 1940: 

"I was interested to notice in your volume 'Game Management! 

that you had not had satisfactory reports on the drinking habits 

: of the Columbian Black-tail deer. I have been interested in that 

item for years. I have not known of any buck drinking, except out 

of a deer lick. One doe, pregnant I believe, was seen drinking. ; 

A very competent observer, a rancher who has spent a long life 

among deer, says the black-tail never drink, but depend on 

: succulence. I think he is right, though of course, these deer will 

go to water after licking salt--the salt put out for beef cattle."
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Fig. 18 - Deer Census Records 

Size Deer 
Area Sq. Year per Remarks 

miles sq.mile 

Stanislaus 1142.0 |1924-5 20 Count of deer killed 
N.F. (Calif. ; in foot and mouth dis- 

= ease control. Proba- 
bly includes drift 
from Yosemite Park. 

Sierra N.F. 2.5 [1925-6 80 Counted on crowded © 
(Calif.) winter range. 

Itasca Park 39.0 11920 20 Winter count of tracks. 
(Minnesota) 

Grand Island 22.0 11923 22 Overstocked range; 
(Michigan) deer were winter-fed. 

Salmon River] 183.0 |1924 33 Partial winter count 
(Idaho) on crowded winter 

range.



CHSCK LIST POR LIFE HISTORY nn 

de Size, (Comparison with california and Colorada) it. at 
shoulder, nose to root tail, tail length, girth ehest, 

-“‘Mength front hoof pads Saxe and min. size. 

Be eight. Max. attained. Proportion of head and horns, 
- hide and feet, entrails, and dressed wts. to totale De 

weights vary regionally? “hat region grows heaviest 
bucks? Comparison with Whitetail weights and Dlacktail 
weights other states? 

Ss Heads. Max. spreads, no. points, length along main beam, 

girth at base beam. ‘Freak heads, Doe horns. Locked 
: horns. Cactus horns. Shrinkage of horns with age. 

Yhotes of extraordinary heade. Does character of horns 

3 vary with feed and season. Regions? Why? Are modern 

' ‘heads as big as once cceurred? (latch Kaibab for extra- 

ordinary heads) Relation of heads to weight, size, and 
age of bucks. 

De Phenology. Best obtained yycwmilative records (see files} | 

. When dos 1, Bucks join does. 2. Necks swell. 3. hut 

begins and ends. 4. Leave does. 5. Horns shed. 6. amis 

drop. 7% Horns reach full size. & Velvet shed. Rela- 
tion of dates to spring drouth. |



Ee Distribution, Yormer range, especially in virgin SW. 

Present rangs, possibly differentiating very thin areas 

_ from areas of moderate abundance. ‘Seasonal distribution: 

Have we anything resembling the altitu@inal migration of 

Routt Cos, Cole? Do they ever yard in winter? Mas water 

development created any deer range formerly not used? 

Buck and doe areas ~ what determines them? 

Ze Zood Habits. Lists of food and season in which taken. 

Regional differences in food habits. ‘hat parts of 

various plants are eaten? Extent of food competition 

: with cattle or stock. De food habits vary vith age or 

' gx? Freak foods (such as garden truck, domestic fruits, 

alfalfa tlessom, fungi, ete.) Any losses from straight 

poverty? ffects of overgrazing on food supply. eed 

Se Sater Relations. Now often must they drink under given 

eonditions? Drink alkali, foul, muddy, etagnant, or 

mineralized water? Where and under what conditiens do 

they go without water? Any evidence of metakollic water? - 

‘ ' Re they ewlm freely or well?. be they we water te cover : 

seent? Time of day they go to water under various condi- 

tions? Is onow (yes) eaten freely in place of water? 

He Breeding Hapite. Min. proportion bucks te does necessary 

for production under various conditions. Cause of barren 

~~ f=
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does aside from buck shortage. Period of gestation. 

Adaptation of rut and fawming peried te Southwestern 

climatic cenditions and gradation of perieds inte Cole- 

rade and California. Min. age of breeding animals. 
Actual no. does per herd buck. Hybrids with whitetail 

(Alamogerde recerd). How long after bucks join does is 

beginning of rut? How long dees rut last? (Ligon says 

the does scatter when prime and bueks hunt them up one 

by one-snever do gather them up.) tow long after rut do 
. bucks stay with dees? How soon after rut do her bucks 

allow young bucks to join bunch again? Propertion of 

twins te single fawms and comparison with whitetail in 

this respect? Methods and period of “eaching” faws and 
their behavior. ‘centless character of fawne? 

is. Zathelogy. Any actual observation on “Black Tongue", 

bet fly, (Ligon has sent specimens from Fox Mt.) ticks, 

foot and mouth disease, parasites, ete. Does screw-worm 

attack wounds same as in calves? Extent of recovery 

from bullet wounds. Are the “Greases* on back of buck 

skins sears from fights? Tave “eactus* bucks a patho- i 

logical cause? 

Ze ZHotural Enemies. Zxtent, season, age, sex, and method of 

killings by lion, wolf, coyote, bobeat, eagle, jaguar. 

Behavior when attacked and manner of eseape or defense. 

——-
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Relative importance of enemies now and formerly. “as 

coyote always a deerekiller? Under uhat conditions? 

What do enemies prefer to deer? Not prefer? Are mile 

lions verse on deer than femles? How many and what age 

and sex of deer per lion per year under various condi~ 

tions? Do bears ever attack deer, or fawms? ‘“Caching*" 

and returning to killa. Effect of snow, poverty, ¢tes, 

on killing habits. Methods of killing, deseribe and 

sompares lion, wolf, etc., and how methods differ if any 

in other states and comtries. To uhat extent is it 

éesirable to reduce natural enemies. 

Ke Mises Points, Do deer use their voices? “histle? When, 

why, how? Sxtraordinary instances of sight, scent, speed, 

etc. Is it true that bucks jump fenees which does and : 

fawns crawl under? Instances of deer getting feet caught 
7 in wire fences. Gaits amd speed under various conditions. 

Probable age attained. warket hunting, no. killed, methods, 
prices, etc. Unethical practices now followed or pro~ 

hibited, euch as licks, dogs, etec« Sign, telling sex and 

size wy. S8ffect of fences on deer. Albinos? 

ie Sporting Qualities. Differences frou whitetail as te 

hiding, skulking, looking back, etes De single bucks 

run faster or longer then if with does? Than if with 

- gther tucks? Vension end buckskin comparison whitetail. 
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Ee HMamagement. £411 factor under various conditions (per 

cent of Killable bucks per year te total number on range). 

: Actiel Gata on soundness of killing bucks only. Crippling 

lossy ite proportion to bucks brought in (see Leopeld 

questionnaire). Mortality tables shouing proportion due 

various natural enemies, disease, cripples, Kills, <Xill 

per section compared with other statess Propertien of 

hunters who get bucks. Proper open season. Sffectivee 

ness of past, present and possible law enforcement. 

Be Refuges. Theery and actual data ont 

: Propertionate area of range 

Boundaries 
Posting See Turnerts data 
— ) Perm bulletin 

Intervals between 

Sufiunenenh ook peated ter 
Adjusteent of boundaries , 
Sifectiveness in attracting bucks 

Relation te ay sane 
Relation te livestock’ 

Be Cengus. Actual data on nwzbers on any unit of area at a 

eiven time, and comparisons te show increase, decrease, 

ete. Ho. head per section in what we now call good, 

mediua, and poor deer country, and comparison with other 

etetes and with “hat country should carry. Compile 0.5. 

¥eS. census figures and keep gathering data on census ef — 

outside ranges. 
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Ze Developing productions increasing productive aren. Regue 
lated kill = when, where and how te apply it. What should 

annual kill be wader good managunent? Limiting facters 

(weak places) in present management and moves to correct 

there 

as



aa better than ever,that has really been one of our hardest =, UM a 

‘ -problems,and think we have solved it at last, “a oe ea . 

I have deen busy nearly every night-that I ane spied 

during Dec, and Jan, working on an examination for promotion ie 

Army Medical Corps,and just passed it last week,now for the income oe 

tax,and after that,back to this book again, - 

; Some excpptionally fine heads came in last fall,and a: 

nearly all of them from the northern and northwestern parts of the = 

state,there was a marked difference in that respect,heavier beams - 

larger deer,more points:McMath killed one that had between thirty P 

\ and forty points,it is hard to know where to stop eounting,and & 

| whats more a three hundred pound deer was actually killed, “a : 

: Chas Benjiman and a local butcher,hunting with m ter 

shotguns,loaded with buckshot,for turjgeys,ran onto and esace ie 

is one of if not the largest ever killed in N.M,,it weighed on a 

the scales here in albuquerque 262,was seen by both Ligon and myself, 

= It was extra fat,for while I did not measure it oo 

am quite certain Ned Face killed one down in the Mogolions some a 

years back that was six inches longer than this one,but this one © 3 

had fat onfhim like a hog:I ran out to my old stamping grounds Sa 

just back in the Manzanoes and was back by eleven oclock with | 

one that dressed 170,ten points, = 

The trip after the small white tailed deer was not oa 

a success insofar as finding anything new to science was concerned Cal 

but it did help to nail down the deer to which they are persisting “” 

in calling “rock deer“,and it proved to be the small Sonora white ved 

tail. — 

Sherman insists that he has a true "fantail "down a 

his way and I am going after'it next year,would have done so this 

last fall but his brother was taken very i1l1,and subsequently di: ~ 

‘so that it threw our hunt out of gear at the last moment, — ee
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ot DEER HUNTING IN CALIFORNIA.* 

as, By J. S. Hunter, Assistant Executive Officer, California Fish and Game Commission. 

4 California is not regarded in the East as a state where good deer 
hunting can be found, but there is probably no state in the Union that 

x kills as many deer during the open season as we do. Hach year from 
| | fifteen to twenty thousand deer are bagged by lucky California hunters. 

In spite-of-thistarze-mtimber, our deer are holding their own. The 
reason for this is that California is a natural deer state and has an 
abundance of rough brush-covered country where deer can lead an 
almost undisturbed life. We say, ‘‘almost undisturbed,’’ for there are 
many hunters pestering around after their scalps during the rather 
long open season. : 

Deer hunting in California is not limited to a few districts. Wild 
deer may be found in every county of the state with the exception of 
San Francisco and possibly Imperial. In some counties, of course, deer 
are not so abundant as in others, but good deer country can be reached 
within a few miles of any of the populated centers. In fact, not a few 
deer are killed each year within ten miles of San Francisco, and over 
2000 are killed within 100 miles of the very heavily populated Bay 
region. ‘There is probably no other densely settled district in this 
country that can boast the same record. 

There are two distinct species of deer and a number of subspecies 
found in the state. In the northeast corner on the easterly slope of the 
Sierra is found the big mule deer, called ‘‘mule deer’’ on account of 
the shape of the tail and also of the ears. The range of this species 
extends somewhat on the west slope of the Sierra, but it is not as 
common as the black tail, Some hunters claim that in the district where 
the two species overlap there is a ‘‘bench-legged’’ deer—that is, a cross 
between the two species. Such reports have not been verified. The 
black tail is found south along the Sierra at least to Nevada County 
and has been reported even farther south and on the coast south to 
San Luis Obispo County. This species becomes most abundant in the 
upper coast region, where there are probably more deer to the square 
mile than in any part of the state. 

In the southern part of the state the southern mule deer is most 
common. This is a small variety of the big mule deer. Its range 
reaches into the Sierra and as far north on the coast as San Luis Obispo. 

In former years a third variety of mule deer, the burro deer, was 
S found in the extreme southeastern part of the state. This form is still 
RS common in Lower California, but it is very scarce, if not extinct, in 

! California. 
There is reason to believe that the western white tail may be found 

3 in the northern part of the state. Horns of this species have been found 
ow in Modoe County and specimens have been taken not far north of the 
a California line, but there have been no records of any having been killed 

j in California. 
i . _ There is a great difference in the size of the various species of deer. 

The largest is the big mule deer from the Modoe region. Orie has been 
7 reported that dressed 420 pounds, but this weight was not verified. 

*This article was originally published in Motor Land, 13 (Sept. 1923), pp. 12-14, 
4 40. A few slight changes have been made in the text. 

; |
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Dr. Tinsman of Adin will vouch for one that dressed 380 pounds. I why 
“ have a picture of the head of a mule deer that dressed 350 pounds. 

- Such weights are not common. Any mule deer that dresses over 250 
= pounds can be considered a very good deer. 

E The black tail is a smaller species. Bucks have been killed in 
Monterey County that dressed slightly under 200 pounds. One, a stag, 
dressed, with head and legs off, weighed 178 pounds. A forked horn 
killed in San Mateo County several years ago dressed, weighed 1874 
pounds. The average black tail will not run above 125 pounds dressed. 
Sometimes very small deer of this species will be taken. A forked horn 
killed this year in Sonoma County was estimated to weigh only 35 
pounds. It is probable that this was a last year’s fawn, that was unfor- 
tunate in developing a fork, rather than the usual spike. The southern 
mule deer is approximately the size of the black tail. 

In spite of the fact that deer are one of the most common wild animals, 
there seems to be considerable ignorance regarding their habits. Very 
frequently the question is asked, ‘‘Do deer shed their horns each year ?’’ dete 
In our species usually the males only are horned, but sometimes it will | 
happen that a female will be found with well developed antlers. uring 
Whether these does are sterile, we do not know, but it is quite probable. 
More rarely a_buck sill be found.sithout horns. 

Normal males develop a new set of horns each year. Those of the 
yearling bucks are usually spikes, but the yearling of the big mule deer 
have forked horns, or two points on each side. Horng are shed each ho 
year, except by the stags or sexually imperfect animals. With these the Colas 

| horns are practically always in the velvet. Shortly after the horns are 
dropped in the early spring, usually around February, the new growth addi, 

| commences. At this time, deer are commencing to lose their winter / 
coat and assume the red color of the summer deer. While growing, duals 
the horns are covered by a rather thick skin called ‘‘velvet.’? They 
grow very rapidly and are filled with blood and nerves and are 
extremely sensitive. The bucks at that time keep clear of brush and 
stay in the open. Within six months they are fully developed and 
velvet peels off. The bucks are then approaching the rutting, or 
breeding, season. They have lost their summer hair and are what the 
deer hunters call ‘‘in the blue.’’ 

As the rutting season comes on, the necks of the males swell and they 
become very pugnacious. It is unwise to fool around a rutting buck, as 
they put up a vicious fight. The rutting season varies in different parts 
of the state. The earliest rut is in Marin County. There it is not unusual 
to find swelled necks in the latter part of August. This same condition {duct 
is more or less true for the adjoining counties to the north. The season i 
advances, however, in the northern part of the state and in the Sierra ol ale 
region, where the rut does not commence until the first of November. 
In the Sierras deer in the lower country may rut a month ahead of 

r those at higher elevations. 
Fawns are usually born from April to July, but sometimes much 

later. There is a record of fawns, that were not over two weeks old, 
having been seen in Monterey County in December. When the fawns 

; are born they are a reddish color, with distinct whitish spots. This 
gives them a protective coloring that enables them to hide in very scant 
grass or brush. At this time, also, fawns carry no scent, which gives \\ 
them additional protection from natural @nemies. The mother deer 

of fe
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stays with the fawns for several months. During their early life, when 
she finds it necessary to go visiting, or elsewhere, she may hide her © 
young until she returns. Frequently well-meaning but misinformed 

‘ humans find the little fellows, jump to the conclusion, on account of the a 
fact that young fawns are weak-legged little creatures, that they are 
half starved and the mother has met a violent end. Of course they are 
so pretty they must take them home. In most instances, if the fawns 
were left alone, the mother would in due time come back and take care 
of them. The best thing to do when you find a fawn in the woods is to 
leave it alone. 

The hunting season in California has been fixed before the rut. We 
differ in this from most of the eastern states, where the season almost 
invariably follows the rut. There are arguments for both seasons, but 

wwe believe our season is best. After the rut the deer are in poor physical 
a condition. The meat is strong and when there is snow on the ground, 

they are much more easily killed. It is true that after the rut the 
| or bucks have fulfilled their duties as breeding animals, but in California 
i. we protect a certain class of bucks, which assures a crop of fawns. If 
| killing is allowed during the running season, too many bucks will be 

killed. A few years ago, while in Monterey County, the writer saw 
three good sized bucks with one doe. They were so intent upon their 
own affairs that no attention was paid to the writer. All three could 
have easily been killed. A rutting deer is a foolish deer. 

In spite of the fact that deer have been heavily killed in California 
for over fifty years, they are more abundant now than at the time the 
hide hunters were working in the ’80’s. During the hide hunting days, 
deer were killed by the thousands in all parts of the state. One San 
Francisco firm in 1880 handled 35,000 hides taken from Siskiyou, 
Trinity and Shasta counties. Two men are reported to have killed 
3000 deer in one year in northern California and southern Oregon. 
Such killing would certainly have led to extermination in a compara- 
tively short time, but fortunately the price secured for the hides was 
very low, about 50 cents each, and as deer became scarcer it was no 
longer profitable; hunters were forced into other work. Deer were so 
reduced in numbers that in 1888 the Fish and Game Commission recom- 
mended to the legislature that a closed season be established. 

The first law protecting deer was enacted in 1872; does were given a 
four-year closed season, and fawns protected throughout the year. In 
1883 the season was shortened by taking off the last two months of the 
year and does were given entire protection. In 1891 the legislature 
passed a law protecting deer for two years. 

No limit to the number of bucks that could be killed was established 
until 1901; three then was fixed as the legal number. In 1905 the limit 
was cut to two. At nearly every session of the legislature, the open 
season has been more or less changed, but in general it has been some , 
time during the months of July, August, September and October. 

Additional protection was not given until 1915. At that time the : 
law protecting the spike bucks was enacted. Although, as will be seen 
from the above, deer have received protection for more than fifty years, 
there was comparatively little enforcement of the law until 1907, when z 
the passage of the hunting license act provided enough funds for the 
employment of very much needed officers. If it were not for the fact 
that there are thousands of acres of rough brush-covered lands in our
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-¥ state, deer would have been exterminated long before real protection 
came. : 

a. There have been four great steps in the protection of deer in 
v California : 

I. Protecting does. 7 
2. Bag limit. ef 
3. Payment of bounty on mountain lions. ¥ 
4. Protection of spike bucks. 

Doe killing is still allowed in many parts of the United States. Its 
practice will lead to extermination more quickly than anything else. 
There are many who claim that a barren does should be killed and say 
that barren does can be easily told. Perhaps they can, but for every 
hunter who ean tell, there are 10,000 that can not. 

New York State had an experience a few years ago that should be 
a lesson for all other deer states. In one year, under a law allowing 
the killing of does, more than one-third of the entire supply of deer in 
the state was killed. 

Deer increase rapidly if undisturbed; the average normal increase is 
one and one-half fawns for each doe per year. John B. Burnham, of 
the American Game Protective Association, and one of the best informed 
game men in the world, says: 

“For the purpose of comparison it was assumed that a breeding stock 
of twenty-four bucks and twenty-four does, aged two years, were avail- 
able; that the increase annually thereafter was one and one-half fawns 
per pair * * *. Under the old law (doe killing law), assuming that 
50 per cent of the deer were shot annually, extermination would result 
at the end of ten years. During each period 155 deer would have been 
killed. Under the same conditions, assuming that 50 per cent of the 
bucks only were killed, at the end of the ten-year period 781 bucks 
would have been bagged and there would have remained a breeding 
herd of 781 bucks and 1562 does, or a total of 2343 live deer in the 
woods. If 72 per cent of the bucks were killed, the hunters would 
have secured 1170 bucks and there would be left a breeding stock of 
1952 deer.”’ 

No stronger argument can be used for the protection of does. Cali- 
fornia, with the spike buck law, goes one better. This law assures a q 
perpetual supply of male deer; it makes no difference if all the big bucks 
are killed, there will remain enough bucks to carry on, and there will be : 
an annual crop for the hunter to harvest. 

The doe and spike buck law not only protects deer, but protects other 
hunters and live stock as well. As long as a hunter is required to be 
certain of the character of the deer he is shooting, and he complies with 
the law, nothing else will be killed. Most hunters comply with the law, 

4 but some shoot and look afterwards. As a result, each year several 

hunters are killed and more wounded; also, much live stock is killed, 
resulting in a very unpleasant relation between the stockman and deer 

$ hunters. There is a strange reluctance on the part of officers who are 
supposed to enforce the law to prosecute those who kill another for a 
deer. Only last year, in one of the valley counties, two men went after 
deer in closed season, one acting as dog to scare out the game; the other 
saw the brush move, shot and killed his companion. In this instance
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there was not even a coroner’s inquest. While this is an ‘extreme 4. 
instance, the writer does not know of but one case where a manslaughter : 
charge was filed, and in that case the defendant was freed. Z 

The greatest and most persistent natural enemy of deer is the moun- a 
tain lion. In 1907, the Fish and Game Commission established a bounty 
of $20 for the killing of lions. Later the amount was increased to $30 

for females. In the years that this bounty has been paid, 4108 lions 
have been killed, an average of 257 per year. The primary food of the 

. lion, when available, is venison—buck, doe, or fawn, perhaps more 
«) _. frequently doe. It has been estimated by those in position to know, that 

‘ a lion will kill at least one deer a week throughout his lifetime. Just 
how long a lion lives naturally, we do not now, but in confinement they 
have lived as long as sixteen years, naturally, at least ten; 41081052 
equals 2,136,160, a vast number of deer, even though extended over a 
period of years. Undoubtedly more does are taken than bucks, but 
estimating only fifty per cent of those killed are does, think of the 
potential loss of fawns from over one million does. 

Lions are not abundant in any part of California, but it hag been 
Quuar estimated that there are about 600.scattered throughout the state. These 

,® kill at least 31,000 deer every year, 50 per cent does, a possible loss of 
ae 23,250 fawns each year. Knowing that lions drew heavily on the supply 
: » of deer and not being satisfied with the slow reduction of lions from 
(y* the bounty system, several years ago the Commission employed an expert 
Ny lion hunter, Jay Bruce. Bruce has killed about thirty-five lions per year 

since he was first employed. He hunts with dogs. These dogs ate highly 
trained and will trail nothing but lions and wild cats. Dogs that chase 
deer are of no value to a professional lion hunter. Deer hunters regard 
Bruce as the most valuable employee of the Commission and insist that 
he be kept at work. There are other enemies of deer, the coyote and 
wild cat probably killing many fawns and under favorable conditions 
full-grown animals as well, but the lion is by far the worst enemy. 

Deer are healthy animals, but every year there is a considerable loss 
from natural causes. There are at least fifteen parasites that deer are 

_- Subject to. Some of them without doubt cause the death of thousands of 
an deer. In 1911 a severe epidemic among deer prevailed in southern 

A Trinity and the adjoining counties. It was estimated at least 5000 deer 
died in Trinity alone. This loss was probably occasioned by a bladder 
worm infestation. There has been no such heavy loss since, but each 
year in the upper coast section, many deer are found dead, probably 
most of them die from an over infestation of parasites, rather than 
disease. 

It is interesting to note that epidemics are confined practically 
altogether to the section of the state referred to. No epidemics have 
been reported from the Sierra, but in some years in that section there is 
a considerable loss on account of heavy snows. Last year many deer 
died in the Mount Hamilton district and a smaller number in Monterey + 
County. It was claimed by some that this loss was from anthrax, but , 
as to this there was no proof. It is very difficult to study the diseases 
of wild animals and as a result our ignorance on the subject is amaz- 4 
ingly large. Even if we did know all about their complaints, it would 
be most difficult to administer a course of treatment; as a result, there 
always will be a considerable natural loss.
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This brings us to the consideration of how mahy deer there are in the 

” state and whether or not we are harvesting more deer each year than the 

supply will stand. Various estimates have been made as to our deer 

population. Most of them are based upon no definite data. Deer are 
= unusually common in many sections. In the South Yola Bola country 

as many as 800 deer have been counted during winter in a single day ; 
125 in one glade. Jay Bruce reports that on one trip on the South 
Fork of the Merced River country, covering about twenty miles, he was 
at no time out of sight of deer and estimated that there were at least 
2000 deer in a very restricted area. In many parts of the state it is not 

unusual to see fifty to one hundred deer per day. In the Tamalpais 
Game Refuge, Marin County, hikers report deer in droves. In other 
game refuges, where total protection has been given for a number of 

years, deer have increased wonderfully. As we have slightly under 
3,000,000 acres of game refuges and national parks, where all hunting 

is prohibited, 90 per cent of which is located in excellent deer country, 

deer are certainly not going to be exterminated. 
We have in California somewhere near 40,000,006 acres of deer 

country. Just how thick deer are in this vast area, no one can say, but 
jf there is only one to each 100 acres, it would give us a deer population 
of 400,000. Looking at the question from a different angle, we have 

yeason to believe that hunters kill about 20,000 deer each year and lions, 

about 30,000. For the sake of argument, assume that as many more die 
from other causes, dieases, coyotes, ete., we will have an annual loss of 
100,000. If we are correct in assuming that deer are holding their own 
in this state, this number would represent the annual crop of fawns from 

» the does of the state, or 66,000 does. It is reasonable to assume that 
«there was an equal number of bucks. This would give 132,000 deer for 

the state, possibly much too low. The United States Forest Service 
estimates that there are 185,000 deer within the 19,181,500 acres of 
National Forest in the state, slightly less than one deer per 100 acres. 

New York estimated a few years ago her deer to number about 

60,000. The area of New York is approximately 30,000,000 acres or 

10,000,000 less than California’s deer country. Just what part of New 

York is deer land, we do not know, but considering the population of the 

state, it can not consist of more than 10,000,000 acres, or one-quarter of 

the deer area of California. If deer are equally numerous per square 
mile in this state, we should have 240,000 deer. The writer realizes that 

there are a great many ‘‘ifs’’ in this line of reasoning and does not 

claim that the figures are correct. 
Tn conclusion, California is a real first-class deer state and with proper 

protection laws and enforcement, will remain so until the end of time. 

7 
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UNITED STATES anaes OF AGRICULTU ‘a 

FOREST SERVICE . c 

g Ww 
Fish and Game, Kaibab (i 
Deer Herd - (pistribu- 
tion) October 10, 1924. 

ur. Aldo Leopold, i. # 
Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I take Gor in enclosing herewith a mimeo- 
greenest. copy of the report and recommendations made to 

he Secretary of Agriculture = special committee 
ee by the Secretary to ee the whole situ- 

ation surrounding the maintenance of the herd of mule 
deer on the Kaibab plateau in what is known as the Kaibab 
National Forest in northern Arizona. The report, made as 
it is by men prominent in their various activities and 
who made the examination gree | at their own expense and 
in their own time, must be accepted as fair and unbiased. 
Officials of the Forest Service and Biological Survey for 
several years past have realized the tremendous increase 
in this herd and the absolute necessity for some practical 
measures for reducing the numbers to a point where the herd 
gan be maintained as one of the permanent atttactions of 
that part of Arizona. 

The D ent is now the neces st 
to put the firey two sasouumnaeabonn er the comm teen into 
é@ffeot. The third recommendation regarding direct slaughter 
of the animals will only be undertaken as a last resort to 
reduce the herd to the maximum number which the committee 
believes can and shogld be maintained permanently. 

Very truly yours, J 

Assistant Forester. 

Enclosure.
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REPORT OF KAIBAB DEER INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE 

1924 

| 233 Broadway 

| New Yor, Oct. 1, 1924. 

Hon. Henry C. Wallace, 
Secretary of Agriculture, 
Washington, D. ©. 

Sif: : 

In January, 1924, you requested certain organizations interested 
nationally in wild life conservation and recreational problems to cooper- 

ate with you in investigating the conditions affecting the well-being of 
the deer herd in the Grand Cenyon National Game Preserve, lying in north- 

ern Arizona. 

In compliance therewith, the American Game Protective Association, 
the National Association of Audubon Societies, the Boone and Crockett Club, 
the Nationel Parks Association, and the Americen National Livestock Breed - 
ers Association appointed representatives who undertook this task and the 

undersigned representing these organizations herewith submit their report 
as follows: 

The Information Asked For 

Under date of April 15, 1924, the Committee received from Colonel 
William B. Greeley, Forester of the National Forest Service ox the United 

States Department of Agriculture, specific instructions as to the points 

it was desired we should consider and concerning which we were asked to 
report. These are here given: 

(1) A check on the estimates which we have used 
} as to the total number of deer comprising the Kaibab herd 

and its rate of increase. 
{ : 

(2) The size of the herd which can be maintained 
ina thrifty condition upon the amount of forage available 
and without danger of undve losses from starvation, in con- 
sideration of the local physical conditions and the frequent 
occurrence of seasons of limited rainfell. 

(3) To what extent can the safety of the herd be 

bettered by reducing grazing of domestic livestock; and 5 
would the Government be justified, in consideration of the 
needs of local settlers, in reducing the numbers of live- 
stock beyond those now grazed by the Grand Cenyon Cattle 

Company?



"(4) If the situation cannot be handled without a 

carrent reduction in the size of the deer herd, what should 

that reduction be and how can it most effectively be accom- 

plished in consideration of maintaining the deer herd as one 

of the most valuable resources of the region?" 

Itinerary 

On the evening of August 16, 1924, the Committee entered the Grand 

Canyon National Game Preserve and went into camp at the Big Springs renger 

: station below the northwestern rim of the Kaibab Plateau. At this time 
and until the close of our investigations on August 26, we were assisted 
by S. B. Locke, Forest Examiner, U. S. Forest Service; Major E. A. Goldman 

of the U. S. Biological Survey; end Richard T. Evans of the U. 5. Geo- 
logical Survey. 

On August 17 we proceeded on horssback from Big Springs in a gen- 

eral southwesterly direction for e few miles through a part of the yellow 
pine belt, crossed the western drift fence, and working slowly on in the 

same direction through areas of more or less scrub oak and locust on to 
the points of high land projecting to the west velow the western rim of 
the plateau to about the upper limits of the pinion, jrniper, and cliff 
rose country, returning in the late afternoon in a southwesterly direction 

to camp near the Indian Hollow cabin. The distance covered was about 

twenty-five miles. 

During the days that followed, ovr work was continved, usually on 

horseback, over much of the western, southern, northern, eastern and cen- 
tral portions of the Preserve. These journeys took us through Indian 
Hollow, Quaking Asp Canyon, through the Big and Little Saddle regions, up 

Parishawampitts Canyon and out on Greenland Plateau. We studied the coun- 
try from Bright Angel, through Little. Park, V. 7. Park, Pleasant Valley to 
Jacobs Lake and on to the desert to the north. At many places on the rim 
we reached points overlooking such places as Powell's Plateau, the Cocks 
Comb, Houserock Valley, and North Canyon. We thus traversed large numbers 
of typical regions of the Game Preserve, studying the condition of the 
trees and shrubs uoon which the deer depend for browse and the grass, 
wherever any was found, which constitutes a very secondary source of deer 
food. We also observed the physical condition of the deer in all terri- 
tories visited and made careful counts of the numbers of these animals seen. 

On August 25 a hearing was held at Rust Hotel in V. T. Park where 
5 as result of previous advertisement various witnesses familiar with the 

region appeared before the Committee and were given an opportunity to ex- 

press freely their opinions of the situation, criticisms of the management, 
and to make such suggestions as they desired. E 

Among those present who spoke on the subject were Stephen T. Mather, 
Director of the National Park Service; Bishop R. S. McAllister of Kanab, 
Utah; R. H. Rutledge, District Forester, Ogden, Utah; Mr. Drake, Manager 
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of the Grand Canyon Cattle Company; Richard 1. Zvans of the U. S. Geo- 

logical Survey; Myron Hunt of Los Angeles, California; wW. H. Mace, stock- 

man, Kanab, Utah; John R. Finley, stockuan, Kanab Utah; and J. H. Long, 

ex-Forest Ranger, Kanab, Utah. 

Toposraphical Description 

The Grand Canyon National Game Preserve, which largely covers the 

area of the Kaibab National Forest in northern Arizona, has for its back- 

bone a rolling plateau varying in width from eight to sixteen miles and 
perhaps forty miles long from north to south. It has an average eleva- 

tion of about 8,000 feet. At the north end the plateau drops by moder- : 

ately steep slopes to an open desert valley, excepting where a ridge con- 

nects the lower slopes to the higher country in Utah across the valley. 

Along the eastern side it breaks abruptly leaving a high rim or wall of 
rock through which only occasional canyons afford a passage. From the 

foot of these breaks the surrounding low country rolls irregularly away 

to the eastward until it disappears into the flat and comparatively barren 
desert of the Houserock Valley neighborhood. The Grand Canyon of the 

Colorado River forms the southern boundary. On its western side the 

Plateeu slopes much more gradually than on any other side, and is irregu- 
larly cut into by deep valleys which form between them points of high land. 

The higher elevations of the Kaibab are covered with a forest of 

white and Douglas fir, Engelmann spruce, and aspen, while the slightly 
lower elevations support extensive areas of yellow pine through which is 
interspersed considerable locust, ceanotms, and varied shrubbery. 

Here and there on the plateau are found narrow open grassy parks 

which usually are heavily bordered with aspen. The gradual slopes on the 
west support a mixed growth of aspen, scrub oak, juniper, pinion, cedar 
and cliff rose. On the north shore the slopes are less gradual, and on 
the east below the rin of the Kaibab Plateau the slopes support similar 
vegetation to the edges of the surrounding desert. There are no running 

streams in any part of the territory, the only source of water being 

twenty widely scattered springs of rather limited flow and a few tanks or 
pools which hold stagnant and poluted rainwater. ‘he Grand Canyon Na- 
tional Game Preserve covers most of the territory described. At the south 

it meets the boundary of the Grand Canyon National Park at an average dis- 

tance of about four miles from the Canyon rim. 

Distribution of the Deer 

The Kaibab Plateau formerly was a great Indian hunting ground and 
is known locally as Buckskin Mountain. It has long been famous for its 

great herd of mule deer, which fact was the occasion for making of it a 

National Game Preserve. In spite of the large areas apnarently suitable 
for summer range the deer do not distribute themselves evenly throughout 

them. In some parts where the forage was comparatively good your conm- 

. mittee found the deer in very small numbers, as for example in parts of the 
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northern third of the Preserve and on Greenland Plateau, a long peninsule- 
like extension of the Kaibab at its southeastern corner. In other places 

where the forage was very heavily utilized deer were found in exceedingly 
large numbers. Especially was this true along the upper limits of the 
serub oak belt and in the neighborhood of the open grassy parks, in spite 
of the excessive utilization of the forage there. Undesirable overconcen- 
tration in certain areas was most evident and easy of observation, but an 
explanation of this phenomenon is much more difficult. 

Similarly, it is reported on good authority that the distribution 

of the deer on their winter range is equally uneven. Probably there is 
no general paramount reason or cause for this uneven distribution. It is 
more likely the result of a combination of several causes, and perhaps the 

explanation would differ with each locality under consideration. The con- 
ditions of forage, in the absence of other limiting factors, might very 

probably alone control the distribution of the deer on any range, but 

other causes undoubtedly contribute to produce the uneven distribution 
observed. 

Some of these factors doubtless include extent of snowfall, cover, 
natural barriers, and last but not least, habit. The snowfall doubtless 
limits the wintef range of the deer upon the slopes surrounding the Ksibab 
Plateau just as it is the principal cause of their seasonel migration or 

drift. Deer normally lie up during the day and the amount of cover avail- 
able in any locality thus naturally tends to affect their distribution. 

Natural barriers such as precipitous rock walls or box canyons greatly 
affect the distribution on a given range by limiting their freedom of move- 
ment. This is probably one of the principal causes for the comparative 
scarcity of deer on the Greenland Plateau, which is a high plateau twelve 

or more miles long connected to the main Kaibab Plateau only by a narrow 
neck of about a mile in width and almost surrounded by precipitous rock 
walls. Difficulty of access, added to the fact thet the Greenland Plateau 
projects far to the south of the general direction of the drift of deer 
(which is generally east and west) probably exolains the relatively small 

numbers found there in spite of the comparatively good condition of its 
forage. ; 

Another explanation may be found in their breeding hebits. It may 
be that the does, on their return to the summer range, do not get beyond 
the central forest before they drop their young and that the inability of 
the fawns to travel results in holding the deer in this region. 

It is a generally expressed belief that all animals are much con- 
trolled by habit from which deer are not excepted. They are for the most 
part gregarious and tend to remain together and to stay in a given locality 
unless compelled by natural or artificial causes to move elsewhere. Habit, 
therefore, tends to keep them in the locality of their birth or native 
haunts and, where there is a seasonal migration, it is habit which leads 
them back to the same haunts and cavses them to remain there throughout 
the season. 
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An uneven distribution of foraging animals on a given range ic 
not in itself objectionable, unless overconcentration develops. where 
such a condition occurs not only will the forage supply be seriously 
reduced and the animals, therefore, impoverished, but a serious perma- 

nent damage to the range results. If such conditions are contimued un- 
checked there is produced a permanent damage to the forage amounting 
ultimately to destruction of the range. A serious condition of over- 
concentration of deer in certain localities of this Preserve was very 
evident in the regions in the neighborhood of V. 1. Park, along the 

¥ lower slopes of the western side, and in the concentration areas of the 

east side. The forage of these localities has been destroyed to a most 

alarming extent, and should present conditions be allowed to continue 
mach longer, serious permanent damage, if not destruction, will result 

; to the range. This danger fully ranks in importance with the danger 
threatening the deer herd itself. The numoer of the deer in the Grand 

i Canyon National Game Preserve and the methods and means of preserving 
‘ a permanent herd in a thrifty condition has been made the principal con- 

sideration of this investigation; but the Committee believes that the 
danger now threatening the range conditions is at least equal and just 

as alarming as the danger threatening the existence or welfare of the 

deer herd. : 

Drift of the Deer 

The term "drift" as applied to the deer is used in two ways: 

first, to denote the seasonal movement or migration from the winter to 
the summer range and vice versa; and second, to denote such permanent 

movement or migration of the deer off the Grand Canyon National Game 
Preserve, as a unit of range, to other adjacent, if not contiguous, inde- 
pendent ranges. The cause of the former is unquestionably the snow. 

Deer naturally prefer the higher altitudes ani would most probabiy remain 
on the Kaibab Plateau proper throughout the year, were they not driven 
off by the approach of winter. A glance at the map will show that the 
summer range of deer in this Game Preserve is approximately oval-shaped 

with its long axis north and south. This area is surrounded by a belt of 
lower ground which is the winter range, but it is mach wider on the sides, 
especially on the western, than on the northern and southern ends. Con- 

: sequently, when the deer are forced off the high plateau by the approach 
of winter fewer can move to the narrow strips of winter range below the 
northern and southern ends than can pess to the larger areas of winter 
range on the two sides. This movement is the essential drift of the deer 

’ from or to the high plateau, the principal direction of which mst there- 
% = SOS : - ane 

Aerseed f° ne SES se poseibii ities tur cresting an cvertion of the” 
surplus deer from the Kaibab Forest to surrounding country, thus acceler- 
ating the very small permanent drift of the deer from the Preserve. If 
such a drift could be developed in a large way it would be a most effec- 
tive natural remedy for the existing unfortunate conditions, and at tle . 
same time provide for the restocking with deer any available adjacent 
areas. 
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Unfortunately no such permanent drift in any appreciable numbers 

exists nor can it be expected. In several Cirections it is prevented by 

natural barriers. ‘The borders of the northern and northwestern winter 

range melt sharply into the desert across which the deer will not drift, 

both on account of the desert and because there is no suitable range 
which could be reached by any movement in this direction. On the south 

the Canyon of the Colorado River forms an almost impassable natural bar~ 
rier. There is just a possibility thet 2 comparatively small number might 

be herded south from the Preserve to the soath rim of the Grand Canyon 
National Park. We recommend that such a drive by rangers be attempted in 
the event that the Grand Canyon National Park provides wetering places 

for the deer which we understand are not now available. There are two 
routes over which a very small permanent drift apvarently takes place. One 
is the northeast by way of the low ridge connecting the slopes below the 

northeast corner of the Keibeb Plateau with the higher country of Utah 
across the valley. Suffering from severe shortage of food comparatively 

small numbers of the deer my foblow this timbered ridge to the Red Bluff 

Mountains in Utah. This drift, however, is almost wholely prevented by 

shooting on the areas imaediately north of the Freserve, and by the further 

fact that the territory is heavily grezed by sheep. Considerable shooting 
just outside the limits of the Grand Canyon National Game Preserve, both 

in and out of season in Arizona and Utah, was reported by several of the 
local residents who testified at the conference held by this Committee at 
Vo. Ue Park. 

The other route for a possible permanent drift is westward toward 

Mount Trumbull. The winter range on the western side of Kanab Creek Canyon, 
which forms part of the western boundary of the Kaibab Netional Forest, 

leads to the country surrounding Mount Trumbull. The forage conditions 

there are reported to be exceedingly bad, due to the large number of horses 
grazing on and around Mount Trumbull, and the natural barrier of Kanab 
Creek Canyon prevents all but the smallest movement in this direction. Ex- 

cepting for the insignificant permanent drift of deer from it we may con- 

sider the Grand Canyon National Forest and the northern region of the Grand 

Canyon National Park as a naturally confined range. Wherever such natural 
or artificial confinement exists on any range it is self-evident that the : 

number of animals subsisting on it will in the course of time increase up 

to and even beyond the limit which the food supply will support in a thrifty 
condition unless their increase be checked either naturally or artificially. 
The natural checks on the excessive increase of the deer, such as predatory 

animals (mountain lions, wolves, coyotes, and bobcats), have been much re- 
: duced. It is certein that the number of deer must eventually increase far 

beyond the limit of adequate food supply. It is the belief of this Committee 

that they have already done so end that only the adoption of artificial - 
checks upon their further or excessive increase, can reduce them to the num- 

bers which the range can properly support in a thrifty condition. 

Condition of the Deer 

Immediately upon entering the Grand Canyon National Game Preserve all 
members of the Committee were much impressed by the great ebundance of deer. 
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In the course of a day's ride it was commen to count above 100, which : 

evidenced their great abundance considering the fact that during several 

hours in the heat of the day the deer ordinarily seek rest in quiet 

places. In the area of greatest summer concentration in and around V. T. 

Park one member of the Committee counted 1,028 in a drive of one hour and 

ten minutes along the highway, between the rim and lower end of V. T. Park. 

In the regions covered during the first five days in the Game Pre- 

serve almost all the deer observed were in very poor condition. At that 
time of year, when the deer should be in the pink of conditiou, all, in- 
cluding even most of the large bucks, were extremely thin. In nearly 

every case the outline of the ribs could be easily seen through the skin. 

Many does with fawns were in a deplorable condition. In many cases hol- 

lows along the flanks and about the hip-joints were very noticeable. Some 
dead deer were found but whethef they had died of starvation or were killed 
by predatory animals we were unable to determine. In considering the con- 

dition of the deer it must not be overlooked that this season has been 
one of severe drought, which would naturally affect the food supply. How- 

ever, this drought was in no large way responsible for the vast scarcity 
of food over most of the Preserve. Members of the Committee visited the 
Dixie National Forest, and the Fish Leke National Forest, both in the same 
general section of the country and where forest growth and drought con- 
ditions were approximately identical, and found abundant food for deer. 
The ranges in these forests have not been overtaxed and the cattle and 
deer appeared to be in good condition. ‘The proper number of any animals 
supported by a given range is, or should be, limited by the number which 
can be maintained in a thrifty condition during a lean year rather than 
during years of plenty. 

Number of Deer 

In-former reports it has been estimated that the anmal fawn crop 
is at least 100 per cent of the non-antlered deer (i.e. 50% of the total 
of the herd), that twin fawns are in a considerable majority, and that x 
the number of bucks and does are about equal. The Committee believes that Qe 
these estimates are fairly accurate.. f 

Estimates of the number of deer in the Preserve made by forest offi- 
cers and the Biological Survey in 1923 place the number at 20,000 with an 
annual increase which at that time had reached the rate of from 5000 to 
8000. Assuming that the ennual fawn crop equals approximately 50% of the 

‘ total of the herd, or about 12,000, it is probably a conservative estimate 
which assumes that onechalfof the fawns survive. ‘the number of does ob- 
served without fawns was small and those having only one may have lost the 

: second, a prey to predatory animals, or through inability to nourish more 
than one successfully. The Committee believes that the former official 
estimates of 20,000 with the above mentioned ratio of increase, which 
would bring the number up to 26,000 this year, are conservative and they 
may far exceed this number. All the local witnesses examined placed the 
number of deer in the Kaibab Forest at not less than 50,000. 
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Livestock 

When the Grand Canyon Forest Preserve was created in 1906 the land 
contained within its boundaries had long been used as an open range by 

the stockmen of Arizona and Utah, and at that time 15,000 head of cattle 
and horses and 6,000 sheep and gcats were permitted by license in the 

Forest. By progressive reductions the number of stock permitted has been 
gradually reduced, so that in 1924 the total number for which permits 

were issued make provision for 5,400 cattle and 3,650 sheep, but actually 

a much smaller number used the range. The Preserve is divided by fences 
into several sections and the permits issued are for grazing rights in 

specific sections. Permits for the grazing of cattle on the Preserve 
generally are for the year round, but those for sheep are for the summer 

season only, and limited to the north end. Besides the authorized live- 

* stock there are several hundred head of wild, unbranded or unpermitied 

horses living within the Preserve through the year. There is considerable 
difficulty attached to the removal of these, due not only to their wild 

nature but also to the fact that branded horses run with them, and the 
killing of branéed animals might lead to difficulties. Of the domestic 
livestock for which grazing permits heve been issued this year 60% are 

cattle and horses and 40% sheep. 

Since the extent to which livestock and deer compete with each 

other for the available food supply is a determining factor in estadlish- 
ing the proper balance between their respective numbers, an intelligent 

study of their grazing habits is necessary for an understanding of the 
question. When a varied food supply is abundant, animals will naturally 

select only the more palatable or their favorite varieties and leave the 

less desirable. As their favorite diet is reduced they will feed more 
and more upon less desirable or less palatable types or forage. This use 

of the least desirable food may be termed the marginal utility of the 
range for the animal in question. Cattle and horses are grazers, and when 
the supply of grass is sufficient to satisfy their needs they seldom 

browse. When such stock is found browsing it is evidence that their natur- 
al food is insufficient for their needs and that they are beginning to 

feed on the marginal varieties of forage. Evidences of their browsing can 

in most instances easily be distinguished from the browsing of the smaller 
animals like sheep and deer. They bite or break off much larger shoots 

and twigs. It is natural for sheep both to graze and to browse, in fact 

their diet is much more varied and extensive than that of cattle, horses, 
or deer. Deer are largely browsers. Their natural diet is composed of 

the leaves, twigs and tender shoots of trees and shrubs... The grazing 
which they do when their normal fdod supply is abundsnt is limited to cer- 

tain tender weeds and grasses in the spring and to a few of the more pal- 

atable plants like clover. Consequently when mmle deer are found grazing 

on a grassy range to any great extent, it may be taken as evidence that 

the supply of browse available is not sufficient for their needs. 

Under normal conditions of food suoply the competition of cattle 
and horses with deer should be negligible for, if there was sufficient 
grazing, the horses and cattle would scarcely touch the browse and, if 
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there was sufficient browse, the deer would not eat the grass extensive- 
ly. As between sheep and deer competition is probably at all times much 
more direct. The existing condition of forage is abnormal. Whatever 
the cause, there can be no question that the Grand Canyon National Game 
Preserve is now both overgrazed and overbrowsed. Sheep are now grazed 
only in a small part of the northern edge of the Forest, and the numbers 
of the cattle having been greatly reduced it is clear that the deer are 
the chief factors in this decrease of the food supply. ‘The immediate 
withdrawal of all livestock from the Forest would not help the ultimate 

Situation as regards the deer, because it would only postpone temporarily 
their inevitable starvation, which was freely predicted to us if excessive 
increase is not checked. 

The Committee believes that under normal conditions several thou- 
sand head of domestic livestock could be allowed to graze in the Preserve 
without any injury to the range end without seriously competing with the 

deer for their food. A return to such normal conditions of forage on 

this range can be fully assured only by (1) the temporary removal of all 

livestock for such a period as the complete recuperation of the range my 
require, and by (2) the reduction of the deer herd to 50% of its present 
numbers for the same period. This range recuperation should be the first 
consideration of any policy of administration for this Preserve, and will 
doubtless require several years. Afterwards, when normal conditions of 
forage exist again on the Kaibab, it will be a simple matter for the 

Forest Service to limit the grazing of domestic livestock to proper aum- 
bers and to keep the size of the deer herd well within the limit of the 

food supply. Only by such a policy can the contimnation or the recurrence 
of the present deplorable conditions be avoided. 

Forage Conditions 

In any consideration or investigation of the conditions of forage 

in the Grand Canyon National Game Preserve it must be borne in mind that 

it is a region where, even under the most favorable conditions, the luxur- 
iance of the vegetation does not compare with that found in wooded areas 
in the eastern states. 

The snow-berry and dwarf ceanothus, both of which ere found quite 
plentifully throughout the timbered areas on the plateau, show such a 
heavy utilization by the deer that their seasonal recuperation is the min- 
imam and their growth severely stunted, in fact in innumerable places such 
growth has been in large measure destroyed. locust is widely scattered 
throughout the Preserve from the upper yellow pine belt to the lower limits 
of the serub oak. 

Aspen, which is a favorite forage of the deer in summer, grows pro- 
fusely on the higher elevations, and scrub oak brush in considerable abun- 
dance forms a wide belt between the upper plateau and the winter range. 
Even under the most favorable conditions this supply of browse cannot be 

restored for many years. The locust, aspen, and oak trees have been de- 
nuded of their lower foliage as high as a large buck can reach and the 
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lower producing shoots and linbs have died as a result. Seedlings are 

cropped as soon as their growth appears above the surface of the ground. 

No young aspen trees under several years of age were seen on the entire 
trip through the Preserve and all such trees, the tops of which were not 

above the reach of deer, were killed. No reproduction can be expected 

under such conditions of excessive utilization. 

White fir is fairly plentiful on the higher parts of the plateau 
and, although it is commonly eaten by deer only under the stress of winter 
food shortage, showed the effects of recent heavy utilization. Wherever 

this type was found the young seedlings nad been heavily browsed. This 
was done principally while the shoots were fresh and tender. A consider- 

able stunting of their growth was evident. 

The possible growth of grass is chiefly in V. T. Park and a few 

other similar glades. There might well be a considerable abundance of 
grass throughout the open spaces in the Forest under normal conditions. 
It has been so severely overgrazed that today no really good growth can 
be found anywhere. In V. T. Fark it is scarcely over half an inch high. 

As compared with the utilization of the browse by deer there is much less 
evidence of their utilization of the grasses. Observations at several 
places indicated that the deer were not feeding on grass. Clover is a 
favorite food as is evidenced by the fact that at evening the deer enter 
the grassy parts in great numbers and often spend the entire night grazing 
on the short, scanty clover and on various weeds. 

Many deer have already this year been forced over the edges of the 

plateau to the upper winter ranges and have quite gonerally defoliated the 
deciduous browse within their reach. The oak areas mentioned by Mr. Hal 
G. Evarts in his report as a possible future source of food supply have 
already been severely utilized. In the chief centers of winter concentra- 
tion, the cedar and buck brush, which form the main source of winter food, 
show the same conditions of extreme overbrowsing as were observed on the 
higher range, so that unless drastic remodies be adopted immediately it is 
inevitable that the available winter food supply will soon be exhausted. 

The cliff rose or buck-obush, which is also one of the main winter 
feeds, grows along the rims and flat points from the lower limit of the 
yellow pine to below the pinion and juniper. It is much more extensive 
on the West side than on the east. Its excessive utilizetion is every- 
where most noticeable, for not only have the lower shoots been heavily 
cropped, but a great deal of breaking down of the bushes was observed. 

It looked as if where animals could not reach the tops they had in 
some way managed to break down the bush in much the same way that moose 
will ride down small trees. ‘This is killing the brush with a consequent 
severe loss in winter food supply. On account of the drought this season 
the new green shoots which are annually grown average only about three or 
four inches in length, whereas the usual seesonal growth should be over 
six inches. In general the conditions on the winter range were exceedingly 
bad. 
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The conditious of forage throughout the Preserve can only be 
characterized as deplorable, in fact they were the worst that any member 

of the Committee had ever seen. ‘When not only the leaves but the anmal 
growth of trees, bushes, shrubs, and grass are so closely cropped that 

seeding is impossible the condition of the range moves swiftly towards 

. ‘atter destruction. 

As the food supply of the deer is reduced large numoers of them 

will be removed by Nature either through starvation or the ravages of 

some pestilence which attacks them in their weakened condition. Nature 

in this way will reduce the numbers to an infinitesimal breeding stock 

and provide for a period of recuperation. The injury to the range by al- 
lowing Nature to adopt such severe measures would virtually be permanent. 
The continued prevention of normal annual reproduction through seeding 

will in time eliminate from the range one type of forage after another. 

The least hardy grasses or shrubs will disappear first. A progressive 

denudation of the range increases the rapidity with which water runs off 
and the amount of top soil that is carried away with it. This is the 
type of permanent range destruction which the existing conditions in the 

Grand Canyon National Game Preserve acutely threaten. Actual starvation 
‘ of the deer herd is not necessary to prove that overutilization is rapidly 

destroying the range. 

Recommendations 

The recommendations of this Committee are made solely for the pur- 
pose (1) of preserving the Kaibab deer herd for all time with the maximum 
number of deer that the area will support, and (2) of providing certain 
remedial measures in the existing emergency so that the range may recuper- 
ate. We are convinced that immediate action to reduce the deer herd is 
dictated by every principle of wisdom and that every precaution possible 
should be taken to restore the range in the Forest to normal conditions. 

Livestock 

If the range in the Grand Cenyon Game Preserve was not seriously 
endangered by several years of most severe overutilization of the forage 
the question would not be whether the grazing of livestock should or should 
not be permitted but what total mumber should be permitted and the propor- 
tions of each kind. Doubtless eny arbitrary removal of all of the live- 
stock from the Forest would not be warranted. It must not be forgotten 
that the National Forests include huge tracts of Federal domain set aside 
for the primary purpose of conserving or perpetuating our natural resources. 

The administration of these lands by the Agricultural Department 
through the Forest Service must be and is based upon sound economic prin- 
ciples or there would be no justification for such Preserves. The Service 
should, therefore, maintain a just balance in the use and development of 
all of the resources of this Game Preserve, including, besides the game, 
timber and grazing, and should not develop one resource to the exclusion 
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of all others. In view of the existing emergency, however, we recommend 
that.all stock should at once be removed from the Forest, excepting the 
stock belonging to local settlers. The limited population of southern 
Utah is dependent largely upon the stock for a livelihood and we have not 

: the heart to recommend that the small cattle owner be entirely eliminated. 

‘We have requested the Grand Canyon Cattle Company to anticipate 
the Forest Service order and to remove the remnant of their cattle at once. 
We recommend that V. T. Park and its immediate surroundings be fenced to 
keep cattle out and be permanently reserved for deer only. When,after a 

_ period of recuperation of the range the Forest Service may find that addi- 
tional livestock can be supported, it will then be a question of what is 
the reasonable or proper number of the total stock grazing on the Forest 
and what ratio should be maintained between the miumber of such stock and 
the maximum herd of deer that the range can support. Until this restora- 
tion of the range be an accomplished fact, we recommend that no new graz- 

ing permits be issued and that no existing permits be in any way increased. 

Reduction of the Deer Herd 

No one has attempted to deny that the present deer herd in the 
Grand Canyon National Game Preserve is mich greater than the range can 
support in a thrifty condition. The observations of the Committee during 

their investigation, as well as the testimony of the witnesses who ap- 

peared at the conference held at V. T. Park, put this question beyond all 
Possible doubt. How large a deer herd the Preserve could support, if the 
range were restored to a healthy condition must remain a matter of con- 
jecture. It is not a material consideration for this investigation. When 

the range conditions have been restored it will be a comparatively easy 
matter for the authorities charged with the administration of the Preserve 
to determine what the proper size of the herd should then be. 

Any reduction at this time must be made not only for the purpose of 
reducing it to such size as the range can support in its present depleted 
condition, but with a view to a reduction beyond what the range can now 

support, so that some measure of recuperation in the conditions of forage 

may take place. The Committee believes that as an immediate remedy for 
the present situation no reduction of less than 50% of the existing deer 

. herd would be effective. We, therefore, recommend that one-half of the 
existing herd be removed and that this removal be accomplished as quickly 

as possible. 

Shipping Deer Alive 

The Committee is of one mind in the belief that the proper and 
logical method to be followed in reducing the Kaibab deer herd is to ship 
the deer alive to other localities. By this means other areas where deer 
are not native or from which they have been exterminated may be restocked. 
In certain places in the Kaibab Freserve it should be a comparatively easy 
matter to trap deer in considerable numbers. These could then be crated 
and shipped to other forests, preserves, parks, or private estates, where 
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conditions are suitable for their propagation and where proper care would 
be given them. We recommend that the Forest Service give deer for restock- 

ing Without charge to any Federal Bureaus, State Geme Commissions, Game 

Protective Associations, or to any individuals who will bear the expense 

of the capture, crating and transportation of the deer to the railroad. 

. Shooting 

If this method of reducing the deer herd, by removing them alive, 

shovld not prove productive of the necessery reduction, we recommend that 
the Preserve be opened to hunting under careful regulations to be pre- 
scribed by the Secretary of Agriculture. We believe the Forest Service is 

in a peculiarly advantageous position for the handling of the hunting in 

a thoroughly sane and proper manner, and we further recommend that such 
hunting as may be necessary in the reduction of the deer herd shali be 

carried out along the lines of modern and approved principles of Game Man- 
agement. 

In the event that the Preserve should be cpened to hunting one im- 
portant practical difficulty in the administration and management of the 

hunting would be the price charged by the State of Arizona for a non- 
resident hunter's license. In many states there are reciprocal license 
fees at low cost. Such a reciprocal arrangement on the part of the State 
of Arizona would obviate this difficulty. 

Game Management 

For an intelligent understanding of the general principles of Game 
Management and of their application to the Grand Canyon Game Preserve a 
brief review of the history of our game and of our efforts for its conser- 
vation is essential. When this continent was being settled game of many 
kinds was found in vast abundance. Amidst this profasion of wild life 
the early settlers saw no reason for the application of any principles of 
conservation - for to them the supply seemed inexhaustible. Also, many 
considered any limitation on the killing of game as an unwarranted restric- 
tion of their liberties. Unrestricted shooting was everywhere customary. 
This abuse in time resulted in the extermination of certain species within 
given territories. The game was steadily driven to the mountains and 

‘ swamps and Was annihilated as much by the settling of the country as by 
the rifle. 

When the people begen to realize the danger of complete annihila- 
tion of our game, recourse was had to restrictive legislation. All laws 
enacted for a time were of a negative or prohibitive character. Game laws 
were based on the principle that conservation was best accomplished by 
arbitrary limitation of the seasons and bags and by closed seasons. Such 
laws were adopted in practically all of the states and territories as the 
country developed, but in spite of them our game continued to decrease : 
with rapidity. Now, after some centuries of game protection based on 
such negative and arbitrary restrictions, modern conservationists are be- 
ginning to appreciate the failure of their principle. They are beginning 
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to realize that the stopping of killing is not the orly, nor even the most 
effective way to conserve ovr game. Statutory restrictions of seasons and 

bags lack the elasticity which is required by constantly varying condi- 

tions. Limitations that are too generous one year may be too severe a 

few years later or vice versa, and the slow process of legislative enact- 

ment will not solve the problem. 

Game Management is the scientific balancing of all that concerns 
the numbers and welfare of game on a given area. It includes not merely 
the limitation of seasons and bags but also such matters as the food supply, 

the distribution, the ratio of sexes, the maintenance of an adequate breed- 

ing stock, the absolute number that should be removed annually, the con- 

trol of predatory animals, the places where game may or may not be shot, 
and preeminently the creation and maintenance of game preserves. Such a 
comprehensive scheme is a matter of positive administration and not merely 
a question of negative restrictions. 

Almost everything which concerns the abundance and the welfare of 
game is variable. Not only does the weather seriously affect their food 
supply and breeding conditions but the nature of the country may change 
with great rapidity within a very short period of time. The weather alone, 
even where there is no shooting, can reduce the stock of game in a given 
area in one season from abundance to comparative scarcity by interfering 
with the normal reproduction during the breeding season or by injury to 
the food supply through serious drought or by heavy rain or snowfall. Con- 
versely, favorable conditions of weather alone may change scarcity into 
abundance. When a country is settled, the building of fences and culti- ‘ 
vation of the land will drive away or greatly reduce the uumber of large 
game thereon. Where game animals are dependent upon different ranges for 
winter and summer, the occupation of one or the other of those ranges will 
suffice to exterminate them. 

Other factors effecting the number of game in any given area are 
the change from an agricultural to an industrial community, the clearing 
of lands which have been used as cover, the dreinage of lakes or marshes 
which may be the special hamts of certain species, in fact any of various 
influences which inevitably follow the advance of civilization may have 
their effect. Shooting is only one of the factors affecting the conditions 

. of game and is very often one of the least important. An arbitrary or in- 
flexible statutory limitation can evidently not suit varying conditions. 

The scientific management of game by a special authority such as a 
commission should have the power to change regulations from year to year 
in order to meet the changes in the local situation. The special authority 
charged with Game Management should have sufficiently elastic powers to : 
control not only the open seasons, the shooting areas, the refuges, and 
the bag limits, but also the absolute numbers which may be killed in any 
Siven locality each season. Upon such principle of Game Management does 
the future of much of our wild life depend. The fundamental purpose and 
Principle of Game Management is the maintenance upon a given area of the 
maximum breeding stock which that area will support in a thrifty condition. 
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The excess over the maximm, which when well managed will amount to approx- 

imately the yearly increase, should be available for purposes of restocx- 

ing elsewhere and for recreation and should be periodically removed to pre- 

vent an overstocking of the area. 

Such a principle or system should be applied to the Grand Canyon 
a National Game Preserve. It is, as we have shown, practically a confined 

area capable of supporting only a limited number of animals and is entirely 
under the jurisdiction of one Department of the Federal Government, viz., 
the Agricultural. The authority for the exercise of such Management exists, 
for the statute which created the Forest Service specifically grants to the 
Secretary of Agriculture all powers necessary in the exercise of such a 
systen. 

The Department of Agriculture is, the Committee believes, peculiarly 

suited to and especially efficient for the management or administration in 
such a matter. The Secretary can prescribe the areas in the Freserve where 
hunters may be allowed. This can be done with a view to limiting the num- 

ber of deer to the proper maximum and to securing the proper distribution 
of them on the range. It can close or open permanently or temporarily any 
area to shooting and create refuges wherein game may not be disturbed. 

As a result of improved roads, tourist travel through the Kaibab 

Forest is constantly increasing in volume,and already several thousand visi- 
tors annually derive pleasure from the sight of the deer grazing early in 

the day and toward evening in V. T. Park. This and other glades or natural 
meadows in the forest not only are the scenes of the greatest concentration 
of deer but are also on the direct travel route. The aesthetic value of 
the spectacle is of unique importance and no removal of deer should be per- - 
mitted which would impair it. The Secretary, through the Forest Service, 

could also establish the open season in cooperation with the game officials 
of the State of Arizona, the absolute numbers that might be killed or re- 
moved in any year, and prescribe all rules and regulations by license for 

the sane and proper management of the game. 

For instance, an absolutely closed season or any number of sanctu- 
aries could be prescribed almost instantly by the mere issuance of new regu- 
lations by the Forest Service under the authority of the Secretery of Agri- 
culture. Through an efficient licensing system abuses covld be prevented 

. by the immediate revocation of the hunter's license for violation of the 
Department's rules, or by refusing to issue a license to any hunter who had 
violated the regulations in any previous season. The licenses could also 
prescribe specifically in what areas the licensee might hunt. There are 
only seven springs in the areas where hunting might properly be allowed and 
consequently the camp grounds, which mst be near water, would be easy of 
supervision. The Forest Service could even prescribe the place where any 
licensee might camp. The enforcement of the hunting regulations would be 
very simple through an adequate supervision of the few suitable camping 
grounds for hunters and a watch of the only two or three roads by which the 

Forest may be entered or left. 
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Such ideal conditions for the effective management ané control of 
game could hardly be found anywhere. This Forest is a perfect unit for 

administration purposes. The efficiency of such a system would unques- 
tionably produce results impossible of accomplishment by any other method. 

The maximum breeding stock that the range can support could be maintained 
or varied from year to year with almost mathematical precision. After a 

few years the number of deer on the Preserve could be controlled with as 
= much ease as the number of cattle that are kept in any pasture. The proper 

number of deer could be increased or decreased each year in proportion to 
the conditions of the forage. Not only could the numbers be controlled, 
but the distribution on the range could be made even, thereby assuring a 
more equal utilization of all the forage. Besides improving the general 
welfare of the deer such a system of Game Management would allow the re- 
cuperation of the range from its present alarming condition. 

Official Killing 

If the two methods suggested above should prove inadequate for the 
ends desired, it may be necessary for the Government officially to destroy 
many of the deer, utilizing the meat and hides to tne best available eco- 
nomic advantage, although we see many practical difficulties in the way of 
carrying out such a policy. For example, the various state laws which pro- 
hibit the sale of venison; the limited demands for venison; the difficulty 
in getting it to market in salable condition, and the expense involved in 
such an undertaking. 

The Committee firmly believes that the official killing of geme when 
not absolutely required by the failure of other methods is contrary to all 
existing principles and theories of American Game Conservation and would 
not recommend the adoption of such a plan except as a last resort. 

: Game Administration 

The Committee recommends that whatever course the Government may 
take in its future handling of the Grand Canyon National Game Preserve there 
should be placed in charge of the territory a competent Game Administrator. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) Heyward Cutting Representing 
Boone and Crocket Club 

T. Gilbert Pearson LL.D. Representing 
National Association of Audubon Societies 

: and National Parks Association 

T. W. Tomlinson Representing 
American Nationai Livestock Breeders 

. Association 

; John.B. Burnham, Chairman, Representing 
: American Game Protective Association. 
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Fle Cohy 
For “Southwestern Game Fields*® Revision of 

3 By Leopold, Pettit, and Ligon. February 22, 1926, 

I. Foods of Mule Deer 

(A) Shrubs and trees 

1. Cliffrose (Cowania stansburiana) 

411 observers report it heavily browsed on the 

Kaibab. On Elden Mountain (Coconino) Talbot 

found it browsed on cliffs inaccessible to cat- 

tle. Sizer says it is eaten on the Apache. 

Chemical analysis of some Kaibab specimens 

showed more digestible starches and sugars 

than alfalfa. 

&. Apache plume (Fallugia paradoxa) 

Generally believed to be eaten, but specific 

evidence needed. 

3. Snowberry (Symphoricarpus spp.) 

All observers report it heavily browsed on the 

Kaibab. Is the fruit particularly relished? 

4. Mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus montanus ) 

A favorite food of both deer and cattle through- 

out the Southwest. In the Cuba country (Jemez) 

this shrub was nearly eliminated by the over- 

grazing incident to an early mining boom. It



is now “coming back", and Pincetl claims the 

deer are coming back with it. 

5. Buckbrush or deerbrush (Ceanothus spp.) 

There are several species, all of them probably 

valuable deer browse. The most widely dis- 

tributed is the small c. fendleri commonly 

found in yellow pine forests. It is generally 

agreed that this is heavily browsed in fall 

and winter, but Sizer says that on the Apache 

the same is true in summer. Are the white 

blossoms eaten? 

6. Serviceberry (Amelanchier spp.) 

Never abundant and hence probably merely an in- 

cidental feed. Perry Says it is browsed on the . 

Jemez. Talbot has seen freshly cropped bushes 

on high peaks on the Datil where no cattle or 

sheep were grazing. Are the ripe fruits or 

blossoms eaten? 

% Sage (Artemisia spp: ) 

The ordinary sagebrush (A. tridentata) is browsed 

on the Kaibab in winter, wet ‘0 ete te 

sider it a rather poor deer forage. Many of 

the smaller less conspicuous sages, however, 
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are probably relished by deer as they are 

by livestock. 

8. Willow (Salix spp.) 

There are twenty species in New Mexico alones 

AL1 observers agree that willows are eaten, 

especially in winter, but to determine which 

species are eaten is a difficult matter. On 

the Colorado Delta, with its abundance of 

other foods, deer appeared to be browsing wil- 

lows in November. 

The concentration of range cattle in canyon bot- 

toms during the winter season has practically 

eliminated willows from most of the watercours- 

es of the southwestern mountains. This has 

probably injured their value as range for both 

deer and livestock, not to mention the enor- 

mous injury which the resultant erosion has 

inflicted upon the entire region. 

9. Oaks (Quercus spp.) : 

. The oaks are one of the most important deer foods, 

but their great diversity as to species and 

habit makes it difficult te tie down observa- 

tions. In general the "white oaks" are pre- 

ferred to the "black oaks", and the evergreen 

or "live oaks" to the deciduous species. 
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seukasy or meet of ally the oaks are probably 

‘ eaten, but preferences as among species are un- 

known. 3 

In the northern section and at high altitudes — 

Gambel oak is the prevalent species. Perry says i 

it is browsed freely on the Jemez. Sizer says 3 

that on the Apache it isa favorite browse after § > 

frost, and that the fallen leaves are eaten in Be 

: winter. On October 14, 1925, he killed a fat f : 

three-point buck on Escudilla Mountain and found a 4 

in the paunch "frost-killed Gambel oak leaves, 4 

-leaves and twigs of buckbrush, wild oats, leaves — 

and twigs of Oregon grape, and acorns of Gambel 3 

oak®, : j ] 

Oldham says the evergreen Arizona oak is eaten on 3 n 

the Prescott and Sizer says it is eaten on the _ > 

Apache. This is a widely distributed species ;. 

and probably an important feed. 8 E j 

10. Wew Mexican locust (Robinia neomexicana) Ps 

Goldman says this is heavily browsed on the Kaibab. i : 

G The eastern locust (Robinia pseudacacia) contains & J 

a toxic albuminoid (Robinin) which is tated to ¥ 

[| nuvsonthotsc rd el fie oat ee abel G ae face 
Ranger Ee Le Perry quotes’ Dad’ Ke teham/aa" saying 

that thie Locust is not eaten on the Jemez. 

Chapline a tens goat browse. ; 
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li. Junipers (Juniperus spp.) 

The heavy browsing of junipers on the Kaibab 

is regarded as an indication of severe over- 

grazing. 

On the other hand, Sizer regards juniper (fo- 

liage as well as berries) as a favorite food. 

He says; 

"I have many times seen deer browsing on 
juniper, in both summer and winter, where 
other feed was plentiful. Specific instances 
that I can recall are (1) On October 1, 1916, 
while on my way to Alma, New Mexico, with Fred 
Winn, I rode up on four large blacktail bucks 
browsing on juniper, near Alma Mesa. Coming 
over the brow of a ridge I was within a few 
yards of them with a high wind and brush sereen 
in my favor. I watched themfor some time 

: browsing juniper branches in preference to live 
oak, Sage brush, grama grass, etc., which were 
abundant. (2) On July 5, 1925, in company with 
Ranger Ae F. Bloom, I saw three blacktail does 
browsing on juniper trees on the mesa east of 
Tularosa Ranger Station, though there was 
Raw of other feed. (3) In February 1924, 
about the Z0th) in company with Ranger Roy 

Swapp, I followed the fresh trail of a bunch 
of blacktail (8 or 10) on the cast side of 
Coleman Creek, in about 12 inches of crusted 
snow, and noticed that they stopped to browse 
only on juniper, travelling from one to another, 
and passing up Gambel oak and other shrubs en 
route. These junipers averaged three to six 
feet in height, and showed clearly where the 
deer had browsed. I called Swapp's attention 
to this. 

"I have many times seen deer browsing on 

juniper, and have always regarded it as a 
favorite food.* 

Talbot says all three species of juniper are 

browsed in periods of scarcity. 
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12. Pinon pine (Pinus edulis) 

Browsed on the Kaibab, but not until other feed 

is exhausted. (Rachford) The nuts are, of 

course, a favorite food. 

13. White fir, balsam (Abies concolor) 

On the Kaibab young trees are browsed down to 

hedge-like form. Rachford says the deer like 

it quite as well as cliffrose, 

14. Western yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa) 

Browsed on the Kaibab. Rachford says the deer 

like it quite as well as cliffrose. Analysis 

of some Kaibab specimens shows about two-thirds 

as much protein as wheat. 

Sizer says some pine (seedlings? ) are eaten on 

the Apache. : 

nabere patio: arcuate. SSE 
15. Aspen (Populus tremuloides) 

On the Kaibab aspen is eaten so greedily that 

sprout reproduction is eliminated and felled 

E trees are quickly defoliated. 

Talbot has seen deer eating aspen leaves in late 

fall. Sizer says it is eaten. It is probably 

: an important browse. 
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16. Mesquite (Prosopis spp.) 

On the delta of the Colorado deer tracks were 

frequently seen circling the bean-bearing trees. 

‘ They certainly eat the beans, and grow very fat 

5 on them. From analogy with cattle and horses, 

deer probably eat the blossoms and tender leaves 

also. : 

17. Tornillo, screwbean (Strombo carpa pubes¢ens) 

On the delta of the Colorado it seemed as if the 

deer were eating the beans, but it was not pos- 

Sible to be certain of it. : 

(B) Herbs 

18. Redroot, wild buckwheat (Eriogonum spp.) 

Betts says that on the Tusayan this herb (which 

is technically a shrub) is iniasaes even to 

Quinine bush ( ). The Navajos call it 

: "Deer's Hars" but this alludes to the shape of 

the leaves. 

19. Green gentian, skunk cabbage (Frasera spp.) 

"Dad" Ketcham, an old settler on the Jemez says 

this is a favorite food. They eat the foliage 

in summer and the ripe pods in winter. Blliot 

Barker says the pods protrude above the snow 

and deer tracks can often be followed from one 

browsed off stock to another. 
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i 20. Vetches (Vicia spp.) 

All the various species of vetch seem to be $ 

favorite foods, although this is not true of - 

the peas. Hlliot Barker says the dried vines q 

are eaten in winter also. Leopold and Warner ; 

saw a doe and fawn eating vetch on the Gila in ; 

June. (4 

21. Blve flag (Iris missouvriensis) % 

This plant, Hlliot Barker says, is not eaten on j 

the Pecos until frozen in fall, after which Se 

both the foliage and seed pods are a. favorite y 

food. (Cattle likewise ignore it until frozen.) . ; 

Sizer says this is true on the Apache. j 

22. White loco (Oxitropis lamberti ) . 

Karcher says he saw a buck eating this loco ¥ 

northeast of Frisco Peaks on the eaeviknadlaniin® 

Sek as and undersized, /4e pruuch wae notte waned, 

It de “Tmprobable, however, that deer are injured 

by loco fae ee ee = + 

worst loco areas, 74s Pena = 

Aras no aecerot vA oltew bodiug ‘ } 

(c) Grasses RE. 
te 

The enormous diversity of species, the difficulty of ri 

observing even through a glass which species a deer t- 
3 ; 

=e s = 
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is eating, the difficulty of identifying grass found 

in paunches, and the probability that grasses do not 

form a large proportion of the diet, all contribute 

to the nearly total lack of information on grass as 

a deer food. 

23. Grama (Bouteloua spp. ) 

Bloom watched a buck and a doe eating grama grass 

on the Datil in October, 1923. They ate both 

stalks and the basal leaves. 

24. Deergrass 

Iwo southwestern species are called deergrass be- 

cause of their supposed palatability to deer, 

the small deergrass (Muhlenbergia wrightii) and 

the tall deergrass (Bpicampes rigens). : 

25. "Wild oats" is a name applied to certain grasses 

which are a favorite deer and turkey feed, but 

: the species usually called by this name are 

usually Bromus rather than the true wild oats, 

Avena. 

26. “Bamboo cane or carissa, technically a grass, may 

be eaten. On the delta of the Colorado there 

was evidence of deer browsing the tender shoots 

of this plant, but cattle also fed on it, so : 

that the evidence was not conclusive. 
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(D) Cactus, yucca, etc. 

27. Cactus (Opuntia spp.) 

: He Ge Smith says that in the Guadalupes deer eat 

the yellow apples of the Candelabra cactus, and 

also the ripe fruit of the prickly pear. 

28. Ywees. 

Woodrow has seen deer on the Gila eating the tender 

buds or blossoms of the Spanish Dagger. He has 

_ never seen deer eat any part of Sotol or Mescal. 

29. Beargrass (Nolina spp.) 

Woodrow also reports deer eating the tender ends 

of beargrass when other feed was scarce. 

(B) Cultivated crops 

30. Alfalfa 

In June, 1922, during the spring drouth, at Hugh 

Hedges XSX Ranch on the Gila as many as 40 deer 

gathered on his small alfalfa field every even- 

ing. They were especially fond of the alfalfa 

. blossoms, often topping off the stalks without 

touching the foliage. They showed a distinct 

preference for the dry part of the field, as 

distinguished from the parts recently irrigated. 
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31. Potato 

Ranger H. G. Smith says that he found a deer 

poisoned from eating the foliage of potatoes 

(and beans?) recently sprayed with lead ar- 

senate. He examined the stomach, which con- 

; tained potato leaves. This was in the Guada- 

lupes in 1918. 

32- Turnip 

Sizer says “deer prefer turnip tops to almost 

any other feed. A patch of turnips planted 

well away from the house will usually protect 

other garden and field crops from deer". 

(F) Miscellaneous 

33. Mistletoe (Phoradendron juniperinun) z 

Ranger He Ge Smith says that in the Guadalupes 

the deer eat the foliage in fall. ‘This is the 

mistletoe that is parasitic on junipers. 
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Il. Possible Food Plants of Mule Deer on Which 
<2. = Epes len 3a Needed 

(a) Wild rose. Are the fruits or rose hips eaten? 

(o) Wild grape. Fruit or tender shoots? 

(c) Apple or other fruit trees. Fruit, foliage, fallen 

leaves, twigs? ; 

(d) Maples (Acer spp.) 

(e) Catclaw (Acacia gregei) 

(f) Coffee Berry (Simondsia californica) 

(g) Manzanita (Arcto staphylos spp.) Berries? 

(nh) Skunkbush (Schmaltzia spp.) : 

(i) Desert ceanothus (C. greggi) 

(i) Lupine (Lupinus spp.) 

(x) Lotus (Lotus spp. ) 

(1) Filaree (Erodium cicutarium) 

(m) Wild clovers. 
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{A)_ Shrubs and trees : 

1. Cliffrose (Cowania s tansburiana) : 
All observers report it heavily browsed on the 

Kaibab. On Elden Mountain (Coconino) Talbot 

fowxl it browsed on cliffs inaccessible to cate 

tle. Sizer says it is eaten on the Apache. 

Chemical analysis of some Kaibab specimens 

showed more digestible starches and sugars 

than alfalfa. 

2. Apache plume (Fallugia paradexa) 
: Generally believed to be eaten, but specific 

evidence needed. 

3. Snowberry (Symphoricarpus spp. ) 

All observers report it heavily browsed on the 

Kaibab, Is the fruit particularly relished? 

4. Mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus montanus ) 
A favorite food of both deer and cattle through- 

out the Southwest. In the Cuba country (Jemez) 

this shrub was nearly eliminated by the over- 

grazing incident to an early mining boom. It *



is now “coming back", and Pincetl claims the 

: deer are coming back with ite 

5. Buckbrush or deerbrush (Ceanothus spp. ) | 

: There are several species, all of them probably 

valuable deer browse. The most widely dis- 

tributed’ is the small ¢. fendleri commonly 
; found in Yellow pine forests. It is generally 

agreed that this is heavily browsed in fall 
and winter, but Sizer says that on the Apache 

the same is true in sumer. Are the white 

blossoms eaten? 

6. Serviceberry (Amelanchier spp.) 
Never abundant and hence probably merely an in~ 

cidental feed. Perry says it is browsed on the 

; Jemez. Talbot has seen freshly cropped bushes 

on high peaks on the Datil where no cattle or 

sheep were grazing. Are the ripe fruits or 

blossoms eaten? 

7. Sage (Artemisia spp.) 
The ordinary sagebrush (A, tridentata) is browsed 

on the Kaibab in winter, but old hunters con- | 

sider it a rather poor deer forage. Many of 

the smaller less conspicuous sages, however, 
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are probably relished by deer as they are 

by livestock. 

8 Willow (Salix spp.) 

There are twenty species in New Mexico alone. 

' <ALL observers agree that willows are eaten, 

' especially in winter, but to determine which 

species are eaten is a difficult matter. on 

the Colorado Delta, with its abundance of 

other foods, deer appeared to be browsing wil- 

licws in November. 

The concentration of range cattle in canyon bot- 

toms during the winter season has practically 

eliminated willows from most of the watercours- 

es of the southwestern mountaina. This has : 

probably injured their value as range for both 

deer and livestock, not to mention the enor-~- 

mous injury which the resultant erosion has 

inflieted upon the entire region. 

9 Caks (Quercus spp.) 

The oaks are one of the most important deer foods, 

but their great diversity as to species and 

habit makes it difficult to tie dow observa~ 

tions. In general the “white oaks" are pre- 

ferred to the "black oaks", and the evergreen 

or *live oaks" to the deciduous species. 
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Acorns, or most of all, the oaks are probably 

eaten, but preferences as among species are un- 

known. 

In the northern section and at high altitudes 

Gambel oak is the prevalent species. Perry says 

it is browsed freely on the Jemez. Sizer says 

that on the Apuche it is a favorite browse after 

frost, and that the fallen leaves are eaten in 

winter. On October 14, 1925, he killed a fat 

three-point buck on Escudilla Mountain and found 

in the paunch “frost-killed Gambel oak leaves, 
leaves and twigs of buckbrush, wild oats, leaves 

and twigs of Oregen grape, and acorns of Gambel 

oak". : 

Oldham says the evergreen Arizona oak is eaten on 

the Prescott and Sizer says it is eaten on the 

Apache. This is a widely distributed species 

and probably an important feed. 3 

10. New Mexican locust (Robinia neomexicana) 

Goldman says this is heavily browsed on the Kaibab. 

The eastern locust (Robinia peeudacacia) contains 

a toxic albuminoid (Robinin) whieh is fatal to 

horses. Is this present in the western species? 

Ranger B. L. Perry quotes Dad Ketcham as saying 

that this locust ia not eaten on the Jemeg. 

Chapline says it is excellent goat browse. 
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“11. Junipers (Juniperus spp. ) 
The heavy browsing of junipers on the Kaibab 

is regarded as an indication of severe over- 

; grazing. 

on the other hand, Sizer regards juniper (fo- 

liage as well as berries) as a favorite food. 

He says; 

"I have many times seen deer browsing on 
juniper, in both summer and winter, where 
other feed was plentiful. Specifie instances 
that I can recall are (1) On October 1, 1916, 
while on my way to Alma, New Mexico, with Fred 
winn, I rode up on four large blacktail bucks 
browsing on juniper, near Alma Mesa. Coming 
ever the brow of a ridge I was within a few 
yards of them with a high wind and brush sereen 
in my favor. I watched themfor some time 
browsing juniper branches in preference to live 
oak, —— brush, grama grass, etc., which were 
abundan (2) On July 5, 1925, in company with 
Ranger Ae PF. Bloom, I saw three blacktail does 
browsing on juniper trees on the mesa east of 
Tuiasosa Ranger Station, though there was 
tet of ether feed. (3) In February 1924, 
a the 20th) in omy ve Ranger Roy 

Swapp, I followed the fresh trail of a bunch 
of blacktail (8 or 10) on the east side of 
Coleman creek, in about 12 inches of crusted 
snow, and noticed that they stopped to browse 

: enly on pie, travelling from one to another, 
‘ and passing up Gambel oak and other shrubs en 

route. These junipers averaged three to six 
feet in height, and showed clearly where the. 

4 deer had browsed. I called Swapp's attention 
: te this. : 

“I have many times seen deer browsing on 
funiyete and have always regarded it as a 
avorite food." 

falbot says all three species of juniper are 

browsed in periods of scarcity. 
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12, Pinon pine (Pinus edulis) 
Browsed on the Kaibab, but not until other feed 

is exhausted. (Rachford) The nuts are, of 

course, a favorite food. 

13. White fir, balsam (Abies concolor) 

On the Kaibab young trees are browsed down to 

hedge-like form. Rachford says the deer like 

it quite as well as cliffrose, 

14. Western yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa) 
Srowsed on the Kaibab, Rachford says the deer 

like it quite as well as cliffrose. Analysis 

ef some Kaibab specimens shows. about two-thirds 

as much protein as wheat. 

Sizer says some pine (seedlings?) are eaten on 

2 the Apache. 

15. Aspen (Populus tremloides) 
On the Kaibab aspen is eaten so greedily that 

sprout reproduction is eliminated and felled 

trees are quickly defoliated. 

Talbot has seen deer eating aspen. leaves in late 

fall. ‘Sizer says it is eaten. It is probably 

an important browse. 
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16. Mesquite (Prosopis spp.) 

On the delta of the Colorado deer tracks were 

frequently seen circling the bean-bearing trees. 

They certainly eat the beans, and grow very fat 

on them. From analogy with cattle and horses, 

deer probably eat the blossoms and tender leaves 

alsoe : 

17. Tornille, screwbean (Strombo carpa pubescens) 

On the delta of the Colorade it seemed as if the 

deer were cating the beans, but it was not pos~ 

sible to be certain of it. 

{B)_ Herbs 

18. Redroot, wild buckwheat (Griogonum spp.) 

Betts says that on the Tusayan this herb (which 

is technically a shrub) is preferred even to 

Quinine bush ( )« The Havajos call it 

“Deer's Zars* but this alludes to the shape of 

the leaves. 

19. Green gentian, skunk cabbage (Erasera spp.) 

"Dad" Keteham, an old settler on the Jemex says — 
this isa favorite food. They eat the foliage 

in summer and the ripe pods in winter. Elliot 

Barker says the pods protrude above the snow 

and deer tracks can often be followed from one 

browsed off stock to another. . 
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20. Vetches (Vicia spp.) 

411 the various species of vetch seem to be 

favorite foods, although this is not true of 

the peas. Ulliot Barker says the dried vines 

are eaten in winter also. Leopold and Warner 

saw a doe and fawn eating vetch on the Gila in 

June. 

@l» Blue flag (Iris missouriensis) 
This plant, Elliot Barker says, is net eaten on : 

the Pecos until frozen in fall, after which 

both the foliage and seed pods are a favorite 

food. (Cattle likewise ignore it until frozen.) 

Siszer says this is true on the Apache. 

22. White loco (Qxitropis lambertd ) 
Karechuer says he saw a buck eating this loco 

northeast of Frisco Peaks on the Coconines that 

he was thin and undersized. 
3 It is improbable, however, that deer are injured 
y by loco. They are often most abundant on the 

x worst leco areas. 

{o) Grasses, 

The enormous diversity of species, the difficulty of 

observing even through a glass which species a deer 
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is eating, the difficulty of identifying grass found 

in paunches, and the probability that grasses do not 

form a large proportion of the diet, all contribute 

to the nearly tetal lack of information on grass as 

a deer food. 

23. Grama (Bouteloua spp.) 
: Bloom watched a buck ani a doe eating grama grass 

on the Datil in October, 1923. ‘They ate both 

stalks and the basal leaves. 

24. Deergrass: . 

Two southwestern species are called sommes be= 

cause of their supposed palatability te deer, 

the small deergrass (uhlenbergia wrightii) and 

the tall deergrass (Zpicampes rigens ). 

25. "Wild cats" is a name applied to certain grasses 

which are a favorite deer and turkey feed, but : 

| the species usually called by this name are 

usually Bromus rather than the true wild eats, 

Avena. 

26. Bamboo cane or carissa, technically a grass, may 

be eaten. On the delta of the Colerade there 

was evidence of deer browsing the tender shoots 

of this plant, but cattle also fed on it, 30 

that the evidence was not conclusive. 

¥< 
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{2) Cactus, yucca, etce 

27. Cactus (Opuntia spp.) 
He Ge Smith says that in the Guadalupes deer eat : 

the yellow apples of the Candelabra cactus, and 

_ alse the ripe fruit of the prickly pear. 

i 28. Yucca. : 

Woodrow has seen deer on the Gila eating the tender 

: buds or blossoms of the Spanish Dagger. He has 

never seen deer eat any part of Sotol or Mescal. 

29. Beargrass (Nolina spp. ) 
Woodrow also reports deer eating the tender ends 

ef beargrass when other feed was scarce. 

{S8) cultivated crops 

30. Alfalfa : 

In June, 1922, during the spring drouth, at Hugh 

Hedges KSX Ranch on the Gila as many as 40 deer 

gathered on his small alfalfa field every even- 

ing. They were especially fond of the alfalfa 

blossoms, often topping off the stalks without = 

touching the foliage. ‘They showed a distinct 

preference for the dry part of the field, as 

distinguished from the parts recently irrigated.



31. Potato 

Ranger H. Ge Smith says that he found a deer 

. poisoned from eating the foliage of potatoes 

(and beans?) recently sprayed with lead ar- 

senate. He examined the stomach, which con- 

tained potato leaves. This was in the Guada- 

lupes in 1918. : 

32. Turnip 

Sizer says "deer prefer turnip tops to almost : 

any other feed. A patch of turnips planted 

well away from the house will usually protect 

5 other garden and field crops from deer". 

{#) Miscellaneous. 

33. Mistletoe (Pheradendron juniperinum) 
Ranger He G. Guith says thet in the Guadalupes 

the deer eat the foliage in fall. This is the 

. mistletoe that is parasitic on junipers. 

oe 2



His—fessiths Sfommetion Us Weeded 
(a) Wild rose. Are the fruits or rose hips eaten? 

(>) Wild grape. Fruit or tender shoots? 

(¢) Apple or aime fruit trees. Fruit, foliage, fallen 

leaves, twigs? 

(a) Maples (Acer spy.) 

(e) CateLaw (Acacia gregei) 

(f) Coffee Berry (Simondsia californica) 

(g) Manzanita (areto staphylos spp.) Berries? 

(n) Skunkbush (Sehmaltzia spp- ) | 

(i) Desert ceanothus (¢. reget) 

(j) Tupine (Lupinus spp-) 

(Os) Lotus (Lotus spp.) 

(1) Filaree (Zrodium cicutarium) . 

(m) Wild clovers. 

Me
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urplus Game—A Problem In Administration 
By E. A. GOLDMAN, U. S. Biological Survey 

N important problem in conservation in numbers, as should be done in accordance with forage production, as if allowed to do so the 

A recent years has been how properly to the forage supply, especially if killing some more palatable forage plants are injured, or 

check the rapid disappearance of our of the game is proposed. This attitude of killed, and the normal carrying capacity of 
game animals. Their marked reduction in mind is perhaps not surprising, as it may be any given area is reduced. The surplus may 

numbers, or extermination over vast areas, the logical outcome of having had to protest be used for restocking purposes wherever this 

because of changed conditions resulting from vigorously against the threatened extermina- is feasible, but hunting will in most cases prove 

human occupation, has alarmed those con- tion of game; but it should give way toa more to be a more practicable method of removing 

cerned for their welfare and has resulted in general realization of the necessity for prac- any considerable number. 

special efforts, not only to conserve the rem- tical game management along the general lines 

nants, but to increase the breeding stock. Efforts adopted in the successful handling of domestic Disaster From Forage Depletion 

to increase numbers apply especially to areas set stock. This means that the game animals Experience has shown the importance of 

preventing the reduction of forage producing 

capacity and of anticipating possible starva- 

tion conditions well in advance. If numbers 
a, ah : are unchecked and forage depletion ignored. 

eee ey ess: final exhaustion may, on small areas bounded 

i ee | “iY a : by physical barriers, come suddenly, and with 

. tae Aon oe bc ie it disaster to the game. In more extensive, or 
ws Sos biaG) ye é less circumscribed territory, undue game in- 

Aa ee ae oe Oey Zt Pai) crease results in forage reduction that may be 

ee . ee & x Ae NY yr J ae! 1 x undetected for a longer period, but is accom- 

he x i A= 8 VAs 1 (a 4 x panied by a corresponding diminution in car- 
Ay (Aas SN WP, by gi es \ RN Sia, rying capacity. The object should be to main- 

réy \ Hl he ee Oa age ier nhs \ tain nearly the maximum number of game 

fe H r! a Ree aN aN PS ae he i. Bisa , animals that the area will support without de- 
€ é # (ue igs rf ar i by ke ee ed ae cB ; ees oe eS forage one ee regard bags 

se os wae if naa as ae i Sas “a cae aha AD ae) Ms 4 had for the reasonable deman is of domestic 
Hod dy ge Yd CTA ae Sona 3 Bh i Pewee Ad ae stock or of any other local interest. 

GEE 2 OA ee eas oS Be Ag Ne 
ital Hat ee Sees (aN Us Bi aes aes px) es Fs EE Preyent by Limiting Hunting 

ny Be bs ue o en A % Sua , . iam Poe 4 Sm g ante? a The overstocking of the well located game 
ia Sic Sb a ae ale Boag. Pee Sg ae refuge or preserve that is not too large may 
ae apes ee MRSC vie aie be fi ee 607) a ye ot usually be prevented by regulated hunting of 

VRE ee BE pI Ae ES OES Uy aC ey’ 4 = the overflow beyond its borders; but on areas 
: ROR ae : ss fons eR” ‘ that are too large, or from which for any rea- 

Photo by Seth E. Gordon son there may be little or no emigration, hunt- 
Pinyon Tree (Nut Pine) Browsed by Deer, Winter Range, Kaibab National ing or removal of the game by other means may 

Forest, Arizona, Sept., 1925 become necessary to prevent starvation on a 

large scale owing to forage exhaustion. 

aside as game preserves, but may be extended should nowhere be permitted to increase until Some persons with a sentimental interest in 

to hunting fields as well. Under ideal condi- they consume more than the normal seasonal wild life seriously propose the tolerance of 
tions game refuges or preserves serve not only 2 
to insure the permanence of the species pro- a a a SS ame 

tected within the areas, but afford a surplus to Ti pee pares 8 1 Sas se grrok iy ee th, ane Legs 
stock surrounding game territory which may i eg Wee oa pices ae eat © ie oe ae enn s ce 
be open to hunting. Most of our big game Sar Sa ‘ NE Sek a BRS to a eS ie 

areas are units of more or less limited extent ee ee he fo eS ie ea is ie 3 aia a 
which may, or may not, be set aside as game 4 ee eo sass i ome “¢ ae RS aN oe vases 

preserves, 2 Se ee Ne 
Be 6 Saas te) on In Uaioe ae SN ceceaney Va a . : esr AS ahhGey A cate acs ath | Uae NORA) | HO 

Practical Difficulties Overlooked Peewee ata { qe eR ait ee rae TF i ye HT 4 he 

In our zeal to conserve, however, we are apt Ut} eee ive a sep Aa i iy Fa iN i i aa 
to overlook fundamental principles, and some ii 5c it Pi 4 ae ii Fe \ial it a " ies er 

of the practical problems that must be met in rs 4 Wh Yi fi Vey aC PDS jan ai 1a] a ya 
game administration; and some of these are eG. 2 Ng ze rei NIN ae i x HI He eG Aish! LS Se oer 

so vital in character that our oversight may A) Ea A Ne 4 Hey ue es oe bead ss Ses D e hw 
defeat our main purpose. Protection from iN SoA Bed a Sos tin ty Ease pin Gore tee taro 

predatory animals and immunity from disease in ean tate aN ut nee See S 
may be recognized as essential; but we may XE Pe = il ‘ ee SS a < <eeame siee fail through ignorance in providing an ade- 5 ea Ve gees See ie ee 
quate supply of the prime requisite—food. eee fg ih Nee SS Bir eg Bi es 

Many nature lovers, apparently influenced RF rer a A eg, SO ES eg igh eee 
. . A Se rete SoA oes cA Be io es calle’ Cee a mainly by sentiment, and uninformed concern- DA ea a4 Die glee PR aT ete od Oar gh 

ing the essential needs of game, are prone to eae aa ERE Re oo eRe EE AE te Me A 

believe that almost any number of big game Photo by E. A. Goldman 

animals can be maintained on a given area, and Low Growing Young Aspens Killed Through Over-Browsing by Deer, Near 
are inclined to oppose efforts to regulate these V. T. Park, Kaibab National Forest, Arizona, June, 1925
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large predatory animals as a counterpoise to increased rapidly, and early in 1924 a careful as recur in this region from time to time. The 
excessive numbers of large game. Such advo- count and estimate of the southern section northern herd of elk of the Yellowstone Na- 
cates sometimes hold that hunting is barbarous alone revealed the surprising number of more tional Park region is known to have enlarged 
and should no longer be indulged in by civ- than 20,000. at a similar rate. On account of the lack of 
ilized man. These same persons apparently suitable provisions for hunting, only a few 
overlook the frightful methods of predatory Maximum Elk Herds hundreds of these elk are now killed in a sea- 
animals in killing their prey, and seem to give These elk spend the summer mainly within son, when thousands instead should be re- 
no consideration to the wandering habits of the southern part of the Park and on the moved, and the unwieldy surplus is becoming 
predatory animals which, especially as they Teton National Forest, and migrate to winter a very serious problem. 
increase, are sure to lead them into districts ranges farther south, a part visiting the feed- The Sun River elk, ranging in summer large- 
where they become a menace not only to the ing grounds provided at the Winter Elk ly on the Sun River Game Preserve, in Mon- 

tana, have under protection increased in num- 
" a ber from about 200 in 1912 to about 4,000, as 

ooh Sea is Ae i indicated by a count early in 1925. It has been 
ee Sag SS ret oie He oe, estimated that about 2,500 of these are as many 

pg ae! eed et Nig We: ee | as can be expected to survive a hard winter. 
i ae ua ere as He eo The increase during the year was probably 

es EME te BS Sgt ok about 1,000 head. Early snow in the fall of 
3 e Py oF 4 as “ i a Nhe as Rie 1925 forced these elk down from the summer 

i Si ee , ja Hee NEE ig * Sne et: range, and along their migration route they 
b.. ai ne eee BBL pe Digna oie) 5 a Bre see ea. were easily killed by hunters. Newspaper 
re a aN, ee Seer Bes, ae . 3, cis 2 vm ee ee’, headlines directed attention to the “massacre” 

ear ks Ve} a anes SNe Na ee i Are ee is) of the elk, and this killing was vigorously de- 
s Ms 5) ‘ seit ' ee : he f Bi ee Cees pad Fa nounced by many. Information from the 

f iy ie. Toe ent ee fis! fr ¢ a ae state game warden indicated that the hunters 
amp ed | ht oe nu at ‘f a aes 4 ee 1a: fakes took between 600 and 700. Obviously killing 
ep . ee | | Las Sal AES, <4 en te bay Os SR Pes ft Was a much larger number would have been fully 
i RY 5 } bai: wig ee Noam ty Eee er ay a ‘ gm ‘gr: Ne a a eek for the welfare of 

OP eg willie EVER! SO igs SOC sete Se gn mee ths Ce OE the herd as a whole. DL IRN PSI oe as de ieee fee iis os = ae ay rd Si gy Jae oh 7 See io ae as, 3 G Winter Range Too Limited to Provide for 5 se sees Ty bo hee fepes sm sae ye Re : oe i Increase 
tee er es J BP RE a Ba a ee ey a (ae Pay Summer and winter range and forage, when 

saa ‘i - ‘ ae oe these differ as is not unusual, should be given 
Photo by Seth E. Gordon careful consideration in connection with plans 

Juniper Browsed by Deer on Winter Range, Kaibab National Forest, Arizona, for game management, as both are of vital 
Sept., 1925 importance. There may be much more of one 

than of the other, and the carrying capacity 
permanence of game already reduced in num- Refuge near Jackson, Wyoming. It may be of a game area as a whole is obviously that of 
bers, but to domestic stock as well. conservatively estimated that in the fall of 1925 the division of least production. This applies 

Careful estimates indicate that mountain these elk had increased to 25,000, and of these, especially to the elk, for which animals the lions on favored game ranges may kill 50 to according to the best information obtainable, problem is to provide adequate winter range 
100 deer each in a year; and the destruction only about 575 were killed during the hunting and forage. It is clear, therefore, that the elk 

of large game by wolves, coyotes, and bobcats 

is known to be very great. = 

Excessive numbers of game may be kept in > x 
check by tolerating the presence of large pred- ay Sp ee 4 # 

atory animals that prey upon them, but pa a Berk ok 3 2 a 
human interests are paramount, and they are ws 2 ae Va ¢ es ‘ ; 

best subserved if the predatory animals are ri eee sage 4 eae 3 3 f 
kept under rigid control. ee ae ae ea z vy ry 

VOOR Shes Be we Ft 
Conerete Cases r bate eee wee Pros. ee ie Re ff 

It has been difficult for some to understand prs eet ms Ce Bea a a ake FEAR. a 
that threatened forage depletion renders it im- es eee es re ses Sel 
perative to dispose of some of the game on ies pe 1 ee ae ers Se eee ee ee 
the National Bison Range. Protests have been 2a a EY. (oa Bees Eh a eee Geet: 
made against the killing of buffalo of the [wate CeO ag Ec teen: te OT ee Es 
Wainwright herd in Canada, made necessary re OS eae ES 
for the same reason. Special efforts are now ig te ss nae yt : PPI or 
being made to save some of the antelope that ig Fs . yee ;~ x a oo 
have been depleted during recent years in sec- Me ; Leer Een z Be Gls susie \ po es tsi 
tions where they were formerly abundant; and oe Se ca seat « fe Be eee oo s 

yet antelope are reported to be so ‘numerous ae Wey Le : ‘ ; Ape 

and injurious to cultivated crops in certain PAS eee We Ree td a a POLYM Ee Lees ee 
places in Wyoming that it may become neces- Photo by E. A. Goldman 

sary to consider removing some of the surplus Apple Orchard Severely Injured Through Browsing by Deer on State Forest, 
in the interests of the herd as a whole. South Mountain District, Pennsylvania, May, 1925 

The elk of the Yellowstone National Park 

region starved by thousands during the severe season in the fall of 1925. Experts believe should be limited at least to the number for 
winter of 1919, following a summer season of that from 15,000 to 20,000 are as many elk in which there is winter forage under normal 

unusual drought, and again in the winter of the southern Yellowstone herds as can find conditions. They should also be limited to a 

1921-1922. Since that time they have again sufficient feed to survive severe winters such breeding stock, the surplus from which will
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not become too unwieldy for removal through and mountain lions, which have been the by the effective barrier of the Marble and 
hunting, or other utilization. scourge of western game ranges. Grand Canyons of the Colorado River, and on 

We have now to contend with a large surplus the west by Kanab Canyon. To the north and 

of elk which, unless effective measures are Moose Died of Starvation northeast, sloping down to somewhat lower 

taken, may be expected to continue to increase George Shiras, 3d has shown how through levels are open sagebrush plains unattractive 

in geometrical ratio until starvation during a overbrowsing by excessive numbers of moose to deer. Deep snow at the higher elevations 

severe winter may again bring them to a of St. Ignace Island, near the north shore of forces the deer down to the winter range on 

comparatively small number. Lake Superior, the forage was destroyed, and the slopes to the east and west, where in the 

during the winter it was reported that all the pinyon and juniper belt, cut by many canyons, 
Surplus Deer moose not swimming ashore or crossing on the abundant shelter and much forage is normally 

In Pennsylvania a somewhat different phase ice died of starvation. His description in 1923 available. 

of the surplus game problem is presented. About of a similar condition on Grand Island, on the Since the creation of the game preserve in 
20 years ago the deer and other large game south shore of Lake Superior, where many 1906 no killing of deer was permitted until 

had nearly disappeared, but under a game- years ago some 14,000 acres were made a game 1924, when 675 were removed in this way. 

refuge system and restocking policy, the wis- refuge, follows: The deer were further partially protected by 
dom and effectiveness of which are demon- “Starting with several hundred native white- the killing of predatory animals from 1906 to 
strated, deer have become so excessive in num- tailed deer, a dozen imported elk, and a few 1923, estimated to number as follows: Moun- 
bers as to cause serious injury in some places, moose, the deer soon increased to over 3,000, tain lions, 674; wolves, 11; coyotes, 3,000; 
especially to apple orchards adjacent to forests the ells to 250, and the moose to a lesser num- bobcats, 120. 
of restricted area; and this in spite of the fact per, Finally the elk began dying of starvation 

that hunting has been regularly permitted for and in three years they disappeared, and the crue EOE] 
years, and that during the open season of 1924 noose likewise. It was then necessary to feed From a comparatively small number, perhaps 
almost 8,000 were killed. this large herd of deer, and as this was difficult 3,000, the deer have increased until in 1922 

The apple leaves are gaten and tender tips and expensive, an open season on bucks, under there were estimated to be 20,000, of which 
of branches cropped as high as the deer can the state law, was tried. This did no good, Perhaps one-fourth to one-third range in sum- 
reach, and this browsing is indulged in on so for the annual increase was not affected. There- ™er in the Grand Canyon National Park. In 

the summer of 1924, a special committee esti- 
¢ ; mated the number of deer at 30,000, which was 

= probably conservative. Estimates by some of 
‘ the local people were much higher, and the 

yt potential rate of increase would justify the 
Mogae 5 assumption of some that the number exceeds 
ay 2 100,000. The higher figures probably do not 

ah, a ey %% fully take into account the great number killed 
Bahan, 3 rel Pi Ms \ et  , hie. + ; by predatory animals, especially coyotes, in- 
’ a ies i 4 - ‘9 i ij ae 9 , aa by mpi are still in progress on a very 
SS Say ee) pe ced, aus Ve a . . 
ARS ge) ae Be br +40 Rn aly bya Ooh Jos - ‘| Thé progressive depletion of the forage was 

NG ei 3" ess 5 tne RY oe ayy VEE abe oo EY fn ve ie noted by local forest officers some years ago, ei Nees,’ a ua iat SUES NG AA Ok. ot an am Nay Sieg Rake HD | - : cd hi ° BB es eo GEES vas =a a MK vie ANE OI, ¥, Ne id and in attempts to remedy this, substantial 
Hi py ee ce Le Awe LATER “We A a us At . a Ae e reductions in grazing allotments for domestic 
Be ae 2 EE ish Bev aN is i nat h Pad i nel 4 a stock were made from time to time. When the 
aa ON mm: a gaviige SON ISIN On K; PIR one x vs ae Kaibab National Forest was created, about 
we aus i ane ps = esl eK EUR ve ae Pe Fr ea tis hed 15,000 cattle and 9,000 sheep grazed on the 
“ees Cries ek oe I SN Pa Ps ae PUB CER vs Be area. In 1924 permits were issued for. 5,400 
voy es tins Sees WN arg a ae " AY ae cattle and horses, and 3,650 sheep. As cattle 
eimiee es on ee :. st aN ae Sa Be hss a feed mainly upon grass while deer are chiefly 

Sey ete yh 3 ii: pag a ale Kan one ms er | * browsing animals there is, under normal con- 
— — : can eee omy saiecosomasaese! tions, comparatively little competition for 

Photo by Seth E. Gordon forage between them. 

Cliff Rose Destructively Browsed by Deer. This is the Most Important Forage In 1922 and 1923 it was recognized after 
Plant for Deer on Winter Range, Kaibab National Forest, Arizona, Sept., 1925 field investigations of the deer and their forage 

large a scale as to leave little room for doubt upon hundreds of these deer, does as far as oe ae ee 
that if the deer are not checked many orchards possible, were shipped for breeding purposes Service and the Biological Survey, that condi- 

will be ruined. The Board of Game Com- to other states. By death, or by a lessened tions had become serious: It was recommended 
‘ missioners in 1925 permitted farmers to kill fecundity through starvation, or by transporta- that the surplus be used for restocking pur- 
¢ some deer under certain conditions where they tion, the deer herd was reduced to about 1,500, poses in so far as this should prove to be prac- 

were causing extensive damage, and provision and these have tolhe fed during the greater ticable, and that limited hunting be permitted. 

was wisely pag ae . in — sepa- part of the winter. The limited hunting plan evoked considerable 
rate areas after the close of the regular open iti i 
season under the buck law. This surplus game The Kaibab Deer Problem eee oe ea 
problem may be further complicated if the deer A striking example of the result of over- the Secretary of Agriculture to investigate and 
should develop so strong a liking for apple stocking a game range, from which emigration consider the Kaibab deer problem. 
leaves as to seek them in preference to other js negligible, is afforded by the mule deer of 
forage, even when their numbers are not ex- the forested Kaibab Plateau in northern Ari- Committee Investigation 

cessive and other forage is ample. zona. These deer occupy the Grand Canyon The Committee found in August that con- 
The relation of game to the forest and to National Game Preserve, with boundaries vary- ditions had become critical, the depletion of 

cultivated crops, and the disposal of surplus ping slightly from those of the Kaibab National § forage having been markedly advanced, owing 
are matters requiring detailed study under [= embracing about 233,000 acres, and =| to unusual drought. Many of the shrubs upon 
varying combinations of conditions in the East- Mj section of the Grand Canyon National Park } which the deer normally feed had been killed 
ern States, where with properly regulated fon the northern side of the Colorado River, by overbrowsing. The larger aspens had been 
hunting, deer especially should increase rapidly covering approximately 327,000 acres. The ~ defoliated as high as a deer can reach, and 
because of the absence of the coyotes, wolves, area is hemmed in on the southeast and south young aspens, the tops of which were within
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reach, were defoliated and killed. Most of the shown that the destruction of forage is still with hunters who persist in illegal killing; on 
deer were in very poor physical condition at a progressive. The deer are now injuring the the other hand we have to deal with many sin- 
time when they should have been fat. Many young yellow pines by nibbling the tender tips. cere individuals who, largely through lack of 
had been forced prematurely down from the ‘This is a serious development, as the yellow understanding of fundamental biological prin- 
normal summer range into oak thickets on the pine is the most valuable forest tree of the ciples, may oppose such measures as the proper 
sides of the plateau, where they were subsisting region. The full forage producing capacity of disposal of surplus animals. The urgent needs 
almost entirely upon oak leaves, a ration evi- both summer and winter ranges can “a: be are: less misdirected sentiment, less politics, 
dently unsuited to their needs. In the vicinity restored for many years, and this obviously more team work, and clearer vision from a 
of the grassy glades known as V. T. or De means that under proper administration far wider viewpoint in carrying out game con- 
Motte Park, where formerly deer were seldom below the normal breeding stock should be servation programs. 
seen, there was a remarkable concentration. maintained for a long period. 
Because of the exhaustion of browse, upon FEDERAL BAG LIMITS REDUCED 
which the deer normally feed, they were at- Issue Is Clouded The Federal daily bag limits on a number of 

"tracted by hundreds during the evenings and The Kaibab deer problem affords an excel- migratory game birds have been reduced under 
at night by the grass in the open. Here many lent illustration of the vital importance of dis- an amendment to the Migratory-Bird Treaty 
of the larger bucks, which were still able to posing of the surplus when the forage-produc- Act regulations adopted by the ea of 
take some browse because of their longer ing capacity of a game range is threatened. It oa Bnd auproved aoe cee 
reach, were in excellent condition, but most affords also an example of how such a situa- fimit- of not to exceed eonwvilcen snipe or jack- 
of the does were poor. The deer had become tion may become beclouded by many writers snipe a day may take only 20 under the new 
accustomed to the close approach of automo- who represent many shades of opinion, and Tegulations, when the fall shooting erie ol 
biles, and in such numbers presented a wonder- who have seemingly failed to grasp the sig- Piya aie {ante Oat aa a Been Beene 
ful sight. More than 1,000 were counted in nificance of the progressive destruction of plant except sora 3 bee limit is prescribed of 25 in 
traveling by automobile about 14 miles along growth upon which these deer normally must the aggregate of all kinds but not more than 
the road one evening. Probably few of those depend for food. 15 of any one species. A daily bag limit of 25 
who saw the deer realized that such numbers ts ped to oes eee es eee 
were abnormal and could not permanently be ee oon Peductons and close seasons apply throughout 

maintained. The disposal of surplus is a problem in ad- the country, regardless of any state law which 
ministration to be solved in each case in ac- may allow greater privileges. 

Committee Recommendations cordance with local conditions. Some of the j del ecdirien toate ao Pe pHauece “igre mae 
The Committee recommended that the deer surplus Kaibab deer may be transferred to Illinois, Pedisa, Kentucky, Nee Mexico, east- 

be reduced 50 per cent, the reduction to be ac- other ranges. Under contracts with the Forest ern Washington, and the counties of Nantucket 
complished preferably by transferring them to Service local residents, during the summer of and Dukes in Massachusetts. In Illinois, In~ 
other ranges, but if this measure should fail 1925, captured 378 fawns to be reared on the eer agente ene al 
regulated hunting and finally official killing bottle until they could be distributed. Of this to the period October 1 to January 15; in New 
were favored. number 15 were kept as pets on farm where 9 Mexico from October 1 to January 15, to the 

Acting on these recommendations an attempt $00n died. Of the remainder only 90 reached peed Celene 16 so pay SU 0. oe 
was mace by the Forest Service in the fall of _ the railroad alive for shipment; while this was 31 SED Reaear eee F 2 : ees fe 
1924 to furnish deer for stocking or restock- @ heavy loss it afforded valuable experience. jin’ the counties of Nantucket and Dukes in 
ing purposes at $35 a head to cover the cost Much remains to be learned concerning the Massachusetts from September 15 to Decem- 
of handling. Partly because of the lateness of best methods to be adopted in such work, and De ah Cah wall Beers fie open season 
the season before necessary arrangements could there seems good reason to believe it can be setts), to the period October 1 to January 15. 
be made, plans for shipping could not be car- ™ade very successful, but the remoteness of ‘These seasons apply to waterfowl (including 
ried out immediately. Several hundred were the region and the expense involved will militate ducks, geese, and brant), and to coots, galli- 
killed by hunters under a license system. against the carrying out of this plan on a suffi- nules, and Wilson snipe or jacksnipe, but the 

ciently large scale. The removal of the sur- cose So conta: on wood ducks, eider 
Local Scheme Failed plus presents a splendid opportunity for regu- OM ate eecnatients were recommended by 

Permission was granted to carry out the lated hunting, general plans for which have the Bureau of Biological Survey of the De- 
plans of certain local individuals who had con- been formulated to be carried out under strict partment of reel and concurred in by 
ceived the idea of driving from 5,000 to 8,000 supervision, and limited to sections at a dis- Re Advisory Board, Migratory-Bird Treaty , : = ct, before being adopted by the Secretary 
deer across Grand Canyon as a solution of the tance from the Grand Canyon highway which of Agriculture. 
problem. A serious attempt was actually made, bisects the Plateau. 
but it ended in complete failure, as had been . Bceete EXAMINATION FOR CHIEF U. S. GAME 
anticipated by men with more knowledge of . Disputed Jurisdiction : WARDEN 
the habits of deer. In describing the effort Disagreement are See or Arizona aver The U. S. Civil Service Commission will re- 
to drive the deer the naive statement was made _ jurisdiction prevented the carrying out of plans ceive applications for appointment as Chief that the animals showed unexpected wildness initiated by the Forest Service for hunting this U. S. Game Warden until April 30, 1926, to fill 
and could not be brought into herd formation, fall. About 400 deer were killed under the the. Muon nee postion resulting Eom the 
but broke and ran in all directions. The diffi- state law, whereas thousands should have heieatea ail he require Buk Bie tines of 
culties that would have to be met in carrying been removed. Some objectors to hunting urge applicants will be based on education and ex- out such a program seem insurmountable. that predatory animals be allowed to take the perience and a thesis on game conservation, to 

surplus. We have to choose, therefore, be furnished with the application. 
Many Deer Perished whether we can afford to maintain predatory Applicants must have had at least five years 

5 : Jens = successful experience in connection with the 
During the winter of 1924-25 some of the animals, the réle of which in game and live- enforcement of Federal or State game laws, deer died, but in a region of such varied topog- stock destruction is too little realized, or or other work directly concerned with the con- 

raphy and inequality of surface, rendering car- Whether the surplus should be the means of a ane ee o per least tities 
casses invisible at a short distance, no estimate attracting into the open spaces a considerable Lipetvieg eiacacee Da galicants cece te Hel 
of numbers can be more than a wild guess. It number of men each year who would be bene- tween 30 and 50 years of age, except as to those v) | is significant, however, that most of the fawns es physically and mentally, by the joy of the eunitied 40 pesterence Sa secunt of aE 
of last year are missing. The deer are said Chase. eee oo ee ONG. Must pass a Diysical ex- 
to have spread more widely than usual into In practical game conservation we have to eae Be eee oe 
brush-covered areas adjoining the usual winter deal on the one hand not only with destructive for this position is $5,200, with a possible in- 
range, a movement probably due to exhaustion forces almost inevitable through human occu- crease to $6,000. i 
of forage on favored winter areas. Studies pation of game ranges, but with predatory ani- pe ena Lavret iS Pe 
of conditions during the summer of 1925 have mals whose inroads can not be tolerated, and sistant, has served as Acting Chiet Warden.
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“RELORT ON WILD LPR" 
Galifornia, Jenuery, 1926. 

pe Se Klamath. Selting in Refuges reoomented. 
2. G6 Modog.  Iight fawm crop attributed to eoyotes and possi- 

Sly buck shortage. Antelope Rag op, 
creasing.” Coyotes destructive. ran 
be salted. Uunter killed 4 lions 1 . 

2. 15. Tagsen. Pigeons inereasing. Coyotes beds 

2. 24. California Bueke seek cover after their horns harden. : 
Deer possibly decreasing. 

P, 28. Plumas. 

PB, 32. . es Winter f of deer. Refuge 1-I not 
o Tahes: "ea much Wy baa fase year, but is 

used during hunting season. 

P. 86, Eldorado, 
P. 39, Stenisiaus.22,962 deer killed. 22,975 inelu adjacent 

: SersiSurrs. th chomp ont Pe bie Eee 
"Deer now very except north of north 
fork of Stanislaus River.” Very few ‘oe 
killed north of the north fork. Est. 

: deer left on Forest. “No refuges and none 
recommended." Rotation closing of streams 

é recomnended. ; " 

2. 46. Sierre. Urges deer salt to control distribution. 
Bedtines Deer at shevdoning Refuge LaF decause 

done on stock renges » Urges 
seater nin @. 1 ton per year would do 
it, Reeganemlé sat hese ae 

RP. 50. Inyo. 400 mountein sheep in White Mountains 
z . and 185 in cupther « Could support ‘as. 

3,000, respectively. Predstory enimals respon- 
gible for slow inaresse. ; 

4



Fish: (1) Plan te confine Loch leven to below 6,000 
feet where water too warm for natives. 

ee ee ee ee eee now ° . 
weters at high aativase where natives 
won't spawn. , 

(3) Plan to plant fish foods, 

Py 55s } Deer de hunters doubled last 
: Beaupine due io advertising, Fish deoreasings 

Deer inereased in Refuge 1-M sinee 1916. 

P, 59. Santa Berbera. Many fish killed by ashes from brush fires 
: or 1923-4, "This DInDP LG UG J. CS Urey eu 

Li the fish in lone stretcnes™. Ke 
7 KL ng Lmpz D 1G LL TLooé 

have further cleamed out ashes. 
Lions bad. 

P, 64. Angeles Deer increasing due to closure of brush areas 
oer e during fixe seamen by Sounteys 

Mountain sheep decreasing 
i : Idons lead on deer and sheep. 

: P. 67 San Bernardino. Deer increasing in San Jecinte but for 
some reagon as age om 

Mt, sheep in Santa Rosa region, “but 
little is known about them.” 

P. 70. Cleveland. 25 Elk on this Forest. Net good game count 
reer * "Qua to ite ulipalatable brash. = 

Golden ee released here by state. 
Still at it! 

Pe 72» Breeding obits. 
Rut: differs by regions and by altitude, Coastal range 

earlier than Sierra range. 

Tizah Dem ~ 90 to <0 doy ouriise is seutneee part 
of state than northern part, 

»~2<
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Forest Elev. Rut Begins Tixst Jews Main Fawms 
Klamath late October May 22 June 25 

Shasta Mt. Shasta June 1 | 

Lassen November 1 . May June 

Trinity 1, B00 --- ne eee e nee ennnenwee May 1 

L0Weeewenennnannnwnewennnnann= May 18 

FAMmreceesvmnsecsrcccenccms Appt SP q 
5 000 anne ern mewee June 1O 

[i gh-werenneneweennnweeeennnne Sune 5 ‘ 

California 4,500 June 1( tracks) | 

Plumas Mov. 1(to Dee.15) ays ™- dune(inte 

feho High | June 15 duly thee 
Mono 6,000 Nove 1(to Dee.l0) dune 20 June=Julys 

3 = Sequoia Low Late Mey dune % 
~Santa Barbara Tate Sept.(thru Octdlate Mareh April 

Cleveland Apwil 15 : 

Gestation 205-212 days or about 7 months. ; ; 

NOTE -There is a discrepancy between map and tables in names } 

of mule deer, For instance: 2 

(Sierra called "Mule Deer" in text ‘ 

. "Haekteail” in table, Census 

"Rocky Mt. Mule Deer onmp. 

*$«



G April 7, 1926. 
Fish & Game 

Mr. J» W. Nelson, 
; Forest Service, 

Ferry ae 
Sen Francisco, Calif. 

Dear Mr, Nelson: 

I have now had a chance to study thoroughly your 
entire report end am more than ever appreciative of your 
letting me have a copy of ite It contains more valuable 
information than any other game report I have seen with the 
single exception of the annuel report of the Sportsmen's 
Association of Southwestern New Mexico. I imagine you re- 
ceive’ copies of it from D«3, 

IT have made a digest of your report, of which I 
enclose a copy, thinking it might be hendy in some way. - 

¥ Seestry of March 23 asking for an area to corres- 
pond with the Stanisleus kill rigrese and.for a classification ‘ 
of the kill(if any wes made, will probably be a little more 
intelligible to you if I give you an ides of the purpose for 
which I want to use the information. This —_ is indicated 
by the attached photostat, which is the beg ng of & cumulative 
record to establish fundamental stocking figures and fundamental ‘ 
ratios of productivity. Of course the ordinary game census of 
National Forests is not sufficiently accurate for such purposes. 
The Stanislaus kill figures have sufficiently illustrated this 
fect. The Stanislaus figures, however, are in themselves one 
of the most valuable bits of information that have ever come 
to light end this is the reason for my inquiry about the classi- 
fication and area. 

With best wishes, 

Very sincerely yours, ; 

ALDO LEOPOLD. an i 
Enclosure: rc 

a o
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RPL March 25, 1926. | 
lah & Came 

Mr. J. We Nelson, 
Forest Service 

ey deine. Calif. 

Dear Mr. Nelsons . 

I appreciate very much your giving me a copy of 

your report on wild life. I have not yet been able to 

thoroughly digest the whole of it, but I can see that it 

contains a great deal of information which is very valuable 

: to me. 

Right now I am particularly interested in the | 

meaning of the figures from the Stanislaus on the deer killed 

in connection with foot and mouth disease control. 

Can you give me a figure representing the area 

from which these 22,362 animals were removed? 

I would also like very much to know whether any 

classification was made of the animals killed, that is 

\ 

~~ . Ah,
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whether bucks, does, yearlings or fawns, If there are 

any such figures I would be exceedingly interested in 

having theme ; 

; Cewld you give me a guess on what proportion of 

the 22,362 probably belonged on the area and what propor- 

tion would represent overflow from the park during the 

operating period? : 

Could you also give me a rough figure on the ane 

nual kill on this same area previous to the outbreak of the 

disease? ; 

Thanking you again for sending me the report and 

with kindest personal regards, 

Very sincerely yours, 

ALDO IEOPOLD, Associate Director. 

»~2Be 

a> .



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

CALIFORNIA DISTRICT 

pisTRicT FORESTER Gratton Fenny BuiLoin 
AND REFER TO SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

G 
Fish & Game March 16, 1926. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Porest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

While in Willows the other day on my return from an 

examination of the winter deer range within the California 
Forest, Supervisor Coffman handed me your letter of March 7 
and asked me to reply to it. 

You are correct in your assumption that the deer within 
the California Forest are of the Columbian Blacktail species 

and, therefore, Mr. Coffman is not in a very good position to 
furnish you with the data you desire. 

Most of this data you will find in our annual report 
dated February 15 to the Fish and Game Commission of this State. 
I had your name on my list to send a copy of this report but had 
not gotten around to it as yet. I am enclosing a copy of our 
report for your information and record. 

You will note we did not include in the report the 
date the deer shed their horns. This occurs during the month 
of February for practically the entire State. At least 95% of 
the horns are shed during this month. 

I am enclosing a copy of the Fish and Game laws which 
gives the hunting season in the different game districts in the 
State. 

So far as I have been able to ascertain, I do not 
believe climatic conditions such as the rainy period has any 
effect upon the breeding habits of deer in this State. This 
is undoubtedly due to the fact that climatic conditions one



Ale 

year with another do not vary materially in the National Forest 

altitudes, This includes probably 90% of the deer ranges. In 
addition to this, ordinarily we have very little rainfall in this 
State between May 1 and October 1, thus taking the dry season 
practically entirely out of the fawning season. 

I can probably secure for you if you desire it a re- 
port from the Weather Bureau showing the normal, annual rain- 
fall throughout the State. 

If you desire additional information, I would be glad 
to supply it if possible on request. 

During the past five years I have attempted to work up 
@ game report that would meet our conditions and needs as well 
as record available data for future reference. I would, there- 
fore, appreciate receiving your comments regarding any way in 
which you think this report could be improved upon. 

I might add that after a long and difficult struggle 
we are at last making some progress in wild life conservation 
in this State, This progress should be more rapid in the future 
with the new game commission which is decidedly more sympathetic 
to wild life conservation, This is none too soon if the State 
is to retain its wild life values which are probably not exceed- 
ed by any other State in the Union. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Assigtant Di'strict Poresder. 

Enclosure 

ah - 1 Crea hecrurcl on Slonebeasir, Pa of buche, din te 

Ike ba brrrckiaeg Wars water, — Flow froirr, Park. 

: a



ys UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

* FOREST SERVICE = 

we ronesTSERVice 
agurpes ee = Ut WastINaToN 

AND REFER TO Sere orcas) @ 

GZ ; January 24, 1927, 

sft 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Forest Products Laboratory, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

I have the carbon of your letter of Jmuary 18 to 
Superintendent Kraebel of the Glacier National Park, 
This interests me very much, I am pleased to note that 
apparently the Park Service has realized that predatory 
animals are just as much a question on the Parks as on 
the National Forests, with perhaps certain limits which 

: they must naturally recognize due to the fact that they 
are zoological parks to a large extent and that, as you 
say, the predatory animals have quite the same educational 
value as the game animals, although you go farther than I 
would when you say "if not more". 

As a matter of fact, I agree with you entirely 
that on hunting grounds we ought to exterminate some of 
these species. We heave been hammering away at the 
coyotes for twenty years or more, and I honestly believe 
there are as many in the country today as ever. The 
wolves, however, are different, and the bear also. 
While there are wolves found in certain parts of the west 
today, nevertheless it seems possible to clean them up 

- to the last animal, Just why there is this difference 
between the coyote and the wolf I am unable to say. Both 
of them make about as much racket to attract attention to 
themselves, their feeding habits are very much the same, 
and I doubt if the eoyote is any more clever at scenting 
traps or pitfalls than is the wolf. The fact remains, 
however, that we have almost exterminated the wolf in the 
Middle Western states as well as the range states, while, 
as I have said before, the coyote seems to thrive under 
prolific feeding of strychnine and heavy sowing of traps 
for him all over the country.
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I am not sure that I know exactly what you mean 
when you say that "we have overdone control on some of the 
National Forests, especially with respect to bear." For 
years we have been doing our best to get the game author- 
ities of the United States to class the bear as a game 
animal, to be treated as such except in distinct cases 
where as a stock killer he had gained an unenviable 
reputation. I never had much belief in the livestock 
killing propensities of the average black or brown bear. 
The grizzly may be in a different category. As far as 
my experience goes, the damage done by bear to the stock- 
men, especially the sheep herds, is through stampedes and 
scares when Bruin appears amongst them suddenly and they 
pile up in a corner and smother to death. But by and large 
I do not. believe bears as a class should be considered 
predatory animals. 

I think it would have been absolutely right to have 
allowed the lions on the Kaibab Forest to increase could 
we have foreseen the complications that were to ensue 
within a comparatively few years through the rapid increase 
of the herd of deer. We did not foresee that, however, 
and went ahead killing off the lions at no small expense 
to the government. I have never been quite satisfied 
in my own mind that what we killed really assisted in 
increasing the herd of deer to any appreciable extent. 
We have been saying it did and of course nobody can prove 
to the contrary; therefore we shall probably keep on saying 
it, but as a matter of fact we have not killed in the last 
twenty years, by actual record, more than 400 or 400 of 
these animals at the very outside. statter net over 
twenty years and what has it amounted to? 10 or 15 a year 
on an area covering over a million acres. Mr. Mather told 
me about a year ago that he would never agree to any killing 
off of mountain lions on the Park division of the Kaibab 
country, but allow Nature to take its course and let the 
lions have their way and possibly keep the number of deer 
down to a reasonable size, at the same time furnishing the 
visitors to the Park with thrills of various kinds over 
the idea that they might some day run across a mountain 
lion killing a deer, or else see one of the lions skulking 
along some of the ledges. 

-2- ' :
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I agree with you that there is a good deal of 
nonsense in the talk that we all indulge in about the 
balance of nature, As you say, that balance has been 
upset long ago. It was upset when the antelope were 
driven off the open prairie into the mountains, It was 
upset when the elk were practically chased out of the 
prairie country in the Northwest and forced to spend most 
of their lives in the mountains around the Yellowstone Park. 
They never went there in the old days, but spent practically 
the entire year on the plains or in the foothills, It 
has been upset in a dozen other ways. At the same time, 
it is a matter which I believe should always be borne in 
mind -when planning any raids on wild life of any kind. 
As far as the waterfowl are concerned, we have certainly 
upset the balance of nature badly through the draining of 
marshes, the Klamath Lake drainage being an unusually fine 
example, : 

The Secretary of War has just arranged to have a 
conference committee called to consider the entire question 
of the Jackson Hole elk herd, into which will be brought 
all the various activities interested in this project, such 
as the Forest Service, Park Service, state game authorities, 
Biological Survey, and citizens generally. We are going 
to have a count of the elk during the coming winter so as 
to have some definite idea of how many there are at the 
present time. My guess is that we have between 25,000 
and $0,000, On the other hand, a bunch of men who were 
opposing the Forest Service at every turn insist that they 
counted them last fall and found only about 8,000 or 10,000. 
My ideas of this committee and of several of the men who 
were advancing its formation are to the effect that through 
its recommendations we may be able to establish some 
definite, clear cut size for the herd beyond which it should 
not be allowed to go, together with suggestions for keeping 
it down when it reaches that size, or stopping hunting when 
through some unexpected calamity the herd is reduced, as 
it was,for instance, in the spring of 1920. Certainly 
there is every opportunity for such a committee to accomplish 
a great deal, even if they do no more than to bring up to 
date and summarize the situation as they find it. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Assistant Forester, 

~Se
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yer June 10, 1927. 

Wr. A. FP. Hoffman, 
Forest Supervisor, 

Montezuma Net. Forest, 
Maencos, Golo. 

Dear Mr. Hoffman: 

Mr. Hatton sent me a copy of your memorandum of 
March 4 in response to my inquiry ebout Renger Wright's count 
of the proportion of deer with young. 

In order that I may quote Ranger Wright correetiy 
in my book, I would greatly eres @ little additional 
information. If fe: will fill in the atteched questions on 
the extra copy enclosed it will give me whst I wants 

1. It is assumed — Wright's count refors to mie deer (blacktail) 
oe Wee On es 8 SS ee 

2. How many does were counted?__Twonty 

3. Were they all visual counts or were pert tallied from 
tracks? Visual 

4. Inclusive dates of count?__June 3 to October 21, 1926. 
(Important because if extended late into summer mortelity 

would come in.) 

5. Were yeerlings excluded from figure given under (2)?_ Yes 
Only two yearlings were seen, during 1926. 

6. Wheat wes the actual telly of females with and without young? 
t= Z.does with young and 17 without 

7. Was the er of > Ae ve. twin fewns tellied? If so, d 
what was it? One doe had twins and two had singles. 

8. Is the territory covered good, medium, or pporly stocked 

with deer? Poorly stovked: 0” 

Very sincerely y-urs. 

: ALDO LEOPOLD.
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ADDRESS REPLY TO GAS AND ELECTRIC BUILDING 
DISTRICT FORESTER ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 

AND REFER TO 
G September 13, 1927. 

Fish & Game 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of June 10: 

On June 13 we wrote to the Supervisors of the Crook and Gila 

Forests, sending them a copy of your letter and requesting that the 

data which you desired collected be furnished this office. There is 
enclosed herewith a copy of Supervisor King's memorandum of September 
9 to the District Forester and a copy of Junior Forester Boone's 
memorandum of August 12 to the Supervisor of the Gila Forest. It is 
regretted that the information collected is not in the form requested 
by you and that it is not as completed as we would like to have been 
able to secure for you, but hope that it will be of some assistance 

to you. 

Our reason for requesting the two above Forests to collect the 
data is because the Annual Fish & Game report for 1926 showed that 
there were more White tail deer on the Crook and more Mule deer on : 
the Gila than on any other Forests in District 3. 

Very sincerely yours, 

FRANK C. W. POOLER, District Forester, 

Jeaee 

» Acting. 

Encls. : 

=



(COPY) 

G Safford, Arizona. 
Fish & Gare, Crook September 9, 1927. 

Memorandum for District Forester: d 

Reference is made to your memorandum of June 13 which 
enclosed an undated letter to lir. Pooler from Mr. Aldo Leopold. 

Conditions on the Crook this summer were not favorable to 
obtain the data desired by Mr. Leopold. For one thing Ranger 
Wiltbank, who has a large number of white tail deer on his 

district, was laid up during the middle of the summer with a 
sprained ankle. ; 

From such data as we have collected it appears that the 
single fawns and twins run about even, that is, in about 50% 
of the cases there were twins. 

Observations seem to point to the fact that the fawn 

crop was lighter this year than usual. 

Another point of interest on the Mt. Graham District 
is that very few fawns were observed on top of the mountain 
but more than usual were seen around the base of the mountain, 
In several instances fawns were picked up by automobilists 
on the edge of the desert only a few miles out of Safford. : 

: : (Sgd) Rex King 

: : Forest Supervisor.



G Mimbres, N. u. 
Fish & Game August 12, 1927. 

Gila 7 

Memorandum for Forest Supervisor: 

Reference is made to your letter of June 20, 

I saw mule deer most every day during June and July 

but no fawns were seen during that time. 

On August 9 Messrs. Scott, Ligon and myself saw 67 mule . 

deer of which there were three singles and one ae of twins. Hho) sii 

On August 10, we saw 130 mule deer and there were five single ge 

and two pair of twin fawns. : es 

Apparently this is a very poor year for fawns, and the hy = 

cowboys riding in the mle deer country report seeing very few 

_ fawns and no doubt coyotes and eagles are killing a great many 

fawn deer. 

; (Sgd.)_ Robert P. Boone 

Junior Forester. 

ik se (41) ate 

\\ Me ag tO 

YP



g June 10, 1927. : 
Pish & Gene eas 

Mire Prenk Cs ¥. Pooler, : 
Porest Service, 

Albuquerque, Ne Me 

Desr Frank: 

In writing up my meteriel on deer in my geme book 

I fina thet I om without information on the proportion ef 

single ond twin fawne for mule deer ond white teil, respectively. 

i I would appreciate it very moh if you could esk 

one of the rencers in good mule deer country snd enother in 

good whitetell country to keep a telly incidentally to their 

_ weguler duties of single end twin fown tracks observed this 

; spring during the fewning season, Vite, late June end duly 

Of course, if the tally were extended into August, 

en errer would be introdueed due to mortality, but such 6 

telly during the setusl fawning season ought to give a de- 

pendable proportion. ; 

Of course I do not want any of the boys to meke 6 : 

heavy job out of this, ena if it should prove to be so, drop 

it. I would correspond with them direct only there has been 

Lay for Inforne:tion. Reeef~ siete s 
— 

a Peover, . 3



PCs ePs 

80 mach moving around since I felt that I thought it better 

to write te you. : 

A semple tally sheet would be ss follows: g 

- Mhigetet2 Deer, ss Dist. 

Date : ee : Twin ; Single a : 8 
: or fewne? t ‘ : 
sesame ce cic lacie eg 

z 3 $ - 
6/25 : Treeks 8 : a 

$ : : 
6/25 : fewns t i : 

; : 3 . 
7/8 +: ‘treckes : j- t 

t : % 
: a 3 
$ $ 3 

Very sincerely yours, 

ALDO LEOPOLD. 

<2-



June 10, 1927. 

Wr. As Pe Hoffman, 
Porest Supervisor 

Monteguma ete Porest, 
Mencos, Coloe 

Dear Mre Hoffman: 

ae es chang eae ne 0 one. at os wient of ‘ 
soupunne © my inguiry e Renger 8 coun 

of the proportion of deer with young. 

In order thet I may quote Renger Wright correctly 
in my book, I would ee ae & little saiditionsl 
information. If-we will £111 in the atteched questions on 
the extra copy enclosed it will give me whet I want. 

1. It is assumed Renger Wright's count refers to mie deer (blacktail) 
Is this correct ic 

2. How many does were counted? 

3. Were they all visuel counts or were pert tellied from 
treeks?, 

de ‘pastes dates of count? 
: Important because if extended late into suimer mortelity : 

would come ins) : 

5. Were yearlings exeluded from figure given under (2)? 

6 What wes the ectual tally of females with end without young? 

7. Was the tion of le vee twin fewns telliei? If so * ‘whet won it? = : 
& Is the territory covered good, medium, or poorly stocked 

; with deer?, 

‘opy for Information, sect % v = eg, Ne ery sincerely yours. - 

| 2 Baling cofecec Ace Wy, eh ALDO LEOPOLD. = *



ap? Vion dee eae aE Oe =| 
Ey a atk : Aloe ; 

2 ‘ (Fete a) 
; ec? 

Je is 
Dear John: Lo” 

; In the District 2 Bulletin for Jamery, 1927, 
there is a summery of Supervisors’ game reports. On the 
Montezuma Forest it says thet the Supervisor estimates that 
only one out of seven female deer produces young. 

If there is any evidence to this effect, it is 
valuable and significant. In connection with my book on 
Southwestern Game, I would appreciate a synopsis of the 
evidence behind the estimate. 

With kindest regards, 

; Yours sincerely, wig ; 

Aldo Leopold. 

‘Mr. John Hatton, 
Forest Service, 
Denver, Colo.
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of sage hens. Pronosed opening ef clr season would be dis- 

astrous. VWonts como laws fore €1sstic.’ : 

Medicine Bows The Pole Mt. Federal Gouc Refuge was established. 

Monts grouse, sage hens, Huncarien partri¢ges, Mongolian 

. 2) pheasants ond, boaver placed on this Refuge. i. gracucte 
: ‘ student of the Biology Dept. of the University of vVyoniug 

-* $s provaring a thesis on fish foods in the mountain recgicn. 

Michigan; Principal game aniials, white-tailed deer an& bear; é 

Principal fur-bearing animals, fox, mink, muskrat and s'munk; 
Principal fish, wall-eyed pike and bass; considerable plant~ 

ings made of Rainbow and Eastern Brook. ’ oe 
Principal birds, rough-neck grouse, pheasants and partridge. 

East Tawas Gane Refuge created in November. 

ilinnesota: Principal fish is wall eyed pike. 500 carloads of 
fishermen in one day, at one point, took ovcr 3,000 pike es- 

Z “timated at 5 tons. Supervisor writcs an intcresting article 

on Wild Rice which covers extensive water areas. on anc in 
: . the vicinity of the Minnesota. , : Podftie Coas 

Montezuma: Porcupine damage inereasing, . Wants. bag limit.on Guck re- 

 . duced. Estimates that.only,1 out.of 7: female deer provuces 
Gee OV ORER aks P Bob: Gane Goer 

Nebraska: 117 Blue Heron banéed on June 6 to determine migrations. 

Qne reported kille¢ August 29 ‘near Sisseton; South; Dakots,." 
and one capturcé-at Batesville, Tcxas; on Nov. 6. . 

“ Value of furs in.the Statc, mostly, muskrat, ostimated at 

$2,000,000 ammally.. . Cees 

Pike: 578 elk reportcd from & plant of 70 head in 1915 and 1916. 
Mt. sheep decrcasing.. 31 different inscetiverous and song 

birds found on the Forest. 

Rio Grande: Control of fishing..watcrs outsi*~ *»- Forest is iapor- 
tant probicia, Supervisor is pre~ ad, plan in



oo 

a -FEW ITEMS OF ‘SPECT. TEREST IN THR 1926 
fe Sa Bee 9 Ce wees a 

=arapeho: Deer browse on pincs while othcr fecd is plentiful. Blk 

use in sumicr areas mostly wiutilizcé by domestic stock. 
Local law enforcement is prctty smch up to Forest of- 
ficers: 

Black Mills; ilengolian pheasants do well along the cdgcs of the 
Forest. 

Cochotopa: 12 pairs of Hungarian partridges plantcd ncar Salida 

ee “ore doing well. Some douostic Goats strayed in 1911; 

survivors were reported this year in:Browns Canon on 

the Leadville, wilder than any decr, 

ae + 
Coloraco: 11 game animals except mountain sheep ineressee Om Ate 

: ~~ @ount of the Colorado Statc Gane Refuge. ieee 5 . 

Bighorn: Winter range is growing problem. Less imterest monifos- 

aoe ted in deer during the hunting season on aecouns of the ~. 

open season on elk. Mountain sheep reported on the ins 
crease; also sage hens. ‘Tho Vyoning Game Comission es- 

tablished 211 refuges recommended last year. 411 tows 
of any size have active game clubs. 

Grand Mes: Very accurate cstimate obtained of tives Sone 
sumacr conflicts on this Forest with domestic stock. 
Sage hens practically exterminated br $n soon, Suge 
gest introduction of wild turkeys. ‘Ob e@tion ef real 
elk battle related. Recommends, in cooperation with 

stockuen, that Huntsmen's Hills be left for game and not 
grazed after previously investigating it for sheep. ; cet 

* 

Gannison: Game Refuges proved to be the Riggest factor in gaue in- 

creases *~* ~~-tection. Execllent results obwincd thru 

the ond planting of Charaiplont asi. host



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 
FEDERAL BUILDING 

DISTRICT FORESTER 
DENVER,COLORADO 

AND REFER TO 
March 7, 1927 

G 
Fish & Game, Montezuma 

: Aldo Leopold, Associate Director, 

Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your pencil note regarding the statement that one out of 

seven female deer produce young, is received. This statement was made 

py Ranger Wright in his annual fish and game report for 1926, and the Y 

enclosed letter of March 4 from the Supervisor comments a little further 

on the subject. It is regretted we have no more concrete evidence to 

offer. 

Very sincerely yours, 

1, ——— 

JOHN Hi UU 

Assistant District Forester. 

Wy trl Coe = 
Enc. 1 me /, Oe i ep 

CC Supervisor,



Mancos, March 4, 1927. 

; G 
Fish and Game . 
Montezuma 

MEMORANDUM POR MR, HATTON, DENVER: ‘ 

. Reference is made to Mr, Leopold's letter 

of February 24 to you, | copy of which wae sent to mé. 

Ranger Wright made the statement that only &, 
one out of seven female deer produces young. Te yy 7 
based his conclusion on the counts that he made at cee, 
the time that he saw deer at various times during the 

Season, He says that he also discussed this with 

stockmen and that they had the same opinion, He seid 

thet the older bucks remain in the higher country ana ie 
that the younger bucks come down to a Lower country 

just before the rutting season and are killed off 

during the hunting season. For that reason there are 

not @ sufficient number of bucks with the doos during 
the breeding season, i 

A. F. HOPPMAN, 

Forest Supervisor.



‘lta 

PINERIES AND DEER ON THE GILA : 

Aldo Leopold 

The most important event in New Mexico game conserva- 

tion since the reorganization of the State Department has been, 

in my opinion, the widespread realization that it is usually 

impossible for game or even fish to thrive in an over-grazed 

* gountry. We have realized the same thing for some time as 

to burned-over country. 

The purpose of this paper is to speculate on one 

instance where grazing, fire, forestry, and game seem to be 

closely interrelated. 

Why, for instance, have the deer shown such admir- — 

able reouperative capacity in even the heavily hunted parts 

of the Gila Forest? Refuges, law enforcement, and predatory 

animal control of course, but may there not be additional 

reasons? ; 

One possible additional reason impressed itself 

strongly on me during my recent hunt on the Middle Fork. 

I noticed that especially after the bueks had received their 

preliminary “chousing" during the first few days of the sea- 

son, they left the rimrocks and relied very generally on 

sapling pine thickets for cover, especially, of course, 

mS & “a



thickets on high points and hogbacks. (I might add that as 

to my bow and arrow, they relied on these thickets pretty 

successfully. ) 

Now why are sapling pine thickets so prevalent on 

the Gila? Because the virtual cessation of fires under 

National Forest administration allowed the pine to seed in 

and thrive on the soil exposed by previous overgrazing. 

Everyone knows that these foothill ranges were 

severely overgrazed in the heyday of the cattle industry 

: in the eighties and nineties. This thinned out the grass, 

and the subsequent fire protection produced just the right 

conditions for pine (and in some places juniper) to seed 

in on a big seale. These thickets run from 20 to 30 years 

old, showing that they date from about the end of the period 

of heaviest cattle grazing. Any given thicket is often all : 

of one age. Without the fire protectionwhich began to be 

effective about 1910 the young pines would probably have 7 

peen largely destroyed or thinned out by this time. 

I suspect these new pine thickets are now one 

of the mainstays of our deer, and will continue to be for 

scores of years to come. I suspect that if the previous 

more open condition of the range obtained today the deer 

: would not be standing up under the hunting to which they 

are now exposed. The Gila deer have the cover necessary 

for permanent productivity. If we can now bring back the 

: we



better stand grass and herbage we will have a real deer coun- 

try. On the Middle Fork there has been a radical improvement 

é in grass and herbage since I fought fire there in 1924. 

I suspect that turkey are benefitted by the new 

pine thickets in a manner similar to deer, although possibly 

they have suffered more directly than deer from the 01d over- 

grazing of range grasses. Range conservation seems to me to 

be vital to thrift in turkeys. 

The new pineries, when mature, will form a forest 

twice as thick as the present forest which has been thinned : 

by generations of repeated fires. As nearly as I can see, 

the new pineries will be better game cover, provided the 

desirable grass, herbs, and browse are also conserved, Pines 

alone do not constitute game country. 

The typical Gila deer country, in which north 

slopes are thick with pines and south slopes abound in mast, 

browse, and grass,is almost an ideal combination for produc- 

ing timber, grazing, game, and watershed protection simul- 

taneously and without conflict on the same area. It is a 

lucky accident that overgrazing should have been followed 

by fire protection; it is not likely that any other combina- 

tion could have produced such an excellent reproduction of 

pine. The thing for conservationists to worry about now 

is the condition of the watersheds and the forage. The basic 

Be



resources are still in precarious shape, in spite of the 

recent improvement. With improved livestock markets there will 

be - almost irrestible pressure to again overstock the 

: ranges, to the ultimate detriment of all concerned, most of 

all the stockman. Sportsmen in New Mexico will have to 

learn how to judge range problems, and help the more far- 

sighted stockmen and the Forest Service resist the impend- : 

ing temptation to overstock. Game conservation without 

range conservation is an idle dream. : 

<4



Arte deer, 

Digest of Earnest Thompson Seton's "LIVES" 

Mule Deer 

WEIGHTS -- zee buck, Colorado, 215 1b. Largest of five weighed by Seton, 
3. Reputed maximup,Colorado - 300 1b. 

Nevada (F.P.Cudy) 217, 220 1b. dressed; i.e., 260, 264 1b. live. 

California (J.S.Hunter) 350,380 1b. dressed;i.e., 420, 456 1b. live. 

HYBRIDS -- Bryant says apparently hybrids with Columbian blacktail on Lassen. 

Mearns (Crook Deer) from $o.Bill Williams Mt., Ariz. Has the ears, 
forehead mark, white buttocks of mile deer, but horns, tail, meta- 
tarsal gland, size end form of coast blacktail “which is another way 
of saying that it is halfway in characters between the mule-deer snd 
the Arizona whitetail, both of which are common in the region where 
this was found". Type specimen, dressed and dry, weighed 72 1b. 

ANTLERS -- Rowland Ward "Records of Big Game" gives first place for combined 
size and symmetry to a Wyoming head owned by J.C.Millais. Length, 
34", Girth, 5", tip to tip 18", widest inside 21-3/4, points 19 18. 

On points alone Buck head runs up to 156 points. 

RANGE -- Seton estimates that average winter range is but 5 © 6 miles across; 
In open country may be larger, in rougher country very much smaller. 
In summer range probably still more limited. 

MIGRATION - Often up to 100 - 150 miles in Colorado. A doe bellied et Cascada in 
Yosemite wintered 3 consecutive winters in same locality and was 
seen in sumer 4 ~- 17 miles away and 3,000 feet higher up. : 

PRIMITIVE ABUNDANCE -- In Colorado flat-tops guide said winter populations ran 
up to 200 per sq. mile. Seton thinks 50 ver sq.mile representative. 

Russell, Park Naturalist, Yosemite, estimates 30,000 deer in park; 
1,100 square miles in park, or 30 per sq. mile. 

Kaibab -- has 30 per sq. mile but cannot permanently carry more than 
half that. 

NUMBERS TODAY -- Mule deer are "far easier to kill” than whitetail. 

RATE OF INCREASE ~-- "4 drain of 20 per cent each year is generally believed to 
be all the species cen stand." N® 

Boots herd at Crawfordsville, Ind., in 4~acre enclosure increased é 
from 3 to Wi in 6 years. 

Says Kaibab herd increased 3000 to 30,000 in 18 years (1906-192) 
but of course neither figure is dependable. If correct represents 
25% per year increase.



FOOD & DRINK -- “The various tree mosses, beardy-mosses, and lichens are 
especislly sought after" (speaking of northern whitetail). 

Mearns: "It is extravagently fond of gcorns, especially those of 
the evergreen oak (Guercus emoryii). I+% usually feeds in the 
morning and evening, spending the hottést part of the day in the 
shade of a tree or rock. It is alse apt to go to water in the 
evening or early morning, and, hunters say, on moonlight nights." 
"In the far Southwest, there can be little doubt that the mule 
deer or Burro deer, like the whitetail, the sheep, and the ante- 
lope, dispenses with water altogether in certain localities 
where there are neither springs nor pools but where cactus abounds?. 

THE RUT -- About the same as whitetail; i.e., November. Fatalities, other 
than locked horns, rare. 

SOCIAL LAWS ~- In winter mixed companies of all ages and both sexes prevail. 
Leader nearly always an old doe. In spring these companies seatter, 
the sexes not associating. In Red-deer of Scotland the bucks go in 
pairs, an old one and a young "squire", and stay so all summer till 
the rut. Not known whether this holds with mule deer. Does go 
alone preparatory to fawning in late May or early June. YFawns, 1, 2 
or rarely 3. Doe hides them in different parts of the same thicket 
and comes to suckle them in early morn and late evening for 6 or 8 
weeks, after which they follow here. Fawns lose spots in September 
in Colorado. Leave doe when about a year old, except that young 
does continue to associate more or less with their mother all throuh 
their second season. 

Mi. LIOW -- “One deer a week is all he can possibly use; and yet I have been 
assured by such guides as Goff and Leeds that in wantonness of 
slaughter he will often kill two or three a day, until the band is 
all cleared out; then travel complacently over the snow in search 
of another winter colony". 

COYOTE -- lL. L. Thompson in the Idsho Bitterroots saw 4 coyotes run a deer 
off mountain to the river. Deer swam several hundred feet down 
stream and climbed out on ice on same side, but coyotes intercepted 
and brought deer to bay. First one and then another dashed in and 
attacked flanks and hind quarters. Deer would sheke them off bat 
Was growing wesk when Thompson sneaked up and killed two. 

EAGLE -- Quoting Grandjean, Supervisor, Boise N. F., "We have records of 
instances where these birds have been seen killing mature deer. -- 
The eagle strikes the deer on the back of the head and neck ~- and 
eontinues to strike until the deer is finally overcome. This, of 
course, is on open hillsides, and the deer are killed before they 
can reach the protecting cover of the forest". 

Quotes Harry Petrie of Denver as having seen an eagle ride a small 
buck's withers till he reached timber.



TROUBLES & ACCIDENTS ~~ Seton in September 1901 in Colorado, observed 8 deer 
with injuries or diseases; 2 had healed fractures of leg bones; 
2 were snagged ih the abdomen; 2 elsewhere; 1 had splintered hoofs; 

' 3 had tapeworms or thine cysts. : 

Quotes Mearns as having found the skeleton of a buck trapped in 
@ lava cave near Flagstaff. : 

. Quotes E. Carter as to a deer in Coloratte with an encysted spruce 
limb extending 8 inches into the chest after piercing shoulder 
blade and breaking 2 ribs, This deer was fat. 

Quotes Mearns to effect that western cattle tick (Ixodes bovis) 
sometimes block and infleme the ears; as high as 12 in one ear. 
Also @ grub-like larva common upon nasal mucous membrane. 

LICKS & SCRAPES -- Mule-deer does not make @ wallow. Does, however, make 
scrapes" ~- places of about 1 sq. yd. scraped clean of grass and 

leaves. “They are made in autumn, and are usually in moist places" 
Hunters told Seton they are made by bucks. (I have seen these, 
but only on bed grounds where bucks watched enemies and stamped 
their forefect). 4 

SENSES & POWERS -- "This deer can swim if it aust",



Digest of Hernest Thompson Seton's "LIVES". 

Srizone Whitetail 

WEIGHT -~- Does up to 40, bucks up te 70 pounds. 

HERDS  -- Nelson ssw herds of 20 ~ 100 in White Mts. in winter. Herds 
break up in esrly spring. 

; FEED AND 
WATER -- Mearns says they water at noon but occur in waterless country. 

: "Here, like the antelope, the desert sheep, the kangaroo, rats 
and others, they find their water supply in the leaves and shoots 
of desert shrubs. Chief among these is the cactus. 

Y. Bailey.-- The food of the deer in June consisted mainly of 
leaves, flowers, green seeds, and capsules or pods of a great 
variety of shrubs and plants, including the leaves of the little 
gray on (Q. grisen), leaves and wide flat pods of several bean 
bushes (Acacia roemeriane and others) leaves and berries of sumac 
(Schmaltzia microphylla), leaves end capsules of a large Pent- 
stemon, and flowers end stems of besr-grass (nolina lindhenerians). 
The prints of the deer's teeth were often found on the half-eaten 
green stalke of the century plant (Agave wizlizeni). 

Acorns during fall and winter. No grass in 3 stomachs examined. 

(¥. Bailey - Texas - pp.64-5). 

BREEDING -- Fawns, usually twins, born July. Young of previous yeer accompany 
does when they ascend mountains to fewn. In one case one of these 
yearlings also conteined a fetus. (Meanrs p.183).



2 Digest of Earnest Thompson Seton's “LIVES" 

life ZLIX The Whitetail 

: WErGeE PLACE SEX DATE HUNTER. LIVE W?. DRESSED Wr. 

Average Virginia 8 150 

$ 100 

Full grown Adirondacks & 200 
? 150 

Max.usually given é 350 

Vermont g 1887 Denny 357 286 
1898 Titcomb 370 

Essex Co.u.Y. O Thomas 375 299 

Warren Co.,¥.¥. 2 1896 Potter 400 318 

Mud Leke, Wx. 4S 1890 Ordway 388 (Weighed) 

Trout Iske,Mich, & Holland 425 354 
(Pippet) 

Average Florida & 80 ~90 

Mex. Florida 8 Cony 110 

Mas. Acapulco Florida a Caton 30 -ho 

COLOR ~~ Spots lost at 4 months. 

FOOR -- Cares records a solid hoof individual from Maine. This occurs in 
pigs. Burnham describes one with 5 feet. 

HORNS -- Ward recorded € heads over 27" length beam. J.C. Phillips killed 
one in Michigan, 32" length. 
Horns have up to 3 prong per antler. (No note of whether smooth) 
Locked horns so frequent, Seton believes 1% die from this cause. 

RANGE -- Has been a general northward and westward spread. Formerly none 
on Anticosti or N. Shore Superior. Now nearly to Hudson Bay.



NUMBERS -- Henry Howe (Historical Collections of Ohio) describes a drive in 
Medina Co., Ohio, Dec. 24, 1818. Driving to the centre of 2 5 x5 
mile square, 6here were killed 17 wolves, 21 bear, 300 deer. This 
is 12 per square mile assuming 211 killed. Thompson estimated 
might have been 20 per square mile. 

Adirondacks: Estimate 3 per sq. mile by using a kill factor of 1:4. 

Maine: Estimate 2 per sq. mile. Hornadsy said 3 per sq. mile in 1904, 

Golorede: 10 per sq. mile (pumestimate) 20 would be safe. Guides said 
“favorite localities there were as many as 200 deer to the square 
mile". 

HOME RANGE -- Smaller than any other American deer, Sometimes 3, or even 4 - 
5 miles between hedgewood and feed, but this is exceptional, In 
Rockies 2 - 300 acres often home for a "family" (?) 

Quotes Shires on former Michigan ‘migration. Does went 
North first. 

TRACKS -- Quotes Harry Chase that bucks, especially old bucks, drag their 
toes in shallow snow, Other deer do not. In deep now, of course, 
all drag. 

LIFE OF DOB -- (Northern range) -- Does and bucks stay together till January. 
Young bucks may follow their mothers throughout their first year. 
By May does are alone for fawning. 

Gestation 205- 212 days (Lentz) or 7 months. 

First fown (at 2 yrs.) usually single. Later twins. One case 
of fawning at lyr. Fawns are cached for a month or more. Born 
late May. After July 1 schedule is to be up in A.M., drink at 
moon, be up till evening, feed till dark, be up till dawn. This ; 
schedule modified where pursued, Wight activity depends on moon- 
light. 

Spots shed in September, Weaned at 4 months. Follow their 
mother after weaning; Caton says the males till l yr. old; females 
till 2 yrs. No yearlings allowed during fawning, however. 

GROWTH OF ANTLERS -- Shed in January; earlier if vigorous, later if not. When 
snow melts the hornless bucks seek isolation in pairs. New entless 

make appearence 2 - 6 weeks after old ones dropped. "It probably 
tekes as much energy, though but half the time, to grow a pair of 
antlers as a pair of fawns". Horns complete by August, cleaned by 
September 15. 

THE RUE -- Bucks begin to pursue does Sept. 15. They follow on her trail, head 
down. Doe travels tail down. Necks swell by late October and reach 
maximum November 15.



HYBRIDS -- Seton thinks Crock deer a hybrid, 

ROOD -- Of yellow water lilies, deer eat leaves, stems, flowers, and roots. 
"Deer, like cattle, are passionately fond of this shrub (poison eak)". 
(Marin, Forest & Streem, July 8,1922, p.22.) 

Raw corn apt to swell and kill deer. Went safe. like sweet potatoes, 
even if half rotten. Like leaves but not roots of turnip. (Lentz). 

"Poison plants, toadstools, fungi, berries have not been reported; 
and pine boughs, or indeed those of any evergreen tree, are little 
sought for". (Thompson) White Cedar ? Pine ? 

Quotes several instances of deer eating fish, alive or dead. One was 
a@ Wild deer. ; : 

EWEMIES -- Shires found in spring of 1906, Alger Co., Michigen, 325 carcasses 
of deer killed by wolves in a radius of 3 miles. 

PARASITES -- “Wear the sea, the deer are always lean and ill-tasted, and subject 
te botts breeding in the head and throat". (Catesby, Nat.Hist. of 
Car. Florida, ete.) 

Z In Rockies, Thompson found "mule deer much infested with hydated cysts". 

ACCIDENTS -- Quotes two instances of wooden snags grown over with whceasing 
tissue; no fnflemmation. One of death by impaling on snag. One mired. 
One with foot slipped under a root. One of herd killed in a snowslide. 
Meny killed in floods. 

DISEASE -- “Tuberculosis” said te have been epidemic in New England many years 
: ago (Richardson). 

‘Lung trouble" in Maine, 1901. (Murch) Victims usually older deer. 

A.Y.#alton in “Texas Deer". "They (Whitetail) continued to be very 
abundent in all the country toward the coast until 1856, when an epi- 
zootic distemper calied "Flack Tongue’ broke out smong them and killed 
them by thousands. I have known this disease to occur in Louisiana 
and Texas - - - The most marked symptoms seem to be a general emacia- 
tion - - -, a mucous discharge from the mestrils, and a sloughing of 
the hoofs, sll evidently accompanied by fever and thirst, for the dead 
are found mostly at or near water". 

"“Pibrome" or tumors found in a wild whitetail dee in N. H. (Berry).



SSE --"Prime is at about 7 or 8", Thorpson, Live to 20 - 25 yrs. in Parks. 

' §PEED - 25 miles per hour for 3 or 4 miles. Max. 30. 

DUMP = Fight-foot fences necessary in parks; will cleer this at times. ¥. P. 
Leit (Ottawa) measured a steep downhill jump of 111 feet (3§ yards) 
This was a spike buck before dogs.



Digest of “Better Shooting is Possible" 

Capt. Paul A. Curtis. 

The Sportsman, June 1928 

3,000 Acres near Chester, Oranga Co., New York. 
12,500 eggs set 1927. 
5,380 birds turned into coverts for shooting. 
2,324 birds shot 
$3.20 cost per bird turned out (net 7) 
a s * * brought over guns. 

2,194 pheasants sold 
2 wholesale price ver brace 
00 retail price per brace 

$ po proceeds from pheasants sold. 
,000 approximate number birds escaped 

$12,000 amet cost of birds escaped 
$5.00 estimated value to State per bird escaped 
3,356 Mumber vermin killed. - 

Deductions from above 

ie 5380 + 12,500 per cent of eggs matured. 
2324 = 5,380 per cent of turnouts shot. 

56% 5360 - 2324 = 3056 > 5,380 per cent of turnouts escaped. 

$17,200 3.20 x 5,380 net operating cost 
$22,200 17,200 +5,000 grose operating cost 

$5.79 17,200 £3,000 cost per acre wr yeor. 

NOTE: The costs per bird include labor and food crops but not fencing 
or benters wages. Feed crops used are oats, millet, buckwheat, 
what, corn.



Yermin Killed on Glenmere Estate 

From January 1 to December 31, 1927 
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—1926_ 

Number of pheasants reised and turned into 
coverts for shooting ...-..-... 4,368 

Humber of pheasants shot during season .... 1,308 - 

-1927_ : 
Number of pheasants raised and turned into 
ecoverts for shooting ......-..+0 %4,380 

Wumber of pheasants shot during season ... 2,324 us



Digest of Report on Quail Investigations 

H. L. Stoddard 

1924 Report 

$30,000 underwritten as estimated cost. 

Area: 200,000 acres in Thomas and Grady Cos. ,Georgia; Leon and 
Jefferson Cos.,Florida. Hdq.: Beachton, Grady Co. ,Ga. : 

Personnel: H.L.Stoddard, Chas.0. Handley (food). a 

Foods: Mulberries eaten May 1 - Aug.l. Preferred to blackberries. 

Trepping: Quail indifferent to bait in fall but strong for it in 

March. 

Nests: 65% in open growths of broom sedge near path, road, or edge of 
field. 

Eggs 8 - 24, average 14. Brooding hens leave nest only once daily but 
then for 2 - 6 hrs. (Av.temp. near incub.temp.) Hen always flew to and from 
nest. Cocks usually within 100 yds. but never at nest, except once where 
hen disappeared, Cock took over and hatched 19 eggs. Hens always flew in 

to lay. Took only 4 mimutes. When last egg laid incubation started at 
once. ‘Took in one case observed 23-1/2 days. cores nearly at rate of 1 
per day. One hen on infertile eges brood them 56 days in spite of daily 
flushings, trapping, etc. Very heavy rains caused incompleted sets to be 
deserted. 

Rain quail entered traps during down pour of 10" in 1 day. Apparently 
feeding. 

namics’ 60- 75% of nests destroyed. 10 nests found on 100 acres. 
sum in captivity ate whole egg leaving no shell. 

Snakes: Coachwhips contained young quail. Rattler contained grown 
quail swalled head first. 

Dogs bad. 
Owls: Possibly mistake to shoot great Horned owl which is very fond of 

skunks. Owls bad on turkeys due to tree-roosting. 

Parasites: A few young birds infested around head with lead-colored 
ticks



Artificial Quail Propagation 
Virginia. 

Breeding stock trapped in midwinter. Arbitrarily paired in May, put in pens 
Eggs gathered twice a week. Average 30, max. 50 plus. Hatched under 
bantems. 
Liberated at 6 weeks or 2 months. 2100 released in 1923. 
Given clabber entire time. 

Suggestions for Cooperation. 

: 1. Bag record, by sex. 
2. Report dead or diseased birds. 

3. Furnish local maps. 

4. Donate gizzards wn request. 

1925 - 26 

Nests: 104 studied (empty nests estim. as 50% dummies, 50% robbed). 
On this basis 80% of nests were destroyed by enemies or weather. Quail 
losing nests try again. These late broods mix with earlier and thus give 
impression of one pair with successive broods. 

In special study of 44 cats no case of alternation noted in brood- 
ing. 34% were under cock, under hens. 

Hypothesis: that hen leaves first clutch to cock and herself may lay 
another. 

: 11-1/2% woodlands, 15-1/2% fellows, 46% thin broom sedge (older 
fallows sheltered in whole or in part by broom sedge. 65% built of 
sedge, 8- of pine needles, 21% fine grasses, leaves, moss, etc. 

Sites seldom reused ~~ vegetation seldom duplicated? 
Material for nesta carried only a few feet. Dense growths not suit- 

able. Late spring plowing of fallows destructive. Few nests in cultivated 
fields. : 

Mexican Bobwhites mated with native birdw first year. Crossed young 
lighter colored. : 

Foods: Vary from year to year. Analyses by Chas. 0. Handley and 
Francis M. Uhler, 1924-5; 

In November of this pine mast year 1% of food was longleaf and loblolly 

seed, Forger sprouted at once and by Dec. 27 was no longer eaten. Loblolly 
cones open slowly and slower to sprout -=- eaten til Feb. Aver. proportion of 
pine mast for the season, 302 stomachs, was 438. Coveys in woods during this 

period. : 
Legumes were 31% of food during seme season; 30 species, including:



Partridge Peas (Chemaccrista, 2 sp.) 164 
Milk Pea (Galactia, 2 sp.) & 
Hog Peanut (Felcata) 
Pink Wild Bean See aren 
Sweet Pea Cracca, 2 sp. 
Spurred Butterfly Pes (Bradburya) 
Cowpea (Vigna) 
Milk vetch (Astragalus) 
Beggarweed or Tick-Trefoil (Meibomia, 5 sp.) 
Bush clover (Lespedeza, 4 sp.) 
Rattlebox - (Crotolaria) 
Carolina Clover (frifolium) 
Prairie clover (Kuhnisters, 2 sp) 
Rhynocosia (Dolicholus, 2 sp) 
Indigo Plant (Indigofera) 
False Indigo ( Amorpha) 
Psoralea (Psoralea, 2 sp.) 

Miscellaneous Feeds 
Ragweed (Ambrosia) 
Dogwood (Cornus) (Pulp of berries) 
Dwarf Sumac (Schmaltzea) - Berries 
Wild Cherry (Padus) Germinated kernels 
Mulberry (Callicarpa) 
Gallberry (Ilex) Seeds & pulp. Februery only 
Chufas (Nutgrass) 
Browse (Car.Clover leaves & yellow jessamine flowers) 

NOTE: 1924 notes based on 611 crops and gizzards collected Nov. 1, 1924 to 
March 1, 1925. 

Animal matter (4% of total) 
Grasshoppers 
Beetles, bugs, ants, ticks, lice, snails, spider 

Pade, 192566: 500 crops and gizzards. No pine mast. Instead ate sweet 
gum (liquidembar styraciflua) from frost (Nov.15) till late December. During 
this period took to low woods and gullies. After that took to acorns and 
legumes. Acorns eaten whole and also fragments dropped by jays and squirrels. 
Acorns up to 60% of meals. With legumes were main feed thru March with gradual 
increase of green leaves. Concentration of coveys occurred around low spots 
with live oak acorns in Merch. 

Bee Pairs in captivity ate up to 4 plums per day (late May, 
early June); also & - 10 blackberries per dey (later). Mulberries again pre- 
ferred to other fruit, even by 2-day chicks. Huckleberries and blackberries 
eaten. 

Droppings showed that in summer fruit seeds passed thru whole while in 
on _ are ground up and utilized as food. (Presumably this is regulated 
grit).



Use of Food Patches -- Grains Tried: 

Require Cult Do not Require Cult. 
Egyptian Wheat )Mostly Beggarweed 

)Mildewed: and 
)insects in 
winter Cowpeas (Pods eaten by 
) deer & weevils) 

Sorghum ) 

Benne 

German Millet )All got by 
(Mildew and in- 

Cat-tail Millet) sects in winter 

Popcorn (eaten with beggzarweed in winter) 

(NOTE: Millet & Benne said to be heavily eaten in late summer but no 
evidente obtained) 

: 2100 birds banded; 135 returns by birds shot 
(7 mos. to 1 fe yrs. after banding); 100 returns by retrapped birds. 

Of 275 quail banded in northern plantation prior to May 1, 1925, avs 
were a or after next shooting season, 5-1/2% retrapped next (? 
March or = 

Of 672 quail bended in southern plantation 7-1/2% were shot and 5% re- 
trapped, 

Of the 70 recovered by shooting 7 - 11 months later: 

ye F 1/4 $ 1/2 mile from place banded 
1 * 1/2 tol " w " a 

a 1 mile (7 cocks, 2 hens) 
: 8 (1 hen) 

) 2-2-1/2 " ( 1 hen) 
17%# )* 4-3/4 mile - ( 1 cock) : 

> 7 miles ( 1 hen) 

Covey Problems: Same covey trapped in locations at least 1/4 mile apart. 

Free interchange between coveys in late summer. Up to 3 or 4 adult birds 
per covey. Once definitely formed, however, covey is apt to remain intact dur- 
ing winter. Again a fusion of coveys in March - April. 

Birds ver Covey: Mex, Min. ye. 

Spring,1925 (36) 28 - 13 

Mareh-April 
1926 (40) 30 9 4 

No evidence of coveys retaining make-up of individual birds from year to year; 
i.e., no evidence of “inbreeding”. This likely only where quail are scarce 
and coveys far apart. :



There is a general. shifting of population just previous te breeding 
season. 

Unmated cocks do much of the calling and appear to be injured or below 
par. 

Sex Ratio. -- Slight excess of males seems to be the rule among birds. 
Thus, pigeons 105 & te 100 — 

Edward R. Coleman of oe Pa., collected the figures on 11,000 
birds ih Table, showing 51 - cocks in bags of parties with whom he hunted 

Are males more likely to be sho’ because they flush first? Check 
against trapping record showed 1 - 3% more cocks trapped than shot on two 
areas for two seasons. Net work indicated cocks are better dodgers on wing 
than hens. t = 

W eights, near Thomasville, in shooting season, 160 - 165 er., 5.7 - 
5.8 oz. Max. 7 oz. Hens heavier by 4 gr. 

Netural Enemies 

Fire end rain interact in this way: burning forces the quail to nest 
“ in low spots where the nests are drowned ty the next rain. 

Style of Ezz Bating 

Skunks bite off the top 1/3 ani lick contents. Shells left to- 
gether unless a family of skunks is involved. 

Cotton Rat leaves pieces varying from half shells to fragments 
scattered along runways. Rdges of shells clean cut. 

Weasel carries eggs in mouth to nearby tangle where tops are 
bitten off end contents licked, : 

Coon, opossum, snake, eat eggs whele and con be recognized only 
by droppings, hair, etc. 

A domestic turkey gobbler ate eggs entire. 

Survival 5 ea 14 eggs, Range & - 24) 
Hatched - & 
Destroyed ~~ 59% because of 

Desertion - 14% 
Skunks - 1% 
Cotton Rats- 7% 
Domestic 

Turkeys - 2% 
House Cats - 1% 
Empty ~ 19% because of 

Sgekes (abo@t same as skunks) 
Opossums 
Racceons (not bad) 

Controls - Cotton rat controls worked out by James Silver and avail- 
able as a mimeograph folder. 

Snakes shotild not be controlled because they keep down 
rodents. Where rodents poisoned, snakes will move out. 

Hewke and Owls. - Brier or grapevine tangles best contrdls | 
1098 marsh hawk pellets gathered from roost in broom sed, only 4 contained 
quail whereas 925 had cotton rats. Marsh hewks present only in winter.



Crows (common and fish crows). Says should be controlled 
but gives little evidence except that a few were seen with eggs. 65% of 
quail nests are roofed over, hence, hard for crows to see. 

4 trapper can do vermin control on 2,000 - 10,000 acres. 

Parasites 

Kinds found: 
Cecal worms in ceca of most winter quail. 
Cymen in proventriculus near gizzard, but not many. 
Trichstrongylus - responsible for grouse-disease of 

Englend, found in 2 quail. 
Tepeworms common spring end summer. 
ficks in warmer months. Worse in woods. : 
Biting lice) 
Redbugs ) No conclusions as yet. 

Diseases 

In captivity quail got gout when not given plenty of greens. 
Shicken pox or “sorehead" common in poultry and transmitted to quail 

on artificial contact. Qusil died. This may be dangerous. 

Developing Preserves 

1. VYermin Control 
2. Increasing wild foods. 

(a) Water not necessary. Drink dew. : 
(b) Plant mulberries 
(c) Bresk up large fields 
(a) Plant bleck cherry, blackberry, sweet gum, sumac, wild 

plum, French mulberry, sassafras. 
. Coverts. Grapevine and brier tangles. 

e Food patches. 
2: Let fields fallow till they come up to sedge and pine. 

. Rotate crops to build up soil and thus increase proportion of 
legumes on fallows. 

Japan Clover (Lespedeta) ond purple trefoil (beggarweed) are best for 
food patches as far es present information goes. Latter will not grow on worn 
out lands without fertilizer. 

Open woodlands best. Dense growth excludes ground feeds. Legumes com- 
mon in woodlands beceuse of richer soil. 

Dense brown sedge should be burned or plowed. Burn on a damp day so 
thin growths will be spared. Dense sedge harbors rats and net used by quail.



Burning Policies 

Wholesale burning of flatwoods bad because said to increase wire- 
grass; unburned woods not necessarily too thick. 

i Tenants want to burn everything because of snakes. 

(NOTE: This whole treatment of burning is nebulous, doubtless re- 
flecting need for more research). 

Mexican Quail 

ee liberated in 1925 on a well-stocked preserve. 
of these brought to bag next season, as compared with 8% of 

602 native birds banded. 
(Of a larger number liberated in So. Car., 5% appeared in beg 

next winter).



Digest of "Deer Investigations in Pennsylvania" 

Vernon Bailey, - Mey 10-15, 1928 

(Gnpublished Report -- Do not Quote till published) 

2iBLD_ ORK 

On Refuge No.2 examined 11 dead deer (desi 1 or 2 months) and found all 
but 1 were 1927 fewns. Saw 60 deer, all does, no live fayms. (Could bucks be 
recognized?) 

On Refuge No.34 ex-mined & dead deer. All but 1 were 1927 fawns. Saw 
4O does. Rather thin but othervise healthy. 

Then visited a state nursery and an ocriculturs! district and gathered 
stomach contents of one deer in each place. 

Report 

Chestnuts are still sprouting and furnish much browse. 

PRESENT ABUNDANCE: 15,000 bucks killed 1927 (limit 6-inch horns). It 
is generally agreed that 1/3 of the legal bucks are taken each year; henc$ 
there are 45,000 bucks over 2 years old. Local men estimate 25 does to one 
tuck: "this im a rough way would indicate over a million does in the state". 
Local men estimate only 1 fawn to 10 dees. Bailey accepts this estimate as 
essentially correct. 

m FOOD; Found following plants cropped: 

White Pine - buds and leaves of lower branches considerably 
eaten. 

Norway Pine - buds and leaves eaten 
Virginia Pine - buds and leaves eaten 
Scotch Pine - buds and leaves eaten. 
Buropean Larch - bus, leaves, and branches eaten. 
Hemlock - buds, leaves, and branches extensively eaten. 
Norway spruce - buds and leaves eaten. 
White spruce - none found eaten (small plantation) 
Chestmut - buds and tender tins of branches extensively 

eaten. Wuts formerly important for fattening. 
White Osk - buds and tips of lower branches very little 

eaten but acorns valuable in fall. : 
Red Oak - buds slightly eaten, acorns important food, 
Chestnut Osk - buds slightly eaten, acorns important food. 
Shingle Oak - buds slightly eaten, scorns important food. 

Beech - buds slightly eaten, nuts important food. 
Red maple - extensively browsed. 
Striped maple - extensively browsed. 
Sugar maple - very little browsed. 
White thorn - buds slightly browsed 
Bleck thorn - slightly browsed.



Juneberry - Wuch browsed 
Pin cherry - Much browsed 
Black Cherry - Much browsed 
Black birch ~- Considerably browsed 
Mountain ash ~- Slightly browsed. 
Aspen ~ Kuch browsed 
Big toothed aspen - much browsed 
Balsem poplar - a little browsed 
Apple tree - Eagerly browsed 
Sumac + Much browsed end often killed 
Elderberry - Much browsed 
Black Hew - Much browsed : 
Devils Club ~- Much browsed and often killed 
Honey suckbe (2 species azaleas) - much browsed 
Wild honey suckle (lonicera)  - much eaten 
Laurel - Extensively eaten and destroyed over 

large area. 
Rhododendron - Extensively eaten and being rapidly 

exterminated. 
Sweet fern - Extensively eatén 
Grape vines - ‘Browsed and fruit eaten. 
Wild gooseberry - Much eaten when rive. 
Blueberry - Extensively eaten 
ener - aeeaseene eaten 
Witch hazel - Considerable eaten 
Wintergreen - All destroyed over extensive areas. 
Club mosses - (3 species) -- eaten and destroyed on winter 

feeding grounds. 
Arbutus ~ Much eaten and exterminated over areas. 
Grass ~ Wew growth being eaten at present time. 
Clover - New growth being eaten at present time. 

DEER LIge: 6 ft. above ground on slopes, 4 - 5 ft. on flats. 

LOSSES: Of 250 carcasses only 2 were 2-year olds; rest 1927 fawns. 
Poisoning excluded because poison would kill various sex and age classes. 

DAMAGE: "No further efforts will be made to plant small trees in 
unenclosed areas". Coumission is furnishing farmers wire and staples for 
deereproof fences. Much old grass on burned lends untouched. 

SUGGESTIONS: Range overstocked. Great excess of does which become 
tame and mass on favorite slopes. Proportion should be not less than 1 buck 
to 3 does, Even with helf the present does and twice the present bucks the 
crop of fawns should be double the present. ‘Sugzests an open season on does 
and later one on bucks each year. 

With number regulated, food supclies could be improved by introducing 
vetch on open lende. Chinguapin, which is immme to blight, might be used to 
supplant chestnut om warm slopes; shin oaks for drier slopes. 

Elk could be increased to use much unused grass. Wule deer might use 
some of the range not now overstocked with whitetail. Mountain sheep might 
possibly thrive. 

Regulatory powers necessary.
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SERVICE BULLETIN 3 

o get locale when emergencies develop, and placing in- 

the charge competents in key positions in the fire or- 

Laboratory, ganization. 

experiment "Mr. Baum", says the Outlook, "served 

t Taxation in the Forest Service for 14 years as guard, 

otal number ranger, and supervisor in one of the worst 

tye 1 22927, fire districts in the country. He resigned 

- to engage in other work, but. . . feels 

that he can render no better service to the 

‘SERVICE cause than by acquainting the public with 

the facts." 

Ex-Supervisor Baum after two seasons 

ie Outlook as a Guard received appointment as a Ranger 

tticles by on the Beartooth in 1914, and became Deputy 

r the gen- Supervisor of the Beartooth four years later. 

urning Up." In 1919 he was appointed Supervisor of the 

1 "bureau- Lolo, In 1922 he was transferred to the 

of funds, supervisorship of the Kootenai and in Dec- 

se known ember of last year submitted his resignation. 

important The resignation was not voluntary. "I wish 

arough too to make it clear", he states in his article, 

‘sk and the "that I have no concern with individuals, 

and State but that I accuse the Forest Service of very 

bears the grave errors of commission and omission for 

{ts Vision which in a subsequent article I shall en- 

: deavor to point out definite and practical 

cle gives remedies." 

conserva- Until the series has progressed fur- 

e country ther, ccmment on the criticisms made is pre- 

srwhelmed mature. Coming as they do from a man famil- 

its box- iar with the inside workings of our organiza- 

says that tion, and proclaimed as an expression of the 

fled pro- viewpoint of the field man who according to 

1 working the article "knows the facts, but he is 

orests, muzzled," they will perhaps enable us at 

soe chs En least to ask ourselves some searching ques— 

¢ asks: tions as to what we really believe regarding 

lity (ive. "bureaucracy" in ice. 

o demand 

9 Forest 

policy?" FEWER FAWNS ON KAIBAB 

deged in 

failure The fawn drop this year in the Kaibab j 

r better, Game Preserve is very much lighter than in 

control, 1926. There are no twins and many dry does. 

and the It is estimated that only 50% of the does 

otions, have fawns. 

om the Dr. Huffman of the Bureau of Animal 

Sssarily Industry has recently spent several weeks 

iditures on the Kaibab and assisted in the catch of 

[4r2?
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150 fawns, these youngsters being destined was soon it 

for bottle raising and later shipment to that time 

other refuges. Dr. Huffman found some evi~ of the Thi) 

dences of tape worm among the deer and fur— expedition 

ther investigations have been suggested with of which w 

a view to determining to just what extent tracted by 

this infestation is prevalent. On the whole as his fi 

the Kaibab herd is said to be doing fairly him to his 

well this summer, due partly to early sun- On 

mer rains which produced an abundance of Expedition 

mushrooms. from Portl 

: designatec 

Alaska anc 

William H. Shir-clifr land from 

usual hard 

By Will C. Barnes and float: 

through a 

The retirement from the Forest Service raft they 

of Mr. Shir-cliff on September 25 after mouth in 

forty-seven years of continuous government cording t 

work, including twenty-five years in the U. S. but every 

regular army, takes from among us not only hardship ¢ 

a most capable and efficient official, but cisco late 

a man who had a goodly hand in making history ‘ On: 

in the far northwest, he being the sole named tri 

living member of the famous Schwatka Ex killeda: 

pedition to Alaska in 1883. ly gave © 

Shir-cliff began life in a small coal Se 

mining town in Ohio. At twelve he went into pedition 

the mine as breaker boy and mule driver, often of 

eventually becoming a full-fledged coal miner Shir-cli: 

with a smoky tin lamp on his cap. uminous 1 

Determined to better his condition, Sh 

he studied nights until at twenty-one he October ¢ 

was possessed of an education far beyond of the + 

that acquired by most young fellows of that Northwes’ 

time. Seeking adventure, he went to Columbus, Departme 

Ohio, where a U. S. Army recruiting officer as Fisca 

painted so vividly and interestingly the vice. 

charms of army life, Indians, buffalo and the vi 

wild untamed West, that he enlisted at once. acquired 

Thus on October 29, 1880, Shir-clirf ly those 

found himself assigned to one of Uncle Sam's dians, «¢ 

crack infantry regiments stationed at Fort the sale: 

Walla Walla, Washington. In those days when etc. Wl 

typewriters were an unknown quantity, a the movi 

soldier who wrote a clear, legible hand was hand bo 

promptly grabbed up for clerical duty. Shir- literary 

cliff writes one of the most characteristic, This lec 

legible and beautiful hands imaginable and he in later
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l area U. S$. Forest Servico Ierch By 198? 
Southwestern District 

We G. Howard J. ¢inted Suvcrintcndent Statc Porcsts, Mos York; Lr. Yoters 
ammounces the apz0intment of \7. G@. Hoard as supcrintcnacat of State For- 

csts of ile York, to fi11 the position left vacant by ix. Pettis’ dcath. 

fell This To "lim: The State Collese of New Mexico iz coo eration with the 
Bureau of -.cricultural Economics and the Bureau of nim] industry of the 

: U, S. Depirtucnt of Agriculture and vith the ranchmen conserned have made 
2 close study os ranch conditions for the year 1925. In all, over 120 
soutir-cstern cxttle ranches were observed. It 1a@s found that the most 

cconoriic herd had from 300 to 500 head of breeding cows. One rancher whom 

we shall term ir. J, apoarently ap roaches that ideal which every rancher 

cacrishes in his heart, I+ is interosting to compare the figures obtaincd 

from him vith those of the average ranch, 

For convenience, an animal unit reorcsnnting a 700 1b. steer was 
uscd in the rcport as a standard of corerison: 

Averaze Ranch ' Lig MA" 

“S.cres per anime] unit ~ $0 : . | 44 
Invostment per animl unit 60 5 9% <a “49.64 
Indebtedness " ms *t pees a : f 6e51 
Number animal units per ranch 1224 : 517 (362 broeding cows) * 

“Percent death loss Ly : 2 
Number cows por bull 23 : 15 

fr—ePcrecnt calf crop 47 : 80 
Cost producing brandcd calves 330. 80 : 312.28 
Reecipts per anim) unit $15.17 : 320.45 

, Expenscs per animal unit 3 Seer : G74.12 
Perecent return on investment 02 : wwol 

The avcrage ¢f the ranches operating from 300 to 500 brecding cors 

shows 33 acres yer anim unit; %66.53 investment per animal unit; 25.54 
indcbtcdncss; 610 anim.l units per ranch; 12 perecnt doath loss; 21 cows per 

bull; 59 porcont calf crop; $21.69 cost of producing a branded calf; 318.15 

reccipts pcr animal unit; “5.16 cxpenses per animal unit and 4.85 percont 
rofurn on investment. 

Thc above figures arc given for the morc important itoms that di- 

reetly influcnec the success or failure of a cattle outfit. The rcsults of 

this study should be of much valuc to cattlemcn by indicating the mistakes 

they arc miking and in pointing out the chances for improvemont in their 

Opcrations. 

Ficld: Xerr, Husscy (ipnzano); Calicins (Tusayan); French (Sitgrcavcs) 

weting: Joncs
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yp. 27-222 U. S. Forest Service April 19, 1927 
Southwestern District 3 

No. Wate Garrying Capacities: 

' General carrying capacity tests end observations through the Service 
have brought us to.rvaiize more and more that carrying capacity is-a study of 
each individual area. There are so many influencing factors which enter into 
the carrying capacity of a range unit that the information obtained on one 
unit can seldom be applied to other areas without “sterial allowance being .. 
made for the difference in these influencing factors. : : 

The Grazing Reconnaissance data and actual use records often indicate 

approximately the numbers of stocl: the range W711 carry and thus give a good 

basis upon which to work, put the only real reliable test of any unit is the 

numbers of stock that it will carry over a period of years and provide suffi- 

cient forage to keep the stock in good, thrifty condition, and at the same 
time maintain the range in @ high stage’ of production. These, checks’ of actual 
use_by range units will need be continued probably for many years. before we 
know without question what the stocking of them should be. Improved manage- 
mont will be one of the nore important influencing factors:on carrying capacity 
on those ranges where the past and present scasonal use, distribution of stock, 
etc., have not been satisfactory. : wd : : 

“the carrying capacity project on the Santa Rita Reserve conducted 
during the. past ten years has given the following figures: 

These renges ere of rolling topography end are under fenced control, 
and represent three principle types: 

Sémi-desért Type: Chieflma browsé type of.range with.little other : 
than annual grasses and mecha hats per cow yearlong. This type may be ~ 
used on a yearlong basis or in do¥der to take advantage of summer: annual. growth 
may be stocked heavier during that season without injury to the range. ; This 
type of range has been found to play an essential part on any range unit since 
the browse species heave proven invaluable in the late spring and also during ‘ 
drouth periods when they have played a most important part in reducing losses 

of stock. 

Mesa Type: Chiefly a grass type though siderable browse is present 
also. Acreage requiremont per cow yearlong is@) Generally speaking, this 
type of range can be uscd on a yoarlong conservative basis though it seems 

pest to provide for partial deferred summer use of areas where black grama is 

dominant.’ This has been very successfully accomplished on the Reserve through 
the medium of salting during the sumer on areas where no black grama occurs. 

Local areas of annual growth occur in this type and salting on these during 
the summer has proven a very effective means of fully utilizing this short- 
lived plant growth. 

Foothill Type: Essentially a grass type though browse species arg 
present in noticeable aiounts, Acreage requirement per cow yearlong =O) 
where yearlong conservative grazing is practiced. The most desirable use~of 

; (Over)



this type of range involves deferred sumer use snd under this system it will 

support the equivalent of an animal to every 16 acres. The study of this type 

of range in particular will be continued in order to determine the degree of 

deferred sumer use necessary to insure most effective growth of the important 

grass species. At the present time indications are that a 50% deferred use 

during the first month of tle summer growing season results in the best growth 

boing produced. Tho sunmer growing season being ordinarily considered as duly, 

August, and the first hair of September. 

Records of tine of grazing and anizal days feed furnished by each of ~ 

the 13 pastures on the Jornada Range Reserve have been kept for from 9 to 12 

years. Tho drouths of 1916 to 1918 and 1921 to 1924 showed.the real signifi- 

cance of drouth as a factor in carrying capacity over a period of years, ‘the 

geduction in carrying capacity as conpared to good years may be as great as 

(Coa) over extensive areas and even greater over small types due todrouth 

wténe. These studied have-denonstrated clearly that overstocking in connec- 

tion with drouth causes much greater reduction in the carrying capacity of 

the range. The ranges within the Reserve properly stocked and handled under 

improved methods have carried more stock through the series of years than un- 

. regulated range of similar character and are now in better condition than the 

outside unregulated ranges. Z DAS. 

Field: Calkins (Portland, Oregon); Mullen (Coronado); Long (Tonto); 
Shoemaker (Crook) 

Visitor: Fitzvater (Washington) DO 
Acting: Kerr :
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No. 27-224 Southwestern Listrict Aprid 22, L927. 

No. 8. Utilization: 

It has been determined that for the turf grasses in the Southwest, 70% 

of the total growth should be left at the end of the growing season and 10% to 
15% of the total growth at the end of the grazing season. The end of the 
grazing season on this type of range means the tine when normal sumer growth 

begins, which is usually in the latter part of June or early July. On short 
season ranges, the end of the grazing season is, of course, the time the stock 

are taken off the range. 

Results of studies throughout the Service to determine proper utiliza- 
tion are stated in the grazing manual as standards. The outstanding points of 
these guides are that 25% of the seed stalks of the principle forage species, 

evenly distributed over the unit should be left at the time of seed maturity 
and that from 10% to 25% of the palatable forage should be left at the end of 

: the grazing season. Both of these standards are applicable to the Southwest 
when used as guides under specific conditions. Our turf grasses reproduce 
largely by runners and for that reason it night appear that the amount of seed 
produced is not a good basis fer judging proper use. However, this condition 

probably is a good criterion since such utilization would insure protection 

that would allow the plants to have the vigor necessary to spread vegetatively. 

In any event, the standard as stated, is the best guide that we have at present. 

The standard regarding utilization at the end of the grazing season is neces- 

sarily broad. The 10% - 15% probably applies to turf or sod grasses or other 
hardy species probably including some shrubs. The amount of growth to be left 

at the end of the season varies with different types and forage species. Even 

the 25% maximim may be too low on some of our ranges where bunch grasses pre- 
doninate, since our present information indicates that some of these species 

eannot be maintained if 75% of their annual growth is taken, that is, leaving 

25%. Sone of our bunch grasses probably cannot be taken more than 40% or 50%, 
leaving 60% to 50% respectively at the end of the grazing season. Utilization 
of browse sjcies should be judged under the same standards by applying then to 

the current annual grovth. 

Studies at the Santa Rite indicate for the grass species occurring there, 
(1) that use to within an inch of the ground at any season of the year consti- 
tutes overgrazing which results in material reduction in both density and anount 

of forage; (2), that grazing within 2 to 23 inches of the ground by the close 
of the grazing year constitutes approximately full utilization. 

The above standards must at all times be kept in mind and used as 

guides to be applied to the local conditions especially vhen determining either 

utilization or carrying capacity. 

Field: Calkins (Portland, Oregon); Mullen (Coronado); Hussey (Tonto); 
Randles (Coconino); Shoemaker, Long (Crook) 

Visitors: Fitzwater (Yashington) Coconino; Hill (Washington) D.0. 
Acting: Kerr
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TO. 27-253 U. S. Forest Service ipy 25, 1927 

Z-Action Itcm Southvestern District 

ZrIndelible Poncil for Forms 877: A good indclible peneil with cap to vro- 
tect the clothing (the "Copygraph"} is now issucd on roquisition, and tho lead 
is hard enough to provide a good ovint for the preparation of Purchase Orders 
on Forms 677. It should also bo used, with "Cortified correct and just; p.y- 

mer.t not reccived" in signing by the payce. Signatures to certificd invoiccs 

with ordinary pencil are not acco table. 

Var Finonso Gases Settled: Payments have been received from L. A. Hughes, 
Receivor of the Livestocic & Agricultural Ioan Company in the following coses: 
Jones & Porter (restoration of preference for 345 cattlc} $1,100.00; Crazizg 
Foos First Half, 1927: Chas. McCary $105.4; Jonos & Porter $289.22; C. ¥. 
lartin, Est. $35.75: Wi. C. lnrtin S11e25sdickic Shelinorn $137.62: J. Le 
Shellmorn $11.3$; 2nd Former R. §. Johnson cattle, 4/1/27 to 10/31/27 $65.34; 
making a total of $1898.94. 

A Quarter Contury of Planting: The Nebraska National Forest at Halsey, 
will celebrate, on Juno 4 and 5, the silver anniversary of its founding. 
This marks a long period of successful planting in the Nebraska sand hills, 
to date a total of noarly 13,000 acros having bcen pl-nted. The work is pro- 

gressing now at the rate of 1,000 acros a year besides supplying conifers 

under the Clark-leNary ict for farm plinting in the state from the 15 acre 

nursery. A booklet and program for the two days describos the proposed col- . 
ebration and demonstration sseaking of this as "the pioneer afforestation pro- 

ject of the U. S. Forest Service". : 

No. 14.. Incroaso In Calf Cron: The sizo of the calf crop more than any other 
feature of range cattle production in thc Soutiost spells success or fail- 

ures 

On the Santa Rita Range Reservo the following practices havc been 

found to be essontial for inecrcasing the calf crop: 

1. Keoping a sufficicnt number of active bulls on the range. 

2. Keeping both bulls and breeding cows in thrifty condition yearlong, 

3. Culling impotent bulls and barren cows from the herd. 

4, Keeping bulls proverly distributed over tho range, 

5. Careful handling ind coustant supervision of stock. 

6. Culling aged breeding cows (above 10 years). 

7. Proper salting of stock. 

( Mic average record B2l¥ crop on the Santa Rita the ~ast ten years 

is DrmarG 8 seo oes) n open unregulated ranges in the region and 

ap siely A jn Nateer®l Forest ranges. 

Thore is not much diffcrenco in the methods of handling stock on the 

Jornada 2nd rcsults obtained aro nearly the same as those on tho Senta Rita 

Ficid: Calkins (Sitgrcaves); Wilson, Horms (Lincoln); Lang, Jones 

(Coconino); Kerr, Hussey (Tonto) 
Visitor:  Zimmerli (Washington) DO 
Acting: Cheney :
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O- 29-65 U. Se Forest Service Septeaber 17, 1928 

A Southwestern District 

Ranger Bill Of D-5 Says:- I can't figger whether to take sick leave to 
make out my reclassification questiomaire or wait 'til it's finished. 

Another Timber Sle Agreement- The Timber Sle Jgreement covering 142,000 

M ft. of western yellow pine saw timber on the Grand Canyon Division of the 
Tusayan Ietional Forest was approved September 13th. Whe Saginaw & lian- 

istee umber Company was the purchasere ‘he stumpage is $2.25 per ll for 
the neriod prior to July 30, 1931. The agreement provides for reappraisal 
of the stumpage at three-year intervals, the egreement to be completed by 
July 31, 1936. 

He Has Not Forgotten Hows According to an item in the Fairbanks Daily 
News Miner of ugust 8, of Fairbanks, \laska, the Alaska Agricultural Col- 

lege and the Biological Survey Station were saved from destruction due to 

a forest fire, by the prompt action of Paul Ge Redington, Chicf of the 
; Biological Survey, during which Mr. Redington had 2 mrrow escape with his 

life froma falling tree. As it was, he ves struck 2 glancing blow on the 

arm which caused 2 painful injurye The fire was reported to mve done 
$12,000 worth of damge end seriously injured the rcindeer rango. All of 
the above goes to show tht not only present but former Forest Officers as 
well, are invariably leders when the fire fighting becomes strenuous. 

a Coxons lletin Woe bern ov (soba 
Doe Defends Her Young: Ur. titkhiom Akin, Assistant to Ranger tyche on the 

Elk Mountain District, scports i-ving 2 witnessed 2 most interesting battle 

betwoen a doc anda bobent, reports the Intil Bulletin, ily. Akin ves driv- 
ing in his car up Blk Mountcin hill, His attcntion ws attracted by a 

commotion on the hillsidc an@ > bobent, vith doe right at its heels, stomp > 
: ing and snuffing, crossing thc rood richt in front of his car. Less than 

100 fect from the ronda and within sight of I. ‘kin, the bobcat climbed a 

tree but the dec stood sround neorby. Bill stopped his car and started 

over to kill the bobcat but it jwnped dorm out of the tree and ran off. 

However, the doc Ima only trotted off a short Cistance and as soon as the 
bobcat hit the ground and started rumning the doe promptly gave chase again, 
and treed the bobezt the sccond timc within 50 yards. This time Bill got 
over to the tree and killed the bobcat. The doe showed no fear at sceing 

a man and only moved off a short distance. Bill watchcd the deer a while, 
which drifted around tovard the dircction from which it came and it was soon 
joined by = fawn. It is evident that the doe was exercising her mother in- 
stinct in the protcction of her young and she sccmed to sense, or understan?, 
thet Bill was helping her out. ; 

Fiold: Mulien (Crook); Yieles (Prescott); Jeng, Burrell (Sitgres ves); 
Wilson (Zmining Camp); Kerr, Hussey (Coron:do) 

Visitors: Kylie (Thshington), Hess (Coronado), King (Grock), Roberts 
(Sitgreaves) DO 

Acting s Cheney
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Fish & Game June 25, 1928. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
2222 Van Hise Ave.,, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

It hardly seems possible that your letter has been 

held here so long but I wanted to go over the discussion 

of foods in considerable detail and make available the in- 

formation we have. Do you want som utilization pictures? 
SSS SS SS 

I am attaching some notes regarding the foods and 

some information based on stomach studies on the Kaibab. 

I shall be glad to give whatever help I can to you 

in connection with your book and if you give me an out- 

line as to how you want it covered I will try to write a 

chapter on the Kaibab deer. 

This spring I have been over some closely grazed 

game ranges, particularly on the Boise Forest and have 

found interesting conditions there. The bitter brush and 

large ceanothus are particularly heavily utilized there 

and heavy use is also made of Indian tabacco, yellow pine 

and cherry. It is believed that such use is too intensive 

for the plants to maintain vigor. 

I was very much interested to learn of your new work 

put sorry to know you were leaving the Forest Service. If 

you are through this way at any time I hope I can see you 
and talk over some of the interesting game problems. 

Very sincerely yours, 

itt Ofhloke 
yor istrict Forest Inspector. 
Pa Enclosures.



Cliff Rose 

It is the preferred winter feed on the Kaibab and 

where not so heavily grazed as to reduce production, con- 
stitutes the bulk of the forage consumed. 

Snowberry 

In central Idaho the snowberry is not utilized as a 

Winter browse. Vsed heaerly on Aaibad 

Deer Brush (Ceanothus) 

C. fendleri is heavily utilized on the summer range 

on the Kaibab. 

Serviceberry 

This is quite heavily browsed on the Kaibab, particu- 

_ larly where deer are at lower elevations. 

Yellowbrush 

Use@ somewhat by deer on Kaibab but very slightly in 
Idaho. Used extensively by elk in Idaho. 

Sage. ; 

Heavy use of sage on the Kaibab apparently followed 
heavy stocking and reduction in the more preferred species. 

Oaks 

The gambel oake on the Kaibab are heavily browsed by 

deer in summer and whenever there is a good acorn crop these 

are eaten extensively. It makes up the greater part of the 

forage of deer in summer on the lower sections of their range. 

Locust. 

Heavily browsed as Goldman says on intensively used 
summer range. Does not form any great bulk of forage. 

Pinyon Pine : 

; Nuts presumed to be a favorite food but on examina- 

tion of many paunches in 1927 from ranges where the nuts 
were thick showed they were being taken very seldom. ,



Juniper ; 

Taken on Kaibab.deer ranges and on other ranges by ; 
deer. The berries often found in paunches. 

Western Yellow Pine. 

Heavy use of yellow pine on Kaibab is on summer or 
fall range while the cliff rose is heavily used only on the 
winter range. 

Aspen. : 

On Kaibab there is heavy utilization of fallen leaves 
after being frost killed, as well as of the green leaves. 

Manzanita : 

Heavily utilized on Kaibab but not widely distributed. 

Geranium : 

Eaten in Idaho by deer, have observed them picking 
them out among other plants. 

Clover. 

Wild clover on the Kaibab is very closely utilized 
and is a preferred forage. Both white and red clover taken 
when available. 

Desert Ash 

These plants closely grazed on Kaibab but not abundmt. 

Mountain Ash. 

Closely grazed on Kaibab near Greenland Plateau. 

Lupine 

The lupines on the Kaibab are closely eaten in early 

falls 

Filaree 

Taken on Kaibab. 

Ephedra 

Closely utilized on winter range on Kaibab. 

wie



Dandelion 

It seems a favorite forage on the Kaibab. 

Pachistima £ é 

Found in most paunches from high summer range. 

Astragalus. 

Made up 20% of contents of one paunch from Kaibab. 

Prunus 

Taken in both summer and winter. : 

Potentilla : 

Of general oceurence in paunches on high ranges on 
Kaibab. 

. 

-5— :



Extracts from report hy Forest Supervisor W. G. Mann, 
February, 1928. 

Summer Ranges 

Spruce-Fir-Yellow Pine -Aspen-Snowberry-Ceanothus- 
Weed-Grass Type. 

Sixteen stomach samples have been taken over a period 
of three years on the summer range having an average plant 
analysis percentage as follows: 

Miscellaneous unidentifiable 
WACOPTRL cy ee 8 6 8 8 ee 19.00 per cent 

MT alors ie gale nN ae yin cre a ee 18.48 " # 
Miscellaneous weeds .... + ees 293,00." + 
MCL OW OLR oe a so Wie ea ee 14,27 " x 
Mushrooms Bas ie ered ene Tao ae c 
Pembel: Oats sy ie, 6 os os Wey ee Se 6.002. 9 7 
Yellow brush-match brush ..... 4,.50°°" = 
Grasses Ree a ee eee es 5.00," 2 
MS Cee eh le ee B.00 * * 
Dwarf Ceanothus . . 2 6 «© 6 se « « late 2 " 
BOxviee Derry oe Ld s 

; BHOWDCPEY Wi eres 6 Soe es ee Lome" 
Spruce, two speeies . . 1 ss 6 + s iso -° a 
Demaee fie ee eG ee oe se she peo ¥ 
LPEE HOS ee eG hei er lee ea Set eae cet 62% 
Locust ta eee ce See ree ae ong. * es 

LOG.00 * 
The above list, which may be termed a palatability 

list, is not consistent with general observations in some 
cases. The firs, spruce, snowberry, and dwarf ceanothus 

. + -. ghow a@ quite low rating in comparison to the general condi- 
; tion of these plants as found on the range. This may be 
. accounted for by the fact that the majority of the stomach 

; samples were taken around the edges of the summer range, 
mostly in the yellow pine type. Aspen, weed and yellow pine 
utilization appears to be fairly consistent. Had more 
samples been taken on the higher summer range it is quite 
probable that mushrooms would have shown a higher percentage 
in the classification. 

It is obvious that more stomach analysis study is 
needed in the spruce-fir types. 

Intermediate Ranges. 

Yelloy pine-firs-spruces-aspen-oak- juniper-pinon- 

weeds-sage type.



Seventeen samples taken on what is classed as the 

intermediate range showed the following averages 

ROR aia epee ee ee 23.00 Per cent a) 

On, -PANvel 6 G6 oe ee ee ” ca % [> 

eats ee ae 
Ciitt TORO. 3e 44 ae 8 oe) ee 1400) * : 

Juniper GESe. SHIRE oe eee ee OP e 

oviow. pike... 66. ss ee 8 is 6.00 °* # 

BG Be ots ee ee oe 6,00: .* 3 
WCB Be io ee a we ale 4.00. * = 
Pinon pie. sos owe ee es o,00- * e 

GS era ee eee 8 Sige too. : 

: Mushyroeie hse. Bo en 8 
Dwarf Ceanothus . . .+.-+e- ie es 
ME OE age oat g 2 eyo Se soe " : 

iva Gal. A ieee ae pa Seer ee eer eee 9260 ” » 

TOG Gi hg i sh ie eo eee 460. 8 a 

: 108.00 * ” 

Aspen heads the list on the intermediate range, followed 

by Gambel oak, unclassified plants and material, eliff rose, 

and juniper. Plants listed as unclassified consist mostly of 

unidentifiable leaves and stems, and mid-ribs of-the various 

plants contained in the samples. In the fall following com- 

plete utilization of the current years aspen reproduction the 

deer take a vast amount of the dry fallen aspen leaves. Some- 

times as much as 80 per cent of a stomach content will consist 

of dry aspen leaves. 

_ Winter Ranges (East-lest sides) 

Juniper-pinon pine-cliff rose-sage-rabbitbrush-grass 

type. : 

Thirty four stomach samples taken on the winter 

ranges over the three year period showed the following 

averages: 

JUBEPCRP <6 6 4 6 ee 6 ew 59.00. Per cent 

Stitt POSe 2 se: ence eg es 19,00 ™ ° 

Sage aoe 6: aeietien a aes 8 TS.75 .* - 

Pinon wine. Ge eee ees 6,e5.° ? : 

Miscellaneous . . +. «+ «eee 6.00 * * 

Weeds Pe igiie: lowe ere ee 5,50 * % 

Dwarf ceanothus . . .:+ « + * 2,00 -* " 

: Grass eet el aie ga gen Was go lee 1440" * 

Oak oe oe Se ee ee yoo. * 

Yellow Druga. 435 3s 6 «(s ap eed " 

Shadseale pie WES a ey ees 0 1.50 =2 4 

Yucca Peres ee me etl ee 

: Woshroems .. 2s. «st 3s 7.2 " 

De iat ei Seteele sae 5



mellow pine ... +s 6 ¢ « 47 Perceent. 
ries G6 ee ee sete” ¥ 

100 200 tt wt 

The above averages given for the winter ranges ap- 
pear to be quite consistent with general observations over 
the range, with the exception possibly of sage, which ap- 
pears low in comparison to juniper. The cliff rose fur- 
nishes a large percentage of the forage in the early win- 

> ter months but close utilization the latter half pulls the 
average down’ to 19 per cent. It is possible too to notice 
more of the juniper leaves as they are not so easy to chew up 
as sage and cliff rose. Sage and cliff rose leafage and 
blossoms may be ground up so fine as to be thrown into the 
miscellaneous or unclassified class when the stomach analysis 
is being made. 

Analysis of Cattle Stomachs 

Nine stomach samples of cattle collected in the yellow 
pine and juniper types show the following: 

eae ng Se Ne ee ee 86.14 per cent. 
iupine and weeds . . « « © « « S07.” " 
WRCOCG 6 Noe ee ee Rene * " ’ 
Miscellaneous, probably some . 

DROWS@, OSH 660 ee te we 2.00. " * 
CULT Ose ere Nits. as eee Leo % ” - 
Clematis pig ew eicentie’ 4. eres LOD 72 " 
Sage epee ep las 8 ee 1200. * . 
Woody tissue <5. « ew ewig ws 5 0-8 e 
Brigham tea ae oe gee ee «05. -* + 

100.00 % » 

The above list, which is consistent with general ob- 
servations on utilization, shows grass to be decidedly the 
most desirable for cattle. It may be noted no conifer or 
aspen leaves were found in any of the samples. 

; ao
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RANSREANTING VEER 

By S. B. Locke 

\ X JHEN the forester finds too many seedling trees in Transplanting in this connection is a far different process, 

one place and not enough in another, the logical however, than that of working with small trees. 

solution seems to be to transplant from the over- In the first place, there is scarcely any precedent on which 

stocked area to that needing more trees. Often this is im- to base plans for trapping the animals. Small wooden en- ‘ 

practical, of course, but where it can be done it makes ex- closures or small wire pens will capture deer, but they are 

cellent use of excess numbers. principally large bucks which are undesirable for shipping. 

A parallel situation exists in the Kaibab National Forest, Finally, from watching hundreds of deer enter a small 

in northern Arizona, due to the heavily overstocked condition meadow in the Kaibab to obtain water, a plan for capturing 

of the deer ranges on the Grand Canyon National Game deer of the size desired, and in large numbers, was formulated. 

Preserve. Deer protected here by the federal government This meadow was enclosed by a wire fence eight feet high, 

from hunting and predatory animals since 1906 have in- with several small gates which could be opened and closed 

creased to a point where over-grazing is killing the for- by a hidden observer. A small area of brush-covered hillside 

age essential was included 

to their sur- ‘ - ‘ within the 

vival. In ad- a aN field so that 

dition, serious whe ‘ i : : when the deer 

damage is done were startled 

to young for- / they were 

est trees. As a “s ' ' es, a ramet able to find 

result, a great eae ei a 5 natural cover 

proportion of . ze and not dash 

the fawns as 3 wildly into the 

well as many : at ; fence. In one 

of the less vig- é : corner of the 

orous grown = ot ell ue : : “trap field” a 

animals starve A ; yl a ten-foot open- 

to death each 4 , er ing led into a 

winter, while F rea “chute, ‘or 

good forage section nar- 
Frank R. Oastler 

is becoming Mule deer grazing on the Kaibab Plateau rowing down 
scarce. In over- to two feet in 

stocked forests, transplanting does not solve the entire prob- width. A roll drop curtain closed the outer entrance to this 

lem, nor can we expect the transplanting of deer to perma- while in the narrower part was a wooden door. From the 

nently relieve the crowded condition of the Kaibab herd. narrow end of the chute a door led into a small corral, ten 

Rather, it is a very valuable use for part of the excess. feet high, and from which a door opened into a covered 

625
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alleyway with four pens, eight feet square, on either side. When trying to find a way out from the field, it appears 

These pens contained feed troughs and running water. that deer conclude that although one may be unable to find 

Doors separated the covered alleyway into eight foot sections the opening, the others must know it. At such a time one 

corresponding with the pens. will follow another around persistently and strike at it as if 

After frost dries out the forage, late in September, the deer commanding it to show the way out. 

come in great numbers to the water holes and springs. Most If the fawns have been left over night in the trap they 

of them are wary about passing through 

the gates unless they have been in before. mares pees ema 
Once in the field they may drink steadily : RS oe 

for five minutes or more. When a group a} 5 : 

with several fawns enters, the operator, \ : 

who is concealed behind a blind at the Z tog a ‘ ’ : 

pens, releases the wires which allow the Pas ad a 
gates to close. As the deer start to . : 4 

leave, the gate which they approach is j i 

held partially open and as many of the e * Yo 

old ones as possible “dodged” out. Since i} c ; ~ Le 

the old ones usually lead, this is fairly E 4 rs a : 

easy, but a steady hand is necessary to let Gee ; ® * a 

a doe out and retain the fawn following i” ‘4 ce 

closely on her flank. Sometimes the old oa = pi « 

a r 
cad ue i 1 ¥ 

wo ia Pe aioe ae “ 

ngeeee i“ 4 Lil wide 

PI Z se PUES. oe ol Strong, well-developed fawns in a pen in the deer 

“ a 3 Vea” aS trap on the Kaibab. These are fine specimens 
4 a : t se 

ve, wy “% 
¥ ’ Ao ae # ie generally have hunted the chute over for a way out and, 

, 3 : = ‘ i not finding any, are not inclined to enter it again. In 

ae ~, this case someone goes around the trap field showing him- 

i self at the far corner. By working slowly towards the 

_ ier 4 fawns they are kept uneasy and entér the chute. The en- 

ai age zat — trance to this, the fence, curtain and gates, are camouflaged 

" 3 e Ce hia F ’ by oak and juniper boughs. When the fawns are in back 
Wile i sc of the curtain it is dropped and as soon as they enter the 

, arama small section of the chute the door is closed behind them. 

These are mule-deer fawns, also trapped and penned on Sometimes they lose much of their fear of the men in the 

the Kaibab, but they are not so strong and well developed field and it becomes very difficult to force them into the chute. 

as those shown above It is amusing to watch deer go out of the gates after they 

have had their drink. Often they will spend a long time 

ones may all be “dodged” out in short order, but often it is Working up courage for the attempt, approaching the gate 

necessary to wait until the next day to get rid of them. When _ with much twitching of tails, shaking of heads and stamping 
left by themselves the fawns follow around the fence and of feet. A final big jump takes them out. After having 
enter the chute. If there are only one or two fawns, they been through the gates several times, however, this fear dis- 

are allowed to hunt their way well into the chute before the appears. A doe of unusual color and with one drooping ear 
door is closed behind them. ‘They are then in so small a came in one day with a fawn. After drinking and feeding 

space that they cannot easily injure themselves and are worked for a time she was let out the partially open gate, but the 

into the alleyway and pens. Often they are playful and fawn retained. ‘That afternoon she came back again and 

rather noisy if their mothers have been let out. Generally fed, but did not drink. Although the gate was only opened 

the does seem to have no particular thought for them and _ slightly she squeezed out with little show of fear. ‘Three 

leave without even looking back. When the fawn is very days later she brought in another fawn and came several 
young, however, and not well developed, the mother may times afterwards. She became so accustomed to the gate that 
stay nearby on the hillside and call. : it could be opened while she was beside it. Generally great
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care must be taken not to let them Be aa a; aa tli, ae cy aa 

see the gate move. ee , 4 us mes cs : Efi ae tons Fs Sal e 

One day a buck that had ap- Be age a as Zé re ah =a my : By < ee 

parently been through the gates ™ Pe ec Poe eee Le ae at ee Sa 

came and stood by one of them FeggguaWm cp oi) eed poe ee j = 3 ee " a 

when it was closed to shut in ee ae oe a a fe ee 
several fawns. He apparently ie , i og ae Ss é & at ze " 

became much aggravated because Faae ae = a ei nie actin cena ed 

‘he could not get in and jumped , TENN ; 

against the fence several times. ts aa I He _ << . : aie : : 

Finally he made a big jump at the Be rage unis SS nda inten tlh ao 

fence, happening to hit directly § ee tl! Saas = Es Tie aan ue jae 

on the gate which flew open with ie Soe Se Se : os iy Ae : ay i b as 
aes ce aN NA RRS AU reas dl be Rens ess oe eae 

a bang and let him go in so easily ae ae a a : gee Rare Pate che ai ee 

that he landed on his nose. It (a eos PPE ee, Sg Sa ne eee i es 

was a much surprised buck that Sma gg Ea OE SEE SA OE, 
; . 8. B. Locke 

pelea humseliup. * A deer trap field at the Big Springs Ranger Station on the Kaibab National Forest. 

The best results are obtained The meadow is completely enclosed by a high wire fence with several gates, opened 

when there is the least possible and closed by an observer, hidden from the animals 
amount of driving. A new fenced 

field recently completed will allow deer as soon as taken to when leading one, I found a door locked, and while opening 

be released from the trap field. ‘This is so arranged that it with one hand and holding the fawn with the other, it 

practically no driving will be necessary to separate them and struck me in the leg with its hoof, cutting deep into the flesh. 

place the fawns in the pens. It will make it possible to have Two of us put ten fawns at once through the chute and into 

the traps open at all times. pens without touching them and with practically no jumping. 

‘The fawns are kept in the pens until they become accus- In feeding, broken alfalfa hay with bran and rolled oats 

tomed to taking food and water in confinement and have lost _ is sifted very slowly through a trap door opening over the 

their nervousness and fright.. Feed is placed-in a small feed trough. At first the fawns are frightened at this but 

trough through a trap door opening from the alleyway. soon have their noses in the trough so that feed is sifted over 

Often they enter from the chute to the covered alleyway and their faces. Where it is possible to place newly captured 

into the pens without direct handling. At first there was ones with some already accustomed to the pens, they become 

much difficulty in leading or carrying them without being contented more quickly. A great change is noticeable in loss 

cuffed or cut by their sharp hoofs. It was soon discovered of wildness within a few days. In less than a week they seem 

that by taking hold of the base of their ears, which are very well contented and little is gained by keeping them longer. 

large and strong, it was possible to lead them easily. Once, While they are in the pens there is an excellent opportunity 

to observe the characteristics of the fawns 

Ss Sis Oat Amie Ms : in general. “There is surprising individ- 

rg Re 3 AG “oe e » he - _uality and type characteristics. Some 
pa es xy es eid | #=— _fawns are nervous and high strung while 

ine Be | F Se 4 aie, : 
po OEE A aan * ee ee mes - others, as fawns go, are the opposite. I 

Ra Pea eee a on : (a a = : would say that the “blondes,” averaging 

ROR AP e a a ae je : hs . 4 nn larger and lighter in color, were more 

pe eE ae ie oe oe | bees 3 5 easily tamed than the “brunettes,” aver- 

i Ray wef i eat fa p 7] erent = aging smaller and with blacker faces. 

SOE Soe ay | Be ae fae eer These black-faced ones seem to be of a 

io ies so Se eg ‘ i if kg much more nervous disposition than the 

a Ee Z lg ee ae ‘eo 1] ve very light-colored ones. Within a few 

aise ie iy Aon nae ae ee aed days some of them will associate the care- 

oe 4 se , oe oe eee ae gas = taker with good things to eat and clearly 

E TS aaa # 1 ii ey } ee ss coax to be fed. Among the older or better 

f 4 ee eet ; i 3 a FE a ie ie . ¥ developed fawns there are often quarrel- 

Pe a eae ia i : home : some individuals which can cause much 

ee “ik fore inrar4 , trouble. These strike others repeatedly 
CL Ee with their fore feet so that it is necessary 

In trapping the deer, care is taken not to unduly frighten them and the drop to separate them. Sometimes this atti- 
curtain at the entrance of the “‘chute” leading into the corral is, as shown tude is evidenced only towards certain in- 

here, carefully camouflaged with boughs dividuals. In one or two cases isolation
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was necessary, but then the one held alone became uneasy and the crate, goes quickly into it. The end gate to the crate 

jumped continuously. is made so it can easily be slipped in place. 

A small fawn which, when struck at, will lie flat on the Within the past three years the fawns shipped have been 

ground in the hiding position, may be accepted as a com- hauled one hundred and twenty-eight miles by truck to the 

panion when others would not. In one case a very scrappy railroad at Marysvale, Utah. They have been delivered by 
individual stopped fighting when six others were turned in the Forest Service to the railroad at actual cost. Although 

its pen at once. a deposit of 

Although it ig z pe) Ss thirty-five dol- 

had fought all ee ic, ee lars is required 

others placed . BS in advance, a 

with it, this 2. i 7 refund of any 

crowd was ap- . e ES te Me = cxcess above 

parently too a s ae > cost is made. It 
much. At first —_ as i “ ey fie ae ” is believed that 

. nee. a ae te Stay ec a’ Bae ewe i es .. 

difficult, but it nies) eed | Aidala eat ne a ww Ma A ' able conditions 

is very easily eres scm eth ar 2 ee oS eee Wie es a fawn can be 
: sg eee er ae Ee et ee ie . ac complished: : ether tk Sn ath ee ne | delivered for 

lined with can- : fern ie 2 Wy ee ee ee, §=— Losses in cer- 

vas and burlap 3 So eas ee Gas” Oi ee oy tain phases are 
to prevent ui ee er Se ee gee we eet ~— still discourag- 

chafing or Does and fawns feeding in a trap field. “Dodging out” the does and trapping ing and there 
bruising, con- the fawns is described most interestingly by the author is much to 

tain a dish for learn about 

water, and have a sliding door for feeding. The crate is proper methods of feeding. In the trapping, losses due to 
placed against a trap door in the end compartment of the injury, weakness and sickness are about twenty per cent. 
alleyway. A canvas curtain extends from the door entering The fawns are often thin and poorly developed owing to 

this compartment to the trap door. “The fawn to be loaded the overstocking of the deer ranges and consequently they 

is allowed to enter the alleyway compartment adjoining this. are not as resistant to exposure and change of feed as would 

The door is opened and the fawn seeing the opening into be stronger animals. 

6 Wild Refugees 
(Continued from page 614) 

crops will attract deer; they are especially partial to young a disadvantage for more reasons than one would suppose. It 
grains, to peas, to peanut vines, and even to cotton. is not only that they may be exhausted from their contention 

Turkeys, partly because they feed by the revealing glare of with flood waters, but they are even more handicapped by the 

day, are less liable to come into fields than are deer; but they strangeness of their new surroundings. 
do forage in the stubble of wheat, barley, rice, and the like. I am not aware of a law which automatically creates sanc- 

They are inordinately fond of acorns; and the same birds tuaries near forest fires. But probably the innate humanity 

will revisit, year after year, at the proper season, the same of woodsmen would prevent their taking advantage of such 
trees. A sanctuary for turkeys should always have, for pur- a calamity to slay the bewildered fugitives. Many states for- 
poses of their roosting, big trees. For deer, cut-over land is bid the following of various kinds of game when snow is on 
best ; indeed, in one sense the lumberman is the friend of the the ground. But it has been my experience that snow 
deer; for in the wake of the timber-cutter thickets grow up, renders the approach of the hunter so obvious that most game 
affording obstruction to the hunter and shelter to the deer. is not greatly endangered by a snowfall. 
Many of the very best stretches of deer country in Michigan, The experiment of the game sanctuary of whatever sort 
Wisconsin and Maine have been timbered. Several states has been attended with exciting success; and much of this 
have lately empowered the chief game warden, acting for has been directly due to the intelligent cooperation of wild 
the Commission, to close all seasons on lands adjacent to things themselves. They seem swiftly to apprehend the 
flooded territory. In this way the highlands next to the sub- meaning of these kindly pales, in this manner not only amply 

merged swamps and flats are made, for the time, sanctuaries justifying our somewhat meager efforts inytheir behalf, but 
for the refugees. This humane provision is for many rea- urging us to do more. They can be counted on to help us 
sons wholly admirable; for wild things at such a time are at _ save them.
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MAIN POINTS TO BE COVERED IN THE BIOLOGICAL AND GAME MANAGEMENT 
RESEARCH ON THE KAIBAB NATIONAL FOREST, 

1. Determine the influence of deer grazing on the vegetative cover, by 

(a) Measuring growth on shrubs, (b) major plots, (c) species plots, 
(d) quadrats, etc. on grazed and fenced plots. (Rechard the 
present plots and establish more as needed. 

2, Determine the extent of injury to timber reproduction, by 

(a) Counts and measurements of reproduction within enclosures and : 
on grazed plots. 

3. Carrying capacity studies. 

(a) Make and record observations of utilization of the various species 
on the various divisions of the range to determine, 

1. Which are the key plants on which to base the carrying capacity. 
2. The present and proper degree of utilization of important 

species. 
: 3. To develop a seasonal palatability table for all species of 

any importance based on proper use of key species, 
(b) Determine the occurrence, distribution, abundance, classification, 

ete. of deer forage with specia] reference to mshrooms and 
grass as deer forage and to the species sought by deer in the parks, 

(c) Make a grazing survey in accordance with the possibilities and 
needs to determine: 

1. Present carrying capacity of various divisions of the range. 
2. Estimated normal carrying capacity after recovery of the range. 

(d) Quantity of feed necessary to sustain dees, compared to sheep 

and cattle. 

4. fo determine the special conditions and management necessary for 

maintaining enjoyment of the deer by the people, including: 
(a) Deer as an object of human interest, involving counts and a 

study of factors influencing the congregation of deer in the 
meadows where they may be seen in suitable numbers by visitors 
along the Grand Canyon Highway. 

(b) Deer as a source of enjoyment by sportsmen, including the in- 
fluence of hunting on deer as an object of human interest. 

(¢) Deer as an object of scientific stady, 

5. The deer epee ay jmeietine: 
(a) Date as to the er of deer on the Kaibab National Forest; 

the number that winteron each of the east and west sides, to be 
obtained by winter counts. 

(b) Determine the annual increase, largely by spring counts of year- 
lings. 

(c) Determine By winter and summer counts the proportion of bucks 
doesy: yearlings, and fawns. 

(d) Data on losses caused by the following: 
1. Diseases - cause and remedy. 
2. Predatory animals. 
3. Starvation and other causes during dry summer, 

in the winter, etc.



4, Give attention to losses caused by crippling during 
bunting. 

6, Life history deta on deer, 
(a) Breeding habits, indluding, 

1. Season of rutting, ratio of sexes, and age of bucks, 
2. Season fawns are dropped, fecundity, etc. 

3. Seasons that bucks and does tend to separate, 
(b) Pelage. 
(c) Horns, 

(a) Longevity. 
(e) Weights and measurements, including the effect of food supply 

on size. 
7 

Migrations, 
fs Seasonal migrations. 
(b) Wanderings. 

; (c) Effect of Climate. 
(d) Effect of seasonal forage supply 
(e) Tendency to return to old haunts, 
(f) Watering habits. 
(g) Salting habits, 

8 Relationship of predatory animls to game, 
(a) Special areas inhabited by predatory animals resulting in 

unusual losses, 
(b) Rate of increase of predatory animals. : 
(c) Normal kill of predatory anim 1s. 

Lions. Coyotes, Eagles, Wildcats. 
(a) Migration of predatory animals and seasonal depredations, 
(e) Possible economic value of predatory animals, 

Human interest. Pelts. 
(f) Relationship of predatory animals population to excessive 

deer population, 

9. Disposal of surplus deer. 
fe Capturing and rearing fawns, 
(>) Trapping. 
(¢) Hunting, 

10. Determine the relationship of grazing domestic stock to deer, including: 
(a) The present distribution ¢ domestic livestock on the range in 

relation to the distribution of deer, 
(b>) The forage species used largely by domestic livestock only, 

by deer only, and in comzon to both classes. 
(c) What areas are desirable as exclusive deer range. 

1l. The rmge developments that are desirable, 
(a) Fences to control the domestic livestock. 
(bd) water development needed. 

1. Bo properiy distribute domestic stock, 
2, To obtain better distribution of deer. 

(c) Salting, 
1, Requirements. 

2. Value as a means of distribution, 

2+



12, Range reseeding and plant introduction. 

(a) Experiments to determine possibilities of reestablishing 
native browse plants, clover and weeds. 

(b) Tests to determine possibilities of introducing plants suitable 
to deer, from other localities, 

13. The influence of weather on deer. 

This involves the establishment of several rein gauges and at least 

one additional temperature station on the Plateau, 

The cooperation of other agencies will be south in the research work, 
including such agencies as the Arizona Fish and Gam Commission, the Univ- 

ersity of Arizona, the U. S. Biological Survey, the U. S.National Park Ser- 

vice, and others. Their cooperation will be sought also in the development 

of plans, policies, etc., in the handling of the deer. 
The firest work to be done is remapping the sample plots already es- 

tablished and establishing new plots as needed in the natural revegetation 

study, 

A detailed working plan will be developed for the project as soon as 
the phases to be included have been agreed upon. 

A. R. STANDING 
W. G. MANN 

April, 1930. 
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fa Ing Cer | It isn’t as 
° 

Ag. Easy as it 

(Editor’s Note—Trapping of deer in localities where they are becoming too numerous, and) transplanting them to 
other portions of the state where there is a shortage in deer population, is one of the manifold duties of the staff of 
the State Game and Fish Department. The following narrative report by H. B. Birmingham, investigator for the game 
and fish depariment, presents an interesting word picture of the difficulties encountered in connection with this portion 
of the department's activities.) 

2 © a=... 

By H. B. BirmincHam 

+++ —— © a: : 

T was decided in September, 1930, that the United agreed that deer-trapping was a cinch and most any place 
States Forest Service and the state game and fish in this immediate vicinity would be a good spot for our : 

department would try to trap and transplant some of our deer traps, as there seemed to be a bunch of deer under { 
deer from the Black Canyon country in Catron and Grant _ every tree. 
Counties. Accordingly, the writer was instructed to get Supper being over, we spent several hours around 
in touch at once with M. E. Musgrave, game expert for our campfire, making long and difficult (mental) shots 
the forest service, and arrange for carrying out the project. at deer, turkey and other game. 

Mr. Musgrave and I agreed to meet on the rim of The following morning Ranger Bob Coon and W. G. 
Black Canyon on September 10 to select locations for Koogler of the forest service joined us, it being decided 
deer traps. According to schedule, Forest Ranger Elling- that the party would go over south of Black Canyon and 
ton, Ed Moore, Mr. Musgrave and myself assembled on select a location for one deer trap. Mr. Musgrave was 
top of the ridge just north of the Diamond Bar ranch anxious to get the stomach contents of one or more deer 
and made camp. to better enable us to get more data on food eaten by the 

As I recall it now, it was practically decided and all deer. This being the case, Ellington and myself were d 
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pais ile 2 
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sel GAME DEPARTMENT PHOTO 

A HERD OF DEER IN THE BLACK RANGE
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detailed to remain behind. I don’t Ee —) ea wa c eo ae 7 
recall now, but likely the camp- | ae oS eRe laa Me ‘i 2 ie a 
fire conversation of the night be- i ee Stee Pe ripe, Sa 
fore may have had some bearing Re 9 } pr Te Sees & ri ch eee ete 72 
on this decision. At any rate, ee SS. eres ena he Sife. © gered PR 
Ellington suggested that we get —aapR! *q ian fe ee oe 4 oa Part att pi 
dinner before going out to slaugh- ise z yer a 2 geese Ss oi Vies SS feeeeey © Sieee a a | dd f he AO nis 3 ii a eae on 
ter a couple of deer. In fact, I hi a Nae By Sees ie I bpp ae ae bE | 
rather felt that we had been giv- age). ioe ag £5 me gate nef ¢ Se" 4 ee | aeke bk 
en a rather insignificant part in By fa tN ae. aie | ES eo Bek. aS : a AER 
the day’s plan. iy ie LESAN Aes ‘et Pid | hee NS aoe SSR a a \ thie 

} Ellington being well raised, [ ie Ly Me NG at | ae a ee 
naturally offered me my choice | (Ms i a ge Se ae eee aes a A aed 
of guns—a 30-30 belonging to |)" me leew ote ig oad oR ee oy Lea 
Musgrave and a 250-3000 belong- = Se eee es aes” ee oe et oS 
ing to Moore. I told him to f= ¢ “Wy g Mgt 4) =. fat iee sm. t= aes ee 
make it easy on himself—that 1 | = es = ig 4 es ra hs Sey tied ck ae 
was at home with ether gO E——>EE—>E—————————— 
We managed to dig up some 14 BLACK CANYON DEER TRAP, SHOWING THE TRIGGERS IN THE GATE 
shells for each gun. There 
is no occasion for going into details further than to say being hauled in and placed in these traps, we abandoned 
we both arrived back at camp about the same time and them until this spring. 

neither seemed to be in a mood for talking. I finally On March 15, I got a crew together and went to 
ventured the suggestion that it seemed to me a man like Tom Moore canyon. We constructed about 600 yards of 
Musgrave ought to have a gun with which a man could oad from the mesa off into the canyon near the cattle 
hit a barn—at least at close range. Ellington agreed Moore trap or pen. 

was in the same boat. Needless to say, Mr. Musgrave It began snowing about March 24th and by the 26th 
took no stomach contents on this trip. or 27 snow was about 12 inches deep and the temperature 

The party selected a trap location just below the old dropped to below zero. Weather conditions being so bad, 
Meason place at an old salt ground. The other was located we moved out. At this particular time there were very 
1% miles northeast of our camp along the Beaverhead few deer using the salt in our traps. They seemed to be 
road. It was decided to construct these traps by using lower down along the breaks of the Gila. 
heavy net wire, the pens to be as nearly round as possible The first of May we returned to Beaverhead, meeting 
and some 36 feet across, with a shoot or alley leading off Mr. Musgrave there. On May 2 we pulled out for Tom 
from the back of the pen, some 12 feet wide by 40 feet Moore Canyon; roads were pretty soft but we had no 
in length. trouble in reaching our camp. We found that the deer 

The latter part of September we finished the trap were fairly plentiful around this country, and especially 
north of Diamond Bar ranch. was this true near the wire trap along the Beaverhead road, 

In October I got permission from the game depart- some 2% miles above our camp. We immediately began 
ment to build up a cattle pen on Tom Moore Canyon at to put this pen in order. We installed some swinging 
Jack’s cabin, and try out the pole or log trap, as many triggers, something on the order of wild cattle triggers. 
deer were using this cattle pen for salt. Johnnie Reed Then we built a four-wire fence clear around the pen, 
and I immediately began work on this pen, cutting pine at some distance from the trap in order to keep the cat- 
poles and patching up the corral. The deer continued their tle away from the trap, as an ordinary wire fence does not 
salting, while were were rebuilding this pen. This made bother the deer any; if not molested, they will crawl under 
us feel that trapping these deer would be very easy, once in preference to jumping over. 
we got all set. But getting all set is more of a task than For several days or nights the deer would come up 
you might think. Anyway, we got the corral proper around this pen, going under the wire fence and all around 
pretty well built up and some work done on the loading the trap. However, we kept making minor changes from 
shoot by the last of October. It was decided we would day to day that seemed very necessary. The deer con- 
have to wait until after the big game season, as most of tinued their visits to the trap, though they seemed to pay 
us were needed at that time on patrol and checking work. little attention to the changes made from time to time, 
Weather conditions and other pressing work prevented yet they did not venture in. 
any further work on any of our traps. Plenty of salt On May 6 Game Warden Elliott Barker and Dis- 

trict Deputy Bob Lewis arrived 
3 OT RS RT i a is “ae ee "4 in camp. We had been very 
aN af eae ye i Ete pre ieee” I ass si ge anxious to be in shape to take 
rng oA " A ae yi os 13h sa Bee eee = Sey out some deer at about this date. 

re ~\ 4 bis ae Bar 7 Hare ee) tea §=lt began to be apparent that the 
Bi ahaa | Wg speeeleten| | mw Spo See | ee ts abundant moisture in this coun- 
ieee ; Bacio y ae try might wreck some of our 
TOP Se if . a well-laid plans, as we had count- 

Ges a i ee a ed rather strongly on being able 
bes = i: DS meas ee ee ee ES ~*) to toll the deer into our traps by 

eS oes pe eee Pei a Aoalat eg ec ee AY Ss the use of bright alfalfa hay. 
eS a ee They seemed to pay little atten- 
pee ee eg oe eC ee SU a ee eee tion to the hay, though we dis- 

A DEER TRAP LOADING RUNWAY WITH CANVAS SIDES TO PROTECT THE ANIMALS covered that they would browse
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on juniper boughs that happened to be cut and dropped plain stuff. The car was gone, however. 
near the trap. We immediately cut more juniper, also Thirty minutes later everything was quiet around the 
gathered mistletoe, a food they are fond of at certain trap, and believe it or not, that cussed car came back, 
times of the year. wide open. That was carrying things entirely too far. 

At this time we were camped about 250 yards above Sam made a dive for the ground, 20 feet below. For- 
the cattle pen. For several days, especially in the late tunately for both parties, Sam ran a snag under his two- 
afternoon, deer would venture up near our camp, then inch belt. The car disappeared, while Sam was trying 
turn and cross the canyon, going out on the south side, to back up sufficiently to get loose from the pine snag. 
usually at the same place. But they refused to visit the Next day Trapper Mullins of the game department 
cattle pen for salt. apologized for the disturbance. As he had just arrived 

May 10 Mr. Barker, Musgrave and Lewis pulled out. in the community, Sam let it go. 
On their departure I asked if I should wire them when I May 20th we decided it would be better to move out 
was on my way with the first load of deer. They agreed and stay entirely away from the traps for a week. On 
this should be done by all means. The boys claim they May 26 we moved in and camped some distance from our 
heard Bob Lewis say, as they drove off: “What fools traps. We were determined to catch some deer or know 
these mortals be.” why. Accordingly, went into the blinds at noon, the 27th. 

We immediately moved our camp 134 miles up the There seemed to be some deer using both traps, though 
canyon in order to give the deer a better chance to use at this time there appeared to be more deer using the old 
the cattle pen. We were quite sure that if things quieted cattle pen. In the next four days and nights, quite a few 
down and no one molested or visited the traps, we would deer came up around our traps; in fact, while I was on 
be likely to catch a load of deer most any day. It seemed watch at the cattle pen three bunches of deer came to the 
that the deer had lost some of their interest in our upper pen. Two went in to salt at one time and one at another 
trap. They appeared to be going into south Diamond time. It seemed, after observing these deer coming up to 
Creek, Going into Diamond Creek about 114 miles, I this corral, they wanted to go in all right, but were afraid 
found a corral with salt in it and no doubt this accounted to do so. 
for the loss of interest in our upper trap. We closed the We had constructed a new plank gate for this corral 
gate to this corral in Diamond, hoping the deer would get the latter part or March, the same width and size as the 
salt hungry and “throw in” with us. old split-pine pole gate of former days, on the occasion 

We were watching these deer traps 24 hours a day when the one deer went in to salt. She acted as though 
from blinds constructed near our traps. This procedure there was not quite enough room between the gate posts, 
almost cost the game department a very valuable man. some ten feet apart. We did find, however, that a good 
If you have never sat in a blind waiting for deer or part of the supposed deer that were using these pens or 
turkey to come in—say, for three or four days, without traps were antelope, five coming to this corral twice in 
success,—you can little conceive the frame of mind the four days. They walked right in like a bunch of cattle. 
watcher gets in. One old buck lay down in the pen, while the others licked | 

It was the fourth 12-hour shift, late in the afternoon. at the salt. On the other visit, after salting awhile, they 
Thirty-two deer were coming off from the northeast, came outside of the pen a few steps and all lay down under 
making straight for the trap. The man in the blind noticed some trees and stayed there almost one hour. 
they were not grazing or browsing, but making straight I was very much surprised at the way these antelope 
for his pen. He wondered if it was possible for the wind walked into this pen, as it is generally believed that ante- | 
to change of a sudden, or maybe the darn contraption lope are more shy and cautious than deer. I believe deer 
would fail to close the gate when he cut the trip wire. will get accustomed to most anything in time, and especially 

The 32 deer arrived at the four-wire fence. Two _ if they are not molested. 
big does, evidently leaders of the band, dropped down and One of the hardest things we have to deal with is 
came under the outer fence. Others followed. What the fact that there is more or less salt all over the country. ‘ 
a sight to behold! When lo! the man in the blind thought However, if conditions had been anything near what they 
he heard the well-known purr of an automobile. The deer have been for the past three or four springs, there is no 
stopped. They, too, heard and knew the familiar sound. doubt, in my judgment, that alfalfa would have proven 
The man in the blind gritted his teeth and had a peculiar quite a temptation to these deer. It seems that the brush, 4 
feeling in his Adam’s apple. This feeling moved on especially oak and mahogany, is in much better and health- 
down and seemed to locate in the pit of his stomach. ier condition than it has been for four or five years, and I 

Whang, whang! the deer went pell-mell through the know from experience in trapping and transplanting wild | 
outer wire fence. The car rolled by—the deer disappeared turkey, that this work requires time, patience and, above 
into the bush. Of all things! the man in the blind, 30-30 all, staying qualities by all concerned. It seems, however, 
in hand, looked for the car, but it had passed around the that our past experience in successfully trapping and trans- 
bend and gone. planting wild turkey in New Mexico should spur us on 

About one hour later, the man in the blind saw the to even greater accomplishments along this line. There is 
deer coming back up out of the canyon. He figured: probably a great deal more country that will support and 
“Well, it could have been worse. It’s a public road and needs deer, antelope and mountain sheep, than most of us 
the fellow in the car likely knew nothing about my being _ realize. 
here or the deer either.” There are places in the state where antelope are begin- 

The deer again neared the trap, though from a dif- ning to be somewhat of a burden to the people who have 
ferent angle this time. All at once they stopped stock- made it possible for them to exist and multiply. This 
still, ears and heads up. By all that’s good and bad, that should be remedied at once. I believe once the deer get 
same car came back the other way. This was trying out thoroughly accustomed to our traps and no changes are 
a man’s nerves and patience too far. So Sam (the man made for a while, they will go into them, and what deer 
in the blind) decided to fall out of his hiding place and are needed for restocking can be had. As to how they 
interview this said car driver and in fairly plain English, will act and handle after being caught, I am not prepared 
too. Sam, having been a gunner in the Navy, knows _ to say. 

”
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Dietary Habits of Antel dD 
What Stomach Tests Reveal Concerning the Food Choice of these Animals 

in the Southwestern States 
+ — © a=. 

By M. E. Musgrave 

(Branch of Range Management, U. S. Forest Service) 

T is almost incredible that animals can be as dainty as _ browsed on this over-populated antelope range but thought 
are the deer and the antelope and yet be so devastat- it had been done during the winter months when necessity 

ing. When forage is abundant they are extremely fas- had driven the antelope to eat it. This had not been the 
tidious, selecting a leaf here, another there, taking but a case, however. Juniper was actually palatable to these 
few leaves from each bush. But when driven by hunger, animals even though more succulent vegetation was avail- 
they not only strip the leaves and tender twigs from forest able. 

growth but take even woody branches, sometimes as large In this more or less isolated locality, the antelope had 
as a pencil, and they literally kill out everything within congregated in such great numbers that they were killing 
their reach. out many of the shrubs that were the real forage-produ- 

One summer evening we had been watching a number cers of their range. They might easily have migrated 
of antelope feeding in a swale where succulent grass and north or east where food was plentiful; but, like the deer, 
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PHOTO BY U. 8. FOREST SERVICE 
MOUNTAIN MAHOGANY NOT AS HIGH AS A HAT DUE TO OVERGRAZING 

weeds had become abundant after the warm rains. My they apparently preferred to stay on their own local range, 
guess would have been that these animals were eating even to the point of destroying it. 

blue-stem, bent grass or grama grass. But I had been Deer, too, seem to eat very little grass at any time and, 
charged with the duty of getting facts regarding the food even when starving, will eat more of any other variety of 
habits of antelope on this particular range, and this can’t plant life than they will of grass, as is shown in reports 
be done by observation and guessing. It must be obtained on stomach analysis, 

weeass aS pe ye eee awe of Out of 51 deer stomachs examined from the Kaibab 
€ Stomaciy contents OF anima’s taken trom te ranges. National Forest in Arizona, the contents showed less than 

It was a decided surprise and something of a shock to me 2, ois eT orton a Le th i 
to discover that the actual contents of the four stomachs oa fa Sees be aol * ae . ae 
taken here averaged about 47.60 per cent juniper, 40.60 ™e* Tange when grass was tender an aa eg 
per cent weeds (which included prostrate loco, penstemon, ‘iS Showed 40 per cent aspen leaves, 20 per cent mush- 
wild sunflower, two varieties of cactus), 2.5 per cent rooms and 40 per cent unindentifiable. One stomach 
grass, with the remainder made up of leaves of oak, caused much amazement and some amusement, for its con- 

algerita, rabbit bush and currant. tents seemed to be very largely rope! Examination finally 
We had noticed that juniper trees had been heavily revealed that instead of the Manila product, it was really
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the fibre of nuner- EBT suc of Outdoor 
ous yucca plants. fg a CUCU America, 
Unidentified mate | ual ae ——C"'Tin. 1930, the 
rial is that whichis | 7 3 a. . . _ stomachs of two 
so nearly digested [7 0 0 eG 29 . oc deer were taken on 
that it cannot be | _  . Sorte: nee es : iulaes gee =the Gila National 

identified. a Gane i ee =. Forest in New 
On the winter = URNS SGE pee ii mee 9 | ~Mexico, one from 

range of the Kai- [ss saam ONG ui ayo Be eS © ee a heavily over- 
bab, one’ stomach #7 | == Se Oe ee i = rows area in 
showed 50 per cent [3s = =e = Black Caiton, and 
Pifion pine needles, [¥ Mies get ceo oe ate ee «the other from an 
10 per cent juniper, ; hc ek eee area where the 
10 per cent cliff : et ee ee SS same plants grew 
rose and 30 per PHOTO BY U. 8. FOREST SERVICE but which was not 
cent unidentifiable. JUNIPER TREES WHICH HAVE BEEN BROWSED BY ANTELOPE over - browsed. 
The fact that the Grass was plentiful 
percentage of pifion needles was much higher than that on both areas. The stomach of the deer from the first 
of juniper or cliff rose was not surprising for although region contained a predominance of weeds, with piiton 
the two latter plants are preferred foods, they had been twigs and needles, dry oak leaves, some woody twigs of 
browsed back as high as the deer could reach. In some mountain mahogany and juniper, and less than 1 per cent 
places they had been entirely killed out. There was little grass; whereas, the stomach of the deer from the second 
left on the range for forage except pifion. Here, as in area contained a predominance of mountain mahogany 
some other areas over-populated with deer in Arizona and leaves with a considerable amount of juniper twigs and 
New Mexico, the oak leaves, a very 
animals continue to Fee | few weeds and 
stay inacompar-  .. about the same 
atively small re- | / / oe ' amount of grass as 
gion, and literally | . the other deer had 

destroy the range 9... ..... « , . i Siew caten, but no 
in preference to mi- i eee r teeta woody parts of 
grating toa land of [pega 9 a plants. 
plenty a few miles (js ato mca oo s Out of more 
distant. Oh, for an a ae : than 100 deer 
antlered Moses or poe a ; : ‘ eee e stomachs ex- 
Joshua ! , Ot amined in Ari- 

Stomach content : / zona and New 
analysis of some of : fe, Mexico, the 
these deer showed , ie average grass 
that they had liter- PHOTO BY U. 8. FOREST SERVICE content was 
ally starved to MOUNTAIN MAHOGANY PLANTS IN GOOD CONDITION less than three per 

death with full cent. 
stomachs. They had been eating large twigs and woody (Editor's Note—The dietary habits of antelope and deer 
branches which, like the sawdust diet of the horse in the have been, in all probability, less understood by sports- 
old yarn, had neither vitamines nor calories nor any other men in general than those of almost any other of the 
life-sustaining properties. game animals, This interesting article by Mr. Musgrave 

On the whitetail deer range of the Santa Catalina moun- is based on actual tests made of stomach contents and on 
tains in Arizona, the deer have destroyed nearly all forms inspection of range conditions. In some other cases where 
of plant life in parts of the east fork of Cajon del Oro, stomach tests have been made the conclusions drawn by 
while in the west fork of the same cafion, not a mile away, those making them have been somewhat at variance with 
the forage is plenti- those of Mr. Mus- 

aL Ree eae ee PN] grave. While it is 
| This habit of $0 ee 2 _— | true, according to 

localizing untila —790 0 8 | om Nt . some students of 
range is destroyed | 8 8 8 8 8 i .JMnan a : wild life, that ante- 
has been demon- | - <i me, 606™té<“‘“‘i‘COSOCOCO | lope, undoubtedly, 
strated in the for- | hr | eat some juniper, it 
ests of Pennsyl- [799 9) 3] 7% - —rti‘“(OOCOC CAs pointed out by 
vania,as related by | = 8 84 im rts ao that iy ee. 
Leroy Frontzand =  # "QU -“SEMOMEeer se, «© ~~ imal range of the 
by Hesiry C. Clef- | 7 Se ae a . aaselope which was 

fe : A ae oe Si 8 =—StisiA titiéCt eRe . . 
fert, both of the [7 9 9 00 Se pe as ga es largely in the plains 
Department ft). iid gg laees comity a . “Wee, SG Maem country, had little 
of Forests and jure SEE ig aC ne : or no juniper avail- 
Water, in recent < _ able for food. His 

bulletins, and also 4 opinion, therefore, 

as described in the PHOTO BY U. 8. FOREST SERVICE is highly ‘interest- 
December, 1930 is- EFFECT OF DEER BROWSING ON JUNIPER ON THE SAND FLATS ing.)
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Pie ete a ea ee 

Mr. Joseph Dixon Uiike = ee ; 

American Trust Building 6 
Berkeley, California @ ~ 

Dear Mr. Dixon: \) <o 

Inclosed are the opening pages of my chapter on mobility / 
from the text on game management. F4-C} Bryer 

At least five years ago I remember reading in one of the 
California publications, possibly California Fish and—Game,—about 
a tagged deer which had been observed on both its summer and winter gees’ 
range, which were a certain number of miles apart. My recollection ! ang 

- is that it was somewhere around 10 miles. 17-20 , af 

I do not recollect whether the deer was Columbian-biack- rl Disrr. 
+tatP or mule, or whether it was in the Sierras or one of the coast .. qa 
ranges. Hence the job of digging the item out of the indices is 

a large one. It occurred to me that you always have your eye 
out for significant items and that you might by some chance re- Sy 
member this occurrence and be able to give me a hint as to where Ashe > : 
to look for it. 2 2 F3/ 

I do not want to wish the library job off on you, but 
merely to inquire whether anything is in the top of your mind. 

If you have any other banding records on important species 

or particularly clear observations not based on banding, I would 
be much obliged if you would insert them in this tableWbroviaed, a 
of course, you are not holding them for your own use. I would 
also welcome your criticism of the present contents of the tables 
or the text. 

_ Yours sincerely, 

OUede Lvprlf 
eT ee ge, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl.



Chapter IV. 

Movensntee folorancess cat Sex Habits 

Radius of Mobility. Whether the crop of game remains on the farm where 

it was raised is of fundamental importance from the standpoint of pro- 

duction incentive. The answer depends largely on the mobility of the 

species. 

How far a game refuge will feed breeding stock to a surrounding 

hunting ground is likewise of fundamental importance. The answer again 

“depends on the mobility of the species. ‘These are simply two samples to 

illustrate the funiamental importance of the property of mobility or cruising 

radius. 

Mobility varies between species. ‘The yearly mobility may be 

almost zero in quail, but almost half the circumference of the earth in 

certain migratory birds. ‘The recently developed technique of bird banding 

hes shown a considerable variation ag between individuals, bt it remains 

true that each species has a characteristic range of variation which 

aiffers from that of other species, and which may accordingly be considered 

a property of the species. The various generic groups sometimes display 

some internal similarity in this property. ‘Tims all the ducks are mobile, 

while none of the hares and rabbits appear te be so. Some groups, however, 

display internal variations. ‘Ths ruffed grouse are non-mobile, while 

red grouse are not, and pinnated grouse are seui-migratory. Whitetail deer 

are non-mobile, while mile deer perform considerable migrations. 

Almost all of the bird banding work to date has been done on 

migratory species. Non-migratory birds ani especially mammals are as yet 

almost untouched. Accordingly it is impossible in the case of many species
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to give detailed figures, or even to compare one species with another. . 

In any comparison of mobility as between species the unit of 

time mist be taken inte account. ‘the daily radius, the radius as between 

seasons, the anmel radius, and the lifetime radius may each be an entirely 

different thing. 

Within a given species the environment mist also be taken into 

account. Elton (1930) thinks that a sense of disharmony with environment 

tends to stismlate movement. Overpopulatim, weather, activity in the 

decimating factors, or deficiency in the welfare factors probably stimulate 

it. These are all temporary disturbances of the environment. Possibly 

certain adverse advironnents are a0 constantly disturbed that mobility is 

permanently ctimlated. In quail, for instance, there is reason to sus- 

pect that anmal mobility increases toward the edges of the geographic 

Tances 

It has already been noted that quail, ani possibly other species, 

tend to bewene ayelis toward the siges of the geographic ranges Pluctua- 

tion in population and free movement of povulations tend to go together 

in the gallinaceous group (but not in waterfowl or mammals). 

Likewise saturation points and low mobility tend to be associated. 

There is possibly some comection between the property of 

population limits, and that of mobility, although its nature is yet to 

be explored. The only adequate study as yet made of the mobility of any 

non-migratory geme bird or mammal ig the Georgia Quail Investigation. 

Stoddard (1926) gives the returns on 877 quail, which I had tabulated as 

follows: 

Table 3. 

(fo be inserted from Stoddard's book as soon as available)
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‘ . The time interval in these bandings was about nine months, henes 

. the figures represent the anmal mobility of the species rather than the 

daily or seasonal mobility. ‘The most frequent anmal rafius was less than 

1/% mile and 83 per cent of the individuals were recovered within one mile 

of their banding. In all probability the quail is the least mobile species 

of American game. 

fable 4 is an attempt to combine banding recoris, single obser- 

vations ani opinions as a basis of rating the comparative mobility of 

American game species. ‘The date are far too meagre to assigh radii or 

even to sllow of « comparative rating. ‘the following lists, horever, 

partly based on general observation ani belief, may be better than nothing 

at alle =, “* 

Hlight Limits, Somevhat allied to the property of mobility, but of lesser 

importance to game management, 4s the distance which various species of 

birds can or do traverse at a single flight. ‘his is important only where 

it is intended to confine stocks of game on islands, or where the spread 

or interchange of individuals across rivers or other barriers is of con- 

sequence. The following snk eaciaes Ub taeda oe information 

available.



fable 4. 

2 COMPARATIVE MOBILITY OF GAME SPECIES 

(Banding records enclosed in circle, opinions enclosed in parenthesis) 

: Observer :_ Daily redius, miles: Yearly radius, miles. 
Pesetes : 3 Average : Maximum : Average : Maximum 

Bobwhite :Stoddard, Georgia : - =t=- = Sto 6 Soe @) 
t : 2 ¢ : 
:Errington, Wis. : (2/4) 2(3/4-2 3/4) : 

Ringneck :Wight, Michigan - -: - -t-- mt =e fe ere (3) 
a Pheasant : : : g $ 

: Bly, Pen -----: --2-¢---- te ---- = (Oe 

: McClure, --: ---+-:---- :----+- ?: - -(245) 
: Engl. : : t 3 

Hungarian : McClure, - - t---- t= == += ¢---- 2 = t= = (1/3-1/2) 
Partridge ; England + : 3 2 

: Yeatter, Michigan : le )eigicmiey an et te as 

Ruffed ¢ King, Minnesota - -: -(1/8) -: - (1/2): : 
Grouse 8 : 3 : : 

: Allen, New York - :- Sess - te = - ct = : 

: Gross, New England :- -- - --t- - --I4- 

Prairie : Game Survey, ---:----%-----i------%t-— (2009) 
Chicken : Worth Central : $ : : 

¢ States z 3 ¢ : 

Red Grouse: "Grouse in Health : - - ~ - te =< = - te ewe ee te (20-30) 

: end Digease® : : : : 
(England : : : : 8 
& Seot - : Malcolm & ¢ : peae : 

land) : Maxwell - -- i- -- - -:- -(1 1/27) : 

Rea gs 
Elk 8 Rush, Yellowstone °- --- t----- i=- --t-- 

rae. syant, BourraL: $ : : : 
Mule Deer : Oa ESRD a= = ooo! ae 

: MeGuire, Routt Co.,:- - - - (a Sew oes -- tw 
: Colorado $ : : : 

$ : $ : $ 

* Pen-raised bird released for stocking; probably above normal for wild stock.
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FLIGHT LIMITS 

: Tecalit 3 : Distance, Miles 

Species : pace ¥ 3: Date Successfully: Not :Unsuccessfully 
: server i. Flom __:Attempted:attempted 

Bobwhite : Round Island, : 192) -:------3r- 3 3 
: t Miss, : $ 3 : 

g (M.E. Bogle) ey : 3 3 

: Alton, Ill. : Pall -:- -----2-----3 - *1/2¢ 
: (H.J.Bowman).. : t 3 {ee = 
| es : $ 2 3 

3: Georgia : ste $ ote 

: (Harry Beedle) : : : : 

: Jefferson Co., : Fall -:- - *1 3 t 5 

: Ind. 8 3 : 3 

: (John Greyerson) : 3 : 

2 2 2 2 : 

Pinnated - ¢ Chambers Isl., : April, :- - 7 ¥ ; 

Grouse $2 Wis. e 192g : $ 
:(Win.-Fairchild) : : : t 

: Wisconsin 2 1930 2 - 12 tos: : 
$ 3 : 3 fo! 

; : 2 : 2 : . é 
Ringneck 2 Sapeloe Island,: ~ - - -:- - -°2 z : 5 
Pheasant 2 Gaec : 2 : : 

: (A.F.Morgen) ; : : 3 sai 
: t 3 $ 3 : es 

: Island in :Nov., t-- 1/2- i---© 3--11/2 
: Clearwater T2950; 3 1 3 

: Lake, Minne t : : : 

: a 3 3 : : 

Ringneck : England gece mre - : : 
Fheasant : (Maxwell?) : : ee t = 

ft / z 3 g z 3 

J Hungarian * gneland Yall - = 1 : : 
‘i Partridge * (Maxwell) : "(with the ° : See 

: i : 3 3 wind) 3 : 

eh 3 foe : Paster i. RSeee eee 
e Red Grouse : Britain — Sota =ns = to Ale : 

: (Grouse Report): : $ : | 
pee cpa Cae gas a ae teratoma 
Black Game : Britain — 3 Reimer : : 

nae : (Maxwell) : : : z S 

} *Plight started from a high plece. also saw 4-5 mile flights in 3 stages. =
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= 1824 CURTIS STREET 

DENVER.COLORAD O. 

May 11, 1931. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of recent 
date and would say that deer used to migrate for 
greater distances in Colorado than in recent years 
since their ranges have been more restricted. I 

would say that back in the period around thirty 
: years ago WM mule deer in Colorado would ordinarily 

migrate each year about twenty-five miles--some- 
times more, sometimes less. 

However, if you should figure the 

range of their extreme migrations over a period of 
five or ten years it would reach a much greater 
figure. I am returning the chapter from your 
book and have not inserted this information in the 
gable for the reason that I believe you can do it 

better from my letter than I could myself. 

If I canhelp you in my other way 

in the future, Mr. Leopold, do not hesitate to 
commend me. With kind regards, believe me : 

Very sincerely yours, 

Sm np ee ee ee 

) J. A. McGuire, 
: Editor. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 Univ. Ave. Natl. Bk. Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

JAM/RAO 
Enc.
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Reprinted from JouRNAL or MaMMALoGy 
Vol. 14, No. 4, November, 1933, pp. 326-327 

THE MULE DEER OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND NORTH- 

ERN LOWER CALIFORNIA AS A RECOGNIZABLE RACE 

By Ian McTacearr Cowan 

Study of the deer of the Pacific coast district has revealed the presence 
of a hitherto unrecognized race of mule deer inhabiting southern Cali- 
fornia and the northern part of Lower California. The proposed name, 

together with a description of the new race, follows. 

Odocoileus hemionus fuliginatus, new subspecies 

Type.—Male, adult; skin and skull; no. 39918, Mus. Vert. Zool.; ‘“‘Barona 

Ranch, 30 miles east of San Diego,” San Diego County, California; October 8, 
1928; collected by Webb Toms. 

Range.—From San Jacinto and Santa Rosa Mountains, Riverside County, and 

San Mateo Valley, San Diego County, California, southward at least to La Corona, 
Sierra San Pedro Martir, Lower California, Mexico. 

Diagnosis.—Size same as that of Odocoileus hemionus californicus (Caton), but 
color darkest known in the hemionus group. 

Color.—Winter pelage: Above, tips of hairs black; narrow subterminal bands 

Warm Buff to Light Ochraceous-Buff (capitalized color terms are from Ridgway, 
Color Standards and Color Nomenclature, 1912); bases of hairs dark gray; sub- 

terminal bands broadest on sides of body, becoming progressively narrower toward 

mid-dorsal line where bands may be absent, so that hairs have complete black 
tips. The effect is to produce an almost black mid-dorsal region extending from 

crown patch to rump and broadest on shoulders; crown patch Fuscous-Black, 

central area with slight amount of light flecking; muzzle and sides of face gray; 
ears gray outside, white inside; distal half of anterior margin of ear black; small 

blackish spot on each side of lower lip, with narrow mid-ventral line of brownish 

color extending anteriorly almost to margin of lip; brisket Fuscous-Black, dark 

color of this region extending posteriorly on to abdomen; white of under parts 
confined to region of genitalia; axillae and inguinal region, inside of fore leg, and 

inside of hind leg to hock, white, washed with pale buff; tail, below white, above 
black, tip black. 

Summer pelage: Color of upper parts approaching Cinnamon; mid-dorsal 

region darkened by presence of many black-tipped hairs. Skull short; posterior 

end of vomer closely paralleling basisphenoid. Metatarsal gland small, averaging 
82mm. 

Comparisons.—From both Odocoileus hemionus peninsulae (Lydekker) and 

O. h. californicus (Caton), Odocoileus hemionus fuliginatus can be distinguished in 
fresh winter pelage by darker color throughout, produced by darker hair bases and 
relatively longer black tips of hairs; by well defined black or blackish mid-dorsal 

line (occasionally present in peninsulae); and by broad, black dorsal line on tail, 
occupying the greater part of upper surface of tail. First upper premolar averag- 
ing 11 mm. wide in males; diastema of lower jaw averaging less than, rather than 
more than, 71 per cent of alveolar length of lower tooth row. 

From Odocoileus hemionus californicus the present race differs as follows:
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Dark spots on sides of lower lip restricted and not meeting on mid-ventral line; 
in summer pelage darker, Cinnamon rather than Cinnamon-Buff; dorsal area 

darkened by presence of many black-tipped hairs; mastoid width always less than, 

rather than generally greater than, least interorbital breadth; palatal breadth, as 

measured between alveoli of posterior molars, averaging 62 per cent rather than 
74 per cent of alveolar length of upper molar series; upper molar series averaging 

6 mm. greater than in californicus (78 mm. rather than 72 mm.). 
From Odocoileus hemionus peninsulae the distinguishing features are as follows: 

Dark stripe down tail present in all specimens examined, rather than generally 
absent; dark patch at base of tail wanting; summer skins darker, Cinnamon, 

rather than between Warm Buff and Cinnamon-Buff; antorbital vacuity narrower 

dorsoventrally; rostrum horizontal along its lower margin rather than elevated; 

elevation of tip of rostrum (measured perpendicularly from a plane surface upon 
which the skull is resting on tips of paroccipital processes and molars) less than 

36 mm., rather than greater than 42 mm. 
Remarks.—In external appearance Odocoileus hemionus fuliginatus differs 

widely from either of the races adjoining it, being, in fact, the darkest of the 

hemionus group. Scanty material from appropriate areas does not serve to show 

intergradation with californicus on the one hand or with peninsulae on the other, 
nor does it make possible at this time an exact definition of range limits. A single 

specimen from the Santa Ana Mountains of Orange County, California, shows 

close approach to O. h. californicus. 
Specimens examined.—Total number 16, as follows: California: Toro Peak, 

Santa Rosa Mountains, 1; Tahquitz Valley, San Jacinto Mountains, 1; San 

Jacinto Mountains, 1; Barona Ranch, 30 miles east of San Diego, San Diego 
County, 1; near De Luz, about 6 miles west of Fallbrook, San Diego County, 1; 

Laguna Mountains, 60 miles feast of San Diego, San Diego County, 1; east side of 

Laguna Mountains, San Diego County, 1; Colb Valley, San Diego County, 1; 
San Diego County, 2. Lower California, Mexico: Vallecitos, Sierra San Pedro 

Maértir, 2; La Grulla trail, 6000 ft., 12 miles above San José, lat. 31°, 1; La Corona, 

Sierra San Pedro Martir, 3. 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California, Berkeley, 

California.
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_ THE BURRO DEER IN CALIFORNIA 
By Donatp D. McLran 

The burro deer (Odocoileus hemionus eremicus) is a large, pale form 
of the Rocky Mountain mule deer found in the southeastern desert 
regions of California. It is found in the Colorado Basin principally 
south of Parker on both the California and Arizona sides of the river. 

It was never a very common animal in California, being a Mexican 
species entering California via the Colorado Valley and found in the 
state only in small scattered groups in suitable locations. At one time 
it was thought doubtful if any still existed within the bounds of the 
state. However, it seems that there were some still in the state even 
at that time. Now it appears that burro deer are on the increase and 
in some sections are even present in considerable numbers. This is 
especially true of the territory adjacent to the Colorado River south of 
Blythe, Imperial County. The metropolis for the species in that area 
seems to be in the district about fifty miles south of Blythe in the 
vicinity of the Haslam ranch. During the dry seasons the deer are 
generally found nearer the river than during the rainy seasons when 
they often go out into the desert mountain ranges as much as sixty | 
miles from the river. There are always some deer to be found in the 
mountain ranges even during the driest time of the year. They stay 
at that time within reach of springs and ‘‘tanks.’’ Hunters and pros- 
pectors say that if it rains in a mountain range, even if it is miles 
away, the deer will go to it in order to secure the new fresh feed which 
starts up immediately after a shower. 

The rainy season is generally during the late summer and early fall. 
At Desert Center on the Blythe to Mecca highway, we learned that not 
infrequently deer are secured in the Chocolate, Chuckawalla, Palen, 
Coxecomb and Granite mountains and also in the Black Hills during 
the rainy season. 

Normally the burro deer is found either along the river in the jungle 
of arrowweed, willows, cottonwood, mesquite and screwbean or up the B 
dry washes adjacent to and emptying into the Colorado. In the latter 
type of habitat they are associated with the ironwood, mesquite, palo 
verde and cat-claw. Their favorite food seems to be the tender ter- 
minal foliage of the ironwood and twigs of palo verde. They seem to 
use the large broad washes for traveling and feed principally in the 
narrow insignificant side washes, where they could be easily overlooked 
by anyone searching for them. When moving from one wash to - 
another, they generally trayel the wild horse and burro trails on the 
intervening ridges. Sometimes, especially during the rut, individuals 
travel great distances on these higher eminences. In the upper parts 
of their range they are associated with the desert mountain sheep, but 
on the whole the sheep range at a higher elevation than do the burro 
deer. 

During the time from the 14th to the 20th of December, 1929, when 
this territory was visited, we saw little, if any, evidence of places where 
burro deer had come to water. Most of the ‘‘tanks’’ in the upper 
reaches of the washes showed no evidence of having been used by deer 
and only on rare occasions by mountain sheep. , Coyotes and other 
smaller animals had been using some of these tanks extensively. There
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were some old deer tracks along the edge of the Colorado River, where 
they had apparently come to drink, but this had been long before as 
the river had dropped several feet since they had been there. 

Of the eight deer seen by our party, six were seen at from five to 
eight hundred yards; one forked horn was seen at about seventy-five 
yards for about two jumps; one large buck was seen lying down at 
about eighty yards with another smaller animal. The type of country 
in which they are found makes it extremely difficult to make a close 
approach as they can sight approaching danger at a considerable dis- 
tance and the terrain is very rocky so it is difficult to progress without 
making a considerable amount of noise. The sound of rattling rocks 
in the desert is carried for long distances. 

Although the actual number of burro deer found in that district 
would be rather difficult to compute, I am. led to infer from the state- 
ments of local residents that they are increasing in numbers over their 
entire range in California as well as in.the district below Blythe. The 
character of the country, the climate and the wariness of the animals 
makes the hunting luring the open season rather difficult. At the time 

4 the season is open, the meat is apt to spoil before it can be gotten out 
to cold storage. 

We are certain that in the district around the Haslam ranch there 
were no less than twenty-five or thirty head of deer at the time we were 
there; probably nearer forty. There were many fawn tracks, so appar- 
ently the reproduction is good. Most of the doe tracks were accom- 
panied by two fawn tracks. They seem to travel in small groups of 
three to eight, but as many as twelve have been seen together by local 
residents. 

The future of this large deer in California seems to be pretty well 
assured unless something unforeseen should take place. They were 
harassed several times by airplane hunters, but I understand such 

activities have ceased in California. — »parently only three bucks were 
secured by hunters in t at territ , during the season of 1929 and 

these were obtained by local peuple. Fortunately, residents of the 
‘ region wish to perpetuate the animals, and are quick to take exception 

to law breaking. 

PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE EARLY LIFE HISTORY OF 
THE CALIFORNIA SARDINE 

(A contribution from the Hydrobiological Survey) 
By E. C. Scorreip and M, J. LInpER 

One of the most important results of the Hydrobiological Survey * 
during the year 1929 was the discovery of the eggs and larvae of the 
California sardine. These forms were first discovered in a net haul 
made five miles northwest of Point Vincente on June 2, 1929. Though 

this is the first time that eggs and larvae of this species have been 
actually obtained and closely examined, W. F. Thompson, in 1918, 
expressed the belief that they occurred in this same region. During 

1918-19 Thompson did considerable collecting in the Gulf of Santa 
Barbara in an attempt to locate the spawning banks of the albacore, 
and in his samples many varieties of fish eggs and larvae were found. 

* An account of the organization of this survey and of its general program is to 
be found in the January, 1930, issue of this publication.
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but defifiite information is lacking—The riod in 1929, I saw 129 small fawns 
Nattiral History Museum Bulletin, San | that looked to be from five to twenty days 

lego, California, February 1, 1930. old. In the same period in 1928, I saw 
142 fawns. The earliest fawn I have any 

BREEDING HABITS OF MULE DEER | record of seeing was born May 17, 1926, 
On November 6, 1926, in an open fiat | and the latest fawn I ever saw was born 

on the Yankee Jim Allotment, Warner | on August 7, 1929. 
Mountains, Modoe County, California, I On the evening of August 6, I noticed 
saw a band of deer acting as though some- | that an old doe, which had been staying 
thing was bothering them. I left my] in the horse pasture at Patterson Ranger 
horse, sneaked up to a point about 200] Station for the past five seasons, was 
yards from the deer and climbed a small] heavy with fawn. The’ next morning 
juniper the better to observe what was} when I went after my horses this doe 
going on. I soon perceived that the ani-| got up out of some brush and trotted 
mals were rutting. There were 17 deer] off. The dog went over toward where 
in the band—14 does and 3 bucks. One] she had been lying and the doe came 
was a large seven-pointer, the second, a] back after him. I went over to see why 
three-pointer and the third buck a forked-| she was chasing him about and there 
horn. The large buck was continually | were two fawns. They had just been 
trying to drive the smaller bucks away | born and were still wet. I watched these 
from the does. I watched them for about | fawns to see how long it was before they 
an hour and a half. The large buck | started following their mother. On the 
would chase the three-pointer Lbout 100| sixth morning when I went after my 
yards from the does, then lookt back and} horse I found that they were following 
see the forked-horn with the does. He] her. I noticed them nearly every day I 
would then chase off the forked-horn| was at Patterson Ranger Station until 2 
while the three-pointer would follow back | about October 1. 
to the does. During the time that I This old doe has raised ten fawns in the 
watched them, the small bucks made nine | six summers. In 1924, she appeared on 
covers and the large buck not oue. The} June 12 with two fawns; on June 10, 
large buck’s exertions were telling on him | 1925, she had one fawn with her. In 
and he was nearly run down. 1926, on July 11, I saw her with two 

On June 17, 1927, I again crossed the | fawns and on June 14, 1927, she had one 
Yankee Jim Allotment. I saw 7 does} fawn. On June 6, 1928, she had two 
with 11 fawns which all looked to be | fawns and on August 7, 1929, two fawns. e 
about the same age. There are always A good many of the small bucks run 
many deer on this range. with the does the entire season. Several 

On November 3, 1928, I saw nine does | times I have seen a band of does in July 
and a fo’ 1-horn buck.on Bear Flat. 1] and August with two forked-horns and a 
watched. t!, 4 for aboutcwo hours and | three-point buck with them. 
during that (ime the buck made six On August 15, 1929, I saw thirty-three 
covers. = deer in one band at the head of Shilds 

In Long ‘Valley, the early part of No-| Creek. There were 12 does, 18 fawns, 1 
vember, 1927, saw a bar : of does feed- | three-point buck and 2 forked-horn bucks 
ing. A large buck came . ut of the tim-|in the band. The next day, I also saw a 
ber, separated one doe fom the band and| forked-horn buck with eight does and 
drove her off down thé Valley into’ the] fawns. I can not recall seeing a large 
timber. I have noticed this occur many} buck with does before October 10 and 
times. The old bucks will single out one | then only occasionally. from all appear- 
or two does and herd them away from the} ances the large bucks do not begin to 
other deer. The young bucks, on the| come out to the does until about Octo- | 
other hand, will run with a band of does. | ber 20. 
Many of the old residents of Surprise Val- For the past five seasons I have kept a 
ley have observed these same habits and] list of the deer I have seen: 1925, 861; 
will vouch for this statement. 1926, 1232 ; 1927, 1821 ; 1928, 1420; 1929, 

From my observations I am of the] 1426. I did not attempt to keep a sep- , 

opinion that the breeding season for the } arate record of the bucks. 
mule deer in the Warner Mountain sec- I am of the opinion that the buck 
tion is from about October 20 to Decem- | under five years of age is the best breeder. 

ber 20. ‘The heaviest breeding season is} We all know that the two- or three-year- 
during the first twenty days of Novem-| old bull is better than the older bull on 
ber. ‘The gestation period for mule deer| the range. All the successful sheepmen 
ig 212 days. From records I have kept | do not believe in keeping a ram over four 
during the past six years, 75 per cent of | years old—Oscar L. Barnum, U. Ss. 
the small fawns I have noticed were born | Forest Ranger, Cedarville, California, 
between June 5 and July 1. During this | January 7, 1930.
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Photographs courtesy of U. S. Forest Service Aspen reproduction inside deer-proof plot is eight feet high. Just outside en- 
closure aspen growth has been browsed level to the ground 

NATIONAL disaster is often the forerunner of tion faced the herd. The only way to save a part of the 
a great good. The tragedy of the deer herd in herd was to open the reserve to hunting and when this 
the Kaibab National Forest was the chief factor was done, a howl went up all over the country. It took 

in bringing into being a game management plan for the courage on the part of the men in charge to fly in the 
Southwest which will be far-reaching in scope and re- face of such protest. More criticism-and bitter con- 
sults. Looking back just a few years, we can see that demnation followed the removal of predatory animal 
something has been accomplished; and like the com- hunters from that region. Yet it is an actual fact that 
ounding of interest, the benefits therefrom will multipl more deer starved to death than were taken by hunters pou g H ply sf és yi 

rapidly with the further working of the plan. and predatory animals combined. 
Everyone is familiar with the story of the deer in the The realization that this situation might be duplicated 

Kaibab. When that area was set aside as a reserve by in other places where big game animals were increasing 
decree of President Theodore Roosevelt, it became a rapidly led to an intensive study of food habits, which 
spot of national interest; and as the herd, protected from opened up so many other avenues of study that for the 
hunting and from the depredations of predatory animals, first time we are beginning to comprehend that there are 
increased in numbers, its fame increased. Stories and many heretofore undreamed of ramifications to the sub- 
pictures of the animals were broadcast over the entire ject. A trained man was put into the field to devote his 
country. Sportsmen, nature lovers, even the everyday entire time to the study of the deer and the range they 
average citizen felt an individual pride in that pictur- use. A carefully worked out plan is being followed in 
esque herd. When it was discovered that an insufficient the Kaibab Forest. Study plots have been established. 
amount of forage remained on their range remedial steps By the method of fencing, some of these are open to deer 
were taken. Efforts were made to remove a part of the but exclude cattle; some of them have removable panels 
deer by trapping or by driving them to other ranges. so that they may be opened to deer and left open until : 
Little headway was made in trapping and none in driv- a certain percentage of the annual growth of the plants 
ing. Feed was disappearing at an alarming rate. Starva- on the plot has been eaten, and then the panel is replaced ; 

some plots are closed entirely and in 
-— i i. s+. | @ part of these closed plots the annual 

: : uw ote ee ell growth is clipped by man—some- 
re e a 4 . ~ in Sa Ae times 25%, 50%, 75% or even as 

; ane 4 fee . a i high as 95% in order to see just how 
e L i = - : 3 : 2 5 ee ed oe os : sy much browsing a plant can undergo 

Lm es ae a | a oe 
Pe 2 L4 Les Sees 7 and survive, and under how heavy 
kes et oS es Ce ee Pe. |G browsing it can really thrive. é 

ee ee, ae t Bm oe A careful count of the deer is 
ee SS ee eG ee made while they are on their winter 
Sa Se i range. Then an estimate of the fawn 
6 ee En pee 2. crop is worked out. Allowance is 

4 ee, ae. hl “ made for loss from natural causes 
. Se ee ~~. - p 

ee Rae oe oy Se eee, .y | a and from predatory animals. Using 

ee a a _.. 3 =. ie the figure left as a basis, an estimate 
ee eee ae Eo -—CSCt~<“t = =S—S iis made of the number that should 
ee |e taken off by hunters each season 

rt bas -— i. ie ent number, which is judged to be 

oe eee: about proper for the range. If, as 
/ - OULU a. . time passes, the plant life on the 

' j / range re-establishes itself to the ex- 
ms : A : : tent that seedling plants are replac- 

: seine : : : ing old ones that were killed out by 
Deer in holding pen awaiting shipment to less densely populated deer ranges overbrowsing, then there can be a 

LS
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ee re i and in what relative proportions. 
oo iA‘ big eee One thing that may be of ines- 
tL  . : a: a eS : eo timable value to game management is 

: | . a ii : the analyzing of various range plants 
—r—s—eEBN ae r  - - to determine their forage value. For 
ol : oa ae : a instance, a comparison of the leaves 

ee a ee eee a and twigs of alligator juniper (Junip- 
istieiniey, ene | a a Cer 2 be _ . erus pachyphloea) and alfalfa hay 

: : i Se Gal oo me 8 (Medicago sativa), indicates that 
: Ct alk ; See : while the juniper is much lower than 

ae Be ae ot ey alfalfa in crude protein, it is higher 
ig ge 7 oh Oh he in both crude fat and nitrogen free 

eC | extract. 
ey er a Ge ay A The need for a rigid program of 

.  —lUlmr™UlhCO eS | LCs—=gpxme management is becoming wide- 
Oa a a { og = =| SCO recognized. Action by the State 
Fa ; oe * | Game Commissions of New Mexico 
Se _. . _ a and Arizona which a few years ago 
: oe oo. : : : 4 would have been received with a 

es : : ee storm of criticism is now generally 
a SF . ee 2 S regarded as a good business measure. 

b es re aes ie lil ‘ Refuges have been opened, bag limits 

Corner stake indicating deer browsing study plot, Gila National Forest, New Mexico ee 

refuges have been created along mar- 
gradual increase in the herd. It will always be necessary ginal areas in order to bring the game from the interior 
to keep the number of deer down to a point where they sections. In some refuges where deer were plentiful but 
will not consume the entire annual growth of the forage. turkeys scarce, the season was opened only on the deer. 
Studies now being carried on will indicate just what an- The Arizona Game Commission has made it unlawful 
nual action will be necessary to properly manage the deer to shoot game within 100 yards of a road. The New 
herd. Mexico Game Commission declared a special open sea- 

At various places on all of the National Forests of the son on a certain number of bull elk and on buck antelope 
Southwestern Region where big game animals exist in on fully stocked ranges. This Commission is handling 
any considerable numbers, study plots have been estab- its over-populated game ranges in very much the same 
lished to acquire advance information on the needs of way as those of the Kaibab are being handled. 

. the animals living there. It is hardly necessary to state The public, which became so universally aroused a 
that food requirements vary with the different animals few decades ago by the slogan “Save the Game,” are 
and the character of the range they occupy. This makes beginning to see that this saving depends upon an annual 
study on the range indicated necessary, although certain harvesting of the game crop in order to keep the num- 
generalization can be arrived at from a tabulation of data bers within the limits of the larder. Otherwise, like the 
from different ranges. Sometimes a cattle-proof fence children of the old woman in the shoe, there might be so 

enclosing from two to ten acres is erected. Deer can pass many that no one would know what to do; for facts are 
in and out of this freely. Then a smaller area, perhaps cold and inflexible things, and a given amount of forage 
80’ x 80’ is fenced which excludes both deer and cattle. will feed just so many hungry animals. Determining 
Still another plot is indicated merely by the driving of this number and keeping the herds cut down or built up 

é corner stakes. This is open to all browsing animals. to it, is the goal of the whole (Continued on page 14) 
Careful checks are made of all plants 
on the plots when they are established ao aa SREP = le ae 
and once or twice a year they are |% << ‘. A Pa SS OS 
checked again. Accurate records are Se _... ee 2g a: eg es 
kept of the findings. These should _ io ar 
give information as to the competi- i] ee 
tion between big game animals and - oo ~ 7. ! 
domestic livestock, as well as furnish | 9 Ga eS Ee . 
data as to the palatability of certain eee Si ce |} i NY , ee 

' : ea ee A ee ae Le plant species to big game, and show re ite age A  -_ 
the seasonal utilization of certain |emege 7s: ve ‘age . oe Ft 
plants and the degree to which they |ies ei a + il < FM ae 
can be browsed and thrive. ae eee Ey Sat he "i Mar Wee 

Specimens of big game animals are |B Cre _ 64 pee ae Te pe | 
taken at different times of the year _ i tea Be oF og Nts ES eS 4 fo 
and from different ranges, and their [f= ag “Nae VE tate 
weights—live and dressed—taken. ee Z Oy wae oe wd 
The findings compared with the live |942 35506, 50 | |, |\ 7 RNS cond See ae 
and dressed weights of domestic livee |9 964 34 ey & — = Dl 
stock, are used as an indication of the |[ #389 = : ae ae ee 
relative food requirements for big _. ee Tae / ; 
game. The stomachs are removed : 2 Pe 
from these specimens and their con- ; oF 
tents analyzed. In this way we ty eee 
learn what plants on the different 
types of ranges are being consumed Skeleton of starved deer found in July, 1933, on the Kaibab National Forest 

a
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of land with no improvements the outcome —_Fyllerton, California, Tells Us 1933 Fish Rearing Contest Closes 
would be a question, but with a man such H eee € th 
as Milse, the Sanctuary will continue to ow February 1 Childs a nee io & c 
operate and be maintained to the last ditch. The National Waltonian offers the fol- James Lawton Childs Fish Rearing Con- 

This M. Mil lowing from a letter written by J. C. Greg- test for 1933. Thirty chapters scattered 

a4 ore raie S .. ory, President of the Fullerton, California, through thirteen states and the District of 
Theodore Milse was born and raised in Chapter, and commends the program of Columbia. Announcement of the prize win- 

Germany. His father instilled in him the thie Bewiise Povother communities: ner will be made about April 15, and the 
importance of conserving the out-of-doors “Since the Fullerton Chapter of the cash award and bronze plaque will be pre- 

and that lesson combined with his natural Izaak Walton League was organized in sented to the winning | chapter at the Na- 
desire to learn, to know, and love his fel- March 1020. has Been a live and erowine tional Convention April 20. 

“ ” ’ : ts 
low man has brought to us a real “he man. organization. In the first place the charter All chapters in good standing are eligible 

No one will ever have to ask Milse to. onbers were all ardent sportsmen and © Participate in this annual fish rearing 
have a fence repaired, a bird-house built or Conservationists, and under the able leader- contest. If you desire to be entered as a 
the birds fed, he will do it as it should be ship of eomne ac officers, backed by will- contestant for the 1934 contest, notify Na- 
done and at the proper time. How for- ; i : tional Headquarters before April 1, 1934. : ce ing workers, the League was off to the : : 
tunate the League has been to inherit with correct start. The purpose of this annual contest is to 

their proposition a heart and soul that “The building of the Izaak Walton stimulate the production and stocking of 

pueney oui neve: Duy. Lodge was a real undertaking, inasmuch as game fishes by chapters of the Izaak Wal- 
Visitors Invited it was built entirely by the members and ton League. The contest Ne ee ae 

6 donations by friends of the League. At a memorial to James Lawton Childs by his 
Vases ae always welcome. and. aiter the dedication of this building in October wife. Mr. Childs was a devoted outdoors- spending a Sunday afternoon around the 2 . e 

G ee 1s 1931, it was given to the city of Fullerton man and an ardent angler, and from beautiful grounds one feels a bit like they > i z feet 
+ . as a recreation center. This building pro- knowledge of the Izaak Walton League, had been to church and determined to think i = 2 2 5 id é 

and live better from now on. A little gram gained many friends and wide pub- Mrs. Childs devised the 1 See a ee 
verse inscribed on a bronze tablet and sunk licity for the League. fi 4 arene ce Ge ease pee 
in a boulder at the top of the grotto por- Our meetings are open to the public an : . 

oe notices in the newspapers always carry a The annual income from the James Law- trays the spirit of the Sanctuary. Danse ee : Pe ere ie S é 
3 _ = special invitation to all. Special invita- ton Childs Memorial Fund amounts to ap- 

“Having lived and having toiled tions are sent to all the other organizations proximately $200 a year which represents 
I'd like the world to find in Fullerton to attend. This is an educa- the cash award presented to the chapter 
Some little touch of beauty tional program and many friends are thus which is selected each year as having 
That my soul had left behind.” made. Members are encouraged to bring achieved outstanding success in its fish 
What It Means to the League friends and this is an excellent aid in se- rearing activities. The cash award is ac- 

Si he Li - z curing new members. The newspapers are companied by a beautiful bronze plaque 
ee the League took over this garden furnished with all Walton news, not only suitably inscribed with the name of the 

spot there has not been a day that some- fom our own chapter but any measure that winning chapter. 
one has not asked to join. One member may be of interest to the people in this 
turned in over twenty-five new member- locality. : 

ships the first week and before June of “Representatives are sent from our chap- 
a a Hie five Paced mames au be ter to present any conservation matter i/ 
a lis mee ie roe Peal ell ope which is underway, to all other Fullerton Z 
membership campaign will be launched as organizations. The result of thus appear- || =—-—rys=awe—enpeeneeenyyempentara | 

pleted the new log club house is com- ing before service clubs, veteran organiza- CAMPERS-HUNTERS 
: : sé tions, Chamber of Commerce, etc., is that : : 

Less conversation and more action and ee ave eroaeced eebhtaions mronrcing a I S ua E R La 2 NI 
conservation will bring back the Izaak * . Pe : 
Rateonilienede sta auniohee teveliien tc their ‘support in our programs. They have Campers - Clean up grounds, burmall i 
Haetettsinedietiees (arn Woreanicemcnne also invited us to come to them and make rubbish. Put out your fires. Do not ~ 

depression has had a tendenc fou make us ses Om ac ousetuec eae mutilate trees, destroy flowers, oy .. S y telegrams have gone out from these organ- fences.orother property. < Fe |. men “be themselves” and the outdoors ;° 1° * pe ie Oe CC = izations to Washington, Sacramento, bog i 
OS sae og pcneec ac County and City officials asking support of |/ IbeFS -Respectthe 7 ay Wee | 
health and pocketbook. Give ’em action ¢oncervation measures || owners rightsand propertyp= = | 
Waltonians—Give ’em action. (one ahovelorogrambds madenis Ichown Save the game. Obserudithe Migg 

Je Gleam ee sie to the people aad Hee are well acquainted jegal init See he gang , : a : 5 ° 3 “s efore shooting- others may bemears . 
Game Management in Arizona with our platform, aims and purposes. It ng Me e a5 | 

* has made the chapter 12,000 friends, hence ESHGTT: i@n - Handle undersizorish © 
and New Mexico 12,000 Waltonians in Fullerton. Although |}] with wethandSartcipuamemibacke | | 

(Continued from page 5) they are not all members, they will sup- |) Observance Sfiheliatisi 8 — 5 
game management program. port us in our programs and propositions |) perpeludiethe sport. _. - _ 

Game birds and game fish are coming in offered for ballot.” 1 DON TEE ZS FISHHOG”” — 
for their share of attention and study. Spe- The frequency with which the Izaak |] bem memmmmsmn/¢i2ohNoMore Than He Needed 
cial investigation is being carried on both Walton Lodge is used is evidence of its RON nals 
in Arizona and in New Mexico about the great popularity. From December 14, NE ‘Na nen ale 
life habits of quail, and the future will re- 1933, to the end of that month, twelve dif- NEAREST CHAPTER 

veal many interesting and enlightening ferent organizations used the Lodge, sev- 
facts about them. Fishing waters are be- eral of them on more than one occasion. 
ing studied and classified as to their adapt- These organizations were: County En- . + + 
ability for different species of fish. Their gineers, Toasties Club of Anaheim, Chris- Aenean * me key to Coane 
fish-carrying capacity is taken into consid- ti i i er Open lene erecta @acuance Lopag. sh-carrying capacity tian Church, Little Theatre Guild, Fuller: idcat ‘ : + id ods) of (ncercine Gch, z vance education in sportsmanship and 
eration, and me ig fish ton Police, Izaak Walton League, Church S 2 . : E appeal for League support. Can you place food, creating more suitable habitats, etc., of Christ, Veterans of Foreign Wars, few “Rai ? ai 4 itys Het teed out Method 2 a few “Fair Play” signs in your locality’ 
are being wor! out. ethodist Sunday School, Junior College, We are making a special price of 15 

Man, upon whose shoulders rests the re- Patrons and Boy Scouts. ich in orde rf elesaiih E t Y 
sponsibility for preserving the game, this antes nat Feo) oe ere a a ie 
most splendid heritage of nature, has taesar fo eat fae i | ne Bae d : turned the light of scientific research, added These aisha ae aorosimeoienae Se 
to his intelligence and energy, upon the The Duck Stamp Bill Has F , 
problem. The ultimate goal is plenty of P ae of metal and enameled in fou 
game for all and for posterity with no de- Passed the Senate . 
structive surplus. ae



File Mule Deer Folder 
Longevity Folder 

From Journal of Memmalosy, General Notes, Vol. 15, No. 1, February, 1934, p, 72 

‘ AGE AND FECUNDITY OF MULE DEER (ODOCOILEUS HEMIONUS HEMIONUS) : 

In his youth Mr. D. C. Sample, Jr., a Fresno County, California, cattleman, used 
to put his cattle mark on fawns and young deer. In 1910 he stopped this practice as | 
he was convinced that the mutilation caused the untimely death of the youngsters, 

= because few of those marked were ever seen again on the range. He feared that the 
handling and the blood scent from the clipped ears caused desertion by the doe. One 
marked individual came to be known year after year in a certain canyon on the range, 
As Mr. Sample recalls it, this doe had twin fawns yearly for twenty years, from at. 
least as far back as 1910 until her last year, 1930, when she was barren. Her run” 
was in a branch of Blue Canyon, north of the famous Tehipite Dome on Kings River. 

The ear mark of Mr. Sample's stock was quite distinctive, being a clipped tip 
(cut off at right angles) on one side and a "finger" on the other (both edges trimmed 
leaving verticle-"finger"), It may be added that cattlemen in this rough country : 
know just how many cattle they have in each drainage and canyon and in making the 
frequent counts necessary they rout out much of the gome.--Roland Case Ross, Los 

Angeles City Schools. ; :



Mule Deer Foods 

(Excerpt from letter from A. A. Nichol, University of Arizona, May 15, 1934) 

"We are having the same experience with mule deer as every person has had 
from old John Dean Caton on down to the present day, where they have attempted 
to keep these animals in small enclosures. Last year I held them on the 
University campus and they began slipping quite rapidly in warm weather, 
until the honey locust pods were ripe. These evidently supplied them enough 
sugar and vitamins and in a couple of weeks feeding of locust pods, along 

with the usual alfalfa, corn and barley, they became new animals. Juniper, 
Garrya, Eriogonum, Wild Cherry, and Mesquite were all supplementary feeds 
we have used which have seemed to keep them in health and vitality."



Deer Disease 
Pioneer é 

October 1934 

un hvbeler Colbrsnad 
A New Doer Disease: The Resional Forester of Region Onc reports om a nev Zo 

disease of deer recently observed in Montana and requests that observations 

be made te determine if the disease occurs in this Region, The disease, 
which has been termed foot-worm disease, is er infection of the feet by a 
thread-like, white nematode, worm (Onchocerca flexuosa). These parasites, 
which may reach a length of ten inches, ‘ere found extended in the subcutan- & 

eous tissues and coiled in cysts near the surface (the cyst stage is the la- 

ter stage but both stages may be found together.) In the cyst stage they 

_ are likely to have formed open sores (lesions). Feet of deer thus infected 

: are usually inflamed and swollen and often there is marked lameness and the 

hoofs may be loosened. Lame deer have bea: observed in Montana for several 

years and the lameness has been’ attributed to foot-rot disease contracted 

from domestic sheep. However, it now eppears that this was not the case... 

(We have not heerd of any such disease in Region 3 but our forest officers 

heave been asked to be om the lookout and report to the Regional Office if 

cases of diseased feet are noticed ahd if dissection reveals the worms.)
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Reprinted from JourNAL or MAMMALOGY ! 0 
Vol. 16, No. 1, February, 1935, pp. 74-75 evel 

Dixon, Joseph S. A srupy OF THE LIFE HISTORY AND FOOD HABITS OF MULE DEER hin 

IN CattFornta. California Fish and Game, vol. 20, no. 3, July, 1934, pp. 181-182, and (= rhe 
No. 4, October, 1934, pp. 315-354. (Contribution from Wild Life Division, U.S. Na- CNet 

tional Park Service.) 
From the viewpoint of either the game manager or the ecologist, this is the most 

important paper so far published on any species of American deer. It represents several 

decades of field study by a biologist who is also an expert woodsman. The author, I 
infer, has accomplished the transition from the ideology of the old-time field naturalist 

to that of the modern ecologist without losing the good points of the one or adopting 

the fussy trappings which sometimes go with the other. 

The title of Dixon’s paper accurately describes its scope. Part I treats of taxonomy, 
characters, habits, breeding, enemies, and diseases, with an average penetration far 

above the usual. Each page exhibits a wealth of field observations, boiled down, 

pertinent, and arrayed in support or contravention of moot questions with both dis- 

crimination and justice. I can offer only one criticism. The author does not conceive 
of population as an entity with characteristics of its own. He does not habitually 

attempt to translate the observed character of the individual animal into its more 

elusive population characters. For example: Within what characters of the individual 
are we to seek the explanation of such population behavior as the irruption on the 

Kaibab? Despite the excellence of Dixon’s data on the individual deer, there is a 

significant scarcity of speculation on characteristics of deer herds. The sketchy treat- 
ment of sex and age composition of populations corroborates the conclusion that in 

this respect Part I falls somewhat short of the ‘ecological viewpoint.” 

No such criticism can be made of Part II on food habits. Nearly every page elicits 

(from me) ejaculations of pleasure on how far the author has gone above and beyond the 
old-fashioned concept of cross-sectioning a species and then announcing “‘here is a list 

of its foods.’’? Only Stoddard, McAtee, and Errington have gone as far as Dixon in 

exposing that intricate network of forces through which time and circumstance influ- 
ence diet. For each of dozens of food items Dixon has dug out the “‘ifs and ands” 

which determine consumption, and in not a few instances he speculates briefly and 

keenly on the effects in terms of population. For example: Weaning requires green 
grass in September. If there be none, weaning is not accomplished. Both doe and 

fawn enter the critical winter season in subnormal condition. Here the reader is led 

up to the very brink of the canyon of the unknown and given a real glimpse of one of 

the many forces which determine “‘the presence or absence of animals.’ Here is dy- 

namic ecology. 
Again, does are observed to stuff themselves on willow leaves just before fawning, 

but not earlier norlater. Thisis at least a hint that willow leaves have some definite 

physiological function. Immediately the reader can visualize the millions of acres of 
mule deer range from which cattle have eliminated willows, but to which willows could 

be restored by grazing-control or fencing. However speculative now, this is the stuff 

: that game management will ultimately be made of. 
The short section on management policies is disappointing. One may, in fact, feel 

actually skeptical about such assertions as: ‘“‘I feel that the control of hunting is fairly 

well provided for under existing California game laws.’’ Actually, this is outside the 

scope of the work and had as well been omitted. 
Dixon’s work on deer so far includes no controlled experimentation, no banding 

studies. In this respect it falls short of the standard set by Stoddard in his quail 
studies. Many of his observational deductions, however, could be experimentally 

verified. If thus rounded out, the present paper could become the foundation of a 

species monograph comparable in character to Stoddard’s ‘‘Bobwhite.” 
Dixon’s photographs are, as always, superb in quality and always to the point. 

The California Commission is to be congratulated, first on their discrimination in 

making room for this admirable paper in their sportsman’s periodical, and second, for 

their foresight in reprinting the two parts in a single cover, with index, and making 

the volume available at a nominal cost. 
The Park Service also merits commendation for the now obvious quality of its re- 

search output. Following close on the heels of its “Fauna of the National Parks,” 
this paper definitely establishes the Park Service as one of the groups which are building 

American game management.—Aupo LropoLp.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE W Fe 

FOREST SERVICE 

SANTA BARBARA NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

FOREST SUPERVISOR 

AND RERER TO SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA » 

PR March 13, 1936 
Publications 
Santa Barbara 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
College of Agriculture 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of March 2. 

I believe I sent you a copy of the list of plants used 
by deer in 1931, and you in return were good enought to send me 
information on deer forage gathered in New Mexico and Arizona. 

At present I am trying to complete a revised list of 
plants used as food by the California Mule Deer inhabiting the 
southern portion of the Santa Barbera National Forest. By limiting 
the area covered, I believe I have much more authentic data and 
have been able to check the value ratings much more closely than 
the list of 1931. The 1931 list covered the Rocky Mountain Mule 
Deer of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, and I am now convinced it 
lacked adequate checking. If you wish, however, I can serd you a 
copy of the old plant list. This new one which I hope to have 
ready in April is the best thing I have ever done, and I feel sure 
it will stand the test of criticism. I shall be glad to send you 
a copy as soon as I can get it completed._—. ex for Appl 

i . 
Thanking you for your inquiry, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 
. 

© : — \s r \ Sega 

- SJ ROBINSON 
Assodiate Forester 

Ni 
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IN REPLY REFER TO 

UNITED STATES ( Me \w 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE : 

UEPAH COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT 
Logan, Utah 

April 27, 1942 - 

professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin a 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: : Z 

Reference is made to your note of April 16 regarding a reference giving 
an account of the Kaibab deer drive. 

I do not have any publication or reference that gives a description of 
thise My informtion was obtained from a memoraudum written by Musgrave and 
Locke and in the U. Se Forest Service filese A short paragraph occurs in 
Vann and Lockets mimeographed report on the Kaibab that was prepared in 
1931 (See page 18). ‘the whee sa that I have about the Kaibab wes published 
in the Saturday Evening post,in 1922 and was by Emerson Houghe This does not 
make any reference to the drive, obviously, because the attempted drive took 
place on December 16, 1924. Movies were taken at the time of the drive and 
undoubtedly there were some popular accounts printed regarding it, but I do not 
recall any of these at the present times ; é 

Very sincerely yours, 

De Rasmussen — 
Leader 

fi



‘ . From Yeekly Bulletin, Forest Service, District-5, 3an Francisco, <3 

February 3, 1917. be t, : ; A 

Sytia © ved 
"On the Lassen National Forest there are to be 

found three distinct species of deer, namely: Mule deer, 

Pan-Tail deer, and the Black-Tailed deer. 
"The MULE DEER, the largest deer found in Cali- 

fornia, inhabit the eastern portion of the Forest and 
drift to the sagebrush areas to the east to winter. ; 
These deer are large, often weighing from 200 to 350 
pounds, and from all appearances in coloration, SPR. , Ww 
and habits, are identical with the so-called White-Tail 
deer that occupy the main crest and eastern slope of the 
Sierras as far south as Yehachani Pass. Some maintain 
that they are smaller in the southern part than in the 
Lava Becs of the Lassen National Forest, but there are 
records of the so-called White-Tail having been killed 
in Mono and Inyo Counties that weighed in the neighbor- 
hood of 300 pounds, while on the general average a 300 

pound deer from Lassen or Modoc County is an exceptionally 
large one. 

"perhaps the most pronounced likeness is by the 
Roman nose that is the high bridge below the eyes. This 
isv“I?T both classes, very prominent, and in both classes 
the white rump and tail is the same. 

"The Mule deer are seldom found on rocky pinna- 

cles or in rugged canyons when the more open and leveler 
areas can be found. ‘They desire as a ranging place a 
flat or rolling country well timbered and will be found 
to prefer browse feed to all other. They will be found 
on such country as affords a means of hiding quickly, 
such as a series of small knobs, lava or granite rims, 
fir thickets, and small brush patches. 

"Por safety they rely upon their eyes chiefly, 
although their hearing and scenting faculties are even 
keener than the Black-Tail deer. ‘Thus a Mule-Tail buck 

will lie in a small fir thicket in the middle of a large 

open timber flat, and when he departs nine times out of 

ten he will never be seen. 
"A peculiar point about these animals are their 

tactics when in danger; for instance, during the past 

season while the writer was doing grazing reconnaissance, 

on several occasions he approached large Mule-Tail bucks 

to within twenty feet, by assuming that he did not notice 

them, and upon their being aroused the nearest tree or 

shelter was made for in gigantic leaps, and from then on 

"Sneaking" was resorted. to. On many occasions the Mule 

would never run outright but preferred to stand behind a 

tree or clump of bushes and watch in order to figure out 

the best means of escape, and never have I known one 

to make a mistake or get excited enough to lose his head; 

for strategy in reasoning they are superior to man. 

"while at close quarters where the danger is 

great they resort to stalking almost entirely, yet when 

they get over a ridge or where safety is insured, then



7. - 
=. 

tracks are made for a different locality. 
"It is useless to follow one after he has found 

that you are following hin. Where feed, such as browse, 
is plentiful, the mule seldom feeds over a radius of 
one-fourth mile, yet at some season of the year he has 
investicated every pocket or nook for miles around and i 
is thoroughly familiar with the surrounding ‘haunts of Fs F 
his neighbors. ‘The mule deer prefer bitter brush, wild 
currant, mountain mahogany, sarvis berry, timber lupine, 
and shoe string, as a summer feed, while chapparal, sage 
brush, bitter brush, and mahogany are preferred in ss 
winter. During the spring and early summer they, like 
the Black-Tail, feed a great deal on the meadows. Where olua 
water is scarce and very far away they water once in 
about ten days although during the dark of the moon a 
great many water about every five days. The fatter deer 
are found where water may be obtained every day if desired." 

# #f #



~ DOE FIGHTS BOBCAT FOR FAWN 
Mr. Wm. Akin, Assistant to Ranger Wyche on the 

Elk Mountain District, reports having witnessed a most 
interesting battle between a doe and a bobcat. Mr. Akin 
was driving in his car up Elk Mountain hill. His atten- 
tion was attracted by a commotion on the hillside and a 

) bobeat, with a doe right at its heels, stomping and snut- 
fing, crossing the road right in front of his car. Less than 

\0100 feet from the road and within sight of Mr. Akin, the 
sv bobcat climbed a tree but the doe stood around nearby. 

¥ Bill stopped his car and started over to kill the bobcat 
but it jumped out of the tree and ran off. However, the 
doe had only trotted off a short distance and as soon as 
the bobcat hit the ground and started running the doe 
promptly gave chase again, and treed the bobcat the sec- 
ond time within 50 yards. This time Bill got over to the 
tree and killed the bobcat. The doe showed no fear at 
seeing a man and only moved off a short distance. Bilt 
watched the deer a while, which drifted around toward the 
direction from which it came and it was soon joined by a 
fawn. It is evident that the doe was exercising her mother 
instinct in the protection of her young and she seemed to 
sense, or understand that Bill was helping her out. 

—Datil National Forest Bulletin.
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y From Rocky Mountain Region Bulletin (U.S. Forest Servi Wildlife Number, Vol. 22, No. 2, February, 1939. ice), = 6 foe 

SAPINERO DEER ya» 
During the past 20 years my thoughts and study on game have been 

: to figure ways end means to increase the numbers, I think this is the 
case with almost all persons interested in wildlife, Very little study 
and planning has been made to harvest the surplus when maximum numbers 

s were reached, Since arriving on the Gunnison, I have been thinking in 
"reverse gear" so to speak. ; 

The Gunnison now has 17,000 deer and 3,500 elk, Since the kill 
last hunting season was only 8% of the total, new methods mist be found 
to harvest a larger percent of the increase. 

Our most critical area is below Gunnison toward Sapinero. This 
area’is approximately 6 miles wide and 15 miles long, one-third forest 
land, one-sixth private land, the balance public domain, Game counts 
last winter on this area showed 6000 deer and 1700 elk.’ The public 
domain is over-grazed spring and fall by domestic stock, the game must 
survive on what is left, The area within the forest is not so depleted 
as the outside land, but is being much abused by the heavy concentration 
of deer and elk. 

The contributing factors to this situation are, the rapid increase 
of the game; too large a refuge kept closed too many years; states feed- 
ing a portion of this game for the past six years, thereby enticing game 
from other areas, 

To find a solution for this densé concentration of game and to 
determine the maximum carrying capacity, a project has been set up. 

Mr. A. H, Carhart has been hired by the State to head up the 
Pittman-Robertson Act for Colorado, and the Sapinero game problem is 
listed as project No. R-l, This forest is cooperating with Carhart 
and his crew of 5 men, Our aims this winter are to determine migra 
tion routes or seasonal drift, to make extensive food studies, to de- 
termine food preference, percent utilized and percent of the annual 
growth the principal plants will stand under présent conditions. We 
are killing ten head of deer and elk each month, taking measurements 
of each animal killed, making postmortems and securing stomach samples. 
The stomach samples are analyzed by the Biological Survey in Denver. 
Their findings are a good check on our field observations on food 
plants. Clippings are also being made of principal plants utilized 
b- deer énd elk, The State has 10 feeding grounds between Gunnison and 
Sapinero, 8 for deer and 2 for elk, ‘th bow’and arrows we are going 
to paint brand a few deer at the feed grounds, using different color 
paint for each station to learn something of the deer movement between 
feeding stations. Points of arrows will be wrapped with wool or cotton 
yarn to make a soft ball at least 2" in diameter, The archer will ride 
the feeding trucks and spot about 20 or 30 head at each station, 

5 Game counts will be under way the latter part of February, and we 
also plan to ear-tag at least 100 buck fawns, All ski experts are cor-= 
dially invited to help with the bulldogreing, It is hoped the ear-tagged 

e buck will give us some authentic information on distribution next hunt- 

Be Guar Sees ~M. R. HICKEL = GUNNISON 
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THE RESULTS OF ELK PLANTINGS IN COLORADO 

There are in Colorado today, more elk than at any other time since : 
the 1890's, in spite of open seasons since 1929. The present elk popu- 
lation on the fourteen National Forests, which harbor about 95 percent of 

the total number in the State, is 20,500 head, according to the most re- 5 
cent estimate based on actual counts. This figure represents a most grati- 

fing increase of 55 per cent since 191, when these animals numbered 
h.,500. 

This inerease in the largest species of big game animal present in 
Colorado is not just a "happenstance," but is the result of carefully pre- 
pared and properly executed plans of management, 

The first and probably most important factor responsible for this in- 
crease was closing the hunting season and providing protection before it 
was too late, Before this was done, the original herds were decimated to 

such an extent that it would have been a matter of only a few short years 
until extermination would have been complete. lven so, elk were completely 

exterminated on four Colorado Forests and so few remained on three others 
that it is doubtful if the species would have survived without the most 
rigid kind of protection, 

Today, elk are found on all’ fourteen. Forests, even on those where 
the original herds were killed off, due to the introduction of animals from 
the northern “lyoming herds, except for one or two instances where Colorado 
elk were used for planting, These introductions were the result of the 
united efforts of local Sportsmen's clubs, civic clubs, lodges, the State 
Game and Fish Department, Forest Service and other interested individyals. 
Expenses for the introductions were borne pretty largely by local people, 

The first elk planting was made in the year of 1912, when twenty- 
three head were released on the San Juan Forest in southwestern Colorado, 

Only thirty animals of the original thousands remained. During the follow- 
ing year, sixteen were planted on the “oly Cross Forest to supplement an 

almost equal remnant of native animals, Twenty-eight were 4lso liberated 

on the Colorado (now the Roosevelt) Forest. Of this number, twenty-five 
were planted near Estes Park and created the nucleus for the present herds 
in Rocky Mountain National Parks; the remaining three were released near 

Rollinsville. 

In 1911, twenty-two head were planted near the base of Mount Evans 
in what was then the Clear Creek District of the Pike Forest, but’which ~~ 
was recently transferred to the Arapaho. This herd now numbers 1,700 head, 

a few of which possibly are migrants from adjacent herds. 

During the same year, other plantings were made on the Holy Cross 
and Roosevelt-~-twenty-four and twenty-five head, respectively. 

Other introductions subsequent to 191, were as follows: 1915, twenty~ 
four head on the Holy Cross and twenty-five head on the Roosevelt; 1916, ‘ 
forty-five head on the Pike and twenty-five head on the San Isabel; in 1917, z 

forty-seven additional head were planted on the Roosevelt; 1920, ten head 

were planted near Leadville on the Cochetopa Forest; 1922, seven head were
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Bee15, 434) 
BIG GAME 

CHECKING STATIONS 

In 1938 the U. S. Forest Service with the Game and Fish Com- 

mission cooperating set up a system of checking stations over the state 

to get data on the season's kill of big game. This year the Commission 

took the responsibility for operating stations but they could not have 

been established without wholehearted cooperation that was received. 

The Forest Service aided in the plans, and then threw in with 

CCC crews, tents and other equipment at many of the stations. The Graz- 

ing Service gave similar help at stations which could not have been oper- 

ated without their aid. The National Park Service manned several stations 

with CCC personnel. To each of these cooperators goes full thanks and 

recognition for the part they played in making this work possible. 

Since this work tied directly into the deer-elk studies being 

carried on, the Pittman-Robertson field crew supervised the setting up of 

the stations and their operation. The five men of the crew each took a 

section of the state and was responsible for from five to seven stations. 

In addition, the Game and Fish Commission hired some 28 men as station 

foremen. Incidental to the checking station, each of these held special 

deputy warden commissions for the period of the big game season. Alto- 

gether there were 210 men on this job from two days before the season 

opened until two to three days following the close of the season. 

A full report is being prepared. The total number of animals 

checked through the stations, deer, elk and bear, was 8441. This does 

not represent the total kill in the state since only a portion passed 

through the checking stations. But it does represent a sufficiently 

large proportion to secure a thorough cross-section of data which is im- 

portant in future game management plans. 

During the month of November, six men compiled the data from 

the 8441 separate sheets. Each sheet had twelve blanks to be filled. 

Three of these men on compilation were NYA personnel. As the COMMENTS 

goes to press, the final work on these data is being done. But at the 

moment we have some interesting figures from the compilations completed. 

Brow tines occurred on 52.32% of the bucks examined. About 

one-third of the bucks examined had distinctly swollen necks and was into 

the rut. Another third was about ready to swell in the neck. The other 

third was normal. 

A check on the time of day the kills were made, shows that 

the high point was eight in the morning, from which time the kill by 

hours of the day decreased until one p.m. There was a fluctuation during
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the afternoon, with high points in the hour after 2, and after 4, with 
the lowest in the day the hour between 6 and 7. 

When it comes to antler classification, the elk tables show 

that only 17.89% of the total were spikes. The elk with 5 and 6 tines 

constituted the major portion of the kill; 57.66% of those taken fell in 

these antler classes. There is indication here that a goodly portion of 

the young stock is going over into the breeding herd for future cropping. 

eee The same general picture is true of the buck deer. There has 

| been concern in many quarters that we are killing out our young stock 

| with a threat therein to future herds. The checking of all classes of 

| deer, literally thousands of them by the check station methods, shows that 

| only 25.13% of the total were two-pointers. As a direct contrast, the 

four-pointers constituted 41.63% of the total. 

In checking the condition of the animals as they were measured, 
weighed and examined, it was found that 82.78% of the deer and 67.71% of 

the elk were listed as "fat". Less than 1% in each case, were found to 

be "poor" in condition. The early ripening of the forage this year prob- 

ably accounts for this condition, but even a short stay at any of the 

stations would have indicated this to anyone who might have stood by and 

watched, 

The greatest kill of elk by days occurred in the early part 

of the season. First day; 33.60%. Second day; 18:48%. Third day; 18.08% 
Or, over two-thirds of the total kill occurred in the three days. There 

is a suggestion in this that even though the season were lengthened, there 

might not be a relatively increasing kill. The boys go after them hardest = 

the early part of the season. 

The following is the tabulation of early day percentages of 

the total kill on mule deer bucks. First day; 21.87%. Second day; 

17.45%. Third day; 16.39%. Again, there was nearly two-thirds of the 

total, 65.71%, killed in the first three days. 

The heaviest deer weighed through the stations was 363 pounds, 

live weight. It came from the Arapahoe National Forest. The largest 

antler spread was 42 inches, from the Roosevelt National Forest. The 

heaviest elk was estimated at 1100 pounds; the widest antler spread on 

elk measured 554 inches on the Gunnison National Forest. 

While the figures secured are interesting in themselves, the 

bigger value lies in what we now can do in applying the findings to 

future game management. With 8441 animals tabulated, averages can be 

drawn, which will point to conditions affecting future seasons and range 

use management. That is the high value. 

“ee ee 8 &
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The Male Deer: Drift. As the days shortem and the mignte ett tant, Beta? 

mother, if ranging in the high country, knows that winter is nearing and to 

avoid the deep snow, "wild life's grim reaper", she, her fawn, and associates 
drift to the lover ranges, The drift may be early in the fall or late; rapid 

or slow; for short or long distanccs — all depending on the insbinct of the 

deer and conditions, Every careful obscrver will agree that some dcer head 

for the winter range fully a month or six weeks earlier than others do even 

though climatie and forage conditions are still favorable in the higher coun- 

try. The reason for this early migration is not always apparent. All ages 

and classes participate in this early drift, the does and fawns being perhaps 

the most abundant. Other deer remain in the upper country until pushed down 

by the snow. Occasionally some of the bunches reaching the low range carly, 

shift back up the mountain if weather and feed conditios permit. The first 

big snow crowds everything domm to the safety zom at least and is made with 

little loitering cnroute. The distance which the deer migrate depends on the 

location of the winter range from the summer grazing grounds and this may 

vary from a few miles to as many as 60 or more. In many instances the dis- 
tance is not great and ordinarily the drift is not farther than the gencral 
locality to which necessity requires, The mule dcer is not especially nom 

adic but rather restrictive in its range habits. Exaggcrated ideas as to 

the distances dcer migrate are common. (To be continued) 

From Orenge A. Olsen's report "The Mule Deer" — Region 4 Bulletin 

Field: Jones, Musgrave (Kaibab) Visitor Goergens 
Acting: Randles Sick: Lang
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The Mule Deer: The Fawn. "Fawns 2 or 3 days old may be quietly approached 

end picked up. Fawns a week old can out-run aman. Fawns over 10 days old 
can out-run a common dog for a short distanee and when erowded dodge and 

hide." Walter G. Mann. 

The fawn remains "hid out" about a month or six weeks and 
although the mother grazes in the nearby vicinity she seldom visits her young 

except at nursing timc. Whon the fawn is sufficicntly old md strong it be- 

comes her constant companion, at least until weancd. Krom her it learns 
the ways of life; how to recognize danger and how best bo escape its enemies, 

The mother, which has usually bem quite alone with her new offspring, now 

ordinarily secks the association of other dcer, Small groups of does, fawns 

and yearling males and females arc often seen ranging together, undoubtedly 

for their common protection, The greater part of the day during the summer 

months is spent quietly lounging in the shade of trees or brush Gnd feeding 

begins at about 4:30 P. M. As the shadows lengthen the deer work out into 

the open glades and parks, if available, where the forege, because of its 

having grown in the sunlight, is sweeter “and more succulent then thet pro- 

duced in the shade, They fced most of the night, even if there is no moon 

and until the sum is up the following morning when they -egain teke to some 

secluded spot in forest or thicket. In winter they begim feeding carlicr in 
the efternoom and remein out later in the forenoon, depending on the abun- 
dance of food, When forage is searce they may feed most of the dey. 

Weaning. On the green, luscious feed of summer the fawn 
grows rapidly and by autumn its live weight is around 65 or 80 pounds; its 

spots are all gone; and its sumer pelage hes been discarded for a denser one 

of gray. Its babyhood is over and usually by October it is weaned, 

Acting: . Jones Sick: Lang
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: hubs Reon Futden, 
The Mule Deer: Age. Data concerning the age of deer in their natural habitat 

are woefully lacking. In captivity they may attain the age of 20 years or 

more, but whether this removal from their wild state away from the anxicty 
of enemies and the hardships of winter tends to shar ten or extend longevity 

is not known. CNind years ago a rancher on the South Fork of the Payette River 

picked up a male fawn and bottle raised it. “"Buck" mingles with other deer 

in the nearby woods and on the brushy slopes. His mode of living is quite 

similar to the wild state except when the winter snows deepen and feed becomes 
searce he "bums" handouts from the neighboring ranchors, "Buck" appears to be 

still in the prime of life, shows no symptoms of physical decline. His teeth, 
when examined last year, were in perfect shape - not spread or broken. Rec- 

ords boaring on the age of mile deer are extremely few, but B T. Seton, gives 

this information conceming the White-tail and probably the same would apply 

to the mule deer: "To whet age does the white-tail attain, bar all these 
diseases, accidents and overstrong enemies? Applying the rule of 5 times 
the years neéded for full growth, we expect thot 10 to 15 years would be its 
span of life, The prime is about 7 or 8. Then its powers are the highest; 

~ - In parks, where they are protected from the commong danger of their race, 

they live from 20 to 25 years, This, however, is abnormal. Im « state of 
nature, they arc on the down grade at 103; and few are likely to escape their 

natural encmics efter once their powers begin to wane," Lives of Game Animals, 
Scton, Volume 3, Part 1, pe 295. (To be continued) Region 4 Bulletin. 

Fiold: Calkins (Coconino); Koogler (Cibola) 
ficting: Jones
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Iyrke Nev Filho, 
The Maule Deer: Does Have Antlers. Ordinarily only the males have antlers, 

but occasionally does do. Im the office of the Uteh State Fish & Game Com 

Shs missioner at Salt Lake City haemgs the mounted head of a 4-point doe, During 

eon the 1932 hunting season in the Salmon River country of Idaho, State Game War- 

9” \ den G. K. Scott reported that tvo antlered does were killed and brought : 

eN through his checking station. The one doe was mature and had two points 

still in the velvet. The other was also mature but was only a "spike". He 

did not examine the deer to see if they were sexually normal or to deter- 

mine if they had ever fanned. E. P. Cronaniller, Supervisor of the Modoc 

National Forest, wrote the following: "Two does who had the misfortune to 
grov anticrs, are listed among the missing fran the Devil's Garden District - 

during the 1931 season. Both carried fine antlers, teing 26 and 28 inches 
in spread, respectively, While all the bucks had rubbed and polished their 

| antlers at the time these were killed both does were in the velvet, which was, 
however, thoroughly dry, indicating perhaps that does when bearing antlers 

do not rub them, Other male characteristics were evident on one animal and 

both were evidently without fawns.” (To be continued) R-4 Bulletin. 
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Scicpee) A , ee trade Dun dhe, 
The Mule Deer: Drift. The impressicn is quite universel among sportsmen 
that both males and fomales spend the winter together and that they do not 

disband until spring. Observations mad& during the past three winters indi- 

eate that the mature bucks subsequent to the rut have a strong tendency ta 

separate from the does, fawns and young males, cspecially if weather condi- 
tions are not severe. There were exceptions, of course, and most bands of 

deer having 15 head or more would ordinarily have a grown buck or two, but 

it was very noticeable that the older bucks were inclined to isolate them 

sclves into small groups of from 2 to 10 head, the most common being 2 or 3 

together, The areas sclected by the bucks were, so for as could be noticed, 

no different from those occupied by the other deer, the bands both ranging 

in the some locality but mainly in separate bunches, Deep snow will cause 

both groups to band together irrespective of age or sex, Following a heavy 

snow storm in early February Lae we found 694 head huddled in one bend and 

although the bucks made up but about 25% of the herd, yet as they moved 

across an open ridge it was an imposing sight - the silhouctting antlers made 

it appeer as a "herd of antlers." (To be continued) 

From Orange & Olsen's reportb"The Mule Deer" - Regicn 4 Daily Bullctin. 

Field: Shcemcker, Musgrave, Jones (Kaibab) Sick: Lang 

Visitor: Goergens (Washington) RO Leave: French, Harley 
&eting: Randles
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/ Deer Bat §arkspiir: “The stomdch! of a deor recently killed for seientifie ‘. °, 
/ purposes was found to contain 40% larkspur, ‘The plant does not seem to - 

/ be poisonous to all-animals, Intermountain Region,. 
{ * n ae, 

\ Deer Damage In New’ Englend: Deer in New Englend are doing considerable 
\ damage to forests; perticularly to yoummg plantations, according to a re- 

port of © committce appointed by the Society of American Foresters, Deer 

wore found to be quite plentiful throughout the rurel sections, The 
greatest demage occurs when the ground is covered with snow. (N.Y. Times) e 

Market Hunter Nabbed: Oh September 11 Ranger Boone. of the Lincolh arrested 3 
Edwin Reed of Cloudecroft for heaving killed’ a buck deer, He was engaged in 

the butchering of it in his garage at the time of arrest, The case was 

tried before Mrs, Shicids at Marcia ehd Reed was found guilty and fined eo 
$50.90 and costs, fpparently the game was being supplied to out of state _ 
parties, a prectice that has been going on in ond around Cloudcroft for a3 

mumber of yoerss E : Set we ts 

Doe Whips A Bull Dog: While the crew of the Guard Training Camp on the 
Whiteman Forect of Region 6 was busily engaged in cnelyzing each step tide 

ken in suppreséion of a fire, Ranger Bloom's bulldog decided to take a . 2 . 
stroll, He cvidently ceme upon e fawn ond eithor took hold of it or at er 

least gave it such a fright thet it began to squeal. The firefighters, ; 
looking in the direction of the disturbance, saw a few white flashes and 
a brown streek flitting through the brush and heading for th crowd, Then. 

come the dog as fast as his short legs could carry him, and right behind 

eame the doe, her mouth open, hair on end, and sleshing out with her sharp. . . 
front feet at cvery jump. If it had not been for same expert dodging on 

the part of the dog, Bloom's bull wouldn't have had any more head than he 

had tail, The old doe follgwed the dog right into the crowd before giving 

up the chase, and then stuck around evidently with the intention of ¢has- 

ing him back every time he ventured outside of the ecirele of men, ~~ 

Jusiper Browse Normal Deer Feed: It is the tendency to become dlermed when, : 

it is noticed thet acer arc brorsing juniper. We hevo immediately cone ~ 

eluded that we were getting an over-population of deer, The results of 

recent analysis of stomach contents tend to show that e deer will natural- 

ly consume a large mount of juniper even when there is other naturd deer 

feed aveilable Mr. Musgreve is of the opinion that juniper hds olways 4 

constituted an importent part of a deer's diet. If such is the case we : 

may reasonebly expect some juniper demage on creas there there is only a 

small percentage of juniper in the type. Often it is the habit of decr : 

to bed dowm end concentrate im small areas protected from the wind ond — s 

where there is an abundence of juniper. In such instenees it is not un- 

common to see juniper trimmed up when other junipers on the deer renge as. E 
oO whole ere undemeged. The Magdalena mountains have not been recognized, 

as coming within the pale of good hunting grounds, yot Ranger Smith. occa- 5 

sional ly comes across a juniper that has been unmistakably browsed by deer. E 
By these statements it is not intimeted thet on areas such as the Double 

Springs and Bleck Canyon Refuges, the browsing of juniper is not en indice- 
tion of deer overgrazing. Robert V, Boyle in the Datil Bulletin,. ‘ j 
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ietin 36.- Raising Deer and Other faerge Game 
Animals in the United States. 

: By David Lantg - 1910. 

\ sek 

p- 11 Antelepe Originally as abundent as buffalo. 
13 Fall grown weighs 100-1257; dresses 65-807. 

21 Mule Deer “has been crossed with Virginia and other deer". . 

25 Blk Horns reach full size in 90 doye. 

26 Gestation 240-262 days (average 8} mos.) 
Cows breed when 3 or 4 years old. : 
Lest elk in East killed November, 1867, Elk Coe,Penn. 
3 yeer ola buck in preserve weighed 480%, 
2 yeer old doe in preserve dressed 282) (skin 28#). 

34 Vinel (Oszerks) says bulle weigh 700.1000/ : 
cows . 600-8007 

41\ Virginion Dee: 
Like’ leaves but not roots of turnips. 
Like sweet potatoes. 

"Known but one doe to have fawns before 2 yrs. o14." 
43 Goodnight {(fex,) “Deer will not eat ordinary grass 

if they can help it, but will eat wild rye and 
other soft grasses.” 

44 Ronshurey "@eer recovering from this disease (black 
tongve) are immune from further attack." 

46 Hybrids: J. 2 enttine Goodell, Ia., and Chas. 
Goodnight of %, Texe, hybridized mule and d 
Virginie deer by arbitrary enclosure of pairs 

: @uring rut. Hybrids fertile but variable in 
second generation. 

Rut: Gestation 205-212 days (about 7 mos.) 

47 Bip tot tee of the Arizona race of ; 
Ww LO= G8: eer 

taken st different gees faa token pest atiset,: 
leaves of the little blue live oak (uuereus grisea) 
with some flowers and flower stems of whee 

aipsheinardanss green foliage, seeds, berries, 
end. the S, beans, end leaves of Agacia sp.; 
end green leaves of Thermopsiz ae. vetch, 
strawberry, geranium, Senecio ( species), 

: aspen, and a flat green hen - no trace of 
grass or acorns.”



Digest of 

"Forestry vs. Game Cover" 3 

Otto Schierbeck - Canadian Field-Naturalist, Vol. XLV, No. 2 
3 (Feb. 1911) pp. 28-30 

Reindeer Moss. After destroyed by fire does not come back for 30-0 

years. Fires in Nova Scotia 30-40 years ago. "Those forest fires des- 

troyed the reindeer-moss and today, as a consequence, the caribou have 

disapoeared. The reindeer-moss is now coming back but I doubt if the 

caribou will follow it." 

i Moss killed out by forest reproduction--evidently second stage 

after fire; forest the third. 

Ground Hemlock. (Taxus canadensis). In Nova Scotia found only under 

hemlock. "The cutting of the hemlock stands will cause the ground hem- 

lock to disappear as it can only exist under the shade of older trees. 

I have noted the disappearance or diminution of the deer stand--where old 

hemlock stands have been cut." 

File: Whitetail deer “ 
Caribou 

Digests 

Chapter on Food and Cover Control (Text) 
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*The Wild Life of Lake Superior 
George Shiras 3d ~ 

National Geographic - August, 1921 

Chapter III - Whitetail Deer. 

p. 114 Brown water caused by stain of hemlock roots. (?) 

127 Salt Ijgxs Deer traveled up to 15 miles to natural licks. 

130 Whitetail Deer unknown on north shore and rare near south 
shore in 1870. ‘Then en extraordinary increase. 80,000 
killed each year in 1879, 1880, 1881 "mostly within 
10 miles of Lake Superior." (States?) 

133 Migration abandoned 35 years ago. Previous to that does 
went north in May, just before fawning. Bucks came later. 
All over by early June. 

At first light frost, as early as August 15, does, 
fawns, end yearlings started south. Bueks mostly gone 

: py October. 
In a few instances deer yarded near Leake but were 

: killed by Indians or wolves. 
Traveled on deep beaten trails in 2's and 3's. 

Always traveled with wind, never against it, always in 
daytime, usually between 7 A.M. and 4 P.M. (Caribou in 
Newfoundland travel against wind.) Says caribou depend 
on scent, deer on sight and hearing, for danger in front. 

Migrations ceased with fencing of C. & N.W. RoR. in 
: 1885. 

142 Heads Yearling has spike, 2 years Y-shape, one more point 
2 3d, 4th, and sometimes the 5th year. After that no normal 

increase. Massiveness tends to decrease when buck has 
passed prime. 

143. Velvet not rubbed off on brush. “Occasionally a buck will 
use its forefeet for this purpose (rubbing velvet) or 
gently switch its antlers in the brush." Horning of 
young trees does not come till beginning of rut, a month 
after velvet shed. 

145 Rut comes "about October 15 in Lake Superior district." 
: Fewns born on higher ground between May 25 and June 25, 

7 months after rut, in balsam or maple thickets. Bueks 
summer In SWamps. 3 

“Fish and photography end fur-bearer references omitted.



Rut Bucks begin to paw in early October some weeks before 

the mating season, which occurs Oct. 20 to Nov. 30. 

Shed "shortly after which the antlers are discarded, usually 
petween Dec. 1 and Jan. 15". 

145 Horns not used for fighting wolves, as shown by early ; 

: shedding. Front feet used for defense. Antlers 
purely sexuel. 

145 Weights Larger bucks weigh 200-300 lbs. 
elieves Michigen race has longer legs than W. Va. on 

account deep snow in Michigan and runways passing under 

low gnarled limbs in W. Va. (?) 

146 license System 5-tag license system doubled the number of 

: unters in Marquette County in 1895. 

146 Inerease One doe will produce 302 deer in 10 years if all 

increase survives. 

151 In 1920 over 500,000 Ruffed Grouse were killed in Minnesota. 
This was following a closure. : 

151 Grouse eat yellow birch buds when pressed in winter. 

157 Woodcock now linger longer in Michigan during migrations 

as a result of the introduction of angleworms. 

163 Wolf Stories about killing people in no instance authen- 
ticated. . 

164 Will not eat deer touched by hands. 

165 Trapped wolf died of fright on hearing a shot by agrrenie 
; ing trapper. Another nearly did, being entirely SerAapeeny 

This latter weighed 80 ibs. . 

166 Coyote Invaded Lake States via Minnesota beginning 15 years 
ago (about 1905). Weigh more than coyote of prairies. 

179 Grand Island Preserve 

182  Souree of Albino stock was a buck found injured and fed till 
_ recovered in 1915. 

183 This buek, after it had become tame, shied at his keeper when 
he changed his coat. Tame again when fur coat was resumed. 

ote



183 White buck emfined in enclosure with 4 red doe, and a white 

fawn found wild. ‘This white fawn had “brocaded" white 
spots. Another white fawn born of one of the red does : 
lacked these "broeaded"” spots. 

185 In 1920 buck died. Weight 150 pounds, spread of antlers 26 

inches. 

185 Deseription of color of eyes, nose, velvet, horns, etc., of 

albinos. 

Moose 

186 No moose or whitetail, only caribou, on north shore originally. 

In 1885 moose began to extend westerly from Quebec, and 

easterly from Minnesota., followed later by whitetail 

(and timber wolves? No wolves in caribou days?). 

191 Foods preferred by whitetail, Whitefish Lake. 
; egen to clip shoots of wild raspberry in July. Then 

followed nibbling of fruit tree bark along edges of 

orchsrd. Then begen to visit vegetable garden, where 

order of choice (varied somewhat with rate of growth) 
was: 

1. Red cabbage 5. White clover. 
2. White cabbage 6. New shoots domestic 
3. Brussels sprouts raspberries 
4. . 3a8 7. Lettuce 

8 Carrot & Beet tops 

Not eaten in any part: Potato, tomatoes, squash, rhubarb, 

corn, cucumber, asparagus, onion, parsnips. 

: Variable: Strawberry plants. Some years confined attention 

to these, other years would not touch them. (Illustrates 
probable variability of both food needs and plant contents.) 

204 Cause of Changed Conditions : 
in Lake States ; 

Cutover lends and second growth eause of all these shifts. 

Represents an improvement in conditions for wild life.



ss iE Wat Dee 

Digest of 

_ "Wild Life of Lake Superior" 

: by Geo. Shiras 3rd 

“National Geographic, August, 1921 ; 

p. 114. Brown Water. "“Hemlocks, the roots of which turn the streams : 
into a déep wine color." 

pe 119. "In the early days there were neither moose nor deer and very f 
few caribou, compelling the aborigines to live largely on fish. . . 

~~ from the Sault Ste. Mabie River." ‘ 

Pp. 120. "Trout, grouse and pigeons were abundant and many deer tracks," : 
at mouth of Huron River, 1869. : ; 

p. 127. Salt Lick, Near Chocolay River, 1871. "Several natural salt 
licks were located beneath each bank forming the central points 

é of century-old gathering places of all the deer within a radius 
of 10 or 15 miles." 

p. 130. “The whitetail, while now quite abundant, was unknown on the 
north shore . . in 1870." "80,000 deer were killed each year 
of 1879, 1880, 1881, and most of these were within 10 miles of 
lake Superior." oe 

~ p. 132. Market Hunting, Usual bag, 150 deer per season near Whitefish 
Lake. - 

p. 133. Migration. “On the south shore of Iake Superior, ineluding all 
' of northern Michigan and Wisconsin, there once existed spring and 

= fall movement of deer which possessed all the characteristics of 
a true migration . . . This habit was abandoned more than 35 : 
years ago.", Does arrived in May, bucks by early June. Dees and 
young lett/Rigust 15, bucks gone by October. "These migrating : 
deer always travelled with the wind, never against it, and always oa 
in the daytime, usually between 7 and 4 o'clock. . Caribou in 
Newfoundland . . travel . . against the wind, except during 
severe weather." : 

p. 145. Phenology. “Does bear their fawns on the higher ground between 
May 25 and June 25 or 7 months after the rut." 

pe 150. Grouse and Water. “In the main forests and in localities where i 
water was distant more than a quarter of a mile scarcely a grouse 
was seen," : 

Cycle. “The grouse of upper Michigan declined to a point where 
extinction was imminent and appeared certain when two cold, wet i 
springs occurred, and hardly a young bird survived. In 1917 the | 
Legislature closed the season for two years and the result exceeded { 

: all expectations. The ensuing year showed . . scattered covies. 4 

The next they more than doubled, while in (192__)the birds were 
found in numbers never known before in history. . They were brought in.



. » by tens of thousands, exceeding a total of 100,000." (Area?) 

"In Minnesota in 1920 .. the kill was unparalleled, with the se 
= total exceeding 500,000 grouse.” 

ae p. 152. Has seen grouse dive into and emerge from snow." Sa 

p. 186. Shift of Moose. “About 1°85 a steady movement of moose westerly 
from Quebee was observed, and a slower easterly migration from 
northern Minnesota. Eventually these animals commingled and took 

: possession of the entire shore, later extending into the interior 
until they reached the waters flowing into Hudson Bay. Following 
the moose came the whitetail deer and many timber wolves, when 
the caribou began yielding the possession of centuries." 

: Pp. 191. Deer Foods. "In the order of choice, and somewhat determined by i 
by the rate of growth, came the earrot and beet tops, lettuce, 
and new shoots of domestic raspberries, white clover, peas, ; 
Brussels sprouts, and white and red cabbage, the last mentioned, 

by reason of its sweetness, preferred abcve all else. : 
"None ever touched the leaves or products of the potato 

plant, tomatoes, squash, rhubarb, corn, cucumbers, asparagus, 
onions, or parsnips, and the escape of the latter was inexplicable. 
Some seasons their attention was almost entirely devoted to the. 
strawberry plants, and then the next year not a leaf or a tender = 

runner would be touched.” 3 ‘ 

; < 4 a
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(neg - Lincoln Inspection - 1921 

Biabibesy & Whitetail Cross Messer says in 

Almeda Park in about 1909 there was one black- 

tail buck and one or two whitetail does; ;all 

raised from fawns. Two or three fawns were 

produced and grew up. These hybrids also 

produced fawns. Present deer believed to km 

have this hybrid blood, 

In 1910 or 11 one whitetail buck, raised 

from a fawn, was confined at Cloudcroft park 

with 4 or 5 blacktail does. At least two 

fawns were produced, which later bred to a 

: buek subsequently introduced.
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d Bob Lewis saw bunch of co called Rock deer on the 
y Blue-four in buneh-in W908 1890,killed one buck, 
«3 would not weigh over fifty powmmds,nine noints,much like 

i small white tail,as to formation,tail like white tail. 

WS Also Killed one buck of this type in Sacatone-S. 
¥ : end of Mogollons—-in 1906, about same weight,both these 
Ge \ deer were using in serub oak and mahoghany



é July 20, 1941. 

: , ; Number 16. 

: nis district noting the 
te lines, ranches, fences 

ae . furnished the Super 

f ee 2 showli not be mado 
ro BS ihe ate situation are taken 
A Dina aes Re a a tem. (Engineering } : 

“ee : : all previous records 
; Mezatzal range : 

2 100 men fran Pine, 

July4 to 8 inclusi ve 
; - od of 2500 acres at a 

vueu us vyuween scoUU and S000 for labor, supplies and transportation. Some 

2000 acres of dense pire reproductio vas destroyed. 
"The celebration ves caused by lightning striking a dead pine tree near the 

summit of the Mazatzal Peak. The smoke was reported by Gus Peach m the Baker's 
Butte lookout at 1:40 P.M. July 4, but on accomt of the high winds and rough 

character of the comtry, it was not put wmder control mtil 11 P.M. July 7. 

Special Disbursing Agent Stiles arrived from Safford md paid off the men as 

they were discharged from the fire. The manner in which the men answered our 
calls for fire fighters and in meny cases cane without calling, sacrificing their 

personal business, climbed the momtain on foot carrying fire tools and equip- 
ment and fought fire, in some cases for 36 hours on short rations without a 

rest, Was a great satisfaction ta all Tonto Officers and has proven to us that 
we have a large majority of the settlers and residents with us in ow efforts 

&o cmserve the Porest. While the pay roll may cover the lebor performed it 
cannot express our appreciation for the spirit and cooyeratim rendered by those 

engaged on this fire." (Tmto Bullétin - July 13) 

*Letterheads: Please refer to SDO-45 circular letter of Jue 22, Under Class 
(4) "Printing", shovld be included letterheads of all kinds. Make up requisi- 
tions accordingly. 

Wild Life Observatios: ‘The first pair of famms of the seasm (practically 
t@g wedks akead of schedule) were noticed the moming of July 9 in tke Partel 

Ren ger Station pasture." (0.P.S. in Coronado Bulletin = July 15) 

Cary Couldn't zet_a Call on his 3100 Reward: "Mr. Cary by killing the big beer 
on AR Creek saved himsé@f $100 which ke has been offering as reward for Bruin's 

demise. Trapper after trapper tried to get the bear but it remained for Cary, 
after the bear begen using his water trough as a bath iub, to go out and lay 

him low! (Coxonado Bulletin - Inly 15) 

Field: Pooler, Marsh (Manzanp) Nerr, Mulder, Myers (Cocmino}) Randkes (Sitgreaves} 
Hughes, Kircher (Datil) Cassidy (Smta Fe) Jones (Prescott) Talbot 
(Lincoln) Cooperrider (Apache } . fi 

e “ha 

<< 
FRATK C. W. POOLER, District Forester, q 

By Aldo Leopold, Acting. DS



DAILY BULLETIN 

U. S. FOREST SERVICE July 20, 194). 

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICT Be NO 

X Action items 

Map Correctios: Is the forest rmger during trips over his district noting the 
correct location of roads, trails, water courses, telephone lines, ranches, fences 

other imdeovenats md topographic features? Is this data fumished the Super# 

visots for transmittal to the district office? Complaint showli not be mado 

over the errors on existing maps if no steps to remedy the situation are taken 

by reporting tlese errors and furnishing data to correct them. (Engineering) : 

Details of Mazotzal Fire: "Qn July 4th the Tonto out did all previous records 
in m exhibition of fire works on the highest point of the Mezatzal range : 
which resulted in a camping trip to that locality by about 100 men fran Pine, 

Payson, Tonto, Roosevelt and Globe who were employed from July4 to 8 inclusive 

in stopping the fire works which covered in the neighborhood of 2500 acres at a 

cost of between $2500 and “3000 for labor, supplies and transportation. Some 
2000 acres of dense pire reproductim ves destroyed. 

"The celebration ves caused by lightning striking a dead pine tree near the 

summit of the Mazatzal Peak. The smoke was reported by Gus Peach m the Baker's 
Butte lookout at 1:40 P.M. July 4, but on accomt of the high winds and rough 

character of the comtry, it was not put under control mtil 11 P.M. July 7. 
Special Disbursing Agent Stiles arrived from Safford md paid off the men as 

they were discharged from the fire. The manner in which the men answered our 
calls for fire fighters and in meny cases cane without calling, sacrificing their 

personal business, climbed the moumtain on foot carrying fire tools and equip- 
ment and fought fire, in some cases for 36 hours on short rations without a 

rest, Was a great satisfaction ta all Tonto Officers and has proven to us that 

we have a large majority of the settlers and residents with us in ow efforts 

&o emserve the Forest. While the pay roll may cover the lebor performed it 
cennot express our appreciation for the spirit and cooperatim rendered by those 

engaged on this fire." (Tonto Bulletin - July 13) 

*Letterheads: Please refer to SDO-45 circular letter of Jume 22, Under Class 
(d) "Printing", shovld te included letterheads of all kinds. Make up requisi- 
tions accordingly. 

Wild Life Observatims: The first pair of fawms of the seasm (practically 

t@g wedcs alead of schedule) were noticed the morning of July 9 in the Portal 

Ren ger Station pasture." (0.P.S. in Coronado Bulletin ~ July 15) 

Cary Couldn't vet _a Call on his 3100 Reward: "Mr, Gary by killing the big beer 
on ABR Creek saved himsé@f $100 which be has been offering as reward for Bruin's 
demise. Trapper after trapper tried to get the bear but it remained for Cary, 

after the bear begen using his water trough as a bath tub, to go out and lay 

him low! (Coxonado Bulletin - Inly 15) 

Field: Pooler, Marsh (Manzanp) Merr, Mulder, Myers (Cocmino) Randkes (Sitgreaves} 
Hughes, Kircher (Datil) Cassidy (Smta Fe) Jones (Prescott) Talbot 
(Lincoln) Cooperrider (Apache } 4 

FRANK C. W. POOIER, District Forester, NY 

By Aldo Leopold, Acting. DS



Gila Inspection - 1922 

Whitetail with horns seen by Woods on top 

of Black Range April 20, 1922. Hodge says 

shed in May and no new horns visible yet.
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February 1, 1923. 

; Deer in Raton Region 

Whited tells me that all of the deer north and east 
of Raton are white-tail and south and west of Raton are black-tail.



Lincoln Inspection - 1921 

Deer. Both blacktail and whitetail found 

throughout Sacramento division and probably 

Mescalero Reser. Turkey same.
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Gila Inspection - 1922 

Whitetails only on Bonito on Wh. Mt. IR 

according to Warner.
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Santa Fe Inspection - 1923 

Whitetail on Pecos 

Stevenson says old man Windsor saw great 
bunch on Pecos in old days. Now only the 
little bunch on Mora, (See map) 
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Sanka Fe Inspection - 1923 

Whitetail, W. side 

Samll bunch stays near Labadie Ranch 

3 miles N.H. of Granite Pt. station. Pinson 

saw 9 recently. I gather these are big 

since Nagel boys recall very small deer 

which they say is now exterminated which 

used to run in same region. Sonora deer?



Apache Inspection - 1921 

Sonora Deer. Ojo Caliente, San Mateo, 

at Basaline R.S., Belbro Pigeon on Blue 

and on Pat Mt.



Apache Inspection - 1921 

Southern limit of whitetail Sunset, Silver 

Creek,



Daniel Carter,killed W.Tail Deer in 1892 on Cow Creek 

in the pecos country,saw them there up until 1904
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Santa Fe Inspection @ 1923 

Whitetail horns. Pawn raised by 
BF. R. Stevenson 

Age Length Description 
along beam 

1¢ ee 1 spike with brow tine 
i". i spike started 
to fork at end. 

2s 4% - 8 points and brow tine 
each horn. = 

Se 9" Same except longer 

42 8" 4 pts. & 2 brow tines, 
1 side, 

4 pts. & 1 brow tine, 
other side



Santa Fe Inspection - 1923 

Whitetail Horn. 

Length Beam Description 

23" (1) 1 brow tine + 3 tines 5"4+8"long+ept. 
Beaver Cr. 42" max. girth beam 

e243" “(r) 1 brow tine + 2 tines 6" & 9" } pt. 
: + tit on beam 

(1) 1 brow tine + 2 tines 9", 1 with tit 
+ pt. broken 

Beaver Cr. 4-5/8" max girth bean 
20" (rz) 1 brow tine + 2 tines 6" & 

3; max. girth beam 
2QP (1) same 

Beaver Cr. 
20" (TE .1 brow tine + 7%, 7%, a" 

Girth beam 4" 
16éz" (1) 1 brow tine + 6" forked 4 BE" + 2a" 

Girth beam 33" 
16" (zy 1 brow o" 4+ 6% 4° 4 pt. 

Girth beam 3" 

Yi 
tne 

ye
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“+ White Deer on the Lincoln. It is the third white deer that has been seen if 
that part of the country, according to old hunters. A Roswell paper is our 
Source of information and it says that one 0. G. Long of the Capitan rogicn 
swears and declares that recently he saw a white deer. The deer appeared te 

Se de normal in every way and departed from the viewer's presence in the geta~ 

sincenaeeiniai way time common to deer.: The last one known to have been seon down that way 
is said to have been killed by the late Earnest Wildy some twenty years ag. 

Reports of White Mule” at large on some of the forests are not infrequent, 

_ but the "White Deer" is certainly something of a curiosity. 

of} bg | ee



a White Deer on the Lincoln: It is the third white deer that has been seen in that 
: part of the country, according to old hunters. A Roswell paper is our source of 

> information and it says that one 0. G. Long of the Capitan region swears and 
3 declares that recently he saw a white deer. The deer appeared to be normal in 

3 every way and departed from the viewer's presence in the getaway time common to 
~~ ~deer. The last one mown to have been seen down that way is said to have been 
ces killed by the late Earnest Wildy some twenty years ago. Reports of "White Mule” 
S at large on some of the forests are not infrequent, but the "white Deer" is 

certainly something of a curiosity.
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Manzano Inspection - 1923 

Deer whistling Smalling says in fall of 

1921 he heard and saw a whitetail doe with 

fawn between Reserve and Luna give a loud, 

bugling sound, evidently made with throat, 

that could be heard several miles. Says 

it was much louder than ordinary snort. 

Tail was "ringed" when call given, Says 

had never heard anything before.



gion’s tuture supply of wild game. | 
Masks H. D. Gur. - ||} check 

> < See Ess Here 
are awh" L: Ty ¥ = ||} ...Touri 
< arge Texas White-Tail TIL untees 

Editor Outdoor Life:—What is known to| |}. .......Chica: 
be the largest white-tail buck deer ever ae bes oA 
killed or heard of in this part of Texas was ----.-Denve 
bagged by W. O. Russell and party, consist- w--.Colora 
ing of V. F. Daley and J. L. Houge. ene Arizor 

Mr. Russell was the only lucky one in the} |] ~......Arkan 
party to meet up with a buck, and succeeded | ses--Califoy 
in killing him with the first shot, at 200) ------Coloral 
yards, running. This buck measured as fol-| s---Idaho 
lows: From point of nose to hoofs of hind -----T]linoig 
feet, 9 feet; thru neck just back of ears, -....Indian; 
9% inches; across the shoulder, 12 inches; oe Lowa 

F across the hips, 12 inches; actual weight, en- onw-Kanse 
’ trails out, minus blood, 225 pounds. He} s---- Kent! 
had 14 large prongs and a spread of 36} ooo Louis 
inches from tip to tip. see Michi 

Some of the oldest and most experienced | 
hunters who saw the dead buck declare it | 
to be the largest of the white-tail species Name 
which they ever had seen or heard of. The 
average weight of a full-grown buck of this 
kind in this country is 125 pounds dressed, 
so this shows what a large deer this was. Address 
Texas. Ernst J. Bester. | |J——————— 

Qulden hfe 

Qaeky 1924



Mok Cromado (Urhuilial n @redelat 7 xe) 
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DAILY BULLET IN whe . 

Noe 590 U. S. Forest Service May 24, U0? i pp sun 5 
Southwestern District | ee 

Quick Getaways: Fires as well as men sre rapid starters. District 7 vt 
Bulletin tells about one that was set by a sou: trom a locomotive. /Six i 
or eight men were standing beside the cagine brt the fire raged with-such - ES 

intensity that about 500 acres were burued over before control was accomplish= > ~~ 
ed. f ; 

Dr. W. WV. Eggleston of the Bureau of Plant Industry, who was expected to 
arrive in the District early in Mey to continue his pcitsmous plant survey 
advises the District Forester that he has been delayed and now expects to 
reach Albuquerque about Jue 30. The itinerary covering his trip over the 

’ District will be arranged after his arrival. 

Firth in Timber but Fourth in Total Receipts: District Three took in $127,239.60 
fom timber sale business during Fiscal Year 1922 while total receipts for same 

period after deferred grazing fees had been credited back to 1921 amomted to 

$489,853.97. These figures put the district in fourth place among the districts — 
in total receipts and fifth in timber sale businoss. D-6 leads the list in 
both points with D-5 and D-1 following in order. The Cocmino was big forest 
in D-3 in total receipts with the Tonto and Tusayan second and third. 

4 ok 
Beer Tangled in Telephone Line: Whil LW the Spud Lookout phone line, 

* according to the Coronado Bulletin, © ranger and patrolman who were doing 
e the work found a four point buck deér securely fastened to a tree with tele~ 

aS phone wire. A large tree had fallen across the télephone line and broken it. 
<< Apparently the deer had run into the wire and gotten it between his horns. 

s In his struggle for freedom, the deer had gotten the wire wravped aromd his 
~~] ° Borns and also aromd his neck. He hed then evidently circled the tree a 
3 number of times and pulled tighter and tighter mtil the strend aroumd his 

Sy neck choked him to death. He had been dead probably about two moths when 
“S| found by the ranger and patrolman. 

Base Man Corrections: The following is quoted in part from a letter from the 
Chief Engineer; “There are a very few names shovm on this section of the 
map acd the addition of more details, especially in regard to creeks and 
mountain names would certainly be of advamtage to users of these meps. * * * 
a ee ee ee * .* * * Operation is) very anxious to have. covery. 
stream, momtain peak and other prominent feature named which will not 
congest the map too much. * eR KR RK OK HE KK KR HE RK KR OK KR KR Ke OK KK 

: *t is up to all who are responsible for submitting base map cor- 
recticas to give careful consideration to these suggestions in the future. 
If we were to check over all our base maps carefully, it is thought that 
in mmy portims of the maps we might find where more features should be 
added. 

Field: long, Cheney (Apache); Lang (Sitgreaves); Rendles, Hushes (Coconine)» 
Myers (Coronado). 

Misitor: E. We Kelley, Washington (Gila). 
Acting: Jones. : 

. i
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wher — A if WHA? KIND OF A DEER IS IT? s. 

Since, with many people (and some of them hunters whe 
ought to know better) any deer that isn't a white tail is a 
blacktail, the following suthoritative article is quoted for 
their information, from the Intermountain District News: 

"There is great confusion among field men in 
g the Forest Service regarding the species of deer 

found on the National Forests. In general, there 
are three groups, the waite tail, mule deer, and 
blacktail, although these are often divided into. 
local geographic races, sub-species, or even 

: species where conditions on the ranges differ wide- : 
ly. In any locality a given species may vary some- 

: what in size and often in horn characters but these 
differences are not constant and there are inter- 
mediate forms. It might be stated here that there 
may be quite a noticeable difference between two 
animals but if others intermediste between the two 
occur only one species is indicated. Slight dif- 
“ferences, if they are constant and no intermediate 

s forms occur, may separate two species or at least 
2 form the basis for a sub-species but very conspic- 

uous variations where intermediate forms occur do 
not justify separate species. As an example, a’ 
“heavy ‘Cactus’ horn is very different from a slen- 

* der, wide spread type, but with a considerable num- 
ber of horns available types connecting these two 
eculd easily be selected. The same is true -_for 
Ordinary differences in size and color. 

"The most widely distributed deer on the Na- 
' “ticnel Forests is the mule deer. It is character-° 

ized by its large size, large ears, its doubly 
branched antlers (the mein prong dividing again 
to make a 'Y'), rounded white tail with black tip 
end white rump patch. It occurs from Alberta, 

. Manitoba, south into Mexico, and:from western 
lowa west to lower California. There are several 
‘gecgraphic races on account cf the wide variety 
of cGnditions under which it occurs. Its custom- 
ary running gait consists of peculiar stiff-legged 

_ jumps, entirely different ffom that of the ‘white 
tail. It is miscalled black tail, white tail, and g 
mule teil deer. 

: "Phe white tail or Virginia deer in the west 
- is smaller than the mule deer and occurs princi- 

pally en brushy bottoms. It has a bushy white 
tail which weaves cunspicucdusly when it runs. fhe 
herns dv not branch doubly and are smaller than 5 

: these of the mule deer or black tail deer, Its : 

Faun Rest? Bulk. 16 
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: range is from northern Ontario to Florida, west : 
to the plains, in the Rocky Mountains to New 
Mexico and on the Pacific Coast in the Cascades 
and Sierra Madre Mountains to Northern California, 
At present west of the Rocky Mountains it is not 
uncommon in Washington, Montana, New Mexico, and 
Arizona. “There is a very Small Arizona species 
wiich-extends from central Arizona south into 
Mexico and east to Texas. 

"The only black tail deer is the Columbian 
black tail which has a limited range along the 
Pacific Coast from Juneau, Alaska, to central 
California. This deer is considerably smaller 
than the mule deer but has the seme large ears 
end the same type of horn. Its tail is bushy and 
black on the outer surface and there is no con- 
spicuous white rump as on the mule deer. 

"If once clearly noted, the tail character- 
istics will easily identify the three types; the 
mule deer with a round white tail having a black 
tip and with e conspicuous white rump patch; the 
white tail with a bushy teil, the under side and 
fringe on the side being conspicuousiy White; end 
the black tail having the cuter surface bleck ex- 

! cept for a fringe of light hairs near the tip, as 
| well as a range restricted to the Pacific Coast. 

"The only species at present known to occur 
in District 4 is the mule deer, nlthough formerly 

SS a few white tail deer occurred in the northern 
| == Forests bordering cn District 1." 

ae —_— -etnsnssosteesonen 

= o--0--0 See 

S One-third More People Engaged in Lumber Industry 

: According tc the census of menufectures for the United 
Stetes just released by the Department of Commerce, there was 
an average of 495,468 wage earners engaged in the manufacture 
of lumber and timber products in 1925, -- 184,096 in lugging 
end 311,372 in the milis. @his is 436 per cent more than in 
1921. These figures dc net include salsricd officers and em- 
ployees nor proprietors and firm members cf the lumber 
companies, 

D-3 Bulletin. 
o--0--¢ 

Gisborne Says to Try This on Y.ur Hetervdynel 

Bessie is brighter than Bertha, «nd Bertha is just as 
bright as Beulah. Beulsh is not quite sco bright as Beatrice. 

\ Which is the brighter, Beatrice or Bessie? Why hesitate? 

x -17= 

P



* gem a "Several deer jumped out of the bottom" at 

K Alamitos, one day below Dona Anna. 

'  ~P, 174, leaving the camping place of San Diego they entered 

; the Jornado del Muerte. “large herds of antelope 

\ bounded past". 

P. 176. Deer killed in Rio Grande bottom at Valverde about 

1/2 day above Fray Crestobal which is the upper 

terminus of Jornado del Muerte. He loaded it whole 

(a doe) on his mule and rode behind, so it was evi- 

dent small, indicating whitetail. He calls it, how- 

ever, a "large doe”.



By Leopold, i jigest of 
7/1/25 

vw (te fhe Rocky Mts." 

: we op Geo. F. Ruxton, Esq. 

ro {(- Member Royal Geog. Society, Ethnological Society, etc. 

yo Harper Bros. 1848 (Travels 1846-7) 

P. 159. Game of Chihuahua 

Black bear 

Grizzly bear (more numerous than black) 

Carnero cimarron or Bighorn 

Elk : 

ue deer 

"Cola-prieta"(a large species of fallow auer) 

Common American red deer 

Antelope 

Peceuries (Javali or cojarnete) 

Hares 

Rabbigs 

Beaver (On Gila, Pecos, and Del Norte) 

Faisan or paisano (species of pheasant) 

Quail 

Snipe and plover 

Gruya or crane 

White or mountain wolf 

Coyote 

P. 171. Bish of Rio Grande (Bravo) Del Norte "A small, turbid 

stream with the water of a muddy red ..eee it abounds 

with fish and eels of large size" (At El Paso)
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qe \ July 27, 1926. 

Mr. C. W. MeKensie, Acting Forest Supervisor, 
Coronado National Forest, 

Porest Service, Tueson, Arizona. 

Dear Mac: 

I em very much obliged to you for your letter of 

July 21 snd Ranger Bentley's letter of July 14. 

None of the letters state whether the deer that 

were killed by lightning were whitetail or blacktail. I 

shall assume that they were whitetail, and will appreciate 

your letting se know in the event that thie assumption is 

not correct. é 3 

Very sincerely yours, 

‘AIDO LEOPOLD 

Copy sent to Benger Bentley



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE a 

FOREST SERVICE » 

CORONADO NATIONAL FOREST “ ae + 

ADDRESS REPLY TO G ¢. a wv ge 
FOREST SUPERVISOR av \ 

son gee veh 

duly 21, 1925. 4 
G 

Fish & Game y 
Coronado 

yw Ke 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 
Madison, Wise onsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of June 8 regarding the two deer killed 
by lightning in the Huachuca District was referred to Ranger 
Bentley and I am herewith enclosing his reply which apparent- 
ly contains all the information available in this case. 

There is no question but what these deer were killed 
by lightning as there were evidence of burns on both of them. 
This occumred at an elevation of about 7500 feet in the yellow 
pine type. The same stroke of lightning that killed: the deer 
Started a fire which was later handled by Rangers Bentley and 
Thompson. 

If you have any additional questions to ask in regard 
to this case I shall be glad to make an effort to have them 
answered. 

With Eindest regards, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

EE 
« W. MCKENZIE, “Acti est Supervisor. 

Enclosure.



: FOREST SERVICE | 
z GoRexAwe Nationa: Fuses? | 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Sone x < 1 

FOREST SERVICE ry 4-2 1975 i 

CORONADO NATIONAL FOREST lg 

BUTCH aeecnennnnenerem acne 

Canille Arizona. 
July 14,1925, 

G 
Fish & Game-Coronado. 

Forest Supervisor, 

Tucson,Arizona. 

Dear Sir: 

Reference is made to Mr-Leopold's letter about the two deer 
killed by lightning. 

I haden't prepared any thing on it,but there is a ce aces 
things we noticed. On each deer there was a burned place on one 
side shaped a greatéal like a horseshoe, lightning seem to hit the 
sholder split and run down in two places,one took the front leg 
and the other must of*jumped to the ground from the side. 

Some one told us that when any thing was struck by lightning 
they always swallowed their tongue,but we examined these two deer 
and found bham they had not their tongues were in natural place. 

This is about all that I noticed about them. 

Very truly yours. 

2 | Chen ee 
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G-Pish & Game Wichita plod 

Working Plan. 

Check List for Life History White-tail Deer. 

A. Size. Height at shoulder, nose to root of tail, tail length, 
length front foot pad, Maximum and minimum measurements. 

B. Weight. Maximum attained. Proportion of head and horns, hide and 
feet, entrails, and dressed weights to total. What region 
grows heavyest buck. 

C.Heads. Maximum spreads and number of points. 
Relation of points to age. 
Do character of horns vary with feed and season. 
Relations of heads to weight, size and age of bucks. 

D.Phehology. When do bucks join does. 
When do necks swell. 
Rutting season begins and ends at what seasons. 
When do buck and doe seperate. 
When are horns shed. 
When are fawn dropped. 
When do horns fully mature. 
When does velvet shed. 

E. Food Habits. List of food and season in which taken. 
What part of various plants are eaten. 
Extent of food competition with cattle or stock. 
Do food habits vary with age or sex. : ; 

: Need of salt. 
: Kind of shrubs, herbs, grasses and weeds eaten and the 

season of the year they are eaten. 
F.Water Relations. 

How often must they drink under given conditions? 
Will they drink foul, stagnant, muddy, alkali or 
mineralized water. 
Where and under what conditions do they go without 
water. : 
Any evidence of metabollic water. 
Do they use water to cover scent. 
Time of day they go to water under various conditions. 
Is snow eaten freely in place of water. 

H. Breeding Habits. 6 : 
yinimum proportion of bucks to does necessary for 
production under various conditions. 
Cause of barren does other than buck shortage. : 

. Period of gestration. 
Minimum age of breeding animals. 
How long after buck join does is begiming of rut. 
How long does rut last. 
Do does scatter when prime and bucks hunt them up 
one by one. 
How long after rut do bucks Stay with does.



How Long after rut before young buck are allowed 

to join punch again. 

Methods and periods of caching fawn, and their 

behavior. 

Scentless character of fawn. 

I. Natural Enemies. 
Extent, season, age, sex and method of killing by 

lion, wolf, coyote, bobcat and eagle. 

Behavior when attacked and mamer of escape or defense? 

Was sopere always deer killer. 

Deseribe method of killing. 

J. Misel. Points. Do deer use their voices. 

Do deer aver whistle, if so under whab conditions. 

When, where ami why. How. 

Is it true that buck jump fences that fawn and does 

erawl through or under. 
Gaits and speed under various conditions. 

Probable age attained. 
At what age does breeding stop. : 

Kk. Sporting Qualities. 

Do single buck run faster or longer than if with does. 

Than if with other buck. 
Proper Open season.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, Me a 

Madison, Wisconsin. Qu Ae 

Dear Leopold: é 

Was unable to see Walter Moore on my last trip 

over there but Mr. Winn is still here and has explained 

the circumstances to me. ‘ 

He states that Moore found these bucks with wl tL 

locked horns about May 1 and he judged they had ee 

dead about four weeks, which would mean the oe to & : 

the death" occurred around the first of April. Fred says cae 

the horns were tightly locked when he saw them in June 

and, aiso, were firm in the skull. The deer were found up 

in Shepherd Canyon and Moore severed the heads and brought 

them to the ranch. 

Lots of rain here now; over 7" in this vicinity 

during August, alone! 

Kindest regards. 

Very sincerely yours, 

SSeS ae
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Pinos Altos, N. ¥., 

duly 27, 1925. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, . 
Forest Products Laboratory, 

¥edison, Lowa, 
Dear Leopold: 

Your letter of July 13 is received, 

: It is now ry plan te be on the Mirbres Dictrict 

the latter part of August and T will make it a point to 

question Walter Moore about the two bucks with the locked 

horns and will write you. 

We have now had two rains on the Gila but my four- 

year-old slicker still suffices. We have certainly had a rough 

fire season on the Gila, At the present rate we may have to 

put our protective ferce back to work. Lots of lightning 

‘ but very spotted rains go far. 

Fred leaves us about the first of September as you 

acubtloss know. The Gila's loss is the Coronace's gain but 

that is peor consolation for us. We all tried to get him to 

take us all with him. In spite of our telief in Fred I think 

a change will tend to broaden us and I know that we have 

dasveloped uncer his association, 

With best wishes for you and yours, 
Yost sincerely,
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U ae DAILY EULLETIN 
No. 25-302 U. S. Forest Service ‘ June 30, 1925 

Southwestern District : 

Bie Delinquent Grazing Fee Paid: The Glenn Land & Cattle Company, Sil~ 
ver City has just paid its delinquent grazing fees, $3,736.40. 

4 Horn In Once Too Often: Walter Moore, Mimbres rancher, while working near 
ub : the head of Sheppard Canyon, found two white tail bucks with their horns 

S locked together so tightly that they could not be pried apart. ‘oth bucks had been dead about four weeks. He cut off the heads and took them to the ranch. The horns are still tightly loeked tozether. (Gila Bulletin} 

immediate Relief for Hmployees: Since authority to purchase medical sup. 
plies and secure services on accomt of “immediate relief of artisans, : 
laborers, and other employees engaged in hazardous werk"! is included in 
the General Expense portion of the Forest Service aprprorriation act, the 
question was asked the Forester as to whether payment for these could be 
made fron any other fund than General Expenses; and the question is an- 
swered in the negative. Where, therefore, médical Supplies are purchased 
for employees, even though on a road project, the payment should be made 
from the G. E. De 3, Hire, or other G. E. fund, as may te applicable, 

Gila Running Out of Fire Map Tacks: The fire situation at present is 
still bed in spite of recent rains, according to the Gila Bulletin. thile 
the rains have helped a trifle they have been too local and spotted to 
Greatly lessen the dager. The last fire was reported yesterday afternoon 
in the Packsaddle Caryon Region on the Pinos Altos district tt no details 
have yet been received. Even in a normal season the fire danger is not 
over until about mid-July and this is no normal season. The fire map in the 
office has rarely been covered with so many colored pins as it is this year. 
The Gila has had anhant -11 +¢he hin fiune Bia dks tale mtiay ate tig eg a eee



Wichita Trip - November, 1925. 

Notes on Whitetail 
By Leopold 

Coyotes Rangers think they not only 
@ catch fawns and grown deer during 

deep snow, but that they catch 

grown animals any time by relaying - 

or by running them into fences at 

@ night. The deer are not abundant. 

Peed Many go out of the Forest to eat 
Kaffer corn and are killed by spot- 
lighting the corn shocks at night. 

6 Rangers say that outside of acorn 
season they eat mostly grass (which 

probably means weeds). 
Jump Saw whitetail buck clear a 7'S* 

fence on the run. 30° 6" lone. 
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e Herds Bucks were often running with 

does and yearlings but saw no fawns. 
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Fawms Pet doe around headquarters 
yy brought twins every year for S 

years and once triplets. 
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Memo for "Southwestern Game Fields” ty), 

The Hiding Habit in Large Mammals 

cae” 
A ot W. T. Cox, Consulting Forester, St. Paul, told me 

ye substantially the following: : 

In September, 1924, he made a reconnaissance by sea- 

plane of the territory lying between Lake Winnipeg and Hudson 

Bay. This work was done jointly for the Abitibi Paper Co., 

who were interested in the supply of pulpwood, and the Canadian 

Government, which was interested from a more general standpoint, 

including the mapping of the region. The work did not consist 

ef a single flight but rather of a thorough covering of the 

entire country from the mouth of the Churchill River east to 

the mouth of the Nelson River and south to Lake Winnipeg. 

Cox says that during this work big game animals were 

frequently seen while the plane was flying low. In the ease of 

moose, in particular, however, tha invariably took to cover 

-before the plane actually passed over. In taking to cover 

they apparently did not run away but rather skulked and hid 

in the nearest cover they could find, acting practically in 

the same way as many birds do under similar circewnstances. 3 

fhe same phenomenon was observable with caribou in the prairies 

adjacent to Hudson Bay, but there was not equally good opportunity 

, to observe the behavior of deer. 

With the exception of white tailed deer, such behavior 

has never been observed when approached from the ground in so 

fer as I am aware. These observations would indicate the



survival of an instinct, possibly dating back to pre-mammalian 

evolution. On the other hand, it may simply be the recrudescence 

‘ of an instinct based on the experiences of fawns and calves, 

which are no doubt attacked often enough by eagles to preserve 

a Similar habit during the juvenile stages. Regardless of 

where the phenomenon comes from, it seems to be a new observa- 

tion of very great significance. KL 

! Aldo Leopold. 

ane
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WHITETATLED DEER 

William Ranyvenny Newsom 

Notes 
Page 

Foods: When fed clover hay eats off the blossoms. .... = 

Raspberry leaves, elderberry bushes and grapevines 
PEVOPLRO T0008 4 sme ewe eo se ee eS a ge ee 6 

Winter browse: Arbor vitae, balsam, hemlock, “ground : : 
hemlock", also maple and birch buds and twigs, 
AA CR OTB al oa sk oe a at ee ae an nr ae ee ee ee 

Tame deer ate cigarettes in large number; no ill effects .. 9 

Action of buck during rut; stops wird days with each doe j2 

WiGG O45, SO0CR — ais ss ks Se eee wee ee ee 

Tracks made by two sexes at different gaits ....-.e.e-e. 386 

Beer go into burned land after a fire . 2. 2. 2. ee ee e+ 6 « 58 

Entrails are 1/5 gross live weight of deer ........ 86 

boos with borne in: velvet 6 ss 6 6 6s ee 0 ete 6 ee we A 

Gestation 205-c1S Gays . 2-6 <-. 0s 5 0 5 ee se te ew ete 

Wimber of fawne. (b=4 ) es a ee ae ee es eee 

Male fawns stay with doe 1 year; female 2 years . . . - - - 146 

Deer in the red sink; in the blue float (a/c fat) .... . 148 

Ruy ace e 4 10-8 Wee ke ta 5 6 ke Se oe ee Oe 

Giay with 1 dee only a few days . 2... eas es ce” ESL 

Boek ratio, 1-4 wild, 1-10 in eaptivity 1.2. + 6 6 es LSE 

Antlers shed “any time after the rut is over™ ...... 153 

Antliérve shed: Janusby to Maren 366057 6 Ss we wee BS



Relation of antler growth to sex organS .« . « « « « « « 157 

Antler measurements of a “good buck™ . . . 2. 2 «0 « eo « 15? 

Normal Longevity of €eer . is. & wens os we ee © 8 160. 

Formula for live and dressed weight . . . . <<. « « « « YT 

Maximum live weight 388 # . . . « © e « «© «© ee © © © 172 

g' standing high jump by back so. 6 ss toe es 

30’ Tone jumps have been recorded. 29... eee 174 

2 fawns passed a car going 35 miles per hour. .... 175 

Mongolian antilope makes 55 miles per hour (Andrews) . 176 

Bear prey on young fawnS §. 2. 6 6 8 s+ 8 te eee 6 232 

Best buckskin from summer doe; method of making ... 254 

Northward extension of whitetail range. .....-- 244
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ERR AAR AAG ~=be the cleaning out of more lakes and marshes to 
(5 the last seed and tuber, leaving practically nothing . 
(3 to replenish the growth. BULLETIN—AMERICAN GAME, §f ritchie cum of race 3 (3 Lake, near St. Paul, did not even open its club- 
‘3 house. There were no ducks there at all. Heron 

PROTECT I VE A SSOCI Dee I ON ‘3 Lake, also in Minnesota, a most wonderful duck 
Ey retort, was but a shadow of its former self—tho 

3 ze ‘this was in part due to the ravages of carp. 
3 “MORE GAME oH CARLOS AVERY, Editor $3 “The number of ducks per acre of good feeding 

‘J. grounds is too great. If some action is not taken 
LEE EERE EEE EEE EEE EEA EES] to replenish and establish more feeding grounds 

within the next decade, there is certainly going to 
. bea very marked decrease in the total number of 

lam i it. It is not often that a deer exerts all his pow- wild ducks. 
Fund: entals of Conservation ers as a jumper; and more seldom still is the ob. “We are certainly confronted with a great 
Every game official in America and every stu- served to do so. problem, not only of stopping indiscriminate drain- 

dent of game conservation might do well to ac- “As a matter of fact, a deer’s motions are sin- age but in restocking millions of acres of water 
quaint himself fully with proceedings of the last gularly easy and graceful. When he jumps, he with natural food. Worthless lands must be 
National Game Conference held under the aus- seems to float over obstructions, without careful flooded to create more marshes, and these must 
pices of the American Game Protective Associa- approach and without apparent effort. Moreover, be stocked with food. Most important of.all, plen- 
tion in New York City, December 7 and 8, 1925. the deer is singularly sure-footed. During thirty ty of large refuges, well stocked with foods, must 

The program of this conference contained the years of hunting I have seen in the woods upward, be provided to preserve a sufficient number of 
names of the leading conservation officials, inves- I think, of a thousand deer. Most of these were birds to maintain the stock and supply the in- 
tigators and students in America. The United in flight in wild country where the footing was creasing number of hunters.” 
States Government and the Government of Mex- most treacherous; yet I have never saw an un- The solution of the problem so vividly de- 
ico and the Dominion of Canada were represented wounded deer fall down. I have seen one blunder; scribed lies in federal and state refuge legislation, 
by their highest game conservation officials. but his recovery was so rapid that his loss of with adequate provision for financing. 

The great universities of the country which are SoD was hard lytic bles 4 nee ea 
encouraging scientific research into the problems _ “I once measured the jump of a deer whic! 
which vitally affect the preservation of game, con. SPrang from its bed—that is, the first jump it An Appeal for the Antelope ‘ 
tributed valuable information. Some of these re- ™ade from a position flat on the ground. I had Game authorities of Saskatchewan are making 
searches include a study of the quail in its natural @PProached this deer on foot, across the dry bed a determined effort to save the antelope from ex- 
range in the southern states. A very important Of a pond, lined with soft moss, and was within termination in that province, where it once 
and ambitious undertaking participated in by about 8 feet of the creature when it sprang up and ranged in countless thousands. In the face of 
Cornell University, Bowdoin College and other Way, It had been lying at the base of a huge continuous legal protection for many years, the 
educational institutions in co-operation with the Pine in a tiny clump of huckleberry bushes, too ,antelope has dwindled to less than 500 in the en- 
American Game Protective Association, is a con- small, one would think, to hide a deer. There was tire province, and Commissioner F. Bradshaw 
tinuous investigation of the diseases and life his- _2 Space of black damp sand surrounding the pine, Gappeals urgently to the public to help save the 
tory of the ruffed grouse thruout its entire range, 50, that I was able to measure the jump with cer- Jremainder. He blames poachers and wanton kill- 
seeking to account for periodical and marked fluc. §tainty. It was 14 feet 1 inch. But remember that Bing by “game butchers” for the present low stage 
tuations in the abundance of this species which @this jump was made from a lying-down position. fof the supply of these beautiful animals, and offers 
have no connection whatever with hunting, but ® While running, the average jump df the white-tail @such game law violators no quarter. They will, 
are evidently caused by disease as well as climatic iS from 15 to 20 feet, but by small effort a ma- Bwhen caught, be given the extreme penalty of 
conditions. ture deer can increase this distance amazingly.” “the law. : 

A rational and practical solution of the mooted ss (iin Bradshew. acknowledges: pieces ouence 
vermin question was proposed and measures were i i: eh sence é : 

> takea¥icired uel let resent-taptnentsey andceane Reduce Shooting Accidents ranges, and cites one who has fifty running with 
flicting information to a basis which will be ,The annual list of hunting accidents is con- his stock. “To such public-spirited citizens,” he 
generally accepted and approoved not only by ‘Siderable in the aggregate, but may be reduced says, “the antelope now depends principally for 
sportsmen but by scientists, ornithologists and to a minimum with the exercise of due caution its protection, and when the alarming situation is 
other specialists. Here were also discussed by and care. The following list of “don'ts,” com- once brought to the attention of the public we 
leading authorities problems in the administration Piled by Willard Shepard of Ferndale, Mich., is feel confident they will respond to this urgent 
of refuges and sanctuaries and the treatment and g00d enough to clip and post up in your den or appeal for their co-operation. 
disposal of surplus game which frequently con- hunting camp: : : Anyone who would kill antelopes under present 
fronts game authorities and causes much difficulty _ Don’t point a gun at a person in fun. This is conditions, he declares, “should be banished from 
and agitation in the public mind. no matter for jest. It is always the gun “that we the society of decent sportsmen.” “At this stage 

Canada reported the successful transfer of 2,000 <idn’t know was loaded” that goes off. The only of the game one’ live antelope ts worth 100 dead 
head of buffalo from the overstocked Wainwright ‘ime to point a gun is when you intend to kill, ones. The. time for passing lightly on antelope 
Preserve to the free wild range of the Peace River, _ Don’t carry a loaded gun thru the streets, on a violations is past.” __ 
a remarkably successful undertaking which wili Street car or train, or leave it around your home Certain game-law violators would slaughter the 
undoubtedly be carried on annually, and a great to have some child playfully blow your head off. last living animal for the lust of killing, but it is 
herd of wild buffalo be thereby developed. Don’t carry a loaded gun or rifle in a buggy,. hoped public sentiment will be so aroused by the 

This conference was the twelfth in the series so #tomobile, or any other kind of vehicle. peers Canta Gre 0) enue ee ene oueawe 
far held. It is an annual event. Its deliberations _ Don’t get excited and shoot without making will be held in check and the antelope of Saskatch- 
contain the most reliable and best thought of con- Sure that your object is game. Don’t shoot until ewan saved from extermination. 
servation leaders. Its conclusions are sound, be- ¥0U see the game. In other words, don’t shoot at [ere 
ing based on knowledge and experience and not the sound of what you think is a deer or bird ‘The Barbarous Potlatch Hunt : 
merely the teault of tenotant anid misguided cuthae. Woe gurelit'ie cleay of mantor dona =), Most nt ua tavel believad) with cunieh selier that 

¥ EP, Don’t forget to break your gun, or at least fe pie ne potlatch or cope’ hunt was ii 
Ky A : thing of the past—a mere unpleasant memory o! Sold Ducks; Fined $540 lesa, loa ied aun, Searing WAC OUICIS TOE usa ac euecesace oi ine eaeeee aor 

‘ The vicinity of Green Bay, Wis., has always — Don’t drag a gun under a fence or out of a sors. Time was, in the “good old days’ of un- 
been a favorite resort for duck hunters, and, as boat with the muzzle pointed toward you; and limited game and no game laws, when such events 
ducks are unusually abundant there in season, don’t discharge a gun from a boat until the muz- Were common and popular—accepted without com- 
has also attracted the lawless’ market hunter. zle is over the gunwale or side of boat. punction as a matter of course. It is a fair as- 
Vigorous efforts on the pate of the state and Don’t climb fences with a gun or lean it against Stmption that these devastating butchering expe- 
federal game authorities have not succeeded in a tree until you get over. Rather put it thru the ditions contributed no small share to gameless 
eliminating this pest entirely, but recent devel- fence on the ground, business end before, then fields and woods now complained of. 
opments there will lend to discourage this sort of get over. Many can remember when the annual “hunt” 
“bootlegging.” Don’t put your finger on the trigger until you was the social, sporting and gustatory event of 

For selling ducks and having 153 birds in his are looking down the barrel at Brer Rabbit. the year; how the two competing sides combed 
possession for sale, one Arnold Hermes of Green Don’t get intoxicated or excited. and ravaged the fields and woods, marshes and 
Bay was recently assessed a total fine of $540, and Don’t load your gun until you actually get to waters of the countryside for miles around; how 
drew a red-hot scoring from Municipal Judge business. At all other times it should be empty. everything with feathers, fins or fur was gathered 

Monahan. Don’t use a cheap gun. They are apt to ex- into the game bag and proudly displayed and 
It appears that the locality is infested with a plode when using heavy charges. tallied for “points” at the close of the hunt with 

large number of petty market gunners who peddle — Don’t rest on the muzzle of your ‘gun. much gloating and ribald “bawling out” of the 
their bags to others, such as Hermes, who sell Don’t borrow or lend a gun or dog. losing side by the victors. At the culminating 
them to hard-luck hunters and hotels and restau- Don’t handle an unloaded gun any differently feast the winners gorged themselves to the utmost 
tants in Chicago and elsewhere. Prices to the men than you would a loaded one. at much expense of labor and humiliation by 
who shoot the ducks range from 60 to 75 cents a _ Don't forget effectively to smother your camp their less fortunate competitors—and this was 
bird, while the middlemen retail them for whatever fire. called “sport.” ; 
the traffic will bear. Don’t violate the game laws. It would be gratifying if it could be said that 
‘ The ‘conviction ace to was obtained —— such barbarous Practices existed a in the 

y wardens of the State Conservation Department. memory of old inhabitants; but, sad to relate, 
Evidence was secured in other cases to be pre. Many Duck Resorts Are Barren {here are yet a few localities that still persist, 
sented in court later. Commenting on the wild duck situation in cer- in the face of present-day enlightened sentiment 

Commercializing of game is so unusual Boy as tain portions of the country last fall, a very com- nd game scarcity, in pulling off these murderous 
to attract special attri dialbbeeweentetect: , and petent observer writes as follows: affairs. 
is regar rs réhensible as to justify ‘fhe “Jt is true that the supply of waterfowl was The writer has before him the newspaper boost- 

penalties whenever proven. abundant last fall where good feeding grounds are ing publicity of one such event in an eastern 
a ra oe but - believe on the whole Be pao of sie Guee ney should” eve Biehee seats ot 

° tucks in the aggregate is ‘on the toboggan.’ sportsmanship) in which the promoter exhauste: 
/ How Far Can a Deer Jump? Enormous flocks invaded the good feeding waters, his skill in trying to work up all the ferocity, 

“Many years ago I was talking with a famous ‘§but there are thousands of lakes and marshes tivalry and excitement possible, in order that 
old woodsman of the Carolina swamps, and our “Which formerly served as stopping places for them there might be a great kill, high scores, much 
conversation turned to the subject of deer, and t were last fall without birds. honor (?) and credit to the victorious gang, and 
particularly to the question of their ability as “In Minnesota, for example, Lake Christina, a gteat feast at the close. A few other similar af- 
jumpers,” says Archibald Rutledge. “Each of us one of the best canvasback lakes in the state, was fairs have been staged recently in other parts of 
was able to give some remarkable examples of the actually cleaned of aquatic growth the previous the country. Odium will not be brought upon 
wild deer’s power as a jumper, but neither seemed fall by myriads of ducks; but this year, being prac- them by naming the localities here. 
certain as to the limits of this power. Finally my tically barren of food, had no ducks. The birds All this goes to prove that, after all, our pro- 
friend said, ‘Well, I believe that a deer can jump formerly resorting to this feeding place went to testations of higher sportsmanship, some of us are 
just as far and as high as he has to,’ While we other lakes, and this accounts for apparent in- not so far removed after all from our cave-dwell- 
cannot admit this, there’s an element of truth in creases there. The result of this congestion will ing ancestors.
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Do you know that buck deer can be called? 
The freak head in the old Buckhorn 

saloon at San Antonio 
By Scorr Moore 

RAW a line on the map of Texas might well fancy himself hunting in Mexico. rare and only in imagination would the lion 
from Eagle Pass on the west to But perhaps the greatest attraction comes be ready for anything but a hurried get- 
Port O'Conner on the east. This from the fact that there is no time when the away. One never knows when he will sneak 
line will be the base of an inverted hunter may not expect to see game. In _ into a bunch of thirty or forty javelines and 

triangle having its apex at Brownsville. It mountain or plains country the hunter sur- see them dash in all directions, bristles erect 
will include that bird’s-head shaped part of veys a scope of country, determines that and tusks popping in a manner calculated 
south Texas and the southernmost tip of the nogameisinsight,andthen hasthe doubtful to make each separate hair stand on end. 
United States. pleasure of making his way to another Take a murky, windless day in late 

Time was when this immense sweep of vantage point before he can again anticipate November or early December, with a brood- 
country—for it is as large as some of our flushing game. In the Rio Grande country ing stillness over all, and as one carefully 
smaller states—was a veritable hunter’s one is kept keyed up from the time he gets works his way through this brush there is a 
Paradise. A flat plain for the most part, it seventy-five yards away from his camp until mystery, an expectancy, a fanciful dis- 
is usually referred to by Texans as ‘‘the he returns to that point. tortion that the writer has experienced in no 
brush country.’”’ It is all of that. Before Sneaking along a beaten cattle trail or other game country. And today the game 
the great prickly pear clumps were thinned working his way from glade to glade, the is wary, oh so wary! The old bucks are 
out by the ravages of a fungus disease, there hunter’s field of vision is decidedly limited there in plenty, proud old. fellows ‘with 
were thickets covering several acres into by the thick brush and he never knows moss on their horns,’’ but when the hunter 
which nothing but the smaller animals could when he rounds a clump of brush what he _ bags one he has earned his deer. 
penetrate. will face in the next little opening. It may All of this brings us to the purpose of this 

Interspersed with these great masses of be a magnificent twenty-point buck ready article: to describe a method of luring deer 
prickly pear, some of which were fifteen for instant flight or it may be a Mexican which, so far as I am aware, is confined to 
feet high and as large as the average five- lion ready for anything, though, of course, the Magic Valley country. 
room house, there grew a tangle of mes- this latter occurrence would be extremely The rutting season this far south is not in 
quite, cat-claw, chaparral, white brush, full swing until nearly Christmas. I am 
black brush, and guajilla (pronounced Jf you don’t want to be shot for a deer, |pereatcing how ofthe lower Rio Grande 
wah-heé-ya), the latter an evergreen shrub carry the antlers under cover valley. Farther north and in central Texas 
of much value to stockmen as a winter om we A the bucks will begin horning the brush and 
browse for cattle. All of these are armored oa: es ‘f making scrapes about_ November first, and 
with thorns—long thorns, short thorns, ~ | Se the mating season will be over before the 
claw-shaped thorns, barbed thorns, thorny . oS holidays. 
thorns. eo oe During this rutting season in the Lower 

Ina feeble way lamtryingtoconveythe | = * «Valley, say from November 25th to January 
idea that this country has that important 4 ~~; ist, and at no other time of the year, 
requisite for game, cover—impenetrable, | = J b ... = + buck deer may be called up by rattling 
life-saving cover. a r S ~~... a pair of deer horns. Almost ‘any kind 

Watered by the Nueces, Frio and Rio | i” ~ ~ a of deer horns will serve the purpose, 
Grande Rivers, together with numerous  F Po but green horns or horns that have been 
lagoons and shallow lakes, and being so far ee | eee... | Shellacked to prevent drying out will 
south that freezing weather was experienced Wig = —  SCnttuurrally eve the truest sound. The idea in 
only a few times each year, the game mul- "ye i «rattling the horns is to similate combat 
tiplied and thrived amazingly. Until the  ©™ > ~~ -___ between two bucks. 
development of the Rio Grande valley ee 2 : Ae ee} 
as a citrus fruit and truck farming section, ~ 9. | 97 : eee oe , TH, horns are grasped firmly at the base 
this was all cattle country and literallyteem-- » ~~ Se __ .* of the beams, one in each hand as shown 
ing with wild life. There were white-tailed baw Boe ao ee in the photographs, and brought sharply to- 
deer in unlimited numbers, javelines (Mexi- _ : : » Se a) gether, points interlocked. Then the horns 
can wild hog), leopard cats, bobcats, coyotes, | 7 = ae SB e- See are shaken and rocked together to make the 
Mexican lions, turkey, ducks, geese, two |. = @ay. — rattling noise. The initial clash represents 
varieties of quail, Mexican pheasants and |= =" | 2. da oe * the impact of the two bucks as they come 
other game too numerous to mention. They | | oo base ae oe ae together head-on and the subsequent rattling 
are still there in great plenty, but alas, the oe Po [a _7*2 =, | represents their efforts to gore each other 
good hunting is now mostly confined tothe |= == eh Se os f| while the hornsare in contact. 
big ranches—the King, the Kenedy, the | = am ee Ro In other words, the hunter fakes a fight, 
Lassiter and others of almost equal size oe , Nees “~<- , and if there is a buck deer within hearing 
and fame. ee f . ee and that buck is curious or pines for a 

Following the development of south ie ae Ai: Nt scrap or—and this is the most logical ex- 
Texas with the consequent influx of settlers | | jas b = ~ planation—if he suspects that while the 
and the building of good roads, hunters | 3%) ip bcs pe fight is going on he can run away with 
flocked to this section fromevery stateinthe P79 4 Y pe  , the coy young doe at the bottom of the 
Union. There was, and is, something # | Bs Lo ae, ee trouble, or if (this is the biggest “‘if’’ of all) 
fascinating about hunting here. In the , 7 7] . ee 28 | said buck has not been fooled by the same 
first place, the flora and fauna are different a ae “% =... | tuse before, he will come. 
from other parts of the United States; one Boi oo ee There are times when an old buck will 
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A Method of Luring Deer 

« come full tilt immediately upon hearing do about it?” and at the same time a by mistake in the thick brush are nil. 
the clash of the horns and will be almost hardening treatment for the horns and a And if you think there isn’t a thrill and a 
upon the hunter before the horns can be strengthening of neck muscles in prepara- battle of wits in calling up a buck, or if you 
put aside and rifle raised, ready for action. tion for the battles to come. think it is simply a_ matter of murdering 
Again, he will come quickly but without a Just after daybreak on a clear, frosty him from the top of a tree, you haven't 
sound to betray his presence, no matter how morning is considered the best time to been there. 
thick the brush. He is suddenly before rattle horns. At such a time the sound A large percentage of the bucks that 
you, phantom-like. It is almost uncanny. carries farthest and the snap in the atmos- respond to horns will go away unscathed, 

At still other times not even shot at. Fre- 
the buck will make his pq 3 Zi... <e eo ~~ 5 mj quently those which 
approach so slowly and ee ke ..  & ha ll a ro charge straight for the 
warily and so well un- ” —-— Ff x a C ‘ eo sound of the horns will 
der cover that the hunter Fy "ge my — . oe \ 1 eee be upon you before you 
decides he is in barren “20g? . Ln : r S A % bs ™ can get the horns put 
territory and moves on, le A PN =o aside and rifle in readi- 
only to flush the quarry py ime AAU “> — sf. ness. Then the test 
and lose him, And, of ° eae | ee. " , comes. 
course, one may rattle —_ ee oe. “ There he is, within 
faithfully for days with- | ‘ i Ss oe {| - _* . fifty yards of you, his 
out getting any response. | " a \ 4a il (a H great, glistening, jet black 
It would not be sport | | @ aS Ee asa mr fa cyes. seemingly search- 
were it otherwise. 7 hl CCS aio + Ma? ing your very soul, the 

4 7 Se 18? 4 "@ long hair on top of his 
\ X 7HILE some hunt- | >}. Co ae ae ey | shoulders bristling in an- 

ers choose to con- | =e 5 a - FF ea _ . =— “Pe ticipation of a fight, his 
cealthemselvesinaclump | ~* *@— _ LlLllLml > ee My ” forefeet proudly stamp- 
of bushes when rattling i Co — erg : eo ingthe ground. One false 
horns, the writer is con- . a 0 _ : 7 move, one tiny breaking of 
vinced that it is much" 93 43) =@™ CC . So 2 ——SC a twig, one flash of light 
better policy to take ‘ ee ee eae . = ——— on metal, and he is gone. 
position in a tree. In If he has come up from 
the first place, a deer ss Ss -s seni an the rear, you have a 
naturally looks for his "4 ee => © } — 3 ore ,  heart-breaking task be- 
enemies on the ground ff Wie Me 0 > F fore you. 
and, while he will im- See St UlUMlCULUlUlUG QT ns a“? 
mediately detect a move- ™ = gu = J oo ee ra) . ha > pee by inch, with ab- 
ment or noise of any i agua . wan ft 4 Ana : solutely no sound, not 
consequence in a tree, - Cte "Oem en fy even the scratching of 
it is much easier to make ee <4 - ~~ ae bark on the tree, you 
the shot from that van- i : ve x 3 must change _ position 
tage point. The least ee iti Ph oo m until it is possible to 
movement by a _ man 2 ——- : / a wi draw bead on your buck. 
concealed in the thorny p oF , v4 i as foam, te is all eyes at this 
brush of the Rio Grande |= 4 aa od ; : i i a nn sf time, a magnificent sight, 
country will make a lot [# - s ee a ia fi @ a7 and the hunter who can 
of noise, especially if |g gee % r | Ae s = 7 5 ‘m= go:_ through such an ex- 
the hunter is so unwise | 7 ‘. 2. jy 2 Fey. q _ perience as_ described 
as to dress himself in oS ‘S| a eS ll ee I = above without his heart 

canvas hunting coat or |] [| | a’ a wane —— 9 Mag pounding his ribs and a similar outer garment, |  #, 46 Ge * 9M Mee = B® == 4G" tingling at the roots o 
whereas with a good seat os ¥ > . ee Po Uhl | his hair simply doesn’t 
in a large mesquite tree | ly 2 EE SCOébeloong, that’s all. 
he is able to get into eee ee ew : aaa Even more of a trial 
action with the minimum rasp the horns firmly, one in each hand, and bring them together sharply. js the buck that comes a 
of movement and noise. Then shake them, making the rattling noise of two bucks fighting step at a time, uncover- 

But the greatest ad- ing only for an instant, 
vantage of the tree position is that the phere has made the old bucks brash and appearing and disappearing in the brush 
hunter has much greater range of vision. eager for excitement. in a most exasperating manner. At times 
An ideal position is a large tree situated in At one time it was unlawful in Texas to he seems to have made up his mind to 
an opening, with thick brush entirely sur- lure deer with the aid of horns, some mis- come straight on, then suddenly becomes 

- rounding the opening. This gives plenty of guided legislature having concluded that it suspicious and turns back. A subdued 
cover for the approach, but also gives free was taking undue advantage of the game; clash of the horns at such a time will bring 
vision for the shot. but this law was soon repealed. It now him instantly around and on the alert, but 

The day when the big bucks would go _readsas follows: vee old iliows are wise and only a master 
anywhere, during the daytime, without ipa - ya ees can bring them in. 
cover to mask their movements passed k Any etn f. Ho cat dan wee of I have had the privilege of hunting, for 
some years ago in south Texas; hence it is ae Si ae isthe ae oe ee 2 many years, with such a master, Dr. W. 
venerally a waste of time to rattle in very oe fe ve va © ecey 4 ca ne Shropshire of Yoakum, Texas, a well- 

en country. It is also usually a waste of eee eee ee eee ee Can aa to known physician and considered one of the 
. . natural, for the purpose of calling or - 

e to rattle with a norther or other high react deer except b vd best deer hunters in the state. He knows 
blowing because the sound will only th Selene hall b & ae eb _ all there is to know about hunting deer in 

. down-wind and a buck approaching CDE Eek HOTS, 208 Ve eed, Si the lower Rio Grande valley, but upon one 
his direction will nearly always scent So if you have any-“‘call pipes, reeds, point we disagree violently, persistently 

nunter and sneak away. Sometimes, whistles’’ or the like concealed about your and permanently. The doctor persists in 
ugh, if you are rather high in a tree, the person, stay out of the Lone Star State. carrying his horns slung over his shoulder 

ick seems to miss the scent and comes Neither can you stake out a flock of decoys in full view, while I would not carry mine 
right on. and fire indiscriminately into the droves of in that fashion on a bet. 

Almost any of the brush country that deer that are attracted to them. As a Picture a man sneaking through that 
shows deer sign is likely to yield a buck to matter of fact, it is no more unsportsman- dense brush country, at times crawling 
the rattler of horns, but the choicest ter- like than calling bull moose with a birch through thickets, with a pair of deer horns 
ritory is that which shows the most scrapes. bark horn; it is more sportsmanlike than hanging on him! I have no desire what- 
Scrapes, as all deer hunters know, are made killing a deer at a water hole. ever to get down and go crawling in a 
by buck deer during the mating season and Only twice in the writer’s experience have northerly direction and have some wild- 
are small furrows in the ground made by does appeared after a rattling of horns and eyed pseudo hunter plant a soft-nosed thirty- 
pawing backward with the forefeet. These on both occasions it was plain that the deer thirty in my southerly exposure. No exposed 
are generally next to a small bush or over- only chanced to be going that way at the deer horns on me; so I have contrived a 
hanging limb off which the buck usually time, for they did not stop but continued scheme to carry my horns under my sweater. 
horns the bark at the same time he is mak- straight on in the direction they were A pair of horns with very little curve and 
ing the scrape. It seems to be partly a headed. They did not appear curious or with the points nubbed off can be tied 
message to the rest of the boys reading, “I excited until they scented fresh man tracks together with a stout cord and carried, one 
have been along here; what are you going to near the tree; so the chances of killing a doe in each hip pocket. (Continued on page 77) 
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and typical horns of the herd bull. These | Sea “e 3 rs 7 EI Oe 
were comparatively easy, as their curious & eS bs es aes Pes a e 
nature was their downfall. a Apes EOS . oy) : x 

The old cow, the leader of the herd, was | | Mlyeg 7M sae am 1a yo iia get 
the one which caused the most anxiety. Pe pth ce se coe he ¥ 
Always wise and cautious, she seemed to | #amas a sce i e oN ens 
know my game. I wanted a cow of good ie . | | PY. Xx , aan" 
and typical horns and one that was big in ¥ | | eet y a ne 
body with some gray on the neck and — 6 oe | eS: ‘ ‘ \ x ctem 54 
sides, indicating age—a specimen that would nee ge i . > \@ ‘Ne re i) 
obviously be what it was, an old cow. ame ae ‘ 3 =e We. = had 

These cows looked so much like the young i ee |e a eee » oon: a 
bulls still in the velvet that to select them aa eee ze i I) | een enemnecynen| 
from the herd was most difficult, and I knew ga ~aar | ee if i Ry, ee YO get 
that unless she was conspicuous in her F Bs Wr a = te [ame eee a basal vin a Dh. ee 
fee the group would look like a herd a : er Ageia: & leer 2 ee oe = = 
of males. eae IN CSeacy” Saree A ee, ee ee nt 

It was not until the day before we were ee ei f Logis o ee ae eee 
to start our trek home that I was successful ay be Re ee ee ER pe oo <a 
in getting her. Many failures had caused ae. sz ee CF Na a eee 
me much worry, and I was afraid I could Bey | Se & @® SS = ees 
not get the type of cow I had wished for. —- ee eee ie 
We had left the best cenbau country and = ee ae ‘ ‘ie! 
were coming into camp late one afternoon, oy 
wie we He a te on about fifteen. ~ fs A Good Time | - 

was first attracted by six very fine a 
bulls and quickly “‘checked”’ their horns, but i Si 
found ey were not equal to the ones we tite Ousoadan Vent at every camp a 

ad. then saw a cow—just the kind I heh pent frame made: | . es a 
had hoped for. It was a very long shot. NoGuy Ropes. Supports at Tt is no drudgery to eet a Gl 
x cole not find a rest; so fired off-hand, | oes co oe sald i an OUTODOOR Tent. Even | 
and she dropped where she stood. The 20k Senet: ADEUNSIC HSS | j 7 i S ue 
next day I secured the young cow and calf, Telescopic Ee ae a woman in five ae ee co 
and my group was complete. | nee eae | make camp and the fun eo a4 
eee at ae of ane, many | Fabric, A material that 40 | fishing, motor boating or dis- te 

sketches, photographs and measurements years of tentmaking experi | : ife i | 
were taken, along with samples of ground, ee Ere o fe | te peas: a Vion OS i” bush and rocks. Photographs of the view Tae conics andtohenile i open and a home comfortable 
ns got a sist morning were taken as a ity, Strongly geinborced | wherever you happen to be. | ackground for it all. vherever strain demands. | j 

I had looked over thousands of caribou poe ee Meee a 4 
in herds that would come and go, and So idee ey Se (5) (1) jFX 
estimated that at least three hundred big | | SiO (co 
shootable bulls were closely observed, \ as ses Te 
with the idea of getting them if they were i | ; — ewe . olTey 
better. But never were we able even to f i { { eae — 
equal those which we got on our first day. \\ j | | a et 

Ly i i'- a pe Name re ee eee 

A METHOD OF LURING DEER HA Ni CE <> # — United States Tent & Awning Company 
(Continued from page 27 ) We Sw Sch be as . Edward R. Litsinger, President. 

; ha bles OS Na = Tent Makers for 40 years. 
it the curve of the horns to your body and a Aha NR 716 No. Sangamon St. Dept. A-2 Chicago, TH. 

your sweater_or coat down over them, | —S==—me =m Sse 
fas oe enough hunters mistaken for ——- Sate ears oe ree 

leer without disguising as one. | Dae 
It is a rather Salina fact that buck — A ; 

deer, during the rutting season, frequently oa ee Sree eae 
get their horns locked while fighting. They | pee ee en ey ie 
come togsthes head-on with a vicious 1 7 oe a 
crash and the horns become so _inter- | bce 2a . 4 
locked that they are unable to disengage | f ay GELF-OILING i : = | 
and both bucks perish from starvation. Oe] Water Systems foie 7 S Pe | 

I came upon two splendid bucks in La | boorr FOR the summer cottage, . eee i 
Salle County, Texas, not far from the town ec resort, hotel or suburban | a eee oat: af i 
of Fowlerton, which had met such a fate. | oe Hae ets ‘ | cy pi eee — | 
These bucks were an eight-point and a ten- ies assured of perfect water | % sf : | 
point and had been dead several weeks, | [| #e8!  service. The ideal system \} —_ an ed 
judging from the appearance of the car- Ala Ves seater ot dean, welt ik : 4 pa st ad 
ee. bey were lying in an opening ae j 1) ping, self-oiling. enna ee : ee 
some hundred yards or more across, with — OT J 
thick brush on all sides—a sort of arena Eh! » Denes Wee The Lure he aii gladiators might go to a EES Supply of th e Ancient Trail 

It is impossible to describe my feelings | Beret oa all vou vant aviete von Tuenre are trails that are older than history 
when I found these dead deer. It seemed | bathroom—in the kitchen—for fire protec- waiting for you today. Out through the so unnatural, so contrary to Nature's | Hon wate stock—sprinkling the gar- purple hills they lead to that land of dreams- 

. a “ Es | len— and washing the car—all are easil: come-true. Go follow these trails—these usual way of doing things. No survival of | a reality with a Myers! a mater railevatethe helmmat aeetdes 1Old 
the fittest here; they harmed each other not | For more than fifty years Myers has made Town Gant Se ees at-all. It was simply a case of two noble |  .Honor-Bilt”’ Well, House and Cistern For “Old Town Canoes” are durable and a : 2 Pumps, Power Pumps, Pumping Jacks, Rghean werehae animals daring to engage in combat and | Gylinders, Hand and Powers ey : strong. They are light in weight and sur- 
both Comune to eo igcble end from star- Hay Tools and Door Hangers, Sees prisingly easy to handle. hee lines ane 

vation. can think of no parallel in Get in touch with your Myers dealer—or graceful and trim—patterned after actual 
nature. ‘write us today for catalog, Indian models. Remarkably low in price too. 

Strange to say, although these deer died THE F. E. MYERS & BRO. CO. |, 2028-00 up. Brom, dealer DSL 4 
in a country where buzzards will some- 88 Orange St. Ashland, Ohio Z Bree uluptrated’ catnlbe Ceiew pues 82 i * complete information about sailing canoes, 
times appear before the hunter has finished 9. Take Off YoutHat=4 equare stern canoes for outboard motors, din- 
dressing his kill and where there are coyotes it o The Ay ghies, etc. Write today. Orv Town CaNor 
by the hundreds, the carcasses had been ms MYERS eS Co., 712 Middle Street, Old Town, Maine. 

little suetllibed They were more or less ——————e ° 
mummified and the head and neck of one (C38) ; 
was intact. Only the hind quarters of one | Old Town Canoes 
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> Ree eae of the deer had been eaten away. I do not ? . Me shan rs een Here’s Outdoor Fitness 
AE Ee One of the pioneer settlers of the Fowler- Meme © LEN Jd a i 

Bate Hal’ g Le hs o” y\I ton country recalled a story of a large buck, The Filson 
Era} ~ ee & sep a i i i 1 Y Sati | wy ok PAN said to have ranged in that section, carrying = oe 
“4 he i if HS. Ce be {| the horns, skull and part of the cervical C4 Cruising Coat 
a ae vy ety er edn) vertebra of another buck on his head. The a in 

y 7 ae hh ‘ Xl i supposition was that the two bucks locked ae sd 
mo BaF ey p horns during combat and one of them, $16 iG. Forestry Cloth 
Zs 7] ww A Be Pa Wy by reason of superior stamina or vitality, Aff Me 

ley | oo eS we outlived the other; that he managed to fa | |e 
PUA ANS ~ = a “yj drag the carcass of his opponent far enough oe Ne 
ea = UG to get water and sufficient grass to keep 4. = te be s 4 

Say { life in his body and, finally, after the dead FA ‘e = bs (ayes fos 
Ure buck had decayed sufficiently, pulled the | ae bl tf se 

allon\ fs 4 i eer if hoa per & ~ = | RS head and neck loose, eventually becoming “a4 tl @ ea 
uy, »* a . strong although unable to rid himself of his VLA INC tems y pe 

se ee burden. eA 
ed I do not vouch for such a fantastic tale, q ei CIN Made in an at- 

f Beck of course, but it is not beyond the bounds of lal ia ih “J tractive coos: 

x Ve raise: a possibility, provided the fight took place /ij) eel try green, all 
J Vi Cee ee near water. I know of several cases where Lee re. 9me wool, water 
(] i oe | hunters found bucks locked together and still ~Saecbie resistant and 
(N/) es i E living. M. H. Martin, Jr., of Fowlerton, Vy: Sia) weating 

eZ La ae oy has the heads of two bucks killed by him ve qualities. 
a A ee while locked together. Seeing a buck|} Order 1 inch larger than white collar 
ae = lying down in the brush, he shot and|| measure. Price $16.00. Get complete 

ag 2 eee killed it, and at the report of the gun the|} outfit, this coat and Filson laced 
eS a en buck sprang to his feet and wasalso|| breeches, $32.00. Send waist measure 

killed. for breeches. Write f tal 
Ri de the } Mr. Martin has these two heads, mounted|] “A”, It’s free. pi ise oe nae 

y himself, in his collection at Fowlerton. 
2 Be. was a twelve-pointer and the other|] j995_1997 Us C, FILSON CO, { € ; = irst Ave. Seattle, Wash. 

ACKWOOGUS ITalls, fourteen. A fourteen-point buck in south|| «ritson Clothes for the Man Who Knows” 
. Texas is considered a large deer, though 

there are many heads carrying a greater Ae. Sa? 
Tuts sturdy, dependable, new-type ‘number of points. The largest head I have German Field Glasses 

motorcycle will carry you comfort- ever actually seen taken in this part of ee 8 POWER Complete With Straps 

ably over trails impassable to a motor Texas had twenty-two points. This buck =A and Lens Cover 

car. And at the eee low cost Weer eae paineh Pasture SnRves S| ee ef a ad 

of one cent per mile! . * Of course, I am not taking into account Ses C4 a Yo hd 

TheSingleisconvenient,comfortable, the freak nea ihe euols seve cent “= \ ait Cee Sis 
‘ : point head in the o! uckhorn_ saloon at ( em 

ee a ea _ Parks = San Antonio was a freak and probably did Cdl ae pi Be i y, ay > 
2x8 ft. space. Ful oon tires. Easy not come off an exceptionally large deer. ol Sale re 
to buy, too. Ask your Harley-David- Farther up the Rio Grande, in the mountain- = 
son dealer about his Pay-as-you-ride ous Big Bend qountty, one finds black-tailed 4 

ic i e deer of much larger size. *: 
Pia bee een nie =p eed It is great sport, this hunting for deer 
transmission and full electric $235 in the Lower Rio Grande valley. If you| y aaa / Se 
equipment, f.o.b. Milwaukee are looking for excitement, go anywhere f ) $ 5 

+ : south of the line from Eagle Pass to Port 
Write for Jiterature. O'Conner, and try to watch for rattlesnakes 4 ~~ POSTPAI 

HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR COMPANY and deer at the same time. You will forget] THE IDEAL ALL "ROUND SPORTS GLASS 
a aoa ES < business, but I doubt if your nerves will be} Sightly worn or refinished. All optically perfect. Same guarantee 

ilwaukee isconsin rested when you start back home. At any] pshippsd'proniotiy on recsint of qheck or mazey order for $8.50. 
rate, whether you rattle the horns or still- oe Seen GAA oneate vee ne 

IAARLEY-DAVIDSON hunt, if a glimpse of an old buck starts ss Targeat Ieiceerawit Fiala Clatoad (ahaccios 
i it | 91to Federal St., Boston, Mass. 23 F. Scott St., T ito, Canad: 

[ New-Type ] S 2 sounaea pope = son ee feor it ‘Ank your dealer to show you HENSOLDT DIALYT modelo, 
: y 2) | ea SRP TRESS CATS ST TS 

Motorcycle inyle comes so fast and in such great gulps that it 
chokes you—I say if you experience these aS for Thir Qualit + 

ON MOTOR CO. tell-tale symptoms of acute buck-ague, then : SSS Hee 7 
HARLEY,DAMIDSO2, Wis. you are to the manor born and, as Mr. HT, | LEROY 

. Dept ¢ free literature describing Kipling’s jungle folk have it, ‘‘We be of one | \ | i BRELLA TE 
o the sine, ¢ your dealer prop- blood, ye and I. Good hunting!” Be} | 

ils 0! 

2 SSS Made of durable waterproof Olive Drab Tent Rabie arnceee omplete with floor, awning, id 
Nem sec FISHING THE GULF STREAM || widow abd door, incl tims; staten, Jolnied pole 

Cel sccer of BF Dineen (Continued from age 31) a a nae tate --------=-"=~ i ress. tm low as 
Clg But trolling is not the only kind of deep- || $%o"scnu for rb ataide: Puctary prices save You money” 

= = <a sea fishing to De found ia chee waters. | oe: Ox TENT COMPANY: 
(fas = The bottom fisherman who likes nothing icDonarp Ave. r.Louis Mo. =, "es : 51 MeDonat Ave = 2S = _Sr-Louis Mo. 
Bi Pn el . better than to dangle a line over the edge of 

pone eer ee a stationary boat can also be accommodated. fn T Ba © 

‘ete es eg! In fact, there are charter boat captains who A co ENTS 

ne =| Ss make a specialty of it. 
oy Beale, ra 19 == The favorite bottom fishing is for red ~ Road lodge roses: nesaroom, 
Gate 1 snapper, specimens of which average from . [pares ee 

out a zt forty to sixty pounds in weight. Huge 4 | | LOG. Write now. 
B utboar lines, the size of clothes-line but a hundred =a AM. AWNING & TENT CO- 
OATS «CANOES times stronger, are used for this work. u | J tom st:, Boston, Mass, 
Custom Made! A‘large chunk. of fish-is ampaled. on a: big || = eee eee eee 

waiter reef WA | Nook and dropped overboard a twelve: KEMNEBEG CATALOG—FREE 
WHITE'S safe and sane; absolutely pe ye ee € alt CO a 24 pages in colors, Shows 15 models, including 
dependable. | The, choice’ of Maine depth of 300 feet. wonderful 1927 Joy-Boy Out-Board Motor 
Bear ereed oiavite puck The boat is then allowed to drift until a | Gane: Esquimaux-style Kyak and new Whiz / Cog 7 
Write for free catalog. bite announces that the snapper grounds board motor). Mail Card E Cop, °F 
GLb TOWING nee & ene: < have been struck. From then on, the work Rh KanesbecC Co ors 

‘Canoe builders for 37 years is fast and furious, and usually one day of S mA\ Seer torn en S/R ax) S 
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DAILY BULLETIN 
No. 28-38 -U. S. Forest Service éurust 15, 1927 

KX-iction Item Southwestern District 

iron Roads: .Roads constructed of cast-iron plates with a slightly corru- 
gated surface are being tested in France. 

X-Wherefrom? The Offico of Accounts is in reccipt of a timber sale re- 

mittance in the amount of $3.00, august 10, 1927, from Leland S. Webster 

but transmittal stub does not contain the name of the forest. Will the 
forest to whom this bolongs plcase advise the District Fiscal isent. 

Laws Is Laws: Texas youths not used to tall timber think the Carson Forest 
so wild they will not be molested fishing without a license. Ranger Tang 

caught two more (shall we call thom "poor fish") collece boys from Texms 

angling in Red River ~ same 014 stvryy no license, journey to J. Pe, at 
Questa, and fine of $25, The boys wanted to know how far they would haye 
to. go back into the "tall uncut before & ranger would run into them in 
less than five minutes after they started fishint." There scems to be quite 

a few tourists all out of patience with New Mexico because there is no 
"freo" fishing. Sorry, but "laws is laws". (Carson Pine Cone) 

Drafcon Motes: Recently a yearling buck deer strayed into lr. Kepan's 
yard and then into the corral. Hoe caught it without any trouble and sent 
for me to come and tell him wimt to do with its; he was not certsin about 

tha law. The little fellow was thin and acted very sick, whereupon I ex- 

amined him and found that he was the victim of an overdose of ticks. Ap- 

parently there was nothing clsc wrong with him and he has taken to his new 
home and captivity seemingly with a relish. This is proving to be a draw- 

ing card to the public, and I believe that a more humane campaign opainst 

them will be the result, from talks along that line. (Ranger Mettler in 

the Coronad9 Bulletin) 

Goi Rango Manaromont: The Red River Land and Cattle Company are shippiny 
out 3000 head of cattle from Magdalena in August and Scptember. It is the 

Company's plan to rest the VXT range for a year. Hr. Pollock who owns an 

interest in the company has somo range in Arizona that has boom restod a 
year ond most of the cattle are boing shippod there. The decided improve- 

ment of the zrizoa romge under rest convincod ifr. Pollock tmt it would 

be a wise plan to use the same practice on the ranpe here. By renewing 

the ramge the company hopes to diminish death loss in the spring and to 
inerease the size of the stecrs they raise. Inasmuch as the VXT range 

still has & good sod and the rainfall this summer has been better thon for 

several years past, the relief to the vogetation at this time should be 
doubly beneficial. Clipped from the Ietil Bulletin. 

Field: Pooler, Randlos, Calkins, \Vilson, Craft (Coconino); Hussey 
(Tonto); Shoemker (Tusayan); French (Lincoln); Wales (Datil) 

Leave: Jones (ilissoula, Mont.) 
fieting: Chenoy 
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“4 7, y Co one whitetail deer folder 
or J : 

: DIGEST 

of 

Management Plan « Pisgah N. F. 

Clinton G Smith, 1928 

p. 5. Foot end Mouth Disease (Black Tongue) said to have occurred 

"hetween 190% and 1912." (BA I doubts this) 

Consus Whodes figured 10 deer on range to 1 seen by rangers. 

pe 6 ALL 250 bucks recommended out of (supposed) 4100 deer. Ratio 1:60. 

; (700 by outside clubs, mtio 1:6) 

p. &  Bredaters Bobent, Red Fox, aces. 

p 9. Durkey decreasing. 

Buffed Grouse “were reported as innumerable in 1920. The follow 

ing year there were seid to be ‘many’ of them. In 1923 the estim- 

ate was given as 200 end in 1926 this number was repeated, In 1927 

the report shows 600." ; 

pe 1%. Big Creck lodge property, 80 acres, held at $3600 « few years ago, 

now refusing $35,000 cash. lIinhanced value mostly by reason of game. 

p. 15. Foods 

Rye patches (spring). Also new grass on old fields, 

Rhododendron petioles (winter). 

Poplar. 

Oak sprouts. 2 

Acorns, 

: Population. Alleged 1 per 25 acres, : 

p. 16. Bawng 30 picked up in June and bottle-raised to restock Ogark and 

Cherokee W.¥.'s.



pe 17. Height of toms 

When born 3 pounds 

1 week 7 pounds 

6 weeks 11 pounds (can be shipped) 

“Seg Ratio of fame captured "males outnumbered females two 

to one." (30 total, evidently 20:10) 

Renge Ratio: for plants of 16 or more-1:4, 

. * #  Jegs than 16-122. 

wild herds at least 1s10 (too low) 

ye 1% Price of Stock Penn. paid $29.82 per deer in 1924-5, 

Other prices quoted up to $75. Cost of capturing and 

rearing in Pisgeh (to 6 wke?) runs $13 to $30, 

p. 19. Beonosed Refuge 40,000 acres or 90% of aren, 

Proposed Kil) 250 on 39250 acres or 1 per 152 acres. (0K) 

509 permits to be issued. 

Composition (aseuned). 7 ; 

ote it 

pe 20. Phenology Velvet shed by early Oct. Rut starts early Dec, 

: Proposed hunting seagon Oct. 25 - Dec. 10, Horns shed Jen, 

pe 21 Regulation Register for permits Sept. 1-25. Draw 509 by lot. 

Bill for $12 each, permitting 4 days hunting (43 per day). 

Guides to be registered and paid o fixed rate - use of guide 

optional. 

pe 25. Doge to be excluded, even bird dogs. : 

pe 26. Jur Prices March 192%: Coon $7, Bobeat $1, Skunk $1, Winks, 

Gray Fox $1.50, Red Tox $9. 

pe 28. Jurisdiction proposed to be transferred back to state.



HOTS OW DEER 

Fawns. : 

Born in June. 
Usually twins after first birth. 
Record of 13 fawns in % years, doe in partial domestication. 
at Davidson River Station. 
Fawns nibble grass in two weeks. 
Spote disappear in October. 
Weaned in October or November. 
Stay with doe until April or May. 
Spikes appear in May or June on young bucks. 

Yearl ings. 

; ' Breed at 16 months, November or Decenber. 
Borns shed in January. 2 

Two years and older, 

Horns in velvet appear in Mey, (Males). 
Horns mature in October, velvet off. 

eas (Start latter part of November). 
Gestation to 3 months. 
Horns moulted January 15 to February i. 
Full grown at 3 to 4 years. 
Die of old age et 10 to 14 years, 

Weights (Approximate). 

1 day, 3 pounds 1 year, 50 pounds buck; 35 lbs. doe 
1 week, 7 pounds 2 years, 35 pounds buck; 70 lbs. doe 
6 weeks, 11 pounds 3 years, 150 lbs. buck; 95 lbs. doe 
12 weeks, 2% pounds Maxinnm, 200 lbs. buck; 125 lbs. doe 

: A dig buck will dress 100 to 110 Ibs. ;
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y finer horns Can you tell the age of a buck deer by looking at his antlers? 

y than deer 
a from other 

or sections of the By ARCHIBALD RUTLEDGE 

HILE the horns of all our horn- sign being a diminished anda lesssymmetri- added to them an abortive growth that 
bearing wild creatures have long cal horn-development. renders them burly and shapeless. I have 
had a fascination for me, I have Yet I have seen a stag actually known to _ seen several of these so-called ‘‘club-horned” 
made a lifelong study of the be at least sixteen years old that weighed deer. The antlers, often huge, are never 

whitetail and his antlers. 316 pounds and carried an beautiful. Their abnormality is proof of 
From earliest boyhood I Bull’s Island horns enormous rack of 26 points. the fact that the obscure but direct rela- 
have found deer horns con- This deer was killed near tion between antlers and the sexual life of 
noting so much of the life of Everett, Pennsylvania, in the animal has been cut off. 
the deer and the beauty and \ December, 1926. In earlier times, when deer were more 
mystery of the forest that Having no real horns, but liable to attack from cougars and wolves 
he roams that their power a just little hairy bumps on his than they are now, these maimed bucks 
to appeal to my imagina- forehead during the year of with their shapeless giant horns were not 
tion has in no way abated his fawnhood, a buck will uncommon. In all my roamings, however, 
with the passing of time. grow spikes during the next I have seen but few of them; nor am I 
Even today, when I ought year. But I 
to be a more sober and have known a Texas. Spread 25 inches Cinna 
staid citizen, I cannot re- captive fawn, 
sist the temptation to in- born early in the f 4 MEET AT 
vestigate the story of a 20- spring, to have i 4 4 yi) i 4 

point buck that has been miniature horns : Pigeons 

killed by some old hunter the first season. =| SO iF. i aa 
living forty miles off in the And _occasional- & , ~ (Pel Las: 

ly, during the . 4 Of Mh... SS backwoods. ™ ; : fp Lae 4 second year, a Y ff 1 i oy 
Scores of such tales I instead of spikes | Iw FNS Awl 

have investigated, with will cadorne the e \ | ee ra { 

varying fortune. I have youngster’s 2 Sf oe 
collected many antlers, and brow. From | i. 0 cod 
T have tried never to fall to opt ae for- ; : oa 
see collections other than ward, for three ‘ 2 
mine that were anywhere within reach. or four years at any rate, South Carolina Pennsylvania 

In theseandin the normal buck will add pg 7 coals i 
The Ross many other somewhat tothelengthand = = -— 4 

head ways I have, theweightofthebeameach §= ¢ | es : _ 
@ perhaps, been year, and he will add a | § : . : 

Ks able to study point as well. in_ Se : e é al 
3 rather care- But, though I have sen (iy. \ a es at 

fully the horn thousands of pairs of deer si. a S . 
architecture of horns, I never saw two | |i aod Wie : 

this remarkable and exactly alike. Their archi- | © a 
. beloved game animal, tecture is controlled by § = — , 3 _ * 

and a simple report of things subjective—that is, == 7 ey 
4 my findings in the by physical traits of the in- FF oe i; 

matter may be of in- dividual—and by things ob- ae : us | 
be terest to fellow sports- jective, such as food, water ~~~ r . bod 
see men, impregnated to a greater 

The first thing to be or a lesser degree with lime, New Hampshire Tennessee 
kept in mind is that-a injury when in the velvet... 
buck’s horns are es- and other considerations. : a ‘ 
sentially a manifesta- A buck that has been oF i t ty 

tion of masculine vigor. castrated or rendered in- ff rt 4 ; 
It is not his age, nor capable as a reproducing a\ hha ‘ i 
his size, nor his weight male will, if he then has no et ’ Le 4 J Bi] 

which determines the size of his antlers. horns, grow no more, or aN ie se * _— a 
It is his reproductive strength. Most only misshapen stumps. If af : CO ‘ 
normal stags reach their maximum of at thetime of hischanging = © Por ae us Pei ks 
physical prowess at from seven to twelve he has horns, he will never Hod 7s er mi es 
years. After the latter age, signs of age drop them, butfromseason  —_— ee t a) : eg ay usually make themselves apparent, one to season there will be Hattigiiiiii 7) 1) bel veri ie, 31 4} 
20



The Horn-Architecture of the Whitetail 

sorry, for antlers of this sort are invariably ence. Quite frequently the 2 ; : 5 3 veyed 
indicative of a capital injury. palmation will occur with i i i ae be al Te 

Normal whitetail horns, in full maturity, one antler only, sometimes oe i iy oo 
seem usually to with one ortwo | 72, | : i a 1 . 
carry eight A. South €ar- tines only. wy L : ‘ oa 3 
points, at least Glad heade\ It is very rare 9 ee s io 
eight distinct f pemarkeble to find white- 8 a coe Te 
tines. This ieiee and tail antlers sym- pe ‘ ~~ * at yo 
number seems symmetry metrically _ pal- f 4 . CC = yi 
the standard. : t mated. I once “— po 4 _— i 
In examining examineda very : ao : i 
three hundred beautiful set of Co : i 2 \ 
pairs at random, 3 horns, broadly {3 5) | i bo 
collected from more “@2%_ ti ao palmated, sym- [2 2) 7 7 1 -¢ ae | bo 
than thirty states, — “- @  metricaland bearing seven oe j ee : Bote ee 
there were two hun- _ oe a perfect tines to the beam. ~ y e a . 7 
dred and forty 8- 4 ce Though small compared Freak horns 
pointers; twenty- i to some antlers, they were 
two 10-pointers; a exceedingly beautiful and o 
twenty-eight 6- and a eae novel. Probably the most a - 2 = 
7-pointers; and oo. startling palmation I have | oh ae be, . 
twelve 11- and 12- — ever seen is that on the | 7 " 4 
pointers. It seems, therefore, famous Ross Head. | ~ Se ] > 
that whitetail racks from ma- eae That even a keen sports- Pe LAr | / 
ture bucks may be expected to man may take no interest | : g és i - | 
have eight points, though of of an accurate sort in a 4 > a’ | 
course what we expect and antlers may be demon- Fw ‘ — 1 
what we find are often to- strated by the fact that I | -; 4 ] — ff 
tally different. was recently challenged by . YS ee “ 4 

It is exceedingly rare to find horns of this @ well-known deer hunter C4 A oe aay | 
deer with more than twelve regular points. Who had read a description n a aon oF F | 
Of course, we find big antlers with beadings written by me of several eee 
developed into alleged points, or with tines exceptionally large heads. ee Sry CU wel 
forking, and sometimes breaking into regu- He said: “I have hunted =| — a MF ee 
lar clusters of so-called points. But fun- dest a mygie and I Have es: aa - ve Pe | 
damentally the deer will probably have yet to see these stags whose oy Mine 
only a standard number of ae nes, heads can be brought in- SURE Ey Ged cial yom Maine 

The greatest number of genuine tines I doors only if we remove the sireat ts 
ever saw was on a dropped antler. The num- oor jambs and the lintels eee _ 

to admit them. I have a “i x Bu 
ij good collection of antlers, % i \ ne Vy 

and I doubt if one set has ed ces. ial 
a spread of more than 15 Neng J ok Lie 3 The antlers of taches? > Eon e 7 os Y 

the giant deer When I next. visited this — ee 4 
es friend, I had a tape line 4 4a } f f : men 

with me. In his presence I 4 — __ ar 2) 
measured eleven of the , Po ae va 
antlers that he had, every i J . a ic 

wf one of which had a spread Unusual horn formations 
» Ms of more than 18 inches, the 

; largest being 22 inches. With the whitetail, work; again, some hunters count the spread 
a 2-foot spread is about the limit, though as the width between the farthest separated 

dite parts of the two beams, whereas others 
o. < claim that the spread is the distance be- 
a ‘ tween the most remotely located parts of 

fs. : i the horns, wherever they may be. For 
244 ber was fourteen A wonderful “, example, if a tine on the right antler should 

Le and they were head from the te shoot out horizontally to the right, and a 
— arranged just as % 4 state of Michi- y % tine on the left antler should do the same 
ae regularly as the 5 ya gan , thing on its side, these men would measure 
i | teeth ina comb. 4 ie oF for the spread all the space between the tips 
i I have a 21- Cog a>. eg of these two abnormal tines. 

point set in my “gf —~ A ae For my part, “spread” means distance 
collection. But SP Kos. ify between the beams at their point of greatest 
the points above . 2 LJ separation, and the diameter of each beam 
twelve are ran- \ 4 should be included. It must be remem- 
dom outgrowths NS :: ce a bered that this spread may occur between 

rather than genuine tines. I believe this will \ Fee the points of the beams themselves. 
be found to be true of all antlers with a phe- oe For a great many years I have been curi- 
nomenal number of points. a ously interested in the theory that several 

The palmation of antlers—natural in A as varieties of the Virginia deer exist. Of 
moose, in caribou to some extent, and to en, oa course, the distinction is perhaps a vain 
somewhat the same degree in reindeer— F fa) f My one—such as the attempt to discriminate 
does not seem natural with the whitetail. om % between African lions. Yet in the case of 
Nevertheless it occurs, sometimes with % * deer, at least two races seem, almost 
startling effect. Probably this palmation p oN . wherever they are found, to make themselves 
is an inherited tendency, as I shall later try : 4 : evident. 
to show. Regarded physically, it is an Z a A Nowhere is this more true than in 
exuberant horn growth. Sometimes it a Pennsylvania, where Colonel Henry Shoe- 
seems to me as if palmation in deer horns " maker, an eminent authority on the wild 
may be caused by the failure of a tine to % life of that state, calls them “round-horn 
form properly, so that the horn substance is - -r F deer” and “swampies.” The first is the 
unnaturally spread out beneath the velvety en re long, tall, small-antlered deer; the latter is 
sheath. = stockier, much heavier, and the wearer of a 

At any rate, palmation in deer horns is massive and craggy crown. 
always an interesting phenomenon. I have occasionally a 26-inch:spread will be found. In the South I have long observed a 
measured a widened beam of this kind that I believe the record in this particular is 28 difference between the sleek, small deer of 
was more than ten inches in circumference. inches. the pinelands and the burly deer of the 
An ordinary beam of average size will sel- The trouble about most measuring arises river bottoms and the deep swamps. How 
dom go more than four inches in circumfer- from the fact that too much is mere guess- much of this (Continued on page 76) 
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Field and Stream—December, 1927 

the hemlock parsley, not confined to the pressing the imagination with the nature of 
G Wh th D k Ar, ! woods at all? marvelous wild creature that wore them as 

0 ere the LUCRS e You may chew the bark of the hemlock his kingly diadem. As far as I have been 
Carry Your Boat With You tree in perfect safety. You may walk able to ascertain, and-I have not been idle 

unafraid through a hemlock wood and live in this matter, these are, considering all In Your Car or on Your Shoulder ate ‘Woelets only 29-Ihe/eaclly packed tn wan ea to tell the story. But try the hemlock matters, the finest antlers of the Virginia 
not capsize or swamp; good in rough water; parsley, and someone else—some modern deer ever taken in the Carolinas, and possi- 
practically indestructible. Plato—will relate what follows. bly along the whole Atlantic seaboard. As 

Buy a Endless are the causes of woods fear! I say, they were worn by a giant deer. A 
PNU MATICRAFT So many strange sights and sounds for the hunter does not see one except every other 

uninitiated! generation or so. 
Safte—Silent—Light—Fast Sometimes at twilight after a clear day - 
mS raperorcemevenrsermr pine ree the wind roars through the trees like the J HAVE been told that in certain great 
“Tpemumaccniaienre yor cae wail of eternity. Near a lake you will parks in England deer have been made 

Be ia Sig a at gad hear it moar from one side to the other. to grow huge horns by feeding to them, Hi hae i ib fy, se Me | After a few monsents the direction changes. while the antlers were in the process of 
Wes A RN ih SM A fe Then the loud, sobbing blow returns to the growth, turnips and other root vegetables 

Pi vin Wee: | Re hi had, other shore, hurdles the high slope and sprinkled with slaked lime. In those parts 
Ces a ae Wii =a breaks against the mountains somewhere of South Carolina where phosphate is ex- 

co as rj in the steel-blue distance. You feel as if tensively mined, there are huge canals or 
SS MP great Jove were rocking from side to side “dredge cuts,” long disused and now half 
ee Bate aren while sighs of unthinkable suffering escaped filled with water deeply impregnated with ——_ i him. lime. Years ago this country was cut up by 
ee = oe a 4 You sit in waiting for the night wind to these mining operations; but now it is over- Be ope die down. You are caught in a web of uni- grown again, and deer are plentiful in it. 

Easy to Row, Carry, Rig Up and Launch versal sorrow in which your sympathy does I have observed that the deer from the 
A regular “‘he-man” boat for all purposes. not count, in a maze of grief from which phosphate regions appear to have much fou can hunt where other boats can't go." Use it you cannot flee. Fear of something, per- finer horns that the deer of other sections. 

Z haps of the unpeopled past, perhaps of the May this not be attributable to the abund- Soon Saves Its Cost é unpeopled future, takes hold of you. ant supply of lime that they get in their 
sri EP Seg pelntine ox caulting. But when the wind does vanish, when drinking water? I offer it as a way of ac- 

Write for Illustrated Folder'‘B” Dealers’ the earth seems Jaid in velvet, then the counting for the difference in the size of Inquiries Also Invited. very stillness, impenetrable and vast, Horns sag in i phosphate region and 
strengthens the mystic longing which you those taken near by. 

PNEUMATIC BOAT CORP. have felt in the moving air. This mystery During the last deer season I had a very 102 Murray St. (10) Newark) N= 35 cia never to’ Le gainsaid. It contains the curious experience with a buck’s antlers. I 
| substance of woods fear, which, rightly believe the incident will interest fellow 

understood, is but another name for woods sportsmen. Coming, late one afternoon, out 
+ 4, | || | charm—that baffling, enchanting mistress of the pine-lands, my negro driver and I 

Duck Hunters—Attention . of the outdoors. were riding through an old thicket near the pean a ee plantation gate. Suddenly he stopped his PURE horse and, dismounting, picked up and 
THE HORN ARCHITECTURE OF handed to me two dropped antlers. Though 

BARBERRY JE LEY THE WHITETAIL oo ad not exactly match, they seemed to 
5 e mates. 

‘Made from wild barberries and granulated eugar. || | _.. AO orineaier (70rd) Of course, the fact that these antlers were The ONLY JELLY to eat with difference is due to environment and how found together would not prove that they 3 much to heritage and to other causes are had been dro by the same deer. In- Wild Ducks and Game F . dropped by me deer. In: The famous jelly from “Down East” with || | M2tters of conjecture. However, it may deed, I believe it unusual for a buck to drop the SU Hhbnae tne with certainty be stated that heredity hasa both horns in the same place. Two days DELICIOUS profound effect upon antlers. — later, within a half-mile of that place, I with Roast Lamb, Turkey, etc. On Bull's Island, a magnificent game killed a very large buck, and his antlers Distinctive—Tart—Appetizing. preserve off the Carolina coast, the deer exactly corresponded to those that we had 10 oz. net tumblers—50c each, 2 for $1.00. have antlers which are unique. They are found: The right horn in each case was $11.50 per case of 2 dozen, Express Prepaid. quite dark, are singularly sprightly, and curiously distorted, so that identification Grae ee iie cupply lasts: Send cast, have an upward pitch. that I have not ob- was easy. 
served in deer anywhere else. So character- I am not positive that I have two sets of GREENLAND BAY FARMS, Portsmouth, N.H. istic is the horn architecture of these deer horns from the same wild deer, but I be- 

Wearethe original andsole producers of Barberry Jelly that I believe I could tell Bull’s Island horns lieve I have. And, considering how limited — from all the others in a promiscuous lot. is usually the range of a deer, it is altogether With wild animals, as with human beings, likely that, the year before, this same old 
there occasionally appears a giant. I have stag had dropped his horns in this thicket, cr e recorded in this magazine a diamondback and not quite a year later he lost another 
rattlesnake that measured eleven feet one —his last set! 

Oil your shoes withBERGMANN inch. I submitted all the data concerning £ i 
SHOE OIL this remarkable reptile to Mr. _Ditmars, I HAVE a pair of horns that have a buck- 0 the expert at the New York Zoological Park, shot hole near the base of one beam. The UNZPA\\ Keep yourfeet dry. | He wrote me that he not only believed all deer was shot at when he was in the velvet, 3 ae Pexemens Ou the statements concerning the serpent, but and the shot must have lodged in the antler. : \ va i. it soft | that he himself had encountered abnormally He was killed when the horns were hard, I 

‘ and pliable. Makes it lasttmuch large snakes, far exceeding in size any that put the horns up in the dining room. One n ; [pase rave fon felt many might be considered as representing maxi- night, as I was sitting by the fire in that 
fort and long life for shoes. mum growth. 1 6s 3 room, I heard something fall. After a brief 

. At stores, or send 40c for full The same thing is true with deer. Oc- hunt, I found the flattened buckshot on the 
size 8 oz. can postpaid. Address | Casionally a phenomenal stag will be taken. floor beneath the horns. Doubtless the ° Theo Bergmann, 893 Upshur | Mere size and weight, however, will not in- drying of the horns had opened the aperture 

2 Street, Portland, Oregon, sure magnificent antlers, the development of somewhat, and the shot had at last fallen | Dealers—stock up now. Bergmann | which is determined by obscure but power- out of its own weight. | Mf Oils right —demand is growing. | fy] sexual causes. f The finest whitetail antlers in this country oF BERGMANN al have Bete pe ee ie earns of a a I ae to be found in private ORES: Tie giant stag ki in Four Holes Swamp, either as solitary specimens or as units of a << cian SH OE OIL Dorchester County, South Carolina, in collection. Dr ie M. Beck, of Wilkes- a 1904. The killer of this deer wrote me, Barre, Pennsylvania, has a superb collec- 
tRAKD $19 85 Ihave killed hundreds of deer, and I never tion, as has also Mr. M. S. Jones, of Titus- ses Bee ae, = . saw anything like this one.” Ido not think ville, Florida, and Mr. Ross Hanahan, of pinocutans,  eqpowmery 5 Oo onset | | that the deer was weighed, but the photo- Charleston, South Carolina. on, 0; power Mirakel inono- graphs of his horns will at once bring to the In the matter of whitetail antlers, mu- from a'$s Gas tr bak reader a sense of their extraordinary size seums are,asarule, lamentably poor. Even few ged lasses in good condi- and beauty, — the National Museum in Washington and money, refunded ee aie 0205 cae thats Werle Record the eaacen ueen of Natural History i LORING orns in the National Collection have quite in New York have only a few mounted Box 182-P, Owego, Tioga Co., N.Y. | | the power that these antlers have, of im- whitetails and hardly aay antlers—at least 
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on display. As a rule, things ariean have eT ae (<4 
much more space given to them than things oe 
American. Surely every such museum | SCIENTIFIC. : 
should have a case of whitetail horns, illus- | | A - 
trating not only the manner of growth | | MERICAN 
from year to year but the variations of the | | xoveswer wx « mameecunac IS 
horn architecture of these most interesting —— cee 

antlers. | & if a it 
Aside from their beauty and their sugges- | i Sane a A 

tive power, horns have a commendable per- | | = <a t 

aanen ee? I DE examined a good many | | oe 2 f 
sets of antlers taken in this country prior | / roi er Ht 

to the Revolution, and I have not noticed in | | amma se i THAN 

them any fatal deterioration. | | ABP HUMANSENG INES EERICueNT: H 

| | BvoLwnos or 1He . 4 99 
ae | | TinareSenio FI C l I O N 

THRILLS AND SPILLS ae 

(Continued from ‘page 27) res i 

the other. Suddenly there is a flash of Did you know that the familiar old 
teeth, a smear of flying fur, and the wolf . sayin: i i i 
swings free from Scar’s jaws and flies into Men Who Write v . as inspired by reading a0 

space. He lands on site snowy slope for ne: e in the Scientific American? 
near the bottom, and Scar follows, sliding Scientifi i n i i 
down on all fours to finish the work he ee een h when ou Stop LS think of it, 

started. ; SIR OLIVER LODGE ow true the saying is! 
And now comes the most unbelievable ie world’s best known : : 

event of the day. The third coyote, the physicist. But there is more to it than the 
smallest of the three, finding himself next | | DAVID STARR JORDAN old phrase-maker was able to crowd 
in line to fight, realizes at once that it is Chancellor of Leland Stan- into a singel hi 

useless. As Scar launches himself down Tee Epes ingle sentence short enough 
a on ese ee eee ee The RS eo ies ate proverb purposes. Truth 1s not 

lie in a diagonal direction toward the acest peenatls of the In- | Only stranger than fiction, but it is 
wall at our right. SIR RICHARD PAGET more interesting. 

For full twenty feet he floats and falls. Wiowki daca h : . fs 
en pleading on all sos heats up artificially. pracucet spec: Try reading the Scientific Amer- 

the sliddery slope at an angle like a motor- 2 i 
cycle rider in a motordrome. He gains the Ee EUAN ic rhe i and see how absorbed you get. 

rim noe fifty feet ee us, flashes over the atom. ” That it is the one necessary maga- 
top and is gone. t the moment he dis- i 
appears Ewing sees him and fires, but the MU HIgs ees ae Ea zine for the er who would keep 
bullet whistles harmlessly over the empty phenomena. up-to-date 1s admitted; filled as it is 
space. REV. i i i Ss ale eee Aue the EV. FRANCIS A. TONDORFE with the authentic accounts of what 

volt ger nueyile oe roars, dancing up and earthquakes. the world’s leaders in thought and 
lown in his saddle. PAUL R. HEYL i ishi 
“Lord, I’ve been hollering at you for an Who weighed the earth. acHOn at accomplishing. More than . 

hour Te shoot it,” answers Harry. When ERNEST REACE that it is actually fascinating to 
r got the other one off the ledge, this The architect who is plan- ; 

one jumped like an antelope and scrambled ning the city ae pe tucire read the wonders that are being 

up the bank like a lizard. If I’d only had | | A. SMITS wrought before your very CyeSaa 
a gun!” The Dutch chemist who 1 s 

“Well, by golly, we’ll sure have some more turned lead into mercury. especially when you realize that 

good hunting to get that feller. I'll bet he’s HENRY NORRIS RUSSELL they are going to affect your own 
a son of Old Three-foot,” says Ewing. Who originated the theory of | life and circumstan 
“We'll save him for another day,” he adds, ae evolution of the stars. T ie ECs: 
turning to me with his widest grin. “Some | | SIMON FLEXNER ryas ipti i i 
day when I’ve learned to shoot and watch Head of Rockefeller Institute. A Meaey: 7 HP Hol to the Scientific 
a three-ring circus all at once.’” DANIEL T. MACDOUGAL merican. t will be a revelation. 

A Beg Uaien sua feeacas Here is a special low-price offer that 
cell. makes it even ive— 

FLY-FISHING FOR MUSKIES | | MORRIS FISHBEIN at wibbthe ot his $4 attractiv 

(Continued from page 33) Oficial sokesran a the . ioe : . u 1 $4 a yeah aba 
\merican ‘ical ssocia- | ZIN€ Or On. < 

front of him, preferably moving shore- =o d co 1 - Regular ows 
ward. No doubt he imagines it to be a HECTOR C. BYWATER stand price $1.75. 
ny minnow. peer this size and kind Celebrated naval authority. 

of lure is something he has not seen, it | | E. H. LOCKWOOD 
completely fools him. : Engineer who made a new SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN PUBLISHING 
- ae my recommendation to any one pre nod of rating automo- COMPANY 
ishing any water is to endeavor to use S 

some lure that is not being used, and the 24 West 40th Street New York City 
fish will be taken unawares. Such is the 
= eP the yen’ Spinner ae.case withthe -[( Str so ce ae ae mmm eam ec eine ee eens et ee re er 

ly rod. Few use the combination, but F.S. 
the very face that do imitates2 minnow SPECIAL FIVE MONTHS’ TRIAL COUPON 
nee eu than any other dts both as | SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 

o flash and size, is one reason why it is so 
uniformly successful as a_fish-getter. ee wy cot leu Street pisos Mots 

The old heresy to the effect that to get Sent me five months subscription to Scientific American (Regular price $1.75). Enclosed is 

large fish you must needs have large bait is | check or money order for $1 in full payment. 
conclusively proved abortive instead of 
enhancing. Used with some little scientific N 
care and consideration, with a knowledge RING aan Pena ace Fest res. «Jone ERR IE Aa to oO MAMAEE AL ee es os 
of the Hae e oe fish in the inshore 
waters, it is difficult to improve upon the fy rod, the spinner and fly as a means of SSereeE (ANC ND Ste ep etea occa sis Salas Nas Sets marsioslS asiwiecn we aos Asia sia a « 2 tas 

rounding up this most popularized fish 
of our inland fresh waters. Bes set ais cress o9.0 «co ieee net sok en ane MeO LAe eae tit ae ree 
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Edited by WAKEFIELD DORT 
S°2013="be Re 745 fact that they are on the books not the Australian bush, they are perhaps 

merely to restrict the sportsmen in their excusable. 
Aeoe a month to go before Con- pleasures, but to perpetuate and hold One way the aborigines capture ducks 

gress reconvenes! Only about a forth to all the sportsmen of the state is to stretch a very strong light net 
month before the Game Refuge Bill as much of that pleasure as possible, he across a creek from tree to tree, keep- 
comes up for a vote in both the Sen- will soon find the great majority of ing it in the shadows of overhanging 
ate and House of Representatives. It anglers and gunners will do everything in boughs. A group of natives then gocs 4 
has passed the Agricultural Committees their power to help him successfully higher up the creek leaving one of their i 
of both these bodies and it now awaits carry on his work. companions concealed in the bush near Pe 
only a definite line-up on the floors of These things are particularly true to- the net. The party which goes up the 
both Houses. . . day. Most sportsmen are law-abiding, creek drives the wild ducks down stream, 

bat have you been doing for this jf not because of their own personal frightening them as much as _ possible. 
bill in the last month or two? Have ethics, then because they know the game As the birds come down, flying very fast 
ae seen to it that all your sportsmen- code was drawn up in their own inter- and following the course of the water, 
riends understand the aeaSUEE and the ests. They are willing to cooperate, but the native who is concealed near the net 

necessity for it? Have you asked them equally quick to resent persecution or imitates the shrill cry of a hawk and 
to write their Congressmen, passing on yndue demonstration of authority. throws his boomerang above the flock 
the information and urging favorable There is, unfortunately, however, al- of ducks which, terrified by what they 
action? If your Congressmen have al- ways with us that lawless minority believe to be their most dreaded enemy, 
ready promised you that they would which recognizes no rules save those swoop suddenly towards the water and 
vote for this b-ll, have you written them strictly and swiftly enforced. This type fly into the net which is immediately 
again this Fall to make sure that they can never be made friends of conserva- loosened to fall around them. 
don’t forget? Did you try to see them tion, The warden must discourage their Nets are occasionally still being used 
when they were home for the summer? activities with all the power of the law. in the United States for capturing wild- 

It is too late now for all these “what But a new friend for the work is from fowl, but here the “aborigines” are se- 
have you dones” or “what haven't you the broad viewpoint of game conserva- verely punished as game law violators 
dones,” but the question is “what are tion as a whole worth much more than : 
you going to do for the Game Refuge an arrest for a trivial, technical and un- Looking Ahead 
Bill during this last vital month?” premeditated violation We = always « iq? 

There is time in these thirty, days to. think :in cases.of: this kindof an. ex = Ap ee name “Pennsylvania” often ap- 
make the passage of the Game Refuge jience which | ’ pears in these columns and there passagt $¢ rience which happened to Ray Holland ,; i Bill absolutely certain—to make it safe 2 ~ is a very good reason why it should. J when he was a Federal Inspector in ith i 5 from political deals, and in short, to eee That state, with its comprehensive sys- pi %, 9 charge of a number of western states. i " : make it Jaw. The bill is today in a fa- * 2 S- tem of game refuges and public shooting y In a certain town, the gunners recog- 

: vorable position, but let us repeat once }j 2 8 8 grounds, has led the way along com- : po 9 Di nized no game law whatever. They shot ; A : . . 
more as clearly as we can, that its pas- o j . paratively new lines in saving gunning y : Di hi nd where th leased and if 
sage is absolutely uncertain unless eve Sona ey pleased and if any for the gunners. As has been often 

8 y TY game warden succeeded in arresting a ; . 
one of you, young or old, get busy. violator, the latter’s friends would all padi 5 venisiaso) Penneyiva aa ie tac 

Don’t forget that under the Ameri- ie . a” tically shot out. Today it can offer a 
Bi appear in court and swear him out an = 3 

can system of government, your Con- ajihj, Holland succeeded one evening in eiot cheelent  binnd 20) poke rite 
gressman represents you personally to- getting the worst of the violators to- Cie aCe ates aber Olea cae 
gether with the other people in his dis- Cether. He explained to them that by Last year the number of licenses is- 
trict. It is not only your right to give Sebae nee scale : es Y sued in Pennsylvania practically reached a 

a : MBEAN oot & their violations they were wiping out ili 
him your views on public questions, but the Jocal game supply and simply work the half million mark. It has been es- 
it is your duty. ing pune ae Tee aol inated that theén uml aag: sooo seaunt 

If you have not already done so, write jand talked himself blue in the face to 7S .0" thelr OW DEI ty amaenonval your Congressman that the Game Refuge i = _ censes would carry the total number of your 8) g€ this crew without any apparent effect at i Bill is of tremendous importance to this , i SE AED sportsmen to a figure which would rep- a DONE all, until finally the worst poacher of the : 
Nation and that you want him to vote. hunch, a big Irishman, got up and said: resent one out of every four able-bodied 
for it. If you have already written him «po..’ ee fae D : men in the state. The list of species and or it. wou / Boys, I don’t believe much of what ; ‘ this—do it again. this EAT eaid =OOE Has ball oe number of small game killed is too long 

All together for one big last concerted hye did say one thing which is absolutely 2 ae here, pu tue big. game : 

effort ! true. There ain’t so much game as there meee a ihe ae cece eae = 
Insure the future of your sport. used to be a few years ago T ae eas ke ae e firs! fare eek a ae 

iA GamesWarden's ing out tomorrow” (this was in the mid- ere were, ees leas subdivided i 
R ‘bili dle of the closed season) “and get some follows: Spike horns 1,001; 2 points 
esponsibi ity prairie chickens, but I don’t think I'll to a side, 1,322; 3 points to a side, 766; : 

2 game warden has today a posi- 0. And what’s more, by——, if, I 4 points or over to a side, 2,363. Five ie, 
tion of enormous responsibility. The don’t go, there ain’t none of the of hundred bears were killed during the sea- \Noe 

fact that he must enforce the law is you goin’.” son. Six thousand and forty-nine wild 

only a part, even if it is the most im- A short time later, this bai vio- turkeys were also taken, which is 1,400 
portant part, of his work. It seems to lators had formed themsealv Oma, Ore than were killed in go2r. $ 
us that one of his greatest duties is to sportsmen’s organization fan re work- at Pennsylvania is b; ans satisfied, 
gain, and hold for conservation, the good ng just as hard for protectigh as (ye yer, despite its femgrkably good 
will of the sportsmen. ley had formerlgigi fiance of it. {shown Ther, mort licenses is- 

By a game warden’s attityde an an a Serene tit i sued eacl ‘ar and the commission must 5 
tivities is judged the who i piten: eeeomal aoe ieee that the supply of game keeps pace. 
Game Department of hisfStaje. gain S cet akon © So there has been adopted a two-year 
or loses prestige by his ove c aA program peeconstrctive measures. This $ 
his sole thoyght i e Mumbgg@61 ar- . program follows: 
rests he cai koffoye he nygsier of wed Aust Bushmen “rt, Secure cooperation of sportsmen a 
ple to whoth fle dispft quiph or- A aborigines,’ largely de- in passing bond issue for purchase of 
ity, by justWso fn) f dé hole on natural sources for their wild lands for forest and recreational 3 
cause, ish angg@ame pregeCtion suffer, pply, have many ingenious purposes; also more extensive game and a : 

the @fher hand, he bear onf? mes for capturing game. Some of wild bird food and cover planting cam- 
fFstantly in ming the reasons behii he™ these would be utterly condemned in a_ paigns. - 

(5 different fis} ame laws, the ‘ys more civilized country, but under the “Pennsylvania now owns about 1,200,- % 
\ and _ wl fs of their addption, the primitive conditions which are found in ooo acres of wild lands, but should own if 
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’ PROTECTING ORCHARDS FROM DEER ~ a 
pe. a ; > = 

i (From California Fish and Game, July 1928, Vol. 14.) ~ a 

[se : “~~ 
se : Soaking strips of woolen cloth in sheel dip = 

i and hanging these strips by means of wire in trees has poe 
3 been found a successful means of keeping deer away from <i 

oe orchards. One strip of cloth saturated in sheep dip to | 
a each tree is sufficient. The cloth shoygld be so placed a 

F that it does not come in contact with the bark of. the cs 
ae _ tree. At the end of six weeks it is necessary to resoak 7 

Fase _ the cloths, but this is a simple matter. : = 
a } Soe ae 
za This method is not only cheaper than sprayingj _— 3 
a but more effective. In spraying, evaporation takes place. a 
a G@onsequently, the trees must be sprayed frequently. | oe 
fae ---J. D. Dondero, Lakeport. cot "te 
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: Digest of 

"The Pennsylvania Deer Problen" 
Bull. 12, Board of Game Commissioners, Jan. 16,1929 

A (and other mimeographed material) 

p. 1. Sequence of Actions. 

1 stoic, eon - 
1907 Buck law passed. Also (anti?) automatic law. 
1 Alfen Gun Lew. : 
ine Resident License lew. : 
1 Alien dog law 
i Deer proof fence law. (Dept. paid for wire and half of const.). 
1 landowners authorized to kill and report deer damaging crops. 

1 Docs opened in certain counties. $5 special license. 
1 Special dee-areas opened. 
1 Official killing of old does undertaken. 
1928 Sratenide ape sneeak an ealtertess deer ever 90 drenete. Sf 

om limited to 3 licenses for each legal back killed 
im Go. im 1927. 

Season «= Ageidents§«=©_ Leen). 10), Tilecel Kill © I. Lezal, Per Cont 

1928 23 does 1593 fawns, ete. 6 
1927 ho TRS7s wma nae a 

Glassificntion of Doo Carcasses examined in 1928, Dec. 1-15 (U.5./rits) 

Iunatare - a ions 
Mature evidence of reproduction. Some up * 

Aged it fee Se a cedaien toukig ta 

—s _ to 
breed 20 

Inactive Sas 

Flants Revorted browsed by deer (Vernon Bailey, undated) 

White Pine - Buds and leaves of lower branches considerably eaten. 
Norway Pine - Buds and leaves eaten. 
Virginia Pine - Buds and leaves eaten. 

: Seotch Pine - Buds and leaves eaten. 
Buropean Larch - Buds and leaves and branches eaten. 
Hemlock - Leaves, buds, an@ small branches extensively eaten. 

Norway Spruce - Buds and leaves eaten. 
Chestmt - Buds and tender tips of branches extensively eaten. 

Before the large trees were killed the ripe chestmts 

formed an important mt food for fattening deer in the 

autumn.



Digest 

White Oak = Buds and tips of lower branches very little eaten, 
but the acorns form a valuable deer food in the fall. 

Red Oak = Buds slightly eaten, acorns important food. 
Chestmt Oak - Buds slightly eaten, acorns important food, 
Serub Oak - Buds slightly eaten, acorns important food. : 
Beech - Buds slightly eaten but beechmts form an important food 

for deer. 

Red Maple - Extensively browsed. 
Striped Maple - Extensively browsed. 
Sugar Maple - Very little browsed. 
White Thorn © Buds slightly browsed. 
Black Thorn - Slightly browsed. 
Juneberry - Much browsed. 
Pin Cherry + * * 

Black Cherry - Much browsed. 
: Black Birch - Considerably browsed. 

Mountain Ash - Slightly browsed. 
Aspen - Small trees and bushes much browsed. 
Yellow poplar - Much browsed. 

Balsam poplar - Somevhat browsed. 
Apple ~ Eagerly browsed. 
Sumac - Much browsed and often killed. 
Elder - Much browsed. 
Black Haw - Much browsed. 
Devils Club - Much browsed and often killed. 
Azalea =< 2 species - Much browsed. 
Wild Honeysuckle (Lonicora) - Much eaten. 
leurel + Extensively eaten and destroyed over large area. 
Rhododendron = Extensively eaten and being rapidly exterminated. 

Sweet Fern - Extensively eaten. 
Grape Vines ~ Browsed and the fruit eaten. 
Wild Gooseberry ~ Much eaten. 
Blueberry bushes - Extensively eaten. 
Huckleberry bushes - * 
Witch-hazel - Considerably eaten. 
Wintergreen - All destroyed over extensive areas. 
Club mosses = 3 species - Haten and destroyed on the winter feeding 

grounds. 
Arbutus ~- Much eaten and exterminated over areas. 
Grass - Now growth being eaten at present time. 
Clover- a cy " a " Cy a 

Plants Not Baten 

White Spruve - in small plantation - none found eaten. 
Black Walmt - apparently not eaten. 
Hickory - very little eaten. 

Sex & Age Count at Night (Vernon Bailey, Oct. 1927) 

Oct. 11, Lackawanna Co. 23 
Oct. 12,'Pike Co. ©. 10 5 1 2 al 
Oct. 13, Monroe Co. 5 17 ae Ss nh . 

78 40 9 15 1490



ae Digest 

Does Famms Bucks  Umietemmined otal 

Per cent: 56 29 6 ll 100 

Ratios, doe/fawn (2:1) 

(Says of 912 umle deer on Kaibab, “about half" were tucks and almost 
every doe had 1-2 fayms. No mention of where yearlings were classified). — 

Stomach Contents of 17 Dead Yawns, March 13-14, 1929 (Vernon Bailey) 

Laurel hag 
: Pine, Hemlodk, 

Spruce 10¢ 
Sweet Tern 6# 
Blueberry Qi 
Other browse zat 

Total wt. Say 

2 of these fawns were very lousy. 

Aldo Leopold 
June 20, 1930 

Copies: Waller ; 
Pennsylvania s 
Desik Book 
Whitetail Deer — 

(Bulletin filed Pennsylvania)



Pile: Report 
WT. Deer folder 
Text-game census 

i 2 Pennsylvania 

Extract fran "Deer Damage to Forest Trees in Pemsylvania," by LeRoy Fronts. Bulletin of Pennsylvania Department of Forests & Waters. (Dull. filed in Pa. box and Deer box). page 7. 

The degree of over-poyulation of deer may be illustrated by a comparison 
of the deer population of Jackson Township, Huntingdon County, Pennsylvania, with capabie Of euperhiig’ dodciee Temarts Tar ha ents reams Se 
capable of supporting. Jaclson Township a area, acres, which 33,000 acres are classed as forest land. In 1926, on open season was de- 
Glared on female deer in this township, and ascording to records of the State Game Commission, 532 legal doe were shot during the season, It is reported that 
a@ total of 1,200 deer were killed in the township during both the regular and ? special hunting seasons. Tneluded within this total 4s the mmber of deer est- imated to have been shot by farmers while feeding on their crops. 

: On the basis of 1,200 deer shot, it is apparent that one deer was killed for every 26 acres of forest Leni in the township. Estimating that for every deer killed four remained, it is apparent that when the mmmting season opened in Jackson Township in 1926, there was probably a total of 6,000 deer in the 
township, that is, approximately one deer to every five or six acres of forest 
land. European experience shows that it is possible for one deer to live on about 40 seres, emusing little or no damage. The late Dr. Tilibert Roth of the University of Michigan states in his "FMrst Book of Porestry," that "In hardwood 
forests like those of the Alleghentes, 25 deer should feed and live on 1,000 

acres of land without interfering with the real object of forestry; but in all 
cases the mmber should be regulated, ani the old does as well as old bucks should be removed.” These data appear to indicate that the desr population of Jackson Township in 1925 was from eight to ten times greater than the normal 
carrying capacity of the forest. 

the record of the legal deer killed in Fennaylvanta as reported 
by the State Game Comaission is a reliable index to the rapid inerease of the deer population and the resultant damaze to forest growth: 

: Wunber of Leal. Xeax Doar kidied . 
1914 1,102 
ine 1,287 
191) 1,722 
1917 16125 

ins : ie 1,939 
1921 Azo ie oy 
iat 1.778 1s ay 1927 iit 37h 1928 25, : 1929 22, ieee
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MAKE FIRST DEER 2° LY REPORT 

A report covering tus first four months of the : 

a‘ Department of Conscrvation's dger tally shows that the 

ratio of sexes among the decr in Michigan's woods is 

onc buck to 2.2 docs. ‘ 

The decr tally was undertaken by the Game Division 

last summer in an attempt to answer some of the questions 

which individuals, organizations and the Department have 

boon asking about deer. "Are the woods full of dry docs?" 

"is aioe a scarcity of fawmns?" nts the one buck law 

scriously depleting the supply of bucks?" These were 

some of the questions, asked, and for which an answer was 

sought in the deer tally, : 

The tally was made along roads, rivers and salt 

licks, Counts were also made at night with spat lights, 

During the four months of July, Aucust, September and 

October, oonscrvation officers, fire wardens, game refuge 

——— ten and Members Of tee ttt OT to -ernt_-piyistonr-comeg 

8,548 deer in the two poninsulas, Of these 5,502 deer woro 

classified as “uncortain" bocause their sox or age could 

not be accurately determined when they were observed, 

of the number identified 2,061 were does and 

1,946 were farms. The fact that the number of does and 

favms is about equal, is wench by the Game Division 

to indicate that the doer are at least holding their own. 

Bucks numbcred 929. 

Reduced to percentages, thesc figures show that of 

the deer identified, 41 percent were doos, 40 percent wore 

fawns and 19 percent were bucks, 

While the flat ratio for the whole state was one 

buck to 2.8 docs, in various dist.icts it ranged from ono 

buck' to 0,87 docs, to one puck: to 3.5 does, 

saconiinn to detailed figures tho highest ratios 

botwecn bucks and docs occur in the heavily hunted districts 

: (morc) 

zs *
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(continuc. 

in the northern section of the liwer part of the statc and 

in the cast end of the upper peninsula. In Chippewa 

and Mackinac countics the ratio figures to one buck to 

5.2 does. In.Luce and Schoole: aft countics, one buck to 

3.1 docs. In Presque Isle, Cheboygan and Emmet countics, 

Tb Le one buck to 3.3 docs. 

At the wost end of the upper peninsula the ratio 

is Lower. OQOntonagon and Gogebie cguntics show once buck 

to 2.9 docs; Houghton, Baraga and Keviconaw countics, one 

buck to 2.8 docs; Dickinsoh county, ome buck to 2,1 docs; 

and ‘icnominec and Delta cowntics, onc buck to 1i9 docs. 

Marquette and Algor countics show onc buck to 1,7 docs, 

Otsego, Montmorcency, / «na, .scoda and Alcona : 

countics show one buck to 2.1 docs and Kalkaska, Crawford, 

Missaukee and Roscammon counties jiuow one buck to 2.7 : 

Js does, ; 

Countics closed to decr hunting have close eT 

ae Traversc, Leclenau, Bonzie, Manistcc and Yoxford 

counties show one buck to 0.87 docs; Mason, Lake, Osccola, 

Neweygo and Mecosta countics, one buck to 1.5-does; and 

Clerc, Isabclla and Midland countics, one buck to 1.5 

docs. ‘ 

While nobody Kaboe what the safe ratio is, 

dccz are known to be highly polygamous and authoritics 

secon to agrcc that one buck to five docs shoul’ be safc. 

The results of tic tily indicate that we still y 

_ have a gencrous supply of buck: and that the fawn crop 

is holding up in good shape} bot % make sure of the 

essential facts, further checking up on cur dver affairs 

is planned by the Game Division. ; 

A fow fools wih etches kill more grmc than 

many shotguns.
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(Dept. of Conservation Press Servicc) 

LANSING, Ton. 11 p.m. —=-Is it possible, as 1t is with 

horses and sheocp, to detormine tho age of a dectr from its 

tceth? Do the number of points bear any rclation to the 

age? Has the diametcr of the antlers any relation to the 

age of 6 dcer?: How old is a buck with four, cight or 12 

prongs on his antlers? Docs a very old buck finally lose 

points and go back to a "spike?tt How old is a given doc? 

How old is a doe before she goes permanently dry? Z 

These are some of the questions the, Department 

of Conservation, as well as thousands of dcer huntcrs would 

like to have answered, and the Department, this winter, is 

making a serious effort to work out some definite relation 

between teeth and horns and age. 

The idea that a year old buck has spikes and that 

a point is added for cach succecding year, is both denicd 

es aie adbenaedt dy Seertenen ot most. suthoritics seo aarect’” = 

that there is no direct relation between the number of points 

and age, 

During the past deer season, when huntcrs were 

returning from the woods of the upper peninsula to lower 

Michigan, Department of Conservation employes at the Straits 

ferries, measurcd antlers and counted antler points on 

nearly 2,000 bucks. 

Later, through cooperation with Paul H. Young, 

Detroit taxidermist, the Department reccived scveral hundred 

deer skulls, each with the necessary datq on the antlers, At 

the University of Michigan Muscum, at Ann Arbor, these skulls 

are now being cleaned. Later in the winter, V. H. Cahalane 

of the Game Division, with the assistance of the University 

specialists will try to work out the relationship between 

teeth, antlers and age. 

It is thought that a fairly accurate idca of the 

age of a deer can be gained through a study of the tceth, 

(more)
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(Cont inued) 

age of a deer can be gained though a study of the teeth, using 

methods well tested in connection with horses, cattle and sheep. 

Since deer are closely related to sheép, their teeth should 

show similarities in replacement of the milk teeth by the 

permanent teeth spacing and in wear. Having ascertained the 

approximate age in this way, the antler tallies and measurements 

will then be checked over to find a factor, such as the diameter, 

or the number of points--which is constant for a given age, 

if successful in finding a simple means for 

determining the age of a deer, the Department will then have 

a way to check the age classes of dcer killed cach hunting 

season, and a shortdge of deer of any age class due to shortage 

of bucks, abnormal dcath rate among the fawns, or any other : 

scrious combinations should quickly be apparcnt. 

[ae a NOD Ge OF CONSUrVvatron tress Cry TCC) Eee 

LANSTIG, Jan, ll p.m. =- The 1929 Inland Fishing Law 

permitting wintcr spearing through the ice applics only to 

inland lakes and does not apply to streams, according to the 

Conservation Department answering numerous inquirics from 

fishermen, 

The new law permits any Michigan resident to spear 

pickerel, grass and great northern pike, suckers, mullet and 

rodhorse, in any inland lake during the period when these lakes 

are frozen over. The catch limit for one day for pike and for 

pickerel is five of net less than 14 inches in length, 

The only spcaring permitted in non-trout streatis is 

during April and May when all nonegame fish, principally catfish 

bullheads, suckers, mullet, rodhorsc, carp, garfish, dog-fish 

and sheephead, may be speared in non-trout strcems. Great 

northern pike and pickerel may be speared only during the month 

of May in non-trout strcams. Pike-perch, commonly called wall- — 

eyed pike, cannot be speared at any time in inland waters,
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DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION : 

LANSING 

GEORGE R. HOGARTH March 28, 1929- 
DIRECTOR 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold; 

Reference is made to your letter of the 14th. 

Qur records have been sorted over and I enclose carbons of 
the only track-count figures which seem worth betting on, They are 
not very ample or dependable but are, at least, something. 

You will see, anyhow, that our percentage figures on fawns 
were not adopted on your say~so, and were not merely guessed at, 

The Gladwin figures vary peculiarly between '27 and '28 and 
especially since this Refuge is in territory closed to deer hunting. 

There are other inconsistencies, and a variety of factors 
which may be involved; current weather at time track—-tallies are 
taken, personal judgment in cases where there are tangles of tracks 
on the lines, and so on, . 

I don't bet on what these figures mean except: 1~ We have 
some Refuges and they have some deer; 2- We are trying to find out 
something about the deer, 

No news yet as to outcome of the "shooting preserve" bill. 
The outfit is evidently divided on the commercialization of shot and 
live-trapped birds and until it is decided where we stand on that 
I take it that no bill will be introduced. Maybe it will presently 
be too late and everybody can then blame everybody else very handily. 

I am still looking for a mammal man to tackle the technical 
phases of deer, bear, wolves, coyotes et al. Dixon of California and 
Murie of the U. &. Biological Survey weren't interested, Damn. Have 
to catch me a right~looking young feller, I suppose, and let him grow 
up on the job. May not be so bad a way at that. Got any ideas on 
that subject? 

7 Very truly a 

- P. S. Peres, 

PSL: NW Game Division 
encl,



REPORT OF TRAOK COUNTS OF ADULT AND PANN DRER = ie 
OW STATE GAME REFUGES FOR 1927 i 

Wucber of § Nucber of Percentage Percent Average 
Refuge Rete of Sally Adals tote fam Sake Alte fone sam 

Grenford yor 3 aun 3 86 4 a 
| . 5 Tl ‘an 2 3 : 

a gd eee 
ee ee 62 n = 

| 3 a 
i « 22 | : abe 10 3 

i : 196 ‘ 

: Montmorenay (No separate tallies taken) 

| Ogemaw (No separate tallies taken) | 

| Otsego Bev 30 3 a 15 25 7 . 258 
a 

aA Average % of fame for year on all Refuges a 
\ A



SUMMARY OF TRACK COUNTS OF ADULT AND FAWN DEER 

ON STATE GAME REFUGES FOR 1928. 

; Average % of : 
Refuge Date of Tally No, Adults No, Fawns % Adults % Fewns Fawns for year 

Crawford June 30 129 19 87 13 

Oct 6 319 66 83 17 
#8 (G4 20 19 21 

17% 

Gladwin June 27 101 23 81 19 : 
Aug 9 33 g 80 20 

19% 

Tosco June 27 70 6 92 8 
July 23 34 65 35 
Sept 23-2 5 26 68 32 

Nov. 19 is 2 78 22 

23 5 2 71 29 

26% 

Montmorency July 15 245 32 88 12 

12% 

Ogemaw 

Average percent of fawns for year on all refuges 18 1/2% 

24S 32 

13 BS 
— 56 
Si0 a
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421 Chemistry Building i *; 

March 1, 1929 A 

1 \ | 

Us. P, 8. Lovesey, we \ . 
onservation Department, b| e 

: Lansing, Michigan Bi XN 

Dear P. 8.4 , 

I have read your biennial report with much interest, part ‘ 
larly the track counts on page 226, I have great. of information 

fast at this time on the ratio of fawns to adult and would ap 2 
: receiving all the track counts that you consider well made. If you ca ‘ 

not send me the whole thing just send me the ratios for each refuge. x 

I notice on page 267 that you give 20% as the normal ratio of \ ee 
new fawns to totel deer population. I wonder if you oe from me. raat 
I may have given you 2 figure of 20% of does bearing 6 in the south- 
west, but I have since changed my judgnent, eau satisfied alot \ 
of yearlings were counted as dry does, I now be that the dry and | 
bearing does run fifty-fifty. This would make the fame run nearer 0% 
than a ‘of the total deer population, not counting fame under one year S 
as . ke oN bre 

4 = ONAN 

These conclusions may or may not fit them. \ 
aa NS 

Yours sincerely, \ 

ADO IZOPOLD, 
: In Charge, Game Survey 

a) \ = \ 

a \



. Whitetail Deer folder ‘: : 

From the Journal of Mammalogy, May, 1929, page 105. : 

- “White-Tailed Deer Formerly in the Yellowstone Park" by M. P. Skinner. 

se Home Range of the Individual. In winter, certain of the Yellowstone white- : 
tailed deer that bore distinguishing marks so that they could be readily 
recognized, were known to travel frequently from Undine Falls to Gardiner 
(about seven miles) and were often seen the same day in places as much as 
four miles apart. At times they left the park and wandered down the valley © 
of the Yellowstone, crossing the farms and intervening ranches on their way. 
These seemed to be erratic wanderings due to food scarcity or to changes in 
the weather, and were indulged in by deer of all ages and even by family parties. 
I have every reason to believe that the movements of bucks, barren does, and 
especially does with fawns, were very much less in summer, and that the animals 
then never went far from a chosen home locality as a center. : 

: e = ;



2 ' ‘Filet Deer -~ 
Diseases . 

. L. Nelson tells me that deer in northeast Minnesota died in considerable 
: : numbers during 1928 from a disease locally called “grub in the head." This is 

caused by a parasitic fly which lays its eggs in the nose and the larvae burrow 
into the head. After the deer dies occurs in the ground and when the 
adult fly emerges it presumably attacks another deer. While the mortality was 
heaviest during 1928 there was some of it during 1927. Death seemed to be 
confined to the month of June and early July. 

t
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RALEIGH, N. C., AUGUST 1, 1929 

STATE GEOLOGIST SEES as high as 12 percent, while the average in 

PROSPECTS OF SMELTER aie ne se Oe belt Pirates nine 

and ten percent. is reporte at ores 
FOR COPPER IN FUTURE running less than five percent are left in 

A development to be looked forward to ‘ag panes. first of Jul hi 

hopefully in North Carolina is the establish- CAE WG ERE OF U2 OBC nerve oe 
5 eg ported to have been moved into the Cullo- ment of a copper smelter, in view of the ss : 

‘ . * whee Copper Mine, near Sylva, after it had wave of interest sweeping one of the prin- z 
S = . been leased to the North Carolina Flux cipal sections of the State where deposits : ‘ 

. Z Company. Ore will be shipped to Ducktown, of this mineral are found. 
a Tenn., for smelting, says the report. 

This interest has resulted recently, ac- Novtfil Garélina’ A ie i 

cording to information received by State a ani ae See “ — ace 

Geologist H. J. Bryson, in four mines being copper produce eLave DOC te 
és a after the output had dwindled to nothing taken over either to open immediate opera- the t : Te (ose uh a 

tions or for thorough prospecting with a ne WW! DECVAONE TPT aae eee EROSUCs ‘ tion of the metal in the State was recorded view of future development. oe 
3 f at 1,468,796 pounds; next year it jumped to 

Commenting on prospects that have arisen 5,443,115 pounds; and in 1928 it was 8 

from this attention directed to copper, the 207,000 pounds. ine the same-vate’ of ie 

State Geologist Boy ee “Tf Bee eae ia crease (which appears probably from new 
mines taken over during the ast few weeks ines that’ are being opened) ample ore 

should show large ore bodies which would should be provided for the operation of a 
last through many years, it seems that the smelting ‘plant. 

logical thing to do would be to erect a cop- 

per smeltering plant in some central local- SMALLEST FAWN FOUND 
ity, probably near Sylva or Bryson City. 

This would save transportation from this IN MOUNTAINS OF STATE 

district to Tennessee, averaging about $2.50 What game wardens declare to be the 

to $3 per ton.” smallest deer fawn seen in North Carolina 
“It is reported that ore in Cullowhee, Sa- was picked up a short time ago in Deer 

vanna, and Waryhut mines run from five Park, Mitchell County deer farm, operated 
to seven percent metallic copper. This ore by the Department of Conservation and De- 
is in the form of sulphide, known as chal- velopment for restocking of other areas 
copyrite, which also carries high sulphur with deer. 
content. The sulphides of iron such as pyro- The little animal, at the age of five days, 
hitite and pyrite occur in abundance. From weighed slightly less than two pounds, or 
ores of this type sulphuric acid is obtained. one pound and 15 ounces. It was too small 
Sulphurie acid plants might also probably to reach its mother to nurse and was found 
be established in connection with a smelt- sleeping in the woods by a warden. For 
ing plant.” three days the fawn was kept alive on a 

The State Geologist has recently returned bottle, but was not vigorous enough to sur- 
from Sylva where he investigated copper Vive. 
developments. He declared that people of After its death, the diminutive animal 
the section are enthusiastic over the pros- Was mounted and is being kept on display in 

pects. the office of C. N. Mease, Assistant State 
One of the new copper properties taken Game Warden. 

over recently, according to information More than a dozen fawns have been pick- 
reaching the Geologist, is about 12 miles ed up this year by wardens at Deer Park 
northeast of the producing Fontana mine and on the Pisgah National Game Refuge. 
and probably on the same lead. A report These will be released in State Game Ref- 
says that tests have shown a copper content uges in the Western part of the State.
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(Dutch) ; fan shell, squinn, scallop, and escallope _ ing preserve of 22,000 acres in Bladen County, one 

(English) ; and clam (Scotch). Besides furnish- of the best game districts of the State. An aver- 

ing a highly prized article of food, the scallop age of 20 deer are killed over the preserve an- 
has provided drinking cups, cooking dishes, lamps, _nually. 

and ornaments. : Incidentally, Mr. Clark enjoys considerable 

The rapid growth of the scallop is remarkable prowess as a hunter. On three occasions he is 
among the economic bivalves with marketable said to have bagged two deer with a single shot. 

size being attained in a year or less, and in In addition to being a devotee of the sport of 
more favorable areas a diameter of three inches hunting,. he is deeply interested in the State’s 

being attained in a year. He declares that near- program of conservation. 
ly all of the commercial crop consists of those Se 

from 2 Tees to 20 months in age. A press release recently sent out by the Louisi- 

Discussing the food value of the scallop, Dr. ana Department of Conservation reveals that more 

Gutsell AYR. “Because only the adductor mus- than ten million trees were planted in Louisiana 
cle is eaten, the nutritive properties of scallops during the 1928-29 season. A total of 28,000 

differ considerably from those of oysters and acres of hand-planted forests and woodlots has 

clams. Protein content is higher—more _than been set out in Louisiana, representing the plant- 
twice as high as that of oysters and the highest ing of about 25 million trees. 

@t any of thesiood mollusk o£ ,rcal, comercial | —_—_— ee  —ee 

importance in this country. The content of 
glycogen or ‘animal starch’ generally is good, cee ae gst i 

about equal to that of oysters. Fats, never = = mn 2 fg a 

prominent in bivalves, are very low in analyses Bok. 3 saree ar see 

of scallops. Many substances present in small iti ee : clara 

amounts in various parts of the body, includ- P Fe io : i i, es 

ing vitamins, are lost with the parts discarded.” r ase Se ST ya es z 

In tabular form, analyses of the chemical ee wg ey * ee 

qualities of the scallop are given. Solid content 3 smu x ae pet ee eae 

varies from 17.2 per cent to 22.2 per cent, and * 3 = 1 ae ‘® a Pe os 

averages 19.7 per cent. | <a ae oe bs ie A : 
“However,” says the writer, “a great decrease | ta Pe Py | 

in salinity may be accompanied by a decrease | - a} a ye aes | Mi 

in total solids to about 14 per cent. Examina- | tt ell geil 3 | 
tion of the table shows that on a dry basis the ' a ; ie ay! 1 eg 

protein content varies from about 65 per cent a a ; i i 

to about 90 per cent and averages 75 per cent. hee) bs ih ry 

“This abundance of protein makes the rela- ee ¥% a 

tive glycogen content (excellent on a wet basis t pa 

and indicative of the food value to the con- ] by ay 

sumer low. On the assumption that sub- . rs —{ 

stantially all carbohydrate content is glycogen it c ~] 

works out at about 5 to 25 per cent, with an fe fae 

average of 17 per cent.” a 5 a 5 

r ~ Sh tee, 
MANY DEER ARE REPORTED See a ee a 

IN SOUTHEAST CAROLINA ie ee i 
ani sn a a Me 4 ~~ 

Southeastern North Carolina, according to gee, f 8 Repo 3 

Former State Senator O. L. Clark, of Clarkton, 

Bladen County, is one of the best gamie This 275-pound buck is declared by a number 

sections of the State. The country is espegially of uae bene be ue Me ae for 

Bood for deer, he points out. i weniben of “the North State Ge Club on the 
Mr. Clark was one of the organizers pf the organization’s preserve in Bladen county. The 

North State game club, which has a private\hunt- antlers had 18 prongs. f
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In this paper I briefiy outline some of the more important investigations 

of our white-tailed deor in Pennsylvania, These investigations have been made by 

or under the dircetion of the Research and Foct Finding Committee selected by the 

Game Commisgion as 2 remalt of s conference held at Marrisburg, March 21, 1029, 

the cooperating and consulting sgenelea being the United States Bureau of 

Biological Survey, United States Bureau of Anime] Industry, the State Bureau of 

animal Industry, State College Experiment Station and othert. 

in my paper a year ago I wentioned that during the deer season of 1026 

whon autleriess deer only were killed, we collected approximately 650 of the 

sexual orgene of female deer for examination by the State Bureau of Aninel 

Industry to determine oa far as posaible the percentage of pregnancy during the 

fore pert of December, the specimens being collected between Dacerbor 1st and 

iSth, The result of this examination, ae reported by Dr, H, F. Barnes, Director 

of the Laboratory, is ae follows: ; 

"De, Brueckner, who carried ont these studies, sumeariaes 
the result as follows, 

Total nunber exomined « 616 

: Total number pregnant « 6 

Total showing indication of a functions 
ing reproductive system sa evidenced by : . 
corpora lutes in the ovaries or 
otherwise ~ 545 

Total showing apparently normal 
reproductive organs but showing no 
evidence of recent function « 250 

Total showing normal reproductive 
omgane tat apparently not fully 
developed » 27, 

Total normal ~ 582 

: Total too badly decomeosed for 
eatlefactory examination « 6,
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You will note from the above that of the total 
number received, aporoximately 12 were pregnant and 
that practiosliy no abnormal conditions were ene 
eountered which would influence breeding.* 

While the result of this examination shows only 1% grognoncy during 

the first 15 days of December, we found during the following year (the late 

summer end fskl of 3989) in sections where there had been a large kill of does 

the previous seaton thet practically every adult doe wae accomganted ty fam 

apd in mony instences twins. This would naturally indicate « leter rutting : 

weagon or probably « second or third period of estrum, since, due to the 

shortage of bucks, ooltion was unable to take place during the normal period, 

During the peat winter, due to favorable weather conditions with no | 

heavy snows, very few perished throughout the State from lack of feed, There — 

$ was, however, one exception and this was in Pike County in the northeastern 

section of the State. 

fr. Vernon Bailey of the Biological Survey, Ory C, 5, Bareh of the 

United States Buresu of Anieal Industry, in company vith Dr, T. BE. Maeceff ond 

the writer of the Ponnsylvania Game Commionicn, made on investigetion in this 

geotion during the latter part of Merch, ir, Batloyts revert of conditions 

found in thet aeetion, in part, ie ae followst 

in Merch 50th we covered the Pine Pleat coumtry on 

the headwaters of Big Gushkdli Creek in wemtern Pike 

Gounty where the deer had been stervings At lexs% 

44 dead deer were found in thie goneral area, including 

«4 lagt year's fame, one buck and one old doe. (This 

total has been inerensed to 122 as of lay lets) Ald of 
the fowns examined were extremely emaciated and had
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evidently died of starvation, Ucat of the deer hat bean 

dead for several veoke, but some hed died nore fecentlys 

Theiy stumeebs wore well filled with leurel or rhodedendron : 

leaves, dvy oak leaves, sone browse of blueberry and other 

shrubs, bat al] contents wan low grade food with not caffin 

Glent nutrition to mustain life, Their muscles were giti~ 

fully shrunken ayound the bones sad the hips and deren) 

: peonesses of the vertebrae vere sharp and hard, In some 

the hind fect showed guffs and swallings that iaddeated. 

rickets and farther proved thet starvation wae the cause 

of death, Tho hearts and lungs end livers were beolthy 

in apgearence and the nasel genuages vere clear and apparently 

normal, e could find no other cause of death bat simply 

starvation, or malnutrition from lack of suitable food, 
tony niles of awenp land and upland forest country 

ware covered in searching for these dead deer, most of 

whieh had been already located by game protectora and forest 

rangers, ead the forage conditions vere carefully noted, 

Pirtynine Live deer vere counted during the day, mostly 

does with s very eunll percentage of faene aad no bucks that 

gould be recognised ae such, Tracka and trails and signa 

were chunlant everywhere end all indleations wore thet deer 

were too numerone for thelr awn good or the good of the forest 

growth,"
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During the past five or eix years neny young dear have died in the thickly 

populated deer sections of the State and upon examination of the stomachs they were 

found to contain mach leurel end rhododendron (kelote latifolia) and(r, wstximun) 

It was, however, diffiqult te deteruine whether the esuse of death wes due te toxie | 

poisoning or simply starvation. 

During the post vinter a feeding test ws cxrried out by the Stete College 

Experiment Station in cooperation with the Pennsylvania Board of Game Commissionern 

and in coteultation sith the Bureau of Biological Survey, The preliminary report 

from Dr. 5. B, Forbes, Dirsetor of Institute of Animal Nutrition ond 8, I, Bechdel, 

Professor of Dairy Production, ie ac followss 

"4 fending plant for the sceommodstion of this study wos constructed 

om the College farm. About 4 seres of eovodlot were inelesod, by meane 

of Gft. woven wire fence end divided inte five long, narror lote shout 

2 rods by 28 rode each in dimenaions, and a larger nearly ayusre 

Sonature"s a cholte® shuck waz tullt for the storege of feady and a : 

sell open shed was built in each experimental pen, to serve for the 

protection of the deer in stormy weather, The deer made almost no 

| ee of these shelter sheds, however, and even in cold and snowy weather : 

preferred to lie out in the opets 

Daring the sumer of 1928 the gane orotectors of the State picked 
tig the orghen foens hich come to thelr attention, and valeed then on 

cow's milk for this study, 4a the fone reached the weaning egs, in the 

fell, twenty-two of them, and a yourling bucky were brought to the 

gollege, and become the subjects of this lnvestigations 

tm order thet the fame should have no feed other than that which 

ane provided ty the enpertuental progr, oli avatlabie tweens vee ree 

moved from the smll, narrow food lets in which the dear were confined,
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though an abundance ef trees remained for shade, and the brush in the 

large lot, which ley te the north weet of the smaller feed lote vas 

not out, and it served as on effective windbreaks 

R4i1k wae fed for a few daya only, and then efter « little 

“eatting ond trying” to find out what the fans would est they were 

gat onte « ration of equsl parte each of whole corn, whole cate, end 

pensive linseed of] cake, with alfalfa hay for roughage, Thia proved 

to be an entirely satisfactory ration, and was used as a stendard 

trentment st all times exept when the fawns were on special experle 

mental feed, Mo diffieulty was experienced in feeding the fawns, and 

not one wae ever sick while eeting thie standard wixture, They tock 

to the geain ration «ithout hesitation, and aleo liked the alfalfa, 

Their esting of thia hey was very wauteful, however, because they 

earefully picked off the leaves, and yaver ate the stems, They would 

not eat appreciable quantities of either timothy or clover hays 

The reeson for the atady of laurel aad rhododendron in reletion 

to the death of the deer in the forests is thet the stomachs of the é 

dead deer are very commonly found to contain the leaves of these 

plents, in quantity, sn@ that they have been known to be polsonoue 

to cattle, sheep, and tamen beings for many hundreds of years, « at 

least wince the days of Xenophon and Pliny, both of whom imow of their 
poisonous character.# 

Inquiry among those who are in best positien to know about the 

natter failed to bring to Light information dirsetingezpecial susploion 

toward any other plant as the cause of the death of the deer, This 

Sister The most satisfactory roview in Mnglish of the mowledge of the 

8 Wine ts Seen SR een et 
Binh Ceca ligt ms Falaentn es, Sa Tey aa
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phase of the problem, therefore, invelved only the consideration of 

these tro plantes 

On Bows 14 tao of the fame were chut up, one in wach of tro 

of the emeli shelter eheds, They were then subjected to « prelim 

winery fact of 24 hours, after which one vag given laurel, and the 

other rhododendron, for 5 1/2 dayas 

Om secount of the confinement sud the separation from their 

fellows both deur wore oxesedingly restless, and they ate wory little 

of the feeds of Interest, They preferred to eat leaf mold from the 

ground, dead oak leaven, and the woody branches rather then the 

leaves of the laurel and the rhododendrens 

In both cases the deer showed aversion for the lowe) aad 

rhododendron leaves, and at the ond of § 1/% days wero eating meh 

Lows of them then at the beginnings 

If either the istwel or the rhododendron wae offered to « 

deer he would agcopt it, take «4 nibble, and then drop it, + never 

eating it entirely, and obviously not at 211 attracted to it. The 

average deily censemption of these feoade was in each case about 6 

ounces of the fredh weterial per head por day (268 grams of the 

lewrel, and 178 grams of the rhodedendron), These quantities wore 

equivalent to a very emell fraction ef a anintenance rations No 

unfavorable effects were observed from the eating of these planta, 

Between the dates of Nov, 20 and Sov, 26 (6 2/2 days) nine deer 

were given isurel, and 9 others wore given rhododendron, slong with 

theix wustomery grain ration, the deer having the free cun of the 

food lots aa amtals
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The deer which raceived laurel ate an average of 56 grame 

“ (Ue8 08%), end these ahich received rhododendron ate 61 grama 

(262 om), gor head per day, 

In other words, if the deer could huve grain they would 

eat almoat none of the pleat seteriale of interotte 

On Rov, 22 o wild deer which had beon Injured by being 

enught in a wire fence in the Seven Bamtains region was | 

brought inte State College, snd was killed by a game protecter 

to ond ite euffferiag. Ite stomach was found to contein leurel 

and rhododendron alonés 

Between Now, 26 ond Dea, 2 three deer vera confined in 

each of two shelter sheds, one let resolving leurel alone, and 

the other rhododandson alone, for the 6 days 

These deer ate wuch more of the glontes of Saterest than 

Gid those previously confined alngly, those receiving leurel ‘ 

eating 476 graue (1849 of.) and those receiving rhededeadren 

558 grams (10.7 oe) per head per day, Mo unfavorable effect 

was noted, ‘These fame weighed about 30 pounds each, om om 

AVCLAGGs 

an effort wan then made to learn bow much Laurel and 

vhododendron the dew would eat if they were given these feeds 

with grain during an extended Intorwal of time, theides being 

that under these conditions a developing sence of need of 

roughage might induce them to eat larger quantities, 

two lote of fawns 6 in each lot, therefore, were given 

laurel and rhododendron respectively, with grain, but with no 

hay, from Boo, £0 until Pob, 18, a totel of 49 days,
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The enimels seemed contuated tut Lived mostly on grain, and 

ate very Uittle of the foude of interest. The conditions of reather, 

@tes were seach that slguificant weights of the leurel and rhododendron 

oonmed could not be determined, They ate about half as much again 

of the laurel as of the shododendren, and ate sore of both in cold PD 

thon tn wild qenther. 

iheeting thie time the foena ate about 700 grams (1,5 puunda) 

of grain pex head per day, They shivered in severe weather, bat ! 

ett. preferred te be in the ogom pather then under the sheds prow 

viele : 

% Sen, 7 one fawn receiving rhodedendron ceemed out of 

condition, It stegcered slightly as it walked, end lis eyes 

iooted dull, Thie appectance pasmed of f, however, and did not 

reaur during the later feeding of rhododendron slong,  Stherwice 

no unfevorctle effects of the treatuent vere noted, 

Qn Fob, 15 46 was determined to make a leongetine test of 

aarel and rhododendron alone, The gratia, therefore, wae taken 

away at cace, and ave let of 8 feens was given Lourel and the / 

other rhododendron. iy 

Mter the withdvaral of the grein the fame reversed thodr \Y 
preference for the too feeds of interest, and begen eatieg such 

move vhedodentron then learels 

On Fob, 20 the lot vlich had been reoeiving lourel alone 

tae given leurel and rhododemivos, and thereafter ete mostly the 

latter, tut continued to eet come of the luurel, 

The two lots cf deer wore thea continued on the treatments 

apecified until March 20, msking in ail 48 daye for one let on 

rhododendron alone, aad for the other 7 days on lourel and 88 days 

on lnarel and rhodedendrens Bo unfavorable effeata wore noteds



Daring the last two teste the 16 fame in the two experd- 

mental lots recsived lourel, or rhododendron, or both, every day 

for 8& days, and during thie period received no other roughage of 

my sort, except that the fows did gnaw the bark from o few Little 

wild eherry trees growing in their feed lote, 

Dering the last 45 days, during which the fawns received 

lewrel snd rhododendron alone, and no grain, they beeame very 

thin and weak, and it was perfeotly obvious thet they ware aot 

eating enough of these feeds to maintain their weight. In 

order to bave definite figures to confirm this observation the 

two lote cof fawns were each selighed at the same time of day on 

Worch 20 and March 204 

During these nine days the fawns which received leurel and 

vhododendron deareased in average woight from 5041 pounds ta 5 

pounds, while the deer shich received rhododendron alone decreased 

dn weight from §2 to 49078 pounde,s 

There was no appearance of polecning, from laurel or rhode» 

Gendron bat the deer had reached « very low state of vitality 

and of spirkt, They acted more like undernourished calves than 

Like deer, and in both of the experimentel lots there sas enlarge- 

mont of the ands of the long bones of the legs « apparently 

incipient rickets ~ as a result of low calcium intake during the 

94 days of underfecdings 

On arch 29 the experimental troatment was discontinued, and 

the decor were restored to the stock ration of corn, onts, Linseed 

Oil cake, ond alfalfa hay, with an edditional allowance of mangel~ 

wuraela, Also they wore given the freedom of the large lot, in 

which they had acoess te normal browse, ‘The improvement in the 

behavior of the deer wee imeediate, and within a few weeks they
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returned to normal conditions 

Points worthy of note in regard to the method of the deer in 

eating laure) and rhododendron are that it is customary to ent 

: the leure] more completely thon the rhododendrong thus, in eating 

lewrel a deer usually este not only the leaves, tut eleo the green 

stems of the preceding season's growth, and soxe of the ripe woudg 

while in eating rhododendron the bud ie the preferred part, the 

leaves frequently being out off ond allowed te fall to the ground, "| 

~ the deer eating only the buds and green terigss 

Binee the deer exercise a narked selegtive capacity, in eating 

these plants, it ie not omsy to collect semgles exactly represontative 

of the feeds a6 eatets : 

Observation haa made it clear that there is a definite deficl~ 

ency, or at the sont a very limited surplus, of winter browse availe 

able to the deer in some of the regions of the atete in which deer 

are sost abundants 

Thie means that conditions even slightly less favorable than 

usual, for the wintering of the deer, will leave considerable aumbors 

of those which are the less fitted te survive, at a critios] dim 

advantages 

Gace an unfavorable condition is the disturbance of the sormal - 

balance between the coxes, hich reeults from the shooting of a large 

proportion of the bucks duriag the hunting sensen, and which hes the 

effect to prolong the breeding sesson throvghout the winter, and the 

birth of tho fams throughout the oumer, thus bringlog considerable 
nusibera of fawne into the sinter seagon of feed searcity eo underw 

eised thet they are unable to compete with the nature deer, on



favorable terns, for subsintence, 

4a @ consequence theas late fawng in overstocked forest are 

dependent, for winter lwowne, mainly on the leas palatable and less 

puteitious foods, prominent among which are lsurel and rhodedendrongy 

end it da slmost exclusively fawne of the previous season which are 

found dead during the late winter and early eprings 

Leurel and rhododendron, aa foods for deer, therefers, should 

be regarded not ae polaonous planta, but 2¢ prominent among the | 

comparatively unpalatable and winutritions foods which dear oat in 

large quantities in seasons of food shortages 

Rountain laurch (Eelmie latifolia) end rhododendron (N.soxtmam) 

are eaten in considersble freedom ty deer, eepecially in times of 

feed shortages but a thus eaten seem not to be golsonouss 

Young deer, approaching one year of age, when held in confines 

sent showed thet they did not like laurel and rhododendron, ead if 

allowed grein in adlition vould est very little of these plantm 

Shon vontricted to leurel or rhodedendron alone (without grain) 

the young deer ate considerable quantities ef these planta bat would 

not oat enough of either to maintain the live volght. 

Young deer ware restricted to laurel oy rhododendron and grain 

for 49 Gaye, Thoy remained contented end in good health, Then 

the grain was withdrew, and the dear wore continued on Laurel and 

rhododendron alone for 46 days, During thie interval the deer become 

very thin and weak, and at the end appeared to be in « state of in» 

Siplent rickets, but did not exhibit oynptome of polnoning by the 

texte principle of the laurel end rhododendron, During the early 

part of Bay one of the deer used in thie experiment was killed
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and De, Forbes reporte thet the internal examination asde it virtually 

certain the preliminary diaguosie of rickets ie corrects
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reAe 14920 How? 
‘ 15 fins. “athers and fir 

And then again the trapper has to contend 
—$ Td — ww with the whim of fashion. One year a certain 

J IAN 9 fur, fox for instance, will be very popular and 
oes A A furriers, wholesalers, and fur buyers will all be 

, anxious to deal in fox furs, with resulting heavy 
Sen awe competition. As the demand grows, the prices , 

i ed ae or Joc ea Herne 8 Da where the para aetad re 

SPE te at it is too high and some other cheaper fur 
Be pe Pp is boomed to replace it. Next season, the demand 

osu Ia for fox being low, the trapper is offered and has 
< % to take, a much lower price than he received 

“Fins, Feathers and Fur” will conduet under this the previous year. 
heading discussion and explanation of various perplexing 2 
points in the game and fish laws of Minnesota and _ These are two of the main reasons for the 
will also answer near ones releiiye ae pe ae of rise and fall of raw fur prices to the trapper— 

the slate, "The ‘Raitor Invites correspondence, relative {© there are many others, such as an over or under 
such questions should be of general interest and will supply of some particular fur, economic distress 
be answered in these columns. in foreign markets, and the introduction and 

rae popularization of foreign, cheaper furs. 
Question: Why is it illegal to use water-sets For his own welfare, whenever the price of 

in trapping for mink and raccoon during the le- any one fur falls to an unreasonable level it is 
gal open season? well for the trapper to forego catching that pa:- 

Answer: Mink and raccoon can be taken sue- ticular animal; let the species increase until such 
cessfully without the use of a trap set in water. time as the price advances to normal. 

In years past, the department has been benlegod Poi ____ 1 tena arenrenennnnan 

by requests for permits to keep muskrats caught 7 

aie the closed season for same, in water-sets HORNED DOE IS NO LADY MICHIGAN 

placed for the purpose of catching mink or rac- er OFFICER RULES 

coon. Thousands of muskrats were caught in this Lansing—Women may smoke, invade bart- 

manner at a time when it was very necessary to ber shops, or wear trousers and get away with 

keep up our brood stock of this valuable fur jt, but the female of the deer species is out of 
animal. It is to eliminate this unnecessary loss luck if she oversteps the bounds of convention- 

that the legislature passed the provision against ality to the extent of sprouting horns. In fact, 

the use of water-sets in the trapping of mink jt may be fatal. 

and raccoon. Witness the case of the hunter who saw a 
— deer in the woods near Marquette. It had the 

Question: Why are fur prices so low this horns which are supposed to distinguish the buck 
season, as compared with the prices paid last from the doe. The hunter shot with effect and 
year? then discovered he had killed a doe. 

Answer: A rather hard question to answer Ernest W. Libby, district conservation offi- 

if all factors are to be considered in detail, but cer, ruled that a doe with legal length horns 
here are some of the reasons. has lost all her maidenly or matronly privileges 

Good furs may better be classed as a lux- and if she is mistaken for a buck it is her own 
ury than as a necessity, and when for some rea- fault. The hunter was allowed to keep the deer. 

se son the luxury market falls off, the effect is feit a aaa z 
ee
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NO. 59 GAME CONSERVATION NEWS JUNE 1, 1930 

A 

f DEER DIE FROM PNEUMONIA, AND WITH \ 

( STOMACHS FULL OF GOOD FEED — MICHIGAN | 

This was the way the Game Division summarized its findings in the recent 

investigation of deer found dead in the yarding areas near Alpena, in reporting 

to Director George R. Hogarth of the Department of Conservation. 

Nineteen dead deer were found in the woods by V. H. Cahalane, the De- 

partment's deer specialist, who was sent to Alpena a short time ago to find 

out just what had caused the deaths of deer in the woods. Many other carcasses 

could have been found, but of the 19 examined, two had met death by accidents. 

Sixteen carcasses were opened. All but one of these were of small fawns -—- small 

in size and in frame as well as low in weight ~- evidently the runts of the 

season's increase, the report said. 

All of the sixteen examined had full stomachs at the time of death and 

with one exception the stomachs were well filled with cedar browse —- excellent 

deer food. In only three cases was there an appreciable proportion of fir or 

balsam. All of these deer showed serious congestion of the lungs, indicating 

that pneumonia had been the cause of death, Local residents agreed in reporting 

that just previous to the deaths of these deer, there had been warm weather 

followed by a sudden and severe drop in temperature —- from barely freezing to 
many degrees below zero. : 

Early in February local conservation officers were instructed to make 
an investigation along the Upper South Branch of the Thunder Bay River, north 
of the Turtle Lake Club Grounds. The field men reported that as usual there 
was a very heavy concentration of deer in these swamps, but that the deer were 

in satisfactory condition and that no danger from wholesale starvation was to be 
feared this winter. During this investigation hundreds of lively deer were 

seen and only two or three dead fawns were found. 

At the end of February, however, a local newspaper published statements 

that many starved deer were being found, that conditions were "pitiable" and 
that local sportsmen were organizing an investigation "to fix the blame." An- 

other local newspaper immediately published a statement to the effect that 
stories of starving deer were unfounded. 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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Statements received by the Conservation Department from various local people 

were also very contradictory. 

"The Game Division," the report said, "deciding to obtain some first 

hand information," sent Mr. Cahalane to investigate, and sent out letters 

asking that local people assist him in locating carcasses. Cahalane went i 

into the swamps and with various cooperators, had no difficulty in find— 

ing dead deer, many of which he autopsied at once. 

"Since almost all of the dead deer were undersized fawns, and since 

right up to their final sickness they had been able to fill their stomachs : 

with perfectly good deer food, there is no evidence that shortage of food was 

responsible for these deaths," the report concluded. 

"This is a fine example of the way game affairs sometime tangle up," 

P. S. Lovejoy, head of the Game Division said, commenting on the case. "The 

reports from our field officers early in February, were evidently correct 

and at that time the deer were not suffering from lack of food. Then came a ms 

sudden drop in temperature and the weaker of the fawns died suddenly of pneu- 

monia. This is probably a normal occurrence, which has happened thousands 

of times and which will probably continue to happen as long as there are deer 

in Michigan. Seeing these dead deer, many people jumped to the conclusion 

that they must have died of starvation. If it had happened in a wolf district, 

by spring there would no doubt have been stories of great damage done by 

wolves in the deer yards. Nobody would have been thinking of disease, and 

appearance would be deceptive as in this case it first looked like starvation. 

"All of our reports agree," Lovejoy said, "That in some of these swamps 

there is a heavy and increasing concentration of deer, and that in some places 

the available natural feed is getting very low. In genuine emergencies the 

feeding of hay is certainly justified, but as a yearly and long-time proposi-— 

tion the feeding of hay is apt to prove an expensive and unsatisfactory prac— 

tice which only intensifies the trouble and postpones a reali solution —- And 

hay will hardly prevent or cure pneumonia. 

"If the local people and land owners will cooperate, we should be able 

to work out ways of handling the increasingly common cases of over-—concentra- 

tion in areas of limited winter food supply. Other states are facing the same 

condition. Pennsylvania and Arizona are in worse trouble than Michigan, and 

are experimenting; but so far no simple or easy answer has been found. a 

"Live trapping to remove the surplus, scattering the deer early in the 

season so as to make some of them use neighboring and uncrowded swamps, the 

planting out of new stands of cedar, buying up yarding areas so as to prevent 
further cutting, and various other schemes may prove of value." — Michigan De- 

partment of Conservation. 

cs Prevent Fires — Everybody loses when timber burns.
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HARRISBURG eisiasase 

JOHN J. SLAUTTERBACK, 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
June 5, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 2 

I am enclosing you a copy of my paper 

on the White-Tailed deer which I read at the meeting of 

Mammalogists in New York. The part of this paper having 

to do with the experimental feeding test at State College 

will be published in some journal at a later date but can 
ee 

give you no information at this time as to whether or not 

it will be published in the Journal of Mammalogy. 

Very truly yours, 

S:C Executive Sécretary.



Whitetail Deep, 
Wis. Dices 2 gest of 
=e — Survey of Legal & Illegal Deer Kill 
Desk Boo By F. G. Kilp, Forester 

: Nekoosa-Hdwards ao Co. 
Port Edwards, Wis. 

(1) Legal Kill on Sec. S1T41NR3SW (plus 5 square miles surrounding 
it tase. 7) during season of 1928. Total area 6 sections. 

Camp Hunters Days Glen Days) Legal Bucks 

Schroll's Cabin _- E 10 60 5 
Nepco Hdq. “ 5 20 2 
Bloom's Cottage il 10 110 8 

; Bear Lake Resort 9 2 +. Go 
Heiderer's Cottage 2 10 12 2 

; 32 213 17 

Hunters per buck: 32-17-1.9 

Man-Days per buck: 213-17 = 12 

Man-Days per hunter: 2135 +32 =6.4 

Square miles per buck: 6-17 =0.35 

Bucks per square mile: 17-6 <2.8 ~ 

(2) Tllegal Kill on Sec. 31: 8 does (4 with some meat cut out) 

on planted part of section (about 300 acres). Probably others 

lying in unplanted swamps. 

Hunters per illegal doe(only 1/6 of territory 
they hunted); 32--8 -4 

Illegal does per square mile found -8 

Illegal does per square miles probable: 8x2-16 

; Tllegal does found per legal buck: 8—17= 0.5 

Aldo Leopold 4/17/30



- Game Breeder Whitetail Deer 
July, 1930 : 

Ki S Se aN kee and Roscommon counties show one 
AKE FIRST DEER buck to 2.7 does. 

TALLY REPORT Counties closed to deer hunting have 

A report covering four months of the Jose ratios. Grand Traverse, Leelenau, 
Michigan Department of Conservation’s Benzie, Manistee and Wexford counties 
‘deer tally shows that the ratio of sexes show one buck to 0.87 does; Mason, 

among the deer in Michigan’s woods is Lake, Osceola, Nowaygo and Mocosta 

one buck to 2.2 does. counties, one buck to 1.5 does; and 

The deer tally was undertaken by the Clare, Isabella and Midland counties, 

Game Division last summer in an at- one buck to 1.5 does. 

tempt to answer some of the questions While nobody knows what the safe 

which individuals, organizations and the ratio is, deer are known to be highly 

Department have been asking about polygamous and authorities seem to 

deer.: “Are the woods full of dry does?” agree that one buck to five does should 
“Is there a scarcity of fawns?” “Is the be safe. 

one-buck law seriously depleting the The results of the tally indicate that 

supply of bucks?” These were some of we still have a generous supply of bucks 

the questions asked, and for which an and that the fawn crop is holding up 

answer was sought in the deer tally. in good shape; but to make sure of the 

The tally was made along roads, , essential facts, further checking up oa 

rivers and salt licks. Counts were also | our deer affairs is planned by the Game 
made at night with spot lights. During | Uivision. ase 
the four months of July, August, Sep- 

tember and October, conservation offi- 

cers, fire wardens, game refuge men and 

members of the staff of the Game Di- 

vision counted 8,348 deer in the two 

peninsulas. Of these 3,502 deer were 

classified as “uncertain” because their 

sex or age could not be accurately de- 

termined when they were observed. 

Of the number identified, 2,061 were 

does and 1,946 were fawns. The fact 

that the number of does and fawns is 

about equal, is thought by the Game 

Division to indicate that the deer are 

at least holding their own. Bucks num- 

bered §29. 
Reduced to percentages, these figures 

show that of the deer identified, 41 

per cent were does, 40 per cent were 

fawns and 19 per cent were bucks. 

While the flat ratio for the whole state 

was one buck to 2.2 does, in various dis- 

tricts it ranged from one buck to 0.87 

does, to one buck to 3.3 does. 

According to detailed figures the high- 

est ratios between bucks and does occur 

in the heavily hunted districts in the 

northern section of the lower part of 

the state and in the east end of the 

upper peninsula. In Chippewa and 

Mackinac counties the ratio figures to 

one buck to 3.2 does. In Luce and School- 

craft counties, one buck to 3.1 does. In 

Presque Isle, Cheboygan and Emmet 

counties, it is one buck to 3.3 does. 

At the west end of the upper peninsu- 

la the ratio is lower. Ontonagon and 

Gogobic counties show one buck to 2.9 

does; Houghton, Baraga and Keweenaw 

counties, one buck to 2.8 does; Dickin- 

son county, one buck to 2.1 does: and 

Menominee and Delta counties, one buck 

to 1.9 does. Marquette and Alger coun x 

CdtaLe a ot ties show one buck to 1.7 does. 

} Otsego, Montmorency, Alpena, Oseoda 

and Alcona counties show one buck to 
2,1 does and Kalkaska, Crawford, Misau-
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ee Officers of the Game Commission have reported some unusucl ee con= 

ts fgerning deer during the past few davs. For instance, there was erected at the 

% @ Stete Game Farm in liontcomery County sometime ago a small Goer. pert wherein were 

. SS” placed a number of these creatures for exhibition purposes. The other day a letter 

ve yp from Isaac Baumgardner the Geme Farmer stated that he saw a two-point buck stand= 

- ing on the outside of the deer park at about six-thirty in the morning. He thought : 

it to be one of the creatures from the par’: which probably escaped through a darge 

drain pipe which had just been run into the enclosure, ‘hen he approached it, 

however, he found that it was very wild, so wild in fact that it leaped the eight 

foot fence into the park, just tipping the top wire enough to make it jinsle Dut je e 

not leaving a hair on the fence, It is now with the other creatures and seems i 

quite contented, 5 

Apperently some violators have found another dastardly method of tryin: to 

eapture deer, according to o report from Tefuve Keeper Zlmer Pilling who states 

that while visiting in Osceole Mills recently he found a pit dug preswaably for 
the purpose of catching deer. He removed a large eight-point bucl: from this pit. 

The creature was dead, of course, and minus the hind quarters. 

Division Game Supervisor li,=.Shermen writes of the findins of a live six- 

point buck lving at the bottom of a fourteen foot drv well. One laurice Streusser 
of Clifton Township, Lackawanna County, who found the creatvre secured help end 

with the aid of ropes the men proceeded to rescue the animal which had nresumabl- 

fallen into the pit while eatine apples from beneath a nearby tree, One of the 
men climbed down the well and carefully placed a rope arovnd the animal's nec! ond 

forelegs, and it was hoisted up. The men figured that the buck would put up a 
fight when they went to release it, but contrarv to their expectations it stood 
quietly until the ropes were removed, efter which it seemed to look at each one 

with an expression of thanks, and turned cond walked unsteadily off toward the 

woods. It was in a rather weakened condition but not injured at all, 

One Charles Moore of Marienville, Forest County, recentlv reported the 

finding of two bucks, one a nine-point, the other a ten-point, lying in the woods 

dead, their antlers hopelessly locked, From the condition of the bodies the 
creatures must have been dead for several days and they were badly decomposed, 
Sometimes the antlers become locked while engaged in combat and the creatures in 

their helpless condition, starve to death.
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Deer Propagation on Waste Land 
By ARCHIBALD RUTLEDGE an 

Mr. Rutledge’s ability to write convincingly on wild life is born of life- 
long intimacy. His stories of game and woodland have entertained 
thousands. Here is authoritative information on a matter of interest. 

ie is really surprising that, while fur resemble the deer’s natural habitat. I deer on free range, that happens to 

farms and game breeding farms have |p know a park of ten acres where thirty- want to jump a fence to get at some - 

of late greatly multiplied in this coun-/f four deer are kept. They have to be food on the other side. In the latter 

try, few men have as yet systematically/| constantly fed, and they’never appear case, a seven-foot fence will keep him 

turned their attention to the raising of to have that size, ruggedness and superb out. But my own opinion is that an | 

deer. It is surprising because deer are vigor which are characteristic of their eight-foot fence is the thing which is 

easy to raise; the expense is compara- wild brothers. really going to give the owner real 

tively low, and the demand for them con- It would seem wise, therefore, first to peace of mind. He does not want to be 

stantly exceeds, and is likely to con- determine the size of the herd to be thinking all the time that his valuable 

tinue to exceed, the supply. A con- kept when that size is at its maximum; herd is skylarking over his fence. Deer 

sideration of the fundamentals of this then to fence off a sufficient area to within an enclosure that is protected = = 
business ought to convince the reader accommodate a deer on every two acres. by a seven-foot fence may never escape. 

of the opportunity offered. If there is sufficient natural growth, and But they may. I have known a deer 

For more than forty years I have Jif the winters are not too severe, these to jump straightway nearly thirty-four | 

studied wild deer, have observed them Wacer will never have to be fed. It must feet; and I have seen deer on the go 

in parks and private preserves, and have * always be kept in mind that the deer in the woods jump at least eight feet 

conferred with those who were charged and the goat belong to the same family; in the air. Said an old woodsman to 

with the raising of them. As is the case in their habits of eating they are me, “A deer can jump just as high and 

with raising anything that is a live, omnivorous. Deer feed on leaves and as far as he happens to have to jump.” 

wild creature, a number of conditions twigs of almost all kinds (even on the It is a whole lot better to have an eight- 

must be fulfilled. When these are met, bitter and poisonous mountain laurel), foot fence with no barbed-wire strand 

the whole problem is solved. What I on grasses, acorns, chestnuts, mush- on top, than to have a lower fence with 

shall say has to do particularly with the rooms, wild grapes, and on a variety of . the barb. I have known a good many 

Virginia or whitetailed deer, though I wild berries such as bittersweet, tea- deer to injure themselves fatally by at- 

think the same principles of breeding berry, and the scarlet hips of the wild tempting to jump such a fence. I think 

these animals may, in general, be ap- rose, as well as the fruit of the haw- a deer does not always see an extra 

plied to the blacktail. thorn. Practically all domestic crops strand of wire above the fence proper; 

Perhaps the first thing to be con- from wheat to sweet potatoes will be and in calculating his jump, he does not 

sidered is the matter of enclosing the ravenously enjoyed by deer. It is much take that additional height into con- 

herd. The size of the preserve will harder to discover what a deer will not sideration. Besides, barbed wire is 

naturally determine the number of deer eat than what he will eat. One of my _ beastly stuff, almost any way you take it. 

that can be safely kept in it at one pet bucks used to chew tobacco, chew- The wire should be stout and strong, 

time. There is an old saying that “a ing-gum and rosin; he loved candy; and of large mesh; steel posts are pre- 

| deer to an acre” is about right; but, once when I offered him guiltily a slice ferred to wood, both because of their 

like other old sayings, this will bear of venison, he ate it with great relish. permanence and their imperviousness to 

4 modification. An acre supplying abun- Having determined the size of the fire. The labor in setting them is also 

dant food will support more than one area to be fenced (and naturally, on considerably less than that required if 

deer; a barren acre will support none. account of the cost\ of the fence, one holes have to be dug for the setting. 

In general, with the average sort of does not wish to use more wire than The area enclosed should have a 

waste land under consideration, if two is necessary), the fence may then be variety of topographical features. I 

acres per deer be allowed, the results constructed. Right here we run into a mean that, if possible, there should be 

will be better. Deer are essentially disputed question. It is, “How tall dense coverts, swampy places, sunny 

browsers, and they delight to roam. To should a deer fence be?” I think there shelters protected by evergreens or by 

give them plenty of room is playing the is some difference of attitude of mind hills as windbreaks, and bushy and 

business safe, and the more room they between a wild deer enclosed, which grassy glades. There must positively be 

have, the more nearly will their range wants to get out, and fiat of a wild water available at all times; running 
‘ vices ons oe 
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water preferred. Care must be taken, if horns; though it is generally completed such animals on a good range will al- 
a stream runs through the preserve, to earlier. This season, in most latitudes, most infallibly do so. 
keep the fence tight where the stream extends from mid-September until mid- While deer are remarkably regular 
passes under the fencing. Deer have a Janutary. From three to four months and fecund in these natural processes, 
way of crawling under an obstruction as_ iS therefore the limit of the meeting barren does do occur; but I should say 
well as of jumping over it. I have S¢@Son. they are so rare as hardly to be taken 
known a whole herd to get into a shal- A single buck in that time will serve into account. The fertile doe is the 

- at least ten does, possibly more; but we rule, and she will usually have one 
peecce. ond Creep under a, wire i are to remember that a buck in his fawn twins, however, are not infre- 
freedom. A footboard to the fence is nec prime (that is, from three to ten years quent. I have heard it said that to 
essary, however, if the wire is set lo old) is far more effective as a herd- every fifteen fawns born, one set of 
to the ground. stag, than either a younger or an older twins will be born, but apparently such 

In the same sense in which gamd| one, occurrence is a matter of chance. : 
birds and most furbearers have, deer It is also true that his offspring will It is not generally known that the | 
have no natural enemies, Man, wolves, inherit his vigor, For breeding pur- size and weight of a buck’s antlers can, 
and cougars are those against which poses, bucks in their prime alone should to some degree, be controlled by a game 
the deer used to have to contend, and be used. It is therefore well to dispose breeder. In many English parks it is 
still must contend in some places, but every year of the young bucks and the the custom for keepers to feed the deer 
not on a preserve. very old ones. I have known a single on cut turnips, over which has been 

Regarding diseases, the hoof-and- buck to lead a herd of seventeen does; sprinkled a little slaked lime. This is 
mouth disease is done during the 
the plague of deer- rs asf | ome t time when the 
herds; but I have 4 i i ’ Key i fad , horns are growing, 
come to believe that Fy es [ ee and, since lime is a 
this infection us- H ; | ry eg i he > very important ele- 
ually originates F JV ae S| ee " ment in all horn 
with cattle on a NY | i xy ' | 4 ioe growth, the effect 
free range, and is ‘ ts” | ~~ f pee 3 : of this feeding is 
communicated by Fe é eae aA ee yam en i 4 certain and, in 
them to deer in a Ln Gee wo i et ee a Ga ip some cases, quite 

% wild state. I have oe oe Ss # pla 2 y he rm 3 be ee) ch Se ~ extraordinary. A 
never known it to 4g ? eae oes Ss 8 De Ba : confirmation of this a pean eas i oe ate | ae 4 occur among deer ae Es = Gy >: beteeeh 8 ie a \ Te Sia ‘ <2 theory appears in 
enclosed. There is rd Sella ce ~ L L  - xe eo e e cee the antlers of deer 

— a parasite which ir a eee ON . % ae ¢ that are accus- 
fects the deer’s jygumstid tea” Sears Be oat. : ej A : tomed to drink 
throat, probably 5 gags SU Nea Pe, On) ee ca ee ie water from pools 
taken by the ani- (RgUiguqituenGe rein @e /irtaaeo ie A608 Gane T A ee eee Ne ene § and streams deeply hi re CL Wea ae eg hl ON gt ae Pie Ce RM dB age RN ae mal when it is feed- ob Aiee BONES EO a oat CE Le ee le fae ee ste: N en impregnated with 
ing on leaves and [age Se ai rc Ra e Nad eal | eS A EP ety en lime—waters such 
grasses on which a ee. he Ge ioe a aS ei a? ne Bees as collect in the old 

Pine tes 2 een RCT AEM ro ote 
"these so-called “but- Deer often thrive on land valueless for agriculture phosphate rock in 

terflies” in the the South. 
throat of a deer exposed after killing. but of these, only eleven gave birth to It is well to supply deer with salt; 
But the health of the animal in ques- fawns. but one must be sparing of its use. Per- 
tion did not appear to be affected ad- It seems to me that the larger area haps the best way is to put a few small 
versely. Probably every living creature, deer are permitted to roam over, the lumps of rock salt on old logs or stumps 
including man, is a host to some para- more inclined they are to mate effect- in the preserve. Long after the salt 7 
sitic forms; and now and then, when ively; the main reasons for this result itself has been licked away by the deer, os 
the stamina of the host is weakened, being two: first, a freedom of range in- or washed down by rains, the deer will F 
the parasites may bring on exhaustion sures health and strength, and there- be found licking the salty soil about f 
and even death. But the vigor of the fore, capacity and inclination to repro- these places. j 
wild deer is generally insurance against duce; secondly, the possibility of separa- If deer in an enclosure have to be / 
these insidious forms of attack. : tion of bucks and does through their fed, they will eat anything a cow or a 

The proper apportionment of sexes in somewhat free roaming, renders meet- horse will eat in the way of forage or / 
an enclosed area, is a matter for care- ings between them far more interesting grain; but they feed so ravenously that 
ful consideration. Though I have given than if they were close herded all the ~~ 2 
a good part of my life to the study of time. There is a charm of novelty about it aS Bettenito feed them spar inels aaa : 
this question, I cannot say with certain- it. Nor are these ideas fantastic. Every pS ew to “range }tori Gee ua 
ty, exactly what the proportion in every game breeder knows that, where sex is Uisitor ones HER the’ ‘necessity 
ease should be of bucks and does. In concerned, he has to take into considera- °F Wholesome exercise. ; 
general, however, one may assume that tion something mysterious; and he Not long ago I talked with a deer- 
the proportion of cows in a herd to a knows that the inclination to mate ‘aiser who had a singular complaint: 
herd-bull is the proper one. Much nat- often depends upon the possibility of he had been able to raise a fine herd, 
urally depends on the strength and sex- separation. Whatever conditions ap- but he couldn’t catch them! Of course, 
ual vigor of the buck in question. proach those of a state of nature, are @ proper means must be provided; for 

The rutting season extends from the the best breeding conditions for deer. if deer get badly scared, they are very 
time when the buck rubs the velvet A buck and a doe in a little pen may liable to injure themselves. The best 

? from his antlers, until he drops his never ally mate, whereas two (Continued on page 23) 
= 
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EER PROPAGATION ize that some of this classification is 

ON WASTE LAND ; : 
(Covtinuedijrapmaage) guess-work; but I am trying to show 

e: nag ‘ just how I should select deer for breed- 
way I know of catching deer in an en- ing purposes. 

losur t t, : 
5 esate Consenucls preferably on In the case of bucks, the largest is ¥ 
the downward slope of a hill below the : , 

: by no means always the best herdstag. 
wire, a runway leading into the crate : bes \ The sexual vigor and fertility of a buck 
in which they are to be shipped. For i 

2 can usually be gauged by the size of 
some time before they are to be sent = 

his antlers; for there is an obscure but 5 
away, the deer can be lured down this unquestioned relation between horn- 
runway by choice food. A trap-door be- 

x E g = i growth and the reproductive processes. 
hind them will prevent their going back Now a buck of medium size or even 
when they are to be cut off from the Ofc erinlineicateniay <cal h fi 

rest of the herd. If they are tall enough, 2 y Ey age wey 
. horns than a huge, ox-like deer. The 

erates for shipment need not be closed ; 
i little king with the big crown is the 

at the top. No deer should ever be tied = : 
true breeder; or the big king, if his 

up for shipment, and the greatest care ‘diadem@rnatches his si » 

and gentleness should be used in hand- Rost 

ling them. I once knew of an albino 

stag that was so badly frightened in . 

° shipping that he did not mate for that s 

entire season. 
The standard buyers for live deer are . 

the game commissions of states that are 

either trying to bring the deer back, or 

are replacing a depleted supply. Private 

parks and preserves are also regular 

buyers. I was told recently by an old 

breeder, that even in a year of depres- 

sion like this one, he had had no diffi- ‘ 

culty in disposing of his salable stock. 

If a man has waste land, and an in- 

clination to raise deer, yet if he thinks 

his land unsuited because of a dearth 

of natural food, it is no great task to | . cS 

plant food for deer. Young oaks that : 

will soon bear acorns should be set out; 

huckleberry bushes, especially the big 

swamp blueberries, furnish excellent 

browsing and fruit. Hawthorn shrubs, 

aie S. _ teaberries, dogwoods, birches, maples, 

wild grapes, chestnuts (if you have not | 

2 the blight), and bog myrtle are well 

worth planting. If necessary a patch of 

wheat or rye or buckwheat or peas can 

be sown; you will never gather a crop eB 

from it, but the deer will forage on it 

, all season. Deer are very fond of 

sparkleberries; and if seed of the 

tougher grasses are broadcast in 

swampy places, they will grow excellent 

browse for the herd. Pine mast and 

beechnuts are favorite foods. 

There is a last consideration that is ‘ 

of considerable importance: what is the 

type of stock in a deer-herd that is best 5 

suited to breeding purposes? Most peo- 

ple suppose that a buck is a buck and 

a doe is a doe; but there is great in- 
z 

dividuality among these wild things; 

some of them are real personalities. 

Some does are deep in the chest and 

body, with large heads and motherly .ex- 

pression. Their characters seem steady 

and domestic. Such females are usually F 

excellent breeders and mothers. The : 

skittish, wild-eyed females may be 

barren; if not, their traits of mother- 

hood are at least less developed than 

those of the first type described. I real- 4 

\
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Michigan Perfecting Method to Determine Deer Ages e 
e me 

: With a new method worked out for sula. The tally will also be taken on same thing is true of deer, but it is © 

determining the age of a white-tailed various main roads and in hunters’ hard to get at the teeth when the car- 

deer, the Department of Conservation camps so as to get a fair sample from casses are frozen. Cahalane found that i 

now has met at the Straits of Mackinac both peninsulas. the most practical method for deter- 

and at other places in the Lower Penin- The method of determining the ap- mining the age of a frozen buck 

sula to make antler measurements on proximate age of a deer was worked out strapped to the running board of a car 

% about a thousand or more of the bucks by V. H. Cahalane, who for some time was to take the average diameter of the 

taken by hunters. has been assigned to deer investigations. main horn half an inch above the burt 

Through these measurements the In addition to measurements on about or button. He found out that the 

Game Division expects to be able to de- 2,000 antlers taken last year at the average buck about one and a half years 

termine the proportion of young, me- Straits, Cahalane examined the skulls old had antlers from two-thirds to three: 

dium and old bucks killed this fall. of several hundred deer and studied the fourths of an inch in diameter; when 

From approximately 5,000 deer carried teeth of each, made various skull about two and a half years old a buck 

south across the ferries each year, a measurements, counted the “points,” had antlers averaging nine-tenths to one 

thousand measurements taken at ran- and so forth. The teeth of domestic and one-tenth inches in diameter, etc. ae 

dom, should give.an average of the ages stock is the best single indication of the Using the measurements taken at the 

of the bucks killed in the upper penin- age of full grown individuals and the (Continued on page 19) 

_ 

Straits last fall, and applying Caha- 

lane’s tooth-antler age table, it was 

found that about 29 per cent of these 

deer were 18 months old; about 23 per 

: 3 cent were 30 months old; approximately 

32 per cent were from 42 to 54 months 

old and about 16 per cent were five and 

a half years old or older. 

With antler measurements taken on 

enough of the bucks killed each year, 

the Department can now check the 

g different age classes and a shortage of 

deer in any age class—which may be 

: due to killing off too many bucks, ab- 

. normal death rate among the fawns, or 

any other serious difficulties—should 

. be recognized promptly. Once such 

trouble is recognized the Department | 

can proceed and look for or apply a 

remedy. But so long as the ratio of 

: age classes holds to about the same ~ 

figures year after year and so long 

as the total number of bucks killed con- 

tinues to hold up or increase, there is 
no occasion to worry about the condi- 

tion of the deer herds. 
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Academy Science March 18, 191 

Forestry in Relation to Deer Propagation 

Many old deer hunters maintain that deer are more plentiful at present in 
some localities in northern Michigan than they were when the virgin timber was 
standing. This may be the result of many factors but one of the main reasons seens 
to be an increase in adequate and desirable game cover since the big timber hag 
SONS» 

Virgin timber stands, such as covered large areas of northern Michigan in the 
past, were almost devoid of undergrowth, At present second growth timber covers 
much of the original virgin timber country and because of its uneven age furnishes 
more real protection and browse than the original stands. 

4s far as we have been able to determines, at no time have the deer in Michigan 
suffered a shortage of summer range and feed, The most important factor limiting 
the deer carrying capacity of Michigan's wild land areas has been the amount and 
quality of the winter range. 

Winter range or winter yards are places in which deer gather for protection 
from the storms and where they can obtain sufficient, though often not abundant, 
feed to carry them through the period when the snow is too deep for them to travel. 

Winter range or "yards" can be divided into two classes - cedar yards and 
hardwood yards. Cedar yards are generally associated with the plains country in 
the northern portion of the Lower Peninsula and the eastern half of the Upper Pen- 
insula. They are composed of large areas of cedar, spruce, and balsan, 

Hardwood yards found mostly in the western half of the Upper Peninsula are 
made up of a mixture of upland hardwood and hemlock with cedar, spruce, and balsans. 
This mixed type runs from the upland down into swamps and stream bottoms where it 
gives way to the regular swamp type of spruce, cednr, and balsam, Cedar browse is 
the main article of diet for deer in a cedar yard. This is supplemented by twigs 
of shrubs and undergrowth which are generally foun? associated with cedar in a 

jv swamp. For some reason not yet determined deer do not browse extensively on spruce 
\y Yaw and balsam. If the deer cannot obtain enough of their preferred foods, they Walk 

w browse on balsam and some times on spruce, but if forced to do this for long, 
many of the herd seem to sicken and dies : 

The virgin hardwood yards, of which there are a few left in the western end of 
the Upper Peninsula, are composed of a mixture of hard maple, yellow birch, hemloc‘k, 
balsam, spruce, and cedar. In a hardwood yard deer seem to browse on almost any 

- hd kind of deciduous growth as well as cedar and hemlock. About the same amounts of 
jr" hemlock sand cedar seem eaten where both are equally available. 

Most of the cedar yards have now been cut over, On account of fire and methods 
of cutting, these cedar yards have been left in varying states of devastation and 
reproduction, and furnish feed and cover in proportion to their condition. Most 
cedar yards have been cut over from 1 to 10 times in the last 20 to 50 years until 
now very little is left of the original stand. In many places deer concentrated 
while cutting was underway and browsed heavily on standing and cut cedar. It is 
generally supposed that these same deer and their offspring have continued to re- 
turn to these cut out swamps each year, This has continued until the young cedar 
has been over-browsed and killed, All standing cedar has been stripped of avail- 
able leaves and twigs as high as a deer could reach until some areas will no longer 
support its winter deer population,



Bas 

Sportsmen now realize that deer are not merely something to go out and shoot at 
each fall. They have assumed a real value, not only as meat but as recreation, both 
for hunting and sightseeing. They are not just an incidental byproduct of the for- 
est but an actual money-making asset to be considered as a yearly return if proper- 

ly handled. 

What is going to happen in the future? 

$ Are technical foresters to advise planting clear, even-aged forests ond dis- 
regard game because they consider it an unimportant byproduct? Or are foresters 
to devise a technique for balancing the growth of regulated forests to the needs of 
the game therein and make game not a byproduct but a valuable asset that will bring 
in a steady, yearly income while the timber is growing to maturity? 

The techniqae for developing both timber and game assets seems perfectly 
feasible especially with deer, It may take years to work out the best methods and 

apply them with optimum success. But enough is already known to justify initiation 
of a rough management plan which with a little more experience and information can 
be refined and modified to meet the future needs. 

There are many timber combinations which, if managed in the right way, offer 
promise of producing sawlogs or pulpwood and while growing furnish feed and cover 
for deer. 

The game will need managing os well as the timber, Deer are kmown to browse 
cedar and hardwood reproduction annually until the young trees are either killed or 
ruined. Certain deeryards in the Upper Peninsula have been practically denuded of 
all small second growth cedar by over-browsing by deers Acres of young second 
growth hardwood on ridges in yarding areas have been killed by over-browsing. 

If natural or planted deer-yarding areas are to be administered for both tin- 
ber and game then planting and management must take deer and their numbers into 
consideration. Reports from Pennsylvania state that young pine plantations have 
been practically ruined by deer browsing. Indications are that this may reasonably 

occur in certain limited areas in Michigan in the not far distant future. 

There may well be certain localities in Michigan where forestry practiced on 
a deer rotation alone without regard to forestry products would bring larger re- 
turns then if managed primarily as a forest. The Turtle Lake Club territory in 
Alpena County is a good example, Although actual forestry methods have not been 
employed it is doubtful if any method of forest management could have returned to 
the owners the value they have received from the gane that inhabits their reserve. 
At the present time their deer-yarding facilities are inadequate to care for their 
deer population. If at some time in the past an organized system of planting for 
game feed and cover had been initiated on the cut-over areas in this reserve they 
might have had today abundant deer browse growing. But no such system was started 
and the result is that the last few years the deer have been fed hay to pull then 
through the winters. For the Turtle Lake Club to now attempt a planting progran 
without first reducing or in some way controlling the number of deer would be 
folly. Any edible seedling or transplant would be quickly found and eaten by the 

deer, Game would need strong management measures on an area such as this before 
any degree of success could be expected from plantings. 

The State Department of Conservation on its refuge in Ogemaw and Roscommon 
Counties has initiated an experimental planting program with deer feed as its 
major product. Whether or not the program was started in time remains to be seene
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Deer are increasing on the reserve at a rapid rate and may yet become numerous 
enough to threaten the planting. If such proves to be the case then the deer should 
come under a strict management plan until the plantings have reached a stage where 
the deer could no longer ruin theme 

However it might prove in some cases that the deer are more valuable than the 
plantings. Then the deer would theoretically be allowed to ruin the plantings and 
more feed would be planted for theme 

These are only a few of the problems that will confront a forester when attenpts 
are made to work out a management plan for a combined yield of timber and Games, 

Time does not permit a detailed discussion of the possible type combinations 
which might prove valuable. However a little thought on the subject will make one 
realize that although on the face it might look complicated, a good study of the 
problem will bring out facts that can be used as basic fundamentals on which to 
build the final definite management plan. 

I, He Bartlett 

Gane Division
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April 9, 1931 

Mr, Blliott S, Barker 
Department of Game and Fish 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Dear Sir; 

Your letter of April 4 has been received. 

Under our agreement with the inventor of the "Mercy bullet", statements 
concerning last winter's experiments, for publication, are to be mutually approved 
before release. A mutually satisfactory report of the work has not as yet been 
worked up but will no doubt be available before long. , 

The substance of it will be to the effect that meh mechanical adjustment 
proved to be necessary (in order to throw the projectile, in order to make it traval 
point first, etc.) and that still further tinkering will evidently be in order before 
the mechanical phases can be considered reasonably satisfactory and dependable. 

Too few deer were actually shot with the dope to make us feel sure what 
dosage is safe and effective, or how the effects vary with animals of different age, 
size ete. 

In short there appears good reason to think that both the mechanical and 
chemical phases can be developed and perfected so as to make the method useful in — 
various situations, but neither the equipment nor the chemical for use on deer is 
as yet tested or demonstrated beyond the experimental stage. 

I should report, also, that we have devised a new type of livetrap, a 
4 x 4 x 12 foot lumber tunnel, with drop gates at both ends and baited in the center. 
This trap seems to work mch better than anything else so far tried. With weather so 
mild that there was relatively little snow and consequently a low concentration of 
deer in the yarding area, the traps actually in operation each took an average of a 
half-deer per day. We took, crated, and hauled away for release in other areas, an 
even 100 deer and feel confident that under normal conditions and using our most re- 
cent technic, tiewt we could readily take and move many hundreds of deer and at costs 
(in crates) of well under $5 each. 

Yours very truly 

P. 8. Lovejoy ‘ 

PSL: Me Game Division 
ec; A. Leopold
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Extract from letter from John B. Burnham, April 27, 1931 

‘ \ 

' "Just a word or two of criticism and sugzestion (on Game Survey _ 
Report). On page 194 between the "deer density" per square mile of 
Morgan County, Indiana, in the old days and the Kaibab Forest, and — \ ; 
"supposedly the ultimate in deer abundance." I think this is an 
unfortunate comparison because in the arid country of the Southwest 
deer cannot reach the same abuniance per square mile as in better ; ae: 
watered sections. I think the figures you have given for maximum 
abundance are quite correct in general but that they are not up to the : ‘ 
capacity of the country to support the totals. Other factors tended 
to reduce the maximum, such as wolves and panthers, for example. 

"In my deer park in northern New York, I have maintained for a 
good many years a minimum herd of 100 der on an area of 750 acres. 

: This herd at times has run up to 175 in number. But there is no question 
but that the latter figure is beyond the capacity of the food supply. 

: On the other hand I believe that in states like Indiana there were areas 5 
in the old days which considering the food supply alone would carry 150 

deer throvgh the year ver square mile. : 

“Here in northern New York we get occasional temperatures of 40 
below zero and long periods of intensely ccld weather, during which deer 
cannot survive on browse other than from a limited coniferous trees, ‘ 

} while in Indiana they could probably live through the winter on deciduous 
browse alone, which would naturally increase tremendously the feet 

possibilities." ‘ 

t er : 

2 \
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May 1, 1931 

Mr. Pe S. Lovejoy 
Chief, Game Division 

Department of Conservation ; 
lansing, Michican 

Dear P.S.t 

T have just received a letter from John 3. Burnham com 
menting on my report, in which he saya: 

“On pege 198 you say it is cenerally assumed that wilte ; 
cedar is the basic winter food of deer, It is undoubtedly one of 
the best winter foods of deer but for several reasons I have pre- 
ferred to give the titel of basic winter food to youn growth hen- 
lock. Chief ot these reasons is the fact that the needles will grow i 
again on hemlock boughs after quite severe browsing, which is not : 
the case of white cedar. Our third important winter food in this 
section is balsam. 

"I have watched the fecding habits of deer during the winter 
and have come to the conclusion that the reason that they are not 
able to utilize deciduous browse when the thermometer drops a little 
below zero is becouse of the quality of the sap, on account of its 
high content of water, which causes the twic to freeze. I believe 
that the cedar, balean and henloci nee@les contain more ¢lycerine 
or suger or souething of that kind, which retarte the freezing. I 
have opened the pouches of deer, which had starved, an‘ find a lot 
Snel ee i et eines Sepenres 20d) Wee 
tained life. It would be a very 6 thing, if you would have 
a scientific investigation made of the effect of freezing teapera- 
tures on the food values of different kinds of browse." 

This theory about the effect of frost strikes me as very 
significant. What do you think about it, and how does it fit in 

with the observations of yourself an? your men? i 

Yours sincerely, : 

; : ALDO ImoPomp 

In Charge, Game Survey
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Mr. Aldo Leopgld 
Wolk University Ave. Nat'l] Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold; 

Your letter of May 1 has had a delayed answer pending a chance to 
refer Mr. Burnham's comment to Bartlett and Stephenson, who have spent the 
bull of recent winters in detailed surveys of deer yards and in observing 
the habits of deer while yarded. 

. Stephenson comments: "I have known deer to spend the entire winter 
in "hardwood" yards where no conifer browse was available. I can not posi- 
tively state that they consumed and obtained nourishment from hardwood browse 
during the below zero periods, but I do know that little or no other feed was 
evailable, and the deer came through in apparently good condition. 

"In Michigan balsam does not rank as an important deer food and ig 
seldom browsed except in cases of extreme necessity brought on by shortage of 
feed." 

Bartlett comments; "Neither Stephensontor I have worked enough in 
hemlock country to feel sure whether cedar is less tolerant of browsing than 
is hemlock. In Michigan it is quite certain that balsam can not be listed as 
an important winter browse. Our deer do not take balsam until they are close 
to a starving condition. 

“We have yarding areas of different types but in nearly all of them 
there is, in the (evergreen) swamp or available near the swamp, a variety of 
deciduous browse species, among them: Cornus, soft maple, Juneberry, elm, ash, 
hard maple, yellow and/ or white birch, holly, blackberry, elderberry and go on. 
These occur in combinations typical of the soil and site but several of them 
are almost always present in quantities enough to supply a material part of 

the total of browse actually taken. 

"We feel sure that our deer take and digest without difficulty, mix- 
tures of cedar, yew, hemlock and deciduous twigs, while the temperature is well
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below zero. Where ample supplies of both conifer and deciduous browse are 

available, some of our field men pre inclined to think that the deer will 
prefer and take more of the deciduous than of the coniferous feed. 

"The moisture content of a hardwood twig in winter is certainly 
low and I am inclined to doubt that the feeding habits or food requirements 
of our deer will differ materially as the temperature moves above or below 

: zero. That is to say our observations do not seen to check with those re~ 
ported by Mr. Burnham but we have never paid special attention to that 
particular point and it is no doubt worth checking up on. 

"There might be a question as to the palatability of frozen hardwood 
browse but with the amount of this type of food taken by deer all over Michigan, 
each winter, if there were any real harm in it evidenceto that effect should 

seemingly have presented itself." 

My own observations are very much more limited than those _of Bartlett 
and Stephenson, but I find it hard to think that there is a sudden /avai lability 
of deciduous browse as the temperatures go below any given point. And that our 
deer readily take a great variety of hardwood browse during the worst of the 

: winters, seems very well established. Near our badly eaten-out swamps, where 
no cedar is now available, balsam and jack-pine have been eaten rather conspic- j 

E uously, and oak and cherry twigs have bem taken year after year so that the 
oaks in places are all "broomed" out. Whether such feeding is done above or 
below zero is something we have not checked on but if deer are taking a given 
brush at ten above zero I am betting that they will take it at ten below. i 

If the question is whether deer will take miscellaneous hardwood browse 
during the winter, for Michigan the answer is definitely "Yes", 

If the question is whether deer will take considerable hardwood browse 
even though hemlock and cedar is available, the answer for us is definitely "Yes", 

i The Isle Royale controversy as to the results of browsing by moose 

goes merrily on. Some claim that the available feed has been seriously depleted; : 
some contradict. But all seem to agree that those moose prefer balsam to cedar. j 
With our deer, however, it seems abundantly evident that cedar is not only 
preferred but that balsam is taken only when the animals are in bad shape and 
virtually or actually starving, and this is also the case when jackepine is 
taken in quantity. It seems queer that moose and deer should vary so greatly 

on this point. It would be still more queer if deer in different parts of the 
country should vary so mich in their food preferences - taking balsam freely in j 

one place and having to be starved to it in another, but maybe they do.
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A couple of captive deer on a state forest were tended for several 
years by an old man who made them his special pets. He used to gather the 
twigs and weeds of the season into large bouquets and mount them in holes in 
a board so as to make a sort of feed rack. Hay and grain was also available 
but he was interested in the preferences and reported that in cold weather 
the first choice was undoybtedly ground hemlock (Taxus), second cedar, but 
that no matter how much of either was available, his deer would always take 
some hardwood twig browse} especially the buds and fine twigs of soft maple, 
elm, and the like. It may be that these captive deer showed preferences 
different from wild animals, but Stephenson and Bartlett have felled brushy 
tree tops alongside of deer trails in the winter quarters, and have found 
that the fine twigs and bud ends of the hardwoods are cleaned up along with 
the cedar tops. So we have assumed that appropriate hardwood browse is to be 
considered as primary, along with the cedar and hemlock, 

: How little we really know about game affairs! 

Yours vex truly 

?. 8 vejoy 

Game Division 

PSL: Ne
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Ve JOHN B. BURNHAM 

v ESSEX, NEW YORK 

wt April 27, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I do not know how to congratulate you sufficiently for the 
, epoch-making work you have accomplished in your "Game Survey of the 

North Central States." This is setting the pace with a vengence, You 
have not only created a model report in form but have assembled a mass 
of pertinent data, which is very remarkable, Your whole report is a 
revelation of the proper manner in which such reports should be compiled. 

Just a word or two of criticism and suggestion, On page 194 
between the "deer density" per square mile of Morgen County, Indiana in 
the old days and the Kaibab Forest,: and "Supposedly the ultimate in deer 
abundance", I think this is unfortunate comparison because in the arid 
country of the Southwest deer cannot reach the same abundance per square 
mile as in better watered sections. I think the figures you have given 
for maximum abundance are quite correct in general but that they are not 
up to the capacity of the country to support the totals, Other factors 
tended to reduce the maximm, such as wolves and panthers for example. 

In my deer park in northern New York, I have maintained for 
a good many years a minimum herd of 100 deer on an area of 750 acres. 

QQ This herd at times has run up to 175 in number, But there is no question 
os but that the latter figure is beyond the capacity of the food supply. On 
Iss the other hand I believe that in states like Indiana there were areas in 

: the old days, which, considering the food supply alone, would carry 150 deer 
3 through the year per square mile, 

Here in northern New York we get occasional temperatures of 
i 40 below zero and long periods of intensely cold weather, during which deer 
SS cannot survive on browse other than from a limited coniferous trees, while 

in Indiana they could probably live through the winter on deciduous browse 
alone, which would naturally increase tremendously the feet possibilities. 

On page 195 you say there are no records of the kill for 
states ........ except those compiled by Minnesota from hunters' reports, 
I assume you are referring solely to the North Central states, New York 
for a number of years past has compiled a census of the deer killed from 
hunters' reports, For various reasons, however, the actual number of deer 
killed is greatly in excess of the number reported, I took occasion once 
to dispute the figures of the New York Commission and to prove my point, 
got in touch with Loukes Brothers of Gloversville, who are lerge manufacturers 
of buck-skin gloves, Owing to the technicalities of the game laws, they 
had the deer skins they had purchased separated on their books, according to 
the locality from which they were secured, I ascertained from them that for 
the prticular year in question, they had purchased in New York State deer 
skins considerably in excess of half the total kill reported by the Conserva- 
tion Commission, I do not know the percentage of hunters who sell their deer 
hides but from my experience in the field, I am sure it is less than half the 
total number of hunters, I think in New York State there are about double 
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or more the deer killed that are reported, 

| 
I On page 198 you say it is generally assumed that white 

cedar is the basic winter food of deer. It is undoubtedly one of the 
best winter foods of deer but for several reasons I have preferred to 

: give the title of basic winter food to young growth hemlock, Chief of 
these reasons is the fact that the needles will grow again on hemlock 
“boughs after quite severe browsing, which is not the case of white cedar. 

(| Our third important winter food in this section is balsam. 

I have watched the feeding habits of deer during the winter 
and have come to the conclusion that the reason that they are not able 
to utilize deciduous browse when the thermometer drops a little below zero 
is because of the quality of the sap, on account of its high content of 
water, which causes the twig to freeze, I believe that the cedar, balsam 
and hemlock needles contain more glycerine or sugar or something of that 
kind, which retards the freezing, I have opened the pouches of deer, which 
had starved, and find a lot of things in them which with higher temperatures 
would have sustained life, It would be a very valuable thing, if you would 

j have a scientific investigation made of the effect of freezing temperatures 
on the food valuds of different kinds of browse. |} 

48 you know, I have frequently called attention to the necessity 
of providing suitable winter food in our Adipondack Deer Forest, At one 
of the meetings of Commissioner Morgenthau's Advisory Council, I tdld the 
Commissioner that in my opinion all future plantings in the Adirondacks should 
be of hemlock, white cedar and balsam, and he instructed Bill Howard to put 
the idea into effect. 

Very sincerely yours 

WACK 
/ mH f 

JBB /Ai



May 1,1931 

Mr. John 3B. Burnham 
Essex 
New Yoric 

Dear John? ; 

' I need not tell you that I set high store by your favorable 
comment on the report. I am also especially interested in your 
various criticisus. 4 

I agree that the comparison of Morgan Coumty ani the Kalbab 
is lopsided. I believe I once had some qualifying material in there 
wut crossed it out for brevity. It 1s valuable to have your latest 
figures on the carrying capacity of your fenced area. ‘This furnishes 5 
absolute evidence which I am extremely glad to get. 

You are correct in your assumption thet in my comment on 
kill records I was referring to the north central regton only. I 
have the New York reports and also those from Pennsylvania and Cali- 
fornia. I did not, however, Imow about your skepticism as to the 
substantial correctness of these reports. I was always skeptical of 
the Pennsylvania figures and T am glaf to have your caution on the 

: New York figures. 

Your theory about the influence of frost in the choice of 
winter food is something brand new ani extremely incenious, It 
sounds very plausible. I em first of all submitting it to Lovejoy, 

who has had a man studying this subject. I am inclined to believe 
you have started a new and fertile line of investigation. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, : 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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May 1, 1931 

Mr. P. 3. Lovejoy 
Chief, Game Division 
Department of Conservation 

Lansing, Michigan 

Dear P.S.? 

IT have just received a letter from John 3B. Burnham com- 
menting on my report, im which he says? 

: On page 198 you say it is generally assumed that white 
cedar is the basic winter food of deer. It is undoubtedly one of 
the best winter foods of deer but for several reasons I have pre- 
ferred to cive the titel of basic winter food to youne growth hea- 

; lock. Chief ot these reasons is the fact that the needles will grow 
again on hemlock boughs after quite severe browsing, which is not 

. the ease of white cedar. Our third important winter food in this 
section is balsam. 

: 4T heve watched the feeding habits of deer during the winter 
and have come to the conclusion that the reason that they are not 
able to utilize deciduous browse when the thermometer drops a little 

, below zero is bevause of the quality of the sap, on account of its 
high content of water, which causes the twig to freeze. I believe 
that the cedar, balsan and hemlock needles contain more glycerine 
or sugar or something of that kind, which retards the freezing. I 
have opened the pouches of deer, which had starved, and find a lot 
of things in them which with higher temperatures would have sus- 
tained life. It would be a very valuable thing, if you would have 
a seientific investigation made of the effect of freezing tempera- 
tures on the food values of different kinds of browse." 

. d This theory about the effect of frost strikes me 4s very 
significant. What do you think about it, and how does it fit in 
with the observations of yourself and your men? 

Yours sincerely, : 

ALDO IXOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey



SUCCESSFUL DEER TRAP — rotator! 

Although Game Commission officials were able in recent years to success- 
fully design traps for taking beavers and bears alive, it was only within the 
last month or so that their painstaking efforts and experiments were successfully 
rewarded in designing a trap for taking live deer. According to H. H. Groninger, 
Chief of the Bureau of Predatory Animals, a new type trap has been designed by 
the Commission's trappers and recently four door were caught in seven nights in 

: the Mifflin County section. The new trap is 12 foot long, 3-1/2 feet wide and 
9 fect high, and is constructed of heavy poultry wire. Trap doors placed at each 
end are dropped by a trigger arrangement in the middle of the trap. The trigger 

is set off by the deer coming in contact with two wires which are placed over 
corn and apples used as bait. On all sides of the trap are rolled curtains which 
drop when the trap is sprung, rendering the interior dark. The dropping of the 
curtain causes the deer to become quiet, and it is not as apt to make a fuss or 
injure itself until it can be transferred to the shipping crate.’ 

i! fF \ £ “y 
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Vavewher 16 1931 NEW DEER TRAP USED IN PENNSYLVANIA  (’) Ye 

"Recent discovery — deer have a mental twist like that of the 

fabled ostrich which stuck its head in the sand to hide from its 

enemies has resulted in the first successful deer trap. Wild life 

experts have tried for years to design a deer trap in which a large 

percentage of the captured animals did not kill or injure themselves. 

"The new trap, built by trappers of the Pennsylvania Game 

Commission, is much like the old type except that it is equipped 
with rolled curtains. When a deer enters the large poultry-—wire 

box and touches the trigger the curtains fall and shut out all view. 

Instead of leaping wildly against the walls as formerly, all cap- 

tives so far have remained perfectly quiet." - Detroit Sunday Times, 

Detroit, Mich.
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first method, known as Option 1, money. He is required to sign an 
is for the fence to be erected agreement prepared by the Board 
jointly by the Game Commission of Game Commissioners to con- 
and the landowner or lessee, each struct the fence under specifica- 
paying one-half of the cost of the tions approved by the Board, and 
completed fence. When this meth- complete said fence within six 

. od is adopted, the Game Commis- months from the time the fencing 
: sion usually pays all bills for mate- wire is delivered to him. Other re- 

' rials and labor, and after the fence quirements contained in the agree- 
; is completed the landowner or les- ment are: First: In case the fence 

4 see is rendered a statement of costs is not constructed within the six 
and is billed for his or her pro rata months’ period, or if not erected 

r share. To safeguard the Common- according to approved plans, the 
‘ wealth, the landowner or lessee is Game Commission may, if deemed 

required to furnish the Game Com- desirable, remove all or part of the 
mission with a surety bond or an woven wire fencing; Second: In 

LS individual bond endorsed by two re- case intensive cultivation of the 
: sponsible property owners, in the area fenced is discontinued, the 

amount of the entire estimated cost Game Commisison may remove all 
of the fence, or, in lieu of the bond, or any part of the woven wire; 
may deposit with the Commission Third: The fence shall be main- 
cash to cover half of the entire tained by the landowner or lessee 
estimated cost of the completed without aid of the Game Commis- 

wa fence. sion. 
T Ty The second and most satisfac- Any owner or lessee of a farm, 

a Moston, Asst. Chief, Bureau Of tory method of procedure, known fruit orchard, or truck patch 
Eades Sots \ as Option 2, is for the Game Com- wherein produce is raised for mar- , 

On. \ mission to furnish the required ket, may make application to the 
J DEER-PROOF FENCES | amet of qoven wire fencing ane Board of Game Commissioners for 

fe woe . . staples delivered to the nearest a deer-proof fence, blank forms for 
/ ee EL aera comand ak | freight station, and the landowner which are furnished upon request. 

[ CAA CU' OE SBS EDLypaDRTOV eC ey | or lessee to furnish all posts and The application must include a 
2, 1923, amended 1925, the Game / construct the fence. By adopting description of the property to be 
Commission continues to cooperate this method, the landowner or les- fenced, the owner’s name, its loca- 
and assist farmers, orchardists and see has the opportunity of doing tion, purpose for which the land is 
commercial truck growers in the all or any part of the labor himself, used, the length of fence required, 
construction of fences to protect and if he has his own wood lot etc. To the application must be 
their crops from deer. The Act where suitable posts can be cut, it attached a map or sketch of the 
specifically provides that not more is possible for him to have a fence property upon which should be in- 
than $10,000.00 annually may be without the actual expenditure of dicated the location of the fence it- 
spent for this purpose. nau 

During the fiscal year ending ce : ; [=a 

: June 1, the Game Commission fur- ee i OOM win : ’ 
nished 7,337 rods of deer-proof oo a ode 2 ce ae 4 

fencing, costing a total of $9,942.33 .. : | : td ay 
to assist thirty-three landowners beds, 4 oes ce) 2g Tes 
in protecting their crops. During moan oo ey foe 4 

the past few years the $10,000.00 eee ek avd a Ge : 
provided by law has proven inad- ie Hldee ee Gs ch ere : G 
equate. Many applications are re- BP eG aocnc a a Gace) ge ne | 
ceived which must be held over ie Se, eee, tS ear cig 
from one fiscal year to the next. So ois de eieconealael Sees Re ws 3 
long as Pennsylvania has herds of ? eel " ; ad 
deer such as there are at the pres- ' bs 
ent, the deer-proof fence act pro- LF 

vides the most satisfactory method Ly 
of relief to those landowners near : Me 
the wooded parts of the state : / 
where deer are most abundant. E 

The law specifically provides two a a : : ‘ 
cooperative methods which may be - wer — 
followed, and no other method may ‘ithe {Goghmnixetén 
be authorized by the Board. The Deer-Proof Fence
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x ] PENNSYLVANIA BEAVER 
Unemployed Hunt) Groundhog STOCKED IN 

: : : The lowly woodchuck or GERMANY 
is desired to construct, with the | pyoundhog heretofore only In cases where beaver have be- 
dimensions of said fence given | hunted for sport or pastime, is| come entirely too numerous the 
either in feet or rods. An exam- | a1 Jast coming ito his own.| Pennsylvania Game Commission 
ination of the property is then | with the long continued depres-| have for some time past been 

made by an officer of the Game | sion and the constant army of | either selling them to other states 
Commission, who, in turn, reports | the unemployed, the woodchuck, | for stocking purposes or trading 
his findings to the Bureau of | according to a great many re-| them for species of game we desire 
Refuges and Lands at Harrisburg, ports, is the only meat that] to increase in our territory. 
where the project is reviewed. Im- | many families have had in In 1981 a few beaver were trad- 
mediately an application is ap- | months, ed to Donald A. Crowe, R. D. 1, 
proved, the necessary agreement is The groundhog is not protect- | Paterson, N. J., for black bear cubs. 
prepared and forwarded in dupli- | oq in Texneebiell and may be} He in turn shipped these beaver to 
cate to the applicant for his sig- | jined at any time and in any Germany for ‘stocking, and a re- 
nature, after which both copies are | manner under a resident hunt-| cent report shows our Pennsylva- 
signed by the Executive Secretary drs license. nia beaver doing quite well over 
of the Board of Game Commis- there. 
sioners and one copy is sent to the \ 
applicant. If Option 1 is selected _|E=EEEEEEEEERa WASHINGTON MEMORIAL 
by the applicant, he will be ree | 79 9 0 9 Ue | PLANTINGS ON: STATE 

. quired to execute the usual agree- oe ai a lad | Gg OMe LANDS 
ment and also furnish the Board a hee ag : ‘ gs | The 200th Anniversary of the 
bond as mentioned above. There- | | aes | birth of oe Washington is be- 
quired amount of woven wire fenc- oo ae ing celebrated) this year through- 
ing and staples is then ordered by oy y ‘| out the length and breadth of this 
the Game Commission and con- ‘ ni country. Colorful and interesting 
signed to the applicant by prepaid ar pageants are) being held every- 

freight. BN where. They | are enjoyable but 
The Board of Game Commis- \ soon forgotten. The American Tree 

sioners has approved three types of coy Association of Washington, D. C., 
deer-proof fences and’ no other type es | is sponsoring a plan for substantial 
can be furnished at the present [feta y | : and lasting ‘memorials for the 
time. They are known as Type | =o ' Father of our'Country. The Asso- 
“A,” Type. “Band Type SC? all i sciapla ey ciation believes “The most fitting 
in two sections. Type “A” is made " 6 of_ all memorials is a living one— 
of No. 9 gauge wire. The lower = a Tree”, and/calls on every citizen 
section is 61 inches high and the to plant one or more trees this 
upper section 35 inches high. Type spring. The) Association goes fur- 
“B” is also of No. 9 gauge wire. ther in that they are registering 
The lower section is 55 inches high > all plantings reported to them as 
and the top section 35 inches. Type memorials, and will give a certifi- 
“C” is constructed of No. 9 and me Commission cate for each which is registered 
No. 11 gauge wire. The lower sec- ‘This Large Black Bear, Killed Last with the Association. 
tion is 5514 inches high and the Season) in, Cameron —Couney) This spring the Game Commis- 
top section 35 inches. Weighed 7 Ue eee sion planted a total of 42,050 seed- 

| ling trees on sixteen tracts of land 

urns “MOWER UNcOvERS mocs het (rity and pate hunt 
REFUGE HOUEES On the Fuller estate of about all registered with the American 

A dwelling owned by the Game 4509 acres located: near the county Tree Association as “George Wash- 
Commission and occupied by Game line of Lehigh and Northampton, ington Memorials”, and the De- 
Refuge Keeper John B. Rearick, yer 1400 ringnecked pheasant partment Has received a certificate 
Big Run Junction, ElkyCounty was eggs have already been uncovered to that effect. 
destroyed by fire sHortly before py the mowing ma¢hines. Some of The tee planted include 12,000 
midnight June 28th It was located the eggs were turmed over to in- Red Pine, 14,000 Scotch Pine, 6,000 
on State Game Lands No. 28, pur- terested sportsmen and farmers for Pitch Pine, 8,500 Norway Spruce, 
chased in 1921, in Spring Creek hatching and some were shipped to 1,000 White Ash, 50 Arbor Vitae, 
Township. It was of frame con- the State Game/Farm in Mont- 500 White’ Pine. 
struction, 22 feet by 28 feet, and gomery County./ No hunting is Fot6 otosit | 
contained six rodms and bath. The permitted on this large estate and Chas. Kauffman, Secretary of 
house was builf in 1921 and valued each winter offi¢ers of the Game the Mastersonville Rod and Gun 
at about $3,800. The house and all Commission trap a great many Club, found two litters of new born 
its contents were destroyed. birds from the area. The 1400 skunks on a pile of straw in the 
Refuge 7 Rearick had many eggs already found probably do not rear of his ‘stable. He fed them 
prized trophies and curios which represent every one-third of the bread and milk and eventually they 

- were lost in the fire. The origin number which/ are located on the became so tame that he had to 
of the fire is not yet known, but tract. Every day new nests are un- chase them away when he milked 
an investigation is under way. eovered. the cows.
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Woon ee 120TH DEER 
\ Game Refuge Keeper Elmer Pilling just 

reported the accidental killing by auto- 

mobile of the 120th deer on State High- 

way Route No. 322 between Philipsburg 

and Sandy Ridge. This stretch of road, 

which has been opened only about two 
years, passes through splendid deer terri- 

tory, and motorists are cautioned to be 

particularly careful when driving it. 
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14 ALABAMA GAME AND FISH NEWS /1 ; 

Ae 1e otes Bee 
SPN re orcs nana MMAR canmcuntneenraNNe Rn 

DEER STAMP OUT SNAKES TAKE THIS, OR LEAVE IT 
f@A | LABAMA claims a_ rattle- Attorney J. H. Webb of Mobile, 
ANG snake record. gets a big laugh out of a good yarn, 
‘| One of the longest rattlers and he assures the Department that 
eof an Lee hae oe aie aie. this one took place before it was cre- 

/ oh, .6 feet—was killed by a ne- ated: 
gro north of Scottsboro, Ala., “The Hon. Robert T. Ervin, emi- 

and now is a prized possession of the nent federal judge and mighty hunt- : 
American Museum of Natural His- er, says that, wishing to play a joke 

tory in New York. i on an old negro in Wilcox county, 
These snakes at one time were nu- they placed him on a stand after put- 

merous in the Alabama National For- ting several charges of powder and 
est, but deer planted in that area have shot in his gun. 

ee Reece gat fer on opine, He me k U im just as he was reviving. cur- 
early North American Indian, the sory examination disclosed he had 
deer circle slowly around their hiss-  jlled four deer. 
ing prey, then leap suddenly and “Dey wuz a’nudder one and if dey 
with their sharp hoofs cut the snake had been a bit mo powdah, I’d shot 
to pieces. him too.” 

SEE ee "GATOR VISITS FAYETTE 
Two more residents of the state Warden Aer Peel ¢ Fayett 

have secured licenses from the De- |! ep ae aa SeOre an ee 
partment authorizing them to estab- ©. i pas es Cee Ce ou Sey 
lish game farms under the 1932 Vi0 ators in Fayette and Lamar coun- 

. ties, has reported the capture of what game farming act. tae Heliovedete abun amer 4a 
Ben Fitzpatrick of Wetumpka, a Sect o a ve een Ua 

and Comer Jennings of Eufaula, re- first a’ eee a aps aol e tous 
cently have obtained licenses to start AM this Cae ae ever Vases: AY 
game farming. They will devote their A ee h ee wee - ie 
propagation efforts to restocking oe aa ah igator a ew soe 
their preserves with- quail. ee it had been taken from the 

WARDENS GET OFFICE Pr te me 2 ener 
W. D. Bishop, president of the Jef- EAST LOSES SPORTSMAN 

ferson county commission, has equip- The death of E. R. Coleman at his 
ped an office in the pretentious new home in Philadelphia recently, re- 
court house at Birmingham for Dis- moved one of the East’s leading 
trict Game Wardens Ted Cottrell and Sportsmen. 
Marvin Whatley. A great dog fancier, Mr. Coleman 

The new office of the wardens is lo- leased a large quail preserve in Bul- 
cated in Room 401 and from this lock county, six miles from Union 
headquarters Cottrell and Whatley Springs, and maintained some of the 
will work their territory, which in- finest kennels in this state. 
cludes Jefferson, Walker, Shelby and Under the expert tutelage of Jake 
Blount counties. Bishop, Mr. Coleman’s trainer, sev- 

This is the first county in the state eral championship dogs came from 
to equip an office in its court house these kennels, some of them winning Dp 
for state game wardens. laurels in Canada.



The “Worm” Scourge on 
Wexas Deer 

ee OR Outdoor Life:—Here in Texas 
white-tailed deer are very plentiful 

and they would be more so were it not for 
the blow fly. In the summer after ticks and 4 
red bugs have made their appearance they, 
with the aid of flies, are a deer’s chief 
menace. These pests cover a deer’s ear 
and head. They irritate it until a small 
amount of blood is drawn. Then “the fly 

Ovutpoor LIFE a SEPTEMBER, 19. 353 Ly ci 

. makes his appearance. The female lays 

{ innumerable eggs which hatch in from eight 

to 24 hours. The tiny maggots eat their 

s way into the deer’s flesh and finally are so 

, plentiful that they kill him; one with 

2 worms in his head is always killed by 

t “worms,” as we stockmen call them, 

d My father has made several attempts to 

£ induce our Game, Fish, and Oyster Com- 

1 mission to trap out flies but these efforts 
2 were of no avail. 
t Last year on our ranch alone 30 deer 

1 were found dead—from worms. These 

flies kill far more deer than sportsmen do 

. in this region. These 30 deer were found 

> on 3,000 acres or one for every 100-acres, 

; whereas on our place there was one shot 

1 for everyg400 acres. 
1 Tee N. W. Jouns.



a4 4 1433 iGar 
We wintered these in the same enclosure, put them in the breeding pens one 

alongside the other; handled them in exactly the same way; fed them the same ne 

food, and collected the eggs from each group of birds. The range-reared ve, 

birds produced 3 per cent more eggs than did the incubator-brooder-reared 

birds. The fertility was slightly in favor of the incubator-brooder-reared 

birds, and the hatchery and the livability were practically the same in the two C hoeds 

groups. Four hundred of these birds were shipped out at from eight to ten 

weeks of age to forty men in the state, chosen carefully, who had had a great 

deal of experience in studying quality in birds. We have forty letters from 

these men, and there is not one which indicates that they do not think those 

birds were equal in quality to any range-reared bird they had ever received. 

Dr. M. D. Pirnie (Michigan): What was the standard by which these 

men judged the birds—their quality when cooked, their capacities as fliers, or 
what? 

Dr. Bump: The measure of quality, primarily, was the sending of these 

birds to forty men who had had a great deal of experience over a period of 

years with range-reared birds. Incidentally, we are keeping fifty of these 

birds over this winter and intend to carry on that same experiment over a 
period of at least three years. 

Dr. Pirnie: Did they handle them and size them up as to their appear- 

ance, and so on? Did they breed them or eat them or what? 

Dr. Bump: No; these four hundred birds were shipped to these men, 

and they in turn looked them carefully over, as a result of a personal letter 

from me, and then liberated them and sent me their personal reactions. But 

beyond that, you see, we took fifty birds, twenty-five range-reared and twen- 

ty-five incubator-brooder-reared, and carried them straight through this year. 

The fertility, hatchability and livability and number of eggs produced were 

all practically the same from the two groups. Until, however, we can carry 

that experiment on for at least three years I am the last in the world to say 
that the quality is the same. 

The Chairman: I understand that some of the deer of New York State 

are becoming very fastidious, inasmuch as they have a taste for cakes. I 

wonder whether Dr. Bump would briefly give us something on that. 

Dr. Bump: All of you are familiar with the fact that one of the angles 

of the deer problem in snow-infested regions is the starvation of deer in deer 

yards during periods of heavy winter weather. Three years ago we were 

faced with a tremendous number of complaints by sportsmen. They were 

published in the newspapers and got into the hands of the sentimentalists 

and finally assumed the form of letters written to us by trappers, hunters 

and fishermen stating that they saw a tremendous number of carcasses of 

deer in the woods, especially in certain deer yards. Pictures substantiated 

their stories, and a very quick investigation indicated that many of these 

deer had starved to death. The: Biological Survey was called upon to look 
into the matter. 
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It was extremely difficult to know how to handle the problem; so we 
started first of all in the old-fashioned way of finding out what other folks 

thought. Going back into the Adirondacks, we asked as many guides as we 
could what they thought were the causes of deer starvation, or rather, per- 

haps I should say, what could be done about it. Some of them said, “All 

you have to do is to go out and cut beaver meadow hay, pile it up, and when 

the starvation conditions exist the deer will find it and, in turn, feed them- 

selves.” Others said, because in New York State we have a curious consti- 

tutional amendment which in the Adirondacks prevents us from cutting a 

tree for any purpose whatsoever, “Go in and lop balsam, and the deer will 

feed on the balsam.” Still others said, “All you need to do is to chop holes 

in the ice so that the deer can get plenty of water.” 

Being practical, we requested and received permission from John Burn- 

ham to utilize his deer preserve. We trapped twelve deer, segregated them 

in four pens, and then started an intensive three months’ experiment designed 

to find out whether or not the foods suggested were actually good. We put 

a pile of beaver-meadow hay in one pen, and with all the beaver-meadow hay 

that he could ask for the first deer would have died of starvation. We put 

a pile of alfalfa in another pen, and the deer apparently maintained itself. 

Then, in other pens, we put piles of grain and of different other foods, in 

the meantime, of course, clearing out everything that would give these deer 

any food from the pen itself. 

The same experiments were repeated this year. The deer fed on one of 

the old woodman’s favorite foods, balsam, lost one-third of their weight in 

three weeks, and the fact that we were able to bring these deer back to almost 

full weight before the end of the experiment indicated definitely that the diet 

of balsam food was responsible for under-nourishment. The problem is 

still more complicated because we could not very well take into those in- 

accessible regions alfalfa or grain. You all have heard of the distribution 

of grain feed by airplane, but as a practical proposition it does not seem to 
work. 

Then all of a sudden there came to us the thought: how does man do? 

He makes a cake, concentrating in it as much nutriment as he can. So we 
shipped to Cornell University several deer taken from the wild and secured 

the co-operation of Dr. Maynard, Professor of Animal Nutrition there. These 

deer were put into two pens about four by six, and their feces and urine 

were carefully collected and analyzed while they were being fed on different 
materials. 

It was definitely determined that certain materials were exactly suited to 

the nutritive requirements of these deer. Then experiments were undertaken | 

to put all these materials together until finally a cake was made up consisting 

of about 55 per cent soya-bean meal and 45 per cent molasses with a few 

other ingredients, poured into a can weighing fifty pounds, with a number 

of wires run through it to support it. A deer that had lost twenty-six pounds 

in weight, primarily because it was fed on balsam, when fed on this cake 

gained back in twelve days seventeen pounds, indicating that it was pretty 
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good food. These cakes have been carefully tested out, and we know they 

will work. The deer lick them rather than bite them, as they are reasonably 
hard. 

The idea is to take these cakes up into an area where we believe starva- 

tion conditions are likely to exist, and hang them up—they are in cans with 
the air exhausted and carbon dioxide to take its place. The cans are painted, 
and they can be hung up and remain there from two to five years. Ata 
time when starvation conditions exist, a woodsman can cut down the cake 
and with a can opener open it up and by means of these wires hang it up 

against the tree, where all may eat. It is just an idea, but it looks as though 

it was one of the open sesames to a solution of one of the most difficult 

problems that we have, and I presume most of you in the Northern States 

have, to deal with—the feeding of deer under starvation conditions. 

Mr. H. D. Ruhl (Michigan): I would like to ask Dr. Bump whether a 
pathological examination was made of the deer that were allegedly starved. 
We have had something of the same situation in Michigan; but last winter in 
the lower peninsula of Michigan the deer were able to move all over the area 
—they were not confined to the heavy hardwood or conifer swamps. In other 
words, they had access to practically as much browsing area as they had in 
the summer time. This year about the first of April I sent some men into 
those particular areas to find out whether there were any dead deer, but 
none were found. The men came back to the office and went out on another 
trip, and we began to get reports of dead deer. These deer were examined. 
They had food in their stomachs, but we found all the way from a few to sixty- 
five nose-fly larvae in their heads. About fifteen or twenty deer examined were 
dead when found, and some were killed just prior to examination. There were 
a good many hundred lung worms in almost every set of lungs examined, 
and in most of the deer which were found in such a condition that they could 
be autopsied indications of pneumonia were found. In other words, we ap- 
parently have a condition which is even worse than starvation—a large 
number of deer heavily infested with two serious parasites, and a heavy 
loss due to pneumonia. 

Dr. Bump: I cannot paint quite such a serious picture in respect to 
New York State. We have several pathologists permanently attached to the 

Bureau of Game, and every deer that dies in New York State that we can lay 
our hands on is examined. Unfortunately at the time a number of deer esti- 
mated at upward of two thousand died three years ago, I had no such facili- 
ties. Dr. Bell from the Biological Survey examined these, and seemed to 
believe they had died of starvation. Ever since then we have had men in the 
woods each winter hoping to find a small repetition of that, but we have not 
found it. On the other hand, neither have we found nor have we reports of 
dead deer such as you have seen in Michigan. 

Mr. Adams: May I ask Mr. Ruhl whether that was after a particularly 
severe winter? 

Mr. Ruhl: Last winter, in this particular area, was unusually mild for 
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Michigan. We had as much as twelve inches of snow for a short period, 

but the deer were not confined to the swamps or heavy hardwood; they were 

free to move all over the plains, and this happened in an area of unusually 

high deer concentration; it is the most heavily stocked area in the state. 

I assume that wherever we have an unusually high concentration of animals 

of that kind the number of parasites per individual is likely to build up until 

we get a situation that is very severe. We shot a few of these deer, and 

every one of them would have the hair rubbed off the nose and the back of the 

ear where it had tried to dislodge the fly larvae. Others had lung worms, 
and others showed symptoms of pneumonia. In this particular area—it is 

only a small one—every deer we could get close enough to in order to see 

with the glasses, and were at all sure about, had the rough patch on the nose. 

Of course, there are places in Michigan where people say they never want to 

kill a deer; but if they saw some of these animals afflicted with the nose-fly 

larvae and saw the larvae look up at them when the air passages are opened, 

these people would say that the bullet of the hunter is nothing compared with 

such a pest. 

Mr. Harwood: May I ask Dr. Bump if he has any information as to the 

sex ratio of the dead deer found? 

Dr. Bump: I cannot answer that question, because when this large loss 

of deer took place I came on the scene only in time to see a few of the car- 

casses and to get many of the reports. However, we are trying to get a defi- 

nite sex ratio for the deer in the Adirondacks this year, and that is one of 

the ways that we are going about it. 

Mr. Harwood: One factor which may be of significance is the absence 

of succulent foods in areas where the deer are concentrated. Some of our 

marshes are practically nature’s grain houses for the supply of succulent 

foods during the freezing-over periods, but where the deer can feed only on 
fibrous foods, such as rhododendrons, laurel and evergreens, they naturally 

do not derive the same amount of succulent food from such sources as they 

would if they were not so heavily concentrated in that area. For that reason 

the young grasses and plant growths along the spring drains, where the 

warmth of the ground supplies an average temperature sufficient to keep that 

growth in evidence all winter, is completely destroyed. The result is that in 

self-defense the deer go to the more heavily fibrous substances, such as ever- 

greens; and for that reason I am curious to know whether these deer may 

run more heavily toward females. At that time of the year the female deer 

require more succulent food than the male deer do, and I think it would be 

interesting to know whether that has anything at all to do with it. Under- 

nourishment no doubt lowers the resistance to a point where the deer are 

susceptible to pneumonia or to the inroads of parasites. 

Mr. Ruhl: So far as that is concerned there was no difference observ- 

able—that is, there were more females than males, and that was apparently 
about the same proportion as the herd. 

Dr. Bump: You may be interested to know that we have kept deer for 
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four months on these cakes and nothing else. There was no apparent falling 
off in the weight. I should have mentioned also that we actually weighed 
the deer in these experiments out at John Burnham’s, and there was no fall- 
ing off in weight or in the appetite of these deer during the period in which 
they were subsisting solely on these cakes. 

Mr Harwood: Shortly after I went into Harrisburg two years ago I 
was called by the keeper of the park zoo to give him some assistance in at- 
tempting to save deer that were apparently going to die. The year before he 
had lost three deer out of his group at the park, and this year they were 
affected in identically the same manner. Large raw spots or patches appeared 
on their sides, and he told me he had been advised that the Game Commission 
was probably the only source he could call upon for help in that connection. 

I went up to see these deer, and in talking the matter over with the 
keeper I looked over his foods. This was in February. The deer were in a 
close-cropped enclosure; there was nothing green for them to eat, and he had 
ten or twelve different dry preparations which he was feeding the deer. It 
seemed more like scurvy than anything else to me, the absence of certain 
nutriments. I advised him to go down to the wholesale market where they 
received carload lots of celery, take the trimmings that were thrown from the 
rough bunches before the celery went on the market, and give the deer all 
they could eat of these. He did that, and within two weeks these deer had 
increased in weight and their sides had completely healed up; by the first 
of March they were in normal condition. That would seem to lead to the 
belief that the absence of succulent nutritious food was bringing about an 
under-nourished condition which subjected them to the ravages of practically 
anything that might attack them. 

Mr. Adams: I would like to ask Mr. Harwood whether this man had 
ever experimented with such a thing as second-growth California alfalfa, 
baled and shipped in a rack and fed to the deer. 

Mr. Harwood: I believe not. He had different kinds of prepared foods, 
and he did have alfalfa leaf meal, but it did not seem to benefit them. 

At 5:45 P. M. the meeting was adjourned until Friday, September 22, 

THIRD SESSION 

Friday Morning 

The meeting resumed at 10 A. M. 

The Chairman: It is my pleasure this morning to present our host. I 
have attended a great many meetings of this Association, and I want to say 
to our host that T do not know of any place where there has been extended 
to us the whole-hearted hospitality that has been characteristic of our re- 
ception here. We have been splendidly entertained, and on behalf of this 
organization I want to express our appreciation to Commissioner Reinhart 
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Deer file -~ 
Coon Valley 

. RH. Davis 
Holt 

Coon Valley Brosion Project - Vernon County 

: Aldo Leopold 11-14-33 

Deer. C. A. Neprud had 7 deer eating pumpkins and corn on his farm 

in the fall of 1888. All were killed by local hunters that winter. 

He saw only one deer after that~--a stray in about 1908, 

Carl Neprud says deer were plentiful but disappeared gbhout 50 

years ago (1880?) 

Adolph Lee says there are a few deer now in Timber Coulee and 

Mormon Coulee. (‘these may be new drift.) 

Blk File 
Schorger 
Coon Valley 
R. H. Davis 
Holt 

Bl. An elk antler was exposed by a flood near the old mill dam at Coon 

Valley. Date or disposal unknown.



whitetail Deer Folder 

(Bxtracts from letter from 
P. §. Lovejoy, Dec. 1933) 

xk38 1,500 acres in U of M donation, near AA, "Geo Preserve" fenced 
tight vs dogs... 5 deer 7 yrs ago. They drove it week ago and tallied 
150 deer. Got to get rid of a lot (1007) How & where? Got ideas? : 
But there's a new figure for yous deer per 10 acres and not pressing on 

~ the browse. Evidently using grass & alfalfa mostly - to ais date. 

Item. Gladwin Co opened to deer this yr after 10 yrs closed. Many 
OK local people frantic at prospect --- "extermininate our few dear deer” 
---"not ten good buéks in whole Co"... We had laid opt a new Refuge 
in Molasses River country, to save some seed.... Over 300 bucks taken 
in the open season, and everybody seems agreed that the sign showing 
in the snow, after season, indicated a plenty...."hell you can't tell 
from the tracks that any was took out". When things begin to pyramid 
they can pile fast. 

‘LungOwora showing up wherever we sample. Endemic all the while? 
Most of the old-day "wolf work" in the yards, just punumonia induced 
by, the, parasites plus whateYef elsé needed to tip the. beam? Mebbe. 

‘But we ‘also can have too many deer. Have. lake County with its 
obeession that it wants all deer for tourists to see, may find out...



: : - File: Deer — 
Michigan 

4/9/34 

Ross Stevens, who has beenwrking at a CCC camp in the Upper 
: Peninsula of Michigan, states that the market price for a buck in 

1933 was $25, This refers to deer illegally killed by native for 
later sale to unsuccessful sportsmen during the deer season. The - 
maximum price for extra fine heads was $75. : 

E The practice of hanging up bucks for later sale to unsuccessful 
sportsmen started in the upper peninsula about 20 years.ago and has 

been growing steadily. t :



History of Coon Valley 

(Interview with ¢. A, Neprad, 
May 17, 1934) ; 

Mr. Neprud's father first settled below Coon Valley on what is now the 
farm in 1852(?). He later purchased his present form in See, 4 

above Goon Valley, 3 

Mr, Neprad distinctly remembers that up to 1873 his father each year stacked 
his hay, cut from the adjacent meadow, on the bank of the ereek. ‘This of course 
indicates the absence of any flood risk. 

Tn the 1870s the ridzes besan to be fully cleared and in 1873 the first 
severe flood occurred, 

Previous to the 1870s many Indians. camped each year just above the Neprad 
farm, on the creek bank, for deer hunting and ginseng gathering. ‘the ginseng 
gathering is still occasionally done by the Indians, on the nearby hills. In 
the 1870s the roots were sold at Baraboo for about $1.50 per pound. 

The big killings of deer ended in the 1470s. The hunting was done with 
muskets. Up to 300 deer were seen in single herds. ‘The carcasses were packed in 
on ponies, the meat jerked or sold, and the hides worked up for bucksicin. ‘The 
accumilated hair from the hides were thrown up in stacks which became as large 
as a modern strawstack. 

The last deer seen by Mr. Neprad were a bunch of 7 which wintered on a corn- 
field below his house in 1884, ‘this corn was full of pumpkins, ‘he deer ate 
through the shell to get the interior pulp and seeds, ‘Two hunters from Coon 

_ Valley shot off all 7 deer in the winter of 1834, receiving $5 or $6 each. 

Mr, Neprud can remember no turkeys or turkey feathers in this Indian camp, 
but they had eagle feathers and they killed other game birds, 

Sonclusions 

1. Floods began with the breaking of the ridge prairies in the 1470s or 
later. ‘There were no floods earlier, 

2. Deer disappeared in 1684, 

\ 3, Turkey were absent from Goon Valley. 

; Aldo Leopold 

Copies for: Mr. Holt 
Starker Leopold 
Mr. Schorger 
Deer folder ~~ 
Turkey folder 
Coon Valley folder
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GATS POPULATION DENSITIES Whybtat 
Acres : 

*  $pecies Place ize of uait Per Head Remarics 

Quail Calif. 22,000 acres IL MacLean,1930, Foothill range 
Wis, 600 acres 5 Univ.Arboretum, inter 1933-34 
HO. 6 sami. 5 Leopold, unpubl. 
S. Iowa Inhabited farms an Most frequent density, sare 
Wis. 1,360 acres 6 Riley Cooperative, 1933-34 
Ho. 280 acres 1.3 Phil i. Smith fam, 1923 
i tt it Sel u " u u . 1929 

a tt Re a ca a a ee ee ee eae 
Pheasant Mich, 600 acres 2 Wight, 1931, fall 

i iT 12 u tf winter 

Datcota 640 acres 2.5 Johnson, spring 
H.W. Iowa Inhabited range anl, Most frequent density,1931-32 

Grouse Britain(Red) 5,000 acres 4 Leopold & Ball, spring 
tT v " ity 1.5 uw iy it ; fal. 

liinn, (Ruffed) 640 acres 5 King, spring 
ea career a at a antes ao a cece 

Hungarian England 6,500 acres u Maxvell, spring 
Partridge H. Iowa Inhabited ranze S=12 Most frequent censity,1931-32 

Rabbit Pa. 35 acres 0.2 Barbadoes Island 
England ? 0.15 Spring density (Haddon) 
Idaho (Jack) 5,000 acres ny Rabbit drive, vrinter 

n " 640 0.5 High of cycle 2 
Ariz. (Jaciz) 5,100 * det Soril, 1925, drive 

" 1,280 “0 May, 1923, drive 
" 2,560 2,1 Mov., 1920, drive 

We Mex. 64o © 4.0 June, 1927, drive 

Dueizs Ohio 1,500 acres 0.1 Fall density,locals (Day) 
Minn. 8 lakes 1,0 all density,locals (Leovoid) 

aa a a ag a eee 
Vo Deer Ti 750 acres 7.5 Enclosure 

Minn, 390 sq mi. oe Itasca Pari, 1920 
Mich, 22 sqemi. 30 Grand Island, 1923 
Ind. 16 Morgan County, 1920 
Pa. 12,5 Present density of deer range 

2 25 Est,capacity of deer range 
France( Roe) ? 25 Common density,roe deer 

Dohemia( Red) ? 100 Common " »rea " 
Calif. 1,142 sami. 30 Stanislaus U.F,, 1921-23 
Ne Ye 16 sq.mi. 91 Adirondacks, 1929 

(Townsend & Saith) 

Antelope U.Mex. 4,650 sqemi. 1200 Ligon, 1926 

Eli: Yellowstone 3,400 sqemi. 100 Yearlonz range, 1927 
Park



Excerpt from letter from C. R. Townsend, Port Menier, Anticostid Island, 
Canada, March 15, 1934, 

I have been groping for the hight in a great many problems in con- 

nection with our game (I here include fox as a game animal); for instance, 
our fox take shows enormous variation from year to year, varying from less 
than 500 to more than 1600, incidentally if you are interested, I would be 
glad to send you a graph of the take for the last 15 years. 

The following may prove of interest; balsam is the staple food for deer 
in the winter; our beaver live largely on conifers (we have but few broad 
leaved species) and the staple food in the winter is the bark of the spruce; 
while only 20 partridge were introduced here and we now find them all over 
the Island and numbering thousands there is absolutely no sign of ill effects 
from inbreeding; elk breed infrequently, once in four years is probably 
corrett, 

File: Deer 
Ruffed Grouse 
Elk 
Food and Cover 
Beaver



From Jack Van Coevering's : Deer 
"New Worlds" column, Nat. 
Sportsman, June, 1934 

t a are usually considered a nuisance near 
camp, because they chew everything. Put their chewing 
can be helpful at times. Charles J. Spii r, field naturalist 

for the Roosevelt Wildlife Experiment Station, Syracuse, 

N. Y., found a porky chewing away at the’ smaller branches 
in the top of a hemlock. The twigs dropped to the ground. 
When four or five deer found this food, they visited the 

tree for several days until they had a well-marked trail 
leading through the snow from the swamp below. That’s 
how one species helps another quite unintentionally. 

J. Clark Salyer (Michigan Institute for Fisheries Re- 
{ search) found beavers helping snowshoe hares in the same 

fashion, last winter. The beavers cut down poplars, and 
when it got too cold for them, abandoned the trees. But 
the white bunnies found the upper branches and stripped 

4 the bee clean. Telltale tooth marks identified the bunnies’ 
work.



: : Deer Foods 

: Extract from Letter from C, R, Townsend, Anticosti Island, P.Q., July~18, 1934. 

"At the present time we are experiencing an outbreak of spruce Bud Worm 
which incidentally is hitting us mich later than any other parts of eastern 
Canada, I mean to say it has already covered all the mainland--had completed 2 
this about 1920 or thereabouts, I am not particularly worried about the 
timber damage as much of our balsam is over-mature and from what I have seen 
in other parts of eastern Canada, the over-mature stand will be replaced by 
@ young and sturdy stand which will be merchantable when we ere ready to cut 

it. However, I am worried about the effect it will have on our deer during 
the next two or three winters, as I have already told, balsam is a staple 

article of food for deer in the winter and undoubtedly we will lose a good 
many of our deer and this I am sure will be reflected in our fox take."
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LANSING, September ao Sunflovers are apparently much. 

favored as food by the deer of Alpena County. 

i. os Bartlett of the Game Division, Devertment of 

; Conservetion, recently made. a check of the six one acre food 

patches planted by the Department in lay on the Doctors! Hunting 

Club and LeRoy Hunting Club in Alpena county. 

Bartlett found that ell six patches had been used by 

the deer and that the sunflovers on tvo of the patches had becon 

' stripped of their tops and leaves, leaving only the bare three 

foot stalks and leaf stems. Some of the sunfle~ers had shown a 

grovth of seven feet and scverel bore flowers. é 

Buckrheat in eli but one peteh had becn browsed to a 

stubble. Canadian ficld peas and soy beans had besn browsed dow, 

but the veteh showed little evidence of heving been fed upon. 

= , tity MULtCu tel Ma Qront COO tee tO ee eed Not been aie 

used. The vetch, sudan grass and hemp hed also grotn ccll. 

The food patches cre cxperimenteal plantings made by 

the Department: in aii effort to learn “hat plants “ill attract decr. 

Those not brovscd at: this time are expected to furnish food later 

in the season to both deer and game birds. 

Considering the dry veather and conditions under which 

they were planted last May, the experinentel bex elder sic ntings 

on the tio clubs hay: »>roved highly successful, Cf 1,576 trees 

planted, only 551 or 18 percent have disd. Some are sprouting 

profusely, bearing sprouts as long as 52 inches. The box elders 

are expected to serve as winter Geer browse. 

> 
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View showing the stretch of highway where many deer are killed each year 

e 

Our ile Str etch 
A road in Pennsylvania where automobiles run over deer and deer run over automobiles 

By JOHN M. FLEMING 

ERCING headlights shine on a twists and turns. Highway engineers in- way offered a temptation for high speed. 
strip of white concrete. Low sec- vaded the woods, and in October, 1930, Then the annual rifle slaughter com- ~ 

ond-growth timber forms a border the new Tyrone Pike cut-off was thrown menced, and for a period of about three 
for a straight highway. The motor- open to the public. months the accidents were reduced to a 

ist is traveling at an average rate of Three tragedies occurred even be- minimum. Early in August of 1931 the 

speed. A flash of brown leaps to the road, fore the first traveler was permitted to peak point was reached, and it continued 

and brakes shriek. A sharp swerve of use the road as a thoroughfare. Cars be- until once again the bark of the hunter’s 

the machine, a dull thud, and finis is longing to the contractor who built the gun drove the animals to seek the shelter 

written to a tragedy that has been played road were responsible for these deaths. of the deeper woods. The death toll 

on this woodland stage more than a On the opening night one motorist was mounted from forty-two to seventy-one 

hundred times in twenty months. badly cut by flying glass, and a large in the brief span of two months. An edi- 

In the heart of Pennsylvania’s finest buck was killed in the crash. tion of the evening paper wasn’t com- 

deer hunting grounds, just two miles For the next several weeks accidents plete without a story of an accident 

from the village of Philipsburg, is a strip were numerous. The animals were con- caused by a deer on the Tyrone Pike. 

of land, comprising about twenty thou- fused. More than five hundred cars were Officials of the Game Commission, co- 

sand acres. Wild game exists here in passing daily where one a day would operating with the State Highway De- 

such vast hordes that it has created have established a record heretofore. partment, erected signs warning the mo- 

a problem which is daily becoming more Drivers had not yet learned that the torists of the approaching danger. 

and more serious to the game wardens menace existed, and the straight high- “Drive StowLy—DEer Crossincs 

and the State Highway Patrol. WirHin THe Next Four 

There are nights when as many What usually happens when deer and car collide Mires” was how they read. 

as three deer fall beneath the gg —- , The new road was dubbed 

wheels of automobiles, and two eae 9 ie 6, sf “Four-Mile Stretch.” 

weeks without an accident of , _ ..% 
this nature is a rare occur- a X : A "4 4) Ape cause of the majority 
rence. Coders . a FLA oe = of the accidents can safely 

A few years ago wild game “ ee or be laid to the fact that deer 
roved at will over this section. oy ee” oe ee are the most innocent of all 
An infrequent traveler, forced il oon i ae animals. When blinded by au- 
to a snail’s pace on account of ‘ * ae ae Log tomobile headlights, it is im- 
ruts and stones, was the only 1 ee ae possible to determine which 
factor that disturbed the seren- roa es Aa way they will run. On five oc- 

ity of the wilds. Then the : oO PY. 2) a L 22% casions the animals have 
march of progress stepped in > yor ee ‘ crashed head on into a stopped 
and took a hand. This section [ee | Wha Ogee Ragen =. machine and injured them- 
provided an ideal short cut Byee se 2 = @ a Ne, Se selves to the point where it 
from Erie to Philadelphia. Six mel yon FP SAOIOO ON | was necessary to kill them. One 

miles of straight roadway could *) ie a Ere aes, © ge.) = member of the Philipsburg de- 

be made to replace eight miles ee. Sy See ~~ tail of the State Highway Patrol 
of well-worn macadam full of MME = sues es 65 5 2 pained (Continued on page 77) 
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Field & Stream—September, 1934 i 
THE OLD WARDEN CN occasion to interview the game warden. i 

HUNGARIANS oe ee we began, “won't the Xs A 
. sy » number of deer that have been taken out =) 

(Continued from page 75) during the last couple of weeks have some x 
Conservation, says, his outfit only knows bearing on your road problem?” 3S Zz Ao 
about as much about raisin’ Huns as it His answer was in the negative. “The go Ny e 
did about raisin’ pheasants ten years back, kills that were made during the current Z *\ A a) 
So maybe, when we really get turnin’ season won't so much as indent the num- Z. S 
over, a supply to plant won't be so hard per of deer that are roaming through 
to get. Es these woods,” he said. | os 

And now that we know somethin’ about And, as had been the experience the year | > 
what the Hunky likes and what he don’t pefore, there was a noticeable decrease in | 3 : 
like, maybe we're goin’ to get a lot bet- the number of deer killed on the Tyrone- L % : 
ter results from the plantings that are Philipsburg highway up until that time pe : 

made from now on. It’s somethin’ to hope when the animals recovered from their y - 2 
for anyhow, as I see it. Up to now We Ve fright and came out of hiding in the depth | ™ ee am 7 2 
had a lot of fine natives and we've had of the woods, Then again the toll began to| | ff Oo - 
the ringneck, but we’ve never had a bird aw tC _ 
that could do on these big, flat, slick-and- ow , — : a 
clean areas. If the Hungarian will fill the ie r gf _— 
bill, I think it’s high time we looked over Wwe, do some men have , ff oe . 
all the information that’s been gathered more success than others in fo Re 
up about him and got busy tryin’ to make approaching game? Read 
that sort of country give the boys some- “WHAT SCARES GAME,” by 
thin’ to get excited about down home. Archibald Rutledge, in October. Y 

“The whole thing as I see it is this: ; a 
we've got to have more and more hunt- ———_ @ 
in’ or else we’re goin’ to overhunt what 
we've got now. And to supply the de- mount, till today it stands at 164, not 
mand, we've just got to consider every including the many that may have been 

good bet that comes along and— killed by cars and carried away by the| No need to risk infection from cuts, Hi! Here’s the chief!” he said, button- drivers. bli b & keshif 
ing his coat and starting for the door. Numerous suggestions have been of- scratches or blisters by using makes ift 

“So long, boys! I sure hope I said what fered to solve the question. The impor-| bandages. Drybak Band-Aid—an ad- 
I started out to say—not too much; not tance of the highway makes it impera-| hesive strip with aseptic gauze pad 
too little. And if it all sounds like an old tive that some measure be taken to pro- attached—covers small hurts instantly, 
man’s shumblin’ to you, Henry, why, just tect the car owner and tourist from dam- agisin ddade with-Dryx aaa 
remémbér, you asked for it! age to property or limb. It is not a pleas- Ms . Y 
7 gfe =. ant thought to have a certain set time to | bak Adhesive Plaster— (of _/ 

Cn FOUR-MILE STRETCH ~~“. travel a given distance eu pele that} Waterproof, sun tan ae 
A ; ateany minute you may crash head on into i 1 iainae hiseeses 

(Continued from page 19) a deac—not oa railes from a town of color Aiyour dogs! Glam — 
for himself the title of “deer slayer” be- five thousand people and fifty yards from | DRY BAK. . 
cause on four consecutive nights he was @ farmhouse. 
forced to kill an injured deer. Children A suggestion that has only recently been 
and cows hold the reputation of being the forthcoming and has not as yet been given =a ) 
hardest animals in the world for the driy- any serious consideration is the construc- 
ers of an automobile to cope with, but tion of a fence along the entire four miles t eg ae Wi 

only those who have had no occasion to ea easier he type would bea fen, toa LK ~¢ XC 5 
meet a deer will believe this axiom. barricade. ihis suggestion appears to be 4 

In many of the accidents the occupants the most logical yet devised. — 1 pot cedar CES ‘3 
of the cars have been seriously hurt. More In the interest of conservation of both with your name and address printed in margin 
through good fortune than any other fac- deer and human life, this problem must with 5¢ in coin for packet of Drybak Band-Aids 
tor has a fatality been avoided. At high be solved. and pamphlet First Steps to First Aid + For 
speed an upset is the usual result. Wind- | safe mailing, fasten coin with adhesive tape. 
shields are generally broken, and rere TALES OF RECORD FISH Address Dept. 236. 
cuts inflicted from this source. It is seldom ae aie t oh sew © Goh miron 

) that the car emerges from the fray un- Cae ie page gee ‘ New Brunswick 4 NewJersey 
scathed. reel and an Invincible line. A Shannon 

According to information received from Twin Spinner did the trick. Here’s how: Py 
Elmer Pillings, Game Warden at the “A heavy mist enveloped us as our boat educe Travel eX TARY 
Glass City Game Refuge, there have been slipped silently over the quiet wate.) — with 
164 deer killed on this road since it was Would this be the foe to fool that SELLE mm he she » 
officially opened. Pillings has been kept wary old spotted heathen? Neither Gor-| (0 ay Travelo busy at all hours making investigations don nor I had =paite a word. For two \ 
and dragging in the dead carcasses. weeks we had diligently tried to outwit the Coach 

The motor patrolmen are constantly on giant of Red Cedar, but to no avail. At 
the alert and investigate every accident. last we discovered what his voracious ap- 
At certain times during the year a detail petite craved. Silently I picked up my rod} »,, ‘Tyas Goechi em Blaacrodlig euloy: Ge GAuNG orl eaicaimaace 
of game officials and patroimen is sta- from the bottom of the boat and fingered | {rte with uo tote orrestuirane bal Eveiy convenience, Berths and 
tioned at each end of the four-mile stretch it speculatively. Then I laid it down and | sais feoities for fous people. A quality cosch at a remarkubly low price 
and warn every automobile that passes to peered anxiously over my shoulder through | raymond Products Co., 400 Rust Ave., Saginaw, Michigan 
be on the lookout for deer. Four animals the fog and mist. | Be ag 
have met their death not five minutes “It seemed an hour before the boat CAMPERS = HIKERS! 
after officers warned drivers to take every neared the favorite haunt of our friend, Old ates 7 
precaution. Ten miles an hour is said to Esox. Simultaneously, Gordon and I AA ies amen ee een 
be a safe rate of speed for the motorist to looked at each other as\ the boat glided to \ Hanatrdeauibment, Saving ee 

travel. a halt near the overhanging cover of the ee eee 
During the hunting season that closed bank. Again I reached for my rod and gave A Modells 

on December 15, 1931, when antlerless it a final survey for defects before putting oo ) a5 
deer could be killed legally, over two it to the crucial test which I felt con- 200 Broadway, New Vert Gre 
thousand deer were taken from the woods vinced would come. } a EE 
surrounding Philipsburg within a radius “With a searching look toward the dan-| ASSEMBLE THIS ar HOME 
of fifteen miles. More than half the kill ger zone, I swung back the rod until the | geyuine uGHTWEIGHT...ESKANOE KAYAK 
were females. Hotels and boarding houses lure dangled behind me and, with a quick | Ake GRIGIP "COMPLETE KIT with simple vlan and 
were crowded to capacity with hunters wrist motion, sped the bait on its way.| Slee — ASSEMBLING)” Poon 
from all over the eastern part of the The spinners struck the water with a re-| stray for bve: BABY 
United States who came and left during sounding whack. I was tense with eager- | stu, pont "Se necessary — 
the fifteen-day shooting season. ness for that terrific lunge which would | ©,om=,,MAIL 0c, oe ae 

Shortly after the season was closed signal the start of a mighty battle. All| Mustrstiog (all 14 modus of | peu Als = hile 
and the final count had been taken we had was quiet save the lap-lap of the waves | xvail'SSay'G",""" 147 east sath street, New Tk a 

~ 
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ICKING tarvation 0 

How the state of New York is preventing the loss of her deer during severe winters 

By J. VICTOR SKIFF 

T is the cold, bleak winter of 1930. ords of the Adirondacks. This time, how- First let me take you to Willsboro. 
The fine driven snow swirls through ever, the Conservation Department Here for many years John B. Burnham, 
the Adirondack balsams in great through its Bureau of Game decided to a veteran sportsman and conservation- 
dense clouds, adding still another do something about it. ist, and his son, Koert Burnham, have 

layer to the already thick accumulation. A quick survey revealed that actual maintained a large deer park. Their co- 
Through the midday gloom, almost facts regarding suitable deer foods and operation was promptly enlisted, and a 

enveloped in one of these great snow methods of feeding during starvation number of deer were soon cleverly en- 
clouds, his clothing white with snow, the conditions were astonishingly meager. ticed into four enclosures, each contain- 
great walrus mustache a frozen hoary A few scattered efforts had been made ing about one and one-half acres and 
mass, comes Trapper Joe. Bent to the to provide hay on the settled outer edges located on an area chosen for its lack 
wind and the weight of his pack, he of the large forest preserves, and, like of natural food. 
swings along with easy strides as first Trapper Joe, a few men had cut a little The plan followed was to feed the va- 
one huge bear-paw snowshoe and then browse. But what to feed and how to rious groups of deer different kinds of 
the other sinks noiselessly into the soft feed it were problems which had to be natural browse and then to weigh each 
top layer of snow. To escape the wintery solved from scratch. deer periodically by driving it on to a 
blast he winds his way through the broad The first step was to determine the pair of platform scales, thereby deter- 
wooded valley of evergreens. food value and palatability to deer of mining the gain or loss in weight caused 

Suddenly Joe stops. In front of him is foods found commonly in the wild and by the various diets. The feeding was 
a picture familiar to all those who have of such other food materials as might simple enough, but the weighing was a 
seen the north woods in the clutches of logically be transported into yards un- different matter. Try to drive a full- 
a heavy winter—it is a deer yard filled der starvation conditions. To do this, grown wild deer on to a pair of plat- 
with starving deer. Inside the yard the Gardiner Bump, Superintendent of the form scales, and you have a neat little 
snow is packed so hard that the shoul- New York State Bureau of Game, ar- problem on your hands. The chances 
ders of the deer scarcely reach the tops ranged for a series of two companion are, he will make a couple of colossal 
of the surrounding banks. Sticking studies—one in the wild at Willsboro, leaps in an attempt to scale the fence 
through the snow, a pair of antlers tells and the other at Cornell University, un- and, failing that, try to torpedo his way 
of the futile struggle of one splen- der the supervision of Dr. L. A. May- through it. What is even more discon- 
did buck to escape the yard and reach nard, an expert on animal nutrition. certing, he may decide to head straight 
an inviting clump of cedars. for you, and the quick side- 

“Poor fools,” mutters Joe — At Cornell University deer were penned to study the value of _ stepping, dodging and run- 
behind the frosty mustache, various foods ning involved are heartily 
and in his mind’s eye he sees x rn memes recommended to all budding 
fifty other places where he oi thinness football enthusiasts who 
knows conditions are the — = =, wish to improve their bro- 
same. rf  . t~t=—t—~sé‘“CeCSCStrsS~CSE«C~«CSCOKernn-fied running. 

With a few deft strokes Ciiaililimmmmmmmceiameacrmmnl 
of his ax, he cuts a dozen ee ese a Me credit must be 
boughs and puts them in the ie lee s 23 given to Bob Darrow, 
yard. It is only a drop in : i y Lae a Mea = game researcher in charge, 
the bucket, but the snow | be | 4 = = Koert Burnham and various 
falls faster, the gloom deep- _aaeee=""NTT PT (0) Ty Wen Bai 7) | _ —" volunteers for the patient 
ens and camp is still six cc. ilk dl Weg a La es sae and resourceful mae aves 
miles away; so he shakes his ee Filll 3 ft Ge a p= ing required to get the nec- 
head, stows the ax and |) Wee ie ext eaamam tienes essary weights. 
plods on. : | 1 pret ii E i : The results of these feed- 

The next spring a dozen . | "2 3 fae : ing experiments were quite 
carcasses that he sees, and a eae | Ay surprising to some. Tell 
dozens that he does not see, | iT a : many a veteran hunter, for 
tell the rest of the story. a bas © y sg : example, that beaver-mea- 
The steady increases in the 3 | elt yaree | x dow or marsh hay, which is 
deer herd, made in a series a t rl | found extensively through- 
of mild preceding winters, el out the Adirondacks, is ab- 
have been wiped out by one ——_ _ | = solutely worthless as a deer 
fell blow. ee ER ORNTE cren os p food, and you have engaged 

This is the picture, seen : s | yourself in a first-class ar- 
through the eyes of Trapper io A Ag d * gument—yet this was one 
Joe, which in 1930 was ap- Fa | of the facts clearly indi- 
parent to interested sports- i fi cated. 
men, woodsmen and con- a Leaving the detailed 
servation officials through- | weights, charts and graphs 
out New York State. It was fs | with their confusing curves 
not a new picture either, for : i and parabolas to the statis- 
these starvation conditions ' 2 ¢ ticlans, we can sum up the 
have occurred periodically ae ie ER = - results of the work as fol- 
as far back as we have rec- SS eee lows: (Cont. on page 64) 

ot
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i Field & Stream—December, 1934 
THE MAKER OF 3 NEW of their iron was on the bottom of the ful opportunity to make a scientific attack 

NATIO RECORD I sound—things that can’t be printed. on this problem. 
fo A NAL RE St The wind was falling when they reached At Ithaca we see an open outdoor pen 

~~ me, and I elected to stay in for a try at containing deer brought in from the State 
the geese when the birds started to the Game Refuges as orphaned fawns. In ad- 

> marshes. They usually went back around dition there are unusual-looking metabol- 
cow noon, Sure enough, when the sky began to ism cages, designed by Dr. Maynard to 

es clear the geese started breaking up. facilitate the study of the food value to 
“N = Though my box was fully eight inches deer of various materials. These cages are 

, — higher out of the water than it should ingeniously constructed so as to permit 
HAT isthe We aS have been, after I baled it I managed to the separate collection of all feces and 

ene f tae bag three of those geese before the sound urine from each caged deer. “ 
pleltrecord Wes oy ' got so calm that my rig showed up like a To test the ability of deer to eat, digest 

barge. and thrive on the ordinary foods of do- 
made by the // By two o’clock there was barely a rip- mestic animals, two tests were run, using 
new super-ac- )y ple. The flight was over. The geese had alfalfa and a combination of alfalfa with 
curate .22 cal- A. é gone to the marshes for a rest, and the a grain mixture. Two goats were fed the 
iber H & R Single ducks were making their way to baited same rations as a check. A careful ex- 
Action SPORTSMAN ponds for food. I stretched my legs, amination of the amounts eaten and of the 
REVOLVER! poured the water out of my boots, wish- excreta, together with weights, showed 

= ‘ ed for a cigarette that was dry, and sig- that the deer digested this type of food 
Unequalled machine naled to Tommie and Carl that I was nearly as efficiently as did the goats— 
rest accuracy, cor- & through. which is going some. A large number of 
rect weight and bal- Then I looked about me. Not a hundred other food materials were also tested. 
ance, a perfect trigger ducks in sight. Not enough grass had Having gathered this information, Dr. 
pull and a choice of sev- drifted to the wings of the sink-box to Maynard proceeded to compound a trial 
en different stocks make The feed a grasshopper. There, on the same cake of concentrated food having the qual- 
SPORTSMAN able t ean spot, in the years that are gone I had seen ities previously mentioned. Since his stud- 

able to 8) iy thousands of ducks feeding. The grass ies had shown molasses to be highly 
shooter better scores. would drift to the wings of a sink-box un- Deliv o hard cake was prepared by 

til it would have to be removed. The old- cooking this down as a base, adding the 
Send today for folder F. timers, the veterans who knew Currituck other foods selected, and pouring the hot 

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO. when ducks were killed for market by hun- mixture into a tin container. By this 
Weakest Mass Dae 9 dreds and who knew Currituck in the good method, twenty-six small trial cakes were 

7 ‘i x years and the bad, say, “The grass will made up, differing as regards ingredients 
come back, and the ducks will come with and their proportions and hardness. Each 

IDEAL the grass.” of these was tested thoroughly on deer, 
I’m hopeful. I’'d like another day in a both at Ithaca and under wild conditions 

RELOADING TOOLS sink-box on Currituck. at, Willsboro, Based on the results ob- 
tained, the best combination was selected 

For coe ihe, populae LICKING STARVATION 1 trial on a larger scale. 
38 S. . so y E akes of this type were put up in con- 
‘ise No. 8.'Tool. ge (Continued from page 21) tainers of about the size of a five-gallon 
And Bullet a tea, No.3 Kind of Food Tried Effect on Deer oil can and weighed approximately 50 
mould No. 360- @. o povereAnusraaie | Beaver-meadow hay Nearly starved to death pounds each, A unit of this size and weight 
i Satistac: as a before diet was changed js comparatively easy to transport and to 
rate for indoor Ly SY Alfalfa hay Survived in good shape handle, Before pouring the food mixture 

target shooting. | 4 om) White cedar, yellow Even better than alfalfa into the can, wires were placed in such a 
Operationseasy 5 e= Biren ney manner that th Id fe internal to perform. Get ‘ GERD Balsam browse After the first week, deer eel ag est aa ene 
more target lost weight and nearly support and also a means by which to 
practice at less No, 3 Tool for rim cartridges .25- | starved to death before hang the cake to a limb in making it 
Cee 20, .22 Hornet, .30-30, 38'S. & sich wee Cee available to the deer. Two such cakes 

360344 Wiese cy Eee |eBeemloct oot icht. Of little Were, tried out at Willsboro’ under field 
Tl No. 10 Tool for rimless carisue, |e eae pele ttle conditions and proved satisfactory in 

| a | 30-00, cle, $0.50.” BON SY Ete ree Lost weight. Of little Very way. One deer, in very poor condi- 
es : value as food tion at the start, gained 12 pounds in 17 
a Send for free Ideal Folder and days. One cake was found to be equivalent 

, i Circular giving recommended tools Even when these facts had been thor- in food value to about 300 pounds of 
ia) for all popular cartridges. | oughly established by repeated tests, they alfalfa. 

.38 S. & W.. THELYMANGUNSIGHT Corp. | did not answer the questions—what to Because of the success of these pre- 
eee 70 West St. feed and how to feed—for it is obvious liminary trials, fifty cakes were prepared 

-38 Special Middlefield, Conn. that the types of natural browse which last fall and packed into some of the state’s 
——— ss | Proved successful are not often available largest and ese tae deer yards 

in large quantities in the vicinity of deer in the vicinity of Moose River. Here the 
BOWS LEN yards, and the alfalfa hay must be elimi- cans were hung from stout hardwood 
ARROWS 5 er | | nated because of its weight and bulk which boughs, and at the first appearance of 
TARGETS, Za 20 Pewe | | prevent transportation into the inaccessible deep snows men snowshoed into the deer 
RAW e- FA So eae areas where most needed, F yaa opened the oe and started a con- 

AQEe It was, therefore, decided to make an certed attempt to alleviate starvation con- 
MATERIALS Hand Book! | attempt to develop a concentrated deer ditions for deer in the wild. 

Catalog 2it food which would meet the following re- 
L.E. STEMMLERS QUEENS VILLAGE,L.UNY.| | quirements: : “pars in charge of this experiment 

1, It should be a concentrated source o realize fully that thus far the surface 
BULL’S-EYE ae the essential nutrients. has merely been scratched. Even though 
For ‘practice shooting, Guarantesd to Witte 2. It should be furnished in units which the area which has been chosen for the 
housefly at 10 feet. Shoots No. 6 shot. Does could be packed into a deer yard. starvation feeding is composed of a number 
eid api tale baetrne deep mae Trine 3. It should be palatable. of extensive winter deer yards and is prob- 
use them for practice and pleasure, Set in- 4. It should not admit of too rapid con- ably one of the most typical in the entire 
ade Du eee stamp. bird targa ad sumption. Adirondacks, still it represents only a 

Ask your dealer first $2.50 prepaid 5. It should be in a container’ which small proportion of the winter concentra- 
pox BULLS-EYE PISTOL MFG. CO. would enable it to be stored in the woods tion areas which it may ultimately be 

paar without loss or deterioration from one found desirable to cover. 
year to another. The undeniable virtue of this method 

a H N a8 | 2 4 NY 6. When released from the container, it of starvation feeding is that these cakes 
should have a physical condition which can do the job efficiently and on a_pro- 

Ri 4 Guly patented gun cleaner. | would prevent loss from scattering or duction basis they can be prepared for a 
AV UST. Simply apply “noramrodding. | from the elements until consumed. few dollars each. If the cakes are not need- 

. 3 The cooperation of Dr. Maynard of ed for four or five years, they are still 
Cornell, enlisted without expense to New palatable. 
York sportsmen save for experimental To the thousands of sportsmen who 
materials and supplies, offered a wonder- have thrilled to the flash of the white-
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Memo for Food Patch Folder: 

Mr, Ben Faast of Hau Claire snys that he had 5 deer confined in a 
20-acre enclosure yearlong, and that within this enclosure he raised a patch 
of buckwheat which was unfenced, the deer traveled contimally through the 
buckwheat without disturbing it either when green or after it was ripe. 

This would indicate that buckwheat may possibly be a deer=proof food 
patch, which, if true, will be of importance wherever game birds and deer are 
being managed on the same land, 

He is going to repeat this operation and promised to let me know 
whether the result contimes the same, 

Ale 

Mr. Henika . 
Whitetail Deer Folder ~~ 
Food and Cover Folder



Dane County 
Prairie Chicken 
Deer .— 
Quail 

Extract from letter from J. W. Jackson, Feb. 12, 1935: 

"I also inclose an extract from an old Madison history written in 1874, Under 
that date Major H, A, Tenney wrote as follows: 

"When I first visited Madison in 1845----game was profusely abundant. I 
repeatedly shot prairie chickens in the capitol square, and the haunting of quail 
there was common, The last deer killed within the site was in 1847---an old buck 
whose way was over the University Hill. He was so sagacious that he was not taken 
until hunted at times for three years. Bears were common, wolves innumerable, 
and other wild animals in proportion. In fish and fowls the present (1874) generation 
have not the faintest conception of the enormous profusion of that period, The» 
way they were slaughtered at times in mere sport was a wicked waste. In 1849 the 
Winnebagoes camped near the present Insane Hospital. Spreading out over the 
country they drove all the deer of all kinds toward the center and killed all--sparing 
none. They had over 500 carcasses, when a band of citizens went over and drove them 
off, but the deer never recovered from that fatal raid,"
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: * : WI L D G T S vation, arrangements had been made to collect | zt 

material for use in lungworm studies. 

| Dr. O’Roke set up a laboratory at the home of 
i EXPOSING HIDDEN\, Blaine Brannon, keeper of the Ogemaw refuge. 

a Hunters were asked to submit the lungs of their 
MEN ACE TO DEER \ ' legally-killed bucks for examination. Illegally 

i \ killed does and fawns gathered by the refuge 

= keeper and his deputies provided additional 
; At his laboratory at Ann Arbor and at the material for study. Some specimens were ob- ‘ 

University-owned George Reserve near Pinckney, tained in the vicinity of West Branch by Russell is 
Dr. BE. C. O’Roke of the School of eorny ane Jackson, conservation officer. 

Conservation, University of Michigan, is busily While O’Roke examined altogther 31 deer, he oO 
was able to obtain the lungs of only 16 in good | 

ri 7. oo condition for study. Of these 16, he reports, nine < 
af ‘ 3 oe were infected with lungworms, belonging to the 

pe , ees a genus Protostrongylus. Only the larval stages of 

5 vd —_—. Ss the worms were found in the field examination. : 

| A : eo a. . By far the greater proportion of the infec- 2 
\ re ye “ee tions were classified by Dr. O’Roke as light in- 

ue Ne ee fections and not considered by him to be danger- |” 
se 2 : ous to the deer at that time of year. He found Os 

: ; e two cases in yearling animals, however, where Pe 

ey. aoe the infections were so heavy that extensive gross 
Pee ea! 3 fw £ Kr eh 4 \ lesions were apparent in the lungs of the deer. 
be sy a ¥ aa 3 “It is my belief,’ says Dr. O’Roke, “That? both 

eel M #3 ri oe) : of these cases might have terminated fatally in 
t as Lo 4 a 

eae 4 a 3 
s “ae Oe — late winter, It is interesting to speculate whether 

a » predators such as wolyes and coyotes may, by \ Bie 
of BS i. killing off such diseased animals in the winter, : 

: e oF actually produce a healthier deer herd.” 

7 Sg “ “ iy 4 If such would be the case, Dr. O'Roke added, es = ‘i ES ; 3 ; a ae 05 oe | this effect would have to be balanced against 
* an oe ee the activity of such animals in killing fawns in 
ed te be a Pal the spring, which, too, is speculative, he states. 

eee | Ps, es Me . i sles > Rewuaite the pathogenicity of lungworms, 
y pouwd § aes i e Ee] Dr. O’Roke says that his studies thus far have 
i iad £ ve Ei hes disclosed at least four types of lesions, three of es 
ea AL COS bs which might lead up to the pneumonias so fre- 5 

3 — - quently mentioned as being associated with lung- 

Dr. O’Roke and “Brownie,” one of the young deer worm infections. He has not, however, found : ; 
“involved in the aenalics: serene Lee Ee bed eo eae os See in a a the aus 

bottle and has escape collected for study purposes. One type of lesion 

ance Vanoscvertng. SEE LED ee which he believes may be associated with the 
activities of larval lungworms is a pseudo-tuber- . 

Reece year-around study of deer lung- cular appearance on the surface of the lungs. ee 

worms, infestations of which have been found i 

in Michigan’s deer herd. 3 : : 

In his studies so far, Dr. O’Roke has deter- : ; 
6 mined that bottle-reared fawns can be kept free 

from infection and that naturally-exposed fawns . 
may harbor mature lungworms of one species . x 

y by the time they have reached the age of three 

and a half months. He also has amassed numer- | 

ous facts leading toward a solution of unknown é : 

stages in the life histories of deer lungworms. j 

At the beginning of the deer season O’Roke : : 

went to West Branch where in co-operation with . ‘ 3 

the Game Division, the Department of — 
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Deer Multiply Under Sound M t Practi ply gement Fractices 
» obi, B. 

OLD MANHANDLING METHODS WITH INCREASING HUNTER ye RUA ve Xi 
PRESSURE CAUSED DEPLETION OF HERD a Ae By M. H. BARTLETT 

e GET ae AG et ak VSS RB STE RI giee a  N 
INCE the time of the red man, the white- i 

States deer in Michigan has been of utmost when freezing weather made it possible to pre-| this form of hunting. A deer is not frightened 

importance td the inhabitants of the state; | Serve the meat until it reached the large city | by a light at night and will stand and watch as 
first as a food for the Indian, then for the first | ™@rkets. I hesitate to think what would have|one approaches from a distance. This, and the 

missionaries, fur traders, and explorers. When happened to Michigan’s deer herd with modern |fact that the eyes of a deer will reflect light 

the first white settlers moved in the Indians| transportation and refrigeration facilities. at night in the same manner as the buttons in 

learned to use venison as a medium of barter} But deer were decreasing and so more restric | modern highway sign, make it easy for the 
receiving trinkets and tools in exchange. This| tions were imposed. In 1881 it became unlawful! “ight hunter to get close to his deer before dis- 
practice soon made deer meat one of the most|to kill a deer in the summer or red-coat, or a| Charging a load of buckshot at the unsuspecting 
important articles of diet on the white man’s|fawn in the spotted coat. No deer were to bea at close range. Both shining and dog- 
table. taken by means of a ;Si28 were outlawed in 1887. 

Later, as the Indian pitfall or trap, or But market hunting still was too heavy a 

was gradually pushed “Managing Michigan’s deer herds today is | killed while in the | drain on our supposedly limitless deer herds and 
out of the picture and a vastly different problem than that of 40 water. Another law|in a number of the sections of the state these 

this region taken over | years ago. When one realizes that the num-| said that no venison| noble animals almost disappeared. Of course, 
by settlers and lum- ber of deer hunters has increased nearly 300 should be shipped] agriculture was fast claiming their favorite 

bermen, thousands of percent in 14 years with little inerease in from the state, which | haunts in the lower part of the state and the 
deer were used as food hunting territory this problem of keeping greatly reduced the] deer were gradually being pushed north as the 
each year in the homes the hunting public satisfied begins to assume market for this com-| Indians had been before them. By 1900 many of 

and logging camps. sericus proportions. The old methods simply modity, the southern counties had been closed to deer 
The meat hunter, of cutting bag limits and seasons would not Chasing deer with| bunting but the fast diminishing amount of 
hired by most of the suffice. Game of any type in Michigan can dogs and shining deer | Wild land in this region was not sufficient to 
early logging camps to ro longer be ‘manhandled.’ It must be ‘man- |] at night with a light |#!ow them to rally to any great extent and so 

keep the camps in | aged’ and intelligently.” were the next prac-|they soon were but history to this great agri- 
WAL, SARODADIY 5 CON eso aE ea tices > attacked: 4 Wor cultural region. 

stituted the first heavy years much sport had Eyen the vast herds in the north were fast 

drain on the deer herds in Michigan. been derived through running deer with dogs | being depleted by the meat hunter and to save 
Serious thinking state authorities eventually much after the old sport of fox coursing. But | what remained, market hunting and all the 

began to consider deer in terms of sport and | !OW the meat hunter was using this practice (Continued on page 4) 

realized that in deer the state possessed a very| With disastrous ef- 

valuable asset. Deer were desirable as sport to|fects. Deer when ? vane = =; = 5 

an ever increasing number of men who would|Chased by dogs, ne a { : Ba, ea a 

pay for the fun of hunting them. Therefore, it wolves or coyotes, pees wal js 2 S BIBS Be ae ey 

was agreed that the deer in the state must be| early always head | Raaie Dit Oa. ad Pe  ta  e 

preserved in numbers large enough to attract for the nearest water : yd j ss . :y of Gags. k 5S 

hunters. To do this, adequate laws had to be|224_ by swimming * Ls eR gee ae Fue ey mt yO ; 
enacted and the proper restrictions imposed to] ®¢ross to the other ed Fd a ary Paria my Te ‘ , 
assure adequate breeding stock each year. side leave their pur- ons ree) ¥ at = ea 

suers to howl along bd oS . ee Ye Y 

First Deer Law in 1859 the water’s edge are | } ae ‘ ne Lee 
vi ri vhi ay hae i \ § Nc ante ; * 

The earliest Michigan law relating to the pro- oer eee Ny we. ag See 

tection of deer was enacted in 1859. Before that ished Wee aa aa ae "} ara o ; ARGS 

time deer could be killed in any numbers at any|ine hunter ae nee ‘ ( a XI a 

time of the year. This first deer law banned all}; satihia a Es ee e 

hunting and sale of deer for the first seven ae : POs OF he : if % ie 
z pola : aie i track and picking the nat? —- Mee 

months in each year, leaving a five months’ open | 5 oct Tikely-loold q .. (t , . 

season on deer with no restrictions as to the Caan lecginecious, r oy ay ae 

method by which they might be taken. nearby ere on ae a d \ é 

Soon after this, as better transportation be-|lake, sit down and i 4 = 4 t : 

came available, hunting for the market developed | wait for the dog to ae Pe: Pech” ; 8 

into an industry and was for years a terrible|bring the deer re A pee 

drain on our deer herd. Stories are told of the | around. ° egg AMS pest age oe 

times when market hunting was at its peak, of sh * v ee 

piles of deer saddles—as the hind quarters were| Shining is Deadly ~ ite Set... ee 

called—two blocks long and 15 feet high, waiting Shintae Ao Gast sas ; oe Si oT Pe vain: 

shipment at the northern lake ports and rail- aaa: ae SUSU AAS bear haa ee aa 

road depots. This was not just one day, but day deadly as far as deer 
after day and week after week each fall and | are concerned. Two Deer feeding on hay at the Hulbert Deer yard. Im areas having large herds 

early winter, when the animals were still fat [characteristics make her ght, Mitral td, SUPRIE, etna met ac conducted by “he 
from the plentiful food of late summer and‘ deer easy prey to Department of Conservation,



DEER MULTIPLY UNDER While the one-buck law has been a decided 
favorite with most hunters there are many who 
still believe that it will yet be the ruination of 

SOUND MANAGEMENT our deer herds. The main objection is the feeling 
that the continued shooting of male deer would 

y, ee within a few years throw the sex ratio so far 
(Convio Some page off balance that there would not be enough 

evils associated with it were definitely banned] male deer in the woods to maintain the herd. 
in 1901. This was taken as an accepted fact by almost 

After the heavy logging days were past great | @Veryone at first but as the years went by and 
fires repeatedly swept over vast areas of the the fawn crop continued _to be normal each 
northern part of the state leaving only open | Year and the deer population increased almost 
grass lands and tag-alder swamps where there|eyond the hopes of the optimists many began 
once had been excellent food and cover for deer.| © realize that the expected dearth of bucks With a shortage of winter food and cover and|@S not occurring. There are figures available 
excellent hunting in the vast openings the deer |i" the files of the Department of Conservation 
population continued to decrease, sae that now after 14 years of the one- 

Certain counties were closed to hunting for oe a ne pea neo does Fie eecees. four 
various periods during which deer would in- ean _ ee Due and that each doe averages 
crease only to go down again soon after the Peete BES er 
season was reopened. Almost every session of Can’t be Manhandled 
the Legislature passed bills tightening the re-| , a Perey i pee 
strictions on anne: In 1895 the bag limit was] teens ee deer See ay = im 
set at five deer, only to be reduced to three in| ¥*S4Yy different problem than that o veers 
1901 and two in 1905. At intervals the season had | 8°. When one realizes that the number of deer 

‘ been shortened from five months to 20 days and | h¥nters has increased nearly 300 percent An te 
in 1915 the bag limit was reduced to one deer. | ¥°2"S myth little snerease aoe nuns Pernitory ae this problem of keeping the hunting public sat- 

‘ ——-€ontinued_ to-Decrease———_—} is fied” begins to-assume serious proportions, The 
All this was of no avail for the deer herd|0ld methods simply of cutting bag limits and 

was being slowly wiped out. In desperation the | ¢2sons would not suffice. Game of any type in 
hunters and the newly established Department | Michigan can no longer be “manhandled ;” it 
of Conservation asked the Legislature in 1921 |™USt be “managed” and intelligently. Since 1927 
to. impose a law allowing the killing of only one|the Game Division of the Department of Con- 
male deer with horns extending not less than | Servation has been collecting data upon which 

to base wise management practices some of 
which are already in effect. If prosperity does 

Gnught in dis aioe. not return too fast and swamp us with hunters 
before these new practices have had time to 

This deer had become be fitted to the requirements and readjusted we 
exhausted in an effort ta ee - feel that the average hunter in Michigan will 
escape the photographer [Sores Reins <i be receiving values far above what he is re- 
ndmwner tno reaees om ei => quired to pay for his hunting license. 

move when snapshot a 4 - . p 

was taken, The effects | ay 

of deep snow and severe |. 7 ee | 
cold frequently result |S - er 
in the deaths of deer |p aS P| during the winter | M “Sea U/7). 
months, Photo by 1 |Jg@g)@) 4] anal 
H. Bartlett. De ee 

Bee Re eis 

three inches above the skull. This was the 
famous one-buck law which had been resorted 
to by so many states when their deer herds were 
in danger of depletion. It turned the trick, for 
before two deer hunting seasons had passed 

many hunters were reporting a very noticeable 
increase in the number of deer in many locali- 
ties. 

During the next few years the Department 
of Conservation put much effort in developing 

. a forest-fire fighting system that would hold 

down the number of acres burned each year as 
well as reduce the number of fires. Just how 
well the Department has succeeded is very evi- 
dent to any one who was familiar with the 
“north country” prior to 1920 and who can re- 

turn now to worm their way through thickets 

of young pine and oak where only open grass 
lands existed before. 

The result of the combined effects of the one- 
buck law and fire protection on Michigan's deer 
herds can be seen each fall if one will but pause 
beside a northern Michigan highway during the 
latter days of November and watch the bucks 
go by on the fenders of returning hunters’ cars. 
In 1921 about 28,000 deer licenses were sold to 
hunters most of whom returned very dissatis- 
fied. Nine years later, in 1930, over 76,000 li- 
censes were sold and the 1931 reports sent in 
by hunters show that on an average each hunter 
saw 2.7 bucks during the season. The license 
sale dropped to about 48,000 in 1932 only to 
jump to an estimated 80,000 during the 1934 | 
hunting season just passed. | s
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Whitetail Deer 
Forest Research Digest 

(Lake States Forest Expt. Sta.) 
July, 1935 

of species useful for planting is of considerable interest 

since in some species good seed years occur at rather infre- 

quent intervals and some means of seed storage therefore be- 

comes necessary in order to meet annual planting needs. The 

method described for noble fir appears to meet the require- 

ments. 

x WINTER HABITS OF DEER 

During the past winter a study of the habits of deer was 
made by a C.C.C.worker, under the direction of R. K. LeBar- 

ron. Several days were spent in following individuals and 

groups of deer and making systematic observations, Two dif- 3 

ferent areas on the Kawishiwi Experimental Forest were cover- 

ed: in one area C.C.C. men were engaged in cleaning up wind- 

falls; in the other no men were working. : 

The observations indicated that deer do not stay in the 

swamps and that when they cross such areas they travel ina 

direct route instead of following a wandering course which 

is their habit when traveling in upland country. The animals 

do not travel very far and they bed frequently. In one case, 

the deer traveled less than 1/2 mile and bedded five times : 

during the course of 24 hours. All of the bedding places ob- 

served were under coniferous trees and usually on the south 

or southeast side of the trees. 

When the deer traveled in groups, they followed one anoth- 

er in single file, and did not step off their trail to feed. 

This means that the animals traveling in front probably got 

the most and the choicest feed. They ate whatever could be @ 

reached from their position on the trail and since hazel was 

the most abundant shrub, this furnished the chief item of diet. 

In view of the considerable criticism of the effect of the 

presence of C.C.C. workers on game populations, it is ex- 

tremely interesting to note that more deer were observed in 

the area where the C,C.C, work was being conducted than in 

the undisturbed area. The most likely explanation is that eas- 

ier traveling, as a result of the trampling of the snow by 

the workers, led the deer to prefer the inhabited area. Lack 

of snow cover might, of course, change this condition. 
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SUMBARY OF DEER DRIVES = FALL 1935 _ 

NO. DEER SEX RATIO DEER PER 

PORES? HO. DRIVES COUNTED FH AREA DAIVEN SECTION 

Superdor...cesseee 28 658 57.0 : 43.0 33 sq.miles 20 

Chippewa.......e.. 6 337 57.5 3: 42.5 25 * * 13.36 

State Forests..... 22 261 72.53 97.5. 37.* 2 15.3 

TOTAL. ce eeeeeee 45 1256 65 3:3 7 * = 16.6 

FALL 1996 

Superlor....e+cese BL 621 65:0 35.0 %33+5 sq. miles 18.6 

Chippewa.......++6 7 252 55.0: 45.0 18.6 * * 13.84 

State Forests..... (ll acenpenceetacccnenieln aN ctl O cencarncnccemamnnisineasaitn 

TOPAL oss teceee SL i175 61.8 : 38.2 69.1 * r 17.9



SUMMARY OF DEER HUNTING STUDIES - FALL 1936 

aaa es : ay rotel ees ave » t a Ratio pa yrs 

Superior,... 1,252,160:2340 :1692: 83:4115 : 5762 : 1.43 : 5.6 242.0.9°96.0: 6.5 $ 

Kabetogama... 21752 31488: 2533265 : 4500 :1.3 : 5.5 246.0 + 54.0: 5 

Grand Portege. 57,120: 57: 35: 3: 9% : 137 :1.4 #: 6.0 238.0 3 62.92 2 

Cloquet Valley. 81,400: 140 : 126: 22: 288 : 600 +: 2.08 : 3.1 247.0 : 53.0: : 

Chippewa. .....1,319,800:1887: 659: 96:2642 : 9449 +: 3.53 : 7.0 126.0 : 74.0: 11.8 : 

6176 4000: 229:10,405:20,248 : 1.95 3: 339.3 : 60.7: :
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Year Ligenses sold Deer reported taken 

1919 68,392 18, 286 

1920 41,485 18,572 

— a9a2 38,777 13,594 

1922 35,598 11,206 

1924 39,165 15,172 

1926 43,170 23,691 | 
1928 48,649 27,335 

19350 62,515 19,575 

1932 52,536 21,525 

1933 (special season) 36,930 26, epthguaungee? 

1934 60,820 38,925 

Closed seasons: 1923~25~27+29~351-35
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Hldo Leopold 
DEER PROBLEM IN THE NATIONAL FORESTS IN WISCONSIN z 

By Dre Re HE. Trippensee, Adme Ass'te, 
. Fish & Game . 

It may be difficult to understand how a problem of deer over =population 

can exist in a gies within a few hundred miles of where this meting is held, 

when at the same time all of our ears are ringing with the din of a multitude 

of people talking duck shortage, grouse shortage, moose mortality and numerous 

other wild life deficiencies.e A deer over-population does exist, however, on 

the Chequamegon National Forest, on an area of at least a half million acres 

of land and to a degree that is a serious menace to the future crops of animals. 

Problems of over-population of deer are not news The Kaibab situation 

has had its committees and reports since about 1920 and Pennsylvania and Michi- 

gan have had similar situations in local areas on numerous ocassionse Recently, 

Michigan has sounded a note of alarm in this direction for extensive areas 

é and will, no doubt, follow thru with a systematic educational program so as to 

, j carry the public support in devising a remedy for this problem. It is believed 

that this method of approach is the proper one as the lack of public backing 

has been the cause of failure in correcting similar situations elsewheree An 

article by Harold Titus in a besut issue of ESQUIRE entitled " I Never Could 

Kill A Deer " is apparently one of the opening guns in the campaign to inform 

the public that there can be, and is such a thing as too many deer in relation 

to the food supply. : 

Few people realize that over-population of deer, sooner or later, 

accomplish their own destruction as well as doing damage to the environment in 

which they lives, It is easy to see that when once the number of deer reach a 

point in restricted wintering yards, where they eat more than can grow each year, 

ale



a decreasing food supply will eventually limit the number of animalse 

Deer not only die of stravation under such conditions but also die of such 

cause as pneumonia, nose flies, lung worm and numerous other secondary causes 

of starvation and epteautri tress We have adequate proof that such a condition 

exists on at least three Ranger Districts of the Chequamegon Forest in Wisconsine 

Deer mortality here was reported at 1300 animals for the winter of 1934-35. The 

coniferous swamps show little or no foliage and a great many heavily browsed tree - 

boles and defoliated reproductione A decided deer line is apparent in many swamps 

end the rengers report that in places where reproduction of cedar and balsam does 

show that few deer have wintered there during the past two seasonse 

( Show Slides) 

Meany people, not knowing the characteristics of deer give various suggestions 

for correcting a situation ‘such as has been described. They suggest driving them 

to productive swamps, feeding them and various other remedies which appear practi- 

- eal but are note Driving of deer from a browsed out swamp to a productive swamp 

is possible but the animals immediately go back to their original habitat. 

We have 33,916 deer in these three Ranger Districts, Flambeau, Moose River 

- and Mineral Lake, on an area of 651,720 acrese This calculation is based on actual 

deer drives on 12 different samples, of approximately one section eache The 

drives are conducted so that only animals which cross a line are counted and no 

duplicate. counts can occur. : 

If it takes 200 pounds of alfalfa and 1 bushel of oats to feed a deer for 

two months then for 33,000 deer it would take 330 tons of hay and 33,000 bushels 

of oats to winter theme The expense for feed, with hay at $15.00 per ton would 

be $5,000 for hay, and oats at 25¢ a bushel would be $8,750 for oats, beside the 

labor of transporting it to the deer yards which in itself ia atremendous task. 

This procedure would intensify the bad condition for the following year because 

of its effects of preserving the breeding stock for the following seasone The 

Forest Service cut browse for these animals during two months of the winter of 
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1935 and will continue this operation so long as deer continue to need this 

assistance. But cutting of browse is an emergency measure at best and will 

only support deer so long as there is browse available to knock down. The only 

real relief is decreasing the herd to a point where the wintering yards can be 

rejuvinated end the yearly increment of browse becomes equal or greater than is 

needed to support the herd. : 

It appears then that the only real answer is to find out what the area 

will carry and then reduce the number of deer to fit this carrying capacity. 

The following procedures are needed to accomplish this objective: 

1. Measuring of available browse. 

2. Calculating how many deer the browse will carry for a given 

period. 

‘ 3. Bringing the deer herd down to this number. 

Step Number 1 = Measuring of the Available Browse 

Measuring the browse consists of two operations. The first is measuring 

saison of all deer swamps in the area in question. ( Credit for valuable 

suggestions for this operation has been given by Harry Adams of the Forest 

Service, Regional Office, Leslie Doty and George Frisbie of the Upper Michigan 

Forest, Jim Spencer, Rangers Hornkohl and Hickox, and Assistant Rangers Jackson 

and Hagen of the Chequamegon Forest.) The sampling is done by a aus of a 

milacre strip thru each wintering swamp, listing all species of trees by a series 

of size classes. These classes consist of trees from 4 feet high up to those 

with a diameter of 10.5 inches D.B.H.e and upe On each tree the browse including 

buds and stems, which is present above an arbitrary snow line taken to be two 

feet above the ground, is measured up to an upper line which an adult deer can 

reache This upper line is found to be approximately 8 feet above the groumd.e The 

degree to which browse is available in this 6 foot belt is olassified by species 

and size classes as follows: 

ae No browse available - Noleaves present and stems dead either fron 

ae



browsing or shade pruning. : 

be 1-33% browse available - ocular estimate by individual stems. 

Ce 34-66% browse available. 

de 67=100% available. 

The following size classes will be used in tallying each tree and shrub 

in this strip: 

: 4° 34'to 6':6'to 8':3' to :1"to 2":2"to3d"s35"- 427242" tos 6" to 
Species thigh: high : high +1 D.B.H.: D.B.He: D.BeHe: D.BeHe: 6" +: 73" 

3 2 : 2 2 

a- browse <ali aie : ; : : t : 

b- 1-33% available - : ; : s 

B- 34-66% available : S ‘ : é : 

:73" to: 9" to: 103: 
7ON as 103": up: 

Please note that this no classification begins with reproduction and - 

shrubs 4 feet high which would be 2 feet above a theoretical 2 feet snow line. 

The sizes from this up to 8 feet high are by 2 foot stepse The material over 

8 feet high are given by diameters D.B.H. The size classes are worked out by 

actual trial in a wintering swamp. ; 

Each swamp will be considered as a wit and a map of each swamp will be 

plotted on a tally sheet. In each swamp a sample 6" 6" will be run until a 1 

per cent “aie of the swamp is completed. The data will be worked out so as 

to show the number of each species and size of trees in each swamp and the amoumt 

of browse available on each. 

The next step in the process will consist of actually weighing the amount 

of browse on enough: samples for each species and size classes so as to build up 

a conversion table in terms of actual weights. Thus, the actual amount of avail- 

able browse will finally be calcualted and known for each swamp. 
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Each swamp will be accurately described by the survey crew as es soil, 

water, reproduction, ground cover and shrubs and plants not listed in the milacre 

strip as well as general feed conditions. 

This operation has been tried out in the field and is working out satis- 

factorilye The swamps in the Chequamegon Forest are now being surveyed by this 

processes 

Step Number 2 - Calculating How Many Deer the Available Browse will Carry 

How much cedar, balsam or black ash buds and stems does it take to support 

a deer for a week, or a monthe This, of course, is a complicated problem for it 

involves a set of experiments on live deer which must similate conditions in the 

wilde Deer do not eat all of one'kind of food but mix the various species, like- 

wise, deer may live on a starvation ration and still maintain themselves by sub- 

sisting on the fat of their bodiese The Forest Service and the Wisconsin Conser- 

vation Department are cooperating to carry out a feeding and weighing experi- 

ment to determine the approximate amount of the various kinds of browse it 

tekes to maintain a deer. The results will be subject to the difficulties and 

errors mentioned above but it will give a working basis the variables of which 

will be compensatory to a certain extent. This information will be reduced to 

terms of the needs of a normal weight of deer and on the basis of palatibility 

so that each swamp can be reduced to its carrying capacity in terms of food avail- 

able for carrying a given number of deer for a given times Interpretation of the 

data will be highly important. For example, a third of all browse in the browse 

belt may be present, but if this browse is near the upper line it will give little 

sustenance to fawms or yearlings, therefore, the crop of young deer may be loste 

Likewise, some browse may be so unpalatable that it will not sustain life and is 

therefore nearly useless even when present. All of these difficulties dan be 

overcome and it is hoped that by January 15 this operation will be completed. 

°W. A. Hornkohl, now Ranger on the Mineral Lake District, spent several years as 

a ranger on the Kaibab Forest and therefore has an excellent background for working 
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on this important problem in Wisconsine 

Step 3 - Reducing the Deer Herd 

There is approximately one deer for each 18 acres of range on the Chequame- 

gon Forest. If this is reduced to acres per deer of wintering swamp the area per 

deer would be small. It is therefore proposed that the herd needs to be reduced 

by one half at the earliest possible date. This proposal is being worked on 

jointly by the Wisconsin Conservation Department and the Forest Services 

Although reducing the deer herd is /onty logical step in bringing the forests 

under a plan of sustained yield, yet it oa humanly possible to bring it about 

this season. If it is not possible to reduce the herd by hunting the emergency 

measures will be used to alleviate the situation temporarily, but the presence of 

over=population of deer will eventually reduce the capital stock of feed and sooner - 

or later a catastrophe will occur in the form of a wholesale loss by starvation, 

disease etc. = 

For reducing the herd a system of controlled hunting is suggested. As the 

number per section varies from 21 to 51 pes-seetien it is suggested that half of 

the deer should be removed or a removal of 14,000 deere Past experience shows that 

an additional’ 16% of the number bagged are lost by wounds so it would mean that 

14000 is about correct. 

Controlled hunting consists of keeping the hunters so distributed that the 

correct number of deer are taken out and the "take" uniformly spread out over 

the area of concentrations The hunters make application for hunting privileges 

and they are then selected by lot and assigned to designated areas. The hunting 

period should be so spread out that there is little danger of the hunters killing 

each other because of being too close together. Checking the deer removed would 

give exactly where and what class of animals was removed. Such an operation 

would necessarily preclude the use of the present buck law because the proper se 

ratio could not be maintained by removing all males. 

Further details of the hunting operation will be omitted because of lack 
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of timee That such an activity can be carried on successfully has been demon- 

strated on the Pisgah National Forest in North Carolina where controlled hunting 

has been carried on successfully on two occasions, namely the seasons of 1932 

and 1934. On both occasions there has been no loss of human life and the herd 

has been reduced to the proper numbers and from the over-crowded area according 

to a pre-arranged plane 

Reference is made to two articles which describe the controlled hunting 

procedures 

Regulated Deer Hunting on the Pisgah American Forests = March 1934 

The Second, Public Deer Hunt, Pisgah National Game Reserve, Reported 

by Joseph C. Kircher = Regional Forester, Region 7, Atlanta, Gae 

Conclusion ; 

The problem of hendling over=populations is often as difficult to remedy 

as is that of producing suitable game populationse The Forest Service stands 

ready to cooperate with the Wisconsin Conservation Department or with any State 

Conservation Department where such a condition exists, in working out a sensible 

solution to this problem so that the most benefit can be derived from the game and 

so that the least possible waste occurse 

We must face the fact that different local areas may be over=populated 

and should be handled on the basis of this local aréée” We must also keep in 

mind the fact that the public should be informed of this situation so that 

resources are not lost because of lack of iterate 3a to the number of deer 

present end the adequacy of the food supplys There is little doubt that once the 

public comes to appreciate the condition they willgive their support to the agencies 

charged with the administration’ of wild life resources. Wherever such a condition 

as described exists on a National Forest, the Forest Service stends ready to take 

the responsibility in carrying the facts to the public and of suggesting and : 

carrying out remedial measures in cooperation with the State Conservation Depart= 

mente It will be desirable to have the en: cooperation of the Conservation 
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Departments because of public sentiment which may take the form of adverse 

criticism, regardless of what the situation of the food supply in relation 

to deer population may bee 

Any way which seems best will be suitable to the Forest Service and the 

job will be carried on on the basis of the conditions as they existe It is our 

belief that it will be better to reduce on herd now than to be without the deer 

for a series of years if the herds are allowed to destroy their winter food 

. supply entirely. 

Re Es TRIPPENSEE. 
Adme Ass'te Fish & Gamee < 
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File: Census 
Sex ratio 
Whitetail ~~ 

; Weights 

Extracts from ldlife Report, All Natio Forest (L. §. Gross Supervisor). 
(Filed folder on Forest Service Reports of Game Killed.) 

p. 6, ‘the Deer Herd 

r Census figures indicate that there are approximately 31 deer per 
1,000 aeres or nearly the same as was reported last year.... The best 
available information indicates that proper stocking should be 20 deer 
per 1,000 acres, ‘The actual figures on the drive areas show the number 
of deer per 1,000 acres to vary from zero to one hundred and forty-two, 
which indicates that there is a sizeable problem in bringing about proper 
distribution of deer on the Forest, Checks show that the overbrowsed 
condition of certain areas on the Forest varies directly with the mumber 
of deer per 1,000 acres, ‘The weighing of 439 deer during the 1935 hunting 
season showed a direct correlation between the weights of deer and the 
number of deer per 1,000 acres. For example, on the Sugar Run area, where 
there is an average of 16 deer per 1,000 acres, the average dressed weight 
of buck deer was 126 pounds, and over 33% weighed 140 pounds (dressed 
weight) or over; on the Salmon Creek area, where there is an average of 
76 deer per 1,000 acres, the average dressed weight of buck deer was 111 
pounds and only 7% weighed 140 pounds (dressed weight) or over. 

The figure of 16,837 deer killed includes the following: 

900 - illegal 
oe ~ on the highways by motorists 

~ by farmers (property damage) 
350 - natural causes 

14,887 - by hunters during the open deer season 
: (antlered 4,211, antlerless 10,666) 

These figures, other than the hunter kill, are estimates..... 

There were two antlerless deer killed to every antlered (buck) deer, 
The season on antlered deer was open for eight days and for antlerless 
deer, three days. Census figures after the hunting season gave a sex ratio 
for the Forest of one buck to five does. The season on antlerless deer 
was badly needed; it not only reduced the size of the herd, tut improved 
the sex ratio. 

Correlations based upon the 1934 deer population figures corroborate 
the eensus and kill figures for 1935. With a sex ratio of ‘8 five 
last year, there would have been some 22,000 doe deer, If Bor of these 
deer fawned on the accepted ratio of one and one-half, the total increase 
would be some 16,500 or about equal to the total estimated loss from all 

causes during 1935. : 

p. 15. Deer Weighing and Measuring 

During the big game season (December 2-14), 439 deer and 7 bear 
were weighed and measured. Of this mmber, 240 were legal male deer, 
120 mature female deer, and 79 immature male and female deer. Antler 

measurements taken were in accordance with the standard set up by the 

New York Zoological Society. The weights were of dressed deer (viscera 
removed), the total live weights being computed by using Dr. W. T. 
Hornaday's forma:
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"The dressed weight being given in pounds, add to it five 
ciphers, divide by 78,612 and the result will be the live 
weight in pounds", 

sevesecesecesceses mese data definitely show that the deer are larger on 
the more normal stocked areas, ‘The uncertainty of the age and relatively 
few immature deer weighed is not sufficient evidence to prove the theory 
that the average fam in over-stocked areas is permanently stunted during 
the first winter. The data obtained, however, do seen to indicate that 
growth of fawns is impaired during the first winter."
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© “a , A 2 be developed by the high partment sent some game cruisers up 

. aa | o we = pressured graduates of our to the Chequamegon National Forest, 

[> 4 Hf a Fess, Ce es modern schools of conserva- that is to say, seasoned game wardens. 
roa 4 AMY othe =| / ee tion and forestry. Laugh at ‘These men came back with the report, 
A a) 3 their methods if you will, on the basis of a very rapid investiga- 
paki Bagg iat eee ! ‘i but before you laugh too tion, that deer were far less numerous 
a meen Sees well, propose a good census than the Forest Service claimed; that 

pa ee ee Eto os Ps technique of your own to the food situation was not acute; that 

ee nia chee ae eae substitute for the one you the permit for removal of 14,000 deer 
Vite A SE TO ae AES gue As deride. It is not so easy to should be denied. 

Piles aa 28 ral MRE Bsa ca do. Subsequently there has been much 
Recently, in the State of discussion as to which of the two re- 

Wisconsin, an example of ports is correct. Newspapers have 
N INVENTORY of abundance _ the difficulties in censusing wild game taken up the cry, and have mixed much 

A is the starting point of nearly was brought to public attention. The sentimental nonsense with their edi- 

all game management measures. United States Forest Service had taken torials, rebuking the federal men for 
Until we know what the land is carry- a deer census on the Chequamegon suggesting the removal of surplus deer. 

ing at a given time we are unable to National Forest, way up in Sawyer, Few of these editorial writers have 

judge intelligently what it should Bayfield, Price and adjacent counties seen or heard of the Kaibab, nor do 

carry. or what it may be made to carry. jin the Northwest. The method in use they realize that over-browsed deer 

Censusing, consequently, is the first was that of driving, utilizing Civilian range cannot be restored to usable con- 

letter in the management alphabet. Conservation Corps labor. Sample dition by artificial feeding of large 
This is taken largely as a matter areas were selected with the purpose in numbers of deer. 

of course nowadays wherever active mind of securing an average of the All because census methods for deer 
field game management is under way whole forest area. ‘These areas were are not entirely satisfactory, there is 
on an extensive scale. In some in- usually two square miles or more in still a question of fact awaiting deter- 
stances the census is dispensed with as size, Suitable markers were put up in mination. There is some question as 
a formal type of operation and there the sample areas, to assist the drivers to whether individual deer were 
is substituted the judgment of a skilled jn keeping their lines. Several days counted two or more times; whether 

game observer or expert, who through after these markers were placed, the CCC labor could do the job satisfac- 

years of past experience has acquired drivers surrounded the census tract, torily, and whether the method has 
the ability to cruise game as a timber and an attempt was made to count been tested long enough to be conclu- 
man cruises the forest. In not a few every deer driven forth from the area. sive. 
cases the estimates of a single com- Some nineteen or twenty of these The practical value of adequate 

petent game cruiser are more reliable sample areas were censused under this census methods is indicated. The fate 
than the detailed and elaborate tech- method. ‘The resulting figures con- of 14,000 deer, and the whole ques- 
niques invented by high pressured yinced the game experts in the Forest tion of proper utilization of the deer 
game men with limited field experi- Service that they had a total head of resource without waste is contingent 

ence. some 34,000 deer on the Chequamegon upon the accuracy of the deer popula- 
But the need for satisfactory tech- National Forest Furthermore, they tion figures. Regardless of which 

niques of censusing wild game is acute. were convinced that winter forage agency is right in the present instance, 

Game cruisers who can estimate game conditions for deer were acutely un- the importance of devising proper deer 
from sign are born only once in a blue satisfactory, and that some 14,000 deer, census methods is strongly emphasized. 
moon, and were we to reply upon their  jncluding some does and fawns as well 
figuzes we should be unable to extend as bucks, ought to be removed imme- I APPEARS to an innocent by- 
census methods to the large acreages diately, instead of being wasted stander that the Forest Service 

which are going into game use. Some through starvation, disease or preda- should have checked its facts beyond 
cruisers can be trained, but this is prob- tion during the approaching winter. any possible question of doubt, and 
ably true only in exceptional cases The Forest Service game men _ having done so, if convinced of the 
where the individual has high native trekked down to Madison, to the Con- soundness of its position, it should not 
ability to start with. For it is well- servation Department offices, where have taken “No” for an answer to so 
known that there are “bird men” and they presented their case, requested important a problem. It is to be com- 
“game men” who are just born that permission of the State of Wisconsin mended for having made the effort to 
way, and can’t helv it. But they are to remove the 14,000 deer, and begged census deer on the Chequamegon 
rather few in number cooperation. Forest, however. It also appears to 

Consequently, census methods -must The Wisconsin Conservation De- be true that the Wisconsin Conserva- _ 

E tion Department has presented no 
10 | technical information and no carefully — 

tested facts to combat the Forest Sery- 
ice contention. It has developed no 
census method other than warden 
cruising, and warden cruising is as 

variable as warden personality. If 
there really were 14,000 surplus deer 
on the Chequamegon Forest, “No” is 
not an adequate answer to the request 
to utilize the surplus rather than see 
it wasted. 

Facts are needed in the Chequame- 
gon deer situation. It will be of great 
interest to watch the development of 
deer policy with respect to this area, 
and to see which agency, state or fed- 
eral, comes forward with conclusive 
evidence to support its position, and 
also develops a satisfactory means of 
effecting a solution if one is required. 
Counting deer is not easy, but it must 

be done.



DEER SUFFERED 70 YEARS AGO 

The winter of 1936 will go dom in history as a disastrous one for 
wildlife. Quail and pheasants and others of the feathered friends which 
do not migrate have frozen to death or starved to death for the lack of : 
shelter and food during the past six or eight weeks. The condition re- J 
calls a period back in_the seventies, so it is told, when after a heavy 4s 

cut fall of snow, a rain set in and a crust of ice formed on top of the ¥ 
banks. Wild deer quite numerous in these parts of Iowa were marooned S 

\yev in the banks they punctured with their feet, and died in nature's traps. “SS 
The species was practically exterminated. ~ 

The present situation of wildlife is being met as well as can be by & w 
sportsmen and farmers who are feeding the quail and pheasants and it is eS + 
hoped that a good share of at least the breeding stock will be saved. s 
Laudable work has been done the past year in the establishment of game Us 
areas, with the aim of preventing complete extermination of America's “ 
wildlife. The present weather conditions have forciby brought out the . 
fact that permanent shelter places will have to be built to meet emer- \ 
gencies such as this.--Dyersville Commercial. ss Nn 
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The severe winter, that is taking a heavy toll of quail, 
. particularly in the southern part of the state, is proving 
no undue hardshin to the déer of northern Wisconsin. 

A trip through the'deer country in the middle of Feb- 
ruary, contacting interested citizens, wardens and foresters, 

looking for reports on deer’ starvation, found’ a unanimous 
contention that the deer are wintering through in g00d shape 
in Wisconsin.” These findings are borne out by personal ob- 
servation everywhere. : oe 

|... There.are small isolated fecding-¢rounds that are being 
watched and trapping, operations in the fenced-in grounds of 
the Barksdale powder plant, near Washburn; were found ad-: 
visable to reduce congestion but the men in the’field see no 

. evidence of starvation. _ . f : 

‘ Northern Wisconsin snow came late and deer did not find 
the. need of yarding up in swamp feeding grounds until late 
in.winter. Continuous cold without.the occasional thaw of 

., past winters left. the snow in loose, powdery form that handi- 
caps deer but’ little in their travel for better browse.‘ ’ 

Reports by members of the field force including H. Ty 
-MeKeague and Leif Steiro, Rhinelander; Neil LeMay, Hayward; 

. Louis Oshesky, Three Lakes, Hartwell Paul, Bagle River; Frank 

Long, Sayner; and L. D. Jones, Ashland, all annouiice ‘that the 
deer have survived in good shape, Feeding operations ‘are. in 

: progress .through many localities but deer are showing a 
preference for natural browse that is available. : 

Wardens point out that the peak of the winter season is 
past and do not believe that deer will suffer to any great 

extent during the remaining part of the cold weather. 

An occasional dead deer is found in the woods but in 
most cases a cause of death other than starvation is found. 
Wolves occasionally kill a deer but are said not to be 
numerous enough to do much damage. ‘ 

Forester Steiro points to the records of deer drives 
conducted by the conservation department to illustrate the 
value of deer refuges, and he contends that there are more 
deer in the Trout Lake game refuge than in any other part 
of Wisconsin. One drive showed that there were 245 deer on 
one tract of out and acres. Three other drives 
showed an average of 67 deer per section. 

en Ts, : - 

From 25 to 50 deer can be, counted from an automobile at 
any time on.a drive from Eagle River to Sayner. The snow on 
both sides of the highway is criss-crossed with deer trails. 
The concentration is unusual along this county trunk. 
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DEER PROJECT = ; 

C 
The deer project has been est-blished on the lands of the Allison Lumber 

Company in Sumter County. This tract of approximately 112,000 acres of land hes 

been handled primarily for timber production during the past thirty to thirty-five 

yeerss In conjunction with timber production, Colonel Allison hes protected the 

deer to such an extent thet they heve increased to extremely heavy concentratious, 

being much more common in this treet than in any other section of the stato. 

. The graduate student is studying the food of deer in this area and is attempt~ 

ing to determine other fectors influencing the increase and maintenance of the 

dcer which may be applicd in other sections of the state favorable for decr. The 

graduate student has settlcd upon the Allison Lumber Company lands and will devote 

a full yeer to intensive field work, He is laying out certain plots for fusure 

intensive observations, especially of the vegetation, and has established posits 

for obsorving dcer during their feeding and other movementse Foundation work has 

been Laid, for complete study of decr foods in this create 

During the decor season of November md Decomber, 1935, ‘a temporary assistant 

was employed to secure as much informetion as possible concerning the doer shot s 

on the lends of the Allison Lumber Companye He secured records on 357 deer she 

during the two months seasone Half of these decr wore weighed and found to aver 

age 138-1/2 poundse The points of the antlers, size, cxternal ‘parasites, ond 

genoral condition were noted, as well as the locality in which the deer were 

taken. This proliminsry work will serve as a basis for future work during suc~ 

cessive hunting se-sonse : 

The projoet leader visited the Aleb-ma Netiomal Forest during the special 

three=day decr senson in November, 1935, Deer had becone entirely killed out in 

. this section of the state a number of years ago and in 1926 the Depertment of 

Conservation restocked + he area and huntin g hes been allowed during the past _ 

several yearse Last November thore were approximately 900 hunters in the arca 

during the three days and twenty-six deer were killede 

WATERFOWL FOOD PROJECT ~ E 

én area of 5,000 acres is being. developed by the National Park Service and ; 

the State Forestry Depertment as Gulf State Park in Southoim Baldwin County, This 

park is loceted just behind the dunes along the Gulf Co:.st end includes three so~ 

galled "fresh weter" lakes, The largest lake is composed of approximately 640 

acres of water surfacos. Since the Department of Conservetion has set this aroa 

aside as a wildlifo sanctuary, thoy have asked us to doterminc the availability of 

waterfowl food in tho. arca which may attraet numbors of ducks and other waterfowl. 

to over-winter. With the cooperation of the Botany Department and the Food Habits 

Section of the Biological Survey, the project lceder is studying this area and 

recommendations will soon be submitted to the Department of Consorvation concern= 

ing tho needs of this park croee ai a 

Tho Navel Air Station at Ponsacola, Florida end the Us S. Coast Guard Air 

Station et Biloxi, Mississippi have cooperstod in providing planos for flights over
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Breeding Experiménts with the Whitetail D 
By Richard Gerstell 
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oe Oe | ae 7 MP on en it was impossible to note many points of 

eee interest and significance which might have 
eee. | ._ 7 a. Q be Meer eM ad aati been determined had the experiment been 

ee a a 2 —_constuctod on an aren of different type. Such 
eh eee Wee aie Regen eer an enclosure would, however, not have of- 

a pee cy * ete ea ito eae ae the similarities to wild conditions 

Bee BN i Mee le CRE tists nag vmauiueady poster raging ane Ce ek es Pe bo Vee de ite SYA sn As talvenay pointed Out) tlie eee 
, i BSS Aa, kien Rants hme pe ee area contained in the fall of 1930 one buck 

eat asa iron. eG erig) ERO RENEN 7 and three does. All three does gave birth 

8 ae a ee ‘ Je to fawns in the late spring of the following 
year. 

In the fall of 1931, the buck was enclosed 

A S$ EARLY as 1925, the sex ratio of the than average size and weight was placed with seven does of breeding age. One doe 

Pennsylvania deer herd had become in the enclosure with three does of breed- WS killed by dogs during the winter, but it 

grossly out of balance. Such was due to the ing age. The following year the male fawns appears that’ all seven had been bred and 

fact that from 1907 the hunters of the Com- produced were removed from the area, six are known to have fawned in 1932. 

monwealth had been legally allowed to while the adult does and the young females In November, 1932, nine adult does were 

shoot only male deer. When the “deer prob- were left in the pen with the original buck, confined with the buck. Again all does were 

lem” in its various phases became glaringly and other does were added from time to ‘Successfully bred and produced fawns. 

apparent, the sex ratio of the herd became time. This procedure was followed in each The fall of 1933 saw the buck confined 

a point of bitter discussion. successive year so that the buck annually with twelve does. These females were all 

Little was known about the breeding mated with an increasing number of doe, succeSsfully bred and produced fifteen or 

habits of deer and, accordingly, the Game many of which were his own daughters. more fawns. It is thus apparent that at 

Commission in 1930 began a five-year ex- The experimental animals subsisted chiefly eaSt three of the does produced twins. 

periment designed to throw some light on on the grazing and browse naturally af- The experimental area contained in Oc- 

the subject. —~ forded by the area, but limited amounts of tober, 1934, the buck and twenty does of ; 

At the outset of the work, it was realized concentrated foods, including corn, oats and breeding age. In November two of the does 

that experimental conditions which would «® standard brand of cow feed, were at all were shipped to a zoo, while a third, blind 

exactly duplicate those found in the wild times made available. Such food kept the in one eye, was severely injured during the 

could not be set up. Thus, it was known deer in excellent condition throughout the early winter. The remaining seventeen does 

that the results obtained from the experi- experimental period. were bred by the buck and produced twenty- 

ment could not be generally applied to deer Before stating the results obtained from 02° OF more fawns, showing that at least 

in the natural state, but, at the same time, the experiment, it is only fair to say that, four females produced twin offspring. Also, 

it was felt that they might bring out some due to the nature of the experimental area, the fact must not be overlooked that the 

practical points. it was impossible accurately to count each two does removed in November had possibly 

The experiment was completed in the sum- year the total number of fawns born in the been bred by the buck and that the blind 

mer of 1935 and a description of the methods pen. Accordingly, wherever figures relative oe may have been bred, but aborted be- 

of experimentation and the results obtained to the number of fawns produced are given, C@uUSe of injury. In other words, it is def- 

therefrom will be found in the following they represent the animals actually ob- initely known that the one buck success- 

paragraphs. served and definitely counted, but not nec- fully bred seventeen does and may possibly 

The experimental area consisted of essarily the total number produced. Also, have bred twenty does. 

twenty-three acres of land in the vicinity and again due to the type area employed, (Continued on page 20) 

of Pine Grove Furnace, Cumberland County, 

Pennsylvania, a region naturally inhabited ~~ 2. = 7 | Vin ogy 3 i ae 1 te 

by deer. The entire acreage was enclosed /*~ a | F ‘.¥ Lo ee ae 

by a “deer-proof” fence, eight feet in height. _- 4 5 { . ¥ y¢ ~ a 

Approximately twelve acres of the land con- 2 & A “> 1 _ . 5 NN Lo 

tained a good stand of brush growth, chiefly = Pa a , 4 7 oN Mi. oy 

scrub-oak and aspens; some five acres had es .  ™ _ F El 

grown to sod; three acres were in swamp he . og . | eae OT 

grass; while the remaining three acres were Li —  ¢ tezie 
at the start of the experiment planted to ta — F FI i 

of good water flowed through the area which a Ai} mY 7 = - ~~ 2 Va aA 
also contained a small grove of second- 4) 4 ae Lk le ff hay © 

growth trees of appreciable size. A com- Be fe re ee ot {7 Halt ie i 

bination shelter and feed house was erected PL SOE SD Pepe ay Fe 

The general method of experimentation ae he] UU BRN od yd 
was as follows: In the fall of 1930. an c te | ny ee ay. a eye 

eighteen month old buck of somewhat. less Po ee A a ay aint PU VO 

- een eg oon “Vee ee 
eae SALE Pais 1M Ne ee cd 

Nursing Time ee I yA re vane 
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BREEDING EXPERIMENTS WITH value because it is not desirable to have search and experimentation will be neces- 
WHITETAIL DEER late-born fawns in the deer herd and the sary, and in my opinion this is work which 

7 experiments indicate that such births are a state agency like our Game Commission 

(Continued from page 4) probably not the result of bucks mating can and must sponsor, especially in the 
The results of the experiment bring out With too many does. thickly populated southeastern and south- 

three noteworthy points. First, the fact The exact cause of the occurrence of late- western farming counties, surrounding the 

has been established that under conditions born fawns is a fact as yet not definitely large metropolitan districts of Philadelphia 

similar to those set up in the experiment known. It is possible, however, that in and Pittsburgh. 

(more favorable than in the wild) one Pennsylvania deer herd, the sex ratio is so I believe the best way to approach such 

whitetail buck can, in a breeding season of unbalanced that although all the does pass research and demonstration work is in co- 

normal length, successfully mate with seven- through during the normal rutting season operation with the agricultural extension 

teen or more does. Second, it was shown one or more heat periods, they are non-the- service of our State College, in which the 

that even when a buck of less than average less not bred and, accordingly, a number United States Biological Survey might be 

size and weight mated with seventeen or of them again evidence a heat period sey- persuaded to participate. We certainly can- 

more does, many of which were his own eral months after the normal breeding sea- not hope to lease the hunting privileges on 

daughters, the fawns produced were in every son and are at that time bred, thus produc- enough farm lands near our big cities to 
respect equal to the fawns produced when ing late fawns. provide any appreciable open hunting ter-- 
only three non-related does were mated in =a ae ritory for a considerable percentage of our 

a single season. Third, it was found that WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT BY 600,000 licensed hunters; and, even though 
when one buck was mated in a single breed- STATE AGENCIES that might be done, the bigger problem of 

ing season with seventeen or more does, the (Continued from page 3) managing the farming operations on those 
fawning period remained normal in length In Pennsylvania, as in many other densely lands so as to assure an abundant annuai 
and extended over a period of less than populated agricultural states, there is a game crop, and regulating over-shooting, 

thirty days. ‘These facts are worthy of noticeable increase in the “No Hunting” would still confront us. 

Ener een a : na ae signs and in some sections where is prac- I am not convinced that the mere policing 

mad tat on Is of aporetble Interest’ ically no unported land. Our landowners, of frm Tne tn ttnrn for the removal of 
conditions simulated to a certain degree, ngnthatanding eters Consus wien He fae fe rea Sens holds “much nope 

but did not exactly duplicate, wild cena mary gitels, intensive: farmins pe es ae Pe a wane . Pare glee, mel tnex sate may, 

tions. In the experiment there was no food the sere oo ee 2 other pla ft ee ees willing to subseribe to the 

problem, all forms of disturbance were at sist_upon_manicuring their farms and_re- ae a a best way to get landowners 
a cninimum, and the-animals were allecon- mOViNS, all, wildlife “cover aud focd- e-em the production of a game crop 

: : ee serine ' stocking such areas annually is of little 48 to urge them to charge the sportsman for 
fined in a limited area. The fact that the - es nb f in. hunting privileges. Thig question h 
does evidenced, by frequent “running the avail, especially so long as the farmers in. ESS: que: fon as fre- 

c oe i sist upon destroying wildlife habitat faster duently been discussed at meetings of the 
fence,” during the rutting season and only ton it ean possibly be restored. Pennsylvania Federation of Sportsmen's 
at that time, a strong desire to escape from poi y Clubs h b i ; PY ‘ 

the enclosure, would seem to indicate that 0 ee Cee oe es Pp Fon Pe een ee question of Ad OpEnE 
for one or more reasons they were not “sat- sylvania’s farmers: use flushing devices dur- na pene ae Preserve Law, such as in 

. isfied” with conditions in the experimental ‘1S their harvesting “operations have met ee two neighboring states, whereby a 

area during the breeding season. It seems with little success. batioa is permitted to shoot over an ex- 
highly improbable that a single buck would Our land purchase and refuge program, ee le cae, a certain percentage of the 

in the wild state mate with as many as S® far, has for the most part been confined = © ae ee aa lense, 
ten does, even though the experiment in- the forest regions, but I feel that = He 0 coe ccinye LOE yen, phat anOnE - 

dicates that under favorable conditions he is Substantial part of the money which has  S0i® ich amy coopersiive eae O a Catt 
miore thai physically able to do so. been allocated to the purchase of land which our organized sportsmen’s associa- 

While considering the sex ratio, a few Should be diverted to game land develop- tions and other wildlife groups take part, 
additional words may be of interest and not Ment. : : es sore acc policy can be evolved 
at all out of place. Vernon Bailey, follow- In addition to improvement cuttings in quueh sg abate [Poth amore See 
ing his investigations of the Pennsylvania Ur forests, we are now confronted with game crop and ample farm-game hunting 

“deer problem” in 1928 and 1929, was of the the need for establishing many small refuges grounds for the sportsmen who is willing 

opinion that, if favorable results were to be throughout our farming counties as breed- to comfort himself properly and to con- 
expected, the sex ratio of the herd should ing havens from which ample seed stock tribute his fair share toward the mainte- 
not exceed one buck to five does, and thit May overflow, or be trapped and transferred nance of favorable game habitats. 
one to three would probably approach ideal © the surrounding territory. I feel that when a plan is adopted, our 
conditions. Also, during recent years, those It is frankly admitted that as yet we many hundreds of sportsmen’s organizations 
persons in charge of the management of the have found no feasible way to get the farm- throughout the State could do a tremendous 

game populations on certain of the famous  @TS of Pennsylvania to vary their farm amount of missionary work in helping to 

Buropean forests have, in regard to deer, Practices in the interest of an abundant put the plan across with the landowners in 
come to believe that a one to one ratio is game crop, or to have them remove their their vicinity. A contest, in which prizes 

ideal, and they will not tolerate a ratio in “No Hunting” signs, especially in sections would be awarded to the members who were 

excess of one buck to two does. Also, so Within easy striking distance from large responsible for opening up more hunting 
far as it has been possible to determine, it centers of population. If we might induce grounds, and an annual dinner for neighbor- 

appears that approximately half the fawns our farmers to harvest their corn crop, or ing farmers and landowners are suggestions 

born into our deer herd are males, while even a goodly percentage of it, from the along these lines. 
the other half are females. This might in- stalk as is done in the Middle West, that In conclusion, let me say that in my opin- 

dicate that possibly even in the case of the phase of our problem would be much more ion state game agencies should lead the 

whitetail deer, a one to one ratio is the simple. way in finding solutions to such problems 

rule under natural conditions and so might We haye followed with deep interest the as ours, instead of waiting until they are 

be the ideal to be strived for in a manage- steps being taken by several other states to literally pushed into untenable positions, or 

ment program. assure well-stocked open hunting grounds in the adoption of untried schemes of doubt- 

Point number two is of significance as it densely populated farming regions, but to ful value. 

further supports the belief that inbreeding date the majority of our sportsmen have We are now planning the third phase of 

and an unbalanced sex ratio play little or been unwilling to try any of these methods. “our long-term game program for Pennsyl- 
no part in the degeneration currently ex- I believe, however, that the time has ar- vyania, and solicit suggestions and advice 

hibited within the Pennsylvania deer herd, rived when we shall be compelled to de from those assembled at this large gather- 

and that the wndesirable characteristics velop methods of our own which will be ing of wildlife enthusiasts who have had 

| noted are principally due to nutritive de- acceptable to land-owners and hunters actual experience in grappling with prob- 
jiciencies. alike. lems such as those which now confront us 

The third observation is of interest and Before this can be done, extensive re- in Pennsylvania.
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sna,PROTECTING TREES FROM DEER 
Bldo Leopold By E. M. MILLS 

URING the past three seasons the AUTOMATIC FLASH GUN 
D writer has carried on experiments for A Bs device ic h s 

the purpose of determining the most Bogupe Sevice owe asitiG automatic 

successful methods of protecting orchard ff —\\\ a gun has also proved to be effective an 

trees from deer. Various ideas were tested iy keeping deer from orchards. The BUD BES 

out in a number of New England orchards. | bash 2 loud Stoney every few minutes, and a 

The following methods have been tried out ¥ Saas eediucn the pee burner throws a beam o 

with variable results, In some cases control ee ight Hey Gi ren Seeceone ee the fees 

was 100 per cent effective, and in others the ye) Pe ‘4 out ma oP, % eae a Build 

repellents were of little value. As the cost of =) eu S Pa a BE a SRATS ae rae 
treatment is relatively small, and since there pie or sh OP erate any weer tiene 
is a chance for success, these methods are 2 ee age, £ fe esa a SO Rae 

recommended for further trial by interested ee Bee 2 aH ae eae Meh 18 ie 
orchardists. Further study will be necessary 6 Weel 1 . dj ce esate tO eee Se acat led Ho detenitn © theccausesof wariable! results, Spares to ree ee trees meee jams i- for about $6 per 100 poungs: thus He, CBGre 

such as scarcity of food supplies. ick ile Sadek Baubles tei eeruene salary whee rae oe Se More dan 
emulsion as applied for aphids has been re- 1,000 trees. It is generally set in operation 

HABITS OF DEER ported to keep deer away from young trees a little before dusk and allowed to run until 
for a week. A combination of Paris green after daybreak, or until it can be convenient- 

Deer feed chiefly at dusk and early dawn, and lime was effective for a short time, ac-_ ly turned off. Although deer might pass 
although they may be active during the en- cording to one orchardist. through the orchard while the gun is going, 
tire night. The time of year when they dam- Many orchardists have tried to keep deer they usually will not stop to eat. : 
pee vest vai from place place. Cale out of their orchards by fencing. From re- 
narily, when the new growth starts in April sults of observations on fei ri 
and May, deer begin to feed on this tender _ heights Pais oes. it is fue es Shae TAR-PAPER CONES 

food _and continue to do so ehrouen June fences should be at least eight feet high and The latest method for the control of deer 
and July, In some places deer injure trees made of strands of wire not more than seven jg the use of tar paper. This method was 
only during the summer months, while in jnches apart. Deer when pressed may sur- tried by Count - a Per avsigy tor 
other orchards the feeding goes on the year mount fences 10 or 11 feet in height. NA inty Ag . H. Lovejoy, 

round. Ahough bid possible ie MUAE whee ie’ > SPC eWdascety ae Jer Lud cours 
Deer show a distinct preference for culti- will keep deer from orchards, its cost makes Sere ae? y Seer Se aa nfl con 

vated plants where these are present. They jt prohibitive to most farmers. eh ane Saag os ieee se 

will turn from laurel, berries, and buds and ye ey nae RAI chee Gli tie cones 

ee amet late, Sez ann ASAFOETIDA Peer he tes and ft them rst aout thre 
trees, apples are preferred to peaches, and The most successful method of controlling ee ea ue: eipund: One sone ouaeg vie in. he C branches. For a newly planted tree or a 
che-ries are the least attractive. Even among deer is by the use of asafoetida. This mate- small tree probably one cone is sufficient. It 

apple trees, in one orchard the McIntosh ial is an imported gum supplied in three jg pelicved that ine seettiom the tar paper 
wes relished more than the Delicious, and forms: gum asafoetida in mass, tears, and in will last from three ieee mabathe ike ate 
in another, the Alexander was apparently powdered form. The lump or mass form is end of this time some coal-tar repellent 
liked better than the Northern Spy. the proper one for use in deer control. should be painted h Hi 

Deer injure fruit trees in three differen’ i i 2 Dee once ort nee. J erent Lumps the size of a golf ball are placed in should be replaced with new material. Ac- 
ways: first, the ends of the lateral branches a cotton sack, similar to a tobacco bag, and Ag Mr, Lovei hi if ia 
are eaten, particularly the new growth, from a h { COR UUe eo ait aut aie eer eee : , ung on each tree three to four feet from 100 per cent control, but the deer may walk 
the time of planting until the trees are five the ground. One pound of asafoetida, selling through the orchard without eating the 
or six years of age, or until they attain suf- for 35 cents in small quantities, will make trees, e 
ficient size to be beyond the reach of the about 12 such pieces. The cloth bags cost i 
animals; second, the fruit and leaf spurs are about one cent each, or may be made by TRAPPING DEER 
removed from the lower branches of older hand from cheesecloth for much less. 
trees; and third, the trunk and branches of The repellent odor given off by the asafoe- Trapping, as a method of possible value 
both young and old trees are horned. Horn-  tida_will often keep the deer from trees in controlling deer damage, while practical, 
ing is the rubbing of the antlers of the deer treated in this manner. While the asafoetida is both laborious and expensive. Sometime 
against the tree. remains soft this odor will continue, but on ago game authorities of Wisconsin em- 

It does not require many deer todoacon- becoming hard, its effectiveness is lost. ployed a new idea in trapping deer in ship- 
siderable amount of damage. One orchard- Therefore, with moist weather conditions ping crates designed along lines suggested 
ist reported 87 two-year-old trees destroyed _ one application of the bags may be sufficient by the United States Biological Survey, The 
in three nights by one deer, as shown by the for the summer season, but with dry weath- crates are fitted with a drop door, trigger, 
easily followed tracks. In the same orchard er the bags of asafoetida may harden in five and treadle board, as are commonly used in 
175 trees were destroyed in one night by or six weeks, and will need renewal. box traps for smaller animals. The crate 
six deer. An entire orchard of 1,000 young traps are then transported to the place 
trees was totally destroyed and abandoned. NAPHTHALENE FLAKES where deer are known to be feeding exten- 

sively, camouflaged with brush, and baited 
UNSUCCESSFUL METHODS OF Another repellent is naphthalene flakes, a with apples, oats, salt, and twigs. Deer were 

CONTROL chemical composition similar to moth balls. found to enter the traps freely, and were 
Naphthalene flakes sell for about five cents readily transported for restocking where de- 

Scaring devices, such as white or colored a pound in barrel lots. About two heaping sired. It is possible that-the further develop- 
rags hung on each tree, have not proved tablespoons of flakes are used to a bag, one ment of this plan will provide a means of 
very satisfactory, In one instance white rags pound making about 10 bags. This material removing deer from the vicinity of culti- 
were tied to 300 apple and peach trees, and also is affected by weather conditions. In vated areas to sections where they can do 
at the end of three years the trees had been dry weather the bags last about eight weeks, no harm. However, where the animals are 
damaged so badly that they were plowed up. and in wet weather about five weeks. Dur- as numerous as they are in Pennsylvania a 

Several kinds of sprays have been used ing an average season the bags may need general reduction of the herd is usually the 
on fruit trees to repel deer. Deer have been refilling about four times. only logical solution to the problem.
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Quy 1736 oan mee, io of Whitetail Gg 8 °~ Sex Ratio of itetai 4 
Deer Progeny : 

The Following Article Consists of Some Very 

Enlightening Notes on the Sex Ratio of 

the Progeny of Whitetail Deer 

By Richard Gerstell ! P 

i the various species of deer are to be successfully I Al A 
managed in Pennsylvania, or throughout any other 

part of their range, one item is of vital significance, 
namely, to determine that point of maintenance where far from that which was expected, but also the 
the sex ratio of the herd as a whole will tend to hold figures seem to indicate that the ratio varies according to 
the animals in the best possible physical condition. the influences brought to bear by certain ecological fac- 

The whitetail deer of Pennsylvania, New York, Michi- tors which directly effect the physical condition of those 
gan and certain other states have within the last fifteen individuals which make up the deer herd. 
years been greatly increased in numbers, chiefly through For the past few years, the Pennsylvania Game Com- 
the enactment of legislation which has allowed the gunners mission has annually raised, from the age of two or 
to shoot only the adult males of the species. Due to such three days to maturity, approximately fifty fawn deer by 
legal restriction, there have been developed within the feeding them cows’ milk from bottles. The animals in 
herds, simultaneously with the increase in size, heavily question came from all parts of the Commonwealth where 
unbalanced sex ratios. At best, it is possible only to they were picked up soon after birth, and while still too 
estimate very roughly the ratios which may actually exist. young to run either rapidly or far, by persons who did 

Since it is desirable to keep the deer herds in ex- not see the timid does hiding in the nearby cover and 
cellent physical condition, sound management programs believed the fawns to be orphans. 
should be directed not merely to keep the sex ratio within A record of the sexes of the fawns so taken from the 
certain limits, but even to hold it at a point judged to woods and raised at the various State Game Refuges 
be ideal. show that in some years the females greatly outnumbered 

Probably that ideal would best be represented by the the males, that in other years the proportion of males 
sex ratio of the progeny at birth of a large herd of deer was equally excessive, and that in still other years the 
which had for a number of years existed under primitive sex ratio of the “orphans” was very nearly equal. The 
conditions beyond the reach of all influences of present- figures covering a period of five years show that the 
day civilization. sex ratio of the total number of animals under consid- 

The fact that no such herd now exists was clearly eration was approximately one to one. 
recognized, but the writer felt that a very close approxi- It was realized that the number of fawns “bottle raised” 
mation of the figure.sought for would be found in the each year was too small to give a true picture of the 
sex ratio of the progeny of the Pennsylvania deer herd sex ratio of the progeny of the Pennsylvania deer herd 
at the time of birth. Accordingly, research work designed as a whole, but the figures obtained over a period of 
to determine the last mentioned ratio was undertaken. years, together with field observations, led the writer to 

The results obtained from the work were surprising. believe that the ratio in question was probably very 
The sex ratio of the 1935 Pennsylvania fawn crop was, it nearly one to one with a slight excess in favor of the 
is believed, quite accurately determined. It was dis- females. 
covered, however, that the ratio in question was not only During the past ten years there have been in the State
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of Pennsylvania a number of late ‘y I 
fall shooting seasons wherein it was (eC tst—‘aiéisOl— LIP oe oe 
legal to kill fawns born during the Lin eM | a Pe 
summer of those same years in which 4 a > * fh ew ee Be ee ee 
such open seasons were allowed. It ff bf ek ee 
is most unfortunate that a record of ou Wrat = iG oS a eS eo 
the age and sex of all deer killed _ i pd as of ag Bos gee oe 
during these antlerless seasons was o Le aa Rees es Fe 
not kept and made available. 4 _. <i Ce . Lee ee 

On December 12, 13 and 14, 1935, ve be CL poe | a 
licensed hunters of the State of Penn- , 8 oe ie a ay PC fe a , 

sylvania were legally allowed to kill | WM MN AWA gt Gee 7 antlerless deer, irrespective of size io a wy — A oes Ges he] or sex, in 14 of the 67 counties of the Ta, Te ae e Sf rien 
Commonwealth. The area embraced i? > BY Lave == 4 Fe 
by those 14 counties includes some- i, We 3 Ber > - br ae a thing over one-third of all those B\ ON ee VE one ae 
lands in the State which may truly . |») A ©. Sota _. 

Every person who killed an antler- _  4evr SA Pee i ty 
less deer during the 1935 special open a «sods iL]. 1) ive T= = a ee 
season was required by law to re- ee se 1 eee ed ee” 
port to the Harrisburg Office of the — eet ae Se i | es 
Game Commission the animal so ng VR ee 7g oe 
killed. The reports, made in writing, eae et ll ss a. a et Ge, 

were to contain the name and ad- rate , =e + a fe ee 
dress of the person killing the deer, me Oo. Be eae timo , tees 
the sex and weight of the individual, ey a OE Gee oo. am Ss 
the name of the district where killed, aa eee ee 
and certain other specific information. 

The District Game Protectors of Gemencmucials cx puining and awelg bites deer 
those counties open to the killing of 
antlerless deer reported shortly after 
the close of the antlerless season that they estimated that with an approximate average of 55 pounds live weight, 
the hunters had legally shot 46,668 antlerless deer in ad- and taking into consideration the hunters’ general tendency 
dition to those legal bucks killed during the regular season toward the over-estimation of such weights, it was felt 
extending from December 2d to the llth. By January that if the reported deer kills were divided into two 
15th, approximately 41,000 antlerless deer killed reports oe oe cones urea Bie coi etieain oi eee 

ae pes received at the Game Commission’s office in individuals estimated to weigh 86 pounds and over, those 
BUMS DOLE sds . é two groups would represent in the first case those animals 
Due to certain difficulties encountered in attempting which were 1935 fawns and in the second case those ani- 

to see that all hunters were supplied with a printed form mals which were born prior to 1935. In other words, the 
on which to report the killing of antlerless deer, and be- antlerless deer kill would be divided into two groups, 
cause many persons were ignorant of the fact that they one containing chiefly 1935 fawns and the other consist- 
were required by law to report all deer shot during (Continued on page 8) 
the special season, it is known that the reports re- 
ceived did not represent the total number of antler- aes eee 
less deer legally killed and it is believed that the jaa ag a Ne Oa rg aN oo 
figure in question very closely approximates 45,000. a Ne A. . Go 
It is significant to note in this case how closely the ,& cate eS is © | * _ ae) 
estimated kill as reported by the Game Protectors gee a) - a ‘fi 
checked with the written reports filed by the hunters. 4 ae Bg Bi 4 a ‘e 

Of all the written deer killed reports which were 4 ae re .. 
received, 32,771 were upon receipt complete in every ‘| - < Ve 
detail. In other words, in all such cases, the Com- c eS he : % 
mission had on file the name and address of the i ee = 4 
person killing the antlerless deer, the number of the My oe §¢£ Ns a 
hunting license issued to that person, the name of — 2 ee... 2 - 4 
the general location in which the animal was shot, : ie ws i i a 
together with the name of the county in which the : ex no rj 
same is situated, the date the deer was killed, the : Ney Se J : 
sex of the animal and an estimate of its weight. : : o > * 

Chiefly by means of the estimated weight and sex | ™ 2 ve eee 
statements given, it was possible to determine many | — =) | oe ii Be _ 
important facts relative to the deer killed. lA = ENS ae 

Since the writer spent a great part of the 1935 es — |. i . eX. 
open deer season in the field weighing and measur- | gi “UR Gig Ge a 
ing deer shot by gunners, he was able to gain not 77%) =  \¥ Vague” an a 
only a fairly comprehensive idea of the weights of fg | ge. - [4 | | 
deer representative of the different sex and age ees eo - ee : ow 
classes, but also a sound approximation of the aver- 9% * - by ee La 
age hunter’s tendency to over- hk ae a ee — i lO 
estimate the weight of deer ee nN FmUmUmUlUlCU gw ea ae 
killed in the woods. has Samer i \— SF) COT Knowing that by mid-Decem- ingacentrecounty | ea Bt ag bal i  , ber individual fawns found in specimen ee Te eo 
the Pennsylvania deer herd ee A i ee ae i fee fe | weigh from 18 to 78 pounds od gt mt | re. Ot Oe ae 

Pap bien Tethys 
[tae 6” mgs Oe  lrlrtrt—~—~—O—O—O—~—~—~—~—~—SCi‘ ‘NN CC
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DISTRIBUTION OF REPORTED FAWN KILLS SEASON OF 1953 tre and Clearfield Counties, together with 
Ostia Ton, K ttteg Sop en OI pee as the western half of Lycoming County, Ee Tha cpetay 86 ancbued it ewes, Wack lve mw the eastern-half of Elk County, the south- a eae eS Tights Nestea eed any Meee ee emclacad 0 ern-halves of Potter and Tioga Counties ee SE ess AS le Teng apse iat OA and small portions of the counties of Mc- ae Ga ay aa Ta ee eee Kean and Bradford, and also the greatest po Seen ees hee [tera ces | rem | rear | wn percentage of Pike County, were heavily : “Sen f SERBS | eg | Tee as | over-browsed by deer. (The area in | a ere Py ‘wergiomid @ question is shaded on the attached map.) es Bie | VY eee ie fal Ze. Also, it was reported that the best deer ai | SS oA eS Loe Lise, te — sie \ ey ‘. conditions then extant were to be found el os i one QO ts Lape pl ee = in the counties of Warren, Forest and Ee Pw! H s NI ie 07 aN a = Sullivan, where extensive lumber opera- F “— hoe | LS s LG tif eae i aS i tions were carried on at a later date than | f | Pett = LA Liisi —Y eG SU eas Ve £ in other parts of the deer range. [ore | } Gel ee2 Saeed E It has been noted that the average sex a ooh ae pe Seen) Fang gms eo : ratio for all fawns killed during the 1935 ey Co i Ae Pe 8 et eee reese Nae antlerless deer season was 1 male to 2.0 laa Jo cote of { a Ase ca a ea se e females, and when county figures are ex- Sins Dewan sme ad Bc oii aes ei ~\. Xq amined it will be seen that 8 of the 14 al oe f dwat Eh (ye age Nee P Re Joe counties under consideration show fawn *| Sala i ch I pn eC ee ce y oe sex ratios above the average, ranging SL aee 7 i Jamey, a BK i fe ‘4 from 1:4.0 in the case of Clinton County . } i | = i ; MS / AS to 1:2.1 in Lycoming County, and that six be SS ees eer ee | ee ae ff counties show sex ratios below the aver- eS i BASEN EXONS age, ranging from Potter County with a Tee wes ae eee ee ce figure of 1:1.9 to Forest County showing 

a 1:1.2 ratio. Careful study of the map 
5 : will reveal the fact that all those counties ing of all other animals including mature Next, we come to that highly important showing sex ratios above the average lie does, yearling does and a very limited discovery which resulted from detailed wholly or in part within that area reported number of bucks which had shed their study of the sex ratio of the reported in March 1935 to be heavily over-browsed. antlers. fawn kills. Since almost without excep- Also, it will be noted that, with the ex- It is known that some hunters may have _ tion every person who shoots a fawn does ception of Potter County, which lies only estimated that certain of the larger 1935 so without regard for sex, because it is partially within the over-browsed zone fawns weighed 86 pounds or more and, practically impossible to determine the and shows a ratio of 1:1.9, and the coun- consequently, a few of the fawns may same as the animal runs in the woods, ties of Bradford and McKean, only very have been thrown into that group sup- the fawns taken by hunters are random small portions of which were reported posedly containing only adult individuals. kills not influenced by sex determination. heavily over-browsed, those counties At the same time, however, a number of It would, therefore, appear that the sex showing sex ratios below the average lie other hunters who had killed yearling ratio of such individuals should, when a outside the territory reported to be ex- does which weighed approximately 80 sufficiently large number of kills are con- tensively over-browsed. pounds undoubtedly estimated their sidered, give a very true picture of the As a generality, therefore, it is possible weight at such and, accordingly, there sex ratio of the fawn crop as a whole. to say that the fawn crop produced on was thrown into the fawn group a num- Of the 11,443 reported fawn kills, it will the over-browsed portion of the Pennsyl- ber of adult individuals. In these in- be noted that 3,721 were males while 7,222 vania deer range showed a sex ratio stances, each error balances the other and were females. In other words, approxi- wherein the female individuals outnum- it is, therefore, felt that the number of mately two females were killed for every bered the male individuals by more than animals herein listed as fawns is 97%, or male. This fact would indicate that the 2 to 1, while on the less heavily browsed better, correct. The same percentage like- sex ratio of the fawn crop produced in portions of the range, the ratio never wise holds true for the adult figures. 1935 on an area representing over one- equaled or exceeded a 2 to 1 ratio in favor oo table showing the reported kill of third of the entire Pennsylvania deer of the females, 32,771 antlerless deer is presented here- ran, @ was approximately one male to two atora, = s : with. Examination of this table will bring females, Athough entirely wathin. tho boar ane to light a number of interesting points. realm of possibility, the figure just given Sees oi a a es eOUHEENEI HE ee, Pine of all, proceeding under the clas- pee gc prove quite surprising conditions and sex determination. Ap- sifications just mentioned, the deer re- 0 many readers. i : ; 

portedia s digh 8 Bando Sid seuen cee A study of the fawn figures for individ- parently, the relationship acts as a direct 
listed as mature individuals, and those re- ual counties will show that in one county ars a ported to weigh 85 pounds or less are there were killed approximately four fe- Roe i eer 3 shown as 1935 fawns. The table indicates males to every male, while in another Pes SqRur- ORE hs EA S\ that a total of 21,328 mature individuals county there were approximately only 1.2  FAGSRSi Le Bee SY Wy were killed, while only 11,443 fawns were females killed to every male and that fig- EE Pie My Ps? ae reported. In other words, for every fawn ures for additional counties lie at nu- Fey ELA SS pe killed there were approximately two ma- merous points between the two extremes [RSs App pe Nv cae ture individuals taken. If the figures for just mentioned. Ree Ky oF lh le | o, each county are examined, it will be At this point it becomes advisable to Ie boa f. CA yi eh found that this two-to-one figure holds study carefully the map herewith pre- BBR Bt a NW) ge relatively true not only for the total num- sented and to enter into a discussion of Poe as is), NN 4 fel oe oe ber of animals reported, but also for the several points involved in the history of ee Ary! Pa t; Ye Le number reported from each of the 14 the restoration of the Pennsylvania deer [gage Hl EMA Zibie ee counties where antlerless deer were shot herd. BE oe al (Nee Af ee in 1935. Since 1923, certain parts of the Penn- [i ae" eae Po Se 3 Further, it is significant to note that out sylvania deer range have been subjected Peele AES Re cee of the 21,328 mature individuals, only to over-browsing by excessive deer popu- ae ABE (i 4 Bae pie 2,543 were males while the remainder lations. Following a study made during LOS ak NAS BP ae esd were females. Roughly speaking, there- the spring of 1935, the writer at that time [E&, eee fa i Urey ee fore, only one out of every nine adult reported that over a large area, embrac- See ee ete eee deer killed was a buck with shed antlers. ing almost all of Cameron, Clinton, Cen-
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TW yf Progress On the State Game Farms 
ee x 4 a <= \ J gti it (Continued from page 3) 

Y ff LA fe - Over 7000 “Bobs” have so far been sent bird rearing within the limits of the 

WGK wore te eee] to the brooders and this fine little game average fellow’s skill and pocketbook, 
ree Tne fi — bird is included in the Commission’s but will greatly increase individual and 
rete } eae i js a oe. plans for holding more adult birds for group interest in this vital conservation 

\ GaP tere Nn Spring restocking. By utilizing all avail- activity. 

\; NARs caer able Quail rearing equipment at the ter- Experiments with the sportsmen’s 
oe Mh aes eal | Res mination of the brooding season, the brooding and rearing coop are being car- 
aa x need Cea | Commission has arranged to hold, for ried on under varying climatic condi- 
Mirea |! EO Ne Ss ‘ Spring liberation, several thousand more tions and with both oil and electric 
Wy a e <Saeeee £ Quail than was possible during the past brooder units. These experiments will 
! p ND) Sz , | season, without the necessity for the con- include the brooding of Ringneck Pheas- 
aay) i S (ZB Lis ¥ ‘ struction of additional holding pens. Ar- ants, Bobwhite Quail, Hungarian and 
eS NE == Ugh (es rangements are under way for the con- Chukar Partridges, and California Val- 

aes Dany See Bae AZ kit oe version of this rearing a ley Quail. 
Sere aioe Secon eile: through inexpensive, detachable units, 

ee | into holding pens for carrying over in- Rae see es on the several State 
yf eager “7 creased numbers of Quail. These birds, ame Farms this year is most encour- 

/ \\ being well protected from the many °8'7& and it is believed the sportsmen 
\ ‘ 2 ‘ of the State will be interested in know- 
\\, Winter and early Spring hazzards, will ing where this phi f thei k 
\\enter the coverts in prime condition for songs at this ss ae a8 or fee 

proportionate. During the winter of\ natural propagation in the wild state. of fhe seison eye ghall (Hone merelent a 

1934-5, browsing conditions were gener- \ ~ Sportsmen’s Interest Keen final report that will Be egal cers 
ally considered poorer in Clinton County Applications for Ringneck Pheasant esting and pleasing. : 
than in any other section of the State hatching eggs and day-old chicks from , 
and hundreds of deer are known to have portsmen reached a new peak this year. = 

died from malnutrition in that county Nearly 33,000 day-old chicks have been Ce REA ES PT oe TE 2 
during the period in question. Also, the shipped to sportsmen from the State +f por? e aed VEN J : 
sex ratio figures presented in the table Farms; an increase of 9,000 over 1935. My | Sees WV RK : 

heretofore referred to show that the sex While applications were received for [es L Sy FH 

ratio of the 1935 fawn crop was most many more, the farms shipped 47,889 Bl why Ries DAG Z A) Se 

grossly out of balance in the county last Ringneck Pheasant hatching eggs to a, Fh) WS Ha ay wy Y), 
mentioned. Likewise, food conditions in sportsmen during the current season. BB" igte aimeh USI Bel 7 
the counties of Centre, Clearfield and “Appreciating the keen interest shown [Ai] Ge Hh ee COS S| 
Cameron were also known to have been py Pennsylvania sportsmen in game bird dH f Ls PR LE 
very bad during the winter of 1934-5 and propagation, the Division of Propaga- rie Ray ee SON RS 
these counties too show highly unbal- tion and Game Farms has in the process i Wal 6 I SDS WG) Bue) 
anced sex ratios in the 1935 fawn crop. of development a sportsmen’s brooding Lessee ee ay | 
On the other hand, the counties of Brad- and rearing coop with which many ex- es eee Sp» iy 
ford, Warren and Forest were not during acting experiments are being carried on fiaew# eis Ne oe 
the winter of 1934-35 subjected to heavy this season. Through these experiments, [esi aves Wess ih Es 
over-browsing and examination of the jt is hoped that an inexpensive, easily AEC (311 iS 
table reveals the fact that these counties operated. propagating unit of this type, pee SRE ie fe 

show for the 1935 fawn crop the most which can. be recommended to sports- peas: kos hi ha eI H| 
nearly balanced sex ratios. Thus, it seems men,*may be developed. Such a unit, BP ee. ee i: Be a 
that the poorer the food conditions, the it is believed, will not only bring game Sea ee ER EP 

qericsnboctecs the: stecricliogeyesteywreich Ane: et ee egret 

tion of females. je 

To the writer, the validity of the figures I b 1 f 1 9 3 5 A 1 1 

herein presented does not appear open to a u ation O nt er ess 

uestion, since they deal with thousands ° 

of individuals taken from an area of over Deer Killed Reports 
7,800,000 acres. Also, analysis of over 
4,475 additional antlerless deer killed re- (INCLUDES ONLY REPORTS COMPLETE IN EVERY DETAIL) 

ports, which were originally received in- ioidw dbissal teswied esodawwnlb FOSIN rq def Gallen HONGINOND leLLNGIRERE: 

complete in one or more detail and which ee 

eee returned to the sender for com- ee Te eee Aree Bene Fawns Ratio (male 

pletioniandifinally camerackstontheieart: < Co MeU ST 7 ter ea eye ene Rca ee leo ema) 
mission offices, shows ratios and propor- Clinton ......... 1,576 65 938 1,003 114 459 518 sxlgheO 
tions surprisingly similar to those already Centre .......... 3,209 100 1,807 1,907 303 999 1,302 1:3.3 
discussed. In addition, the statistics re- Clearfield ....... 3,469 124 1,967 2091 342 1,036 1.378 1:3.0 
lating to fawns found dead during the Cameron ........ 1,584 86 997 1,083 142 359 501 1:2.5 
winter of 1935 and 1936 give like ratios. Tioga ........... 1,102 84. 631 715 88 209 «= «297 1:2.4 

A detailed explanation of the mechan- Elk ............. 3,593 88 2,259 2,347 382 864 1,246 1:2.3 
ism of the phenomenon just discussed Pike ............ 4,195 449 2,318 2,767 437 991 1,428 1:2.3 
would be of particular interest and value, Lycoming ....... 2,038 112 1,152 1,264 250 524 TiS S452. 1 
but until controlled experimentation has Potter .......... 1,996 143 1,167 1,310 233 453 686 1:1.9 
thrown more light on the problem, it is Sullivan ........ 1,053 111 614 725 136 192 328 =«1:1.4 
impossible to offer any such explication. Bradford ........ 1,061 113 631 744 138 179 Sliigagk: 1.3 
In view of this fact, a series of combina- Warren ......... 2,303 144 1,364 1,508 346 449 dee t:1.3 
tion feeding and breeding experiments McKean ......... 1,991 133 1,193 1,326 292 373 665 1:1.3 
have been entered upon and it is hoped Forest ........... 3,691 782 1,756 2,538 518 635 £1530 bo. 2 
that the results obtained therefrom, to- ee 
gether with additional detailed research motals? be .desonsezuil 2,534 18,794 21,328 3,721 7,722 11,443 
in this field, will eventually give the Of the total number of fawns reported, 32.5% were males and 67.5% were fe- 
answer desired. males showing that the sex ratio for the group as a whole was 1:2:0.
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© & The Following Article Consists of Some Very 

= 2 Y Enlightening Notes on the Sex Ratio of 
is wa the Progeny of Whitetail Deer 

Mag mS By Richard Gerstell i B 

[F the various species of deer are to be successfully Al A 
managed in Pennsylvania, or throughout any other 

aS part of their range, one item is of vital significance, 
namely, to determine that point of maintenance where far from that which was expected, but also the 
the sex ratio of the herd as a whole will tend to hold figures seem to indicate that the ratio varies according to 
the animals in the best possible physical condition. ; the influences brought to bear by certain ecological fac- 

The whitetail deer of Pennsylvania, New York, Michi- tors which directly effect the physical condition of those 
gan and certain other states have within the last fifteen individuals which make up the deer herd. 

oe years been greatly increased in numbers, chiefly through For the past few years, the Pennsylvania Game Com- 
= the enactment of legislation which has allowed the gunners mission has annually raised, from the age of two or 

; to shoot only the adult males of the species. Due to such three days to maturity, approximately fifty fawn deer by 
: legal restriction, there have been developed within the feeding them cows’ milk from bottles. The animals in 

£ herds, simultaneously with the increase in size, heavily question came from all parts of the Commonwealth where 
x =a unbalanced sex ratios. At best, it is possible only to they were picked up soon after birth, and while still too 
Fi estimate very roughly the ratios which may actually exist. young to run either rapidly or far, by persons who did 

| Since it is desirable to keep the deer herds in ex- not see the timid does hiding in the nearby cover and 
cellent physical condition, sound management programs believed the fawns to be orphans. 

: should be directed not merely to keep the sex ratio within A record of the sexes of the fawns so taken from the 
certain limits, but even to hold it at a point judged to woods and raised at the various State Game Refuges 
be ideal. show that in some years the females greatly outnumbered 

Probably that ideal would best be represented by the the males, that in other years the proportion of males 
i sex ratio of the progeny at birth of a large herd of deer was equally excessive, and that in still other years the 

which had for a number of years existed under primitive sex ratio of the “orphans” was very nearly equal. The 
conditions beyond the reach of all influences of present- figures covering a period of five years show that the 
day civilization. sex ratio of the total number of animals under consid- \ 

The fact that no such herd now exists was clearly eration was approximately one to one. 
recognized, but the writer felt that a very close approxi- It was realized that the number of fawns “bottle raised” 
mation of the figure sought for would be found in the each year was too small to give a true picture of the 

} sex ratio of the progeny of the Pennsylvania deer herd sex ratio of the progeny of the Pennsylvania deer herd 
, at the time of birth. Accordingly, research work designed as a whole, but the figures obtained over a period of 

to determine the last mentioned ratio was undertaken. years, together with field observations, led the writer to 
The results obtained from the work were surprising. believe that the ratio in question was probably very 

The sex ratio of the 1935 Pennsylvania fawn crop was, it nearly one to one with a slight excess in favor of the 
is believed, quite accurately determined. It was dis- females. 
covered, however, that the ratio in question was not only During the past ten.years. there have been in the State
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of Pennsylvania a number of late ’ OS Ae le ee handel wy 
fall shooting seasons wherein it was a ee, oo age le CL 
legal to kill fawns born during the fF og a ~—rrti‘“SO— aoe eee 
summer of those same years in which A iy J a ee 
such open seasons were allowed. It a Re 5 ee oe ee eke 
is most unfortunate that a record of fi, eee Deas gh ee age ee 
the age and sex of all deer killed a ee ae ee ae ‘a raver a 

during these antlerless seasons was _. \ pe ear Ce eae 
not kept and made available. . a Lattin UOT fey a OY rea 
licensed hunters of the State of Penn- ye ee Oh Sa po Oe xe ate lag ia © 
sylvania were legally allowed to kill WB. FF . | Wy MA ee a peered 
antlerless deer, irrespective of size Wek WX @ ee re pee ay 
or sex, in 14 of the 67 counties of the ie Up TR eee ee ee 

by those 14 counties includes some- = &_y WM RAN thing over one-third of all those B\ eR \. BT ee a 
lands in the State which may truly a 0 A wm [:. a. (2 tte oe 

__ Every person who killed an antler- |. $terR ee lw 
less deer during the 1935 special open ow 0—ti(“(<‘i a re! CU 
season was required by law to re- ee Cages “Ale / a. s- LASS: te 
port to the Harrisburg Office of the ce (et <a) (is . s & 
‘Game Commission the animal so oe ET gee oe a Pe pe % 
‘killed. The reports, made in writing, pa i, FS ome we, an a. 
were to contain the name and ad- ee lee Fee te, / ng ge 
(dress of the person killing the deer, mat Pg. fc PE ee * lomo | <4 
the sex and weight of the individual, eg = Sete fey Gee a . Am 
‘the name of the district where killed, —_ - ek oe ee ee ea 

‘and certain other specific information. nylagit Sant Ot Shean Our Seeve 3 
The District Game Protectors of Game oiicials examining andi Welening ieee 

those counties open to the killing of ri 
‘antlerless deer reported shortly after 
the close of the antlerless season that they estimated that with an approximate average of 55 pounds live weight, 

the hunters had legally shot 46,668 antlerless deer in ad- and taking into consideration the hunters’ general tendency 
dition to those legal bucks killed during the regular season toward the over-estimation of such weights, it was felt 
extending from December 2d to the 11th. By January that if the reported deer Kills were divided. into two 
15th, approximately 41,000 antlerless deer killed reports groups, the first consisting of individuals estimated to 
had been received at the Game Commission’s office in ee? ep pounds end under, and the second containing 
Harrisb individuals estimated to weigh 86 pounds and over, those 
ALTIsbUrs: i ‘ 5 x i two groups would represent in the first case those animals 
Due to certain difficulties encountered in attempting which were 1935 fawns and in the second case those ani- 

to see that all hunters were supplied with a printed form mals which were born prior to 1935. In other words, the 
on which to report the killing of antlerless deer, and be- antlerless deer kill would be divided into two groups, 
cause many persons were ignorant of the fact that they one containing chiefly 1935 fawns and the other consist- 
were required by law to report all deer shot during (Continued on page 8) 
the special season, it is known that the reports re- 
ceived did not represent the total number of antler- Be i ee a ee oe oe 
less deer legally killed and it is believed that the Digi ee ae Ze) ¢ aN oo 
figure in question very closely approximates 45,000. ty, > a ee LT ee i > 4b oie ; 
It is significant to note in this case how closely the ie ee ci, 38 . % N f 

estimated kill as reported by the Game Protectors [eetg «= a 7 4 . ee 
checked with the written reports filed by the hunters. A fo a | vo a % 

Of all the written deer killed reports which were < ~~ ee ‘ =. > 
received, 32,771 were upon receipt complete in every \ . m j 
detail. In other words, in all such cases, the Com- — a os : 4 
mission had on file the name and address of the a a. ee ih _ 

person killing the antlerless deer, the number of the || ey — co eo. 
hunting license issued to that person, the name of /— se : - 4 
the general location in which the animal was shot, i ge & : / . 
together with the name of the county in which the wx _ Fr. | 
same is situated, the date the deer was killed, the : a . Se ie 
sex of the animal and an estimate of its weight. : ah - ~~ 4 

Chiefly by means of the estimated weight and sex e oe E if s Be . 
statements given, it was possible to determine many | 7 = | 3 yy ' a ve 
important facts relative to the deer killed. bo es “ oS >| 

Since the writer spent a great part of the 1935 ie laa Jj , eX i xr 
open deer season in the field weighing and measur- {| 9 @lig 4 he ..« er 
ing deer shot by gunners, he was able to gain not sy cf 2 > FT a 
only a fairly comprehensive idea of the weights of [em (=. Map. »- fF © oo 
deer representative of the different sex and age eet ‘i. Ff. 6h i 
classes, but also a sound approximation of the aver- {9 =» — i |} ce Yl 
age hunter’s tendency to over- me \ ee - ov — tt. 1g 4 
estimate the weight of deer Ss lUrrrrt~”s—~wsSzCitis a en 7 ic 
killed in the woods. : ee NN . F< Baar es _ 

* : The author weigh- § «OMe 7) (Be 86 mlm vost wf 
Knowing that by mid-Decem- — ingacentrecounty | “ee og \Pps sf 7 0 te 

ber individual fawns found in cpecimen | en Re 7 eee the Pennsylvania deer herd ee Be OO Ce 

Ar Me Re ee, 2
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DISTRIBUTION OF REPORTED FAWN KILLS SEASON OF 1953 tre and Clearfield Counties, together wi Legend: ee the western half of Lycoming betes ea oa ve in ockooa hie wer” ES Ee the eastern-half of Elk County, the sout of Jo OT yh blest ne ead Mh, Megemeed™ encloaad ty 2 ern-halves of Potter and Tioga Counti Bee : BER iaaniare antares it Wales Ra Feales Rix ee ee and small portions of the counties of M a bag I ae Toa oe. Kean and Bradford, and also the great a pen ince [ole \ reese, Nees percentage of Pike County, were heavi : “eee [Rie [ “Sea | ae tere Sait \ over-browsed by deer. (The area | LOTS ee ees ae e question is shaded on the attached mar eee: wee | VL fom ; : a Also, it was reported that the best de ef a SS i ey es Liss \ ae — ~<a \ (es ‘. conditions then extant were to be fou: 3| I i re YZ. diss inthe Tee f Ves I) in the counties of Warren, Forest d ay ee ; OE osm 77 pk Ee Sullivan, where extensive lumber ope F oe h s LLG LE tp on 7 ao a tions were carried on at a later date thi | ( | Sreweol edited LA Cai is A — AY AS Sh henna V7 = in other parts of the deer range. i at | ) pe (hi hd Silage It has been noted that the average $ eh pow, y Le eo een fe Pas as z ratio for all fawns killed during the 1¢ | y c hae / Pe ate eae fe eee age Sei cg ee antlerless deer season was 1 male to { pee Jae ah f } i oe | (on ~~ e females, and when county figures are ¢ Hae See's women a / x os ve pia \ a» os Te Xe. amined it will be seen that 8 of the al oe: f wand ~“E, Oo ne ae Nee Ny oan, oe counties under consideration show fay | Sa fe / Tica f* oe s iG oy sex ratios above the average, rangi gL ae He i oie, Name a i e By from 1:4.0 in the case of Clinton Cour ar” } #0 | LenS i s ee AS to 1:2.1 in Lycoming County, and that 9 Ee aie fous a a ne y counties show sex ratios below the avé eves i NERA Rees age, ranging from Potter County with (ee ah os ee Me ghee tego a eee a ener ee figure of 1:1.9 to Forest County show? 
a 1:1.2 ratio. Careful study of the mf 

i i will reveal the fact that all those count* ing of all other animals including mature Next, we come to that highly important showing sex ratios above the average I 
does, yearling does and a very limited discovery which resulted from detailed wholly or in part within that area report 
number of bucks which had shed their study of the sex ratio of the reported jn March 1935 to be heavily over-brows? antlers. fawn kills. Since almost without excep- Also, it will be noted that, with the di It is known that some hunters may have tion every person who shoots a fawn does ception of Potter County, which lies o?: estimated that certain of the larger 1935 so without regard for sex, because it is partially within the over-browsed zd fawns weighed 86 pounds or more and, practically impossible to determine the and shows a ratio of 1:1.9, and the cov consequently, a few of the fawns may same as the animal runs in the woods, ties of Bradford and McKean, only va have been thrown into that group sup- the fawns taken by hunters are random small portions of which were repor’ posedly containing only adult individuals. kills not influenced by sex determination. heavily over-browsed, those counts At the same time, however, a number of It would, therefore, appear that the sex showing sex ratios below the average * other hunters who had killed yearling ratio of such individuals should, when a outside the territory reported to be « does which weighed approximately 80 sufficiently large number of kills are con- tensively over-browsed. d pounds undoubtedly estimated their sidered, give a very true picture of the As a generality, therefore, it is possi! weight at such and, accordingly, there sex ratio of the fawn crop as a whole. to say that the fawn crop produced » was thrown into the fawn group a num- Of the 11,443 reported fawn kills, it will the over-browsed portion of the Penns! ber of adult individuals. In these in- be noted that 3,721 were males while 7,222 ania deer range showed a sex rév stances, each error balances the other and were females. In other words, approxi- wherein the female individuals outnw it is, therefore, felt that the number of mately two females were killed for every ered the male individuals by more tit animals herein listed as fawns is 97%, or male. This fact would indicate that the 2 to 1, while on the less heavily brow: better, correct. The same percentage like- sex ratio of the fawn crop produced in portions of the range, the ratio ne® 
wise holds true for the adult figures. 1935 on an area representing over one- equaled or exceeded a 2 to 1 ratio in fa%c A table showing the reported kill of third of the entire Pennsylvania deer of the females. ‘e 32,771 antlerless deer is ‘presented here- range was approximately one male to two eS - z re with. Examination of this table will bring females. Athough entirely within the b mee nee ines to light a number of interesting points. realm of possibility, the figure just given Soul ie Pp ( 2 f : is Bo e very close connection between fd First of all, proceeding under the clas- ate Ms prove quite surprising conditions and sex determination, £¢ sifications just mentioned, the deer re- to many readers. i i irts ported to weigh 86 pounds and over are A study of the fawn figures for individ- P@"ently, the relationship acts as a ee listed as mature individuals, and those re- ual counties will show that in one county peg as ienceieie teenies e ported to weigh 85 pounds or less are there were killed approximately four fe- Re eer gee ; ti shown as 1935 fawns. The table indicates males to every male, while in another of RS he OAC S\ s that a total of 21,328 mature individuals county there were approximately only 1.2 Sed ot bo NU iY is were killed, while only 11,443 fawns were females killed to every male and that fig-  BeeMEoRyacgw Pe Tee * reported. In other words, for every fawn ures for additional counties lie at nu- Sd ELA Sn pe n killed there were approximately two ma- merous points between the two extremes Sa ee PS ee i é cae t ture individuals taken. If the figures for just mentioned. ce ee 2 IZ i each county are examined, it will be At this point it becomes advisable to heen beta. (a deg i Lo found that this two-to-one figure holds study carefully the map herewith pre-  fREAWAIa bt AG NW) sa relatively true not only for the total num- sented and to enter into a discussion of Pree a 3) he yh. > ee ; ber of animals reported, but also for the several points involved in the history of SAE tS s) Wig Fee by number reported from each of the 14 the restoration of the Pennsylvania deer Seage Me WS Ey Zone AES 40 counties where antlerless deer were shot herd. Se oh eat oak te REG i in 1935. Since 1923, certain parts of the Penn- eS Sg Sey Se eOG RIT Further, it is significant to note that out sylvania deer range have been subjected See Pee Se Sa of the 21,328 mature individuals, only to over-browsing by excessive deer popu- fg3?2i BBE i Bae feet 2,543 were males while the remainder _ lations. Following a study made during eS oY iit pe ccs ¢ were females. Roughly speaking, there- the spring of 1935, the writer at that time Fa ed MUAY l We fore, only one out of every nine adult reported that over a large area, embrac- (2 aie deer killed was a buck with shed antlers. ing almost all of Cameron, Clinton, Cen-
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a \\ aw, Progress On the State Game Farms 
aa J ony fal (Continued from page 3) 

t Wie ue Ls Fr Over 7000 “Bobs” have so far been sent bird rearing within the limits of the 

M \ 1} wooo bg Ree to the brooders and this fine little game average fellow’s skill and pocketbook, 

thew Weve aM i 4 Sie bird is included in the Commission’s but will greatly increase individual and 

View eg fae LAN. = plans for holding more adult birds for group interest in this vital conservation 

¥ Yi Hl M e \\, As Spring restocking. By utilizing all avail- activity. 

ay | ON ores Tia able Quail rearing equipment at the ter- Experiments with the sportsmen’s 

le UA aE | h oo mination of the brooding season, the brooding and rearifig coop are being car- 
US eg Uh me SS, anal Commission has arranged to hold, for ried on under varying climatic condi- 
allt Wa lueeerese: —— ye o Spring liberation, several thousand more tions and with both oil and electric 

2 Vy) ie SEE aD Ms Quail than was possible during the past brooder units. These experiments will 

HY Naa) >. eF | season, without the necessity for the con- include the brooding of Ringneck Pheas- 
aA A re iA ZB Lis Ph struction of additional holding pens. Ar- ants, Bobwhite Quail, Hungarian and 

g GIN VY Ne 2m Ly} (a rangements are under way for the con- Chukar’ Partridges, and California Val- 
1 SOS A ae J LR A — of this. ae Aa Vegcaei ley Quail. 

SE eee ee pe through inexpensive, detachable units, The progress on the several State 
SE Co ees paseo eee Game Farms this year is most encour- 

Z| being well protected from the many/ eee ane Nee peered He poor ene 

: Winter and early Spring hazzards, will ; * err er ee Tt 
gi ? : a ve ing where this phase of their work 

ar enter the coverts in prime conditionAor stands at this time. At the conclusion 

t pportionate. During the winter of natural propagation in the wild stzhe. of the season we shall hope to present a 
vi4-5, browsing conditions were gener- Sportsmen’s Interest Keen / final report that will be equally inter- 
thy considered poorer in Clinton County Applications for Ringneck Pheasant esting and pleasing. 
vin in any other section of the State hatching eggs and day-old chicks from 

mi hundreds of deer are known to have porismen reached a new peak this year. ppp pp epee S 
ntd from malnutrition in that county Nearly 33,000 day-old chicks have been Ae / RSIS We = A ed 

e ring the period in question. Also, the shipped to sportsmen from the State i I f ae | Al feng 
yrk ratio figures presented in the table farms; an increase of 9/000 over 1935. Hh BRR I i 
ysretofore referred to show that the sex While applications were received for 2 , SRA F sh 

“do of the 1935 fawn crop was most many more, the farms shipped 47,889 By “ oe Nh fi Z i 

opssly out of balance in the county last Ringneck Pheasant/ hatching eggs to HSH czalae) Joes Sih AY {fee iY 

z@tioned. Likewise, food conditions in gportsmen during Ahe current season. 4 Wes ame Cd SE | 

ov counties of Centre, Clearfield and Appreciating the keen interest shown H | yy HP ee : 
yaneron were also known to have been py Pennsylvania sportsmen in game bird qf f 2 RRS 5 

sry bad during the winter of 1934-5 and propagation, jhe Divisiom. of Propaga- { } Rey BY) wnt: 

mtse counties too show highly unbal- tion and Ganie Farms has in the process Hi Ni A NAS HUE 

ced sex ratios in the 1935 fawn crop. of developyhent a sportsmen’s brooding be Sea NS ey ] 
, , the other hand, the counties of Brad- and rearixg coop with which many ex- Bg ws ef ee] 

d, Warren and Forest were not during acting experiments are being carried on Ec conten Ka RSs etc ED 
sj} Winter of 1934-35 subjected to heavy this sedson. Through these experiments, PEM cate WN WS le sik 

q2r-browsing and examination of the jt is~hoped that an inexpensive, easily EAN, aan iG : 

ngle reveals the fact that these counties operated propagating unit of this type, shanti and aN ORNL Fie i & 

raw for the 1935 fawn crop the most which can be recommended to sports- aes Eos - 5\ | 

nutly balanced sex ratios. Thus, it seems men, may be developed. Such a unit, Sateen ence Um PATI CIO 

t}t the poorer the food conditions, the it is believed, will not only bring game Denn Sees ae 

water the tendency toward the produc © ©§ 
nei of females. e 

fa?o the writer, the validity of the figures | b 1 f 1 9 3 5 A l 1 
‘ein presented does not appear open to a u ation O nt er ess 

sstion, since they deal with thousands D K ll d R 

ter dividuals taken from an area of over eer | e eports 

£00,000 acres. Also, analysis of over 
{5 additional antlerless deer killed re- (INCLUDES ONLY REPORTS COMPLETE IN EVERY DETAIL) 

jirts, which were originally received in- Dine ADIGE GAaNISG Bsa TSisTi) DSSGe Sapemmy Sole ns, HONOR MARE GSM) IeneS en 

plete in one or more detail and which erandireial Wanita an 54) Faone(umdad “Ratio! Gniie 

—e returned to the sender for com= Couns Antlerless Male Female Total Male Female Total 1 
tion and finally came back to the Com- County —_—_—Antlerless Male Female Total Male Female Total to female) 

sion offices, shows ratios and propor- —Clinton ......... 1,576 65 938 1,008 114 459 573, 1:4.0 

is surprisingly similar to those already _Centre .......... 3,209 100 1,807 1,907 303 999 1,302 1:3.3 
vussed. In addition, the statistics re- Clearfield ....... 3,469 124 1,967 2,091 342 1,036 /1,378' 1:3.0 
ng to fawns found dead during the Cameron ........ 1,584 86 997 1,083 142 359 501\ 1:2.5 
iter of 1935 and 1936 give like ratios. Tioga ........... 1,102 84 631 715 88 209 297 | 1:2.4 
. detailed explanation of the mechan- ~Elk ............. 3,593 88 2,259 2,347 382 864 1,246 | 1:2.3 

“ of the phenomenon just discussed ~ Pik@sciewh shots 4,195 449 2,318 | 2,767 437 991 1,428 | 1:2.3 

gia be of particular interest and value, ~Lycoming ....... 2,038 112 1,152 | 1,264 250 524 774 \ 1:2.1 

§ until controlled experimentation has Potter .......... 1,996 143 1,167 1,310 233 453 686 1:1.9 

pwn more light on the problem, it is Sullivan ........ 1,053 iid 614 725 136 192 328 | 1:1.4 

Byossible to offer any such explication. Bradford ........ 1,061 113 631 744 138 179 S10 st..3 

view of this fact, a series of combina- Warren ......... 2,303 144 1,364 1,508 346 449 (9S ek <3 

8 feeding and breeding experiments McKean ......... 1,991 133 =—-1,193 | 1,326 292 373 665 | 1:1.3 

™e been entered upon and it is hoped Forest ........... 3,691 782 1,756 | 2,538 518 635 1,153 | 131.2 

St the results obtained therefrom, to- = i > 

Sher with additional detailed research Wotals> 40453 820i 2,534 18,794 21,328 3,721 7,722 11,443 

this field, will eventually give the Of the total number of fawns reported, 32.5% were males and 67.5% were fe- 

wer desired. males showing that the sex ratio for the group as a whole was 1:2:0.
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Cee _ 
E SAT, five of us, in Holger Johnson’s snug cabin on Chippewa Harbor on ae oe ef ‘ 

W the south shore of Isle Royale, one rainy night in late April, 1985, and ee 
talked about Michigan’s great deer herd and the likelihood that starva- ee 

tion would strike down hundreds of the animals within a year. / fe ed ‘ 
The Michigan Conservation Department had just had an impressive object ‘ oT 

lesson in the winter starvation of big game animals. We were on Isle Royale . : ee | = 
to take back to the mainland of the Upper Penisula eleven moose live-trapped ees oe i o 
during the winter, as an experimental step to learn what could be done to relieve ek oe 2 oe . 4 
the hunger toll among the moose of the Island. “ oe ee : LS , q 

A year earlier winter starvation had struck the over-crowded moose herd with y es ; 
the swiftness and certainty of a lightning bolt, leaving dead moose by the hun- rae Sad 4 
dreds on the ridges and in the swamps of Isle Royale when the snow melted. oe eo - ce: < & 
The Conservation Department had tried the live-trapping in a small way, in the - F a 2 ws A 

_ hope of finding at least a limited remedy for the sorry condition. ey . > ge | - , 
This last winter, incidentally, more than fifty moose were trapped in a more _ i. a : 

ambitious project, and of that number thirty-eight were transported safely to the Yo fg se a * 
mainland, to be released in three areas where it is hoped they will establish them- : a ial : we selves as resident game animals. But in spite of this relief effort hunger again Liven, tan ume 2 
riddled the dwindling ranks of the Island herd and the future of the remaining ae ae 
moose is still black. Be ee ey cee 

But that is another story. CN re eh. ia ee Mn ee ee 
With the object lesson of the moose before us—and with the memory of half a = i =. 

dozen gaunt carcasses we had seen that day fresh in our minds—it was natural —. - . + +@+;&=5== =~ 
our talk that night should turn to the threat of wide-scale starvation in Mich- =.=. 
igan’s winter deer yarding areas. ON Be en 

“T can take you to Johnswood Swamp on Drummond Island a year from now,” 
Harry D. Ruhl, chief of the Game Division of the Conservation Department de- The trail’s end—a fawn’s sorry finish. 
clared. “in an area of only four thousand 
acres, that has seen a heavy concentration 
of hunters for many years and has never deer. This latter figure was worked out care- thirty carcasses in an area of less than a 
known a closed season, and show you proof fully by recording the distance at which each square mile, simply by walking through it 
that hundreds of deer have died of winter carcass was first seen. and without making any systematic search 

~ hunger and the complications that follow it.” On the acreage covered thirty-four dead for the animals. 
Early this past May I went with Ruhl and deer were found, all fawns of the previous We left Drummond Island convinced that 

_ a party of State game men into the Johns- spring that had perished of hunger when Ruhl’s estimate was sound. Of course if 
wood Swamp, and he made good his sorry older animals stripped away the last dwin- the conditions in the Johnswood Swamp were 
prophecy. It was not a pretty picture the dling remnants of winter browse within their limited to that one deer yard, if other swamps 
swamp had to unfold, of what had taken reach. throughout the State’s deer territory did not 
place there while the winter snows were The average was about one dead deer to show the same alarming evidence of over- 
heaped to a depth of many feet. each eight acres of the swamp. Care had browsing, if heavy losses had not already 

In two days of searching our party coy- been used to select typical area of the yard, occurred in many other districts, the problem 
ered, as nearly as could be estimated, a little some along the Lake Huron beach, some in- would be worth no more than passing notice. 
less than three hundred acres of the deer land. On the basis of that evidence Ruhl Unhappily, however, that is not the case. 
yard, This calculation was based on the reached the inescapable conclusion that be- Drummond Island does not by any means 
number of miles each man traveled afoot and tween 300 and 500 deer had died in late stand alone as the one region in Michigan 
the average number of yards he could see winter in the 4,000 acre swamp. where the grim specter of winter hunger 
into the timber on either side and spot dead Almost no cedar browse—the winter stand- hangs over the deer herd. 

by of the white- Ruhl declares he can name fifty swamps 
tails in northern that confront similar conditions and have 

ae ae Tas mie ae aa Michigan—re- already suffered a heavy loss of deer, and 
= eo ,-  - mained in the he has ample evidence to back his statement. 

oo So ae area. Balsam and Early last winter the Conservation Depart- _ i. other foods on ment found wretched proof of similar condi- ae ee > which deer cannot tions in yards in Lake and Newaygo Coun- Pe “4 ie se ee long exist showed ties, near the southern fringe of the deer 
x — . Se pe marked signs of country in the western part of the Lower 

Vk - oe. Se. go = eS browsing. Dog- Peninsula. The problem in that district has 
| . Ae ge eae - : wood shrubs, been complicated and made more severe by a 

le ee - ee i Z c young maple seed- long closed season on deer. 
eee a |. ——— a ies lings and _ other When the deer of the district were shot out | ee oa te ee os a undergrowth had nearly to extinction many years ago, a closed 

. pikes ss 4" = — pee 2 Se “ been eaten down season was declared. Public sentiment en- 
bee as pe. . fh : to the snowline listed behind the ban and it has been retained 
Mae cS =... E De ee ee winter after win- until the deer are now eating themselves out Se me a i ~-— e ~ ter. of house and home. The strong probability ee - =. =e... oe ee In a tract of looms that an open season will be permitted So Te a oe less than forty this coming November, in the hope of thinning 
ee. a ge, 6 ee ee acres in the Bass the herd, starting it back to the level where we ie a AS Cove district along _— its winter range will support it. 
Ss cag ae 2 ee  § See Sf pee ae ae the Lake Huron Reports of three trained investigators who 
Eee ie” pes eee oe es MES og EE shore we found inspected deer yards in every section of the 
a gee ee oo Ss . ke eight dead fawns. State last winter bear out Ruhl’s contention see alee a a IE BORN OW a eee aes oe Two fishermen that the problem of food shortage is wide- 

7 headquartering on spread. F. ©. Gillett, one of the three, re- What the melting snows left behind—seven dead deer found on less than forty the Cove told us ported browse lines and dearth of food in 
acres of swamp land. they had found (Continued on page 8)
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7 MUST THEY STARVE? \\ crowded yards, and calling for a : : 
* \\ more and more hay. _ : a 4 es 

\ Hay costs money. To pro- Ps t 2. 
(Continued from page 5) bee enough for the deer herd See ; 2 — 

t gathers in the yards in —. a ~~ ae Se nearly a dozen yards. Another investigator ae Josey 5s - “2. 24 
told a similar story of the yards in three ANC mone iver vault aa, Ss . — ~™ . wa? | 
Upper Peinsula counties and the third termed osha lot of mon a Voices io. : ‘ae. i 
conditions “alarming” in the nineteen yards ee enone money bo Say ie ~ a yy . 2 
he visited in six counties. DOU NOS oka tae ee a ~ ‘ss ae od 

The problem is, of course, not entirely new. oe a See ie ieee - ¢ 2 ee me bo 
It struck in the famed Hulbert yard in the ee ane we at 3 2 ‘ * Ps Se pe 
Upper Peninsula in 1928 with disastrous con- en wae Meee ay ene | bed & a 
sequences. In the Turtle Lake district, in * fe t ay ae ‘ficial — | 4 = — a 
northeastern Michigan, where private hunt- t a met iH of ae - | q va ox | 
ing clubs with large holdings and small mem- Sore Bold e TGS ORG) WRAL: = a .. = : Fae ae 
berships have served to a considerable extent ever else is to be done. 3 ae oC ] - ‘ Oe. fore 
as game refuges, starvation took its first Another scheme was tried ae | ee i a e 
major toll in 1929 and authorities today esti-  !ast_ winter and the results goed i | ‘ee v ean — ea fe 
mate the losses as high as ninety per cent Were at least more encourag- OO at |? ae 
of the original deer herd. ing, bhe states sent C.C.0: ee ee eg ee) 

But on one point the State's game author- _CtWS into the Luther-Baldwin Sarespor come of EH eee ie ef Ds 
ities are agreed, The swath cut by hunger (#me Refuge with instructions sg See ae i 
this last winter was deeper than ever before, to cut small blocks of cedar Oe ae ae Whe lia ee o 
on the basis of known evidence. and other timber on which ie ee eee nee J ay er ep 

Must Michigan, then, join Pennsylvania as deer feed, “checkerboarding’ OTR | ged Koel ERT ek 
a State that has more deer than food? Are ‘he cuttings through the area re 6a aN Pp es LPR ad ge 
her northern forests about to serve as the ‘© Provide relief for the stary- DOT Gee Ls pe ; tee ae fay 
stage for a wildlife tragedy comparable to ing animals. 7 ; \ Ye we aa 8 Bn oe Gly Ale 7 ed 
that of the Kaibab deer herd or the Jackson There can be no question Lae 7 ay Dim otte ee ee 
/Hole elk, and on a scale much vaster? Will ‘hat the lives of many deer a le | \ ee figs 2. 
Michigan be obliged to reserve the established were saved by this plan. V4 gee Aen a Jee eee machinery of wildlife conservation within the Forty-eight hours after a two — fage’ ee ee 
ynext few years, to kill off the surplus deer ®"4 a half acre plot had been ee Pe te ee Ace Pp 
jand prevent hunger, Nature's grim execu. ‘ut the last shred of browse = | ff ge 
tioner, from doing the job too well? The Was stripped from the trees by ST oe 
whole trouble, it must be kept in mind, is the ravenous deer, and the men ee ge = 
‘shortage of winter browse. Michigan has  ‘™ Charge of the work esti- Pee 
summer deer range aplenty. There canbe no mated that between 400 and 
simpler way of putting it than to say that 1,200 animals fed in the cut- Burdocks—sorry food indeed, but stripped bare of their dead foliage 
the State has approximately twenty million tings and relied upon them by hungry deer of the Johnswood yard. 
acres of land over which deer may range and when no other food was avail- 
find food in abundance from spring to fall, @ble. Such a program calls for _ : . ‘ 
but only about two million acres, game men large areas of state-owned land in every deer by the hundreds last winter in their barren 
calculate, where they may find food and yard, where the cutting can be done, however, ancestral yard, within a day’s travel of a 

‘shelter in the months of deep snow and cold and even this plan would be costly on a state- land of plenty. 
storms. wide basis, On one point Michigan sportsmen and con- 

| Nobody wants starvation to take its cruel All in all it seems unlikely that Michigan’s __s¢rvationists appear determined and pretty 
course if any workable way can be found to deer herd can be maintained on dole for very |‘ uch of one mind. They want no doe shoot- 
prevent it. Two alternatives seem available long. : qa y 
‘wherever there are too many deer and too When it comes to reducing the herd the BORG ee er icne eye bees aie ae 
little food. Hither more food must be pro- problem is no simpler. One method has been eras iG neve, tbe aoe Sua ne eye vided or the number of deer reduced. tried on a limited scale, ‘The State has live. {Mie Dut sportemanlike The buck law is 

It’s hardly as simple as that, however. trapped deer in over-browsed swamps, using tye eee ee Chee vod ane the a 
The State has tried furnishing feed for the | C.C.C. crews for the work, and transferred ari SaaS ae vr e aia eee deer. Hay has been drawn into the swamps them to other areas where food was abun- a Eee eee Sou en e State e brand a doe killer as beneath contempt. Such 

on sleighs and toboggans and scattered to the dant. Sentiment nobch alisaaovernigit 
hunger-worn whitetails. It tides them over, But to livetrap deer in wholesale numbers , Much of the su ee for a an’s whole 
it checks the inroads of starvation. But it is a big and expensive job and unless they program of SEIT Garber ean ae ni thi 
also pauperizes the deer, luring them in great- are moved a considerable distance they show TH RneA ‘aity‘suepestion’ ts Racanin i 
er and greater numbers into the already over- a marked tendency to wander back into home musters little aepoee i se 

territory. gle Doe shooting cannot be turned off and on 
‘That homing in- with a spigot. The minds of hunters in the 

ey : ig stinct is one of aggregate do not work that way. Those who 
Bee ae xe u ay the major trouble- oppose any doe shooting fear that once begun 
(|4 be ae Sao Ry S a ~ making factors in it would free a landslide of illegal deer kill- 

oe ae me was ae Tt the whole situa- ing and other game law violations that would 
hg % a a ee ee tion, incidentally. constitute a major threat to the wildlife re- 

te oa § : “ 2 Deer are prone to sources of the State. 
eae ws =. return to the same All in all there is a headache of major 

ee ee : | gs eee yard winter after proportions in the Michigan deer problem, 
eee Fs _ & #, 3 a winter and when and State conservation officials are beginning 

oe. ee. au ect ht wae 3 their food supplies to wince at its first twinges. Deer hunting 
: , . ss To tke x = : fail they stay on is an industry in a State that licenses nearly 

<a ae be t : a - y and starve rather 100,000 hunters each year, an important in- 
a eee a : a els =e = than migrate a dustry not to be ignored. 
. Thy ai Nt ae re each : | dae Eat iM few miles to a All signs indicate that the winter range is 
ee ia ; 3 oF a i “gt swamp where no longer adequate for the herd. Behind lie 
See wi ca < a = |e set plenty of browse the sorry examples of Pennsylvania, the 

Hie oe one . cl 4 Py to nad al awaits them. Kaibab, Jackson Hole and lastly Isle Royale. 
: too ea on fe al Se — ee There is, for ex- Ahead, unless the signs fail, lies tragedy on 

| - —  T Gest = (9 — 4a ample, a swamp 2 wide scale. ; 
; - ae in ne ao a on Drummond Is- On one side are State game men, with real 

| Reema e ee en, Ee ee land within a few and honest fears for the future. On the 
oS E a So Ba ene reg miles of Johns- other side are sportsmen and conservationists, 
| mie 2 ee 7 wood, where the with equally honest determination to keep the 
: cedar has hardly buck law that has meant the salvation of 
Hay will tide them over—check the inroads of starvation—until a better way than been touched. Yet deer hunting these many years. 

artificial feeding is found. young deer died And in the middle are the whitetails them- 
selves, hundreds of thousands of them, drift- 
ing in from their summer pastures when the 
ee ee ocs ok te re ee dere oe ee eer eee
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: 
| The average sportsman would recoil at this spectacle in the woods, areas become more extensively depleted. In the accompanying 

visualizing slow suffering and death Py starvation. Yet similar ahs article Mr. Lovejoy gives a clear presentation of the facts and 

will recur each winter as food supplies in heavily-browsed deer suggests a possible solution. 

S applied to game species the idea may tion Department. In various districts of the —unless steps can be taken to shrink the 

appear rather novel but it has often state it begins to look very much as though deer herds down to the carrying capacity 

happened that we have had “too many” the deer population has increased so as to of their winter ranges, district by district, 

of various other forms of wild life. be dangerously close to or actually past the just as a farmer would reduce his herd of 

| We have often had “too many” grass- safe limits. cows to whatever number his pastures could 

hoppers, potato bugs, and mice. Coddling As with corn, apples or cows, deer must currently take care of. In such cases a 

moths, quack grass, rag weeds, carp and have “enough” of everything that they re- farmer would certainly try to get more pas- 

starlings are also forms of wild life of which quire or the deer herds begin to suffer as ture for his cows. Why not do that for our 

we always have “too many”. But such are in the case of too many cows for the pasture deer? The answer to that is that we don’t 

“weed” species and any at all are apt to be or too many pigs for the trough. know how; or that we aren’t going to have 

too many, so they can hardly be put in the The limiting factor for Michigan deer is time; or that it would be prohibitively ex- 

same class with such splendid game species showing up in the deer “yards”. During pensive. Like the farmers caught in the 

as deer. deep-snow periods the deer will travel into droughts of 1984 we seem to be in a jam 

Closer parallels occur in the handling of the tangled cedar swamps where the snow with no way out unless we reduce our big 

standard farm crops. Why don’t orchardists will not drift and the deer can therefore game livestock to the current winter carry- 

plant apple trees 10 instead of 40 feet apart? keep the trails open and where they can find ing capacity of our deer ranges. 

Because the trees won't grow or bear well green cedar foliage and hardwood twigs on The story of all this needs careful and 

\ unless they are properly spaced, of course. which to feed. sober telling and checking up on. That we 

| And what happens if an apple tree “sets” So long as the snow is not too deep to can haye—in various districts quite certainly 

too many apples? In that case the apples stop the deer from travelling the hills and do haye—‘too many” deer will hardly be 

must be deliberately thinned by hand or they plains where they have spent the summer and credited by people who are not in close touch 

Swill run small at picking time—perhaps so fall it seems certain that they have no diffi- with such affairs. They will need convincing 

small as to be hardly worth picking. culty in finding everything they need. The evidence, no doubt, and this report can only 

: ‘ rs, summer ranges, indeed, can probably “carry” sketch a little of what evidence is now ayail- 

: Cows can be “Too Many’ many more deer than we now have, or ever able. 

And what happens if 10 cows are turned will have. The pinch comes during the yard- First of all, this sort of thing is not at all 

into a five-cow pasture? ‘They soon eat it ing period—usually December to late March new or peculiar to Michigan deer alone. 

out, of course, and after that they will be —and this can be—and often is— a very bad In Pennsylvania, some-25 years ago, deer 

- much out of luck—unless more pasture can pinch. had been almost exterminated. With in- 

be found and made available. A creasingly good forest fire protection, the 

And what happens when there are 12 pigs Pinches More Frequent establishment of many state game refuges 

trying to feed at a five-pig trough? Or where The Game Division people are worrying and with the importation and release of 

_ there are seven persons to sleep and blankets because they fear that such bad pinches are Michigan deer, increasingly good law en- 

enough for only three persons? In such fast getting more frequent and worse. The forcement, ete., Pennsylvania deer began to 

cases it is obvious that there can easily be trouble is spreading swiftly, they think, and increase faster and faster (“pyramiding”) 

“too many” of almost anything in proportion during the next few years may become so until Pennsylvania suddenly discovered that 

to the carrying capacity of its environment. acute as to result in the death of many thou- in various districts there were literally too 

It is just such a combination which is sands of deer during every bad winter—and many deer. Deer had not only become a 

worrying the game people of the Conserva- in spite of anything which may now be done nuisance to many farmers in the mountain
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Abstract of Proceedings, Conservation Commission, Oct. 11, 1935 
ie! Director referred to a recent report chairman of the special committee to sum- “After further discussion the Director 

by a Staff Committee which he had marize its report. asked whether it would be satisfactory to 
appointed to canvass the deer Situation. “Lovejoy then presented such a summary, make the facts public and for him to solicit 
He stated that there was rapidly increasing which was discussed. Commissioner Fletcher Comment and suggestions from deer hunters 
evidence that, in various districts, Michi- stated that the Alpena district could very and other interested parties and this was 
See tee ek and tee une well confirm the seriousness of getting an agreed to by the commission.” 

& 8 x Oo prevent continue over-population of deer; that very heavy q 0) FE CONSE 2 
increases in the deer herds, many deer- winter mortalities had recently occurred in cae SiGe oe an 
yards would become so over-browsed and that district; that ‘feeding hay’ had been ENT AND SUGGESTIONS. The forego- 
thereby so lowered in their capacity to tried but could not be expected to prevent ing excerpt of the Commission Proceedings 
winter” large herds of deer in health and such losses once a yard had become over- and the accompanying pages of MICHIGAN companying pages of MIC 

safety, that wholesale mortalities must be browsed. CONSERVATION abstract the Deer Com- 

ee os ig edit aes “He judged that there would be only one mittee report referred to by the Director. 
a is a e ‘out’ and that would be through using the If enough requests for it are received, the 

was convinced that these difficulties were rifle to reduce the herds to what their dis- full report will be duplicated and copies 
very real and urgent and called on the trict could safely carry. will be sent to those asking for it. 

} valleys but the over-killing of bucks under a everyone else who has checked up on the the neighboring cedar swamp (also long a 
| one-buck law had continued so long that the ground, have no doubt of these facts but, as famous deer yard) and the local people 
i normal ratio between bucks and does had is usual in such cases, here and there it is piled many of these dead deer on the railroad 
| been badly upset. During several successive still denied that there are “too many moose” station platform and oyer them placed a sign 

winters, in various Pennsylvania districts, on the Island. reading: “This is the way our Conseryation 
E i A rede ay? 
1 ao ae a o nace ee The Turtle Lake Case EUUROrReHT anton ee ieee to come in 

Hired Paid Hunters The Turtle Lake case again illustrates from the Alpena Turtle Lake district that 

The Pennsylvania Game Commission pres- | What can and does happen to a deer herd many deer were being found weak or dead 
ently hired paid hunters to kill off surplus which grows too large for the capacity of in the winter woods. Since these dead or 

~ does. Since the deer hunters of the state, its district even when that district is not dying deer were badly emaciated, the local 
refusing to believe the official reports of “too shut in by water, deserts, canyons or the like. people came to the conclusion that the deer 
many deer,” were violently resisting the idea The Turtle Lake club (in the northeast were “starving” and they insisted that it was 

{ of killing does, it took several years of acute corner of the lower peninsula near Alpena) the duty of the Department to buy and feed 
controversy before the facts were generally years ago acquired, posted, and policed hay, which they assumed would prevent 
understood, checked up on and finally ac- ana of about 31000 acres and the club starvation and thus “save the herd”. 

cepted. members hunte is area very conserva- 

) te the Kiabab district of Arizona, a deer tively so as to SO Th increase of deer, epee Were Coneested 
‘istrict shut in on all sides by ideacrts ortye then almost exterminated in the rest of the Investigation proved that many dozens, if 

the chasms of the Grand Canyon deer had lower peninsula. Large increases of deer not hundreds, of deer had in fact died in 
increased so that they were overcrowding occurred and the Turtle Lake district became the Turtle Lake district. Post mortems on 
even their summer ranges, and in a elimate famous for having more deer than any other these deer almost always showed so much 

_ where deep snow and yarding aor an etien part of the state, so that many smaller clubs freshly taken food in the stomachs that 
‘As in the Pennsylvania case the first official bought up and posted adjacent lands until question immediately arose as to whether 
reports of these conditions were violently some 100,000 acres of club land were well death had occurred from actual starvation. 
Poqicradieted sand-there was auch controversy blocked up in this district. Further work showed that the lungs of these 
until a special investigating committee of When in 1930, the Game Division made its dead deer were black with congestion—but 
nationally recognized authorities was ap- first detailed maps of the state’s several deer who ever heard of deer dying from pneu- 
pointed by the secretary of agriculture at areas and made estimates of the deer popu- monia? 
Washington. When this committee also re- lations present in those districts, the estimate More and more careful checking up pres- 
ported “too many deer,” the hunting regula- for the Turtle Lake district was nearly 300 ently identified an almost invisibly small 

tions for that district were finally changed Percent higher than that given for the aver- parasitic lung worm of which there might 
to encourage more hunting, and the killing 28¢ Of areas classed as “good deer hunting”. = he thousands per cubic centimeter in the 
of does as well as bucks, so as to reduce the During the winter of 1930 there were some _jung tissue. The larvae of a nose-fly were also 
total deer population to what its badly de- "mors to the effect that deer in the Turtle found, sometimes as many as 108 of these 
pleted ranges could safely carry. Lane Gistriee were fying and that sone grubs being present in a single deer head. 

The detailed and official reports on these Eee bwetidan ouroulaseobe Se aecak ma Sone Such combinations the authorities assured 
and various similar cases are on file in the siderable part of what had long been a no- us, were quite to be expected. While animals 
Game Division, but we do not have to go to toriously large deer yard in which the deer are well fed and otherwise “in good shape,” 
other states for painfully ample confirma- of Turtle Lake district normally spent their such parasites and diseases, (normally pres- 
tion of the “too many” deer proposition. On Trees ent in healthy animals) do little or no dam- 
Isle Royale the moose have increased until s age, but when lack of good feed, exposure or 
they have badly overcrowded their range, Find Dead Deer any such combination results in getting the 

have overbrowsed even their winter ranges During the winter of 1928 near the Village animal into a “run down” condition, such 
and are now dying in numbers every winter. of Hulbert, in the eastern part of the upper internal enemies may suddenly take hold and 
The Department’s game men, and almost peninsula, some 50 deer were found dead in (Continued on page 8) 
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OVER BROWSING---And the Sequel 
‘ae a law = winter food supplies faster ing tried it for years, the National Park 

4 bi Pa oe & By than those supplies are Service is now recommending that the feed- 

: NY ‘ ‘ st to a growing in again. ing of hay to the Jackson Hole elk be dis- 
gi a owe = If this were happening continued and that the elk herd be shrunk 
ee eS bee i only here and there and on down to the natural carrying capacity of 

ae PO a a small scale it might not be the available winter range. 
ode Bree vic important, but it is hap- Another obvious chance would appear to 
a We ead : pening in so much of our be through the artificial planting of young 

ey ge + best deer territory that it cedar and other good browse trees so as to 
me ~ quite certainly signifies supplement the natural growth. That has 

% that the deer population in been tried repeatedly and has always failed 

, such districts is now near because the deer have eaten off and killed 
; Bee or is actually past the the young cedars before their tops could get 
as Re ql upper limit of the safe up beyond the reach of the deer. 

Bas i Bit carrying capacity of such To work properly, such cedar plantings 
\ me Bh districts. must evidently be made only where the deer 

\ \ Where such conditions still have a great plenty of natural feed— 
\ exist it seems certain that which wouldn’t help any in the over-crowded 

i} unless something adequate districts. Or we might, perhaps, use some 

: | is soon done that the con- species which would sprout dependably from 

> t ditions will grow rapidly the roots even though the tops were eaten 
worse during the next few off, and that is being tried but without good 

‘i . { , years. promise of finding it an “out”. 
" A That will be because * 

; aca, bo PNG ee Hh ig cedar and other good win- Fencing, Trapping Costly 
z : y % i mf . et, ter browse increases slowly Another similar suggestion is that we 

" ie ee yo ae.) | Piast LY) at best, but when a deer might build deer-tight fences around the 
ae ma Cent Bota el 7h herd is on the up and up, over-browsed swamps, drive or trap out the 

ys eye I eae . it may ae at the rate deer and then give the swamps time enough 
: a Rl a alil of nearly 100% a year. to “grow back”. But what would such fenc- 
3 ee ‘ a = oe In her second season and ing cost? How long would the deer have to 
ie — ae ake ‘ ne er sneer a ave will net wait ont ay would they be doing in the 

16 ghee . aaa: ally drop and rear two meanwhile? 

al bh 2F ig i Ls re fawns. In spite of our We know of one thing which we undoubt- 

7% ie ea em one-buck law, repeated edly can do and that is to live-trap in the 
‘ en cE a oe | tallies taken through most over-crowded yards, crate up and haul away 

Ret fo je ee ae of our deer territory, have the surplus deer for release in uncrowded 
4 bi . i ee a oe neyer shown a ratio of as areas. An even 100 deer were actually live- 

a o. e.lm™!mUm™mUC™~s®”:CUmD”r—~— many as 5 does per buck— __ trapped, crated, handled and released to find 
4 Le ss Po dae ee ao which is generally recog- out what such operations would cost. They 

ay. | Bs Be toe on tS nized as a very safe ratio cost too much to give us a good “out” 
ee! Mies eN Ft in maintaining the breed- through such operations—and it is getting 

lndal COW bes ut Me ee a ing capacity of a herd. harder and harder to find uncrowded places 
o Lia eS eee The inescapable conclu- in which to plant the surplus animals. 

F e ‘ sion seems to be that in Many other possible chances for relieving 

Cat Within each ofthe decrcalfoodhesBeen nes temoved: Thi" tedengersign, Various districts we ean the pressure on the deer yards have been 
(Continued from page 4) than those districts can continue to carry, which looks like a satisfactory “out”. ‘The 

snapeaannconnitale: = + 2 and that if we do not proceed to reduce the basic trouble arises through the presence of 
incre SA ee poo este mane deer population in these overcrowded dis- too many deer for the carrying capacity of 

pact : = sae Ty tricts deliberately and soon, such reductions the winter quarters. The deer increase faster 

Beginning in 1927 the Game Division had will occur through natural agencies and may than do the winter food supplies. If we 
sent out inquiries to local sportsmen’s asso- gy entirely beyond control for a long period — cannot readily increase those food supplies 
ciations, conservation officers and others who of years thereafter. then we must evidently reduce the number 

might have such information, asking as to We can, and in places do have too many of deer dependent upon them. If we don’t 

the location and relative importance of the deer, but the main question here shifts to do that, deliberately and promptly and effec- 
deer yards of the State. about this: In what ways may we undertake tively, then it will be done anyhow and 

As rapidly as practicable, special crews of to reduce the deer herds in overcrowded through natural agencies, and with hundreds 
experienced men were sent in to visit the districts to such numbers as those districts and thousands of deer dying very miserably 
yards reported as being important. These can safely carry and continue to carry? and very uselessly in the winter woods. That 
crews mapped and estimated not only the a seems to be the only option now left to us: 

boundaries of the yarding areas but the Several Valid Answers Reductions of deer population to safe levels 

amount of good winter deer feed available in To that there are several answers which via the hunter’s rifle—or reductions through 
different parts of the area, and also made may be more or less valid. The essential semi-starvation, malnutrition, parasites and 
estimates as to the actual population of deer thing will be to get and keep the deer popu- diseases. 
using the yard, as indicated by the number lation below the point at which it begins to In making that decision, it should be re- 

and pattern of snow trails, number of bed- crowd the food supply of the winter yarding membered that if the yards are once badly 
\ ding places, ete. Many such maps, estimates areas, in the meanwhile, of course, doing eaten out, with nearly all the new growth 

j and reports are in the Game Division files whatever we can to protect and increase the coming in the tops of trees too tall for the 
with more coming in every winter as new natural deer feed in the yards so as to let hungry deer to reach, and if the parasites 
yards are surveyed and as old yards are re- them build up their carrying capacity. and diseases begin to “pick up”.and “get 
inspected. When this question comes up the first bad”, (as in the case of war-time influenza 

Are Causing Worry thing usually suggested is to “feed hay”. in Army training camps), there is apt to be 
At times and places that may be justified, a reduction of the deer to levels which stay 

It is from such inspections that the De- to bridge across a temporary gap, but as a down for an indefinite period, and much be- 
partment’s game men are getting their worst general solution it is quite definitely ‘out’. low those which might have been managed 
worries. Many cedar swamps, which five or In the first place, it would be prohibitively through the rifle—used in time. 
even three years ago, showed little evidence expensive. In the second, such expenses _ The essential thing will be to stop the 
of browsing, with much green cedar and would pyramid as the deer increased and increase of the deer wherever present popu- 

. hardwood brush within easy reach of deer, came to expect and depend on such a “dole”. lations are beginning to crowd the capacity 
are now badly eaten out and with well de- In the third place the hay wouldn’t do what of the current yarding facilities and to go 
fined “deer lines” showing nearly every- was expected of it. A Michigan deer club still farther so as to get an actual shrinkage 
where. The presence of such a deer line in one winter kept a rack full of alfalfa—and of present populations wherever the capaci- 
a cedar swamp is just about conclusive evi- when the snow went off in the spring found ties of the yards are shrinking as a result 
dence that the deer are now eating out their 21 dead deer within sight of the rack. Hav- (Continued on page 11)
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] OVER BROWSING---And the Sequel TIMBER SALES FROM STATE OWNED =JOURNAL OF MUS-CO-MA-IN-GUN 
(Continued from page 8) LANDS (Continued from page 5) 

of over-browsing—like a farmer adjusting (Continued from page 2) the rapid advance of civilization. We have 
the number of his cows to the capacities of general timber sale policy, the essence of only two shotguns with us, but have still 
his pastures. which should answer the question: “Under peas of Be of These ene tke 

' Fulfilled Its Purpose what circumstances will the sale of green as tar Ae ad ian Walked psa tow 
idently iro thatewesicll timber from the state lands be permissible, daar fanth weenie the river is precipitated 

ae _ Oe socs "inde tate as well as OE ei should: be widely cir See e sie of granite about 10 feet with 
bucks. ‘The one-buck law, in its time, was ten Sag diccasion. 6b AE. should te ine rapids above and below. These rapids were 

very badly needed. With the -oner rete vited prior to its formal submission to, or full of suckers powaet Vogeihes ae a vee tive regulations, to outlaw “dogging” an approval by, the Commission. so close that we could, by a le dexter ty, 
~ “shining,” shooting at salt-licks, ete., the Following such approval by the Commis- take them with our hands. In this way we 

one-buck law has secommuened eh et mes Mon. forme of Gulbereale contract aud: reg- had much rare stort oe ue 25 mostly 
HO inccccatels Seeger protection, ulations for timber sale administration  f'0m 10 to 14 inches in length. 

is ee : rie £ should be prepared. - Move to Keweenaw lus an increasing appreciation of the cash my BEA n 
Paid of Michie hgiirecrcational resources, Te BRCane ember pues eh ena ee June 22-24—proceeded as far as the head 

vildli her, have combined to “let ung r the governing statute, and as per the of Keweenaw bay. At Pine river we killed a wildlife and other, | 4 Commission Resolution of September 13, it : woos i. : the deer come back” until we now probably will be incumbent upon the Department to porcupine and ate him. The flesh is delicate 
have many more deer eae during we assure itself that such sales are made only and see mtu ee aoe Le eee sald 

p catlyidayer a Rane ohare Ea in such places and for such timber as will ae a fae se a Meare iG ousigt pot Bcc acer ae inser va qual. involve little or no sacrifice of valid non- LE SSR Eoe cat jeneth of time 
ee heciacne mentee the neces, _Utilitarian values, and that thé resultant eee ata Catan ts penton ; 

sity of changing our-stance and must pres- bgt Hons) Such as marking) -cutide, last ‘At Pine river there were two or three 
ently break anetgh the long-standing sanc- OST re Once Og Ong a Un cere CLC lodges with a dog, squaws and children. The 

tity of the one-buck law. = Seca SG CCH ree eS cntInartera asco SUSY, Indians were nunting, except the old chief. 
In the last legislature there was some talk Roe ceouable criticism, At Yellow Dog aver. we saw also one or 

of changing the one-buck to a one-deer law. pe rane op eceDMOns all Suct cule agn more lodges, the residence of the principal 
This will no doubt be much discussed as the ae OF UPR E eneay eho ee eee cee the Coun mune to that piace rine i “out.” i S ‘ 
But under a onedeer law, districts stai  {2etory forest growth promptly after each tribe who belong to the bear token held the 
well below the safe levels of deer popula- euuene Au aie. ee nee seemule ted a Buifalo. : ; : ; - considerable volume of data as to ways an i 5 Along withthe alates in which obcnkeges ERD f0F ling thi, such siformation and Ze America For, Co. factory bas been are QEMAGAME Tt: would@hesen Ghtair and cal technique is still in the experimental stage es - oe ine Nee Papa mta ca ar cone 
necessary to set-back and punish the not- and nol quercun vet he eure. (hat the: results ac a ented the Astoria expedition. i 
enough-deer districts, for the convenience of oon Bryer anetaods HC cutene. Wally bey en nena ‘ist mission is established about two the Mietmeny-deer SPREE TN a roel tirely satisfactory. This is especially true in ie Aa SEARS Tua: cibeCnahere’ there\iies 

way, no doubt, such a law would “work”, and the handling of Michigan jack pine stands. i deen wore neat huts of log and bark. The 
it would certainly be much easier to explain It is not yet certain, for example, whether Tygians were all absent at Point Gros Maul 
and enforce than to have neighboring dis- or when “selection cutting” will prove prac- engaged in fishing. There are two good 
tricts under differing regulations, but here ticable and desirable, or whether it may not houses occupied by Indians at the trading 
also, there appears no simple, sure or easy usually prove more satisfactory to cut clean. post. ‘The fur company has a log house and “out”, Certain methods to insure a prompt and ade- barn with some eattle and a horse, besides 

For the immediate present, the important (uate natural seeding from such clean cut their Jog storehouse. 
thing would seem to be to get the essential  @veas are not yet known; or whether the . : 1 : facts into circulation, well checked up on slash should be left to rot or should be Find Sioux Scalps 
and “fanned over” during the coming deer _Piled' and burned; whether the scattered Several Indian graves appeared prominent season and prior to the next session of thi 25 ould be burned off soon after logging 9m the bluff at the Factory at the heads of Legislature. ee natural seeding is to be which were garlands of feathers and colored 

i ; ribbons among which were several scalps. 
ee aaa ae = he Must Experiment These we ascertained to be scalps of Sioux 

Under these circumstances, satisfactory ene ee aoe Hen Soren 
Concerning Isle Royale Moose Drive and dependable methods will finally be arse party of Chippeways WG eee motande 

The Department Of Conservation wishes worked out, as they have been in agriculture ing from the receipt of payments at the St 
_ to announce that it must reject all further  —only by actual field experiments and with Deters R. The attack was made at dawn of applications for employment with the second various degrees of failure to be expected. day and 210 of the Chippeways were slaugh- 
___winter moose expedition on Isle Royale. A prea addition to the several considerations tered. A few scalps of the Sioux were taken 

~erew of five men has been hired and is now already discussed, we should therefore en- among which were those mentioned. This 
on Isle Royale engaged in live-trapping deavor to locate and conduct the first timber spring a war party of Chippeways have gone 
moose. It is expected that no additional sales so as to get a maximum of experi- out from the county of the St. Peters with workers will be employed. . Ne of mental returns. In the process of finding intent of revenge. 

For the past several weeks applications out what we can and should do, it will no (To be continued) 
ee been pocelved py mail and in person doubt often happen that we must first find 
rom many sections of the state. Some of out what we cannot and should not do. Re ieery the men who desired to be members of the The experiments and experiences of the New fishing licenses for 1936, 625,000 in winter moose erew and be isolated for the many similar timber-sale operations on the number, will be distributed in December. next six months from civilization were eager National Forests, and the assistance and ad- The new digest of laws and regulations also om phe cxperiened we ethers were inter- vice of the U. S. Forest Experiment Station will be ready for distribution. : esi principally in employment. for the Lake States should be constantly 
“We can understand and Sympathize with drawn upon. : Sie a ANRC ae ee se Oa these requests,” said H. D. Ruhl, chief of It should be remembered, in this connec- Now that the handling of our forests for the Game Division. “There will be plenty tion, that farming operations have been con- sustained yields has begun, the essential of hard work facing the men now on the ducted for many thousands of years; that thing is that it shall continue steadily and island, but the experience and knowledge for over a generation farming technic has So as soon to expand into actual and general afforded by the moose-trapping and feeding _- been supervised by increasingly elaborate ex- field practice from which dependable and operations should prove valuable.” periment stations and field investigations; satisfactory results may be at least as well The present members of the crew were and today nevertheless requires the con- assured as they now are in agriculture. carefully selected because of their ability tinuous services of large staffs of specialists The making of timber sales will be essen- and experience. ofhe crew consists of Ells- for each of the major farm crops—who see tial to such advances, but from the begin- worth St. Germain of Baraga, who was Paul no end to the opportunities for further im- ning it is incumbent upon the Department to Hickie’s assistant last winter and is in proving both the crop species and the farm- define with care, and subsequently respect in charge of the party, ; Rhinedale Rooks, Grand ing operations under which they are pro- full, the importance of forest areas which Rapids; John Underwood, Newberry; Fred duced. But the intensive handling of our are so located or conditioned that their major Holmes, Houghton, and Frank Stone of Ba- forest crop species, for sustained yields, is values may best be realized in their being raga. . : just beginning in America and in Michigan. left untouched.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON DEER WEIGHTS AND 
HEIGHTS IN MAINE 

by Ce Me Aldous and D. Be Demeritt 

As a part of the activities of the Division of Wild Life Research 

at the University of Meaine* an attempt was made in the fall of 1936 to secure 

certain data regarding the weight and height of white-tailed deer (Odocoileus 

virginianus) from various parts of the State. The objective of the study was 

to compare the size of deer from various parts of the State as a basis of 

comparison of health and vigor and at the same time to compare these meas- 

ures for Mane with other States where similar measurements have been, or are 

being, mde. ; 

Five measuring stations were established in cooperation with the 

Department of Inland Fisheries ani Game at points where deer are officially 

inspected and tagged in accordance with State law. Each station was fur- 

nished with a set of spring scales for secwing weight and a pair of spec~ 

jally designed calipers for securing height at the withers, measured from 

the bottom of the foot to the top of the forward shoulder. 

Each game inspection station was instructed to secure as many 

weights and measurements as possible when convenient to do soe In each case 

it was necessary to remove deer from automobiles for this purpose. The 

weight secured is dressed weight; that is, weight after the entrails and 

blood had been removed but including the head and skin. It is not possible 

in this study to determine what percentage of the deer had still retained 

heart, lungs, and liver. It is probable that som of them still retained 

these organs and in some cases probably a part of the organs and others not 

any. 

* Supported by cooperative agreement between the Maine Department of Inland 

Fisheries end Game, American Wild Lifo Institute, U. S, Bureau of tho 

Biological Survey and the College of Agriculture of the University of Maines
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For purposes of this study the deer were segregated by sexes and 

as far as possible by age classese Males wore separated on tho basis that 

a deer with spike horns was considerod an adult and in females general 

development, woight and appearance was the determining factor. Weighing 

station attendants were requested to secure the township where cach decr was 

killode 

On the basis of these rosults it was found that there was very 

little difference between the average weight and height of miles in different 

parts of the State. It was further shown that vhon the sample secured from 

each locality was rolatively large the avorage woights and heights were quite 

uniform but there was a tendency for the averago to fluctuate considerably 

when the sample froma given locality was small. As imicated in Table I, 

samples from 6 counties wore socured including 228 adult males and 102 adult 

fomalese Fawn weights were sccured but were too few to give satisfactory 

results statistically. 

TABIE I 

AVERAGE WEIGHT AND HEIGHT OF WHITE-TATIED DEER BY COUNTIES 

Male s g Fomlos 
Average | Avcrago | Noe of Avorage | Avorage Noe 0} 

ounty Withers Wit her s 
(1bs.) | (inches (1bse) | (inches) ae 

Penobscot | 156.9 42.3 44 : 108.7 3720 19 

Piscataquis 164.2 44.5 20 } 114.4 37.8 13 

Somer sot 160.7 42.5 100 | 108.3 38.0 47 

ranklin 161.2 3909 15 | 97.5 34.8 7 

Hancock 160.7 3961 39 99.6 35.8 14 

Washington] 153.4 40.0 10 107.5 38.0 2 

Total.... 228 Total....« 102
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No statistical measures wore applicd to the individual countics bo- 

eause it was folt that the numbers in cach county sample were too small to 

secure any significant statistical rosultse 

For purposes of comparing measures of door in Maino with other 

States, however, it was felt that the application of cortain statistical 

measures to these samples would not only indicate tho reliability of the re- 

sults but act as a simple way of comparing Maino figures with other Statose 

Tho following statistical measures were mado both on males and fomales: (It 

should be noted at this point that three fomalos wore not included in tho 

statistical analysis since these measuroments came in later, after a portion 

of the analysis had been completed) Standard deviation, theorotical range 

or dispersion, stamlard orror, coefficient of correlation between height and 

weight, and regression curvese Table II shows tho results of these moasurcse 

Regression curves arc shown in Figure I. 

TABLE II 

STATISTICAL RESULTS FOR ALL ADULT MALE AND FEMALE DEER 

ie ESE Bee eS ionation| Standard Erroy 

Sex Mean Deviation} Error | Rango of re Curve pitas | 
individuals line 

Male 41 + 6.1 305 + 18.3 409340035 =. 35 t13.1] 410.7 

Pena ie 36 $507 #04 +171 +293+0036 = -~ 4 Bs2 

Weight in pounds 
Arithmetic andard Standard coretica 

individuals 

Male 147 + 56.1 + 2.5 4 108.3 

a 104 + 22.6 = 206 + O%8 

* Cocfficient of corrolation between woight and hoight with its standard devietion. 
** Error of estimting weight with respect to height.
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From the standard crrors computed and shown in Table II it was folt 

that a considcrably larger sample was needed to give a reasonable accuracy for 

both hoight ond weight. Figures indicated that the height is much less var- 

iable than weight, as might be expectede Other results which should be noted 

are that the variation in the woight and height of mles is greater than in 

femlos in this studye 

Analysis of thc sample for adult males imlicates that the rosults : 

would be more significant if the spike horn decr and possibly those with four 

points which are obviously youngor decr wore cxcluded from the classification 

here usede The frequency dispersion and both average wight ani height for 

this class of deer is considerably lower than that for the group as a whole. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

From this study conclusions as follows are reached: 

(1) It is possible that the sample used in this study is not a true random 

sample because they may not have been picked mechanically duc to personal foc- 

tors involved in securing of weights and dw to tho nocossity of romoving of 

deer from automobiles. 

(2) A converting foctor for dressed weight to live woight should be secured 

to give a more accurate basis of comparison. During tho past season it was 

possible to secure only four live weights (weight after death but before on- 

trails and blood were removed). 

(3) There is a good correlation betwoon the height and weight of both male 

amd fomale doors 

(4) There appears to be a straight line regression of weight on height for 

femiles but a curved regression for weap on height of males as shown on the 

chart, figure l. : 

(5) A somplo of approximately 1200 mles is necessary to secure a standard 

error of 2% for woight and 1% for hoight. In fomales a sample of about 409 would 

be necessary to scocure a satisfactory sample for height and about 800 for a sat- 

isfactory samplo by woight.



White-tailed Deer 

Gestation period - About 7 months 

(C. Emerson Brown, Jour. Mammal., 1936)
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MICHIGAN 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

GAME DIVISION 

DEERYARD INVESTIGATIONS 
1937 

Relatively mild weather conditions prevailed throughout much of the 

state during the past winter. Temperatures were slightly above normal with no 

long severe cold spells recorded. 

Deen snows up to 1.5 feet occurred during the last week in November over 

most of the Upper Peninsula, predicting a long severe deeryard season. This 

failed to materialize when mild weather reduced average snow depths to less than 

a foot by the first of the year. Snow depths over the central and eastern portion 

of the Upper Peninsula ranged up to ak feet during the remainder of the vinter. 

In the western portion heavy storms in late February caused devths as high as 3.7 
feet to be recorded. This heavy snow lasted until the first part of April, causing 
some hardship among deer in certain yards. 

There was insufficient snow in the Lower Peninsula to force deer to 
“yard, The snow gauge at Pigeon River Forest Headquarters in Otsego County read 
one foot on January 23, the deepest for the winter. Much of the deer area in the 
Lower Peninsula experienced only a few inches of snow during the entire deeryard- 

ing season. 

Field deeryard investigations advanced through another stage of evolu- 

tion during the past yarding season when it was decided to make maps, no matter 
how rough, of any yard visited, thus putting on paper in map form information 
which could be recorded in no other way. Another advancement was made when 
schools were held for the purpose of instructing refuge keepers in the art of map- 
ping technique so they could make maps of the deeryards in the vicinity of their 
respective units, thus giving the regular deeryard men additional time on the more 

important areas as well as obtaining maps of many yards hithorto unmapped. 

Mr. Donald Zettle, previously vith M.E.C.W., was added to the Game 
Division staff to eugment the mapping personnel and hclp in land investigation 
work. During the winter of 1936-37, Mr. Zettle was detailed to the Lower Peninsula 
to map deeryards and aid in instructing the refuge keepers vith their map vork. 
Mr. Ivan Schneider, soils man, was detailed on deeryaré mapping to the west end of 
the Upper Peninsula and Mr. Benjamin C. Jenkins, forest cover Mapper, was detailed 
to the east end of the Upper Peninsula. The writer worked intermittently with all 
three men when advisable, checking and coordinating msthods, judgment, and mappine 
technique to keep all estimates as noarly comparable ms possible, contacted sports- 
men's organizations and other grouns with regard to deeryard conditions, and — 
visited critical spots when they developed. 

: Conservation officers continued to report yards on special blenks fur- 
nished by the Game Division. These have proven of great value in locating important 
yards that needed further investization.
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As the winter progressed, it became evident that the snow in the 
eastern portion of the Upper Peninsula was not going to be of sufficient depth 

to cnuse extreme hardship on the deer, while in the western end serious condi- 

tions developed by February 25. Mr. Jenkins was called from Newberry to assist 
Mr. Schneider in working some of the western areas where it was thought losses 

might occur and to be on hand if "hot spots" should develop. 

On April 6, 7, and 8 a decryard meeting held at the Cusino Refuge 
Headquarters was attended by all the state deeryard men, three other members 

of the Game Division, three members of the Division of Field Administrntion, 
Wildlife Technicinns from all the National Forests in the state, and two members 
of the regional office staff of the Forest Service. Methods of deeryard inven- 
tory were discussed and it was agreed to work up samples of various methods of 
recording the data and circulate it for criticism ond suggestions. The fced~ 
ing and browse experiments which were carried on at Cusino were discussed in 
detail by Mr. Davenport. 

The winter passed vith no serious losses being reported. Heavy con- 
centrations appeared again in the Union Bay yard, but the hemlock slash was 
sufficient to carry even this abnormal population through the winter. A trip 
by Mr. Stebler and myself into the Cisco Lake yard disclosed three dead deer 
along the route travelled. This was reported to Mr. Early, wildlife technician 
on the Ottawa National Forest, with the understanding thnit dead deer drives 
would be made in that aren. A report of four dcer killed by wolves on the south 
branch of the Ontonagon north of O82 was unconfirmed because of impossible snow- 
shoeing conditions. A report of ten dead doer in the Fall River yard wos inves- 
tigeted. Five of the ten were located with the nid of local officers and a 
beaver trapper. Three were found to be dofinite predator (coyote?) kills, one 
@ probable predator kill, and one, » huge old buck, had "just died!l. Other 
reports of minor losses were also received but nothing serious was found, 

In the Lower Peninsula conditions were excellent for deer and almost no lossos were reported. A search was mnde on Turtle LInke property and »lso on 
the LeRoy Club where numbers of dead acer had been found in previous years. 
Nothing of importance was discovered. On the LeRoy Club within sight of the club 
house, year-old skeletons of ten deer were found, but only one was located that had died during the ensuing winter. Coyotes were reported plentiful in this 
territory ond one fresh coyote kill was found on the Turtle Lake Club. 

Considering the deer territory of the state as a whole, the herd has passed throuch » very light winter with no apprecinble losses except possibly in a few yards in the western end of the Upper Peninsula. 

The attached charts summnrize the conditions of deeryards as indicated by reports and maps obtained this Past season or previously. 

One hundred thirty-three deeryards covering 198,100 acres were mapped for game cover, deer concentration, snd condition -néd abundance of available deer feed during the 1937 yerding season. It was impossible to make deer con- centretion maps on many of the Lover Peninsula yords, for snow conditions were so light that deer were not yarded.
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Detriled reports with the maps are now being filed in the office 
together with all previous information on each particulnr yard, thus bringing 
an accumulation of information, extending over a period of ten yenrs on some 
yards, together in »n orderly manner. 

It was found that some 222 yards covering about 862,505 acres had been 
reported from the Upper Peninsula nnd 213 yards covering 246,995 acres reported 
from the Lower Peninsula. These were classified .s to status of investigation 
and food condition and spotted on district maps with colors and symbols indicat- 
ing their classification. 

Of the 222 yards reported in the Upper Peninsula covering 1317.5 
square miles, 36 representing 19% of the totnl knorn yerding area in the Upper 
Peninsula have been mapped by the Game Division, 41 or 28% have been investi- 
gated, 77 or 24% are covered by conservation officers! reports, and 68 or 29% 
are covered only by information on their location ond size. 

In the Lover Peninsula 213 yards covering 386 square miles are reported 
of which 101 or 49% have been mapped, 21 or 16% have been investignted, and 91 or 
35% have been reported by conservation officers. 

Of the Upper Peninsula yarding area on which reports have been made 
11% was found to be in good condition, 11% in modium condition, and 33% in poor 
condition, There nlso is a total of 144 vards covering 593.8 square miles or 
45% of the total Upper Peninsula yarding territory on which no information is 
available other then approximate size ond location. 

Good food conditions were found in 39 yards or 27% of the Lover 
Peninsula reported yarding areas, medium in 26 or 35%, and poor in 56 or 29%. 
No information is »vnilable on 92 yards covering 35% of the known Lover 
Peninsula yarding aren, 

Very little deeryard work wes done vithin the boundaries of the National Forests. Through a tent-tive cooperative agreement vith the Forest Service, the wildlife technicians on the various forests were to collect the data on yards within their respective units giving copies to this Department. 
A trip will be mnde in the near future to each forest headquarters to collect this data and to give thom any additional informntion we moy have on yards with- in the forosts. 

All district conservation headquarters snd some officers will be con- tneted during the summor to gather any additional deerynrd datn which may have been missed up to this time. It is hoped that copies of 911 dceryard revorts may be placed in the respective district hendquarters to facilitate this work in the field. 

i. H. Bartlett 
Deer Investigations 

WE 

8~30-37



MICHIGAN 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

GAME DIVISION 

DEERYARDS INVESTIGATED 
1937 

Mapper Yanda Mapped tarda Inspected | _ Total Ynrds 
Number Acreage Number Acreage Number Acroage 

Jenkins 6 22,500 Bi 2,500 8 25,000 

Schneider 13 13,580 13 8,200 26 21,870 

Demarest 7 18,400 r 18,400 

Brannon 3 24,300 3 6 24,300 

Millard 4 1,315 4 1.2.3 

Total U.P. 33 80,095 18 10,700 SL 90,795 

Welch 22 Ue OO aug 22 15,990 

Entriken Le 21,520 a 2.000 18 23,520 

Miller 19 20,405 19 20,405 

McLain 10 3,960 10 3,960 

Failing 14 26,330 14 26 , 330 

Zettle 18 29,800 18 29 ,800 

Totrl L. P. 100 118,005 1 2,000 101 120,005 

Total State 133 198.100 Nhe) 12,700 152 210,800 

WE I. H. Bartlett 
8-30-37



MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

GAME DIVISION 

SUMMARY OF DEERYARDS 

LOWER PENINSULA 

STATUS OF INVESTIGATION : 

JUNE 1937 
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MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

GAME DIVISION 

SUMMARY OF DEERYARDS 
UPPER PENINSULA 

STATUS OF INVESTIGATION 
JUNE 1937 
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WM. H. LOUTIT Cc. A. PAQUIN 

Sereue STATE OF MICHIGAN rieeiae 
Py Seon 

fol FIELD ADMINISTRATION 

F. A. WESTERMAN 

HARRY H, WHITELEY Ses, FISH AND FISHERIES 
REWASIXG é A Y on MARCUS SCHAAF 

ae Z| FORESTRY 

My JU FOX. Taal H. D. RUHL IRON MOUNTAIN ean anu 

PHILIP K. FLETCHER Catia By Ree sae 

” F. P. STRUHSAKER 

sonar wt oy 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION * LAND USE PLANNING 

WM. J. PEARSON W. J. KINGSCOTT BOYNE FALLS LANSING PARKS 

P, J. HOFFMASTER, DIRECTOR et 
WAYLAND OSGOOD 8S. G. FONTANNA 

SECRETARY DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

March 17, 1937 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thanks for your letter of February 11 and the personal 
note. 

I am enclosing the 1936 Conservation Officers' Deer 
Report which has just been mde available. Other compilations 
should be along within the next month or two and I will see that 
you receive copies. 

Yours very truly 

3 ‘ 

I. H. Bartlett 
Deer Investigations 

IHB WE Game Division 
Enc.
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te aibrary ot 

Eiloo Leopold 

Michigan 
Department of Conservation 

Game Division 

October 5, 1936 

Explanation of "Deer Hunters' Reports": 

Each fall for a number of years questiomnaire cards have been 

distributed among deer hunters to obtain information on hunting conditions, 

The attached data sheet is a compilation of the information given on the 

cards returned to the Lansing office. Only a comparatively small number of 

hunters return the cards from many counties and the results cannot be con- 

sidered as representative of the county or state as a whole. The totals 

are compiled in actual figures from the cards and in percentages of the 

totals as comparisons between counties. 

Significant figures from this compilation will be found in percent 

of hunters killing bucks, the percent of total deer seen which were bucks, 

pucks seen per hunter, and the buck-doe and fawn-doe ratios. 

For additional information please write the Game Division, 

Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan. 

Yours very truly 

H. D. Ruhl 
In Charge, Game Division 

By I. H. Bartlett 

THB; WE Deer Investigations
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Department of Conservation 
‘ Game Division 

October 5, 1936 

Explanation of Deer Census Data: | 

Deer censuses were taken by C.C.C. crews under State supervision | 

in 1935 on certain carefully selected representative areas in various parts | 

of the deer territory. | 

This is accomplished by surrounding an area, about one or two 

square miles in size, with men at frequent regular intervals. At a signal 

the men along one side advance abreast across the area driving all the deer 

out between the men stationed on the other three sides. As the deer pass 

through the line, they are counted, a compilation of which gives the total 

number of deer on the area. Correlation of these results with the actual 
| 

area gives the average number of deer per square mile which were on these j 

tracts when the drives began. 4 

The attached data sheet roughly indicates the locations of the 

census areas and the computed number of deer per square mile found on each 

during the various drives made in 1935, 

Inquiries for additional information should be addressed to the 

Game Division, Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan. | 

: Yours very truly | 

i 
H. D. Ruhl | 

In Charge, Game Division 

VA BowWakk 
By I. H. Bartlett 

THB: WE Deer Investigations



Michigan 
Department of Conservation 

Game Division 

1935 DEER CENSUS 
DEER PER SQUARE MILE 

(Average Number of Deer per Square Mile from Census Drives Conducted by 

C.C.C. Crews under State Supervision. ) 
Census Census Drive No. 

a LA ced CTE SE 

Escanaba River Marquette iL 51 28 18 35.3 

Tract Dickinson 2 34 24 16 24.7 
Dickinson 3 18 ve 21 16.7 

IMS OE aes Oe 4 38 29 24 30.3 
Average 35.20 23 19,75 26.20 

Cusino Alger 1 5.4 0 0 1.8 
Alger 2 5.8 3.3 LOL9 9,6 

Alger 3 74 62 a0 49 
Alger 4 51 a2. 44 39 

Nee NGG Wieaaes oni enn MMe ec 34.05 21.83 18,7 21.50 
Mackinac State Mackinac See eae 1145 4,5 8.5 
Forest Mackinac 2 14.7 9.38 4.7 9.5 

Mackinac 3 2 0 0 66 

Mackinac 4 13.5 15,8 9.0 12.7 
Average Ro U 9,92 9.15 4.55 8,00 

UPPER PENINSULA 23.54 16.63. \Bs6l | Wa? 
Pigeon River Otsego 1 37.8 24.4 32.4 31.5 
State Forest Otsego 2 27 59 9.3 31.7 

Cheboygan 3 22,5 24.3 20.4 29,1 

re Cheboygan 4 18.8 16.8 Bd sO 18,8 

Average 26.5 PEW eae Be ROu 
Lunden Montmorency a 109 30 90 95 

Oscoda 2 47 41 47 45 

Oscoda 3 Leo 31,3 4,5 1649 

oes Montmorency 4 18.2 By 36.7 37.3 

ARE SeRe 41.5 66.5 44.55 53.0 
Ogemaw MGBemaweN) rT aii) VC mewa IN BRS 24.6 33.3 

: Ogemaw 2 68 42.5 40.8 50.4 

Roscommon 3 33.7 43.9 38.8 
Co I ol A) Oprerasiy 4 53 20 36.5 
SANS aa NUT as al 45,35 45,05 32.0 | 39.7 

Lake County ree 2) Be 12 18.5 28 19.2 
Lake 2 23.8 17.6 7.8 16.4 

Lake 3 14.9 11.4 11.4 12.6 

AC SS NO IAMS MGC GL NMED IG UI URN ey ul BRR BB aie A 

ee eeu are 

Upper Peninsula lower Peninsula State 
Total area covered (square miles) 42.30 5hys5 97,65 
Total deer seen 749 1909 2658 

Some of above averages may not check because of variations in areas not 

indicated, 

THB; WE 10-5-36 

|
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Michigan 

Department of Conservation 

Game Division 

October 5, 1936 

Explanation of "Hunting Pressures and Deer Kill": 

In 1932 the questions "In what county did you hunt last year?" 

and "Did you get a buck?" were added to the deer hunter's license stub. 

The information on the attached sheets was compiled by using the area of 

each county and answers to the above questions. Because this information 

is always a year old when put on the deer license stub and because many 

license dealers do not send the license stubs promptly to Lansing, this 

data is generally from a year to two years old when completed. 

Significant figures will be found in the columns headed "4 of 

Hunters Successful" which gives the percent of total hunters getting bucks 

from each county, "Hunters per Square Mile" which indicates hunting pres- 

sures, and "Kill per Square Mile" which indicates something of deer abun~ 

dance. 

For additional information please write the Game Division, 

Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan. 

Yours very truly 

H. D. Ruhl 
In Charge, Game Division 

" t 

Q) \ ‘ ee 
By I. H. Bartlett 

THB: WE Deer Investigations



DEPARTMENT (OF CONSERVATION 

HUNTING PRESSURE AND DEER KILL 

1933 
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Michigan 
Department of Conservatisn 

Game Division 

DEER HUNTING CONDITIONS 

FOUR YEAR AVERAGE (1931-1934) 

From Deer Hunters License Stub Information BOs) 
Deer Hunters Deer Kill 

County Success % Per Sq. Mi. Per Sq. Mi. 

Alger 46 2024 1,04 
Baraga 49 1.05 +52 | 
Chippewa 44 2.33 Leon 

i Delta i 44 BO) U. 47 
Dickinson 51 2.50 1.28 
Gogebic 58 1.49 -86 
Houghton 54 1,30 MOE) 
Iron 54 1.46 18 
Keweenaw 41 37 215 
Luce 44 2.79 1.24 

Mackinac Pee oN i) ae 266 
Marquette 43 1.86 -80 
Menominee 45 .82 237 
Ontonagon 58 eagle 1.22 

Schoolcraft 46 _ Cole | 1.06 we 

TOTAL UPPER PENINSULA 48 1.74 84 

Alcona 41 4,44 1.82 
Alpena 39 Se L6 ees 
Antrim i el 240 .08 

Arenac 34 Le b6 253 

Bay 31 Rai) 405 
Charlevoix 23 238 209 
Cheboygan 32 1.54 00 
Crawford 32 5.85 187, 

Emmet, 24 265) 009 
| Gladwin 30 4,56 1.36 
Tosco BL By69 1.14 
Kalkaska 25 3.37 MOE 
ee Cera Umea Me eNO MCR NC 101) ERO POI UMD eh UV A ie LN 

Mops aio ee may Me NAN Ogee AVE SO 
GO ee ee 

Oscoda 32 emu di U2 ae 
Otsego 31 2.76 LS ein) 
Presque Isle NCS eRe RUN Oe RNG 
OBC EID No UOC a nea) MAN BO ils ae 
TOTAL LOWER PENINSULA 33 3.84 1,23 

TOTAL STATE 41 ate 1,04 

IHB: WE 

10-5-36 
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en Michigan 

Ae Department of Conservation 

Library ot Game Division 

Eldo Beopold 
October 5, 1936 

Explanation of Distribution of Deer Eunters and Deer Kill: *, 

In 1932 the questions "In what county did you hunt last year?" and 

"Did you kill a buck?" were added to the regular deer hunter's license stub. 

The attached charts were compiled from the answers to these questions and the 

county of residence as given in the hunter's address. 

Of course not all the stubs are filled out correctly and a complete 

report is not obtained mainly through neglect of the person issuing the li- 

cense. To obtain figures comparable to a full report, the actual number of 

reports is compared with the total number of licenses sold each year and the 

percent reporting thus obtained. By computing the "reported" figures with the 

percent of the total number of hunters which the reported figures represent, 

a figure is obtained which is comparable to a complete report, The totals 

from the licenses as they were reported .are found in the "Reported Total" 

columns, and the computed results are found in the columns headed "Computed 

Total", 

To find the number of deer hunters from each county of the State 

who hunted in the Upper Peninsula, those who killed deer and those who did 

not, and the % Kill or the percent of hunters successful, read dowm the | 

vertical columns left of the heavy line near the center of the sheet. Com 

parable information for those who hunted in the Lower Peninsula will be 

found in the computed totals at the right in the section headed Lower Peninsula 

Counties and for the entire state in the right hand columns under "Total State". 

i



Michigan 

Department of Conservation 

Game Division 

fj DEER HUNTING CONDITIONS 
FOUR YEAR AVERAGE (1931-1934) 

From Deer Hunters License Stub Information _ Pn 
Deer Hunters Deer Kill 

County LG Success % Per Sq. Mi. Per Sq. Mi. 

Alger 46 2.24 1.04 
Baraga 49 1.05 .52 
Chippewa 44 2.33 1.01 
Delta yes) 44 MIB ic)! +47 
Dickinson 61 2.50 1.28 
Gogebic 58 1.49 86 
Houghton 54 1,30 eu yh 
Iron 54 1.46 .78 
Keweenaw _41 237 re 
Luce 44 2679 1.24 
Mackinac __ AOS Be) ee aoe 66 
Marquette 4 43 1.86 +80 
Menominee eat 45 ie .82 37 
Ontonagon PERSIE 58 2.12 1.22 
MOROOb ove sum. Wc BO Oia 2.18 1.06 

TOTAL UPPER PENINSULA 48 1.74 84 

Alcona AHA 41 4.44 1.82 
Alpena 39 3,16 1.24 ie 

. | Ansrim maa al 240 08 ( 

Amenac. i Ns 34 1.56 SN a) 
Bart 3 31 oi7 205 
Ghavlevoix W 23 238 ae 

BOBS Poy eter hi MMe Mare ciel 0 Seu mee cg CAO Ace aun UNV CARESS i 
Oreitord 32 5.85 LOE i 

METER G11 08) 24 2.51 259 
Gladwin. 30 4.56 1.36 i 
Tosco 31 abo ey! 1.14 
Kaliraska _ 25 3.37 es 
Midland 23 115 oar 
Montmorency 34 6.46 2020 , 
Ogemaw ee 29 4.73 1.39 P 

i Re 0 IC 32 8,67 Bao i 
OpSeeO 31 276 13t 

Fresgque {sls | 28 1.02 ee eae, 
Roscommon 30 7.80 2.44 A 

TOTAL LOWER PENINSULA 33 3.84 1.23 

TOTAL STATE 41 2.79 1.04 

THB: Ws 

10--5-55 
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Library of 

Edo Leopold 

Michigan 
Department of Conservation 

Game Division 

October 5, 1936 

Explanation of the "Conservation Officers' Deer Reports": 

The attached information was gathered to obtain data on the sex 

ratios and fawn production in different sections of the State. 

For a number of years conservation officers have reported the 

number of hours spent in deer territory and the number and identity of deer 

seen each day during July, August, September, and October. The data sheet 

is a compilation of these figures for the year indicated. 

Data of extreme significance in the management of Michigan's deer 

herds will be found under the colums headed "Bucks to does" (sex ratio), 

"Fawns to does" (fawn production), and "Percentage" which gives the per- 

centage composition of the deer herd. 

Inquiries for additional information should be addressed to the 

Game Division, Department of Conservation, Lansing, Michigan. 

Yours very truly 

if H. De. Ruhl . 

In Charge, Game Division 

SUBot 
; By ‘ 1. Sorttett fi 

IHB: WE Deer Investigations



MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

GAME DIVISION 

CONSERVATION OFFICERS DAILY DEER TALLY 

DEER REPORTED SEEN BY CONSERVATION OFFICER JULY | TO NOV.{ 1935 

HOURS IN UMIDENT] sora, [aveRASE] RATIOS PERCENTAGES cue irieo | TOTAL |NOOLDEERT aucKs | Fawns [aucrsTojaucxsTol IDENTIFIED DeeR | TOTAL DEER” | | county mel soe | | sor [| wet Br eel enna ee | ee 
[ BARAGA___| 2i31| 14] 3a] 35] 42| 120 o6o|i:271 |1:1.08|1:521 |1:21| 161] 437| 402| 109| 295| 271 | 325| 

| DICKINSON _| 2sss|__ao| 143] 9] 14] 416] se2]i:3sali:120/1:655|1:040| 132| 474] 304] 06] 344] 286] 27a| 

[ MACKINAC | 1395! 10] 34] 30] 50] 124] oao|i:saoliiali:eaolini4o| 135| 459| so6| 81] 274| 242] 403| 
[ MARQUETTE _| aoaa|_i22[ 207] 152| 270] 751] 151 fi:170li136|i:204|1:516| 254| 430] 316] 162] 276| 202] 360] 

| ONTONAGON __| 2758| 49/67] 62| 82] 260] .oo4fi:1.37/1:1.08|1:263|1:431| 275| 376| 349] 188| 258| 239| 315] 
| SCHOOLCRAFT | 2ese| 32| _es| 70] 25a| 423] .is7|i:2ia[i:o97|1:431 |rizz2| 1e8| 400] 412] 76| 161] 165| 590] 

| uP. TOTAL [s7e00| 5e7| 1335| 1197| 2080| si99| 137 |:2a7|1112|1:431 |1:786| 108| 428| ae4| 11.3] 257| 230] 400] eee aed ce lek nalcanclvtdl ing] cag wll ual all eal Ga 
| ALCONA | iazs| 1a] 63] —2|_ 36] 199] ia5|i:asoli:077|1:806|1:1006| 11.0| 387| 503] 90] 317] 412/ 181] 

[ ARENAC | se3|_—i3| 20] 14] 8] 55| oge|i:1.5ali:i43|i:262|1:323| 277| 426| 207| 236| 364| 255] 145] 

[ CHARLEVOIX | soal 6] 3| 2| of | ore |i-osoli:1soli:083|1:063| 545| 273| 182] 545| 273| 182] o| 

[ EMMET sis sozo| 3] t3| —20| 0] ae | sasicassiioss|iitooliasa| o3| 361| 556] 65] 203| 435| 217] 

[ oTsEGO.—*Y|situae| 7] 34] sa] 72] 177] 154fi:200/1:063|1:518li:941| 162| 324] 5i4] 96] 192] 305| 407| 

ee a ee ee 
| L.POPEN TOTAL |aoaie| 544] 2460| 2207| 2141 | 7432| 363 |i:4.52|1:1.08|1:873|11266| 103| 465| 432] 73| 331| a06| 200! Fa ew seclcatl tealconlncal inal nl anal cal saul aca ae 
[ BENZic «| aeo| =a] ss] al | ta] ozali:asoli:i2sli:asoli:s.so] ia2| 455| 363| 15.4] 365| 308| 153| 

PEED ANAUL 052.0 )ieimegde Wile: ol. jo MMNLofe voll olen plik ight elie uvof ofall lol te 
[ MANISTEE | _si3| 34] 59| 32| 35[ 160] 312|ict7alis.ea|i:26elia.71| 272| 47.2| 256[ 21.3| 369| 200| 210| 

[ NEWAYGO _| 2002|_ _67| 96| 78] 15:| 392| i96)i1.43/1:123/1:260|1:485| 278| 398| 324] 171| 245| 190| 305] 

[ OSCEOLA. ——«|_a7al al 7] Sat ta] as] 067 [tzt75/1:3.50/1.2.25/1:5.25] 308| 538| 154/ 160] 280] 980] 480/ 
[ WEXFORD __—i|_42s|__33| 22] 22| 64] 141| .333/t:067/1:1.00/1:1.33|1:327| 429| 206| 205| 23.4| 15.6| 15.6| 45.4] 
(Seca coat! i OLE | edie ng Ie 2 eC MOS eRe pute Wil) atlten dees Mc coeur ce an 
{Eee Pec rmceN ee) Fv Me en etme |B (Tee Ne EI ELL eas vom APE ee OR Ie 
{ACERS CnC ico em a NO ARN CLS UL MTT | OIC ER a Peis ce RUA ar 
ALAS ADE Ra ave 102 eae | Wnt CL Me se eet eR acy cata api alls 3) valet ues eoceaa 

[TOTAL Lm eLosed| oor] aay] aso| ona] eva] ra0a] ase|taao|vize[iae7|rasal 27a] aoa] sea] 171] ena] 20a] ara] [TOTAL Lp ciosel wor] av] _oso| axel nv tna] sselame[vaaa[rasr[oasa] oval sual aa] tu] ena] 3eal ora 
| TOTALL.P. [30435] 781 | 2810| 2560] 2655| a815| .209|1:360|1:1.09|1:6.e9|11020| 127| 456| 417| 69| 319| 201] 30. | 
[TOTAL STATE _[eavsa] 1s00] 140] s7es] a7s5| ava] 200)r-a03|1-u10|r-7e|ezq] 147] a0] aos] oo] zeal 20a] 307]



MICHIGAN, 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

: GAME DIVISION 

CONSERVATION OFFICERS DAILY DEER REPORT 

YEER REPORTED SEEN BY CONSERVATION OFFICER JULY_ITO NOV._ll_1934 

DEER irieo | "OTA |Seaieenen] BUCKS | FAWNS [eucKSTO[eucKsTo| IDENTIFIED DEER | TOTAL DEER | 
Oey mea st | sc | cor || wt meyers ene ocr | om ee — 

ALGER [2551] 37 | ii | 67] 117 J 332 | 130 [13.00 |1:1.66 [1-481 [7.97] 172] 51.6 | 31.2] 11.1 | 334[ 202 | 35.3 | 
BARAGA | i734] 16 | 24[ 7] 23] 70[ 040 fiso|i34a|iiea[r33e| 340| 51.1 | 14.9 | 228 | 343] 10.0 | 329 | 
HIPPEWA [3025 | 69 | 162] 110 | 243 | sea] 193 fi:23s [i 1.47|1:394[1746[ 200] 47.5 | 323] 11.8] 278| 1e.8| 416 | 

DELTA | 2007| 16 | 7a] ea | 7] 259] 086 fiaeeliis|iioialiisio| 99] 48.1 | 420] 62] 30.1 | 263] 374 | 
DICKINSON [ioss[ 1 [| as] io | to] 65] 063 | | 23.9| saa] 217] 169] 385] 154] 292 | 
GOGEBIC pao tes {ost viz} tet { saz {ses brselroastrazah srs} 26 {os1_| 4194 ise} 2ze/ ase} 73 
HOUGHTON [aizo| is | 4i{ 35] sol] 174] oa fiazeliiii7|iia22|iiee7| 19.1 | 436 | 373] 10.3] 236] 20.1 | 460 | 
tRON | aoe | 33 [ si] ae] 230] 360] ia frisafiirs [aca [irooi| 254 | 302] asa] 91 | 14.2[ 12.8] 639 | 
KEWEENAW [ sai| e| es] i2] i7] 43] o74 [risa}iioe7|a33|ii617[ 23.1 | 307] 462] 140 | 16] 279] 395 | 
LUCE | ias3 | 29 | 109] 34] 6 | 236 | 120 |i:376[i:3.21 [iaoa|iiz2i] 169] 634] 197] 122 | 45.8] 143] 277 | 
MACKINAC [ies] 2] a] ai| 7:1] 125[ ove [ii7s|i:ioolra.soliioa2| 222| 360] 3a0| 96] 168] 168] 56a | 
MARQUETTE [-s971| 130] 316 | tes] 354 | 905] 167 |i:243/1:1.62/1:3.93|1: 6.65] 203| 493] 304| 131 | 31.8] 196] 355 | 
MENOMINEE | 2ioo[ 26|{ 53] so] 104] 233[ 111 [ir20a|i:1o6|ia96[rz96] 202] 411 | 3a7| 11.2[ 227[ 215] ae | 
ONTONAGON [2oea| 95] tio] sa] o1| 348] Jee [rise |i2i2|ii.7i [i266] 370| a28| 202] 273[ 316] 15.0] 26. | 
SCHOOLCRAFT | 3356| 50] e| 35| 138 | 304] 090 |i:iea{iiasi |as2|i5.08| 301] aae| 21.1 | 165] 266] 11.5] 45a | 

U.P. TOTAL __|3se08| 612 | 1205 | 54 | teri | ase2| 127 fi-2io|i:1.s0|1:350|1645| 222| 467| 31.1 | 134| 262] 187] 397 | See ee ee ee eS ee Cee eee eS es a eee ee 
ALCONA [ i627] 14 [ 39] se] 20] 1as|_o77 fi:275|i:075|1:6.50[: 293] 13.3] 372] 495] 11.2 a12[ aie] 160] 
ALPENA [ 742 | 116 [| 202] 105] 490 1003 | 1.352 [i:2sa|i:278|1:342|1:765| 226] 569] 205] 116] 29.1] 105] 48. | 
ANTRIM te — 2 te tet et ee 
ARENAC [sao] 13] 37] a3] si] 18a] 904 |raes|in.i2[1s.38|resi| 137| 446] 307] 97| 276| 246] 30: | 
BAY non ay One on Ramen Macc | TOTO: eC eNOS oN omnes creme | 
CHARLEVOIX | izof o[ s| 3{ 3] 23] oe [ioselie67|ii22lise| 450] a00| 150] 302] 348| 130] 130 | 
CHEBOYGAN eee} 2} | 2} {so} oss Heaafezas zoo ees | 333 ss2/ 205} 200} seot 190} 220! 
CRAWFORD jie ees | 202 | 279] 910] .528 |i:2.99|1:0.67|1:642[1:9.71 | 135| 402] 463| 93] 279] 321] 307] 
EMMET HS Ley Lat} 2 Sof ose fia sofutartiteo}irsa/ ize] a7] 432) 120} 420] 420] 40 
GLADWIN Last, £0] teo| iso] 229 | s99[ 323 [i2e7|iio7|i:5.i7[re08| 162| 433| 405] 1o0| 267 
10SCO ga2|_42| ize] ol tea] 456 | 4a |i.2a0[i:112|1:5.50|r986] 154] 44.7] 309| 9.2] 268] 239| 40.1 | 
KALKASKA | 1053| 48 | 46] 46 | 56/106 | 1@6|1:0.96[1".00|1:1.02[1308] 344 | s2e| sze| 245 
MIDLAND EE a ross 300 280 nL 20} sag, mat Li bess | 2221 21 18] 
MONTMORENCY | 27/9] 197 | 1304 | 750 | 1449 | 3700 | 1.361 |1:6.62]1:1.74 [11043 [11778 | 6.8 
OGEMAW | taao| se] iso] 246] aio] o20| 635 |i:220/i:o73|1:5.22|022] 16.1 | 353| 4e6| 08.9| 106] 270 44s | 
OSCODA | iois| 39] io2[ eal a3] aa2| asa [iaoaliieie[i7ieliioss] i22| 602] 275|[ 8a] 434] 200] 278 | 
OTSEGO [ive] s0[ a9[ 7a] 4a | 207[ 173 [isi 22 [1066 |i:308 [1-418 | 245 | 301 | 454| 193] 237] 357| 213 | 
PResQue iste__| 635] 3[ s5{ 7] 3] 18] oe|iie7fi.o7 [1400/1500] 200] 333] 467] 167] 277| 309] 167] 
ROSCOMMON __| i569| 87| 140| 102] 207] 536[ 342 ]i:1ei [1:1.37 [1:278 [1:516| 264 | 426] 310] 163] 261| 190] 386 | eee 2a LU cee eee ee Oe See iso |iaee) 
LPOPEN TOTAL | 2366 | 959 | 2672| 2001 | 3563 | 9365 | 430 | 1334 |1:137 |1:5.70|1:003| 148| 493| 350] 22| 306| 223] 370 | eee USN eI ee ce ee eee 
SENZIE [ws{ 6] 3| 2| 0] 11 | 056 ]rasofinso[ross [ross] sas[ 273 192] sas| 273| 1e2| 01 
CLARE [ vas] os] i2|s{ ai] 63] 085 [i240 [1:240 [1:340[u160] 227| 546| 227| 79] 191[ 79] 65. | 
GD.TRAvERSE | tea] 2{ s{ of 3{ to| o6ofiiesol oltesolraoo[ zee] via] of 200] soo| of 300] 
MANISTEE | sso|_a2{77|35{ 90| 24a | 436 |i:1.63 |1:220 [1267 |1ae | 273| soo] 227[ 172 316| 14.3] 3609 | 
MASON [roao] s{ 9] of 15] 38] 036 Jiao [i100 [13.60 |i660[ 218 | 301] 301 | 132[ 237[ 237[ 394 | 
MECOSTA [ ao1| 20[ 23] tel i2[ 73] 162 [iis [i126 [12.05 [+265 | 328 | 377] 205] 274 | 315[ 247[ 164 | 
_MISSAUKEE | a3e|_io{ 29] 13{ 39] 91 | .209|1200/i233 |i420[re10| 192] 558] 250] 110] 310| 143[ 428 | 
MUSKEGON ii | ene [Ro | Sc |e NON 701) ial Riera alas ako! | UioL i onl nial ne sor flo: | eal ode Tel 
NEWAYGO | 1937] 89] 156| 200] 206] 660] .341 [1:1.75[1:0.75 [1410 [i642] io6| 344/460] 135] 236|[ 317] 312 | 
OCEANA | zva7] 4 22] 2] to] 57] 078 [i650 [i105 [i075 [r32s| 05] 466| 447] 70] 306] 368| 176 | 
WEXFORD [eel ai [ a27{ 34] 92| 194| 314 [i066 [11079 |ii4e |1:373| 402] 265| 3a3[ 211 | 13.0] 176] 474] 
AK [isa {| sa] es] s2] iol 311] 169] i:120/1:070 [272 [1476 | 269 | 32.3] 408] 174] 209] 264] 35.3] 

LEELANAU nS bean EG ole: Vor Reno ONO PONG IE) Jolt elutes Geng. oley 
MONTCALM ees MUN nol eevolt ata eo oOo ol ol Male Ole voll Voli tells elie’ 
OSCEOLA [ 20s] i[ 4] | of 6 | .030}i:400|1:400 [15.00 [5.00] 167] 666] 167| 167] 666] 167] | 

[C2 ae ioe ae eS oe Al ee ee ea a ec Th ei A= ae) OPIN ASP ISL) ATTEN PHT CO Te 
Fe DSS Se ae VR ES a ea | a eS 
italia anise Dee | a AE | a all MUNIN TN) Lace Seat Tod 
Rey PM | ep ee Nae ee Ss ee Shea | a RAR A | et a ee ee ee 

TOTAL LR CLOSED 9245 | 279| 432| 420| 618 | 1738] 190 [11.55] 1:10! [i:300 [1530] 2a5| 379] 376] 150| 24.6| 244] a5. | ee a ee SO SS) | Ieee Ee 
TOTAL LP. [soeia | 1138 | 30a 2520] aie: | iniaa] 363 [1200/1131 [iesu2 [ie7e | 163] 475] a62[ 102] 207| 226] 375 | 
TOTAL STATE _|eeazi | 1750 | 45e9| 3374 | 5992 | 15705 | .236 | 2.62 [1:1.36 |i-ass [1-797 | 180] 47.3] 347] 41.1 | 202] 215] 382]



’ MICHIGAN 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
GAME DIVISION 

CONSERVATION OFFICERS DAILY DEER TALLY 

DEER REPORTED SEEN BY CONSERVATION OFFICER JULY_1_TO NOV._IL 1933 

“cn scat | sex [ser ["| se see a eee) erm see corre — COUNTY enniton| SEEM Been | OE eid tee | odes | Sk Past oes oes eos forecast 
[ALGER | 1880 358] 00] ae] 176] 349] .22a)i:2.57|i:1.06|1:3.80[1'807] 20.5] se6| 260] 100] 250] 132] so] 

| BARAGA__—i|_iiea{ 20{ 4i{ 20{ 49|_i30{ iafi:zos|ii ai [iiasoliisos| 222| 456] a22| 144] 205| 200] 35.2] 
[ cHIPPEWA | e33{_— ss | ts | | as al ossfiss sali eoli:zi7fisea3] 31.6] 421] 263] 13.6| 182| 114] 560] 
[ DELTA ————s*d|:seoe7| 20] 7s] zal 70] asa] aati:a.7s|rioselii7esfinveo] ie[ 434] 450] 7.9| 29.8[ 3:0] 31.3| 
[ DICKINSON | 2ise[ 38] ce] 40] ot | aa7]voafisioli:.7oli:2ealiis2a] 260] 466] 274] 16.0| 207| 160] 38.4] 
| GoceBic | 2eea{ 43] se| os] on] 203] riofisisoliio.se[iia.si[iisei| 222| 209] sao] i4.7| 191] a24] 33.0 
[ HOUGHTON | _1ss2{27| a9|76{ ol 222] tizfiseifioealiiacali:722| i7e| s22| sool 22 22.1[ a2] 31.5] 
[ IRON 2275] ss] se] sa] ii] 362] iso [isros|ioolt:esi[isse| s22| 3a9| 339] 15.2| 160] 160 
[ KEWEENAW _—|_aeof_—g| a] ts] in| 4a] ove fitoer|iio.a7(i:a.i7|i6a3] 240] 160] 600] 136] 1] 341 
[tuce _———sd|s vas] ga] sa] a2] as] to | ase fiiaseliie.seliia.seli:ao7] 219[ se2| 2:0| i66[ 420[ 168 235] 
| MACKINAC _|_sss|_—af_—o| 7] te] 36] oaafu:z.z5|iii.2e[i:aoo[t:eoo] 200] 450[ 350] 111] 250] 195] 44.4] 
[ MARQUETTE | 4468| 148 i7o[ 162 3s7| eae] tea fisizifio.oali:2.aa|iia7e| 200] 352[ s50[ 175] 2i2| 215| 30.6] 
[ MENOMINEE | 2008[ 25] 20| 2al67|_ tas] ovafisieliii2i[i:2i2[iaso] s20| 372| 308] 17.2| 200] 166] 46.2 
[ ONTONAGON | 2075| 46| 56| a0] a5|_te7| oor: nzalisiaoli:2ce[i:a07] 32a] 304] 202| 2a6[ 299 21a 24.4] 
| SCHOOLCRAFT | 2300[ 23] _e| 21] se] 16s] .o7a}i:2a7|:3.14|1:2.78[ 1620[ 209] 00] 101] 13.7| 303] 125] 349] 
| U.P. TOTAL | a7s75| see] _070| 740| 1360] 9515] .127|tines|ii1.i6|i:3.06|1:506| 240] 405| 340] 150| 240| 212| a0! a a a a PS en 0s sa eg eee See, 
[ ALCONA | teze| 2a ao| sa] ts | tao] osefi:zisfioealiiaas[isoe] 184] 392] a24[ 164] 350| a79[ 107] 
[ ALPENA__—'|_tias{_i5i[ 4oa| tea] 676| iase| 1.2sa{ice7oliie.za|i:a.ei[iese| 203| 5s0| 247| 106] 268| 12] 477| 
}-ANTRIM —__}-_aze}__—2}_a}_1}_ af ui} sas} asofuetcolisaca}iase} soot root tact reat saat ait od 
| ARENAC _—i|_asa2{__34|__s9|_a7|__ia|__ta0| seefisis|i1os|i:ezali:e7e| a00| a55| a36| 264] 302] 207] 147| 

| CHARLEVOIX | toe 2] af sf at 2] oro frs2.00]is1.33[1:3.50[ 115.00] 22.2] aa] 333] 167| 323 250[ 25.0] 
| CHEBOYGAN | 504] 10] _as| 20] salto] ese }i:aso[ia.as|i:e.so| moo] i33| 600] 267| 4] 370[ 16e| 37.0] 
| CRAWFORD | 2oie| 55] 100] asi] 265] 751| .s7afi:sasfiio.7eli:7.ea| wees] i13[ 301] 496] 73[ 253] 321] 35.3] 

[EMMET | _toa7|_— ts] 96] a0] ai] t02|_. ses|ie.aoli:a.ao|ii9.07| 1.00] | 636] 265] 7.8| 500] 208| 21] 
[ GLADWIN | _tess{ too] iai[ ise{ 152] 510] .2e2fitai|uo.seli:2e7(r:aie| 272] 357[ 371] 19.3/ 252| 262[ 20.3] 
[iosco 50] af isa] is] os] ani] zar7fisasofisisali:s.as[i:7sae[ i5s[ 4ai[ 36a] i19[ 370[ 260[ 23.1| 
[_KALKASKA _|_557|25|27| 35] 20] ti6| .20aft:toali:o.77[i:2.40[136a| 260| 310] 4oz| 21.6| 232| 302| 25.0] 
[ MIDLAND. si] 5a] att att | aoafisi.soliso.75|i:3.sol1:a50| 222| aaa] 44s] ie2| 273] 26a] 162] 
| MONTMORENCY | is70[ iss| iia2| 735] 627] 2es0| i7istiiei7|i:i ssfisois|inasa] 90] 554] 356] 69] 42s 273| 233] 
[-ocemaw | tazs| oe a7al aos | ase] 1267] eeeli:277[10.67[1:6.67| 1.00] 127| 352| s2i| 7.0] 216] 321] 26] 
| OscopA sits 67e| so 29{_iz7|_e | a] 205] az0li:a3eli:2.celi:eseliees| 134] 505] 2e1[ 1o2| aa6[ 21a[ 23.8] 
| oTseco | ivaof si] iss] za] aso] sto] zeafiacsfisiee[i:atolieis| i96[ sie] 205] o6| 260] 143] 49.0| 
[ pResgue iste | iei[ if at af atte] ossfi:soofiio.75|1:7.00] moo] 2s] 375] soo] a4] 250] saa] 233] 
| ROSCOMMON | tio7]_a5{ 67] sz] 7a aa7]aiafisiaali:i 2ofieealiaz7| 274] 409] 317] 19.0/ 203] 2r9| 300! BCS COMMON en eNO ees | AOS sede ese eee 
[LROPEN TOTAL] vo1as| waa] 2001] 22oe| ence) s0se| ceo) urazo|ii.se)i-a7e| 00a] 148] aes] a67| 100] 920] 24s| a2a| SaaS eee eee ee ee ae Ee eee 
[ Benzie | salt] at tT T5037] 1: 300]1:3.00[1:4.00[1:400] 200| 600] 200] 20.0] 600| 200| _| 
[ cLARE |i] ta) aa] a] © a7] oe] tea fuinz7|izz.e7|i:200| 1:52] 333| soo] 77| 15.1] 267| 35] 5a7| 

IGS EY en Si Riot erage 0 Ti a Nim Pe a vente fee) lee een 
[ MANisTeE | 530 56 tos! a7| aa] aaa] as7|i:ieelie.eai:2sali:aa2| 203] 530| 1e7| 23.1| a4] 153] 122] 
[ MASON. | aa] | sto] 26 | cosa fi:ae7|iicolt:a.sa}i:7e7] 1e0| 500] 312] 11.5| 308] 192] 305] 
[ mecosta | 3e5] 5] is] te] 7] 3 | tia firaoo[itooalie2ofi:76o] 139] 417] aaal 16] aa9] 372] 16.3 
[ missAuKEE | _355] se te] | ta] 30] oaati:ae7| —[tvee7|iiaoo] 273] 727] | 200] saal | 26.7| 
POA ARES coc ge Bali MON 2920 a RR CTI EER ene age CAT Sa Tas pee 

. [onewayco | teso[ 57[_e6[ as | ea] ato] vesfissifisoali:zc6|i:aaal 252] 30:| 367] 184[ 277] 260| 2711] 
| Oc! EANAD 2 | ANA +2} — 4} 4} af af iat oa fi:o.2s{iio.25[i:1.as{i:22s] aaa] iii[ as] 3008] 76| | 30.8| 8| 308] 

aaa] te] 22] 36] 05] zasfisiefi:t.ze[ii2si|i:aoo| s22| 373| 305] 200] 232| 180| 370] 
[cake] tos | sf ss] ei] sal isi | saatitiz7fieceliieas|i:ae7| 200] sia] toe] 205] 364 i3.0| 202! 

eae eS ST ee Ea Oe Sida Leone liad pelle 

ee ee URSA er rane nel es Ame pain api aces USM yuo | ae pOE |e nev CHETAN en A 
GNSS eter eT “Me SN [zac eT VE PAE eck 
Rae eae ec |S ey oe Se Tr tlle | inane dae eet 
BR oe aM ty eae ein eat sa te LT ePID ad ne sre See ea | 

PEs eco pamn fae ML ls De S| cA a Se ne dee ta | Uiog Ba 0). Oe] OM 
Ree | a | A a ep GY Se eee 

ee eel sl lanl cos) ol eal. cel ell coll (ee eg ee a eee Mae 
[ TOTALL.P. | 2ates| 1076| 295| 2390] 2146| 049] .408[1:a00|1:1.95|1:5.22| 110.14] 16.1| 423| 356| 109| s29| 243| 310] 
[ TOTAL STATE | sizaa| 1606] aios| aise] 45i5| 19364] 2seli-eseltisifi:asifi:732| 161] 464| 355] 12.0] 307| 225] a3.)



; MICHIGAN 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

GAME DIVISION 

CONSERVATION OFFICERS DAILY DEER TALLY 

DEER REPORTED SEEN BY CONSERVATION OFFICER JULY_ITO NOV.II-1932 
wun mer) sora. SEER 

COUNTY pena wee | en ee 
[ ALGER | ter] al toa] oi | ia] 357] 2o2fias6|iuzoli:a7s[izii[ 210] aeel 2o2] i23[ 2e1] i7i[ ais] 
| BARAGA | toa] af as] taf aa] on] oes fusu2|i7e[ ase] rose] 70] s32| zoel es| 274[ 15.| 20.4] 

| DELTA sez [a7] ve] we] toe] 30a] tizfiari[roos|iaseliirse| teal 306] 416] i22[ 257| 27.1 | 35.0| 
| DICKINSON _| 2sas] ie] too] 57] soz] 267] tis|isza|inoi[ive7afivasi | to3al seo] soe] 6e[ sao] tee] 35.5] 
| GoceBic | aaa0| as] ss] 90] ea] _ase| .oeoftraz0| 106i |i:seoli:as2] 147] 32.4] 520| 07] 21a| 340/34. | 
| HOUGHTON | 2e6s| 57] 2] | 4a] as0[ izifuioo[roee|i:ece|isze] 272] 20s] aaal is.0[ 17.3[ 254] 414] 
| IRON aia] a0] aa] sof sso] aaa] to fuina7[tose[iisia[izso] 2s2[ 35.5] 403] i2a| iei[ 20.6| 40.0] 
| KEWEENAW | aso| sf at iat te] a0] isefiosi|ioze[iiiseliiar7| 4i0[ ize s52[ 265] e2| 206] 36.7] 
pause ———___} 10H io7| ef 30] 20] at | ti7] toe ft:aea| i134[izesolmse2| 105] 51.3[ 362] 68| 333] a8| 35.1 | 

MACKINAG | trast aif si [sat r5[ tor] iofisves|i:isofierali:sie| 267] ago] 203] 162] 267] 17.6] 39.3] 
| MARQUETTE | saas|_ 14s] 240] tae] ais] ose] -t77fiico[iiea[iizes[isse] 273[ 452] 27.5] isa] 25a] isa] 43.0] 
| MENOMINEE | aaai| is] sali] a] a5] ossfiasa[iis7[isis[iose! eal 40a] aia] o6[ 24a] ise| 504] 
| ONTONAGON | asi2| eo] 57|_ se] 80] asa] toofioos|ioz[iiiee[isz2] sa7] see] seal 2a7| 226] 221 | 31.6] 
| SCHOOLCRAFT | e6s{ 20] ze[ ef 2a] i | -tis|unso[rorzafiiass[iass| 2a0] a2] 440] eo] 25a] 35.1[ 21.6] ee a Eerie pec ee 

| U.P. TOTAL | sseoo| sen] 972] 19 1575] se04| tie [isuoe| r:u19[13s0 [1038] 220] a1.0| 253 19.6| 250[ aio] 40.4] 
| ALCONA | ivai| at ai | os| te] 47] oes fiit.7e| :06a[ tae: {is.s0] 170] s1e[ soa] is6| 270] a2] i2.3| 
[ ALPENA | ttos{s[ toe{7e[ sa5[ cia] ssa[iiese| :tse|t4oa[tie6o| 190] 467] 33s] 74] 173] i24| 62.0 | 
| ANTRIM | azat at sf at | o34{ i300] :200/ 1:4.50[raso[ is2| sas{ 273[ 162] sas| 27.3] 
| ARENAG | aoa] 7| tof as] | sa] oa [itsaa| r040] 15.00] 115.00] 16.7] 23.0[ sas] 167] 230/505] 

| CHARLEVOIX | 7aof [at ats | 07] 1:20] :1.00] 1:400[1:4.00] 200] 40.0[ 40.0] 20.0[ 200] 400] | 
| CHEBOYGAN | o45[_te{ sof ai {| taf ti] tea|icave| sie: [isaso[iisso[ sez] sos sia] isa[ 427] 26s] 15.4] 
| CRAWFORD | _i7se] sa] iee| 266] 240| 74a] aze|i:aaa| i071 [i:eai[iees| ioe] 37.0] saa] 7.2{ 251 | 35.6] 22.1 | 
| eMMeT | asa] ai | 5] co] to] tes] 95 }tias7| i:t25[iseaa[re.0o] 135] 401] sea] 127] 452] 361] 6.0] 
| GLADWIN | ison] za 77] 2] ez] aoa] a7 [i:3as| ose] ieze[imize| 100] 36.3| sze] 7.8] 262] 301| 27.9| 
Liosco | see] st | ss| 2] 40] 206] 53: [i134] 10.00 1:205[1:4.02| 250] 346] 393] 199| 267] 301 | 23.3| 
[| KALKASKA | rao] i | te] te] 20] es] ose fist.ea| iii2|i:309[i:aei| aaa] 400] 356] 1¢0| 277/ 246| 30.8] 

HPT Raa em ic a ec | 
| MONTMORENCY | 1587] 250] tiie] ove] i340] s764[ 2sea/ii4ae| i:104|tiaze| sia] to2| 457] aai| 66] 205] 205| 35.4 | 
| OGeMaw | isas|ae[ tai] aio] aii] 60a] 307] t:307| 0.67] i:76a| rez] ine] 355] see] 76] 292] 325] 3a.7| 
| oscopa | tol a7] tof za] tae] 30a] sea|iizo7] iao[iao7|ieei] 67] ae] 335{ 102] 303] 204] 30, | 
| otseco | iss] af is} Tf a] ees fisto7] tise] iinse{isos| 350] 37.5] 275[ sa2| 366] 260| 2.4] 
| Presque iSte | 932] 4] tof is] 7] a5] oaa|icars| i:t27|i:eso[ozs| 105] 50.0] 305] ee| a22| a3] 15.6| 
| ROSCOMMON __|__s04] 2s] sa] as] ae] 70] izifucaie| i:i20[i:ae6[iiseo] oz] aas[ 363] 147] 3ie[ 265| 27.0] 

| LROPEN TOTAL | i7ass| 622] 2089| 2153| 2560] 7426] 20|1:295| 10097] :001|uooe| 120| 420| 24a] o4| 201] aso| 24.6| se ee re eee eee 

Sz epee | pg a] | es | owe eso) | isos0l| too] Veer |) avs] ieeg | isas | |e) 
ee eden eee es| Ween aeePc SP ed  os [aPe | re [SS Paoolol et a 
| Gp.TRAverRse | 262] if if if Ts] ori fistoo[ iito0] i200] viz00[ sas] saa] 33a] 33.a[ aaa] 33] | 
| MANISTEE | ose| as{ si | 26{ aa] tas] 2zofisae| rice] i220] isa] sia] 455{ eae] ea: | 352[ i7e| 22.0| 
| MASON | eof a | ta] ta] so] si] ov0ftin so] iso0] 1:3.00[ 15.30] 2s0| 375] 375] 15.7[ 235] 235| 37.3] 
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III. DEER MORTALITY F 

Tho deer population is depleted from » number of causes other 

than hunters. These losses are just as detrimontal in réducing the 

breeding stock as is hunting, and should be carefully watched by 

the Forest officer for the purpose of reducing them wherever pos- 

siblee All dead or dying decr found by Forest workers in the woods 

should be recorded on a map and reported to the Ranger and Super- 

visor, so that a competont man may make an exatination of the animal 

or carcass to determino the cause of death. 

The oxamination and report of such deer should include the 

following items: 

Observer, date, location, sex, general condition of animal, as 

condition of flesh, hair and lesions on any part of the body, whether 

partly caten by carnivors, and any signs which might indicate the 
cause of death. The examination should also include position of 
wounds, condition of nostrils and mouth, stomach, intestines, lungs, 
heart, liver and genital organs. Pregnant fomales should be ex- 

amined to determine the condition of development and number of the 

young. 

External and internal parasites, or parts thought to be ab-= 

normal, should be preserved and properly labcled. Parasites and 
pathological materials should be sent to the agencies indicated 
under "Preservation and Identification of Parasitic, Pathological 

and other Materials." A copy of the report should be sent with the 
material to be identified or diagnosed. 

Decr mortality may be classified as follows: 

1. Mortality of wounded deer left in the woods following the 

hunting season. 
2 Mortality due to predatory animals. 

: 3. Mortality due to other causes, as starvation, disease, etc. 

The following discussion takes up the causes of each class of 

loss under separate headings. 

Mortality Due to Wounded Deer Loft 
: in the Woods Following the Hunting Season 

| It is obvious that many deer of all ages and of both sexes | 

are wounded during the hunting season. Carelessness in distinguish- | 

ing between the sexes, combined with poor shooting, are responsible | 
for most of these lossese Some of these losses can be eliminated by | 
the education of the public as to how to hunt. Foresters can ac- ) 

complish a great deal by Public Relations work in the education of | 

the hunting public through the use of news articles, public addresses 
and personal contact. The following item, taken from the back page 
of the Digest of General Game Laws for Michigan, 1933-34, was designed 

for this purpose: 

a a he |
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"Don't Leave a Cripple" 

"The heart area is the shaded section, between 

the forelegs, to the rear of the shoulder joint. Note 
that the latter is well forward of the line of the 
forolegse A low shot that is ‘placed behind the 
shouldert will strike the heart arcae However, the 

shoulder joint is very often confusod with the elbow, 
which is located at tho junction of the foroleg and 
the body. All shots should be placed forward of the 

elbow - not behind it. 
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"Tho above is reprinted from 'Whitotailed Doer' 
by William Monypeny Newsom. (Publishod by Chas. Scribner's 
Sons, 597 5th Avenue, Now York City.) Copyrighted 1926." 

The losses due to shot wounds should be carefully checked on 
sample areas consisting of not less than one or more than two sec- 

tions to a ranger district. These semples should be checked not 
later than ton days following the hunting season by men crossing 
the area, and close enough together so that all intervening ground 

can be scene These cheeks should bo carefully organized and tho 
men instructed to look under evergreen trees and in other sheltored 
places. 

Tho samples should be located in arcas which were most 

heavily hunted, and should includo the forest types in which deer 
seck shelter when disturbed. The rosults should be recorded as 
follows:
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Loss of Deer Duc to Wounds Received 
During the Hunting Soason 

DERG Mm Aiea AUN 2/2 i 
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f Acres por Intensity of Hunting 

Bucks | Does Fawns_| Dead Decr [Heavy | Mcdium | Light 
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*Report dead and wounded deer found by Forest workers but 

outside area checked. 

Mortality Due to Predatory Animals 

Winter mortality of deer by predators will vary with the 

density of the predatory population, the density of the deer popula- 
tion and the ability of the deer to escape, depending on their 
physical condition and the snow conditions of the range, ete. In 
the Lake States, it is believed that timbcr wolves and foral dogs 
are the principal predators of deor. 

Dead decr, reported by Forest workers, should be inspectod 
by a competent man to determine the cause of death, if possible. 
Only animals that show umnistakable signs of being killod by preda- 

tors should be recorded as dying from this causc. Many deer which 

die of starvation may be partly caten by carnivors, but these ani- 
mals are not the primary cause of death and should not be charged 
with the kill. The dead deer should be carefully watched for when 
the sample plots are being run for determining the spring breeding 
stock. Sce "Detcrmination of Breeding Stock." 

Mortality Due to Other Causes, Including 
Starvation, Discases and Accidents 

Starvation is directly or indicredly responsible for much 
of the winter loss of deer. Frequently doer yards are so closely 
browsed thet faym ond yearlings are not able to reach the food and 
may dic from starvation or indirectly from diseases as secondary 

causes when the animals' vitality is low, due to poor quality or 
insufficient food. A careful check should be made to determine if 
losses are occurring from starvation, and if such is the case,
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measures should be taken to correct it. 

See “Adjusting Forestry Practices to Improve the Present 
Carrying Capacity for Deer." 

»/ Diseases of Deor 

By Dr. 3. C. O'Roke, School of Forestry and Conservation, 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 

External perasites - Ticks, lice, louse-flies and various 
species of biting flics annoy decor and moose considerably.» We are 
greatly in need of field data and collcctions of theso parasites 
in order to dotermine their relationships to the transmission of 
disoases of the animals. 

Internal parasites - Nose bots. These thick-bodied white 

“erubs", studded with brown dots that focl like sandpaper are 
commonly found in the inner nasal passages of deere Thoy are tho 
larvae of deer bot flics. They interfere with breathing and may 
cause lesions through which socondary infoctions onter the system. 
The gonus known to infest deer is Cephenomia. 

Lungworms - Adult lungworms are as large around as a linen 
thread or small wrapping cord and are up to two inches long. Thoy 
are found in the lower branches of the bronchial tubes. In order 
to make an examination for lungworms, ono must cut the bronchial 
tubes and their branches open with fine scissors and search dili- 
gontly. There may be from one to many in one animal. The larval 
lungworms which are the offspring of the adults are to be found 
in serapings from the air passages, oesophagus and in the lung 
tissuce Thoy arc microscopic in size and remain alive and active 

several days after the death of their host. At least two genera 

of lungworms, Dictyocaulus and Protostrongylus are known from 
deer in the Lake States Regione 

Tapeworm cysts - Pearly white, liquid-filled bladders up to 
an inch in diamctor may be found attached to the liver or among 
the visceral organse These are larval tapeworms, $hé adults of 
which are found in carnivorous manmalse 

Liver flukes - Thick, leaf-shaped flat worms of the genus 
Fasciola, ranging up to an inch in length, may be found in the 
livers of decr. When such worms occur in largo numbers in the 
liver of sheep they produce a diseasc known as liver rote Informa- 
tion is needed as to whether such parasites are pathogonic when 
found in deer. 

Other parasitic worms - Several kinds of round worms and 
tapeworms arc found in deer. Evidence of their presence may be 
the finding of their eggs in fresh feces or the actual worms in 
the intestinal tracts of the animals upon making an autopsy. We 
have very little information os to their pathogenicity.



Infectious diseascs - Pneumonia. Fatalities in late Winter 

or Spring are oftem duo to pneumonia. The lungs of deer that 
have died from pneumonia are dark in color, filled with liquid 

and have a li¥erelike:cansistency. Pneumonia is probably secondary, ‘ 
following unfavorable circumstances for the vicll being of the ani- 
male <A cormon speculation is that lungworms arc the pre-disposing 

cause of the disease. Records and data are needed in order to 

test this assumption. 

Sore mouth. When sores are found in an animal's mouth it 
is belicved thet the infection is acquired through lesions caused 
by too coarse food or food unsuited to the animal's needse 

Actinomyces necrophorus has been isolated from deer suffering from 

sore mouth. ‘This disease may be fatale 

Foot and mouth diseasee This serious infectious disease of 
live stock has been known to occur in mle deer in California where 
it was eradicated by employing drastic measures. This is a problem 
for the skilled veterinarian, and should the disease be suspected, 

it should be reported to the state veterinarian immediatelye There 
is said to be no foot and mouth disease in the United States at 

presente 

Wartse Black skin warts which may become broken open and 
infected have been reported from both deer and moosee They are 
readily recognized. Little is known of their pathogenicity. 

Winter losses - When the deaths of large numbers of animals 
occur in late winter or spring, we refer to then as winter lossese . 
Such losses may be due to several causese Insufficient or unsuitable 
food or both are perhaps the main causes of losse The actual cause 
of death, however, may be secondary, such as discase or parasitism 

which would not cause death provided conditions for existence were 
otherwise favorable. 

If the losses occur in aged or decrepit individuals, it is 
possible that they constitute natural deaths; if the fawns in par- 
ticular suffer, it would appear that over-population and competi- 
tion for food are the basic causes of losse 

Scrious study of winter losses made as soon as possible after 
the animal has dicd will yield valuable information and clear up 
points that at prosent arc speculative. 

Skok KK 

The total deaths on cach Forest areca should be summarized and 
tabulated. Where the sampling method is used the total for the 
Forest should be calculated on this basis. Otherwise, actual lossvs 

should be used. The tabuletion should be as follows:
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Removal of Diseased or Crippled Deer 

Lame deer or those that show signs of being diseased or 

crippled should be removed from the range. Such deer should be re- 

moved only after consultation with and in cooperation with the 

State Conservation Department and their local Conservation officers. 

Such Departments of Conservation, in cooperation with State Universi- 

' ties, are equipped to make a thorough examination of animals to be 
removed. A report of the post mortem of such animals should be re- 
quested from the State and a copy of this report sent to the Regional 

Office. 

|
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SUMMARY OF FORM 91 R-9 "COOPERATIVE DEER HUNTING" 

Bei hatte Ica ie ha hag ree oid 
| | Total | Hunt- | Total 

Forest | | % of Days to Acres ing Hunters 

| Ranger District|Humting "Take" | Hunting | Success| Kill a | Hunted | Acci- | Actual® Infected 
Work Area B|D{|F/ Total} Take Ratio Deer Over dents | Estimated® Deer 

i | 

conan ae on oa . ee an 

“Cross out one. Indicate whether actual number Days to Kill a Deer = Total Man Days Hunting 
of hunters for the Ranger District was de- Total Deer Killed 
termined or if it was estimated on the basis 

of a sample area. Success Ratio = Total Hunters 
Total Deer Shot 

! % of Hunting Take - This figure should be based on the fall population. As there 
is now no way to determine actual fall populations it will 
have to be figured on the basis of the actual spring population 
combined with the success of the summer (reproductive) season.
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V. ANALYSIS OF THE PRESENT DEER WINTERING YARDS TO ‘ 

DETERMINE THs CONDITION ol BROWSE 

High populations of deer are desirable to the point where 

the range is efficiently utilized and no permanent damage to the 

forest cover takes place. The high breeding potential of deer, 

however, makes the balance between suitable populations and numbers 

that do permanent damage to the forest cover one of paramount im- 

portance. The examples of destruction of trees and shrubs on the 

Kaibab Forest in Arizona and in the forests of Pennsylvania make it 

necessary to watch this point carefully in any plan for managing deere 

In our northern forests where snow conditions force deer to 

yard in restricted areas the lack of browse in these areas is one 

of the limiting factors in deer production. Illinois and Missouri 

will probably compare more nearly to Pennsylvania as to weather and 

general conditions of variety of plant life and will probably carry 

more deer per unit of areas Depth of soil and fertility will also 

make some difference in the productivity in terms of deer because 

of the more luxuriant growth of ground cover and shrubs on such 

soils. 

Browse Conditions 

Sample plots for measuring browse intensity and plant damage 

should be placed in deer wintering swamps.* Bartlett (Michigan 

Conservation Department) has classified these winter yarding grounds 

as follows: 

ae Cedar Yards - Yards in which cedar is the predominant tree. 

Forest Service, type 4 (Acquisition Manual). 

b. Hardwoods - Little or no conifers, typed as M (Acquisition 

Manual ). 

Plots to determine the condition of browse for deer should be 

1/2 chain wide by 2 chains long. The plots should be marked with 

stakes at least four feet high and each sample designated by a 

number, so the same plots can be examined each year. The time to 

examine the plots should be in the fall before the yarding of deer 

begins, and before the leaves drop, and in the spring before the 

leaves come oute 

These plots should give an indication as to the possibility 

of deer dying from starvation and should indicate to the Forest 

officers whether action is needed to save deer from starvation. 

Where these determinations are made before the hunting season it 

will also help to indicate the number of deer that should be re- 

moved by huntinge 

The number of sample plots should very with the number and 
size of the wintering swamps. There should be at least one sample 

*I. H. Bartlett, Proce Miche Academy of Science, 1931.
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plot in each such swamp, and at least two sample plots to each 640 

acres of contiguovs swamp. 

Measurements should be made on form #90 R-9. The winter 

studies must be sent to the Regional Office by November 1, and the 

spring studies before June l. 

A clear understanding of the difference between rabbit cuttings 

and deer browsing should be obtained before attcmpting to make the 

survey. Rabbits clip the stems at an angle of 45-60 degrees. This 

angle is charactcristic and gives a definite clew if rabbits have 

fed on the stems. Deer and moose have teeth only on the lower jaw 

and pinch or pull the stems off. Thus stems brovised by deer or 

moose show as square cuts, have a fringed cut, or a pinched appear- 

ances 

Degree of Utilization of Browse 

In classifying the degree of utilization of browse, consider 

only the current year's growth. In tho case of shrubs use the en- 

tire bush as the unit instead of individual stems. With trees and 

reproduction use the individual stems as a unit. The four classes 

of damage to browse plants will be as follows: 

1. 1% to 33% - This shows as a light clipping of leaves and 
branches and is dotected only after careful examination. 

2. 34% to 66% - This will show as a medium heavy browsing with 
a marked clipping of about half of the new growth on top of the bush 
in case of decor damage or the sides or lowcr half in case of rabbit 

damage. 

3. 67% to 100% - This will show as a distinct "deer linc" up 

to 6 to 8 fect in case of decr or moose work or as a stunted dwarfed 

appearance of shrubs or young conifers. 

Directions for Use of the Browse Tally Sheet 

1. The man making this check should become familiar with the 
native species of trecs and shrubs before making the measuroments. 
(See Shrubs and Herbs Important as Animal Foods. ) 

2. Use a separate blank form 90R-9 for deer and rabbit utiliza- 
tion for cach sample plot. Every unit of browse should be indicated 

on cach form in one of the four columns. 

3. Indicate the exact location of the sample by measurement 

from well established landmarks. 

4. Be sure the boundary of the sample plot is clearly indicated. 
A string should be run between the marking stakcs while the measure- 

ment is being taken. 

5- Indicate cach unit by a dot in tho column which classifics 
the degree it has been utilized. The dot system is as follows:
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6. The total number of dots on the deer and rabbit sheets 
should be equal, but the degree which each plant is utilized will 
be different. 

7. Arrange a list of twenty species used by deer and also 
twenty used by rabbits in the order of their preference. 

Estimate of Damage 

Browsing of plants by animals may damage the plants by de- 
stroying the terminal buds, injuring the terminal sheet or cutting 
down the leaf surface, Trees are exposed to fungus attack if the 
bark is stripped off. 

The degree of injury from browsing will vary with the differ- 
ent species of trees and shrubs. 

BOOKS 

Field Book of American Trees and Shrubs - F. S. Mathews (Putnam) 
Book of Shrubs - Alfred C. Hottes (The A. T. De La Mare Company, 

New York, N. Y.) 
Deer Damage to Forest Trees in Pennsylvania - LeRoy Frontz 

(Research Circular 3, Department of Forests and Waters, 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 1930) 

The Decr Problem in Pennsylvania - Henry &. Clepper (Department 
of Forests end Waters, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 1931)
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Form #90 R-9 Rabbit 

UTILIZATION AND DAMAGE OF BROVSE PLANTS 
Forest. _Ranger District Date _ Zs 

7 te lla ___ Observer glia 

Location of Plot (EBxamplo) 1 ch. N 

West - 4 che south of N. Ee. sec- : Se 

tion corner of S.W. 1/4 of Sec- ; 

tion 26. i : 

; (This form is to be used for both ; | 

deer and rabbit utilization of : 

browses Use one shcet for decor W ————__ | ——> E 

and one for rabbit. *Indicate i 

which sheet is used’for coche | i 
eee Pe netr dere ora in einer nN Pte) ae 

rabbit for cach samplo studied.) | 

‘ Rien re 

oe ene tn eae 
} j ,_ | Leaves-L 
Plants not |1 - 33% |34% - 66%|67%-100% | Buds-B 

! utilizcd |Utilizcd Utilized |Utilizcd | Stems-S 

Maple, Sugar Il adh ipcnoesh i 

Maple, Silver _ sebaaciebi eae deni ‘ Seni 
Maple, Striped fen 

Maple, Mountain ng cee 

aplco, Red ious 
: 

lountain Ash 
Baron, oUNOW uk ain a. ; oe 

Birch, White shana bs i 

Birch, Spe ages shila aba Casal 

Beech ae ae 

Black Locust as 

pT eal Sa 
Hickories  _i| ee ae 

Gee pe 

Oak, White i 

Dak, Red ‘ 

Dak, Scarlot 
Oak, Chestnut 

Hllows Enea reams 
Or, QUO N A a saint 

Aspen, 
Largo-toothed a 

Poplar,..Tulip i : {
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Leavos-L 

Plants not |1-33% 34%~-66% 67%-100% |Buds-B 

ubilized |Utilizod Utilized [Utilized |Stoms-S 
Src alvin =SSSSs 
Cherry, Choko as 
American Hornboam 

op Hornboam -—— + 
Sassafras i 1a ee | 

shy Black | 

fen, White | Teg eee We 
pputtormit ‘ot 1 oe eae 

Black Walnut Tir ack. era ae ace 
ia ica en eg aes aden 

Pino, Red + ae z 
Pine, Jack } 

Fibs, ey Waite 1h Te Fae Tae 
Spruce, Norway | _ re a Wed enon 

F cedar, White a em, rN are re ane eta 
Balsam Fir i Pai Pie eae ean Ped 

as farack sacseiiadeanuimmtenaie ae waoareaaten 
emlock Pe! cd. Ee onan ue 

Hawthorne ete 

Dogwood, panicled ie Shoal ee anny 

E puodd,;Med Oster | fee 2 eee Oey 

Dogwood, Flowering 

Tazelnut hee oa taeaie 

Witch Hazel Meek i ee ie Ce 

Wild ‘Oravagp laren a nme al pra ae Soe atta 

foneysuckle pare mse rang omen aera 

hododendron PS Tegner Ryan are —_+——_-—— 
Hiountein Laurel ae omen en eet isi 
Sheep Laurel 

axa Gooseberry nana oe weet 

Wild Currant a a aR TS 

E Relics rt a me a 
Elderberry Poereen |faeeren reo 

oka ee Canam TD 

Sumac, Poison _ prranoT S| eee err 
Sumac, Staghorn —_ i anna Rian erie eee ae 

aspberry pi ane 

lackberry Hl iii enone rere 

ervice Berry a aa SES ng iemen cee a 

Soo euch eee ae 
ag Alder | Sena nN Rae nee ee pane et ae 

ireariasOrespar | pee DE ae 

rape re pratt a Reo ok 

abrador Tea a ieee Ce ee ne ig 

arberry pee ape pee Sap ore 

earberry ic
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After the browse has becn checked for degree of utilization 

for each sample,list twonty species in the order of their prefer- 

ence for both deer and rabbits. 

Preferred by Deor © Proferred by Rabbit oe 

L i 

Stn is bal ccmiane : Ele amicus ennai einen 
hehe elem roc teenie 

St eo Bit ener RT ke inion er errtncrrtiteenere 
pe arins eece a[rinierecentenecteestemet nti 

=~ CER rer grrr nin ine stlildieerente 
ronnie trientine iene 

Lon ak oto ee LOM Tee a ue ee eee 
sigs (CRSA EE aA RI Me td. nee ae 

Cu Gare we MT cr ea ke ot rt 
DEON Wi ora ena ey: FRR RUNS 
Pe ee ee ee tA A ne i aes 
oe) SCE RANA TE RID. NE Sie 
her enc ec lin, ere De ha ree rep ren 

L? Een ae hia Urs oct oh gate aes: pernenmnnsienntdenintitennnene Fen eens 

i MOG et ra ene 

Pi sidoiii sic sitnpiacsoincnel te RS A 2 ith
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VII. DETERMINATION OF THE BREEDING STOCK 

The yarding ground is one of the places where the actual 
number of breeding stock of decr that will be present during tho 
next reproductive season can be determincd. During March or early 
April, before the snow goes off and after a new snow has fallen, 
an organized drivo of deer should be earrenged on representative 
areas of yarding swamp, The "drive" should be organized so that 
a line of drivers advance across the swamps, the men boing not 
farther apart than two chains, and extending over a line of one 
to three miles, 

e diereeeniitcnmteniciemaieacenteae i ie a Ml Matas | 

Pete eee eT TTTP TUTE 

ah i I 
oaclinaaiaa | 

Raina ol Dye eRe SwA kw P 8 

a || » 
Deaton be 

R | ~ 
a | ea i | | i ee 1 

ee | Se | 
Pa clack | if 

“These Men count the Tracks
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The drivers will need to be noisy and to keep in close enough 

communication to each other to keep abroast and parallcl. The edges 

of the sample strip should be travelcd by the men in charge of the 

drive, for it is here that the count of tracks will be mado, The 

end af the line of the march should be on a road or trail so that 

the two ond men can close in from each end at the finish of the drive 

and can determine the deer that escaped from the sample. The drive 

should be arranged so that the longth of the strip should be from 

two to three miles from the starting line, 

The tabulation for the drive should be made as follows: 

DEER DRIVE 

Forest au) Range District 

t Bo Captain of Drive i 

Date Acres in Sample 

Deer 
Type of Driven Total Deer 

No. of| yard Snow Out _| Deer per| Man on Rangor 
men in | a or b*} Dopth| Total | Por Sec.| Section | Hours District 

drive 
ie poetic 

| | 
| 
| 

| 

*Two types of wintering swamps are listed under V "Analysis of Pres- 
ent Deer Wintering Yards to Determine the Condition of Browse"; a ~ 
cedar yards, and b = hardwood yards. 

Representative samples of each of these types of yards should 
be used in the drive, Before these samples are selected and the 

drive started a Forest Officer should inspect all of the wintering
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swamps to sce that the semples are taken in areas that have representa- 
tive concentrations of deer. 

To calculate the total number of deer on the ranger district, 
multiply the numbers of sections of swamps representing cach typo of 
sample by the average number of deer per section, as determined by 
the results of the drive. The ontire number of deer for the ranger 
district should be calculated in this way.
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VIII. MISCELLANEOUS HANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 
A number of miscellaneous procedures have a specific bear- 

ing on the management of deer. Some of these are: 

1. Restocking 
2. Daily and seasonal movements 
5. The time of rutting, time and number of fawns dropped, 

barren does, the number of yearlings in the spring and 
the time that males drop their horns. 

4. Supplementary feeding. 

pie ALS | 

As yet no inexpensive method has been found to transfer deer 
from range that is too heavily stocked to areas that are thinly 
stocked or lack deer entirely. Where some areas are overstocked 
and deer can be spared for restocking of other barren areas, 

trapping is a practical way of transferring them. Deer can be 
led into a trap by scattering hay from a yarding area into an en- 
closure. 

Yi\tee SOR |e eee anda) Ph eg 
AEN. Pees J ae he Ae ee 

Py Ee ee 
ee lage 

nee 

Pecan 

(The Michigan Conservation Department uses a different 

type of trap, the details of which will?be’sent on 
request. )
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Where the transfer of deer appears to be necessary, the Re- 

gional Office should be consulted for detailed directions and 
blueprints. The State Conservation Departinent and local con- 
servation office should also be advised of such contemplated ac- 

tion. 

Deas ne Bee ene 

Intelligent management of deer depends somewhat on knowing 
the general movements of deer during the various seasons of the 

, year and also knowing the daily and local movements, particularly 
the differences between the movements of the sexes, 

One of the ways so far devised for gathering information on 
the movements of deer is to tag the ears of adult animals that are 
trapped or of fawns that are caught soon after they are born in the 
spring. Tags needed for this purpose should be requested from the 
Regional Office in advance. 

Deer may be tagged in the ear about an inch from the under 

edge and one third of length of the ear out from the side of the 

head. 

! nc 

. iy ge, 
74g ee a L a 

“Geae 
eer) 

\ 

Fawns may be found in wooded areas or on the edges of swamps 

at the bases of trees or near logs, where they are left by the does 

during the day. After they get to be a week or ten days old they 
can be captured only by stealth. On seeing a fawn one must walk past 
the spot, then dive so as to take them unaware, but care should be 
taken not to injure them or move them from the position where they 

are found. These animals can be tagged in the ear as described 
above. A record should be kept of the location, sex, date, approx- 

imate age and a description of the mother doe if she is observed.
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All deer tagged should be marked on the index development map with 
the following symbols and the number of the tag: 

Adult male Bed 

Adult female BL On 8 

Yearling y .sex d 

Fawn Ee ayo 

Time of Rutting, Time and Number of Fawns Dropped, Barren 

____-_bees, Number of Yearlings in the Spring, Dropping of Horns 
Careful observation of the above activities are important 

to management. Where a one buck lew is in force it may be possible 

to so unbalmce the sexes that the rutting season is prolonged, and 

the fawning season extended much later than is normal. The result 

of this prolonged rutting season may be fawns that are not old 
enough to withstend the hardships of the winter. Likewise where 

there is a shortage of mature bucks the use of immature end defect- 

ive males may result in stock of poor quality and of inferior size. 

Observations made in the fall during the rutting season will help 
to determine the cause of these effects. 

Observation: of the time fawns are dropped in the spring will 

help to determine whether the observations made in the fall were 

correct. A careful record should be made of singles or twins seen, 
for it is believed that does will produce one fawn at first fawning, 
and may produce twins at later fawnings. Irrespective of the cause, 

where twins are common the herd will increase at a much faster 
rate than where only one fawn is produced. 

Barren does are usually determined by their sleek, fat ap- 
pearance during the summer and the fact that no fawns are seen 

with them. Their barren condition may result from disease or 

lack of opportunity to breed because of the absence of males. 

This results in a deer population much below its potential produc- 

ing power. 

The first winter is without question the most critical time 

of year for deer of less than a year old, because they may be crowded 
away from browse or are not large enough to reach it. The mother 

doe is able to help them a great deal during this critical period 

by breaking pathways in the snow and helping them to obtain food. 

The number of yearlings that survive the winter is highly 
important, as it is this class of stock that must fill the gaps 

resulting from hunting and other losses. It is difficult to de- 
termine the number of yearlings that survive except by direct 
observation and then some may be confused with other classes of 

stock.
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Observation of the size of horns, their condition, when they 
were dropped, and other facts relating to age and virility of males 
should be observed and recorded. The Forest Officer should learn 
the complete life history of the deer in his forest as soon as pos- 
sible, and should so organize the information gathered in his unit 
that these observetions may be recorded and placed in a cumulative 
record of the activities on the entire area. A report should be 
built up containing the following items: 

Forest Date 

Compilation by 

Poe rr nh Time of } | Time | 
Rutting Season Fawning Season No. No. |Mo | Horns 

Poginel| | Begin- i “| singlejprs. Barren | are 
ning {Ending | Peak | ning |Ending | Peak! Fawns |twins|Does | Dropped 

| : 

| | | 
| | 

ea 
| 

| ba | 
Pavel ee 

| | | 
| 

| | 
| Bic i ae UMN Galak HR 

(NOTE: The gestation period for the Northern whitetailed 
deer is a little over 200 deys - Seton '27, p. 258 and Newsom 
"26, p. 142. The length of life of a deer has been determined for 
at least one individual western deer to be 16 years.) 

Supplementary Feeding | 
| 

The feeding of roughage or grain hes not proved practical in 
handling large deer herds which are spread out over extended areas 
of forest land. Where extra feed is needed to save deer from star- 
vation it should be furnished as described undor "Adjusting Forestry 
Practice to Improve the Present Carrying Capacity for Deer," 

Salting of Deer - German foresters provide natural rock salt 
for their deer herds at regular feeding places in troughs end mixed 
in soil, In the western forests the deer probably get a sufficient
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amount of salt from the salt blocks placed for domestic stock. To 

date little work has been done in salting of deer under conditions 

as are found in Region Nine and the eastern states. 

The National Forest Manual recommends a pound and a half of 
salt per head of sheep for the summer season, This is probably 
as nearly right for deer as can be determined. When salting for 
deer is done, the following principles should be observed: 

1. Place salt in dense cover so as not to expose 
deer unnecessarily to illegal hunters either while using 
the salt or in going to and from the salt lick. 

2. Place the salt away from water so as to utilize 

good grazing areas which are not in close proximity to 
water. 

3. Place the salt so the least possible damage will 
result to valuable trees and shrubs around the salting 
location. , 

The Biological Survey has suggested a method of salting and 
controlling nose bots at the same time. The salt is placed in a 
salt feeder made of a hollow log in which holes are bored, where 
the deer lick out the salt. Pine tar is placed around the holes 

so some of the tar is smeared on the nose oi deer when they lick 

the salt. The tar acts as a repellant for the adult bot flies 
which lay the eggs in the nose of the deer. *Bartlett has tried 
a similar device for preventing nose bots while salting deer. 

Wire a 
poe 

: Saft ip eral 

A ep (£3 (3 (2 » GED) OE AE | le Ge 

cs a 
4"Holes Pine far oround eles 

*Bartlett - Michigan Dept. of Conservation Bulletin December, 1934.
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The danger of attracting and having the salt consumed by 

porcupine instead of deer is always presont where salt is placed 

in the forest. It is suggested that where log troughs are used 

that they may be suspended by a wire at lcast three feet from the 

ground. Salt is now made in the form of blocks, or in the form 

of cylinders with a hole through the center. Where the latter is 

used for salting they can be strung on a stick or wire and hung 

from a tree about four foet from the gromd. This should prevent 

porcupines from consuming the salt. 

It is a practice with hunters to leave eny surplus camp 

salt on stumps and logs at the close of the hunting season. Like- 

wise, natural salt licks or places where salt is present in the 

soil around abandoned building sites are found on many forests. 
Such salting places are without question a hazerd to deer because 

of the ease with which pot hunters may secure game around these 

locations. 

One of the methods suggested above should be tried out on 
each ranger district, Observations should be made on the results 

obtained, and theso results, together with additionel suggestions, 
included in the annual Fish & Game Report.
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Ilo H. Bartlett and Joseph H. Stephenson 

For a number of years the status and the future of the deeryards in 
northern Michigan have been a concern of the Department of Conservation and others 
interested in the protection and development of our wild life resources. It has 
been assumed that a large number of yards were in jeopardy from various causes, 
such as the destruction of essential cover by lumbering operations and fire, It 
seems to be generally assumed, also, that the only way to preserve or protect the 
yards is through state control. 

Seme years ago vague questionnaires were sent out seeking information 
as to the locations of important yards, but the very scant returns were never com 
piled or used. 

Late in 1927 printed forms were widely distributed to conservation 

officers, sportsmen's organizations, etce, and more than one hundred replies were 
received, The deeryard locations, as reported, were spotted on maps of the Upper 
Peninsula, These maps were then sent to district conservation officers who were 
asked to designate their first, second, and third choices, for early survey. These 
double recommendations were then plotted on county maps and the winter accessibility 

of each unit was determined by further correspondence with the district officers, 

In the meantime, we corresponded with the presumed authorities in Wash- 
ington and at various technical institutions, asking for detailed information 
covering deeryards, and comparative surveys thereof, but no such data seemed to be 
available. We were, therefore, forced to devise our own technic and procedure, 

Some two feet of snow fell about the Middle of November, and the deer 
began to yard about that time, The depth of snow did not increase perceptibly 
until about the first of the year and when we reached the yards in January the 
deer seemed to be fairly well congregated. For several weeks we visited a series 
of the more important yards, spending a day or two in each. We hoped to discover 
the range and variation of typical yards, so that some practical grouping or class~ 
ification of the different types might be made. After this preliminary survey of 
@ number of yards, it was decided that the majority would fall into the following 
three classes: 

Cedar yards ~ found mostly in the eastern portion of the Upper Peninsula. 
Cedar-hardwood yards - found mostly in the central portion. 
Hardwood yards - found primarily in the large areas of hardwood in the 

wostern part. 

The general object of this deeryard survey ws to determine the follow~ 
ing four main points in relation to each yard: 

1. Is the area, as recommended, importsnt as a yard? 
2e Is the yard liable to material change of importance during the next 

ten or twenty years? 

3. Is the yard in danger from fire, cutting, or other hazards? 
4. Can, and should, the state do anything to protect or improve the we ytning iP 

yar
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A winter survey should answer, in a large measure, the first two of these 
points. The answer to the last two must evidently be worked out by summer surveys 

when the yards are more accessible. 

Maps of the cover and of the concentration of deer were the principal 
accomplishments of this winter's survey, These maps show the degree of stocking, 
approximate size and predominant species of forest cover; the pattern and degree of 
deer concentration; the relation of deer concentration to the different types of 

cover; old and recent cuttings, burns, topography, water, and food supplies. 

It was decided to recognize four degrees of concentration in the typical 
hardwood yards; scattering, light, medium, and heavy, and the first major problem 

was to determine the number of deer typical of each degree of concentration. 

In an effort to secure reasonably precise data we first tried counting 
the deer seen in each area. This was soon found to be impracticable, for the number 
of deer seen along a given compass line was found to vary according to the time of 
day, weather, and current movement of the herds, not to mention the personal equa- 
tion of the observer. 

The next experiment was to fasten a tally register on a tree close to a 
well-defined deer trail ond fix a wand in such a manner that it extended across the 
trail and rested on the lever of the register. Deer passing along the trail would 
make the wand press the lever of the register, thus counting the number of deer 
that passed. This did not work, however, as the deer were suspicious of the wand 
and invariably made — trail around it. We think, however, that the scheme can be 
made to work if a little more time is devoted to perfecting it, 

We next tried counting trails per unit of compass line, but this proved 
undependable, for in the better and more used trails the individual tracks could 
not be distinguished, and there was no telling whether the trail was used by five 
or by fifty deer. 

It was finally decided that the best opproximntions were to be obtained 
| by counting the newly made deer beds found after a fresh snowfall, By using a 

2 || system similar to the forester's "ten per cent cruise," and tallying fresh beds 

all | instead of trees, a fairly accurate estimate of the number of beds per acre could 
be made for each degree of concentration. It was soon realized, however, that a 

| deer was likely to make more than one bed during a night and a day, but, since no 
data were available on this point, the figures as obtained were used. 

The approximate number of deer in each degree of concentration, as 
determined by this method, follows: 

1. Scattering concentration, approximately 5 deer > 4O acrese 
2. Light concentration, approximately 10 deer per 40 acres. 
“ Medium concentration, approximately 30 deer per 40 acres. 

e Heavy concentration, none observed. 

In the hardwood yard, a map of which is attached for illustration (Fig. 

30), the average number of deer per square mile was approximately 100, or an aver- 
age of 1 deer per 6% acres. 

Winter food preferences of the deer are very marked. Although they seem 
to feed on nearly every variety of tree and shrub, their winter diet in the Upper 
Peninsula of Michigan is mainly cedar, hemlock, and hardwood browse, depending
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chiefly on the availability of each. Small trees of these and other species were 
cut and left along a trail and within a day or two were nearly always browsed clean. 
The deer seem to browse, more er less, on all the hardwoods, but prefer the maples 
end ash, Ash has been found browsed down to a thickness of half an inch. Poplar, 
tamarack, white pine, willow, and alder furnish their share of feed, The lichens, 
Usnea (spe), and Alectoria (sp.), found mainly in the wet spruce swamps are evident- 
ly a regular item of the diet; also the true moss, Anomoden (sp.). 

The following are a few of the many unanswered questions relating to the 
habits and the future of our Upper Peninsula deer and deeryards. , 

Why are deer concentrated in certain areas when there appears to be more 
and better food only a short distance away, and easily accessible? Do wolves, work~- 
ing in an area, tend to drive deer out of that territory? Does the availability of 
running water tend to locate the yards? Does a deer return to the same yard each 
winter? What is the reason that deer do not eat much spruce and balsam? When 
eaten, does such feed have a toxic effect? How serious is the damage resulting 
from heavy yarding in stands of young cedar? To what degree does a given style of 

cutting damage or improve a yard of a given type and condition? 

From this winter's experience it is quite evident thnt field work alone 
is not sufficient to supply all the data needed in order to complete such an in- 

vestigation. Collateral researches seemingly in order are: 

Laboratory investigation of deer feeds to determine the relative food 
values, and toxic effects, if any. 

Study of deer pathology, including post-mortem examinations of bodies of 
dead deer found in the yards. 

Determination of suitable varieties of artificial feed and methods of 
distributing it. 

Forestry experiments to determine the species of second growth which will 
furnish satisfactory deer food in the shortest period, 

Forestry experiments to determine which species of second growth will best 

stend annual and heavy browsing. 

Experiments looking to the wholesale and periodic capture and marking of 
deer to parallel the bird-banding operations of the U. S. Biological Survey so as 
to be able to trace the seasonal migrations, and the migrations within the larger 
yarding arease 

State Department of Conservation, Game Division 
Lansing, Michigan
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Eildo Leopold PROGRESS IN THE MICHIGAN DEERYARD SURVEY 

Ilo H, Bartlett - Max C. Wakeman 

As reported before this Section of the Academy last yéar, during the 
winter of 1927-28 a rather intensive investigation of deeryards and yarding was 
begun as a result of increasing demands that the State, in some manner, relieve 
the deeryard situation. 

Our tentative conclusions from the first year's investigation were:- 

Yards found in the Upper Peninsula could be devided into 3 groups. 

Cedar yards found in the eastern portions 
Cedar-Hardwood yards found in central and southern portions 
Hardwood yards found in the west portion. 

Deer yarded, primarily, where they could find the best cover and feed, 
Cedar, hemlock, and hardwood browse constituted the main diet. 
Wolves, and perhaps coyotes and bobcats seem to do considerable damage in 
the yards by killing and scattering deor. . 
Deep snow tended to concentrate the deer in small areas and in extreme 
conditions might cause starvation. 
Heavy cutting of cedar and spruce in a yard tends to decrease the amount 
of feed and cover so that under extreme conditions death from starvation 
and exposure may result. 

Many questions presented themselves and could not be answered from a 
single season's work, among them were:- 

Why are deer concentrated in certain areas when similar areas in the near 
vicinity have no deer? 
Does the availability of running water tend to fix the location of the 
yards? 

Do predatory animals tend to shift the deer herds from one part of a 
yarding area to another? 
Does 4 deer tend to return to the same yard each winter? 
What is the reason that deer do not readily eat spruce and balsan? 
How serious is the damage to stands of small cedar resulting from heavy 
yerding? \ 
What species of tree or shrub will produce satisfactory deer feed in the 
shortest period? 

During the past year we wore again steadily in the field during both 
the summer and winter months, revisiting the yards on which we had made inves- 
tigations during the previous winter, and also visiting new areas, 

The difference in weather and snow conditions between the two winters 
was very marked. In the winter of 1927-28’ cold weather started in November and 
continued until April. Snow was two feet deep by the first of December and in- 
creased to four or six feet by March, Heavy storms accompanied by much snow, 
wind, and cold weather were frequent. 

The winter of 1928-29 was quite different, Mild weather continued into , 
December and a fall of 18" of snow on January 3rd was the first appreciable storm, 
Throughout the winter the average snow depth ranged from two to four feet with 
very few storms. From present indications there will be an early breakup.
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Behavior of the deer varied with the character of the winter. Observa- 
tions made in the winter of 1927-28 showed that the deer yarded early and closely 
and stayed in the yards until the late breakup. Heavy browsing was common and 
reports of starvation were frequent. Predatory animals were very active presumably 
because of the deep snow which seemingly caused them to move about more to find 
food. ; 

In the winter of 1928-29, however, because of the light fall of snow, 
, the deer did not yard until about the first of January and then not very clesely. 

Deer were observed all about the yards during the whole winter. During the storms 
they would take shelter in the thicker areas of the swamps but would wander out 
again as soon as the weather settled. 

' Because of the difference in the conditions prevailing during the two 
winters we have definitely answered very few questions and many new questions have 
been added to the list. 

Some of the more important questions yet to be answered seem to be:- 

1- To what oxtent are existing yarding facilities adequate or inadequate for the 
deer now in existence? 

2- To wh: extent is shortage in yarding facilities caused by the increase in the 
number of dser to be provided for, or caused by the cutting of merchantable timber 
in the 014 rarding areas? 

3- How fast and to what extent are logging operations depleting the yar’s of their 
feed and cover? 

4. To what extent and at what rate is the reproduction in used, unused, and cut- 
over yards, both swamp and hardwood, "coming back" in a manner to furnish deer with 
feed and cover? 

5- To what extent must present yarding facilities be preserved or increased in order 
to instrs that adequate winter quarters will be available if and as the deer herds 
continue to increase? 

6- In what manner and to what degree is the public ownership of such areas justi- 
fied or necessary? 

{- If the public omership of essential yarding grounds is to be ndvocated, shall 
the effort be confined to the actual yarding territory or should this be absorbed 
into a Standard Game Refuge which is surrounded with Public Hunting Grounds? 

8- What is to be advocated in counties which have elected to keep their deer pro- 
tected against hunting, if and as the deer in such counties increase go that yard- 
ing facilities become inadequate and starvation develops? 

It seems obvious that most such questions can be answered only by inten- 
sive end extensive investigations, both summer and winter, and continued over a 
period of years. 

Ilo H. Bartlett, . 
State Department of Conservation 
Game Division. 

March 14, 1929.
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File: 
ie Whitetail Deer 

Report to Mr. Howard D. Colman 
on 

Rockford Deer Area 
Submitted by Aldo Leopold, Consulting Forester 

October 15, 1936 

Spisia_snd-Sine-of Hark The origin of thie herd is as yet uncertain. Mr. Lioyd 
Straus seys that a cyclone wrecked a pen of five deer near Keshwaukee in 1899. 
About the same time, or sooner, some captive deer are said to have been liberated 
near Oregon. However, Mr. Colman remembers that deer were present south of Kesh 

waukee in the 1890's, so that these accidental plantings are evidently not the 
whole story. At that time there were no deer near the present Colman place. The 

herd apparently reached somewhere near its present distribution by about 1930. The 
first ‘tracks were seen at the Colman place about six years ago. 

The present range stretches irregularly along the breaks of Rock River 
from Rockford to Byron, and totals perhaps ten square miles. 

The tracts here reported on includes about three square miles (roughly 
2000 acres) lying three miles west of Rockford. 
Gengus, Trend. No estiaate of the deer population can be attempted at this season. 
Even if available it would be difficult to compute a population-density because of 
the indeterminate size of the agricultural area and outlying woodlots occupied at 
various seasons. 

The best-informed farmers do not estimate alike. Mr. Lloyd Straus saw 
sixty in his corn at one time in January 1936, ond thinks there are seventy-five 
on 1500 acres, or twenty acres per deer. Mr. W. I. Boetsacher, on the other hand, 
sew forty-four at one time in his corn last winter and estimates 200 on 600 acres 
of timber. Arbitrarily assuming this means 1000 acres of range, his estimate is 
five scres per deer. Mr. Severson saw forty deer et one time two years ago. 

My gueas ie thet we ore dealing with a density of ten acres per deer, 
including both woodlots and farmland. This would be twice as heavy as the densest 
populations sustained on comparable wild areas. Several counties in Pennaylvania 
have suffered severe deterioration of the range at about this density. 

The closest parallet is the George Reserve herd near Detroit, which has 
vatically overbrowsed ita range at a density of one deer per six acres. The George 
range is fenced and includes mech alfalfa but no corn. 

Roth Mr- Colman ond Mr. Boetacher think the herd has inereased during the 
lest three years. This increase ic so recent that the range may not yet register 
the full degree of demage which the present population will inflict. 

In any event, the population is so heavy as in itself to carry 2 warning 
as to the future of the range and the herd. 
Why Danger? The whole history of deor herds from California to Massachusetts and 
from Minnesota to Georgia shows that heavy stands of deer on ranges free of natural 
enemies may suddenly "irrapt” and not only spoil their range but their own physical 
vigor. After a range has once flared up in this way it becomes impossible to secure 
either an abundant or a healthy stand of deer. 

fhe obvious lesson is not to let a good herd trrupt. 
fo prevent an irruption this herd must be kept trimmed down to a safe 

number, and the carrying capacity of the range built up so there is a sefe margin 
of capacity above population. 

Sgntidion-of the-aakiork Bence. —Resamantaticn- This area does not yet show signs 
stress. There is as yet no overbrowsing winter food plants. 

On the other hend there is positively no room for geographic spread, the 
population is very heavy, and there has been a recent increase which may not yet 

have fully registered its effects. In my opinion farm-crope are carrying the bulk
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of the load. They cannot. however, be counted yron for a further increase 
in m 4 further increase would ss both e5Aae% the herd. 

There are already plenty of deer for pleasure purposes: I saw between 16 
ond 25 per day with no effort to keep quiet. I therefore recommend that no further 
inerease be allowed, and that measures be taken (to be deseribed later) for building 
Up capacity to a safer margin. 

Mera-to Build lin_fanaciix. There are three ways available: 
« Increasing the agricultural feet. 

2. Dispersing the agricultural feed. 
3. Inereasing the wild feed. 

All three pertain to winter rather than summer feed. There is no reason 
to doubt that on excess of summer capacity stil! exista. 
Aggicultural Feed. The crop plants now used by deer are corn, alfalfa, clover, and 
winter grains. A totel of about 20 acres of shocked corn is consumed yeorly, with 
perhaps additional acreage left ont by neighbors. The corn conswrption is at least 
600 bushels. If there are 200 deer this means roughly three bushels each. 

Thie ought to be o sufficient quantity of corn, but I recommend that in 
the future it be scattered out over four or five spots, instead of tro as at present. 
This ought to somewhat lighten the burden on the adjacent browse feed. 

Four additional agricultural feeds might be worth trying as a supplement 
to the existing feeds: rape, Jerusalem artichoke, hairy vetch, sunflower. All of 
these would be valuable for game birds as well as deer. 

Rape would assure greens even during periods of snow. 

Artichoke (Helianthus tuberosaa) is widely used in Burope as deer and 
pheagant food. 4 planting lasts many years, being renewed yearly from tubers. The 
tubers are eaten in winter but mist be exposed by plowing in fall. The taps ore 
eaten in summer. Artichoke is an aggressive weed and should be used only in spots 

Completely surrounded by sod or timber. It must be kept out of fields. It does not 
spread by seeds, only by tubers. 

Vetch is planted with winter rye. 
Sunflowers must be planted in quantity, otherwise they are likely to be 

consumed before winter by birds and mice. 
Wild Feeds. Box-elder and soft maple are high-grade browse, and could be cheaply 

planted as seeds or seedlings. Both are now rere on the aren. I am pussled by the 

fact that the few box-elders now on the area do not show browsing. The species is 
given a high rating 1n Michigen. 

Bush willows, red dogwood, and royal (yellow) willow sould be cheaply 
propagated by cuttings. The royal willow should be pollarded, else it would grow 

out of reach. Its palatability is hypotheticel, and should be verified by prelim : 
inary experiment. 

frimming the Herd. It is possible that there is enough poaching, plus losses from 

motor ¢ollisions and fences and dogs, to keep the herd down to present numbers. 

The general impression of = recent increase, however, makes this seem unlikely. 

If the herd is inereasing, then some kind of deliberate removal of surplus 

is imperative. 
; 

If there are 200 deer, then at least 20 and possibly as high as 40 mast be 

removed yearly in some way. It seems inadvisable for me to try to guess, on the 

basis of a short inspection, what part of this removal is teing accomplished auto- 

matically. Mr. Riis can determine this mich more accurately by watching the condi- 

tion of the natural feeds, especially browse feeds.
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When delikernte removal begins, the two sexes should be taken about equal- 
ly. I especially warn againet the prevalent assumption that a sex ratio of one buck 
to four or five does is desirable. A ratio of about 1:1 is much better for the ul~ 
timate welfare of the herd. 

Deliberate removal can be accomplished by shooting or trapping. 1¢ might 
conceivably de accomplished by catching fowns during the period when they are 
"cached out" by the does, but I suspect this would be laborious and. uncertain. 

If removal is done by shooting, there will be a chance to cull out any 
weak antlers or poor, wall, thin individuals. 

If by trapping, I suggest careful reading of the literature on trapping 
methods (see Appendix). 
fees Any deliberate vemoval must of course be authorized by the State 

% of Conservation. 
Deer are closed until November 10, 1939 (Article 3, See. 19, Code of 1925). 

However “owmers and Senants of lands may destroy any wild animal or wild 

bird, other than a geme bird, when such wild animal or wild bird is destroying prop- 
erty upon his or her land". (Article 4, Sec. 28). 

Also "the Department end persons especially authorized by it, may catch, 

take, onsnere, ent wild enimals ---for propagetion and. stocking purposes". 

, (Article 6. Sac. 43). the state has several new public forests in southern Illinois 

where deer for stocking are doubtless nesied. 

It would appear to be clear that the department has ample authority to 

peer removals, either by shooting (on grounds of damage) or trapping (for re- 
stocking). 

Should it be desired that I broach this matter to the department, I will 

be giad to do so. 
I would suggest that several property owners broach this matter jointly. 

The willingness of the Department to cooperate should be determined in 

advance of the actual time for removals. Frompt and decisive action on such cases 

is unusual. 

Criteria of 2 Healthy Renge. The degree of browsing on palatable woody plants is 

the most accurate and easily-observed index to normality. A tentative list of such 

plants (list A) appears in the Appendix. In general, the nipping-off of more than 
half the new growth on accessible palatable shrubbery should te regarded es over- 

browsing. Any general browsing of unpalatable species aleo spelle danger. 

An exact evaluation of the present condition was mate difficult by the 

recent presence of cattle on meny parts of the area, and by the impossibility of 

@istinguishing deer-work from rabbit-work on low bushes. This winter, by the aid of 

tracks, Mr. Riis can easily untangle these confusions. 

It should be clearly understood that after an irruption the unpalatadle 

species usurp all the availsble space. Palatables cannot survive and cannot reproduce. 

A ruined renge is often green and may look good to the inyaan, but its capacity is 

gone. 
Tajs Rockford range, for example, shows a tendency to come up to ironwood 

and hazel. don't think the deer have as yet increased the proportion of these 

species, but they will the minute a certain danger~point is passed. This substitu- 

tion of unpalatables for palatebles is an insidious process because it is so hard to 

gee. 
I suspect thet certain paletabdle herbs may have alreedy been eliminated by 

deer. (Sse list D). 
Griteria of » Healthy Herd. The simplest indices to thrift are weight and antler 

development. Mr. Boettscher has weighed several deer accidentally killed. A buck 

. weighed 180 pounds in November and a doe 175 pounds in October. These are normal 

weights or better. Does of 150 pounds and bucks of 200 pounds may de regarded as
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good for this region, although maximum bucks may exceed this. 
Some of the shed antlers I sav around farmhouses were of good girth and 

vigor; one was week. 4 eaw one distorted antler on a live buek, but this may have 
resulted from a mechanical accident. 

Por standards of comparison for weights and antlers see Appendix, "Refer- 
ences on Deer Mensurements”. 

Another index to health in the herd is the dispersion of fawning dates. 

A wide dispersion in dates indicates an abnormality in sex ratio or physical condition. 
Wo data on the normal spread of dates are known, but a record of this herd kept from 
year to yenr would, if it showed a tendency to greater aprend, be © valuable warning 
of trouble. Such a record would also have great scientific value. 

Pelage changes are also a good index. Retention of winter coat into the 
spring months, or failure to shed all the red hair by November first, is a sign of 
bad condition. 3 

Selentific Ressarch, The Rockford herd, because it 1s completely Laoleted and con 
paratively easy to see, offers a very attractive chance for original contributions 
to available knowledge of deer management. 

fhe only other isolated herd under scientific observation is that on the 
George Reserve of the University of Michigan. This herd, however, is fenced in, and 
hence isss representative. 

Research findings could be published without any reference to land ownership 
or landowners. 

The data obtainable at Rockford I so badly neefied in ay profession that I 
would gladly volunteer eny help Mr. Riis needs in recording, analyzing, and publishing 
his deer stulies. 
Geet ae: The Rockford range offers a chance to reestablish the ruffed grouse in 

llinois. I ean advise as to methods of preparing the ground, and as soon as the 
cycle swings upward can arrange to trap planting stock. It 49 important to stock with 
the southern race. 

This range sleo offers # chance for wild turkey. If turkeys are attempted, 
it 19 important to get pure blood, else the birds will not go wild. H. L. Stoddard 
of Thomasville, Georgia, is the authority on what stock 1s pure enough to be worth 
trying. The stock offered by moat game farme as “pure wild" ig merely serud stock 
more or less selected for wild form. The wild instincts are probably largely lost in 
such birds. 

This range offers » good chance for building up quail. No planting of 
birds is needed. 

It ia probable that foxes may be too abundant for success with turkeys and 
: ruffed grouse. Some relisble trapper might be given access to the orea. It is un- 

likely that he would overtrap the foxes. : 
It is unlikely that hawke and owls injuriously affect any kind of game on 

the aren. 

Genera) Sowment. This report is written on the aseumption that Mr. Riles will be 
available to supervise tha execution of its recommendations. Hence it is stated in 
terms of principles rather then specific directiona. I will be glad to confer with 
him on specific plans at his convenience.



Preliminary Palatability Lasts 
Rockford Deer Area 

List 4. Elants showing browsing 
gray dogwood raspberry? 

white ash basswood? 
white oak prairie rose? 
red oak erabapp let 
blackberry (summer) 
white elm 
chokecherry : 

List 8. Adundent plants untouehed 
haze black cherry? 
smooth sumac hickory? 
witch hazel bracken (spring?) 
red cedar hard maple? 
red haw box elder? (perhaps too scarce) 
trembling aspen black willow? 
black elder spirea 
wild plum red elal 
ironwood (Ostrya) 
Prickly ash 
walnut 
butternut 
honeysuckle 
hackberry 

list G- Plante eaten in summer only. 
bitterareet 
wild grape 
washrooms 
algae 

List D. Plants oossibly eliminated by dacr. 
tick-trefoil ' 
hog peanut 
ferns 

List uy. sduule unalaseltied top aietepl Lie. 
. Servicd- verry red osier dogwood 
nanny-berry bieeck oak 
wahoo ‘ 
noonvine (menispermum ) 

List #. dare lente ubtch dos sould extemiaste Lf _sgesestiia- 
ground hemlock (in dells on cliffs) 
white pine (rare) 

List ¢. Important non-browse winter foods on sreg. 
Corn 
Alfalfa 

White and red clover 
Acorns? (extent of consumption unimown, epecies preferences unknown. ) j 
Winter rye, winter wheat
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List H. Minter Foods Susceptible of Pronneation- 
corn box elder 

alfalfa soft meple 
white and red clover royal willow 
winter rye and wheat red dogwood? 

rape native pussy willow? 
Jerusalem artichoke (with caution) 
hairy vetch? (palatebility unknown) 
sunflower (paletability unknown) 

\ :



Phenology of Whitetail Deer 
Rockford Deer Area 

Leva Straus &- J+ Boettscher 
Horns shed. a April 17 
First fawas dropped 4oril 15 April 15 
Pawns lose spotea September 1 Ostober 1 
Viret bucks have clean horas September 1 Aagust 
Yirst Samks blue pelage appears xa November 1 
Rut begins November 1 letover 25



Taken by Leopold at ‘ 
North Central Game Conference, Whitetail Deer 
Ann Arbor, December 11, 1936 

Notes on Deer Foods 

Hemp. Was eagerly eaten by deer even after the stalks had become dry in | 
winter (Bartlett?). : 

Sunflowers. Two patches of sunflowers not far apart showed a differential 
consumption by deer. One was kept eaten down all summer, the other was not 
touched until September, The variety and the soil were seemingly the same 
(Bartlett?) 

White Cedar, Bartlett observed that white cedar limbs buried under a 
corduroy road had layered or sprouted and suggests that white cedar might be 

propagated by layering or even by cuttings. It was stated that this subject 
had been covered by a recent publication of the lake States Forest Experiment 
Station, 

Dogwoods. In Michigan red dogwood is considered much more palatable than 
gray dogwood, The browsing on the George Reserve near Ann Arbor plainly 
showed this differentiation, in fact the gray dogwood was hardly browsed at 
all, 

Juniper. Both J, commnis and J. virginiana are heavily browsed by deer on 
the George Reserve, where the density is approximately 200 deer on 1,200 
acres, This range is fenced so that the deer have no access to surrounding 

farms. In some spots young apple trees not far distant from browsed cedar 
showed no browsing. 

Tamarack. Showed considerable browsing--almost as much as red dogwood and 
red cedar. Tamarack also showed signs of being used for horn-cleaning 
purposes, 

Copy to Mr, Riis 

x



Extract from "Hunting Wild Life with W/T.Deer foods. 
Camera and Flashlight," by George Shiras ‘* 

(Nat. Geog. Soc., 2d ed., 1936, pp. 133-4 

TH DEER'S FAVORITE VEGRTABLES 

Does, fawns, and yearlings, totalling some seasons more than a dozen, 
each night or so registered their presence and respective ages by the clear-cut 

‘hoof prints in the garden soil. Rarely did one come before midnight and seldom 
were any seen in the vicinity during the day. During a decade I kept a record of 
the vegetables and fruits most preferred by deer, with a notation whenever there 
was a marked departure in any season by groups or individuals, 

Not until the fawns were free to follow their mothers and the garden 
offered the first of the ripening crops would there be a visit by deer. Apout 
the middle of July the wild raspberry bushes close by the fence would show some 
of the newer growth clipped by sharp teeth. A few days later, when the darkened 
windows gave assurance that the occupants of the camp had retired, the vegetable 
patches close by the cabins would be visited, 

In the order of preference by deer, to some extent determined by the time 
of growth, came the red cabbage, the best loved of all, then carrot and beet 

tops, lettuce, new shoots of domestic raspberries, white clover, peas, Brussels 
sprouts, and white cabbage, 

No deer ever touched the leaves or products of the potato plant, tomatoes, 
squash, rhubarb, corn, cucumbers, asparagus, onions, or parsnips, the immnity 
of the latter being inexplicable. Some seasons the deer's attention was almost 
entirely devoted to the strawberry plants, and the following year it might be 
that not a leaf or a tender runner of the plant would be touched.



Pile: Door Co, 
1 eb ttaeedl Deer,’ Sot, A, FF 

Bevort on Rock Inland, Door Sounty, Elaconsin 

Whether Rock Islend might be a valuable mbstation of the Arboretum 
ee ee ene er ee ee eee ee 
A @xemination of the range on Septesiber 19 revealed the 
following condition of the woody plants. (Sh alteration tn nowy 
plants leaves no marks, bat may be assumed as roughly parallel. 

ie ia externinated, ba Pom 9 it was 4! high on the 
a arts ee nines tates SO, Tr i 

* Be, eats sek, cat eet ghows millions of seedlings of a 
ye igh pedir dmd pag Lames + Taga dag tgs 

BTe cnar ab an Reta a A ee 
om all sites accessible in winter. 

* shows a coaplete ~line* on all trees > ie ME ith Sa sara ~e 
%, Bagawood (not abuntant) shows a plimsell Line ani no reproduction, 

5. AmmrLeaved Yiburagg shows repeated browsing. 

Oe dae Beek Sai) Seas taatabet Miseeins oF SS ee eee 
ee ae ete There is no reproduction, but this 

may be to confitions other than deer, 

. reproduction shows faint browsing. Uvidently beech occupies 
. a reas tacktben on tne pelehehtlit 1500 tae te Deoeens 

; 8. and Jronwood show faint browsing 
2 eee. Sea 

9. nite shows browsing on basal sprouts along trails tut not eS 
The above list may be regarded as o tentative milotability 

for browse species on the islend. tn guessel, the Ehteeh. emmgliitton tae 
been altered, tut not te any ruinous degres except in the case of one 
species! yew. ; 

> ates Eee. 3 yew wae. My. Thordarson 
began deer about 1913. The population reached a maximum 

been Seas aa Slee of Gam” dusesen tome wecka to tenet Gack coviea 
(more mast have died). There were “perhaps 200" deer at this time on the 
1,000 acres in the iglend, a density of a deer per 5 scres,



Severe So Hees 

Adek 1038 on ananateal drive wae stteetel, ant show) 6 Sone yeghet 
cnenee Se sates ee oe Sees ae It is suspected 
some returned, At present there "maybe 50 or 100 deer” on the island, 
& Gonsity of a deer per 10°20 acres. 

I doubt if the iolent eon safely carry a deer per 40 acres at this 
time, Even this might prevent the recovery of normal composition in the 
vegetation. Yeneed plots te compare recovery on partly and wholly protected 
areas would be veluable, 

Jutging by the amount of pulpwood and posts which has been poached, I 
gagpect the deer herd is now being atabiliced by poaching, as ie the case 
on most “protected” deer ranges, 

senate oh 5s'tiee lindo. yore tn weeetay 0 tanya on the fee from Michigan, There is probably o heavy hawk 
migration across the mouth of Green Bay. Snnllenouth bass occur in the 
harbor, Pileated woodpeckers occur, : 

coat ee The balk of the island {6 serubby beech-maple from which the 
> lg elt nediag a pe oaaype phe Fong Yellow birch seus absent, 

The white ig large bat rough end defective, The beech is amall anid 
searce, 

Aldo Leopold 

\
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The Northern Yellowstone elk herd has long been a troublesome problem. 

By SETH GORDON 

Reprinted from the May 1987 issue of the COUNTRY GENTLEMAN “We killed 1722 bucks this past season, a high record since we 
through courtesy of the publishers. began bringing the deer back. But, mark my word, we oversold 

our customers. The volcano of sentiment we built is likely to blow 
COMMENTS ON MR. GORDON’S ARTICLE up. Without broad regulatory powers, and plenty of courage, we 

i ‘i 5 : are sunk. I’m glad I won’t be here in 1927! “Men who are in game management and all who are interested in the wel- : : - 
fare of wildlife should praise you for your article in the “Country Gentleman.” The wise old campaigner had just returned from an unsuccessful 
It is timely and important to every state in the country, especially the Lake ialeti i 
States and those in the West.”—H. L. Shantz, Chief, Division of Wildlife attempt to sell a legislative committee on the need for an open 
Management, U. S. Forest Service. season on female deer about every fifth year. He was obviously 

: : aaa 4 
“Do not fail to read Seth Gordon’s article CONSERVATION MADNESS. It teat concerning the EES of a ae to the building o 

is written with his characteristic clarity and force. A cogent presentation of which he had given the best years of his life. 
the doctrine that the capacity of the feeding range must be taken as a mens He was killed a year later in a railroad-crossing accident and 
Rie oe ne Repel Cdeapive Whemhow\ cf feneties abont ling i We B. (Greely, never knew how true his prophecy was. Nor did he realize that 

m. h in re ibl itions through America “CONSERVATION MADNESS is a mighty fine presentation, and I am sure BUT erOUS ce ncte esponsible positi EO EOUS OBC dsne ae it will do a lot of good.”—C, E. Rachford, U. S. Forest Service. might become enmeshed in the same net of oversold public senti- 
t for the protecti ther than the m, ment, of wild life. (The explanation of the elk situation in national parks will aid in shaping PEE NOE heer Oper uot eore me ep enst he: MEnaeetnee 

public feeling in the matter of overstockng on park lands We are truly 
obliged to Mr. Gordon for the publicity that you have given to these facts.” Game Comes Back 
A. B. Cammerer, Director, National Park Service, U. S. Dept. of the Interior. : F 

Twenty-two years before this prophetic statement, when Doctor 
“CONSERVATION MADNESS is a contribution to the literature of our Kalbfus and his associates began restoring Pennsylvania’s wild life, common cause, true conservation, which will be of general value throughout is . 

the country.”—Prof. H. H. Beck, Franklin & Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa. the state was shot out. The mere sight of a wild deer was such a 
novelty that it immediately became headline news. 

First they stopped dogs from chasing deer, then they stopped 
ONSERVING wild life has become a serious public business, the human poachers who respected no laws. In 1907, just ten years 
actively supported by high government officials from Presi- before the doctor’s dire prediction, the legislature decreed that 

dent Roosevelt down. It has also attracted to the sidelines the bucks only might be taken by the hunters, thereby saving the 
greatest body of “friends” and “advisors” on record; all of them breeding females and making it safer for the hunters as well. 
seeking to influence the running of this business. Sentiment and Henceforth everybody was expected to look for antlers before 
thoughtless sympathies dominate too many of their demands. shooting, not for mere moving objects in the forests. 

The wild-life administrator—and I speak as one—functions as That year only 200 legal deer were killed in the entire state, 
best he can in the middle of the hubbub. He’s in a position not covering 45,000 square miles, half of it fine deer territory. Refuges 
unlike that of the varsity football coach surrounded by alumni. If were created and stocked with deer, imported mostly from North- 
there’s a scarcity of game, he’s condemned. And if he produces too ern Michigan. By 1922 the kill had reached 6115, and the trouble 
much he’s liable to be crucified. All too often the sensible manage- predicted by Doctor Kalbfus already was looming on the horizon. 
ment that would provide the ideal, well-rounded conservation pro- The Commission’s investigators found the deer more abundant 
gram is balked by misunderstanding. Mere protection, and more than when William Penn arrived and in danger of starvation. The 
and more restocking, I can show, will not insure an abundance of ratio of females to breeding males also was far out of balance. But 
wild life. I had my first lesson twenty years ago. an aroused public opinion is blind to facts which any breeder of 

“Well, Gordon, watch the fur fly about ten years from now!” . domestic stock would recognize and correct. 
said Dr. Joseph Kalbfus, the pioneer executive officer of the Penn- “Trap and transfer the surplus animals,” was the cry that rang 
sylvania Game Commission, while in a pensive mood back in 1917. from one end of the state to the other. But those who thought
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trapping deer would be as easy as rounding up a bunch of y Gy i a 
Western jack rabbits evidently had never caught any of the i Be LE NA : eet me ON ie | oo agile, high-strung creatures. oy; LN oe i | co a a ad 

The Commission made an honest effort to comply with se crt Va? eet 
the rising tide of public demand. But what a sorry mess Bika Paces a Ne 
it was! Beautiful animals with their necks broken, legs Ne Pe ge ed : z os 
torn from their sockets, lips ripped loose from their jaws. » Ext 8 Z i ee a ae 

RL) | i Mee a er = 
The cost of every animal transferred alive was far more eZ: ee ae on ie 

than its replacement value. Finally, in utter despair, the et ee ae, et se TUN % 
attempt was abandoned; the expensive traps dismantled. / Te ade err PaO? chee) ay 

A few young deer had been caught and moved to new é eh) a AAP Be Aisa : 
¥ Rage’ es hea ee f Sn eg a 1 nae A Rte ale BEY Ba OTN . 

range without injury, especially bottle-fed orphaned found- Me tim Ree ah ay ae |r. a es Co Al ’ 
lings which were being picked up in increasing numbers. ane | : f ny Cy : 0 SHG ay Mae MI : 

But the number was not a drop in the bucket compared Lae «a Nie LEP | 5 Wy : ee NG ‘i 
to the rising tide of deer abundance. ow Foe! Wh a i 1 WA io i. NI 

as J Pied pon ip BAO yl Ne When the official announcement was made that the only ee ge he ied a / tLe 2 mn fot — e 
humane remedy would be to kill off the surplus animals, is er ope TORY WiC: LS ee | 
public sentiment retorted: “Killing a doe is murder! Who sot Rela Ka 2 i av on 4 B 7] 
would kill a cow?” LIN Dt | Ly \\ebes ey, oS 

NG it Wepre May d es 
OT mY err — ee 

A Battle Royal Over Deer ae pies lo & ae l fse ee _ 

Experimental open seasons for does in limited areas got aa a A i 
nowhere. In the first locality selected for an open doe os Beste age ‘ ; 

season in 1923, not far from the famous Gettysburg Battle- A pronounced deer line—the height the adults could reach the tender 
field, a battle royal ensued. The region was overrun with branches—was everywhere noticeable in Pennsylvania. 
deer which were encroaching upon the neighboring farms 
and orchards. One hundred doe permits were issued. Im- 
mediately the countryside was plastered with yellow placards with A still more intensive educational program was launched. It was 
the sinister warning, “Don’t Be Yellow and Kill a Doe!” Only pointed out that over many thousands of acres, formerly covered 

eight of the hunters, who had paid five dollars each for the permits, with ideal deer browse, young forest sprouts and red brush, thrifty 
had the courage to bag their deer. Later attempts to reduce the young forest trees were shading out all undergrowth; in barren 
deer population by the same process met with a similar fate. areas replanting with young forest trees had to be abandoned 

By the spring of 1927, when Doctor Kalbfus predicted the fur because the deer ate them up as fast as they were set out A 
would fly, the total deer herd was estimated at more than one parklike condition prevailed; a pronounced deer line—the height 
million animals, less than thirteen acres per deer, when forty or the adults could reach the tender branches—was everywhere 
more acres would have been a safer limit. The legislature had noticeable. | 
granted the necessary power to act, and the Commission was not Due to the scarcity of food in the forests, wild deer were en- 
lacking in courage. It declared a statewide open season for fe- croaching in increasing hordes upon neighboring farms and truck 
male deer. patches. A few deer in a farmer’s fields are a delightful novelty, 
Then the volcano of public opinion erupted. The deer hunters, but when they come by the dozens, sometimes hundreds, to feed 

and thousands of those who never hunted at all, joined forces in upon farm crops, or to browse the low-hanging branches of fruit 
a loud protest that rocked the state’s famous $13,000,000 Capitol. orchards, the novelty quickly fades. The Commission offered to 
Almost before the ink was dry the order was rescinded, and only cooperate in the construction of deerproof fences, but only a few 
bucks, 14,000 of them, were killed that year. But the prestige of a of the landowners were willing to take advantage of it. Fencing 
Commission which had made a great record during the previous one farm merely crowded the animals onto the neighbors’ farms. 
thirty years was shaken. Then the farmers demanded permission to kill the marauding deer, 

Other pressing conservation problems, especially the small-game and to keep the carcasses for food, if they chose to do so. Some 

needs, which were of immediate concern to more people, were years this kill by farmers to protect their crops mounted as high 
overlooked during the running fight which ensued. as 2481 animals. 

The hunters, who had always opposed killing the surplus 
deer, complained about the farmers killing the animals, also 

oe  —  =&—  & § §=<£2——_ about the small size of the deer bagged, their thin, unat- 
oe eo oe ab ry yok ee ae tractive antlers, the many late, helpless fawns observed 

: / ‘ MIR Ry a ii alae mini during the December hunting season, and the hundreds of | 3. oa decaying carcasses found along the trout streams in the 
‘ oo a oe springtime. 

eT a em 
Ne ae oe rae = . — Beaver Trapping Protested 

ae Soe oe Ag ve eee eee ae They had at last been convinced! In 1928 for the first 
a e * Ay he ad je am Ua 3 time in the history of the state no bucks were bagged, 

=" yy ay . ie EF 3 bs but 25,000 antlerless deer were killed. In 1931 the second 
r — om <4 yee Shy ie big official slaughter of surplus deer was made, and a total 

ao Snags ‘na. yi A of 70,000 does and fawns, and 25,000 bucks with antlers, 
oe : 4 AE x R if were bagged that season. During the ensuing three sea- 
Liars 4 ne Va en Fe iN i is sons only antlered bucks were legal, but in 1935 another 

q Pe he ee > ia Te a bg — season was declared for does in fourteen counties. The total 
po pve A fe: WY a a 4 ee kill was 46,700 with 24,000 bucks additional. During the 
ee \\ E ¥ ¥ | =a 2 awe winter of 1935-1936 from 30,000 to 40,000 more deer died 

| 4 ere ee - from starvation, but deer are still too abundant in many 
a a Berges “maa ee eallty e a, > counties for the food supply, a condition which will continue 

a es ne be = OE ot . . : until extensive lumbering operations again become the 

a — —— : oe ey ‘ ee 4 vogue. 
. _ , cos ee . ree, -. a / ee ie tae iy! It is naturally assumed that Pennsylvania’s deer problems 

- si : oe ese le — Tee ee would have taught everybody a lesson. But each wild-life 
t Ras in SORT. se eS ee . il species has its special group of friends. In 1934, when an 

Pennsylvania deer, victims of malnutrition, spring of 1936. open season was declared for beavers because they also had



become too abundant (I wrote of this 2 eee Crs ay ee a We . # j that year for Country Gentleman), the Samed ei 5 es be ee A ed ta, Ree volcano of public sentiment again burst : ye ee ee Rie Ae Pe eS Se 
forth. + 7 4 : pet 

The intriguing little engineers of the ‘ “ 2 
mountain streams, extinct for many years } 
and restocked beginning in 1917, like the 

: 
deer, had increased at a surprising rate. 
They gripped public interest and imagi- fi 
nation. “Surely no creature so harmless 

and interesting should be trapped, food 
shortage or no food shortage,” was the 
common wail of protest. But again the of- j 
ficials stuck by their guns, and 6455 beav- ] ij iat 4 
ers were trapped, with a cash return of / he, ] # | Hl yy Wi ey 
more than $60,000 to the trappers. Again VA ea Ee iy eaten oat Te { y H the fears of the protectionists proved to "7s saasees ee Re OO Ae gee Oe — : < : 
be unfounded; there were plenty of beav- rr a pestle SR pee ee eae : : ers left. Two years later another short 7 Ce a Oe ee ee ee Aes oS 2 = season accounted for more than 2000 Rom LOG TY re Gene Pipi Done id eae eae See ee 3 ie beavers, and now it looks as though beav- | m= sage g= ge = ia on aes 3 aon) 2 be age eT os er trapping will become an annual event 979 aN ee fe ge re ts ee without further protests. a, eps Rat alee, a Se ce os 

These drastic measures, though at vari- a spies eee ™ ance with popular sentiment, promptly 
showed beneficial results. The numbers of The deer line in a Kaibab aspen grove. animals involved have been brought more 
nearly within the available food supply, 
thereby averting starvation and assuring essential health and one of them, but the state of Arizona insisted the deer belonged to 
virility for the animals. her. It was very quickly demonstrated that trapping would be too 

While the opposing conservation forces of the Keystone State slow to save the herd. 
were fighting out these basic issues, their neighbors from Maine Then the Federal officials declared a limited open season, and to California were anxiously watching the outcome. They, too, promptly the state of Arizona hailed the officials into court, claim- were facing problems in wild-life restoration, with, battle lines ing that Arizona alone had the right to say how and when the tightly drawn between those who willingly admitted the need for deer on the plateau might be taken. Arizona lost because the reducing the numbers of certain species and those who steadfastly young forest growth was being destroyed, but the Federal officials refused to admit that killing by hunting is ever necessary. thereafter gave the state a hand in controlling the deer. However, 

In the West there are a number of examples of how this clash- while the squabble was on Nature took a hand, and the herd ing of interests in wild life has defeated sound management. There, dwindled to less than half through starvation on the denuded in addition to the conflicting views between hunters and non-hunt- winter range. Again public sentiment had balked sensible manage- ers, the users of the open range for grazing cattle and sheep have ment, and thousands of animals which might have been used by 
strenuously opposed steps to increase large game because they man were wasted. 
want the precious grass and water for their stock. 

Probably one of the best early examples of this clashing of in- Conservation Officials Helpless 

pcrests wes is Kaibab National Forest, a high aw oF eon In a number of other states the failure to manage the deer herds acres lying just north of the Grand Canyon. President Theodore ie 2 ; 2 is causing considerable concern, and unless prompt steps are Roosevelt set that forest aside as a game preserve about 1905, 3 : : : zs e is : taken many thousands of these graceful animals are destined to closing to hunting an area which for generations had supplied the 3 : f pear teat ten, Seibes withe thee bates. starve. In most instances the officials in charge are helpless be- 
cause the legislatures have failed to provide them with the neces- The Mormon herds of cattle and sheep were radically reduced sary authority to act. 

in numbers until few were left. The mountain lions and other Some of the most bitter controversies relative to large game large predators were removed, hunting for deer was banned en- animals have centered around the Yellowstone National Park tirely, and the mule deer increased very rapidly. Twenty years later region, where various herds breed and summer in the park and 
starvation faced the herd, estimated at 30,000 or more animals, and winter in the lower valleys in the neighboring states. One of the the few remaining wild horses were shot down to save the food best known of these controversies surrounded the famous elk for the starving deer, which refused to'move from the Kaibab to herd in Jackson Hole, south of Yellowstone Park, where settlers near-by ranges, and even resisted being driven by hard-riding usurped the winter range which the majestic animals formerly cowboys. 

used. Hundreds and hundreds of beautiful elk starved. There, as 
In the hope of finding a solution to the problem, a commission in a number of other overstocked elk ranges where management 

of wild-life experts was induced to make a study. They found the was not applied in time, they ate the bark off the aspen and other 
range in deplorable condition, as I did the same year. That group trees and chewed off the willows to the course, indigestible stems, recommended that efforts be made to trap and move the surplus, frequently dying with their stomachs full of this worthless material. 
and, failing in that method of relief, to kill off the deer by open Finally the Federal Government acquired a winter feeding range 
hunting seasons or by hired hunters to keep the animals from in Jackson Hole, where they were fed hundreds of tons of hay 
starving by the thousands. The latter plan immediately aroused and other food, some of it hauled long distances. But the herd nationwide opposition, largely because public access to the north continued to increase until it was estimated at 25,000 to 30,000 ani- 
rim of the canyon had just been provided and those interested in mals. More hay lands were added to the winter elk refuge by con- 
maintaining the large deer herd as a wild-life spectacle refused to tributions from interested er _The animals, instead of ‘ ‘ rustling for themselves on the neighboring plateaus, crowded into admit the need for reducing the herd. the feeding grounds in increasing hordes. When the state of Wy- 

The United States Forest Service attempted to trap the deer. oming took steps to kill off the surplus animals instead of letting 
Various states offered to buy them, Pennsylvania foolishly being them continue to starve, nationwide criticism ensued.
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What is known as the Northern Yellowstone elk herd, wintering One game official in the West said to me, “If those well-mean- 
both in the park and in the valley of the Yellowstone River in ing Eastern conservationists would only come out here and see 
Montana, has long been a troublesome problem. Elk are more for themselves they wouldn’t be so quick to question our good 
easily trapped in the wintertime than deer, and twenty years ago intentions. And if they tried to transfer these antelope and elk, as 
they began to ship numerous carloads of the animals from the we have, they would understand that catching and shipping them 
northern herd to the states willing to pay for the cost of trapping is not merely rounding up.a bunch of docile range sheep’ 
and shipment. A number of Eastern states, including Pennsyl- The first notable conflict over an open season for antelope oc- 
vania, sought unsuccessfully to re-establish elk hunting through curred in the case of the Greybull, or Pitchfork, Ranch herd, 
these shipments. which had been protected by friendly ranchmen in the territory 

lying southeast of Yellowstone National Park until they num- 
Elk Failed in East bered several thousand. Efforts were made to capture and transfer 

That demand was soon filled. Here again an attempt was made them, but it was found that only the fawns could be handled, most- 

to save the animals by the purchase of winter feeding grounds ly those picked up on the range while very young and bottle-fed 

through both private subscriptions and public funds, but the herd until ready for shipment. 

continued to increase beyond the food supply. ~ 
The range within Yellowstone Park, in recent drought years, A Federal Conflict 

became so badly overbrowsed and overgrazed that the National Z “ a 
Park Service determined to kill off the surplus animals to keep _Finally the owners of the Pitchfork Ranch said: “We must 
them from starving. Conservationists from one end of the country either reduce the antelope herd we have nurtured, or else go out 
to the other protested, but the Park Service stood its ground. of the cattle business.” 

Through prompt cooperation from the state of Montana, about The state of Wyoming declared an open season for antelope 
6000 elk were taken out of that herd in 1934 and 1935. The 1936 and, while the first year there Was, much wicked and unsports- 
reduction program accounted for over five hundred animals manlike slaughter of the animals, | in later years the season was so 
shipped alive to Indian reservations and almost 2300 elk were regulated that even the most rabid conservationist could not hon- 

slaughtered by hunting and by officials, the latter sending the meat estly complain. £ : 3 

to the near-by Indians. This past winter it was planned to slaugh- = New Mexico, after Some, through a like conflict, has been allow- 
ter about 1500 elk to be distributed to the Indian reservations, ing the killing of some of its surplus antelope annually for a num- 
which together with the kill by hunters should have brought the ber of years, but last year when Montana declared ED aoe ae 

present herd of 12,000 elk down to 7000, which the winter range on antelope the fight began all over again in the Bonanza State. 
will support. : A year or so ago an inside conflict raged among Federal officials 

in Washington over antelope and other wild life, which few on 
Too Many Buffalo the outside learned about. When a new agency was set up in the 

Department of the Interior to bring grazing under control on the 

The readers of this magazine may be surprised to learn that the 170,000,000 acres of unappropriated public domain, in the hope of 
buffalo, thought to be exterminated fifty years ago, staged a come- restoring its value for domestic stock, conservationists endeavored 
back in the Lamar River Valley of Yellowstone Park. Almost 500 to have large units set aside primarily as wild-life ranges, before 

of these handsome creatures have been disposed of, mostly by the entire range was divided up among the sheep and cattle men. 

slaughter and distribution of the meat to Indian reservations, dur- The nub of this inside battle was the ancestral range for antelope 

ing the past two winters. Over 200 were shipped alive to Indian and sage grouse in Southeastern Oregon and Northwestern 

reservations to bring back the sport of buffalo hunting to the red Nevada, a winter refuge for antelope having previously been 

men, who were brought under submission largely because their bought in the latter region by the Boone and Crockett Club and 
food supply was destroyed through the slaughter of the original ee National Association of Audubon Societies in memory of the 

a ; el late Charles Sheldon, a noted conservationist, and turned over to 
herds. During the winter of 1936-37 another hundred buffaloes ie Bislowical S f dinini e 

i d of in the same manner, leaving a total herd of about ea a eae ae ‘ 
We disposed o Sea 2 es Finally the authorities in charge yielded, though grudgingly, 
900 in the park herd. The Canadian ‘Government has increased its and thiserange was set acideiNow the antelope i dae part of the 

buffalo herd so rapidly that hundreds of animals are either slaugh- UWnitedeciaces willdinve i Home onitcie omni foe all tine” Around 

tered or shipped to favorable ranges annually. 2000 animals already thrive there, and ere long it will be necessary 
When it was first announced that buffaloes, in addition to elk, for the Federal Government to allow the killing of some of the 

were to be rounded up and killed in Yellowstone National Park surplus antelope in that region. When that time comes it is hoped 

the conservationists of the country rebelled, but upon investiga- the conservationists of the country will be sensible about it and 

tion they quickly learned that this was the only sensible procedure withhold their protests. 

and withdrew their criticisms. (Continued on page 28) 

Other examples of public officials getting into the mid- 

dle in attempts to manage elk herds are the Sun River herd 
in Montana where the natural forage did not suffice for BE : ‘ Ug 2 a 

: the increasing numbers of elk, the herd on the Olympic : a ; ene: sy. , 

Peninsula in Washington, a distinct sub-species, where no : : oe a: ‘ ey | 
hunting was permitted until the situation became intoler- : ; a eee | : : 
able, and then only under bitter protest from numerous Qe a : 
conservation groups. In the latter region the animals in aa Se _.. a 
the wintertime stripped the bark from hundreds of trees s iec (EM poh 1 a ) 
as high as they could reach by standing on their hind legs. "7 a pee » CRG ‘ y 

\ We ORS ee) pee om ' 
Trapping is Futile f , PM AS eid) \ ae a 

Earlier in this article I said each species of wild life has ge NI Le i Boek HE a: PS, the. 
its special group of friends. That was never better ex- hd ane RS RR SR cent Eph 4 ee 
emplified than in the case of that graceful, fleet animal of rk Bau i B30) eS Ne yoRy fit oe Sige. ry Ae ee 
our plains, the antelope. Game officials in the states of  ——2(20—NEe RN a ees mae BRAGS es 
Wyoming, New Mexico and, recently, Montana have felt Bae hooky a8 am ae ioe So ag hegO Fe BA ogi har 
the keen edge of public disapproval, emanating mostly Ie. oy Pee btm Ea pat) a 
from Eastern conservation groups, which attempts to fe eS et os Be eas ae ae eae Ny we AS a 

duce growing herds of antelope incited. As in every other eS = Wie Te ae : et bis ue BP aS 
case mentioned, the public clamor was: “Don’t kill them; SRR ae eRe Se a ee eR Ye 

trap and transfer them to new range.” Pinionpine, in the Kaibab region of Arizona, browsed by starving deer.
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(Continued from page 7) 

Quail Unaided by Law as was evidenced by the findings of a scientist in the Canadian 
There are other ranges in the West which are vital to the fu- prairie province several years ago. Nowhere else in North America 

ture welfare of various species of wild life, especially remnants of did the European gray partridge, commonly known here as the 
desert bands of bighorn sheep, which should be set aside before Hungarian partridge, make such a spectacular increase. From a 
it is forever too late. But no sensible person acquainted with con- comparatively few birds imported, they spread over the southern 

ditions there would recommend that cattle and sheep be entirely part of the province of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, also _ 
driven from the ranges in order to increase wild life. All that the into Montana and North Dakota. Several years ago it was nothing ~~. 
conservationists ask is that wild life be given its proper place in unusual for a hunting party to flush from fifty to as high as a 
the scheme of management. hundred coveys in a single day. 

Lest the reader get the impression that all of our wild-life trou- Then suddenly it was realized that the peak of abundance seemed 
bles have centered around large game animals, because they are to have Passed. The scientific worker in question launched a 
more easily observed, let me cite instances where small creatures searching inquiry. He concluded that there were too many birds 
have suffered. present on the range, and that due to the failure of hunters to 
Twenty years ago a well-meaning legislature in Ohio put the harvest a sufficient number the birds were not reproducing as they 

bobwhite quail on the “songbird” list. The immediate effect was had in earlier years. - 
to align the sportsmen against those who wanted no quail killed. Protection Not Enough 
The battle since has materially retarded wild-life conservation What has been learned about the need for controlling the abun- 

progress in that state. In the meantime the law was quite gener- ance of certain species of game birds and animals likewise applies 
ally ignored in the southern part of the state, and sportsmen and to fish. Investigators have found that in numerous instances certain 
officials closed their eyes to the illegal situation. species of fish have been husbanded until they become so abundant 

Quail increased in numbers, it is true, but each time they reached that they literally starved to death. Even though they spawned 
peak abundance a devastating winter came along and killed the their usual quota of eggs, food was lacking for their young, be- 
birds by the thousands, far more of them than the sportsmen cause the adults, or some less desirable competing species, had 
would have taken under proper regulation, largely because those become too abundant. Prior to the findings of the trained investi- 
who wanted to hunt bobwhite legally for the pure love of the sport gators, the owners or interested anglers continued to stock more 
did nothing to help feed the starving birds. Today it is authorita- and more of their favorite fish on the false premise that new blood 
tively said that state has no more bobwhite quail than its neigh- was needed. They were merely aggravating an already intolerable 
bors which have regularly enjoyed quail hunting. situation. 

Scientists in Wisconsin and Iowa have found that quail popula- What conservation needs most is to rid itself of the blind spot 
tions cannot be increased above a certain level, and that reasonable which balks sensible management. Mere protection, and more and 

hunting does not materially affect quail abundance where cover more restocking where not needed, will never assure a proper abun- 
and food conditions are favorable. dance of wild life. Without a favorable habitat, proper food and 

South Dakota is undoubtedly the premier state for that gaudy im- cover, and the application of sensible management, we shall never 
ported game bird, the ringneck pheasant. Conditions there are attain our common goal of a well-rounded conservation program. 
most favorable for the annual production of enormous 
numbers of these wily birds. Some years the annual 

harvest of ringnecks by the hunters in that state has ex- ne : Las 

ceeded 1,500,000 birds. But even there, with the wide ex- ee ss  —r——”——“=ET 
panses of corn fields, swales and sloughs, allowing the Cee FLL, 
birds to become too abundant is dangerous, as was _ ee rst—“‘“‘“Oiés™S oe 

demonstrated a few years ago when the farmers rose up Dl i... .... een . 
in protest because they claimed the pheasants were do- ee oa teig SR AS a ' 
ing them untold damage by pulling up corn just after _ oe ee is aes wey JAS . 
planting. The complaint, based largely upon the number et ae : 
of birds seen feeding in the fields, was mostly without = yy h me 
foundation, as was proved when hundreds of birds were Pe Me Rg 
killed on the newly planted cornfields in the springtime y* ti ~~ -,. t+ i=. 
and examined by scientists. It was found that they were - = om -—. hr oo a - : 

feeding almost wholly upon eut-worms and other insect [1 Mg 7 
pests which were causing the farmers untold grief. p —— Je ee = 
Sometimes birds and animals may become too abund- Be a lida cc acne occas ele aa 

ant for their own good, even where there is ample food, Yellowstone National Park elk in winter, 

° 

(Continued from page 19) 

behalf. Stream pollution would have been burden upon all who would make legitimate school Our youth must be impressed with 
outlawed long before this if the majority use of the water. It denies the opportunities the ideals and the aspirations of conserva- 
of our people were familiar with the facts. which pure water affords for wholesome tion. Theirs is the opportunity to render real 
Few people, indeed, do not deplore the con- outdoor recreation. Certainly it constitutes a and not lip service to the cause but we must 
dition but they accept it as a matter over menace to the public health. Stream pollu- first show them how vital this problem is to 
which they have no control, just as another tion is not necessary, to claim that is an their welfare and to the continued prosperity 
of those inevitable necessities in the prog- affront to modern science and engineering, of their country. Youth is ready and willing 
ress of civilization. Yet these very waters but the problem will never be solved until to learn. We must give them the chance. 
belong to the people, the whole people, and the attitude of the general public towards Those of us who realize the need of educa- 
not a privileged few. Who ever gave anyone it changes and voices the demand in the tion in the field of conservation should see 
the right, legal or moral, to transport his legislative halls of this country. to it that the teaching of conservation be- 
filth via the nearest stream to one’s neigh- Let us not be deceived. America must be comes a part of the training of every boy 
bors below? Pollution violates every precept made conservation conscious and there is no and every girl in our public schools today. 
of common decency. It imposes an unjust better place to begin than in the public It is conservation’s greatest need.
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Ai eS ere 2 brow spikes, then the be- ve Daeg ; 

4 4 “ eet RG lief that points can tell om 
4 ieee the age of a buck would ( e 

: a a. J seem to be knocked so flat \ ots 4 
2 0s it could never rise again. ¥, 

si! _-— j@ But rise it always will. o tj e 
: | ae a = Perhaps the reason is S : = 

i : Geeta that there is a small grain «SN 
een of truth in this horn-age ba 

} Peta ates en theory. The trouble is that P ) 
i | or the little truth is stretched yi F J 

( og all out of shape. My purpose / pon yy 1 
| here is to show that horns may } 4 x 

| indicate probabilities, but rarely iV Sm a of 
Very! absolute facts. I leave out the i - 

A || moose and caribou, and deal only " f e ae 
| with the common deer, white- A, y ad ~ 

tail, black-tail, mule deer, and = 
| elk—the round-horned animals BE 

x most commonly taken by Ameri- f eee 
: Head: of (a. five: dan unters, © ae 

! year ele buck with Horns are the privilege of the 4 NE rae \ ees } eight points on ‘ ‘ 7 oe | eachantler, proving males. The occasional doe with 5 i ee 
! " that you can't rely nm antler or even two—usually a bod 

onpointstotellage malformed—is a monstrosity not SAC a 
| only in headgear but sexually as " 4 eee 

well. Antlers are linked to sex. : \ : ee , 
| NE day in a museum I was A male fawn that had been un- | Ae a 
] standing beside an old gentle- sexed would not grow the proud ‘ S eo ; 

PON man, admiring the great, mas- antlers of his kind. An adult pees ee ee | 
| sive headgear from an Alaskan buck, treated similarly, would A series of. antlers from the same deer, showing 

| LOGE grow abnormal horns. the regular increase in size the first few years, 
“Do you mean to tell me,” said the Though the horn-renewal pro- and the marked decrease after the ninth season 

old gentleman, “that animal grew those cess goes on from about mid- 
monstrous horns all in one year?” winter to September 1, varying 

“Assuredly he did,” I said. ‘Not only a little with race, climate, and even in- among park elk show the rapidity with 
| ina year, but in a few weeks!” dividuals—the period of actual growth which this development takes place. 

The old man looked at me keenly, is amazingly short. For a time after April 26. No horns. Blood being ex- 
| looked back again at those vast antlers, the old antlers have been shed, the buck uded by top of the horn base, like sap 

shook his head, and moved along. He or bull remains hornless. Then the froma stump. Doubtless the horn knob 

ie did not believe me, I know. burrs, or horn knobs, begin to swell, had been slightly injured. 
Reni He was not a hunter or he would have and these soft, gray growths elongate, May 4,..The outer rind of the horn 

_| been familiar with this miracle of an- take the shape of antlers, and at last knob is growing up, and over the end 
: i) nual horn renewal. Still we often hear fork into the form of the complete horn. ‘of the kneb- 

q hunters, who should know better, talk- At this stage, however, they are very June 8. Horns about,a foot long, and 
| ing sagely about antlers’ showing the thick, and covered with a skin, or velvet. have three prongs. 
| age of their trophies, and about the The horn now must harden, shrink, lose July 25. Almost fully grown. Now 
| meaning of the points. Mostly this talk its velvet coat, and be stained. have six points. 

by | ‘is mere moonshine, but apparently it Some notes I took on this growth August 15. Antlers grown, and shrink- 

| can’t be stopped. When you kill a ing. Velvet drying. 
| white-tail buck that carries six well- th a August 29. Antlers peeled, and free 

‘ developed points on one side, every one oe SE NE The week-old knob of velvet. Complete. 
of which will “hold the powder-horn” ae ber iy of a new antler. Be- White-tail deer showed about the 
and only four on the other beam, it is 3 au i HORN low, a month later, same rate of growth: 
plain that both horns cannot be telling ¥ ¥ Se BASE points are showing April 26. New gray, mushroomlike 

| the truth. eee S AEE growths ‘sticking out from the horn 
{ When one day you pack out a small St aN bis ee, bases. These are hot to the touch— 

, ! 100-pound black-tail that has short, =| \ Vy, Ge full of blood. 
slender beams built on the four-point ¢=== “ ON = A BF May 4. Horn growth has doubled. 

| plan, brow spikes and all, and the next eae be —=“ SF May 16. Horns now about four inches 
| day you nail a huge, old Roman-nosed Ss - Cae long. 

grandpop of 150 pounds, with heavy e % June 3. Have grown about seven 
j beams and only two long points and no VF inches in the last eighteen days. 
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W, S YOUR BUCK . oa 
- by ff a 
OA nasa 

DEBUNKING HOARY TALES ABOUT ANTLER GROWTH, THE he 

THIRD —” 
“ vear Y : 

AUTHOR OFFERS SOME SURPRISING FACTS OF HIS OWN \ 72a A 

® yt MA) SECOND 
/ aes a j "YEAR, 

July 13. Horn growth complete—five bucks do not hide them. But rabbits, fess a — 

points—but tip of horn still bleeds porcupines, and squirrels like to gnaw {§ Fy ; ne 
where scratched. them. The hiding is in reality dis- Es oN 

August 30. Horns hardened, and appearing. In damp locations, even j pee 
peeling. the hard, bony material in an antler Z [i i 

In four months, then, these animals lasts but a few years. ay ee Rk / .Ctngle of 
grew their headgear. In the wild state The rubbing and staining of antlers, R Seam to 
under more natural conditions, the ani- to rid them of the last shred of velvet Y Horizontal 

mals would doubtless have shed their and give them their handsome brown a yf 126° L, F iacen 

antlers a little earlier, gone hornless_ color, is a further matter of specula- )° Ay BPN 4, Meee epee 
longer, and grown the new weapons tion. Willow and young hemlocks are ) sy ‘© — im ~ : 
more quickly. two trees favored by bucks for rub- |, Sy Mion we 

As with the growth of horns, the bing and staining their headgear. It Sy Je 
shedding is as little understood. The seems probable that bucks do this , wi 
fault lies with fiction writers who are quite instinctively, as they dosomany foyrnis la 
so accustomed to using their imagina- other things. YEAR \ Ae At : 
tions that they use them on natural his- It is the points and their meaning, ~PLUS NEAQAMNSae or These shies stages 
tory. Bucks drop their horns just where however, that give rise to the wilder eae Hes ps sstonnt 2 “ ey show how the horns 
they happen to be. Usually both antlers tales. Of the three chief species of i ea spread farther the 

come free about the same time, and American deer—-white-tail, black-tail ~ “aa i) | older the buck gets, 
often the complete set may be picked (Coast, or Columbian, which in my . an ey fe} thus indicating age. 

| up within the space of a few yards. The opinion alone deserves the name), and ‘ 
mule deer, the white-tail is apparently = 

much the most regular in his horn de- third summer, the white-tail buck adds 

A velopment. But all species develop alike a prong, and each horn usually is a 

. in the first and second years. As fawns slender, little Y. He is a two-pointer. 

in their first year, they have no antlers, During the next summer, he will add 
but only a button where later the horns _ the third prong at least, and more than 
will sprout. In their second summer, all likely will become a four-pointer be- 
species grow a couple of short, slender cause the brow spike comes into the 

spikes. They are spike bucks. The _ picture, later to increase in size with 
vn = his annual change. Often in this fourth 

fe Se i : si g . summer, the buck becomes the five- 
a m - ee - eS . ae pointer—four prongs plus the brow 

NT — SB °° °° § spike—which is the commonest type of 
rs gc aie Me ees cee adult white-tail horn. From this year 

a . c GZ form) et on, the points can mean nothing. The 
ow 2 FP : ? ea buck may grow the same number of 

Si ee i, < ee eS points for several years. 

. > = ee ff he - All horn growth depends on the vigor 
: 4 mr Ad Li a of the animal, and this, in turn, is de- 
Se | . Rog. ee, Soe of a pendent on food and living conditions, 
eas Coe Ge : a such as heat, or cold, or fly pests. A 

ae rr l lUhlmee 4G very severe winter, and late spring, 
ie 2 a oN C _ which leave the animals in poor physi- 

% i “poe ‘ cal condition, are almost sure to be fol- 
‘ Uk + gC Kaan & lowed by an autumn of poor trophies. 

oe ~_ x bore A fawn that is born late may, on com- 
poe Set nee ing to his spike stage, be a runt, and 
eS 1 id ea ee F N ee grow mere nubbins. ¢ 

He Sp Aas — Bia ce When we study the Coast black-tail, 
> ee » so S oe __we find that of the three species he is 

| Seas oe . | the most irregular. Like that of the 
Cae a Zo E mule deer, the fully developed antler 
eo a. v7 E of the black-tail has a divided main 
oe i De : beam, in contrast to the single, forward- 
ee Lees bearing beam of the white-tail, but 

iss yee ee eee 5 4 eo ~ 4 there are comparatively few black-tail 
| toanantler. Right, an a 3 NO Ps gs bucks taken out of the woods in any 

eight-year-old buck a | : . \i= ae —_ year that can be said to have a complete 
with a similar number el -3\ \ \W ae , : sét of horns, that is, bearing a double 
of points. After long Bee NN ee Y, or four points, on each beam and a 
study, the author has os i a ae brow spike. 
ecncluded thal paints eG iia. ee ee There. are only three periods of the 
are adde y this Ce, fs gee aaa 2 
deer every season up . Oe a ae: black-tail 'S life at which you may safely 

to a certain time, but ope eee po 2S eee a trust his horns to tell his age. As a 
that later on antlers ace Pep fawn, he wears no horns. In the sec- 

do not tell its age aan ese. ond year, he (Continued on page 88) 
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INSTALL YOUR OWN a : 

fy ELECTRIC LIGHT , Rear ol Nake: 
Pr ee om | V o Return 

Kohler Plants are compact, "= pe ra 1 (Continued from page 87%) 

fully automatic... operate er i oot dropped, turned over backward, and dis down a crevasse straight for the boat. 
ANYWHERE Nae pd my appeared as if by magic. I never saw a sheep run so fast or so 
Here’s just the thing GA a er I asked the doctor to work across the _ straight. It fell dead in front of the boat, 
for country home, ot ae tf f canyon to see what became of the ram, with its feet in the water. It was a five- 

cabin, lodge, boat, | te while I waited for another shot if he year-old, with the smallest horns I’ve 
tourist camp, store, ° i should show again. The doctor peered ever seen on a ram of that age. Neither 

filling station, etc.—a = 3 through a hole in the cliff, and discov- meat nor trophy were injured. 
Agia a eee Ee Ss ered the ram in the top of a scrub We now had two sheep and a deer to 
as epeur ae publleger ying tip sande stan mahogany. We finally pulled him out of pack in, and all hands set to it, while 
a Kohles deoand snodel (800 wwateaub) tse eaaat the tree, and back on the ledge. My first Capt. Guleke stayed with the boat. Land- 
any requirement. Comes complete—ready to | Shot had hit about midway of the body, wehr and Prins killed another mule deer, 

connect to wiring. Starts, stops, regulates itself. and the second had broken the spine, which filled their licenses on sheep, goat, 

Operates lights, radio, household appliances, | and killed instantly. He was a beautiful and deer. 
small power tools. Equally practical for regular, beast, almost black, the darkest sheep I We finally had everything packed in, 
auxiliary or emergency service. U. S. Govt. uses | had ever examined. The head was light and got under way. By using an out- 
PDC acon: oes by coun of manufacturing | for such a big ram, however. The base board motor in the quiet water, we made 

Kohler Send) Souneis eae: was fourteen and three quarters inches. good time, and tied up at Riggins on 

Paicthcne details, i re . As we neared the river on our return, schedule, after one of the finest and most 
we jumped a mule deer, and the doctor thrilling hunts I’ve ever been on. 

KO H LE R OF KOH LE R killed it with a single shoulder shot. 
We moved the boat across the river to 7. 

ein a a ima les eae ele a sand bar for the night. Next morning Antelope Sanctuaries 
Peon CO.,Dept. OL-7-37, Kohler, Wis. | it was barely daylight when Larry Kolb aT eo important refuges for the perpetu- 
| Please send copy of “Kohler Electric slipped down the river to look for sheep. ation of the pronghorn antelope have 
| Plants.”’ I Sheep water very early, and I knew he _ been established in the heart of the ani- 

| Name. | had a good chance of getting one. Soon mal’snative range in southeastern Oregon 

| Address. | I heard him shooting. We drifted down, and northwestern Nevada, it isannounced 
Vay a RRR eee ie | and Kolb said he had a ram down across by the U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey. 

[2 the river, so Prins and I waited on the One, the Hart Mountain Antelope Ref- 

=== — — — — —— — —— — — — —— _| par while the rest of the boys went over uge, is located in Lake County, Ore. The 
7. | i243 oO MATTR ESS to the place where the wounded ram was __ other is in Humboldt and Washoe coun- 

supposed to be lying. ties, Nev., and adjoins and supplements 
! As they climbed the cliff, the ram the 34,280-acre Charles Sheldon Antelope 

eee ee hel leaped up, and ran. Prins and I both Refuge, established in Nevada six years 

trailer or boat — the famous double- = overshot him the first time, but our next ago. The former contains 276,000 acres, 
eee Se ceue ire om tee ence: OS shots both connected, and turned him the latter 539,000 acres. SX 

) springs needed. Light, tough, easy fos .. NS 
meely priced. Wealsom kecushions CO o> / ‘ 
for aut, boas camp, ete. Book Z How Old Was Your Buck? 
Pie eau” Ge mectous acm capt (Continued from page 35) 
mattress. Don’t wait; write TODAY. / . : ! : : : 

K & W RUBBER CORP., Dept. OL-80 Delaware, hio develops spikes, and in his third he and reliable. In his second season, he, 
it wears a slender, two-point beam or too, is a spiker, but, like as not, next 

Ss he ee ee single Y, usually with no brow spike. season he will add a point to become a 

<a S| Oe ee From this age onward, the brow spike three-pointer instead of growing a Y. | 
ee SC Cs ~. iL| may or may not be present, or may be Next year, he may still be a three- | 

on only one horn, and, thereafter, no pointer with a larger, better-balanced 

matter how long he lives, he may be a antler, or he may jump to the small 

EAT i | YO U 1° CA °Q two-pointer. When very old, he very four-point beam. From this time, his 
certainly will be. Only in his vigorous normal horn is a four-point beam with 

Eat in your car in comfort! Ponten See] | prime will he blossom out as a four- brow spike. Sometimes an unlucky vet- 
sue anon Ley G ideal ee Bue, SS pointer—or five-pointer if you count the eran develops into only a heavy-horned 
any cak Compact steady” Gucran- Ve A\ brow spike. Often he will be a three- two-pointer—both Y’s failing to open. 
teed! Order today! Ponten Mig. “ONLY § pointer (not counting the brow spike) The elk is similar to the mule deer in 
Co., 1442-5th St., Berkeley, Calif. we Pay Postage 1 because one Y, usually the rear one, does that he hurries through his early years. 
PONTEN AUTO LUNCH TRAY | ™° open out. In this form, he often A spiker in his second year, he is likely 
aaa | grows a beam that points forward some-_ next year to sport three or four points, 

fit, $2Female 4A spend aoke sun what like that of a white-tail, though he and in his fourth year to carry a rather 
Sa aay WHY NOT xr fal, gathering | Never has the latter’s long brow spike. fine five-prong antler. A year later he 
Bea re Oe eee Gone cr Deere: Retarded horn development seems may carry as fine a set as he ever will. 
BO) seed tions, Some worth $1.00 to $7.00 cach, ever to dog the black-tail. Thus, occa~- The normal development is six points. 

ine Male Simple outdoor work with myInstruc. | Sionally, you may kill a spike-buck that Seven or eight-pointers are the extra-fine 
pens pictures, price list. Write today! Send ten cents | is large size and has large, long spikes trophies. Such antlers may come from 

or Illustrated Prospectus, before sending butterflies. | an animal that should have developed animals of the same age, or they may 
Denk: oar: ae Cee eee cee his first single Y to become a two-pointer not, and one set may be slender and 

ns | Hut did not. And, just as certainly, you short, another long and heavy. 

bey Vike Wile )ace i badtee asd | will kill many old bucks that are still Thus it can be seen that counting 
iM Send 25c for this Big Book ! i two-pointers. points to tell the age of deer or elk has 

Peale geet ard soreness ae) Deon ene t/a With black-tail as with white-tail and far too many if’s and but’s to make any 
guow cat pulses, Senddctotay, Satetaction gurantced a mule, an occasional buck will have su- conclusion sound. In conjunction with 
TRAILER SUPPLY CO., Box 438-F WAUSAU. Wis, CoL® perabundant vigor, and burgeon out as other distinguishing _ characteristics, 

| BUILD !T YOURSELF a freak with doubled brow spikes, however, the points can be used to get 
a tr cane Gaara doubled points all around, flattened close to the truth. For example, younger 

if Glassy! Roomy! Easy to build! A | points, points sticking out laterally, or deer, as a rule, have slender beams and 

. TRAILER SUPPLY CO: Box 255-6 WAUSAU. WIS. even hanging like pendants, webby or sharp points; old-timers have thick 

eens palmated intersections. Such beams and heavy points. The cut of a 

ga = GET BROILED freak horns may be beautiful, but as an buck’s face also is some indication of 
=a ee meat, game, fish the easy way | indication of age, they tell nothing. age. The ridge of a young buck’s nose 

| tees) With Elbert Charcoal Broiler. Though the big mule deer hasthesame is straight, veterans incline to Roman 
haleg roils both sides at once. i MF Al gl For picnics, duck camps, beach general horn plan as the black-tail, noses. 
se, i) i and home. Foldsupintosmall, | and, as an adult, shows a beam divided Furthermore—and this point is often 

(ee HH | evens erey ate for Catalog, | into two Y’s, plus a brow spike, his de- overlooked—the angle of the horns to 
Wa) a GOKEY co. velopment is very much more vigorous the head (Continued on page 89) 

= — ||| Dept. 10 St. Paul, Minn. J 
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ge How Old Was Your Buck? LIGHTI 
BASS INDIAN : aS as HEATING 

tinue age TANS (Continued from pag dd 6 COOKING 

Here’s real Indian changes with an animal’s age. The f ) RO @ 

footwear for real In- i‘ spiker’s prongs sit high, and they are LS Ls 

dian pleasures. Bass Fi | nearly parallel. The horn base is longer 

Indian Tans are real Coy | than in later life and the burr stands | O eman 

moccasins. Just the ve oL | out farther from the head. In veterans, | pi BB 

thing for camping, Py | & | the thickening of horn and horn base 

canoeing, and all out- "4 4 . | makes the burr seem to lie closer to the IN STA i GAS 

door wear. They’re as a4) y skull, and the horns to stand at an angle 

comfortable as bed- @Mesd to one another. No matter what the TRAILER APPLIANCES 

room slippers. They’re N inae oy number of points, the horns of an old 

tough and long-lasting. @ etfeee coe, | buck spread at their base. Their appar- 
Made by the largest je 7 F cA ent closeness at the base is because they MAKE AND BURN OWN GAS! 
manufacturer of out- be f'  +| are thicker there—nature’s provision ; 

door footwear. See the MF @\N@\..0 | against the stress that must occur when @ Your trailer becomes a mod- 

shoes, boots and moc- Ws ie the owner is locked in battle. ern, convenient, portable home 
casins for every sport- SS a bee I have always wondered why, in the when it is equipped with Coleman 

ing need. Write for a RS a s || terrifie clash of horns in head-to-head Trailer Appliances. You always have 

free catalog. Re tn se f combat, the tremendous leverage does | economical, dependable gas service for 

G. H. BASS & CO. Ve ,¥/' | not break the horn out of the skull be- | cooking, lighting, heating and ironing,no 
ea * ge ss; | low the burr. Horns do break, but the zi 

47 Main St. Wilton, M. 3 matter where you travel. Coleman In. 
ain/St.. Wilton, Me. Wy. ~ | breakage always occurs above the burr. | gtant-Gas Service is as handy as a city 

= 2 i I once shot an unusually large white-tail gas system. Appliances make madera 

eS é Mj | with only one heavy, five-point horn. | their own gas from gasoline. Low-cos 
- yy > Bas ‘= Wa | The other was broken off just above | compact, quick acdonl 3 

f = (_¥.4 mx. ~| | the brow spike. And I saw a bull moose, a a 

es — "| taken by another hunter, that had only COLEMAN ZS 
= Sn be, WY || a few inches of one beam left above the TRAILER + sain P s an | 

ace”? || | burr. Broken clean, and a heavy beam LN ee 
ges | at that! STOVES |) eg "Coleman! 

: In determining the age of an animal Five Outer aa es 

by the points, the profile, and the angle | stan ding uw 

SUMMER COTTAGES © | —% | of beam to head, it’s a help to examine models de- i 

Install this modern sanitary in- |) (8%. | the condition of the grinding teeth. In signed especially for trailer use. Four 

door toilet in your summer cot- | jg yg | younger animals, the ridges of molars styles of 2- and 3-burner stoves and a 
tage. Simple; costs little; needsno | |"juey==; | and premolars are much sharper than built-in oven model that bakes and 

abe oe eppend forcom- > gs Fs | im the animals whose grinders have seen cooks as perfectly as a city gas range. 
e . - | ee S|smore service. This evidence, though, is 
Mente CO — ~~ —=sSC|_ valuable only when you are comparing ee seneteee= COLEMAN 

3030N.30th Strect | | =| two deer at the same time. ST TRAILER 
Milwaukee, Wis. ie Ra As a guide to age, the angle of beam oa 

to head—or the angle to the horizontal oe ae (oe HEATER r 

R A I N B oO W z Caen —is perhaps the most dependable. It’s ae ay a peierd sepesially 

Is Real Beauty at L t Cost too much to assume that the angle ina Pe tor tral ers, Circue 

ae Beaute afodes, Superbly spike buck is, say, 115 degrees, and in ; Vos ee lates 3860 cubic feet 

[i Wl May scsignes, strongly built, | | a three-year-old 117 degrees, but I be- | | ofwarmairanhour. 

5 | fortable, easy SERED ED lieve that, in a series of skulls of the ae 71 No fumes — easily 

Ll Ce ee a un same species, the rule could be worked ee meen lated: Herts 
Romane your parse. \F.0.8.-K.c. out, and at least shown to be of far more ey @ | rapidly. Duroplastic 

Rainbow Trailer Co., 3115 Main, Kansas City, Mo. value than a count of points. Thus, in Pee B) cnamel finish will 
—_—_ et | a series of black-tails, the spike-buck oe not chip, crack or 

TAKEN | horn stood at 110 degrees to the hori- ot peel. Rustproof 

(dt AAG BY | zontal; the small two-pointer at about | Gag ge Everdur Metal Fuel 
MOUTH | 117 degrees; the old, two-point veteran _ B Tank removable for 

MU RTH ad $00 at 126 degrees. Mule deer seem to fol- e safe, easy filling. 

low the same rule, and the angles in elk = 

are quite similar. Undoubtedly, however, COLEMAN SELF- b o 

A remarkable preventive. Taken by mouth. this rule of angles, like all other charac- | HEATING IRON (immu (ft , 
‘accinates for entire season, Startimmun- risti: i i ;. ( 

ization at least two weeks before exposure. gma teristics of wildlife, would show many | The iron that At w 
Also effective in treatment of actual cases of IM irregularities. In fact, there are times | should be in 3 = 
ee LP eswealy wucely Rove CHS er when we can be sure of only one thing. every trailer. — a 

and swelling, materially shorteni: lurati ‘9 i se. (T= ——|* < 

ippRatnuecevedt also Oak cath entered rie That is that one of the most wondrous | Heats itself— 47 A 
POISONOK— used by 9th Army Medical tgoka%] | things about the antlered warriors of | lightsinstantly. 7 _—? 

COS Ge ons sad by power com- |~==4 | the woods is their magnificent, branch- | No cords or 2 
janie line crews. rug stores on [esa e.23 i i 

Pacific Coast, Bastof RockiesorderPOISON- Sess ane weapons: tubes. Cool handle—convenient weight. 
ae RoE EO ONO direce, $1.00, possi ees Perfect, effortless ironing for 14¢ an hour. 

Hon and adjunctive treatment Sue Ponds on Trout Streams ‘em COLEMAN LANTERNS 
CUTTER LABORATORIES (Dept. 2) US. Govt. ; si L ERN 
Berkeley, Calif, 111 No. Canal St., Chicago “ie: No. 8 Dee trour stredmne) neve: hee by is See) Anessential part ofeverytrail- 
Ny jured by the construction of dams s = ae High dl eres 

DIESELECTRIC PLANTS which Impound water over marsh | VIN! Strong, steady white. light areas, according to the Connecticut the Bice na uceaa a 

FOR ECONOMY PLUS a Easy Payment State Board of Fisheries and Game. a e ° 

WITH NEW SAFETY $503, fala “""” "Pon" | Such ponds become acid, and raise the | |gggis} wind or weather. Pyrex glass 
Make your own electro (O'ms. BEL, Yooule temperature of the stream below the | BGagl f 006 Pigres ane models for 
light ‘and_ power the ee Ree ne} ES af pond. This spoils the stream for trout, q oa) poe ee ad Pacedtg. els iL 

ee Care 5 See. since these fish must have cool, clean <= ECT. NEE. Ee $9 suit all. 

Plants, 1600, 3000 or 1 ap = al water. F R E E ¥ Write for prices and illustrated 

1000 "watt fe aN \ | There is an increasing tendency among | guances. Sendspouctioiys ee 
KILOWATT. on. cheap ai a i if m= | Persons who can cs it i pee e é z BE 
non-explosive fuel. 110 "2MS\ (has taumna =! property on small, feeder brooks to Col Becsise anal pore 

Ole ieee ak 1600 |i ae create a small pond for swimming or thant 50,000) dealers ts thes United ‘Seates 

for battery operation, Watts Gemmees nee eee Palen and Canada are ready to serve you. 
Charging costs lowered 75%. Easily installed in ionnecticut now forbids obstruction THE COLEMAN LAMP AND STOVE CO. 
small space. Use a Diesel for economy and safety. | of any stream unless authorized by the | pept.0L541WichitaKans.;Philadelphia,Pa.; Chicago 

228-B Oakland Ave. Kansas City, Mo. State Board of Fisheries and Game. Il.; Los Angeles, Calif.; Toronto, Ont., Can. (7541) 
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yy WHY ANTLERLESS DEER 
ed ool dk ey ee eT YE bY 1" SEASONS ARE NECESSARY 

Peet gt, ae ae 
ee ee a By RICHARD GERSTELL 

a ee 
a aad ties © tr ; 

i vd Rocked * ee deer must depend for food, is greatly re- resulted in the elimination of the food and 

ae) . eee duced. Within the past ten years this situa- cover required by the turkey, the grouse, 

tai . é i ¢. v4 eee , tion has become more and more acute. In and the rabbit. This has driven them out of 

oie 3 ae | oi at 4 a i most sections there is a good supply of sum- many areas where only a few years ago 

rea fi a fe: gee) §6mer deer foods, but even that is now threat- they were relatively abundant. In other 
AL be ae ue ee x é ened, and the forage plants throughout most words, the deer herds have been increased 

RTI if % eo dig ae ee of the winter range have.been so heavily at the expense of the small game hunters. 

asi ee ‘ Oy 3 5 * ‘i browsed by excessive deer populations that By far the greatest damage caused by 

asia te \ Rae * 9 ; i : eA, they are no longer a productive supply over-browsing has been suffered by the 

| ite srs ee rae VEEREERE source. deer themselves. Each winter of more than 

¥ The heavy over-browsing of the range has average severity results in the pitiful linger- 

a . 2 - been extremely detrimental not only to the ing death of thousands of deer, principally 

uh Eprror’s Note: This article ts the fore- forest but to nearby agricultural lands, to fawns and yearlings, solely because there is 
runner of a very interesting survey made certain of the small game species, and to not enough natural living food of high qual- 

of the deer situation by Mr. Geretell during the deer themselves. ity available in the forests for them properly 

! Shamost aeveral ge gapualen aecount of The lack of proper foods in the forests has to maintain their general physical condition. 
! which will appear in the October issue. c i ‘ 
! = s steadily driven more and more deer into The series of deer weights and measure- 

’ } Teen on ie only eirectave ee oh the agricultural areas where they have come ments collected by the Commission during 

. coeareay cer Pen blane ulacle 8 Be to depend largely on cultivated crops as a the past five or more years has clearly in- 

i comeng 3. complen every Yeats ee ene Be source of food supply, thereby causing the dicated that on the heavily over-browsed 

TSO tae Cage cucuraticn te, newt agriculturists excessive property damage. sections of the range the deer are stunted 

} months Pane sre pe aes eee This has necessitated the destruction of both in their general size and in their antler 

eee naga tia gar sande better thousands of deer by the farmers which development, while controlled experiments 

bales, might otherwise have offered sport for the have shown that the size of deer and the 

hunter. It has also obligated the Commis- development of their antlers are dependent 

if see Pennsylvania “deer problem” is sion to expend, from the Game Fund, over primarily upon the abundance and quality 

commonly talked of by sportsmen and $91,000.00 during the past fourteen years for of the food materials eaten. Also, detailed 

game managers throughout the nation. Few the construction of more than 205 miles of field studies have indicated that on the over- 

of them realize, however, that the principal geer-proof fences, while this money might browsed ranges the rate of reproduction has 

! cause of the problem lies in the simple fact far more advantageously have been used been cut down because the does under such 
| that during recent years the nutritive re- for other constructive rather than defensive conditions are, for the most part, physio- 

quirements of the deer herd have exceeded purposes. logically incapable of producing more than 

the food producing capabilities of the deer The fact that practically all greens less one fawn yearly as compared to their abil- 

range. In other words, it is largely a food than five feet from the ground have been ity under more favorable conditions to pro- 

supply problem. eaten off by the deer over large areas has duce a high percentage of twins. Still more 
. The situation has become acute largely 

due to the natural development of the sec- “oe pt Y ~ on eon ye: om 

ond growth forests. About 1900 Pennsylva- ey at re —— Ly se ¥: : 

. nia was a State whose deer had been almost oy < am eee Mg “S 3 "4 a co \ 

| completely “shot out,” and most of whose YY & 4 o hy i: 4 ay a wr re Pee 

: hillsides had been entirely stripped of their “ Ne oy * z Ze “ov 7 i ams -. SG 

; original forest growth. Soon after the turn ' : oa aN st ip ae > ses — = 

of the century, however, the Commonwealth 5 _. Kw | ee * ’ e. 
began to build again its deer herd and to re- | “ poh a a aN dod cae al Ps Phy 

store its forests by means of sound but sim- SN > — ae Pe tae E ” TS : 1 

ple conservation measures. During the dec- oe Lo-4 a t i & A 

ade extending from 1910 to 1920, there was — S ar” AF Gol = ea, Soret! | 4 | 

a rapidly increasing deer herd roaming a wet - Seat oa 

mountains covered by second-growth forests aes sgh a - at Pa) 

in the brush stage, which offered a maxi- ig ne oe ‘ es eo j 

mum supply of the best deer foods. Shortly aa Re b y~— oN Lr a = 

before 1925 a still rapidly increasing deer ss \ ag ae re a any is Ny hig wh ¥ : 

herd was first confronted by a decreasing MS Ney Dee oa ea. tae fi 

food supply caused by the fact that the for- 3 \ Pa ‘ pee ae el Se ll ie. eS | 

ests were beginning to leave the brush pe- eA oN | ee - Oy: be 7 & “ > | 

riod and enter the sapling and pole stage, aa ~ ooo ae idk SO 

wherein the ground growth, upon which the A victim of malnutrition during the severe winter of 1985-1936.
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important is the fact that research studies bucks jumped from 14,374 in 1927, the high- RE RSet ny Tor 

have demonstrated that on the ranges un- water mark up to that time, to 22,822 bucks : 1a e Be Sa RN hs eo 

der consideration there are annually pro-g in 1929; also that in 1930, when the real i st = pe af 

duced far more female than male favns | effect of a heavy kill of young deer in 1928 ee a hae 

which tends further to aggravate an already © would first be noticeable, the kill of antlered stk ieee) She 

undesirable sex ratio. This has in part been bucks was still almost 6,000 more than be- a 4 

brought about by the fact that since 1915 fore the first big clean-up of does. ae pee 

the hunters have legally killed over 265,000 It also will be observed that in 1932, after ! 

male deer but only approximately 110,000 the big kill of antlerless deer in 1931, the 

females. The shortage of males of breeding largest ever made, the buck kill was almost J ‘ 

age results in the birth of many fawns ab- 20,000, while the following year (1933) it es : H \ ‘ 

normally late in the season. These late fawns was still larger even though the effect of 4 Le val ay ‘ 

invariably become permanently stunted dur- the large antlerless deer kill of 1931 should ¥ vp eS Ra ro \] Na P 

ing the first winter of their life, thereby then have been most pronounced. The drop ~ 7 ' i a é 

further increasing the number of “runt in the kill in 1936 was due in large measure wy 3 i . 

deer” already all too common to the herds. to the terrific winter-kill of the previous ~ = j 

In certain quarters fear has been ex- winter, and it is predicted that this coming : 

pressed lest the season declared for antler- season the kill of bucks will in all prob- : 

less deer this year will do the herds ir- ability exceed 22,000. t 5 

reparable harm. Those who express such It is clearly evident, therefore, that pre- ; ; 

opinions either are not fully informed or vious antlerless deer seasons have not done Browse line on hemo eae 

‘else ignore past experiences. A perusal of irreparable damage to the deer herd as many jast year launched an extensive cutting and 

the deer kill figures below should satisfy claim. Most significant, however, is the fact pjanting program on its State Game Lands, 

anyone that such seasons are not de- that for several years following a very heavy which will be continued from year to year 

structive: kill of antlerless deer the size and quality of in an effort to provide more favorable food 

Year Legal Bucks Antlerless Deer the bucks bagged was much better, and the and cover conditions for both deer and 

PLO 2S cccesscscsssscassceteese, OA OZ, conesaspessesscecntensss 8 sportsmen who bagged them were proud to small game. The Commission has likewise 

ODE ccspcavisoessacsotsts, #7 AZ Or nnebasssesegat acsenusey 126 display their trophies. What Pennsylvania .+ecommended that Clubs and others owning 

W925 ecccseressscsreeseeeee 7,287 sessssseesesseeeeeee 1,029 sportsmen want most in their deer is size forest lands do similar food improvement 

1926 .eécccssssssssseceeeeeee 11,646 cece 1,295 and quality, not mere numbers; and surely work. However, it will require a consider- 

1927 eesrerecesssesssseee 14,374 ccccsssssccssssneeeee None the deer hunters do not want to enjoy their apte period of years to do enough of this 

1928...ccccssccceecsssseeee C1OSEd seessseesessssssseeee 25,097 sport at the expense of good hunting for type of work to provide the widespread im- 

1929....ecseccsssereesseres 22,822 sesssseecsssseeceneee None the much larger army of their brothers who proved conditions so essential to the wel- 

MOS0 8 pees, ZO tila “S879 “preteratoshant small) game: fare of both the deer herds and our small 

AE rere s.ckes 24,790 vcniactsmntinsee) AUD) Artificial deer feeding during the winter- game. 

1932. eessorervsseesseeeesee 19,724 wcccsssssccsscceccceeeee None’ time has never proven very successful, and To help reduce the excessive “load” now 

1933 .ccssessvseerseersseeee 20,480 seccccsssssseneee None at best has been only a temporary remedy  peing carried by the deer range; to remove 

1934. .ceccseresesssseeeeees 21,137 cccccsssseessneeeee None to help keep animals from starving to death. the deer from the farming sections where 

1935 .ccresssesssesssseessee 23,802 cesseccsseesseeseee 46,668 Until such time as extensive lumbering op- they are causing damage; to help maintain 

1936 .sseiecsssssecsssreeeees 18,084 ceecssssseessseee None erations again produce many large areas of and increase the present populations of 

(Following heavy winter kill) more desirable game habitat, the Commis- turkeys, grouse, and rabbits in the deer 

It will be noted that following the first sion and interested sportsmen can help to country; to reduce the possibilities of exces- 

heavy kill of antlerless deer in 1928, and no relieve conditions by carefully planned patch sive winter deer losses; to improve the size 

open season for bucks that year, the kill of cutting. With this in view, the Commission and “quality of the deer; and to help bal- 

ance the sex ratio of the herd, the Game 

one Bs Commission has declared the 1937 open sea- 

FP , son for the killing of antlerless deer. It has 

: _ = been so set up that it will not result in the 

5 PET De ake Coo extermination of the deer in any part of the 

ee ‘gm fa na true deer range, nor will it result in undue 
eee lp co ee ; 

4 ig es OVA eit ge ees human risks caused by heavy concentrations 

ee rh eo ie > ee’ Ne of gunners. 

B ld py hy ages me Ne Under strict regulation as now authorized 

Ne P ‘ef Na oY ; I i b 4 by law, the Commission proposes to allow 

a a 1 ae a ce Ww s be the killing of antlerless deer in such num- 

__ ee ae ma iam ; : ss ae De bers and as frequently as necessary to Doe 

Ve Oe ha te % | ry | Peas A 4 — pen a Recunr once lot the unfortunate condi- 

yee ope “ VW ¥ ae Oo eee FF Fs i \ ey \ Ensen Hons which prevailed in certain large areas 

2 res bs 4 eee 8 in former years. 

es ‘cig SS es € i meal v es The Pennsylvania Game Commission may 

ba? we cm : ls Yc Be oe gees be depended upon to so discharge its re- 

Beta S Se ae ene 
Pe ee az oe kee geese “= S — sponsibilities to both the deer hunters and 

oe eee : 2 Eee oe EHry | the small game hunters, as well as to the 

or -~™. pf / eT Te a5 oe landowners of the Commonwealth, that all 

. 6 Ts lr ala ee groups interested in wildlife will get a 

One day’s collection of starved deer, 1935-1936. square deal.
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certain errorse Many spike bucks may have been thrown in with the i 

doe, ant\if this was the case, if corrected, the fawn production per 

doe would raised. A hard winter reduces fawn so that next,séason 

fewer lf-year- pucks are killed. Mr. Ba:tlett believes-that severe 

winters in the uppérpeninsula were largely responsible’ for the 

differential populatior™there as compar Sh Nits “lower peninsulas | 

The maximum snow depth reac five feet/ Loews he peninsula as 

compared to about 3.6 feet ovePsmuch of “the*remainder of the upper 

peninsula. The 1936 composition o erds on the upper peninsula 
was 20 per cent bucks, 45 per cent nd 35 per cent fawns; on the 

, lower peninsula the same year per cent™gucks, 49 per cent doe, 39 

per cent fawns. He found ain localized ces whebe there were as 

many as 13 doe for cach Mic The 1936 population_was 255,000 in the 

: upper peninsula and_667,000 deer in the lower penins » & total of 
843,000 deer for-1936. He believes there are now a million deer in 
Michigan. answer to a question Mr. Bartlett estimated that 500,000 

deer sho be killed. He said that the kill would probably réagh 
50,000~or 60,000; he estimated that the illegal kill was one-fifth vor 
mor€ of the legal kill. 

DEER TAGGING AND POPULA~ 
TION STUDIES IN MINNESOTA By Herman Fe Olson, F. S. 

Mr. Olson gave a brief description of the size and location 
of the Superior National Forest, and stated that 1; million acres are 
now in the game refugee In the spring of 1935 ear tagging of fawns 
was started. In the winter of 1936-1937 trapping and tagging of both 
young and adult deer in the winter deer yard was carried on. The pur- 
pose of the work was to ascertain the seasonal movement of the deer in 
that area. Seven deer were shot in the 1936 season. One buck was 
shot 13 miles from the tagging location, three were shot at approximately 
five miles, two at three-fourths mile and one almost at the same spot 
as tagged. Three of the 1936 tagged deer were retaken in the trap in 
1937. Thirty-seven per cent of the deer trapped were fawns and 62% 
adults. The tagging studies showed a sex ratio of 52% females to 48% 
males, while the census drive had indicated that 65% of the population 
was composed of females. Mr. Olson attributed this to the habit of 
counting large fawns and possibly also some spike bucks as doe on the 

fi census drive. On the basis of the tag return, kill was estimated at 
57 per cent of the total population. On the basis of the tagging work 

_ the total population was estimated at 79,000, while the calculated 
Ah population from the census drive was 71,000. The census areas covered 

+64% of the forest. Mr. Olson also gave figures on the average rough 
dressed weight of deere Spiked bucks - 118#, doe - 123#, bucks - 175# 
average. Fifty-eight per cent of the kill was found to be bucks. 

Some winter -mortality work was done by the strip method, on 
which 4,000 acres were actually covered. Seventy-two dead deer were 
found in this area, 40 per cent were bucks, 46 per cent doe and 14 per 
cent fawn. An attempt was made to indicate the cause of death, although 
this was not possible in many cases. Twenty-seven per cent of the loss 
was attributed to dogs, three per cent to wolves, 16 per cent to starva- 
tion, six per cent to ears and three per cent to accidents. The remainder 
was attributed to disease, and legal and illegal kill. 

~5a



Discussion. 

Leopold (is.) This sort of information should be made ‘ | 
available to research workers everywhere. Are there provisions for 

doing this? 

Hill (Forest Service) The material could be mimeographed. 

Leopold. This information is based on a three-year job. It is 
not premature. It is too good to be mimeographed and should be published. G 

Bartlett (ilich.) Michigan figures are very closely in agreement 
with Mr. Olson's figures. ‘“e have noted the same thing with respect ‘ 
to deer along roads. They are more abundant along roads and, in general, 
scarcer in the back-country. 

Nelson (Soil Conservation Service) I noticed that in the area 
of fewest deer there were more moose. Is there a relationship? 

Olson. Yes, on the basis of their habits. The moose is a 

wilderness animal while deer are found more around settlers, logging 

jobs and clearings. 

Cox (Farm Security Administration) The big Minnesota Refuge 
was originally established for the benefit of moose. At that time 
there was not much thought given to the effect on deer. 

MUSKRAT STUDIES IN IOWA By Pe Le Errington, Iowa 

Dr. Errington's reproductive studies have been carried on 
mainly in northern Iowa. He has found muskrats to be relatively 
sedentary animals which remain near to the natal locality. The maximun 
cruising radius was 21 miles, but this was exceptional. He found that 
muskrats will not always leave their habitat even if it dries up. This 
is true up to atleast three or four months. The tails and feet of the 
muskrat are naked and the animals can easily withstand freezing tem- 
peratures, but at 15° below zero their tails freeze off if they wander 
around the country above the ice. He found that most winter wandering 
rats usually die eventually. Four litters per season was the maximum ; 
known for one female. He found the average size of litter to be 6.3 
and, so far, believes the sex ratio to be 50-50. He found that the i 
male helped in the care of the young end that high population densi- 
ties give rise to high juvenile loss. He found the mink and the horned 
owl to be the chief predators in Iowa. He found no sexual maturity 
up to seven months and, therefore, ruled out “he possibility that the 
first litter of the year reproduces the same year. He was of the 
opinion that sexual derangement might be the cause of abnormal wander- 
ings exhibited by some rats. 

Discussion. 

Ruhl (Mich.) Given any December population, how many would be 
left the next spring by March 1? This question has an important bearing 
on trapping season dates and the best time to crop the animals. 

=6+
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Deer—bhe Conservation Headache 
By KENNETH A. REID 

F ALL wildlife problems in the older and more settled ceeded 25,000, and in 1931 it was over 70,000 in addition 
states, the deer problem ranks preeminent. It is the to 24,796 bucks. The next doe season in 1935 accounted 
perennial headache, and it is a safe bet that regula- for 46,668 out of a total deer kill of 70,470. In 1927, just 

tions set up by the state commission, whatever they may be, _ prior to the first successful doe season, the legal kill of bucks 
will be loudly criticised by one group or another. Appar- was 14,374. In 1929 it jumped to 22,822, and since that 
ently not only the deer hunter, but the entire public is See time has remained fairly constant and averaged over 21,000 
conscious, and one on how the deer should be man- bucks annually. 

aged are as varied as the weather. : ; One would think that residents of the Keystone State 
As a boy I never saw a wild deer in my native state of would now be accustomed to doe seasons and no longer 

Pennsylvania. A few years ago I showed a non-resident fear that deer would be exterminated by them. The record 
friend forty-two before breakfast—and we never got out of shows such feats to be groundless, but events of the past 
the car! Thirty years ago the sight of a deer was front season also show that a doe season is still potential dynamite. 
page news; today when one wanders into a town it may fe- This year’s fight, however, centered more on the mechanics 
ceive obscure mention on an inside page. The comparison of how the doe season should be conducted than on whether 
is similar in Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, New York, there should be one. 
and several other states, except that deer were not so near the 

point of extinction when rational game management suc- Who's Right to Shoot? 
ceeded indiscriminate hunting. = i 

Exercising its new authority to limit licenses in different 
Refuges Aid Deer counties in accordance with varying abundance of deer, the 

i ; Game Commission issued special doe permits with a prefer- 
The return of deer in abundance to Penn's Woods was no ential application period fet county ules before te re- 

accident, but the result of a carefully planned and persistent | vainder would b Maile cetewides o Recardl thy 
game management program. A brief review should aid in tho a te I . ae ne a i aber 2 ae ae a 
understanding the present problem there and in other eee anes Hope a, 2 eee nae tale 
states—no longer one of saving a vanishing species but of Bian wes | PEOM pe Ye prapGed 25 disci inary ene scones yes i to long established policy, and strong protests were registered 
Reping 1ts great increase undet proper conital by the Pennsylvania Division of the Izaak Walton League 

At the turn of the century, four years after creation of the and several other organizations 
Game Commission, deer were practically shot out. Hunt- oe ne , Cs ‘ 
ing with hounds, shooting at salt licks and for market had _, Recognizing the validity of the objections, the Commis- 
recently been banned. In 1905 the Game Refuge Law ‘S10? ae its ruling and directed that permits be issued 
established the first sanctuary, and two years later the his- 1" the order of receipt regardless of residence. Then came 
toric ‘‘Buck Law” gave protection to antlerless deer—and 2 blast from another quarter. Several sportsmen’s groups 
precipitated the Commission’s first serious fight. Deer from “deer counties” countered for loss of preferential 
hunters as a body were loud and persistent in their protests rights in securing doe permits by bringing suit. The re- 
against this restriction, and it required a lot of courageous sult was that the court knocked out the doe season on purely 
work to put the law into effect. legal technicalities—and the present doe surplus remains a 

Sixteen years later the Commission discovered, when it pene 
attempted the first doe season, that it had sold the public From a few scattered animals in the most remote sections 
too well on the buck law. Many of the same hunters who of the state, deer have spread to practically every county and 
had risen up in arms against it were now just as violently the herd is variously estimated from one half to a million 
opposed to a doe season and blocked the Commission at animals. They have great aesthetic value for the resort and 
every turn with the result that only eight legal does were tourist business, and the public in general, as well as the 
killed. Chivalry had apparently reached a new high as the the deer hunters, want to see an abundance of deer. 

mM — ot ‘ = ‘ Unfortunately, 
illing a “lady +h, i “i DAR : one ela however, too few 

deer” seemed tobe * Mh 4 - Le , ~ oa A es @ ; Rei enthusiasts have 
repugnant. aye Ne et ae i ey nae NS " Fl any conception of 

Kill Exceeds sy. 4 Be ; Eye. ae Cae too es 
25,000 Kar, N ont a 3 Me & Bam cover place on the 

Three mo re at- * ea ee! AD EF eo hae =ocumber of deer 
tempts pete made” & : et ee ee that an area can 
in succeeding years, ee ‘all * Jit eee support. They have 
but it was not until 33 x re S FY: i 3! ¥ r ose 
1928, when for the a RO 7 $ P A Vs ‘ed to a large and 
first time in the ‘ * 2 he a NaS EN increasing number 
history of the state i+ a i‘ Pa 0 ia Okt of oe their 

there bes no buck fie Pe alla oat at é We desire for a contin- 
season, that any ap- A * p d Y uing increase blinds 
preciable kill of “d 3 - foes to definite 
does was made. In pe : j~ ; : Rs ilimiting biological 
that year the kill of ™ oe pereete LACtOES, 
antlerless deer ex- A pitiful case of a starving doe. (Continued on page7)
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Deer Increase—Food Decreases But a surplus of deer does more than interfere with 

As a matter of fact the peak of possible deer abundance farming and forestry. In some sections grouse, turkey and 
has been passed in many parts of Pennsylvania and the Lake other game have all but disappeared as a result of heavy 
States. Following extensive lumbering operations, the destruction of cover by deer. I sometimes wonder when 
luxuriant sprout growth afforded abundant forage for the deer enthusiasts will come to realize that there is a limit to 
increasing herds. But as the herd increased the food supply the number of deer the forests can support without unbal- 
decreased as the bush lands grew up into young forests and ancing the whole thing and eventually practically extermin- 
the crown canopy shaded out and killed much of the forage ating even the deer—just as foresters finally had to realize 
within reach of deer. In many that a forest was more than a 
sections it is not possible to have rm tree farm for the sole production 
as many deer as there were ten i A of the maximum number of 
years ago and further protection VA E saw-logs. 
would merely invite wholesale \ (4 a _———s 3 
losses from starvation and dis- 7M Facts Versus Sentiments 
ease and drterioration in the ww R Deer are no longer in danger 
size and qual y of the remaining gj of extinction from hunting, or 
animals, as well as serious de- J even serious reduction in num- 
struction to their forest range. " s za WW came bers. The extensive system of 

Deer are seldom distributed i SS FoI Ne refuges in states where deer 
evenly over the available range. a BOP : \ i hunting is heavy assures the 
For reasons best known to them- Lg Th i : j perpetuation of a respectable 
selves they concentrate in certain Lee . hs 7/ - a herd even if every poate deer 
limited areas during the winter, yg ah Si) Rp AM on public hunting grounds were 
even when the forage there is iy, Pe” ae ANA killed. It is noteworthy that in 
eaten to the point of starvation, Ns Bly nN Pennsylvania’s successful deer 
and efforts to move them have Ky Ny AY \ program there has not been a 
met with little success, as they T° ' We A) Single year without an open sea- 
promptly return. This peculiar JME ee son. In view of this fact, the 
trait, over which man has no i i Al oe fears of deer depletion from a 
control, apparently accounts for Y Wf aN) regular open season in other 
the conflicting estimates of over- THAN 2 states with greater deer range 
browsing in a given locality. and fewer hunters, seem more 
During the summer there is Vivid contrast between unused branch of yellow fanciful than real. The absolute 
usually a great surplus of for- Pine sag cual specimens cleaned to the bark by —,otectionist theory’ must give 
age, but the winter supply may ao” Sool on a wedlern senges way to sane game management 
shrink to as little as ten percent, and that based on biological facts if we are to main- 
is the limiting factor. tain satsifactory herds—to say nothing of 

I have seen “deer lines” many places in St giving small game and forests the consid- 
my own state, in Michigan, Wisconsin and a i as eration due them. 
others that were as pronounced as though SS ie |) Part of the responsibility for the vexing 
the trees had been pruned to a given eS deer problem lies with state agencies at- 
height by man. That is the height that 3 pe tempting to solve it. In their efforts to 
mature deer—including barren does—can oc eae m= bring back deer they greatly oversold the 
reach when the number is excessive, and it [7 7 =~ public on the merits of protection as a 
is beyond the reach of fawns and yearlings, re i = means to that end. The present problem 
which constitute about 90% of those that ~~ A oe Seas te is also an educational one in convincing 
starve. In the spring of 1936 the stench [7 ee "4 ~—sthe public that too many deer can be 
from rotting deer carcasses along many 2 eee worse than too few, and that the present 
northern trout streams was something to [| ee “exe game management by regulated 
avoid. ‘ a ee RE Hs era shooting, not absolute protection. Also 

Halts Tree Planting = em Ly Ge tae they would spare themselves some painful 
: 7 ee eo Se headaches if in advance of new rulings 

The Pennsylvania Forestry Department fy 3 ae Np See =, they would consult with interested organi- 
has been at a standstill in planting opera- a > fe) zations and explain the reasons for pro- 
tions in many sections for some years as [Nye Sa Roe a BE [2 posed changes. 
deer eat evergreen seedlings as fast as they oe ce be ee Este 
are planted. Seven years ago delegates toy oN EES 
a state convention of the Izaak Walton ee PN ee ; wet 
league were taken on an inspection trip [Ss Saeiieseegs ae © Aldo Leopold’s editorial on 
near Clearfield where excessive browsing | gy. =ueee aS ee page 3 cautions against ex- 
was vividly portrayed. Two separate old ‘ape ee Sas er fees pecting the miraculous in quick 
fields of prehaps ten acres each had been Re aap atic KN a production of game. It’s an in- planted to pine and spruce. In the center ME es anu eae ai , in él 
of each was a one acre deer-proof en- es : ms paen! & gor Cee ¥ toc 
closure. Inside these fences the young Deer lines like this are com- wildlife administration as a high 
trees were flourishing; outside you would monly found. 8 noay, Geos standard profession. READ IT! 
hunt two acres to find a dozen trees. se oan ecole
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Minnesota Deer Conservation 
By L. D. (Dad) LAMMON 

@ No game, too much game. To kill or not to kill! It’s a question that more 
than one state game department gets tangled up with, especially where big 

. game species are concerned. Usually trouble results, sometimes to the point 
of civil rebellion as has occurred in two states, where the public is oversold 
on one angle, such as protection; or where game officials fail to win the 
support of the public to their ideas for emergency game control. 

We should have all the game that natural cover and food will support, 
and we can have it. But there is need for far-sighted management programs 
that will allow harvesting the surplus for to increase a species merely to let 
it starve or to become disease ridden for lack of adequate food is neither 
conservation nor humane protection. 

Herewith are presented two deer cases; that of Minnesota where the 
sportsmen opposed an open season claiming it was illegal, and that of 
Pennsylvania where sportsmen objected to the methods proposed for re- 
moving surplus animals.—Editor. 

HE Arrowhead Division of the Minnesota Izaak Wal- winter through. Is it any wonder that, following such 
I ton League made an unsuccessful attempt to prevent destructive winters, an order for an extra open season created 

what it considered an illegal 1937 open season on bitter resentment? 
deer. The chapters of the division went down into their Sh. s 
members’ pockets for funds to make the fight. Through ject to 7 save 
legal technicalities, the use of which was unworthy of the In times past, Minnesota deer had to contend against 
officials of a great state, the action at law was stalled until timber wolves; but now their chief enemies are politicians 

the hunting season was over, and later, a friendly supreme and dogs. The Waltonians, making a fight to conserve 
court dismissed the action against Governor Benson, who, on Minnesota deer, charge that the only excuse for an open 
the advice of the Conservation Department, had ordered season was the collection of license fees to be distributed in 
the season opened. political patronage. 

The Minnesota legislative act allows for the hunting of The game division of the Conservation Department, 
big game every even-numbered year. Minnesota’s immense on the defensive, naturally disclaims such motives, maintain- 
deer pasture is the best in the Union. It has many hundred ing that their action was animated solely in the interest of 
thousand acres of sparsely populated cut-over lands, covered the deer which they claimed were so plentiful that they 
with luscious growth of herbage, grasses, wild pea vines; destroyed their own food supply, and that the only salva- 
and the area is spotted with cedar swamps, raspberry vines, tion for the deer was to shoot them off. 
red willow and other browse for winter feeding. Never- The department had previously conducted a survey, 
theless, instead of increasing deer in the land of ten thou- through a questionnaire sent to their game wardens in the 
sand lakes are becoming scarce, if the judgment of sports- deer country, upon whose judgment they placed the respon- 
men, resort owners, farmers and outdoor men of the area sibility of the open saeson; but gossip insists that there was 
affected means anything. These men are on the ground, a nigger in the woodpile back of the questionnaire; that 
and we assure the readers of Outdoor America that their someone had whispered that wardens might necessarily be 
reports are honest. laid off because of a shortage of funds without the hundred 

In Northeastern Minnesota, lies the extreme northern and sixty thousand dollars which would be collected from 
bounds of the state’s white-tail habitat. Only in compara- hunting licenses. The department discounted this rumor by 
tively recent years have deer worked north from central and _ insisting that it was not short of funds, that it operated on a 
southern Minnesota, the ‘big woods’ region having for- budget, and that an open season only made additional labor 
merly been the abode of moose and caribou, now practically and trouble; which failed to convince the Ikes, and others. 
extinct. The past two winters have seen deep snow. In 
our own county (Itasca) the government gauge marked a No Buck Law 
fall of 84 inches in 1936-37; and these two unusual winters Once before, illegally, the season was opened in an odd 

took a most tragic toll of the state’s deer herd. Yarded up year. Itasca county, in the center of the deer area, more 
in swamps and feeding on cedar boughs, many starved to highly developed agriculturally than other counties, had 
death because they were snowed in.* Since the deer been promoting, on its own hook, a one-buck program to 
migrated north, following the lumberjack, there was never conserve its deer, Minnesota being one of the few states 
before any such record of impossible conditions for deer to where deer hunting still persists, which does not enforce a 

*L. H. Chapman of Cook, president of the Arrowhead section of aia tien mee : eae oe Bie ee ie 
the Izaak Walton League, spent much time last winter investigat- ee . 2 Hy =P Yeas 
ing the tragedy of deer in the Arrowhead country. The data he accessible because of good roads. The fact that hunting 
Secured is very informative. (Continued on page 6)
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territory had been restricted and Itasca county over-advertised, game department who, pethaps under pressure, did what 
resulted in a congestion of hunters, and the county has never we are sure they would not do over again. 
recovered from the slaughter which followed. In fact, deep The game division is a hot spot in the entire depart- 
resentment has ever since been expressed by sportsmen and ment. This is because of the huge fund derived by the state 
farmers over the wholesale killing. from its hunting licenses, and politicians never have money 

The Game Department, knowing that Itasca county is a enough to go around. However, future politicians will be- 
fighting county, wisely left it a game reserve for the 1937 wail the disappearance of deer, for sportsmen are not going 

season. to pay out their good money for big game hunting licenses 
In 1931, a department of conservation was established for the benefit of politicians. 

with five non-salaried commissioners. Its purpose was to 
take conservation of the state’s resources out of politics. = : 
The act was drawn up by the Izaak Walton League a was Carp Finds a Champion 
considered by conservation organizations throughout the é ; : 
country as a good working model. But instead of being Carp, it seems, we will have always with us, and according 

immune, it proved a perfect set-up for political geniuses. to the Pennsylvania Angler, he has found a staunch cham- 
Last year, the legislature, disgusted, abolished the five-man pion in a member of the Pennsylvania Fish Commission. 
commission and concentrated responsibility in one person. Reports the Pennsylvania Angler, official publication of the 
Only time will tell whether this bettered previous condi- Fish Commission: 
tions. As far as the game department is concerned, sports- “A great 13-pound carp was put in a pool. With him 
men of this state have reached a point where they take were 100 average size ‘shiner’ minnows. For 30 days Mr. 
nothing for granted, Carp occupied the tank 
and few of them have with the minnows. He 
confidence in the new As: es eb > was fed corn and some 
set-up. Supporters of as “os er of the cther delicacies 
the five-member con- Pa ae Bs ~y & ‘ » so dear ‘> cyprinus 
servation board believe + if Bae ‘ ~*~ carpio. At the end of 
that, given a period of a a ee > ae. YS the 30 days the mir 
time, it would have a OL ae SM nows were removed at. 
justified the expecta- i eT ae _ row 2 counted. There wer 
tions of its originators, a P 7X gh me ss y still 100. 
the mistake being in ! ng ’ 4~ “ye ef Ae (J el Then bwo tbuckets of 

giving one man, the ~ "fee ae : spawn were placed in 
governor, the power of ” i ee J the tank. Mr. Carp appointing the original * - = tag Coe a = went on feasting on board at one time, . as i = corn, etc. The spawn 

: ae oe = 4 y bE | hatched and the tank 
Big Kill in Superior elias + f i was black with small 

Forest . 7 bi >) . fry. But not a one did 

Some folk claim the - pe tis ae es the big fish touch. 
U. S. Forest Service le i ee Oe EL That, too, went on. 
abetted the conserva- a. : a = days, after male 
tion department in its —... #£ = 24 oe Bae eo ONCE, faan ae ek ee — LO AAO ——— along with the baby 
son because areas in the Ne . : fish. 
Superior National For- = Next, bass were put 
est were opened to in with the small fry. 

hunting for the first : The bass went right to 

time in over twenty work and within a few 
yeats. The Superior has 5 hours there was not a 

been protected from en- A vivid contrast to the starving doe is this virile, small fish left.” 
coachment of hunters healthy buck. This experiment, be- 
because large areas lieves Fish Commis- 
were inaccessible to them, and because of extensive game sioner Fred McKean, proves his point “that carp, far from 
reservations. It may be that deer interfered with tree feeding on the spawn of other fishes and being a menace, 
planting operations on a large scale, or the Service may have — is actually a help because it is one of the most productive of 
desired to work hand-in-hand with the state, believing it to all fishes. It creates a food supply that is not overlooked 
be of mutual advantage. Had not some of the reserves in by bass and other game fish. 
the Superior National Forest been opened up, the bag of “Friend Dear unis : al ; 
deer would have been small indeed. Most of the deer fri ae Ee ese Se eget Regist ces 
came from the Superior forest and sections newly opened ae 
by roads made by CCC's. While in the foregoing case the 13-pound carp did not 
_ If you don’t believe that deer are nearing extinction, listen destroy the minnows or spawn, we are not certain what 

| in on what returning Minnesota hunters ate saying. Open- might happen to the minnows or spawn if there was a 
ing up the state was a crime against wildlife. school of half-pound or pound carp present without other 

I am not criticizing the Conservation Department as a abundant foods in the pool. Or in case of the destruction 
whole under the new set-up. The future has yet to decide of the natural vegetation and resultant roiling of the water, 
its worth. We do not even criticize the personnel of the what is the effect on fish life? What do you think?



File: Whitetail Deer 
Accidents 

- 2 

Extract from Wisconsin Conservation Bulletin, December-January, 1937-38, : 
p. UT: 

} 

TREES, FENCE TRAP DEER 

Photographic evidence showing two deer that died under unusual 
circumstances was furnished the bulletin to substantiate the stories 
of their passing. 

John Keehner, Potosi, forwards a snapshot showing a deer that died 
in a natural forest trap. 

Mr. Keehner says: 

: "It is generally thought that the deer is one of the most agile of 

all animals and therefore able to care for itself under all conditions. 
The photograph shows a large doe found in a heavily wooded swamp located 
near Boulder lodge, 22 miles east of Hayward, with its foreleg fast 
between two small hemlock saplings, the leg broken and the bone protruding. 4 

The deer was dead when found, having died of pain and exposure." 

The deer was found by Joe Brown, ‘a guide, Mr. Keehner says. 

Another snapshot showing a deer caught and strangled in a wire 

fence came from M. C. Watrud, Spooner. The deer was found three miles 
east of Stone Lake. Mr. Watrud believes the deer was chased into the fence 

d by dogs. 

f e 2
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January 10, 1938. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
fee _- University of Wisconsin, 

Zee Madison, Wisconsin. 

Sige / Dear Aldo: 

Gy In Carl Van Doren's autobiography, "Three Worlds," 
Me the following account occurs on page 26: 

. "In those old times, he said, the deer was so plenti- 
eae \ ful that a man could stand on rising ground and at 

a distance see droves of them. One day in winter, 
when the prairie was covered with a sheet of ice, 
two or three men went out with a hayrack on a sled 
and brought back a load of deer which they had killed 
without firing a shot. The dogs chased them, the 
deer slipped and fell on the ice, and the men cut 

Nig their throats." 

(goo. I wrote and asked him if he could place the approxi- 
eS ey mate time of this hunt and he writes me that it must 

“SSS have been (about 1860) I thought it might interest you 
“ FPA to add the record to your midwest bibliography. Does 

fly it seem a reasonable account to you? 
VA 

ae ae It was nice to have your Christmas card and I hope the 
Mexican expedition was a success. I thought the Black 
Duck drawing was not bad and hope you will be able to 
develop the graphic possibilities of game management 
in connection with this student. We now have a Bard 
College student reading conservation in our library and 

ee, I suspect he may prove to be a candidate for you. He 
i is majoring in biology and is much interested in conser- 
& vation. I found that he had read your "Game Management" 
é @ = thoroughly, along with all of Elton's books and a number 
= of other publications that show considerable discernment 
<1 for a nineteen-year-old. 

ae 
y I shall probably go to South Dakota to give some lec- 

tures the first week in March and if I can possibly 
swing it I want to stop by Madison on the way back, if 
only for an evening. I have nothing particular in 
mind, but should greatly relish a chance for an hour's 
chat with you and seeing such students as may be around 
the University.



Professor Aldo Leopold “Ae January 10,1938. 

Have you by any chance met the new Gaelic professor named 
Dillon? He is quite a good friend of John Caldwell Meyers, 
who is one of my most revered friends here in New York. 

With best regards to the family, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

bu 
WV:F William Vogt.



f | LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 
UNIVERSITY FARM ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA ge" 
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Eilbdo Leopold ank 

Food Habits of Minnesota Deer 

To learn why deer in the north woods are fat and in 

good condition during the fall hunting season and thin and 

weak in the late winter, the stomachs of 22 deer killed in 

the fall and 52 killed in late winter were collected and the 

contents analyzed by Shaler E. Aldous of the Biological Survey. 

These examinations revealed that 45 plant species were eaten 

during the fall and only 25 in the winter. Although evergreens, 

including balsam fir, pine, white cedar, and spruce, formed 

| only a little over one-fourth of the fall diet, they composed | 

| | almost three-fourths of late winter feed. White cedar, the 
| most valuable of the deer browse species, increased only 3 

percent in the winter diet, the greatest bulk being derived 

| from balsam and pine. Willows and poplars formed 29 percent 

| of the fall diet but decreased to less than 4 percent of the 

late winter diet. Species of the heath, honeysuckle, and 

birch families were minor items of diet during both periods. 

| The conclusions drawn from this study in conjunction 

i with available browse surveys were: (1) that the winter 
| carrying-capacity for deer in northeastern Minnesota is on 

the decline; (2) the browse species that form the greater 

part of the winter food are not of the greatest nutritional 
value; (3) many of the choice browse species are either 

characteristically rare or are becoming unattainable due to 

heavy browsing in previous years; (4) balsam fir, which may 
be good deer browse when eaten in moderate amounts in combina- 

tion with more nutritious foods, is not capable of maintaining 

good health when eaten alone or in too great a proportion to 

other foods; (5) maple brush is the most generally available 

1} | of the choice browse species in this area. Other desirable 
1] species may be abundant locally but are more spotty in their | 

| distribution; (6) the variation in the availability of certain 

a browse species in different concentration areas indicates that | 

i management practices will have to be developed for arflapplied 

to rather limited areas. 

Wid ! 
I] HI] 

| 
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Whitetail Deer - 
Weights 

B. C. Park, U. S. Forest Service, in a paper at the 1938 Wildlife 

Conference, used the following formla for converting dressed weights into 

live weights: 

; Dressed weight (drawn) ius one-quarter equals the live weight. 

; a He also stated that the weight of the lungs and heart is one-fifth 

the weight of the intestines. 

A.L. 

2/19/38
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oe Deer Slides 

; 8-56. Spruce swamp 

Wel, W2 Starved carcasses ; 

We3. Trail in yard 

Wel. Peeder 

We5. Browsed pine 4 

We6. Raven track over snowed-under carcass. 

Heads 

358. Mule deer head (showing difference in forking) 

3 561. Yearling on poor food ~ no horns 

562, Yearling on fair food - spikes 

563. Yearling on ideal food - forks 

Foods & Feeding 
/ 746. Deer line on white cedar j 

f Me53. Heavily browsed mahogany. 

X70. Heavily overbrowsed mahogany. 

 MelQ. A good mast~-bearing oak. 

G-93. Deer feeder, Germany, Re 

: G95. Browsed oak and unbrowsed juniper. 

G-142. Jerusalem artichoke food patch. 

590. Deer on corn food patch. 

—— Palatability of German deer browse. 

we forest areas in Wisconsin 

. 37. Normal composition of deer herd and anmal losses.
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CONTROL OF THE NASAL BOT-FLY * wittian Hitter B nN o 
~s 

. 
EDITOR’S NOTE: The following article was written by Furthermore, pied flycatchers, spotted flycatchers, phoebes and a 

Joseph Bardy, of Philadelphia, who based it on his translations wood pewees were discovered pérched on trees near the ailing herd. s 

of the notes in German kept by William Hiller while acting as These frequently swooped down among the deer and apparently 

a game warden in the foothills of the Black Forest, State of caught insects. To complete the evidence connecting the birds with 

Baden, Germany. the destruction of the parasites, a few were shot and upon examina- 

‘ ; : ; tion of the crops, bot-flies were found. 
Very little is known in this country about the nasal bot-fly, This led to a logical and effective plan of control. The infected 

: Cephenomyia phobifer, Clark, a serious pest of our deer since deer were shot, coal oil poured ‘on them, and then they were burned 

1935. Therefore, observations on the insect and a description of a and buried to destroy the eggs and larvae of the flies. The birds 

successful method of control, practiced while serving as an assistant mentioned above breed principally in cavities of hollow trees, which | 

game warden during 1916 and 1917 in the foothills of the Black were lacking, of course, in the efficiently supervised Black Forest. 

: Forest, State of Baden, Germany, will prove helpful. Accordingly, egg-shaped nesting boxes about five by ten inches 

It was noticed that when bot-flies hovered about roe deer, roe were constructed of clay, with a hole in the upper third and a small 

bucks and fallow deer they appeared uneasy and nervous. After landing shelf we the lower edge, and securely fastened to trees near 
5 : z the infested animals. The outer surface of each box was glazed to 

the eggs were deposited deep in the nasal passages, the animals ¥ i . 
ted dtnedt bine ith the forel hovtned keep red squirrels, weasels and other animals from entering it. The 

SUORLERETCEZES, tried to rub their noses with the lOFetegs, Prue e birds soon made their homes in these man-made structures and 
: their heads against tree trunks, rarely ate and rapidly lost weight. quickly disposed of numerous bot-flies. In three or four years the 

Later when their throats became full of maggots, the deer stood number of stricken deer decreased so noticeably that only rarely 
with their backs humped up, their snouts on the ground, discharg- did an occasional case present itself. 

ing stringy mucous. They seemed entirely oblivious to their sur- By employing similar measures here for the destruction of af- 

roundings. flicted deer, thus eliminating the early stages in the life history of 

After a heavy rainfall specimens of the soft-bodied, weak ‘bot- the bot-fly, and encouraging our flycatchers, phoebes and wood 

flies were easy to collect for study by looking on the foliage of pewees, as outlined above, to nest near the sick animals and thus 

trees and shrubs surrounding the enclosure in which the doomed exterminate the mature insects, a practical means of saving our 

animals were kept for observation. native deer is assured. 

- vo 
@ 
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Whitetail Deer 
From Activities Report 

Texas Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit 
College Station, Texas 
August, 1938 
(Walter P. Taylor, in charge) 

Fa On the basis of 6 excellent field records, Siegler and;Waddell 7 

» reached the following conclusions concerning deer range: (1) | ‘fawn 
| general] y spends its first 25 days of life within 30 eet of the spot where 

} i,
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Copies for Ruffed Grouse é§ \ 

Whitetail Deer \ 

‘ State of New Jersey 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

Trenton 

November 10, 1938 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin | 

. Madison, Wisconsin | 

Dear Professor Leopold: 4 t 

} I am enclosing a number of snap shots touching wildlife work 
since I left Madison. I have noted the captions on the back in case 
you should care to use any of them in your photographic collection. ‘ 

We have just completed the censusing of two State forests, 
one in North Jersey and one in the south. In the first, Stokes State ; 
Forest, we covered about 1400 acres in 7 non-contiguous blocks using } 

approximately 300 CCC enrollees for the drive. We found the following f 
densities: 

Deer 1 per 21.1 acres 
Grouse 1 per 36 acres 

In South Jersey, on the Lebanon State Forest, we covered 16 blocks : r 
totalling 3500 acres or 16 percent of the forest. Our results showed \ 

1 Deer per 17.1 acres 
1 Grouse per 350 acres 
1 Quail per 13 acres of "habitable range" 

Only 4 of the 16 blocks were judged to be habitable for quail as they 
were the only ones which contain old fields, cranberry bogs or railroad 
rights-of-way. Over the entire forest quail averaged one bird per 60 
acres regardless of whether the block was habitable or unhabitable. We 
are planning to repeat this censusing sometime in February. ft 

; Sincerely yours, 

B. B. Moore : 
; Assistant Forester 

=BM/BC 

(Original letter filed New Jersey folder)
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: File: Deer‘ 

Water Requirements 

Extract from Activities Report, Texas Game, Fish and Oyster 
Commission, Div. of Res. & Education, Pittman-Robertson Project 1-R, 
Phil Goodrum, Supervisor, May 1, 1939. Region No. 6, A. K. Short, Mgr. 

Deer migrate some 20 to 25 miles to natural water, or overflow 

tanks rather than drink at windmill tanks. It seems that hidden 

water for deer is essential for their best welfare. Rain has fallen 

over the region thus alleviating dry conditions which have prevailed 

for several months. 

; Work is being done on the establishment of watering places for : 

deer during the dry periods in this section. the Pfaff ranch in Frio 

county has equipped one well where the overflow runs into a small creek. 

This area was inhabited by deer during the entire drouth whereas adjacent 

sections without water had no deer. 

' :



From Activities Report, File: Deer 
Texas Game, Fish and Oyster Commission 
Division of Research and Education 
Pittman-Robertson Project 1-R g 
Phil Goodrum, Supervisor 
June, 1939 

RBGION NO. 8 
Earl Sanders, Game Manager 

Wildlife Survey: 

a From general observation it is believed that most of the fawns are dropped, 
i though no’ estimate of the number is possible at this timee On June 25 on the Ram~ 

\, sey Ranch, Kerr County, the manager saw triplet fawns within 24 hours of birthe 
wt \ Weights at birth were: buck, 6 lbss and 6 ounces; and the doe fawns weighed 5 lbse 
Vis and 2 ounces and 7 lbse and 1 ounce, respectivelys The parent doe is 5 years old 

i , and has had 13 fawns, having had triplets each year for the past four yearse 

} 
| A serious limiting factor to deer management is the screw worm which attacks 

deer of all ages and especially the young at birthe A number of such cases have 
been noted during the summer by the managers 

; The manager visited Medina County to investigate the reported death of 11 deer, 
At one water hole the skelotons of a buck and a doe were founds The bones that’ con’ 
tained marrow were collected and sent to Dean Re Pe Marsteller, College Station, 
for examination for possible anthrax indicatione A report has not yet beon made by 
Marsteller» 

a
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A LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION J A 

‘ UPvacy of UNIVERSITY FARM ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 

White Cedar for Deer Food Vio. 

Aldo Leopold ea Tat ied 
Logging operations, when they occur in winter deer-concentration areas, are 

often a source of considerable easily available browse for these animals, particu- 

lariy where northern white cedar is cut. During critical periods for deer it is 

sometimes desirable to cut cedar to supplement the food supply. To determine how 

many deer such operations can support, it is necessary to know approximately how 

much browse different sized white cedar trees will provide. To determine this a 

large series of trees varying from 1/4 inch d.b.h. to 12 inches d.b.h. were cut and 

@ll the leafy parts clipped and weighed. While it is appreciated that the quantity 

of foliage varies considerably with the density of the stand it is felt that the 

data obtained will give an approximate figure that closely approaches the actual 

for average stands. 

In areas where deer concentrate there is usually a total absence of the 

trees in the 1/4-, 1/2-, and l-inch d.b.h. class, and the larger trees all have a 

distinct browse line at least 7 feet above the ground. Inasmuch as these studies 

were made in an area where deer had not influenced the stand, it was necessary to 

obtain a correction factor for trees in a heavily browsed area. To approximate 

this, the weight of the foliage up to 7 feet above the ground was determined and 

recorded separately. These figures are shown at the bottom of the table. To make 

the correction for trees cut in deer-browsed areas the figure for total browse minus 

the figure up to 7 feet will give the quantity remaining on the tree. 

The table below gives the figures obtained from this study: 

Dee tie en a NOs ostles Urn SRS eA Lt eee eee ere e mines Goose tau en Soe ee 

D.b-h. ey vig i 
(inches) : 1/40/24 2 eis & 3 6 g 8 9 0) CLs or ee 

(Pounds of browse) 

Entire tree 0.3 007 2.2 507 11.2 17.5 24.1 31.2 37.8 46.5 54.3 61.7 68.5 74.0 

Up to 7 feet 

above ground 0.3 007 2601450) 450) 40k So) 2.8 )'2.117 1b) 1-21)0,7 0.5.0.4 
i 

Davenport in Michigan has determined that it takes 4s pounds of white cedar 

a day as the sole food to keep an average deer in good strength. This data applied 

to that from the above table will give a general idea of how many trees must be cut 

to take care of any known number of deer. In the case of logging operations we can 

estimate the amount of cedar browse that will be made available and predetermine 

how many deer can be carried by the operation. These studies have not taken 

into consideration the quantities of browse made available from other trees, such 

as birch, balsam, mapie, etc., that may be cut by loggers. These are all important 

and help to supplement the cedar and increase the carrying capacity of.the operation. 

No. 159 May 1940 

Assistance in the preparation of this material was furnished by the personnel of 

Work Projects Administration, 0.P. 665-71-3.69, Sponsor, University of Minnesota, 

and 0.P. 01-2-71-126, Sponsor, Lake States Forest Experiment Station. 

ee aes ~— MAINTAINED ‘BY "THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE IN COOPERATION WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA



"EEN 
Deer 4 , 

a Prepared by Leopold 
for ¥red Trenk 

3B. What should be done about it? 

6. Develop private game management. 

There is no chance to develop game on shotgunned private cutover 

heldings until the owners pool their holdings into units or blocks. Once 

a unit is blocked out, and posted so that hunting is under control, then 

it becomes possible to develop the deer, prairie chickens, ruffed grouse, 

fishing, fur, etc,, as a crop. Take the deer, for example. 

What Are the Objectives? First, to build up the carrying capacity 

of the range. Second, to regulate the deer population, by increasing or 

decreasing the enmual kill, so that it is as high as possible but safely 

within the capacity. 

When is g Range Overatocked? How to judge whether a deer range is over 

or understocked eannot be described on paper. The guiding principle is 

that the decr mst not be allowed to kill the most palatable food plants. 

frme if all the white cedar seedlings which project above the snow are 

eaten off, the range ie overstocked, even though plenty of hazel, aspen, | 

or ironwood browse remains untouched. 

How Bulla Up Sapacity? By refraining from from cutting or burning 

the white cedars or other palatable winter foods which bear available 

foliage, or are needed to produce seed for reproduction. By encouraging . 

raspberry, blackberry, bog birch, maple, oak and other natural growths 

which constitute winter foods. By raising food patches of corn or soybeans 

to supplesent natural browse foods. By establishing white or red elover 

patches to supplement summer foods, and winter rye patches for fall and 

spring use. By ueing salt or food patches to distritmte the deer as 

evenly as possible during spring, summer, and fall. ; 

;
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It ie dangerous to feed deor artificially without at the same tine 

watching the natural foods and trimming down the deer whenever the load 

{ of browsing induces signe of distress in palatable plant species. 

How Regulate the Kill?, It is important to control not only the 

size of the herd tut the sex and age classes in it Less than 1 mature 

buck to 2 mature does is, in the long run, not conducive to vigor and 

health. On the average, the northern range should not carry more than 

1 decor per 25-40 acres. If the average buck killed has less than 68 

points per antler, it is a sign of shortage either in the quality of 

wacks, the qumtity, or both. If the fawning dates, the antler-shedding 

dates, or the dates of color change in pelage are widely dispersed, or 

unduly late, it is o sign of malmtrition, and a signal to reduce the 

herd radically in sise. Usually the symptoms of malmtrition do not appear 

until after the range has been spoiled. 

Predators. A few coyotes, wolves, and bobeats are good for any wild 

deer herd. ‘These natural enemies keep the deer on their toes, cull out 

weaklings, and especially they tend to prevent the deer from tunching up 

unduly on favored spots and killing the feed there, to the neglect of 

other good spots. They thus help the game manager to keep a healthy 

herd well distributed and to prevent overloading the range. 

On the other hand over-abundant predators may unduly reduce population. 

The objective is to keep predators at a reasonable level, not to exterminate 

them. This can usually be accomplished by ordinary trapping for fur. 

Buhiting Revenue. fhe landowners who are members of a pool or game 

unit will often wish to do their own hunting. If so, this constitutes 

their “revenue” from such a venture. 

\
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If they do not, then they are justified in charging for hunting 

privileges, and in regulating the kind, number and behavior of hunters 

to whom privileges are are. There is no doubt that the crowding, 

danger, wastage and lawlessness which constantly increase on unregulated 

hunting grounds mikes it worth money to have the privilege of hunting on 

@ Togulated area, where these abuses can be guaranteed not to spoil the 

hunter's pleasure. 

In order to keep the good will of the local commnity, however, 

4t ie important for any pool not to stop at mere posting, but also to 

practice the constructive measures hereinbefore described. To morely 

post is to deprive the public of a privilege heretofore unchallenged, 

without any corresponding public service in the better development of 

natural resources. 

Qther Game. Yor each other species there is a technique, more 

or less developed, similar to the deer technique here summarized. 

Meny of the measures taken for deer are also useful to other species. 

Thus the food patehas are useful to prairie chickens, and the clover 

patehes to ruffed grouse.
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PRELIMINARY BIELIOGRAPHY ON WIBCOHSIN WHITETAILED DEER 

*Inportant Articles 

Wisconsin Conservation Mlietin ané Venthly Summary 
(Oot. 1928 to date): 

Merch, 1056 ~- pagee 4 and 6 
April, 1936 = page 4 
May, io56 - page 18 

*Deeomber, ~ page 4 (Swift + Review 1956 senson) 
po pear ly Fy gle. 

Ropes, Loet'< pace 8 (hacks *Sept., 1937 = parce & onzie « Management) 
Qetober, 1937 « pages 3 and 12 

ovyenber, 1937 - pages 7, 10 and 15 (Swift, 7%} 1, 10 + 

LOS7-38 - paren 22 807 Season) lL, 22 “Deosnher-January - 22, - 

I ir wnt mt On Wearah ~ Swift on ont 
Steak? ioe. bakes 8: SP ana’ bs Rabget, 30 ~ Pubtie 

Lationa) 
dune, 1938 - pages 16, 26 and 38 
oat 1998 = page 1 
“Ootoher, AiEe «Fees $2 theres = Eere soeees? 
*Rovenber, 1936 - page 3 (Seett ~« Yeighte 
aoa a * Lom gt ah men ) 

“February, 18939,- pages 8, BM. 44 Taaist, &:> mesenneet, 
sha oo Chaddoek, 31 + Digease) 

onentat thse. pass : Wome - Management) 
Fg hg in yy 

*June $900. page de. Chelan © tee pore} 

ae 1950 : soot jemee ay ver, 1939 = pages 47 and 40 (Mopkins, 40 - Worghts) 
Koveaber, 1930 + page 

*Decenber, 1989 + pages 21, 32 and 36 (Sectt, 32 -Archery 
' . Mephine’ Sec nantes)
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Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

WISCONSIN 4-R 

Ladyemith, Wisconsin 

January 9, 1941 

To 

The Wisconsin Conservation Department and 
The Fish and Wildlife Service 

Dear Sirs: 

Enclosed herewith is my quarterly report for the 
period October 1 to December 31, 1940, covering activi- 
ties on the Wisconsin Deer Research Project as set up 
under the Pittman-Robertson Act by the Wisconsin Con- 
servation Department and the Fish and Wildlife Service, 

Sincerely yours, 

jaf W. 3. Feeney 
Game Biologist



; Although this project was scheduled to commence July 1, 1940, 
it did not finally begin until September 15, 1940, Therefore, prac- 
tically all of the field work thus far undertaken by the project was 
done in thepast quarter, 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS : 

Much time has been consumed in organizing the project work, 
orientation, and miscellaneous details. The greater part of the ac- 
tual field work was spent on making a 100% technical check of the deer 
kill in Florence County during the 1940 hunting season. The findings, 
in part, are included in this report. 

An effort has been made to get more accurate information on the 
sex ratio of Wisconsin deer by counties. Thus far we have gotten in- 
formation through sex ratio tally cards used by Wardens and Rangers 
when headlighting and cruising; through a questionnaire sent out to 
Wardens and Rangers; by deer drive counts; and by comparative hunter's 
success and hunter's reports, This information gives us some valuable 
clues, but a good deal more work needs to be done before we can produce 
accurate figures, 

During the 1940 pr spe | season, our technical men weighed and 
measured 177 deer, chiefly forked-horn bucks, This data has not yet 
been summarized, 

This fall 99 census drives were made by the Wisconsin 0.C.C, 
Camps, the results of which are included. In addition to these regu- 
lar pre-season and post-season drives, both in and outside of refuges, 
arrangements were made to take several extra repeat drives. These 
repeat drives, mostly pre-season, were made one to a few days follow- 
ing a regular cerisus to show definitely whether or not deer are driven 
out of an area and scattered by the drive, These repeat counts show that 

the deer driven out on the first drive return to the census plot almost 

immediately, at least within one or two days. 

In order to get a broad general picture of the distribution of 

Wisconsin deer yarés and the present comparative conditions therein, 

we sent out questionnaires to Wardens ani Rangers asking several ques- 

tions relative to deer range and population, The information received 

from these questionnaires, plus data already on hand at the Wisconsin 

Conservation Department, will be used as a eT for choosing technical 

work areas this winter, (See summary sheet). 

Arrangements have been made for the construction of deer traps 

for tagging operations this wimter. Eleven 34' x 4' x 12' drop door, 

Stevenson type, deer traps have already been constructed, and another 

eleven mii ve completed about January 17th.



OUTLINE OF PROGRAM FOR THE COMING QUARTER: 

1. Preliminary deer yard classification for northern Wisconsin as 
to forest cover type, condition of browse, and deer pene 
densities, covering the following counties, if possible: Ashland; 
Bayfield; Burnett; Douglas; Florence; Forest; Iron; Marinette; 
Oneida; Price; Rusk; Sawyer; Taylor; Vilas; Washburn, 

Perhaps a check can also be made on the following important deer 
counties in central Wisconsin: Adams; Clark; Jackson; Juneau; 
Monroe; Wood, 

2, Detailed yard studies by Technician. 

a. Browse tallies, 
b. Food preferences; 
c, Browse yield estimates- carrying capacity. 
a, Cover type mapping. 
e, Deer concentrations, 
f, Winter losses, 
g. Predator relationship, 
h, Sex ratio estimates, 
4, Disease studies, if any. 

5. Trapping and tagging deer. 

a, To —_r movements of deer as oo normal cruising radius; 
seasonal shifts; movements around refuges and effects of 
a ee 

b. Sex ratio estimates, 
ce, Age ratios, or mature compared with immature, 
a. Percent of pregnancy of does. 
@, Miscellaneous yard studies associated with trapping opera- 

tions, 
f. Trapping opera h ene will probably be confined to the vi- 

cinity of bar, Elcho, Scott Lake, Crystal Lake, Brule, 
Flag, and central Wisconsin, Also the U, S, Forest Service 
may cooperate with us in trapping operations, 

4, Along with the study of winter losses, we may also attempt some 
general mortality check drives, although most of the work along 
this line will probably not come until about the time of the 
spring “break-up" in the following quarter, 

5. Some thought will be given to the advisability of setting up one 
or more deer demonstration areas. 

6, Spare time, if any, will be used in studying the publicatims and 
previous work in Wisconsin angother States,



DATA FROM THE FLORENCE COUNTY TECHNICAL DEER KILL CHECK 

FOR THE 1940 HUNTING SEASON, 
Nov. 25 to Nov. 30, inclusive: 

In making thie check, Florence County was entirely surrounded 
and checking stations placed at all roads leading from the County, 21 in 
all. (see map). ‘Two shifte of CCC workers from two camps were used 
to operate these stations 24 hours a day, from the morning of the first 
day until two days after the season. Form G-129 was used by the checkers 

in peoneene information, and form G-129b was given to each hunter to f111 

out at his leisure. A check of the Florence County resident hunters not 
removing deer from the county is being made through the mail and by 
personal contact, (According to law each hunter was allowed only one 
forked-horn buck with branch of antler one inch long or over). 

Results of the Check are as follows: 

1. Total number of cars carrying deer hunters from Florence 
County 1303 

2. Total number hunters going out of Florence County after 
hunting, exClusive of Florence Gounty residents $221 

3. Number of deer tags sold in Florence County in 1940 806 

4, Approximate total number of hunters, including Florence county 
residents, hunting in Florence County 4027 

5. Actual number of legal bucke taken out of Florence County by 
residents of other counties in Wisconsin $82 

6. Aotual number of legal bucks taken out of Florence County 
by Illinois hunters 5 

7, Total number of legal bucks killed and removed, exclusive 
of Florenee county residents 687 

8. Number of on bucks killed % Plorence County residents 
not yet So reported, 411 probably be between 100 
and 150. (Thus far 215 county residents have reported kill- 
ing 58 deer in Florence county) eo 

9. The actual total legal kill for Florence county will be 
determined shortly after February first. at 

10. Total number of bear killed in Florence county, exclusive 
of Florence county residents 4 

ll. Suecess ratio of Florence county hunters, exclusive of 
Florence county residents 18.2 

12. Size of Florenee county - approximate number square miles 520 

13. Estimated number of deer per square mile in Florence county bs) 

14. Estimated total number of legal deer removed per square mile, 
between 1.35 and 1.5 ie a



15. Approximate total number of hunters per square mile 7.7 

16, Number of deer hunting accidents in Florence county during 
1940 season none 

17. Aotual number of illegally killed deer confiscated 48 

18. Estimated total illegal kill, judging from written reports 
from hunters heavy 

19. Estimated crippling losses light 

20. Between Feb. 1, and Sept. 1, 1941, we will have the number 
of successful and unsuccessful hunters, both resident and 

non-resident, who report on the regular license cards for 
that purpose, 

21. From the license card reports, we ean figure the percent of 
agtual kill normally reported for Florence sounty, and 
similarly we can make better estimates as to the percent of 
accuracy in license card reports for all the other counties, 

22. We have also on file a cross section of the opinions of sportsmen 
throughout the State in regard to deer hunting. 

23. In a sample of 64 reports from unsucéessful hunters 7% were 
successful last year. 

24. In a sample of 59 successful hunters 52% were successful last year, 

25. A —— from 76 non-resident Florence county deer hunters show 
that 84% hunted in Florence county last year also. 

26. Other miscellaneous information not compiled. 

The U.S. Forest Service deserves much credit for soopere ting 
with us in making this check possible. The Rhinelander Office made 
a for one of its camps, men, and equipment to operate 
checking stations on half of the county, as well as furnishing the 
21 fifty dollar cheeking station booths.



KILL BY DATES 
From a Sample of 270 Successful Hunters Reporting. : H 

Nov. 2 24 28 26 38? 28 8 80 Wise. Total 

County Res, «Mm WwW 3 5 6 4 4 3 3 64 
Non-residente $7. 4) 26. 26 024 219 24.221). 8 24. 

Total 7% 6 8 3 2 2 18 Mw 686 278 

Average number of days to bag a deer: Co, Resident 3,25” 
Non-resident 5.32 
Total Avg. 3.3 

(1 reported killing deer on Nov, 6; 1 Nov. 17; 
2 Nov. 22 and 4 gave no date), 

NUMBER OF SHOTS TO BAG A DEER 

No, Shots ORS ee Se eee Bee 

Gounty Res, 26246 $$ 1 i 1 64 
Nomeresidente 85 64 Fda mmnenaremneniellnemnniltananmnnnttah tem 

Total 111, 68 38 16 182 8 2 2 6 278 

Average number of shots per deer: Oo, Resident 2.06 
Non-resident 2,14 
Total Avg. 2.12 

TYPE OF FIRE~ARM USED 
From a Sample of 51 Successful and 62 Unsuccessful Hunters 

Win. oe Win, Rem, Rem. Rem, Win, Sav, Ghe 
30-30 30-40 S2ep. 35 l2gage 3O 32 45+70 $06 30-06 Mise, 

Success, 6 4 5 5 2 6 3 1 4 1 il4 
Unsucecess. iach ciscetia teal nrineniiets ceed nein seria eaiiiniealteknsintbanpaihi 

Total 16 wy 10 9 8 7 ? 6 4 4 382



NUMBER OF ANTLER POINTS ON DEER BAGGED 
IN FPLORENGE COUNTY 

No. Points 7 86@ #@ & @© F @ @ 20 BD 328. 1S 34 26 Meta 

Co. Residents ae ee ee a ae ee ae 64 
Non-residents Jj. §. 53 18 38 15 69 0) 19. 5. 6.8 2 

Total a 8 @ SS 46 17 «W468 UCU ktUCUD GlUm.lUmDB UG Ch 

Average number of antler points 7,1 

DRESSED WEIGHTS OF FORKED.-HORN BUCKS 
Prom a Sample of 60 Successful Hunters Reporting. 

Wt. «100-109 110-119 120-129 130-139 140-149 150-159 160-169 170-179 

Deer 4 2 5 6 4 8 4 5 

180-189 190-200 ? 

6 a 6 

Average weight about 150 lbs. 

METHOD OF HUNTING USED 
From a Sample of 50 Successful Huntere and 62 Unsuccessful Hunters. 

Method #Stand Driving S,alking Combination of 
’ Methods 

Successful 24 6 14 6 
Unsuccessful ssisies AU iiidliabieteainciaiialltntiaenioniviiticeetnltUiiiniaininesinipercinseste dain 

Total 43 ? 1? 45 

#The number listed on the stand includes both the 
independent hunter and those depending on an orgenized drive. 

OVER-NIGHT FACILITIES USED 
From ea Sample of 51 Successful Hunters and 62 Unsueceseful Hunters 

Lodging Gabin Tent Residence Farmer HuntingCamp LumberCamp Trailer 

Success, 8 14 5 5 3 5 3 

TT icine lilac chcilncictinianilicinpesieancinnine a nciiinndncbasiaodiaeananiinnnsneiensiees 

Total 2? 24 13 9 9 & 6



OVER-NIGHT FACILITIES USED (cont'd) 

Lodging Hotel Unknown None 

Success. 2 5 1 
Unguooees edn Meammmnenat 

Total 3 14 3 

gee map of stations 

2 4 10 3 
3 7 19 i 
4 ? 31 : 2 
5 28 85 4 
6 4 16 1 1 
7 8 19 1 

: 477 1187 138 3 
10 35 95 “ 
11 49 118 ‘ee 

SUB-TOTAL 
Long Lake Camp 1635 [74 on 

12 333 787 218 
13 6 15 1 
14 35 72 17 
15 96 205 47 
16 13 19 2 
17 223 606 134 
18 5 9 2 
19 8 18 
20 0 0 
21 1 6 a 

SUB~TOTAL “T787 “sea 
Dunbar Camp 

——_—— ~~ ee eee 

GRAND TOTAL 1364* 33'72* 596* 4 

*Includes few duplicates



SUMMARY OF SEX RATIO TALLY 
(Observed at random by Wardens and Rangers) 

COUNTY __BUOKS DOES _FAVNS UNIDENTIFIED TOTAL GARDS OBSERVERS 
Ashland 101 250 242 103 696 9 3 

Bayfield 42 132 156 178 608 27 5 

Burnett 26 61. 39 ~ 125 5 1 

Columbia 11 32 2 ~ 45 ? 1 

Dodge 11 28 6 3 4? 10 1 
Douglas 4 9 10 2 23 2 1 

Dunn 1 6 6 9 20 2 1 

Kau Glaire 17 25 3 6 61 3 a 

Florence 61 76 96 50 273 7 2 
Porest 108 227 234 _ 202 771 il 2 
Green Lake 3&3 8 8 8 27 5 2 
Tron 21 87 62 40 180 16 i 

? Jackson - 2 1 - 3 1 1 

Juneau 7 32 12 45 104 13 4 

Langlade 7 10 9 ¥ 32 11 1 

Lincoln 14 20 13 2 49 8 2 

Marathon 1 1 1 ~ 3 2 1 
Marinette 40 95 54 95 284 11 2 
Monroe é 8 6 ~ 17 3 a 

Oeonto 26 61 65 16 167 ? i 

Oneida 106 217 248 96 657 ig 3 

Polk 12 25 22 21 80 4 2 

Price 42 149 5? 24 272 4 1 

St. Croix 2 2 1 hao 6 1 1 

Sauk 14 31 7 - 52 5 i 

Sawyer 11 24 20 22 77 2 2 

Shawano 7 5 4 1 1? 2 a 

Taylor 8 26 1? 6 86 4 1 

Vilas 137 387 §07 27 1,063 23 ¥ 

Washburn 8 44 & 4 69 ? 2 

Wood 13 18 23 41 96 5 2 
etn ance 

Total 229 57



Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin Form G«138 

1. Are there any large deer yards in your district? If so, 

SI TN iii aia itennistnesinaremencinclgiveronaiesiganie 

ise ateinietiaaiencesteineieiitineinemmeuntoleteintcnentininetnnienncaainentnanaetieninitiontainet 

2. Have you had any food shortage problems in the past two or three 

FORE TH FP CPI gi seiiniesiecdenniteiiinieniniiesennemenibeanciipinconiensisivilirainnieennniasicsilibiiinns 

‘ssoieeieshaieiibacuinsnoeintisilandanselecshiuasiaheetuceasianiaauibiensieetaneiinmundiinicenivilueiaanindiinndininnniildedeininantins 

3. How do you estimate the deer population of your territory this 

year as compared to last year; 1.e., do you think you see more 

WO SOW GRE WUE I a ioiicinsissnsscstecipashicorsnshorpenvinnhencainienobncreoinveniliieiahinbieritndelineii 

siheseaiiasnesabicaccinastenitinienienitesnstaciigiainiasinvantianinnnnieinoniineimeaetitnnineeniieaeniiitinnnnendaimmicgiaiinntinietian 

4, Roughly, about what proportion of bucks do you see as compared 

ere rE i 

5. Have you noticed about the same number of bucks this year as you 

414 in 1039, ds oF Go you fink a Gif Toreneet ec iccmeneensmmmmenune 

6. Do you see mostly two fawns , one fawn » oF 

no fawns with the majority of does? 

?,. %Is there any area in your county which has any perticular deer 

problem that needs special attention? 

sain shi aiecastdeienaisiteiibiaianbanmipetbininithbectibe oupuiiedtitncuijenandnbeaussiiabtgiiicemmnctaieninniaidlinnimaeiingn: 

Ts scinliivirdobaecvienlibiaiitigenleie 

Title 

County. 
ab 
11+15-40 
MMB : 
12-11-40



ANSWERS BY COUNTIES TO THE SEVEN QUESTIONS 

ON THE PRECEEDING QUESTIONNAIRE 
(82 Wardens and Rangers Reporting) 

WOUNTY No.* 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Adams 1 no no more 1:2 nore one no 
# 2 * * fewer 1:14 fewer 1.6 , 
* 3. (not in area long enough to say) 

Ashland 4 amall no same 136.5 sene one no 
* 5 # . * 1:5.5 . 1.6 * 

Barron 6 no no few more 1310 same one no 

Bayfield 7 yes 6 yes@® few more 1:6 more two yes 
* 8 yes yes more few * two * 

Brown 9 no deer in Brown county 

Buffalo 10 yes no same 1.5 same two no 

Burnett i. no maybe more 1.8 more two * 

Chippewa 12 no yes same 142.5 same two * 

Clark 1S yes 2 no dnorease 1:5.7 more two yes 

Columbia 14 no not yet plentiful 1:3 ? two * 

Door 16 yee l yes l same 137.6 same one no 

Douglas 16 yes 2 yes nore 1:7 more two yes 2 
# 17 yes 6 ® . 1:7 * ¥ yee l 
* 18 pes S yes 2 % 197 same m * * 

Kaw Claire 19 no no more 134 more none no 
* ® 20 3=yes 2 * * 1:4 * two ® 

Florence 21 yes 2 yes fewer 1:10 same two ye8 
* 22 yea 2 * * 1:15 ° * 

Fond du Lac 23 no 

Porest 24 yes yes increase 133 same two yes 
a 26 # 8 a " a a 

Green Lake 26 no no more 1:4 some two no 

Tron 27 yes some increase 1:5 more two maybe 
* 28 ° slight same 1:10 same * yes



Re pe ac a la 

Jackeon 29 yes no more 1:19 =«same two no 
* 30 . * same * one ® 
¥ 31 ; « less 1:20 ? two yes 
* 32 ? maybe ? 1:20 ? none ? 
s 33 2 no fewer 1:20 8=©fewer one ro 

Juneau 34 no no less 139 same two no 
® 35 no no same? 1:4? * none * 

Langlade 36 no no pore 1:30 more two no 

Lincoln 37 no no nore 1:5 more two no 
* 38 ® # ° 1:6 # s maybe 

Marinette 39 yes 4 yes 1 more 1:4 more two yes 2 
# 40 yes 4 yes more 123 « * 
® 41 yee same (1:6) more epikes one * 
® 42 a inorease 1:3 same two * 
* 43 yes 1 no more 1:4 « ? no 

Marquette 44, yes no more (1:3) = more two yes 

Monroe 45 no no same 1:6 sane one no 
# 46 yes 2 * * 196. ? two * 

Oconto 4? yes 2 some light 1:33 same two no 

Oneida 48 es yes less (1360) less two maybe 
a 49 i no fewor (1:6) fewer ® no 
a 50 " no? ® (1:70) scarce one yes 

Polk 61 maybe no more 1:3 more two no 
® 52 no * * (1:5) same * s 

Portage 83 no no same 134 same ? no 

Price 54 yes no more 1:2.7 more one soon 
* 56 no « same 1:6 same none no 

Rusk 56 yes slight same 1:6.6 more two no 
* 67 emell * nore 1:10 = same 1.25 yes 

Sauk 58 yes no same 1:3 same one 

Sawyer 59 few no same 1:15 same two no 
* 60 yes yes fewer ? « * yes 

Shawano 61 no no same 1:33 sane 1.5 no 

St. Groix 62 no no more 1:8 game two no



Niele saasindes MUNDA ee icsiccicanesdeduedeva islet iidbdsenesdiaiclltesestaosiciiellR netineaiesios Daisies banieetinetesliien 

Taylor 63 yes no more 1:5.5 more two no 

Vernon 64 no (not over 15 deer in county) 

Vilas 65 yee yes same 1:15 same two 
a 66 fewer 1:11 fewer * 
® 67 no 5 game 1:6 same * yes 
" 68 yes # * 1:10 * 1.26 = * 
* 69 * % 1:8 * 1.3 maybe 

Washburn 70 yes 1. no more 1:4 more two not yet 
. 71 yes # same 1:17 fewer one no 

Waupaca 72 no no Same no 

Vaushara 73 (no deer in county) 
74 no no same 1:6 same one no 

Winnebago 25 no (no deer in county) 

Wood 76 no no fewer 1:20 fewer one no 
" 72 yes * more 1:4 more two * 
* 78 no ‘ fewer 1:5 fewer one * 

* Wumber assigned to each observer. 

Numbers in parentheses under column 4 represent 
ratios of bucks to all other deer, instead of 
bucks to does only.
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= t country are well acquainted with hazel 

What Constitutes A Deer Ss Menu--- brush, As deer food hazel brush is a 

Many big game runters wrongfully as- the May-September period, and the washout—they did not eat it, Some 
sumen tate luxuriant gown of sae important plants changed to rose, oa fairly abundant shrubs what Bre 

: fontineldcer That they. Sere ieee aspen, weeds, and grass, Even in this of little ee for deer food are buffa- 

in their deductions is proven by this e-iod browse plants made up more loberry, skunkbush, lead plant, snow: 

research report submitted by Ralph than half of the diet and grasses less berry, currant, gooseberry, paper birch, 

Hill, Assistant Forest Supervisor, {han 15%. and ironwood, This indicates that 

; Deadwood, Durie THemHnEie sencnn sirens heavy brush doesn’t necessarily mean 

Just before enlisting, Fran Waugh Picked up and the boys brought in a Sac aaa oe 
ini ae .. 74 stomachs for the October-December es U Z if 

food sindies that were insde ani to4t bear berry, buck brush. juniper, snow oe suas orient is another story. 

Now that he is engaged in a more ur- Prush, rose, weeds, grass, and oats. Me a a nae a 
gent job with Uncle Sam I'll give you Of course, individual deer varied con- Re ak Pa. 

the information because I think a lot siderably. For instance, the unfortun- deer range capacities, It has been a 

of hunters ‘will be interested in know- ate buck that was killed with antlers Ibe OEMEERIAS Wolll as at éaecation tor 

ing what a square meal means to a_ locked to those of his antagonist (see me, and [ll pass it on for what it's 

, “buckskin”. cover illustration of the December is- Soeth 

Largely through the efforts of War- sue) showed largely pine and barberry, 

den Dave rris, and wi heii The doe that was responsible for the F 

; of several ari oo ppt oa accident pictured in the September HATDOG AND’ A) KID? 

Robertson employees, Forest Rangers, issue had been eating Oregon grape A ; 

and C. C, C, Foremen from South Da- 24 everlasting. Then the doe and fawn No one wi en Cny and no one ever did 

kota and Wyoming, 101 deer stomachs that George Myers of Salem photo- avhabwion pein phen a coe end eB 
} Gera prone mMOE tiene a were graphed (see page 13 of the December For doubt ane pete eon befog 

Tiegoy gevcning ua diccaimuntiny, | Dikes’) showed ayer 90% of Oregon Hesse) Postal Nay af 8 Rig O4d 2 0e: 
} Geen ae pelnaraten the Wiehwees,) eTApe and juniper, Athrob ‘with adventure, their hearts 

22 were legal hunting season Kills, 8 Many plants occured in minor quan. _ Peat a8 one, H 
PRGA a Grete eitadai ore laldla ware: ‘titles, atid Ane UEMll abe dncluges +30 Their pulses resurge with the rhythm 

caught in fences or involved in similar species of trees and shrubs, 20 species ieee iy yee oe 2 

accidents, Seventy-nine of them were of herbs or weeds (not including a lot = eure into eclones aay 

wwhitetails and 22 were mule deer, that I couldn’t identify), and seven ia isthe day’ fora doe andia kid 

My job was the analysis of stomach known species of grasses, Mushrooms. On God) cleantharpathwa as en h 

contents, an occupation (hobby for toadstools, and other fungi appeared ae jee a e 

me) that Fran described in the June _Tequently as did tree moss, And smooth out the bumps for a kid 
Digest. As the job progressed it be- Just for variety (or was it to satisfy a and his dog, 

came evident that the deers’ choice of }mineral deficiency?) deer number 68 nq make of the world that they 
food varied with the seasons, So, fora {ate several pieces of stone ranging wander amid 

starter, the year was divided into three {from %” to %” in size, Number 102 4 place truly fit for a dog and a kid, 

periods: January-April, May-Septem- | (collected in 1942 from the same lo- Eopartonlpraley 

ber, and October-December. The first | cality) had eaten a half inch piece of from “North Dakota Outdoors” 

falls in the critical time when accu- | crushed rock, well-coated with road oil Sit 
mulated snow covers many of the sur- | Number 103 contained a quarter-inch 

face plants; the second represents the | chunk of char coal (Both deer and : 
summer growing season; and the third | antelope at the Veteran’s CCC camp Yer 4 

is the interval between heavy frost and | have been observed at the wood pile | oN 
lasting snows. chewing the charred surfacess of fire ye i Wess Caw 

Eighteen stomach$ were from deer (W004) opeaal,’s Y % 4 Ley 2 
killed in the first period (January-Ap- And to shdW that West River farm- Yi e cr fy, 2 he 

ril), The principal foods then were ers have their game troubles, too, deer Z is Soares 

bearberry (kinnikinnick) buck brush, number 43 had eaten a meal of 95% he x BE 

pine, Oregon Grape, rose, serviceberry, corn; number 18, 95% wheat; and y N’ aa 2 c 

weeds, grass, and wheat, in the order numbers 32 and 34, 60% oats. Perhaps X EL) 
named. In fact, this list covers 80% the prize should go to number 59, a ee) ie | i oly = lies 

of the food consumed, Brush or browse whitetail buck—we named him Ferdi- : Eq, PS 

plants made up three-fourths by bulk nand—that had taken on a main course “25 BLS wS wf 

of the winter feed, of asparagus. ee os 

Only nine deer were available during Sportsmen who hunt in the Tinton “And! dida’twastea shell- got them all motoring.”
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ye 

aw! | 
(Slides) SHORT SUMMARY OF THE DEER PROBLEM Cle w 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman Citizens' Deer Committee 

1598 | 
1599 

(A) Points Agreed On | 
1. Deer are starving. 4. Some refuges are too large. 

2. Herd reduction means doe reduction. 5. Plantations mst be protected. 

3. The situation is spotty. 6. Ouattings in deer yards should 
be controlled. 

(3) Points Hot Agreed On 

1232 7 ah ee Because good foods are dead, dying, or browsed 
up to 6’. Mild winters postpone starvation, but never avert it. 

Wels 8. ee ee Doubtful even after herd-reduction, certainly not 
before. Hay alone does not sustain deer. Hay plus cake or grain 
costs $2 per deer per winter. Fed deer contime to browse. Feeding 
perpetuates congestion, even in mild winters. 

Wes 9. Can “ feed by felling or home trees? Yes, but not for long. War 
1607 has already over cut the r yards. 

1606 10, Can we plant browse? Not while excess deer exist, especially species 
We5 like cedar that do not resprout. Excess deer eat such plantings as 

' fast as they are made. 

W ll. Can excess deer be trapped and moved? Wot at a practicable cost. 

12. Gan excess deer be ae or baited to new yards? Very difficult, 
especially if the Yr are on a Te 

1559 13. What counties are overstocked? Only the Conservation Department has 
the data to compare counties throughout the state. The Department 
has 3 years data on the condition of the northern counties; less in 
central and southern. 

Repeat 14. Is there a model deer state? No. So far all have acted more or less 
1599 too late. 

| 15. What is a good As ratio? For a quality herd, there should be not 
356 over 2 does per buck, but most does get bred even when there are 

5 or 10 per buck. 

Repeat 16. Be gee sublerhess eb ag eres ie Ln We have at least 
1599 500, deer, over 300,000 of which are antlerless. We sold 120,000 

\ tags lest year. If every hunter bagged an antlerless deer, it would 
.take at least one year, perhaps two, to reduce the herd.



; 

(CG) Points ¢ Overl 

2 1q. fpr Foods gaglacs good Joes. On an overbrowsed range, good foods 
1 ke white cedar not 0; je, but their "place in the sun" is taken 

over by worthless foods like alder, white birch, and popple. 

1205 18. re is slow. On the Kaibab, just 19 years after the big 

12430 ee Food Plants not actually killed have recovered, but 
reproduction of new plants hae just begun. 

1191 19. hee Aemeppione spoke: A deer would rather starve than move. 
1201 e-offs, from on, have left spots of uninjured range. 

1598 20. Symptoms of irruption appear in fixed order, hence we can predict 

repeat 
the next event. The order: (1) Buck-law, law enforcement, 

predator-removal and refuges followed by increase. (2) Deer-line 

on good foods. (3) Deer-line on poor foods; starvation of fawns; 

peak of herd. (4) Death of adults, downgrade of herd, death of good 

foods, replacement by worthless plants. (5) Mew balance between 

herd and range at a low herd level. Wisconsin is in stage 3. Reduce 

the herd now, and we save part of the good foods and strike a new 

balance at a higher level than if we let the herd starve. 

561 21. Overd 9 ty deer. Malmutrition reduces antlers 
562 weight. ; 
563 

22. Predators disperse congested deer. There are no irruptions in Mexico 
M-50a8 or >» nor did the U. S. have any until after 1915, when federal ; 

predator-control started. Perhaps predators not only trimmed our deer 
‘herds, but also dispersed congestions. It is time for Wisconsin to 
lift wolf bounties in the wilder counties. 

1090 23. Deer irruptions spoil range for other wildlife. In Pennsylvania, 
excess deer cleaned out the greenbriers and thus the grouse. This is 
one sample of many adverse effects on game, songbirds, forests, and 

wildflowers.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN ° 

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
MADISON. WISCONSIN 

eearee eae: STATION 

November 23,1943 

fit fe..ber 
——— 

Professor Aldo Leopold, er 
102 Entomolgy Building, 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison , Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr, Leopold; 

This letter is regarding flukes in the 
liver of white twiled deer, One of the boys shot a buck 
in which these flukes were present. : 

in 

From what I can find/our local library 
these are flukes (Platyhelminthes) but we can not find 
anything that would give the life history, and if they 
would effect the value of the meat for food . 

Under separate cover I am sending you 
4 of these flukes, it is possible that they are something 

else, 

We shall be please if you know something 
about these if you would kindly pass it on to us, 

Yours truly, a 
2 Pe 3 
Pe i 

/ i o 

pf Ah KAA Lane, 
David H,Holt b 

From Banner Bill Morgan's answer to Mr. Holt dated Dec. 9, 1943: 

"The flukes which you forjarded......named Fascioloides magna and are 
quite common in deer, moose, and occasionally in cows and sheep in northern 
Wisconsin, northern Minnesota, and Canada. 

The life cycle has been thoroughly worked out in which the snail plays the rolé of 
intermediate host. There are many reports on the subject. If you wish a few 
references I will be glad to send them upon request. ..g So far as known they do 
not affect the value of the meat for food. The parasite will, in all probability, 

- have to be control#éd in the future if outbreaks of epizootic proportions occur. "



L. ELRIE HOLMES COMPANY 
FURNISHINGS a OY 

NoRTHEAST HARBOR, MAINE bn 
Northeast eee ee 944 

ae 

t wi Prof.Aldo Teovold, 3 Pau 
Madison,Wis. spurt Rawr Pas 

mt | 
Dear Sir: 

Herewith enclosed, +s a copy of our effort to induce our 

neighbors to use some common sense. Town Meetings are held on March 

6th and I fear the worst but enjoy the scrap. 

My amateur mentality is struggling with breeding potentials. Your 

tables indicate 60 to 62% under ideal conditions. The George Preserve 

seemed to satisfy these conditions but E.C.0'Roke,of the U.of M.writes 

that the average annual take,in order to maintain the herd at about 

50 animals,is 34% of the winter population. I understand that the 

buck law would raise the potential,taking too many does would lower 

it and an unnatural proportion of fawns would have the latter tendency. 

Is there anything in print that will help me? Gs : , dein
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Aldo kropole hie 

882 PROGRESS REPORT-TEXAS AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION-A AND M COLLEGE OF TEXAS 

‘i College Station, Texas. March 1, 1944, A.D. Jackson, Editor | 

Experiment Station Project No. 494. Division of Wildlife Research, 

Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, A. and li. College of Texas, 

in cooperation with the Texas Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit*, 

LIVE OAK ACORNS AND FRUITS OF THE BLACK PERSIMMON IN THE NOVEMBER DIET 
OF THE WHITE-TAILED DEER IN MASON COUNTY, TEXAS | 

by | 

Walter P. Taylor, Chief 

In order to know best how to manage the white-tailed deer (Odocoileus 
wirginianus ssp.), it is highly desirable, among other things, to know the food 

habits of the animal throughout’the year, In the progress of field work on deer ! 

activities and food habits being conducted under the cooperative auspices of the . 

Division of Wildlife Research of the Station and the Texas Cooperative Wildlife 
Research Unit, J. D. Bankston collected and immediately analysed the contents of 

the stomachs of 10 deer taken on November 16 and 17, 1943, by sportsmen in Mason | 

County, Texas, Mr. Seth Martin, well-known ranchman of Mason County, helped with | 

the collection. .The results of the analyses are shown in the following table: ; 

} 

Analyses of 10 Deer Stomach Contents 3 

Food Percent 

Live Oak (Quercus virginiana) acorns 60.; leaves, 0.5 6045 
Black Persimmon (Diospyros ‘texana) fruit 26,; leaves, 1. 27460 

Prickly Pear (Opuntia sp.) fruit 11.0 

Mesquite (Prosopis juliflora) leaves 1.0 
Hog Plum (Colubrina texensis) leaves and twigs 05 

tt 

The preference of the white-tailed deer in Mason County at this period) «.-4 

for live oak acorns and black persimmon fruit is unmistakable. Throughout the i 

summer and fall months of 1943 the crop of both these foods was unusually good. 
The appearance in the stomachs of prickly pear fruit is of a good deal of interest, 

but might have been expected in areas where this plant appears. It is noteworthy 

that only a small amount of leaf material of the various trees and shrubs occurring 

in this region was found in these stomachs. Contrary to the case in other instances, 

no grass or weeds were found in any of the specimens. While practically no new and 

succulent grass or weeds were available, some old vegetation was present and could 

have been used by the deer if they had preferred it to the materials listed above. 

*The United States Fish and Wildlife Service, the Agricultural and Mechanical College 
(teaching, research, extension), the Texas Game Fish and Oyster Commission, and the 

American Wildlife Institute, cooperating,
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Experience With Deer Irruptions. 

The undersigned met at the North American Wildlife Conference, April 26, 

1944, to exchange our experiences with irruptive deer herds. We found ourselves 

in agroomont on the following points. 

1. Irruptive hords, if not shot down, will starve down, 

2. <A hord can be reduced only by killing females. Whore large refuges 

exist, they must be shrunk bofore a reduction can bo made. 

3. Tho sooner an irruptive herd is reduced, the more deor the range will 
carry later. Reduction should be complotod before starvation begins, 

4, The following oxporiences shod light on the degree of reduction neoded. 

(a) A 90 por cont starvation on tho Kaibab brought range recovery. 

(>) Pennsylvania has roduced 50 per cent by doe seasons, but cannot 
yet plant white pines. Some red pinos are getting by. 

(c) On the Dixie Forest in Utah a 50 per cent roduction by shooting 
brought reliof, but this hord had not reached tho starvation point. 
Other Utah hords are in procoss of combined shooting and starvation, 
but no deductions can yet be made. 

(a) Michigan is starving down bocause tho legislaturo would not 
authorize killing females. The extent of the reduction is unknown. 
Range conditions are still getting worse, 

(e) Wisconsin has reduced 10 per cent by shooting, without relief to 
the range. 

5. Delay in reducing an irruptivo herd deteriorates its physical vigor. 

6. Predators are usoful in breaking up congestions, and in helping to 
control decor in inaccossible areas, which hunters cannot or do not 
reach. Irruptions are a problom in distribution as well as numbors.
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Ladysmith, Wisconsin 
Box 152 

September 15, 1944 4 

Mre Lawrie Holmes f 
Le Blrie Holmes Co. 

Hortheast: Rexbor, adn 

Dear Mr- Holmes; 

Your errenpensrne veuvéing, the bone marrowvof deer has been referred to 
me from time to time by Prof. Leopold. I also have received several samples of 
marrow you collected. 

Since our Pozen’ has been the source of considerable discussion on the use 
of the bone test for starvation, I thought an outline on the information we have 
on the subject would be appropriate. 

In Febr 1941, while visit some starvation areas in upper Michigan, 
Donald Ge Zettls Michigan Sergeretaton Department biologist, dekams trated she 
use of the bone test for determining starvation in deers At the time, we assumed 
taet the test was reliable, but upon what authority it was derived I did not 

OW ¢ 

Dmediately after our visit to Michigan we checked the use of the bone test 
on starved deer in Wisconsin and ever since then we have examined the bone marrow 
of the tibia as a double check for starvation in dead deer found. 

Dre Chaddosk, Sereaety of the Wisconsin Conservation Department, verified the 
bone test as a starvation indicator and stated that the absorption of fat and de- 
generation of the marrow cells tock place under malmutrition ees Bag typical 
color and consistency found in starved deer. He also pointed out that the red 
blood cells are formed in the ribs and certain other bones and that consequently 
these bones are perme iy red in color. Other veterinarians and physicians we 
have thus far contacted have generally agreed as to these sroserorn? We have found 
the tarsal bones to be unreliable. To keep our tests standard we do not use the 
femur bone as it is usually too advanced in the symptoms of malnutrition. 

The normal tibia marrow of deer as it is wrereoné to be is Sy paeelly. sraane 
lored opegye fatty, and rather firm when cold=-about the consistency of col 

Tira. kh Ea ish oR is often present in what a rs to be normal marrowe We 
have cheo. deer killed by other causes when lack of food didn't involve, and the 
marrow never showed the “typical red gel“ found consistantly in starved deer. 

fhe mere presence of pinks and reds in the marrow is not considered indicative 
of starvation. Every degree of color from creamy white to deep blood red has been 
observed as well as all stages of m@nutrition. i marrow, pink or red in 
color, may indicate some form of malnutrition but is not mneees of the results 
of extreme food ener Brown — marrow is thought to be the result of 
normal marrow long —— after death. The red gel marrow can be examined either 
immediately after death when the deer is still warm or after freezing. When hard 
frozen, the watery substance becomes ice erystals, but otherwise the appearance 
is quite similar. 

There is no femwing, © definite line between normal, malnutrition, and stare 
vation marrows.e Only n the marrow of the tibia bone of deer not less than 6 
months old is a typical red gel, do we term the condition a tion marrowe 
Such marrow is deep to dred (some times yellowi) jelly like, and 
translucent. It is usually the somncetenay of Jetly or ge in“ but’ often pare 
“tintty-wetery or bloody. in & hemorrhagic condition is ete pots in 
the leg bones of deer at least a week or more before final death by starvation,



Mre Lawrie Holmes’ 
Page 2 
September 15, 1944 

Soong the final stage is often arrested by death from pneumonia or other compli- 
cationse r 

In starvation areas where both palatable and non=palatable browse is 
avr iouet » the deer found almost cans have the red_ gel marrow whereas 
deer killed by car, j dogs, and shooting fall and early winter where browse 
is plentiful never show starvation marrowe At least we have never seen 
it except in the winter in starvation areas. Even in these areas it ywiiy does 
not reach a final stage of oa until late winter--february and March when 
food conditions are at their worst. : 

Of course, the bons test is really not necessary for the doperniedagint death 
by starvation Since browsed stripped alsa Fir, weak deer Ler yp can of be 
revived by good + pg Mg so other siestag evidence ee ost reliably to a 
starvation condition. have used the bone test, field autopsy, stomach pee 
and laboratory diagnosis, more to convince the skeptics than to satisfy our 
judgnent 

There is no question that 1 starvation produces a red gel marrowe Exact], 
what the poysiclerien) prooos ses ere in deer cull wate it te Seek of calories , 
vitamens, or minerals cannot daye Dre Gustav eeen University of innesota, 
under date of April 1845 quotes C+ M Jackson, 1925, on the effect of aalmate ition 
in humans, as eg the Effects of qnanitfon and Malnutrition upon Growth and 

tructure™ a book of 616 pages published by Blakiston, covers tho ones very 
Corenghiy. He states that the adipose bone marrow of adults during ition 
undergoes mucoid atrophy, with the absorption of the fet and metamorphosis of the 
fat cells, which return to their prinitive cellate form end besone imbedded in 
an abundant gelatinous or mucoid intercellular substance. eee usuelly occursy 
ge the fon cee marrow he speaks of hyperemia in the early stages and later cape 

leary omboses and hemorrhages." 

I hope this helps to clear up the question of the “bone test“ as we have 
used ite Any further factual information on the subject will always be appreciated. 

Yours very truly, 

We Se yommey 
Game Biologist 
Wisconsin Gonservation Department 

WSF BUH 

: eos “Aldo Leopold 

0" 

; We Pe Grimmer 
Ge Pe Brown
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October 8, 1944 

Excerpt from letter to Mr. Leopold from ' 
Harold Titus, Peninsula Road, Traverse City, ‘ 
Michigan, Oct. 8, 1944, 

«ee. "At Bill Phillips' Camp, ten miles north of Thessalon, I saw on Sept. 8th, 
a spotted fawn they'd picked up which coulddt possibly have been over a 
week old. It was alive and doing well when I left. Strikes me as maybe 
a@ record and you may want to tuck the fact away somewhere." 

(ak oh sad ov vv Cy Mo ba 2)



(wea,) 
Copy for whitetail deer folder ’ 

Data on Color Changes in Deer 
Brule, Wisconsin 1944 

J. R. Jacobson 

This data was gathered from three deer that were seen nearly every day. 
Two deer were last year's fawns--a buck and a doe, and the other was 
a doe with two young fawns. 

Date F. Yearling M. Yearling Doe with two fawns 

May 6 No shedding No shedding No shedding : 
13 Sheéding had begun No shedding " 
20 Shedding was slow Shedding had begun " 
27 " Shedding was slow " 

June 3 " “ " 

10 Shedding was faster " " 
17 Shedding was complete Shedding was faster Shedding had begun 
2h Shedding was complete << Shedding was slow 

July 1 “~ Shedding was faster 
8 “~ Shedding was complete 

Winter 1943-1944 

Temperature--moderate 
Snow--light 

Spring 1944 Late 

(Original copy in phenology folder)
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344 EAST FLORIDA STREET 

MILWAUKEE 4, WISCONSIN 

Nov. 28, 19h) 
Prof. Aldo Leopold 
2h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

In line with your suggestion a year ago to try to 
{keep you informed of the deer situation, you might be inter- 
ested in my personal observations which I made in the Brule 
River area of Douglas County during the first three hunting 
days of this season. The area I visited is about fifteen 
to eighteen miles southwest of the Flagg Yard area. Based 
on my observations of last year 1 would estimate that there 
are Rez to 90% as many bucks in that area as there were a yeer 
ago. I would further estimate that there are from 65% to 75% 
as many does and fawns as there were a year ago before the 
hunting season started. 

I make my comparisons based on the number of deer I 
actually saw, the number of buck tracks and doe and fawn tracks 
in the snow, and to some extent on observations of others which 
includes one warden and a deputy warden. 

If the last three days of this year's shooting period 
aren't considerably better than the first three days, then I 
believe there will not be more than about 25,000 bucks killed 
instead of the expected hO,000 to 50,000. 

Last Saturday, the opening day of the season, there was 
no snow on the ground and visibility was quite poor. On Satur- 
day night we had about four to five inches of snow fall throughout 
the North which was very wet and heavy and which caused the deer 
to stay in the protected areas and made hunting extremely difficult 
and wet. The snow continued to fall throughout most of Sunday. 
On Monday hunting was again difficult because of the freeze the 
night before, resulting in a continuous noise because of the snow 
falling from the trees and the crackling of the thin layer of ice 
formed by the melting snow the day before. Going was rather dif- 
ficult with the ground below the snow not frozen, and with the 
deer well protected in swampy areas. 

extra 
The deer this year had at least thirty /Asye of good 

feeding and without any snow on the ground. Those deer that 
I saw were all in better condition than I have ever seen them 
at this time of the year. The several dead bucks I saw were 

CHOOSE YOUR WAREHOUSE AS YOU DO YOUR BANK



Prof. Aldo Leopold -2~ Nov. 28, 19) 
f Madison, Wisconsin 

; fatter than I have ever seen them. Unless we have a prolonged 
and very severe winter I feel that the deer should come through 
this winter in pretty good shape in spite of browsed shortage. 

If my observations of this one particular territory f 
can be taken as a criterion, then I would suspect that with 
the new crop of fawns this coming spring that we will have as 
many, if not more, deer than we had in the fall of 1913 before 
hunting started. 

Best personal regards. 

Very Aruly yours, 

HCK:EL A ua (en 
/
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ae The State of Wisconsin yw 
BS SCOR 
iiceoMe) CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT ‘ 
Dain 

Wau Ladysmith, Wisconsin 
eT Box 132 

December 18, 1944 

Wolf Bounty 

Profe Aldo beorsie 
eh ge of Wildlife Management 
424 yniversity Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mre Leopold; 

Thanks for the copy of your letter of December 13 to Mre Rinehard, Shawano, 

Wisconsin, regarding wolf bounty. 

From the findings of our Frsiees » We can not yet acknowledge that there is 

a serious fawn shortage generally eg a the fawn ore may be somewhat lower 

than normale In a sample count of 545 Tive deer seen kh Buly, August, and 

September by our cruisers, the fawns made = approximately 20% of the total. 

There is a current rumor, as you know, which can be heard in nearly all counties, 

that there are no fawnse The reason, that they have been eaten by “wolves. 
We have been checking the timber wolf and coyote relationship on deer very 
carefully, and we have not found any evidence that either the coyote or wolf 

has made any umsual oe on fawnse In fact, we know of no single case 

ere or otherwise where there is any proof that a oeroe has killed a fawn 

this years Tt should be understood that we do not say that some fewn ok, 

by coyotes is not possible, but merely that the supposition regarding the 19 
fawm crop is without factual basis. 

Tt is no secret, of course, that the timber wolf is a deer predator and 

that they are able to, and do kill deer, but the timber wolf has been extermin= 

ated from the greater part of its range in Wisconsin and the proof is oe 

that it is generally as destructive as supposed. sadeeng from the ee ° 

date, we do not interpret the depredations of the timber wolf as harmful to 

the deer herd. For example, one of the main last stands of the timber wolf in 

Wisoonsin is in Forest County where ug & have “always” been. The large area in 

which the timber wolf runs, except for heavy poaching, has not been hunted 

for several years and supposedly the wolf population in this area has not been 

checked ars for a few which were taken ypnnks ome tie under the ee of 
wardens« Yet the wolves have not been numerous enough to keep the deer herd 

in cheoke The deer rec in the past several years has grown in this area 

to the point where almost all palatable food has been eaten oute In a cruise 

of this area last week, we noted the palatable foods were being heavily browsed, 

so that en with fhe retarded eS oe from previous browsing, there 

is very little deer food left. Furthermore, we noted that so early in December 

already this year, deer were browsing moderately to pata Mey balsam in a 

‘laces and in one area, at least, the white spruce reproduction was completely 

ryt by deer currently. I mention this rs of the Forest County area, 

~ uae purpose except te show how badly the wolf-deer relationship is misunder- 

8 ° 

We doubt that the epyeee and fox normally are déer predators, furthermore 

it cannot be reasoned that they have done harm to the deer herd in Wisconsin. 

There is evidence, however, that the coyote and fox prey on snowshoe hares 

considerably, and because of this, it would not be illogical to conclude that 

they may be a service to the deer herd since: the snowshoe hare baatioye cage 

petes with the deer for food. (By clipping and killing forest aor. ion 

of deer food marine) The nature of coyote, fox, and wolf predation, as you 

know, is a long and important story, and we cannot begin te cover the subject 

heree 

I hope that there will be no bounty on timber wolves- AS far as wildlife



r : ie ams The State of Wisconsin 
AEH) i ker CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

GANS Ladysmith, Wisconsin 
Box 152 

December 18, 1944 

wolf Bounty 

Profe Aldo Leopold 
Page 2 

is concerned, I do not see how there can be any justification for a bounty on 
coyotes except for one ae that there is more or less public demand for it. 
For this reason a moderate bounty on coyotes, if ee eer may be a 
soe temporary eS relations ee until better educational material 

sed on facts has been presented to the ere: In my mind this decision, 
after all considerations are accounted for, is of fundamental importance in 
the policy of wildlife management. 

Best regards, 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W- Fe Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

a S. Feeney 
Game Biologist 

WSF: BJH ¥ 

ecg Commissioner aber 
Director Vanderwell 
We Fe. Grimmer 

Be Se I will be in Madison Tuesday, December 19 and maybe Wednesday, December 
a If possible, I would like to discuss these subjects further with you at that 
ime e
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“ Missouri Quail Hunters 46 -P d Mi B k ; Tid Ch t ee ke & 4-Poun innesota uck \ | fide Char 
COLUMBIA, Mo. — Missouri 1 Ch I. M e Ti I Cl ° \pThe times given below are for Savannah 

‘S quail hunters averaged 1.59 birds aN GA if a enges aine s ul e aum te Guibe peineead ts follows: 
& in the bag per gun-hour in 1944, Wry WX 7° ‘ - i 5 For High For Low 

* which was 3 per cent better than © ef wy, _ Jimmy Robinson, Outdoor Editor of the Minneapolis Star-Journal, Place— Stee 
in 1943, according to reports re- ey Es disputes the claim for the white-tailed deer championship of 1944,| Savannah i See We Peeks! TAY 

Pt ceived from Volunteer hunter-co- Y| ssf y NS Ai, made by Earle Doucette, of the Maine Development Commission, in qe Sey es oe ao 

<< operators in the quail study being 4 ce ae ip i y behalf of Lester Averill, of Dixfield, in the Pine Tree State, who shot | Montgomery I Q:- AB en TA = 06 

= conducted by the Cooperative Wild- a im Hy) i iy a buck weighing 316 pounds live weight. Cater rey eo) hoe 2 
i life Research Unit. This study has b>) * { Ho © Says Robinson: SS a |e Gaterind’s Goand 0... 8000) 05 2 
} been carried on since 1938 under z J €| Ss Whi “J see where Maine has put in Beenie gee Sea us ° i 
& the direction of Dr. Rudolf Ben- ' = a claim for tHe biggest buck shot Hilt Bess seeder Sobers. 100 
S nitt, Rucker professor of zoology JINN FI in 1944. I know of three larger uns ite RATE tee In Wace Ge 
fq at the University of Missouri. h FI ' ue shot in Minnesota last fall. gent eontinuss to flood 30 min. after high 
eee = jac re he largest weighed 365 pounds i EW" Y, 1945 EW 

2 —S SESS || dressed! Multiply this by 1.27 and By Henry P. Davis 1 ere less p19 ; 5:16 5.9 a 

° COME TO im re gd Ne weight.| How Far Will 3 ‘yea 12:48 biss 101 eo 5.6 
7S rv Wells, of Perham, shot this bi: 4 1:18 1:50 7:57 8:06 6.7 5.7 

= ° And you laughed when I'went fahs || buck. Second largest reported to| A Shotgun Shoot? Oe erent bo 
BH Lake Louise ing with my bow and arrow." me last year weighed 355 pounds| Among sportsmen there is the| 7 4:38 5:11 11:00 11:30 6.8 6.9 
5 _ a ea a | Uhessed vand was shot by D. E.|age-old. argument, friendly’ but| 73° o nu ce gee ye 

(2 Miles North of Toccoa) Deer Season Woese, of Redwood Falls. Third| sometimes heated, over the shoot-|10 7:21 7:52 1:22 1:37 715 8.4 

Pe sSn eve do er place went to J. P. O'Rear, Be-| gy ing qualities of! ER HG EM Ea da ie 
Gssa' bike bad ond ele: Continued from Page 1 midji, who shot a 361-pounder.” various shotguns.]13 9:50 10:19 3:58 4:00 7.88.4 

RATES: 50 cents daily for fish- through January 15. While the new| As the accepted world’s record ; ™ The claim’) that) ti qty es sete ete oat 
ing: 50 cents extra for boats. coe irae seprenens & gain of 10) white-tailed deer, shot by Henry me MY sun shoots) 1 gi00 ae ee 

i lays by deer hunters, losses fall|Ordway at Mud Lake, New York,!(™e*  @@smmm harder and farth-|}) 7:33) 3% ca eee oe 
Dan Rainey, Manager to turkey (23 days) and squirrel|in 1890, weighed only 388 pounds be et er than any gun 1) 2) fn 821 843 6s BR 

TOURNAPULL, GA. hunters (15 days). The turkey sea-|live weight, comments the Sports-| ae | seN@emm in town” is al-|3) 3:21 4:31 10:18 Loe eenee 
son last year was November 20-| men’s Service Bureau, it would ap- ways good for a] 22 5:37 6:08 11:54 : Bi He 

| Mebruary 28Ain-all counties. pear that the animals Robinson re- at Me hot contradiction | 25 6:23-6:50 0:28 12:35 6.1 6.7 

The Commission refused to| ports must be descendants of a La BS in any place} 25 qa 3.08 18 1a a 2 
© While you're waiting for || change its law prohibiting the use|herd belonging to Paul Bunyan,| where hunters congregate. pore ieee meee ate ae 61 18 
Pestrichians tonbe lifted: en of dogs for deer in the mountain Minnesota’s legendary owner of| The size of the shot used has|28 9:26 9:48 3:39 3:38 aa oe 

counties, but relaxed its 15-day] Babe, the Great Blue Ox! much to do with the range of the| 3° 10:06 10:28 4:17 4:11 6.0 7.4 | 
outboard motors you must * 3 a 4 = Bi 30 10:49 11:18 5:00 “4:56 6.0 7:3 
naka your alte one dotthe season In favor of a 30-day period. a a load. Another important factor is| 31 11:37 S46 0846) 620.) 2. 

: Deer. shooting will be legal Oc- Hinton J Head the angle of elevation when firing. MOON’S PHASES 

work... . Until we can offer tober 15-November 15 in Fannin, ane poe S For instance, when No. 6 shot is| Not cone rae i ; 
you the newest JOHNSON Gilmer, Murray, Pickens, Dawson, Game Commissioners fired from a gun held slightly First Quarter pee as 
SEA-HORSES our servicing Lumpkin, White, Towns, Rabun} Hinton Jamés, director of Game| above the horizontal, the pellets UUM OW Racer ates tae 
will make your old one de- and Habersham counties. This does|and Inland Fisheries for North|cover an area of approximately . 

pendable. not include areas in the Chatta-| Carolina, was elected president of| 400 feet in depth on striking the Expert and Timely Repairs 
i hoochee National Forest, where a|the Southeastern Association of | ground. The nearest shot will fall co NSERVE 

Stancil Motor Co managed hunt again will be con-|Game and Fish Commissioners| at a distance of approximately 300 Siarel ae, Leber, 
= ducted. ae / here last week. feet from the gun’s muzzle, while TIP-TOP ROOFERS 

Gainesville, Ga. Bag limits on all native game| James succeeds T. A. McAmis,| the farthest will land some 700 or When vauhear ‘drip-dront 

______"_"
_]| 

will be the same as last year. | Arkansas director. _——————_| more feet away. When the gun is Call Tip-Top™ 
SE EA RT RENT NTE TS TT ETT TC ET elevated at an angle of approxi-|| 74-9039 ATLANTA 221 Marletta st. 

poi lm — cc oe mately, 40. (degrees; thes area (COV - |) sexes eee 
Be 4 ered is greater, running from 400 
- « E41 | to 900 feet. 

Oo ir . A load of No. 4 shot will carry 
4 iS = eC somewhat farther, with the near- 

a4 ee : & est pellets striking the ground 

Ne ok. S| some 600 feet away. These dis- 
. 3 eo . e tances are liable to vary from shot . .. Are growing bigger while 
a Ve WSs VV VEU AS ' En 8 i ed ae he a a eo i es



June 4, 1945 yoo 

eed 
Proposed Deer Plan, 1945-46 , 

The simltaneous completion of the deer survey, showing too many door in | 

@ third of the yards, and the defeat of the controlled shooting bill, on which 

- we have depended to renedy the situation, should remind us foreibly of several = 

factst : 

(2) te yunite does not Leama shout deer from printed exmuoents. (ft doos 

; learn by being shown in the woods.) ; 

(2) A Ager poltey contingent on hel fron the Legislature te no polfey, 

We need o policy we can carry out withoWt help. The Legislature will 

follow public opinion, tut it will not lead it. a0 

(3) te (or perhaps more properly I) have underestinated the difficulty 

of the whole Job. The deer act faster than we do, The present one third — 

of spoiled yards may become tio thirds before decisive action is taken. 

It thorefore secus imperative for the Conniseion and the Department to 

agree on a plan whieh we ean carry out without help, end te organize an alle 

out drive to explain it to the yublic, in the woods, by @ specified tine. 

It 18 proposed: : ; f 

(a) To vive for a one=deer season in 1946 in all those areas which 

nood reduction. ce oO 

(») To organize a special erew, headed by « siggle captain, charged 

‘with the job of finding ont, in the woods, in cooperation with local . 

groups, what aroas neod reduction, and how sueh reduction can best be 

made under our exiating authority, “4 , 

i ‘ a



. as 

This two-point plan Le of course, a contimation of last vintor's door 

survey, plus the recent Vilas County deer plan worked out by and with tho 

loeal people. It differs only in having a set objective and a set time-Linit, i 

and in placing primary dependence on field demonstration, rather than on paper 

‘argument and oratory, It is implied in this plan that waiting until 1947 for | 

@ Controlled shooting law would run too great a risk of further damage to the 

deer and the forost. 
The door captain should be free to travel, in order to lear what he 

ean in other states, and he should be free to borrow personnel from the geveral 

divisions. a i 

This plan, or some other, should be voted upon by the Comission, after 

hearing all staff members affected, Whatever plan is adopted should constitute = §— 

© fouittnent Dinding on all until anenfed vy vote of the Camission, 

hae : : 3 |
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CHAMBERS ISLAND RECHECK 
(A Preliminary Report for 1946) 

About a year ago, on October 17-25, two dear project workers made a special 

survey of Chambers Island, At that time the State of Wisconsin removed 250 deer 

from this over-populated area of 2,600 acres. It was roughly estimated that there 
was stout 75 to 100 deer left on the Island on October 26, 1945, 

At the time of our investigation last year we craised daily throughout the area 

and kept detailed notes and reeords on the condition of the range and the deer. 

With the help of the Conservation Department Photographer, we took many pictures 

and set up 18 permanent photographic stations, 

On our re-visit September 11-13, this fall, some remarkable changes were noted: 

The reappearance of small conifer reproduction was most etriking, White Pine 

and Hemloek seedlings were conspicuous throughout, ‘The age classes of these seedlings 

varied from a year old to about four or five years old, with a good growth of green 

needles this year vhich were unbrowsed, Lest year we did not find any such reproduc- 

tion, the reason being that some of it was completely eaten off ond killed and the 

remainder, though not killed, was so heavily browsed end stripped of needles that it 

was unobserved. If a tally count would have been made last year we would have found 

nothing, while this year » count would have showed considerable reproduction complete- 

ly undamaged. Both findings, as they appeared separately would have been misleading. 

Unlike last year we found Milkweed and Bracken fern vigorous and widespread, and 

mostly unbroveed, Also sweet clover, conspicuous in places, was not seen at all last 

year. A year ago we did not see any reproduction of Maple and Beech, though small 

seedlings of these species were quite common this fall. 

Careful observation showed that deer were browsing lightly and inconspicucusly 

on Maples, Beeches, Bracken fern, Milkweed and other plants not readily observed, 

Last year acorns were plentiful on the ground and the deer stomachs full of them. 

nis year there were very few acorne on the ground, undoubtedly the few falling were 

quickly picked up by the deer and red squirrels, At one place we observed a doe 

feeding avidly on a species of mushroom, Possibly some of the sual] Hemlocks and 

Cedar were being eaten, though we did not find this evidence. 

Though we found no severe browsing on any speeies this summer, it is not likely 

that Pine and Hemlock reproduction will survive untouched through the winter and 

spring. Yo get the full story on the effects of decrensed deer, increased browse 

growth, decressed scorn crop and increased logging, we will have to visit the Island 

again thie winter and next spring. 

Deer tracks were less mumerous than last year, yet they were to be found every- 

where, The third day on the Island the tracks were more conspicwous than when we 

first arrived, beeanse they hed been largely washed out by raine immediately preceding 

our trip. 

We rephotographed ten stations ond took some other photos of browse recovery, 

but it is too soon to record changes in tree and shrub growth photographically. 

Last year we inquired about possible poaching but eoneluded from reports that 

it amounts to very little if eny. This year, however, we are wondering if poeching 

may possibly now, be a factor in estimating the deer population and its yield and 

ite effect on the range.



«ie 

A Mire. Barret, whose father-in-law owned the entire Island in 1897, gove us 
some interesting history of the Island, ‘These Barrets now own most of the north 
ond of the Island and are building and planning for summer resort facilities and 
entertainment. Mrs, Barret reported that there were fires throughout the Island, 
and some of it at least “burned off," between 1960 and 1865, She alse reported 
thet there were 21 or 22 head of cattle roaming the Island, between 1900 and 1920, 
The Island was sold to Ineull in 1926. Later it was lest and fell into the hands 
eof loggers, Incidentally, it was interesting to get Mre. Barret's slant on the 
deer problem, While she ngreed that from the standpoint of game management a deer 
herd balenced with its range was understandable, she personally favored a large 
deer population in order to keep the brash down and make the area more park-like, 

The attached table outlines the contrast between Setober 25, 1945 and Septem 
ber 13, 1946, 

Recommendations: In order to teke advantage of the unusual opportunities for 
checking recovery and carrying capacity, it is strongly recommended that «11 of 
the deer on the Island be trapped and marked early this winter, ‘The fawn crop 
this year, of course, can be separated from the various age and sex classes left 
on the Island last year. : 

war 
10/5/46



CHAMBERS ISLAND 

1248 1946 
: : 

Deer Population ? 360 + minus 250 1 100 2 plus fawn crop. * 
t ' 

Acorns 3 Abundant : Comparatively scarce, 
: t 

Pine Reproduction : Hone visible exeept a few ex- + Common throughout - not 

t cessively browsed on west beach: currently browsed, 
t ‘ 

Hemlock Reproduction ; Apparently none present 1 Small reproduction frequent 

: : in suitable places, 

’ t 

Juniper Reproduction : Some along beaches, but : Along beaches and interior, 

+ heavily browsed : but not browsed. Twice as 

i + high as inet year. 
t 

Beech & Maple Reproduce Wone left : Seattered throughout - small. 

’ : 

Milkweed : Common in places, but topped : Much more widely spread and 

: and stripped of leaves + mostly untouched. 

’ $ 

Breeken Pern t Not conepiencus t Dense and tall in many pleces. 

t ’ 

General Browsing : Yery heavy on #11 available : Inconepieuous, even on palate 

: : species t ables, 

: : 

Deer Signe 1 Tracke and traile outstanding : Tracks throughout, wat not 

t t overly conepieuens. 

' $ 

Deer Seen : Numerous throughout : Appeared about half as 

: t numerous, or less. 

: t 

Red For + Common te abundant : About the same or more. 

3 : More tracks on beach. 

: : 

Red Squirrels : Common te abundant : Abundant, Apparently some 

: : inerease, 

8 : 

Hardwood Leaves t Falling - light to heavy + Not yet falling. 

: 3 

Legging : Reeently light on pines ; Heavy logging on osks and 

1 and hemlocke : other hardwoods. 

’ t 

Human Inhebitants t Lighthouse keepers only : Mere ears, more people - loggers, 

: : resorteras and fishermen. 

: : 

Weather : Pair - preceded by dry. : Pair - preceeded by several 

: t heavy rains, 

* Does not account for possible starvation last winter, nor poaching if any since 

October 1946. 

Copied: 
LB 
10-14-46
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Medison, Wis.---The biggest deer of the 1946 season? 

The conservation department believes this may be it. Conser- 

vation Warden Lawre:.ce Hope, St. Creix county, reports that Williem 

2 Heffron, Hudson, shot a deer in the town of Troy on Nov. 24 that 

pd J topped the sceles at 307 pounds dressed weight. According to 

ye calculations of the conservation department this deer weighed about 

380 pounds when alive. This is not the largest record for white- 

tailed deer, but it is one of the largest deer taken in Wisconsin. 

PHF 
12-19-46
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' AMUNDSON CRANBERRY MARSH 
Babeock, Wisconsin 

November 27th, 1947 (yn 

Wisconsin Conservation Department ar 
Ernest Swift, Director Ay 
Madison, Wisconsin F 

Dear Mr, Swift: 

The deer problem on the Amundson Cranberry Marsh has 
started up again. { On the vm of November 19th, we had a 
snow fall of about @ inches, covering the ground ge hah 
The deer came out of Hog Island which is lécated in the Refuge 
onto the cranberry sections, pawed the snow off the Creeneery 
vines and then ate the vines right down to the very roots. e 
aid not notice this rae for 12 hours or more, then we 
started patrolling. the first night of patrolling we chased 
15 deer off one section on the next night re were 20 deer 
back digging and eating the ern vines./ This is rather 

rae deer food at the rate of 93500. r ton. Don't you 
think so? 

We called Warden Jacobsen and wae told he was attending 
a meeting in Black River Falle, so we called lL, >, Jones, 
Supervising Warden of Black River Falls and he sent Wardens 
Jacobsen and Weaver to inspect the damage. They agree that 
there is great damage but what is the Commission going to do 
ghout it. I want more than sereeing that there is Gameus. 
fa farmer has a herd of cattle, he has to take care of same 

or pay damages. The state owns the deer, let the state take 
eare of them or pay damages. 

The Commission 414 a wonderful yd in taking care of its 
deer this summer on our marsh, but it cannot stop now, it will 
have to keep them off the vines, at all times when they can do 
damage. For your information all deer that come on to the 

: seetions are does and fawns. May I have an early reply. 

Very truly yours, 

Amundson Cranberry Marsh 
By Mre, A, J, Leone Amundson 

Septet 

{e447
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o _ Eadysnith, Wisconsin 
Box 132 : 

daly 11, 1947 

Dr. Irvin ©, Buss 
Wiséonsin Conservation Dept. 
State Office Building 
Nafison 2, Wieconsin 

Deer Irve i oA 

Attached is the statement which I promised the other day. 
It don't all new but it is an attempt to resummarize the desr 

prodles as it appears to ue now. Obviously, the entire seology 
Se ree i atts te ett aes a ee ee 
this seems to outline the princi veins of the situation. 

These views were checked with Hoviml and Bradle and they 
see the thing shout the seme waye 

Very truly yours, 
GAME MANAGEMENT OLVISION 

YW. & Pooney 
i Door Research Project 

WSPi lon 

ect Mr, Cramer 1 
Mp. Leopold 
Mr. Swift 

(PS- any comments will be appreciated). 

P.S. I think that a statement similar te the one you sent me ; 
on duly 3rd, would be appropriate if modified with these 
things in mind. 

id P|



MHAT_ABOUT THE WISCONSIN DEER PROBLEM? 

I. It 4s acknowledged by all who have made a study of the situation, 
that there is an important deer problem in Wisconsin. This 
problem may be considered as twofold- 

(1) The biological problem 

(2) The problem of management 

II. The problem biologically is known to be oan overstocked and 
overbrowsed deer vange which canses the following complications: 

(1) Over-population is critically damaging the forest 
upon which deer and many other things depend, 

(2) Because of surplus deer, a large percentage of the deer 
herd suffers from malnutrition and thousands of deer 
are lost by starvation. 

(3) When, and before, the starvation stage is reached, the 
small trees and shrubs on which deer feed are destroyed 
or set back so that the range capacity to carry deer 
is greatly reduced. 

(4) At best a damaged deer range recovers slowly - not nearly 
as fast as a deer herd can regain strength. 

(5) Increasing crop damage with an expanding deer population 
is becoming a serious agricultural consideration. 

(6) Because of the over-ponulation circumstances, which draw 
the response of poachers, Wisconsin deer hunting appears 
to be reverting from legal to illegal shooting. 

TII. There are only two principle ways in which a deer population can 
be reduced: 

(1) By food depletion and starvation. 

(2) By removal of the yield or surplus through some form of 
hunting. 

The first process is unconservative, wasteful of deer 
and destructive of range. The second, when undertaken 
on a scale sufficient to accomplish results may arouse 
adverse public sentiment, at least when little explanatory 
preparation is made.



IV. The biological trends and the facts of the situation in general 
seem Clear enough, but the management problem is more a matter 
of public relations then a question of how to regulate the 
herd and the range; 

(1) The general populace does not understand the deer 
problem, because of (a) misdirection*and (b) inadequate 
educational information on the subject.# 

(2) It is presumed that if more people had a better 
understanding of the deer problem, there would be 
less resistance to Departmental recommendations for 
management. 

(For example, how many people know of this probability: 
If a third of our deer were taken this year and a third 
next year, and a third the year after, we would not have 
eliminated the deer herd, but would be practically where 

: we atarted, because the yield where the range is adequate 
is approximately that much, Likewise, in these same three i 
years if no deer li wérem taken, with a situation such 
as ours, we would then most likely have fewer deer as 
well as a more depreciated range condition). 

(3) At present, as in the past, the State apparently lacks 
sufficient initiative and especially the meane for 
adequate informative publicity on the deer subject, 
as well as for other matters of conservation. ¢ 

(4) With the present provisions, an’) immediate and desirable 
change in public opinion is hardly to be expected, 
and until there is some change, it does not appear that 
enough public support.for recommended management measures 

can be obtained. t 

(5) It bam been stated as 4 fundemental principle of public 
relations that “you can not take anything away from 
anybody," (J.C.) but instead mist convince the people of 
what they are getting and what there is to gain by changes 
in management policy. We also believe that to scold the 
misbehaving child without telling him why, is less effective 
than a satisfactory explanation accompanying the correction. 

¥. Considering the status of the situation, biological complications, 
public reaction and all the factors involved in the net results, 
it must be admitted that it is debatable whether the commission should 
act on the facts irrespective of Tan's opinion or whether action on 
a highly controversial measure first be preceeded by majority 
approval through educational publicity.



VI. Of the choices, we are inclined to recomend as a first step 
in approaching the solution of the deer problemi- that the 
Department and the Commission, if the know-how is really at hand, 
set up a special branch with the necessary facilities to get the 
directional findings across to the people who have voice in the 
policy. 

VII. Winally, it appears that good factual propaganda should be tried for 
one or two years, befope opening fire on the Congress, the Commission, 
the Public and the Legislature. We think, such an educational 
program, pointing out the facts, the choices and the consequences 
should be presented in the simpliest possible terms, and with analogies 
which are appropriate for the particuler groups addressed. If haste 
is demanded, this publicity should be emphasized throughout the coming 
year, inasmuch as the job may be automatically aided quickly if starvation 
should be a feature this winter. : 

i W.S.F, 
7/11/47 

* iv (2) (a) - 
referring to influenges outside of aiministrative policy). 

# IV fu) b) - 
f no | ections on present departmental efforts, except that they 

are not enough). 

¢ IV (3) 
By this we mean there hasn't yet been set up the machinery commensurate 
with the task at hand. It is acknowledged that some in the department 
have done something in this regard and likely have plans to do more.
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COPY FOR YOUR INFORMATION 4 Dern, 
State Forest Protection Heats. 

Tomahawk. Wisconsin 

Game 
x Management 

E Winter feeding 
April 20, 1948 

Mr. 8. 3. Wessman 
Northern Rice Company 
1422.24 North Fifth Street 
Superior, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Wessman; 

I know you are curious to learn what experience 
we had with the three bags of rice hulls which our 
ranger, Mr. Carl Anderson, picked up at your home on 
February 18. 

On March 4 one sack of hulls was placed in five 
different feeding spots at the Black River deer yard. 
The second sack was fed at the Bear Lake deer yard 
and the third at Brule. All feeding stations mentioned 
are located in Douglas county. Checks were made on 
each feeding trip. 

Very little, if any, of the rice hulls placed at 
the Black River yard was consumed. However, some 
pawing was observed. The hulls were completely con- 
sumed at the Bear Lake yard and they were found 
untouched at the Brule district headquarters yard. 

Since there is some indication that deer do feed 
on rice hulls, we are a little uncertain as to their 
future for deer food. The general feeling of the men 
inthe field is thet hulls are unsuitable. Hovever, 
I personally would hesitate to make such a deduction 
without further experimentation. 

If you would be kind enough to a next year 
furnish this department with rice hulls, in a larger 
quantity than we received this year, we would be more 
than glad to continue the experiment in an attempt 
to arrive at something more conclusive. 

Very truly yours, 
FOREST PROTECTION DIVISION 

Neil LeMay 
NL: pa Chief Ranger
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

KIABAB NATIONAL FOREST 

ARE bes U 3) R Suite 

MewRREPEK ES KANAB, UTAH 

April 22, 1948 

Dear Dr. Leopold; 

I was pleased to receive your letter of March 9. 

In regards to the deer situation on the Kaibab, I am doing my best to make 

a noise like an ecologist, but to make myself heard is more difficult than 

you might think. 

As you know, ther*is too often a disasterous lag in game management. About 

1940, perhaps earlier, there began a period of years with very small fawn 

crops. Consequently there were fewer young deer in the herd, the average 

age of the herd increased, and of course there was a steady increase in the 

average peam diameter and weights of the deer harvested. The "good and 

Superior bucks" school of game men were well pleased, Five years later the 

Game Commission became alarmed at the decrease in the number of deer which 

had reached a low ebb about 1943. 

In 1946, during a period of ever increasing record breaking fawn crops, 

the shooting of does was prohibited end the number of permits drastically 

reduced. Another bucks only hunt was held in 1947 although the fawn crop 

was 53% of the herd or 110% of the breeding does. 

The cliffrose was utilized practically 100 percent by January 1, and, as 

shown by our periodic stomach analyses, the deer have been on a starvation 

diet of sagebrush, pinon and juniper since then. The idea of a vanishing 

deer herd is firmly entrenched five years after the up swing began. Every- 

one is out to save the Kaibab herd, not from starvation but from over-shooting. 

I am not asking you to become involved in any controversies, nor amI at 

liberty to discuss official policies. However, you can help immeasurably 

with this problem by expressing yur detached professional opinion on 

two technical matters. 

The first involves the relative importance and nutritive value of certain 

browse plants. That thousandgof deer starved to death in 1984 and 1925 

with plenty of sagebrush available seems to impress no one. The idea is 

that we had under-rated the above browse which from our stomach analyses we 

now know to be "highly palatable", 

If our deer problem is recognized, it becomes necessary to know the number 

of deer in order to know the size of the adjustment needed. I have prepared 

a memorandum on the numbers of deer on the Kaibab as computed by the sex 

ratio method. I would appreciate it if you would be willing to review and 

pass your professional opinion on the merits of this paper and the reliability 

of the figures. Sincerely yours,



x Distribution List - Whiteteil Deer Foods : 

I. H. Bartlett, State Conservation Department, Lansing, Michigan 

Vv Prof. Rudolf Bennitt, Wildlife Conservation Building, University of Missouri, 
Columbia, Mo. 

y Victor H. Cahalane, National Park Service, Washington, D. 6. 

Henry BH. Clepper, Mills Building, 17th and Pa. Ave. N. W., Washington, D. G. 

Dr. Paul D. Dalke, Director, Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, 
University of Missouri, Solumbia, Mo. ; 

L. A. Davenport, State Conservation Department, Lansing, Mich. 

Prof. J. L. Deen, Pennsylvania State Gollege, State College, Pa. 

; v R. NM. BeNio, U. &. Forest Service, Region 1, Federal Bldg., Missoula, Montana 

Vv Dr. Lee RB. Dice, University imseums, Univ. Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 

W. A, Hikins, 0. S. Forest Service, Plankinton Building, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

: Dr. Paul L. Errington, Dept. Zoology, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa 
vy James N. Gowanlock, Chief Biology, Dept. of Conservation, New Orleans, la. 
V Richard Gerstell, Pa. Game Commission, Harrisburg, Pa. 

_ » #. N. Hamerstrom Jr., Madison, Wis. 
Dr. Wm. P. Barris, 15410 Windmill Pt. Drive, Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan 

_ Arthur S. Hawkins, State Natural History Survey, Urbana, Illinois 

Dr. F. S. Henika, Zoology Dept., Washington State Colleze, Pullman, Washington 

V R. R. Hill, U. S. Forest Service, Plankinton Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Ernest G. Holt, Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D. ¢. 

/ Prof. N. W. Hosley, Connecticut State Gollege, Storrs, Connecticut 

J Wm. J. Howard, U. S$. BMological Survey, 1013 Glenn Building, Atlanta, Ga. 

Orville S. Lee, Sagamore Farm, Paradise, Utah 

Starker Leopold, 26 Panoramic Way, Berkeley, California 

P. S. Lovejoy, Conservation Department, Lansing, Michigan 

John Lynch, Delta Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Pilot Town, Louisiana 
V Dr. W. lL. MeAtee, U. S$. Biological Survey, Washington, D. ¢. 

E. B. Moore, Dept. of Gonservation & Development, State House Annex, Trenton, H.d. 

Roy Moore, 1105 Masonic Temple, New Orleans, Le. 
A. A. Nichol, c/o University of Arigzoma, Tucson, Arizona 

Dr. Barl C. O'Roke, School of Forestry & Conservation, University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor, Mich.
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B. G. Park, Allegheny National Forest, Warren, Pennsylvania 

Peul B. Riis, R. R. #3, Rockford, Illinois 

v ¥. J. Buff, Piggah National Forest, Asheville, North Carolina 

V Walter Te Scott, State Conservation Dept., Madison, Wis. 

Leroy ©. Stegeman, N. Y. State Gollege of Forestry, Syracuse, New York 
Dr. Julian Steyermark, Field Museum, Chicago, Ill. 

H. I. Stoddard, Sherwood Plantation, Thomasville, Georgia 

Vv Prof. Gustav Swanson, University Farm, St. Paul, Minn. 

Ernest Swift, State Conservation Department, Madison, Wis. 
Dr. Walter P. Taylor, Faculty Exchange, College Station, Texas 
Wm. R. Van Dersal, Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D. CG. 

Vv Douglas HZ. Wade, Pa. Game Commission, Beavertown, Pa. 

Dr. Leonard W. Wing, Yele Forest School, Mew Haven, Conn. 
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WHITETAIL DEER FOODS 

compiled by Harl L. Atwood 

for the Division of Wildlife Management, 
College of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Jamuary 1, 1939



College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear sir: 

Attached is a list of whitetail deer foods compiled by 

Mr. Harl L. Atwood, a graduate’ student of this university. The list 

contains 140 plants which he observed to be eaten by whitetail deer 

in Missouri, plus 280 plants compiled from the 16 other publications 

listed in the bibliography. 

After you have had a chance to examine this list, I would 

appreciate receiving your opinion as to whether a non-annotated list 

of this kind is useful. If so, we may attempt to elaborate and finally 

publish it. 

If you think the list should be elaborated and finally pub- 

lished, I would appreciate your suggestions as to other investigators 

who might be willing to contribute unpublished lists, also your sug- 

gestions as to published lists which we may have overlooked. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Scope: This list includes 423 plant species, wild and cultivated, 

recorded as eaten by whitetail deer by 18 authors, including myself. 

The territory covered is roughly from Massachusetts west to Minnesota, 

south to Missouri, and east to North Carolina. In addition, lists are 

; included from two areas non-contiguous with the above area, namely Arizona 

and Yellowstone National Park. 

The whitetail subspecies covered (according to Anthony, first edition) 

are: Odocoileus virginiamus virginianus, 0. v. borealis, 0. v. macrourus, 

and 0. couesi. 

Annotations: Some deer food lists do not rate plants for palatability; 

many disagree as to what rating a given plant should have. Palatability 

probably varies geographically. No attempt is made to annotate this list 

for palatability. 

The parts of each plant eaten are, for similar reasons, not given. 

The botanical nomenclature of Gray's seventh edition has been used for 

those species found within. the area included by Gray. The international 

rules of nomenclature havo been used for those species within Gray's area 

but not included in Gray's mammal. For the remaining species, which are 

chiefly western and southwestern, the preferred nomenclature of "Range Plant 

Handbook," U. S. Department of Agriculture, "Important Western Browse Plants" 

by W. A. Dayton, U. S. Department of Agriculture, and "Flora of New Mexico" 

by Wooton and Standley has been used, the preference being in the above order. 

In general, the same system was followed in selecting common names. In 

a few instances the preferred reference did not include a common name; and 

when this occurred a common name from another reference was used. 

Harl L. Atwood 
Division of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
January 1, 1939



WHITE-TAILED DEER FOODS 

Common name Scientific name 

} Non-flowering plants 

algae Spirogyra!) /2) 34°17 

Oedegonium 2, 3 

mushrooms Vaucheria 2, 3, 10 

Panus stipticus 10 

Polyporus elegans 10 

fungi Daedalia confragosa 10 
Stereum rameale 10 
Scleroderma vulgare 10 

Polypodiaceae (Ferns) 

rock polypody Polypodium virginianum 10 

cloak ferns Nothalaena sp. 13 

brake, bracken Pteridium aquilinum 10, 13, 8, /7 

Christmas fern Polystichum acrostichoides 2, 3,10 

margined shield Dryopteris marginale 

spiny shield Dryopteris spinulosum 10 

Osmundacoae 

cinnamon fern Osminda cinnamomea 10 

Ophioglossaceae 

moonwort Botrychium sp. | 

lycopodiaceae (Club moss Family) 

club moss Lycopodium obscurum 1, 10 

club moss L, complanatum 10 

‘ Taxaceae 

ground hemlock, American yew Taxus canadensis 4, 10, 11, 12 

Pinaceae (Pine Family) 

white pine Pims Strobus’ 1,4,5,6,8,10,11,12 
9,14 

white pine P. strobiforms 13
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Common name Scientific name 
Pinaceae (continucd) 

pitch pine TRG rane P. rigida 4, 6, 9,10 

pinion pine P. edulis 13 

jack pine P. Banksiana 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 

shortleaf pine P. echinata 4, 6 

western yellow pine P. ponderosa 13 

red pine, Norway pine P. resinosa 1, 4, 6, 8, 9 

Chinese red pine P, sp? 4 

Scotch pine FP. sylvestris 9 

niqra 
Austrian pine P. spr 4 

tamarack Larix laricina 4, 5,°8; 12, 14 Y 

white spruce Picea canadensis 4, 5, 11 

Norway spruce P. Abies 4, 6, 9 

red spruce P. rubra Wye, ah : 

Engleman spruce P. Englemani 15° 

Colorado blue spruce P, Parryana, Sarg. 4 

‘Vie spruce P. mariana & 

balsam fir Abies balsamea 1, 4, 5, 11, 12, 14 

eastern hemlock Tsuga canadensis 4,5,6,6a,10,11,12, 
9,14,16 

Douglas fir Pseudotsuga taxifolia 13,4,9,15 

white cedar Thuja occidentalis 1,5,12,4,11 

pasture juniper Juniperus commnis 4, 10, 12, 11 

horizontal juniper J. horizontalis 11 

red cedar J. virginiana 4, 9, 10, 12 

alligator bark J. pachyphloea 13 

Graminne (Grass family) 

rescue grass Bromus cartharticus 13 

Kentucky blue grass Poa pratensis 2, 3, & 

blue grass Poa fendleriana 13



Pie 4s 

Common name Scientific name 
Graminae (continued ) 

slim triodia Triodia mutica 13 

squirrel tail Sitanion hystrix 13 

muhly grass Muhlenbergia Schreberi 2, 3 

side oats grama Bouteloua curtipendula 13 

crowfoot grama Boutelous rothrockii 13 

panic grass Panicum sp. 2, 3 

cotton grass Trichachne californica 13 

knot grass Paspalum distichum 13 

quack grass Agropyron repens & 

corn Zea mays 8 

oats Avena sativa 15 

Cyperaceae (Sedge Family) 

sedge Carex umbellata 2,3 

Briocavlaceae 

pipewort Eriocaulon septangulare 

Juncaceae (Rush Family) 

rush Juncus tenuis 2, 3 
Jo Orizencos 13 

Alliaceae 

covena Diplerostomon pouciflorus 

Liliacese (Lily Fomily) 

mariposa lily Calochortus aureus 13 

common greon brier Smilax rotundifolia 16 

saw brier S. glauca 16 

green bricr S. Bona-nox 3, 4 : 

bristly brier S. hispida 3 

Canada moyflower Maianthemum canadense 10 

Amaryllidacone 

mescal Agave palmeri 13



Lea 

Common name Scientific nemo 

Dioscoreaceac 

yam root Dioscorea glauca 2, 3, 16 

Ozark wild yam Dioscorea quaternata 2,3 

Salicaecae (Willow Family) 

black willow Salix nigra 2, 3 

Ward's willow 6. Wardi 2, 3 

sand bar willow S. longifolia 2, 3 

prairie willow S. humilis 

dwarf gray willow S. tristis 8 

Bebb's willow S. Bebbiana 14 

cotton wood Populus fremonti 13 

American aspen P. tremiloides 1,4,5,6a,8,11,12, 
14,17 

aspen P. aurea 13 

large toothed aspen P. grandidentata 4, 8, 11 

balsam poplar P. balsamifera 1, 11 

Myricaceae 

sweet gale Myrica Gale 11, 14 

sweet fern Myrica asplenifolia 4, 6, 8, 12 

Juglandaceae (Walnut Family) 

black walnut Juglans nigra 2, 3, 4 

buttermut, white walnut Juglans cinerea 2, 3, 4 

walnut Juglans major 13 

shagbark hickory Carya ovata 2, 3 

mockernut hickory Carya alba 2, 3 

Betulaceae (Birch Family) 

hagelnut Corylus americana 2, 3, 4, 8, 12 

beaked hazelnut Corylus rostrata 1 

hop hornbeam Ostrya virginiana 1, 2, 3, 4,/2
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Common name Scientific namo 

Betulaceao (continued) 

American hornbeam Carpinus caroliniana 2, 3,4,12,16 

black birch Botula lonta 4, 12, 16 

yellow birch B. lutea 4,5,12,14,16,17 

river birch B. nigra 4 

gray birch B. populifolia 4, 14 

bog birch B. pumila var. glandulifera 8 

paper birch B. papyrifera 1, 4, §, 12, 12 

smooth alder Alms rugosa 2, 3, 4 

speckled older Almis incana 5, 6.'an, 12, 14 

Fagaceae (Booch Family) 

beech Fagus grandifolia 4,12, /¥, 6, /7 

chestnut Castanea dentata 6, 16 

chinquapin Castanea pumila 4 

Emory oak, black oak Quercus emoryi 13. 

Gambel's oak Q. gambelii 13 

white-leaf oak Q. hypoleuca 13 ; 

Mexican white oak Q. oblongifolia . 13 

white oak Q, elibe. 2, 3,6, 4, 10, 26 

black-jack oak Q- marilandica 2, 3 

post oak Q. stellata 2, 3 

bur oak Q. macrocarpa 4 

chestnut oak Q. montana 16 

chestnut oak Q. Prinus 4 

red oak Q. borealis var. Shumardii 1,2,3, 

4,10,12,16,11 

pin oak Q, palustris 4 

scarlet oak : Q. coccinea 2, 3, 4, 6, 16 

black oak Q. valutina 2, 3, 4, 6, 16



Sr 

Common name Scientific name 

Fogaceae (continued) 

scrub oak Q. nana, Sarg. 

scrub oak Q@, tliaifolia 4, 5, 6 

Arizona oak Q. arizonica 13 

Urticaceae 

slippery elm Ulmus fulva 2, 3 

American elm U. americana 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 

cork eln U. racemosa 2, 3 

hackberry Celtis occidentalis 4 

desert hackberry C. pallida 13 

mountain hackberry C. reticulata 13 

hemp Cannabis sativa & 

osage orange Maclura pomifera 4 

mulberry ; Morus alba 4 

mulberry Morus microphyla 13 

wood nettle Laportea canadensis 17 

Parietaria obtusa 13 

Loranthaceae 

mistletoe Phoradendron flavescens 13 

mistletoe P. macrophyllum 13 

mistletoe P. juniperum 13 

Polygonaceae (Buckwheat Family) ‘ 

sour dock Rumex crispus 2, 3 

smooth dock R. altissimus 2, 3 

swamp dock R. verticillatus 2, 3 

broad leaved dock R. obtusifolius 2, 3 

sheep sorrel R. Acetosella 1, 2, 3, 10 

lady's thumb Polygonum pennsylvanicum 2, 3
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Common name Scientific name 
COR per Ong Ve Polygonaceae feoutimmed) So rer 

smart weed, water pepper Polygonum punctatum 2, 3 

wild buckwheat P. scadens 2, 3 

Wright buckwheat brush Erigonum wrightii 13 

lamb's-quarters Eriogonum abertianum 13 

buckwheat Fagopyrum esculentum 7, 8 

Chenopodiaceae 

lamb's-quarters Chenopodium fremontii 13 

chamiso Atriplex canescens 13 

salt weed A. wrightii 13 

Amaranthaceae 

pig weed, carless weed Amaranthus Palmeri 8, 13, 10 

Allioniacene 

Boerhaavis sp. 13 

Phytolaceaceae 

i pokeweed Phytolacca americana 2, 3 

Caryophyllaceae 

mouse-eared chickweed Cerastium vulgatum var. hirsutum 

mouse-eared chickweed aie diaees e,35 

fire pink Silene virginica 2,3 

Portulaceaceae 

s Talinum patens 13 

purslane Portulaca lanceolata 13 

Nymphaeaceas 

yellow pond lily Nymphaea advena 17 

sweet scented water lily Nymphaca odorata 17 

Ranunculaceae 
butter cup, crowfoot d Ranunculus recurvatus 2, 3 

meadow rue Thalictrum dasycarpum 2, 3



mh 

Common name Scientific name 
Ranunculaceae (continued) 

meadow rue Thalictrum revolutum 2, 3 

anemone Anemone tuberosa 13 

thimble weed A. virginiana 2, 3 

goldthread Coptis groenlandica 10 

Magnoliaceae 
cucumber magnolia Magnolia acuminata 16 

ear leaved umbrella tree M. Fraseri 16 

tulip tree Liriondendron tulipifera 4, 16 

Lauraceae 
sassafras Sassafras albidium var. molle 

Bey en Le 
spicebush Benzoin aestivale 4, 16 

Papaveraceae 
bloodroot Sanguinaria canadensis 2, 3 

Argemone intermidia (A.platyceras) 

13 
poppy Eschscholtzia parvula 13 

Cruciferae 
lacepod Thysanocarpus laciniatus 13 

Streptanthus arizonicus 13 

bladder pod Lesquevalla gordonii 13 

peppergrass Lepedium lasiocarpus 13 

cabbage Brassica oleracea 10 

mustard Sisymbrium irio 13 

water cress Nasturtium officinale 2, 3 

rock cress Arabis perennans 13 

Saxifragaceae : 
false miterwort Tiarella cordifolia 10 

alum root Heuchera americana var. 
hirsuticaulis 2, 3 

hydrangea Hydrangea arborescens var. Deamii 3 

hydrangea H. radiata 16 

fendlera, cliff fendlerbush Fendlera rupicola 13 

gooseberry Ribes sp. 4 
skunk currant R. glandulosum 14
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Common name Scientific name 

Hamamelidaceae 
Ozark witch hazel Hamamelis vernalis 2, 3 

eastern witch hazol H. virginiana 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 16 

Platanaceas 
sycanore Ter era Platamus occidentalis 4 

sycamore P. wrightii 13 

Rosaceae (Rose Family) 
ninebark Physocarpus opulifolius 

neadow-sweet Spiraea latifolia 11, 14 

hardhack Spiraca tomentosa 1, 14 ; 

apple Pyrus Malus 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 12, 8 

chokeberry Pyrus melanocarpa 1 Ae 

American mountain ash Pyrus americana 4, 12, 14 

Juneberry Amelanchier laevis 

service berry A. canadensis 2, 3, 4, 11, 14 

shadbush A. humilis 8 

hawthorn, red haw Crataegus sp. 2, 3, 4, 12 

wild strawberry Fragaria virginiana 10 

wild strawberry F. virginiana var. illinoensis 2,3 

shrubby cinquefoil Potentilla fruticosa 11 

cinquefoil P. canadensis 10 

cinquefoil P. canadensis var. simplex 2, 3 

white avens, red root Geum canadense var. camporum 2,3,10 

wild red raspberry ‘ Rubus idaeus var. strigosus 
1 as a 7 

black raspberry R. occidentalis 2, 3 

purple flowering raspberry R. odoratus 11 

blackberry R. alleghonicnsis 14, 16 

dwarf raspberry R. hispida 10 

blackberry R. ostrifolius 2, 3 

dewberry, creeping blackberry R. flagellus 2, 3



et Cae. 

Common nane Scientific name 

Rosaceae (continued) 
dewberry R.. vidlosus) $17 

mountain mahogany Cercocarpus paucidentatus 13 

climbing rose Rosa setigera var. tomentosa 2, 3 

wild rose . R. carolina 2, 3 

wild rose R. subserrulata 2, 3 

wild rose R. humilis 11 

olan brier R. Hglantaria 4 

cliffrose Cowania stansburiana 13 

chokecherry Padus sp. 13 

black cherry Prunus serotina 4, 8, 19, 14 

choke cherry P. virginiena 4, 5,/2 

fire cherry, pin cherry P. pennsylvanica 1, 8, 14, 17 

sand cherry P. pumila 11 

wild plun P. americana 8 

peach P. Persica, 7 

catclaw mimosa Mimosa biuncifera 13 

cat's-claw Acacia grogii 13 

mesquitillo Calliandra eriophyla 13 

C. humilis 13 

mosquite ; Prosopis juliflora 13 

red bud Cercis canadensis 3 

lupine Iupinus sp. 13 

red clover Trifolium pratense 2, 3, 10 

white clover T. repens 2, 3 j 

low hop clover T. procumbens 2, 3 

yellow sweet clover Melilotus officinalis 2, 3 

white sweet clover Moelbe 1255 

alfalfa Modicago sp. 1, 15



eas 

Common name Scientific name 
Leguminosae (continued) 

birdsfoot trefoil Lotus mollis 13 

L. wrightii 13 

false indigo Amorpha californica 13 

honey locust Gleditsia triacanthos 3 

locust Robinia neomexicana 13 

black locust R. Pseudo-Acacia 6, /6 

loco weed Astragalus nothoxys 13 

tick trefoil Desmodium nudiflorum 2, 3 

tick trefoil D. acuminatum 3,2 

tick trefoil D. canescens 2, 3 

tick trefoil D. bracteosum 2, 3 

tick trefoil D. laevigatum 2, 3 

} tick trefoil D. Didlents <2, 3 

tick trefoil D. marilandicum 2, 3 

bush clover, lespedeza Lespedeza procumbens 3 

bush clover, lespedeza L. repens 3 

bush clover, lespedeza L. violacea 3 

; bush clover, lespedeza L. virginica 3 

bush clover, lespedeza _L. Intermedia 43 

hog peanut Amphicarpa bracteata 2, 3 

western coralbean, chilicote Erythrina flabelliformis 13 

false mesquite, kidneywood Bysenhardtia orthocarpal 

(polystachya) 13 

little ratany, cosahui Krameria parvifolia 13 

soybean Soyja max 8 

; Oxalidaceac 

wood sorrel oxalis sp. 13 

Geraniaceae 
storksbill, filarec Erodium cicutarium 13
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Common name Sciontific name 

‘ Zygophyllaceae 
Mexican poppy Kallstroomia grandiflora 13 

Simarubaceae 
tree of heaven Ailanthus glandulosa 4 

Euphorbiaceae 
hogwort Croton capitatus 3 

hogwort C. monanthogymus 3 

spurge Euphorbia albomarginata 13 

Anacardiaceae 
staghorn sumac Rhus typhina 8, 12 

smooth sumac R. glabra 2) 3, 8 

dwarf sumac, winged sumac R. copailina 2, 3 

poison ivy R. toxicodendron 2, 3 

fragrant sumac R. canadensis 2, 3 

lemon bush R. canadensis var. trilobata 13 

' Aquifoliaceae 
winterberry, black alder Ilex verticillata 4, 8 

northern holly Nenopanthus mucronata 8, 14 

Celastraceae 
bittersweet Celastrus scadens 4, 7 

Acoraceae 
striped maple, moosewood Acer pennsylvanicum 412,16,14,27 

mountain maple A. spicatum 14 

sugar maple, hard maple A. saccharun 2,3,4,5,10,12,14,17 

silver maple A. saccharinum 2, 3, 11 

red maple A. rubrum 1,2,3,4,5,6,10,12,14,16, 
8,17 

box elder A. Negundo 

Balsaninaceae if 
spotted touch-me-not, jewel weed Impatiens biflora 2, 3 

Rhannaceae 
Now Jersey tea Ceoanothus americanus 

greythorn, whitehorn Candalia lycoides 13
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Common name Scientific name 

Vitaceae 
Virginia creeper Psedera quinquefolia 2, 3, 4, 16 

summer grape Vitis aestivalis 2, 3 

grape ¥. arigonica’ 15 

Tiliaceae 
basswood Tilia glabra 1, 4, 12 

basswood T. heterophylla 16 

Malvaceae 
wild cotton Gossypium thurberi 13 

Fouquiereaceae 
candlewood, ocotillo Fouguieria splendens 13 

Hypericaceae 

spotted St. John's-wort Hypericum punctatum 2, 3 

Violaceae 
blue violet Violapapilionaceae 2, 3 

hairy violet Vi) BOPORLE 024/55 

Loasaceae 
blazing star Mentzelia albicaulis 13 

Thymelaeaceae 
leatherwood, moosewood Dirca palustris 12 

Araliaceae 
wild sarsaparilla Aralia nudicaulis 17 

elk clover A. bicrenata 13 

Elaeagnaceae 
buffalo berry Shepherdia canadensis 11 

Onagraceae 
} evening primrose Oenotheria sp. 13 

Umbelliferae 
Spermolepsis echinata 13 

Cornaceae 

flowering dogwood Corms florida 2, 3, 16 

red-osier dogwood C. stolonifera/,8, 11, 12,5 

gray dogwood C. racemosa 3 

dogwood C femina 8 

dogwood C. obliqua 8&
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Common name Scientific name 
Cornaceae (Continued) 

alternate leaved dogwood Cornus alternafolia 3 

bunchberry C. canadensis 1 

black gum Nyssa sylvatica 2, 3, 4 16 

silk tassel Garrya wrightii 13 i 

Ericaceae 
mountain pepperbush ee Clethra acuminata 16 

shin-leaf Pyrola elliptica 10 

Labrador tea Ledum groenlandicum 1, %, 11, 14 

flame-colored azalea Rhododendron calendulaceum 16 

great laurel R. maxima 4, 62 

madrona Arbutus arizonica 13 

mountain laurel Kalmia latifolia 4, 6, 10, 16 

sheep laurel K. angustifolia 4, 10 

fetter bush, doghobble Leucothoe catesbaci 16 

better bush L. recurva 16 

leather leaf h Chamaedaphne calyculata 1, 8, 14 

sorrel tree, sourwood Oxydendrum arboreum 16 

arbutus Epigaca repens 4, 10 

wintergreen Gaultheria procumbens 1, 8 

bearborry Arctostaphylos Urva-ursi 11 

manzanita A. pungens 13 

black huckleberry Gaylussacia baccata 16 

deerberry Vaccinium stamineum 2, 3, 4, 16 

highbush huckloberry Vv. staminum var. neglectum 2, 3 

southern gooseberry V, melanocarpum 16 

low sweet blueberry V. pennsylvanicum & 

sour-top, blueberry V. canadense 14 

low-bush huckleberry, late low blueberry V. vacillans var. crinitum 2, 3
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Common namo Scientific name 
Ericaceae 

high-bush huckleberry, swamp blucborry Vaccinium corymbosum 16 

Primilaceac 
water pimpernol Samolus floribundus 2, 3 

Lysimachia sp. 1 

Ebenaceae , 

porsimmon Diospyros Virginiana 2, 3 

Stryracaceac ( 
sweet leaf, horse sugar Symplocos tinctoria 16 

silvor bell Halesia carolina 16 

Oleaceae 

white ash Fraxinus americana 2, 3, 4, 9 

red ash F. pennsylvanica 4 

green ash F. pennsylvanica var. lanceolata 

2, save 
black ash F. nigra 4, 5, 12 

Arizona ash F. velutina 13 

lilac Syringa vulgaris 8 

Convolvulaceae 

Evolvulus linifolius 13 

wild sweet potato, man-of-the-earth Ipomea pondurata var. pubescens 
ya 

morning glory I, barbatisepala 13 

morning glory ft. seordifolia «13 

Polemoniacene 
phlox,sweet william Phlox pilosa var. virens 2, 3 

golden gilia Gilia aurea 13 

gilia G. candida 13 

Hydrophyllacese 

Phacelia alba 13 
P.crenulata 1/3 

Acanthaceae 
Tetramerium hispidum 

Boraginaceae 
blue bell Mertensia virginica $ 
burr comb Cryptanthe barbigera 13 
paintweed f Plagiobothrys arizonicas 13 

combseed Pectocarya recurvata 13 
self heal, heal all Peale vulgaria var.lanceolata
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Common name Scientific name 
Solanaceae 

white horse nettle Solanum elaeagnifolium 13 

' ground cherry Physalis crassifolia 13 

Scrophulariaceae 

common mullein Verbascum Thapsus 11 

San Jose, beard-tongue Penstemon wrightii 13 

paintbrush Castilleja austromontana 13 

yellow false foxglove ce flava var. macrantha 

Bignoniaceae 

trumpet creeper, trumpet vine Tecoma radicans 2, 3 

catalpa Catalpa speciora 4 

dosert willow Chilopsis linearis 13 

Acanthaceae 
wild petunia Ruellia pedunctilata 2, 3 

false honeysuckle Anisacanthus thurberi 13 

Plantaginaceae 
trigo Plantago insularis 13 

Rugel's plantain Pi Ragéelii 2, 3 

plantain P. lanceolata 10 

plantain P. virginica 2, 3 

Rubiaceae 
bouvardia Bouvardia glaberrima 13 

goose grass, bedstraw Calium sparine 13 

shining bedstraw Galium concinnum 2, 3 

partridge berry Mitchella repens /0 

Caprifoliaceae 
bush honeysuckle, diervilla Diervilla Lonicera 

honeysuckle Lonicera canadensis 4, 11, 12 

i swamp fly honeysuckle Lonicera oblongifolia 14 

coral berry Symphoricarpos orbiculatus 2, 3 

twin-flower Linnaea borealis var. americana 1 

black haw Viburnam prunifolium 4
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Common name Scientific name 
22> a Caprifoliaceae (contimed) 
witch-hobble Viburnam alnifolium 10,12,14,17 

wild raisin V. cassinoides 10, 11, 12, 14 

elder Sambucus canadensis 4, 12 

red berried elder S$. pubens 17 

Cucurbitaceae 
wild balsam apple Echinocystis gilensis 13 

Campanulaccae 
American bell flower Campanula americana 2, 3 

Lobeliaceae 
blue lobelia Lobelia siphilitica 2, 3 

Cichoriaceae pan tah 

Noemoseris neomexicana 13 

Compositae 
brickellia Brickellia californica 13 

goldenrod Solidago hispida 2, 3 

Boot's goldenrod §, arguta var. Bootii 2, 3 

field goldenrod, gray goldenrod S.nemoralis 2, 3 ' 

wild aster Aster anomalus 2, 3 

wild aster A. saggittifolius 2, 3 

wild aster A. laevis 2, 3 

wild aster A. lateriflorus 2, 3 

daisy fleabane Erigeron philadelphicus 2, 3 

fleabane B. commixtus 13 

daisy fleabane E. annuus 2, 3 

horseweed E. canadensis §& 

f Baccharis glutinosa 13 

Baccharis pteronioides 13 

pussytoes, ladies tobacco, Antennarie plantaginifolia 2, 3 

plantain leaved everlasting 

sweet everlasting Gnaphalium polycephalum 2, 3 

starry rosin-weed Silphium Asteriscus 2, 3
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Common name Scientific name 
CaP er Pen (eh Compositae (continued) 
giant ragweed Ambrosia trifida 2, 3 

ragweed A. artemisiifolia 8, 15 

bur-sage Franseria tennuifolia 13 

black-eyed Susan Rudabeckia hirta 2, 3 

common sunflower Heliantms annuus & 

Gymnolomia annua 13 

golden-eye Viquiera annua 

sunflower V. helanthoides 13 

Spanish needles Bidens bipinnata 3 : 

Bidens heterophylla 13 

ox eye daisy Chrysanthemum Leucanthemam var. 

pinnatifidum 2, 3 
sage Artemisia mexicana 13 

dandelion Taraxacum pianetala var. vulgare 

2, 3 

sow thistle Sonchus oleraceus 1, 

wild lettuce Lactuca canadensis 2, 3 

hawkweed Hieracium Cronovii 2, 3, 15 

Microseris linearifolia 13 

Stephanomeria pauciflora 13
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GAME CENSUS OF GILA NATIONAL FOREST 
1/29/16. 

District Whitetial Blacktail Turkey 
Black Range 400 200 800 
Minbres * 800 560 1200 
McKinney Park 800 480 1600 
Frisco +400 160 160 
Mogollon 160 80 80 
Big Burros »160 40 0(?) 
Pinos Altos 560 120 800 

Be80. 1640 4640 

Gross Area Gila Porest 1,600,000 acres, 

\
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From Forest Service, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 
Albuquerque Office. 

Released Jan. 26, 1916. 

656 DEER KILLED IN NB" MEXICO FORMS?S. 
47 BRUINS ALSO MEET THEIR WATERLOO. 

Reports submitted by Forest Cfficers in charge of 

the National Forests of New Mexico show a total of 656 

deer, 580 turkeys, 47 bear, 445 coyotes, 57 wolves, and 

16 Jions as killed by hunters during the season cf 1915. 

These reports do not pretend to be mathematically ac- 

curate, but are careful estimates based on close observa-— 

tions by the Forest Rangers, and give a good general index 

te hunting conditions. 

Forest Officers point out that the number of deer - 

killed in New Mexico was only half of the number killed 

last yeer, and attribute this to the growing scarcity ef 

the supply. Many of them consider a five year closed 

season necessary to restore deer-hunting to a normal basis. 

Conditions are said to be especially deplorable in 

the Carson Forest in northern New Mexico, where on a mil- 

lion acres of fine deer range, deer are so scarce that 

only 8 were killed. 

The Albuquerque Game Protective Association in com- 

menting on these figures state that.unless the neople of 

New Mexico give their prompt support to the Chamberlain- 

Hayden Game Refuge bill now before Congress, -thus insuring 

the prompt creation of a system of Game Refuges, that a 

long closed season is the only remaining alternative for 

saving the deer from virtual extermination. In short, it 

is seid the situation spells either game refuges or no huntix
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE rs. eit 

FOREST SERVICE ‘ ng 

LINCOLN NATIONAL FOREST i ; 

Referred to 

: Fovneeteerviacr | ster FOREST 

RUxMoconoolnewin orice 

Nove 30, 41920, ’ 

G 
Fish & Game 
Lincoln. A , | 

get A | helt 
District Forester, 

Albuquerque, N. li. 

Dear Sir; 

| Reference is made to your unsigned letter of November 20, 

; your copy of which is attached hereto. 

Since our Bulletin item was received from Ranger Wingo a 

report from him was requested on this subject. f 

The following is quoted from his report: 

"The comparatively small number ot fawns seen with 
bunches of deer led me to believe that our fawn crop was 
very small, so early in October I Started tabulating the : 
number of does and fawns seen in each bunch, this study 
was carried on by questioning local stockmen and during 
the hunting season the same method was used with the trans- 
ient hunters. ‘The study was discontinued on October 23,. 
on account of the heavy siow storms, the figures collect- 
ed Showed 113 does and 26 fawns, reported by forty-three 

stockmen and hunters." 

Very truly yours, ae. 

-RPorest Supervisor. ” 
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Albuquerque, N. Mex. 

Oetober 18, 1921 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Assistant Distriet Forester 
City 

Dear Mr. Leopold; ~ 

With referenee to our eonversation 
at the recent smoker of the Albuquerque Game Proteetive 
Assoeiation - 

In order to obtain the best information as 
to the range and habits of the blackxtail and whitetail 
deer, I wish that you wonld ask your Supervisors and 
Rangers to earefully observe the range and habits of 
each Speeies, within the limits of the newly ereated 
game refuges, for two periods - 

from date to Nov. 20th. 
from Nov. 20th. to Nov. 30th.; 

also to note partieularly the effeet of hunting wpon 
these animals in the latter period, and whether the 
blaektails will take refuse among the whitetails or in 
their range when hunted. Please have them understand 
that we wish each speeies observed separately. 

After the eonelusion of the seeond period, 
I would lixe to have the answers to the questions on 
the attaehed sheet, or to a revised list of questions 
prepare@ by you. 

I believe that this information should he 
valuable to the Forest Serviee, as well as to the G.P.A., . 
therefore have not hesitated to ask you to obtain it. 

Thanxing you very mueh, and assuring you of 
my appreeiation of your eourtesy, I am 

Yours very truly
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GAME REFUGE 

Answers to be confined to observations within the limits of 
above named refuge. 

Number of deer on refuge (eheek answers) ; 
i 

November 10th November 30th 
Many? - _. Many? - 

Pace Horkererts ? - Face Mecerrte? - 

Few? - Few? - i 

Approximate pereentage of Whitetail and Blaektail 

November 10th November 30th ; 
Whitetail - Whitetail - 
Blaektail - Blaektail - 

What pereentage of acreage of refuge is normally 

Whitetail range?- 
Blaextail range?- 

What are the features of the ranges of the two speeies as to A 

Whitetail ; 
Altitude?. hy 
Feed?-. ; 

Timber? - | 
Water?- i i 

és BN 

Blaektail a: 
Rititude?- 

; 

Feed? ~ 
Timber? - eis 
Water? 

Do Whitetail an@ Blaektail oeeupy the same range to any extent 
before hunting season? - Arwen ro ~ : ; 

Do Blaekteil taxe refuge among Whitetail, or in thetr range, } 

when hunted? - Armnucte Guthy ~ 

Are both speeies found in the territory adjaeent to the above | 

named refuge? - | 

Does the above nemed refuge give vroper proteetion to both 

speeies? - mie d 
cme *. i 

State any other observations along this line, whieh you think 1) 

might be of value - {i 

: i} 
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Gila Inspection - 1922 

Blacktail with horns 8" long seen by Cook 

yesterday (6/14). 
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Gila Inspection - 1922 

Horns. Saw buneh of blacktail on North 

Star Canyon, one of which I am quite sure 

had horns 10" long. 

yn



Gila Inspection - 1922 

Fawns not dropped yet, May 24, at Hills- 

poro Pk, either by blacktail or whitetail.



Outdoor Life—December, 1922 

| California Deer Ae, oF ities hundred miles away some of 
Putter Outdoors Litse-Wor overs twenty the ool deer have been killed off by autoists 

years I have attended every session of the Eisen Shion ae pea ‘ei 
Te te ae ee lose ae ue gales of po pence, 

| state. Altho the fish and game commission he ae They ene BECn UNIOM. 18r yee 
“1 nothing is radically wrong w: Tver Int milion taped anu, big aly wong ith she ou 

| ERY Ateneo 0. SUCH SUEY aaa In 1890 our deer were seriously threatened 
SULNCY OWENS made and published, you would by market hunting, but that has been pro- 

| ine criticise our deer season as you do in a hibited since that year. Then the ine 
ate issue. ey es 

| | Game conditions in California are more pace iy sp pid Bn ease teed el the ae 
| | complicated than in any other state, and no Gianhaas ae a See ee "$20 iene Son 

| other state is comparable. The fact that lions; they atetne loitzer a serious act: | you in foloreao ape aihes Rocky Mountain (oid Aow die dece hive only ihe arastens 
states have learned that the deer season j. fee 

| should be closed in August proves only that hunter fe face, and, under our climatic con- | ae : s3 is ditions, seem to be doing very well. 
. | the deer season in California should be Calif E. R.Z 
i | closed in August, where California climatic “ae a en ON 
}, | conditions are the same in August as in SFU I ag 
» | Colorado. These conditions are the same 
a | only in the high Sierra, and there the season 

in California is closed in August. 
it. But California has nearly all the climates 

of the world, from the perpetual snows of 
the Arctics to the intense heat of the tropics; 

| from a rainfall of 100 inches along the coast 
| to 6 inches on the deserts. No other state 

; has such a variety. If this vast state—250 
| by 750 miles—were divided into several 
| states, each would make different game laws 

to meet the climatic conditions of each. 
7 In order to meet these various conditions, 
~ | the constitution was amended about fifteen 
ir | years ago, permitting the legislature to di- 

vide the state into convenient districts for 
| game legislation. Since then the open sea- 
| sons have varied in each district to suit dif- 
ferent climatic conditions, 

oat In the districts along the coast, from 
Sonoma County south, the deer’s velvet is 

. shed in July, and the rutting season begins 
‘> (in September. Therefore August is the best 
r- [month for the open season. In the Sierra 
t. lithe season is a month or two later, and the 
a open season is therefore legalized a month 
1¢ jor two later. 
> |® Furthermore, California has ample winter 

* | feed and evergreen cover. Deer do not win- 
> ter in the high Sierras. They migrate only 

a few miles to the lower levels, where there 
.» | is no snow and plenty of feed and cover. 
>. | Ample all-year feed and cover protect all 

our game from the hunter. Our deer are not 
| being exterminated, except the mule deer, 

+. | which seems destined to go the way of the 
it. | buffalo and elk. 
n= For forty years I have hunted deer in 
P | California, and they seem as numerous 

within 100 miles of San Francisco as they 
were forty years ago. They are getting edu- 
cated and take care of themselves very well. 

\
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Manzano Inspection -\1923 

Laney says he has seen only 1 deer since 

he has been on the Mt. Taylor District.
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/ Deserted Fawns \ 

Some months ago the California News Letter contained some 
exceedingly interesting observations upon certain habits of deer, 
which observations are very timely during the winter season. The 
contributor, writing of an extended winter trip, said: “We saw 
great numbers of does, and with every doe there was at least one 
fawn and sometimes two. My companion told me that there were 
a great many barren does, but all the does I saw had their fawns 
close by. There was a cave by the side of a river, where I thought 
there might be a bear or so, and while sitting there, one day. 
waiting for the dog to come up so I could send him inf saw an 
old doe and two fawns come down to drink on the other side of 
the river. It was on the 26th of Ropember, and the deer had just 
started running, the first mS 0} being on the 25th. This 
old doe led both fawns down and they started to drink. As soon | 
as she saw they were busy at it she started up the hill on a dead | 
run, but they heard her and caught her before she got 200 yards. | { : 
She walked calmly back to the river with them again and started \_¢ sot 
them to drinking again. This time she made her getaway, al- TX 
though the poor little devils ran and bleated around there for half | 
an hour until they finally laid down under a big oak and tried to | 
forget it. I do not know that this is the way the doe gets away | 
from her fawns at this time of the year, but this I did see; and | 
I also know that after the season of mating is over she comes 
back to her fawns again. During December and part of January 
these little devils were all alone, but at the time we left the hills @ ' 
—February 27th—every doe, had her fawns with her and seemed 
as loving to them as ever.” ) of ' 

og as 
The Magdalena G.P. A. of New Mexiggj has ng card 

which is being passed out to all visitiggy spigtt: nd wit Q 
fish and game license issued. TH@™@fext en here, the \\ 
reason that it expresses ideall, is he mj ery uC tv 
advocate of game mani \ Ny) Ae 

“OugeAssocjation it e purpose of qeptecting the game \\\~ / 
and pa Ke atilofJecitimate sport. , Waknow, in accord — / | 
with tA piltpote. / 

“THifs"is a stock country, he accomplishment of our pur- 
pose depends on the co-operation of stockmen. Therefore, we ask : 
that you and your party respect the stockmen’s rights and prop- 
erty. Please avoid indiscriminate shooting—it kills or cripples : 

ee eee Soe nmr ah oe Seat ys ea te Nt Tay ern eal Une gt, ere ES 7



Forest s.vauvvs wavoratory. Stancard Terms for describing wood. 

Deserted Favms: Some months ago the California News Letter contained some exceed~ 

ingly interesting observations upon certain habits of deer which observations are 
very timely at this season of the year. The contributor, writing of an extended 
winter trip, said, "We saw great numbers of does and with every doe there was at 
least one fawn and sometimes two. My companion told me that there were a great many 
barren does, but all the does I saw had their fawmms close by. There was a cave 

by the side ofa river where I thought there might be a bear or so, and while sit- 

ting there oe day waiting for the dog to come up so I could send him in, I saw an 

old doe and two fawns come down to drink on the other side of the river. It was 
on the 26th of November and the deer had just started rumning, the first signs of 

this being on the 25th. This old doe led both fawms down and they started to drink. 
AS soon as she saw they were busy at it she started up the hill on a dead run but 
they heard her and caught her before she got 200 yards. She walked calmly back to 
the river with them again and started them to drinking again. This time she made 

her get-away, although the poor little devils ran and bleated around there for half 

an hour wmtil they finally laid cown wmder a big oak and tried to forget ite I 
do not know that this is the way the doe gets away from her fawns at this time of 

the year, but this I did see; and I also know that after the season of mating is 

over she comes back to her fawns again. During December and part of January these 
little gestle Were SISTGRS Eat ot the time we left the hills -- February 27 -~ 
every doe had her favms with her and seemed as loving to them as ever." 

Field: Kircher (Tonto) 
Visitor: Chapline, Washington (D.0.) 
Leave; Randles, Lang FRANK C. W. POOLER, District Forester, 

By Re Be Marsh » Acting.
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ANOTHER ALBINO DEER. Deputy G. O. Laws, in a recent visit 

Another white deer has recently been|{? the reservation, succeeded in gettiie 
peers 0 ee gona, Leas out the dad This is i accbronlietimant albino black-tail is not as rare as some z oat mee 
might think is evidenced by the accumu- ca gels assure better fishing in the 
lation of white skins in the Hoopa| iver provided BnOIneS menace 18). Te 
Indian Reservation. The Indians have |™0ved—that of eae wor epredges 
for years been willing to pay large sums By aie pata ae a Mae 

eae wate eae SS orie aur oe sae aver is doa muddy alinest ita antite skins as ceremonial’ robes. nfortu- | © E 4 
nately, this has made an incentive for the denen. Be 8 Hove upped ae fe ae 
destruction of these unusual animals and pe aati Aer cears ae it sae 
should the demand continue they may be| With the saeitey yee a y 
expected to become still more scarce. ce original alee can be restored to 

FISHERIES INVESTIGATIONS Still another menace looms in the pro- 
SUFFER. posed building of a large diversion dam 

The fisheries investigation work of the py re ee ee ‘aes ae 
Commission appears to be a_ training]. fe ti II ieee a fork 
school for government fisheries men, for Bre : ae ‘s y Gry. Ae f Or 
several who have been mainstays have Aeuek val MareeeaMe Aer * a 
been tempted to ‘other positions by|~. ne tl Pu ee ue y ra oy 
higher salaries. Harlan B. Holmes has | P?21P@ ery 73 ee 
been in the employ of the United States 
Bureau of Fisheries for the past year.| OME HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FI 
Elmer Higgins found he could better HOUSAND DEER IN CALIFORNIA 
support his family by selling Ford auto- FORESTS. 
mobiles, and now comes word that O. B. Not long ago we received an inquiry 
Sette has accepted a prominent position from a man who wished to. know how 
with the United States Bureau of Fish- many deer are to be found in the State 

eries. Apparently the Fish and Game} of Galifornia. This was a difficult ques- 
Commission is going through the same] tion to answer in that California does not 
Cr pemeucee. that of the government | require reports of the number of deer 

that just as soon as a man is well) Killed nor are deputies of the Commission 
trained and capable of properly handling | <4 situated that they can obtain a depend- 
a position, he is tempted into industrial able ‘census. 

or jothers work by higher salaries sand However, articles recently published, 
greater opportunities. It is evident that have formed a basis for some sort of a 

investigational work is greatly handi-| cajeulation of the actual number of deer 
capped when an investigator leaves for] Within the state. EB. A. Goldman and 
another position, for all of the unre-|q p Léeke, writing Filcu em ericen, 

corded knowledge acquired in years of] Forestry for November, reckon that there 
experience is carried to the new position} 516 99,000 mule deer on the 1575 square 
and the state fails to benefit by it. Nor] nites of the Kaibab National Forest. 
is it an easy matter to find the right kind Yosemite National Park has 1125 square 
of scientifically trained men to fill these] pies but doubtless this area is not as 
vacated positions. Although discourag- heavily populated as is the Kaibab 

ing, those in charge are planning to carry| National Forest, which has always been 
on by acquiring the best material avail-| noted for its anedatics of deer, 

able to fill these positions. A still better basis of computation is to 
be found in a statement of the United 

ee penne aRE States Department of Agriculture en- 
. titled, “Estimate Made of Big Game 

The Trinity River has always had a| Animals on National Forests,” released 
splendid run of steelhead trout. In| for publication on November 9, 1928, 
recent years, however, fishing has been] (see p. 36), to the effect that the largest 
much poorer because of a dam constructed | herds of deer in any state are found on 
each year by Indians on the Hoopa| the National Forests in. California, which 
Indian Reservation. The government | shelter approximately 185,000 head. 
has continuously maintained that the| ‘The next question to be answered is, 
state could not enforce fish and game|how many deer are found outside of the 
laws on an Indian reservation. Netting | National Forests? Certainly 20,000 would 
and spearing of fish is practiced and the|not be an over large number and this 
catch increased by the use of a tem-| would bring the total to over 200,000. 
perary rack. The upper reaches of the| With these figures as a foundation, one 
river suffer accordingly. might speculate as to the annual increase
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and consypare that with the actual toll| territory and, with no natural enemies, 
taken. spreads very rapidly. We wonder what 

Scientific studies which will give us] the future holds when we hear that this 
definite information as to the relations| animal destroys garden truck, climbs fruit 
between annual increase, natural death | trees and eats the fruit, breaks into rabbit 
rate, and the toll taken by the hunter} hutches and chicken coops to feast upon 
are fundamentally essential to sane con-| rabbits and chickens. It is very likely 
servation. For some wild scheme to] that the animal that is now tolerated will 
import and plant a foreign game bird or} be considered one of the worst of intro- 
to experiment with the propagation of| duced pests in the future. 
new fish, money is always forthcoming. 
But if the project be well-planned scien- HUNTING ACCIDENTS. 
tifie studies which will take into account Several years ago we decided to compile 
the actual increase of a species and thus] a list of the various hunting accidents in 
form a basis for sane legislation, funds] order to impress all those who go afield 

are difficult to obtain. Here’s to the day| with the importance of following the 
when such needed studies are recognized | motto: “Look before you shoot.” A num- 
and when funds are ayailable for their |Sper of these tabulations have appeared in 
prosecution ! print and we furnish herewith accumu- 

ee Lo. wT a i yea | 
Pm ee Se ae yet. Pirin “gia ‘ 

ee ‘ AL A tN gi RE 

~ < tS ee ag 2 eam SiMe oF ie 
Cage oh aes iy, Pees ye ie ot ae 

ae REE | Ros. yabaes oe wee Ai ae te 

oe a Me 
a ee ee aa ee Re he eee f d bere , | Fa es ee : 

jars we ire yl 1 eae 
2 ee ek te ‘Abe, Pee ies bib a Ce ere. ees 5 Poy) ow | Tey ie Miele s 

; ‘ od . gery? ied ME fa PO : PF 4 uA 

Me net ener 5 ete 2«s r i 
pe ay : ae le 1 ing 4. 
oh : ~ * Cae ee s 

Fig. 10. Spawn-takers arrive at our hatcheries when they are still covered deep in 
snow. The photograph shows the Domingo Springs Hatchery on April 2, 1922, 
with the roof of the building barely exposed and snow twelve feet deep. Photo- 
graph by J. W. Ricker. 

THE OPOSSUM CONTINUES TO lated records for the years 1922 and 1923. 
SPREAD. In that the mortality records kept by the 

Readers who have followed the num-| State Public Health Service do not show 
erous items relative to the opossum in the instances where a man is killed owing 

California must have been convinced that to a gun accident, the compilation 18 
this introduced species is rapidly spread- dependent u pon newspaper clippings 
ing throughout the state. A life history which are oftentimes inaccurate. Fur- 

note on another page points out that thermore, it is largely by chance that 

Ventura County, which marked the north- these 5: REWSDADEE items | See eee the 
ern distribution of the opossum two or editor’s office. The compilation, therefore, 
eines years ago, is now well populated ean not be vouched for as being either 

with these animals. Within ten years the absolutely accurate or complete. Never- 
opossum has spread 100 miles or more in theless, the record shows what it is in- 
practically every direction from its orig- tended to show—the large number of 

inal place of introduction. So prolific is| Petsons who annually lose their lives or 
it that seven and eight and even more| ®¥e seriously injured due to their own or 

young are born in a litter. Furthermore,| some other hunter’s carelessness. Is it 

.l.the opossum seems to cover considerable| not appalling that we should have to



B-3 -2te 
frout Waters of the National Forests (Cont. }) : 

While the water from these rivers is utilized for irrigation purposes, 
far less harm probably restilts from this cause than in other sections, since 
diversion of the water occurs far distant from the source streams and is in 
no case, as yet, so complete as to leave completely dry stream beds. 

The streams within the Forests of the Pacific Coast States present 
still another problem. For, in so far as spawning fish from the ocean have 
access to them or they receive artificially hatched salmon, these are the 
nursery streams of the young salmon which in time, passing out to sea, return 
to maintain one of the most important fisherics in all the world. In the in- 
troduction of fish into thcse waters, therefore, the effect they may have up- 

on the salmon fishery should always be kept in mind. 
One or all of three species, the rainbow, the black-spotted, or the 

Dolly Varéen trout, my be expected to occur somewhere in any given river sys- 
tem, perhaps associating with the young of some or all of the five species of 

Pacific Coast salmon an@ the sea-run stcelhead trout. Many of the high up, 

isolated waters, however, are still without fish of any kind. (To be con- 

cluded). 

A Desr_ Inventory, 
By Paul G. Redington 

The Columbian bilacktail a@cer is found in fairly large numbers in north- 
western California. While scattered during the summer in the timber and oak 
brush of the higher elevations, this species descends to lower levels in tho 

late fall and lives dwring the winter season below the snow line in the chap- 

paral and glade country which borders the canyons of the many streams of this 
section. The winter ranges of tho deer are not contiguous, but consist of 
comparatively small areas separated from one another by the high ridges be- 
tween the drainages. ‘Tho officers of the California National Forest have lorg 

kmown that decr in large numbers were to be found and casily seen on these 
winter feeding grounds. Figures givon as to the number of deer had interested 
several of us, ant.in order to determine whether or not the local officers 
had been “socing things" or were really veracious, an expedition was organ~ 

_~, ized in early March, the members thereof being Supervisor Coffman, Deputy 

ee | Supervisor Mace (now Supervisor of tho Trinity Forest), District Ranger Dur- 
/ ham, Assistant District Forester J. WW. Nelson, Paul J. Fair, in charge of cx- 

: hibit and photographic work in the District Office, his son “Billy,” (a boy of 
} twelve who, on natural history stuff, had everyone in the party faded but his 

father), ani the writer. We spent six days on Thoms Croek in the northeastern 
j portion of the California Forest, making our headquarters at a cattleman's 

cabin, We were packed in ani covered the country on horse ard afoot. 

In the six days 2,000 deer were actually counted - as high as 300 in 
| one bunch. We got 1,000 deer in one day. Our final estimte was that there 

| were 4,000 deer in the area covercd, for we figured that the dense brush areas 
\ which we could not pezetrate, and which were a favorite haunt of the deer, 
\: kept at least half of the deer out of sight. The territory covered by the 

\ count was about 8,500 acres lying ina strip 1$ miles wide by 12 miles long on 
\ the north side of the canyon of Thoms Creek. 
< The male deer had shed their horns before we got into the country, and 

it was difficult to distinguish sex, except in the case of the older and 
larger bucks. Tho majority of the doer were in good comition, the younger 

deer showing up as the poorest of the lot. Last year's fawns were compara- 
tively few in numbor. ‘Three froshly killed careasses of coming yearlings were 

found, evidently brought down by coyotes. About seventeen other carcasses 

were found, some apparently killed by lions, probably some by coyotes, ani 

some urdoubtedly had becn killed by poachers. The scarcity of last year's 

fawns led us to conclude that either predatory animals had taken a heavy toll 

or else thet mture bucks were scarce. 

Hunters are allowed to kill two bucks. ‘hore are many hunters and un- 

doubtedly there is considerable poaching out of season. We believe that steps 

should be taken, first, to get after the predatory animals more vigorously; 

second, work for a reduction in the kill limit to onc buck; ani third, to 

more energetically enforce the existing game laws. 

If these things coul@ be done, an inventory three to five years from 

the prosent time should be made over the samc area, and the conditions found 

to exist at tht time should certainly inlicate if further protective meas- 

ures need be adopted or if restriction might be mado easier as to limit of 

Kill or length of hunting season. 
ao



&feor Inventory (Cont.) 

The @eor on ThomasCresk are by no means all of the deer on and adja- 
cent to the California Forest, for it is estimated that ‘the actual number 
might run as high as 35,000 to. 40,000. Besides that, the same species of 
Geer is found: on the Trinity and Klamath Forests and farther west. If ade- 
quately protected with a proper kill limit in operation, this species of deer 
ought to furnish sport and enjoyment to lovers of wild life and hunters for 
generations to come. 

: 
On the’ last day of our stey our packer got 2 mountain lion. We had six 

cameras in the outfit and secured many vicws, not as good as we hoped for, but 
fairly satisfactory. The weather was cloudy most of the time. 

The trip was well worth while. I doubt if our experience of seeing 300 
dicer in one bunch or of counting 1,000 in one day can be duplicated on any 
other Forest in the United States. 

Elaboration vs. Simplicity in Work Plans : 

Work plans vary from the very short to the very long, - from the wry 
simple to the vory elaborate; and whcrever Forest officers foregather there 
may be heard Simplisimus arguing that work plans should be short and simple, 
while Elaboratisimus contends that plans shoulé be not so short and not so 
Simple. © ‘ : c Feat i 

Here is what Supervisor Sylvester of thc Wonatchee says about it ina 
letter to his Rangers; oy: 

"My idea of the fom a plan ‘of work should take is as follows: 
"It should be a memorandum of program of work to be done without trying 

' to fix dates for its accomplishment, cxcopt such ‘jobs as are required to be 
comple ted by a certain dates It would be well to number or othorwise desig- 
nate thc order of importance of the different ‘jobs or the order in which they 

- should be completed. ‘The unforeseen work, as it develops, shotild simply be 
added to the program and marked "Special't or the order of completion be road- 

wa “justeds. “ae ART ae =; Sy ir = yaa a ees Kei Ie ee "This program should not be propared, then filed away and forgotten, 
but should be kept-where it can be consulted from day to day. I should say 
that the best place for it is your notebook. Sct aside several pages of your 
notebook for this purpose. Work to be done should be set down; as it is con- 

_ pleted it should be checked off; additional work called for or developing 
- should be entered and as it is completed checked off in its turn. You need 

not send your program of work té me for approval, but as I have opportunity 
I will check your plan'in the field, discuss it with you and seo how well you 
arc getting along with its accomplishment. You should cons tantly ‘check your 
own diary back against your program to see if you are getting the results you 
want. Used in this way, I think wo can get from a personal plan of work the 
results that’ the Forester desires."=-R.H.- ; 

MATHER FIELD IDEAS sae : 

Standardization of Tools vs. Localism 
: By Wm. B. Osborne, D-6 ; : Baty 

Should local preference be respected or ignored? dis 
what tools should be designated as standard for fire lino cofistruction? 
What we all want are tools which will be most offective in the hards 

of the average crew employed. wWhatwe want to avoid is personal preference or 
hobbies. ‘The individual is apt to argue for’ the tool which he edn handle to 
best advantage himself and fail to base his judgment on actual accomplish- 
ment of crews. Local preference, particularly if it prevails‘ throughout a 
large territory, should not only be respected, but very carcfully studied, as 
it is very possible that thcre’is some very logical and practical reason for 
the preference. , if AOR 

I do not belicvo that there is a single man in the Washington Office : 
or the District Office who would advocate making a certain tool, no matter 
how enthusiastically recommended by a certain locality, 2 standard for the 
District or Service until he had actually soen it domons trated throughout a 
vide range of conditions. hak hae ie : 

\ : =6~ * ‘ : 49 °,
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: oe Riitor asks_A Question: jill the fire hazard increass?" is the heading of 

oi n gditorial.ia a recent Villiams, arizona, News. . The editorial begins 
: h.the statoment, "Geo. Kimball, local .jorast. Supervisor, is wondering 

4 “whother the opening of the road.to the J. D. Dam and other points wili re- 
(V"“. duce or increase the fire hazard.", The editor then discusses the value of 

forest roads for protective purposes and the possibls greater firs danger 
& that may come through increased -use of the forests which geod roads ene 
seem i courages- -His analysis is an excellent satting forth of principles pro and 

> +.,C0Me -"Will carsless autoists more than offset tho benefit of the better 
4 _. road?" he challenges and then adds, “‘/e believe not. The Public is real- , 

ae ad izing more and more fully how much ve owe to our forests and are inter- 
wi. «+, 98ted in prsserving them. His final sentonce warns forest users. against 
Ve. s, lack of cars with cigars, cigarettes, and camp fires. 

Scott To Bs Supervisor of Gila: The Poraster has authorized announcement 
of the transfer of J. A.. Scott.of the District Office of Grazing to the 
Supsrvisorship of the Gila Forest effective on or about Jamuary 1, vice 
fred Winn who transfsrs from the Gila to the Coronado. lire. Scott will 
be succedded in the District office by Inspector of Grazing D. A. Shoe 

‘ maker of the Branch of Grazing in the Wesnington Office. 

Hea? BP eee ‘ 

ee a Bs : : Buus, . e : 

erent » DISTT 4 = INPRROUNTAIN DISTRICD 

a ») Rearing Fawns: A report. just reesived from the Kaibab states that approx 
xe - -imately 240 fawns ars now being raised. on cow's milk on the Kaibab. The 

. fawn ssason is now over but it is still possible to captures the young 
animals, which are much more sturdy than the ones caught soon after birth. 

, it appears from this ysar's experience that the maim fawn season is from 
\ | dune 20: to July 10. The fawns ars capturad very carefully.and are trans- 

Qh ported, immsdtately.to the camps where they are placed in a small- pen for 
V -- 7 @ €ew days until they gst over their wildness. Tho mon who are catching 

_ the fawns report unusu2lly small-numbers of twins this yoar, 2 condition 
- probably caused by the poor condition of the doos at the brvcsding timo last 
fail. The fawns ars fed from two-thirds ofa pint to a pint of milk in the 

: ; morning. and in the evening. - Whether cow's milk is satisfactory for the 
--) young deer is something of a yuestion and: an attempt is being made to se- 

cure 4 sampls of doe's milk for testing. This .has been unsuccessful so 
far. Ina fow cases castor oil has bsen &iven when the fawns appsarsd off 

Ae ‘their feed. In one’ camp the remedy was followad by the death of two fawns.s 
The man in charge was rather surprised-at the result, but his boy: said, 
"Ne wonder they died. vcastor oil wowld kill anything." At ons camp the 

msn who ars capturing the fawns. report having seen quite a aumber that had 
: bsen killed by coyotes... Soms dovs have ‘also.-b3en killed: by tnese animals. 

4 : ee é ; ‘ fas : 3 ee . . : 2 ; ‘ 
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ASSOCIATION COMMITTEES FOR 1923 COLORADO BIG GAME 

1. Legislation and Law Committee: * : Be oe ag 
* ‘orests are more than trees. e wild life among the trees 

O. J. Clark, Chairman, Denver within the forests, is as legitimately a forest product as water, 
Robert B. Rockwell, Denver wood or forage. 
Henry Dubbs, Denver Big-game animals numbering approximately 6,000 elk, 5,500 
W. G. Stewart, Colorado Springs mountain sheep, 19,000, deer and 2,500 bear make their homes 
Maat INAS Tack Chili within the fifteen National Forests of Colorado, according to 

inton Ault, Kor olins. estimates prepared by the field men of the U. S. Forest Service. 
C. W. Porter, Pueblo Considerable experience is necessary to even approximately 

Be if estimate the abundance of game on an area as large and as 
2. Auditing Committee: Se as tne National Forests. Game animals shift or 

John G. Kisler, Chairman, Denver Wier @trscls ot Giher ire ton cage 
I. O. Wingren, Denver few may be found at another time. It is very easy to gain the 
T. M. Hudson, Gardner impression that because an animal is abundant or scarce in one 

part of a region that the samé condition exists in all parts of 
3. Law Enforcement Committee: the region. The numbers and the desirability of game animals, 

C. W. Doh Z on the other hand, do. differ widely in the different sections of 
ei . Doherty »Chairman, Denver the state. The mental reaction of the summer visitor watching 

F. B. Agee, Salida the elk feeding at dusk upon the larkspur-infested range of the 
W. A. Gray, Estes Park the Cochetopa is quite different from that of the Aspen farmer 
W. W. Hammond, Walsenburg who looks out at daybreak upon a herd of elk trampling his 
H.W b e alfalfa or feeding upon the last stack of hay. Grouse and sage 

a . Vorbeck, Grand Junction hens, plentiful in the northwestern part of the state, are all but 
E. J. Cook, Estes Park gone along much of the front range. Failure to give considera- 
E. J. Bancroft, Palisade tion in legislation to the unequal distribution can only result in 

eae au sentiment unfavorable to the game. 
. « A once so plentiful throughout our mountains, are comin 

4. Resolutions Committee: . back and may again become the chief big game of Calotade 
on B. Rockwell, Chairman, Denver The paler lk herds are reported to be increasing about 20 i 

. E. Piper, Denver per cent each year. Some of the large herds, the bighorn sheep, 
the deer and the bear, handicapped by a shortage of feed 

John H. Hatton, Denver Peay sumale, poaching or open seasons, appear less suc. 
é ‘ { cessful in the unceasing struggle for existence. Without a change 

5. Press Committee: ; in conditions, they face an uncertain future. One band of elk in 
H. N. Wheeler, Chairman, Denver ie re Grande“ Borest uh »Six seats ago was estimated at 

e , has multiplied with protection and reserved feed areas, 
Sa Se eee sh until now nearly 700 elk may be counted. This herd is ex- 
W L Wilde Pueblo prings tending its range north of the Rio Grande River; and when the 

. lL. Wilder, Pueblo time comes to harvest the surplus bulls, Wagon Wheel Gap will 
Arthur A. Parkhurst, Boulder mean to the man with a rifle what it has long meant to the 

man with a rod. 
6. Membership and Finan + The Cochetopa elk, protected by a favorable public senti- 

Pp mel ce Committee ment, have increased from thirty-four head, eight years ago, to 
Ralph Verner, Chairman, Denver 160 now, and down on the San Juan, they tell with considerable 
Hal D. Van Gilder, Denver pride this year of a seventy-five-head increase in the Hermosa 
Harry A. Hunsaker, Denver ele ee SUE twenty-three when planted in 1913. 

a - ‘oor feed on the winter range, combined with illegal hunting, 
ned ee eet ¥ reported by the areal as eeatlering ie oe and preventing 

ae ’ X elr increase. e running o} ear with dogs and constant 
E. H. Ellithorp, San Luis coma between people and game in all parts of the game range, 
Frank H. Baile ‘arbondale with most people carrying guns and a poor game sentiment, 
P. S. Elting Tot oe eat rine paint rather a gloomy picture for all game in the Battlement 
on > ip springs eran pellements and peoncling here held the increase to 

n f per cent on the ite River herd of 2,000 elk, and for this 
7. Entertainment Committee section, long known as the big-game hunting ground of the 

Rolland S. Trott, Chairman, Denver state, comes a strong plea for a protected game refuge. 
Royal E. Hooyer, Denver Deep snows on the Routt restrict the elk in winter to the 
Ghiewelch, Denver steep hillsides north of the town of Steamboat Springs. With 

, the paginal ante feeding grounds largely fenced and in cultiva- 
a é : tion, the small remaining areas are rapidly becoming fully 

8. Educational Committee: stocked. Increasing numbers of hungry elk come down each 
Frank H. Rose, Chairman, Denver winter to feed with the cattle on the river ranches. Indeed, elk 
James McGuire, Denver seem to ee peaing on bay in the stack to rustling in the 

me ta snow, and the habit of breaking into stack yards, already formed, 
J. D. Figgins, Denver appears to be growing. From these herds, the elk for the Lead- | Goodwin Gran D i : cae ' ger, Denver ville, Ouray and other plants were taken. Steamboat sportsmen 
Coloman Jonas, Denver would be glad to see eighty or 100 head captured here annually, 

in corrals canstenet th id shipped he : - or le purpose, and shipped to ot! 
9. Game and Fish Committee parts of the state. re = ge 

Dr. H: B. Matthews, Chairman, Denver { With protection from lion, from poaching and from food 
S. E. Land, Denver i shoringe on their panies yen normal nate nae of about 20 

a | Per cent a year may be expected from our elk herds. It is too 
oy Barber, Colorado Springs soon to open the season. In five years they should exceed 

. P. Stover, Fort Collins 10,000, when, with refuges established, it should be safe to take 
S. O. Swartz, Del Norte 1,000 bulls annually and still maintain our herds. A license to 
A. A. Bennett, Trinidad aaa on = penned ange, Will esronabls assurance 

bei able to find that elk, would sell readily at $50. An 
Stanley P. Young, Denver additional annual revenue of $50,000 from the National Forests
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to the State Treasury and capital sport for 1,000 hunters would visitors may still see, safely guarded in glass cases in our museum, 

thus be furnished. stuffed specimens brought down from Wyoming. 

Reports are uniform in the opinion that predatory animals Sentiment is divided upon the bear. Generally a closed 
account largely for the decrease in mountain sheep. A settler season is favored. He seems about able to hold his own, except 
in the head of the draw is pushing them back in winter closer where hunted with dogs. Some stock, like some people, are 

to their summer crags, and here corraled by deep snow drifts, readily stampeded by bear. It is true, too, that an occasional 
often floundering half starved in their wind-filled trails, they fall sheep ae taken in the fall. For these crimes many stockmen 
an easy prey to the lion or coyote that drops in for a kill when- hold “thumbs down.” One hundred and eleven bears were 
ever conditions are right. From many localities, where they killed on the National Forests last year. They are, however, too 
were once common, they have now disappeared, and yet only a scarce to provide much hunting or to give the camper in Colo- 

little local interest in their welfare appears able to save them. ae the thrill that the visitor in the Yellowstone receives. 
At Ouray, where the people are enthusiastic in the protec- . he Nacional Horestey ey onan toponrany end wes 

tion and propagation of the mountain sheep, they are increasing oe ‘ th mrone, becmhte “Lio a eons ionethe various 
in numbers, and each winter more are seen in the vicinity of anes a Pe a ae hi oe svete ava apaababes: 
town. -Last winter it was not uncommon to count as many as ate renerte th eens Wee oe BDO OT Sons arcane He 
12 head within the town limits. They will continue to increase gas We 4 Z cewertal anual . ee cere a big iS Y : : Sa i al, v raveler and lives on 
pee pepyied the animals that prey upon them are persistently fresh kill. He is, however, a coward, and like most of the cat i cain “Tye > : 

Recently a local rancher near Cathedral, Colo., to encourage family hi ay freee ice beaue at ., baysbyiany dog aon 
summer visitors, has been furnishing hay and protection to two ers Al ae h packer somes sneltr ed scaxe Cans Pee 
small bands of sheep. Two years ago three lions were killed in ee sy ae me eatin lanes! sitter maine a ee 
the locality, and this year a 25 per cent increase is reported. . tie, tee ee oF Ee eee oe i he. cliff ‘d f ih i ion are reported to be increasing in numbers on the Colorado 

mong the cliffs and crags of the canyon sides, about five Ss G Ref ‘ ; ; h ‘I PiclenwendeSne 3 E tate Game Refuge, notwithstanding the fact that thirteen were | 
miles east 0: lenwor prings, a band of bighorns, now num . Hes fi i 8 9 : killed there last year. Near Hot Sulphur Springs one old lion {h 
ering about fifty head, winter. Passengers on the Denver & Rio and three 2-year-old lo r hed ie killed a 

Grande or travelers along the Midland Trail may see these sheep racticall as ther d ae pares Th aa a : oa \ 
slmaet daily in winter. Lions prowling the high mountains have Killed iby. local huiitera ay fest yoptes juni) nally sap down aud 
in the past dropped down along the canyon rim to feed upon : =e ali: aS 5 ote hesalecagendl dees qwiitering ‘here, and’ becowiiis holder caine A state lion hunter in California killed thirty mountain lion 

right within the town of Glenwood to forage about the hotel lucitig 1920; sequote on upterss With tratned soe: suwauld aS eecal diate Zs ei | - productive investment in game in Colorado. ‘The killing of 
ocal citizens interested themselves, secured a pack of good ; ; y . = op Mast baaiie severable davac Ganted the bases Twelve seventy-seven lion on the National Forests of Colorado by various 

were run down and killed within six miles of the town. In each eee Sa ee ea at 900 ase eatunated to renee h ‘I Ted f x 3 taking their annual toll from our deer, elk and mountain sheep. 
case the trail led past a fresh game kill. A few lions are left, but Save feed that th b vh i 
as long as the lion-trained dogs remain at Glenwood, winter i Dae ee ea ne ore cee ence the rane 
travelers along the Midland Trail may look for bighorn sheep sities beset peony yelues Ms ea pape atelier 2) 
in increasing numbers along the canyon side, east of town. nese fe i ee fi x te eter pn aia 

Most forest supervisors indicate in their reports on deer a : FE ees 
shortage of bucks and many barren does. Attributing this to - 
the four days’ hunting each fall, they recommend closin, ¢ COLORADO GAME LEGISLATION 
season. wun’ Ch wp The Twenty-fourth General Assembly of Colorad Aj 

i Less than 500 deer were killed within the National Forests of sine dié April 20, after a session of chives and cnechalt Lad 
i} Colorado last open season; only one hunter in ten got his buck. It is too soon yet to report with entire accuracy all that has 
i a a ae ae Te ae ee eee ae Beeb acrompusied,, EM vue ne Pa said: The legislature which 

b F mule deer mates indiscrim- has just adjourned displayed a i i e 
| inately, and enough bucks are, or should be, born each season of Chotadels wild life Pn has Se cease ee eee 

to supply Colorado sportsmen with four times the hunting they make laws for our state in many years. One open meeting of the 
had last year, with the prospect of better hunting each succeed- Game Committee was held, at which the expression of opinions by 

| ing season. Our deer herds are sufficient to produce 4,000 bucks sportsmen was invited, and officials of the Game and Fish Pro- 
and does each year. If the does were reserved as capital, the tective Association were freely consulted by members of the 

Se Cidicngl forts lot sei, eid all eal een co coe Wille eA mae ee M ar, WOU stil lead them to con- ‘ile we do not have a long list of new game laws to report. 

See puny peo to the State Treasury on a two-out-of-five the entire absense of any attempt to exploit or dndecaine cous 
chance for a buck. game resources must have been apparent to all who followed 
The fact remains that each year fewer big-game hunters are in the work of the legislature. 

the hills during the open season, and each year a greater per- Eight new refuges—the Cochetopa, Gunnison, North Park, 
centage of hard-luck stories are told. There was one exception. Ouray, Poncha Pass, Royal Gorge, Snowmass and Williams Fork 
Within the Colorado Game Refuge, deer are increasing, and —were created, making with the Colorado, Colorado Antelope. 

more deer than formerly were killed on the open hunting range Denver, Pike’s Peak and Spanish Peaks a total of thirteen now 
surronnding ee relae: ‘ : vant the state. Important amendments were made, also, in 

redatory animals and poaching are given as the two bi the boundaries of the Colorado and Colorado A: : 
factors which are holding down the increase in deer. We need Three refuges—the White River, the Rio Grende end the Bakelo 
more lion hunters, and we need sportsmen who will not themselves Peaks—failed. The White River was opposed on advice from 
violate the spirit of the law and who will not permit others to pa a nee a eee ere Te St ei 
do 80. No number of game wardens can watch everybody all 
the time, and no number of laws will protect the game if you 
don’t want it protected. LINE UP RIGHT WITH 

White-tailed deer hold naturally throughout the : year to the 
valleys, thickets and swamps, leaving the high, rugged mountain ~ UTICA 
ee the aaule deer and the elk. They are the first to feel = ~ 
the advancing settlement and have largely disappeared from Colo- 4s Ny 
rado. They respond quickly to kindly treatment, however, and i a aN aS aN TACKLE 
are again becoming plentiful on the brush and swamp areas of Ha NRE AES, ASS 
the eastern and northern state. Suitable areas can, at a cost, be a Ae » ESS Host hy Test restocked with this species whenever we can assure them pro- * WAS SS 
tection. Pky so a ea co Cc 1 : One a si 2 atalogue for 

Antelope do not range to any considerable extent within the wes bie 5 i Forests. The small bands in South, Middle and North Parks are Cs Asking 
practically gone, and those east of Denver are being killed off 
by illegal hunting. The antelope refuge, if protestel may save WESTON-HANSEN, Inc. 437 17th St., Denver, Colo. 
them in the district north of Fort Collins. Failing here, Colorado | 

: pal 
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Eight New Refuges Created 
and Over Million Trout 
Planted in Streams of 
State Last Year 
Santa Fe, Keb, 11.—Big game is 

on. the increase in New Mexico, in 
the opinion of Mrs. Grace B. Me- 
laven, state game and fish warden, 
whose report for the eleventh fis- 
cal year ending November 80, 1923, 
has been made. Mrs. Melaven re~ 
|ports eight new'game refuges cre~ 
|ated and over a-million trout plant~ 
ed in streams last year, with) a 
greatly increased hatchery output 

this year. The Lisboa Springs 

\hatehery on the Pecos which fur- 
nished 1,079,800 trout last year, 
has had its capacity increased by 
a million fish fry by the contines 
tion of three big nursery ponds, and 
a new hatchery with a 800,000 an- 
nual capacity has been built on the 
Gila National, Forest. \ 

Mrs, Melayen estimates 1,000 
deer and 1,500 turkeys killed in the 
state in the 1923 big game season. 
Receipts for the year totaled $28,- 
664.98, including $26,697.50 for 
game and fish licenses, $3,774 of 
which, however, had been collected 
by her predecessor. 

The number and kind of licenses 
sold from January 1, 1928, to No- 
vember 30, 1923, together with the 
amount brought, follow: 

Resident d 
No. Kind 4 is Total °- 

7104 Wish ....2. 54.45 00 $7,104,500 
$205 Bird ...eecseeetee 4,006.25 
295 Bird and fish..... 663.75 
884 Big game .......4 1,251.00 

1158 Big game and bird. 2,605.50 
2822 \ General, ..s.5. ++, 7,005.00) 

Non-Resident | 
No, Kind Total 
790) Fisly weeeeeee scene + $3,965.00 
ES. WIND iis diebciese nom Leen 
AT Big’ game: ees ee) 429.26] 

| 33 Ble game and bird. 393.25] 
L General ».4--..00 35.25 

Gross total ......-..$80,224.50 
Commissions paid on the licenses 

amounted to $4,126.75, which left 
fthe net amount collected for li- 
censes $26,097.75, Guide licenses, 
duplicate licenses and permits 
brought the ‘total up to $26,697.50. ! 

i pcrepeaece serene osroenetrer? i
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District Will Prove Itself in Coming Years “Best 
Out-of-Doors Country Out of Doors” With 

Game Handled Intelligently 

Backing up the work of the Sautie probable chances for overlapping and 

western Sportsmen’s Association a error, < 

their efforts to propagate and pre- = eifiatiae ee oe aoe 
.),| ulation wn might see 

Bees we cate Zo 208 ze a wee | policy but the work of protection and 
National B Srest, which, with the cli-| propagation has now reached a place 
mate, is the deciding factor in Eee that with the loyalty of the hunters, 
the Silver City section of the south-' especially those who are members of 
west “The Best Out-of-Doors, Country, the Sportsmen’s Association, it is be- 
Out of Doors,” Superintendent Fred- | lieyed that the game will increase 

- eric Winn has caused a census of the from year to year in addition to fur- 
i big game of the torest to be made. | nishing good sport for a very large 

According to the figures obtained| number of hunters. It has been done 
from this official source there are on| in the east and can undoubtedly be 
the Gila National Forest 3,356 black| done here. 
tail deer, 3,299 white tail deer, 35| The game refugees which are now 
antelope, 65 black bear, 120 brown| established will be the great factor 
bear, 12 grizzly bear and 5,143 tur-| in preventing the depopulation of the 

keys. Zo game and the increase each year will 
‘Yhese figures are not quite as ac-| be just a little greater than those tak- 

curate as a censusof human beings| en by hunters. 

would be but with the force availa The fact that experts place 12 griz- 

ble for the work and the time spent! zly bears in the Gila National Forest 
upon it, those most familiar with wild) indicates that these animals still do 
life will acknowledge that a fairly} lot of damage and the extinction 
close approximation would be the re-| of the whole bunch will be of advant- 

sult. = age to the deer crop. These remain- 
The taking: of this census has been) ing grizzlys, most of them named and 

the work of this past year. Forest more or less definitely located are 
rangers were asked to count the dif- mighty knowing brutes and will likely 
ferent herds of deer seen and to work! be there for a good many years 
out as closely as possible the num-| yet. 
ber in their particular range. The re-! Turkeys are unusually scarce this 
sults of all these observations were year for the reason that the crop 
tabulated in the office of the super- failed. This is considered only a tem- 
visor with careful allowances for all’ porary condition. 

=. 
_ wish Hatchery 
‘es. Being Built :



DAILY BULLETIN 
No. 24106 U. S. Forest Service November 6, 1923. 
x Action Item Southwestern District 

Game Refuges anc Turkeys: They have apparently learned which way to go. The 
Datil bulletin relates how wild turkeys discovered by Forest Officer McFaaul 
and Wilson just outside the Double:Spring Game Refuge immediately ran back 
to the refuge when they were disturbed. 

Douglas Fir vg. Douglas Fir: The Laboratory is working on an interesting test, 
a direct comparison of the ralative strength values between Douglas fir from 

_ the Inlend Empire and from the momtain ad coast regions. Logs from Montaa _ 
. were recently shipped the laboratory for this test. 

} - Six Rule Signs for New Mexico: The DO has a stock of 9" x 11" placards hear- 
- ing the old reliable "Six Rules for New Mexico Sportsmen." They are suitable 

' for display in stores, post offices, business offices or for outside posting. 
~ A Sample is being sent to each New Mexico supervisor. Requisitions will be 

filled in the order received as long as the supply iasts. 

x. More about Stage Fares The Bulletin of October 3, 1923, stated that a sub- 

“ voucher would be required for a stage fare charge amounting to more than 
- $2.00. The Forester now advises that the General Accomting office has with- 

drawn this requirement which places the matter back to where it was- A 
charge of this kind, therefore, requires no subvoucher but the wards "stage 

fare" should be used in the expense item. A subvoucher is still required 

for livery, auto hire or other special cmveyance. 

Many Deer on Arizona Forests: According to a Washington office news story 
just issued, the result of big game estimates recently made up shows that 
among states in which national forests are situated, Arizona ranks sixth in 
the number of deer on forests. The total is put at 34,000. More than half 

:of the number, or about 20,000 are on the Kaibab. California heads the list 

with Oregon second, Montana third, and Idaho fourth. Nearly 441,000 head of 
deer make their home on all the national forests of the United States. 

The Cutlook: Demand continues slow in the structural lumber division of the 

market, the situation showing little change from a week agoe Reports from 

northern centers are thaf considerable deliveries are being made by the retail 

- yards, but as most of these are on old orders, replacement buying is at a 

minimum. New constructim is tapering off with the approach of winter weather. 
- Indicating the desire of dealers to hold their stocks at minimum levels, a 

large proportion of the current buying is im mixed cars. Placing of orders 
of this character is attended with some difficulty both in the southern pine 

ang the Douglas fir manufacturing districts, stocks being in poor balance. 

In both species, however, there have been some price declines in items that 

are in surplus and are offered in greater volume than the market will readily 

absorb. 

Field: Kircher (Goronado); Marsh (Crook); Hughes, Myers (Manzano). 

Acting: Leopold.



Manzano inspection - 1923 

Deer Velvet, K.C.K. says he killed a 

buck with velvet around December 1, 19 

Had 4 pts. West bank of Chevalon.
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Hi ESTIMATE MADE OF BIG GAME 
H é ANIMALS ON NATIONAL FORESTS 

Nearly 441,000 head of deer make their home on the national forests 

according to a rough estimate of big game animals recently completed by 

forestry officials of the United States Departrent of Agriculture. The 

largest herds of deer are found on the national forests in California, which 

shelter approximately 185,000 head. 

Oregon is next to California, with a total of 57,000, its largest herd 

being on the Santiam National Forest. Montena ranks third, with a total of 

41,000 head, the largest single herd of which grazes on the Jefferson 

National Forest. Idaho is fourth, with a total of nearly 39,000. 

Arizona Ranks Sixth. 

Sixth on the list is Arizona with about 34,000 head of deer, 20,000 of 

which graze on the Kaibab National Forest alone. This forest contains the 

Grand Canyon National Game Preserve, where hunting is not allowed. The 

herd on the Kaibab Forest has often been erroneously described as the "largest 

herd of deer in the world." As a matter of fact the Kaibab herd is greatly 

exceeded by the herds on the Trinity and California National Forests in 

California. 

The number of elk grazing on the national forests is placed at 40,500, 

according to the big game estimate. The Teton National Forest in Wyoming, 

bordering the Yellowstone National Park on the south, contains a larger



) 
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number of elk than any other national forest, although several other, nota- 

bly the Olympic Forest in Washington, have herds ranging from 3,000 to 

7,000 head, 

On all national forests hunting is allowed in the open season except 

on areas established as Federal or State game refuges. 

Elk Herds increase, ; 

During the last three years the winter losses of elk in the national 

forests surrounding the Yellowstone Park have been negligible. The increase 

in the herds has been high, and two or three years more of mild winters and 

good summers may bring another danger point with a die-off in a hard winter 

such as was experienced in 1919-20. 

Forest Service officials point out that a permanent increase in the 

elk of the Northwest, especially around the Yellowstone, is largely a matter 

of available winter range, which is extremely limited, the greater portion 

of the old winter ranges having been taken up by settlers for homesteads. 

The recent big game census also shows increases during the past few 

years in geveral plants of elk made on various national forests. The plant 

made about ten years ago on the Sitgreaves Forest in Arizona, consisting of 

about 65 head, now numbers over 350 head, end it is possible that the State 

Game Warden may permit hunting of elk in the near future in order to check 

too rapid growth. 

Antelope Herds Scarce. 

The antelope, or pronghorn, are still in a very unsatisfactory situa- 

tion, forestry officials say. The census shows a few antelope in many national 

forests, but nowhere are they increasing. In northwestern Nevada and south- 

| eastern Oregon there is a large antelope herd, estimated at from 1,500 to 

3,000 head, grazing on public lands outgide of forest areas. An effort is 

| 
} ;
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now being made to secure the creation of a game refuge which will cover the 

habitat of this herd so that it may be protected and saved from extermination. 

The number of moose on the national forests has been increasing in recent 

years. The largest number is found on the Teton National Forest in northern 

Wyoming where moose are now becoming rather plentiful. 

In addition to deer, elk, and antelope, the estimate lists 149 buffaloes on 

National forests, 67 caribou, 10,500 mountain goats, and 12,300 mountain sheep. 

The buffaloes are mainly on the Wichita National Forest and Game Preserve in 

Oklahoma. Forty buffaloes, representing the increase of this herd beyond the 

carrying capacity of its renge, have been given to city parks and zoological gar- 

dens during the last 4 years. One buffalo was presented to the Republic of 

Mexico and one to Montevideo, Capital of Uruguay. 

The estimate as a whole indicates that except for the antelope there has 

beon a slight increase in the number of most big game animals on the national ; 

forests. The census was conservative, ond an underestimate is regarded as more 

likely than an overestimate. 

Grazing Permits Curteiled. 

The Department of Agriculture calls attention to the fect that wherever it 

has been necessary to protect big game animals, especially deer and elk, from 

competition with cattle and sheep for forage, the Forest Service has curtailed 

grazing permits for domestic livestock. Heavy reductions have been made on the 

Kaibab National Forest in Arizona in erder to make more forage available for the 

rapidly-increasing deer herd. About 90 per cent of the cattle amd all sheep 

have been withdram from certain areas in the National Forests in the Yellow- 

stone region in faver of the elk grazing in and near the Yellowstone Park, The
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areas thus closed to grazing in that region amount to over 1,500,000 acres 

of excellent range. 

As a rule, except on the Kaibeb National Forest in Arizona, the big 

game animals have at this time a sufficient amount of summer forage for 

their needs, but there is a general shortage of winter range. On the Kaibab 

even the summer range is already overstocked with deer and the inevitable 

further increases in this deer herd makes losses almost certain should a 

combination of a dry summer and a severe winter occur--not an unusual condi- 

tion in northern Arizona. { 

bet 

435-24
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Janusry 29,1924. 

The Raitor, 
Ssnte Fe New Mexicen, 

Santa Pe, a. M ‘ i 

Dear Sir: 

Some time ego your psper cerried an editorisl on the sub- 

ject of the 1925 seesons beg ( om the leck of 1t) of both lerge 

and small game. Very recently you published the report of the 

Santa Fe Forest on game animels taken during the season just 

closed. These erticles heve lead @ number of our sportsmen to 

ask whet we are coming to. Comparative figures on the legel 

kill of devr andi turkey during the lest nine years on end neer 

the Sente Fe Forest my be interesting. 

Deer Turkey 

1915 40 
1916 5O 129 
1917 15 80 
1918 31 64 
1919 52 115 
1920 4L 73 : 

1921 32 92 
1922 78 156 
1923 49 128 * 

No claim is mede for the strict sceurecy of these " 

figures. A few begs undoubtedly escepe the attention of the ' 

Rengers end there is some smount of illegal killing. Ome yeer 

with another they essume s feir compsrison snd prove very if 

j
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little. The sveruge for deer teken during the Pele years is 

fifty egeinst on sversge of thir ty four for toe preceeding four 

years end forty three for the whole period. This is lenconre eine 

but we know the number of hunters, especislly those coming from 8 

distence in automobiles, has greatly increased and probebly eccounte 

for © psrt of this increase in the beg. Without decisive steps to- 

werd protection end propegetion can it be increased or even meinteined? 

a 3 Looking ot the situetion from another sngle the \neturel game 

~ Seountry of the Spnte Fe Forest end vicinity comprises 1,800,000 scres. 

‘re we 8re not overkilling st present, we Sre producing one buck per 

Reais to every 42,000 seres of some country. Roughly, this is en sree 

sue miles wilde snd twelve miles long. Forty bucks per yesr from such 

an area Would not result in crowding. 

Gen such s stocking be sttained? Probably ney in full, but 

We cennot admit but that with the organized effort of the sportsmen 

and citizens of Les Vegss, the Pecos River, Espanols, Sante Fe and 

other communities neer the Porest the situs tion cen be preatly im- 

proved, Kefuges in which 511 hunting is prohibited and where geme 

may breed undisturbed by men sre meking good 211 over the country ‘ 

and in other perts of Mew Mexico. Illegal shooting if curbed where 

i there is organized public sentiment back of and cooperating with the 

H law enforcement machinery. Organized effort will secure the assign- 

_ went of predatory animal hunters. vermints annuslly teke s heavy 

\s toll of decr, turkey ond grouse. 

\ J |



| ’ 
he Nditor -- 3. 

There is scercely s city in the country whose geme re- 

sources cun be mede the asvet thet they can right in our locality. 

i There is something more to this game business then merely killing. 

Whet would it be worth to your femily to. go up Sente Fe Canon end 

gee deer bounding off into the brush ocessionally or to come on 

to 8 flock of wild turkey? Whot would it mean to take s visitor 

seross the Leke Yeak trsil to the Pecos River end show them to 

him in numbers? 

Originelly this region was bountifully endowed with game. 

The cover and naturel conditions are still here but the fame is 

nearly gone. We ore doing nothing shout it. For seversl years 

pest Ssnte Fe hes hed no representetive et the Annurl Meeting of 

the State Gome Protective Apsociation. Battles for new lepis- 

letion hove been fought et each session of the legisleture for 

the past ten yours. ome of the steps proposed we msy not heve 

been in sympathy with. Crenk laws heve been intreduced which it 

hes been able to kill. The State associstion is pretty well ec- 

credited with being the mouth piece of the sportemen of the tote j 

and as ean organization we heve given it no support. / 

we have sportemen in our city capeble of ssne end pro- f 

gressive leadership. Lets get together snd organize thet we my 

take our place with other towns of the State in res lising progres- 

Sive game administration. There is much work to be done in our 

own vicinity. 

#incerely yours, 
Frank &. Andrews: J
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The two moose were reported from the White Mountain Forest. ; 

Special Use Hearing 

Mr. Smith stated that a hearing would be held before the District 
Forester on March 15 to give an opportunity for the presentation of 
facts by thoee onnosed to the issuance of a permit to the city of
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OUR POLICY 

This Association Stands For Such a Policy of Protection and 
Propagation As Will Best Insure Good Hunting and 

Fishing for All Persons for All Time 

_—$———————————————————————— ee! 

PROGRESS IN GAME and fish resources of the State. In 
PROTECTION the selection of the Game Warden 

under this method it is expected that 
the organized sportsmen of the state 

Probably at no time since this will have an opportunity to express 
Association was organized, has the their views to the State Game Com- 
prospect been brighter from the mission, but polities will be emphatic- 
game protection and propagation ally eliminated. Now, we are prac- 
standpoint than at present, and this tically assured, by the state plat- 
favorable condition applies not only forms and the candidates of both 
to our own locality but to the state major political parties, that the ap- 
as a whole. For many years, the pointment of the State Game Warden 
New Mexico Game Protective Asso- will be vested in the Commission (by : 
ciation with the united support of the legislation, if such is necessary) and 
local associations, has been striving that the sportsmen of the state shall 
to inaugurate a plan whereby the have a say as to who is best quali- 
State Game Department would be en- fied to fill the position. This assur- 
tirely cleared of the taint of partisan edly means the dawn of a new day for 
politics. Such a plan had as its para- New Mexico sportsmen and there is 
mount object, the appointment of the no reason to doubt that within the 
State Game Warden by the State next few years our state will rank 
Game Commission, to hold office on high among the states of the Union 
the basis of efficiency and sound bus- as being one of the foremost and 
iness judgment and to be able, by most progressive of the sisterhood in 
reason of his tenure of office, to the protection of its wild life re- 
build up a constructive and continu- sources. Still another source of grat- 
ing policy in the handling of the game ification is the progress being made



throughout the state in the establish- tioned at the principal entrance points . 
ment of game refuges and the con- to the big game area. Data secured 
struction of fish hatcheries. Ten during the open season will be pub- 
years ago or less, New Mexico had lished in the same manner as was 

neither the one nor the other. Now, done in our February, 1924, Bulletin. 
in our own vicinity, to say nothing With this in view, members of the 
of the rest of the state, we have a Associations are requested to give as 

“going” fish hatchery, capable of much assistance as possible to the 
putting out from three hundred to wardens who will visit them in camp 

five hundred thousand trout fry each or on the trail or will request infor- 

year and seven game refuges, to pro- mation at entrance gates. In order 
vide sanctuary for deer, turkey and to refresh memories of what is de- 

all classes of game. Added to this, sired, the data secured on the Gila 

several streams in the Mogollon re- National Forest in 1923 are tabulated : 
gion have been closed to fishing by herewith. 

the State Game Commission in order é 

that some of our badly depleted Nuwphs of parties__--_-.-------238 
: umber of hunters-2!° 5222-2736 

streams may have an opportunity to ‘Members. dtuG A iati 82 

become restocked. There is no reason jy b: BaOh pyame \Se0cieuone—- 

to doubt that we are at last making orseback eo eaa 80 
Motor partice=._ 22-2 2_-.---_141. 

progress and that not only this, but Ww $i 7 

3 the coming generation and those Been parties_----------------- 1 

which follow, : equal Residence data were as follows: 

chance to far afield and ane eminence ener etna ena 

a fai are of the sport which Silver Orty2oo2s2 2. 3a 2 eee eee 

rights, is the heritage of all present Santa Rita --___-_____-_--___---- 71 

d future American citizens. Fort; Bayard. 2222-2 — yee 

/ vHE 1924 DEER AND TURKEY! ‘\Otter New Mexico-------------40e 
SEASON On-residentsnes.._.2 22225-2808 

. ‘ The total game killed was as fol- 
As this Bulletin goes to press, the ows: 

open season on big game is nearly % - 

with us again. Our Association, at Bla ae Bucks’ --_--—--_-_---200 
. : ite! Pail Bucks 2s aise 92) 
jts last annual meeting, voted to Turkeva 39 

carry on the plan inaugurated and so Ss aes Rc ne One nee 

ably carried out by Col, G. Soulard a bY ergr = ag eee ae 

Turner, of an efficient patrol of the Please remember that we are espe- 

big game country, coupled with an cially in need of verifying our census 

accurate census of the big game, both of last year. From figures secured 

taken and seen, with a view to the by the Forst Service, backed by fig- 

better handling of our local game re- ures obtained by game wardens in 

sources. In this we are promised the 1923, we estimated that there were 

hearty co-operation of the Border 4863 does with 793 fawns within the 

Game Protective Association of Dem- Forest area and that the proportion 

ing, the Mogollon Fish and Game Pro- of bucks to does was 1 to 3.97; the 

tective Association and the Hot proportion of fawns was 1 to 6.13. 

Springs Game Protective Association We need more data on deer of all 

of Hot Springs, N. M. In other words, classes as well as on turkeys. Hunt- 

the plan this year, is an inter-associ- ers in 1923, reported seeing a total 

ation plan carried out on the same of not over 626, which if correct, 

principles and along the same lines would indicate that something must 

as last year’s plan. Co-operating be done to increase our wild turkey 

with us will be the State Game De- and to provide better safeguards for 

partment, which has given us loyal those we have. The figures secured 

support; the Sheriff and deputies of last year on turkey were not suffi- 

Grant and Luna counties and the ciently convincing to establish an es- 

local force of the Gila National For- timate of numbers. 

est. In all, we hope to have from Last year’s study indicates too 

25 to 27 wardens in the field or sta- large a proportionate kill of black-



tail bucks to white-tail bucks. While New Mexico in response to the fol- 
it would be idle to ask the man who lowing letter addressed to each of 
may have only one chance at a buck, them last winter: 
to stay his hand (or trigger finger) “Silver City, N. M., 
until he can determine the species of “December 29, 1923. 
his buck, nevertheless we are asking “At a meeting of this Association 
that the blacktail be given every op- on December 28, a resolution was 
portunity to save his skin at the ex- passed endorsing the Public Game 
pense of his while-tail brother. Refuge and Shooting Ground bill, 

Do not forget that twenty does which it is understood will be pressed 
were reported killed in 1923. The for passage during the present ses- 
man who would deliberately kill a sion of Congress. It was further re- 
doe is no sportsman but an outlaw solved that the New Mexico delega- 
and is entitled to no leniency. For tion in the United States Senate and 
the sake of the real sportsmen and the House of Representatives be ad- 
for the ga: i > we hope the vised of this endorsement and re- 
record does killed in 1924 w'lI\pe quested to support the measure. We 
greatly reduced over that of 1923, trust that you will see your way clear 

entirely eliminated. to lend your support to the bill and 
CENSUS OF DEER urge its passage. This Association 

represents the organized sportsmen 

The census of deer on the Gila ‘Gn this portion of New Mexico, all of 
National Forest, from estimates sub- hom are strongly in favor of the 
mitted through Government officials, assage of the bill. 
is given as 7655. This is the largest “Very sincerely yours, 
deer herd in any of the National “C. W. BAYNE, President, 
Parks or National Forests in Arizona “Sportsmen’s Association of South- 
or New Mexico with the exception of western New Mexico.” 
the Kaibab herd in northwestern Both U. S. Senators and New Mex- 

_- Arizona. The recent investigation of jco’s Representative replied to this 
the Kaibab herd, by a committee com- letter, and all three pledged their 

a posed of sportsmen, naturalists, state support to the measure. The Bill 
game officials and Government ex- was reported out favorably by Com- 

‘ perts, assumed that the annual fawn  mittees in both the House and Senate 
crop equals approximately 50 per but due to the legislative jam at the 
cent of the total of the herd and that close of the session, no action was se- 
a conservative estimate would indi- cured. It is confidently.expected that 
cate that one-half of the fawns sur- this Bill will be passed at the next 
vive. Applying this ratio to the lo- session of Congress which will re- 
cal herd of 7655 head, we would have convene in December. To those who 
an annual fawn crop of 3827 and if are not familiar with the provisions 
one-half of this number survived and of this Bill it is explained that it is. 
grew to maturity, the annual increase urged not only in favor of the “one- 

would be 1918 deer. Compare this gallus” hunter, who under its pro- 
assumed figure with the 4863 does visions, will have some spot to hunt - 
and 793 fawns which were recorded jn which can not be taken up and re- 
as a result of the 1923 census and gerved by and for wealthy sports- 

patrol and the need of additional data men, but also, to provide funds for 
will be apparent to anyone. Accord- purchasing swamp lands and_ like 
ingly, please give the game wardens areas, to afford resting places for 
the most accurate figures you can migratory water fowl where they 

supply and thus help the cause along. may rest undisturbed. The Bill has 
PUBLIC GAME REFUGE AND the support of practically every 
SHOOTING GROUND BILL sportsmen’s organization and every 

: sportsmen’s publication in the coun- 
Of interest to members is the eup try. 

ort promised by United States Sen- 

atareeM. A. Jones and H. O. Bursum ASSOCIATION NOTES 

and Congressman John Morrow of The term of Col. G. Soulard Turner



as State Game Commissioner will ex- turn to Silver City in view, in the 
pire on January 1. After canvassing near future. 
the situation to find a man worthy to The State Game Commission has 
fill Col, Turner’s place, this Associa~ yeduced the size of the Mogollon 
tion has received assurance from the. Game Refuge by reason of a peti- 

Magdalena, Mogollon, Hot Springs, tion signed by sportsmen and res- 
N. M., and Border Game Protective jdents of Mogollon. The original 
Associations that each will endorse refuge was too large to permit of 

our proposal to recommend the ap- patrol and posting and moreover, in- 
pointment of Mr. Fred Sherman of ¢luded a large area in which there 
Deming. Mr. Sherman will.make a were no deer or turkey. The change 
worthy successor to Col. Turner if eliminates the west portion of the 
the appointment is tendered to him. refuge near Alma and the Frisco 
He has been President of the Bordex iver and adds an area north of Wil- 
Game Protective Association of Dem- low Creek on the east side of the 

ing for the past two or more years. Mogollon Mountain divide. : 
Increase in the membership of the When you get out in the hills in 

Association has been very encourag- the middle of November this year, 
ing during the month of October. We respect the stockman’s interests. The 
should have additional members, how- stockman has had much to contend 

ever from Fort Bayard, Santa Rita, with in, the past few years and this 
Hurley and Tyrone in particular, and year, the mid-summer drought has 
from the Cliff and Gila vicinities. Caused an acute water shortage on 
We want to reach a membership of the range. Stock must travel a long 
200 as a minimum and as many over way to water and if you camp on 

that number as will join. One of the the only available watering place for 
most encouraging signs of the times miles around, you will keep stock 
is the largely increased number of away from the only water which it 

ladies who have joined the Associa- can reach and thus add to the stock- 
tion. We now have 26 lady members. man’s troubles, which are heavy 

Game Warden Soule, at the Jenks enough without this added burden. 
Cabin Fish Hatchery, has planned to Also, respect his fences and property, 
distribute trout fry as follows, in the and close all gates. Remember the 

streams mentioned: stockmen are our friends and do as ; 
West Fork of Gila______._____80,000 much if not more to protect our 
Cub Creek_.____....-.-.._.20,000 game, than, any other agency. Have 

Iron: sCreék: cose 25-2 325 2280,000) -2 heart! 

Willows Creelosa=-t== 55s 2) =2-20,000 A limited supply of cloth: posters 
Whitewater Creek __-_-_----.-80,000 for Quail Refuges can be obtained 
S. Fork Whitewater Creek----30,000 from the Secretary upon request. 
Big Dry Creek_....-.--.-----30,000 These posters are intended for use 
W. Fork Mogollon Creek_---.-30,000 jin posting areas of from 10 to 20 
Mogollon Creek_.-------.----30,000 acres, preferably near water, in order 
Negrito Creek-.--------------20,000 to afford refuges for quail. They 
Canyon Creels___-.--.-.------10,000 are not expected to take the place 

This distribution is from the first of the “No Hunting” signs. The 
year’s hatch of eggs. Next season, Posters have been printed by the 
we hope to have 500,000 trout and to Association for use of Association 
restock a greatly increased number of | members. 

streams, The Mogollon and Border Game 
Members will be glad to learn that Protective Associations ‘and th’s As- 

Col. Turner and Col. Rockhill, both sociation have all endorsed the plan 
of whom have rendered invaluable as- to request the State Game Commis- 
sistance to this Association and to sion to establish a closed season on 
the cause of game and fish protec- tassel-eared grey squirrel. The pro- 
tion, are both doing very well in the position will be submitted to the Com- 
Denver Hospital, with a possible re- mission at the next annual meeting.



Thd-fermlerof the Species is More Numerous thon the Male: The reports on 

de n Montana Cisclose some interestine facts. Out of 2125 deer 

¢ 6 @ the sex determined, 1429 were does and €96 were bucks, which 

@ es a ratio of a little better than two does.to one buck. There vere 

q also 422 does observed with forms and a total of 543 forms was seen. From 

the reports it appears that very fev forms were seen before June 1, and 

while 5365 deer vere observed the sex determined occurred larcely ofter 

June 1. - 

In Ianho 1120 d@er were observed and sex @etermined, of which 412 
_ were bucks, 708 does, 88 foes with fans, and. 182 fovns. . t 

I understand there is no buck low in I@aho, so thnt the comparison 

of relation betvcen bucks and does in the two Stotcs is of interest.-=G.A.S. 

nian rsimetfhieereaee coer : 
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vy & DISTRICT 4 - INTERIOUND..IN DISER ICE 

Tn ay @ yolds a Fire Meetine: Accor@inz to Lr. Thomson, the fire 

¢ time recently hela at Starkey Hot Springs on the Weiser Forest was a 
Mi cndic success and a frent deal of entlmsiasm and spirit was shovn. 

He says that according to muy Forest officers the wonderful thing kmovn 

as "the old Service spirit" is a vory a@clicate flower which flourishes 
only when the field officer is allowed to work on his own initintive and 

ao things in his own way, and that standefas, objectives, anc systemiza- 
tion are the things that vill surely meke this wonderful flower dry up and 
blow away. The Starkey meeting was sufficient proof that this viewpoint is 
the clearest nonsense, for stanfards, objectives, and all of these “epres- 

sing things were shoved out onto the Forest officers present in big doses. 

They took it all vith entimsiasm. An intoresting indication of the real 
vitelity of the meeting is shown by the fact that nobody spoke from notes. 

It was all offhand exterporaneous talk bocause everyone vas full of his: 

subject = like the olc preacher who talked on the Devil. 

Perhaps as mich onthusinsm was erousec over map fire problems as 

anything else presented at the meetinc. A number of theoretical fires 

were started on maps ane all pertinent facts renardine wine, humidity, 

size of the fire, groun® cover, men available, equipment, etc., were given 
to the men who then went to vork to solve them. A.fine lot. of Giscussion 

resulted. It was proposed that Rangers farilier vith certain actual fires 

prepare maps and problems of this kind for use of officers on other Forests 

unfamiliar with the particular fire question. Their solution vould then 

be compared with the actual stens taken in fighting the real fire on the | 

groune. One fire probvlen was considered on the ground and brought out a 

great deal of discussion. . ; : 

District Forestor R. H. Rutlecze, in speaking to the group, pointed 
out that in District 4 most of the jobs have a rather balanced priority - 
one “eing more important here and enother there - but everywhere, fire prob- 
lems universally had a @istinct priority an¢ should engage the first atten- 

tion of every Forest officer. 

Kaibed Deer Asain: S. B. Locke has returned’, from Yanab, where he spent a 

couple of weeks in preparation for spring work on the Kaibab ceer propo si-= 

tion. A number of Kann> citizens have Deen interested in raising fans 

and are planning to <0 owt onto the Forest very soon with dairy covs and 
to establish o number of earps of sufficiont size to rear 100 to 200 youns 
deer fowns. They vill care for these for approximately four months, feed- 
ing thom on cows! milk ant some erain and a little roughage. The Forest: 

Service has entered into contracts with a nurber of- these individunls to: 

purchase a certain portion of the number raise? for $20 a herd, and an 
option is hela on the balance. Vost of the favns are born from Vay 15 to 

July i. caer 
Bee 

Guth -



Investigations of the deer herd this spring indicate that prace 

4 tically three-fourths of last year's fan crop has cisnppenred curing the 
winter. In one bunch of 81 deer, only five were Tast year's favns, 
Starvation and prefatory animels have Coubtless accounted for most of 

them. +, . t 

i ; ee 

: . DISTRICT 5 = CALIFORNIA DISTRICT 

Forest Week 4s the San Inis Obispo Herald Sees It: Of the many editorials 
in California papers on American Forest Vcek the following from the Sin 

Luis Obispo HURALD is so ovtstanding thet it is here reprocuced. 

. . "The Forest Service of the Uniter States Department of Agriculture 
is sponsoring the observance of American Forest Week, ‘hich began ‘pril 27 

and ends May 3. This is an event that differs from many of the special days 
ane special weeks urfec on the public, because this particular observance 

has its direct effect on the lives an¢ well-being of every man, Wormn, and 

child in the United States of America, and especially on the lives of resi- 
dents of California an the Pacific Slope. . 

"On the proper care one protection of the forest depend many things. ; 
First, the very moisture in the earth, nurturing the fruits and verctables 

that sustrin humn life, feedinz the cattle that sumly foods and ray mate- 

tials for clothing, is *ependent on the srowth and preservation of the for- 

ests. Denucded areas lose their value for water conservation, and where 

drought comes, Cestruction follows. } 

"Acain, the guardins of the forest aeainst destruction by fire, or _ 

' the, even vorse destruction of wasteful and reckless lumbering, is a service 

of the foresters, anf this helps to cuard the source of materials for human 
habitations, ond for the rany structures in which wood ani lumber are essen- 

tials. . ‘ 
# 

"The beneficial forms of ile life, sheltere@ by the forests, thrive 

under the kindly protection of the Service, an? take their little kmown tut 

necessary part in the warp ané woof of avents that weave the pattern of human 

existence. Z Rea 

"It doesn't: matter whether we live where we con see at first hand the 

beauties ana glories of the trec-clad hills, or whether we live in roaring 

cities far from falling leaf or scent of balsam, ither life is ereatly 

dependent on the forests anc their products | and every citizen of Americ, 

as Well as every alicn within our land, shovld feel e personal pride and 

responsibility in aiding the Forest Service in its work of preservation and 

regulation, 

eg. ;
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DEERLODGE 

| Some Sauce for the Gander i 

; _ It mey be assumed that the Forest Service believes in 
y proper range and pasture management. We are quite fully in- 

at 4 ty oe 2 L : 

formed as to the effects of pre-seasonal grazing and over- 
stocking. We have made considerable. progress in establishing 
proper seasons and reducing authorizations to somewhere near 
capacity. 

Our stock argument, when pre-season grazing is discussed, 
«| is that the stockman who secures a proper balance between his 

feed and his herd so that he can feed until the range is ready 
for use will prosper in the long run. 

But what are we doing in our ranger-station pastures? Are 
we observing the principles we advocate for others? Or do we 

let old Baldy and Jim and the cow nip every spear of grass as 
soon as it shows up? 

The thing works this way, -- the Supervisor cuts the rang- 
er's forage estimate, the District Forester operates on the 

. Supervisor's figures, and, no doubt, the Forester, Bureau of the 

Budget, and Congress take a whack at the District estimates, and 
as a result the ranger is in just the same position as the 

vancher, -- more horses than hay and the pasture gets the abuse. 

And the ranchers know it and are commenting on it. 

If our much-edvertised principles are right, it is true 
economy to practice vroper pasture management. Our ranger- 

_ station pastures give us an opportunity to prove our contention. 
' ‘But you say we can't get more forage money nor allotments to i 

fence more pasture, -- well, the rancher can't either. We have 

_ forced him to find the answer. Can someone find the answer for 

Us? 
3 . 

' Here is a start. .Let's,somehow, find sufficient forage 

money to feed until the opening of our grazing season, and 

let's have three pastures, at each station, and practice de- 
ferred and rotation grazing. f 

John B. Taylor. 

Counting the Cost 

Circular Letter D-117 restates the policy of "careful 
consideration of .whether or not the results to be obtained 
justify the expenditure." I have just been trying to apply the 
test to American Forest Week activities. 

| At a fairly conservative estimate, this activity will cost 

the Deerlodge Forest $1000.00 this year. This doss not include 
i 

' -20-
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ey WASHINGTON NOTES 

“Game Census Completed: The 1924 same census, which was recently completed, 

; shows that over 687,000 head of big. game animals make their home on the 
Natidnal Forests. Compared with the previous year, the 1924 fisures 
represent an increase of about 44,000 head, after due allowance is made 
for 44,326 head of bear which were not included in the estimates of 

former years but which are included in the 1924 estimates. 

' Deer represent the vast bulk of the bic game ahimdls, with a 
total for 1924 of 550,567 comared with 511,238 last year. The five 

States credited with the largest number of. deer are, in the order of their 
rank, California, Oregon, Montana, Idaho, and’ Arizona. — 

iintaee Elk have increased in all western Forests, 52,665 head. being list- 
ed, for. 1924 comared with 49,540 in 1923. A notable increase in the clk 
herd on the Teton is undovbtedly the result of three excellent seasons 
With mild sinters an¢ satisfactory sunmers. 

Antelope, or pronghorns, are still in a very unsatisfactory condi-~ 

tion. The 1924 count shots only 5,071 of these animals, most of which are 

to be foune in Arizona and Idaho-. In northvestern Nevada and southeast- 
ern Oregon there is a large antelope herd grazing on public lands ont~ 
side National Forest areas. An effort is being made to secure the crea~ 
tion of a game refuge which will cover the habitat of this herd, so that 

it may be protected and seved from extermination. 

fhe number of moose found in 1924 shows a loss compared with 1923, 
; only 5,106 head being shown last year compared with 8,000 in 1923. The 

number of mountain sheep and mountain goats is given as 12,433 and 17,244, 

respectively, a slight increase over 1923. Buffaloes were dropped out 

5 of the 1924 estimates as these animals are now only to be found in pros 

tected herds. . : 

In Memorinm: At a recent meeting of the United States Geographical Board 

a peak in the Rainier National Forest wes named Mt.’ Allen in honor of the 

late Supervisor Aller, ané one in the Sierra Forest Mt. Shinn in honor of 

i the late Charles H. Shinn.--/.C.B, : 

F pier albkit wanna fewn---- 

FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY 

Washington Softwood Conference: The Laboratory report on" Infustrial Uses 

for Short Lenzths of Softwood Lumber" was presente? at the General Con= 

ference of Softwood Nanufacturers, Distributors, and Consumers, held iy 

1 at Washington. The study shows that the woot-using industries excluding 

railway car, sash and door, ard box factories, buy 14.3 per cent of their 

; total softwood lumber in short lengths (8 feet or under), whereas 68.4 

be
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we (frere was an interesting case of this that, under present-day hunting condi- who foresee the end of their deer hunt- 
fvrrkind a few years ago in California. A tions, the continued killing of does and ing unless the farmers and the rest of the 

sheepman alleged that bears were killing fawns will evidently lead to the complete sportsmen agree to the adoption of meas- 
his stock by the hundreds. He said he annihilation of the breeding stock. We ures for the preservation of this wonder- 
knew it was bears’ work for he had seen have before in these columns given ex- ful game animal. 
their tracks. One of the mountain lion amples to prove this point. A few years ago some very interesting 

hunters employed by. the state investi- Pennsylvania, where twenty years ago tests were carried out to determine the 
gated the situation and killed the moun- a wild deer was almost a curiosity, killed average number of descendants from each 
tain lions on this particular range in nine during the last hunting season about 6,500 doe. A strictly scientific estimate showed 

days’ hunting, while another man bagged legal bucks. This is the result of the that a young doe and her descendants 
five more during the same period. Thus, buck law and their Game Refuge system. over a period of ten years, and not count- 
it was finally proved to the sheepman’s Shortly after the Civil War, deer were ing out the natural casualties, will produce 
satisfaction that cougars had been killing so completely cleaned out of the state of a total of 302 deer. The same propor- 
his stock, partially devouring the car- Vermont that some had to be imported tion was found to hold true with a larger 
casses, and leaving the rest for the hears. for breeding stock. Since then the sup- number. Ten does and their descendants 

In certain parts of the country, North- ply has been steadily increasing. It is will produce 1,510 bucks and 1,510 does. 
ern New England for instance, bobcats said there are more deer to the square Every sportsman should think this over 
account for a considerable amount of mile in Vermont than in any other state very carefully. When he kills a buck, 
young stock and also deer. Because bear in the Union. This could not have been the number of deer for the following year 
tracks are later found around the car- brought about in any way except through is lessened by only one. When he kills 
casses, many farmers have declared war the natural operation of the buck law. a doe, the figures are as stated above. 
on them and have fought bitterly any at- _ We are in receipt of a letter along these Looking at the matter in another way, we 
tempt to take them off the vermin list, lines from Mr. L. L. Bean, the well- reproduce below a table which appeared 

_ and have them recognized as a game known sportsman, of Freeport, Maine. A in the Association’s Bulletin for October, ‘ 
animal. portion of the letter follows: 1918, 

This matter requires clearing up in the “T have hunted here-in Maine for a \ 
minds of the bear’s opponents. They good many years and wish to state that "TWENTY-FOUR pairs of breeding , 
must be educated to the truth, or the the deer is fast disappearing. One of the deer are taken as a basis, and the table 
first step in the black bear’s preservation worst evils is the early date that the shows results after the first breeding sea- & 
will of necessity be a permanent closed _ season opens, which is October 15. son. It should be borne in mind that in 

season. aie a pal peninsula that makes into sais bev Ca jews, pace are killed 
esuncoo! Lake, where our party only when they have horns and are more 

SPORTSMEN AND GAME LAWS hunted this fall, seventy-two deer eeere than a year old, while under the other law Q 
THe legislatures of forty-two states seen in six days and among this lot there does and bucks may be killed before they ; 

were scheduled to meet in 1925, and was hardly a buck sighted; in going in attain the breeding age. " 
we hope that the sportsmen of these and out on the boat we saw loads of For purposes of comparison it is as- 
forty-two states were ready and prepared lambs and does, but practically no bucks. sumed that one-half the total deer supply q 

to help their game commissions get such Our party left November 2 and did is killed each open season. The result, 
legislation as was needed to bring their secure three bucks, but saw lots of lambs of course, would be similar if other frac- 
game code up to date. and does. tions were used. The relative increase 

The sportsman has a very definite re- I find that around the water particu- of deer under absolute protection is also 
sponsibility in this respect. Too many of larly lambs and does are practically tame shown. Each doe is estimated to produce 
us are prone to discuss fiercely the inad- early in the season, but the bucks keep to on the average one and a half fawns an- 

visability of this law or the great need the swamps and do not show themselves nually after the first year. 
for that law and then let the matter lie until November; therefore it is my opin- This ‘table was prepared several years 
without pursuing it further. The Game ioh that if the season in Maine would be ago by Dr. A. K. Fisher and Professor 
Commissions are for the most part for- 2dvanced so as not to open until Novem- F. E. L. Beal, of the United States Bio- 

ward-looking bodies, doing their best to ber 1 it would save the slaughter of lots logical Survey, upon the suggestion of 
guide their departments in the proper of lambs especially. Hon. George Shiras, 3d. Its accuracy as 
direction, but there is no question that a relative comparison has never been suc- 
they must have the help of all the state’s Wee” ‘the season first opened this cessfully challenged. It shows conclu- 
sportsmen in doing this. year in this particular territory, sively the fact that a law permitting 

Long before a legislature meets, the lambs were so tame that you could get general killing of deer leads directly to 
sportsmen of each section should get to- Within fifty or sixty feet of them, which, annihilation with no great addition to 
gether with their local organizations to Of course, made it the simplest matter in sport or the food supply. On the other 
determine the needs of their own par- the world to slaughter both the lambs and hand, paradoxical as it may seem, a buck 
ticular section. They should then bring does, as the does invariably keep close to law increases the stock and at the same 
to the attention of their Game Commis- the_lambs at this season of the year. time permits more deer to be killed. The 
sion those changes which they think neces- “I should very much like to see the table supplies an unanswerable argument 
sary. But their responsibility does not season closed until November Ist, not in support of the buck law. 
cease even there. It cannot be expected only to save the lambs and does in Maine, If you have no buck law in your state 
that a Game Commission can get through but the last fifteen days in October are and your legislature is in session, here’s 
all the laws it knows are necessary, un- invariably dry and a great many forest the time to start an agitation for one. 
less the individual sportsmen make known fires result from careless hunters.” If it is too late this year, canvass the situ- 
their wishes on’ the matter to the legis- ,Mr. Bean is only one of many far- ation carefully with a view to putting 
Jators from their towns and counties. sighted sportsmen in the state of Maine through a buck law at the next session. 

The legislature of each state meets by 
law at certain periods, some of them an- 

nually, more of them semi-annually, and BIOLOGICAL SURVEY BUCK LAW TABLE 
a few of them every four years. Most of 

the legislatures can by statutory limitation Buck Law: One-half Horned No Protection of Does; Ontkalf 
sit only for a certain length of time. Theoretical Increase Bucks Killed Each Year All Deer Killed Annually 
Sportsmen should find out about these Cais Cloetsais en ae ee 
things in their own individual states and Crime Co he aca ee 
they should begin plans now to get the Bucks or Does Bucks | Bucksand Does Bucks and Does Bucks and Does 
legislation they need when their law-mak- 
ing bodies meet again. lst year 42 42 12 30 42 21 21 21 21 

Help your Commission. They con- 2nd “ 60 60 15 33 60 15 15 15 15 
stantly work for you and they need your 3rd “ 91 92 16 48 92 il Lt il lt, 
backing. ee a ae Be 24 69 137: 8 8 9 8 

t 2 34 104 206 7 6 6 6 
HAS YOUR STATE A BUCK LAW? 6th « 308 308 52 155 309 5 4 5 5 
EVEN in those states which have not 7th “ 463 462 78 232 463 4 4 4 4 

yet adopted a buck law for deer, the 8th 3 694 693 116 348 694 3 3 3 4 
commissions generally would be very 9h “ 1040 1040 174 521 1042 2 3 2 3 
glad to do so if they could secure the 10th “ 1560 1560 260 - 782 1562 2 2 1 3 
co oreeon of tie sportsmen ane far- a a d 

mers. ere can be no question that the Total at end ~3120Breeding 781 2344 Breedin; 155 reedii 
buck law increases the deer supply and of tenth year Stock Killed Stock ¥ Killed patron 

36 i 
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i oie u2$_Jizos Sut The Huckleberries: A Birmingham, Ala., newspaper, 
; according to the )-7 Digest, reports that the huckleberry crop i” that 

region is short this yeer due to forest fires that occurred ast falls 

Lightning Injures Lookoutman: Frank C, Amsr, Lookout on McTadden 
Peak on the Tonto Nat‘ oul Forest, was knoc!:ed down by lightning after— 
noon of Juiy 30 and his teet so severely burned he is unable to use 
them. The lightning 1¢*t no other marks on him. 

New Forest Se’ 91 in ‘orth Dakotas The legislature of North Dakota 
has appropristed (60,000 for the establishment of a forest school 
at Pottineeu. In addition to offering instruction in forestry this 
school will carry on experiments in tree planting. 

Forest Grown Blue Spruce Being Successfully Transplanted: Generally 
speaking, the transplanting of wild, or forest grown tree stock, parT= 
ticulatly large specimens, seems to be a difficult proposition. But 
Colorado Blue Spruce appears to be an exceptions. There are many in= 
stances around Springerville where wild stock of this species has been 
successfully transplanted. One case: An enterprising camp-ground ow- 
nor transplanted this spring a number of trees from 6 to 12 feet high 
obtained from the Apache jorest and has a large percentage of survivele 
Blue spruce, with vlenty of water, also does well at as low an elevation 
as that of Albuquerauee 

Rearing Fovns: ( ro Intemsountain Daily News). A report just received 
from the Kaibvcb stxtes that sporoximately 240 famms are now being raised 

/ on cows milk on the Kaibavse The fawn season is over but it is still 
“essible te capture the young animals, which are su:? ore sturdy than 
the ones caught soon after birth. It appears from this year's experience 

l that the main favm season is from June 20 to July 10. The favms are <2 ONO UTENETTS at se EMOTO rneniately te tie cance 
“1.06 they ave placed in a small pen for a few days until they gct over 
their wildness. The men who aré catching the fawns report unusugl Ly 
smoil number of twins this year, 2 condition vr t 

are fed Wor tio-chircs CPS" BIit to a pint of milk in the morning and 
in the evening. \Whether cows milksis satis factory for the young deer 
is something of a question end an attempt is being made to secure a™ 
sample of does wilk for testinge This has been unsnecessful so fare 
In a few cases c-stoz cil has been given when the favns appeared off 
their feod. In one canp the renedy was followed by the death of two 
favnse. At one canp the men who are capturing the fawms report having 
seen quite a number which had been killed by coyotes. Some does have 
also been found killed by these animals. a : 

Field: i 
De Oe: Pooler {lincoln); Kerr, Hussey, Randles (Coconino); Lang 

(Santa Fe); Loveridge (Datil}. 
Others: Brisbin (Carson) DO; McKenzie (Coronado }{Do. 

Acting: Marsh
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Memo. for Mr. Leopold: i i 

By this time you should have heard ) 
from W. M. Rush, Lewis & Clerk Nat. Forest. 
Choteau, Mont., as to what he has found A 
out about the diseases which have killed 
off Mountain Sheep. See his letter of : 
April 13. 4 EL ¢ | 

\ 1A ; 
JA ae Ss ee 

LEC
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Mr, Aldo Leopola, , 
Forest Products gg boratory, 
Madison, Wiscons i : 

Dear Aldo; : 

I delayed answering your letter of Jamary 1, thinking 
that I would go back to Flagstaff where I think I have an extra 
copy of my article entitled "Seasonal Distribution of Rainfall 
as Related to Forest Fires in Arizona and New Mexico." It now 
appears that my return will be delayed another week, and I am, 
therefore, sending you the District Library copy. Since it is 
only a few pages you can easily have it copied, if you so de- 
sire, Please return the article to the District Office. 

I attended the meeting of the District Investigative : 
Committee here and I am now writing up the report. The sub- 
jects of grazing and erosion came in for more discussion than 
usual. I wish you could have been here to take part. 

It is undertain when I will be able to visit Madison. 
If I should have any business to take me east I certainly will 
try to go that way. 

With kindest regards to Mrs. Leopold and yourself, 

Very sincerely yours,



; UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SANTA FE NATIONAL FOREST 

Cuba, N. Mex. 

January 16, 1926. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold; 

Hf 2222 Van Hise Are., 1 
Madison Visconsin. (we 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Mr. Andrews has forwarded to me a copy of your letter asking 
for information regarding the habits of the blacktail deer of this 
region. I offer the following from my own observation and from that 
of two mountaineers of the country whom I have consulted--men who 
have killed many deer and, it is to be feared, during many seasons 
of the year. : pe! 

The bucks shed their horns between February 15 and March 15. 
There seems to very little variation as between individuals in this 
respect. Almost it might be said that today they all have horns and 
tomorrow none of them have. However, do not attach a wise-provision- 
of-Providence reason to this, for they have already ceased rutting 
and are fraternizing together again by this time, 9 ' 

Apo 

The majority of fawns are dropped late in wag, Oe early in 
June. One of my authorities satya that he had found two fawns (the 
same spring) in the middle of April. I have never seen any that 
early, and he admitted that it was most unusual. Probably something 
caused an earl rutting season the preceeding fall. It is very 
unusual to see them before the 20th. of May, and then they are very 
young. if 

‘ I set the date at which rutting begins at November 15. I do 
not know the period of @estation of deer, and I would like to know 
how that checks out with the dropping date. However, I know that part 
of the bucks killed during hunting season have begun to rut, as . 

evidenced by the swollen heekss while some have not. Also, this year 
the bucks were still together to some extent,at least,at the opening 
of the season (11/10), while wn the old seagon they were frequently 
found to be seperated, and undoubtedly rutting. They rut throughout 
December and sometimes as late asthe end of\ January, depending, 
perhaps, on the numerical relationship between the sexes. 

I hépe this dope will be of some value \to you. 

ms voy 
Sincerely, yu i 

POL 

A i) Lyy/V ,
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FOREST SERVICE 

SANTA FE NATIONAL FOREST 
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Fish & Game 
January <4 1926 

Santa Fe 

r|) 

es 
Mr Aldo Leopold 

Madison Wis. 

Dear Mr Leopold: 

Refering to yours of the 9th inst.to Mr Andrews. 

First I wish to call to your attention the article 
"Rangers only" in the Jan.J]1 No. of the Service 
Bulletin. With this evidence in hand I claim that 
you at least owe Perry an apology, for there is small 
doubt but what what he has become a devout Diesiple 
of the note book system and only uses his head as a 
thought factory with storage facilities within the 
covers of his note book. 

DATE HORNS SHED._ 

There is small doubt in my mind but what thé shedding 
of the horns cover a considerable period,I have nothing 
to offer only observation and as you are well aware the 
observations of a single person concerning wild life 
cannot be without its errors,I have never seen, Bucks 

\f without horns in December however I have saw tm without 
padre? horns in January 15 to the 20th and I recall one instance 

#2 distinctly of having saw a Buck with a full head of horns 
i in March. It is my honest opinion that the horns are shed 
yitom January to April 1. I hazard the guess that age is the 

/ vig factor in shedding the horns as we know is the case 
a of Domestic stock in shedding their teeth. 

ca” DATE FAWNS DROP oa 
sent Pee 

6 The dropping of the Fawns must cover a considerable 
period of time I have ory. a very few fawns as early 
as the later part of april on into June and this past 
July in company with Grazing Examiner Cassidy we saw 
a Doe in the open country near the Basin Cabin that 
apparently at close range was still heavy.



Summing up I would say that Fawning occurs between 
April 15 and July 15 the greater portion of the crop 
dropping between May 15 me June 15. ~ fe 

joer 

DATE OF RUT Qe ' hee 

On this subject I must plead almost total ignorance 
of facts I am not even certain of the gestation 
period having always taken it for granted that it 
was close at least to the time of sheep and goats 
which varies with the different breeds from 142 to 
156 days, the rutting season I am sure is on at the 
present time for on the 17th of this month I saw 
Bucks herding closely with a bunch of Does in the ¥ 
Tesuque watershed and considerable evidence of 
close herding and fighting. It is my opinion that 
it begins in eg ea and possibly lasts well into 
March,possibly in\some instances later,it would be 
reasonable to suspect that the same factors would 
be present that we, know enter into domestic range 

stock breeding. \ V 
Rec' 

I will be pleased to answer to the best of my ability 
any questions that I have not covered that may suggest 
themselves to you upon receipt of this. 

Since the past open Season there has been a noticeable 
increase on the Santa Fe game refuge of Deer whether 
they will continue on the Refuge when Spring opens up 
or not is to be seen ,if so we can within a few years 
begin to point with just pride to our Refuges,it is 
my opinion that the present size of Refuge is to large 
I am fighting for three Refuges on the District instead 

of the one large one. 
D3 Work Plan this year reads like some one had dug up 
some of your old notes and was trying to put some action 
into the game-Grazing matters are being stressed 
heavily since the Ranger School at Flagstaff last Fall 
looks like we might put into practice some of the things 
we knew some years ago. I have been wolering if you were 
to be the Successor to Mr Redington,if not you had 
better come back to D 3.and give us a hand for there is 
lots of work to do yet. 

Yours Respct. 

hall, ae BOA 
Forest piles :
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

i FOREST SERVICE 

APACHE NATIONAL FOREST 

ORESS REPLY TO Pr x 

ander SUPERVISOR GS : ey, ARIZONA 
AMD REFER TO 

January 25, 1926 

alot 

Dear Aldo; (haw? 

I have read your notes with much interest, and am nail- 

ing copies of your letter to several who I think can give some 

data, and will forward same to you as soon as received. 

After considerable thought in trying to recall dates, I find 

‘ that I am unable to give very much specific data on the life hab- 

its mentioned, though I know that the dates vary with seasons as 

well as with individuals, as evidenced by the following incidents 

in which I can recall the dates: a 

1.--Dates Horns Shed; man | 
I belfeve usually from April 15 to May 15. As 

I recall it, about April 15, 1908, near the Circle Horse Camp, I 
saw a black-tail buck that had lost one horn. Again, about May 10, 

1924, oa the west side of Escudilla Mt., I saw one still carrying 

{ both horns. Again, about June 10, 1925, Ranger Marks and I found a 

dead buck near K P Cienega, with new velvet stumps about four inch- 
oe long, indicating probably a months time since shedding. 

in That the horns mature earlier some seasons than others is evi- 
work , denced by the fact black-tail bucks killed during the first week 

| in October, 1924, on the White ifountains had horns in full velvet 

\ with no indication of scraping, while those killed in the same pe- 

wt riod in 1925 had fully mites horns. 
; 0 y 

: Date Fawns Drop: oa ; 
i I saw d very small fawn last year in the Blue Range 

as I recall it about June 25; also saw ome on Bear Mit. two or three 
years ag0;} while inspecting fire lookouts, which I believe was in 

nS the latter part of June. As I remember it, the young fawns usually 
show up late in June or early in July, and prohably are dropped in 

2 June On an average year. 

Time of Rut: 
This seems to vary with seasons as well as with individ- 

uals, the same as dates of scraping velvet and shedding horns. Dur- 
ingthe hunting season of 1924, (October) bucks had n6t scraped the 
velvet and were still ranging by themselves, while at the opening of 
the season in 1925, (October) the bucks had fully polished horns and 
were running with and fighting for the does, ( I witnessed a good 

: fight between two bucks on the east side of the Escudilla on October 
alt, 1925,) the largest bucks being found in charge of a bunch of does. 

; Some years ago, (I believe prior to 1914) the open season on deer ex-



a y 

tended to December 15, and it frequently haopened that bucks killed 

during the first half of December were too strong to eat, as a re- | 

sult of running well into the rutting season, which, as indicated, | 

may vary as much as a month or more in different years or with dif- | 

‘ferent individuals; the month of December being about average, as 

nearly as I can tell. : ‘ 

: ; ie! 
Food Plants of Black-tail Deer: 

I have read your list with much interest, and made 

pencil notes on the margins. In dressing a buck I killed on Octo- 

per.14, 1925, I found’ his paunch contained frost-killed Gambel Oak 

’ leaves, leaves and twigs of buck-brush, wild oats, leaves and twigs 

: of Oregon grape, and acorns of the Gambel Oak. This buck was a 

three-point blacktail, and had about one-half inch of fat on his 

rump-(Killed high up on Escudille it. ) 
In checking your list of forage plants eaten, I note that juni- 

per is not included. "{ have many times seen deer’ browsing on juni- 

per, in both summer and winter, where other feed was plentiful. Spe- 

-eific instances that I can recall are (1) On October 1, 1916, while 

on my way to Alma, New Mexico, with Fred Winn, I rode up on four 

y - large blacktail bucks browsing on Juniper, near Alma Mesa. Coming 

over the brow of a ridge I was within a few yards of them with a 

high wind and brush screen in my favor. I watched them for some time 

prowsing juniper branches in preference to live oak, sage brush, 

grama grass, etc, which were abundant. (2) On July 5, 1925, in com- 
pany With Ranger A. F. Bloom, I saw three blacktail does browsing 
on juniper trees on the mesa east of Tularosa Ranger Stafion, though 

ee there was plenty of other feed. (3) In February 1924, (about the 20th 
in company withoRanger Roy Swapp, I followed the fresh trail of a 
bunch of blacktail (8 or 10) on the east side of Coleman Creek, in 
about 12 inches of crusted snow, and noticed that they stopped to 
browse only on juniper, travelling from one to another, and passing 
up Gambel oak and other shrubs en route. These junivsers everaged 5 

: to 6 feet in height, and showed clearly where the deer had browsed. 
‘ I called Swapp's attention to this. ; 

I have many times seen deer browsing off juniper, and have al- 
ways regarded it as a favorite rood,# but the above are the only spe- 
cific instances that I can recall at this time. 
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D.ulLY SULLEDIN 
st. 26-177 Us) Sa chores t serves February 1, 1926 

Southvestcrn District 

Gare Sccn During ao your: During thc ocricd June 1, 1926 to ny Shy 19e5 
States tho Sdtgreaves Julletin, iancer Baldwin ent: rocord of 212. Game 

{ actually sconimy, him om tho Chavali. District. Purine this) perisd ho 

sow 16D turkcys, 35 docr, and 60 clk, The number of clk soon is peyba~ 
bly lower ‘than averace os Rancor Dildvin has: econ as miny as ¥%5 or more 

in onc bunch. 

Finished Just in Tinc: The Linesin Forcst Bullctin statcs that work on ; 

2 recent road constructitn job, wundcr the supervision 2f oad Supcrintcon- 

Gont C3ttam pricccdcd all winter without woathcor interfcercnec but that 
the very nisht follwing the corlction. 3f tho job ticlvc inchcs 2f snow 

fcll and sn was still fallins when the rcport was scnt in. Cottam won- 
derswhether the good Lord may have boon watching their work. The road 

equipment is now snowed in. 

Hunt 03 Molo Burs scan Orit: CG. i. Hunt of the iadison Laboratory who re- 

contly mé@c a trip in this district, will lcavc in Imrch on a ficld 
trip which will take him to Eneland, Holland, 3oliun, Francc, Italy, 

Switzcrland,. \ustria, Hun-sary, Czccho-Slovakin, Gcrrany and Denrmrk in 

the course 3f a study of Lurdpean wI0d prescrving methods. It is cx- 
peetcd that the trip will be corplctcd in about four months. 

Co0k Gocs ts Vashineton: George H.) Cok, who has becn in the sffico 3f 

PR.for over for years, torminates his connection with the Forest Servicc 

today and leaves for Vashincton, D. C. thore ho will *beoxme Expert in 

Exhibits in the Officc 9f Uxhibits with the Department cf .criculturc. . 
lie, (Cok catorcd the) Porest Sorviec.. rid? 10, 1918 as: Worcs? itomeer\ on 

the Ianzand National Forest anc continucd in that position until he 
entcred the District Officc in iarch/1¥21. Shortly thorcaftcr he becanc 

a member of thc fublic Relations Office and has continucd in that officc 

until the »presont timc. His new wetrlt in Vashineton will decal with the 

coordination 2f the coxhibits work amon the varivzus burcaus 3f the Dc— 

partricnt., (iir.,Cs2k has been $9 Lims associated vith the Public Relations 

work of the District that it will be necdloss to state that he will be 
Greatly misscd. His subtle touch will be particularly abscnt from the 
pages of the Deily. Bulictin whore he+has left amindclible mrk, having 

boon continurusly conncetcd with the Bullctiy longer than any +ther :porson. , 

His sorvice in ctnnection with the oxhibits work 7f the District as well 

, as the cducational carmpairms necds no comment. This work hos been s? well 
done that his prescnt advancericnt is the direct rcsult.. The well wishes 
9f the Scuthwostcrmm District onc tho readers 29f the Bullctin co with hin 

to his new field of cndvavor. PoCeVele 

Ficld: Husscy (Tonto) 
: Detail: Pincotl (Santa Foo); Young (Goronads) Do 

~.etinss Joncs



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE i 

FOREST SERVICE 

Apache BANXK NATIONAL FOREST 

Gs Pea Reserve, New Mexico, 

Studies-Apache é., 3 
Fish & Game calle February 2, 1926 

Mr, J.H,Siger, 

Phoenix Arizona. 

Dear Harl:- i 
Yours of Jan. 9 is received. 

I was able to obtain the following information 

from Ed Steele, who I figure was in position to furnish the 
information as near correct as any one in the county, Tei 

i claims that the Blaecktail deer shed their horns in May, <dewep 
Qua! fawns in June & July, rut during the later part of Dec. and 

continue thru January. rbecrse/ 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

; FOREST SERVICE 

PRESCOTT NATIONAL FOREST 

DDR PLY To 
pone? @uceRNINGR 

AND REFER TO PRESCOTT,’ARIZONA 

¢ ; Feb. 8, 1926 

Fish & Game-Prescott 

| o|v' 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, Gy 

Cfo Forest Products Laboratory, 
Madision, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of January 9 is received. 

’ I hope that my delay of one month in answering will not have any 
prejudicial effect on the compilation of your book. Your letter arrived 
while I was away on the Allotment Conference, and after my return I held 

it until the rangers came in for approval of grazing applications in or- 
der to get the benefit of their knowledge, thereby making the dates more 

valuable to youe 

1. Dates Horns fea. - Mickelson reports having seen bucks last 
spring as early as ApPil without horns. Gray says he has seen bucks in 
May and June without horns. McNelty states that he recalls having seen 
a. buck the last part of July with full horns. In June Mickelson saw a num- ES 

sank ber of bucks on the Bishop Allotment, Walnut Creek District, with tle horns [ 
ne appearing merely as stubs about six inches long. It appears therefore that 
N horns are shed as early as April and the process probably continues through 

. May and June. i 

2. Dates Fawng Drop. - Gray says he saw a small fawn in September, 
_ probably but a few weeks old. Mickelson saw a fawn in June which he esti- 

- .omated was about a week old. McNelty reports having seen two does and two 
wer fawns,little fellows, in his pasture the middle of October. He says that 

several coyotes were trying to captwre the fawns and the does were fight- 

ing them off. On Mcnelty's district, also, about three years ago, Lou 
Becker found a very small fawn in the latter part of October, the mother 

had been shot by some game violater. From this it would appear that fawns 

are dropped from about May 1 to early fall. 

3. Date of Rut. - The general impression of all of the boys is that 

this period begins about December 1 and continues through to the end of 
y February. 

fire 
lp ty ¥ I have also discussed the subject with Henry Brinkmeyer, and he has 
/



discussed it with a number of other sportsmen. His opinion, as confirmed 

by the other sportsmen fixes April and May as the date horns shed, Mayo 
September-as—the—date—horns shed, May to September as the date fawns drop, 
and from the middle of December through January and probably February as 
the date of rut. 

I said "hello" to all of the boys and they wished me to express 

to you their good wishes also. 

We are still progressing on the Prescott, and I have an organiza- 

tion of which I am wery proud, especially when it comes to teamwork in 
getting the major projects completed. We have made excellent progress on 
the Forest, but of course still have a great deal of work to do. 

Very sincerely yours, 

~ he (B yp Cree a 

H.“BASIL WALES, Forest Supervisor ~ 

~ae



February 25, 1926 

Mr. Ge A. Pearson, Director, 
Southwestern Experiment Station, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Gus: 

Much obliged for your letter of January 15 and the 

article which you sent from the D. 0. Library. I have return- 

ed the article. ‘ 

It contained exactly what I was looking for but not 

quite enough of it. I gather, however, from the passage on 

Page 3, paragraph 2, that you have in your records the addition- 

al data that I need. In order to avoid putting you to any 

; needless bother, I have prepared se table showing the figures 

I got from your article and the additional ones which I would 

like to get from your records. I would appreciate it greatly 

if you could have someone fill in the blank places. You prob- 

ably do not have the figures for Raton and possibly you do not 

have them for Kaibab. If so, just leave these places blank 

‘and I will get them from Dr. Linney and D-~4. 

BO
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Possibly I have never explained what I am trying to do 

with these figures. I have accumulated a lot of information on 

the phenology of black-tailed deer throughout the Southwest. 

This information indicates very strongly s local adeptetion in 

the phenology of the animal to meet the excessive spring drought 

which you have pointed out as occurring in the Coconino Plateau 

region. They also show every indication of gradually changing 

to meet the Colorado conditions as one moves North and East. 

What I want to get is the parelleliem between phenological graphs 

for deer and a graph indicating the severity of the spring drought. 

After I have plotted all the information I shall send 

you a copy since I think it would interest you. 

, With kindest personal regards, 

: Very sincerely, 

Inclosure ; 
Table 

\ : 

\
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“severity of Spring Drough 
(As Expressed by May and June* Rainfall) 

(26 be compared with date of fawning end other phenology of Mule Deer) 

iWeather 3 
Forest :iStation 1 ¢ ipits ut ao eugnes : Specificetions 

$ : May : June :May & : Anmual ': 
3 3 : : June : 3 
2 3 3 t : $ 

Sant :Raton ) wee | newe | wane $ cone 3 Sih om nas 
: : $ ‘ t 3 
2 3 3 . : t 

Santa Fe :Sente Fe 3 160: 162 3 QB 1 weer 1 owen nnn nnnne 
. t $ 3 t ‘ : 

: 3 : : ‘ : 
Lincoln :Ft.Stanton : 067 : 166 3 205 2: wane 38 eon ween nee 

t t % : 2 3 
sClouderoft : 0449: 1.295: 2.44: ---- % 1909 - 1921 
$ : 3 : t ‘ 
: : t ' i t 

Datil twee a ee a ee a ee ee | a oe se ht eee mo te 
’ : t ‘ $ t 
: + 3 3 3 ’ 

Gila tFt Bayard 3: 06.38 : O.8 t led ¢ onee 3 ae ee wows 
t : 3 3 t a 
3 : 5 t t 3 : f 

Apache 3 Bann S wne | eee Pawns f eek- 2 teem nndene 
t : ; : : 3 
’ : t t 2 t 

Sitgreaves + ---.-« ee a ee ee | enrenmecene 
$ % : t $ : 
3 : ’ 3 ’ a 

Goconino :Ft.Valley : -9- 3 --5 t sae twee 3 meee sneer nn ee 
t : 3 3 ‘ : 
t 2 $ : $ ’ 

Kaibab : am to wwe 3 woe 8 wan 8 mame 8 tO oe tie te om to on ee te 

: : t $ : : 
’ 3 : t t : 

Prescott Prescott +: 0.6: 068 : 0.9 1% <a0s 3 oeewnnenenen 
t ‘ 3 : : 3 
3 3 t $ : t 

ror "Southwestern Geme Fields" by Leopold, Pettit, & Legon 

*“Figures from G.A.Pearson, Director, Southwestern Forest Experiment 
Station, Pt. Valley, Arizona. {See "Seasonal Distribution of 
Rainfall as related to Forest Pires in Ariz. & New Mexico", Journal 
of Forestry, Nove 1922)



severity of Spring Drough 
(Ae Expressed by May and June” Rainfall) 

(%@ be compared with date of fawning and other phenology of Mule Deer) 

?Weather t 

$ +4y : dune tMay &: Anmal ; 
: 3 1 ; dune + : 
a t ’ t : t 

Sant +Raton 2 wee § wnvew § wae § me 1 (0 eo nn a a Oe ee 

: t 2 t : ‘ 
: t ’ 5 8 8 

Sante Fe iSente Fe 3 200 t ReW s Me 8 wnme 1 sewn nnreneme 
t 3 t 3 : : 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

COCONINO NATIONAL FOREST 

ne te 
AND REFER TO FLAGSTAFF, ARIZONA 

March 2, 1926. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2222 VanHise Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

My dear Leo; 

Your letter of January 9 is reeeived. 

I am sorry to say that we cannot give you absolutely 
reliable data regarding the datdés that the bucks shed their 
horns, or the date that fawns drop, etc. Two years azo, J 
Oldham and I saw fawns which were very young about the 18th — guge 
or 20th of August, They could not have been more than ten 
days or two weeks old. I was with Dave Whiteside once, in ¥ 
the Zuni Mountains, about the 25th of August, when he got | 
down from his horse and picked up a fawn which was not over 
twenty-four hours old. It had absolutely no fear of man. 
Our boys seem to agree that the bulk of the fawns in this 
country ara dropped between May 15 and July 15. Nhe ute 0. 

opt i 
I have seen quite a number of bueks which had shed 

their horns by the first of eet although some of them are 
known to shed their horns much later in the spring. We have 
asked the boys to send us in any "dope" which they may get 
frm timé to time, and if secure any data that will be of 
value to you we shall be glad to forward it, 

Bhat 

E.G, MILLER 
Forest Supervisor i
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Carrier Pigeons) 

Mrs James A. Seott, — 
Forest supervisor, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

L Dear Scottie: 

I am interested in your letter of February 12 coneern- 

ing erates for carrier pigeons. 

I am inclined to agree with you that there might be a 

useful field for them in fire communication#. 

Our Box Laboratory would like to be of use to you in 

designing a strong erate but of course strength would not have f 

anything to do with the injury to the birds by the rocking | 

motion that occurs on pack horses. If partition erates would ; | 

help obviate this difficulty, it might be that we could help a) 

_ design ones Please call on the Laboratory for any assistance 24 

| that we can render. 

I have just heard from Pred Winn that the Black 

Canyon Refuge is proving so successful that there is actually 

@ surplus of deers I would very greatly appreciate your keep- 

ing me in touch with the situation by sending me copies of any 

ui AA oj Wy. y 
oe a
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cerrempentenee pertsining to it. In my book on "Southwestern 

Game", the workings of the refuge system are naturally a prih- 

cipsl topic. 

: I imagine that the relative inaccessibility of the 

Black Canyon country to the motorists who penetrate far into 

the present roadless area has something to do with this. I 

would like to make the suggestion that if the load on the 

range must be lightened, that this be done by depressing the 

size of the refuge rather than abolishing it. It is quite 

thinkable that the inaccessible refuges might eventually have 

to be smaller ‘han those in accessible territory. 

I am sending a copy of this te Frederic Winn since 

he would doubtless have an opinion on this question. I am 

also sending e copy to the District Forester since your letter 

was eddressed to him. 

With kindest personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, Associate Director 

cc sent to Frederic Winn, Forest Supervisor, Tucson, Arizona 
cc " "™ District Forester, Albuquerque, N. M. 

i”



e ‘ February 12, 192 
Pigh & Came-Gila 7” Bs be 
(Carrier Pigeons) 

“ District Poraster, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. : 

Dear Girt : 

Mr. W. &. Biebelle has boon raising homing pigeons 
at his rangh on the Mimbres River and has beon rene out 
experiments on then for som times He takes them with him : 

J on ee tripe over his grazing allotment and sends messages 
back to the randhs : 

In the fall of 1923 he sent several of the birds 
to Albuqueraue with R. W. Hussey, who liberated ‘thom thore . 
for him. Through one of the most severe storms which has 
ocourred in years, most of theso birds worked their way back 
home, Ono or two failed to return and one game in some three 
months later when ite wing foathers grew out; it had been 
Gaught and one wing clippeds 

The start for thése birds was secured from a 
telephone man in Bl Paso, Texas, who ig now manager, I é 
beliave, in Safford, Arigona, avd from whom Ranger Cirdner 
received some pigeons for experimental purpoveds 

In transporting these pi geste in orates, whioh 
must be packed on mules, Mr. Biebelle states that their, leg 
and wing points begone sore from rocking back ana forth*from 
extending a wing to retain their belences, Ho is anxious to 
know if there is any publication whish would give advice om 
how to crate them for pack trips; or if any of the Districts oe 
have had any experience that gould be = on to him, He 
has the Navy manual on the subjeet of homing pigeons but, 

naturally, it would contain nothing ov packings . 

| | |



District Foresters : 

Knowing their inter ost ee this line a copy of 
this letter ic being mailed to Leopold at Madison, Yisconsin, 

; and Winn at Tucson, Arizonas 

5 Very truly yours, 
ss “ scott 

james * 
‘ Forest Supervisor. 

) 

j le
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News Editor: This story is not 
being sent to any competitive 
newspaper in your town. 

DEER INCREASING ON 
THE GILA AND DATIL 
NATIONAL FORESTS 

Albuquerque: Many local sportsmen have 

made the statement, following the past hunting season, that 

bucks were becoming scarce and the fawn crop seriously dimin- 

ishing on the Gila and Datil hunting grounds, according to 

E. WY. Loveridge, Secretary of the New Mexico Game Protective 

Association. 

This belief, continues Mr. Loveridge, is contrary to 

the findings of the Sportsmen's Association of Southwestern 

New Mexico as reported in their recent amual bulletin. The 

report states thet not only has there been a decided drop in 

the number of bucks to the number of does over 1923 and 1924 

estimates but a material increase in the total number of deer 

of all clesses hes been found. The number of turkey, however, 

for some unknown reason nd in spite of the reduction of the 

bag limit during 1925 from three to two per hunter, has fallen 

below previous counts, Z, 4 tit 
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Probably nowhere in the county has ea closer check on ti: 

hunting situation been obtained than on the Gila Forest, north 

of Silver City. There are but a few routes of entry into this 

wilderness. This enables game wardens, posted on the roads of 

entry, to secure extremely accurate census of the hunters as 

they center the region, and by special arrangement with the hunt- 

ers, they are informed as they pass out of the numbers and 

classes of game seen and killed. After allowance is made for 

duplicated reports the figures thus obtained are aviilable for 

comparison with similar records from previous years. During 

the past season 26 game wardens end forest ringers assisted in 

making the game census and in enforcing the game laws throughout 

this region. 

i In brief, the bulletin renorts that bucks have increased 

since 1924 from 1645 to 2747 and fawns from 1352 to 2066. The 

turkey reported to have beem seen have decreased from 1352 to 

939 during the same veriod. The proportion of bucks to does 

however hss rinbeainAl tn WuLnaen. to 1 to 2% in 1925 as against 

| 1 to 4 in 1923. This increase has raised the question among 

sportsmen whether or not it would be possible to raise the limit 

to 2 bucks for each hunter in the future instead of one, as at 

present. 

There are indications also, according to the Bulletin, that 

within a few years, if. the increase in deer continues, over- 

stocking will follow in some regions. Opening the game refuges 

‘ a season or two it is stated mey meet this situation otherwise 

@ heavier kill will be in line. As it is now the Gila deer herd : 

is one of the largest in the Southwest being next in number to 

the Kaibab herd north of the Grand Canyon. 

ee



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

GILA NATIONAL FOREST 

ronest SUPERVISOR 
AND REFER TO SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO 

G April 14, 1926. 
Fish & Game-Gila 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin: 

Dear Leo: 

Your letter of April 6 is received. 

The following is a list of the State 

game refuges within the Gila, with approximate 

acreages: 

Burro Mountain Approximately 9,600 acres. 
Bullard Peak bs 16,000 °°" 
Sapillo i 9 000)" 
Black Canyon 4 16,000)" 
Animas " 9,600 * 
White Creek " 22,400 
Mogollon ut $8,000 * ; 

a 648] 120 ,60p aces (18% oq ules 
7 Very sincerely youxsy TNO 
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Attention W. S. TRC 

Ge Prescedtt gy Arizona" 

Fish & Game May 15, 1920. =D 

Prescott ret rae 

\ MAYS 9 1926 

Memo: is : 

On May 11 I found a 5-point blacktail horn about 2 miles 

north of Walnut Creek Ranger Station (Prescott National Forest$_ 

Arizona) on the Pine Flet Treil. The horn had been freshly shed 

and the puck's fresh tracks were nearby; also some slight abrasions 

on ae low hanging Juniper limb overhead, where the porn had been 

rubbed off. Ranger Oldham, who is in charge of the Walnut Creek 

District, had passed this point on May 8, and had not seen any 

: horn. The evidence is pretty conclusive that the horn was shed 

about May 10. 

On May 4, Ranger Oldham saw two bunches of deer in 

Stringtown Wash, on the Walnut Creek District. One punch included 

horns and the other did not. Apparently in this locality the bucks 

shed their horns early in May. 2 D , 

Nebo popolle | 
. Astistant Aldo debt - 

' Copies-D.F. 
¥ Prescott 
Species Folder ' 
C.F.F. 

VRanger Oldham 
Journal Mammology 
Alo : 

\
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i ’ FOREST PROCUCTS TABOWATORY } 

‘ rit CEIVED 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE @ MARY = 1926 \ 

FOREST SERVICE Vy L Abed 
Vides a2 eee 

SOUTHWESTERN EXPERIMENT STATION Peart \ a 

: FLAGSTAFF, ARIZONA 

RS March 5, 1926 
Weather F 

Southwestern 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
: Forest Products Laboratory, | 

Madison, Wiss., 

Dear Aldo; 

In accordance with your letter of February 25, I have filled | 
outtthe columms on rainfall data on the sheet you enclosed and am 
returning it. Fortunately I had all of this material compiled as a 
part of my report on the study of forest types which I am preparing 
for publication. One of my aims in this report is to present com- 
parable weather data in such form that they can be used by investi- 
gators who wish to correlate their particular work with climate. 

You will note that all of the precipitation averages are for the 
13 year period, 146% - 1921 inclasive. I have found it necessary in 
comparing precipitation records to make them cover the same period. 
Because of the great annual and periodic variations in precipitation 
an average for 1900-1915, say, might be appreciably different from 
the average for 1005-1920. 

The figures you have given do not agree with my records. probably 
this is because the record in my publication were not for the 1909- 
1921 period. 

Of course you understand that in comparing stations in different 
localities they should all be in the same forest type. 

Unfortumately I have no record for the Kaibab. In writing for 
this, I suggest that you specify the period 1909-1921. 

Your study of the deer in relation to spring drought sounds 
interesting. I shall be interested in seeing your graphs on this study. 

: Very sincerely yours, 

i 3)iu if 

ere w Ctirecr,, _ 

/ wee as " Silviculturist o ue s :
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

CARSON NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

FOREST SUPERVISOR 

AND ee 7 TAOS, NEW MEXICO 

Fish & Game-Carson March 29, 1926 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2222 Van Hise Ave., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

I held your letter of March 7 until our kanger \ieeting 
which was held at Vallecitos from the 22d to the 26th. it is 

: rather hard to get much information on deer in this country 
because the deer are pretty scarce. whl 

hae 2S 
From the vest information that i conta secure at the 

meeting, deer shed/their horns in Janwary’or sebruary, drop 
fawns from May 1 to 15, and begin to rut the early part of —hwip/ 

November. Upon returning to the vifice 1 looked up our 
grazing report. uch of the information for it was obtained 

‘ from vharlie varcell, who is an oe experienced hunter in 
this country. According to the nformation received from 
him the deer shed horns in kebruary and the new ones begin 
to come in April; fawns are dropped in dune, and the rut 
begins in Seen Lee becember. 15 Vv 

40 

: Ranger Newton, who is in charge of the Jicarilla 
District, states that he has a small bunch of deer on his 
District that he can locate very readily. sue promised to 
hunt them up as soon as he returns to vaqueros and let us 

know whether any of them are now wearing horns. 

The men on the #orest who knew you were very glad to 
hear from you as was i. 

very ak Ule, 

STANLEY 7 WIISON, | : 
Forest Supervisor. 

SEW; AD
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Severity of Spring Drough 
(As Expressed by May and June* Rainfall) 

(6 be compared with date of fawning and other phenology of Mule Deer) 

:Weather 7 eB ; 
Forest :Station :___ Precipitation, Inches : Specificetions 

: : May : June :May &: Annual : 4 

ay Spee ey CERO pete | We~ 
tdee Veg Bee car vem cee eee : " 

Sant. :Raton PREGA o) PAO Uae ey Ree lsinr Qipap ay 2 

Sante Fé 7 :Santa Fe 3: Toe: ‘TsO: QeO~: (2/7 » “elerctiter 

$ eee aed ee eye Meee Sea a 
Lincoln sFt+.Stanten : 0.7 : 1.6 3-808~ 3: ‘#a-- 3 44-02 eee 

 Clouderoft : 0.49: 1.95: 2.44: 444% : 1909-/1921 

Datil 1 (Peanchels eke. LER Ct Pp Ina.) Qbear 

: : 2 1: 0.445 21 ; mig ; t 
Gila 1Bt Bayard 1068: O68: Sad) (225% 3) -+------5--- 

Se ls une ilk : 
Apache fo moee a (eee eh oee ieeee tae eee. Is etiot eee 

; Sitgreaves een pate Coley a) y Ast? : Pe tt ae aces 2 

Rhewnes . Beoteride CPE SER OA ake. 4 on-n2-------- 

Jitvatepe VAR Fee) 669) 0 FBV 097% 1242 3 Wredlanng 

Kaibab {odes eae, act SSSA AR NAN is CMe Lam Ai 
: ae wee i } : Vprotlarnd Pr 

Bregects iPreseott —: O56: 028.3 0.0 3 OMZE ¢. |... eee 

“For "Southwestern Game Fields” by Leopold, Pettit, & Legon 

*Figures from G.A.Pearson, Director, Southwestern Forest Experiment 
Station, Ft. Valley, Arizona. {see "Seasonal Distribution of 
Rainfall as related to Forest Fires in Ariz. & New Mexico", Journal 
of Forestry, Nov. 1922)



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

INYO NATIONAL FOREST 

FOREST SERV 

Bee gu eREV Eon 

AND REFER TO BISHOP, CALIFORNIA 

c ; 

Fish & Game 
Inyo April 2, 1926. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of March 23 and Mr. 
Blood's reply of March 350. 

The article was written for the Service Bulletin just 
after my return from a trip to theYosemite Park, where, in 
cooperation with two Park rangers, we distributed 400 pounds 
of stock salt on the winter range of the deer,that summer in 
the Park. 

The salt was distributed on the Sierra Forest from one 
to five or six miles from the boundary between the Park and 
the Forest. We began counting the deer that we saw as we 
rode along, and had counted nearly 200 deer by the time we 
returned to Ghinquapin camp that evening. I estimated the 
distance we had traveled on horseback at between 12 and 15 
miles, and since a good deal of the area is very rugged and 
prushy, with perhaps half the distance traveled through a Qa 
cut-over country of from two to 15 years age, a very small es 
percentage of the distance traveled was through open country. i a 
Since these deer are naturally very tame, especially at that bone 
season of the year, December 10, I am satisfied we did not pie 
disturb or see all the deer within a radius of 500 feet on et 
each side of our line of travel, though of course we saw some 
at a greater distance than this. Thus I estimated the area 
seen at 100 acres per mile of travel. 

After returning to camp, my brother and I drove on in to 
his home in Yosemite Valley and counted from the auto as we 

drove along enough to run our total for the day to something 

like 225, I believe. We did not make actual count of the 

relative number of bucks and does, but they seemed to run 

nearly even. I believe this was also found to be true in the



Mr. A. L. 

foot and mouth control work just north of the area where I 
Was. 

In my boyhood days when game laws were not respected as 
they are now, I have killed bucks as late as December 1 that 
were not at all swollen, and the necks very seldom swell be- 
fore November 15. They begin to bunch up, however, around 
the last of October or first of November, depending somewhat 
I think on date of first heavy storms and cold weather. yee? 

(a) From my observations, I would say that most of the F 
bucks shed their horns after February 1, many of them carry- 
ing them into March. 

(b) No accurate data on date fawns are born. A fewin . 5 4 
the latter part of June, but most of them come in July and \y 
August. 

(co) As reported above, necks begin to swell about Novem- \yvi5 
ber 15 to December 1. 

(ad) Deer season this district is open September 1 to 
October 15. The Forest Service is supported by the California 
Cattlemens Association in an effort to have the season changed 
to open two weeks later and close present date, in the interest 
of reducing fire risk to the Forest and disttpabance and loss 
of stock through accidental killing by hunters. As yet we 
have not been successful in having this change made, but still 
have hopes. 

Figures collected from the stockmen (Sierra permittees) 
would indicate that losses from accidental shooting by hunt- 
ers will approximate five percent of all losses of cattle 
while on the Forest. We are enlisting the cooperation of the 
stockmen in securing more accurate data on actual losses from 
this cause, however. 

I also want to say that the percentage of bucks will not 
run nearly so high on those sections of the #orest where hunt- 
ing is permitted. It is estimated that nearly 500 bucks were 
taken out of the Sierra in 1925. No hunting is allowed in 
the Park, however; and since very few of these deer come out 
of the Park before the season is closed, hunters have very 
little influence in reducing the percentageof bucks. Since 
deer return pretty largely to their native habitat each year, 
this great herd of Park deer is not overflowing and stocking 
adjoining territory to the extent that one might suppose they 
would. 

Trusting that this information might be of some interest 

- 2 -



Mr. A. L. 

to you, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

: Biol, 
Lego lbet 

- 3-



March 23, 1926. 

Mire oe ee Supervisor, . 

: Northfork, California. : 

Dear Benedicts 

I have a clipping from the Service Bulletin in 

my files (I cannot tell you the date because I forgot to 

date it) which describes under the signature of Rs B., 

which is presumably yours, @ count made on deer on the 

South Fork of the Merced River. 

The figures given are that in 15 miles travel, 

estimated to have covered 1,500 a¢res, 200 deer were seen, 

making an average of one deer for each seven acres. a 

These figures are very valuable and I am inter~ ’ 

ested to know whether you attempted any classification of 

the animals seen into bucks, does, yearlings, fawns, etc. 

If so, I would greatly appreciate receiving the detailed 

figures. 

Chk:



Me Ae Be 

I would also like to ask whether the 1,500 

acres in question were at all representative of the i 

area as a whole, or were they picked ground on which the — 

deer would be much thicker than on the remainder of the 

winter range? 

With kindest regards, 

Very sincerely yours, | 

ALDO LEOPOLD. 

~*2 =
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B. M. of His Resinous Pe waxed to the point where 
discretion was cast te the four winds and 2 wager was leid as follows: 

The timber beasts maintained that the third log, reading fron the ground 
up, vovld scale more then the butt log, while the D. 0. man too the 

opposite view ~ $5.00 worth, in fact. This tree, in tue course of time, 
felt the bite cf the cress—cut ond ax and then the tree lay prone in the 
needles a careful and censcientious scale was m.de of the logs in the tree. 

(By the timber beasts, for the D. 0. man had lone returned to Ogden when 

this happened.} The official stick founi the following facts, which were 
entered in the book: That the third log scaled 1070 feet and the first 
log 1030 feet, and now the D, 0. man charces conspiracy, collusion and 
other crimes on the parties of the first pars and refuses to fork over the 
aforesaid wager, for these and other vital and fundamental reasons, includ- 

ing, we understand, © charge that the third loz was cut ata big limb and 

scaled on the end instead of back before the swell bewzins. 

Enbarrassing? No? A District office meeting was recently held at which 
all offices discussed their own work plans for 1925, showing whet they 
had outlined at the begiming of the year and how well thoy followed 
their schedule. In most cases, it was found that working plons had actually 
worked and that they had been followed with good results. The amount of 
work laid out to be accomplished during the year wes practically completely 
done, and usually it was accomplished «t the time ori;im.lly planned. The 

officers visited the ficld much more closely on schedule thin ever before. 
Plans for 1926 are beginning to be developed at the present time. 

The District Office bunch feels thet vorking plans have certainly 
made good as fer as they are concerned, and find that a general cset-together 

end discussion of them is of great help in plamning future work. Tine 
spent on plans is certninly wisely spent. 

. 3 Bedi ioe ; 

gu4 
Go” \w DISTRICT 5 — CALIFORNL. DISTRICT 

4 [yu ee aera 

Deer cn the Siervea: Contxary to the popular cry thet Forest offiegrs often 

hear from disapp.iated ct smateur mmtors to the effect tint "big aye, ; 
and especially éecr, will soon bc exterminated if better protestion isNnot 
given them," T an ¢onvinged that deer on the Sierra have increased very 
materially during the past 20 yoars, aes 

i have just roturned from 2 trip to the South Fork of Merced River, 

where I spent a couple of doys with Park rangers, distributing salt on the 

. « i a 

: Qo . 
OF ;



ae 
winter ranges of deer thet swaner principally in the Yosemite National 
Park. The Park Service furnished the salt ond we put out 400 pounds ad 

joining. the southwestern boundary of the Park. They have already dis- 

tributed 600 pounds alonz the western border this fall, making 2 total 

of 1,000 pounds. I am sure that four or five times this amount would 
be cleaned up by the deer if it were distributed systematically over 

that area of a couple of townships. 

Ranger McLeod and I placed about 400 pounds of salt on a portion 

of this area two years ago, and I founi on visiting these places last week 

that in most instances they are easily recognized by the deep holes that 

have been pawed out by the ceer in their efforts to cect salt. 

In one day's travel of perhaps 15 miles, where I estimate we saw 

some fifteen hundred acres, we counted more than 200 deer - or an average 
of one deer to each seven acres. Of course, the deer have not increased 

on other portions of the forest in the samo rotio that they have here be- 
cause in the Park no hunting is allowed, but I know from personal knowl- 

edge and observation that there has been a matericl increase on most of 
the Forest. The only exception is the country immediately adjacent to big 

construction projects or where large areas have been clean cut and logged. 

The experience of the foot and mouth control measures on the Stanis- 

laus has convinced me that our ol@ estimate of 10,000 deer for the Sierra 
Forest is perhaps not more than half as high as it should be.--R.B. 

Broomtnil Reconnaissance: During the past field season the extensive groaz- 

ing réconneissance crew on the Stanislous examined 969,406 acres at 2 cost 
of 30.00322 per cere. Theo work was Gone on horseback ani approxim.tely 
8.5 sections were covered on each effective field day. U.S.¢.S. quad- 
rangles enlarged to 2 scale of two inches to the mile were used as a base 

for mapping and control. 

The urgency for carrying capacity figures to be used in 1926, when 
stock will presumably be admitted to the forest again, was the reason for 
the very extensive method of examination. Due to the fact that there are 

large areas of waste range and types of low carrying capacity, such % sys- 

tem was applicoble and proved satisfactory.—-R.W.B. 

RONAU It 2 Aisa at 

DISTRICT 6 - NORTH PACIFIC DISTRICT 
The Colville - It Screams! The last item on page 12 (D-6 items) of Service 
BULLETIN of Jan. 4, carri¢a an egregious error. It read, in port, "One day 
last summer the Deadman Creek rond crew on the Colville Forest were peace- 

fully sleeping"! The Supervisor, the District Ranger, the Deadman Creek 
Road Crew, in fact, the entire personne] have arisen in righteous indigna- 
tion ond are now screaming! : 

ate ;
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FOREST Prom se AO iEATORY 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Bee ls ONS 
RECEIVED 

FOREST SERVICE ae 

COCHETOPA NATIONAL FOREST Pe APR ‘ ace 

ine fi 
G 

Fish & Game, 

Cochetopa April 6, 1926. 

Mr. Aldo Lepold, 
Madison Wisconsin, 

Dear Sir, 

‘On receipt of a letter from Mr. Agee Iam sending the 

following requested information for the Cochetopa Forest. 
nar 10 

Hornes shed between Fefruary 15 and April 1, Fauns drop 

huey IS 

between May 1 and June 1, Rut begains more or less December 1. 

Approximate rain fall during May and June in the 

visinity of the deer country is 3 to 6 inches . The rain 

fall is givin for the yellow pine region. Do not fail to look 

us up if you have a chance to come to the Cochetopa. 

Very truly yours. 

IP hl , iY { Y Li Vp oO xo? Lith <Ut: 
Forest Ranger. *
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PEN i ONWEALTH OF Nsy, 
: cou “VAN, 

ph dnd 
x 1G deere owe Tes 

A ri H NX ’ PRES 

Ww ee DEPARTMENT OF FORESTS AND WATERS 
FOREST SERVICE 

HARRISBURG 

April, seventh, 
LS 2.6 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

: Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In the absence of the Secretary and at 
his request L am pleased to forward you another copy of 

a bulletin published in 1923 by the Board of Game Commissioners 

entitled - "Pennsylvania Game Refuge System". This publication 
is, of course, not up to date but there has been no revision 

up to this time. I am able, however, to give you some 

information in tabulated form revised to January 1,1926: 

1. State game refuges and auxiliary refuges in Pennsylvania. 
2. Game refuges on Pennsylvania State Forests. 
3. Game killed in Pennsylvania in 1925. : 

In another tabulation you will find- 

} Area of State Forests. 
Legal bucks killed (actual number for whole state). 
Legal bucks produced (estimated number for whole state). ; 
Legal bucks killed on State Forests 
Legal bucks produced on State Forests 
Legal bucks killed outside State Forests 
Legal bucks produced outside State Forests 
Area in refuges (within wire) on State Forests 
Area in refuges (within wire) in State 

The deer producing area is greater than than 
covered by State owned forest land. The Commonwealth owns 

1,131,783 acres, while the forest area within the state including 

farmers! woodlots is approximately 13,000,000 acres, or nearly 

one-half of the total area of the State. 

PREVENT FOREST FIRES-—IT PAYS



Mr. Aldo Leopold --2-- 

Upon investigation I learn that no tabulation worth 

consideration has been made that classifies the deer into 
bucks, does, yearlings and fawns. The classifications that have 

i been made were merely guessed at and from a practical standpoint 
so many estimates were made that it would be unwise to use them 
in any calculations. 

1 have attempted to answer all of your questions, but 
if there is any other information that you need I shall be very 
glad to secure it for you if it is available. 

on yours, 

Enclosures sila Secretary ; 

*
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STATE GAME REFUGES AND AUXILIARY REFUGES IN PENNSYLVANIA 

January 1, 1926. : | 

fhe Board of Game Commissioners has purchased 

; 86,019,22 acres of land and leased 21,951.6 acres besides 42, 

712.7 acres of State Forest land which are set aside for Game 

Refuges. Not all of the purchased and leased land is included | 

within the refuge area proper, however (i.e. under wire where 

hunting is permanently prohibited). The total amount within | 

the refuge areas is 76,517.7 acres, including the State Forest 

Glass which comprises 42,712.7 acres. Twenty of the 34 game 

refuges are on the State Forests. Two additional refuges 

(neither on the State Porests) in process of acquisition will | 

make a total of 36. 

There are also 56 Auxiliary State Game Refuges with 

a total land area of 76,936 acres, of which 22,731 acres are | 

within the refuge area proper (i.e. under wire where hunting is 

permanently prohibited). Ten of the Auxiliary Game Refuges, 

with a total of 5,271.8 acres are on the State Forests.



‘ GAME REFUGES ON PENNSYLVANIA STATE FORESTS 

Number of Area Year 
Refuge ___ __ State Forest County (Acres) Established 4 

a Sproul Clinton 2002 1905 
2 Moshannon Clearfield 3107 1906 
3 Mont Alto Franklin 1989.9 1906 
a Tuscarora Perry 1864 1911 
5 Forbes Westmoreland 1740 1911 
6 Bald Eagle Centre 1265.8 1912 
7 Tiadaghton Potter, Clinton 2460 1915 

& Lycoming 
8 Tiedaghton Lycoming 1785 1915 
9 Legen Huntingdon 2646 1915 

11 Lackawanna Lackawanna 2774 1915 
15 Susquehannock Potter 3434 1916 
16 Tioga Tioga 3970 1916 
ay Elk Potter-Cameron 2802 1916 
18 Rothrock Mifflin-Jiniate 2900 1916 
20 Buchannon Bedford 2196 1917 
21 Weiser Dauphin 1849 1918 
22 ll Union-Centre 2130 1918 
23 R Huntingdon 1896 1918 
27 Michaux Cumberland 1409 1920 
32 Logan Huntingdon 1393 1921 

Total’ 20 42,712.7 

{



GAME KILLED IN PENNSYLVANIA ~ 1925 

: ‘ (Boe) 

Season Special Deer, Season Total | 

ee tga — “Heat Titel “eget lege 

Deer 7,280 586 972 20 8,252 606. j 

Bear 470 5 470 5 

Blk 6 4 j 6 4 

Wild Turkeys 3,441 : 3,441 

GAME KILLED ON STATE PORESTS | 

Per Cent of Total 
Killed in Statex 

Deer 5,091 61.7 

Bear 185 39.4 

Blk 3 , 50.0 

Based on total legal kill during year. 

j



_ area of State Forests (Jan. 1, 1926) 1,131,783 acres 

Legal bucks killed (whole State), 1925 7,280 
Legal bucks produced (whole State), 1925 

2 1 buek . als 7,280 per 1, acres 

Legal bucks killed on State Forests, 1925 5,091 
Tegel bucka produced on State Forests, 1925 

2 1 a (Jan. 1, 1925) 1 per 222 

s 

Legal bucks killed outside State Forests, 1925 2,189 
Legal bucks produced outside State Forests, 1925 

074,38 ; eetag— —« «1: buck per 5,516 acres 

Area in refuges (within wire) ni State Forests 47,985 acres 

Proportion of all forests within refuges, 

47,985 
Cae ek Teens Kings Oe St Pe SO 

Area in refuges (within wire) in State 99,049 acres 

Proportion of all forests within refuges, 

visconti = ,0075, or 475 of 1 per cent 
13,206,001 
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: Mareh 24, 1926+ 

Me. Re Yo Stuart, State Yorester, 
Forest Service, 

Harrisburg, Pas 

Dear Stuarts _ ; 

In 1923 your Conservation Commission issued an 

extremely valuable booklet: "Pennsylvania's Game Refuge 
System," 

I have lost my copy and wish you could send me 

another one if convenient, or if a later edition has come 

out, I would like that. 

From the 1923 pamphlet I made note of the’ follow- 

ing figures: 

Area of State Foresta « » «+ « + « » « 1,125,000 acres 

Buoks killed 1922 , 2.15 ese 6 0 6 «© © + GplhS 

Bueks produced, 1922 Bed 300 2 1 buck per 200 acres 

Area in refuges eeu Uaawer 80,000 acres 

Per cent State Forests in refuges « + » « 8 Per cent 
(Approx. ) 

vs ad,



Re Yo Se 

I want to use some such figures (for comparison) 

in my book on game of the Southwest and would appreciate 

your help in bringing them up to date. Could you give me 

the equivalent figures for 1925, or refer this letter to 

somebody that can? 

I also especially need help in checking the valid+ 

ity of the above calculations in the following respects: 

(1) Is the deer-producing area approximately the 

same as the State Forest area, or greater, or leas? (I 

suspect that my assumption that it is the sane is unsound. ) 

(2) If greater or less, can you give me a figure for 

deer-producing area and a figure for the present annual 

kill on it? 

(3) Are the refuges all in the State Forests? (I 

suspect some are outside.) What is roughly the area of the 

refuges which are inside of and feed the producing area — 

given under (2)? 

’ If any real census has been made of the deer on 

any part of the producing area, I would like to mve it, 

especially if it classifies the stock into bucks, does, 

yearlings, and fawns. 

An extra copy of this letter is enclosed in the 

; event you have to refer it elsewhere. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Enclosures 
1 Copy of letter. ALDO LEOPOLD,
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Daily Bulletin 

Noe 24~89 h U. S. Forest Service October 16, 1923 

Southwestern District 

Pennsylvania's Game Production: The most interesting bulletins are always 

those that record actusl accomplishment. From this standpoint it would be 

hard to surpass a bulletin just received outlining the progress of the Penn- 

Sylvania Game Commission since 1905 wmder the leadership of John M. Phillips, 

Dr. Joseph Kalbfus and Dr. Joseph T. Rothrock. 

en ; 
r Game producticn and forestry have gone hand in hand in Pennsylvania, 

Dr. Rothrock founded the system of State forests, on which were established 

the system of 30 game refuges which have made the game of the Stete a pro= 
ductive resources The total area of refuges is now 80,000 acres, which is 

about 8% of the total area of State forests. Of course, a still greater 

area Of Surromeine mmting gromds is served by the refuges. 

Each refuge is surrounded by a 10-foot cleared fire line and a Noe 9 
wire strmmg breast high, and is patrolled by a refuge keeper who is furnished 
with a stati, phone line, horse, forage, and fire tools, and who receives 
a Salary of $960. Every year the keeper plants thousands of food plants in 
the refuge and cultivates small patches of grain for the gamo. The public 

may enter the refuges during the closed season without gm cr dog, but during 

the open season only the keeper may enter them. 

A sample refuge is the cne at Mt. Alto. In 1906 4 deer were killed in 
and about this refuge. In 1907 it was stocked with 22 does and 3 buckse In 
1922 741 bucks were killed in the neighborhood of this refuge and the deer 

are still increasing. 

The actual comt of game killed in the State (probably less than the 

actual kill) shows 200 bear in 1907, 563 in 1922. 200 deer in 1907, 6,115 
in 1922. The meat and fur value of game killed in 1921 is estimated at 

$7,500,000. The game department costs about $500,000 per year. ‘The an- 
nual income is about $560,000 from licenses alone. 

The Pennsylvania Game Commission, like the New Mexico Commission, is 
composed of sportsmen serving without salary, but mlike the New Mexico Com- 
missicn they have full authority to employ their own executive officers with- 
out political interference. Wardens are hired on the basis of their expert 
skill, and are not discharged fcr any cause save inefficiency. 

If 1,125,000 acres of Fennsylvania State forest prcduce 6,000 bucks per 

year, the rate of production is 1 buck Bh OSS At this rate D-3's ~ 

22,000,000 acres of Natimal posse ee © produce 110,000 bucks per yeare 

The actual production is less than 2,000 bucks. Of ccurse, nobody expects 
that our mountain land will ever prcduce at the rate of Pennsylvania momtain 
land, but it probably ought to produce 1/10 as many deer per acre, and even 
this would be five times as much as it is producing now. It is pretty obvious 
that there is much room for improvement in our Scuthwestern system of game 

producticn. ne 

% This office is attempting to get a copy of the Pennsylvania report for 

each Supervisor. 

Figsd: Pooler, Kerr, Cocperrider, Hussey (Coconino); Lang (Tusayan); Cook 
(Roswell); Talbot (Tonto); Hughes (Sitgreaves); Long (San Antonio, Texas}. 
Visitor: Rachford, Washington (Coccnino). 
Acting: Leopold.
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AESTSERN FOREST SERVICE 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Sec snes semen o-" ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO 

INFORMATION FOR THE PRESS 

RELEASED FOR PUBLICATION: Number 

Monday 

thy 17, 1926 No, 26-25-G-5 

(oS " yowe Baitor: this story is not boing sont to 
any competitive paper in your town. 

BIG Gal~ IN SOUTHLST 
HOLDING IPS ON 

Albuqucrgquc. A digest 9£ the game reports re- 

cently submitted to the Forcstcr indicate that big game is cither hold- 

ing its owm or slightly incrcasing on the forests of Arizona and New 

Mexico. This condition is attributed t» the added protection afforded 

by game rcfuges and better law enforcement, states John Kerr of the For- | 

est Service. | 

Deer ave generally on the increase with the black tail specics 

decreasing or parcly holding their own, continues Mr. Kerr. The black 

tail deer inhabit the lower clevations and are closer to settlements 

where hunting ané@ grazing are intensive. This may explain why thcy are 

not increasing, Antelope, on the other hand, are holding their own with 

few exceptions although they are a prairie animal and live chiefly in the 

open. This fact my be attributed to the closed season and the protection 

received genorally from stockmen and other residents. :



Among game birds, turkeys, grousc and fan-tail pigcons are on 

the inercase while quail are reported goncx lly decreasing or barely 

holding their ovm. The drouth and absence of grass cover, which af- 

fords them thcir usual hiding places may have much to do with this de- 

crcasee : 

Fish, principslly trcut, are decreasing owing to insufficient 

re-stocking of most of thc stroams and a rapid increase in the amount 

of fishing, A mtcrial incrcasc in the number of hatchcrics and in 

their output will be needed to meet the greater drain on the fishing 

strcams.e 

Where game has becn introduced such as cik and ring-nccked phoas— 

ants, states the report, thoy are at least holding thcir own. B 

There are eight game refuges in Arizona with a combined areu of 

1,606,690 acres. In New Mexico refuges number 37, with an area of 

857,396 acres, The largest game refuge is the Bluc Range in Arizona 

on the Apache National Forest with 622,080 acres covering some of the 

best big game country in, the southwest. 

The State of New Mexico is now making an cxtcnsive game survey 

under the direction of J. $tockley Ligon, and it will be interesting, 

declares Mr. Merr, to note how closcly his estimate of the game situstion 

will concur with the reports received from forest officcrse 

He Geeeseeeeeeged 

es



p. 17. Height of foams we «wth ) 

; hen born 3 pounds Yang x 
1 week 7 pounds Q (wr 

6 weeks 11 pounds (ean be shipped) 

Sex Ratio of fawns captured “males outnumbered females two 

to one." (30 total, evidently 20:10) 

Range Ratio: for plants of 16 or more-1;4, 

s  #  * less than 16-1:2. | 

wild herds at least 1:10 (too low) 

pe 18, Price of Stock Fenn. paid $29.82 per deer in 1924-5. 

Other prices quoted up to $75. Cost of capturing and 

; rearing in Pisgeh (to 6 wks?) runs $13 to $30, 

p. 19. Bwoposed Refuge 40,000 acres or 50% of area. 

Proposed Kill 250 on 39250 acres or 1 per 152 acres. (0K) 

500 permits to be issued. 

Composition (assumed). ee eet : 

as 
p 20. Phenglogy Velvet shed by early Oct. Rut starts early Dec, 

Proposed hunting season Oct. 25 + Dec. 10. Horns shed Jan, 

pe 21 Regulation Register for permits Sept. 1-25. Draw 500 by lot. 
Bill for $12 each, permitting 4 days hunting ($3 per day). 

Guides to be registered and paid o fixed rate - use of guide \ 

optional. 

P- 25. Doge to be excluded, even bird dogs. 

p 26. Bur Prices March 192%: Coon $7, Bobcat $1, Skunk $1, Mink}3, \ 

Gray Fox $1.50, Red Fox $9. 

p. 28. Jurisdiction proposed to be transferred back to state. 
om |



} 
| : 

NOTES OW DEER 

Fawns. 

Born in June. 
Usually twins after first birth. 

\ Record of 13 fawns in % years, doe in partial domestication. 
at Davidson River Station. 
Fawns nibble grass in two weeks, 
Spote disappear in October. 
Weaned in October or November. 
Stay with doe until April or Hay. : 
Spikes appear in May or June on young bucks. 

Year! ings. 

Breed at 15 months, November or December, 
Borns shed in January. 

Two yeors and older, 

Horns in velvet eppeer in Mey. (Males). 
Borns mature in October, velvet off. 
Breed in December. (Start letter part of November). 
Gestation 7} to % months. 
Horns moulted Jenuery 15 to February 1. 
Full grom at 3 to 4 years. ; 
Die of old age st 10 to 14 years. 

Weights (Approximate). 

1 dey, 3 pounds — 1 year, 50 pounds buck; 35 lbs. doe , 
1 week, 7 pounds 2 years, 35 pounds buck; 70 los. doe 
6 weeks, 11 pounds 3 years, 150 lbs. buck; 35 lbs. doe 
12 peeks, 28 pounds . Meximum, 200 lbs. buck; 125 lbs. doe 

A big buck will dress 100 to 110 Ibe. j : 

\ bh ; ¢ re



Bulb Bluegrass in the Rogue River Yalley— : 

Mrs Dayton reported that Messrs. D. G. Ingram of District 6, and 

Lee Brown of the Crater have given us specimens and interesting data on 

a European grass, Poa bulbosa, which we may call Bulb Bluegrass, intro- |. 

duced in alfalfa seed in the Rogue River Valley and reported to be 
spreading rapidly in "deserts" and foothills about Medford, Oregon, 
driving out inferior speciéS in many cases. I+ would appear to. be one 

of -the very few accidental plant introductions into this country for 

which we can be grateful. Unlike orthodox grasses it often produces - 

bulbs instead of seeds, and spreads from root bulbs as well. It is 
said to make fine winter-spring pasturage and, in summer, cures on the 

stalk and is still palatable. 

i Game Problem of Pisgah Forest : 

fi : ; : 
f Mr. C. G. Smith reported that District Forester Kelley and prac- 

tically all of the Assistant Foresters of the District are now in the 

field. 

He said also that the-tast-game report from the Pisgah shows a 
deer population on the gang apenente equal, on an acreage basis, to 

that of the Kaibab. ThereAare 3200 deerjon the Forest, and the time 

is approaching when there will be an unjlanageable surplus. Before that 

time comes, it is desired te make plarfs for a reduction in the number . 

of deer, and to this end a gam@-coOnference will be held on the Pisgah 

some time this fall when it can be conveniently arranged. 

In this connection, Mr. Stuart said that this is a problem not 
peculiar to the Kaibab, Pisgah, or any other region, and one that merits 

a@ cooperative study with the Biological Survey. He said that Pennsyl- 
vania has the reputation of having the best State game protection system 

in the Union. Certain parts of the State are now overstocked, and agri- 

culturists are sustaining considerable damage; yet no comprehensive plan 
for control has been put into effect. Through cooperation with the Bio~ 

logical Survey a study could be undertaken of range capacity in situa- 
tions which are most acute, and where remedial measures would be most | 

acceptable, The importance of a- sound plan for control is indicated by 

the fact that the South is following the Pennsylvania idea with refer- 
ence to game refuges. They want lots of game, do not anticipate ever 

becoming overstocked, and will be’ loath to adopt a killing policy later. 
The Biological Survey and the Forest Service can help tremendously by 

advocating control by range capacity. The nearest approach to this has 
been in the case of the Kaibab deer and the Jackson Hole elk. It. may 

be that the Pisgah problem is one where, through cooperation with the : 

Biological Survey, sucha plan can be put into effect and the Pisgah 

o serve as a demonstration area in game management... . 

sa Power Commission Amends Trespass Procedure : 

Mr. Norcross said that the Federal Power Commission has amended 

. ~4--
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2222 Van Hise Ave. 
Madison, Wise 
June é, 1926. 

Mr. Comsat Shiras 34, 
4530 Klingle St., 

Washington, De Ce 

Deer Mr. Shiras: 

Thenk you very much for your letter of June 5. 
I had overlooked the fact that the Grand Island deta is in- 
eluded in your erticle, "The Wild Life of Lake Superior.” 

li have this article in the form in which it came out in the 
~ / \Netional pe ht in my files and will give it careful 
> © gtudye I think that in conjunction with what you have told 

Ro me in your letter, it will answer my questions. 

5 oe: I am enclosing oe oeny of the material I have gathered 
& so fer on census end kill ratios. If you Imow of any addition- 

a , 1 instances where figures have been collected that are at all 
f : dependable, I would appreciate your advice as to where I could 

find them. 

Sometime when it is convenient, I would oppeentnte 
"sour nape ine me the name of the man who is writing the mono- 

graph on whitetail. 

With kindest regerds, 

Very sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold. 

Enclosure. 
Whe Tek ; 

: FL eg



GEORGE SHIRAS 3° 

WAnuiNOTOWES.. 
ae June 5, 1926. 

Mr. Akdo Leopold, 

2222 Van Hise Avenue, 

Madison, Wis. 

: My dear Mr. Leopold:- : 

Your letter of the lst inst. has been forwarded 
to my apartment at Stoneleigh Court, which we have occupied 
for twenty-three years and are vacating this week, on 
account of the changes being made in the building. 
After the middle of next week my address will be 

ae | 45350 - Klingle Street 
Saath 

ote until we go to Marquette, Michigan, about June 25th, 
< remaining there during the summer and fall. I wonder 

fr =“ if you have my article on’ The Wild Life of Lake Superior 
Past and Present? In this article I give some space 
to Grand Island. If you have not a copy, I would be 
glad to send you one. 

ons The estimate of the Zeer on Grand Island, about 
Sten years ago,totalled three thousand and built up from 

an original herd of about three hundred. At this 
maximum all the ground Bee vegetation was destroyed 
such as Ground Pine and Ground Hemlock, all bushes and 
seedling growth, with the limbs of the larger tree trimmed 
beyond reach. Many of these eer died of starvation; 

_» others swam ashore and hundreds were shipped to Game 
Jef Refuges, Pennsylvania being the first to acquire many 

3 bg ;) of these animals. The herd has been reduced more than 
Gr & one-half and is still verging on starvation, notwithstanding 

oy the annual shipments and an open hunting season. This 
© condition is due to the fact that there are still so 

many eer that the original normal conditions cannot 
be brought about. I am much interested in the work you 
are doing, for you are one of the few who,’ as a combined 

sportsman and field naturalist, know the present day condi- 
tions and the need for scientific game administration. 

* Your inquiry about the manner of estimating the number 
of @eer can only be answered that there was a good deal 

‘ of guess work. The owners have had the same game custodian 
for twenty-five years and as the Island is covered with 
four or five feet of snow in the Winter and with the 
restricted range, it is probable that the estimate has 
been fairly accurate.
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2222 Van Hise Aves, 
Madison, Wis. 

June 1,1926. 

_ Mw George Shiras, ; 4, 
c/o American Game Protective ass'n., 

233 Broadway, 
New York City. 

Dear Mr, Shiras; ; ; 

I notice that in Goldman's article in the current 
issue of the American Game he quotes some zuaaree obtained | 
from you as to the deer population of Grand Island, Lake 
Superior. He omits any dates, however, and any mention of 
the methods by which the census was obtained. 

Could I bother you to refer me to any Pe 
of this material, or lacking this, could you f1i11 in the 
blanks in the following tabulation: 

Grand Island Deer Census 

. jiax, beer Population;Present Deer Population 
t See ee SD ee Ne he t ee ee cee ce een et ne me te ne me 

Area : No.:Year:Deer oe No. :Year ;Deer per 
t : 38aqemile ;: 3 t Sq. mile 

A me a tS eS ee me me Fm eee ne oe ee Sm me i. 

14,000 acres AT { eC 7 » 2s 93,600e 4 ¢ > 68 
(22 Sq« miles }; : i : : t 

lias tbicsnesaguaiincneatinesegnliheig tianlian Meacasicnecineditpieebnyerotlpaier 

It is my understanding that during the time of 
maximum population the deer were winter fed, Is the present 
population also winter fed? (This would, of course, be 
pertinent to the applicability of the figures elsewhere, ) 

Could you give me, in a few words, a description of _ the census methods, that is, whether by count ing in the feeding yards, counting in the wintering yards or by estimate? 

2.2) 1300 (ai 

180 
1? © 

Eg
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Mrs GeS. 

I would also npguensete very much you giving me 
the name and address of man who is working on the 
monograph of white tail deer. You mentioned this during “ 
our recent conversation in Washington, 

Within a month or two TI nom to send you a tabula~ 
tion giving some interesting comparative information on deer 
population, and hope to get your advice and comment on it. 

With kindest regards, “ 

: Very respectfully yours, 

| 
| 

ae
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er wee “Streams suitable for fish production. 
Sewers ee Streams not suitable for fish production. 

a Cities and towns. 

=| Lakes, ponds and reserwoirs suitable for fish pro- 

SS duction, / 

Lakes, ponds and reservoirs not suitable for fish 
production. 

= State highways. 

= _ Roads. 
oO Obstructions which should be removed or fishways 

constructed. 

P Points where pollution occurs. 

iE Points where trees or shrubs should be planted. 

BD Points where waters are held by beaver dams. 

iE Points where eddies should be created. 

V Points where aquatic vegetation should be planted. 

I Points where irrigation ditches head. 

N Points where Native fry should be planted. 

NO points where Native fingerlings should be planted. 

NE Points where Native eyed eggs should be planted. 

R Points where Rainbow fry should be planted. 

Ro Points where Rainbow fingerlings should be 

planted. 

RE Points where Rainbow eyed eggs should be 

planted. 

G Points where Grayling fry should be planted. 

GE Points where Grayling eggs should be planted. 

EB Points where Eastern Brook fry should be planted. 

EBO Points where Eastern Brook fingerlings should be 

planted. 

EBE Points where Eastern Brook eyed eggs should be 

planted. 

B Points where Black Bass should be planted. 

YP Points where Yellow Perch should be planted. 

Cc “Points where Catfish or Bultheads shonid be 

planted. 

a—Give the mileage in your county only. 

b—Give minimum, maximum and average width. 

c—Give minimum, maximum and average depth. 

d—It would be of very material help if temperatures are 

given for both the head waters and those lower down, 
where any appreciable difference exists. In_ case of 

lakes, ponds, and reservoirs temperatures should be tak- 

en at surface and depth, also near shore and at some 
distance from shore. 

e—State whether swift, medium or slow. 

f—State whether muddy, gravelly, rocky, ete. 

g—State whether abundant, fair quantity or scarce. 

h—State approximate proportion of each. 

i—State if numerous or otherwise. 

j—Give number and nature. 

k—State nature of land through which stream flows. 

1-State varieties and whether abundant or otherwise. 

m—State number of ditches leading from each stream with 
total number of miner’s inches used during height of 
irrigating season, and report any device for keeping fish 
out of ditches and if successful or otherwise. 

n—Give varieties, and state reasons in each case. 

o—The more detailed the information the more nearly cor- 
rect will be the program of fish production for each 
stream. So under this heading give such information 
as may still be lacking after the other columns have 
been filled in. 

NOTE—Let there be no guess work in filling out these ques- 
questionnaires. Guess work might result very dis- 
astrously to your fish-production program. Actual 
conditions should be reported in each case. 

| 
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F ¥ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

y NORTHERN DISTRICT 

: fgeST SERVI) 

Ugs 
ADDRESS REPLY TO Renting! FEDERAL BUILDING 

DISTRICT FORESTER MissouLA, MONTANA 

G April 24, 1926. 
Fish & Game / 
Game Census. | 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Products Iaboratory, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

f Your letter of April 5 is received. 

I am very glad indeed to get this tabulation, which 
is approaching the subject in a little different manner from 
which I have worked on the matter. 

I am enclosing herewith cumulative record of deer 
seen in District 1 for the seasons 1923, '24 and '25. 

a In connection with the tabulation I sent you some- 
time ago giving the deer seen in the District for the season 
1925, I do not know that I have told you that the following 
Forests have no "Buck law": Bitterroot, Blackfeet, Cabinet, 
Flathead, Kootenai and Lolo. The Custer Forest is closed 
to hunting entirely and has been so for about eight or ten 
years. Probably the Gallatin, Helena, Jefferson and Lewis 
& Clark Forests are subject to the greatest number of hunters 
considering the number of game animals. ‘ 

In connection with your questions: The number of 
; fawns seen are those which are seen without their mothers, 

and are not yearlings as you assume. The deer season in 
Montana is October 15 to November 15, but in Idaho’ they have 
quite a variety of seasons established by counties, and I am 
enclosing herewith a copy of both the Idaho and Montana Pish 
and Game Laws which will give you the open seasons on the 
different kinds of game. 

With reference to Question 3: There are no areas 
in the National Forests of Montana that are entirely deerless. 
The Custer, because of its open and settled condition, has had 
its wild life pretty well exterminated, but deer and antelope 
are coming back into that country to a limited extent. 

|
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With veference to Question 4: Thé territories 

in Montana without a "Buck Law" are the move inaccessible 
areas and the more heavily timbered areagf and the actual 
area hunted over is undoubtedly a great Aleal less than most 
of the maneinaey in which the "Buck Law" obtains. 

have been able to get/quite a little out of 
the use of Zhis information, and l7Yke you I feel it is of 
more value /than the game estimates. In summarizing this 
information some interesting sidé-lights on the game situation 
in this District are derived. or instance, on the basis of 
the recora@ assuming that Fore officers see an equal proportion 
of the classes represented, 39 does out of every 100 bear 
fawns; 25 out of every 100 deer are bucks. Applying these 
figures to the 1925 estimates for the, District, the buck 
population amounts to 17,262 head and the doe population to 
51,787 head. The annual fawn crop would amount to 29 per cent 
of the total, or 20,024 fawns. This number in comparison to 
the annual kill by hunters, destruction by predatory animals, 
and death losses by starvation and other causes represents a 

Hin balance of 8375 head, since the total loss from the above 
Shwe" causes is reported at 11,649 head. It would appear, then, 

Kes from these figures that the net increase of deer in the Dis- 
trict is about 12 per cent. At this rate the deer population 
will double in approximately eight years, provided no unusual 
calamity occurs. 

It would seem, therefore, that our kill and destruc- 
tion from other causes are not sufficient to cause any alarm 
in regard to destroying our breeding stock. I think, however, 
the information points quite clearly that one of our big 
problems is the reduction of the loss through predatory animals, 
starvation, etc. 

I shall be glad to get your comments at any time 
for I am intensely interested in the whole problem. 

Very sincerely yours, 

GLEN A, SMITH, Assistant District Forester, 

Ves ee 
Enes.
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Fish & Game 

Census ‘ 

‘CUMULATIVE RECORD OF DEER SEEN - DISTRICT ONE 

? No. deer : : NO. does : 3 $ 
Year :8een, sex : No. Bucks:seen without: No. does ‘+ No. ;: Remarks 

snot deter-: Seen t fawns : Seen with :fawns: 
3: mined $ : ‘ fewns sBeen : 
3 3 3 : : : 

1923: 3660 3 977 : 1478 2 419 : 622: 20 Forests reporting. 

19a; 816 (:~COSC:~SsC80 : ago: 413:19 * " 
3 : t : i : 

1925 : 1844 $ 543 : 1085 2 290 : 887: 12 7 r 
3 t : : 2 : . 

: : : : iis 
: 3 : : 2 : 

3 3 t 2 : ; 
$ ; 3 3 3 3 

: : : : : : . 
: t t t : : 
: : : : : 3 i 
: : 3 t : : 
: 3 3 4 a' F} 

t 3 t : : : 

: 2 : : t : : 5 

TOTAL : 6320 : 2038 +: 3743 : 1139 ; 1922: 
: : : : sl : i 

4% bs
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Fish & Game QOMULATIVE HECORD GF DEER SEEN - MONTANA FORESTS 
Census i 

sdiecierneriajaleliitenieteieabipethactinnvieaintetaaellgeinesiedidaticiiliitbibialhiilat ieee shirinilsipntiiei- mappings tein mcastemte 
+ No. deer ¢ 7 8 t ’ Lt ae ete nacrstnal 

Year 3 seen sex: No. Wo. does 3 No. does 4 No. ¢ i 
s not ¢ bucks s seen with~: seen with ; fawns + Remarks aed 
gdetermined, seen + out fawus : fawns 3 seen 3 pee 
t 8 8 g 8 g 310 

1923 ; 32435 3 604 ¢ 1299 =; 385 363 567 ¢ 14 Porests reporting 

1924 ¢ 695 3 4356 ¢ 1086: 385 ; 365 : 18 Forests reporting 365 
1925: 1584 :;: 416 3: 951 =: 260 : 2565 : 8&8 Forests reporting 695. 

2 t $ t % $ | dbo 
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Fish & Game \ 

GQUMULATIVE RECORD OF DEER SEEN 

NORTIERN IDAHO FORESTS 

ie RMI lee ee hel 
t Nos deor ¢ 8 8 2 3 

Year : seen sex s No. 3 No. doos : No. does 3 Now 3 
‘ni not % bucks s seen with-: seen with : fawns ¢ Remarks 
____sdetermineds seen ; out fawns : fawns 8 seen _¢ 

% ‘ 8 t : 3 
1923: 409 + 179 3 122 195 28 ; 48 + 5 Forests reporting, including the Kmiksu 
1924 3 106s 6 O78 83 ito 2 6+ 42 ~6U28dBlU * " " ” 
1925 237 6s «(103 ss 100 0 a 8: BR ” * ° " 

: 8 : t 3 8 4 
8 : ‘ 8 3 f 407 2D i ‘ 
t ‘ : 2 : : U6 Pe eae hd 
z % 8 2 & 2 we P eh tee | eee 
: -% : : t t vb6 
t 8 es : $ $ ; 305 
t ¢ t $ t 3 ( &3 
s 3 8 8 8 8 ay 

BD ts 3 : 8 8 8 8 ; (ue eee 
: $ : : : t yore frted bot ele 
8 3 : $ 8 2 ry 
: : s Fi 2 £ 53.0 (vl Buck fet 
' t t : £ 5 33% ) 16 6y.0 LEY 
2 2 8 5 mes Lae vio) 3 ° 
: : ’ ' t 2 ! o2t 0 
3 $ : t : : Te 
3 t ‘ : § 8 ‘ 
: : t $ 2 3 . Gur] oe 

$ in 8 8 2 % 3 368) 354.0 G7] 
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REPORT ON DEER SHEN, 1925 

ie ee ENG ae Deer waai > st eNom enor NpBe soon NG. Dons Seen so NO ee ooo 
:Sex Undetermined: Bucks Seen : Without Fens: With Fauns :Fauns Seen: TOTALS 

Cabinet : 180 : 66. 4 132 : 47 : 54: 498 

Beattooth : 9 : i 328 : 5 : 6 is BeO 

Clearwater: 66 : 29 32 : 9 : ia + ia 

Coeur d'Alene : 18 : ee 6 : 1 : eo oy ee 

Custer 23 . BA : ny : 6 as 

"  ‘Watheaa : 721 se 85 : hh : 16 : 891 

Gallatin : 248 Bs 77 : 41 ; 51 478 

Helexa : 10 iG 42 : 23 : re ee 

Jefferson : 358 : ig 227 : 100 94 908 

Lolo : 39 4 52 : 31 5 : 152 

Nezparce ; 153 : a 62 9 8 : 305 

_ Lewis & Clark : 28 : 2s : 8 é 3s 45 

TOTALS 1844 : 543: «1085 290 :. Bay i 4049 

eae” Aol ie Ga oale Aer 2F6 Mae, Jae 
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Fish & Game, 1924 

REPORT ON DEER SEEN, 1924. 

TT —°""jie. Deer : NO, : WO. Dees : No. Doos <> Now: 
: FOREST :Seen Sex : Bucks : Seen With-: Seen With : Fauns : 
: :Not De- : Seen : out Fewms : Fauna : Seen : 
i :termined ; $ 3 t : 

: : : 3 z 3 
Absaroka “4 ; me 28 3 35 t 4 
Beartooth t 5 a 30 : 50 : Bw: 
Beaverhead t : a 4 BA : 14 toe * Ge" 
Bitterroot : 5 a 43 t 34 t is $ 
Blackfeet : 3 ; we. 264 t 22 s oe 
Cabinet : @ : a 3: 84 t 14 eRe Ss 
Clearwater 3 7 sm 42 3 - : «* 3 
Coeur d'Alene : 43 ‘ me. 3 14 t 26 >: BM 
Custer 3 : Nothing found :; t 3 
ore : t ” ® 3 t 3 
Flathe : : we 2 82 z 20 + RB 
Gallatin 3 1 tS: % 28 : 13 ‘ a8 
Helena : 5 : ot 62 : at + Beet 
Jefferson s 204 : 44 ¢ 191 2 ; a 4 

Kaniksu t t See Pend Oreille 3 t 
Kootenai 3 9 ; wt 26 : 26 te 
Lewis & Glark : : @hinks count best in fall & winter : 
Lolo : 3160 + BB 154 : 50 s 69 : 
Madison : — a 30 z 27 > @ s 
Missoula t $ Nothing found ; $ : 
a ; a 121 t 9 3 6 3 

U $ : : $ $ : 

Pend Tera ah t an 3 “4 $ ” z ’ 3 a 3 
Saint Jos 3 8 3 | 1 t 3 $ B 3 
Selway : No r@liable deta until count is made in winter : 

3 3 3 3 : : 

TOTAL : 816 : Bis : ~—80 t 4.30 3; 415 3 

/ 

of
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Fish & Game March 31, 1924. 

NUMBER DEER SEEN 1983. 

:No. deer ;: :No. does :No. does : 

:seen sex :: No. :seen with:seen with: No. 
not deter:bucks : out > fayng :fawns 
:mined. : seen : fawns pee :seen. 

Absaroka ; 5 24 : eas LE =: 20 
Beartooth 2 400 ; OO": Bioee ee Sis 70 
Beaverhead : yet Le pike 4.2 5 
Bitterroot ‘ does eae uG.s eo. oT 
Blackfeet :No Report: : : : 
Cabinet : L750 7%: 155 3 Cis 47s: 132 
Clearwater ¢ 20s 26.3 36 : 107%: 16 
Coeur d'Alene :No Report: ; i 
Custer ¢ Gas Bis oe 65 Wy 
Deerlodge - 26% 4; Bae 2.8 3 
Flathead ; 18S = Ane 69: 25: 24 
Gallatin : 100. Cea 2204 Ba: uO 
Helena : ese 28 : Due. ei 3 Bo 
Jefferson : 514: Le 252: Bie 22) PSO 
Xaniksu : Ges 2 os Lees Bes 2 
Kootenai aes Bhs Hoes 4; 2 
Lewis & Clark :No Data Received : : f 
Lolo : 90 : eae 43: Oe Be 
Madison : Oey: 38): 46: 26s 35 
Missoula : oe: Bo): 160: < ol 38 
Nezperce 3 42: S25 41: Bs 13 
Pend Oreille : BD. Ay 60% oa iz 
Saint Joe :No Report: $ : z 
Selway ; Sees Sox: z : 
Dist Office : $ : : : 

Total 3 3660 : Bias 1478 : 419: 622 

Grand Total 7156
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April 6s (1926. 

Mr. Glen As Smith, 
U.S-Porest Service 

Missoula, Mont. 

Dear Glen: 

I was glad to get your letter and the sccompanying 

tabuletions. You hed already sent me the District census but 

I had not seen the "Report on Deer Seen, 1925" and it is this 

report that interests me particularly. 

fo give you an idea of whet I am trying to do, I am 

sending you a photostat ontitled "Census and Kill Pigures for 

Deer." This inclutes only the information that I have analyzed 

to date, including yours. As you see, I am trying to establish 

what constitutes satisfactory stocking on the deer renge and 

what are the fundamental ratios bearing on its productivity. 

This will give you the background for one or two 

questions that I would like to ask about your material, and 

may also enable you to send me any additional stuff that might 

‘ fit into the scheme. 

(1) You will note that I have taken the figures from 

your column "No. of Fawns" end entered them in my column for 

yearlings. This is on the assumption that detached fawns with 

| 
| Fle



GoAeSe ¢ 

no does in sight sre usuelly yearlings. Am I justified in this 

general assumption? 4 

(2) Is the tabuletion correct in giving October 15 

to November 15 as the open season throughout } cases 3a and 3b? 

(3) I am using the net area of District 1 and of the 

Forests included in 3a and 3b as a rough approximation of the 

area of the deer range in question. Is this roughly correct 

or is there a lot of entirely deerless territory thet should 

be subtracted? 

(4) The ratio of bucks/total shows up somewhat higher 

in your territory without a buck law than in the territory with 

& buck lew. Is there any explenation of this that I should 

enter in the remerks column, such the one being heavier hunted 

then the other, or better adder territory? Zi. ta 2 

In general, I think this report of deer seen is of m 

more fundemental importance than the regular census. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours; sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD. 

me nebuletion. 

‘ as
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE " 

FOREST SERVICE | 

FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY 3 

| 
| 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 
, 

DIRECTOR MADISON, WISCONSIN | 

AND REFER TO 

March’ 23, 1926. 

Mr. Glenn Smith, | 
U. S. Forest Service, ; 

Missoula, Montana. 

Dear Smiths | 

Enclosed is a clipping which I evidently took | 

from the District 1 Bulletin but failed to dateati ——=—/7725 

My guess is that you are the author of it, or DZ ye 
ook “hag 

at least will know who is the author. 

I would appreciate it very much if you could fill 

in the following blanks bearing on this material: 

i. What time of year was this count naser Psed fi Adie 

a , p 
. 2. On what forests? J talwlatignr tbo bs 

3. By whom? ay anne : ; 

4. If there is any record the proportion of does 

and yearlings and fawms, as well as bucks, please note 
Oo y 4A 

: ere! hice Ls pS es etl: a 

5. Was this count made on territory which is regularly 

* nunted? ard < tegen toh Maer 
VV if 

. 

wretut Dem getting ot 0 bella Uti hut Geer The wtrad Uumns hen off : 

Ar etin By frites. Yrutae, D rare, a tour te tan, : sci



i G & 

An extra copy of this letter is enclosed so that 

you can keep one and will be saved the bother of writing a 

letter. Please return the clipping. 

With kindest personal regards, 

Very sincerely, 

meth! 
ALDO LEOPOLD. 

Enclosures: 
1 clipping 
1 copy of letter 

eas
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1 Flos Mba 
| Buck Law Pfoduces Results: The game reports from the field indicate 
| [f Qing sey 2 substantial increase in the number of deer in the National Forests 
78 y ; ee | during the past two years. Especially is this true in those counties 

é; Fs f d ; Where the One Buck Law is in effect. Taking the District as a whole 
Ly , ; the number of, bucks in relation to does seems to be satisfactory. 

. ? Out of 2,864 deer seen and the sex determined, 977 were bucks which 
would fend to settle the question that is often raised about there 

J not being enough bucks. The distribution of bucks seems satisfactory 
on all Forests, At least the percentage of buss to does seems uni~ 

a form and in no case is there an indicated shortage of bucks, 

at ’ 
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REPORT ON DEER SEEN, 1925 Re iy 

Snr ee NOC BE re Geers No. tNo. Does Seen:No. Does Seen : No. ; : | 
2:Sex Undetermined: Bucks Seen : Without Fens: With Fauns :Fauns Seen: TOTALS | 

the Cabinet Pe 180 — 85 ieee 132 es 47 ee ae aed 

hw Bestcooth oe oo of: 328 = 5 eee 

JooleClearwater ——em——— 66 see 29 a 32 ee 9 oo . 13 aes 1490 

Qaako Coeur d'Alene — 18 Reena aoe o Lgeetdeaee 6 pee es i: ae aS 33. O 

inet Custer 23 oS 34 : 11 ; 5 0 er 

it oe ee ee te eet ot ae 18 aaa 89120 

nod Gallatin —_— : ———~ 248 —— Bie sae os a 1 : 41 3 ; 51 : 478% 

ee a a a a as i——26 116% 

wed eben see, et —+—— 94: 908% 

a oo eee 8 esas: a 31 een 5 ton 52 & & 3% 0 

giv Nezporce a 153 wnt 71 Stee 62 - aspen — teem 8 F808 ° 

wot Lewis &@ Clark —— 28 ——~+—_- 2 —+——— 8 - imeem 2 fa BAB X 
<< —_— 0° | 

TOTALS (x44) me > oes : 290 ; 287: 4049 
ee : ; ; i ase ree ee 

| Cameos i ee EE NE ee 
xX One Bveck haw xzo'le 53"lo 13"lo WA, 1voT, 
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AE © March 19, 1926. x 
s Cz f Shp 
Tg © : Ris 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, mg S 
2222 Van Hise Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 
it °F 

Ww 

Dear Aldo: os 

~~» 
Your letter of March 7 was awaiting me here at Willows eae 

upon my return from a field trip with Assistant District Forester ek 

J. We Nelson during which we visited some of the glades, or open 3 7S 

grass areas in the low country within this Forest, on which the fe Ss 

deer concentrate during the winter months. On this trip we count- aa 

| ed 1114 deer. ON ga 
%\ 3 oe 

The deer on this Forest are the Columbian Blacktail. er 

The District office recently spent a lot of time working up a com- 
plete report for the National Forests within California and Mr. 
Nelson thought possibly this report would be the best source from 
which to obtain the information you desire; so I turned your in- 
quiry over to him and you will undoubtedly hear from him and possi- 
bly he will be able to send you a copy of the District report. 

I enjoyed hearing from you and am glad that you enjoy 

Madison so thoroughly. I certainly would like to visit the labor- 
atory which has become so famous in research work, but at present 

I see no hope for such an opportunity. 

Very sincerely yours, 

if 

9.1 
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: DISTRICT ONE 

GAME REPORT, 1925 

; : Licenses Issued 
; : Predatory Animals Killed on : : and Examined by 

sand Adjoining National Forests: GAME REFUGES : Forest Officers 

:Coyotes: Mt.: Cat Wolves: Bears: State: Federal: Acres es wana : Issued : Examined 
; :Lion :Lynx: : : : La eee Re sirneut one : 

Abs. : oon: : c: : ; - 5 tobe eeoes = dbs 5 
-Bth. : ae ‘ si: ‘ os ES oo 71020003 - 4 3 49 
Bha. : 670" 3 i S55 : 2 as : 39 , 688: a 145 *: 829 
Bit. ; A433 O35 6: ; 3 es ; 71,485: : 20. +3 30 
Brt. : BS 83 03 Ds On8 bee 2 94,720: Be, OOO es BOE cs 330 

~Cab. a MORE tS AAs ; : : $ : : Oe. 25 70 
—Clw. : 20 °3 £ : “ ; List + 24520008 10,000 = £36: 3 164 
Coa hac os Bes ; Avs : Ls i - ; : UilG-" s 70 
Cus. ‘ 505 : Son Os Be : es : 6,560: : o% 50 
Diz. ; Oise eee : : : z : : : : 69 

-—Fha. ; eb 2 ; Be £ Pe hess &< 206, 000% : 662° 563 
Gal. ; Boo. 8 58 : : Lo : 89 32So5-- 275.160. *s 19% 725 
Hel. : AOS oe 366s. So BA : ¢ : 24,500 ; Ss 113 
Jef. : BOG. 2 2s eee S . 43 Sh 22659 0as— : 24 3 276 
Kan. ; Bree Le 5 ; ; 3 » f meets 28 
Koot. : Ode S59 <5 6: 3 : $ F s : Gia 68 
Sons BRO Nee Oh RAS : : bak a Rae pepe.  EeOLOSe. os ‘ 98 

~Lolo : VSG. 2 2 Oe8 Jueies Soe lke : 64,000: W2,000. 4 O5. 98 
Mad. : 2024 : 6: - : Tags = 218 ,.750° 74,800. 3 ei 14 
Msle. : 63> Atte Os : : > ‘ : : 10:35 40 

—Nez.. $ oy oe els a ' A wm eo be. > 2ae [000-2 C66 5 76 

ees Ogee BOs 10% x : $ ; ; : aioe: 3 250 
Gee es qs $M tego 8 ; : : : : 68 : 37 
Sel. = 146 0-6 oe : 43 als > 482 ,8002 : 65> 40 

MOAI: <5. DOOR cs Gina eee eos  OOs, aLOEe 12,350,763: 775,660 : POO 7s 4262 

Montane 3) 4467s) 51. AO Vee ey. 2492 SS 1 206,645:.. GE), 660" FOB’ $597 
_Idaho : Sel 16 8 80: Ae Be oe 4A: Meo, ee0s = 108,000 4 BOE. S 665
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| ‘ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Oe r BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER WILD LIFE AND FISH REFUGE, 

FILE: OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT, 

Game FEDERAL BUILDING, WINONA, MINNESOTA 

July 8, 1926. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2222 Van Hise Avee, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

Pardon the delay in answering your letter of June l. 
I was in the field a good deal of the time and since that have 
been laid up with broken ribs as the result of a slight auto 
accident. 

In answer to your questions; 

(1) Yes, deduct 5,000 acres, 

(2) 1920. 

(3) Under my own direction, 

(4) There seemed to be a slight preponderance 
of does. i 

I am confident that Itasca Forest could have supported a 
somewhat larger herd of deer but the damage to young plantations 
of white pine would have been increased seriously, Even as it 
was a large proportion of the little trees had their terminal 
shoots snipped off by the inquisitive deer although there seemed 
to be an abundance of better food in the vicinity. 

i Very truly yours, 

a7 ol) Ce 

D entet eAt h Superintendent, 
ice a a 

(pb. tut Daal



2222 Van Hise Aves, 
Madison, Wis. 

i June 1, 1926, 

Mr, William 7, Cox, 
385 Columbus Avenue, 

St. Paul, Minn. 

Dear Bill: 

Thank you for your letter of April 21 concerning 
the deer census in Itasca Park, 

sie sonvenience would you give me the follow- 
ing additio facts: 

(1) The area covered by the census is given as 
80,000 acres, Is the proportion of water sufficiently high 

/ to warrant a deduction from this figure to give the area of 
/ deer range? If so, what deduction should be made? 

| - (2) Whet was the date of the last census, which 
/ . gave a herd of 800 deer? 1920 

| (8) Under whose direction was the last census 
| conducted? (Presumably under your direction but I want to 
\ meke sure, ) Cox 

(4) In the event the census was divided by edge 
Glasses or sex. I would like to heve very much this division. 

With kindest regerds, 

\ Very sincerely yours, 4 
Me ; 
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TELEPHONE,MIDWAY 9291 

‘ a Ti oa WILLIAM T.Cox 
TIMBER & LAND APPRAISALS 

TREE PLANTING. 

ADVICE ON MANAGEMENT OF CONSULTING FORESTER meee enoee. Lanes 
FOREST PROPERTIES AND if 

BOL ar FOREST ENGINEER We cog 
RM eRe alain 385 COLUMBUS AVENUE FIRE & INSECT DAMAGES 

TIMBER INVESTMENTS ; OE aD 
S7T.PAUL, MINN. 

Veockc ick fi? Durga on Mant 

April 21, 1926, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

In response to your request of April 15; 

} For a number of years we followed the practice of making 
bY ~ a count of the deer in Itasca Park. This was done each spring 

while the snow was deep and starting to thaw. At this time, the 

deer are bunched and not too difficult to approach within count- 
ing distance, We were able to get pretty accurate counts in this 

way - probably within ten per cent of the actual number. 

The figure of 400 deer killed annually comprises not merely 
bucks but deer of any kind - bucks, does, or fawns - as legalized 
by the State of Minnesota. It my be high, certainly it seems high, 

put that. is the figure obtained from the hunters around the Park. 
Some of these deer killed no doubt were raised outside the Park. On 
the other hand, about an equal mumber of the Park-raised deer are 
probably killed at a distance from the Park or for other reasons are 

not reported, 

As you know, a large proportion of the does have two fawns. 

Maybe this brief statement will be of some value to you, 
I hope so, anyway. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

oe ee



April 15, 1926. 

Mre Wme Te Cox, Supte, 
Upper Miss. Waa Life Refuge, 

Pe O. Bldg. 
Winona, Minn. 

Dear Bill: 

I was interested in your article in the March : er 

number of The Gopher Countryman. ' 

; I notice that you often refer to the Itasca Park 

in your arguments on deer end would like very much to know 

whether anything epproaching an actual census of the deer 

f on this area was ever made. If so, I would appreciate very 

much getting a copy or description of it. I notice you also 

give ea probable kill of 400 bucks deer. This is a 

very high ratio and I would be interested to know whéther ; 

it is backed by any date. Right/now I am gathering data 

on these fundemental ratios bearing on the productivity of 

deer. : 

With best wishes, 

or sincerely yours, 

yf v 

: Wee wales ALDO LEOPOLD, 
P # 
ne , <.
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(er UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

\ : : SITGREAVES NATIONAL FOREST 

ml i ges 

Ju! ADDRESS REPLY . \ 

FOREST SUPERVISOR meen oe nt 

AND REFER TO HOLBROOK, ARIZONA 

G October 18, 1926. 
Fish & Game, 

Sitgreaves. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
¢ Madison Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: : 

Reference is made to your request for information to 

aid you in writing your book. Mr. Baldwin, Ranger on the Chevalon 
ee is 

District of this Forest, has submitted the following information 

in regard to deers 

pe 
1, Date horns shed, Afgil —( (.A% i) “ a 

: Cain gw 

2. Date fawns drop, July and August \ A « 

, 3. Date of rut, October and November. ( ’ 1 Fie ) 
/\ 

Very sincerely yours, 

faa pt | Hote bail Pe 
Forest Supervisore



September 28, 1926. 

Mr. Paul H Roberts, 
Forest Supervisor, 

Holbrook, Arizona. 

Dear Paul: 

I appreciate your sending me the information on deer. 

If at any time you run into any individual instances, I will 

be glad to have you scribble me a note about them. Meanwhile 

I ‘can use the general averages you sent me to very good effect, 

r ali I wish you would thank Slosser for them. 

I envy you your duck shooting. Two of us here got one 

teal between us on opening day, from which you can form your 

own judgement as to the correctness of the theory that the 

duck supply needs to be held down. 

With best regards to Mrs. Roberts, 

Yours sincerely,



f 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SITGREAVES NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

FOREST SUPERVISOR 

AND REFER TO HOLBROOK, ARIZONA 

G September 22, 1926. 

Fish & Game 
Sitgreaves. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
g¢ Madison Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Reference is made to your letter of January 9, 1926, 
in regard to securing some information fran the Sitgreaves 

as to blacktail deer. 

After so long a time I am able to give you the 
following informations { 

Wwe 
1. Deer ahed horns in May May tS Ce 

we 2. Fawns drop in June Sram 15 y a“ 
ue 3. Season of rut: Dec. 15 to dan. 15, ikcid 

nN 

< I hope that this information will be of some use to you. 
I have no criticism to make of the food list you sent me. If 

I can be of any further assistance to you in collecting data for 

your book do not hesitate to call on me. 

Very sincerely yours, 

feud NTH nl 
Forest Supervisor. 

7s, 

end. Jorn. Lugo, tito te Ae a ae 

fal sy. oe 
pect, tla ah ig Gor Gut LOI 12k, hie 
tho Ltd. I pers pritye.
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yw ye ff! 

Re 
g ' yp v} November 9, 1926. 
Pish & Game ear? 
Lincoln 

Mr. O. Pred Arthur 
Porest Supervisor, 

Alamogordo, Ne Me 

Dear Fred: 

I em delighted with the materiel contained in 

your letter of November 1. The specific instances of deer 

in the local park are particularly velueble. Thank you 

very much for your trouble. 

' With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, : 

‘ Aldo Leopold. 

Have you (and Geo. Messer) seen "The Saga of Billy the Kid" recently 
published? Its excellent and would greatly interest Lincoln County-ites. 

Sorry you missed your Minnesota trip. Be sure and drop in at the 
f Lab if ever you get east. Regards to all the boys. Its ,ero today - wish 

I were in the Guadalupes. ‘ 
AL



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

LINCOLN NATIONAL FOREST 

(eet | 
ADDRESS REPLY TO us| 

FOREST SUPERVISOR saat) 

SRO CRTER TO ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO 

November 1, 1926. 

G 
Fish & Game, 
Lincoln. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2222 Van Hise Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I have kept your note of June 6 in mind, but 
fear I have not collected much information of value to 
you. 

What I have obtained is outlined below: 

Vame : Drop : Running : Shed : Remarks 
:Fawns 3: Season : Horng....: 

Ligon >7/15-to ; - - - - -ate Maz :Whi te tail earlier 
: 8/15 bi and Apr‘! 

Ss s am :8/15-8/30 December :5/28/25 :Alamogordo Park 
Me : . 2: Januar, 23/30/26 :Special instances. 
os) Tatham > 6/18 to: Last of “t= ---: fis Opinion of 

‘sae : 7/20 ok October” /: : wild conditions. 
cCollum : 0: to.) 3 pril &: Black tail only. 

: 8/15 hv: 2/1 _"/5V: May sh Vv: : 

AG Latham who has charge of the local park, reports a 
ae doe bred January 29, 1925 and fawned August 25, 1925--208 days. 

Q Ve 

“e If I can be of further assistance to you please be 
Sure and write me.



Everything fine here. Alamogordo has another saw- 
mill under course of construction with the Texas- Louisiana 
Power Company on the ground installing machinery to use the 
waste wood--9000 H. P. estimated and plan on supplying elec- 
tric energy to Carrizozo on the north, Cloudcroft on the 
Hast and irrigation wells here in the valley. 

Lots of moisture, but badly distributed and some 
of our ranges look bad while others are best I've ever seen. 

My brother writes me he is off on a hunting trip 
this fall into the Superior Forest Country and Canada. 
Wanted me to go, but finances---well, you know. I'll con- 
tent myself with the Rincon Country as usual. 

Sincerely, 

iE Maras 
O.FRED ARTHUR. 

JIB
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R222 Ven Hise Ave. 
: Madiom, Wis. 

December 29, 1926. 

Mr. Je Se Di 
C/o State Game Dept. 

Santa Pe, Ne Me : 

Dear Stokley: : 

I am enclosing a letter about qyneees. matters per- 
taining to the book which I have just written Doc Pettit. In 
addition, I would like to ask for your help in writing up the 
following specific projects 

Years ago I began to wonder why the mule deer in 
northern New Mexico seem to have their fawns, shed their horns, 
end mate eerlier then the deer further to the southwest in the 
Mugollon end Coconino Plateaus. I had a hunch that the matter 
tied in with the well-known fect thet the on the opring 
arouth incressed as one approached the Coconino teau regions 
Accordingly, I compiled the climatic data a on the attached 
shect I. I have also been gethering phenological deta on deer 
as follows: ‘ 

f 1) Date on which the horns shed. 
2) Date fawns are dropped. 

(3) Date rut begins. 

The nese data obtained to date are expressed 
erephically on the attached sheet II. 

There is e cleer parallelism between tho tentative 
curves for shedding of horns and fawning and the climatic curve 
for spring drouth. The peralleliom is less clear between the 

: curve for the rut ani the climatic curve. This may be because 
the date of rut is so much herder to observe and therefore less 
frequently noted then the fawning and horn shedding detes. 

It seems to me that the curves are ready to draw up 
. in final form but for the lack of data for the northesestern 

corner of the State. 

I have written all of the people I know who could rive 
me dates for the northeastern section, but without success. 

Can you now help me out by getting in touch with re- 
liable observers in the above two regions and getting me the 
dates which they assign for the three phenological points above 
given? Of course, we Will get erroneous dates from some observ- 
ers, but by getting enough observers these errors will tend to 
iron oute 

au fo ‘information. Qe f- Dd , Fy i lee 
ee a 

aha cheet- Tr Gelling €
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I am anxious to get this project over with so that 
I gan devote my whole time to writing. 

On the chence that Doc has some friends in that 
country, I am sending him an extra copy of this letter. 

With kindest regerds end best wishes for the New 
Yeer, 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopokd.s 

Enclosure: 

a sate, ri 

P.S. 23 have just rewritten the ouiline for the book and enclose 
a rr, for your comment. I have inserted one new chapter 
(III) end somewhat simplified the Life Histories by grouping 
certain species. How does it strike you? : 

~2-
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

‘ FOREST SERVICE f 
i DATIL NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

FOREST SUPERVISOR 

AND REFER TO MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO 

January 10, 1927 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 

c/o Forest Products Laboratory, 
Madison, Visconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of December 27, is received and it seems real good 

to hear from you once more. 

I have talked with Steve Garst, who was in charge of the District 

embracing the Magdalena Mountains back in 1914 and he states that he 

remembers having mentioned in one of his reports that there was a drift of 

deer both to and from the Magdalena Mountains. He states that he made 

' careful observations and that tracks were found between the Magdalena and 

Socorro mountains also between the Magdalenas and the San Mateos. He also 

states that deer had been seen between the ranges evidently moving from one 
range to another. I have also talked this matter ower with Ranger Simmons 

who is now in charge of the District. Mr. Simmons feels quite positive that 
there is a drift and that this year the drift was especially heavy, probably 

due to the fact that many hunters swarmed into the San Mateos and stirred the 

deer there up until many of them left and drifted to the Magdalenas. 

We have searched both the Supervisor's and Ranger's files for 

Garst*s reports but were unable to find theme [I assume they must have been 

destroyed. 

I want to be sure to get a copy of your book when it is finished, 

so please don't overlook me when they are placed on sale. 

With best personal regards, I am 

Very sincerely, 

\ 

a . See 5 
forest Superviso



; December 27, 1926. 

Mr,» Pe Le Kirby, 

Porest Supervisor, 
Magdalena, N. Me 

Dear Lee: 

In connection with my book on Southwestern game, I 
have been trying to collect some actual figures bearing upon 
game management problems. The attached tabulation will give 
you an idea of what I am trying to do. 

About 1914 the Datil officers ani I had the idea 
that the Magdalena Mounteins would make a good sample plot 
on which to make a deer census and to collect figures from 
year to year as to the productivity of the stock. Steve Garst 
was then ranger on thet district and for four or five years 

sy feithfully submitted annual reports giving a census on annual 
: kill and an esti ate of losses by predatory animals, etc. 

These reports were filed in the District Office, but 
when the game activities were dropped during the war the file 
was lost, and I have never seen it since. 

The whole project, of course, assumed the Magdalenas 
to be an island with sosent sated no drift between them and the 
San Mateos, Datils, ete. In later years I have come to doubt the 
soundness of this assumption and henee the value of Garst's 
figures. . 

The purpose of this letter is to ask your opinion of 
whether this assumption was sound or unsound. If by any chance f 
you think it was sound, I would like to dig up the old reports 
in order to use them. If you think the assumption was unsound, 
they are not worth digging ups I would appreciate receiving 
your opinion on the question involved. 

I hope oer oe goes Well with you and that I may 
have an opportunity of seeing you egein one of these days. I ; 
still remember with pleasure our field trips on the Tonto. 

With best wishes for the New Year, g 

Yours sincerely, 

w Aldo Leopold.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ¥ 

FOREST SERVICE 

CALIFORNIA DISTRICT 

te as GS deer aie 
AND REFER TO 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

G 
Fish & Game : February 25, 1927. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of December 27, 1926. 
It is needless to say that I regret my reply has been so greatly 

delayed but your letter came at a time when we were very busy 
getting out the new grazing instructions, hence the delay. 

Your assumption that forty percent of the deer were in 
the park, therefore inaccessible to hunters, is correct. In 
fact as I told you in my letter of April,15 I believe the per- 
centage of deer in the park would run nearer sixty percent than 
forty, but since Mr. Poole placed the figure at forty percent 

it might be safe to split the difference and place the number 
at fifty percent. The deer do not drift out of the park until 
well after the close of the hunting season, therefore there 

' is practically no kill of park deer by hunters during the open 

seasone 

Regarding the 1142 square miles representing the foot- 
and-mouth control area, it is believed that about 324 square 
miles would represent the park area end 818 square miles would 
represent the Forest area and area outside of the Forest bound- 
ary where control work was conducted. All except the park 
area was open and available to hunting. ‘ 

I trust that this information will be of assistance to 
you in arriving at conclusions and I would appreciate receiving 
copies of any statements you might get out showing your conclu- 
sions. 

I do not know when I will be making a trip east but will 
certainly stop at Madison and see you at the first opportunity. 

Very sincerely yours,



G December 27, 1926. 
Fish & Game 

Mr. Je We Nelson, 

Porest Service, 
Ferry Bldg., 

San Prancisco, Calif. 

Dear Nelson: 

I have just resumed work on my book and had time 
to digest your letter of June 19 about the Stanislaus figures. 

? I have finally entered the calculation of kill retio 
as given in my letter to you of June 1, viz, 5 bucks killed per 
yeer 7% 100 deer on the ranges I did this on the grounds thet 
your letter of June 19 practically ave that the conservatism 
of the kill figures offsets the fact that not all of the kill 
was on the control area. 

While this assumption renders the figure 5-100 merely 
an approximation, do you realize that it is the only figure in 
existence from which @ kill factor on American deer can be de- 
rived? I therefore value it very highly. The tentative tab- 
ulation I sent you now includes 10 cases but the Stanislaus is 

oA So tea ak Suen Oe te Oe we ANN ROSNY ES, DEORE ARES. 
The 5+100 figures, as you will note from my letter of % 

June 1, contains the assumption that eS Se pain season . 
40 per cent of the deer were inaccessible to hunters because 
they were in the Park. Before finally adopting the eal culation, 
I would like your further assurance that this is the best assump- 
tion to meke. Your letter of April 15 says that practically 
ell of the Park deer move’ to the Forest during the ae 
fag elt It does not say whether the move occurs: before or 
after the hunting season. Your California seasons are so nt 
that I have assumed it occurs after. It is on this that I wan 
your check.



JoWeN. 

I further believe that an additional figure can be 
derived from the data at hand, viz, bucks killed of square 
mile per yeer. You have given me a division of the deer between 
Park end Porest, but to derive this figure I also need a division 
of the total area. In obher words, what part of the 1142 square 
miles eee the control area was forest and therefore 
open to hunting during the pre-control period? 

I need hardly repeat my thanks for the help you are : 
giving me in these “pioneering attempts at game management 
figures. : 

With best wishes for the New Yeer, 

Yours sincerely, . . 

Aldo Leopold. 

on
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

CALIFORNIA DISTRICT 

pisTRICT FORESTER Me Bs aerate ne 
AND REFER TO SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

G 
Fish & Game June 19, 1926. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of June 1° was received some time ago, 

put I delayed a reply until I had the opportunity of 
discussing this matter with the forest officers on the 
Stanislaus Forest during my recent visit there. 

i While it is impossible to state definitely the 

( exact number of deer killed during 1921+1923 inclusive, 
within that part of the forest where the deer were destroy- 

\ ed in the Foot & Mouth control work, the local forest 
: \ officers believe that approximately two-thirds of the annual 

a ™ kill was in the control area. 
» ooh 

t ss. om" vl In arriving at your ratio you should not over-look the 
; _ fact that the annual kill by hunters as reported is much less 

_, than the actual kill. It is believed that our count only 
\ shows about two-thirds of the annual kill. 

You are correct in assuming that our state laws only 
allows the killing of bucks. 

I have just received a copy of the Southwestern Vew 
Mexican Sportmens' Bulletin from Mr. Scott for which I wish 

to thank you. 

I shall appreciate receiving photostat copies of 
tabulation when completed. Will also be glad to furnish you 
additional data should you desire it. 

: Very sincerely yours, 

ae a ol, J Lb 
Gree p\strict Forester.



; ¢ 
Pish & Game June 1, 1926, 

Mrs " Be rename ai 

a “perry Bdge ’ 
Franciseo, Calif. 

Dear Mr, Nelson: — 

Thenk you very mach for your letter of April 15, 

I am particularly 4 to have the reference to 
Biological Survey, Bulletin erent will send for it, 

I am seeeey © sopy of this letter to Supervisor 
Je Ae Soott of the Gila National Forest at Silver City to 
see if he oan furnish you with e copy of the last bulietin 
of the ees Association of southwestern New Mexico, 

- It contains very valuable figures and it is possible that ~ 
Mr. Scott can put your name permanently on the mailing list. 

; There is one point concerning the control area on 
the Stanislaus on which I will have to van an additional 
queetiens You quote the ere” re $s to the effect 
het 500 deer were killed within the Stanisleus forest in 1921, 

700 in 1922, and 688 in 1923, ‘hat 5 wenee A ike te get te me 
probable proportition of this kill which occurred within the 
control area, What I am getting at, of course, is a figure 
representing the produetivencss of the particular area which 
has been now fo to have contained about 22,000 deer. 

For example, 

22,000 = deer killed on Control area | 
40 = ea cent sepreoentine Park deer 

8,800 « = 82, Park deer 
(bY _ 18,200 » 22,000 ="8,800 Forest deer 

Vi \) 629 « 505 + 700 $ 608 average kill (bucks?) 1922-4 

\ sen pOlstric * Forester 9 5~ kis :



: | 
Mr, Je¥olly | 

048 = 629 4 15,200 per cent killed yearly “" 
8/100 = approx, kill ratio (bucks kidied al 100 deer 7 

on range 

: If the 40 per cent summering in the k . 
were actustiy gate tae the oak and available to hontees’ tn | 
former qeeve then there should be no deduction in ee. 
at the kill ratio. If the Supervisor's reports of deer ied 
are probably much below the actuel number then the average 
kill of 629 should be arbitrarily raised, 

I am assuming that there was no open season on any~ 
ne a ‘thing but bucks. 

T am ofteving the foregoing calculation simply as 
a conorete a of the figure I would like to arrive at, 
and would greatly appreciate your help in making a correct 
saloulations 

48 soon as I get your reply and can have photostats 
made of my whole tabulation to date t will send = another 
eopy of it sinee I think it containa some valuable data, 

With kindest regards, i 

Very sincerely yours, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

-2- 
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Fish & Game April 15, 1926. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, HY) 22362 (ZO cern foros be 
Forest Products Laboratory, 2254 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letters of March 23, 
April 7 and April 10. 

I have delayed replying to your letters on account 4 
of important grazing matters requiring my attention. Also, ; 

I wished to take the matter up with Mr. ‘Poole of the Biological 4, 

Survey who was in charge of the deer eradication work on the 3 

Stanislaus Forest. s 

The area where the 22,362 deer were taken in the foot . 
and mouth eradication work comprised about 1,142 square miles. 3 

Mr. Poole believes that about 40% of the deer taken represented 3 

Park deer. I am inclined to believe this percentage too small 2 te 

and that 60% would be more representative. I feel quite con- Sh 
fident that at least 60% of these deer ranged during the summer 
period within the Park. You understand, of course, that prao- | 
tically all of the Park deer move to lower altitudes within the , 
Forest during the winter period. ee 

se “ Pisa = 

No classification as to age was made of the deer taken, 

; The only check kept was as to Sex. This showed that 48% were 

males and 58% females. 

The large percentage of bucks taken in a State where 
only bucks are allowed to be killed under the Game Laws is 
rather conclusive proof that a very large percentage of the 

deer taken must represent Park deer. 

The excess in the number of deer actually taken on 
this area as compared with our former estimates has been refer- 
red to by many of our critics to discredit the Forest Service 
estimate of the number of deer within the National Forests in



AL. 

this State. They entirely overlook the fact that the Yosemite 

Park was set aside thirty-five years ago and the deer have been 

given almost complete protection on this area during this period. 

Other factors such as hunting around the Park has tended to 
force the deer onto the Park area for protection and where they 

would have less human contact. 

The same conditions undoubtedly exist on the south 

half of the Yosemite Park and that part of the Sierra Porest 

tributary to it. Other than this, I feel quite confident that 
our estimate of the number of deer in the rest of the State is 

fairly accurate. ; \ 

‘ In the Supervisor's Fish and Game report for 1921, 

, it is estimated that 500 deer were killed within the Forest, 
wi?” The report for 1922 gives the number of hunters at 5,750 and 

wryo the number of deer killed at 700, ‘The report for 1923 places 
ye ow the number of hunters at 7,075 and the number of deer killed 
19 so at 688. Zp habing yg IG¢Y. : 

These figures are based on records kept by the rangers. 
Therefore, the actual number of hunters as well as the actual 
number of deer killed is probably considerably in excess of the 
above figures. 

I spent considerable time in searching through various 
libraries here as well as communicating with the Washington 
Office in gathering data on the gestation period, The most 

J complete authority I found on this was U. 5S. Department of Agri- 
he culture, Biological Survey, Bulletin #36 by Dr. David E. Lantz 

ie dated 1910, which seemed to be sufficiently conclusive to be 
4” acceptable. 

I was very glad to receive your review of our report; 
also, the photostated copy of the game census you prepared. 

I have realized for some time the need for having more 
reliable information on wild life particularly in this District 
but it has not been possible so far to devote more time to it 
or to assign a man to this work. All of the data we have so 
far collected has been by devoting a very small amount of time 
to it, oftentimes at the expense of other work, I hope, however, 
to find it possible to establish a game study project and assign 
someone to the work. Any assistance you can give me or advice 

will be greatly appreciated. 

; I am sorry that I have not received a copy of the annual 
o \ report of the Sportsman's Association of southwestern New Mexico. 

ue If you have an extra copy, I would be glad to receive it. 
gv we 

Very sinceyely yours, 

° 

q Caseréeatt District Fore¥ter,
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MEMO FOR BOOK FILES : 

We : DEER CENSUS 

Kelley and Redington have told me that in clean- 

ing up the deer on a certain part of the Stanislaus Forest 

in connection with foot and mouth disease control, 24,000 

carcasses or oor have been found on about one-third of 

the forest, whereas the previous census gave 9,000 deer for 

the whole forest. 

The part of the forest in question is that imme- 

diately adjacent to Yosemite National Park. - 

° Both poison and hunting were used in the control 

work. 

AL. 
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INTER N®AIN DISTRICT ; 

prerant Poareren = for FoREST SERVICE BUILDING 
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Fish & Game January 22, 1927. Pee 
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Mr, Aldo Leopold, re) Leen : bt ee iP 
Forest Products Laboratory, Lc ge a en | a Madison, Wisconsin, 9 “op 

Dear Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of December 
27, 1926, and the photostat copy of tabulations. 
Thank you for sending me this copy. 

: The additional information for the Kaibab is 
as follows: we if 

: Removed during 1926 by hunters 626 bucks. & 3 
dition, there were shipped 60 fawns reared by hapd and 

5 wilaftrapped during the late fall. In 1925, 70 hand 
reared fawns were shipped. The hunting occurred on an 
area of approximately 16,000 acres. This does not in- 
clude the total area within the authorized hunting 
units but was calculated on the area actually-hunted 
from each camp. 

There is enclosed a map indicating the winter 
\aideer range on the Middle Fork of Salmon River. This 

.) gives the area of general winter range and also a 
Gv’ smaller section upon which a count was made in March, 

GO ov\.. 1924. This is an area very intensively used by game 
ie a and a considerable section where the coneentration is 

the greatest shows damage by grazing of deer on the 
bitterbrush. This is the principal winter browse with- - 
in the area, I feel that the concentration in this 
section probably exceeds that allowable on the basis 
of best range management. It is possible that owing 
to the great abundance of range available at other 
seasons a certain degree of over-utilization upon 
certain sections of the winter range may possibly be 

Le i G ke Ate 

Cadttirnun Lik chee, 

Or ee na mie aa eae 
1 oD ae



Mr. A. L. 

justified, particularly if this damage was occurring 
during periods of low precipitation, in other words, 
under abnormal growth conditions. We expect to under- 
take some rather detailed studies within this area. 

The Kaibab sintuation indicates no great ex- 
pansion of the area of heavy use but the continued 
destruction of the best forage species and an increased 
utilization of the yellow pine and other forest tree 
SUE Ope Troan jo wy reel ase hoe. 

Aone . 

We are making a rough survey of some of the 
fundamental information needed regarding our fish and 
game resources and hope that after a consideration of 
methods of study we may be able to interest some of 

; our field men to attempt studies looking towards the 
: solution of the most important of these problems. 

It is quite probable that -I shall desire to refer this 
matter to you as soon as it is in a little more com- 
plete form. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Acting Assistant District Forester. 

Enclosure. 

. TA



& December 27, 19264 
_ Fish & Game . 

Mr. Be Be Locke, 

C/o Forest Service, 
Ogden, Utah. ; 

Dear Locke: 

Thenks for your letter of June 19, I think I am 
now straightened out on the Kaibeb figures. They give 43 deer 
per square mile es the gross density of population, and 120 

square mile as the winter concentratione For comparison 
am sending you a photostat on which I have ehtered in ink 

the up-to-date figures on the Stanislaus, Sierra, and Itasca 
Park censuses. You will note that the Kaibab winter con tentra- 
tion is higher than any other stock figures I havee No wonder 
they are eating the pinons. 

_ After I have had the revised tabulations photostated 
I Will send you a copy. 

In accordance with your lotter of June 19, I have 
entered the kill figures as follows: 

1924 ~ 650 bueks - 25 others 
1985 « 390 * - 10 . 

Can I now bother you for the corresponding figures for 1926? 
actuatlley 

Can you elso give me a figure on the area, covered by 
hunting? An averege area for the three years will be sufficient. 

I wish you could stop over here sometime so that I 
could haul out my files end consult you on a lot of the questions 
involved in my attempt to derive these geme menagement ratios. 

With best regards, 

Very sincerely yours, 

7 _K be 
* §: uvued re Usee mot-b Aldo Leopold. 

peel iy ( ’ . é &



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

INTERMOUNTAIN DISTRICT 

Wes hbeE REPLY +o FOREST SERVICE BUILDING 

DISTRICT FORESTER OGDEN, UTAH 

AND REFER TO thd As * 

G(L) 
Pish & Game sume 19, 1986, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. . 

Dear Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of June l: 

Your figures regarding the concentration 
areas are as correct as could be obtained. MThis, of 
course, does not apply to areas within the Grand 
Canyon National Park which, however, does include a 
small amount of summer concentration area. Since 
other sections are occupied at some time of the year 
by a telatively small number of deer the totel figures 
used by you would represent the total area occupied by 
the 30,000 deer. There would certainly be a consider- ® 
able part of the area within the National Park which 
is not occupied at all by deer. Such a condition 
would apply to only a very small portion of the game 

oh preserve, If you desired to obtain figures showing 
yw the amount of deer per unit of area on the concentra- 

A tion areas, I would estimate that not a greater pro- 
ye Apu portion than one-fifth of the total herd should be 
ye credited outside the concentration areas. 

The figures which you are using for the 
kill for 1924 and 1925 are very close to the exact 
number when we include those killed by hunters and 

/” those for scientific purposes, These, however, were 
Ca not all bucks - perhaps 25 does in 1924 and 10 in 

: ge 1925, the latter all being for scientific purposes. 
ce wae 

Fa



Mr, A. Le 

The article taken from the bulletin of the 
American Game Protective Association is enclosed. x 
had already seen this but thank you for sending it. 

There is enclosed a program of the Western 
Outdoor Life Conference at Spokane. You may be in- 
terested in seeing the nature of the discussion planned. 
I made a suggestion that they attempt particularly to 
obtain a representation from the various state or di- 
vision units of the sportsmens organizations. This 
resulted in the assignment of subjects given under the 
round-table discussion. I do not know whether or not 
special invitations were sent to representatives of the 
sportsmens organizations. 

Thank you for the copy of your letter to 
Glen Smith. Not having seen his circular I do not 
know exactly what the proposal is but I imagine it is 
something along the line of the suggestions made at 
the Western Outdoor Life Conference at Spokane last 
year. 

Mr. Mark Anderson, who formerly was with the 
Forest Service, is the newly elécted president of the 

- Utah State Sportsmen's Federation and I believehe is 
in a position to accomplish very much in the work in 
this state. If you have anything of interest or can 
be of assistance to him I am sure he will be very glad 
to hear from you. So far the state organization has 
been handled by an inside clique whose aims might be 
questioned. I am sure, however, that if it is at all 

\ possible Mark will try to place a program on record 
which will be fundamentally sound. 

' Very sincerely yours, 

District Forest Inspector. ; 

Enclosures. 

| 
Be 

| 
4
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Fish & Game June 1, 1925, 

ue Mr. Ss Be Locke, 
c/o District Forester, 

Porest Service 
Ogden, Utah, 

Dear Locke; ; 

Thanks very much for your letter of May 3. 

In entering your figures on my tabulation I have 
made the following calculation and what to submit & to you 
to make sure it is reasonably will founded; 

220,000 = acres summer concentration 
32152008 = acres winter concentration 

: acres concentration 

540 » 345,000 * 640 So: miles concentration 
700 » sq. mileS to which census figure applies 

(Estimate ) 
50,000 = deer census 

43 = 30,000 & 700 deer per sq. mile 

fhe hiteh, if ony» lies in arbitrarily oe the 
540 square miles of concentrated acres to 700 square miles to 
represent the area occupied by the 30,000 deer, ‘ 

I notice that Goldman, on page 30 of the enclosed 
article, seems to epply the 30,000 census figure to 753,000 
acres of forests plus 327,000 acres of park, I assume that 
these “ee do not contradict yours and that the difference 
is the idle or semi~idle erat the Gee you mentioned. I 
would appreciate your returning the Goldman article, 

& + 

POF mi ntrint Forgoter PH ; Stric HUGS vr



Mrs SeBels mi 

4m I right in tak the kill for 1924 at 625 
bucks and for hi 400 coed 

Can you give me the approximate acreage included | 
in the hunt ing areas and a seek iden of what proportion of iat 
it was actually used by hunters? 

After I have entered all this data oe ae Senne 
tions I will send you a protostat of them for I think they 
contain some information which would interest you greatly. 

With kindest regards, ‘ 

Very sincerely yours, ji 

r ALDO LEOPOLD 
EnelLosure : 
1 article
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25 6 

z ub) 25,008 \Z00 
ieee 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of April 7: 

Owing to the losses in 1924-25, principally 
in the young stuff, we believe that the estimate of 
30,000 deer is approximately correct for the Kaibab 
at the present time. Owing to the heavy rains early 
in the spring and open winter it is improbable that 
heavy losses will take place this season. There has 
been a very heavy damage develop to the young yellow 
pines by the deer and it has recently extended to even the 
spruce. The summer concentration and damaged area in- 
cludes somewhat in excess of 220,000 ecres and the win- 
ter concentration and damage, 125,000 acres. This takes 
about half the area of the Forest. Of the half not 
heavily used, about one-half is at the north end and one- 
half scattered along the rough outside borders. These 
figures, although they must be estimates, are based on 
very careful studies. 

Your tabulation is interesting. Since there 
has been complete protection to start with and a buck 
law for several seasons with a constant increase in the 
kill, you may be interested to see the number of deer 
reported in our estimates for Utah for several years 
pack. In a few localities it is believed that the 
maximum numbers have been reached. 

220,000 
12.5, 000 ‘ i : 

7ta|)soo0e6 aon ! ‘i TB ie eae 
m) : : oY p) Bus, 008 (§ 40 04 orelen (to ieee AL 

4 3. fre i hele xf 3 4, FOO Aniok Cote! 0 41 g0( tof) 

15 6



Mr. A. L. 

I would be glad to give you some sort of 
discussion of the Kaibab Deer Herd for your book. 
I hope that by that time it is in shape se-we will 
know a little better just what the situation will be 
regarding jurisdiction and how successful will be the 
rearing of fawns. Enclosed is the informetion we used 
last fall for hunters, 

This season I am curtailing the time on 
fish and and game and Lands work and shall put in 
about two months on sample plots and growth studies. 

The Kaibab case has not come up in court 
definitely yet but should in the near future. 

. BP ah 

gle District Forester, 

Ene losure 

Le



G April 7, 1926, 
Fish & Game 

Mrs. Se Be Locke, 

C/o District Forester, 
Forest Service, 

Ogden, Uteh. : 

Dear Locke: 

In gtarting the actual writing on my book on South- 
western Game I have bumped into the necessity of establishing 
some sort of standards for what constitutes poor, medium, good, 
and excessive stocking of deer. 

As you know, good figures on such things are scarce. 
The Kaibab, of course, is the obvious place to go for a 
on excessive een and I em wondering what you can z ve 
me on bod present ideas with mpupeet to, the number of deer on 
the Kaibab andthe area they inhabit, © 

The attached photostat is the start of a tabulation 
to collect data of this kinds I am trying to emfine it to 
instances where the census is something more than a guess. I 
realize that the Kaibab census may not yet be in this class, 
but even so it is such an interesting case that I would appre- 
ciate receiving your latest figure and your persomal opinion ; 
on its probable accuracy. 

This leads me to another question about which I have 
peen intending to write you for some time. The question is 
this: How would you like to contribute to my book e chapter 
on the Kaibab deer terd“under your own signature? oe, 
within a year I can furnish you with a rough draft of the book 
which would give you the ae aane Of course I do not expect 
you to answer yes or no to this question right now but I do went 
to discuss it with you some time. 

With best wishes, / 

Very sincerely yours, 

woofgubelets abulatione 
& & < 

© ALDO LEOPOLD, “6
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‘ values of timber under such conditions is an es- } visions as to charges and bag limits to encourage GENERAL HUNTING PROGRAM 

oie tablished policy of the Forest Service timber man- hunters to remove a sufficient number of deer. Also, h i his pl i J 

agement. The Kaibab is an excellent example owing to the limits placed on the number of hunters a h pyeat of this plan, the ultimate object of 

KAIBAB NATIONAL FOREST of the possibility of the preservation and use of the at a camp at one time, the same reason requires a DOE ves ie eure er te han ae ces 
rs scenic and recreational values without serious cur- long season. It is believed that this method of . capacity of the area, was to make the greatest 

tailment of the utilization of timber resources of control can be worked out with practical results possiiile mee Lon rect) aie yard economic ypanicas 
high value to the local community and the entire in reducing the number of deer, in scattering them of the deer to be removed. There is doubt as 
Le oe : EWeesions 4 hetk fii bi be tak 

¢ intermountain section. to less used sections, in supplying the recreation i: hb oF ae dit ead an may be tal . 
value of sportsmanlike hunting and in the utili- by tus means to really remedy the situation.) in 

GAME PRESERVE GAME RESOURCES pation ot ae meat produced. eR some quarters there is also doubt expressed as to 

fanist Seep The Grand Canyon National Game Preserve, As a final resort in the event other methods fail the removal being possible by hunters in a sports- 

‘ which is nearly coincident with the Kaibab National | to give practical relief it has been proposed that manlike and:Huttieve manter: ) We’ hivedénitience 
U O, Forest, was established in 1906 by the proclama- Government hunters kill the number necessary. that the sportsmen of the country can. be trusted 
Frias) ition of President Roosevelé undeu authority eranted Die metiod miiet pasull in waste and would net be here and that sportsmanlike shooting without care- 

a : : eos A B by Congress. Although they had been heavily undertaken until every other measure had failed. ame as pone ee e game ve rans 
ising from the sagebrush desert and low ridges aah : hat 3.000 rule. It is thought that where deer are so, abundant 

at an elevation of approximately 6,000 feet just oa sale ge way ik Ales ea ue GRAZING ON FOREST that one can feel sure of obtaining good shots, the 
south of the Utah-Arizona State line on the marth Hida! from tshootaperihe Horest Seiad Bike In its original condition the Kaibab Plateau, need of haste will be less and probability of careful 

the Kaibab plateau reaches an elevation of 9,000 1 scaly Savon one 1 i \ often known as the Buckskin mountain, was a won- shooting much more, than on ordinary hunting 
Sees : o y have undertaken control measures : > ‘ ‘ 

feet before sloping into the Grand. Canyon on. the Por Weinéuniail "Ns. ald’ coyotes! By 1015 the ' derfully productive forage ground, supporting areas. If any hunting can be humanely done, ¢on- 

south. On the east the plateau breaks sharply to Plambet ob dlesy. Was (eimai dent: To daa¢and om many thousands of livestock. Through overstock- ditions here would favor it. However, it is. true 

Houserock Valley and Marble Canyon while on the present, estimates vary from 10,000 to 100,000, ing its capacity was much reduced and under the that this method is under test and that if the excess 

west there are several steps through different levels that used by the Forest Service being 30,000, The supervision of the Forest Service heavy reductions game cannot be removed wunder it without careless 

from the main plateau to Kanab a a cel exact number is not known and is of less importance in the number using it took place. By 1915 the shooting and needless crippling, some other’ plan 
bered plateau is about thirty-five miles long by than the evident fact thav tiere’are sortueny decr deer had increased to become an important factor will be necessary. 

twenty miles broad. From Marble Canyon to that the forage for them is insufficent. The over- in forage use and since that time reductions have The deer are much wilder on the hunting ranges 
Kanai Canyon is about sixty miles. grazing of this forage by deer is reducing its pro- been made from over 15,000 cattle and horses and than on the top of the mountain in summer, , It 

This is practically an isolated unit of high . . Ae 8,000 sheep and goats at that date to 3,500 head of will take careful hunting in most cases to get 
E y sea 3 duction and the number of deer which may be P § ! i ig g 

country surrounded as it is by deep canyons on maintained. There has been a progressively in- cattle and 3,600 head of sheep for 1925. A study of animals most desired which are those with’ good 
three sides and a desert or low ridges on the other. ee ttle ate ‘ y the forage preferences of deer and livestock indi- sets of antlers and in good flesh. However, it will 

é wee d creasing over-utilization so that damage is re Dre g > 
The upper section is characterized by a. forest of : s aie . cates that, while the deer choose weeds and browse ay to observe a number of deer before decidin; 

Ppe " yi sulting to the production of timber as well as to the aK ¢ . ? pay, : s 
yellow pine, spruce, fir and aspen broken by open browse used by deer. Deer eat a very small amount principally and eat little grass, cattle in particular, upon the one desired. Where deer are so abundant 

grassy parks, There is a great scarcity of water due of grass even when very hungry and the presence have opposite preferences. It has been concluded it means little to just get a deer but the true sports- 

to the porous limestone formation and rapid ranoff, of grass does not indicate favorable forage con- that the removal of the remainder of the cattle, man will find his satisfaction in selecting a good 

Below this timbered area lie more open stands of Mane Por thes: which would be a hardship on the local residents specimen and making a clean kill. 

yellow pine, oak brush and juniper-pinion which ‘The study of the situation led to the development owning them and dependent on the business for a The hunting areas indicated on the map, are off 

at the lower elevations are replaced by sage and of a plan of game management which had as its livelihood, would be of only slight benefit to the the main plateau and away from the Grand Canyon 
desert types of vegetation. x The Kaibab National object the preservation of the deer in the largest deer and is unjustified. The sheep will be removed Highway, in sections where the deer concentrate and 

Forest and Grand Canyon National Game Preserve P niliers Gonuatant with whettecd: at auablonandime when opportunity offers without serious loss to the are damaging young timber and forage. The ‘vel: 

include the greater part of the above section within highest possible use of the excess animals. In the owners. Careful attention to the distribution of ative area to be hunted is not clearly represented 

their boundaries while the Grand Canyon National plan of use of excess numbers the highest value the livestock will reduce the interference with the on the map since in order to obtain decisive. bound- 

Park covers the area adjacent to the Grand Canyon. iad? Slaced: one thectusfendot: ive banitonla tor deer to a minimum. It is the belief of the Forest aries, sections are included which are unsuited, for 

H Service that a reasonable number of cattl b i ‘ Aa A 
I a stocking parks and game preserves. Because of fs or On en ye RETDGL OF CRUE ey Oe deer. The hunting camps are limited in number 

TIMBER RESOURCES ne P 7 p 3 ’ grazed with slight if any reduct th it setias 
5 the high cost of capture and transportation of live ee h i nec re is in the capacity because of lack of water. Roads have been made 

The timber stand on the Kaibab National Forest deer, the number possible-to dispose of under this - ee ean to ited ape is will be limited to each camp. Forest officers stationed here’ have 

is estimated at 1,426,000,000 board feet. This plan is very limited and offers slight relief for the 7 the cattle of small owners who have been using general supervision and ride the hunting grounds. 

is of fair quality and in a solid enough block to be overcrowded condition. Both the rearing of cap- eee Guide service furnishing assistance in hunting, and 

of high economic value. It is at present inaccessi- tured fawns by local residents and the trapping of RECREATION horses for riding and packing in game are avail- 

ble to a general market, but when conditions jus- wild deer are being used in this connection. The recreation resources of the Kaibab Forest able at the camps. As a precautionary’ measuré 
8 ? ‘ Sis ; S : ie : ; P y 

tify the extension of transportation facilities it The most practical method of extensive utili- are being recognized by increasing numbers each only as many hunters are allowed at a camp, at, one y P n f P g recognized by g only y Pp 
will fill a considerable gap at a time when the zation seemed to be by carefully regulated hunt- : year. It is the policy of the Forest Service to en- time as can hunt safely. 
general timber supply is waning. ing. Such hunting was to be done on limited areas ‘ courage this use and to make definite modifications This is a difficult country in which to find one’s 

A cut of 40,000,000 board feet may be made away from the main summer range where the deer in the administration of other resources to preserve way and the assistance of a guide is desirable. 

annually for all time from this Forest without were observed by tourists and in sections where a recreation values. Along this line particularly will Game is liable to be lost unless its location is ¢are- 

depleting the supply and a nominal value for heavy concentration of deer was causing the great- be the maintenance of the deer herd in a healthy fully marked. 

stumpage will return more than $25,000 per year est damage. Hunting camps would be established | condition, in as large numbers as possible and un- 3 

to the county and state. A local business of under supervision of Forest Officers where a lim- disturbed where they may be observed by recre- wT ot 

$1,000,000 per year with a resulting increase in tax- ited number of hunters would be allowed. Res- ationists. Also the preservation of the timber and bi ! 

ale property and population would result. As cut trictions necessary for the protection of the deer, parks in a condition attractive to tourists will be a i To 

under Forest Service timber sales, the forest would the safety of the hunters and encouragement of definite objective. Plans for the use of recreation revent Forest Fires 

never be destroyed and the original beauty as good sportsmanship would be enforced with all areas will reserve sections necessary for the public 

seen by tourists would be preserved by the reser- the personal freedom possible under the circum- and allow whatever other uses such as_ hotels, : 

vation of strips along highways, parks and camp- stances. Because of the long distance from pop- resorts, stores, etc., are possible without interfering It ays. B OALH 

ing places. The preservation of the recreation ulation centers it is necessary to have liberal pro- with more public uses or values. (Ogden-10-1-85—1,000)
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Federal Agreements issued only to holders of Arizona State licenses. Oniy one buck deer per person allowed 

under Federal agreement and Arizona State license. Open season month of October. 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE FOREST SERVICE 

76 Panguch yy FR is IA 7 iB Soni oie ue eugion tanta, tee PST e De Rien 
[ARIZONA : ae ee a ee ‘ 

HUNTING RULES | aes tt a ee Vel ) INSTRUCTIONS TO HUNTERS 
Te Coder City dee *OCOMM 5 BU ay, i : 

KAIBAB NATIONAL FOREST, 1925 Ss me S Pa \ A / J Having made application to the Forest Super- 
i 4 eeu J roe ee { ( visor at Kanab, Utah, for a reservation on the date 

No hunting outside areas designated. ¢ Ne: os j f : wished to enter the hunting areas and been notified 
Cooperative agreements must be secured at en- be , ; { / Bark. by him the date reserved, the hunter reports to the 

trance camp before hunting. \\ fi ae | entrance or checking station on or before 8.00 A. 

No shooting from or use of automobiles in hunt- <) \ } | > M. of the morning designated. Payment is made 
5 y ) : 5 Plateau here by money order or bank draft payable to th ing. ye) ee 7 ‘ y pay! oe é ‘ ; Ay J fuk Tay Federal Reserve Bank, Salt Lake City of $2.50 for 

No shooting upon, from or across any public WS -— e, tL hate els és 

high within the Grand Canyon National Game Ps KK Se each deer, to cover costs of supervising the hunting. ighway > G lany a same SY bane Main eo ies ERS Venn i An agreement is then delivered entitling one to 
Preserve. Co K AV B A Be oe “fons, aren gat ; kill deer from a designated hunting camp if the 

Guns must be sealed en route to and from the 5 he Po NOCEEE Stier \ \ Tree WoO. we quota of hunters for the camps is not filled, 
hunting camps. B! Se me iit ls te “4 why Sho Bee Agreements will not be issued to any person under 

All firearms must be kept unloaded while in Go iss te gee cyl | 215 SRRINO Rs. li ar ; Sore Slane ay 12 years and all persons under the age of 16 must 
ey 8D move ile 7. 35 : \y MES Be, did be accompanied by an adult who will be with them 

lish “Sf eats wale (es ee \ FA ae % 4 at all times while hunting. It might be possible 
Not to exceed the established quota may hunt fe i SAT. LONK A eS a FQ RE Li " checking Station ey that a short wait would be necessary for hunters 

from a camp at one time. (sf; J Liat’ Soowte: tin, Hl Byz,\ i \ EB 4 fe to vacate a camp to provide At th : ; LY: 1 ER Sle MAG \ at %\ SG rien A Ls i p top room. e entrance 
All game killed must be inspected and tagged LG te, yi an MN Se es iy ME! of stations at Kane and Ryan gasolene will be avail- 

by Forest officers. a 7, Letom fay : Re ey we “< ea) E Se Py able and probably meals and supplies at Ryan. 
, gp 2 D2 } Gea NS sig T ‘ ‘ 5 . 

No side arms, shot guns or inadequate calibers A Uy, iLL jy rr re 32 SteNak ( ys of The checking station at Kane is also a hunting 
tov beused. VY ees ey, ‘Berson. pe lr & ae Wear” oN) camp but the other hunting camps are from 10 to i ly Lommoneranite ca PR sting sm Gis ln & ue iY) 30 miles in the Forest, accessible by auto. Before 

Report to Forest officer the location of any SS i ; : \s, & sont paren can LBs i ee : : ‘ J Seu ont ZZ Ylibeees \s Rey ** IOs proceeding to the hunting camps all firearms are 
dead, crippled, wounded, or diseased animals ob- } \ che F eatnine assis, \e ae tips sealed. Upon arriving at the camp agreements 

: heehee ol Gj :¢ Ble 5 . served. oe ip Le a q J KG rye CF SN are checked, the guns are unsealed, and one is free 
Report to a Forest officer any observed violations f GR iN y 7 SA et Vy ——— 4 to hunt. It is desirable to employ guides who will 

of the regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture "ge rad ‘g oe v iN a } assist in hunting and bringing in the deer. All 
or the instructions of the Forester governing the Seg pee HL =f o —T a Ne oN game killed should be brought to camp for inspec- 
Grand Canyon National Game Preserve. fi” 45 G ANYC Tee Noy oF: \ ous ae tagging by the Forest officer. If it 

LA q Np ; : Sen, Tate, \ @ i i Kill no game bird or animal except those au- LEGEND fe \ pent. li i? alt an $ f aii pepe eo re mA prone Tage 
; tee La i d ) oy" Pe Tes. / Py § may be relieved from having it charged against the 

thorized by the Forest officer in charge. Boundary Line of Hunting Area  \ ty oe ; Ky eRe, nS } agreement. Game should be tagged while it is : ® Hanting Ca Nesees Si as i ra i i Z 
To present the signed agreement to any Forest — Mat Plone Roads ‘XX AT: ONAL IPR K D easily reached and before loading. When through 

officer on request. ===-Roads passable for auto travel rand of as - hunting or leaving the camp the firearms will be 

To leave camp in a sanitary condition by burning RL? Scale in Miles a ( Det sealed. At the checking station these seals will be Beaten all settee wa ee Qa, pe removed, the game checked and additional tags 

To cut no green trees in the vicinity of hunting z coh applied.’ Thess, tagniandicate that i eae x } legally obtained from the Grand Car National 
camps except by the permission of a Forest officer. KAIBAB NATIONAL FOREST Fe Breeeekt Pe eae 

To report to a Forest officer all fires discovered Chg One is free to stay as long as he likes but when 
on the Grand Canyon National Game Preserve, ex- GRAND CANYON NATIONAL GAME PRESERVE not hunting will not be charged against the camp 

tinguish all fires started by oneself; and to assist quota. As a precaution against accident a con- 
Forest officers while the agreement is in force, ARIZONA ee es should be worn on the hat or better 

without pay, in fighting fires threatening or burn- net a Ted coat or sweater.» Water is ait pasty ob } ay tained at some of the camps and all available 
ae on the area proud in the agreement; other- WBS oN. canteens or water bags should be filled. 
wise at the prevailing rate of pay. Do not be in a hurry. Shoot carefully.
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application of grazing uses to th orests Might have keen killed by predatory animals. 

generally. We have~opportunities \ tha: A large number of fawns known to have been 

we have so far improved, I am sure, \fo ge porn last summer have already died of starva-— 

closer to the intimat@ an essential fdetors tion, and this probably accounts in some mees-— 

which ter into the sqccegsful ne perpanént ure for the lack of increase in the herds 

operation. By improvigg Such er twnities during the year. ' 

mord, and by pecording ng ee formation The investigations have revealed that : 

and Ipragtice e ad@ to giw.gxperience, our there are more deer on the range than the \ 

ran nagemen& effidiendy, our sense of the available forage will support and that unless bi 

proper relation} o ‘orest resources, and we many of the animals are removed the greater 

can take up ore authoritatively the poor part of the feed there will be killed out. 

and goo ctices of our respective com- The deer are now concentrated on the winter 

munities. ranges along the basal slopes of the Kaibab 

‘Perhaps some of our worries and prob- Plateau, the higher part of which at this 

lems in commensurability standards, depend— season is deeply covered with snow. 

ency zones and other more recent refinements er the creation in I906—of the 

in our grazing regulations will be more easi- nd Canyon Game Preserve, which has bound 

ly solved if we get a little closer to the ries nearly identical with those of the 

essential business detail and aspects of the Kaibab National Forest, no killing of th 

various seasonal factors in our livestock op— deer was permitted there until 1924, when 

erations. I'm sure it would reduce any tend- few hundred were removed in this way. They 

ancy we might have toward unnecessarily bur- were further protected through the killing o 

densome decisions or restrictions, and would large numbers of the predatory animals that 

add to our human interest in a large resource ‘formerly tended to check their increase. 

and an important industry. “From a comparatively small number in 1906, 

‘perhaps 3,000, the deer increased until in 

: /ise2 when it was estimated there were 20,000, 

FORAGE CONDITIONS POOR FOR | perhaps a fourth or a third of which ranged 

DEER IN KAIBAB FOREST in summer on the Grand Canyon National Park. 

In the summer of 1924, a committee appointed 

A brief winter investigation of condi- by the Secretary of Agriculture to study the 

tions affecting the deer on the Kaibab Na- roblem of dealing with the surplus estimated 

tional Forest has just been completed, in he number at 30,000, a total that some o 

continuation of studies of the Kaibab deer the Government experts and local residents 

problem that have been in progress since 1922 believed conservative. a 

under the direction of the Biological Survey, PS Pret caterer or tek 
in cooperation with the Forest Service, and numbers of deer has led to the over-utiliza- 

the National Park Service of the Department tion and destruction of forage at the present 

of the Interior. The present investigation time. Legal complications concerning juris— 

indicates that on account of the overgrazed diction have thus far prevented carrying out 

condition of their range the deer are forced plans initiated by the Forest Service for 

to feed largely on sagebrush and juniper. hunting on a large scale. Even if there 

On the winter range on the eastern should be a material reduction in the numbers 

side of the Kaibab Plateau the deer seemed to of the deer, however, it would take many 

be in fairly good condition, but on the west- years, according to the investigators, to re- 

: ern side, where there is a greater concentra— store the full forage-producing capacity of 

tion of the animals, they were found much both summer and winter ranges. A few hundred 

emaciated. Within a comparatively small area of the deer are killed each autumn under tho 

the carcasses of 23 deer were found, most of State law, whereas officials of the Depart- 

which had died of starvation, though some ment of Agriculture recommend that thousands
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Ru B4~ 27. : 

Dear Penl: 

In the February 6 Daily Bulletin Baldwin summarizes 
the geome secon by him since February 1, 1926. 

In case he kept his tally by sex or age classes, 
I would be exeeedingly interested ‘n getting that detail. 
Such tallies appear to be the only available means of arriv- 
ing at @ normal distribution of sex and age classes. Sone 
very valuable tallies have been made in California and Montana. 

If he 414 not keep such tellies, just throw this 
into the waste basket. 

With kindest personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold. 

Penl He Roberts ee 
Forest Service ‘ 
Holbrook, Arize



DAILY SULT TIX 

TO. (27-162 Us. Sy Porcest Scrvicc Woorucry 6, 2927 
Southrcsteun Tis tries, 

Figures: <A summary of the diary analysis and studies of effective 

ficlé timo whieh are availavic for the wast yoar has. just becm) corpilcd, 

Copics will be furnished cach forest. «mong the noticeable fcaturcs 

? the comparison with orovious ycars aro; the increcsca time given to 
zing, as had veon oxpected, and the increase in "cffcstive tirnc 

during the ficld scason from 44 to 56 pcr ccnt. Straisht travel time 

still averages over 2 month of Worlting: days per year. 

Special Use Foo Situation Inv roving: Replics have been reecived from 
all forests to the District Forcstcr‘s rogucst for report on dolinquent 
spccial use feos. To Forests, the Carson and Santa Fey reported a 

clcar slate on Jamary 1, On scvcral other forests the arrears were 

down to a practical minimun, The worl: which has been done to clear. up 
the delinquencics has netted ood results and no doubt the forcsts still i 

’ having a consiicrable dolinquoney i.i1l1l be able to clcar uy most of the ee 
cases within a short tinc. The total delinquency for the District on 

January 1 was about $1000. 

0 
Buch Game: Ranger Baldvin has su’mitted his annual game report as to 
muibers of game actually secn by him from February 1, 1926 to January 

Sl, 1927. 

Elk 82 Deer 52 
Coyetcs ee Bobeat ft f 
Turkey TEs Fox q 

It would be intcrestins dope ond 2lso valuable infornation 

if ovory ranfter would keep on aetunl record of Game soon during tho 

twelve month period. Scvoral yoars of this should be useful in getting 

at 2 same consus. Sitcreaves Nikhorn. 

lucho dincro: On the fourth liessrs. kerr and French procured poyricnt 

from irs, Le). Sushes, Receiver of the Livestock & Anricultural Loan 

o3 Jany of Mew Nowico, in the sum of $086,650, crazins foos for the pe- 

ricd October 1, 1924 to lareh 31, 1927 in all tho eases which have >ocnh 
pondiny in tho Federal Court and in which the Roccivershiy is still in 

control. In somo of the cases orisinally included, the stocimen have 
settled wu) their indebtedness iith the Nceccivershiy and are nov on their 
om. Reccont oayiicnts of dulincucnt fecs in court cascs are; 

pear Greci: Cattle Co. (Gila); S1113.21 
ds Ul. Arnstrone, (Crook), 110,78 
Prude & Means (ianzano), 6277558 
Js MI, Jones &°Co., (Datil), 3460.91 

Field: Ilusscy, Hcrms (Tonto) 

Visitor: Scott (Gila) DO 
4£etin3: Jones
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Santa Fe, N. M. 
April 8,1927. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
#1222 Van Hise Ave., 
Madison, Wis. ; 

Dear Leo: 

I am enclosing letters from two people in the 
northeastern section of the state. You no doubt know 
Mr. Sterling Rohlfs who is manager of the Adams Cattle 
Company, better known as the Barlett ranch. The information 
he gives I feel confident is reliable. 

Mr. Goerge A Fowler has a lurge ranch on the Dry 
Cimarron. His information,I am afraid, is not as reliable 

as that given by Mr. Rohlfs, at least his statements do not 
agree with the general opinions on the subject. 

I have talked with different ones regarding the matter 
in question but it seems almost impossible to get anything on 
which one can rely. I have also written a number of people. 
I am doing my best to get additional information and in case 
I succeed, will forward it on to you. 

I believe I already advised you that I turned in my 
report, and egpect to leave here shortly. 

/ Ha blag se



FREIGHT AND EXPRESS ADDRESS TELEGRAPH ADDRESS 
TERCIO, COLORADO 

VERMEJO PARK, NEW MEXICO 
vIA TRINIDAD, COLORADO 

BREEDERS OF HEREFORD CATTLE 
ON MOUNTAIN PASTURES IN NEW MEXICO AND COLORADO 

VeERMEJO Park, New Mexico 
DOUGLAS MILLARD, ~ 

PRESIDENT 

STI NG ROHLFS, 
FAyice Pras. ano GEN'L Man. January 3lst, 1927. 

MILTON K. EADS, 
SECRETARY AND TREASURER 

ire J. Stockley Ligon, 
“\ Department of Game & Fish, 

var Santa Fe, New Mezico. 

/ Dear Mr. Ligon:- 

- We have not as yet commenced to trap turkeys. 
N Ye have had such an extremely dry season, without 

any snow whatever that the conditions are unfavor- 
able for the best location of traps as the birds 
will not remain in any one spot. I appreciate 
your suggestions. 

Tom Farmer will be here today. He ts going 
to be permanently employed as the cow boss on the 
ranch and I feel sure that he and I will have time 
to trop some turkeys when the conditions are proper. 

Replying to your questions, the deer here rut in fj 
December and January. They carry their horns as 
late as the latter part of April. I have seldom 
noviced any fauns earlier thdn the middle of May. 
I have seen recently a few small bands of dee€ which 
had a fair number of this y¢gars' fauns ametig them. 

a 

Very truly yours, 

rey “UWA



se 

THE —. RANCH 
FOLSOM, NEW MExico 

85.Lake Ave.,Broadmoor, 
Colorado Springs, Golo. 

March 8.1927. 

Mr.J.Stokley Ligon 
Department Of Game « rish 
Santa re, New Mexico. 

Dear sir: 

I have delayed answering your letter until I could 
secure the necessagy information to answer your questions 
intelligently. 

The Gambel Quail have not yet arrived. 

the refuge is functioning as well as can be expected 
without a patrol. there was considerable deer hunting on the 
refuge at the end of and immediately after the close of the 
deer season. Quail are shot from the highway almost at will. 

uhe deer rut early in November and lose their horns 
during December. I cannot say as to when the fawns are dropped. 

Thanking you for the inquiry,I am 

very truly yours, 

4. WY ue



r COMMISSIONERS COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA ADMINISTRATORS 

vi roca, . § aigy ye 
DR. H. J. DONALDSON, rresiperr AS V: £ JOHN)B,. ppd a 

JARED M. B. Te nacinae Ne \ ig 3 | Drow sate Gout 
i NEW CASTLE i 6% Att eh a OP peruces’e LANDS: 

aan Nie [EP Y Fee 
FRANCIS H. COFFIN, Ses Leen eso5S Cee) Sagem 2. SLAUTTERBACK, 

SCRANTON _ VERMIN CONTROL j 

Pe iee he tc aaenaniele OFFICE OF THE GEORGE H.WOROR ron | 
RICHARD E. REITZ, BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS | 

Rae ie i N. E, CORNER, SOUTH OFFICE BUILDING Le h 
MOR Cc ae ites wage HARRISBURG, PA. oo ( oO @) 
ROSS L. LEFFLER, i ! 

September 14, 1927. | 

| 
| 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, | 
United States Department of Agriculture | 

Forest Service, , 
Madison, Wisconsin. , 

Dear Mr. Leopold: | 

I am glad to have your letter of Septem- : 
ber 11 and wish to thank you for the references you have | 
given even though they do not, as you say, apply direct 
to Pennsylvania. 

I fear that Doctor Donaldson may have 
somewhat understated the period of gestation in our | 
animals. He believes that the period varies a good 
deal, even, at times, within thé confinés of our own 
Commonwealth, as a result of varying climatic conditions, 
etc. I do not-know the definite source-oT'Doetor Dona id- 
son's information. When I determine this point I will 
write you further. 

Very truly yours, 

Coda ht. Arad. ee 

: Chief, Bureau of Research & Information. 
GMS/pw 

Pa
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COMMISSIONERS COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA an ADMINISTRATORS 

DR. H. J. DONALDSON, ranstomxe | 5 KR E ODEN Te) dance elo sonev hey 

JARED M. B. REIS, vicr-rnnstpexs 5 r, roe . Ye eA SE canke 

BOE MULLER, NORRISTOWN Gee i A eu enOPECTION 

FRANCIS H. COFFIN, < Bey Let So JOHN J. eC Orea | 

Hee A eR ee eee dui OFFICE OF THE : area MEE ucinramuntion | 

RICHARD E. REITZ, BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 

Seer N. E. CORNER, SOUTH OFFICE BUILDING 
HARRY CG. wTAC Knee. eras HARRISBURG, PA. ¥ 

gar wile eee September 7, 1927 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2222 Van Hise Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of September 2 is at 
hand. I have been working on a bulletin on the 
white-tailed deer in Pennsylvania during the past 
year and half, and we expect to publish this 

| bulletin shortly after the next board meeting early 
in the fall. I am glad to learn that you are work- 
ing upon a series of life histories of the soutwestern 
game animals, and will indeed be glad to see this 
publication. 

Our deer bulletin in its manuscript 
form covers about fifty typewritten 13" sheets, and 
while it covers the life history of the deer in 
Pennsylvania fairly well, I have not attempted to go 
into great detail regarding many interesting features 
of the animals! existence. We are particularly inter- 
ested as you doubtless realize in the problem of main- 
taining a food supply adequate for the large deer 
population now present. Our deer herd has been estimated 

; at from 400,000 to 2,500,000. While the actual number is 
probably somewhere between these two figures, it is evi- 
dent to those of us who have studied conditions that too 
many deer exist in some portions of our state. The bulle- 
tin is being published so as to acquaint the sportsmen 
with this problem. Thru the bulletin we hope to make our 
position clear, to show why we have thought it necessary - 

oh" . 

| 

| 
t x



COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS, HARRISBURG, PA. 

SHEET Noreen To Aldo Leopold 

\ 

to declare special doe seasons, and to give the 
citizens of the state some idea of the difficulty 
we have in reaching some decision concerning methods 
of game control which will be fair to sportsman 

: and landowner alike. 

There is one subject upon which you 
might be able to give me some information. There 
seems to be a difference of opinion as to the period 
of gestation in white-tailed deer. Our President, 
Dr. Donaldson, states that it is about six months or (usd— 
one hundred eighty-one days; Mr. Newsom on the other 
hand states that the period is from two hundred and 
five to two hundred and eighteen days, and unfortunately 
I have thus far not been able to find any local author- 
ity who knows the length of the period for Pennsylvania. 
Perhaps you can help me. 

Thanking you for your interest and 
looking forward to seeing your publication, I am 

Very truly yours, 

ong Dh GA Eth 
Chief ,Bugeau of Research & Information. 

GMS :SEH



COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA ' 

, | 

COMMISSIONERS ? eee G ADMINISTRATORS | 

H. J. DONALDSON. fe a iy 
mae ern PAS as FU SO I ccc | 
JARED M. B. REIS, Viera segs pe a w. eee conn eed | 

ADOLF MULLER, r A. L. BUDD, | 
NORRISTOWN PROTECTION 

FRANCIS H. COFFIN, OFFICE OF THE JOHN J. SLAUTTERBACK, 

Hay BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS oe | 
FRANKLIN. G. McINTOSH, GEORGE M. SUTTON, 

FRANKLIN N. E. CORNER, SOUTH OFFICE BUILDING RESEARCH & INFORMATION 

RICHARD E. REITZ, HARRISBURG, PA. H. H. STEINER, 
BROOKVILLE OFFICE MAINTENANCE 

HARRY C. STACKPOLE, 

ear January 51, 1928. 
ROSS L. LEFFLER, 

MCKEESPORT 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, | 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

There is, as we have said be- 

fore, considerable variation in the rutting ; 

period among Deer in Pennsylvania. This is iN : 

partly because of great fluctuation in tempera- he 9 : | 

ture and amount of snowfall,--and partly to the 
overabundance of deer which causes a protraction 
of the period of sexual activity, and, in young ~ 
animals, a good deal of irregularity of this 
activity at certain periods. 

Generally speaking the month 
of November is considered the rutting month. 
However we are of the opinion that rutting 
starts sometimes as early as mid or latter 
October (perhaps at times earlier) and that it 
usually continues until November 30, and occas- 
ionally into the first week of December. 

The buck season is December 1-15. 

- IT hope these statements have 
answered your queries. 

Very truly yous, 

George M. ‘Sutton, Chief, 
S/L Rese: rch & Information.



THE SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIATION 
. 2 ee OR ce 

SOUTHWESTERN NEW MEXICO 

ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO 
TO THE SECRETARY 

February 10, 1928. 

Aldo Leopold Esq 

Forest Service, Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold:= 

Replying to your memo in regard to abandoned does, 

which I return herewith. 

We have no data to fill in the blanks. I dont know 

where the figures for 1924 and 1925 came from, but since that time 

the field forces have not been instructed to collect the figures. 

Sorry we cant help you out. 

Yours very truly, 

ae i 

(f Wft ; 
y y 

}
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

GILA NATIONAL FOREST 

EST SERVcp) 

ADDRESS REPLY TO AC( 

FOREST SUPERVISOR nun 
AND REFER TO SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO 

G February 27, 1928 

Fish & Game-Gila 

Mr.Aldo Leopold, 

c/o Forest Products Laboratory, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Reference is made to your jetter of February 21 to the 

District Forester, copy of which has been received. My report, 

giving the number of bucks killed for certain years,passed your ; 

letter in the mails. 

This reports contains a notation regarding the discrepancies : 

in the numbers reported by the local Association and this office. As 

near as we can figure it out, there were some duplications in the 

Association's report and an effort was made to eliminate these duplications 

py the rangers when reports covering the kill on their districts were sub- 

mitted. It is impossible, however, for us to state definitely which is 

correct but I am rather inclined to accept our figures as being more 

conservative. 

If you desire any further information, don't hesitate to call 

on me for it. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Gaew 
Fokest Supervisor



Memo: 

According to my observations, 

Blacktail deer shed their horns gv 
during the month of May, and ym! 

\ ie 

Fawns drop between May 15 and 
Julyl5. Se 5 

Iam unable to furish any 
reliable data as to rutting season 
as I have seen them rutting as 
late as February and March. 

The above information 
was collected from the Walnut Creek 
District of the Prescott Forest, but 
believe would apply to the Coconino. 

H.R. 8 . |
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2222 Van Hise Ave. 
: Madison, Wis. 

: February 9 8. 

Goumissioner J. f. Gould, 
Old Capitol, 

St. Paul, Minn. 

Dear Mr. Gould: 

Mr. Garlos Avery tells me that the Mintiesota record 
of deer killed, initiated by him in 1919, has been La pl to 
the present time and states the kill by sex and age classes. 

5 an S70 0ine © Desk oh mene tanneennes ont Saye 
like very much to quote these valuable figures, since I 
doubt if there is any comparable record in other States. 
Would ns kindly send me a copy, giving the kill a re 
of bucks, does, buck yearlings, doe yoeriee buck fawns, 
and dose fawns, if the record exists in that much detail. 

I would also like your estimate, if you can make 
one, of the number of square miles producing this kill. 

Thanking you for this favor, S 

.Very sincerely yours, 

a : 

Ce to tr. Avery. ALDO LrOPOLD | 

i * 
2 
cd
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Joun B. Burnuam, President Georce Sutras, 3p, Vice-President Cartos Avery, Sec’y-Treasurer 

° ° A ¢ ° : American Game Protective Association 

Woolworth Building, 233 Broadway 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS New York City 
Joun B, Burnuam 
Wiiiam B. Greevey 
Gero, Brrp Grr ree tiara: : February 6th, 1928. 
Ray P. Horranp 

Avcustus S. Houcuton 3 
Wim B, Merson ; . a 
Georce Sutras, 3p q 
Freveric C. Watcort 

j 

Ee Mr. Aldo Leopold, : 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE Forest Products Laboratory, 

W an 
q ta RAG ak Madison, Wisconsin, ’ 

Major General, U. S. A. ‘ 

Henry Forp Dear Mr. Leopold: 
Bird Conservationist 

Heyes Suen se Your questionnaire is returned 
Reed anaes herewith with answers, 

Henry S. Graves 
Former U. S. Chief Forester 

TeeGate The records for the deer kill in 
Ornithologist and Sportsman Minnesota have been kept continuously since 1919 
Bees ee to the present time and you can get the complete luthor 
eee - report from Commissioner J. F. Gould, 014 Capitol, 
"Founder U. S. Biological Survey S¥. Paul, if you wish. These records show the 

Huon L. Scorr number of adult. males and females and fawn males 
MS fen Seteral; Ue: and females separately. 

A. K. Fisner § 
U. S. Biological -S1 

eae I believeMinnesota was the first Cuarres F, Dierertcu 

Owner Daheim Game Preserve state to begin a system of making accurate reports 
Joun E, Tuayer on the kill of game based on reports of licensees. 

Ornithologist 

Sir Cuirrorp SrrTo; 
Canadian Corr dutot Simerely your a 

Austin Corsin / 
Owner Blue Mountain Forest Park ( d eo 

Grorce P, McLean OAK A Joint Author WeeksMcLean Law (CA. DEW Carlos Avery ¢ Turopore Roosevert Enc. Secretary-Treasurer,. Conservationist and Sportsman 5 
C. B. Yanpery $ 
Game Protectionist 

: 

E. T. D. Cuamsers 
Author and Canadian Conservationist 

Joun M. Puriurrs 

Naturalist, Game Protectionist 

L. C. Sanrorp ¢ 
Ornithologist 

Sixcrarr Weexs ° 
Conservationist and Sportsman 

L. J. Taser 
Master National Grange 

|
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© ALEXANDER MACDONALD STATE OF NEW YORK DIVISION OF FISH AND GAME 

COMMISSIONER LLEWELLYN LEGGE, CHIEF 

FRANCIS X. DISNEY SS) 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 3 6 ‘ 

HERBERT F. Beereon gi ett ; 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
IN REPLYING PLEASE REFER 

TO FILE NO, ALBANY May ey 1928. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Ff 
Madison, 
Wise. 

Dear Sir: ' 

The Department has your letter of April 26, 
submitting several questions in regard to hunting deer in 

this State. 

We would advise you, in reply, that we are 
sorry that we can not give you the figures -in square miles 
on which deer are hunted in this State, as we have never had 
statistics of this kind prepared. 

We are enclosing, herewith, a copy of our 
syllabus of the game lays and this will give you the counties 
in this State in which deer were permitted to be hunted during 
the past eight or ten years. 

We are also sending you under separate cover 
a copy of our Keport for 1927 and on page 28 of this report 
will be found the report of deer taken in this State during 
the years 1922, 19235 and 1924 and 1925. We have not the 
statistics taken in 1926. These reports are not construed 
to be accurate, as we were only able to get them during these 
years from those who applied for hunting licenses in the 4 
year following the year in which the deer were taken. In many 
instances there were persons who took deer and did not apply 
for a license the following year and in other instances they 
failed to give the information when applying for the license. 
However, in 1927, a special deer license was required in this 
State to hunt deer and all pesons taking a deer under this 
license had to report the same to this office within ten days 
after the taking of the sare. We, therefore, feel that the 
report of deer taken in 1927 was quite accurate, The number 
of deer reported Riiiee in 1927 was 6401. Detailed information 
in reference to this will be found in the report beginning on 
page 289. 

In 1927 there were about 71,873 special deer 
licenses issued. 

4 Very truly yours i 

! lexander Siac dons} 4 xr 
BY- ae f emissions, 6/5 

JTM.H. ‘ Deputy Chief, D.F. oe ,
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IN REPLYING PLEASE REFER TO 

FILE No. i ALBANY : 

May 2lst, 1928 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Ave. 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: 

I am directed by Commissioner Macdonald to acknowledge : 

receipt of your letter of May 9th inclosing a blank for inform- 

ation in reference to deer in this State. 

We would advise you in reply that we have obtained an 

estimate of the square miles of the territory inhabited by deer 

in the counties mentioned in the blank that you inclosed from 

the Inspectors in whose division these counties are located, and 

we would advise you that the estimate is as follows:- 

County Approx. No. of Sq.Miles Inhabited 

by Deer. 

Essex 1652 
Franklin 1510 

Herkimer 1095 

Hamilton 1528 : 

Jefferson 127 

Oswego 966 

Saratoga 250 
St. Lawrence 1350 

Warren 587 
Washington 100 
Fulton 544 
Clinton 944 
Lewis 846 
Oneida 437 
Ulster 600 
Sullivan 500 
Delaware 450 
Greene 480 
Orange 200 
Rensselaer 131 
Columbia 161 
Dutchess 200



To- 
Mr. A. Leopold -2- 5/21/28 
Madison, Wis. 

: Attached herewith should be found the record of the 

number of deer reported taken last fall of spike horns and 

2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 point horns. Where the points on the horns 
were an odd number we did not count them. We only recorded the 

humber of even number of points, You w note that the total 

; number of deer carried on the attached sheet is 29 less than 

the total given on Page 268 of our last year's report. This 

is accounted for because of additional reports received of the 

taking of deer by hunters after we had compiled the figures 

given in the attached sheet and before the report had gone to 

the printers and we did not get the number of points of the 

additional twenty-nine deere 

It is a matter of impossibility for the Department to 

make any guess as to the number of hunters that hunted in the 

various counties in which the season is open for the taking of 

deer in this State and we therefore will not undertake to estimate 

thise 

We are returning herewith the tabulated sheet which 

you inclosed.s 

Yours very truly, 

Alexander Macdonald, Commissioner, 

By- bie y 

JTM:R Deputy Chief, D.F.G.C.D 

Inclosuress.
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f FISH AND GAME SEASONS. 

Open Seasons for Game and Fish in New 
York State Include First and Last 
Dates Given. 

QUADRUPEDS. 
BEAVER. 

(No Open Season.) 
No person shall take or possess beaver at any 

time or molest or disturb any wild beaver or the 
dams, houses, homes or abiding places of same, 
except as permitted in section one hundred and 

. fifty-eight, or except as permitted by order of the 
Department made as hereinafter provided. The De- 
partment, upon its own motion, shall have power by 
order to permit and regulate the possession and 
taking of beaver by the use of traps only from 

| March first to March thirty-first, both inclusive, in 
any part or parts of the state. Before the date 
fixed for such order to take effect, copies of the 
same, certified by the secretary to the Department, 
shall be filed in the office of the clerk of each county 
containing a district or any part of a district to 
which the permit or regulation applies. No person 
or persons shall take any beaver by the use of traps : 
within any district to which such permit applies 
without first having procured a license under sec- 
tion one hundred and eighty-five of this article. 

BEAR. 

(October 15—-November 15.) 
A person may take one such wild bear in an 

open season, and the taker may transport when 
. accompanying the same one carcass or part thereof 

at any one time. Wild bear may be taken only on 
land. No jacklight or other artificial light, trap or 
saltlick, or other device to entrap or entice bears 

| 131
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shall be used, made or set, nor shall any bears be % 
taken by aid or use thereof. Bears shall not be 
hunted, pursued or killed by any dog of either sex, 
Wild bears lawfully taken may- be possessed from 
October fifteenth to November twentieth, both in- 
elusive. A person may possess such bears from 
November twenty-first to February first, both in- 
elusive, provided a license so to do shall first be 
obtained from the Department. Every person obtain- 
ing such license shall pay to the Department a fee 
of one dollar. Bears so possessed shall at all times 
be marked or tagged in such manner as the Depart- 
ment may provide. Possession of bear, or any 
Bar thereof, from November sixteenth to February ; 

rst, both inclusive, unless such license be so ob- j 
tained, shall be presumptive evidence that the same 
was unlawfully taken, The provisions of this law 
shall not apply to the counties of Delaware, Greene 
and Ulster, except that, between November twenty- 
first and October fifteenth, bear taken in such coun- 
ties may be possessed only by obtaining the license 
and causing them to be marked and tagged as 
herein provided for the open season for such pos- 
session elsewhere in the state and possession of 
bear without such license shall be presumptive evi- 
dence that the same was unlawfully taken. 

DEER. 
a (No Open Season.) 

r Exceptions: 
In the counties of Clinton, Essex, Franklin, Ful- 

ton, Hamilton, Herkimer, Jefferson, Lewis, Oneida, 
Oswego, Saratoga, St. Lawrence, Warren and Wash- 
ington, except the towns of Salem, White Creek 
and Jackson, wild deer having horns not less than 
three inches in length may be taken from October 
15th to November 15th both inclusive; in the towns 
of Salem, White Creek and Jackson, in the county 
of Washington, wild deer having horns not less 
than three inches in length may be taken from 
November 7th to November 19th, both inclusive.
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. In Ulster, Sullivan, Rensselaer, Delaware, Colum- 
bia and Orange counties wild deer having horns 
not less than three inches in length may be taken 
from November first to November fifteenth, both 
inclusive. 

In Greene county wild deer having horns not less 
than three inches in length may be taken from 
November first to November eighth both inclusive. 

In Dutchess county wild deer having horns not 
less than three inches in length may be taken from 
November first to November fifteenth, both inclu- 
sive, hy the owner or lessee of the land on which 
deer are taken or by the immediate family of such 
owner or lessee, as defined in subdivision twenty- 
eight of section three hundred and eighty of this 
chapter. 

Limit. A person may take one such wild deer in 
an open season. 

Manner of taking. Wild deer may be taken only 
on land. No jacklight, spotlight, deer trap or salt- 
lick shall be used, made or set in a forest inhabited 
by deer, as defined in subdivision twenty-four of 
section three hundred and eighty, or the roads tray- 
ersing the same; nor shall any deer be taken by aid 
or use thereof. Deer shall not be hunted, pursued 
or killed by any dog of either sex. In the county 
of Dutchess only shot guns loaded with slugs or 
shot not smaller than buckshot shall be used in 
taking such deer, 

Transportation. The taker may transport, when 
accompanying the same, or he may transport by 
common carrier except parcel post when shipping 
permits are attached pursuant to the provisions of 
subdivision three, section one hundred and seventy- 
eight of this article, or possess for that purpose, one 
carcass of a deer or part thereof at any one time, 
provided that in either case evidence of sex has not 
been removed from such carcass or part thereof. 
The untanned hide of any deer shall not be dressed, 
trimmed or cut in such a manner as to destroy evi- 
dence of sex, except in the actual process of tanning, 
and if such evidence of sex has been removed such
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hides shall not be possessed, bought or sold or other- 
wise traflicked in, 

Fawns, elk, moose, caribou and antelope must not 
be taken at any time, except that elk, moose, caribou 
and antelope killed by the owner in a private park 
may be possessed in this State, and further provided . 
that the provisions of section 372 in so far as the 
same are applicable are in all respects complied with. 

Venison legally taken may be possessed from Octo- 
ber 15th to November 20th. 

Under a license issued by the Department venison 
may be possessed from November 2lst to February 
Ist by the owner for consumption only, Application 
for license must be made on or before November 20. 
Fee $1.00. 
Nors.—It is necessary that all persons hunting 

deer in this State have a special license to do so. 

DOGS TO BE LICENSED. 
No dog of either sex shall be taken into the Adi- 

rondack or Catskill Park or into forests inhabited 
by deer or harbored or possessed therein unless the 
owner shall first obtain a license from the Conserva- 
tion Department. Fee $1.00. 

PERMITS TO TRAIN DOGS. 
The owners of dogs may train the same during 

the months of September and October of each year 
under a permit issued by the Conservation Depart- 
ment, Albany, N. Y. No fee for this permit. 

LAND TURTLES. 
(No Open Season.) 

SABLE OR MARTEN. 
(November 10-March 15.) i 

In any manner day or night. : 

MINK, 
(November 10-March 15.) 

In any manner day or night.
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ci MUSKRAT, 
‘(December 1—March 31.) 

Except that in the counties of Clinton, Essex, 
Franklin, Hamilton, Jefferson, Lewis, Saint Law- 
rence, Warren, Washington and that portion of 
Herkimer county lying north of the towns of Ohio 
and Russia, the open season shall be from December 
first to April twentieth, both inclusive, excepting 
that in the counties of Essex and Washington, the 
open season for taking muskrat by trapping shall 
be only from March first to April twentieth, 
inclusive. 

Muskrats may be taken either in the day time or 
at night in any manner except by shooting and by 
the use of so-called box wire or cage trap. They 
may be taken, however, by shooting during the open 
season for the same within the counties bordering 
on Lake Champlain with a fire-arm of a calibre not 
jJarger than 22. Muskrat houses or dens shall not be 
molested, injured or disturbed at any time, 

TRAPS. £ 
All traps set or used for the purpose of taking 

any wild animal shall be stamped with the name of 
the owner in such manner that the name shall be 
legible at all times. 

All traps set or used for the purpose of taking 
any wild animal must be visited by the person set- 
ting or owning the same at least once in each 
twenty-four hours, except that the inspection of 
traps shall not apply to those set in the Adirondack 
and Catskill parks. 

Traps for the purpose of taking furbearing ani- 
‘nals protected by law shall not be staked or set in 
@ny manner during the close season for the same. 

RABBITS, 

VARYING HARES (October 15-March 1.) 
COTTONTAIL RABBITS (October 15-January 31.) 

No person shall take more than six either all of 
one kind or partly of each in one day.
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Hares and rabbits not to be hunted with ferrets « 
except in counties or towns where permitted by reso- 
lution of Department. 

The owner or occupant of enclosed or occupied 
farms and lands or a person duly authorized in 
writing by such owner or occupant may take except 
by use of ferrets, on such owner’s or occupant’s 
premises at any time in any manner hares or rabbits 
which are injuring their property. 

There is no close season for Belgian hares, jack 
rabbits or rabbits bred in captivity. It shall be ' 
unlawful for any person to liberate or cause to be 
liberated any Belgian hares, Texan hares or jack 
rabbits, or one or more of them, 

Varying hares and cottontail rabbits may be 
bought and sold during the open season. 

Varying hares and cotton-tail rabbits when bred 
in captivity may be bought and sold for food purposes 
during the close season provided a license so to do 
shall have first been obtained from the Conservation 
Department. 

Norr.—Additional protection has been granted 
cottontail rabbits and varying hares as follows: 

COTTONTAIL RABBITS. 

Chautauqua county, open season October loth to 
January 15th, bag limit (4) in one day. Expires 
August 1, 1929. Erie county, open season October 
15th to December 31st. Indefinite. Genesee county, 
open season October 15th to December 31st. In- 
definite. Long Island, open season November lst to 
December 31st. Indefinite. Niagara county, open 
season October 15th to January Ist. Indefinite. 
Richmond county, open season November 15th to De- 
cember 3lst. Expires August 1, 1930. Rockland 
county, open season November Ist to December 31st. 
Expires October 15, 1928. 

VARYING HARES. 

Chautauqua county, open season October 15th to 
January 14th. Expires August 1, 1928. Onondaga 
county, open season October 15th to January 31st.
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. Indefinite. Genesee county, no open season, In- 
definite. Richmond county, open seasorr November 
15th to December 31st. Expires August 1, 1930. 
Fulton county, open season October 15th to January 
31st. Indefinite. Cattaraugus county, no open sea- 
son. Expires October 15, 1928. 

WOLF OR COYOTE 
No person shall import or possess in this state 

any wolf or coyote, except under permit from the 
conservation Department. Any person may and it 
shall be the duty of every game protector, forest 
ranger and member of the state police, to seize and 
destroy every wolf and coyote imported or possessed 
in this state without the permit herein provided for 
and no action for damages shall be maintained 
against the person for such killing. Nothing in this 
section shall be construed as applying to animals 
already possessed in this state in scientific collec- 
tions or in museums. 

RACCOON. 
May be taken day or night in any manner except 

by taking out of dens or houses, or cutting den trees 
from November 10-February 10. 

No open season in Orleans county until November 
10, 1928. 

SKUNK. 
(November 10—February 10.) 

In any manner day or night except they shall not 
be dug out of their holes or dens or taken by smok- 
ing or use of chemicals and they must not be hunted, 
pursued or killed by dogs. Skunks which are injur- 
ing property or have become a nuisance may be taken 
at any time, but skunks or any part so taken shall 
not be possessed, bought, sold or trafficked in. 

SQUIRRELS. 
BLACK AND GRAY. 

(October 15—-November 15.) 

And if taken during the open season, may be 
possessed for an additional period of five days next 
succeeding the open season. .
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There shall be no open season for fox squirrel ‘ 
until Oct.*14, 1936. 
Exceptions: Long Island, November 1—December 31. 

No open season in Niagara and Orleans counties. 
No person shall take more than five such squirrels 

in the aggregate in one day. 
No such squirrels shall be taken within the cor- 

porate limits of any city or village. 

Norn.—aAdditional protection has been granted to 
black and gray squirrels, as follows: 

Genesee county, no open season. Indefinite. 
Ontario county, no open season. Expires October 15, 
1930. Rockland county, gray squirrels, no open sea- 
son, Expires October 15, 1930. Seneca county, gray 
squirrels, no open season. Expires October 15, 1931. 
Chautauqua county, black and gray squirrels, bag 
limit, three per day. Expires May 31, 1930. 

FROGS. 

Bull frogs, June 16-October 31. 
Green frogs and spring frogs, May 25- September 

30. 
They may be taken without a license by spearing, . 

angling, or catching with hands or killing with 
club only. They may be taken with gun provided 
the person taking them shall have first procured 
a license pursuant to the provisions of section one 
hundred and eighty-five. The use of any device 
which shall prevent the frogs from having free 
access to and egress from the water is prohibited. 

BIRDS. 
DUCK, GOOSE, BRANT. 

(September 24—January 7.) 

And may be possessed from September 24th, to 
January 15th, both dates inclusive. 

Long Island, October 16—-January 31. 
And may be possessed from October 16th to Feb- 

ruary 10th, both dates inclusive.
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WOOD DUCK, EIDER DUCK AND SWAN. 

(No Open Season.) 

Water fowl may be taken during the open season 
from half ‘hour before sunrise to sunset from the 
land, from a blind or floating device used to conceal 
the hunter (other than a sail or power boat) from a 
rowboat, when the same is within fifty feet of the 
shore or a natural growth of flags or bullrushes. 
Wounded birds may be pursued and taken any dist- 
ance from shore. Flocks of ducks shall not be pur- 
sued in fresh water so as to drive them away from 
any neighborhood. 

Exception; ~ 

Ducks, geese and brant may be taken during the 
open season from half hour before sunrise to sunset 
by aid of any floating device other than sail or 
power boats, at any distance from shore on Long 
Island sound, Lake Champlain, Lake Erie, Niagara 
river, Chautauqua Lake, Shinnecock, Gardiner, Pe- 
conic, Reeves and Flanders bays, and in Great South 
bay west of Smith’s Point and east of the Nassau- 
Suffolk county line. On Oneida Lake, the Hudson 
river, and lakes, ponds and streams or parts thereof 
in counties bordering on the Hudson river, or through 
which such river passes, water fowl may be taken 
during the open season therefor by aid of any float- 
ing device other than sail boats, power boats, or bat- 
teries at any distance from shore. No shooting 
device, or decoys, either artificial or living, used in 
aid of taking water fowl, shall be placed upon the 
tidal water of the state more than one hour before 
sunrise or left thereon more than one hour after 
sunset. Batteries shall not be used on any of the 
waters of Great South bay on Long Island, for tak- 
ing water fowl, before November first of any year. 

A person may take in any one day during the 
open season, twenty-five ducks in the aggregate of 
all kinds; eight geese in the aggregate of all kinds; 
eight brant.
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GROUSE OR PARTRIDGE. 4 

(October 1-November 15.) 

(Exceptions: Long Island, November 1—December 

31; counties of Sullivan, Orange, Greene, Dela- 

ware, Ulster, Rockland, Columbia, Putnam, 

Dutchess, Rensselaer and Westchester, October ,; 

15-November 30.) 

No person shall take more than three grouse or 

partridge in one day or fifteen in an open season; 

and on Long Island not more than two in one day 

and fifteen in an open season, and may be possessed 

for an additional period of five days next succeeding 

the open season. 

Nore.—Additional protection has been granted to 
grouse or partridge, as follows: 

Monroe county, no open season. Expires Deeember 

31, 1931. Seneca county, no open season. Expires 

September 30, 1931. Ontario county, no open season. 

Expires May 238, 1930. Chautauqua county, open 

season October 15th to October 31st. Expires May 

31, 1930. 

PARTRIDGE, HUNGARIAN OR EUROPEAN GRAY 
LEGGED. 

(No Open Season.) 

WILD PHEASANTS (HUNGARIAN DARK- 

NECKED, RING-NECKED, COMMONLY 

CALLED ENGLISH, MONGOLIAN 
OR CHINESE.) 

(Last two Thursdays in October, first two Satur- 

days in November.) 

Exceptions: Long Island, November 1-December 31.) 

And may be possessed during the period of time 

between the first open Thursday in October and the 

Thursday immediately following the last open Satur- 

day in November, both inclusive, but possession 

afield during the close days intervening between the 

first open Thursdays in October and the Thursday 

immediately following the last open Saturday in 

November shall be presumptive evidence of illegal 
taking.
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; Only the cock or male bird may be taken and no 
person shall take more than three male pheasants 
in the open season except on Long Island where a 
person may take not to exceed four male pheasants 
in one day and not to exceed thirty in the open 
season, and may be possessed for an additional 
period of five days next succeeding the said open 
season. 

Additional protection has been granted to pheas- 
ants as follows: Chautauqua county, bag limit one 
pheasant per day, with a total of three per season. 
Expires May 31, 1930. Delaware county, no open 
season. Expires May 31, 1930. 

QUAIL. 
(No Open Season.) 

(Exceptions; Hong: Island, November 1—December 
31; counties of Sullivan, Orange, Dutchess, Put- 
nam, Rensselaer, Greene and Westchester, 
November 15-November 30.) 

On Long Island a person may take not more than 
six quail in one day, nor more than forty in an open 
season; in the counties of Sullivan, Orange, Dutch- 
ess, Putnam, Rensselaer, Greene and Westchester a 
person may take not more than four quail in one 
day and ten in an open season. They may be 
possessed for an additional period of the five days 
next succeeding said open season. 

SHORE BIRDS. 
GREATER AND LESSER YELLOWLEGS. 

(September 24—November 30.) 
(Long Island: August 16—November 30.) 

A person may take not to exceed fifteen greater 
and lesser yellowlegs in the aggregate of all kinds 
in one day. 
Note.—Pursuant to the Federal Migratory-Bird _ 

Treaty Act there is no open season on greater and 
lesser yellow legs. 

WILSON SNIPE OR JACK SNIPE. 
(September 24—January 7.) 

(Exception: Long Island, October 16-January 31.) 

A person may take not to exceed twenty Wil- 
| son snipe or Jack snipe in one day.
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Shore birds may be possessed during the open . 

season therefor, and for an additional period of the 
ten days next succeeding the said open season. 

WOODCOCK, 
(October 1-November 30.) 

No person shall take more than six woodcock in 
one day or twenty-four in the open season. 

And may be possessed for an additional period of 
the ten days next succeeding the open season. 
Note.—Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal . 

Migratory-Bird Treaty Act a person may take in 
one day not to exceed four woodcock. 

RAILS, SORA AND OTHER RAILS EXCEPT COOT 
AND GALLINULES. 

(September 24—-November 30.) 
May be possessed from September 24th to Decem- 

ber 10th. 
COOT AND GALLINULES. 
(September 24—January 7.) 

May be possessed from September 24th to January 
17th, 
(Exception: Long Island, October 16—January 31.) 
When legally taken on Long Island may be pos- 

sessed from October 16th to February 10th. 
A person may take not to exceed twenty-five in 

the aggregate of all kinds of rails, coot and 
gallinules in one day, but not more than fifteen of 
any one species in one day during the open season. 

FISH. 
‘BASS (BLACK AND OSWEGO). 

(July 1-November 30.) 
(Exception: Lake Ontario and St. Lawrence River, 

June 16th to November 30th. 
Lake George, August Ist to October 

31st.) 
Minimum length, ten inches. Limit per day to 

one person, fifteen; to a boat, two or more persons, 
twenty-five, except in the county of Chautauqua a 
person may take not to exceed eight such black bass 
in one day, but whenever two or more persons are
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angling from the same boat they may take not to 
. exceed fifteen in one day. 

Lake George minimum length, 12 inches. A per- 
son may take not to exceed 10 such black bass in 
one day, but whenever two or more persons are 
angling from the same boat they may take not 
to exceed 15 in one day. 

Bass, whether taken within or without the State, 
shall not be sold or offered for sale. 
Nore.—Additional protection has been granted to 

black bass, as follows: 

All waters in the towns of Chester, Horicon and 
. Johnsburg in Warren county. Open season July 16th 

to November 30th. Expires June 2%, 1930. 
Long Lake, Forked Lake and that part of the 

Raquette river connecting the two lakes, one person 
may take not to exceed ten (10) black bass in one 
day; and two or more persons angling from the same 
boat may take not to exceed fifteen (15) black bass 
in one day. Expires May 16, 1932. 

BASS, STRIPED. P 
(No Closed Season.) 

Minimum length, twelve inches, 

ICEFISH OR SMELT (TAKEN FROM LAKE 
CHAMPLAIN OR FROM INLAND WATERS). 

(No Closed Season.) 
Minimum length, six inches. No size limit in 

Marine District. 
LAKE TROUT. 

(April 1-September 30.) 
Not less than fifteen inches. 

(Exception: Lakes Erie and Ontario, no close 
season. 

Lake George, May 1st-September 
Ist.) 

No person shall take more than ten lake trout in 
one day, but whenever two or more persons are 
angling from the same boat they may take not to 
exceed fifteen, except in Lakes Erie and Ontario 
they may be taken in any number.
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MASKALONGE. ‘ 

(July 1-December 1.) 

(Exception: In Chautauqua county a person may 
not take and possess to exceed two in one day; 
when two or more persons are angling from the 
same boat they may take and possess not to 

exceed three in one day.) j 
Minimum length, twenty-four inches. 
Taking maskalonge through the ice is prohibited. : 

PICKEREL AND PIKE. ' 
(May 1-March 1.) 

(Exception: Westchester and Putnam Counties, 
not forming a part of the Hudson river, July Ist 
to the last day of February.) 
Minimum length 12 inches. 
In waters other than those in which the use of 

nets in taking pickerel is permitted, a person may 

take in one day not to exceed fifteen pike or pickerel 
_ except that in St. Lawrence river minimum length of 

Great Northern Pike, locally known as “Pickerel,” 
twenty inches, and day limit to a person, fifteen. 

Great northern pike and pickerel may be taken 
in Lake Champlain and Lake George at any time. . 
In the waters of Lake Champlain great northern 
pike or pickerel may be taken by shooting or spear- ’ 
ing from March fifteenth to May fifteenth by per- 
sons having a hunting license. 
Note.—Additional protection has been granted , 

great northern pike or pickerel, as follows: 
Clear Lake, town of Alexandria, Jefferson county, 

prohibits taking or possessing of great northern pike 
or pickerel less than twenty inches in length. Expires 
July 15, 1931. Indian Lake and its tributaries in the 
towns of Indian Lake and Lake Pleasant and Indian 
River in the town of Indian Lake, Hamilton county, 
open season May 26th to March Ist, prohibits taking 
or possessing less than twenty inches in length. 
Limit five per day. Expires May 1, 1932. Butter- 
field Lake, Jefferson county, and all of that portion 
of Black Creek which lies in Jefferson county, pro-
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hibits taking or possessing great northern pike or 
pickerel less than twenty inches in length. Expires 

£ April 1, 1931. Rockland county, prohibits taking of 
pickerel except from May 15th to January 3lst. 
Indefinite. Lime Lake, Cattaraugus county. Open 
season May Ist to November 30th. Expires May 23, 
1932. 

PIKEPERCH (WALL-EYED PIKE, COMMONLY 
CALLED PIKE AND YELLOW PIKE). 

{May 10—March 1.) 
(Exception: Lake George, June 16th—December 

31.) 
Minimum length, twelve inches. Except that in 

waters other than thdse in which the use of nets in 
taking pike perch is permitted a person may take 
not to exceed fifteen pike perch in one day, or when 
two or more persons are angling from the same 
boat they may take not to exceed twenty-five in one 
day. 

- Blue pike perch of any size may be taken at any 
time and in any number or quantity in Lakes Erie 
and Ontario and in the Niagara river, and when so 
taken may be possessed, bought and sold. Saugers 
of any size may be taken at any time, in any 
number or quantity, and possessed, bought and sold. 

YELLOW PERCH. 
Yellow perch may be taken and possessed from the 

waters of Cazenovia Lake, Otisco Lake, Skaneateles 
Lake, Cross Lake, Onondaga Lake and Jamesville 
Reservoir between May 1 and March 1, both inclu- 
sive. No close season in other waters. 

Additional protection has been granted to Yellow 
perch as follows: 

Lime Lake, Cattaraugus county, open season for 
perch, May Ist to November 30th, and the taking of 
perch less than six inches in length is prohibited. 
Expires May 23, 1932. 

Cuba Lake, Allegany County, daily catch per per- 
son, limit five pounds of perch. Indefinite, 

CRAPPIES OR CALICO BASS. 
Additional protection has been granted to Crappies 

or Ualico bass as follows:
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Cuba Lake, Allegany County, number of crappies, : 
otherwise known as calico bass, limit fifteen per 
person and twenty-five per boat per day. Indefinite. 
NOTE. ADDITIONAL PROTECTION HAS BEEN 

GRANTED TO ALL FISH AS FOLLOWS: 
Loon Lake, Steuben County. Taking of all fish is ' 

prohibited except from May Ist to October 31st. Ex- 
pires July 1, 1930. 

Chenango Lake, Chenango County. Taking of all 
fish is prohibited except from April 1st to Novem- \ 
ber 30th. Expires July 1, 1930. 

Scriba and Frederick Creeks. Town of Constantia, 
Oswego county. The taking of all fish is prohibited 

vin Scriba Creek from the old dam north of Ontario 
and Western Railroad trestle to Oneida Lake, and, 
Frederick Creek from dam at Oneid: Hatchery to 
where it connects with Scriba Creek, except from 
August 2nd to March 31st. Indefinite. 

Cranberry Lake, St. Lawrence county, tuxing of 
all fish between the hours of nine o’clock P. »1. and 
four o’clock A. M., both standard time, is prohibited, 
Expires May 16, 1932. 

STURGEON, 7 
Shortnosed, 

(July 1-April 30.) 
Minimum length, twenty inches, . 

Lake and Sea. 

(No Close Season.) 

Minimum length, forty-two inches. 

TROUT (BROOK, SPECKLED, BROWN, RAINBOW, 
STEELHEAD AND RED-THROAT.) 
(First Saturday in April-August 31.) 

(Exception: Essex County, trout not less than seven 
. inches, May first to first Monday of September, 

both inclusive.) 
Minimum length, six inches; day limit, ten pounds 

to a person.
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G Trout must not be sold or offered for sale, whether 
taken within or without the State. 
Nore.—Additional protection has been granted to 

trout, as follows: 

Brandy Brook, East Creek, Chair Rock Creek, 
Sucker Brook and South Creek, St. Lawrence county, 
no open season. Indefinite. 

WHITEFISH. 

(April 1-September 30.) 
Any number or quantity. 

Not less than 16 inches in length, except that in : 
Lake Erie they shall not be less than one and three- 
quarter notte in the round. In Canandaigua Lake 
and in lakes and streams within the boundaries of 
the Adirondack park whitefish not less than twelve 
inches in length may be taken and possessed. 
(Exception: Lakes Erie and Ontario, no close 

season. ) 

¥ Otsego Whitefish (Otsego Bass) 

(January 1-October 31.) 
Not less than nine inches, 

BLUE FISH, ETC. 
Blue fish less than nine inches, porgie less than 

seven inches, weakfish less than nine inches, mack- 
erel less than seven inches, butterfish less than six 
inches, sea bass less than eight inches, kingfish less 
than eight inches, codfish less than ten inches, black- 
fish less than seven inches, flounder less than six 
inches, shall not be bought, sold or offered for sale. 

LAKE GEORGE. 
Bullheads, Lake George 
July 1-December 31. 

NETTING SEASONS. 
Net fishermen should consult the law or write the 

Department for information as to netting seasons.
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CRUSTACEA. 
LOBSTERS less than 41% inches measured on the 

carapace shall not be taken, possessed or sold, No 
person shall at any time take any female lobsters 
in spawn or with eggs attached. 

CRAB: No person shall catch, offer for sale or 
have in his possession at any time any female crabs 
bearing eggs (sponge crabs) visible thereon. 

SHELLFISH. 
Scallops and oysters; open season; size limit. | 

Scallops measuring not less than two inches from 
the middle point of the hinge to the middle point 
of the bill or lip may be taken from September first i 
to March thirty-first, both inclusive, and when so 
taken may be possessed from September first to 
April fifteenth, both inclusive, but in the town of 
Huntington, Long Island, such scallops may be so 
taken and possessed from the first day of October 
to the fifteenth day of April, both inclusive. This 
shall not apply to possession or taking of sea scallops 
otherwise known as pecten grandis. 

The possession of oysters for sale for food pur- |! 
poses is prohibited from May fifteenth to August 
thirty-first, both inclusive. 

TIP-UP FISHING. | 
Tip-ups may be used for fishing through ice ex- 

cept in waters inhabited by trout, to take bullheads, 
eatfish, eels, perch, sunfish, and except during the 
months of March and April, pike and pickerel, and 
except from March 2 to May 10 pikeperch. No per- 
son shall operate or control at the same time more 
than five tip-ups, except that in Oneida Lake and in 
waters not lying wholly within the State, no person 
shall operate or control at the same time more than 
fifteen tip-ups, except that in Chautauqua lake no 
person shall operate or control at the same time 
more than fifteen tip-ups, each to contain but one 
hook, and such hook to be baited with earth-worms
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. only. All tip-ups must be marked with the name 

and address of the operator thereof. 

Nore—Additional protection has been granted fish 

in relation to use of tip-ups, as follows: 

All fish in Canadarago Lake and Allen’s Lake, 

Otsego county, tip-ups prohibited. Expires April 1, 

1928, 
All fish Dutchess county except Rudd Pond, tip-ups 

prohibited, Expires October 1, 1928. 
All fish Four Coves in the Susquehanna river be- 

tween the lower river bridge at Milford and the dam 
at Colliersville, as follows: 

Hines Cove, being the first cove below Milford 
Bridge—Packer’s Cove, also between Milford and 
Portlandyille—Mud Run in Goodyear Lake below 
Portlandville—Silliman’s Cove being the southeast- 

- erly projection of Goodyear Lake, tip-ups prohibited. 
Expires April 1, 1928. 

Walleyed pike, great northern pike, pike perch, 
Saratoga Lake, Lake Lonely, Fish Creek and Kaya- 
derosseros Creek, Saratoga county, use of tip-ups 
prohibited between six P, M. and six A, M., and all 
tip-ups shall be removed from the waters between 
these hours. Order expires July 15, 1931. 

All fish East Caroga Lake, West Caroga Lake, 
Canada Lake, West Canada Lake, Lily Lake, Green 
Lake, Irving Pond, Bellows Lake, Prairie Lake, 

Stewart Lake, Indian Lake, Otter Lake, Pine Lake, 

Nine Corner Lake, West Stoner Lake, Middle Stoner 
Lake, Goose Egg Lake, all in the town of Caroga, 
Fulton county, taking through the ice prohibited. 
Expires July 15, 1931. 

All fish Jamesville Reservoir, town of Lafayette, 

Onondaga county, taking through the ice prohibited. 
Indefinite. 

All fish Burden’s Lake, Rensselaer county, taking 
through the ice prohibited. Expires May 16, 1932, 

All fish Lake Bonaparte and Mud Lake, Lewis 
county, taking through the ice prohibited. Expires 
May 24, 1932.
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SET AND TRAP LINES. 
Set lines may be used under license issued by 

the Department except in waters inhabited by 
trout to take whitefish, bullheads, catfish, eels, 
perch, sunfish, carp, mullet and dogfish, provided an 
order specifying the waters and fixing the season 
shall first be made by the Department. Set and 
trap lines may be used to take sturgeon provided a 
license for so doing shall first be obtained. Under 
rules adopted by the Department, set lines shall be 
not more than 500 feet in length nor contain more 
than 300 hooks not larger than 4-0 set not less than 
fifteen inches apart; one end shall be attached to 
the shore and the other end thereof shall be anchored 
to the bottom. A person must not own or operate 
more than one such line; nothing but dead bait shall 
be used, and no minnows, either dead or alive, shall 
be used for bait; no fish other than the kind men- 

tioned shall be taken. Price of set line license is 
$1.00. 

In the Hudson river tide lines not exceeding 1,800 
feet in length, with hooks not larger than 5-0 at- 
tached thereto, spaced not less than five feet apart, 
may be used. Fee, $1.00. 

SPEARING. 
Spears or grappling hooks may be used except in 

waters inhabited by trout, for taking whitefish, 
mullet, carp, catfish, dogfish, bullheads, suckers and 
eels, at any time provided an order specifying the 
waters and fixing the season shall first be made by 
the Department. 

SNATCH HOOKS. 
Snatch hooks may be used in any stream in the 

State at any point in such stream not less than five 
c miles below the source thereof for the purpose of 

taking suckers, mullet, carp, bullheads and eels, from 
November Ist to April 30th, both inclusive; provided, 
however, that no such fish shall be taken in Broome 
and Tioga counties or attempted to be taken by
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> blind snatching, the fish being unseen by the fisher- 
men, but trolling in any form shall not be regarded 
as blind snatching. 

EEL WEIRS AND EEL POTS. 
The use of such devices is prohibited except under 

license issued by the Department and subject to its 
rules and regulations. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS. 
Open seasons as stated herein are subject to be 

shortened by order of the Department. (See. 152.) 
Such orders will be found on file in the office of the 
clerk of the county affected. 

Particular waters may be closed against all fishing 
and bird and game refuges may be established where 
all hunting is prohibited, and the orders in such cases 
thay be found on file in the office of the clerk of the 
town affected. 

Fish shall only be taken by angling unless as 
otherwise specifically permitted. 
“Angling” means taking fish by hook and line in 

hand or rod in hand not exceeding two lines with or 
without rod to one person, and not exceeding fifteen 
hooks to a line. 

Fish shall only be taken from Kayutah Lake in 
Schuyler County by angling. 

Fish must not be taken by means of explosives, or 
by drawing off water for that purpose, or by fishing 
through the ice in waters inhabited by trout. 

No license is required by a resident of New York 
State to take minnows for bait for personal use. 

Seines twenty-five feet in length or under and dip 
nets ten feet by ten feet or under, may be used in 
waters not inhabited by trout for the taking of min- 
nows for the owner’s personal use. 

Glass or wire minnow traps, without wings or 
leaders, may be set for taking minnows for bait - 
for the taker’s personal use but not for sale, in any 
of the waters of the State of New York, provided 
that no such trap shall exceed twenty inches in
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Jength and that the aperture therein for the « 
i entrance of the minnows shall not exceed one inch 

in diameter. 
Gill nets twenty-five feet in length and under, 

having a mesh not larger than one inch, may be 
used in Keuka Lake and Seneca Lake in the taking 
of sawbellies for bait for the owner’s personal use. 

A license is required for netting minnows for bait 
for sale and a fee of ten cents per lineal foot for a 
net must be paid. 

Fur bearing animals shall not be taken by the 
use of chemicals, gas or other poisonous substances, 
and uo chemical, gas or other poisonous substance 
shall be used, left or placed on or about any trap 
which may be lawfully used, or in a hole, or on the 
runway of any fur bearing animal. 
Game protected by law shall be taken only after 

sunrise and before sunset with a gun fired at arm’s 
length, without rest, unless otherwise specifically 
permitted. Wild fowl, except in counties wholly 
or partly within the forest preserve, may only be 
taken with the use of a shot gun fired at arm’s 
length, The use of a high-powered rifle for hunting 
on Long Island is prohibited. A high-powered rifle 
as the term is used in the Conservation Laws means 
any rifle of greater calibre or projective power than 
the rifle commonly known as a “twenty-two calibre 
rifle.” If a person be found carrying a_high- 
powered rifle in any woodland on such island, it shall 
be presumptive evidence of a violation. Birds and 
quadrupeds shall not be taken on the lands purchased 
or condemned by any municipality for the purpose 
of supplying it with water and protecting the same 
from pollution, or on any public highway, except 
public highways other than State or county high- 
ways within the forest preserve counties, 

No person while in an automobile shall take game; 
nor by aid or use of any light or lights carried 
thereon or attached thereto. 

Birds shall not be trapped, netted or snared, nor 
shall nets, traps or snares be set or used where birds 
can be taken,
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» WILD BIRDS PROTECTED IN THIS 
j STATE. 

Wild birds other than the English sparrow, star- 
ling, crow, hawk, great gray owl, snow-owl, great 
horned owl, great blue heron, bittern, cormorant, 
purple grackle and kingfisher shall not be taken or 
possessed at any time, dead or alive, except under 
the authority of a license issued under section 159 of 
the Conservation Law. Red-winged blackbirds which 
are destroying any crop may be killed at any time 
during the months of June, July, August and Septem- 
ber by the owner or occupant of any real property on 
which such a crop is being grown, or by any person 
in the employ of such owner or occupant, but no 
part of the plumage, skin or body of any bird 
protected by section 219 of the Conservation Law 
or of any birds coming from without the State, 
whether belonging to the same or a different species 
from that native to the State of New York, provided 
such birds belong to the same family as those pro- 
tected by law shall be sold or had in possession for 
sale. This provision does not apply to game birds 
for which an open season is provided. No person 
shall take or interfere with any Antwerp or homing 
pigeon if it has the name of its owner stamped upon 
its wing or tail, or wear a ring or seamless leg band 
with its registered number stamped thereon or have 
any other distinguishing mark; nor shall any person 
remove any such distinguishing mark from any such 
pigeon. 

The nests of wild birds protected by the above 
provision shall not be robbed or willfully destroyed 
except when necessary to protect buildings or pre- 
vent their defacement, or when taken under the 
authority of the Department. 

FERRETS 
Ferret licenses. No person shall possess, sell or 

breed ferrets except as permitted by this article. 
The Department may issue a license, revocable at its 
pleasure, to a person to possess, sell or breed fer- 

;
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rets, upon the payment of a fee of ten dollars. Li- | 
censes when issued shall expire on the thirty-first 
day of December of the year of issue. Every sale of | 
a ferret shall be reported to the Department within 
ten days after such sale. No person shall sell or 
otherwise dispose of a ferret to another, unless the 
person purchasing or receiving the ferret is in 
possession of a license provided for in this sub- 
division. Fee $10.00. 

BREEDING AND SALE OF ELK, | 
DEER, PHEASANTS, MALLARD | 
DUCKS, BLACK DUCKS, QUAIL | 
AND HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE. | 

Domesticated American elk, mule deer, white-tailed 
deer, European red deer, fallow deer, Japanese deer, | 
roebuck, pheasants, Canada geese, Hutchins geese, 
mallard ducks, black ducks, bob white quail and Hun- | 
garian or grey leg partridge or any of them, may be 
propagated in a wholly inclosed preserve, or entire 
island, under a license issued by the Conservation 
Department and said game, except quail and Hun- { 
garian partridge, may be killed and sold under cer- 
tain regulations. Such mammals or birds may be 
imported into this State and sold if bred similar 
in principle to the laws of the State of New York. 
No person shall sell or offer for sale any such game 
or any part thereof, killed in such a preserve with- 
out first obtaining a license so to do and complying 
with the law and the rules and regulations of the 
Department. 

PROPAGATION AND SALE OF 
TROUT RAISED IN PRIVATE 
HATCHERIES. 

Trout not less than six inches long, raised in a 
private hatchery, may be sold at any time of year 
under the authority of a license issued by the De- 
partment. Such trout must be tagged with tags fur- 
nished by the Department.
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* TRANSPORTATION OF PROTECTED 
FISH AND GAME. 

During the open season a person may transport, 
when he has in his possession, non-salable fish or 
game, but not more in a day than may lawfully be 
taken in one day. 
The taker without accompanying the shipment 

may transport non-salable fish or game by common 
carrier (except parcel post), but not more in one 
day than he may lawfully take in one day, or, in 
ease of deer, one deer, on procuring and attaching 
to the shipment a shipping permit issued by the 
Department. Non-salable fish and game includes: 
Deer, squirrels, waterfowl, rails, upland game birds, 
shore birds, trout, black bass. Protected fish and 
game lawfully salable may be transported in the 
open season by common carrier or otherwise without 
the use of the above mentioned shipping permits. 

Applicants may obtain such permits of the Con- 
servation Department in Albany, Applicants who 
hold hunting, trapping and fishing licenses or non- 
resident or alien fishing licenses must state in mak- 
ing the application the serial number of their li- 
cense, no fee for shipping permits. 

Live game and fish for propagation purposes, the 
head, hide, feet or fur of quadrupeds and the plum- 
age and skin of game birds, legally taken and pos- 
sessed may be transported at any time and in any 
manner without use of the shipping permits above 
referred to. 

IMPORTATION LICENSE TO TRANS- 
PORT FISH AND GAME FROM 
WITHOUT THE STATE INTO 
THE STATE. 

The taker may bring into this State at any time, 
provided he accompanies the same, fish or game dur- 
ing the close season in this State, or game for which i 
there is no open season in this State, when lawfully
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brought from the place where taken, and when law- ‘ 
fully taken by him provided he has an importation 
license issued by the Conservation Department; and 
the taker holding such importation license may ship 
by common carrier, other than parcel post, quadru- 
peds, provided a shipping permit issued by the Con- 
servation Department is attached to such shipment 
by the taker at the initial point of shipment. No 
importation license or shipping permits are required 
to ship into New York State, fish, birds or quad- 
rupeds protected by law in New York State, during , 
the open season for sueh fish, birds or quadrupeds in 
New York State when legally taken by the shipper 
without the State. Nonsalable fish and game may 
be shipped in any manner except parcel post. 

Importation licenses and shipping permits may be 
pepcaredl from the Conservation Department, Albany, 
N. ¥. Fee, $1.00. 

CATS HUNTING OR KILLING BIRDS. 
Any person over the age of twenty-one years, who 

is the holder of a valid hunting, trapping and fish- 
ing license, may, and it shall be the duty of a 
game protector or other peace officer to, humanely 
destroy a cat at large found hunting or killing | 
any bird protected by law or with a dead bird of 
any species protected by law within its posses- | 
sion; and no action for damages shall be main- : 
tained for such killing. | 

REGULATIONS FOR JOINT HUNT- | 
ING, TRAPPING AND FISHING 
LICENSES, AND NON-RESIDENT 
AND ALIEN FISHING LICENSES. 

Joint hunting, trapping and fishing licenses are 
required for any kind of hunting of birds or quad- 
rupeds or trapping of fur bearing animals or tak- 
ing of fish by means of angling, snatching, spearing | 
and tip-ups. The fec required of a citizen of the | 
United States and who has been a bonafide resi- 
dent of New York State for six months is $1.25 |
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q and the fee for a non-resident citizen or alien 
license is $10.50. Non-residents of the State and 
aliens desiring a license to fish and not to hunt or 
trap may take out a non-resident or alien fishing 
license which will permit them to take fish by 
means of angling, spearing, snatching or tip-ups. 
The fee for this license is $5.50, Persons who are 
eitizens of the United States may procure these 
licenses from any county, city or town clerk or 
from the Conservation Department office at Albany, 
N. Y., or from the branch offices at New York, 
Binghamton, Buffalo, Rochester, Herkimer, Syra- 

| cuse, Watertown, Saranac Lake, Fleischmanns, 
Hoosick Falls and Glens Falls. Aliens must pro- 
eure these licenses from the Conservation Depart- 
ment office at Albany, N. Y. The licenses are good 
in any part of the State from the date of issue to 
December 31st following and they must be carried 
on the Peet and exhibited for inspection when 
requested. The licenses are not transferable, A 
button with number corresponding to the license 
shall be worn in a conspicuous place on the clothing 
at all times while hunting, trapping or fishing. No 
license shall be issued to any minors under the age 

| of sixteen years and minors under the age of six- 
teen years are not required to take out a license 
to trap fur bearing animals during the open season. 
Women who are bonafide residents of the State of 
New York and minors under the age of sixteen 
years are not required to have a license to take 
fish by means of angling, spearing, snatching or 
tip-ups nor is a license required to take fish by 
means of these devices in the Marine District. The 
Marine District includes all tidal waters within 
three nautical miles of the State coast, except the 
Hudson river and the East river. Fees for special 
license to hunt deer are as follows: For a citizen, 
who is a bona fide resident of the State for six 
months, $1.25. Citizen non-resident, or alien license, 
$10.50. 

* ‘Warning: This license does not entitle the holder 
to hunt or fish upon property posted in accordance
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with the Conservation Law without the owner’s writ- ess | 
ten consent; nor upon private property not posted, 
without the consent of the owner thereof, nor to hunt 
upon an Indian Reservation. 

It shall be unlawful for any unnaturalized foreign 
born person to hunt for, or capture or kill, in this ‘ 
State any wild bird or animal, either game or other- 
wise, of any description, excepting in defense of per- 
son or property, or except under a special license 
issued directly by the Conservation Department; and 
to that end it shall be unlawful for any unnatural- 4 
ized foreign born person within this State, to own 
or be possessed of a shotgun or rifle of any make. 

DAMAGING FENCES BY HUNTERS 
AND FISHERMEN. 

Any person who, for the purpose of or while hunt- 
ing, trapping or fishing, shall without the permis- 
sion of the owner, lessee or lawful occupant, enter 
upon the land of another, and while thereon shall 
cut, destroy or damage any bars, gates or fence, or 
any part thereof or shall leave open any bars or 
gates thereon resulting in damage to the owner or 
occupant thereof shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. 

GUIDES, LICENSES. 
The Conservation Department shall maintain a 

register of persons competent to engage in the busi- 
ness of guiding in that portion of New York State 
known as the forest preserve counties, and shall is- 
sue licenses and a distinguishing badge to qualified 
persons. The Department shall prescribe rules and 
regulations under which such license shall be issued. 

No licensed guide shall, while engaged in the per- 
formance of his duties, shoot or kill any wild ani- 
mals, fowl or birds, or carry any firearms, except a 
revolver or pistol. 

No person shall at any time engage in the busi- 
ness of guiding in that portion of the State known 
as the forest preserve counties, without first having ~ 
procured. from the Conservation Denartment a
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f license so to do, upon payment of the sum of two : 
dollars. Every licensed guide, while engaged in the 
business of guiding, shall wear in a conspicuous 
place on his clothing a badge to be furnished by the 
Department. A guide is a person who engages for 
hire, either directly or indirectly, in the business 
of guiding in the forest preserve counties. Guiding 
includes every act whereby a person directs, aids, 
assists or instructs another person in taking fish, 
birds or quadrupeds within the forest preserve 
counties, or in traversing therein. 

SALE OF GAME PROHIBITED 
The dead bodies, or parts thereof, of squirrels of 

all species and wild deer, elk, moose and caribou of 
all species shall not be sold, offered for sale or pos- 
sessed for sale for food purposes within this State, 
whether killed within or without the State. 

The dead bodies of birds belonging to all species 
or sub-species, native to this State, protected by law 
or belonging to any family, any species or sub- 
species of which is native to this State and pro- 
tected by law, shall not be sold, offered for sale, or 
possessed for sale for food purposes within this 
State, whether taken within or without this State, 
except as provided by sections 372, 373 and 377 of 
the Conservation Law.
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: 2222 Van Hise Ave. 
Madison, Wis. 
May 9, 1928. 

Mr. Alem. MoHonald, 
Conservation Commissioner, 

Albany, N. Y. 

Dear Sir: 

I have received Mr. J. T. McCormick's letter of 
May 2 in soupmane to ~ inquiry about details of the 1927 
deer kill. also wish to thank you for the 1927 report 
of your department. i : 

May I further impose on your good nature by asking 
you to fi11 {nda cosopéanse with the pest estimate you can 
make, the blenks marked with a question mark in columns 4 
and 8 in the attached tabulation. I can compute the other 
missing date if you will f111 in these two columns. If it 
is convenient, I would also preity appreciate your filling 
in the classifiontion of kill mentioned on megs 288 of er ; 
report. I have provided a place for this on the right-hand 
side of the tabulation, or you might find it more convenient 
to send it to me in whatever form you now have it. : 

2 Thanking you for the cooperation, 

Very sincerely yours, 

ie 

ALDO LEOPOLD. 

Seely wtng ! ; 

oT ae ke Oe y 

Fh. 8.



DEER TAKEN IN NEW YORK STATE DURING THE OPEN SEASON IN 19276 

Te OI dala tienes ER Mh ite AU, ncst tae «iin 
wie 5 ee 8 

Adirondack Section 

Essex 35 189 GS 686 17S 166 529 

Franklin 63 2 79 216 256 148 687 

Herkimer 73 34 128 133 287 210 865 

Hamilton 108 66 162 190 474 301 1301 

Jefferson. 3 ae 4 3 2 3 16 

Oswego 2D 4 7 8 14 9 53 

Saratoga 12 6 ef a aa: 95 

St. Lawrence 94 55 119 1498 360 220 997 

Warren 21 17 40 SL 92 69 290 

Washington 5 4& 6 S46 a 47 

Fulton 7 8. 26 3 36 82 144 

Clinton 7 5 q 9 22 9 59 

Lewis 31 23  5e ve 162 280 470 

Oneida 8 3. 28) 22) ae 13 67 

Catskill Section 

Ulster 15 I S4 $36 45 22 164 

Sullivan 50 a $75 58. BY 53 348 

Delaware a. 2 6 20 8 28 13 72 

Greene 5 0 6 9 5 4 27 

Orange 12 6 2a pee as 12 i 

Other Counties ; 

Rensselaer 1 1 7 3 5 4 21 

Columbia 2 2 10 8 16 8 46 

Dutchess 0 0 0 at 2 0 3 

TOTAL - 581 = 317 — 909-1008-2149 -1408 = 6372 

9.1%o 50%p M3 15% 338 22.0
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eee eE May 25, 1928. 

New York Conservation Department, 

; Albany, N. Y. 

ttention J. T. 

Dear Mr. McCormick: 

I am indebted to you for the prompt and complete 

reply to my inquiry of May 9 about deer figures. 

Just to make sure that I do not misuse the figures, 

let me ask whether "spikes" are not the same as 2 point heads 

in the tabulation accompanying pone letter. I have assumed 

that they are because on page of the Annual Repart you 

say spike horns constituted less than 156 of the 1927 kill, 
and in the tabulation there are 9.1% of "spikes" plus 5.0% 
of 2 pointers = 14.1%. If I am in error on this, please let 
me know. 

I Will send you shortly a copy of my table of your 
figures. It is a pleasure to work with data compiled with 

such care. It is the exception in game data. 

May I ask you one more question: When does the 

rut occur in your State? I know it varies. An average 
period will serve my purposes. 

Thanking you very heartily for your cooperation, 

Yours truly, | 

Aldo Leopold. 

= F.LS



ALEXANDER MOS Re erase STATE OF NEW YORK DIVISION OF FISH AND GAME 

ecteiy Uh sey 
i 

LLEWELLYN LEGGE, CHier 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 

HERBERT F. BreecorE ur ( ef 1 

He aan esr EY CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

TO FILE NO, ALBANY 

June 5, 1928. 

Mr. Aldo leopold, 
United Statea Departmmt of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: 

The Department is in receipt of your ' 

favor of May 25, the contents of which have been wry 

arefully read. 

J. You wereright in your conclusion that 

"spikes" are the same as two point heads in the tabulation 

Q accompanying our letter of May 9. 

gw The rut usually oceurs in this state from 

“we about the sixth to the middle of November; the weather 

conditions, of course having something to do with it. 

e writer will be very glad to receive a copy of your 

table of figures when they are available. 

Very truly yours, 

Alexander Macdomld, Commissioner, 
Ne 

Seu” BY- GA SD hE j 
é 

= 

Deputy Chief, D.F.G.C.D. | 

JTM.H.



2 y CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME, 

food makes the slaughter NEW BOTANICAL GARDEN. 

} and back-yard butcherings nec- Mrs. Dorinda Blaksly-Bliss has donated 
y: more sportsman-like and | fifteen acres of land in Mission Canyon, 

moke\humane to take the gun or fishing | Santa Barbara, for the establishment of 
rod\ghd go out into the open in pursuit | the Blaksly Botanical Garden. It is a 
of géme than to take the ax or cudgel | wonderful thing to have on display plants 
and go out to the poultry yard or rabbit | and trees from the world over. Like- 

hutches, a ie wise it is a wonderful thing when, through 
More attention should be given to the the establishment of a zoological park, 

propagation of wild life and its conser-| people are able to study live animals 
vation, if for no other reason than that/yather than stuffed specimens in a 

for which domestic animals are propa-/ museum. Fortunately, in spite of the 
gated and maintained—the stocking of the | fact that there is only one outstanding 
larder, The wild game would make it| zoological garden, that at San Diego, 
possible occasionally to supply the fam-| there is an increasing interest In animal 
ily with delicacies without paying high | life in California. An incipient zoo is 
tribute to the butcher, which would be a} to be found in Oakland’s new park in 
genuine satisfaction, Redwood Canyon. 

But a more important reason for the 
maintenance of wild life lies in the bene- 
fits that come as by-products of the hunt BOM SeOUTS AMA eunpeme rina 
and the fishing trip. There is more On July 9, 1924, the following boy 
blessing for the human being in bringing | Scouts: C. A. Lamb, scout master from 
down a wily old mallard with a gun| Orange County; Leon Atwood, Jr. of 
that must be handled with skill to turn | San Bernardino; Wayburn Wolff of Red- 
the trick, and all that such a performance | !ands, Wiley Searing of Redlands, Henry 
implies and demands than in decapitating | Cross of Redlands and Roy Cross of Red- 
a pet chicken with an ax. And the bird| lands were camping at Dollar Lake. 
would prefer the former death to the latter. | While they were scouting around they 

Long life to hunting inet found three fresh deer hides. Noting 
For Cam, mber, 1925. the tracks of some pack animals that 

had left the spot, they followed the 

RECREATIONAL LANDs. racks over the trail from Dollar Lake to 

Dr. J. N. Lowe, in an article entitled | arton Flats, where the pack animals 
“Land Utilization” in the March number | tQok the old cattle thieves’ trail, not 
of Development Bureau News, Upper} sown on the government map. ‘They 
Peninsula, Michigan, presents much food} thn went to the forest ranger and 
for thought in his discussion of the rela-| repiprted their find to him. He got in 

tive amount of land that should be set} touth with the proprietor of Seven Oaks 
aside for recreational purposes. This | Resort, who in turn telephoned Mr. W. 
includes one refuges. The amount is] Malone, Deputy Fish and Game Com- 

ventatiyely Set at Ue Dere cent of a given | missioner, at 1 p.m. Mr. Malone imme- 
area, in this case, Michigan. The fol- diatel ee 1 ; is i 
lowing quotation indicates that California |©2'@Y Went | fo Ene Ane eye Sound ons 
stands second in relative amount of land viewed the hides and had a conversation 
set aside for such purposes: with the scout master and a number of 

“California comes second with 1,900,-| the boys. The boys were all worked up 
000, or 1.9 per cent, without the federal| about this flagrant violation of the game 

reserves, but if these are included, 3 per | law, as they had a right to be, since it ' 
cent of its lands are in game refuges.| was out of season and in the heart of 
Wisconsin has 19,335 acres, or about .19] Fish and Game Refuge No. 4-A. 

per cent, and Pennsylvania has 76,317 After securing a search warrant the 
acres or .26 per cent.” authorities followed the trail of the pack 

Acres in animals to the Mountain Home Resort 

State. Game Refuges. Pct, | Lodge, where Charlie Martin, owner of 
Minnesota ___-_-__ 2,848,000 5.04 | the ranch and former chief of police of 
California _..___.___ 1,900,000 1.90 | San Bernardino, was placed under arrest. 

Michigan ____._____ 272,550.58 74] He afterwards pleaded guilty to “viola- 

Pennsylvania ~______ 76,317.70  .26| tion of the game law—venison in posses- 

Wisednsir: oot 69,335 19 | sion out of season in the game refuge,” 

Vermont <es A 10,888 18 | and was fined.
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September 10, 1929. ; 

V. H. Gahalane 18 ee 
e/o General belivery, % 
Marquette, Michigan. 4 

Dear Cahalane; . , 

Bartlett expects to leave for the U. P. today ‘ ‘ 
and will not doubt be up there by the time you get this letter. 4 
He is to get into touch with you in the near future, and Ita . | 
like to have the two of you put your heads together and com- 4 
pare notes, experiences, theories and notions at length. , 4 

. a 
I doubt that it would be practicable or desir- Ha 

able for you to work together but it is essential thet you werk ae 
in senators with each other, and at this long range I shall a 
leave it to the both of you to figure out how thet may best be 4 
done. ce, 

| My idea is that you should continue working 8 
west until you have absorbed a fair-to-good idea of the entire - 
U.P., and its geography, cover conditions, stocking, local A 
ideas ete. Bartlett should already be fairly well ? on this ~ 
but there will be large districts with which he ie little a 
acquainted. 4 

dj 

: Whether you and he should presently divide up eee 
the U. P., each working a half of it, or whether both of you i 
might weli work back across it to the east, or how best to ar- of 
range it I don't know. Perhaps hp might work east in parallels, ‘ 
awitching into the other's territory at intervals so as t can- 
eel tendencies to become localized. But that might be desirable 2 
provided you met to coupare notes at fairly frequent intervals. ; 
It might tend to accent differences and develop points of view h 
and itens to check against. A 

hi
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There should be some rechecking over the same routes 
covered earlier in the season. How much and how often I shall have ; 
to leave to the two of you. 

The question whether your early counts got a re q 
; portionate number of bucks is not going to be easily established. ] 

woes wag here recently: and made two excellent 
points: 1-That the number of poashiner oe the best ane? oeheck 
on the rate of increase. His argument goes like, this: If we kill ‘ 
off the adult bucks and exterminate eke ‘edatore, and do not q 
kill off the does or have good control 9 Be predators which wrk j 
on the fauns, there may be a very seriois shrinkage among the fauns ; 
(coyotes and big cats) so that without n morsege of bucks, and ; 
with a normal fawn crop, nevertheless th@ sirinkage between the } 
number of new fawns and the number of yea¥lingy (which have become 
more or less immune from coyotes and eat yin ® the critics] item. , 
In such case the woods would finally ag tp. with) superannuated é 
does which would be dry because of their’ ag and ae for lack of : 
bucks. In the last og ody the number of suph.old does would be so : 
great that they would using up the. feed néeded by the young 
stuff and a Pennsylvania situation would ach aaah pos rn 30 i 
Leopold tigares that the percentage of yeerlings (or the survival i 
of fawns) is the critical figure to’ cheok to. — act ad 

2~Binee it is difficult to tally yearlings and be sure of 
them, he suggests that. we make enenone Sree to gana ie *ne " 
distribution of errs anong the a, by tallying the antler s 
tips, This we @ould do with relative ease on the 5, 000 bucks | a 
which come across the Straits. vardens inspeet the hi et Bion, Mtl Ei 
the last two years have madé counts of the total number of anixels. y 
They could also tally the tips. Like enough pou oui take ee (ae 
weer a lot of those deer as they go through. Ifthe tellics showed ‘ 
that a normal number of spike-horns, and ae and four-prong — * 
and l0-prong bucke were coming across, year after year, We sould . y 
be quite sure that the survival rate on the fauns was satisfactory. 4 
But we should of course have to determine as to. “normal*, 4 

These considerations accent various pointe which we 7 
have not been discussing much. What, for instance, is.the age at 
which does retire from active service to the cause? « fi 

I assume that Pennsylvania ie working herd on that 4 
point but you had better find out about thet, and just how they 
propose to get it. ft 

fhen as to predators and fams. On the Ogemaw this i 
year Brannon reports an unusual concentration of bears on an area ; 
where fawn sign had been very plentiful - and thet fawn sign and i 
deer nien in general seemed to fade fast after the bear sign began 
to be plentiful, Leopold thinks it quite possible thet the bear f 
ran out the deer. Stephenson and I are rather doubtful + but who I 
knows anything about it? 

Leopold was inclined to accent the coyotes and bob- 4 
eats and we have some evidence that even foxes may work on fawne. ~ ' 

4
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A State trapper in the U P told me one summer that he was . 

finding his wolf sign thickest along the edges of the north-Luce 

Go. jackpine burns out in which he figured the does were hiding 

their fawne. And he presently brought in some big wolves. 

What do we know about the rate and causes of shrinkage 

: among the fawns? How are we going to learn somthing about it? | 

Presently, perhaps, we shall supply the official trappers 
with instructions for saving stomach contents of their larger 
animals . Perhaps a section of inner tube with one end cenented } 

and then sewed across to become water-tight, would let them bring q 
in the stomach contents without undue trouble. And they might be 
supplied with jars and formalin and labels. 

You and Bartlett might well make some dope on this and | 
discuss it with the etree themselves so as to get their pointa 
of view as to practicabilities. 

And you might ask Dice what arrangements can be made for 
analysis. We were promised action on hawk and owls but it hag'nt : 
materialized and no signs to show when it will. We oan always . 
send such materials to Washington, no doubt, but returns are apt 4 

to be indefinitely delayed. The point is that I want the whole 4 
series figured clear through before we etart ony new activity of 
this sort. ' 

' In connection with his theory as to fawn yr mo and 
predators I told Leopold that the antler-tip tally should be en- q 
tirely practicable and certainly valuable but that I did'nt see j 
any ready way to ges a@ dependable yearling ratio. Perhaps you 
and Bartlett ean figure one out. 

You should aleo figure out, and plenty of time in advance, 
just how the antler tally should be made at the ferries. | 

In order to establish in some degree the normals for deer 
1g perhaps some more work should be done in Lake County this 
all. : : a 

A Compilation of the weekly officer's counts has been made 
and a copy is enolosed. It will stand some study and analysis with 
a view to the later compilations. Those, to date, should evidently j 
be made and published, just about deer-season when interest will be | 
peaked. 

q If you can figure a way to relate age and number of antlers ( 
; points it would be useful. That point once referred to Dice brought | 

the answer that age could probably be worked out from the teeth but 
nothing of the sort seemed to have been done. If we hade the age 
from the teeth we could tie it to the horns ~ maybe. But it will be ' 
sure enough I take it that spikes and forks wihl on the average be 
younger than the 10-12 point veterans. ‘



{ -b- } \ 4 
2 a 

You and Bartlett should be meking medicine as to the 7 
wanner and locus of your winter's work = t, where, ete. The E 
Meting of what might be done and how, would Let us work out ‘ 
the practicabilities. A % 5 a 

aN re | 4 If, during the hunting season, wardens are to be asked 4 
to make any special tallies, or to get the ore to fill out any- 4g 
thing equivalent to the "creel-tally" now working in thé, fish ne 
division (card enclosed), you and Bartlett should be working 
on the mechanics of it very shortly. 4 a \ H 

Ny tts, Mu 
wy 

Yours very ‘sdaiy, AY a 
Ae a % ee ie 

‘i h \ ‘ a Me *\ # a 

Ne Ae * ‘ ee 

B. Ss Lovejoy, 7 a 
Game Division. ya 

yi 

iW 

E bah ee I Nr aan
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421 Chemistry 
Building 

September 
17, 1929 

: Mr. FP. 5S. Lovejoy 
\ 

Director, 
Game Division State Conservation 

Commission lansing, 
Michigan 

, 

} Dear P. S.t 

It may help Cahalane 
to form some idea of what is 

normal in the way of antler classes 
to look up the following published 

sources 
of data: 

(1) "California 
Fish & Game" for January 

1928 published the 1927 kil) by antler classes 
from the hunters 

reports 
sub+ 

mitted 
under the new deer tag law enacted 

in that state. 
Un+ | 

fortunately 
the compilation 

does not segregate 
species. 

Since 
the Columbian 

blacktail 
has a lesser horn development 

than the | 
mule deer, the lwnped 

figures 
mean little. 

However 
by throwing 

| 
_out all but the eastern 

counties 
in which mle deer is the prine | 

1 cipal or only species, 
we get the following 

distribution 
of ant- 

ler classes: 
| 

Poluts 
ver antler © Mumbor 

of bucks Zor cent 
of kid) 

2 1538 31 | 
é us 30 | 

: 14 30 
5 307 6 

\ 6 39 2 | 
7 30 3 | 

Total 4938 100 

(2) New York (17th Annual Report, 
Conservation 

Department) 
. ! 

compiled 
the 1927 kill by antler 

classes 
from the hunters 

revorts 
submitted 

under the special 
deer license 

law. The results 
are ex- 

pressed 
in points per head instead 

of points per antler, 
,



2 Lovejoy : ; 

Points per head = Mumber of bucks per cent of iil) 

2 898 14 
4 909 14 
6 1008 16 
g 2149 34 j 

10 and over = + 

3 

The New York figures are by counties. The percentage 

of heavy heads is least in the lightly stocked southern counties 

of low kill. : 

Sincerely yours, 

ALDO IBOFOLD, 
In Charge, Geme Survey. 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence. :
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SHOOT TO KILL! 

BIRD DAY—APRIL 21ST The story on the opposite page ‘One Shot, No Cripples,” is a 

most illuminating contribution to sane hunting and real, practical 

We of Pennsylvania fully rec- COnseryALOT. =a A 

a — ognize the tremendous value of of what use is it to shoot and wound a deer and let it get 

eee ee a i i ik away to die and go to waste? When you shoot, shoot to kill. 

oe ey quci-bird-lite: We Like tosers The question is how? This. Mr. William M. Newsom, of New 
eager : courage birds to live about us. York City, tries to explain. He is a real, practical, as well as 

ee Sy ies We thrill at their beautiful scientific outdoors man. He has actually seen firsthand all that 

| ’ colors. We marvel at their he describes, and out of sheer love for our game he is making a 

” c a songs, And we value them for voluntary contribution by setting into motion a campaign that 

s *, % : 5 neck th elece will teach all sportsmen who hunt, to bring down their game 

cnc aC gts SA keeping oe enee nee - with one shot and no cripples. 

as : barmtul Angels and. woed:seecs We are heartily in favor of adopting this slogan because we 

eRe react lS ~| which injure our forests; our agree with Mr. Newsom that there should be no cripples left in 

peas nti z orchards, our gardens, and our the woods. A man who makes use of a rifle should know where 

| crops. to direct his aim so one shot will bring down his game. 

We must never for a moment lessen our protection of I trust that our sportsmen will take this to heart, because 

these feathered friends. Rather we must increase it. This after each deer season the Game Commission receives reports 
a . Ww n build bird houses. that crippled deer are found in the woods. If we want this 

canbe done temany Ways: 2 ce Fi great herd of deer to last, it is up to every sportsman to do his 

| Feeding shelters also are easily built and they attract EADS part, especially to protect game against predators and unlawful 

kinds of bird visitors regularly. A feeding shelter built hunters. Any sportsman who knows of violations, such as night 

at a window will bring you very attractive company. hunting or killing out of season in the daytime, and does not 

In midsummer we must not forget the bird bath; nor report the guilty one, is himself guilty. Sometimes men are 
r Li S 

at any time must we neglect to plant the trees and shrubs ee EO neue ee of — oles == 
| oe nich furnish then so certain amount of rules must be recognized when enjoying 

which birds like to frequent, and whic the sport of hunting, even though it be away off in the woods. 

fi A fruit-lad lberry tree always attracts much food. A fruit-laden mu a hes A good sportsman obeys the rules of fair play, no matter where 

birds; a trumpet vine very often means Hummingbirds. he is nor under what circumstances he plays the game, he acts 

| But as we devise ways and means of attracting birds, in obedience to his conscience. : 

we must also make plans to safeguard them. Particularly The standard of the sportsmen of Pennsylvania is high, but 

: must we protect them against the one creature which likes we must ask the other fellow to shoot straight, to shoot only 

them only because they mean so much food—the cat. Make legal game and not to endanger the other fellow. 

your bird boxes and your feeding shelters cat-proof. If Adolf Mijller, President 

you do not, all your fine efforts will go unrewarded. 
Board of Game Commissioners 

Protect the birds always! Remember that our very ex- 

istence depends upon the feathered hosts who make it pos- ee 

sible for the trees, the flowers, and the grain fields to grow. 

And all the while these same creatures are delighting us 1932 HUNTING ACCIDENTS 

with their beautiful colors and their cheerful songs. During the past hunting season there was a decrease of 110 

hunting accidents as compared to the preceding season—a splen- 

did record. In fact fewer accidents occurred during 1932 than 

since 1928, despite an annual increase in the number of hunters 

O q } 1 afield. This is a record that every hunter in the state will be 

proud of. But let us not be satisfied with it. Instead let us 

think even more seriously about this matter between now and 

the next hunting season, so that when it comes around we will 

exert even more caution when we go afield. ‘
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Every hunter of big game has y NS stomach only as a paunch shot. 

been told that to kill game But a shot in this whole area 
cleanly, the best shot is for the ft . 4 \y usually means a long chase to 

heart area, which lies just back ba a ¥ Si secure the deer, and may result 

of the front shoulder about one r7/ i Wy \ either in the loss of the deer or 
third the way up the body. How- | \ | \ driving it to some other hunter’s 

ever, there is an almost univer- \y i rifle. We have found many a 

sal misunderstanding as to where f{ ka fy i), | deer shot back of the rib line, in 
the shoulder is located. The a Ls AG; Ef great agony, slowly dying by 
shoulder joint of the deer is not So = ay inches, six weeks after it was 
docated where the foreleg joints shot—a situation no sportsman 
the body, as so many hunters be- The heart area is shown above in heavy shaded lines. desires. 
lieve. The elbow is at the Shoot so the bullet will pass through this area that lies BE- To ayoid needless wounding, 

junction of the foreleg and the TWEEN THE FORELEGS; or for the shoulder joint that is we therefore ask every deer 

body. The deer’s shoulder is farther forward, if the deer is broadside to you. hunter to study the diagram of 

much further forward, located A shot placed low and FORWARD of the rear line of the the deer until it is engraved in 
in the same position as the foreleg is usually fatal at once. his memory; to keep his shots 
horse’s shoulder—where the col- A shot to the REAR of the foreleg may only wound the deer. well forward of the elbow joint 

lar rides. Don’t confuse the elbow joint, that is at the junction of the —_not behind it; to-aveid long 
The result of this constant foreleg and the body, with the shoulder. Make the first shot shots or chancy shoots at run- 

mistaking the elbow joint for count. ning game; to make the first 
the shoulder joint has caused shot sure; and, under no cir- 

hunters to place their shots back of the and that the backbone is well below the cumstances, ever to leave the trail of a 
elbow behind the rear line of the foreleg. top line of the deer. This is deceiving, wounded deer, while it is possible to fol- 

This results in wounding many deer that on account of the length of hair and the low it. 

are lost. The shots should be placed bony projections above the backbone. A 
somewhere forward of this line, up to the deer will usually drop instantly, if you 

shoulder joint. A shot in that forward strike one of these bony projections—but 

shoulder area results in a clean kill in a he may be only stunned for an instant. 
few moments. Shots to the rear of the When a deer drops in his tracks, always ATTENTION! 

leg line may or may not be deadly—and be ready to shoot again, instantly, until 
the farther back towards the paunch they you have made sure he is dead by close Every fall, after the hunting sea- 
are placed, the longer will the deer linger range inspectionand perhaps a _ prod son, our game protectors find much 

before he finally succumbs. The skeleton with your foot at the base of his tail to game dead. Some creatures, desper- 
diagram, with the deadly heart area make sure. ately wounded, are found dying by 
marked in heavy black lines, indicates the A shot in the brain is, of course, in- slow torture. These are prompily 
proper place to shoot for. Study it carefully. stantly fatal, but the brain is small and put out of their misery. 
You will note, if you aim to strike the the bullet may spoil the head for mount- No sportsman wants this condition 

shoulder joint, a shot a little high will ing. The brain shot is not recommended. to exist. Part of it can be prevented. 

break down the power of locomotion by Shots at running deer can sometimes be Therefore, we ask the cooperation of 
a shot through the shoulder blades—which avoided by a little less haste and excite- every license holder in an effort to 
is also deadly. Then, if the deer jumps ment on the part of the hunter. Deer may minimize this condition. The article 

forward as you fire, there is still leeway be stopped, in some cases, by a loud blat on this page contains information 
enough to hit the heart area. So keep or sharp whistle. However, if you must every hunter ought to know. The 
your shots well forward of the rear line shoot at a running deer, hold for the front instructions concerning deer apply 
of the foreleg—not behind it—and you edge of his chest, if you are at average equally to other large game such as 
will kill more and wound less deer. deer range with a rifle shooting a bullet bear, elk, etc. 

In case the deer is not broadside to you, of modern velocity. Otherwise, allow So whether you are an old hand 
shoot for a point so the bullet will pass more lead—six inches to a foot or so—de- at the game or a novice—read it and 
between the forelegs. While the heart is pending on the distance and speed the get others to read it. Help us to 
not directly in the center, itis near enough deer is going and the cartridge you are reach the careless man and implant, 
for practical purposes. A shot through using. Only experience and conditions in his mind the idea of 

the large arteries at the large end of the will tell you that. 

heart is deadly in a few moments. A deer shot anywhere behind the dia- 
A shot in the neck vertebrae or back phragm (which follows the rear line of the ONE SHOT eoee, NO CRIPPLES 

bone is instantly fatal, but more difficult. back ribs) is called a paunch shot. Some- 

Note the position of the neck vertebrae, times hunters refer to a shot in the
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le | “XHE once vast deer herd in Minnesota is M t 9 

threatened with extermination. This condition i n n @ S Oo a . 

| has slowly, but surely, forecast itself for the 

last six years, but now the situation has become 

suddenly acute—the result of long continued abuses By DR. OLIVER R. BRYANT 

and the development of problems not anticipated. 

First and foremost among the factors which have 

precipitated this crisis and brought the beautiful sas, Colorado, Florida, Oklahoma, Mississippi, Mis- 

white tail to its last stand in Minnesota, is the legal souri, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, 

slaughter of does, or the brood stock. Added to North Dakota, Oregon, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, 

this, but of minor importance, we have the depres- and Wyoming; and in Canada—Alberta, British 

sion furnishing an excuse for the illegal killing of Columbia, Manitoba, Nova Scotia, Saskatchewan, 

deer; the failure of the judiciary to back up the and the Yukon—practically the “Blue Book” of big 

wardens; the great increase in the woodland “shack” game states. 

dwellers—always potential deer slayers, bootlegging From all the information I have been able to ob- 

of venison in exchange for liquor; the retrenchment tain, the opposition to this much needed legislation 

program of the Department of Conservation made_ is based upon ignorance of the facts, lack of a true 

necessary by reduced revenue; extended and im- spirit of conservation of wild life, and a determina- 

proved highways into big game territory; improved tion to think individually and not collectively. Opin- 

fire arms; and the prolonged draught, drying up the ion based on ignorance of the facts is evident in an 

swamps, the last hideout of our harrassed deer. incident recently observed. On the day our present 

From a high spot in 1928, when twenty-eight Game Commissioner took office a large number of 

thousand (28,000) deer were taken and fifty-five per friends and associates called to felicitate him in 

cent (55%) of all legal hunters filled their licenses, his new duties. During the course of conversation 

the number of deer killed and the percentage of I mentioned the advisability of a “Buck” law for 

licenses filled has steadily declined until 1933 shows Minnesota. Immediately one of those present re- 

only eleven thousand (11,000) deer reported, and marked quite conclusively, “Of course, Mr. Swenson, 

only thirty-six per cent (86%) of licensed hunters you won’t be induced to favor a “Buck” law for 

successful. The unsuccessful list disclosed many Minnesota.” Curious to know the influence provok- 

of our cleverest and most experienced hunters, a ing such a remark, I took the trouble to ask this 

new experience for them and of considerable portent individual why he took this attitude toward the 

as to the deer situation. Only a few acres on the “Buck” law. He said, “Do you know what hap- 

north shore country reported anything like a normal pened in Pennsylvania?” 

number of deer seen. Private reports from the deer I thought I knew something about what happened 

territory continue to support the fact that our deer to the deer herd in Pennsylvania, but with this sinis- 

population is in a precarious position. ter question before me, I concluded something ter- 

The only move which will prevent the “Coup de rible had happened to the deer of Pennsylvania. So 

Grace” will be the immediate enactment in Minne- I wrote the Conservation Department of Pennsyl- 

sota of the so-called “Buck” law, a law which has vania at Harrisburg asking what had happened to 

preserved the deer herd and provided a continuation the deer herd of that state. And what do you think 

of that great out-of-door sport for the sportsmen of happened to the once almost extinct deer herd of 

Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin (36,000 buck Pennsylvania? They have become so numerous that 

killed in 1932), Montana, California, Maryland, the problem is not how to preserve them, but how to 

North and South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, control and feed them. 

Texas, Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Georgia, Arkan- Let us hurriedly review the facts about the work- 
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Dae Shy at Mone ae: 
nick Ae ts ie , 4 eS 

The Does Are Just as Game ae . me ee 
as the Bucks. keg a es 

Experience of other : f rt ‘ all : esr . 
ae ne Vee se M 4 Suh ‘ 

states with this law gee a " [aaa U an 

has proven its |F. [Se &) bs Fate te ae : \ masa ai y nate 
worth; Pennsylya- | | a. i ek ja : \ eee 

nia cited as out- |_ Be. _ : oe oe 
. PCAN 4. : ae 

standing example | ahs ; “I ; : ee 
eae ‘he a . zn Soh i! : 

hae at ee S 
aoa 8 ‘N 2 a 
tS aye > 3 \ ings of the “Buck” law in Pennsylvania, The his- | 9 Ne: eek a 

tory of the Pennsylvania deer herd reads like a novel. es tee es. Bee A! oN 
Beginning in 1907 and for over twenty years, Penn- es SES Sora al rag 4 yy: 
sylvania has protected its female deer. Hunters oes ae Se SR A etek ee | 
were at first permitted to take deer with spikes, © iia sce Saati i NC vs ey kc tes 
until the present regulations, established in 1928, ae 2 dite. : 
require that a deer must have two or more points oes a ae ; 
to one antler. I tell you this to show that the Penn- aM es ee Poke Nae Se 2 
sylvania “Buck” law must be well thought of when co ARE aia Ee aaa perl 
they can progressively add additional restrictions. oe a Sa NN, Cane Bi | ue 
At various times the Conservation Department has “uaa Ta as a 3 
attempted to have an open season on does. Such a hE 
proposal raised a violent storm of protest from all ek ee ; 
over the state. Counties, sportsmen’s organizations, tg MM 
and summer resort owners got out injunctions and vie eee ; 
the fight became so hot that the state was compelled eo ae : 
to abandon its program to have an open season on beara i iM , 
does. Seni tan! 0 

In 1928 the state again announced an open season ae OT ay re Pee) 
on does. This decision was decided upon because of the Sigee, Se Re eee ah he + ch 
experience during the winter of 1927-28 when hun- a en SNE ee ae Naan cae Saeeoninene te cats eae : 
dreds of dead deer were found throughout the state. “PREG AD PRO A . Runt ets CRONE 
The cause of death was starvation due to too many — EO ea Bie y eRakt str Bb AN yee 
deer and not sufficient food. Most of the dead deer wee ps Fee i oy he ah pow po See 
found were young, ranging in age from four to «Ral RRR oie RS RE 
eight months. A “Watel 

The presence of these young deer showed that the produced the same storm of protest as swept the Waiting” 
sex balance was seriously disturbed. Further obser- state in 1924. The Game Department called for Peliey 
vations showed that the sex balance had been so help. Many nationally known conservationists were Poon. 
disturbed that does came in estrum again in the asked to make a personal survey and render an opin- 
spring with the result that fauns were produced so ion. Among these was our own beloved Carlos | 
late that they had no chance to survive the hard- Avery. Sportsmen feared that all the female deer | 
ships of winter and compete with older deer for would be killed off, and, of course, that old bugaboo 
food. It was concluded that an occasional open sea- that the illegal kill of bucks would equal the legal kill 
son on does would tend to increase the size of the of does. What happened in Pennsylvania? Twenty- 
deer herd rather than reduce it. This is because five thousand ninety-seven (25,097) does were taken 
more bucks reach breeding stock age and there are with an illegal kill of only 6%, or one buck (1) to 
fewer barren does and fewer late fauns to be winter sixteen (16) does. No state where a “Buck” law | 

killed. is in force mentions the illegal kill of does as a | 
A remarkable thing to note about the whole situ- material objective to the “Buck” law. The favorite 

ation in Pennsylvania since 1907 is that the number bally-hoo of big game hunters in Minnesota who 
of male deer continued to increase each year com- oppose the “Buck” law is that there will be a big 
mensurately with the increase in the number of illegal kill of does. Some observations after the 
hunters, in spite of the annual legal kill each season. close of this open season on does, were that the | 

The reasons advanced by the Department of Con- female deer are just as game as bucks and just as 
servation in Pennsylvania for opening the season on hard to kill. Many hunters thought since does had 
does were: ey Uiptene ier so long a period that they would 

i go forth and bag a doe just like going out in the 
1. Thin out the deer herd. pasture and shooting a cow. After the first few 
2. Cut down damage by deer. shots, these keen animals went int lusi d 3. To prevent semi-domestication. Hncled EHaTiandsio# Hunters mAVO eer ston} 20) 
4. To recover the sex balance. ‘Pius, the experi : ‘ A 5 perience of Pennsylvania has taught 5. To prevent the spread of disease. Anat thoushea di nerdan a 
6. To give deer forage a chance to take root us that though a deer herd becomes almost extinct, cal aie yet it can be brought back in super-abundance by 

the enactment of a “Buck” law. Pennsylvania has 
The announcement of an open season on does by few advantages and many disadvantages in its deer 

% the Pennsylvania Conservation Commission again (Continued on Page 15)
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them lunch clubs that the city is full of _ members enough so it would be the big- 

an’ asked me to go over to the meetin’. gest sportsman’s club in the state. On that Hunting 

We set along side of a feller who talked “Ef one of ’em brings some big sports- he . r Fishing Trip— 
fishin’ an’ huntin’ all through the meal. man or explorer to town to put on a “ & P 

He was one of these guys who always lecture to raise money for the trout , 

goes on his own an’ kinder kidded the hatchery, the other one comes right back It 8 CREAMETTES 

judge about takin’ a guide on his trips. with a big out-door movie show to make 

“Wal when the program started off they money for the turkey tundean the third: jgomccmn ot eee af 

had a quartet that sung two, three songs one puts on a new membership drive. 

an’ one of ’em was about some guy that “An’ while they are doin’ this their AUSTIN WESTERN 

ain’t never seen a piece of potery that city is dumpin’ all its sewage into the 
was even deuces to a tree. It was a iver an’ the big packin’ plant is addin’ ROAD MACHINERY 

right purty song an’ ended up by sayin’ its tons of refuse so ee the river that 

that any poor boob could write a pome used to be good fishin’ an’ a pleasant f 

put it took the Lord hisself to make a Place to paddle a canoe of an evenin’ is Everything for making 
tree. Probably you know the piece. Wal, jist one big sewer an’ smells to high and conserving good 

this feller settin’ with the judge an’ me heaven. roads 

leaned over an’ said he thought that was “They did get together enough to sign 
the purtiest pome in the English lan- petitions opposin’ the pollution, but that’s 

guage an’ he felt sure every tree lover in all they did about it an’ let a few fellers “PRESERVATION” 

the country agreed with him. do the real fightin’ to make the big oper “SAFETY” 

“So fur so good, but last spring when ‘Sewer into a river again. “PROTECTION” 
‘Ef the fellers who call ’emselves 

the trout season opened we had a fire 
over here on a Pan stream that jist SPortsmen in this state or any other 
about burned over a forty before we aie hee together to — aS aati Austin Western Road Machinery Co 
could get it stopped. An’ come to find ce a eae . ancy ae al 2328 Territorial Road St. Paul, Minn. 
out, it started from a camp fire what this mee ees jel ilar ae 

ae Le nice Reape en deuce their selfishness an’ would work against 

A ee stre: lluti ’ the turnin’ BOL eae Mae tg, Meenas one 
oe ignorance but some fellers yu'd they could have enything they wanted, 

think would know better than to pull an’ their kids an’ their gran’ children Pui 

a e oe aed oe a ce would have somethin’ to hunt an’ some- GRAND FORKS 

a a a ff ae ue ae ae ae e was thin’ besides open sewers to fish in. BISMARCK — R FARGO ee) 

na a a a gi a - pian “Yure friend Doc over at the Lodge ABEROEE 4 

BG Be Dad et re Pet CREO YO. is a vel sport an’ there are lots more reut 
plant thousands of little trees, went out ‘ a i HURON’ MILWAUKEE 

A y : like him, but I wish they would get to- SIOUX FALIS' Soa 
of here with a coupla young white pines metheten aciaome nine qiinoan enue Ru MADI i) 

tied on the front fender of his car. He : ‘ CHICAG 
ass : a f talkin’.” ro man cou—W\ OMAHA i 

was ei’ olnt fm in ie vurd ut puck grt an afrmaion to She’ 2 
burlap nor nothin’ an’ I know that be- sepimenie ps The lence eds ie asbeesauy Seed SUS ' 
Has ee h th ina ae? of his pipe on the heel of his boot, said SS F 

ee tine Wd ett ap ca SY erent eon, Fast Daily Service 
. one : lad “Ay tank so tu,” added Oscar, as he 

the little root hairs so his trees would pulled on iis Honkerendlereneeea fon ine Thru North Central States L 

eee sie tele eeain open js ry summer, bu Spik i ’ Xperience onservative Operation 

this guy ought to have known better. Pe Be Ee Sages a U.S. AIR MAIL” - AIR EXPRESS ; 

“An’ it ain’t jist the individual sports- [ don’t shut up an’ stop talkin’ so eae 
men that is conversationists either. Some , , } ens : you'll peg me for another one of these 1 } 
of these clubs is jist as bad. Don’t get here danged conversationists.” Gopher Delux Automobile Fans ; 

me wrong, a lot of ’em are the real stuff ae eke Okan Lok v deh New Universal D I 

an’ are doin’ a lot of good but some ( HOE) Double 

others is jist takin’ it on in talk. ‘BUCK’ rar FOR a le Ball Bracket E 

“When I took my little trip into civili- 3 i Sra Zi F 
(Continued from Page 3) Tt shies R/ 

zation last winter I stopped to see a 3 Jl We 

toukinewollives in aivight purtyslittle Ererem when compared to Minnesota | J pM tS Oo 
city down state. They got three sports- Pennsylvania has no predatory animals Mf Ze Min [Ne 

man’s clubs ere each one of ’em ae Tile Mines ote and Bless pr eua ory au L | KMS Hees | | S 

in’ by itself on what it considers real a ee ee ca ee ae UeUn Uaoeee ey A SHEARS) Sas = T 
a 0 £ - A of the deer killed by predatory animals, T \\ \ = iB SS maps 1 

LOR ae i ¢ si 1s Tunnin @ most are does, since they are smaller, I \\\ en Bi) iy | I 

trout hatchery an’ plantin trout in the weaker, and being without antlers, they X it J 

streams of re county, ae is all they are less able to defend themselves. N AWS NA lp N 

ca pee eo ll admit it’s good enough Pennsylvania has more money to func- G sS G 
so fur as it goes. Another one is stagin’ tion with than Minnesota, but on the Manufactived b 
a drive to buy wild turkeys to turn loose other hand, Pennsylvania does not com- ¢ ‘x r" y 

in the woods an’, near as I could see, the pare with Minnesota as a natural deer ee shton Company, Inc. 

other one’s main activities was gettin’ habitat. Minnesota has a thousand ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
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formed in this matter to anticipate a 

movement which may be poorly advised, 

and which may swing the pendulum too BRIDGEMAN-RUSSELL CO. 

far into the restrictive side? Does it DAIRY PRODUCTS 
not seem dumb for sportsmen to con- DULUTH, MINNESOTA 

tinue to kill the goose who would lay Butt E Tea z Milk, C Poult 

the golden egg—a doe? Are we going De ee ee ee ee ee 

merrily on destroying five deer every 

time we kill a doe? For that is the po- a 

tential reproductive program of a doe. 

Why, every farmer’s wife knows bet- a 800 lp ras 

ter than to kill her brood stock, be it penetra 

chickens, turkeys, pigs, or what not. 

Let’s take a valuable lesson from the un- 

disputed facts and figures which Penn- 

sylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin, Cali- P-R 

fornia, with 27 other states including 

Alaska and most of Canada, hand to us 

after years of study and experiment. 

And we get the result of these years of 

study and this mass of statistics for GA SOLINES—MOTOR and FUEL OILS 
nothing. The prediction is made here 

that the experience of our deer hunters I 

during the coming open season of 1934 wih’ sana? dtontm | ‘THE PLAYGROUND OF A NATION With this experience before them, and 
the end of our deer herd in sight, the Well named is that section of the Arrowhead Country lying north of 

sportsmen, the resort owners, and all Duluth known as “The Playground of a Nation.” 

ao oF wale nS ee Be aroused aro Here in addition to the usual vacation activities such as boating and | 

eir stupid indifference and insist that fishing will be found something unique in outdoor recreation—long canoe |} 
the female deer be protected in Minne- . , a . + a i : . trips over the lakes, rivers and portages of the Superior National Forest. 
sota until our deer herd is again re- 

stored. Let’s resolve right now to push The Missabe operates daily passenger service between Duluth and 
this proposition before every sportsman such points as Tower, Ely and Winton, and sells tickets based on rate of 
and group of sportsmen of this great 2c per mile. Spend your next vacation in the “Playground of a Nation.” 

out-of-door paradise — Minnesota — that 

during the next session of the legislature DULUTH, MISSABE & NORTHERN RAI LWAY 

—a “Buck” Law will be passed. We 

must do this if you and I, your children PASSENGER DEPARTMENT 

and my children, are to continue to en- 512 Wolvin Building Duluth, Minn. 

joy this “Sport of Kings” in Minnesota. " i 

kok kK kK 

THE PLAINS SHELTERBELT 

PROUECE ICE CREAM FOR HEALTH (Continued from Page 5) 

which is satisfactory both to the grower i 
of) trees and! to the government. ‘Thus ONSERVATION of our natural resources is } 

the task will eens be divided ee the ery-word of the hour... Conservation of | 
organizations within the vicinity of the * * * Pieietieit sone having alecady a rained our youth is of even more vital importance. | 

personnel at their command, but not For the children: Build healthy bodies with delicious | 
fully employed at the present time, and I C BF : Maintai a 

such local residents as can be trained ce ream, . or Srown-ups: euholig Miah oe teeau 
and used for similar work by the govern- health and vigor by eating Ice Cream daily. Your 
ment in its own plants. ] 

The government shelterbelt project is doctor recommends it. 

CO a a THANKSGIVING SPECIALS: For your party 
planting in the Plains region. It will un- ‘ as i . 

doubtedly stimulate further planting by order individual moulds: pumpkins, turkeys, corn on 

the owners of land, and by states. the cob, and many other selections. PLACE YOUR 
thee ORDERS NOW. 

SHIP YOUR RAW FURS T e Ci I C M 

—t0— win City Ice Cream Manufacturers 
McMILLAN FUR & WOOL CO. ie 

Minneapolis, Minn. Association 

The “Old Reliable” Since 1877
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Warden Warns Poachers to 
“Kill and Eat Venison at 

Their Own Peril’ ic 

SCORES BELIEVED DYING ; 

|Death Said to Be Caused from | 

é Blood Poisoning from 
| Eating Thistles 

A pestilence, believed caused by | 

the drouth in western North Da-} k 

e kota, is sweeping through deer } | 

i colonies along the river bottoms | 

causing death to scores of ani-/ 
mals, Axel Strom, game warden, 

z declared Tuesday. Veterinarians ex-| 
amining a dying animal brought to | 
the city announced that the deer) 
was probably suffering from hemor- 
rhagia septicaemia, a disease of the| 
blood stream. 

Following the discovery of the 
cause of the death, Game Warden | 4 

Strom today broadcast a warning 
to all persons living on the river oH 
bottoms or city residents who | 

have been “poaching” that they | 

“kill and eat venison at their own 
peril.” 

) Duting the past week Wye 
than 20 deer have been found / 4 
a short distance from Willi: 
Seven does and one faun 
found dead near the S. Jy 
farm east of here. Dead deer-i.. ve 
been found near Trenton and on 
the south side of the river at ‘ 

Charlson. 
“Many of these deer have died 

near water holes,’ said Warden 
Strom, “which shows plainly that 
they have died of poison, as a poi- 
soned animal will always seek 

water.” Y 
Hemorhagia septicaemia _is 

caused from eating thistle or poi- 
soned weed upon which deer are 
feeding because of the scarcity of 
good feed. The poison polutes the 
blood stream of the animal and 
makes it unfit for human consump-, 
tion. An animal affected with it; : 
is hard to detect in the early 
stages of the malady, veterinari- | “ 

t ans said, and all persons are} 
warned to refrain from eating any 
venison while this condition ex- 
ists among the deer. ! $ 

“As the deer season is not open, 
in any section of the state this; 
year, they can only be killed ille- | 
gally and it will be difficult to! 
warn those who kill deer in this! 
manner,” Warden Strom said. FE
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

BOARD OF GAME COMMISSIONERS 

HARRISBURG 

srr 
; February 14, 1936 fw 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Professor Leopold: 

Enclosed herewith you will find several photographs illustrate 
ing points about which I spoke to you in Washington last week, 

The printed pictures were taken by a gentleman from western 
Pennsylvania who has for a number of years been collecting shed deer ant- 
lers. In both cases, the shed antlers were picked up in successive years 
in approximately the same place, while the bucks were the third year killed 
within a few hundred feet of the points where the antlers were found, 

The snapshot of the small deer is that of one which I found dead 
within a refuge on December 10, 1935, It was found probably less than 
twenty-four hours after death from indeterminable causes and weighed (full 

weight) twenty-five and one-half pounds. 

The deer in question was typical of all those exceptionally small 
individuals (thirty pounds or less) which I examined during the antlerless 
deer season, December 12, 13 and 14, 1935, As you can see from the picture, 
the animals were covered with long, silky hair, more like the guard hair of 
a fox than the normal hair of a deer. In all cases, the spotted summer 
coat had apparently been shed and replaced by the long rufous coat. Also, 
there was nothing to indicate that the fawns were late-born individuals, 
as we find our late-born deer carrying their spots even in mid-winter, I 
may add that these small individuals were found only on the heavily over- 
browsed sections of our range. 

Just at present, I am getting together some figures which will, 
I believe, show quite accurately the sex ratio of the progeny of the Penn- 
sylvania whitetail deer at the time of birth. When completed, I shall take 
the liberty of forwarding you a copy of the work for your criticism. 

At your convenience, I shall appreciate having the references 
which you so kindly offered to forward and I sincerely hope that you may 
sometime have an opportunity to visit with us here in Pennsylvania,



-2- Professor Aldo Leopold 2/14/36 

Thanking you for the interest and assistance you have shown 
in my work, I remain 

Very truly yours, 

+ if oi ; & / 

eon © Aone eae 

Richard Gerstell, Acting Chief 
Div. Game Purchases & Distribution 

RG:L 
Enc.
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January, 1937 a Pea re 

22 The MINNESOTA. CONSERVATIONIST fee 

Ee Rese Ere a et Itasea Park Deer Census Section 25. 

C. €. C. Boys Count Noses and Results — oe . 
Should Prove Valuable Sanaa - mee tt 

Wm. Bros Boiler and ~ To provide some sort of basis from November 27, : ‘ 

s which to work, officers and men of C. C. C. The totals, arrived at by averaging the 
Manufacturing Co. camp SP 1 counted the deer on three sec- sections counted against the total area of 

tions in Itasca state park, gaining from the park, showed: 
the tabulation, taken on three sections, a November 22, 1935 2798 

picture of the acreage per deer, their total November 12, 1936 2725 

number and the effect on the park popu- November 30, 1936 3482 

HIGHWAY EQUIPMENT lation of the hunting season. The last two figures disclose the effect 
Sections 9, 20 and 25 were those counted, of the hunting season, disclosing that 757 

with the following results on the dates deer were driven into the refuge while 
mentioned: rifles were being fired. On the basis of 

‘ these figures the acreage per deer on the 

ection: various dates was as follows: MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA November 22, 1935 65 <i Tas ose one ‘ 118 

ber 5, 1936 39 Pye neemaa ‘ Wounded G82 Nees es es November 12, 1936 11.5 
i ; November 30, 1936 9.0 

a 30 Po ne 20. 36 Commenting on it, the publication which 

vw r ue 1935 74 originally carried the results of the sur- 

November 4, vey, Northern Notes, has this to say: 
November 30, 1936 15 es i 
December 7, 1936 57 The weather is a factor to be con- 

sidered. This year we had less than the 
MARSH AND normal amount and the temperature is 

above normal. Deer apparently come into 
FOOD GUILD the park each year for protection from 

M CG L E N N A N the weather, also. 

Quality ; “From records gathered last winter, it 
Food Name can be assumed that about 500 d died ANCE “ abou’ leer die: 

a to, em Gin Bee rae \ad during the winter of 1985-1936. With no 
4 — ud hunting season last year and with one 

LY ane / LG ; this year, it is interesting to note how the 
pe —\) 4 aaa // y | animals flocked in. While the figures may 

( NCB Seah not be wholly accurate, they give the best 
Oh WroonY A\ bai (| evidence that has been produced as to the 

( f) Rea Sala) a B Sea J deer concentrations within the area and 
1515 Northwestern Bank Bldg. ie SRPAE 1 pa” form a basis for more intelligent handling 

of this wild life problem within Itasca 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Sold by Grocers state park.” 

Who Give You Service ; ia eee hy 

Did you know that: Minnesota once was 
among the leading states in the shipping of 
cranberries? Minnesota cranberries were wild 

Country Plant, Cologne, Minn. and were picked by the Indians, employing 
City Plant, 4000 4th Ave. So., Minneapolis them much the same as the wild rice industry 

does today. 
LARSON CREAMERY 

Manufacturers of 

A QUALITY DAIRY PRODUCTS A 

Cologne, Minnesota Tune in 

se Sg ee Ee ee ee ee ee 

$1,264,881.25 EARNINGS 810 on Your Dial 

distributed to policyholders 

E : .m. efile J very Saturday, 5:30 p. m 

Security Mutual Fire Insurance Co. Hone Whee Aedes the 
Home Office: Chatfield, Minn. Great Outdoors in Marvelous 

Licensed in Minnesota, North and South Dakota, Iowa, Illinois and Nebraska. £ 

Inquire for agency. Minnesota.
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LANSING, June 28 - The buck-to-doe ratio of (ou @ * 

Michigan's deer herd, which has been wabjest tox steady : 

fire of sveculetion and argument in hunters! circles the : 

past sevoral seasons, seomed entirely safe and satis- g 

factory among the 300 or so deer live-tmapped, tagged and 4 

released by CCG mon working under supervision of the _ 

Geme Division, Department of Conservation, last winter. ‘ 

£ revort recently compiled shows a ratio of 4 
: 2 

W en buck to 2.4 does taken in these operations, These 4 

figures - which the average deer hunter may be inclined 4 

to question - compare very favorabley with every other : 

dependable method mown and used in Michigan for checking : 

deer sex ratios. : 

Lest yoar special ‘census” drives were con- 3 

ducted in various deer areas to obtain information on ; 

the provable povulstions of deer present per square mile, 

Eighty-four drives on 95 square miles were hold, all told, 

The CCC men renorted secing an avcrage of 2,1 docs for 

L every buck counted in the upper peninsula and 2,7 does 

for every buck seen in the lowcr pen-nsula, These figuros 

give a state avorago of one buck to 2,5 COC. 

anothér method of checking sox ratios is tho : 

annual tallics made in the field by Conscrvation Officers, 

Those are conducted personally by Officers during the 

summer months. A stete avorago of throc docs por buck 

was revealod on ‘tho basis of the Officers’ roports Tor 

1935.6 

Sportsmen who go north cech fall for deer and 

consistently ronort sccing 10 docs to a buck or frequently 

no bucks at all, will not be inclined to agrcce with those 

figuros, anc tho gamo men can't helo but fool that it's 

a naturel reaction. The one-buck law obviously operates 

to reduce and limit the supply of buck dovr and it is 

reasonabic to cxpect to sce more docs, the gamc men point 

out. They are inclined to belicve from the check-ups and 

drives, furthcrmore, that the buck-to-doc ratio is not far 

from what might be cxpoctcd under a one-buck lawWe 

(More)



Deer : 

From Activities Report, Texas Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, 

College Station, Texas, June 1938, p. 2 

County. Large landowmers who derive monetary value from the sale 

the use of repellents to keep deer from cultivated fields is most pro- 
nising. Sulphur dusted on plants at the border of ¢ tS eee given 

partia elief, and burlap bags soaked in carbolinium and hung on 

Pz 
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From Pa. Game News 
Vol. IX, No. 7 snetere 
October, 1938, p. ok 
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Doe with antlers killed in Pike County last year 
by George E. Willard of Reading. }
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ree 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Division OF GAME MANAGEMENT 

IN COOPERATION WITH 

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS EXTENSION SERVICE 

RODENT AND PREDATORY ANIMAL CONTROL HEADQUARTERS 

402 FEDERAL BUILDING, ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX. 

January 12, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

It has at last been possible for me to have copies 

made of the correspondence with Mr. Watkins, Nutrition Chemist, 

concerning the supposed mineral deficiency of the diet upon 

which deer were subsisting in the Sacramento area. 

You will note from the correspondence of December, 1939 

that we will yet secure analysis from the four samples sent to eae 
Mr. Watkins with my letter of transmittal of December 15, 1938. N 
If this matter interests you, I will be glad to forward it to alia 

you when received. 

I am forwarding to you copies of all the correspondence 

concerning this matter, and believe it will give you a clesrer 

picture as to our surmises in the matter. 

Kindest personal regards, 

Very truly yours, 
ee 

nS Mercy 

Louis H. Laney = 

lhl:fsb Assistant District Agent
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424 University Farm Place ~ 
January 17, 1940 

Mr. Louis H. Laney 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
402 Federal Building 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Laney: 

I appreciate your taking the pains to send me the corres=- 
pondence about mitritional peculiarities of the Sacramento deer. 

The Comparison of the deer bones with cattle bones does not 
Seem to me quite convincing. When the deer bones from normal areas 
have been analyzed, I would appreciate your letting me know the result. 
I think you and Professor Watkins are on the trail of an interesting 
possibility, and if the final figures confirm the existence of on 
abnormal situation, I would urge one or the other, or both, of you to 
publish a note. 

Are you familiar with the literature on bone chewing? 1 
remember a paper by M. C. Hall of the Bureau of Animal Industry, which 
described mountain sheep chewing bones on ranges deficient in some 
mineral. There probably have been other publications, and I take it 
from the tone of Mr. Watkins' letter that he ie probably familiar with 
then. 

An extra copy is enclosed for Mr. Watkins should you care to 
use it. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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NEW MEXICO STATE COLIEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

State College, New Mexico 

December 29, 1939 

f 

Mr. Louis H. Laney 
402 Federal Bldg. 
Albuquerque, N. M. 

Dear Mr. Laney: 

I have your letter of December 27 at hand. I regret to 
tell you that we have not analyzed those samples of deer 
bones which you sent in last December. We have saved them 
and intend to as soon as possible. 

We moved our laboratory to a new building the last part 
of the summer and as yet do not have all of our equipment 
installed, There are only a few tests that we are able to 
carry on now. However, as soon as we are able, we will 
analyze those samples. Iam sorry for this delay, but it 
seems unavoidable. i 

Very truly yours, 

/s/ W. ©. Watkins 

W. E. Watkins 
Associate Animal Husbandry 

WEW:rs
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December 27, 1939 

Mr. W. E. Watkins 
Nutrition Chemist 
State College, New Mexico 

Dear Mr. Watkins: 

Professor Aldo Leopold of the University of Wisconsin was in 

New Mexico for a visit during September of this year. During this 
time I met Mr. Leopold and the question of food habits of deer came up 
and I told him of your anelysis of the bone sample from the Sacramento 

Mountain deer. 

He seemed deeply interested and asked that I send him the 
records in this case. This I promised to do. 

My recollection of this matter was that you were, if you could 
find the time to do so, going to analyze the four samples from the deer 
taken in other areas of New Mexico for comparison purposes. If you 
have found time to make this further analysis, I would be pleased to 
receive from you a record of the results of the analysis of the four 
samples sent to you last December. 

1 During my previous correspondence with you I was connected with 
the Soil Conservation Service. I am now with the Biological Survey 
and it is of course possible that you have written me and that I did 
not receive your letter. My address is now Biological Survey, Box 1389, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Sincerely yours, 

Louis H. Laney 
Assistant District Agent



Rio Grande District, 

Box 1354, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

Cory’ December 15, 1938 

Mr. W. 4. Watkins, 

Nutrition Chemist, 

State College, N. Mex. 

Dear Mr. Watkins: 

Your letter of July 19, 1938 indicated that you would be 

willing to analyze a few samples of deer bones to further determine 

whether or not there was a mineral deficiency in the food of these 

animals within certain areas of New Mexico. 

Under separate cover I am mailing you today four samples taken 

from verious areas within this State and which I feel will be a fair 

sample of forage conditions for the entire deer range within the State. 

These samples have been tagzed and numbered 1-4. 

Semple #1 is from a deer four years old in fair condition and 

killed on the Shelton Ranch in the Sacramento Mountains in Otero 

County. This deer weighed approximately 135 pounds. Sample #2 is 

from a five year old deer which weighed 211 pounds and was killed at 

Cowles in San Miguel County. Sample #3 is from a four year old deer 

weighing 165 pounds in the Jemez mountains 21 miles north of Jemez 

Springs in Sandoval County. Sample #4 is from a three year old deer 

weighing approximately 135 pounds which wes killed in the Magdalena 

Mountains 15 miles southeast of Megdalena in Socorro County. 

If you are able to make the analyses on these samples as was 

done last year with the semple from the Sacramento Mountains,it is 

felt thet information of value will be secured. The two deer taken 

in the northern part of New Mexico are, according to observations, 

subsisting on a ration which is considered normal. 

It will be appreciated if you will transmit the results of J 

your analyses to the State Game Warden who is deeply interested in 

this matter and who hes furnished the deer bone samples except for the 

one taken in the Sacramento Mountains. 

Very truly yours, 

: LOUIS H. LANEY, 

Chief Biological Aide. 

LHL/ms
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' Rio Grande District 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

November 25, 1938 

Mr. Elliott S. Barker, 

State Game Warden, i 

State Game Department, ; 

Santa Fe, New Mexico, 

Dear Mr. Barker: 5 : 

In regard to the samples of deer 

bones to be submitted to the State College : 

for analyzing, Mr. Pickens has agreed to 

furnish me a sample from the deer he killed 

on the Pecos area and if you can secure a 

i sample from the Magdalena and Jemez areas 

these will be submitted together with one 

from the Sacramento Mountains to Mr. Watkins 
of the College. ; 

Mr. Watkins’ letter of last July 

stated that "we will not be able to do Very 

much but can handle » few samples". I suppose 

that four can be considered "a few" so that 12 
these are received it will give us a very fair 

representation from the different areas within 

the State. f 

Very truly yours, ' 

LOUIS H. LANEY, 
Chief Biological Aide. 

LHL/ms
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Rio Grande District 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 

: July 26, 1938 

Mr. Elliott S. Barker, 

State Geme Warden, 

Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Dear Mr, Barker: 

Your letter of July 15th, concerning the analysis 

of the deer bone from the Sacramento Mountains, is received. 

I am also in receipt of a letter from Dr. W. E. 

Watkins, Nutrition Chemist as the State College, Indicating 
that he is willing to cooperate in further analysis if it is 

felt desirable. A Copy of his letter is enclosed. 

My suggestion is that this matter be pursued fur- 
ther in order to ascertain whether or not the presemption that 
the deer in the Sacramento Mountains are subsisting on a de- 
ficient food is correct. 

Very truly yours, 

; L. H. Laney 

: : Head, 

Section fo Wildlife Management 

LHL-ELB
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Rio Grande District 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

July 20, 1938 

Mr. W. HE. Watkins, 

Nutrition Chemist, 

State College, New Mexico 

i“ Dear Mr. Watkins: 

Your letter of July 19 is received. Also a letter 

from Elliott S. Barker, State Game Warden, concerning 

the analysis of the bone sample submitter to you. 

‘ Mr. Barker is interested in ascertaining whether 
or not the deer feed in the Sacramento Mountains is 
deficient in mineral content. He suggests that a sample 

of deer bone should be procured from some known normal 

deer from another locality to compare with the samples 

taken from the Sacramento Mountains. I believe that with 
your assistance this matter will be pursued further dur- 

ing the coming big-game season, and feel that very prob- 

ably valuable information will be secured from these 
studies. 

Very truly yours, 

L. H. LANEY 
; A Head, 

Section of Wildlife Management 

: LHL/ELB
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Na? MEXICO STATE COLLEGE 

July 19, 1938 

Mr, Louis H. Laney, Head 

Section of Wildlife Management 
Soil Conservation Service 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Mr. Laney: 

We will be glad to investigate further into the 

problem of minerals with respect to the deer in the 

Sacramento Mountains, We will not be able to do very 

much but can handle a few samples. If you have further 

observations this fall, I shall be glad to hear from 

you. 

Very truly yours, - 

W. EH. Watkins, Nutrition 
Chemist and Assoc. in 
Animal Husbandry 

WEW: ry
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STATE DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND FISH 
SANTA FE, N.M, 

July 15, 1938 

Mr. L.H.Laney, Head , 

Section of Wildlife Management : 
Soil Conservation Service ° 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Mr. Laney: 

Your letter of July 12th with enclosures is received. 

This is indeed a rather interesting analysis and may be 

indicative of a shortage of some knid of food required by ’ 

deer in the Sacramento Mountains. I will make a point to 

have this watched this fall again and then if any further 

bone analysis is made we should procure the bones from 

some normal deer in other areas to compare with the bones 

from deer in that area rather than to compare them with 

cattle, It seems to me that deer bones are usually harder 

than cattle bones but I am not sure of thet and have no 

information as to ea comparison of the ash content. 

Should you get any further information in it, I assure you 

we will be glad to receive it. 

Yours very truly, 

Elliott S. Barker 

STATE GAME WARDEN 

ESB:S ;
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Albuquerque, New Mexico 

July 12, 1938 

Mr. W. EH. Watkins, 

Nutrition Chemist, E 
State College, New Mexico 

Dear Mr. Watkins: 

Your letter of July 7th, giving the results 

of the chemical analysis of the deer bone taken on the west 

slope of the Sacramento Mountains, is received. 

Particular reference is made to the last 
sentence of your letter stating, " ey be gald to re- 

eeive your reaction in regard to this matter", 

I can herdly tell you what my reaction is. 

However, it seems quite obvious to me that there is a cal- 
cium and vhosphorous deficiency in the feed of these animals. 

My suggestion is that the matter be investi- 
gated further, and that during the coming hunting season 
additional samples be taken, if you are willing to continue 

the analysis in an effort to definitely determine just what 

is happening to regard to forage on which the deer are sub- 

sisting in this mountain.area, 

I am taking the liberty of supplying the 

State Game Warden with a copy of your letter of July 7th, 

together with a copy of my letter of Nevember 12th, 1937 

to you. 

Very truly yours, ; 

L.H.Laney, Head 
: Section of Wildlife Management 

Enc. ‘ 

LHL-ren + i
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NEW MEXICO STATE COLLEGE 

July 7, 1938 

Mr. Louis H. Laney 

Chief Biological Aide 

Soil Conservation Service 

Albuquercue, New Mexico 

Dear Mr. Laney: 

At last I am sending the results of the deer bones which you suspected 

of being deficient in calcium or phosphorus. 

The ash content of the green deer bones was 42.70% while the ash from 

25 months old cattle bones (green) ran 44.27%. This shows less ash in the 

deer bones that in the 25 months old cattle bones on a normal ration. One 

of the observations from research of low calcium and phosphorus in the ration 

was a lower ash content and also a higher amount of extractable material 

and water. This lower ash value seems to bear out this observation if this 

comparison can be made. ; 

Other results on the moisture-free fat free deer bonés were ash 64.42%, 

calcium 24.28%, and phosphorus 11.64%. If.the calcium an¢ phosphorus were 

calculated as percentage of the ash then there would be 37.69% calcium and 

18.07% phosphorus in the ash of the deer bones. This might be compared to 

the bones of cattle 25 months old fed a normal ration which contained 39.6% 

calcium and 18,85% phosphorous. If this can be called a logical comparison, 

‘ the deer bone ash is slightly lower in calcium and phosphorus. It is enough 

lower to be significant, that is, if our comparison of cattle and deer bones 

are allowable. The sefest way is to rum analysis of proven healthy deer bones a 

along with those suspected, However, I questioned a noted nutrition man who 

was through here shortly after you sent in those bones and he was of the 

opinion that the bones of healthy mammals had approximately the same composition. 

From these analysis it does seem to suggest that the deer were slightly 

short of calcium and phosphorus in their bones. Second, the observation of wood 

and bone chewing in the forest adds more evidence. Third, one would expect this 

to happen form the low amounts of calcium in a few instances, and phosphorus in 

most instances in the range grasses in this area. I shall be glad to receive 

your reaction in regard to this matter. 

Very truly yours, 

W. Z. Watkins, Nutrition 
Chemist and Assoc, in 

Animal Husbandry 

WEW: ry
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Rio Grande District 

Box 1354, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

May 31, 1938 

Prof. W. BE. Watkins, 

Nutrition Chemist, 

New Mexico State College, 

State College, New Mexico 

Dear Professor Watkins: 

In reply to your letter of May 27 concerning 

the age of the deer from which the bone samples were 

taken, I of course cannot definitely tell you the 

exact age but Mr. Pinto and I decided at the time the 

deer was killed that it was approximately five years 

of age. 

Very truly yours, 

Louis H. Laney, 

Head, Wildlife Section, 

: Rio Grande District 

LHL/ms
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New Mexico State College 

/ State College, N.M. 

Mey 27, 1938 

Mr, Louis H, Laney 

Chief, Biological Aide 

2 Soil Conservation Service 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Mr. Laney: 

Those samples of deer bone which you sent in 

last November have been analyzed. 

If you can tell Me the approximate age of the 

deer from which these bones came, I can interpret 

the results a little easier. 

Very truly yours, 

W. 3. Watkins, 

WEW: ry Nutrition Chemist and : 

Assoc. Prof. in Animal 

Husbandry
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 
NOVEMBER 30, 1937 

Mr. W. E. Watkins 
Nutrition Chemist 
State College, New Mexico 

Deer Mr. Watkins: 

Y,ur letter of November 13 was received 
and pursuant to the request contained therein I 

am today mailing you under separate cover a few 

ounces of bone taken from a deer killed in the 
Sacramento Mountains. 

It will be appreciated if you will inform 

me what your analysis shows as to the mineral de- 

ficiencies in the bones of this animal. 

Louis H. Laney 

Chief Biological Aide 

Rio Grande District
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NEW MEXICO STATE COLLEGE 

State College, New Mexico 

November 19, 1937 

Mr. Louis H. Laney _ 
Chief Biological Aide 
Soil Conservation Service 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Mr. Laney: 

; I wish to acknowledge your letter of Nevember 13 and also : 
to thank you for sending in such a valuable and complete descrip- 

tion of your observations. We appreciate this very much and 

hope that you will continue your observations. 

The chewing of bones by deer is not surprisinz since the 

common range forage in that area is low in phosphorus. Cattle, 

if grazing on a phosphorus deficient range will chew bones, soil, 

and other material. So it is possible that the phosphorus is 

deficient with the deer. If you will send me a piece of the bone, 

I will be glad to analyze it. I am asking you for the bone because 

you undoubtedly have an abnormal deer bone. Three or four ounces 

of bone will be sufficient. ; 

Stop and see me sometime when you are at State College. 

Very truly yours, 

WEW: LV W. E. Watkins, 

Nutrition Chemist and Assoc. 

Animal Husbandman



ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 
Rio Grande District 
November 12, 1937 

Mr, W. E. Watkins 
Nutrition Chemist, 

State College, New Mexico 

Dear Mr. Watkins: 

During the big game season, now in effect, @ condition, which I believe 

to be unusual, came to my attention. Since you are interested in nutri- 

tional studies, I desire to call the matter to your attention, and shall 

appreciate any information or comments you may wish to offer. 

It was noted that the deer ranging on the west slope of the Sacramento 

Mountains, east of Alamogordo, New Mexico, were almost invariable chewing 

bones, During the four days which I spent in this mountain slope, I saw 

no bones lying on the ground which had not been chewed by deer. Prior to 

noticing the bone-chewing habit of the deer, I had noted the small antlers 

of the bucks this year. Deer are rather numerous along this entire slope, ; 

put this present year there is an abundant crop of pinon nuts and juniper 

berries, Although the deer are in exceptionally good condition, it was 

also noted that in many of the areas the pinon and juniper leaves had been 

browsed, making a distinct deer line on the timber. 4 

My own conclusion cencerning the browsing of the pinon and juniper is that 

the deer desired roughage to supplement the more concentrated feed which 

they were obtaining from the pinon nuts and juniper berries. I have been 

familiar with the deer in this country for the past sim years, and had never 

before noticed where a single bone had been chewed by @ deer. I was also 

greatly surprised to find that it was being done almost universally at this 

time. 

I noted further that. the bones of the deer, which were being killed by the 

hunters, appeared to be very hard. This came to my attention while attempt- 

ing to saw through the bones of one--they were unusually hard and brittle. 

Would such be the result if the bones of the animals were deficient in some 

element? If you would be interested in a sample of the bones from a deer,. 

taken from that area, I could mail you one. However, if you are acquainted 

with hunters from the Las Cruces srea, who have gone into the Sacramento 

- Mountains, you could probably obtain 2 sample locally, in case you desire one, 

»



None of the above opinions may have any value, or much bevring on the 

case in point, but I am sure of two things: The antlers ef the deer 

are smaller, and the deer chew bones much more commonly than was ever 

done before in that region during the past six years. 

; Very truly yours, ; 

Louis H. Laney 
Chief Biological Aide 

LHL/he’
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RESULTS OF NOT FEEDING DEER 

The winter of 1943-44 was the first winter in a dozen years 

that Colorado did not carry on a program of regular deer feeding. Inci- 
dentally, it was the first year in the same number of years that more 

deer didn't die in the State, of malnutrition than were killed by hunters. 

In fact the winter loss was negligible in spite of the fact that Colorado 

had one of the latest springs on record, with late snows and weather that 

would have piled the old fashioned feeding grounds high with dead deer to 

be hauled and burned by the thousands. The previous year, with a much 
milder spring, nearly 2,600 head of deer were piled up and burned on the 

Gunnison feed grounds alone. (By the time snows subsided and the work 

could be done, the hides and meat were so spoiled they were valueless. ) 

People ask why we didn't quit feeding deer long ago. Of course, 

the answer is that public pressure in favor of feeding was so intense that 

the demand could not be resisted. The first real test of not feeding deer 
was made two years ago when the Game and Fish Department decided to experi- 

ment in one small area. They chose a district east of Glenwood Springs 

where about sixty per cent of the herd had died on the feed grounds the 

previous winter. In spite of a harder winter than the preceding one and a 

deluge of protests against the experiment, the winter closed with the loss 

of only three animals in the herd. Two of these were apparently killed by 

coyotes and the third died of a wound inflicted during the hunting season. 

As a result of these experiments it has become the policy of 

the Colcrado Game and Fish Department not to feed deer during any normal 

type of winter. With adequate doe seasons to hold the populations in check 

so that they will not become more numerous than the capacity of their win- 

ter range can carry, it is anticipated that future feeding will never have 

to be resorted to unless some extremely abnormal winter weather should ex- 

ist such as very deep snow that melts on the surface and becomes crusted 

so that they will be prevented from foraging. And in such cases feeding 

would be considered as only a crutch until the condition was abated. 

It is now recognized by all game management specialists that 

there is no type of artificial feeding yet known that is adequate as a 

sustained diet for deer. The deer is essentially a browser and thrives 

on no other type of diet. Browse consists of the living stems and leaves 

and buds of bushy vegetation and apparently contains elements that seem 

to be absolutely essential to his welfare. No one has been able to answer 

the question as to just what the essential element is, but it is evident 

that God made the deer a specialist in his feeding habits. 

a 

Deer increased in the Ozark region in Missouri from 5,069 in 1939 

to 10,474 in 1943. An open season is scheduled for this fall.
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MEMORANDUM HUNTERS SUCCESS IN TAYLOR COUNTY SOME 40 YEARS AGO: 

Attention-Ernest Swift 
Aldo Leopold 

Earl Annear of Richland County recalls a hunting trip into 

Taylor Younty some 40 years ago. He was with a deer hunt ng party 

of seven including himself. He doesn't remember the actual date 

but does recall that the railroad bridge across the Jump River 

was just being built..We also mentions the presence of considerable 

timber hereaat that time. His party mquired 10 days of hunting 

to get the first deer.. Only two deer were shot by this party during 

the entire hunting seasons. He opines that hunting today is vastly 

better in the same area.. 

Cyril KABAT 

JF 
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want a 9 or 10 day shooting on all little fellows lived through that, es-| 500 deer to die this coming year, most | by, and danger of spreading deer dis- 
kinds of deer, male or female, old or pecially if they had lost the help of | of them in winter, under normal con-|eases, because, meanwhile, large 
young, and promise to “tailor” the their mothers, killed or maimed .. ditions. In my opinion, every deer,| areas are not being browsed at all, 

season to fit the situation in each| It must be remembered that these |20t Shot or pulled down by wolves,|and deer have always been in the 
county (6), and we are supposed to} occasional conditions are seldom, if| °° otherwise injured, would normally} habit of concentrating for needed 
believe that they will do it ever, general. Temperatures and starve, through weakness alone, be-| shelter and mutual protection 

On September 14, 1942, Mr. Dick-! snow conditions vary in different lo- pote death) and it seems reasonable| Before closing, I want to say some- 
insen, then Chairman of the Gonser-|calities, depending on the presence | t© elieve that a lot of the weakness|thing about damage to federal and 
vation Commission, wrote me, re-|0r absence of cloud cover, wind move- i‘ occasioned by pneumonia, grubs or|state forest plantations. In 1945, 

questing that I act as a member of a|ments, changes in barometric pres- | 1Ver flukes, or, quite possibly, by | about this time of year, I asked a re- 
Citizens Deer Committee, which was| Sure and other accidental factors, to other diseases not as yet known sponsible man, in the U. S. Forest . 
to make independent investigations | Which we are all subject. In other| 4, As to browse, there is plenty of| Service, to show me the worst dam- 
(7), and report, with recommenda-| words, Nature has her own checks | disagreement about that. Mr. Leo-| age, done by deer, in his forest. He 
tions, to the Conservation Commis.| and balances, and the quicker we quit pold, in his draft of the report of the|took me to a bowl-like depression, 

en piheneby! Tolnine tecbmild ene trying to interfere, the better for all Citizens Deer Committee, classed| quite deep, and covering about an 
Bean oa selbnitific conservation |concerned. We can well be humane, hemlock as an “inferior food” (24),|acre, which had been planted, with 
Groctann (8)2. Wactened athe Cane Bauer es should nombeastard but Mr. Swift, very properly, desig-| white pine, some years before, and 
F trae included: @ other mer theate When the campaien feet etarted nates it as preferred and choice (1).|we found that a number of these 
Ree T Aonalda haying beet apmbinted teewha ar euca that tie deer hend ee I have a bulletin, issued by the U. 8S. trees had been browsed, but the lower 

by Mr. Dickinsen, as Chairman (9). unbalanced, as to sex—that there ie Sev = pe ercastires wach limbs, below the deep snowline, were 
I'soon discovered that this Committee | were too many does for the number| able déer gem and spruce a Sesire l 88 7 7 
was intended to tee cae I was|of bucks. That looked reasonable. | clydes Tata a Dre ene She fae ee Cold coon hae iemiase 

t i * : . . . if = 
yee ee ae a Paces panlcu oCLa ee a co ee designation of starvation foods (1).|in from 1 to 4 years. I asked him 

them on their 3 day field trip, where,| 1942, in which Mr. Swift, then Dep- oa es ae et ay pied ker piented Such nau 
under the guidance of Conservation} uty Director, devoted all but a few ereniont RVissoncin Conserration Dew aa eer eles oe oe heed 
een BR, she. pcre Suan alpages to a refutation of the argu-| partment, wrote a letter in which he|are not doing ita rere eet 
ecw, piel oo ena Men are ae pigbes Moor said that even eee hay’’|short time ago, I asked him if he 

May 11, 1943, expecting that the in-|had been killed, regardless of the | Geer, esalting oe Sacath™ (26), T | Cont den ne ome of the more re- 
itial report of the Committee would | buck law, but the split season proved : sal Pre ere eee one te Brome a2 ae 
be then and there formulated. Ij such to be the case. According to an pave Beco aon one AG a ne poe SEEN OG: by. ce doen ure 
found that, under pressure of Mr.| official publication of the Depart- e peo OnN ebay nee ee seared Cheyer ne ce ee 
Leopold, and the Department, the|ment, the number of hunters out, ee cae Geo rime pt On Tawney ACiy ler ee ae ee erowinle, re 
other am aber ned a agreed ae pee aay periods, was “about | put, at the age of 4% months, they damage on the higher lend orn the 
upon a report, in favor of an open| equal,” and the sex ratio ran “about| were eating alfalfa ha : “ aq ¢ n y and grain.|low places, and he had said “In the 
eoae team encietices deer Cee a oo Ree cen A cone The es _ ae aes Sue ae He ae stated that he 

By ? ‘ A ? + Val) periods, in one of which chopped al-| cou. not understand it, that “We 
was in receipt of a vast amount of| derwall, then Director, fully verified | fajfq h: didthey ; yy * 1 = £ th , A y e a hay was a ey got, and, in the} never see any deer there. I put in 

Pea my aa tata of] fn el hat iabceeiey the AGN | Seco, egual arts ar such hay and [an afternoon looking over thos Toca S hie kill homie nisinig’ thausthe hucks exceeded th eli vanca by |e erat mixture. The report shows| tions, with my friend, Mr. Clark, who 
fa R amutaes Ce thee aii Gadel aoe re 2 e Kull on does DY | that they handled this diet nearly as| has done quite a bit of planting, for 
ip ators the Comin teelwa eres 7 : .. | well as goats of a similar age (27).| himself, and was a real help to me. 

» 2 Sed Rana tine. 1 atood alone As to deer population, our Commit-|Some of the scientists are bewailing|We found that the plantings were 
appomied: = es -|tee was told, by Mr. Dickinsen, when | the growing scarcity of cedar browse,| near a green 
Mr. Leopold was soon made a mem- ? nee Owe ae y 2 2 swamp, and that most 
nekat oe Ci uiet a neatas citer ho, we met at Madison, on May 11, 1943, | in certain sections, but Mr. Swift says | of the damage had been done by rab- 
ge ME Dinlaneens a va edniaeea that it was estimated at 400,000|that ‘Deer populations have been| bits, who usually leave quite a clean 
oe eee to: the f alemanebin Mr oe toe Gay, ore: once ate up where cedar never existed’’| cut, and, in fact, all the damage we 

| put it at 417, , stating tha’ ey : saw was near the ground, and none 
Jac obeon sa tener rere eee: based thelr figures on zecera eo To pcan 2 or 3 little pote of it on the tops. No plantings were 

5 Ua . putations, _counts ani ata re-] one o: e more prominent advocates|over 2 feet high, a 
Seed at a Chapman have been ceived from their own field men. On} of herd reduction in this state recom-| should have beey aed: ah ant 
be ao 22) 2 May 20, 1943, 9 days later, the De-|mended, in August, 1943, for the|by the time when deer might become 
anue to ac) 5 7 partment got out a bulletin, to be|open season then to follow, that alljinterested. During the miles of driv- 
After the Committee was appoint-|read to all county Congress meetings, | deer counties should be classified into | ing, in and about’ this forest, we saw 

ed, and before the split season, came | 4 days after that, in which the popu-|four groups: some for no herd re-|no deer, and very few tracks, and, 
the winter of 1942-43, and it was an | lation was given as 550,000 (19).|duction, some for one-fourth reduc-| incidentally, we smelled no decaying 
extra hard one (13). In apparent | Soon afterward, we began to hear|tion, some for one-half, and some for| carcass, and saw none 
corroboration of offical claims, death | talk that the herd measured up to|three-quarters, but he did not say| In conclusion, I want to quote from 
came, here and there, to many deer— 750,000. Mr. Swift had said, in his|how this could legally be done, or|Mr. Swift’s bulletin of November 12 
about 76% being fawns, and 5% bulletin of November 12, 1942, as to|how anybody could possibly meet|1942, as follows: “Our deer herd is 
older deer, and the remaining 19% |CCC drives therein first referred to,|such exacting requirements (28).|not in a deplorable condition, nor is 
yearlings and other younger ones | that they were made “only on the|He also recommended that, “in the|our problem acute at the present 
(14). But this was not, as alleged, | better deer country” (16). Mr. Hill, | wilder counties, where farm livestock| time; but when the management of 
a demonstration of excess population | of the U. S. Forest Service, Milwau-| is scarce . . . a low population of tim-|an excessive doe population is neces- 
or overbrowsing. The same thing/kee, wrote me that “we use the in-| ber wolves be deliberately maintained | sary in any locality, it does seem evi- 
had happened during the winter of formation regarding populations of|as insurance against undue conges-|dent that a general open slaughter 
seen e ane, at sunee intervals, | wildlife ees on oe oot: For-| tion or excessive numbers of deer.”’| of all deer is not the remedy.” When 
uring the years of my previous|ests with a great deal of caution” | This was in connection with an argu-| Myr. Swift wrote thi x ist 

residence ne Nee and peobably, eee Ler Leone a pa ment against payment of wolf poate had opened their oes Cone 
or ages before that, and will con-| tin date: pri ; ; thata ties (11). The Legislature was per-| after county has b 

tinue to happen, periodically, until] estimate of 500,000 was, “of course,|suaded to make no aj Bropration ror ierea art of oy Mepuleee tet 
after we are long dead, regardless ofla pure guess” (21). The present | bounties, and the Solves were on the] and résentful. In a long experience. 
the size of the herd z population, according to the U. S./gain. December 14, 1944, the Mil-|on the bench, I have never found it 

Always, as the weather permits, |Fish and Wildlife Service, is 791,000|waukee Journal carried a story of}necessary to be merciless, to do jus- 
deer have fed more or less at large, (2), and, according to your deer com-| startling accounts of wholesale de-|tice. Let us not be stampeded into 
but, as the dead of winter approaches, mittee, Shanty below 1,000,000 (2).|struction of sheep, and other live-|doing ourselves disservice 
and the snow slows them down, it|Considering these discrepancies, and stock, by wolves, in northern coun- IT thank you 
has been their habit to concentrate, | especially the admission of Mr. Leo-| ties, told by county agents in session 
from time to time in greater or|pold, and exercising due caution,|at Madison (29). Later, he recom- ASA K. OWEN, 
lesser numbers, in the so-called! what are these estimates worth? For|mended restoration of the bounty, Chairman for Price County
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ae ago by Mr. Hallowell of the Canadian vations and carefully record the re- 
AL d Fur company, Missoula, who, after sults. 

/ e i Horn writing many letters to all the fur It has been ascertained that four 
ae dealers buying furs in this state, and does of breeding age to one buck is 

h) making as thorough a survey as pos- a thoroughly safe proportion. ‘There- 

At sible, placed the kill of coyotes in fore, it is of importance to ascertain 
———————— — — ————————._ Montana for that year at 75,000. the proportion of bucks to does in 

Official Bulletin of the Montana State In comparison with Mr. Hallowell’s Montana to make sure of the practic- 
Sportsmen's Association estimate for one year’s kill, the esti- ability of the present law. \Don’t for- 

Office in Chamber of Commerce Bldg., mate of 46,500 as the present coyote get that deer don’t breed until they 
Missoula, Montana population seems realy a conservative are 18 months old which may account 

Ofticess one. And if the above estimate of the for some of the barren does you hear. 

Glen A. Smith .......-..... President @nual propagation is likewise con- so much about. 
M. S. Carpenter......Secretary-Treasurer servative, ther we are still making a Very nearly every sportsman makes 

P.O. Address Missoula, Montana ____ miserable failure in our efforts at ex- gq mental note of the number of bucks, 
Directors terminating the coyote. does,and fawn in every bunch of deer 

Glen A, Smith ................ Missoula Because of the fact that under the that he sees. It is desired that this 
(Forestry Dept.) present Montana bounty law on coy- information be recorded in the note 

E, A. Wilson........................ Livingston otes, which requires that the head be book and reported to the secretary. 
J. H. Burke .......-.-----.-----.----------- Helena cut from the pelt and burned, thereby For the sake of uniformity and con- 

(State Livestock Assn.) injuring the market value of the pelt venience the following form is sug- 
M. D. Chatfield ................. Helena at Jeast 30 per cent, comparatively gested. 
Reel Coenes Reser a arate nfaae eee fow coyote pelts are:being broughtwin ee 

Tia a a yy, for: the shounty; cand) those are always No. of deer seen. 
THE COYOTE MENACE the less valuable pelts. Date Sex not  deter- 

Theo tie? It is recognized that all the figures mined 
The secretary’s office has been pre- given herein are but estimates and Soe arr dene ra cura aac rases ene Pater eee a 

sented with the game census for 1921 may be wide of actual numbers, but ERT a Pista tari See ae 
for the federal forests in District No. they will serve the purpose for which Tate eae ee ec oan 

1, which same contains much valuable Pe a aeteen a e ao ae ara UM poe a a RTS 
information. Of course, the figures tion of the fact that something more No, pucks seen No. does seen with 
given in this census are merely esti- effective, more general must be done S fawns. i 

mates, but are probably as accurate if we are to protect domestic stock and aE ASAE Sis deer Ses Lae Sige a chee \ 

as can be obtained from any source— same from the ravages of coyotes. SNe OE CIs eee ek as 
in fact, are the only figures available. - Undoupedly ae ee Meas ELGG ay! EU ii) cumen ee UE eN He) Mice Vey IES 

eG ive Vagencios): just, at /tiis time caren) Seiko eeu. Ss oe iene ia eC RNN 
fees ue ey We eye heen the organized sportsmen’s clubs of the | ©=_— ——————_______—_—_—_. 

Saye state, or can be made such. If these No. does seen 
of the killing of deer by eoyotes the lube WAIL UEAll GOREenise! eanipalens wwithou! facens No. fawns seen 
estimate of the number of coyotes in fo MN, er SAREE RE : 
the twelve forests reported upon is in- a aeane Sela iiteand’ Sel ANSE TCM ue Ee oun, ey ea ea 

nape une: Cte OU te ery ose a in all the communities of the state it Bes du ac rasieas gsgcecseraseccet civecaube tu ceeatuentecicts cons tep cues of 11,403 coyotes. If the proportion wil meant au amity on dhedsand are 
holds good in the other five forests of aye Seria thee fcnaa ny ena be TOE eer Sena eee eee 

Montana, there would be a total of 14 the toll they will take from the If we can secure a large number of 
approximately 16,000 coyotes ao the ranks of the pests will make aremark- Such observations it will give us a 
federal forests within Montana. There able difference in the propagation of Very accurate statement of the rela- 

are approximately 16,000,000 acres of our game. One club killed 86 coyotes _ tive proportion of the sexes among our 

federal forests in this state. Accord- in one campaign last season; another deer. If only a few observations are 
ing to this estimate there is one coy- (iui) killed 37 in a campaign which Tecorded no worth-while conclusions 
ote to every 1000 acres in the sorts closed in February. For once let us Can be reached. It is, therefore, im- 
But to make these estimates the more stir up as much enthusiasm over these portant that every opportunity be tak- 
conservative let us say there is ve magpie and coyote hunts as we would en to secure this data. 

One eae te ee See aa we over a duck hunt, even to the extent The above suggested summarized 

nvete ta whore of a eninie thane tore of getting out and after them at day- observations will not tell us how many 
< ae i al fe ould sou ye would be ght or before, deer there are in the state, but it will 

justified a ne the estimate of one Riga Suns WON Rie Ts tell us the proportion of the sexes and 
coyote to every 2000 acres of land out- THE MORNE Buchs LAW Ee ns OU eee caus with sound 

alge ee federal ee ue cee A great deal has been said regard- The accuracy of this method of as- 
oe aR cee 54 BRIE 1d be ee ing the present buck law and it is evi- certaining the relative proportion of 
a mae eam ae SOU: E dent that not all are convinced that the sexes 2an be illustarted by com- 
PIO ited Hee z. the principle is sound. paring the method of recording ob- 

Last spring two litters of coyotes It is a well known biological fact servations on the deer with that of 
were dug out near Belgrade, in the that deer are polygamous the same as drawing cards from a pack. If one 
Gallatin valley. In one of these litters cattle, sheep and horses. It is also takes an ordinary pack of playing 
there were nine pups and in the other fyjjy recognized that a stockman who cards, draws one card at random from 
twelve. Judging from this rate of aqministers his herd according to the pack, records whether it is a club, 
propagation one would be justified in these biological principles is able to spade, diamond, or heart, replaces it 
placing the average number of young take a large annual toll from them and__ in the pack, shuffles, draws another 
for each female at eight. If but one- a+ the same time maintain his herds card, records it, replaces it and con- 
third of the 46,500 coyotes are females ndiminished or even increase them.  tinues this operation until it has been 
of breeding age, and these 15,500 fe- he object of the buck law is to apply repeated several thousand times, he 
males drop on an average of eight these known biological principles to will find that he has recorded in the 
pups at each whelping can it be pos- the deer of Montana and who can say long run approximately the same 
sible that coyotes are propagating in yt what the principle is sound but the number of cards of every suit. This 
Montana at the rate of 124,000 annu-  grgument is often advanced that there process would not tell him how many 

ally? are too few bucks now and in order to cards there were in the pack, but it 
What the annual kill of coyotes is make sure that such is not the case would tell him that hearts, clubs, dia- 

in Montana there seems to be no it seems very necessary for the sports- monds and spades existed in the pack 
means of etsimating other than to men individually and collectively to in equal proportions. Such an accu- 
take an estimate made some ten years conduct a systematic series of obser- rate conclusion can not be reached by
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sport to the people of many localities. We stand for the 
development of this sport as well as that of trout fishing. 

Mr. Joseph D. Pender of Denver is President, and Mr. John H. 
Hatton is the Secretary-Treasurer. Mr. Hatton’s office is on the 
fourth floor of the Post Office Building, Denver. He solicits your 
membership and support. 

HOW LONG ANIMALS LIVE 
How long animals live is a question that can be answered 

only approximately, because of varying conditions. The data * 
here given reflect the ideas of practical men verified by scientific 
observation: 

Day fly, 24 hours; May bug, 6 weeks; May bug (larvae), 
3 years; butterfly, 2 months; flea, 2 months; fly, 3 to 4 months; 
mosquito, 6 months; ant, 1 year; grasshopper, 1 year; bee, 1 year; 
hare, 6 to 10 years; rabbit, 8 years; sheep, 8 to 10 years; dog, | 
10 to 12 years; viper, 10 years; nightingale, 12 years; wolf, 12 to 
15 years; cat, 12 to 15 years; frog, 15 years; bison, 15 years; | 
canary, 15 to 20 years; toad, 20 years; goldfish, 18 years; ox, | 

x 25 years; horse, 25 to 30 years; eagle, 30 years; stag, 30 to z | 
years; swan, 35 to 40 years; camel, 35 to 40 years;” orango' ad 
¢0Wears; salamander, 40 years; heron, 50 years; lion, 50 years; | 
bear, 50 years; raven, 80 years; pike, 100 years; carp, 100 years; | 
elephant, 100 years; sturgeon, 100 years; parrot, 100 years; turtle, | 
100 years——Bulletin No. 7, Kansas Fish and Game Dept. | 

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS 
We are glad to announce the affiliation of two new organiza- 

tions since. our last Bulletin—the S* V~-" ~ - —
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DOE WITH THHREE FAWNS. hy 

During the latter part of August, the 

aS writer ran across a doe with Silat 

@» in the lava bed section of the of al 

oe National Forest. I was able to come quite 

o close to the animals, which showed little 

. signs of fear. I am quite positive that 

there were no other deer in that imme- ‘: 

diate vicinity at that time, as I had been : 

a; fighting fire close by and had been all 

Ay: around the place where I saw the doe 

and fawns. I thought it unysual to see 
a doe with three fawns, especially as the 

NS little fellows ranged themselves alongside 

(7 sa the doe as if they were perfectly at home 

¥& and belonged there. I stood looking at 
the three of them and they at me at a ‘ 

SS NG distance of not more than thirty feet for i { 

% about a minute, the old doe stamping r. 

her foot at me; then they trotted off is 

leisurely into the brush.—Ww, S. Brown, | 

Alturas, California. | 
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due to Jts ais Mw wion and to t eater abundance of clams at 

PismoMind Pgeano, Lk beqfNess(iréqtiented by both commercial and 

. amateur diger 3. 
The condi which haX dyade the 1919 class so readily susceptible 

o thei s of the unsk¥ed diggers, was the location of the clams 
yell the beach in the intertidal zone. There appears to have been 
ery \ittle di sion te individuals of this class into deeper water 
vhere they \would“Rave been less readily accessible. A number of 

tkials made w tide in water from two to five feet deep indicated 

thal the clalwS At this depth were less abundant late in 1925 than at any 
, silfteé records have been kept. This condition makes the stripping 

ntertidal zone even more alarming as the reserve stock of clams 
eep water is small and will have a correspondingly small influence 

in maintaining the fishery. 
This brief survey of the present condition of the Pismo clam beaches 

in San Luis Obispo County indicates that they are at a very critical 
stage. Unless drastic measures are taken in the very near future, these 
beaches will soon be reduced to the same condition that is now found 
at Long Beach, Anaheim Beach, and other southern California beaches, 
where this clam was formerly abundant. In considering protective 
measures, it must be remembered that at present the number of diggers 
is so great in comparison to the supply of clams left in the beach, that 
reduction of the bag limit would serve merely to slightly retard the 
disappearance of the clams. Measures must be devised which will pro- 
tect the present young year classes until there has b rtunity 
for a new breeding stock to be built u alternative is the loss of 
a valuable natural resource waste of the productive possibili- 
ties any acres of beach. 

SUGGESTED DATES OF OPEN SEASON ON DEER IN 
CALIFORNIA. 

By James Morrirt. 

The recommendation recently made by the San Joaquin County 
Game and Fish Protective Association that the laws be changed to pro- 
vide a uniform opening date, September 1, for the deer season has 
prompted the writer to set forth the following opinions based on per- 
sonal experience. Newspaper publicity given the above mentioned 
resolution indicates that it results from the belief that antlers are in 
the velvet prior to September 1. 

I believe that our present game laws as regards deer hunting are 

the most sensible of any and very nearly perfect. It seems unfortu- 
nate that they should be criticized in what I believe the wrong direc- 
tion. However, suggestions for change are usually made with the 
sincerest intentions for the benefit of our deer; and after all the only 
way we can effect improvement is by recommending changes. ' 

I have hunted for the past five or six years in Sonoma and Men- 
docino counties, and for at least five years prior to that have made 
observations on deer in Marin and Sonoma counties and I believe that T 
=m well acquainted with conditions in this section. The deer start shed- 
ding the velvet in July, usually about the 15th, and once begun the 
a ees
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process is a speedy one. I have never seen a buck in the velvet after 
saat . A five-pointer that I killed near Glen Ellen in Sonoma Valley 
on this date had a few shredseof dry skin adhering to the base of his 
antlers. The latest date on which I have seen a buck in complete velvet 
in this section is July 25. While a few backward individuals may 
retain the velvet a short time after the first of August, I am certain 
that by far the greater proportion lose it before this date. Reports 
from hunters in the region south of San Francisco Bay, Mount Ham- 
ilton and Livermore sections, indicate that this also holds good there. 
Therefore, it will be seen that there is little danger of bucks being in 
the velvet on the opening of the season, August 1 in this section, what- 
ever the objections to this may be. 

The closing date in this region is now September 14. Permitting 
shooting after this date would be absolutely wrong as the coast deer 
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Fic. 26. Columbian black-tailed deer killed near Glen Ellen, Sonoma County, 
California, by the author, August 1, 1921, Note hard, fully matured condition 
of antlers entirely free of velvet, Photograph by James Moffitt. 

start ‘“‘running”’ very early. In Mendocino County, about twenty-five 
miles northwest of Cloverdale on the headwaters of the Garcia River, 
where I have done considerable hunting, the bucks’ necks start swellin : 
about September 1, and by September 15 are considérably enlarged, 
showing hat the rutting season is at hand. Due to their greater 
activity at this time and also to the fact that they forsake the brush 
for the wooded sections for the acorns which fall at that time, much 
better hunting is afforded during the last two weeks of the season than 
during the previous four. It would be against all principles to hunt 
after this time when bucks are running with does, and any change in 
the season in this section should be towards an earlier closing date, if 
necessary. However, the present open season seems about ideal, as 
deer appear to be increasing yearly and there is no apparent need for 
any change or reduction in bag limit.
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In the Sierras in the Tahoe region and in Alpine County, where I 
have also hunted deer for the past twelve years, they appear to be 
about_six_weeks behind those above mentioned. I have never seen a 
deer out of the velvet, or even commencing to shed it on September 1, 
and I believe that September 15 is about the average date when shedding 

is completed. If there is objection to hunting them when in the velvet, 
tH®"Seuson should not open until September 15, that is, two weeks later 
than at present. This, I believe, would be a good plan, not for the 
reason that antlers are still in the velvet, but because it would save 
many deer from other than the more enthusiastic hunters. Most of 
the summer vacationists who incidentally go deer hunting are out of 
the mountains by mid-September, while regular hunters could go out 
after this date just as well, when they would find the mountains more 
attractive through the absence of a crowd of novices. Also two holidays, 
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Fig, 27. Rocky Mountain mule deer killed near Lake Tahoe, Placer County, 
California, by H. C. Moffitt, September 1, 1921. Note that ‘the horns are in 
complete velvet, round pointed, and far from the mature condition. Photo- 

graph by E. G. Schmiedell. 

Labor and Admission days, would be avoided, with their attendant 

tribe of nimrods. 

Up to five or six years ago I noticed a marked increase in the number 

of deer in the Sierras, and since that time they seem to be holding their 
own in numbers. (This probably is because of the wise extermination 

of mountain lions, and the establishment of game refuges for the 
preservation of a breeding stock.) As hunting increases, as it is 
bound to do, it may become necessary to impose further restrictions 

here. In my mind the first move should be to shorten the season to 
four weeks, commencing two weeks later than it does now and closing 

as at present on October 15. This, as above indicated, should effect
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a considerable saving. Under no circumstances should the season be 
prolonged after mid-October, for in the first place there are rar 
any deer in the higher mountains on that date, as they su Ly 
migrate west at the first snowstorm, usually about October 10, and 
secondly because some are about to start ‘‘running’’ by this’ date, 
although the majority probably does not do so until nearly a miorith 
later. If further restrictions are necessary, the bag limit should be 
reduced to one buck per season. In the case of large animals, such as 
are found in the Sierras, this should be sufficient for anyone. 

The shortening of the season to four weeks and the protection of 
forked-horns in Modoe County as enacted at the last legislature, was 
an excellent move. Rather than working a hardship on hunters in 
this section, it is actually a blessing, as it is here that hunters go for 
big heads. By protecting forked-horns there will be more large 
deer available, for after the first season, it is evident there will be just 
as many deer of legal age to kill, less the small percentage that die of 
natural causes during their third year, as in previous years. It is to 
be regretted that the law was not also applied to Siskiyou or at least 
to the eastern portion of that county, as mule deer range there as 
abundantly as in Modoe County. Last season, many hunters secured 
forked-horns there the first two weeks of September. It is possible that 
the ‘‘no forked-horn’’ law could be applied with advantage to,all the 
Sierra Nevada country, where deer do not attain full size until the . 
fourth or fifth year. It is excellent legislation both from the conserva- 
tion standpoint and the extra caution it imposes on the hunter. Need- 
less to say, it will not work in the coast counties, as here most old 

hucks revert to forked-horns (known as ‘‘Pacifie’’ bucks), and hicks” 
with more than two points on a side are scarce. 

The present season in Game District 14, comprising Humboldt, Del 

Norte and Siskiyou counties, with the exception of the change sug- 

gested above for the latter county, seems to be about the right thing, 

since the deer here are later in shedding the velvet, running, etc., than in 

the counties to the south. These functions probably occur here at about . 

the same time as in the Sierras, therefore the two areas may be con- 

sidered together as regards opening and closing dates. Due to the 

type of country and number of hunters, however, there does not seem 

to be the danger of diminishment here that may exist in sections of the 

Sierras. 
As I have had no experience in Districts 4, 44, or 43, comprising the 

southeastern portion of the state, or in Monterey, San Luis Obispo, 

Santa Barbara, or Ventura counties, the southern portion of District 3, 

I am not in a position to discuss the status of the deer there. 

In econelusion it may be inferred that I believe the game laws, as 

applied to deer in California at the present time, pretty thoroughly 

cover the situation, and that sufficient evidence to necessitate any 

drastic changes at present does not seem to exist, except possibly in 

Siskiyou County as already indicated. 
A marking system, the use of tags, such as has been advocated, is a 

good thing and one which we should all work for. Let us hope that 

some action to secure the same will be taken at the next legislature. 

*
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for any person who permits oil to flow,;On the other hand, all of the thirteen 
from a boat into navigable waters. | stomachs examined contained salmon eggs. 
Provision is also made for a board of|That salmon fry are sometimes eaten was 
local inspectors empowered to revoke the] proved by stomachs secured later which 
license of any vessel found guilty of| contained small salmon fry. 
violation of the act. To safeguard} ‘The author concludes with this inter- 
possible infraction, the law will prohibit | esting statement: 
the transfer of oil to and from a vessel “In so far as the Henderson Lake area 
after dark and harbor officials must be] is concerned it might be pointed out that 
notified at least three hours before a|in 1922 the sockeye run was much larger 
ship may take on or discharge oil. than in any preceding year to 1911 at 

least. The number of spawning fish was 
INTENSIVE STUDIES NEEDED. estimated by the hatchery superintendent 

At the Sixteenth Convention of the 1a be 150,000 and as the spawning 
International Association of Game, Fish ground was overcrowded it is obvious 

i Bs = that a greater number of fish could not 
and Conservation Commissioners, held at 4 the bod bett d I 
Madison, Wisconsin, September, 1923, et tH ST ue oe for Sar ue f 
Mr. J. B. Harkin, Commissioner of pues judge, u ere per ap otes te spite 2 
Canadian National Parks, gave an ad- the admitted destruction of eggs by. birds 

Be ” ipver fe th fry are hatched in that region to 
dress on “Federal Game Activities in | ?0U® ele “nal ‘eal Std, 
Canada.” <A paragraph contained therein pe met Ere eee ine eeu O Cau 
supports the contention often published 
in these pages relative to the need for ORATOR ee aes AVE: 
better knowledge of the life and habits : . 
of the animals which we are attempting Most hunters are continually discover- 
to conserve. Here is the paragraph—| ing new local names for various species 
read it: but few people realize the extent to 

“Another thought that has come to us| which such local names are used the 
in our work is the need of more intensive| country over. W. L. McAtee, of the 
study of the field habits of animals.| United States Bureau of Biological 
Although your biological suryey and our| Survey has just published a Miscellaneous 

men have been working for years we| Circular, No. 13, entitled, ‘Local Names 
have not even scratched the surface of| of Migratory Game Birds,” in which will 
knowledge in respect to wild life. I do|be found a full index of such names for 
not think we can eyer legislate or ad-| each species. It describes the breeding 

minister laws and regulations intelli-| ranges, migration paths, and winter 
gently unless we get a much better| homes. Then follows two lists of names 
knowledge of the habits of wild life.” —those which are or have been in actual 

vernacular use and second, book names. 

GULLS AND MERGANSERS DESTROY | Most of the species are figured. 
SALMON EGGS. To show the extent to which local 

: Some interesting studies have been|2@mes are utilized, it may be pointed 
carried on by J. A. Munro relative to out that 16 names ©8Te known for the 
the relation of various ducks and gulls surf scoter in Maine; 92 distinct names 
to the propagation of sockeye salmon at for the ruddy duck in the United States 

Tienderson Lake, Vancouver Island, and Canada ; and 14 names for the golden 
British Columbia. ‘The results of these plover in PRS state—namely, Massachu- 
investigations, published in the Canadian| Sets. An index lists more than 5000 
Field Naturalist, Volume XXXVII,} 22™€s of mign; 
show that gulls and mergansers are MATESEADENOFUEIOCGAM 

destructive to the eggs of sockeye sal- 
mon. Glaucous-winged gulls were found ANIMALS ON:NATIONAL 
to feed largely upon dead salmon. Some- Boren 
times they were to be seen feeding i Nearly 441,000 head of deer make their 
the spawning beds, burying their bills] home on the national forests according 
in the loose gravel and picking out the] to a rough estimate of big game animals 
eggs among the spawning fish. Short-| recently completed by forestry officials of 

billed gulls fed in much the same way | the United States Department of Agricul- 
except that they often dove where the] ture. The largest herds of deer are found 
water was too deep for their short legs.| on the national forests in California, 

The American merganser, by adaptation] which shelter approximately 185,000 head. 
and food preference, seemed to cause Oregon is next to California, with a 
most destruction, No remains of young] total of 57,000, its largest herd being on 
salmon or fish of any other species were| the Santiam National Forest. Montana 
found in the specimens first examined.| ranks third, with a total of 41,000 head,
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the largest single herd of which grazes on) antelope in many national forests, but 
the Jefferson National Forest. Idaho is] nowhere are they increasing. In north- 
fourth, with a total of nearly 39,000. western Nevada and southeastern Oregon 

there is a large antelope herd, estimated 

Arizona Ranks Sixth. at from 1500 to 3000 head, grazing on 

Sixth on the list is Arizona with about | Public lands outside of forest areas, An 
34,000 head of deer, 20,000 of which graze|@ffort is now being made to secure the 
on the Kaibab National Forest alone.| Creation of a game refuge which will 
This forest contains the Grand Canyon | Covet the habitat of this herd so that it 
National Game Preserve, where hunting | ™@Y_ be protected and saved from exterm- 

is not allowed. The herd on the Kaibab | ination. 
Forest has often been erroneously de- The number of moose on the national 
scribed as the “largest herd of deer in| forests has been increasing in recent 
the world.” ‘As a matter of fact the| years. The largest number is found on 
Kaibab herd is greatly exceeded by the|the Teton National Forest in northern 
herds on the ‘Trinity and California | Wyoming where moose are now becoming 
National Forests in California. rather plentiful. 

The number of elk grazing on the In addition to deer, elk, and antelope, 
national forests is placed at 40,500,| the estimate lists 149 buffaloes on 
according to the big game estimate. The| National forests, 67 caribou, 10,500 moun- 

Teton National Forest in Wyoming, bor-| tain goats, and 12,300 mountain sheep. 
dering the Yellowstone National Park on| The buffaloes are mainly on the 
the south, contains a larger number of| Wichita National Forest and Game Pre- 
elk than any other national forest,| Serve in Oklahoma. Forty buffaloes, 
although several other, notably the Olym- representing the increase of this herd 

pic Forest in Washington, have herds} beyond the carrying capacity of its range, 
ranging from 3000 to 7000 head. have been given to city parks and zoolog- 

On all national forests hunting is| ical gardens during the last 4 years. One 
allowed in the open season except on| buffalo was presented to the Republic of 
areas established as Federal or State| Mexico and one to Montevideo, capital 

game refuges. of Uruguay. i 
The estimate as a whole indicates that 

Elk Herds Increase. except for the antelope there has been a 
During the last three years the winter slight increase in the number of most big 

losses of elk in the national forests sur-| $#™e animals on the national forests. ‘The 
rounding the Yellowstone Park have been| C¢BSUS Was conservative, and an under- 
negligible. ‘The increase in the herds has estimate is regarded as more likely than 

been high, and two or three years more| 2” overestimate 
of mild winters and good summers may 
bring another danger point with a die-off Grazing Permits Curtailed. 
in a hard winter such as was experienced The Department of Agriculture calls 
in 1919-20. attention to the fact that wherever it has 

Forest Service officials point out that a] been necessary to protect big game 
permanent increase in the elk of the} animals, especially deer and elk, from 
Northwest, especially around the Yellow-| competition with cattle and sheep for 
stone, is largely a matter of available] forage, the Forest Service has curtailed 
winter range, which is extremely limited,| grazing permits for domestic livestock. 
the greater portion of the old winter| Heavy reductions have been made on the 
ranges having been taken up by settlers} Kaibab National Forest in Arizona in 
for homesteads. order to make more forage available for 
_ The recent big game census. also shows} the rapidly-increasing deer herd. About 
increases during the past few years in|90 per cent of the cattle and all sheep 
several plants of elk made on various| haye been withdrawn from certain areas 
national forests. The plant made about| in the National Forests in the Yellow- 
ten years ago on the Sitgreaves Forest] stone region in favor of the elk grazing 
in ‘Arizona, consisting of about 65 head,| jn and near the Yellowstone Park. The 
now numbers over 850 head, and it is} areas thus closed to grazing in that region- 
possible that the State Game Warden may| pmount to over 1,500,000 acres of excel- 
permit hunting of elk in the near future] jent range. 
in order to check too rapid growth. As a rule, except on the Kaibab Na- 

tional Forest in Arizona, the big game 
Antelope sbistids scarce: 5 animals have at this time a sufficient 

The antelope, or pronghorn, are still in| amount of summer forage for their needs, 
a very unsatisfactory situation, forestry| but there is a general shortage of winter 
officials say. The census shows a fewl range. On the Kaibab even the summer
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vange is already overstocked with deer| fire laws, and have secured convictions, { 
and the inevitable further increases in| to date, in 120 cases. 
this deer herd makes losses almost certain “There is little for Californians to be 
should a combination of a dry summer] proud of in this: record,” said District 
and a severe winter occur—not an] Forester Paul G. Redington. “While 

- unusual condition in northern Arizona. there has been a slight decrease in the 
total number of. man-caused fires in the 

CALIFORNIA LEADS UNITED STATES| National Forests, there has also been a 
IN FOREST FIRES. startling increase in the conflagrations 

San Francisco: “The worst forest fire| 1itectly chargeable to users of tobacco. 

State in the Union.” ‘This in brief ig| The ‘tailormade’ cigarette and the un- 
California’s National Forest fire record | ¢Xtinguished match still continue to be 

for 1923, according to report of the U. §.| the gteatest enemies of onr magnificent 
Forest Service headquarters in this city, | forests. Ee is; sumpmsingy also .to more ithe 
just made public. number of fires started by careless camp- 

More fires were started in the National| °T especially a ASN of the intensive 
Forests of the Golden State this season | ¢ducational campaign that hasbeen , 
than during any year since 1917. Out of| Wased these many years by gies Hotet 
the total of 1867 fires that occurred, Service, State Forester and other agencies 

nearly 50 per cent resulted from light- throughout ube State. 3 rae 
ning; the remainder being due to human| “Uncle Sam is a long suffering indi- 
carelessness, and were, therefore, pre-| Vidual,” continued the District Forester, 
ventable. Of the man-caused fires, tobacco] “but there is no question that unless 

smokers started 358 or 50 per cent, and| there is a marked change, as regards 
campers 117 or 16 per cent. Railroads, | fives, in the attitude and actions of the 
brush-burners, lumbering and incendiar-| Public that use the national forests as 
ism accounted for the rest. a summer vacation land, we shall be 

The total area burned over by fires} Obliged to periodically close certain popu- 

within the National Forests was 173,257 | lar recreation forests, where there is a 
acres, of which 145,487 acres were Goy-| big fire hazard, to all forms of picnic 
ernment land, and 26,820 actes private] and camp fires. In other localities we 
holdings. The Forest Service spent more| may have to place a ban on smoking in 
than $100,000 in- extinguishing these con-| the woods, and require visitors who 
flagrations. desire to build fires to use only designated 

In the Angeles, Santa Barbara and| camping and picnic grounds. The Forest 
Cleveland National Forests of southern| Service now requires that everyone who 
California there were 191 fires which de-| intends to build a fire in a national 
stroyed the tree and brush growth on| forest secure a camp-fire permit, on the 
127,430 acres. All but 10,000 acres of| back of which are specific rules in 

. this total resulted largely from two big|tegard to the use of fire in the woods. 

fires in the Santa Barbara National| But even this system does not give us 
Forest; the other southern forests ex-| complete immunity against conflagrations 

periencing an extremely favorable fire| started by careless campers. 
season. “The Forest Service wouid regret ex- 

In northern California the Plumas Na-| ceedingly,” said Mr. Redington, “to have 
tional Forest with 224 fires holds first| to issue orders restricting the public use 
place, followed by the Shasta Forest with| of our national forests which cover the 
154 fires, Lassen Forest, 127 fires, and the} greater part of the mountain regions of 
Klamath Forest with 103 fires. The] the state and constitute a most popular 
Trinity Forest had 26 incendiary fires,| playground. But if such action is taken, 
and the Plumas 16; the total of fires on| the public will only have itself to blame. 
all National Forests due to incendiarism] One thing is certain—we have got to 
numbering 76. The greatest damage by| reduce the number of man-caused fires, / 
fire in the northern part of the state] and if educational methods fail to pro- f 
oceurred on the California Forest where| duce the desired desults the government 
20,643 acres were swept by flames. The|is prepared to take more stringent 

- Mono National Forest, on the east slope} measures. I am confident, however, that 
of the Sierras, had only 6 fires which] with an awakening public sentiment in 
burned over 33 acres. regard to the needless destruction caused 

Highty-six per cent of all fires that| by forest fires, and the unqualified sup- 
started in the National Forests were ex-| port of the press, educational institu- 
tinguished by forest rangers and coopera-| tions, commercial organizations, women’s 

tors before they had covered an area of| clubs and citizens of the state, we shall 
more than 10 acres each. Forest officers| be able to successfully solve the fire 
also handled 152 law enforcement cases| problem which is so vital to the pros- 
against violators of the state and federall perity and well being of California.”
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DEER KILL, SEASON 1927. \ i 

At least 1200 deer were killed on \the 
first day of the 1927 season, according 
to the information received by the Divi- 
sion of Fish and Game from the dupli- 
cate deer tags received from the hunters ir 

themselves. 
Duplicate tags show that two hunters 

killed deer at 5 o’clock on the opening 
day. The biggest buck of the day was a | 

Continued on next page. i
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seven pointer that Paul Bianchi, Jr., of | end totals are quite evident, fewer deer 
Gonzales, killed at Hya’s Flat, west of| being killed during the middle of each 
Gonzales, in Monterey County. The next| week. Except for the end of the sea- 
largest was a five pointer killed at 6.50|son rush the first days of the season : 
in the morning by Earl T. Dayton at | show largest totals. y, 
Duncan Mills in Sonoma County. During the month of September the 

The total kill in the coast counties | first returns on deer killed in Del Norte, 

reported by August 80 was 4924. This | Humboldt and Siskiyou counties (Dis- 
real check on the deer kill thus far does | trict 13) began to arrive, but tabula- 
not radically change the old estimates | tion was still incomplete when this was 

of previous years of the total kill for the | written. 
state. Howeyer, the figures will now be 
dependable. AN UNAPPRECIATED NATURAL 

Under the new deer law it is possible RESOURCE. 
in California to secure information not The role that fur-bearing mammals 
available in any other state, and the first | have played in the history and devyelop- 
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Fic. 64. Sculling the sloughs for wild ducks in the Suisun marshes. Up with the 
flood tide and back with the ebb. Photograph by W. W. Richards. 

day’s mail brought to the commission’s]ment of America is indeed remarkable. 
office data that have already proved the | Due to the rivalry of the fur-trading com- 
new law to be invaluable. By knowing | panies, some of them amounting to impe- 
the number taken in various parts of the|rial organizations, the continent was 
state, better conservation measures can | explored and outposts of civilization flung 
be instituted. out into the wilderness. Many fortunes 

Returns are incomplete but on October | were amassed and the wealth acquired 
1st about 14,000 tags had been received. | in the traffic of furs equaled that of the 
At that time, the largest number killed | fabled mines of Peru. 
was reported from Mendocino County, Lack of foresight and want of appre- 

1406; 864 from Lake County; 710 from] ciation of the worth of this natural 
Sonoma. resource has resulted in its sad dissipa- 

Tabulation of the figures is so arranged | tion. Yet even now, with only a rem- 
that instant comparison can be made on | nant left of the once rich and varied stock 
the basis of district, county or day. Week-|of fur-bearers with which California was
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and Game Commission in law enforce-|an adyantage over telephone systems in 
NS RGaLAMiORENO: WG that it affords almost instantaneous sery- 
Where clubs adjoin, A blinds torbe ice and there a8 no danger of the message 

located within 70 yards of adjoining | being broken or “tipped off” as has been 
boundary, except under mutual agreement. | frequently the case with telephone calls. 

REGULATION No. VI. Tt will prove a valuable feature in regions 
The continual shooting of birds out of | Where deputies are far from a telephone. 

range will be regarded as a nuisance and At duck headquarters for northern Cali- 
the club may pt tte discretion refund the | fornia, near Maxwell, a 100-watt trans- 

bar shooter from further hunting. © "+ | mitter has len set np, Here operators 
are constantly on duty and in ready con- 

Under eee eee taubote tact with the central office. The ten men 
guarantee limit. in the field at Maxwell are thus con- 

The foregoing order is hereby approved | sistently informed in regard to develop- 
ee gone ne ae a cote aee No. 9,}ments and information received at the 

Division, of ia mg Game, of the Depart. [San Francisco office, In turn, the central 
of California.” office is advised of the needs of the men 

Dated: This thirtieth day of September, | patroling the duck fields, when a large 
194%, LZ haul is suspected and when relief deputies 

. ZGELLERBACH, . + 
REGINALD FERNALD, are wanted to check nightshooting. So 
Gro. B. CLARKSON, excellent has been the patrol so far that 

Fish and Game Commission. no instance of a “drag” is known to have 
been made. f 

Many requests ‘have come from com- Another station has been installed at 
mercial duck club operators and hunters, San Pedro and at the conclusion of the 

who can only seek birds on these club} duck season it is the intention to remove 
preserves, that they! be permitted to shoot | sig set at Maxwell to Sacramento. This 
every day during the week. After a) vin enable the three central offices to be 
thorough investigation of all angles in lay edustant. communication. 

connection with the problem it was} Another ambition is to equip the patrol 
deemed to the best advantage of the] vith small portable sets and to instruct 
hunters, the clubs and the ducks that the} 114 train the deputies as to their opera- 
regulations as laid down by the Commis- ton cli iss eetnateds that: -bubethece 

sion be enforced and that hunting be per- weeks, at most, will be necessary to teach 
mitted only three days a week. a man how to take a message. Hvery 

deputy will have his own code letter. 
EATAOE aie .. | Messages will be sent from the central 

Many important matters were dis-] office at agreed periods known only to the 
cussed at a special conference of the field forces, 

patrol officers, held in San Francisco,! ‘Tere is no doubt that the efficiency 
: October 10tlr and 11th. Captain K. P. of the patrol will be greatly increased by 

Allred, acting chief of patrol, discussed teas ol whenudedd is modern inven- 
general policies. As a better means of fion. It is z6ved that tiie is the first 

handling the large field force it was ance iff history that a patrol force 
decided that each deputy will report has m directed by wireless. 
directly to his captain and the captain 
directly to the chief of patrol. Thus KILL OF DEER, SEASON 1927. 
there will be corrected the general tend- A tabulation of the kill of deer in Ca 
ency for men to go over the heads of theirg fornia has been made possible by th 

captains to the higher officers of patrol. enactment of the Deer Hunting License 
Under this plan it is expected that the Tag Act. This law provides that every 

men will be able to work to the very best} person who hunts deer in this state must 
of their ability and accomplish splendid] first procure license tags in addition to 

results, a regular hunting license.. For a fee of 
one dollar, the hunter is furnished with 

KMN GOES ON THE AIR. two deer tags in duplicate; the original 
Z In order to increase the efficiency of | tag to be attached to a deer when killed 

the patrol service, the Division of Fish} and the duplicate mailed to the Division 
and Game at San Francisco has installed | of Fish and Game. 
a 500-watt transmitting set, and with The purposes of the new law are: (a) 
receiving sets a detail can be in almost|to make possible better enforcement of the 
constant touch with the head office. The|laws for the protection of deer; (b) to 
station, known as KMN, is capable of} secure accurate information on the num- 
sending messages to the remotest points|ber of deer killed; (c) and to provide 
in California both day and night. It has | additional revenue for field patrol.
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The following report shows the number | Game is importing from Czecho-Slovakia 
of deer killed during the 1927 open season. | five hundred pairs of Hungarian par- 
However, only a part of the data secured | tridges. A friend of conservation work 
from duplicate deer tags is indicated; a| who-has been importing birds for his 
full report will be published at an early|own use helped in making the arrange- 
date. ments. On arrival, these birds will be 

DEER KILL"BY COUNTIES, SEASON 1927. 

Points 
County ec erie 

2 3 4 5 | 6 7 8 9 Total 

Alamedien sre) deste ie Sect mL 42 BSc ess | ON Mlb 3st eee 220 
weAl biti. ocean oso rkce eee 4 21 27 2 Bijacth acl tose eee a eee 67, 
po Anind Dr cree eet Ses 19 18 17 4 | See One Saeed eaves 59 
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HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGES placed at the Yountville Game Farm to 
PURCHASED. form the basis of a brood stock. 

In the hope of furnishing still another In British Columbia and the state of 
desirable game bird for the sportsmen of | Washington, the Hungarian partridge has 
California, the Division of Fish and] become well established and is fast becom- 
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DEER KILLED IN 1927-1929, BY COUNTIES 
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CALIFORNIA FRESH FISHERY PRODUCTS FOR THE MONTHS OF JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER, 1929 S 

Compiled by Division of Fish and Game, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries 
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Southwestern Bistrict 

Neer and Turkey Plentiful In New Mexico: State Game “Arden Edgar L. Perry, 

estimates that 75,000 deer roam che forésts of the state. Luring the past 
hunting season Perry estimates that 3000 deer were killed by 5000 hunters 

and about 1/5 of the hunters were out of state men. There are, according te 
Perry, abeut 40,00C turkeys in New Mexico, and only a few were killed this 

years 

T-3 Alse Has Several: Assistant District Forester Smith attended the Dude 
Fanchers' Jonvention at Billings, November 19 and 20, and reports thet a ver; 

good attendance was had with around 150 dude ranchers and their wives, ana 

a few dudes, dudeens and dudelets, The importance of the Jude Rancher 

business and. its releticn to the National Forests was an outstanding feature 

of the meeting, as in most cases these dude ranches are based upon the use 

of the National Forests fer their recreational grounds. Evidence was sub— 
mitted at this meeting that the Dude Rancher business is growing by leaps an 

bounds, It behooves the Forest Service, therefore, to recognize this new usc 

of the National Forests and make ample provisions in our administration for 

this type of use. The Dude Ranchers' Association is very weil organized, anc 

displayed every evidence of a desire to cooperate in 2 most rensonable manner 

with the Forest Servite, Park Service, and other government sgencies. As 

evidence of this, 2 Round Table wos held on Tuesdey evening, at which oll of 

the problems confronting vude Ranchers and Forest Service men wore freely dis— 

cassed, and povernl undewotanding reached. The meeting was marked by 2 very 
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Hai} rigures - survey of Legal & tilocs2 Door 111 
P. G. Porester 

rokoosae‘iivarts. Papar Co. 
Port Edwards, Wis, 

Sec. SIT41 NSW & miles } () HALES} Seite’ sdasen or als.” $08"E0eS'@ sestlonne 
Sanp Hunters, Daye {ten Days) Legal Bucks 

Schrell's Cabin : . * Ss : 

Risents dretege 21 10 210 8 
Bear Lake Resort S 2 il Oo 
Heiderer's Cottase 2 10 12 2 

“2 e138 17 

Hunters per buck: S2-17 - 1.9 ‘ 

Yen-Days per buck: 215-17 - 12 

. MemeDays per hunter: £215 -32 -6.4 
Square miles per buclt: 6 —17 - 0.35 

Bucks per square miler 17+ 6 = 2.8 

(2) Zdkegal K§22 on Sec. 31: 8 does (4 with some meat cut out) 

om planted part of section (about 300 acres). Probably others 

- Lying in unplented swamps, 

Hunters iil doe(onl 6 of terri 
etd nthe re tar a Pj — 

Tilegel does per square mile found - 8 : 

Tlloegal does per square miles probable: Gx2-16 

Tllegal does found per legal buck: 8-17 -0.5 

Aldo Leopold 4/17/30



File: Illinois | 
Deer i 

Fox 

Excerpt from "Some Concepts of Bioecology," by V.E. Shelford. 
Ecology, Vol. XII, No. 3, duly, 1931, pp. 457-458. 

"Qne of the outstanding facts is the increase of the deer 

accompanying the destruction of wolves, foxes, etc., by early settlers 

in Illinois. Wood ('10) depicts a continuous decrease in wolves 

and wildeats from the beginning of settlement to their practical 

extinction. When the wolf was reduced to about one half, the deer 

increased rapidly for a little less than 10 years, reaching a large 

maximm of about three times the original number. An increase in 

the raccoon, skunk, squirrel, and red fox began at the same time 

as the increase in deer," 

Accompanying the article, on page 457, is a graph showing 
the changes in abundance of 9 species of mammals following the 
settlement of Illinois.
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MANY DEER TAKEN IN CALIFORNIA THIS SEASON 

a "Deer taken during the past hunting season totalled 25,805, 

according to figures tabulated by the bureau of refuges of the 

Division of Fish and Game. This shows an increase of 1,673 more 
than were taken during the season of 1930. 

"Counties in which more than one thousand deer were killed 

include, Mendocino, 1,706; Siskiyou, 1,516; Modoc, 1,486 and 

Humboldt, 1,069. 

"Out of the entire 58 counties in this state only two were 

registered where no deer were taken—-San Francisco and Imperial 

counties. Sutter county holds the low record of but one deer 

bagged. Sacramento runs a close second with a grand total of four 

5 bucks on record. The remainder of the counties range from 10 deer 

on up to well above the thousand mark. 

"Such a successful season reflects not only the practical 

results of sensible legislation and effective enforcement, but also 

indicates that sportsmen are giving their full support to the pro-— 

tection of these big game mammals throughout the year, Division of- 

' ficials, said." - San Francisco, Calif.



SOME RECORD DEER FOR 1931 CRAP Dem eee aS 

A 260 1b., 23-point tuck Billed by William Dunkle, Durant City, Pa. wxXa 
4.500 1b., 21-point buck killed by James A. Fitzpatrick, Evervale, Pa. 
A 120 1b., 20-point buck killed by Byron Baker, Grand Valley, Pa. 
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File: Deer beac fede 
Digests Yy a 
Germany 

SHEPARD, WARD. “Notes on German Game Management, Chiefly 

in Bavaria and Baden." MSS. submitted to Department of 
Agriculture, July, 1932. 

p. 7- Buck:Doe Ratio. Roe deer in Baden. One herd formerly with a ratio of 1:8 
was built up to 1:1.5, and culled by shooting. Result: increase in average 

weight from 30 to 36 pounds, improvement in antlers. 
Another herd on level country, under fence, had a radio of 132.5. 

p. 12. Deer Feeding. Hay, horsechestnuts, sugar beets, turnips, carrots, bran, 
rolled oats, calcium, oil-cake. Cost $2.50 per season per head. Salt is 
given. 

p. 15. Pastures are fenced and planted to grass, clover, and sunflower (Helianthus), 
and opened at intervals. Iupine is planted in plantations as a mirse crop, 
soil fertilizer, and game food. 

p- 18. Fellings. Defective pine, birch, and aspen are felled as winter browse. 

p. 20. Density. Schwartzwald 1 roe deer per 25 acres 
Bgelharting 1 red deer per 40 acres 

Bavarian average per 2,500 acres: 12.9 red deer 

11.1 chamois 
67.2 roe deer 

: 91.2 total or 27 acres each 

p. 20. Increase. At Schluchsee 70 per cent of the mature females have "surviving 
progeny." When? 3 

p- 21. Predators. No extermination policy. 

p. 25. Average kill per 10,000 hectares (25,000 acres) 
Mammal s Birds Value 

Communal and private lands 700 “Yoo 3,500,000 marks 
Bavarian State Forests 260 65 337,000 marks 
Prussian State Forests 420 65 

p. 26. Value of Kill by Species (Per Cent). 

State Forests | Communal & Private Lent 
Roe deer 35 eT 
Hares ? 53 
Red Deer © 2 
Vermin 9 & 

Boars 1 1 
Chamois 5 0 
Game Birds 5 9 

‘ Game Income in forests only 0.44 % of total. 
Expense 0.27% 

On private lands game income is 10¢ per acre.
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Reprinted from JourNAL or Forestry 

Vol. XXXII, No. 7, October, 1934 

Notes on German Game Management, acreages, and the delegation of responsi- 

Chiefly in Bavaria and Baden. By bility for details, subject to state inspec- 

Ward Shepard. Senate Committee on tion, on large ones. Our present “farm 
Wild Life Resources, 1934. codperatives” and “shooting preserve 

laws” seem to be taking us in this gen- 

Of the several documents so far ap- eral direction. 
pearing under the aegis of the Senate In the biology of game cropping, how- 
Committee, this is the briefest and most © the Germans offer us many, a pow 

: . er, the most striking of which is their ex- 
valuable. It is a digest of field observa- E i CT pact 

3 : perience with sex ratios in deer. Under a 
tions made by the author for the Biolog- b 4 
5 buck-doe ratio of 1:6, the roe deer in the 
ical Survey and the Carl Schurz Founda- _ z : 

: dows - Black Forest deteriorated in both weight 
tion, incidental to his study of German 5 : 

- a and antlers, but under a revised ratio of 
forestry. It deals entirely with forest Fi ? 

Xl 5 1:1.5, supplemented by deliberate culling 
game, but creates, at least in my mind, a Sle as é 

H 3 é of inferior individuals, weights have in- 
pressing desire for an equally pithy : 

S : creased 20 per cent and antlers have im- 
analysis of farm game. With such a com- F E 

5 proved. Most American deer herds are 
panion study before us, we should have drifti ai rari a Wi 

rounded picture of this thing called EVE | LOW ARC <7 OM au Caste yee . 
5 Nas 5 “cull” the best, rather than the worst. 
game management, which is done all over é f . 

Would it not be a wise precaution to 
Germany, and talked about all over Amer- A 
é a measure the result? Yet no state, except 
ica, as a matter of ancestral habit. aie ? 3 

oe perhaps Michigan, is doing so. Of our 

On state forests the hunting is done by several attempts to “study” deer, only one 
forest officers, hence the economic return 4; two have even attempted to formulate 

from game crops comes only from the 4 normal sex and age composition for 
sale of meat, and is less than one per deer herds. 

cent of all forest revenues. On com- The deer food situation, in relation to 
munal and private lands, however, both population density and forest damage, 

the hunting and the meat are sold. Small throws a flood of light on our current 

holdings, in order to hunt, must pool problems. The pure-conifer silviculture 
their game and entrust us management to prevailing in Germany for a century has 
the commune. It is only on large private made artificial winter-feeding a universal 
estates that the owner shoots and manages necessity. Hardwood plantings, whether 

his own game, subject to state seasons for timber or for deer-browse, must be 

but not kill limits. fenced to survive, even under moderate 
In its net trend this system contravenes deer densities. Likewise clover meadows 

the usual assumption that “game in Ger- planted for deer must be fenced and can 
many ‘is private property.” It seems to be opened only at intervals. Stripping of 
be very much public property, but is sprucebark by deer is a widespread 
managed for public revenue rather than trouble ascribed to unbalanced nutrition. 
for public recreation. On smal] holdings, Felled conifers of all species are prompt- 
at least, the public asserts its ownership ly stripped by deer. On the Kaibab or in 
almost to the exclusion of the private Jackson’s Hole we would call these symp- 
landowner. I see little for us to copy in toms of radical overstocking, but the 
German game economics except the com- moderate densities of the German herds 
pulsory pooling of management on small indicate that they are merely symptoms
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of unecologic forestry,—of single-track good for nothing else should, but will 
silviculture. The present strong trend to- not, ponder this lesson.) The private and 
ward mixed stands will eventually relieve communal districts of Bavaria yield one 
this situation, but has not yet done so. mammal per 36 acres and one bird per 
We have here simply one more instance 62 acres per year, whereas the Bavarian 

of the crying need for naturalism in con- state forests yield only one mammal per 
servation,—one more proof that the for- 100 acres, and one bird per 400 acres. 

ester with a single eye for sawlogs, or the The highest aggregate kill, as compared 
game manager with a single eye for fur with our forest states, arises not from 

or feathers, is an anachronism. In the high density, but from the absence of 

long run we shall learn that there is no blank areas, and from the high kill-ratio 

such thing as forestry, no such thing as per unit of population. That is to say, 
game management. The only reality is Bavaria gets a game crop because all 
an intelligent respect for, and adjustment the land is working and all the breeding 

to, the inherent tendency of land to pro- stock is productive. 
duce life. Of great import to us is the evident 

German predator policy, as described fact that German game biology is em- 
by Shepard, is refreshingly naturalistic. pirical, not scientific. Game managers 
Martens, otters, and eagles, long since ex- Teceive only routine training as foresters. 

tinct in all but our “backwoods” states, An effective and vital system of conserva- 

are not only suffered to exist, but are tion has been built, not upon a found- 
managed like the deer. Foxes, despite ation of research, but upon a foundation 
their depredations, are cropped in proper of experience. That system is of neces- 

density for fur. A vigilant bird-lover sity encrusted with the political and eco- 
group insists on the rational protection nomic barnacles of feudalism, but it de- 
of raptors, and the sportsmen, either out livers results, despite the handicap of a 
of intelligence or necessity, acquiesce. The man:land ratio vastly less favorable than 
culling function of predators seems to be ours. Is it a rosy dream to envisage the 
universally recognized as a biotic neces- ultimate emergence of an American sys- 
sity. Will this happy day come to Amer- tem, founded upon ecological science, un- 
ica before, or after, our magnificent pred- encumbered by too much history, utiliz- 

ators are gone? ing to the utmost our basic advantage of 
German game yields, as sketched by elbow-room, and. so integrated with our 

Shepard, are higher in private and com- sociology and economics as to perpetuate 
munal districts than in state forests. This indefinitely the opportunity for contact 
reflects the fact, so hard for American with natural beauty? It seems to me not 
conservationists to learn, that high al- a dream, but a challenge. 
titudes and poor soils yield light crops, 
whether of corn, deer, or sawlogs. (Those Apo LEopo.p, 
who habitually relegate wild life to land University of Wisconsin.



. Antlers 

: Extract from Biennial Report, Pennsylvania Board of Game Commissioners, 1935-36, p. 57: 

ANTLER CLASSIFICATION: 
: 1934 1935 

Two points to one antler................. 4,384 - 21%.:...... 6,176 - 26% 

Three points to one antler............... 5,183 - 246........ 5,730 - 24a 

Four points to one antler................ 7,021 — 336 ...-..- 7,457 - 31% 

Five or more points to one antler........ 4,549 - 22% ....... 4,439 - 19% 

' ’
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